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Pruca-S tX PENCE

With ]3est Wishes for a Prosperous N~w Year and Cordial
Greeti[lgs to our ~eaders at Qome and }\broad
Editorial Notes
·=
We have to apologise to our Canadian, Australian and New
Zealand friends for an unfortunate faux-pas in last month's Editorial Notes. Our paragraph regarding the proposed publication .
of notes contributed by the various Dominions was written with
the best intentions, and we hasten to express our regret if any
offence has unwittingly been given by our thoughtless phraseology on that occasion. The proposed new section of the Magazine to which we referred will be entitled " DOMINION NOTES "
-and not " Colonial Notes " as previously suggested.

®
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The following letter from the Royal Humane Society was recently received by the parents of the late Lieutenant J. W. Agar:
IN MEMORIAM .
ROYAL HUMANE SOCIETY .
At a meeting of the Committee of the Royal Humane Society,
held at Watergate House, York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C.2, on
the 17th day of October i933- Admiral Crosswell J. Eyres, o.s.o.
(Treasurer) in the chair- it was ·Resolved unanimously: "That
the gallantry displayed by the late
LIEUTENANT JOHN W. AGAR,
Royal Corps of Signals, who lost his life when attempting to
save Driver J. H. Castle from drowning in the sea at Studland
Bay, Dor~et, on the 27th August 1933- having previously saved
another man- merits the highest praise of the Meeting, and the

Committee, in sympathising with his relatives, desire to record
their appreciation by the grant of the Honorary Testimonial of
the Society inscribed on vellum."
{Signed) EDWARD P., President.
C. J. EYRl!S, Chairman.
F. A. CLAUGHTON, Secretary.
®
f9i
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Exchanges.-Subaltern suddenly warned to proceed to India
this trooping season {probably March) desires exchange. Write
Lieut. Z. cf o the Editor, THE WIRE, 95 Belgrave Road, Victoria,
London, S.W.i.
Perusing our copy of "The Monthly Bulletin"-that extremely
interesting publication of Royal Canadian Signals--one cannot
help commenting upon the matter-of-fact terseness which is a
characteristic feature of their Station notes. That our Canadian
brethren do not lack excitement and adventure is amply illustrated by the following extracts: Dawson, Yukon Territory, 31st August 1933.
Traffic has been slightly heavier during August. The weather
has been mostly cooler than throughout July, and towards the
end of the month it started freezing at nights. destroying most of
the gardens and causing much damage to the local water system,
which will not be closed off until about the 15th of September.
S.M. Heath arrived on the 16th August to take charge of the
Station in place of S.M. Armstrong. who leaves shortly for the
" outside."
Bears are causing a great deal of trou le this season, and to
date there have been seven men lost. It is supposed that some
of them have been killed by bear.s.
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Mayo Landing, Yukon Territory, July 1933.
Con iderable warm weather during the month caused a general
trek to the swimming hole at Five Mile Lake . Two softball
game , Boat versus Town, have been played and won by Town
by overwhelming scores. The married men again defeated their
unfette red breth ren by a close margin, but the bachelors at'e still
hopeful.
As usual, thi year everal encounters with bears have been
reported. Recentl y, ther~ was nearly a tregedy at Keno when
a bea r 1umped T om Keat.ng from behind. A policeman , h ea ring
his cries. rushed to his a sistance but wa una ble to use a gun,
so he bear off the bea r with an axe. When th e bear attacked
agam, he shot it at a dista nce of fou r feet. Keating was in a ver y
serious cond ition, and it is expected t hat he will be abou t a year
recoveri ng from his injuries.
The Mining Companies a re ru shing hipments of all available
ore bl:fore the expected d rop in silver prices . There is no hope
held that mining act ivities will be resumed this fa ll .
\Ve have been asked to announce that Mr. A. W ickins, ex1.M.T. Royal Signals and Army Signal School, Poona, Ind ia , 1924
to 1928-now c / o H ardcastle W aud & Co., Ltd., Alice Buildings,
Hornby Road, Bombay, India-would like to hear from Sergeants
Maynard A. and Aitken, also late of Army School . Poona.
@

®
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We take this opportunity of ihanking those of our Unit Representatives who as isted us to d ispose oE "Help Yourself" Magazines on behalf of the Reedham Orphanage authori ties.
The secretary of that organisation also asks us to announce
that their sales of t!i is year's Magazine have reached a tot al
which will result in over [400 more being available for Reedh am
Orphanage than la t year, and to th ank those su_Pponers- an.d
particularly those who have helped for the first nme-for rhe1r
valuable co-operation.
As a token of their appreciation, the Orphanage Board of Control have allotted Signals Association twenty votes at their. next
election of children to the O rphanage, and a similar number of
votes for the election scheduled to take place in July 1934.
Vocational Training: Woodwork ing Machinist.
The present-day demand for speedier production has resulted
in the development of high-class woodworking machinery . This
has, in turn, increased the demand for men to work 1he machines.
The trade of woodworking machinist offers at once a well-paid
and very interesti r.g means of employmem. and for the man with
mechanical interests there is no berter t rade. The work is clean,
absorbing and moderately easy to learn.
The woodworking machinist enjoys a unique position inasmuch
as he is in demand in practically every section of the timber
trade. Many other trades not d irectly connected with the timber
mdustry employ working machinists, i.e. pattern makers, coach
builders, aircraft manufacturers, shipbuilders, car body builders10 mention only a few.
The woodwork ing machin ist is well paid- his wa~es are at
least equal to those of other skilled 1radesmen. and in many
instances he can specialise on one machine such as 1he spindle
moulder or four-cutter, when his wages are considerably more.
The demonstrators, erectors and salesmen of woodworking
machinery manufacturers are usually recru ited from exceptionally
keen men who have worked the machines. 0 1her well-paid
posnions to which the wood machinist may rise are those of mill
·
foreman and saw doctor.
In keeping With modern practice, the machinery installed at
the Army Vocat ional Traming Centre, Aldershot, is of the latest
mororiscd type, comprising circular saws, planing machines, band
slws, spindle moulders, tenoning machines, mortising machines.
wood-turning lathe~. etc.- the Centre being comple1ely equipped
to carry out any normal machtne work .
The student, when beginnmg his course, is first 9laced with
the older and more experienced students until he becomes accustOl!led to his surroundmgs. 1he sounds of 1he different machines.
and the general methods and behaviour of those in the mi ll. H e
ts then given mstructton in the uses of 1he various machines.
tarting, stopping, and 1he safety precau tions necessary when the
ma,hines are being worked.
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As he becomes proficient, he is given elementary jobs on the
saw and planing machines; from tlus he goes on to mo re in t ricate
work on the mortiser, tenoner, band saw and spind le mo ulder.
Whilst using the different machines, the st udent is ta ught to
make, grind and sharpen the various cutte rs he. requi res, 10
sharpe n an d set saws. to braze band saws, an d general machine
maintenance.
As th e training is coupled with extensive production, the
student is worki ng 1he whole ti me in an environment si milar to
1h:it of a civilian facto ry or saw mill, and after h is initial t rai ning
he is doing the same work in identicall y t he same way as any
civilian wood mach inist.
T HE EotTOR.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I
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Life's Little Problems.
" Wanted.- A t an old-established and well-known cli nic in Kent.
An ex-Ser vice man of exemplary cha racter, t o act as general
h andy man. Must ·be unmarried, well recommended, and be
prepared to li ve on t he premises. Wages £ 1 per week , all
found ."
A message to 1hat effect was sent to this office Quite recently,
and we at once set about t he task of selecting a suita ble candid ate
for the post . W e t hanked the principal for h is offe r, and
informed h im that we wou ld have a number of aoolicants at this
office on any day to su it h is con ven ience, · so th at· h e could make
a selection ; and he arra nged to be present for that purpose t hree
days later.
An ex-Signals man was already installed at t he esta blishment in
question in the capacit y of chef, and from him we learnt th at
the new post was a good one, wi th no responsi bili ties , and of a
permanent nature so lon g as the selected ca nd idate ga ve satisfaction. Splendid ! It was just the type of job we could deal
with, and we cheerfully turned to our registers fo r the man we
wanted.
Altogether we communicated with twelve likely fellows, all of
them with good Army credentials but no particular civil trade
qualifications, and all recorded at t his office as will ing to accept
any work for which they were considered su ita ble. There was,
in fact. very little time to lose ; but having despatched our twelve
letters, describing the si tuation and asking the recipien ts to report
at this office for an interview wit h t he prospective employer on
the given dare, we felt that we were well on the way to pulling
another chestnut out of th e fire , and awaited results.
At the time appointed, the pnncipal and h is secretary were the
first to arrive, being followed shortly afterwards by two oE our
twelve candidates. The other ten did not materi alise nor did
they offer any reason for not doin g so. However, the principal
was not to know th at, and- mak ing the best of a disappointmg
and unsatisfactq.,ry situation- we presented our two fellows for
nomination. Both were interroga ted and ga ve satisfa ctory replies.
The job was explained to them in full detail, and both expressed
their willingness to accept ir. So fa r, good ; but there was only
one vacancy!
The principal selected his man, proceeded to give him fu ll
instructions as to how and when to reach his destination, thanked
us for our courtesy, and departed. He was obviously pleased
with his reception and also with his selection ; and when he had
gone, we went over the details of the journey with our man and
fin all y dismissed him with inst ructions to report to the school in
Kent at midday on the fo llowing Sunday. That was that !
Another man employed , and another card transferred to the
" Employments Found " section.
Incidentall y- and before the man who had been turned down
had left the office-we received a ohone call from a friendlv fi rm
in the West End for a man to be sent to 1hem immediatily fo r
permanent employment. He, 100, was sent off there and t henmaking two jobs filled in one morning. Great stuff! the sort of
thing which gives a fellow an appetite for lunch.
N ow for the sequel. Late that same evening- about 7 o'clock,
to be precise: when all good secretarial staffs are presumed to
be enjoying t he comforts of their own domestic surroundingsthere came a ring of the front door bell I W e were then just
pu tti ng the fin is h ing touches to our outgoi ng mail, preparatory to
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locking up and ~ojng to the post ; but, bein g curious to know
who co1!ld be v1s1tmg us at th at 1ime of 111ght, we ventured
downstairs to ascertam. O ur visitor turned out to be candidate
number . one- the man who a few hours previously had accepted
the cltn1c vacancy. He was obviously ill at case, and finally he
blurted ou.t t hat he had reconsidered his decision and did not now
want the 1ob ; furthermore. he was not going.
. It had be.en a trying sort of day, and 1 suppose that at seven
m t.h~ evemng one's grey matter does not function with the same
rap1d1ty .as 1t docs at 7 a.~. Suffice it to say that, before we
could .t~ink of an observation suned to that particular occasion,
our v1s1tor w.as well on the road to Victoria. We closed the
front do~r quietly, proceeded upstairs, collected the mail, turned
out the lights, and went home.
Of course, the principal of that school and his secretary will
be delighted when they receive our letter I It is a good lettercarefully thought out, very ex_pla.natory and very apologetic. We
hav~ informed them that this 1s nol' our usual way of doing
bus1!1e s ; and, o~ cour~e, they will believe us. They may
possibly _c;;ll m 1he1r ex-Signals chef and tell him what a splendid
Assoc1at1on he belongs to. They may even go so far as ro give
us the opportunity of nominatin~ another of our men. They
"'llla\•- and yet again, they may not. We wonder!
.

Salisbury Branch.
~econd. Annual Dinne r.-Forry-two members sat

down to
enJOY a dtnner tastefully provided by the proprietors of the Cafe
Rendezvou • 21 Catherme Street, Salisbury, on Friday 1st December 1933. !he dec~rations of the dining room recalled to those
present their past s1gnallmg days. Pliers were used to support
the menu cards~ whilst a miniature permanent route was erected
o ~ the tab l~s with th.e poles standmg in the middle and wired up
wtth a D.111. tapped m on each terminal pole. T here were three
termi nal poles--one in the centre of the head table and one each
at th e end of two tables where a member oE the committee sat .
The re was great excitement when various mem bers oicked uo the
telephones and started to send the calling-up sign, and disco~ered
that they could telephone to various pals on the other tables. O n
th e head table one could see a miniature wireless station conn ~cred to a small .m otor car, rei;>resenting the Army of to-day
wtt h. its mecha111satton. Further mterests were added b y having
t he _Jolly ol ~ blue .and white flags which many p rese nt had used
durin g their service. Company Orders posted up in the hall

leading to the dining room brought back many memories of days
of go0d comradeship in the Corps.
._. We were greatly honoured by the prese nce of Lieut.-General
~tr John S. Fowler, K.C.B . , K.C .M.G., o.s.o. (Colonel-Commandant
of our Corps) who was our chief guest. D uring his soeech he
recalled past days of the Boer and Great Wa rs, where he met
several of the old comrades who were at dinner wit h him on this
occasion.
The loya l toast was proposed by our president , Colonel F. A.
Heymann, O.B.E., who said a few words on t he way the Branch
ha_d got on. He also spoke of the unemployment problem. He
said that very shortly he would be leaving us , but he hooed he
had been able to fulfi l. his .aim wh~n he was appointed president
cf .t~ts Branch, by ratsmg tt to a high standard and fostering the
spmt of ··. love of regiment " amongst all its members. The
reply to this was loud applause from all members present.
Mr. W. Ison (vice-president) rose lo propose "Our Guests."
He spoke of the honou r of having t he Colonel-Commandant of
our Corps present wit h us. H e also referred to Colonel Heymann,
and emphasised t he fact that he had been one of the best presidents we could have. We should greatly miss him when he
leaves us. bl!t ~e wished h im every success in his new appointment. Contmumg . M r. Ison mentioned Fligh t-Lieut . Bishop of
the l\!ational Association, who was p rese nt as one of our guests.
H ad tt not been fo r t he Flt ght-Lieut~na nt often coming to the
rescue, he said, we should not have been able to have olaced so
many of ou r ex-Signals'in situations. He then referred to Colonel
R: F. B. N~ylor (0.C. 3rd Divisional Signals) as another great
friend. D urmg the Bulford chu rc h p arades his welcome is always
wa rm and makes us feel at home, so that all our members look
forwa rd to th ese great occasions when we visit them.
The to~s~ was responded to by Lieut.-General Sir John Fowler,
who on rtstng was welcomed with loud applause. H e explained
how he had heard oE the good work of this Branch and of our
preside nt, who had worked so hard for us. His soeech was
welcomed by all present.
•
Mr: Cole, proposing the toas1 of " The Signals Association ."
ex pl'!-med what had been ~oi ng on during the past year, showing
t he increase m membership , the decrease in the unem ployment
fig ures of the Branch and its aims for the future. H e expressed
reg rer that the General Secretary (Mr. Butler) from London was
not able to be. present owing to a slight accident, and also at
losing ou r president, although our loss is another section's gain.

/ \>m1u1i Di1111er of tlt e Salisbury l3ra11 clt , Si~111ls Asso~itltio n , 1933
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Colonel R. F. B. Naylor, in a brief reply, ran through the work
of our Association and the 3rd D ivisional Signals, explai ning the
difference between the Army of yesterday and that of to-day.
The next toast, proposed by Mr. Cannell, president of the entertainment committee, was "Absent Friends." He referred to
various members who were present last year but who unfortunately were unable to attend now ; also to Colonel Martineau.
D.C.S.O. Southern Command, whom he hopes to meet another
year--he was u able to attend owing to a previous engagement.
He recalled those comrades who had suffered and passed on.
This toast was honoured in silence, the company standing for a
minute.
Finally, Colonel Heymann proposed a toast to the proprietors
of the Cafe for the excellent dinner they had provided and for
their efficient service. This was greeted by loud applause from
all present.
Promptly at 9.30 p.m. the party adjoined to the dance room
and were entertained by Mr. A. Knee (comedian), Mr. C. W.
Wyatt (lightning sketches). Mr. E. C. Fray (pianoforte), R.Q.M.S.
Adcock (comedian), R.Q.M.S. Smart (recitation), and by other
members of the Association, who gave songs to make the evening
a merry one. Old-time war tunes were played by Mr. Fray, the
whole. company joining in whole-heartedly.
As Sir John Fowler and Colonels Heymann and Naylor prepared
to depart at 10. 15 p.m., every member rose and saniz heartily
" For they are jolly good fellows," and finished up with three .
roaring good cheers which assisted theQI. on their way home,
knowing that their presence was greatly appreciated by all.
The programme concluded at 1r.15 p.m., when the members
wended their way home. The arrangements were made by the
entertainment committee: Messrs. Cannell, Hand, Daniels and
Cole and R.Q .M. S. Smart.
Future Engagements.-Will all members please note and
book the following dates for 1934, and come along to support the
Branch in its activities: January 26th-A social for members, their wives, and friends ;
price 6d.
February 9th-Games tournament, Salisbury Signals O.C.A. v.
3rd Divisional Signals.
February 23rd--O.C.A. annual dance.
March 16th-Games tournament, Salisbury O.C.A. v. Royal
Army Pay Corps O.C.A.
April 6th-A social for members, their wives, and friends.
April 20th-Games tournament, Salisbury O.C.A. v. R.A.S.C.
O.C.A.
October 26th-A social for members, their wives, and friends.
Various other functions such as church parades, band concerts,
etc .. will be notified later.
Notification regarding the above will be sent to every member, ·
and we trust they will support them in order that the entertainment committee may fix further programmes in 1935.

To all Branches of the Assooiation.- We wish you all prosperity in 1934, hoping you will enjoy a happy New Year, increase
in membership, and continue to foster the spirit of esprit de
corps amongst all ranks, serving and otherwise. We would welcome any transfers from home or abroad .
To our editor and secretary we wish every good thing for the
New Year.
For the Benevolent Branch of the Association we wish good
fortune. May the Branch increase in its receipts in order to meet
the great demands made upon it.
And to those down and out, may the spirit of trus New Year
reach you with pros~rity and the chance of work.
F. COLE, Hon. Secretary.
EMPLOYMENTS-Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Association for Employment of ex-Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: r Ex-Signalman, London
...... ................. .... Lineman
1
Ex-Signalman, London
.......... ..... ......... ... Lineman·
3 Ex-Signalman, Surrey : .. ...... .................. Houseman
4 Ex-~.C.0., Portsmouth ........... .Telephone Operator
5 Ex-Signalman, London .... .... .. .... ............. Lineman
6 Ex-Signalman, Birmingham .... ................. Labourer
7 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........ .................... ..Agent
........ ................... ... Porter
8 Ex-Signalman, London
9 Ex-N.C.O., Middlesbrough .......... ..... ....... Labourer
10 Ex-Signalman, London ..................... Fitter's Mate
11 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ...... ... . ..... .. ...... ..Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, London ........ .. ........... Fitter's Mate
13 Ex-Signalman, London ... ..... .. .. .. .... ... Fitter's Mate
14 Ex-N.C.O., London .. .. ........ .. ... .... .. .... Fitter's Mate
15 Ex-Signalman, Reading .. .. ... .... .... .. ....... .. .Labourer
16 Ex-Signalman, London ..... ..... ..... ..... .. ...... Labourer
17 Ex-Signalman, London .......... .... .... ...... .. Houseman
18 Ex-Signalman, London .... .. ......... ... ...... .... Labourer
19 Ex-Signalman, Croydon ... ...Post Office (temporary)
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges the rereipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from: Mr. E. J. Young
Officers Mess, S.T.C. Catterick
3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, India
Combined Horse and Motor Cycle Display, S.T.C. Catterick
GIFTS OF CLOTHING from: Colonel J. Waley Cohen, c.M.G., c.B.E., o.s.o., T.D.
Captain D. L. Carnegie
Mr. E. J. Young
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Change of Address.- As notified in the November issue of
THE WIRE, please note from the date of this issue that the
secreta ry's address is "CHARNWOOD," IO CHARNWOOD ROAD,
SALISBURY, WILTS .

APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Signalman, Liverpool. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
1
Ex-N.C.O .. Leith. Temporary difficulties. £2 lrant
3 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties.
1 grant
4 Ex-Signalman, Norfolk. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
5 Ex-Driver, Kent. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
6 Ex-Driver, Reading. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
7 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield. Domestic difficulties. £x grant
8 Ex-Signalman, Birmingham. Domestic difficulties. £2 / 10 / o

Cable Repairs in Marsamulcetto Harbour : Drum
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9 Ex-Signalman, London. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
10 Wife of deceased Signalman, Dublin. Temporary difficulties.
£r I 10 / o grant
1J
Ex-Signalman, Bradford. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
12 Ex-Signalman. Sussex. Domestic difficulties. £4')rant
1) Ex-Signalm~n. Plymout~. .Domestic difficulties.
3 grant
14 Stgmn, India. Domestic difficulties. f.6 loan an £2 grant
(Signed) -A. H. FRENCH, Colonel,
AcJministr.ator, Signals -A$so(:iation Benevolent Fund.

YOUR KIT
MOVESMajor E. L. Hill ~rom India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
Ma1or A. L. Hams from Catterick to Woolwich.
Maior. H. V. V. S. Thorne from Aldershot to Egy_et
Capta!n F. S. Thompson from Palestine to London tR.E. Board)
Capta!n F. T. P?pe from Catterick to Belfast
Capta!n E. G. Sinnott from Bulford to Catterick (S.T.C.)
Capta!n M. D~ncan from Aldershot to India
Capta!n C. Childs from Tidworth to R.W .A.F.F.
Capta!n J. A. I. Watts from India to Bulford (3rd D / S)
Capta!n F. P. L. G~ay from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
C?ptain A. E. Morrison from India to Aldershot (1st D/S)
L!eut. L. C. C. Harris.o n from In~ia to Bulford {3rd D/S)
L!eut. A. J. G. McNa1r from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
L!eut. W . D. Weir from India to Scarborough (5th D/S)
L!eut. E. V. McCormack from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
L!eut. K. H. Treseder from London to India
Lieut . E. Y. Nepean from Catterick to India

Extracts from "The London Gazette."
War Office 17 / II / 33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESF.RVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain G. Gray to be Major 13 / 9 / 33
P. L. M. Day, late 2/ Lieut. Royal Sii:nals, to be 2/Lt. 8/II/33
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
54th (E.A.) Div! Signals-P. M. Galbraith to be 2/Lt. 18/II/33
War Office 21/u/33
REGULAR ARMYColonel J. A. F. Mair, M.C., half-pay list, retires on retired pay
22 / 11 / 33
War Office r / 12 / 33
REGULAR A~MY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Major. J. G. De.edes? M.B.E., retires on retired pay 1/ 12 / 33
Cap~ain C. Childs is seconded for service under the Colonial
Office l / u / 33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
H . S. Wilson to be 2/ Lieut. 2/ 12 / 33
War Office 8 / 12 / 33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
A. N. Goode to be 2/ Lieut. 9 / 1'.1. / 3~
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
46th (N.M.) Divl Signals-R. A. Waldron to be 2 / Lt. 6/ 12/33
56th (1st London) Divl Signals-Colonel J. W. Cohen, c.M.G.,
C.B.E., o.s.o., T.D., vacates the appointment of Honorary
Colonel, 6/ 12/ 33
Lieut. J. C. Denison-Pender, late General List, to be Hon.
Colonel 6/ 12/ 33
War Office n/ n/ 33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SJGNALS
The undermentioned to be 2/ Lieuts. 13/12/33: A. W. Damon
and H. H. Ledger
War Office 15/ n/ 33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVl!--ROYAL SIGNALS
1/ Lieut. J. Elkins to be Lieut. 1/ II/33
D. M. P. Millar to be 2/Lieut. 16 /1'2/33
TBRRJTORIAL A.RMv-RoYAL SIGNALS
5oth. (1:'1.) Divl Signals-Lieut. F. M. Sargent r~ his com•
m1ss1on, 2/ 1r/33

HEADQUARTERS
ESTIMATES
For HOME and OVERSEAS

KIT
on application

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS
All Kit supplied by us may be relied
upon as conforming strictly to the
Regulations of your Unit.
Special terms for payments may be
arranged if required.
For any information write to

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
111 1111 1111 1111 1111111 11 11111 1111 1111 1111 111 1111 1111 1111 111111 111 11111 1111111 1111 1111111

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

Correspondence.
[D.O. 496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
The Edit?t of "The Wi~e." .
.
16rh December 1933.
Dear S1r.- The following 1s notified for publication in the
January 1934 WIRE.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
D~tl!S .on which the top individ uals were registered or. the
wamng lrst for the Married Quarters Roll.
(a) Home and Abroad-Ser~eants 27 / 1/ 30
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File 8/2/29
C. FIRTH, Colonel,
i I c R.Signals Records.

Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?
If not, join now !
Your military service will come to en end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the Association helps its Members in
that d irection, as shown on page 4.
The subscription is only

2/- per annum.

Ask your Unit Representative for further details.
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Round the World.
BY COLO El. E. F. \V. BARKER, C.B. E. , o .s.o ..
Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, India.
The following notes were compiled by the writer after a recenl
tour. They m.~y be of interest 10 officers m Ind_1a and the East
who contemplate a similar way of spend111g their leave.
Officers who are stationed in India arc emilled to eight month
leave during their tour , and it seems the "chance of a hfet1me,"
as they are already nearly half way round the world, lo complete the other half. Thi also applies, of course, to other officers
stauoned further East.
. .
Like most thing , given the time and no obhgauon to visit
England, It resolves itself into a question f cost. . .
The first matter for consideration i th e advert ised fare. A
" round the world" ticket from Bombay to Bombay, first class,
costs f.i68/ 6 / 6 (1934). A simila r ticket fro m Bombay. to London
and return by P. and 0 . works out at £126. There 1s therefore
a difference of only £42 / 6 / 6 for the complete to~ r. The compulsory addition to the latter is the food on the trams, and sleepmg berth on the railway across Canada . The. C.P.R. is prepar•
ing inclusive meal and sleeper charges for the iour.~ey across th,~
continent. There are also the expenses at any
stop overs
and ports of call such as Hong Kong, Shanghai, Nagasaki, etc ..
which are naturally what one makes them.
.
These rates can be considerably reduced by t ravelling second
class or tourist, both of wh ich are quite bearable, tho_ugh naturally
they have not the luxury of first class accommodat1.on.
.
Whether you make the trip eastward or westward is 1mmatenal.
As the writer made it westward , it will be described in that
direction.
For the trip from Bombay to London, no notes are n ecessary.
We will therefore commence with England.
The choice of steamships across the Atlantic is important. The
minimum fare quoted above entails travel by " Duchess " ships
from Liverpool to Quebec or Montreal. They are good and the
accommodation is excellent, but they are slower than the Empress
of Britain, the leading passenger ship in the world. The latter
starts from Southampton, and is well worth the slight extra expense involved. It was in this ship that the writer crossed the
"herring pond."
.
.
.
.
. .
Until one has actually travelled 111 a ship of this kmd, 1t 1s
quite impossible to realise the comfort and luxury of a modern
sea voyage. lls gross to_nnage is _42,000 tons. There is a fullsize tennis court, a magnificent sw11nm111g bath, and a ball room.
The cabins are styled apartments and are the size of a large room .
Everything possible is done for one's comfort-dances, talkies and
sports are all to hand ; meals a _la carte (and you get what y_ou
fancy without extra charge) ; whilst a mornmg paper comes with
your " chota hazri " to your apartment.
The daily run in the open sea averages 615 miles, an~ the
crossing from Bishop's Rock to Belle Isle rakes less than eighty
hours. the rest of the voyage being in sheltered waters. The
advantage of this route for a bad sailor needs no emphasis.
Leaving Southampton on a Wednesday, you find yourself ·at
Quebec on Monday morning. 11Jnfor1unately the Empress _of
Bn'tain cannot proceed further up the St. Lawrence, so you disembark under the Plains of Abraham (famous for Wolfe's victO.!.y
over the French in September 1759) after a far too short voyage.
The regiments which took part m that historic battle were the
1st Battn Royal Sussex, 1st Battn Oxford and Bucks L.I., 1st
Battn East Yorks. 1st Battn Gloucestershire, 1st Battn Loyal
orth Lanes, 1st Baun Northamptonshire, and 6oth Rifles (two
battalions). This was rhe second time Quebec was captured by
the British from the French, the first being on ,July 22nd 1629.
The "Duchess" boats go 011 to Montreal (160 miles} after a
suitable halt. Presuming you " sroo over " in Quebec, with the
aid of a red-cap (porter} you " check " your heavy baggage, for
which there is a liberal allowance, through to your ship at Vancouver, and find it on board when you arrive.
The Canadian dollar varies like all other currencies, but is now
about 5 o. Before leaving England, you must make arrangements
for cash durmg your tour. A letter of credit from your bankers
1. as good a way as any, and enables you to travel with as little
loose cash as possible. Agents of the " Big Five " banks are to
be found in every place, and there is therefore no difficulty in
getting money on an " as required " basis.

On landing in Quebec, avoid the Chatcau Frontenac (called after
Count Frontenac, a French Governor of Canada in 1672) unless
you. are very rich. It is very expensive, as are most _of the
c:P.R. hotel . Your best plan, if you wish to do th~ trip cc.o•
nomicaliy, is to go (or write beforehand) to the Chief Tot~nst
Bureau and say what you require in the way of accommodation.
There is an excellent system throughout Canada of " recom•
mended " billets in every town and village. As a rule these are
first class. consisting of a room with bathroom plus hot and .cold
running water. The charge is normally one dollar (5/-) per diem.
Breakfast and other meals are generally not obtaina ble, but these
are very easily procured at a la c~rte ~afeteria, restaurants, etc .
Tip in Canada are on the same ba~1s as m England--r1ot Scotland .
Quebec is full of historical interest, and a very good book_ to
read be.fore arrival, and also to take with you, is " The H1stoncal
Geography of Canada •· (in three small parts) published by the
Clarendon Press, Oxford. One can easily spend three days here
without a dull moment.
In passing, it is interesting to note that it was opposite t_he
Plains of Abraham that the Royal William of 363 tons was built.
It was the fi rst steamship to cross the Atlantic and took twenty•
five days in doing so I But that was in 1832.
.
.
A visit by car or tra in to Montmorency Falls (ten miles) 1s well
worth whi le. There you will find Kent House, now an excellent
hotel, but fo rmerly the residence of the Duke of Kent (father of
Q ueen Victoria). You might find it wort h while to stay there a
day or two, as there is a first class golf course adjacent to the
hotel. In fact, you find golf courses a ll over Canada, and the
members are most hospitable to visiting officers. If you have
friends, so much the better ; if not, it may be possible to get
introductions from mutual friends, and this would make all the
difference to your visit.
On the subject of introductions, do not forget that the . Royal
Canadian Corps of Signals is allied to the Royal Corps of Signals.
If you get into touch with any officers in the former, nothing
can exceed their kindness and hospitality: it is proverbial.
In t he matter of drinks, it is well to remember that all hotels
and trains (except in Quebec, where one can get beer and light
wines) are " dry." Liquor is obtainable at Government stores
on payment of 4 dollars (£1) for a licence, after which you can
buy as much as you like ; but this liquor cannot be consumed
in a public place. There is method in this restriction. The
Province of Ontario alone gets 200,000 dollars a year from such
licences-a large proportion of which are taken out by U.S.A.
citizens, who cross the border fo get a drink. One can see how
the revenue of Canada will suffer when the States agai n go
.. wet."

Having done Quebec, your next halt will probably be Montreal.
founded by a Breton sailor of St. Malo named Jacques Cortier in
r535 on the site of the Indian village of Hochelaga, renamed
Royal Mount. If you cross the Atlantic in a " Duchess " ship ,
it automatically takes you to Montreal. On the other hand, if
you travel by the Empress of Britain, you must either tranship
or proceed by rai l. The former is preferable.
The Canadians are proud of Montreal, and if you read the
history of the city you will find much of interest. If you do not
wish to visit pttawa, you can continue by lake steamer to
Toronto. But 1t is recommended to go to the capital city, about
three and a half hours journey.
When Canada was made a Dominion, there was great jealousy
between Toronto and Montreal. Both claimed the right to be
the seat of Government ; but Queen Victoria settled the dispute
by decid ing in favour of neither and choosing Ottawa. One advantage is that it is further from the frontier between Canada
and U.S.A. and therefore strategically safer. The Ridean canal
is of historical interest. It was first proposed as a military
measure during the war of 1812, to provide an alternative route
to the St. Lawrence between the west and Montreal. It was
built by the Royal Engineers in seven years (1825-r832).
Now a word as to trains in the Dominions. (Incidentally, remember that railway time is different to local time.} You have
?. first class ticket and therefore think you are all right.
But there
ir. no such thing, practically speaking, as third class. Everyone
travels first class, so you have to pay a supplement to travel by
" parlour car"; or if you are spe11ding the night, your sleeping
berth supplement covers it. Both are expensive. If you are
tra'(eiling tourist, you have the entree to the dining car but not
the parlour car. The sleeping cars are not like those in England.
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They consist of long carriages with berth~ (one above the other)
down the whole length, with curtains to be drawn when in bed.
Bedding is provided, and there are washing places at opposite
ends of the carriage for men and women. Special compartments
fitted up can be reserved but are most expensive: about £5/10 Io
per twenty-four hours (for two).
Meals in the restaurant car are lavish and served a la carte:
e.g. you can get a plain breakfast consisting of toast. or rolls ,
marmalade and tea or coffee, for 45 cents (about 2/ 3) or with
eggs 85 cents (4 / 3). For luncheon or dinner you will find that
one portion is ample for two people: this is a recognised custom.
The C.P.R. pride themselves on the civility of their servants, and
from practical experience I can say it is not an id le boast.
On arrival at Ottawa, if you have not made previous arrangement5 with a tourist agency, the Chate.au Laurier (C.N.R.) is the
best. You pay 5 dollars (25 / -) for your room alone, and for meals
as required. These are not expensive ; an excellent dinner costs
about 6 / o. The dining room is one of the prettiest in the world,
being oval shaped and decorated and furni.s hed with great taste.
Every hotel in Canada has a cafeteria where you can get "snack"
meals at reasonable rates.
Ottawa is very beautiful ; it is well laid out and has fine public
buildings. In the summer you can get excellent golf and bathing,
and in the winter ski-ing. There is a wonderful Memorial
Chamber m the clock tower of the Houses of Parliament to commem rate t hose who fell in the Great War, together with a Book
of Remembrance. This should undoubtedly be visited. A carillon installed in the clock tower by Messrs. Bell, of Croydon, is
played once or twice a week.
Ottawa is he seat of Government, and therefore of the Ministry
of Defence, which corresponds to our War Office. The Director
of Signals (at present Colonel Forde, o.s.o.) is there and should
be visited by Signal officers.
From Ottawa you can train to Toronto, but a better plan is to
go to Brockville (2 ~ 4 hours) and get on one of the lake steamers
calling at Kingston en route. This is a lovely journey through
the thousand islands. On nearing Kingston you will pass Barriefield, which is the prospective site of the new S.T.C. for the
Royal Canadian Corps of Signals. It should be completed in
1936. A " stop over " in Kingston would enable you to visit
the R.M.C .. a training college of great in terest . Unlike our own
R.M.C. , it provides a four years course, and students there
graduate for civil employment. A very hi gh standard of engineering is set, and all officers for the R.C.C. of S. qualify at
th is college. In the Cadets Mess you will see the• regimental
plate of the Leinster Regiment (Royal Canadians} which. is loaned
to the College until such time (if ever) as they are re-const ituted .
Leaving Kingston by boat in the evening, you find yourself at
Toronto in time for breakfast- or you can go by train if preferred.
Toronto, formerly called York and the site of Fort Roulle, is a
thorou ghly modern and up-to-date city. The Westminster Hotel
will meet all your requirements. It is clean and comfortable, and
its charges are very moderate. By the way, you will notice that
hotel quotations arc on "European" or " American" plan. The
former means room only ; the latter is en pension.
The Ni aga ra Falls are the show piece from Toronto. These
can be reached either by motor car or steamer. The former is
the better means.
The Canadian side of the Falls is perfectly lov.ely, and there are
(ood hotels where one can stay the night 1f one desires to see the
illuminations. The United States side has been spoilt by power
houses and ugly buildings. On the return journey, the Brock
Memorial should be visited. It is erected on the site where the
British under General Brock defeated the Americans in r812.
Toronto is the headquarters of Military District No. 2, and the
2nd Div. Signals of the Canadian Corps of Signals (Militia) have
a mess in the city. Lieut.-Colonel McPherson was in command,
and nothing can exceed the keenness and attachment of his unit
to the Royal Corps of Signals. The writer feels su re that a visit
to this unit would be very instructive to the visitor.
The onward journer. from Toronto should be done by lake
steamer as far as possible. You leave for Port McNicoll at r.30
p.m. and embark at 4.30 p.m. the same day. The steamers are
excellent and are far more comfortable than the train.
You have to pay a supplement of 4 dolbrs (or £1) for this, but
it is well worth it. You cross Lake Huron, calling at Sault San
Mare (r669), now a mining centre, about 1 p.m. next dav, and
goinz throu gh some locks enter Lake Superior at 3.30 p.m.
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Arriving at Port Arthur at 7 a.m. the following morning. you
continue your journey by train, passing the Lake of the Woods
- an extraordinarily pretty journey.
It is interesting to note, by the way, that during the vacation
period, at all the fashionable hotels the " bell boys " (correspond·
ing to our " Buttons "} are University students. These students
do this chiefly to get money for a continuation of their studies.
Incidentally, never leave your boots outside your door to be
cleaned. This is taken as a sign that you do not want them, and
they disappear. In spite of the heavy charges of Canadian hotels,
you must get your boots "shined " at the "shmc shops," either
in the hotel or outside. For this you pay about 20 cents.
Lea.ving Port Arthur at 7.30 a.m .. you have a pleasant journey
to Winnipeg, where you arrive the same evernng. Winnipeg 1s
a cit y with little intere t beyond its huge wheat trade, but if you
decide to stop for the night, the Alexandra Hotel (C.P .R.) is
adjacent to the station and not too expensive (15 / - without bath) .
The train depart at 9.45 a.m. for the journey across the
prairies. This is a very hot and dusty trek in the summer months.
and cold during the winter. You pass through Regin a, another
lar$C wheat growing centre, and spending the night in the tram.
arrive at Calgary at 7.55 a.m. There are several small hotels,
quite good and considerably cheaper than that run by the C.P.R.
Calgary is the headquarters of No. 13 Military District. with
Lieut.-Colonel Earnshaw, o.s.o., M.C., Royal Canadian Corps of
Signals, as G.S.0.1, and Lieutenant Hulbert the District signals
officer. It is also the summer camp of Strathcona's Horse. Being
sirnated on the edge of the Rocki es, it is on a wonderful site.
One should not ti1iss the chance of a visit to the Prince of Wales'
(E.F .) Ranch (pronounced ran-ch). eighty-five miles distant. Protessor Carlisle, who is the Prince's agent on the estate, is always
glad to see Englishmen and show them round. The ranch is a
perfectly gorgeous estate right at the foot o the Rockies. The
return journey by the natural oil · fi Ids at night 1s never to be
..forgotten.
From Calgary onward , the journey can be broken at Banff
and Lake Louise, but the former much-advertised spot 1 disappointing. The scenery in Kashmir i better.

!HE W.1R..E,
The route through the Rockies for " the coast " is a marvellous
piece of engineering. A guide is provided by the C.P.R. on the
tram and he pomts out all the places of interest. At the Great
D1v1de, the boundary between Alberta and British Columbia, ~he
tram stops for passengers to alight and "wish" at the p.artmg
of the streams, om• of which eventually reaches the Atlantic and
the other the Pacific.
Sicamous is reached the same evening, and is well worth stop•
ping at. The hotel is at the station and on the border of the
lake, where trout fishing (trawling) can be obtained. All gear is
provided at a fee.
The Dominion Express leaves nightly for Vancouver and gets
there at 9 a.m. next day. · There are many reasonable hotels in
the city, and places of interest abound.
If time and money permit, it is well worth going on a round
trip by steamer to Prince Rup~rt on the ~order of the Yukon.
This takes about five days. Prmce Rupert ts the terminus of the
Canadian National Railways.
Victoria, on Vancouver Island, is reached by a steamer leaving
at noon and arriving at 4 p.m. It is a pretty journey and the
ship is comfortable. Meals are obtainable on board.
Victoria is very English, and 1f you are lucky enough to have
friends on the Island who can show you round, your last impressions of Canada will never be forgotten. The Beach Hotel at
Oak Bay is first class, b:ithing and golf being practically on the
premises ; but it is rather expensive.
And now comes your important point about the journey across
the Pacific. In planning out your tour, you must remember that
the " Empress " boats-the best on the Pacific-<>nly sail once
a fortnight. If you wish to visit Honolulu en route to Japan, you
must go by either the Empress of Car1ada or the Empress of Japan.
One of these departs every month, the intermediate " Empress "
ships (smaller) going direct to Japan and sajling in the intervening
fortnight;.
You should, if possible, go via Honolulu, .as the ships are
larger and more comfortable and are oil burners. It is five days
to Honolulu and fourteen to Yokohama from Victoria. Honolulu
used to be a British Protectorate but is now under the American
flag . It is interesting to note that going west you skip one day
(known as meridian day), so that week consists of only six days.
Going east you add one day, making an eight day week.
Arriving in Japan and going through the Customs, where they
arc very inquisitive, your stay will naturally depend on the time
at your disposal. The tourist's usual itinerary is Yokohama (of
little interest), Tokio (Imperial Hotel very cheap and good) and
Nikko, the place for temples, where the Kanaya Hotel is quite
good at 27 yen per diem for two, inclusive (the yen varies but
may be taken now as 1 / 3). A day trip to Lake Chuzenji (eight
miles), the summer residence for all Embassies at Tokio, is
strongly recommended. The drive up the pass will never be forgotten: it is hair raising.
You come back from Nikko via Tokio to Miyanoshita, to the
Fujiya Hotel, which is the last word in comfort. Excellent swimming baths and various hot spring baths are thrown in. It is
more expensive than the Imperial at Tokio.
A day trip to Hakone gives you a good view, weather permitting, of Mount Fuji. There are numerous other walks and
motor drives which enable you to see and appreciate the country.
Frorn here you bus and train to Kyoto , the former royal residence
of the Imperial family. A permit to visit this place must be
obtained beforehand from the British military attache at Tokio.
Second class in the train is very good and cheap ; in fact, all
modes of locomotion in Japan are. From Kyoto, train to Kobe,
where you catch your steamer. You have the option on your
ticket of transferring to P. and 0. if times of sailing, etc., suit.
But this line does not normally call at Nagasaki. The writer continued m the C.P.R. Empress of Russia and did not turn over to
the P. and 0. until Hong Kong was reached.
lt 1s a perfectly marvellous trip through the Inland Sea and is
u ually done m daylight. Your last port of call in Japan is
agasak1, a defended port and one in which cameras are there•
fore not allowed. A day is spent in this place. On entering the
pon, which 1~ very fine, you pass the celebrated Cliffs of Shimabara, where 30,000 Chrmians were masiacred by bein2 driven
over the cliffs in 1637.
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Shanghai is reached in thirty-six hours from Nagasaki, and here
the ship usually stops for twenty-four hours. From now onwards,
at each port of call you will find Royal Corps of Signals detachments, and if you know any of the officers you should make your
number with them.
Sailing at 6 a.m. on Tuesday, taking on a police guard for fear
of pirates, you get to Hong Kong at 8.30 a.m. on Thursday.
You now have ten days at your disposal if you follow the above
time table. The Philippine Islands are well worth visiting, and
this can be done in the C.P.R. boat by which you came from
Shanghai. The round trip, stopping in the ship at Manila, costs
£9/ 10/ o and takes six days. That will reduce your stay in Hong
Kong to approximately three days. There are numerous hotels
with good accommodation at about £1 per diem, but the food is
very poor. Repulse Bay Hotel, on the south of the Island, is very
fashionable and expensive in the season ; otherwise everything
is exceedingly cheap.
You now have definitely to transfer to the P. and 0. and will
probably regret the change.
Leaving Hong K;ng on a Saturday, you are due at Singapore
on the following Wednesday, and sail again on Friday for Penang.
You live on board and make your daily tnps from the ship. The
new Naval Base should be visited, but a special pass from the
naval authorities is required.
You have only about twelve hours at Penang, but a run round
in a car is worth while. The coast road is exceedingly pretty.
Leaving on Saturday night, Colombo is reached on Wednesday,
the stay there being very short and affording little time to look
around. Bombay should be " made " on Friday morning, completing the round tour.
By travelling by the above route, you will have made a tour
you will never forget nor regret. You will also have the moral
satisfaction of travelling under the British flag the whole way.
You will be contributing your " mite" to help British shipping.
Yo..i will further avoid helping the " lee Cream " Line-heavily
subsidised at British expense-to further undercut a national institution, viz. British shipping.

Solution of Cross- Word Puzzle No. 6
Published in the December issue.
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uncurling his lip, he trotted off into the jungle shaking gently
with laughter. Did that tiger know? Truth is indeed stranger
than fiction, especially in the mysterious East.

Here's Hoping.-! don't know what you thought of 1933, but
taking 1t all round, I think it wasn't too dusty. Of course, one
had to take the rough with the smooth, and after all, Henry
Hall's band isn't playing all the time. Then. again, if you don't
like the Army, you can always resign or tell the O.C. you'd like
to be a sailor. I remember once telling my O.C. I didn't like
soldiering. He was very interested. " So you don't like soldiering, eh?" he said. " No," I replied ; " blow soldiering I" at the
same time kicking his little table up in the air. That was in the
good old days, however, and I wouldn't advise you to use such
strong language nowadays. 193.1 is going to be a good year for
the Army. More civilians are going to join. Something is going
to be done about the pay, though whether it will be cut down
or increased, I decline to reveal at this stage. Hope for the best
and read orders daily. Wives should watch the C.R.A. Bulford
Garrison will be supphed with real coal somewhere about-but
l anticipate, as the girl said when she bought a perambulator.
A happy New Year to you!

...

•·

Unole lndia.-Our powerful new true-to-li(c story of a man's
grit and determination in the wild places east of Suez. Interval
for loud and prolonged laughter. O.k. Let's go.
When I was not studying the natives, I was keenly interested
in the wild life of the Indian jungle. On most occasions I took
a camera instead of a gun, because a camera makes far less noise.
When, however, it was decided that I should be entrusted with
a rifle, I used an old Morris silencer cliooed on the end. This
was an invention of my friend Profess·o·r Nokes (the eminent
authority on mud) who spent many hours in perfecting the attachment. The fact that this silencer had the effect of amplifying
the sound of the explosion a hundredfold deterred him not one
jot (or tittle). He said that I should probably imagine it was a
bomb being dropped in the vicinity and take no notice.
Hunting tiger or panther requires nerves of steel. Nerves we
had, and before setting out into the jungle, we always provided
ourselves with Steel and Coulsons. In case you don't know what
Coulsons are, let me tell you that the one is an indisoensable part
of the other, like Swan and Edgars or Huntley and ·Palmers.
In the autumn of 1929 I was out at Bungumdapur in the Central
Provinces. This is a spot so little known that no one has heard
of it but me, and I can sav what I like about it. I had wandered
away from the main party with my camera and a revolver ; poor
weapons against a man-eater. We had been advised of the presence of at least twelve man-eaters in the district and had brought
a three-ton lorry with us for the skins.
Strolling thoughtfully through the impenetrable undergrowth
(no one else could have done it) I had a feeling that I was being
watched. I pulled back the trigger of my revolver and gazed
cautiously about me. Sure enough, just to the left of me was a
huge tiger. I estimated his length at about ten feet. Now where
were my nerves of steel? The tiger hadn't noticed me so far,
which just shows that I was wrong about being watched. If I
kept still, the chances were that he would pass on, but the temptation to add yet another skin to my collection was well nigh irresistible. Three times I raised my revolver to fire : twice I lowered
it. After a while I lowered it again. makin11; three times. Then,
horror of horrors, the beast looked straight at me. My blood
ran cold. The hair rose on the naoe of mv neck. The palms of
my hands became moist. Several other th;ngs happened, but we
needn't go into that now.
The tiger threaded his way slowly towards me, his eyes never
for a moment wavering from my face. Closer and closer he came
until I could see the cruel claws biting into the soft ground and
hear the muscles rippling under his sleek coat . Just when I
thought I could stand the strain no longer. the tiger's lip curled
in a distinct sneer. He passed so closely that he bumped me off
my balance. I fell against. a tree. The spell was broken. I
took deliberate aim just behind the left shoulder and pulled the
trigger. Nothing haopened: I had put a film in the revolverand a rapid. examination confirmed my suspicions that the camera
was full of revolver cartridj!es . The tiger looked back over his
shoulder and once more his lip curled over wicked fangs. Then,

Here is a very fine snap of a man-eater I bagged at !tarsi in
1930. What? r.ot a tiger? Well, well I I must have sent the
wrong picture.

.

"

Visitors' Oepartme nt.-For the purpose of this article, I claim
to have been right up to the neck in work. Bills, accounts,
letters, typescript and what-not all round me. Just as I was
half-way down a staggering column of fieures for the ninth time,
there came a tap at the door. I put my finger on the place, made
a rapid pencil note, lost the place, broke the point of my pencil,
knocked the red ink over, sat back with a heartv curse and said
" Yeah!" I never say "Come in:' It only encourages people.
The door opened to admit a man carrying a bowler hat and wearing a clean collar. " Ha!" I thought (I often think " Ha I") " an
officer." I looked at his face. There were traces of intelligence,
so I gave the matter further consideration.
I was about to think " Ha!•• again when the man spoke. As
he spoke, he smiled. You know. " I'm from Biggies, Boggles
and Blatherstones, ·• he said, exhibiting, I thought, a shade too
much pride.
This was my cue. I like to make people feel easy and as
much at home as possible in a perishing cold office. " Splendid!"
I said. ''How's old Boggles?"
My visitor's face took on a pained expression . "Mr. Boggles
died in 1896," he replied gently, and smiled one of those forgiving smiles that make me want to tear up paving stones.
We looked at each other encouragingly for a while, but nothing
happened.
" Very snappy weather," I ventured.
He brightened up at this and agreed with a creditable " Yes."
" You had our letter, of course?" he asked.
" Of course," I replied, endeavouring to convey that we always
have everybody's letters. We had had no letter from B.B. & B.
so far as I knew, but my rule is " caution is as caution does " or
some such phrase.
"You know," he said, ·· you remind me of someone. You
must have a double."
" Well, it's a bit early, but as vou are so insistent-"
" No, no," he broke in. a trifle too heartily in my opinion.
" I mean you are the living imaee of a man I knew in '05, or it
may have been in '06, at er-Aldershot. What was his name
now?-I've got it on the tip of my tongue.'
I eyed the mass of figures despairingly and leaned back with a
fair show of polite attention.
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" Did you ever know ;i sergean t-oh, dea r ! I nearly had it
then . Short dark chap, name of Mac ' omething, used to play
footb:ill ·no, 1t was billiard~. because my brother used to- but,
anyway. th1 chap, what was his name now ? I'll !let it in a
nunute. "
A polite mile had by now frozen on to my face and the muscles
were aching wnh the strain. I looked at my watch and decided
that I should be finished about 6 p.m.
" As I was saying," drooled my visiror, " this chap Smithno, it wasn't Smith, it was Bradford, and he was at Tidworth, not
Aldershot- used to put up a jolly good show at- let me thinktennis, was it? His resemblance to you was-er- "
•· Remarkable," I offered.
" No. Extraordinary." [My fingers closed round a heavy
ebony ruler.]
•· Rather queer when you think of it. Reminds me of another
chap you probably know. I forget his name for the momentI'll think of it in a minute. He was at-er--Karachi ; no, at-oh,
by the way, this is the Artillery Mess, isn't it?"
I dragged the body out into the passage for the secretary to
trip over, and wiped the ruler carefully.
I don't think there is anything else °I want to tell you.
BARLEUX.

Here and There.
Reminiscences of an R.E. Telegraphist: No. 5
BY R.G.M.
VII.
In the early spring of '9j I was sent back to Bristol to take up
the duties of inspector, as the holder of that position was then
called. The title was altered a few years later to " sectional engineer "and so remains to the present time. To me this change of
occupation was a welcome one, as it brought me into much closer
contact with the 'Practical side of P .0. engineering work than was
possible in my old clerical post ; and furthermore, not merely
permitted but necessitated much travelling about and the spending
or many hours every week in the open air. This appealed to the
vagabond in my blood, and I made it my practice to be out and
about during the greater part of each day, and to dispose of the
cleric:al work (of which there was more than enough) in the
evenmgs.
At that period an inspector had no clerical assistance of any
sort. He had to make surveys, prepare estimates, negotiate wayleaves supervise work in progress, pay his staff (scattered, as
they were, over his section), conduct correspondence, and in fact
perform single-handed the hundred and one jobs pertaining to
his post. In addition, he was expected to tackle obscure faults
that had baffled his linemen and to clear them, however much
that work might interfere with his ordinary duties. To say that
Ile had his hands full is rather less than the truth ; but as a
means of training in the engineering side of the whole craft of
telegraphy and telephony, the work wanted a lot of beating.
Indoor men-postmasters, telegraph superintendents and others
-have often remarked to me, what a jolly life an engineeriny.
inspector leads ; nothing to do but drive about the country and
drop in to their offices Lo have a chat and make them feel envious.
I used to smile more or less sweetly and say nothing. This was
only one side of the medal. They overlooked the fact that driving
about the country in rain or snow, as was so often necessary in
the winter months. wasn't so very "jolly "; nor did they see
me when I got back to my headquarters in th e evening and sat
down to three or four hours at my desk at a time when they were
off duty plaving billiards or otherwise amusinj( themselves. Not
that I envied them: far from it. Most pursuits have their own
drawbacks ··and compensations ; and I never felt any desire to
exchanRe with mv critics. Besides, I had variety, which is said ·
to be the spice of life, and that alone is worth much.
One of the first iobs I had to tac kle was the renewal of the
underground cables in Bath. Up till that time all underground
cables consisted of single wires insulated with gutta-percha, but
m future lead-covered cables with paper-insulated wires were to
be the rule. The new cable in Bath was the first of the latter
type to be inst_alled in the west of En11land, and as no one had
had any expenence of the methods of drawing in and jointing,
or the prc~i11.1tions o be observed to ens1.1re ii successfol ~hange

over. I took on the work myself with a small gang composed of
individuals as ignorant as myself.
In those early days powdered black lead was used for lubriaating
the cable as it was being drawn in. The powder was contained
in a " black lead sprinkler," which might be described as a castiron pepper pot about a foot long and rather over two and a half
inches in diameter. This was fixed to the cable end and preceded
it in its passage through the pipe ·line ; the idea being that the
black lead would be shaken out as the movement took place and
so ease the cable forward. Well, it did more than that, for the
handling of the cable and the sprinkler at the joint holes soon
transformed the members of the gang into a close resemblance
of chimney sweeps or nigger minstrels, and the sprinkler and the
genius who invented it were both d - d with great heartiness I
However, the cable, when completed, passed the tests all right,
which was some compensation for the destruction of the greater
part of a suit pf uniform. Black lead was shortly afterwards
superseded by petroleum jelly as the lubricant, and the sprinkler
disappeared from the list of tools required for cabling. I wonder
if there is a specimen in the engineer-in-chief's museum. If there
is, I should like to see it and once more express my candid opinion
of it I
The time I write about was one of change. Old methods wete
being superseded by new with the object of improving the service, or for motives of economy. Secondary batteries were replacing primary batteries on telegraph circmts, and Bristol was
among the first of the provincial offices to have the change made.
I think Birmingham and Glasgow were the very first.
That work was, to me, some of the most interesting I was called
on to undertake during the whole of my service, and although
to-day it would probably be regarded as commonplace, it could
hardly be called that in those pioneer days. It involved installing
the charging plant- a gas engine and dynamo-as well as the
batteries, as it was desired to make the office self-contained ; and
the whole of the apparatus in the instrument room had to be
rewired. As everything had to be done without interference
with the traffic, much of the work was carried out on Sundays,
so that I worked a seven-day week for a good many weeks on end.
I was fortunate in having a small band of willing and capable
assistants, who put their backs into the task, and the change
over was effected without the slightest hitch from start to finish.
The year '97 was notable for the appearance of Signor (now the
Marchese) Marconi in the west of England. In the previous year
Signor Marconi had brought to England his new plan of communicating without wires, and secured the interest of Mr. (afterwards Sir William) Preece, the engineer-in-chief of the Post Office,
who some years earlier had invented a system based on the inductive effects between two wires running parallel but three or
four miles apart. This system was in operation for ordinary
telegraph traffic between the Scottish coast and certain islands to
which cables could not be laid.
The earliest trials of the Marconi system were made on the
roof of the G.P. O. London during the summer of '96, but in May
'97 more ambitious efforts were made to establish communication
across the Bristol Channel-first of all, between Weston-superMare and Lavernock on the Welsh coast ; and, a little later, between Brean Dowq,, near Weston-super-Mare, and another point
on the opposite shore. These trials proved successful, Morse
signals being transmitted in both directions without difficulty .
My immediate chief- Captain J. N. C. Kennedy, R.E.-who
was at that time in charge of the West sub-Division, was keenly
interested in the new " wireless," as he foresaw great possibilities
of its use for naval and military purposes, and he arranged with
Si~nor Marconi to make some experiments on Salisbury Plain
with a view to seeing how far signals could be exchanged over a
land surface, the Bristol Channel trials having been over water.
These experiments took place in September '97, and I was ~or
tunate in being selected to assist during their progress. Kites
were employed to support the aerials of steel piano wire, one kite
being held at a fixed point representing a Divisio11al or Army H.Q.
and the other moved about as if attached to a column on the
march. The apparatus was of the simplest description. For
sending, the outfit consisted of an induction coil giving a spark
of a couple of inches, a single current telegraph key, and the
necessary dry cells ; and for receiving, a Branly coherer (with a
de--cohering tapper), a local inker, and five or six dry cells.
With this primitive equipment Morse signals were exchanged
over ii distilnce of a mile or two, and proved that the system was
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capable of development and should be of great value for signalling
in the Army, especially in circumstances where field telegraph
Imes could not be constructed or maintained.
A few days later an attempt was made to signal between Salisbury Plain and Lansdown Heights, near Bath- a distance of
roughly thirty m;les. Unfortunately, a high wind caused the kite
•• string " at the Lansdown end to snap ne'l.I" the ground just
as signals began to come through, and as the kite sailed off and
didn't land until it had gone four or five miles, much time was
lost in recovering it and the effort had to be abandoned. This
was a great disappointment to all concerned ; but enough had
been learned to make it clear that Signor Marconi was working
on the right lines and that further experiments would be worth
wh!le. 1 do~bt whether any one of the small group of people
takmg part m these attempts- the first to be made outside a
laboratory-had the least inkling of the development of wireless
with:n the next thirty years. If Signor Marconi did , he kept it
to himself- modest man that he is I
During the following months Captain Kennedy, whose interest
remained unabated, lectured on wireless telegraphy at Exeter and
at the Royal United Service Institution. He also gave a series
of demonstrations at Clifton College when the British Association
visited Bristol in September '98, on which occasion the " latest
scientific toy " attracted great attention and was evidently the
outstanding feature of that year's meeting. I acted as the lecturer's
assistan at each of these functions, and I have a lively recollection of the va rious criticisms to which the new system was subjected by the ceptics, most of whom saw no good in these newfangled ideas nd said so, sometimes with considerable emphasis,
not to sa.y heat I
Much has happened since then, and the adverse criticisms are
all forgotten. But when my neighbour's 4u-horse power loud
speaker is going good and strong at his open window, I sometimes wish that Signor Marconi and his imitators had not been
quite so successful. I prefer music produced by an instrument
possessing fewer characteristics of a foghorn I
The Marconi trials didn't go through without a few misadventures- humorous enough to look back upon ; not so humorous at
the time. One of them- the episode of the faitl}.less ferrymanstill makes me hot when I think about it.
Brean Down is separated from Weston sands by the river Axe,
across which a ferry plies. One afternoon I had to visit the
Down, and in going over I arranged with the ferryman to pick
me up on the return journey any time before seven o'clock, when
he ceased for the night. I got back long before that time but
found no signs of the ferryman or his boat, and on enquiry at the
farmhouse near by, I was told that he'd probably gone home.
" How can I get to Weston?" I asked.
" Oh, you'll have to walk round," was the reply.
"How far is it?" was my next question.
" Well, it's getting on for fourteen miles."
I expressed my thanks for the information and, nothing
daunted, started off. Fortunately, the night was fine but very
dark, and the lanes were so tangled that I had to climb several
sign post' to read the directions by match light. Eventually I
reached Weston shortly after midnight-hungry and rather legweary, but otherwise litrle the worse. The monotony of the tramp
was whiled away by composing speeches to be addressed to the
ferryman when next we met ; but I think that in my then frame
of mind, speech alone would have failed to satisfy me. However,
fortunately or otherwise, I never saw the ferryman again and the
addresses remain undelivered up to the present moment. Wasted
energy I
(To be CO'fltinued)

Cross-Word Puzzle: No. 7.
[For amusement only]

Clues-Across.
1 Fair ground in London (two words).
9 Frets in the trees.
10
Sm~nd.s as if a fis~ is going to be skinned by this lad.
11 This 1~ not the aim of the Disarmament Conference.
12 Fmanc1er or dealer (two words) .
13 Hastened about a small order in Italy.
15 May f<?llow." sta_nd to" in the Army.
16 This rider 1s 50 m a rather c,onfused position.
18 But for a letter, this star would follow a pole.
19 There's an element of chance about the rig of this boat.
20 Spotted.
22 Understanding, I laze in a muddled way about the circle.
23 Think it sounds like an address to one of nine.
24 What a bird does for a rainy day? (three words).
Dowt1.
A horseshoe is.
2
You may see men as in this parsonage.
3 To keep up we rise above the mark.
4 Mopes differently in Surrey.
5 A uriit makes a London suburb a Staffordshire town.
6 Demonstrate a simple unknown quantity?
/ A quick movement to dye the fish in 10 by the sound of it.
8 Mending at Gazer (at1ag.)
14 Silent uprising about the same mixed causes a grinding of the
teeth.
15 A good time or a thin one (three words).
t 7 Sometimes follows love in the garden (three words).
18 Not so in ideas.
20 A singer.
2r Quick .

Are YOU in Membership with the Signals Association?
IF NOT, JOIN NOW!
Your Military Service will end
aome day, and you will then want
employment. The Aaaociation will
help ;you to iet it (see part: 4),

THE ·SUBSCRIPTION IS ONLY
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(Less than ~d. per week)
.fl 5~ your Unit
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'R,epresentati~e for
detail~

The Benevolent Fund needs your
personal support. See on..page 4
how it is treating those who need

help-and then send in « doncition
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lnter•Hut Foot ball Competition.-The winners of this competition were N os. 15 and 16 Huts, and their prize was a supper
provided by our O.C., Major W. V . G. Fuge, M .B.E. T he lads
thoroughly enjoyed this, and they have asked me to than k the
O .C. Company for his kindness. I am doing so through the
medium of these notes.
Cheerio till February I
E.R.B.

F Company, Training Battalion.

~IGNALTRAINING CENTRE NOTES).
Mounted Wing, Depot Battlliun.
Departures.- We have, with sorrow, to record the departure
ovem be r fo r E T roop, T idworth. Praise may sound rather presumptuous, but we would
be remiss did we not express the s ncere regret of the Mou nted
W ing (of which he was O .C.) and of the Battalion (of wh ich he
was second-in-command) at the loss of a very popular, sincere and
able officer. Our best wishes, sir I
Sorry your thunder has been stolen, T ich.
Driver Heale
accompanied Major Prescot as groom.
Arrivals.-Many and various, but as these are not (and, except
over my mute body, never will be) Part II. Orders, we will leave
it at that. Our greetings are none the less warm, however.

of Major C. P. Prescot on the 27th

Medals.-Corporals Shaw and Ravenhall are fighting hard for
another (?) clasp to the Indian G.S . medal, 'o8 (before you
nipped I ), wh ile Serge Oliver and Corp! Toye won the L.S. and
G.C. medal hands down. Our heartiest congratulations.
Agonies.-To Wilkie and Bill Shaw at Bulford: What about
it? Sonny.
Sergt Cr.wh.rst: Gratters on your King's.
Kit inspections.
Who keeps the right of the line? and if the R.H.A. and the
Scots Greys share the honour, do the latter stand on the gun
limbers or the shoulders of the Gunners?
Why d id Wolfe say " Kiss me. Hardy " at Jena ?
Has Proudlock been confirmed? If not, why not?
Christmas dury rosters. Leave is provisionally granted to . . .
Rats.-We have to report several cases of mistaken identity,
and three very narrow shaves, under this heading. Who got
stung by rat poison?
La Vie Militaire.-Jn midst of large hours of the twelve
November a.m. grand bustle was in the lines of battalion brave
le depot of signalling. Plenty of men speeds hither, while over
there many going other way, crying out greatly and strange
"Other ..• " and "Wot'nellavue . .. " and others "Weartheoly . . . . " Rest is unindelible, but one impressions it is the
best so.
The automobiles rest, waiting with impatience the off start.
We are to the futbol, for it is large occasion, and la Wing
Mounted are on holiday. V ive le sport British I The rains it
fall not, and the spirit of !es braves rises in commensurate.
There is banging very much as the magnetic is hurled round
furieusement by the rider, and plent y of unbalances while starts
the machine. The three populace cries " Bravo I" and " Be not
sozzled " and " To the seeing." The men is away.
The travel is of a longness and one says bored, " What an
automobile red." Much vehiculars we see, and of many houses,
but fields there is not much. Then we are to Leeds, la grand
ville! We "Huzza" of loudness. There are many of peoples,
the man and the female, but les braves have not the dismay.
They form them in parties and go.
One says of un brave " A cigarette, I beg of you.' ' Le brave
responds, " Malheureusement, I have words concerning a canine
to speak a man. I am desolate." She recoils, sorrowed.
The company goes its routes and not thinks the futbol plays.
But certainly it is. I have astonishes. The whistling olays always one note, that it annoys. for peoples are roused and with
vi olents assail the whistling. The brave gendarmes walk gently

to and with, and all calms. I rescue a feminine, and we toget her
rega rd the affray, which is of a thrilling superb. Mens crashes,
les blesses are d isposed. I am overcome. I retire, with feminine,
sick. W e have good time, and comme elle baisee I Cre nom I
Les braves retu rn, in piece, but of the futbol they not speak.
They contend ignoring of it . Of an affair so astounding I th ink
to myself, clever, th is is the phlegm Brittanique. V ive le sport,
et !es braves I
Tail Piece.-A happy New Year, you folk .
BAXTER .

0 Compan}.

Trainin~

Battalion.

A happy N ew Yea r to you all I May all your resolutions o.:
broKen !
By the ti me these notes appear, the Ch ristmas festivities will
be a thing of the past. By what I can see of the ar rangements
being made for those remaining in barracks for Christmas, there
is a good time in store for them. An account of this wi ll be given
in our February notes.
. Chi ldren's Christmas Tree and Pa~y. -Th e annual party
given by the officers fo r the married families of th e Battalion was
held in Newbigging H all on Tuesday 12th December. The hall
was packed , and tea commenced at 4 p.m. During tea the Corps
Band played selections wh ich were enjoyed by all. Congratulations .to .the N.A .A.F.J. on the arrani;ements made fo r feeding
the k1dd1es and their parents I It was indeed a splendid tea, and
everyone enjoyed it .
After tea we were entertained to a cinema show, and the children
were highly amused by the antics of Mickey Mouse. Then followed a sketch based on the olden days when smuggling was
prevalent. This was an excellent perfo rmance, and the artistes
gave of their best , especially Sherlock Holmes and my dear
W atson.
The next item was the one eagerly awai ted by the kiddies: the
arrival of Father Christmas. This made them happy I Every
child received a present from Santa Claus, and judgin g by their
happy faces everyone was very pleased. When Santa Claus had
done his good deed for 1933, he wished the children a happy
Christmas and went on h is way. He will be back again next
year, children , 1£ you are good .
Then followed games and rides for the young ones and a competition for the ladies. This competition was styled " Silhouettes " and was exceptionally good . Every lady had to guess
what the silhouette represented, and congratulations are extended
to the following who were the winners, receiving excellent prizes:
rst, Mrs. W. W. Page ; 2nd, Mrs. Savage ; 3rd, Mrs. Finley.
Oh I I nearly forgot to congratulate the gentleman who fetched
the milk, as well as his helpers.
R.S.M. Butcher, on behalf of the married families, t hanked the
officers for the excellent and enjoyable party, and three cheers
were given with gusto, followed by " Auld Lang Syne " and
"The Kin ."
So ende1 the kiddies' treat for 1933 : a treat that was enjoyed
by all. Each child was given a bag of sweets, an apple and a
balloon to take home.
We tender our very best thanks to Mrs. Tillard, our commanding officer's wife, for all th at she has done for the married
families on this and other occasions.
Births.-To Sirmn and Mrs. Shelley a daughter, Maureen, at
Catterick Military Hospital on 4 1 12 133. Our congratulations are
extended to the happy parents.
Drafts .- The following will spend their Christmas on the
troopship, and we wish them bon voyage: W.O. Cheek (A.E.C.)
and family, LICorpls Bennett ancl Statham, Signalmen Millett,
Cox, Watson and Combe.

Leave.-Judging by the harassed look of the pay n.c.o., Ch ristmas must be nearly here. " How much am I drawin', Corp?"
The few n .c.o.s we have are also wearing worried looks, waiting
patienrly for the duty roster ; but in spite of that, we still believe
that a cyclone will hover over the 'Brum district in the near
future. We wonder if the poor box will benefit by this pendi ng
visit. Warnings have been despatched to the local police at
Reading and the Isle of Wight, while Portsmouth traffic cops
are in readiness for pending visits.
Everybody is anxiously waiting for annual Christmas leave,
and all one can hear is discussions of train timings and careful
calculations as to how the local " flyer " can be caught with the
minimum amount of time to spare. For answers to the last
query, apply at No. I Bunk.
Christmas " Do."-A fancy dress dance, concert and grand
bust-up has been arranged for Saturday 16th Decembe r. It will
take place m the Boys' Club. T he club committee and mem bers
of the concert party have been putting in some hard work in
rehearsing, and a good show is looked fo rward to. Gordon
Harker will attend.
Cross•Countr y.-For the chief performances see our Sports
Notes, but we must make special mention here of L/ Corpl Boy
Verlander, who annexed the S.T.C. individual championship-an exceptionally fine performance for a boy of sixteen years of
age. Well done, Verlander I
Appointment.-Congratulations to L/ Corpl Boy W illis on h is
recent pr~motion to that giddy height.
lnter•Section P. T. Competition.- T his has aroused much
keenness and friendly rivalry between the four teams competi ng.
Each individual is confident that his team wi ll win. Everybody
taking part has been practising ha rd during the last few days.
The actual competition takes place on Thu rsday 14th December
in the new S.T.C. gymnasium.
Departures.-During the last mon th we have lost several
members of the Company. T he ration situation has somewhat
eased since A.F. V . Signals have ta ken over th e responsi bility of
keeping Sigmn Scriven fit and well. We also notice that one

THE ZETLAND ESTATES CO.
(TRADING DEPARTMENT)
Suppl/es the loJJowlnr:
British Timbers, Field a.nd otber Ge.tcs. Gat e P osts a.n d F en cing
Wood, ~urd l es, Ste.ck Be.rs, Ge.rd en F urnit ure, Rose P oles, Wood
for Rustic Work, Pergole.s, etc .. Trees e.nd Shrubs, Pee. Sticks, ,
The.Lching Stohs, Stone, L ime, Se.nd , Gre.vel, Pee.t, Lee.f Mould ,
Ma.nure, Le.wn Turf, Building Me.terie.ls , Agr iculture.I Me.cbiner y
e.nd Requisites, a nd Este.te Products of a.II kinds.

The above can be BU'Pplie<L in 1'1llk or small quanti tiu.
S-pecial quotations for laroe requirement• .
lllu1lrated 'Prict; Lill and full parlicu lart from

ZETLAND ESTATES CO. (Trading Dept.)
King Street Chambers, Richmond, Y orka.
'Phone : 154 'R ichmond.

Grams: ·• Produ cl1, R lchm , nd, Yor)i1."

station, chosen by coincidence, is that where extra large handkerchiefs are made-<>r at least, it is noted for its li nen.
T he following are the ex-boys whom we have lost, and we
wish the m well in thei r new sphere: Sigmn Rogerson to 5th Div!
Signals. Signalman Rowden to North Ireland Signal Company.
Sigmn H adfield to A Corps Signals. Sigmn Scriven to A.F.V.
Signals.
Arrivals.- We welcome to the Company Signalman Matthews
from E T roop, Tidworth.
We Want to Know.- Where is Warsash?
In Conclusion.- Maybe we are a little late, but it's better late
than never. Here's the best to all members of the Corps at home
and abroad !

School of Signals.
No. 12 W I T course for n.c.o.s of Royal Signals assembled at
th e School of Signals on the 25th September for an intensive
st ud y of all matters connected with wireless, with particular attention to the more modern sets which are being employed in field
units . W ith the able instruction received, there is no doubt that
we feel much wiser than when we pondered over the entrance
examination. One must not forget the mathematical instruction,
which soon proved that cosine and sine (with their feeta} were
jolly nice to know, and the vacant faces- some at the back and
some at the front- brightened considerably as the course went its
way (armat ure react ion of Jubbulpore, please note) . We even

No. 12 N.C .O. s W I T Cours e.
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ruli~d that negative indices were not printer's errors, as some
of us had supposed at the entrance examination. C.Q.M.S.
(F-of-S) Mitson was always at hand ready to l~elp us when we
couldn·t oscillate; he even held our hands to sign the very rare
damage reports.
By the time these notes appear, such personalities. as the following will be with their units once n:iore: the Mighty Atom
(still smoking ropl'), the Jolly Waffier, Sign Herc Bla nco, .Dodger
of Darlington, Pu h Pull obby, oUncl~ Mui {complete. with map
of Asia and his magnesia). Sisters Came and f:.ane (with ~ p1ec.e
of chalk), Absent-minded Professor, n~t fori;ettm.g Spud (with ~1s
cumulative grid) nor Uncle Ham (with his micro waves, side
bands and page 692).

A Corps Signals.
Arriva fs.-From overseas, Sergt Bridge, Corp) Gristwood a~d
Signalmen Bowler, Chilvers and Shinn. From :ind. Cavalry J?1vl
Signals (T.A.) C.Q.M.S. Lawrence. From Trammg Battalion,
Sigmn Hadfield.
Depart ures .-To India, L f Corpls Watts, Shirley and .Waters,
Signalmen Oram, Ransome, Steckel, Evans, Fallows, Sunmons,
Wood, Fordham, Faulder, James, McLaren, J\'.lorris~n, Swee.ney,
Wileman, Thain and Hayes. To Depot Battalion, S1gmn Ellis F.
To :ind Cavalry Divl Signals (1'.A.), Sergt Brett.
Discharges.-C.Q.M.S. Birch, Scrgt Withers, Corpl Ferguson
and Sigmn Taylor-Smith.
Exten sion and Re· Engageme nt.-Sigmn Welchman to com·
plete twelve years. L / Corporal Harris re-engaged to complete
twenty-one years.
Marriage.-Sigmn Turner R. to Miss Edna Webster at Newcastle-on-Tyne on :i1 / 8 / 33.
Birth.-To Signalman and Mrs. Chapman, at Aldershot on
10/u/33, a daughter, Rosa Maria.
Transfers to Army Reserve.-L/ Corp! Plant and Signah,nan
Murrell have left us on transfer to the Army Reserve.

No. 2 Company.
General.-At present the Company strength is very low, due
to our having so many on the first boat and also several on leave.
Nevertheless, we manage quite well, and apart from fatigues and
duties, things are not so bad.
At present intensive training is in progress, and should you
require any "infer" I would suggest hat you ask any of A Squad
who are nearing the end of their course. B Souad are not so
far advanced but appear to know a lot about bottom bend rectification, etc., so we shall no doubt have several first class trades>
men shortly. The fittters class is very quiet, but occasionally
we hear such remarks as " Only a thou' out," so we presume
they are trying hard.
.
"What about these Mars?" said Nobby at Larkhill, but "What
about these cars?" say the M.T. staff.
It's a hard life, but maybe Records will be sending us a few
men shortly.
Arrivals .-C.Q.M.S. Lawrence from :ind Cavalry Divisional
Signals (T.A.). Sigmn Hadfield from Training Battalion, Cat-'
terick. L / Corpl Driscoll, Signalmen Curlis, Collyns, Dawson and
Delaney from the land where fancies are only flowers. .we ex·
tend the glad mitt to all.
Departures.-These are rnther too numerous to mention by
name, but our best wishes go to all in their new spheres.
Promotions.-Alas ! alack I they have lost the roll, but we
hve m hopes.
Sport.-l'm very sorry to say that we are gelling " brah ned
off." You see, our soccer team has won the sweep since th e
season opened and we tire of hearing" Yep-13-nil ," " u -2 "
and "9-0," Our hockey team is very st ron g and we have
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several Corps players. so that even Don Troop arc getting nerv·
ous. Under the persuasive methods of Sigmn Boffy a lot of raw
material has been turned into the finished article, and we now
possess some good boxers: ten out of fifteen who represented A
Corps Signals belonged to this Company, and they put up a good
show. There was plenty of hair-parting. We beat the 1st Div.
and have therefore won the Willan trophy .
Red Anderson, Battling Hughes, One Punch Craddock and
several others have been busy getting their weight down for the
novices tournament.
Personal.- We said goodbye to Ginger and Charley Boy, but
their memories linger on. Car owners sleep more peacefully these
days, and it was rumoured that several flat feet have gone on
half-pay. It was a pity that several employees had to be stood
off at Ash Vale and Waterloo.
Marriages.-Coming shortly. It's quite easy to make a marriage these days. Ingredients required: a rusty bike less pump
and lamp, empty pillow-case, an accumulator, a worried look, and
stand by the notice board between 4 and 4.30 p.m. waiting for
orders (apologies to all).
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In Conclusion.- We wish to report that as the soccer team
are all on leave we have few results to publish, but we are hoping
to be able to give you a grand special sports page next month.
The editor wishes to remain anonymous, for it has been rumoured
that The Daily Express is endeavouring to buy him out of the
Army to replace Trevor Wignall as sports editor.
All's well, so cheerio till next month.
TWOHEADS.

No. 3 Compaay.

Medals. - The following have been awarded the l.:.S. and G.C.
medal: C.S.M. Rhodes (A.E.C.), Sergt Hall P. and L/ Sergeant
Finney E. Congratulations !
The following have been awarded the Indian General Service
medal, with clasp" 1930-31 ": Corp\ Brand H ., Signalmen Smith
W. J. and Sutcliffe R. C. Let's hear how you won it I
Arr iva ls.-From India, Sergt Bridge W. and Sigmn Bowler J.
From the Depot Battalion, Catterick, Signalmen Taylor, Smith W.
T. and Coates. We welcome you all to our fold. May your stay
be happy!
Depart u res.- To Sigmn (Algy) Taylor-Smith, our best wishes
on return to civil life. To Kohat on :i4 / tI/33, Sigmn Hayes L.
To 1st Indian Div! Signals on 19 / 12/ 33, Signalmen Burns A. and
Sharpe A.
Individual Train ing.-The first half of the individual training
season is drawing to a close, and the Trade Board commences on
the 16th December. There arc many who wonder "Have I. or
have I not?"
X.Y

.z.
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Arrivals.-L/Sergt Bishop from the Terriers, L /J>e.rgt Skitt
from India, Signalmen Russell and Hague from Catterick. We
hope their stay with us will be enjoyable--! can't say long, for
LI Sergt Bishop i~ already on the books for India.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.

Entertainment.-A description of the first dance held in the
N.A.A.F.I. should occupy quite a lot of space in the unit notes,
but here it will suffice if I say that both the ladies enjoyed
themselves.
Postman's Knock.-Robin Hood of T.B. Corporals Mess: If
you would like a letter from me, come down and collect it from
my locker drawer.

By this time many cards of greeting wilt have gathered the
dust of days upon their ornate surface, and possibly the family
clock will once again be visible after being temporarily hidden
with bizarre paper effects and the annual " eye-sore " card from
some fond but misguided female of the species called aunt. .Having just removed the last of a few scattered corks and laid up
the cork-screw for another year, we can only hope that the New
Year will bring forth blessings untold and the realisation of the
usual hopes, resolutions and wishes so amply distributed by all
and sundry at this time of year.

Flagrant Minute.-Sixty seconds.

Twocov.

2nd Divisional Signals.

No. 3 Company.

Headquarters.

Arrivals.-From the north, Signalmen Falconer, Fox, Middleton and O'Rourke. From Asia, L/Corpl Amos and Sigmn Miller.
We endeavoured to give them a warm welcome, and it wasn't
their fault if we were on duty week. However, the glad hand I

Greeting s.-To all units at home and abroad, we wish a very
happy and prosperous New Year.
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Arrivals.-L/ Corpls Barden and Hart, Signal~~~ Cripp~ and
Eglen, from India. Sergt Leath from 55th D1v1s1onal Signals
(T.A.). Signalmen Haxelt, Barker and Hardy from S.T.C.

Annual.- No. :i Company broadcast the best wishes to sta·
tions at home and abroad, and hope that the coming festive sea·
son will be a very happy one. May all your troubles be smallwhiskies.
Departuras.- Signalmen Chappell, Clewlow, Cochrane and
Hurst per the Dorsetshire on the :i4th November. We wish
them all the best in their new home. By the time these notes
appear in print, Signalmen Lavelle, Maskery and Taylor C. K.
will have left us for India. What is a floating Christmas like.
Ted?
L /Corp! Moorfield is at present on leave pending transfer to
the Army Reserve. The Company have lost a very good man,
but we all wish him the best of luck in civvy street and Wigan.

ROYAL

LONDON

No. I Company.

Congratulations.- To Sergt Sykes on his promotion, and to
C.Q.M.S. Pearson and Corp) Butler on being awarded the L.S.
and G.C. medal.
L.G.F.

Telephone:

llOSKIMTOCK-llILG A TE.

General.-Life is quiet. Some of the Company are endeavouring to obtain a higher rating prior to Christmas leave. The remainder are in stables, murmuring" Roll on, the :i3rd." L/Cpl
Robson and Signalmen Higgins, Barry, Waistell, Matthews and
Haslam leave us on the 19th December-for a Ch.ristmas cruise.
The best of luck to them! It's warmer there, anyway.

Agony.- To Jammy, Zhob Signal Section: Received letter o.k.
Beer quite good. George still takes his turn getting the early
char, but instead of three mugs every third morning, it's two
cups every day. Yes I so sad ; but I warned him.

General.-We are sorry for the non-appearance of notes for
the last couple of months ; but now that I have taken up the pen
of office, I will try to let all past and present members know Just
what is going on.
First of all, we of Threecoy take this opportunity of wishing
all our friends, near and far, all that we would wish ourselves
for 1934.

Telet1rama:

General.- During the absence on leave of L / Corporal (Tub by)
Gillings, we have the pleasure of the draughtsman's company m
our happy little dafter. The draughtsman is none other than
Sigmn (Liver) Jac kson. We extend to him a very hearty wel·
come, and thank him for informing us that if he went sick t he
unit office would be at a standstill. How did the Army get on
before you enlisted, Ar<:hie? (that's quite six months ago).

Departures.-On the :i4th November L / Corporal Bartlett G.,
Signalmen Campbell A., Dixon F., Everson R., Hagan F. (Paddy),
Jones A., Milligan K. and O'Hara A. left us for a three weeks
pleasure cruise aboard the Dorsetshire. It is quite within the
bounds of possibility that this period will be extended to five
years. Lucky fellows !

Departures1-This month we have to report the departure of
the commanding officer's groom, the Divisional soccer full back,
the Div. billiards player and the barrack room crooner, namely
Driver (Soapy) Hudson, who is about to try his luck in civvy life.
We wish you all the very best, Geordie, and hope your venture
is a successful one. The Army's loss is civilian street's gain
(sounds good).
Agony.- What about a line, Daphne (somewhere in Egypt) to
Trutlge, still in Aldershot?

Marriages.- Yes, once again another little bachelor from this
Company has denied himself for ever of his freedom. L / Corpl
Webster R. to Miss Florence Atherley at Birmingham. We had
better not send you on any more G.P.O. courses, Webby, old boy.
Births.- We are glad to say that we still possess a few who
believe in keeping the birth rate of Great Britain on the increase.
Corp! Brunton B. is now the proud fathe-r of a little son, Keith
Edward .
1'his is all for the present. Au revorr I
THRBBCOY.

In w hfo h Two Members of t he Un it " Help Thems el ves ."How many avid readers of the daily papers recently noticed the
names of two members of this unit, we wonder? Judging from
the mail received, it would appear that sundry organizers of
charitable sweeps read their papers with zest and observance.
We refer-in spite of the misfeading heading-to the recent
result of the " Help Yourself " scheme. C.S.M. Bevan is now
the proud possessor of paints of multi-coloured hues, and is deeply
engaged in working out a snappy colour scheme to adorn some
natty domestic abutment or such like. Incidentally, he is willing
to exchange with other winners ; those with chits on Harrods
preferred but not essential. Fair terms considered. Corp) Glass
J. M. won the latest thing in tea waggons. He is thinking of
using it as a portable sideboard, having turned down my suggestion as to its utility as a portable coal carrie: for the office. The
same terms apply to this winner!
Telling of Two Warr iors.·-Sergt French H. and Corp! Fi her
N. have been awarded their L.S. and G .C. medals. Congratulations, 0 warriors I
Educational.-We offer our congratulations, also, to L/ Corp!
Robinson L . C. A. on being awarded his first class certificate of
education. More public edtool spirit will now be the ortle:r of
the day.
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Appointments.-More bouquets! One to the chappie just
mentioned 011 being appointed lance-corporal (unpaid). Robbie
certainly knows how to get in the news. Flowers also to Sigmn
Farrell L. on being the other selected man to become lance-corporal (unpaid).
News in Briet.-Apologies to L/ Corpl Higgins G. In our last
issue we published the fact that he was the proud father of a
daughter. We now learn that it is a son--Cedric Patri9<, by
name. Sorry, Maskee, old boy I pressure of work and all that,
you know. Our congratulations once again.
At the time of going to press the unit personnel are enjoying a
spot of furlough. Let's hope they enjoy themselves, 'cause they
have a spot of work ahead I
Our welcome is extended to Sergt Brown H. C., who arrived
from the 1st Indian Div! Signals on 30/ II/ 33 . Happy days!
Our chief clerk is again in the news. We congratulate him on
his marriage to Miss A. Mclntosh at Edinburgh.
The seasonal rush of work within this office does not permit of
further notes at this period. Not that anyone will notice it, mind
you I
Yours until next month.
B.A.S .

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
General.-By the time these notes appear, Christmas and its
attendant celebrations will be a memory-joyous or otherwise,
as the case may be. However, it is hoped that everyone has
retained happy recollections of this one.
The unit in general has had a quiet period to date, although
various people hold different opinions-chief among them being
those who are endeavourin!l, to alter the shape of the neighbouring countryside. You know, those lucky people who are engaged on the Big Dig, or as I heard one purist say, "excavations."
Ha I ha I I had occasion to visit a working party recently, and
the artist in me appreciated the wonderful study in still life it
presented. Like all good things in this life, it ended-on the
16th December, when the last furlough party departed for their
annual hibernation.
The first phase of the individual training came to an end to the
entire satisfaction of all concerned. That overworked and misunderstood individual, the pay bloke, did not share their enthusiasm ; for what with one thing and another, the thoughts
of giving extra money away is anathema to him. Still, the season of goodwill softened even his stony heart.
Drafts are coming and going, and the customary wishes are
extended to all the deoarted and newcomers.
Bulford is a place of conflicting elements. To those who enjoy
the simple life it is ideal, for it abounds in fields, hills, trees,
fatigues and more fields. Sometimes, of course, an occasional
house is met with, or even a stray pedestrian. One must be
prepared for these sights, nevertheless. Yet on looking at Part
II. Orders each month, one is amazed at the number of people
who somehow or other manage to get married. Therefore I ask
you, wh1t is the secret of Bulford? A very deep problem.
Still. my sympathy is with those seekers of knowledge, for they
need it. By the way, this is not an invitation to seekers in other
spheres: certainly not.
lllarriage.s.- Sigmn Jenkins L. to Sarah Jane Store at Amesbury on 14/8/33. Sigm n Green S. to Edith Barford at Burnley
on 25/ I0/33. L / Corpl Bain A. M. to Charlotte Mary Jones at
Bulford Camp on 2/ 12 / 33.
To Army Reserve.- Sigmn O'Niell 25/ I! / 33 and Signalman
Featherstone H. 7 / 12 / 33.
. Extensions and Re·Engagements.-Corporal Vollans L. and.
S1gmn Spearm'ln G. extended on l 7 / 11 / 33 to complete twelve
years. L t Sergt Greenwood E. on 15 / 1r / 33 to complete twentyone years.
Vocational Courses.-Signalman Whitehead J. to A.V.T.C.
Chisledon, and Si~mn Broadbent F. to A.V.T.C. Aldershot, on
5 12 33·
Births.-To Corp! Humphrey J. a daughter, Joan Beatrice, on
25 10 .~3· To L/Seq!t Li~tle L. a daughter, Ursula Doris, on
15/n133. To S1gmn Lett1ce L. a daughter, Elizabeth Jean, on
21 1 1 r B· To Sigmn Mill L. a son, Briar Edgar, on 4/ 12/ 33.

Certiftcates.- L/ Sergt Greenwood E. and Signalmen Adams
W. and Mudie W. secured their first class in October. Passed in
subjects as shown towards the first class certificate, in October:
Sigmn Major R., geography. L/Corpl Mackenzie L., English,
map reading and "o" in maths. Signalman Robinson W., map
reading, maths and "o" in English. Sigmn Corfield E .. maths
and map reading. Sigmn Hastings J., map readin~. Signalman
Mackenzie D. obtained "o" in maths towards special.
Arrivats.-Signalman Beresford from the Depot Battalion on
21/I1 / 33, and Sigmn Omond W. on 22/n/33. Sergt Crabtree
N., L/Corpl Robinson A. and Sigmn Knight R. from overseas on
30 / II/ 33. Signalmen Mills A. and Mudge G. from S.T.C. on
7 / 12/ 33. Sergt O'Connor D. from 53rd Div! Signals (T.A.) on
12/12/33.
.
Departures.-L/ Sergt Abrahams T. to Depot Battalion on
21/II/33. To Southampton (for India) on 24/ II/ 33: Sergeant
icholson W., L / Sergt Butler C., Corp! Connolly J., L/Corporals
Bain A. J., Atkin G. and Long G., Signalmen Buckman J., Bell
F., Hansen A., Harrison A., Jordan K .. Lettice L., Bromley W .,
Brown T., Davenport H., Hargreaves R., Marshall F. , Manning
R. and MacFarlai:ie J. L/ Corp I Russell J. to Southampton (for
Malta) on 24/ 11I33. Signalman Crick C. to Depot Battalion on
21I11/33. Sergt Udell to Southampton (for India) on 8/ 12/ 33.

What did I tell you?
Number of baits laid . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . 250
Number of baits taken .. .. .. . . . . . . 142
Number of dead rats seen . . . . . . . . . NIL
Tailpiece.-The accompanying sketches need no comments
[see Sports Notes for the other one.-Eo.]
Ser~cants

Mess.

Annual Dinner.- Boy, fetch me a wet towel I I want to remember what happened on Friday evening 17th November in the
3rd Div) Signals Sergeants Mess. This wants a bit of doing.
However, here we go !
The arrangements were in the hands of the N.A.A.F.I., and a
very successful job they made of it. I had better include the
menu, so that old members abroad can wish they were back
again: Oxtail soup, fillets of plaice with anchovy sauce, roast
turkey and bread sauce, pork sausages, Wiltshire ham, baked
and boiled potatoes, brussels sprouts, fruit salad and cream, biscuits and cheese, coffee. The N.A.A.F.I. waitresses did their
work well, and the service went with that little bit of snap that
makes such dinners really enjoyable.
The toast of " His Maiesty the King " was accompanied by
music from Tom Sayers' cabaret band (all Signals).
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The following old mem~ers and friends came and were very
.J. Sweeting. J. Johnson, Dusty Rhodes, Wyatt,
Cockm_. Ginger T1dmarsh, TJCh Bent, R.S.M. Rowe, M.M. (48th
~1vl Signals, T.A.), Sergeants Leysbon and Crawley (53rd Div!
Signals •. T.A:), and C.S.M. Purseglove (Harlene) (No. 2 Company
43rd D1vl Signals, T.A.). You may take it that conversation
never flagged for a moment.
. Last, but by no means least, we had the honour of welcoming
L1eut.-Colonel R. F. B. Naylor, o.s.o., M.C., our commanding
officer, and the officers of the unit.
The idea of .having, a s~oker after t.he ~inner is a hapfy one.
Surely the ladies don t mind our having JUSt one annua fling I
R.S.f'1. Bramley outlined the obiect of the annual dinner. He
explained that at a function such as this, the officers and senior
n.c.o.s could get toge~her on a more personal footing than was
po~s1ble in everyday life. A better understanding could not fail
to result. The R.S.M. welcomed the C.0., officers, old members
and visitors: He said very nice things about them, but we didn't
hear all o.f 1t at our end of the room because Charlie Butler was
ma maining a running commentary on the waitresses!
Colonel Naylor .also had ~ few "'.'ords to say, and in our expectat.ons of something very interesting we were not disappointed.
He outlined the efforts of the unit in work and play during the
past year. In _the world of sport, we had been in the unfortunate
pos1t1on of losing by the narrowest of margins. The C.O. called
for that little extra effort that will make all the difference between defeat and success."
Mr. Johnny Johnson, representing the old comrades, replied to
the R.S.M. 's welcome. His speech was straight to the point and
left no doubt in our minds that the old comrades looked forward
eagerly to the ~nnual dinner. Sergeant Leysbon (53rd T.A. Div)
Signals) in a witty speech thanked the Mess for more things than
I can remember. R.Q.M.S. Adcock supplied the final after-dinner
oration by replying to Mr. Johnson and Sergt Leysbon. Heaven
knows what he said! for at this point Charlie Butler called for
three cheers for his grandmother's canary and vanished under
the table.
A little quick work by a few volunteers and the room was
transformed into a night club (gentlemen only). The band opened
with a w~ll-?imed foxtrot, the tenor saxophone dribbling neatly
into a swinging chorus. Then a song by Sergeant Crawley, who
possesses a clear and powerful voice. R.Q.M.S. Adcock was
right at the top of his form: in addition to his songs, he performed his celebrated Sadar Bazaar dance, an accomplishment he
acquired during the years he spent east of Suez. Captain Solly
was his usual self at the piano, which explains everything. He
does things with a piano that people buy gramophone records to
listen to. Captain Solly was assisted in some numbers by Captain
Courtenay-Thompson, the well-known percussionist. Among the
bands with whom Captain C.-T. has not played may be mentioned Rudy Vallee's and Cab Calloway's, but this is chiefly because they haven't heard him. Sergeant Vignaux 's broadcasting
act with a real microphone caused considerable amusement:
practically every member of the untt came in for a dig from his
facile tongue. Major Penney was excellent in his songs, the
thunderous applause indicating very clearly our appreciation. I
almost forgot to mention that Sergt Barlow played solos on his
alto saxophone ; and when I say pla.y ed them, I-but there!
you're sure to say you know who is writing this. You'd be
right, too.
The dinner committee are to be congratulated on a very successful and enjoyable evening. What [f at least one officer was
presented with a new set of shirt studs in the shape of smutty
finger marks? or if another developed sooty side whiskers?
As H enry Halls says, " Here's to the next time!"
wclc~me: Messrs •

Vagrant Verse. By "Tinker."
THE G.0.C.'s INSPECTION.
Cold blew the winci 'neath a cloudy sky.
But was I daunted?- no, not I ;
Forth I ventured to the fray.
"The G.O.C. inspects to-day."
All lined up with ba~s of spit
(Of course, some nohsh went with it)
In rows lookin~ fike lightning's ray.
" The G.O.C. mspects to-day."
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Smart and trim in khaki creased
We stood quite still ; all scuffling ceased.
The colonel I what has he to say?
" The G.O.C. inspects to-day."
" Now, my men, hold up your chins,
Straight down your sides stretch out your fin.s:
Look as if you earn your pay.
The G.O.C. inspects to-day."
Two solid hours we shivered there,
Out on the Pimple bleak and bare ;
Of sunshine there was ne'er a ray.
"The G.O.C. inspects to-day."
Next year we'll do the same--maybelAgain be praised by the G.O.C.
Ask why we do it-we'll just say
"The G.0.C. inspects to-day. "
A Hockey Match.
I am not sure that this shouldn't come under the Sports Notes,
but as the _affair was excellent entertainment for players and
spectators alike, we will leave it where it is.
The w.o.s and sergeants played the officers on the Garrison
cricket ground on Friday 17th 'ovember. Here are the players:
Mr. Pearce; Mr. Gambier and Major Penney; Captain Stroud
(R.A.M.C., who had to treat himself for a bashing afterwards), Mr. Charlton and Mr. Taylor ; Caotain Solly, Mr.
Winterborn, Mr. Finney, Mr. North and Lieut.-Col. Naylor.
C.Q.M.S. Patterson ; Sergts Waldron and Vignaux ; Sergeants
Bailey, Faw! and Smith ; C.Q.M.S. Yates. Sergts Greenwood,
Barraclough , Butcher and Lacey.
Reserves for both teams were available from qualified spectators.
In the first few minutes Colonel Naylor had the misfortune to
tear a muscle. This, by the way, took some time to get well,
but we are all pleased to see our C.O. fit again. Capt. CourtenayThompson filled the breach at outside right. Most of the spectators were somewhat surprised to discover that they were watching a good fast game. C.Q.M.S. Yates, find ing himself opposite
Mr. Gambier, used his weight to good effect. I think Mr. Gambier kept tripping over Tich and running back to see what had
got in the way!
At half-time there was an exhibition of tongues, hanging, dry.
These were pushed back and lubric2ted so that the game could
proceed. Apparently the teams were well matched, for in spite
of an extra five minutes each way, the score remained at two all.
Finally, the officers were declared the winners on the spin of a
coin: probably one of their double-headed pennies-but don't
let me put things into your heads. By this time, all tongues
were out again and the spectators, realising that there was something doing, decided to hang theirs out as well. The results
were excellent, and the refreshments supplied bv the officers
were greatly appreciated. Somebody said something about beer,
but as he drank it first and spoke afterwards, I do not propose
to discuss· the matter here.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Seasonal Greetings.-The personnel of the 5th Div! Signals
send out to all Signal units at home and abroad the seasonal
greetings for the New Year.
Leave.-Only an absolute minimum of personnel is doing duty
at Scarborough, the commanding officer having released about
80 per cent. for furlough.
Draft.-The following have left this unit for service in India
and Malta: Malta: Sigmn Williams F.
India: Sergts Coles G. and Nichols J., Corporal Jenninizs G .•
L/ Corpls Gill and Manning· G., Signalmen Cutter R., Fisher
W. G.. Coombes A. W .. Halton A. W., Forrest G., Finlay
J., Holtby E .. Gardner A., Hamilton H .• Wright G., Fagan
J. G .. Denholm T .. Hough J .. Hayward G. and Rodgers.
The undermentioned will also have left us for India by the
time these notes are in print: -Coro! Benson H., L / Corpls Bell
T. and Rawcliffe J.. Signalmen Malfett D., Cooper S. G .. Lowe
W. H., Tipson G. , Gibson C., Bancroft H. and Busby S.
Once again, we wish them all good luck in the future.
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Sergeants Mess.- R.S.M. Mcintosh i the luck~· posse~sor of
the hooting cup put up yearly by the .Mess for comJ?eL1t1on between the members. Credit must b.e given where It is due, bur
special mention mu t be made of this feat, for the re ults of the
shoot show rhat the R.S.M . was wetl ahead of some of the
members!
.
,
I had o mention the disappearance of pencil m last month
notes. This month it is matches. Why, oh why. do they always
pick •;pan the same member to play their 1okes?

Edmunds, Sant and Johnson. Never mind I it is only for a
monih. and time flies.
lndividunl Training. -We congratulate the following on obtaming rhe trade ratings shown: - Signalmen Duke and Hopkinon, operator signals B.ii . Sigmn Robson, lineman C.ii.
BACH.

Salutat1ons.- To the undermentioned on being the proud
possessor of a daughter: Sigmn Burrow H. C.- Mary Margaret,
born at Scarborough on 4 I 1-:. I H·
To the undermentioned, who have taken unto themselves a
wife: Signalman H ayward C. to Frances Fearn at Scarborough on
19 / 10 / 33.
.
· n· k ·
s I
L / Corpl Rawcl iffe W. ). to H arriet An111e r 1c enng at cu coates, Yorks, on 14 / 11 / 33.
Signalman Mallett B. H . to Edna Bowes at Scarborough on
17 / rr / 33..
·
Signalman T1pson G. W. to Helen Ryder at Scarborough on
2 / 12 / 33.
.
.
. di b
h
Sigmn Terrard F. to Olive S1dgew1ck at Mid es roug on
9 / 12/33.
.
To C.S.M. Ingles on promouon to that rank.

General.- We apologise for the absence of notes from this unit
in the last four publications of THE WIRE.
News in this unit is very scarce. The Brigade Signal Section
returned from Ballykinler in Au gust after a sojourn of two months
" where the mountains of Mourne . . . . etc.," and were jolly
glad to get ba-ck to civilisation again.
This month marks a great change in the unit . Capt. Hannah,
who has been our O .C. for the past three years , hands ov'er the
command to Captain F. T. Pope and goes to India early in the
ew Year. We welcome Captain Pope to the Company and hope
his tenure of command will prove enjoyable.
Rumour has it that we are soon to lose Captain M. V. Jones,
M .C., from the Lough Swilly Signal Section . We shall be sorry
to see him go, and wonder if Lough Swilly will remain unchanged
after he has left-especially the gardens in Fort Dunree.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.

Arriva ls .- The following are welcomed to t he Company: Sigmn Costello from 2nd Divisional s~gna ls . Signalmen Holland,
Cade, Hutchinson and Rowden from Training Battalion. Sigmn
Smyth from 1st Div! Signals. We wish them all a pleasant stay.

Our " Bill."-Through the kindness of ::ill ranks of the un it,
a headstone has been erected to Bill, our canine mascot for yea~s .
A sum of £2/ 2/!o~ was subscribed to aetray the . ..:osc of 1t.
Captain P. Jennings, M.C., undertook and ab)y earned out the
necessary arrangements in procuring and erecting the headstone.
T he grave is situated on the grass la~n by the c~khouse of
Burniston Barracks. A photograph o~ Bill, tak~n by . Lieut. L. S.
Stirling Wilkinson, has been included in the unit Christmas cards.

Departures.- L / Cpl Bennett and Signalmen Watson C. and
Cox F, R. to Catterick for drafting to India on the 19th December
- the former to A Corps and the latter two to B Corps. We
hope they will enjoy Panky.
Draft Warn ings.- The following are awa iting final warning: L / Cpl Simmonds and Signalmen Hall and Morrison for India;
Signalmen Roberts and Hillia rd for Egypt.
Marriag es.- Ther.e is something very peculiar in the climate
of Ireland, as we have noticed the general tendency is to get
" spliced " after a year with this Company. Londonderry holds
the record. The following have gone into double harness since
June: Corp! O 'Brien A., Signalmen Townsend, Dove and Dowe.
There are also rumours of a further two. There is no need to
wait for spring in this country, 'cause there ain't any.

Re·Muster ings.-The undermentioned have been .r~-must~red
in the trades shown: -Signalmen Wa.tson VI/ •. ~nd Gi llie A. lmeman C.iii . Sigmn Baxter, operator signa ls B:1n . Ca rpi McLe~!1
G. J. and Signalman Donoghue S. operator signals B.1. and B.u.
respectively.
Extension of Service.-L / Corpls Sneddon G. and Webb H .
J. E. and Sigmn Blank L. to complete twelve years.
Transfers to Army Reserve.-The undermentioned have left
us for transfer to the Army Reserve: Driver Mounsey R. and
Sigmn Millar R. J.
Arrivals.-These are too numerous to mention by name, but
we hope that their stay at Scarborough will be long and pleasant.

P.

No. 2 Company.
General.-This Company's notes are usually written by Sambach: which actually stands for two scribes. namely Sam a~d
Bach. However, Sam having proceeded on furlough, I (Bacn)
.
.
am compelled to play a lone hand, so he~e goes.
T he majority of our boys packed all their troubles m their old
kit bags and proceeded on furlough on the 7th December. Our
hero of the football world was included in this batch, and he has
made a resolution that he will repose between sheets from after
duty on the 7th December until reveille on the 4th January . .
T he boys left behind are looking. forward to a bumper Christmas in barracks. They are all saving up for a good spree, and
are on the water waggon from now until Christmas.
Arrivals.-A hearty welcome is extended to the undermentioned new arrivals: - Signalmen Cain, Dawes and Rodwell !r?m
India. Sigmn Nash from Egypt. S!gmn Watson from Traming
Battalion, Canerick.
Departuros.-Our best wishes go with the undermenti?ned.
who departed for sunnier climes on the 24th November : ~it:nal
men Coombes, Forrest and Denholm . These will be shortly 10111ed
by the following, who leave here on the 19th Decembe~ : Sig1~al
men Mathieson, Mitchell, Ramsden and Mellor. There 1s nothing
hke Ch ristmas on the ocean wave-six meals a day: three down
and three up.
T he undermentioned have departed fo r Siberia (namely Catterick) as reliefs for men of our maintenance party, who have not
seen m11ch of the Queen of Watering Places: Signalmen Jordan,

\'

Appointments.- Congratulations to L I Cpl Turn er on being
paid for his stripe, and to Sigmn Raine at Lenan on being appointed U I L I Cpl.
Miscellaneous.-Wc shall be so rry to lose L / Cpl Healy on the
19th December, when he goes on leave pending transfer to the
Army Reserve. He has been with the Company approximately
five years. We cannot understand w h y he wants to go. Still,
we wish him the best in civilian life.
The following inter-Section moves have taken place: -Signalmen Cade and Costello to Ballykinler. Sigmn Smyth to Armagh .
Sigmn Hutchinson to Omagh . Signalmen Townsend, Weir and
Cartwright to Fort D unree. Sigmn Roy from Omagh to Londonderry. Sigmn Blount to Omagh on temporary duty. Sigmn
Causey from Armagh to Belfast.
Sport.-The unit has entered the Garrison Football League
and to date have played and won two matches. In the Garrison
hockey knockout tournament we had Signalmen Thomson, Swift,
Turner and Smith playing for the Staff and Departmental team .
Conclusion.-We wish all units a prosperous New Year, and
hope the Corps roster will have a speed wobble in 1934.
I-Irle ME.

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association ?
IF NOT, JOIN NOW !
Your" m ilitary service will come to o.n end some day, and you
may then need help in lindin g civil employmen t. See how the
Association helps its Members in that direction, as shown on
pa 11e 4. T he eub1cript ion is only Two Shillings per ann um .
A sk y ou r Unit Representat ive for fur ther detai lo.

\~'Y~K..[
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Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
18th November 1933.
General.- We wish all members of the Corps, past and present, a happy Christmas and a bright and prosperous New Year.
We tender our best wishes to Lieut. D. C. P. H all on the
occasion of his marriage to Miss C. Arkell (Q.A.I.M.N.S.) at
Jubbulpore on the 1st November.
Armistice.- Armistice Day at Jubbulpore was celebrated by a
drum-head service, after which all units marched to the War
Memorial, where the two minute si lence was observed. This
was followed by a march past the Memorial, the Go vernor of the
Central Provinces taking the salute.
As has become customary in this Centre, an Armistice ball in
aid of the Ex-Services Association was held in the evening at the
Gun Carriage Factory Clu b, and it was a great success both
socially and financially.
Arrivals.- We welcome the arrival of Captain A. E. Barton,
and hope his stay will be a long and happy one.
We are glad to see L / Sergt Humphrey and Signalmen Cooter
and Ma rkey back from Blighty leave. Rumour has it that one
got married, another engaged, and the third, being already married, got- back.
Congratulations.-To the S.T.C. (India) revolver experts on
having three teams left in the semi-final and on an all-Signals
final in the Brigade revolver competition. Especially do we congratulate the Duds on putting the wind up the "A's."
Commiserations.- With all the fat heads on the morning of
the 12th November.

A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
The Company athletic team is at present training hard in
preparation for the S.T.C. (India) individual championships, and
we hope next month to give a favourable report on the result of
their efforts.
We congratulate the cross-country team on their improved
position in the S.T.C. (India) Cross-Country League table. We
are looking forward to still further improvement during the next
three runs. Stick it, " A."
Departures.-This month we bid good-bye to the following:
Mrs. Harrison (wife of R.S.M. Harrison) and family proceeding
to U.K. per the s.s. City of PaTis on the 24th November. Carpi
Litchfield G. and fami ly to U.K. per the s.s. Tuscania on the
23rd November, and Signm Baddely to Querta on the 15th November. We wish them all the best of luck in their new stations.

F Com pany (Boys), Signal Training Battalion.
We welcome Lieut. W. R. Smijth-Windham on taking over the
duties of officer i/ c technical training, and hope he will find the
work a pleasant change from ordinary Company routine.
The boys are now half-way through' the first period of their
technical training and are well up to standard ; their writing and
operating having shown a marked improvement during the bst
few weeks.
On Thursday last the Company went on a day's outing to
Marble Rocks which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Leaving
barracks at 7 a.m. they proceeded by road and arrived about 8.30.
En route, observation practices were carried out with satisfactory
results. On arrival they made a tour of the vicinity of the waterfa lls, wh ich at this time of the year arc very beautiful. L:1ter
they visited a temple which particularly attracts visitors on
account of tile nunJerous statp~s wnich sprround it, After about

three hours of sigh t seeing, Jemadar Ah Hussain Shar organised
races up the steps leading from the Narbadda river. These were
keenly contested, Boy Haza! Dad entering in two races and winning on eac h occasion. After dinner and a short rest, they proceeded to pack up and return to barracks. On arrival there, all
voted that a " bahut achchha din " had been spent.
Oepartures.- We all wish Sergt Jackson the best of luck on
taking up his new appointment with the permanent staff of the
46th (Midland) Di visional Signals, T.A.
Arrivals.- We welcome Sergt Paskms from l<ohat. He replaces Sergt Jac kson on the technical side.
Concl usi on.- We wish all Royal Corps of Signals units at
home and abroad a very happy and prosperous New Year.
BRAM-KHAN-SINGH-ROA.

W.O.s and Sergeants Mess.
Do not blame me for the recent absence of notes, but we have
all been studying form for Christmas.
Greeti ng s .-We hope that all members of the Royal Corps of
Signals at home and abroad have spent a very happy Christmas
and we wish them a bright and prosperous New Year.
Sport.-Reference September WIRE notes from the Corporals
Mess S.T.C. (India). This cannot be said of our corporals, for
try as they will, they cannot get the betrer of us on " ye aide
soccer ground." The other day we turned out a team of veterans
just to encourage the youngsters, and even then they only just
manage<;! to draw with us at 2-2. They have one consola tion
which should help them to bear up: that of seeing the inter-Mess
trophy when it is presented to us.
Ent ertainments.- The entertainments committee organised a
splendid farewell dance for Sergt Jackson on his departure for the
'J.K., where he is taking up an appointment on the permanent
staff of the 46th Divl Signals (T.A.) At rhe close of a very
pleasant evening, on behalf of the Mess, R.S.M. Harrison T . W.
wished him all the best in his future appointment.
Back to th e Fold.- L / Sergt Humphries rejoined us on the
6th November after having spent a glorious six months leave in
Blighty . . It was noticed that the bijli wal1ah at the sub-power
station turned pale on hearing of Pop's return to Jubbulpore.
Farewell.-An impromptu dance was held on the 22nd November as a farewell to Mrs. Harrison (wife of R.S.M. Harrison),
who is returning to England with her children. During the
evening Mrs. Brown, on behalf of the members' wives, presented
to Mrs. Harrison a very nice silver scent spray and powder bowl.
In thanking them for their kind thought, Mrs. Harri on said
that her stay in the S.T.C. (India) had been a very happy one,
and now that the rime to go had arrived, she felt sorry to leave
such good friends. R.S.M. Harrison also thanked the member '
wives on behalf of his wife, and said that she was going home
in orde r that their children might be able to finish their education
in England.
S.T.C. (India) All Ranks Golf Club.- The club held their
first competition on Sunday 19th November. Thi took the form
of a putting competition ;;.nd proved to be very popular, there
being sixty-eight entries. In the early stages o[ the competition
Mr. H. Burnett, of the Gun Carriage factory Club, returned 17
strokes for the nine holes. This was indeed good going, especially in view of the uneven ground over which the course runs,
and it put an edge on the competitive spirit of the othe r competitors. · Then into the limelight came one of our Scottish members
Qf th Mackinnon Clan. Thi b r i~ht young lad seems to have
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been born with (to misuse an old expression) a golf club in his
mouth, and started off true to tradition by holing out in one for
th e first three holes. In all probability that Scottish thought of
a couple of golf balls for two annas was a little trying to h is
nerves, and three threes knocked his score into t8. Now 18
seemed to be quite a favou rite score, and 11bout half a d~zen
members tied for second place. T he tie was played off, leaving
the Scotsman with the neat li ttle score of 16. Our thanks to
Sergeants Whittington and Marchant fo r the success of this
competition.
Agony. -Auntie Maggie, having finished knitting her golf
jacket, is still waiting for Father Christmas to supply the clubs.

BRAM-MAC.
NOR TlfBRN COM M AND .. .. ....... .. ........... I N DIA N ARMY.

B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
Sikh Boys.

Punjabi Mmsalman Boy s.

The White Company .

Dogra Boys.

MadraHi Boys.

[Received too late for December issue .]
. .
. Saturday nth N ovember.
The unit 1s now altogether again after the recent disturbances
on the Frontier, and at present we are at Riwat, about ten miles
out from Rawalpindi.
Yesterday (Sunday, 12th) the fami lies went out and spent a very
enjoyable afternoon as the guests of the Sergeants Mess. The
camp is very nicely situated, and from all appearances everyone
there seems to be very happy and contented. Nex t month we
will, no doubt, have quite a lot to report regard ing what they
did at camp, etc.
Now that the trooping season has really sta rted, we are gradually saying goodbye to the lucky ones. L / Corporal Dougal and
Sigmn Brown G. left for the U .K . on the 13th October and are
now well settled down in civilian life. We all wish them the
best of luck and hope that they have fo und suitable employment.
Sergt Stainer and family have left us for that summer resort,
Catterick, where Sergt Stainer w ill, we suppose, be employed on
the per manent staff. Best of luck, Jim ! If you feel cold at any
time, let us know and we will send you some of our "sun."
Sergts Hatherl y and Crabtree and Signalman Aldred proceeded
to the U .K. on the 8th N ovember and should now be enjoying
life on a trooper. In case any reader has not experienced life on
a troopsh ip, a letter sent to Sergt Norman Crabtree c/ o Officer
i / c Royal Signals Records, Chatham, will procure him a fa irly
good report on the subject. Do you r stuff, Norman.
L / Corp! Darby and Sigmn Butler are due to leave on the 22nd
November. These two will be very much missed in the unit.
L / Co rporal Darby has been employed as C.O.'s clerk and typist,
and the orderly room will be very sorry to lose him. We all hope
that h is venture into civilia n lifo will turn out to be all th at he'
expects and deserves . L / Corpl (Sigmn) Butler has been i/ c unit
cookhousc and all the B.O.R. dining mess members will be very
sorry to lose him . We hope that his successor makes as good
a show as Butler has done.
We have one more passenger for the 22nd November boat in
Corp! Simpson. He sat for the recent entra nce examination for
the Foreman-of-Signals course, and we have just received informat ion that he has been selected to at tend the course commenc·
ing in January 1934. This news meant wireless messages all
over India, with the result that we have managed to get him a
passage on the date mentioned. N aturally, Corp! Simpson is very
upset at the idea of going home so soon ; he came out to this
country last March. However, everyone in the unit is very glad
that he passed the examination and has been selected to attend
the course. and sincerely hopes to hear of him at the end as a
Foreman-of-Signals. Good luck, Simpson!
While on the subject of Foreman-of-Signals, we would like to
congratulate C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Wells, of this unit, on getting four
ou t of five candidates for the recent entrance examination selected
for a course. Well done, Jerry!
W e have received rolls for the two drafts who are joining this
un it very shortly, and extend a hearty welcome to them. I am
sure th ey will find Bekore one of the best units they have served
in. So look to it, my lads, and don't come along with your ta ils
between your legs.
Major E. L. H ill, M .C., D.C.M., is shortly leaving for the home
esta blishment and Catterick. Major Hill has been O.C. No . 2
Company (Indian ranks) and also officiating C.O . since he has
been with this unit, and he will be greatly missed both by British

and Indian ranks. W e will have to look around for someone
to take his place in our hockey team . Good luck, sir l we all
hope that )'.OU "".ill ~nd the North Country to your liking.
I am afraid this will have to be all for this month. The jolly
old brai n i.s a bit sluggish after the day out at camp. More anon.
B EKORB.

I st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
[Received too late for December issue.]
Saturday 7th October.
General.- At last we . have found our way once more into
prmt, but as I have only Just taken over the Branch secretaryship
I offer .no apology. I can only say that I will endeavour to have
the unit . notes ready !llonthly as fa r as it lies in my power.
The hi ll season havmg come to an end owing to the war on the
N.W .F., the unit is once again at its Plain station; and the war
having had a qu ick and quiet death, we have returned to normal
working, and Brigade training ;md machine gun concentration
Gimps are the order of the day. The unit lines present a rather
deserted appea rance, which will be more pronounced in a few
days when another batch leaves us for the U.K. and still more
for the R.A. Concentration Camp at Hatti. I am afraid there will
be v_ery few of _us left to uphold the reputation of the unit in
Pmdi, but we will do our best-as we hope those out with their
Sections at t he various camps will do in thei r sphere of activities.
_It is .t'? be regrette~ that the W!lr ended so suddenly, as those
with v1s1ons of the bit of green ribbon with the blue centre are
now worrying as to whether they stand a chance, or if they are
due for a disappointment and have either to extend for a further
period of service abroad, with the chance of another small enco_unter c_oming along, or retire to that land of dreams, Blighty,
without 1t.
The trooping season having once again arrived, we begin to
say a~ revoir to some of our old friends, and many are now
countm& the days to that looked-for boat. I take this opportunity
of wishing those who have already left, and those who will be
leavmg us shortly, the best of luck m their new sphere of activity,
be it either home establishment or civvy street.

Arri vals .-We extend a hearty welcome to Colonel Fiu A.
Drayson, M .C., Sergt Blower, Corpls Millen (and wife) and Harrold, L / Corpl Pape and Sigmn Blake, from Blighty leave; and
Lieu ts. Gray and Stewart on joining the unit from U.K. We hope
their stay with us will be a happy one.
To Sigmn Blake, from Karadu, we extend the glad mitt and
hope that he harbours no ill-feeling in having to proceed out with
h is Section the morning after his arrival.
Depa rt ures.-Sergt Pope and family to civvy street (we wish
them the best of luck) . Sergts Brown and Gordon, Signalmen
Jarratt, Trotter, Whapshare and W ilson G. to home establishment.
C.S.M . Spracklen, Sergt Costello and ·Sigmn Wilson J. to Kohat
District Signals. Corp! Halfpenny to 3rd Indian Divl Signals,
Meerut. C.Q.M.S. Johnson and Sigmn Withers to A Corps Sig•
nals. Karachi.
Sport:-At the present time this is out of the question. So
many bein11: away from the unit, teams cannot be found to play,
so fixtures have to be turned down unt il the return of the Sections
from training. For news of such sports as have taken place prior
to the departure of Sections for camp, please turn to the Sports
Notes.
Entertai n ments-Since practi-:-ally all the married families have
returned from their sojourn in the cool clime of Upper Topa, the
combined Signals of Pindi have b('en trying their hand at livening
things up slightly.
One very good night's enjoyment was spent by most of us at a
dance for all ranks on the Sergeants Mess tennis courts. The
sergeants, having held one of their own, thought it would be
rather a pity to take down all the equipment without giving tlae
rank and file a chance to make use of it- and good use they did
m:i ke, too. if the talk that one hears is anything to go by. The
music was rendered by the Roval Signals dance band, who must
be congratulated on their performance and the hard work that
they put in to satisfy the craving of all.
'#e all sincerely hope that the combined committee will keep
this up and j?;ive us many more nights like this, and also help to
foster a feeling of good fellowship between the two units.
ONEotV.
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Sergeants Mess.
Greetings.-All members of the Mc s join in sending heartiest
good wishes for Christma and the
ew Year to all Signals
Messes, mcludiug Australia, cw Zealand .ind Canadi;m Forces ;
also best wisne.s for the continued success of our Regimenta l
Journal THE WIRE, which ranks as the best among regimental
publication .
De p artures.-Qu ite a number of changes have taken place
durmg the last few weeks. Sergt Stainer and famil y were the
first to leave for Blighty, followed by Sergeants Hatherly, Pope,
Brown and Gordon . We wish them all the best. Several more
will have left us before these notes appear in pri nt , and all the
staff jobs in England will have been taken before it comes to our
turn. Sergt Costello proceeded to Kohat for duty, and Sergeant
Widgery to Dro h.
Ar r ivals.-We welcome the following members and hope their
stay may be a long and pleasant one: Sergt Smith R. M . T. from
Kohat, Q.M.S. Mitchell from Meeru t, and Sergeant Blower from
Blighty leave.
Functions.- A Mess dance held recc.ntlv on the tenrns courts
was a great success. The courts were spiendidly decorated and
the Signals dance band provided first class music. The committee
are to be congratulated on putting over a first class show, and
we hope the large number of people present will encourage them
to give us more of such entertainments in the near future.
Sunday evenings are devoted to impromptu socials, chiefly to
give the married members an opportunity of being off the short
rack for a few hours.
General.-Thc entertainments committee have a busv time before them during the next few weeks in preparing for the Christmas festivities. Several improvements, from a decorative point
of view, have been made, and we hope to have everything set
for a good Ch ristmas and a hearty welcome to the new arriv als
expected here about the end or the monrh .
B Corps Signals have p roceeded to camp for a few weeks, and
will be followed shortly by the rst D iv. Topa Signals have now
closed down, and everyone fee ls more or less settled .
Agony.-To Sergt Bill Curtiss: What a bout calling m here
for duty? A.
7th December 1933.
Greetings.- Being rather too late for the usual Ch ristmas
greetings, we will take this opponunity of wishing all WIRE
readers "a happy and prosperous New Year." This may be
rather late, too, but we hope they will think that we meant well,
and remember that old but true saying " Better late than never."
General.- T raining camps arc drawing to a close, and activities
are now being concentrated on preparations fo r the seasonal festivities. If what is heard is any indication of what can be expected, we are all lqokmg forward to a good time-and a busy
one, oo ; and it 1s to be hoped that all functions will be given
good support and go off with a swing. Many in the unit are
looking forward to another dance such as was held a few short
weeks ago.
Christmas will be well over by the time these notes ap9ear in
print, and things will again be getting down to normal with
strenuous times of training and higher r at ings.
Arrivals.- We are ~l ad to welcome to o ur midst (hooing that
their stay with us wi ll be a long and happy one) Captain Winn
from S.T.C. Jubbulpore, Sergeant Mills from 2nd Div. Quetta,
Sergts N ichols and Coles with sixteen B.O.R.s and the wives and
families of Sergt Warner, L / Sergt Bygrave and Corporal Baxter
from the U .K.
Departures.- Sergt Perry and fami ly to 'J.K . for transfer to
the home establishment. Sergt Cadell T. 0. to Waziristan District Signals on transfer. Sergts Francis and Foley wit h families
to U .K., with thirty-two ot her B.O .R.s of the unit-some for
transfer to the Army Reserve and the remainder to the home
establishment .
Promotions.-Congratulauons to Sergt Perry on nromotion to
th~t rank
· O N!!DI V.

1st Cavalry Brigade

Si~nal

Troop, Risalpur.

Wednesday 22nd November 1933.
General. - " A merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year
to all ranks of the Corns at home and abroad " from the members
of the One Bar Cee r:1nch.
Recreation. - This year an open doubles tennis tournament
was held, and those who lost in the first round competed in a subsidiary tournament. Many excellent games were seen throuchout
0
both competitions.
Friday afternoon, 3rd November. was set aside for the finals,
and the finalists provided us with some very exciting rallies. In
the open, L / Corpls Rhodes and Rudkin defe:ited L/ Sgt Manning
and Signalman Nicholson by 6-4, 8- 6, while in the subsidiary
L / Corp! Cross ;rnd Sigmn Shewring defeated L / Corp! Smith and
Sii;m n Wo.o d by 6-2, 2-6, 6-4. (Sigmn Wood, having met
with an m1ury to his shoulder, was unable to play, and the final
of this match was played off as a singles event between L/ Corp!
Smith and Sigmn Shrwring.)
Prizes were presented at the end by the Chief Signal Officer,
Northern Command, who paid us a surprise visit that day. At
the conclusion of the prize gi v;ng an excellent tea was provided,
arid the Trooo are greatly indebted to Mrs. Leckie and Mrs.
Manning for this.
En t ertainmen t. - After tea on the day of the tennis fina ls,
an excellent conjuring and magical show was provided, and this
was greatly enjoyed bv all ranks.
In rhe evening a whist drive and dance was held under the
auspices of the local Branch of the O.C.A . Our unit dance band
was in excellent humour and a very enjoyable evening was spent.
The bar was again under the able management of L / Corporal
Rhodes, and to him great credit is due as well as to his assistants,
who on this occasion were Corp! Nuttall and Sigmn Garven. The
arrangemen ts for and the staging of the whist drive and dance
were carried through by L / Sergt Mann ing and Sigmn Boughton,
and to them we offer our thanks for a most enjoya ble and entertaini n g evening.
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Joe's theme song: " Where my caravan has rested " (oh! my
nose).
Agony. - What about a few lines (five to four) Duke V.?
Smudger.

Sergeants Mess.
We have only one topic at present. i.e . the retum to the fold
cf T.Q.M.S . Lewis and Sergt Shaw, but to adequately describe
them would take reams of paper. What a figure! Once upon a
time two belts, waist, joined together sufficed for each, but now
it's doubtful if three apiece would do. How the deuce are Ordnance going to be squared? Seventeen and a half stone, and we
only get LC. class ii. rides. How the blue blazes shall we ever
get a khansamah to stop? No wonder they didn't come back
ma1ried ; modified rates would never stand it.

Last month we were entertained by the Sergeants Mes& to a
tennis at home and mdoor games tournament. Both events proved
very successful, but unfortunately the recorder lost the results (I)
On the 28th and 29th October Peshawar appeared to be the
rendezvous of the Signals on the Fronti er. Such a Jolly little
crowd gathered in the Peshawar Corporals Mess: to name a few
of those present, Jock Robertson (band), Frank Stockton, Ginger
Costick, Jock Gray, Javens (Javo), Ginger Rhodes, Jimmy D riscoll ,
John Way and Shoey Welch (what about a dive?) Perhaps they
went to see the M.C.C. cricket match.
Sport.-L / Corpl Debell beat L/Corpl Boston at cricket by nine
wickets and sixteen runs.

Corporals Mess.
Can you imagine it! The Troop notes nearly went off without these additions from the hive of iniq . . . . ahem I I mean
industry. When will people realise that this department now
greatly affects the majority of Troop activities? Except to a few
privileged ones it is hot, I imagine, generally known that there
's a Corporals Mess in the rst Cavalry Signals, Risalpur, so we
make our debut in THE WIRE note world.
We have just extended the Mess and hope to be able shortly
to say " Excellent cuisine, accommodation and service, four
M.B.s ."
We welcome back L / Corpl Debell from the United Kingdom,
complete with the game he taught Douglas Fairbanks and all the
crowned heads of Europe. We were horrified, however, to learn
that he had qualified for the heading " Births, D eaths and Marriages "-at least, t he latter, if not the former.
Corp) MacCulloch cannot forget the sylvan glades of Catteric k
Camp, and has even condescended to qualify for a Foreman-ofSignals course to get back. Our best wishes go with him.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
· Wednesday 22nd November 1933.
Arrivals.-Another New Year. These New Years resemble
Indian currency: soon gone, but not forgotten l Both are relevant
to good resolutions, but alas and alack I they soon lose them.
L / Corpl Stonehouse R. from 3rd ln~ian p ivl Si~~als, M~er'-!r.
Sigmn Heaps L. from t he S.T.C. (India) via W~z1r1~tan D istrict
Signals (on paper) and 'J.K. leave ; at least , I .thmk 1~ was lea.ve
-i t may have been a fattenmg course. He 1s c~rtamly an mcentive ro transfer to the Reserve or home establishment.
Some mail for Chaddha.

Arriva l.- The only one, to whom we offer the alad hand of
welcome, is Sigmn Ball G. from Waziristan District Signals. W e
have, however, to welcome back to the fold T.Q.M.S. Lewis,
Sergt Shaw an d L / Corp! Debell, after six months recuperation
in the U.K.
Departure.- Sigmn Cree (Tich} has now left us on trahsfcr to
the Army Reserve. and to him we offer our best wishes for his
future success in civvy street.
Spor t.--Gn 1he r6th November we received a visit from members and families of P eshawar District Signals, who brought their
cricket team to wipe us up. O h yeah I Anyway, we did our
stuff and tried to smooth over the defeat we administered by
givi~ th em a " bust up " in the tea line. etc. Rumour has it
that the Corporals Mess endeavou red to assist the brewery agents
to overcome the oresent trade dep ression. From the Seqteants
Mess point of view, of course, the " good old cup of char"
sufficed.
Peshawar Vale Hunt Handy Hunter Competition.- So far
as the B.O.R. s class was concerned, this became quite a family
affair, for the first five places were taken by the unit- and we
had only seven entries in a field of eighteen. We quote an extract from a leading Indi an paper: " B.O.R. s C/ass.- Sergeants
Madeley T. 1st, Sigmn Wood J. 2nd, Sigmn Shewring D . 3rd ,
L f Corp! Bale E. 4th. There were eighteen entries, with t he
first four easily the best."
Lieut. F. R. B. Moore well uph eld the reputation of the Troop
in the officers' and C'pen classes, finishing third and fo urth
respectively.
Congratulations.- All ranks of the Troop offer their hearty
congratulations to two old Troopites, L / Sergts Mitson and Fuller,
on thei r appointment to be C.Q.M.S. {Foreman-of-Signa ls) . The
old Troop slogan, "We're too good for 'em," is undoubtedly no
idle boast.
Corp! MacCulloch successfully passed the entrance examination
for a Foreman-of-Signals course at Catterick, and another old
T roopite (Corp! Greenfield) also qualified to attend. Our best
wishes go with them both .
Here and There.--H eard on the cricket ground: "A bou ndar y,
cne short run."

A group at th e tea-party given by the l11dia 11 clerical ta.ff of Peshdist Sig11al · o" the eve of tlzc fr,w fer of their Ha •• ildar Clerk,
Abdul Rd1111 .11t f(liaii, lo tlzc Si~11al Training Centre (l11 dia). !11dia 1t officers were also invited.
Sta,"lillg {/r../I
Sitli1t_r-Jemndnr

Ii>

r1:\"111J-L:tnce/Naik ~ l ewa Sin~h, N:tik \lohd hati, l aik lieuar~ i Sin;h, Si~m11 Jt..-et .·inJ.:h, H:wildar ].l!twant Sin:.:h
Ali , 1.0.~.M., .knrndnr -her Sin~h. Subed. r·)lajor Rnndhir Sin11:h. H;wildnr Abdul R ehman Khnn, Subedar Amir Alain ,
~ I r. N. R. Albnl, a. A. (unic accountant)
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A new draft from the U.K. Welcome to you, but don't tread
on the lawn. Talking about drafts reminds me that there should
be a huge 1llumina1P.d sign suspended above the " gateway of
India " at Bombay, bearing the inscription: " Abandon hope, all
ye that enter here." It would help to cheer up those who hang
over the side of the ship, waitmg r the tug to appear, and
ruminate as to why on earth they joined up--especially those who
were enticed away from their caves by alluring platters of porridge and haggis in the hands of Celtic khassadars out for the
half-crown.
New Year cards from people we forgot.
A cinema at Landi Kotal. I believe there are reserved seats
for the enterprising " here to-day and gone to-morrow " politicians and budding novelists who visit the Frontier and afterwards
fill books with blood-curdling yarns and incorrect descriptions
of the district.
A new typewriter for the orderly room (collapse of the staff I)
Two thousand and fifty-one fresh blades of grass on the lawn.
Departures.-Two thousand and fifty-one fresh blades of grass
from the lawn.
Lieut. T. W. Boileau to the S.T.C. Catterick, together with
" The best of luck!" from an admiring and grateful unit for the
excellent work in technical, sport and entertaining affairs which
he has put in during his long stay with us.
Corpl Coaten H., L/Corpl Bayley~. and Signal men Alexander
P., Hodgson M. and Lee A. to the home establishment. May
you all wax as fat as the new draughtsman!
Some mail for the U.K . from Chaddha.
Pens and pencils from the orderly room tables (duty clerk,
" speak pse ").
En Passant.-Has anyone thought of (a) the 100,000 odd working hours taken up and (b) the 250,000 odd rounds of .303 S.A.A.
expended in one year in musketry by the Indian Signal Corpsplus wear and tear of dhurries and instructors' tempers? Pretty
demoralising, isn't it?
Reference the statement in an English newspaper to the effect
that the British Army is composed of tea-drinkers :
Signalman of Irish extraction (to n.c.o.): " Lend me your
bottle-opener, please."
N.c.o.: " Haven't one ; sorry I"
Signalman: " Bah I a leader of men and haven't got a bottleopener. Bah I and a lot more bahs I "
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be seen in per.wn to realise the wonderful similarity to the wellknown screen stars. With the aid of John Dewar, their antics
are almost as amusing, too.
General.-The scribe of our detachment at Nowshera is going
strong so far, but the one at Landi Kotal, methinks, has found
greater attraction than a typewriter. Lucky Wilfred I Perhaps
this will stir him out of his temporary lethargy (" him " being
the scribe, of course).
MuM.
A happy New Year!

Nowshera Detachment.
Chitral Lines, 20th November 1933·
The Tail Of a Topi.-A topi and a pugri were discarded and
were picked up. A bad charzi (it must have been in the last
stage of some horrible disease, if I know Landi-Kotal) was thrown
away and also retrieved. Result: one topi, one pugri and one
flash. Presumably the darzi contributed the "P" and the two
pins to complete the headgear.
General.-Belinda (that infernal machine that its owner calls
a wireless set) is still in the best of health, although judging by
the groans and shrieks that are emitted daily, she must suffer
severely from indigestion . This is not the only name for this
" twisted four " : I have heard it called many others, quite flattering, which would not look very well in print. As this sweet
maiden is only at present in her infancy, I doubt whether life will
be worth living when she grows up (if she gets the chance to
grow, that is).
Not content with making life a misery with Belinda, her owner
has taken to smoking that expensive and well-known make of
cigar, the fior-de-cabbage. There is no need to say anything
about these monstrosities-they speak for themselves. It is only
a rumour, perhaps, that the shopkeeper gave the person eight
annas to get them out of his place. I wonder?
Sport.--Our hockey team has been strengthened of late by
the arrival of some of those who have spent the summer in sunbathing at Brighton, and so we are hopmg to carry all before us
in the near future .
The Detachment turned out a scratch (very much scratched)
ten-men football team the other night, and by a bit of good play
and a bigger bit of good luck succeeded in winning by t~ree goals
to two. The shining stars were the inside left and the right halfback. It is rumoured that the Northern Command selection
committee are keeping an eye on these players.
Departures.-I had nearly forgotten to mention that we have
lost the man who had nearly come to be put on the inventory
at Nowshera. He is at present among the guards and piquets
at Peshawar. He had the right spirit enough, however, to leave
us, Wilfre'8.
We Want to Know. -Who was it who went on Blighty leave
a brunette and came back a platinum blonde?
Tail Piece.-1934's best wishes to all and sundry.
REARGUARD.

WESTERN COMMAND .......................... INDIAN ARMY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.

J.

A snap i~ enclosed, featuring Signalmen Griffiths A. and Kelly
dressed up as Mesus. S. Laurel and 0. Hardy. They must

Friday rst December 1933 .
General.-Having just lost a capable correspondent via transfer
to the H.E., and succeeding him with one who could take liberties
with Noel Coward (and a post at A.H.Q. India), it is only natural
that the individual following them should be conscious of a slight
inferiority complex. With the help of Part II. Orders. and a
highly efficient C.J.D., however, he will endeavour to hve that
down.
Departures.- We are sorry to lose L / Corporal Kennedy (the
liberty-taker above referred to) on his taking a clerkship at A.H.Q.
India. The unit club and the office typewnters remember the
good work put in by him. We trust that he event ual!¥ qualifies
for one of those appointments open to men of ~utstandmg i:nent.
Sigmn Morgan R. also strengthens A.~.Q .. m the capacity of
operator in the WIT Section . May his signals never grow
weaker!
Departures Lo the U.K. have been quite numerous. Our good
wishes go with all of them.

[See A Corps Signals notes on next page]

jANUARY
W&lcome.-We are very pleased to welcome Li~ut. R. L. C.arpenter and trust that during hi stay here he will find nothing
to dissatisfy him with his lm.
.
.
Lieut. A. S. Milner has al o arrived from !.-ave m the U.K.,
where we t ru t he had an enjoyable time.
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" creating a stir." The publishers of Mrs. Be~ton's Cook~ry
Book will be informed as to whether or not a Christmas puddmg
tastes all the better for a dash of Sind Desert. Our cactoonist
has perhaps exaggerated a trifle.
At a very serious meeting convened by the officer i I c Christmas
entertainments, some one suggested camel rides as a feature.
This time. our cartoonist fairly depicts the scene.

Boxing.-A great achievement was the winning of the f~ather
weight championship of the Bom~ay Presidency, on his fi~st
ap pearance in t he tournament, by Sigmn \>larburton of. this urn~:
Wa rburto n attended the tournament held at the Sir ~owasp
Jehangir Hall, Bombay, unaccompanied by a.nyone from ~his u111t
(more credit to him!) so we are unable to give any deta ils of his
th ree fi ghts. T he Press repo rt b roadcast from Bombay stated
that he fo ught Simmonds in the fi~al, and use~ both hands so
well t hat Sim monds took the count m the first mm ute. Th~ two
previous bou ts were won on points and a k nock-out r~pec tiyely.
We of the u nit are exceedingly proud of Warburton s achievement and wish him luck in even higher circles.

Entertainments.- A very successful all ranks dance was held
on the unit tennis court. How could it be otherwise, with R.S .M.
Bayliss and his committee of live wires to run things? A consensus of opinion proved that the function .was the most successful held by the unit for years. In an evenmg where we had lots
of interest and fun, the palm must be awarded to C.S.M. Wes~on
and Sergt Clark for their entirely unrehearsed temporary enlistment into the N avy.
.
W e h ad a revival of the " tin and bottle " th is month on the
tennis courts of the unit club. As usual, it was very enjoyable

Lambke (a man to whom engines and Urdu have no mysteries),
McAdie (the Gordon Richards of Karachi) and fastly Dodger (Flatfoot) Green- all good fellows who would be welcome anywhere.
Arri va ls.- To make up for the departure of Sergt Dowie, we
have R.S.M. Beresford J. (late of T Company l.S.C.) to soend a
~hort time with us before leaving for the land he last saw when
troopers were rowed by galley sbves.
Definite.- Sorry I I can ' t go on-· the memory of the Navy's
visit is too recent.
NOBBY.

Corporals Mess.

Soc1al .- We welcom~ Corporal Pat Mills: an addition to any
Mess. Members are requested to iguore his little characteristic
of using the current correspondence with their best-beloveds for
bridge scoring pads. Knowing him, I assure you that it is quite
an oversight on his part. Eaually arc we glad to see L / Corporal
(Soapy) Hudson on his return from a doubtfully earned holiday
in the U.K. With the return of the latter gentleman, the billiard
table and t'1e shove-ha'penny board are suitably pol iced as a
measure agamst his plotting graphs on them.
Apart from a completed fortnight's cam9 by the Wireless Company and an .mticipated one by the Line Company, not much out
of the ordin:\ry in the technical sphere of our lives can be
reported.
With the moving of Signals trooping arrangements from Bombay to Karachi, we are enabled to set eyes on many faces that we
thought we would never see again. Visits to incoming and outgoing troopers are very fashionable nowadays, and a visit from
the Navy has left us quite dazed with the social round.
Tennis.-Pat Mills, unsatisfied with his triumphs in other
rea lms of sport, has taken to knocking the tennis team into
shape. I freely admit that they need it ; even the coach should
not turn a deaf ear to his own advice. However, in consideration
of the headgear, eyeshades and appare l affected by our p layers,
any of their opponents should start with a handicap.
Bezzler, Colchester .-Writer's cramp? or is it Halstead . marriage licence or (knightly) overwork? Smoky Joe.
S .W .B.

6th Field Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Lucknow.

P~ o P ost;o
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Further, in our boxing aaivities, the team h as now bee n ta ken
over by the Corps-famous Corp! Pat Mills. . It is a well k_nown
fact that the greatest flattery never causes him to blush, so It can
afely be said that his training of the team s~ould be the one
thing necessary to make them the best m India.
Local Laughs.- Jn an application one of our M.T. drivers referred to himself as an " emoty drive r." I have been req uested
to say that in future applica.tions the state of the head will not
be referred to.
A D.R. makes a statement: " When an engine is in reverse the
piston goes backwards." Hardly a doubtful statement!
Scene: Lecture room. Instructor writing on the board . A
voice: " Corporal. you have spelt panel · p- a- n- a- 1.' " Inst ructor (irritably): "Yes, yes ! I know I have left a • n ' out. Keep
quiet."
Stirring Times .- This umt did not take oart in the recent
excitement on the N.W. Frontier, but it has - had its moments.
Recently, with great pomp and ceremony, what was alleged to be
the unit's Christmas pudding was brought on parade and the
a nticipated consumers thereof were given the opportunity of
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a nd made you wonde r wh y there are not more of t hese shows
run. Come on , you li ve w ires , w hat a bout 1t?
In both of the a bove fu nct ions , t he un it dance band excelled .
Congrat ulat ions.- To L / Sergea nt and M rs . Robinson on the
arrival of Ma rga ret Ann.
Regret. - That Pa t Mills missed T oddy-by on ly a few hours,
too !
S .W.B.

Tuesday r4th
ovember r933 .
Notes.- ! am sorry I could not mana11:e to get these notes read y
in time for the December oublication . as we a rrived here too late.
We left Quetta on the 28th/29th Octobe r and a rrived in Lucknow on t he 1st N ovem ber. Since then we have been v~ry bus y.
We were inspected by the D ist rict commander on the 8th inst.
a nd everythi ng went well considering t he short not ice we h ad
to get rea d y.
W e arrived here in ri me for the Lucknow H orse Show an d h ave
en tered four horses: t hree ju mping and one best t rained hors
Jumpi ng, Lieut. W. G . Dau beny on No. 8 (Arc hie). Sigmn McFarla ne on No. 67 (Baggie) a nd N aik Ka ram Singh on No. 41
(Jimmie) : trained Troop horse, Sergt Sneddon on No. 74 (Sussie).
T he Section consists of Lieut. W . G. Dau beny , Se rgts Jon es
and Sneddon, Corp! Scott, L / Corp! Collingto n, Si gnalmen Jen ne r,
Mcf arlane, Rya n, Thorpe and Skellon. Corp! Scott , who is at
presen t on an " S " course at Jubbulporc, wi ll join the Sect ion
in Febru ary nex t.
H AGGIS.

EASTBRN COMMAND .................. .... ... IND/AN ARMY.

Sergeants Mess.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.

You Know What Sailors Ar e.- Emptincss of pocket and time
on my hands , due to the visi t and (according to ~he wives, happy
event) the departure of the Navy, lead me to write these notes;
Whilst they were he re we had a n excuse to hold three socials
a nd da nces, to say noth ing of a couple of fa rewell " do ' s. " Wh at
affairs! Naturally, I took a dv a nta ~e of all the fun that. was
going and even managed to sa ndwich m a noth er celebrattonthe o~casion of a lady ceasing to be add ressed by the tradespeople
as " Madam " and ans wering only to the title of "Memsahib " ;
in other words, the a rrival of my wife from England.

T uesday 14th November 1933.
General.- Wh en these notes apoea r m print the remainder of
th e n.c.o.s and men d ue fo r reoatria tion will have deoa rted for
colder climes, a nd man y new faces will be here to repface them.
The first batch of the la tt er are clue to a rrive in the uni t abou c
the 18th D ecember.
On Friday "! rd N ovem ber t he G .O .C. paid his annual vis it of
inspection and found everything to his satisfact ion.
Train ing.- Sect ion trainin g is now in full sw ing. People who
h a ve acquired hi ghe r ratings during recent Trade Boards now
have the opport un ity of using t heir knowl edge to gain the required experience.

Departures.-We said goodbye to Sergean.ts (Gi".e .it t<? Walt.er)
Bridge, Dowie (who disti nctl y remembers Cli ve arrivin g 1n India),

Another Section (L) have proceeded to cam p, leaving fo r Jhansi
on the 6th November.
Arrivals.- Sergts Foley an d Lemon , Cor9 l Kirkby , L / Corpls
Potesta and PJge, and Sigmn Fabia n have returned from U.K .
leave. Pte Perkins on proba tion, prior to transferring. W e welcome them all.
Departuras.-Corpl Gristwood and fami ly to home esta blis hment on the 8th November by H .M .T . Lancashire. Sergeant
Cummins and L/Corpl Stonehouse to Peshawar. Sergt Harper
and Signalmen H alstead a nd Clavering G . to Muttra. R.Q.M.S.
Mitchell to B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi. We wish t hem luck in
their new umts.

No. I Company.
Arrivals.-Corpl K irkby a nd Sigmn Fish from Blighty leave.
Good for you, Jim! you would not ha ve a rrived here if your leave
had not tt>rmi nated and saved } ' OU from worse trials. To Corp[
Kirk by, after a six month s rest in Ireland , we extend a hearty
welcome. We hope h is stay with us will be one long sweat.
Depa~tu res. -Lieut. Beeton left us on 13/ rr / 33 for temporary
dut y with t he Cavalry Troop. We expect him back early in the
New Yea r.
Sigmn Fish J. to 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop. I thought
you said at Aldershot that you could not ride, Jim I
L/ Corpl Brett to Calcutta on permanent duty. His call sign is
"J.A.M .," otherwise Eastern Command W I T Grouo.
Corporal Ca tt to Blight y on a Foreman-of-Signals course. Good
luck , Puss v !
Sigmn Sherry to the home esta blishment. A supply of sick
reports accompanies him.
General .- Can any orderly sergeant tell me (reference church
pa rade) " Was he where he was?" and " ls the signalman
excused for telling you that he was outside the Kot?" Good old
Boxer!
At last we ha ve been given a wonderful boxing ring and such
lights as have never been seen before in the 3rd Div. Meerut.
Now we have to find the boxers. Sergt Fee, that well known
crack , has been seen dashing about, inviting people to spar in
the rmg. Of course, hit ting hard is not allowed in " our ring ":
you might damage the lighting arrangements.
The re has been talk of a novices boxing tournament. This
means that all the Div. are barred. However, Puncher will do
his best to fight anyone of his own weight on his own conditions:
fi ve blue lights a-side. What was that? Ah ! at last a fight is to
be staged. Two bumpers are still at it tooth and nail ; now they
ha ve stopped. " All right, I'll see you in the ring to-night , "
says one. " That uits me," says the other. Now we arc waiting for to-night to see the first battle staged in our ring- the
briirhtest and most colourfu l ring ever seen. I hope they don't
spoil th e look of it !
Section training commences with a Crash. Wh at a crash!
(bett er left unwritten).
W e offer our sincere regrets in an nouncing the death of a
certa in young mongoose, the privat e property of a well known
gen tleman of leisure. After being a favoured pet for years and
years , it suddenl y attacked its owner for some unknown reason.
running up his leg and biting a vital spot. This caused much
unpleasan tness in having to undergo the usual course to prevent
poisoning. Then the most unusual thing occurred : the mongoose
d ied two days later, the verdict being blood poisoning I
Howlers. - Can anyone tell me what a "mechanical dentist" is?
My idea is a " dentist' s mechanic." Other po sible conclusions
ill be welcomed. so that I may inform the origina tor of the
" mechanical dentist."
Sigm n Hud . . . . . . . . says " Roll on, 1938,'' so that he can
have six months leave and come back for another five years. I
think he heard Sigmn Fish talking about Blig ty. But then Si~mn
Hud . . . . . . . . has only been here six months : is it possible
that he has forgotten Blighty after such a long period of absence?
Agony. - Sigmn Huddlestone craves-in fact, is on his knee ,
begging- for a letter from Sigmn T. J. Johnson , last hea rd of at
Pindi .

No. 2 Company.
Genera t. - Training in No. 2 Company is now in full swing.
F and L Sections hav,e left us for Jhansi, where they have joined
their Brigades for the training season.
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During the past month Major J. E. F. Paton arrived from leave
m the U.K. to take command of the Company. T o hi m we extend a hearty welcome.
' e hope that his stay with us may be
·
long and pleasant.
On the eve of Armis tice Day a da nce was neld in the Rink. and
everyone spent an enjoyable evening.
Arrivafs.-L / Corpl Page and Sigmn Fabian from leave in the
United Kingdom.
Departures.-L / Corpl Stonehouse to Peshawar. No wonder
our bright young things are looking downcast these days.
Agony.- FitzP.: Avoid the Christmas rush. Post early. B.

7th (Medium)

Brl~adc

R.A. Signal Section. Muttra.

November 1933.
The entry of this month brought with it a short period of gloom
which even now is not entirely dispelled. Whilst returning from
a duty run one of the Section's Ford vans carrying five 1.0.R.
passengers, in trying to avoid a cyclist riding without lights,
skidded and overturned. All the occupants sustained injuries
of varying severity- which in two cases subsequently proved
fatal. The remainder are now out of danger.
Another clean handkerchief had to come out of the box this
month, to wave goodbye to Sergt Male and family on their departure to the U .K. for service in a station possessing no rat
club. Any tendency towards long and languishing farewells,
however, was squashed by the rip-tearing suddenness of their
departure, which compelled them tc blow kisses with one hand
while hammering nails into packing cases with the other. The
Section has resigned itself to the loss of our one link with home
life. Our married patch is now occupied by a foreign invader,
and further expectations of man-sized dinners, elephantine meat
pasties and other snacks have passed into limbo. We wonder,
though, where Rene is ro gather her next crop of "uncles"?
The mantle of Section sergeant has descended on Sergt Harper
G. A., who arrived here from Meerut complete with petrol feet
and mobile gymnasium. We learn that his loyal and staunch
adherents were disappointed at not being able to follow him.
Better stay where you are, H.1. You may get another opportunity of waging wa r in the compound of the Soldiers' Home,
New Delhi.
PICIT.
S OUTHERN COMMAND .............. .... ...... I N DIAN A R MY.

4th Indian Divisional Signals,

Trimul~he rry .

November 1933.
Ge nerat.-The unit has had quite a busy time during these
last few weeks with unit camp, schemes and numerous other
parades and events, all of which have gone to keep the time
well occupied. To well and truly crown this, our regular scribe
has been attached to K Signal Section on temporary duty for the
manreuvre period. P rior to proceeding to Ahmednagar (that
delightful health resort) this scribe casually mentioned that a few
notes for the jolly old Corps Journal would not be amiss-just
like that I Gentle reader, what would think of a chappie like
him? Yes, I do, tool
The Passing Pageant.-What is the situation? What is a
raspberry? (we should know). Who chlorinated the drinking
water at Jiddimatla? and did he drink any himself? Two charpoys-hard life? A washed out camp. Claims-C.M.A.
J iddimatla.-On Tuesday 14th November the unit paraded in
full war paint, ready to proceed to unit camo at Jiddimatla. On
this parade even the cable wagon-the p~ide of Q Branchemerged from its shed glittering in ~he brilliant sunshine. The
D.R.s of H Section, the Fords and the lorries shot off this parade
in true mechanised style, leaving large clouds of dust in their
wake. On the way out, one notable person was seen riding in
state on " the Pride of Q "-and (let us bow our heads) even the
combo was used ; but our .special correspondent points out that
he saw the usual hikers on thei r poor feet.
Life in camp was very much the same as usual ; the daily
schemes were fought and won (or did we lose?) During one
scheme--:i. gas attack-the S.B.O . made strange ~rgl ing noises
through _his gas mask into the mouthpiece ; and iudging by his
temper, It 1s thought that the operator on the other end was
either gassed or also gurgling his best.
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Durmg the period we were at Jiddimatla ou r C.S.O. (Lieut. Colonel P . B. D . H. Foot) paid us a visit and took grea t interest
in the scheme and the su bseauent discussions. However, the
camp- as all things must do, \~ hether good or bad- drew to its
termination. and the unit returned to T ri mulgherry to prepare for
the visit and inspection by the G .O .C.-i n-C. Southern Command .
T hat sounds better than stating tha t we were inundated with
wate r. We might have known that someth ing like this would
happen I
The grea tes t game learned at camp was " Chess, with tents,
and how to play it." A few B.O.R.s (who shall be nameless) had
taken down the bearers' tents and re-erected them in a different
position when someone yelled "Checkmate l " and then the game
was abandoned . Very fu nn y, h ad it not been so tragic!
Departures. -We say a fo nd farewell to Corporals W indy
Breeze and Birchall J. (the scribe of F Section) who leave this unit
on the 27th November on posting to the 2nd Cavalry Brigade
Signal Troop . The firs t-named has not been in India a year, and
this will be his th ird station: " Join the Army and see the
world. " The very best of luck to you both !
Arrivals.- Captai n T. C. Mor ga n, A.l.R.O .. joined the unit
from Bangalore for training and is due to return on the 28th
November. We trust that h is stay with this unit, though short,
has been a pleasant experience.
Jerusalem Mail.- Toc Edd y (or Ginger) desires to hear from
Jimmy Green and H . Bedford, whom he knew during Catterick
days of 1930 ('way back?) Wh at abou t it, fellows?
Ringing Bells.- We wonder if W.F .K., a past member of this
uni t, ever speaks of Freda in his sleep .
Tailpiece.-Trooping, still trooping.
A.F.W.

F Signal Section, Jubbulpore.
November 1933.
Greetings.-These are extended from the writer of these notes
to Lieut. S. F. Pipe-Wolferstan. The Jhelum road does not alter
very mu.c h, sir.
Yuletide is drawing near, and we now extend to all ranks of
Royal Signals at home and abroad our heartiest wishes for a
merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
Ge neral.-Towards the end of October we said farewell to the
23rd Field Brigade R.A. on their departure to the U.K. (Exeter
and Bristol) and we renewed our acquaintance with the 15th
Field Brigade R.A. from Kirkee and Trimulgherry, who have
taken up residence here for the next three years.
On Armistice Day the Section attended the annual parades on
the rugby g~ound and at the War Memorial, from which all
troops marched past the Governor of the Central Provinces. Judging from the accounts and remarks of spectators, we acquitted
ourselves creditably.
The Section moves out to camp on the 27th November, returning on the 19th December.
Jubbulpore Week is in progress at the time of writing. Of our
entries Sergt Penfold reached the final of the open B.O.R.s jumping but unfortunately was unplaced, there being five clear rounds .
In the handy hunters, three of our competitors ran the full
course but once again had ta concede points to others. This
course was rather tricky and called for much good judgment on
the part of the riders. Opening and closing the gate caused a
great deal of amusement to the spectators. All that remains for
me now is to wish the Section better luck next time.
Arrival and Departure.-L / Cpl Howard arrived from H.Q.
to swell our ranks (the Howard Memorial still awaits its erection
at Jubb). L/ Corp! Coker returned to H.Q. on completion of his
rest cure. How are the rough exercise blanket galls getting on?
We Wo u ld Like t o Know.-Who thought the chit system
termed blue lights was a drink? (not a very appropriate thirst
quencher) . Who is the B.O.R. with bell bottom patrol trousers?
(we did not know the Navy came this far).
A Scribe's Fa rew e lf .-The time has now come for me to hand
over the position of Section scribe-a job I have held only a ve~y
short time ; but during that period I have had great pleasure m
contributing to the pages of our Corps Journal. My successor
has already appointed himself in my stead, so I trust that I shall
still be able to keep in touch with my old Section while sojou rning
in my new station. One makes plenty of acquaintances durini
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the course of one's service, but unfortu nately moves must take
THE W!RE provides a happy medium, however, for keepmg m touch wit h chums scattered miles away.
.co~clusion.-We shall be away at camp when the next contribution fa lls due, but an effort will no doubt be made to keep
our space in THE WIRE pages duly filled.
PILAH NA ICK .
Farewell!

plac~ .

----· ----

spri ngs and backlift.s for the education of the young bloods in the
Depot, w~il e Bert ie is going there also to demonstrate to the
aforem entioned young bloods how to go mto civvy street after
doing twelve. We lose a good sportsman in Hoot and a No. 1
chippy-cum-ration man in Bertie. Good luck to both of you I
Items of in teres't to old H .Q.ites and those who have the panence
to read th is.

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
.
. Signal Barracks, Abbassia, 29 / u / 3~.
Extensions of Serv1ce.- Sigmn Barber T . to complete eight
and four years, and Signalmen N ash and Yeadon to complete
twel ve years.
Promot ion.- L / Sgt W alker p romoted Sergeant w.e.f. 6 / 9 / 33.
Education.- Sigmn Gidley and Drivers Perree :md Watson
awa•ded second class certificates of education.
Chango of Name.- Corpl Lynton re-assu med his true name of
W. W. W. Sims.
Re·Must erings and Trade Tests.- Signalmen Graham , Beckley and Stevens re-mustered as linemen C.ii. Signalmen Donn ahey an d Buckman passed trade test as elect. fitte rs A. ii.
Arrival.- Signalman H icks fro m Gibraltar on 26 / 11 / 33.
Embarkations.- To U .K. on the N evasa on 28/! r / 33: Signa lmen Bostock, Pallett and Samuels to Army Reserve, Sigmn
West for discharge, L / Corpl Gibson tour expi red, L/ Sergr Luck
invalided , Sigmn Caveney A. P. fo r di scharge, Sigmn Nash tou r
expired , L / Corpl Edwards (with fa mily) for discharge, Corpl
Brookes and fa mily to home es tablish ment, fami lies · of Sergt
Wells and W. O . class i1. Instructor H awki ns, A.E.C. , Captain C.
A. H. Chadwick and fa mily tour expired.
Departures.- W .O .Insrrucror H awkins, A. E.C. , to Kh artoum .

No. I Company :

Headquarters Section.
Yes, there is such a Section in Egypt Signals , although nobod y
seems to know much abou t it round here ; perhaps its personnel
arc quiet and ,·ctiring. I know one who will be if he keeps on
jewing mu ch longer. Oh, Abe l how could you ? I like shooting
my head off now and again, as the folks here know, so I'm making
my first attempt as a scri be.
A.rrivals.- We have had no new visitors to the Section of late,
unless it's Busty, the short-wave station's Abbassia mastiff. He's
been here longer th an I h ave, so I must be wrong: but he's not
quite so rough as he used to be-is he, Pedler?

For further part iculars of the above sketch apply to Dick,
Sophie and Hoot. Ir isn't very often they go out, but when
they do- well! Whoopee, what's a tyre between friends?
It is rumoured that during the Signals concentration schemes
some of our n.c.o.s (all workshops) will have to do their stuff on
horses ; again it's whoopee. We ·shall get some fun out of the
rodeo. especially when I get up on one of them. Thank heaven
th ere is a trough in the stables for me to mount from, though how
I' m going to get back if I have to dismount, ebby only knows I
Abe will give a correspondence coursl' on the art of saving to
an yone desiring it. This includes the st;,.,,ing of the old piece of
shaving soap on the new, 1 ~ -acker suppers in the mess, washing
oi old pipe cleaners, and sundry other useful things. He is not
the only one in the Section, but he has the honour of being
Chief Rabbi. I started once, but was weak and fell to the charms
of Mc of th e Ewan Clan.
That's all for th is month. ff l survive the turmoil that I've
stirred up in H.Q. Section, I'll see you all again next time.
PORKY .

Signal Troop.

BoRGoN ANo BAT..-S
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Departures. There wtll br a tra111 leaving Cairo on the 28th
of this month fo r Alexandria , and L / Corol Hoot Gibson and Mr .
Bertie West arc catching it. At Alexandria they will be jumping
on that famous old trans-Med-Atlantic liner the Nevarn for a trip
lo Blighty. Hoot is going to Catterick- so he says-to do hand-

Genera l. -Whoopee ! Group EI D.iii. I and other expressions
of joy. By the time these notes appear, the festivities will be
over. but if it's nor roo late. here's the best of luck in 1934 !
Schemes.-This winter sport is now in full swing, and everyone seems to be enjoying to the full the rich beauties of the
countryside. We have not yet managed to work seventy miles
whilst on the move, but hope springs eternal in a troo~er's
breast, so who knows? It is very nice to spend an occas1onal
night on the desert. How the folk at home must envy us and
say to each other " Simply too thrilling, my dear," or " ow,
isn't that just too cute!" They have never been to Knanka
Drifts, the Virgin's Breasts, Coombe Hill, etc.
Is It Tr ue'?- That several B.ii. ratings were missed from the
Company office after the two minutes silence?
That a certain leader of men has been excused puttees because
they shake off when he is on parade? Surely. the chilline s of
mere winter does not make one tremble so!
True Story.-A certain sand t rangier ambled forth on night
to go to Kasr-el-Nil barracks. After two and a half hours fruit•
less wandering, he found himself dodging the traffic in a busy
square and listening to a native policeman shouting to him in
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(presumably) good Arabic. During a lull, our hero approachc~
the bobbic and opened the al! ack. Our hero : "
. .
.
Bobbie: " ?x !- ! •,? ·- ." Our hero: " Anna lnghz1 Askaru.
F1cn Kasr-el-Nil, fo r sake. fien ?" The po) iceman's face lit
up wit h a bea m of understanding, and with many_ salaams he
directed our hero to his destination Lacross the road). Wit hin
thirty seconds th e wanderer had pas e_d the smart. Gu ardsman on
point duty at the barrack gate, leaving the policeman to congratulate himself on ha ving averted another wa r.
Just An- ode.
In days of yore, or maybe mo re,
When wireles was a mystery,
A man named Morse
He did a course
And starred making history.
He gathered lots and lots of dots,
And dashes to complete it ;
Then with this code
The seeds he sowed
Of visual. Can you beat it?

Arrivals and De part ures.- We hear that there wi ll not be
any arrivals or departure until April 1934.

Corporals Mess.
Our Mess takes this opportunity o( wis hing ;ill Messes at home
a happy New Year and Messes abroad a h;ippy new boat!
Very little o( note has happened th is month, so notes w ill be
few, though the appearance of some is essential to show that we
are sti ll on the map.
Arrangements arc in hand for the Mess an nual dinn er, which
this yea r i being held in the mess as p revious attempts to hold it
in town have always p roved unsatisfactor y. We all hope that it
will be a success. M<Jr of this next month- if I am able to
remember an yt hi ng of it.
Our foot ball team lost their fi xture to the Garrison Military
Police on one of those peculia r days when noth ing goes right.
On the run of the play we should have won easil y. W e have a
home fixture on the Signals ground on the 13t h D ecember, when
we hope to turn the tables.
Departures.-Corpl Brookes and fam ily and L / Corpl Edwards
have left fo r home on t he Nevasa . Ou r best wishes .eo w ith
them.

It was a snag to wag a flag
For several hours duration ;
A he Lio soon came on show.
Which eased the situation.

Arrivals .- W e welcome Mrs. Bett y, who arrived with a young
edition of Joe on th e 1st December ; so now the p hat school has
broken up, w ith Corpl Bett y living ou t . I have hea rd th at some
more arrivals arc expected , so some more " livers out " will be
recorded ; bu t unti l offi ciall>' an nounced, I cannot welcome them,
though I think Pay and J Sections are interested.

But sometimes this was all amiss ;
Then, telegraph invented.
With this resource
They speeded Morse
And most ops were contented .

An Ode to Snorter.

Then wireless came and made its name
With screened valves and re-action,
But sets we've got arc not so hot
And drive one to distraction.
Our Yimkin sets are not safe betsSignals are oft distorted,
And though remote,
Roll on that boat!
When we shall be deported.
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Did you hea r the ta le of Snorter,
Who on acti ve ser vice wen t
To cover h imself with glory ?
The chance seemed heaven sent.

S.E.B.

No. 3 Company.
Arrivals.-On Sunday 26th November a large draft arrived
from Gibraltar ; in fact, it was so large that some said the very
Rock itself had arrived. It was a one-man draft, and you can
believe it or not: it was a man, a whole one. He has already
been christened Oliver Hardy's big brother.
A second class candidate, when told to describe a sphere,
replied " Sigmn H--." But, still, he is a great asset to the
Company. It is untrue to say that guy ropes are required to keep
his topee in place and that mops have been issued to clean the
eyepieces of his respirator.
Medical.-Are you ill? do you suffer from ailments real or
imaginary? do you abhor work? If you can truthfull~ or
otherwise say "Yes" or "No" to any or all of these questions,
come to Egypt Signals, where you can have you r name recorded
on a sick report and be placed on excused duty or light duty by a
medical orderly who may be a private in the Netts and Jocks.
But, somehow, we don't think it will happen again .
Badminton.-The Company dining hall has recently been
marked out for badminton, and within a few days we shall see
who's who at that game. Those who have served in Egypt will
re~lise that although every day offers its sport, the evening offers
nothing. It is hoped that badminton will fill that gap. Those
who are still serving in Egypt and do not play are recommended
to take up the game, as it is eaually as enjoyable as tennis, and
certainly faster.
Training.-This is Signals concentration period, and Sections
are daily disappearing into the blue and sometimes not returniug
until after 10 p.m.
Christmas Festivities.-Preparations are being made for what

We all hope will be the happiest Christmas ever spent in Egypt.
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G Troop, Cavalry Divl Signals, Helmieh, Cairo.
.
6th Novem ber 1933.
Weat her Repo~t. -lt 1s now much cooler and I can w rite my
hu~ble ~on.tnbution m peace, as the mosquitoes are confining
the1~ act1v1t1es to oth_e r members o( our community. Mosquitoes
arc 111 abundance owmg to the famous river Nile overfl owing its
banks. A sua of armour would be very welcome to make oneself proof against the warlike attentions of these pests.
Radio Society.-:-We are still going strong, and we decided to
have a test to see 1£ the set would work to Alexandria . A w /T
Leyland left Helmich for Alexandria on the 30th October, taking
the s / w set with it. Tests were carried out with a receiver in
barracks for two days, but unfortunately we failed to get through.
Probably " skip distance " had something to do with it.
Sport.- Our sporting activities were rather greater last month
than they have been for some time past. Here are one or two
of the results: Football- v. No. I Company Egypt Signals lost by 2-6.
Hockey- v. 9th Light Battery R.A. lost by 1- 3 ; v . A Squadr911 12th Royal Lancers lost by 1- 4 ; v. No. 1 Company Egyp t
Signals lost by 4-5.
Rad ie Flashes.- To VU2BM, Rawalpindi, from SU2GA Cairo :
We were very pleased to work you on i7 / 10 / 33 and 23 / rn / 33.
We. ha':'e not yet had . your QSL, but _are looking fo rwa rd to
gettmg it soon. Best wishes until we pick you up again.
Agony.- To all rst Cav. Troopers, Risalour: W hat about a li ne
·
to Corporal Neal?
Conclusion.- ! am sorry the notes are short th:s month, but
will endeavour to find more for next.
P AT.
5th December 1933 .
Prolog_u e. -:-T he office boy has just das hed in fo r WIR E notes,
so herewith is my hu mble effort for December.
The Troop wish all members of the Corns a brigh t and me rry
Christmas and a p rosperous New Yea r. ·
There has not been _much_ excitement in H elmich during the
past mon th. That in itself is not unusual : there ver y rarely is
any. We sometimes get some scand al ro talk about if Mrs.
So-and-so's dog suddenly dies. but dogs-o r cats. for that matter
- d<?n' t die every day. Muc h to ou r sorrow , they are very active
at mght .
·

He scoffed at Abu GildiD.R.s never fa il ;
He even stuck his chest ou t
And tried to wag his tail.
For three long days he hun g arou ndHe never had a run ;
But then an urgent message ca me,
And Snorter got h is gun .
And off to H aifa Snorter went,
With Paddy as his escort,
And visions of an O.B.E.
And medals by the quart.
But alas ! the best laid plans
Are apt to go astray,
And when his bike broke down and conked,
Strange words we heard him say.
But did th at stop him getting through?
Old Snorter said " Ha ! ha !
As I'm on active service now,
I'll commandeer a car."
And poor old Snorter wondered why,
While knocking back their beer,
The lads turned round and called him
Their commanding Brigadier.
As Paddy towed him back to camp,
Poor Snorter hung h.is head,
And when he saw us gathered there,
These words the poor lad said:
" Tt wasn't me that failed, lads ;
My bike, it let me down."
He tried to get our sympathy,
But we gently turned him down.
And that's the end of SnortcrPerhaps you know that name:
The man whose bike had a breakqown
But got there just the ~ame,
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Training.- On the 23 rd October No. 3 Detachment (Eggy and
Co.) left Helmich with A Squad ron to recon noitre the Nile Delta.
On the 25 th No. I Detachment (Tke and comic troupe) pro~eeded to Alexandria {the Mecca of the elite in Egypt- and No. I
mcludes itself among the elite) to join the 12th Lancers Detachment stationed there. On the way (we travelled by road, not by
the desert) we passed throu gh towns and villages which weren 't
exactly Monte Carlos, but Freddy swears by Allah that they
turned out to gi ve us a rousing welcome. W e arrived at Mustapha
Barracks without mi hap and saw some of the 12th Lancers new
draft who were paying a visit to rh e Detachment . With all the
pomp and dignit y we could muster, we drove into the square,
althou~h we weren' t exactly spotless. A certain private in the
W arw1cks approached our Academy celebrity and asked what
En~l?nd . was like. Our A.C. replied that, as he had been
residing in Egypt for the last four yea rs. he wasn't quite sure,
and further that he didn't know who was reigning kin g o( th at
foreign country Inglise. Everything went Quite well after that,
and on Monday we set ou t with the Detachment armoured cars to
spy out the land and find and completely rout the Delta reconnaissance people. After travelling some miles, we discovered them
and fought them with machine guns. It was declared that we
won the war, so we went back to Alexandria. On Tuesday we
set off for Cai ro, arriving safel y the sa me afternoon.
While we were doing our bit in our sector of Egyot, Nos. 2
and 4 Detachments, under Corporals Neal and Shaddick, went
off with B Souadron to carrv out a reconnaissance of the Suez
coast, travellin g by way of Ras Za'fa ran, their destination being
a place named Hurghada . Up to the time o( writing they are
still reconnoitring. An aC'count of the trip will appea r in next
month's issue.
Sport.-We congratulate our neighbours. Egypt Signals, on
making their soccer match wi1h the R.A. a goalless one, as the

Pack had beaten the K. O.R. R., one of the tou ghest teams m
Egypt, the previous wee k.
Hobby ~r Hobbies.- Baah is shortly getting his own s/ w to
work. His am b1 t1on, no doubt , i~ ul ti mately to become the head
of the R.S.G.B. " I started as a soldier boy "-you know the
rest, so nuff sed.
Agony:-A ..n~w song has just been composed ; composer,
Anon; title,
Ji mm y's Lament ." The poor fe llow thought it
was the J~nuary fe!u<"ca. but he has just been advised that the
feli.Kca (with hnn on board) does not sail until April. I heard it
wh 1 spere~ that the Butchers Association wanted to buy him ou t,
as th7re 1s a great demand for butc hers in Great Britain ; but as
I can t get to th e root of the statement , t he least said, soonest
mended.
Advert.- Any<Jne interested in machinery and wishing to buy a
lathe (small patte rn) and a table on wh ich to work the contcapt1on, please apply to Ghee, Anti-Knitters Movemen t, Box 24 .
Espionage_.--:-! am glad to report that the spy system is now
out of comm1ss1on and the heads nearly bankrupt.
. We Wa_nt to Know. - Wh at is a churer-or is it tourer? What
is a man ner (pronounced here as " marreener ")? Has H - -i
inde nted _for his nickel knitting needles yet? What is this game,
n g? Is it ker-ec t t ha t No. 2 are undefeated champs?
After-Thought.- " Where's rnoi poipe? D'ju wear?"
PAT (DRANOEL).

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafaod, Palestine.
General.- The lot of the amateur journalist, like that of Gilbert 's policeman, is not a happy one. He is faced with the seeming miracle of producing news out of nothing. However, I will
do my best to perform the miracle, so kind ly place those rotten
eggs and old vegetables in the wastepaper basket on your left.
Thank you !
Old "2 W / T-ites " will doubtless be interested to learn that
~onstable~ Corbett and Hil_I, both late of this unit, were mixed up
m rhe affray at J<1:1fa during the recent spot of bother in this
country, and acquitted themselves nobly. This Company was
confined to camp and lived m hourly exl?ectation of a call to arms,
bu r fortun ately (or unfortunately, according to one's point of view)
thi_s fa iled . to materialise. In fact, the whole show, from our
pcm ~ of view, was extremely dull, and shouts of joy made the
welkin {whatever that might be) ring loudly when the ban of
confinement to camp was lifted.
Weapon Trai!lin_g . - We fired our . annual weapon training
course at the beginning of November with very gratifying results
- the average score for.the Co1_n pany being 61.43; and it is a noteworthy fact that there 1s no third class shot in the Company. The
leadm~ scorers were Sigmn Twiss (93), Lieut. A. J. H. Masters
(84), S1gmn Roden (79), Sigmn Pritchard (78}, L/ Corporal Weeks
(78), Corp! Storey (75).
The good work was continued by our Lewis gunners. The
results of their classification exceeded our wildest hopes. Thirteen
of therri fi red, and the results were one second class shot, one first
class shot, and eleven marksmen. Sergt Jones and L / Corporal
Cokayne tied for top score.
In passing, may I say that to the best of my belief this unit is
the only one in Royal Signals which provides its own defence
force of Lewis gunners ; and I think that in these circumstances
the results are especially praiseworthy.
Arrivals.- C.Q.M.S. Tate and wife from the U.K. May their
stay be a happy one I
Departures.- On the 26th ovember Caprain F. S. Thompson,
our second-in-command , to take up an appointment on the R.E.
Board. We wish him the very be t of luck in his new sphere .
.Golf.- This ancient game, craze, habit, disease, or what you
will, has re-established a firm hold on the Comoany in general.
A . monthly ~and1c ap is being run throughout -the season, the
prizes for which are some very handsome clubs. The winner of
the October tournament was Sigmn Peters (Passy) with a handicap of
. For the November tournament the handicaps were
revised, and th e preliminary round saw the defeat of several
notables, including friend Peter . At the time of writing the
finalists arc Sergt Harns (- 6) and Sigmn Horne (- 4).
It is realised, of course, that our club cannot be run on the
strict pr~ed1.1re of St. Andrews , and it is more noted for i s
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friendly ~p1rit of disregard for the conventions than for any close
adherence to the book of words.
The Month's Bright Sayings.-On the ranges. " Blimey,
B1ffl no wonder I couldn't hit the --- target: did y'see that
- - beetle crawlin' over my foresight?"
Heard in o. 1 billet: " Let' go down the bazaar for a quiet
walk."'
Heard in the canteen: " Drink up, lads ; it's me birfday."
Education (?)- The Soldier's Alphabet:
A is for Army. A national institution employing some 100,000
men, the purpose of the maintenance of which is to provide
politicians with an excuse for continental tours to Geneva.
Locarno, etc. Was formerly used in defence of the realm.
B 1s for Beer. A very popula r beverage (6o per cent. water) sold
to troops at exorbitant prices.
C is for Canteen. Another name for .A.A .F.I., an institution
for selling penny articles to troops. Presumably under the
directorship of Ali Baba.
D is for Duties. Painful necessities (?) in a soldier' s life.
E is for Exercise. !Jsually associated with horses. An unpleasant business.
F is for Forage. Meaning grub for the aforementioned horses .
Generally entails the unpleasant task of oat-crushing.
G is for Grub. " An Army fights on its stomach." Royal Signals must be Thugs.
H is for Horse. An animal with a leg at each corner and a kick
in each leg. Old-fashioned means of Army transport.
I is for India. A hot place east of Suez. Associated with Gandhi,
goat·s milk, and old soldiers' yarns beginning " When I was
in 'Pin di in '21."
J is for Jug. A vulgar term meaning digger, mush, nick or clink.
K is for Khaki. Fashionable gents' wear in the Army. See regimental tailors' advertisements.
L is for Leave. A period during which a soldier does nothing at
home instead of following the usual custom of doing ditto
in barracks. This period is usually a prelude to some very
tall yarns: " ( remember a girl I met on leave " (you know
the rest).
uff said.
M is for Manceuvres. A period equivalent to a sentence of
" hard." Teaches (?) a soldier the art of war.
is for Nobody. This is the gentleman who borrows one's
cleaning kit and forgets to return it.
0 is for Orders . A daily bulletin published for the guidance of
the troops. Starts off: "Main Guard." Too pithy for enjoyable reading. Cannot be compared with the daily Press.
P is for Pay. The miserable pittance drawn by a soldier for serving his country by keeping off the dole.
Q is for Quarterbloke. It has been said that there are two kinds
of wealthy men: those who become rich by honesty and
quartermasters. I cannot comment on this, never having
met the former.
R is for Rations. The hopelessly inadequate portion of food on
which a soldier is expected to thrive. The total inadequacy
of this ration necessitates the assistance of N.A.A.F.I.
S is for Sentry. A poor fool who trudges wearily along a few
yards of ground while other and more sensible folks are in
bed.
T 1s for Tea. A mixture reminiscent of mud, sand, lukewarm
water and chalk, sold by canteens to their misguided customers.
U ii; for Urdu. Ex-Indian wallahs are invariably fond of claiming
an extensive knowledge of this language (even when they
only know about a dozen words). Useful for cursing the
. fellow who puts you on guard.
V 1s for Vernacular. Local dialect, such as " Boogie blows in
marnin', and they there sodgers wi' twisted trowsis and
'andles on they boots cooms arooshin• out o' they there rag'uts in swaarms and swaarms," " Be [ 'Amoshire," etc.
W is for Women. Too much has already been said on the subject. I will say no more.
X is for Xanthippe. This lady {wife of Socrates) has nothing at
all to do with the subject. She just fills up a space. This
1s known as literary evasion and is a method very popular
w1th the sens~ 1 ional Press.
Y I' for You . You - 1he oer,on reading 1hese notes. It's a pity
you haven't ~omething better to do.
Z is for Zig-zag. The mode of pro~ress adopted by the soldier
who has spent a convivial evening with friends.
H .H .
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Malaya Signal Section.
Pulau Brani, Singapore.
Ceneral.- Nothing exciting has happened here for some time ;
hence the absence of notes during the last few months- unless ,
of course, one can call schemes exciting. During the last few
weeks we have had our share of them.
The first one, an all-night scheme, took place in September,
the scene of operations being Pasir Panjang. All communications
were laid by the Section. I know of no one who enjoyed it more
than a certain ginger-headed chap. How it was wangled, I don't
know ; but he was conspicuous by his absence. You should have
seen our quartermaster. He was actually drinking tea that night!
(What happened, Quarter? you tell us-we'll believe it.) We
would like ro know what happened to the message pad and
umpire line, and also where the F-of-S was when our Good
Samaritan supplied us with ·• tiger."
The second scheme took place on Sunday 1st October in the
Jurong area. and again that ginger fellow wangled it. Influence,
I suppose, Ginger!
Arrivals.-By the time these notes are published, we shall
have welcomed our new O.C., Captain H. N. Brown. All our
tour-expired people were looking forward to seeing more new faces
on the first boat, but I'm afraid they are due for disappointment.
Departures.-We shall also have said goodbye to our present
O.C., Captain H. E. Rance, who is leaving us by the first boat
for U .K. and the Staff College. Captain Rance has only been
with us for a short time, but everyone will be sorry to say goodbye. ( know of some more, too, who were suffering from '' first
boatitis ." Hard luck, eh I still , trere are two more, Rajah . Cheer
up, Chippy I she'll wait.
Courses.- All past and present Colchesterites, please note that
Peter Weekes proceeded to Blakan Mati to study pram pushing.
It had to be Blakan Mat i because that's where the nurse keeps
the pram !
Agony.- Jock Glass, somewhere in Blackdown : What about
a reply? G.H.G.
Ted Stalch, somewhere in India: How about a line to Singapore?
Sigmn Riley is waiting for news of Sigmn Chapman, HongKong. Come on ! how about it, George?
Signal man B. Eames, Singapore, would appreciate a line from
Sigmn Eames, Bulford.
An old Chathamite came across a picture of Sigmn Boulton,
now in Peshawa r . I see you still adopt your favourite attitude,
Ted. Do you ever stand up? Eames would like to know what
Gillingham was like when you left?
B.E.
Pulau Brani, Singapore, November 1933.
O.C.A. Dinner.- On Saturday 4th November we held our
O .C.A. dYnner at the Union Jack Club, Singapore, which was
attended by our O.C. (Captain H. E. Rance) our newly-arrived
O.C. (Captain H . N. Brown) and one or two old comrades.
After the toast to the King had been given, C.Q.M.S. Thorpe
(Foreman-of-Signals) bade farewell to our old O.C. and welcomed
the new one in a short speech ; and by what Captain Rance and
Captain Brown said in reply, Singapore was made to appear a
veritable Eden.
•
The function was undoubtedly a great success, and I still cannot
understand why one fellow couldn't eat-probably homes'.ckness
was the cause. It did make one feel that way, seeing such a
grand spread; didn't it, Sydney?
After dinner our versatile pair Dell and Doreen (better known
as Sigmn Dell F. and Private Wright of the Wiltshire Re~iment)
entertained us with a comedy ballet dance. It may interest
someone to know that we have with us an exceptionally gifted
artist in Fred Dell, who with his partner has made several
appearances at various hotels and cinemas in Singapore. Besides
being a dancer, he is a real honest-to-goodness he-man, as his
partner knows only too well: at present, " she " is nothing but
,1 mass of bruises.
Another entertainer was Sapper Flanagan, R.E .• who gave a
wonderful exhibition of the art of conjuring. It has been said
1 hat a home safe is not so safe when Flanagan is about, and he
certainly proved to us all that the quickness of the hand does
deceive the eye, particularly of L / Sergeant Simm .
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Ma!ly of our _chaps showed various signs on the following
morning of ~avmg had a good time. Some of them looked
rather tired ; 1t was probably a good thing that the next day was
Sunday.
Our bud.d ing poet:laur~ate h_a~ been at work again, spending
some of his spare time m wntmg the following verses, which
appeared on the menu card. We certainly have some gifted
people in this Section !
We extend our welcome to the C.S.O .,
Newly arrived in this land of woe ;
Three years is a long time, but it will goSome of us have done it, and we ought to know.
At the top of the Section tree
Comes Captain Rance, our bold O.C. ;
He must be smiling at you and me,
For he cannot stop to do his th ree.
Q.M.S. Thorpe is next step down,
A worthy chap of great renown ;
You'll find him, with a perturbed frown,
Super-imposing all the town.
Sergeant Carpenter, as we all know,
Gets his man by bowling slow ;
To lose this man will be a blow
To cricket in the Cant. What ho!
In charge of lines is Sergeant Simm,
'W ho tackles faults with face so grim ;
No hidden shorts will get by him,
And chance of feeble phones 1s slim.
Rumour hath it widely spread
That T atfy Ellis will soon be dead ;
A coming dirt track man, 'tis saidHe'll probably get a harp instead.
All our broken tools we cart
To Corporal Dacombe, our I.R. smart ,
And he will return them to the mart
As good as new in every part.
The Section's "handsome Harry," now,
Is easily Corporal Wood, I trow;
You'll see the blush rise to his brow ;
In modesty he's supreme-and how.
Now four of the Signals' worthiest men
Are Davis, Barcock, Brooks and Ben ;
They're the Sparks of the Section, d 'ye ken,
But Blighty is calling three of them.
Our two pioneers are Riley and Kirk ,
Who in the wilds of Changi lurk
And erect routes without a ouirk,
And from the hardships never shirk.
Of cou rse, Weeks and Eames are a worthy pair,
Though they drive the subscribers to despair ;
You'll oft find the officers tearing their hair
At the Blakan Mati Exchange so fair.
I must have a couple of words to say
About Potter, Williams and Davis S. J.:
Pulau Brani is where they stayBut they're merely linemen, by the way .
Lindsay, Barnes, Smith , Dell and Guy
All work at Canning under no one's eye ;
" Oh, to get back to Brani ! " they say with a sighAnd we on the Island all wonder why.
Who Was lt?- Who filled his petrol lighter with beer? Who
left his beer on the table?
And Why?-was Taffy late?

Jamaica Signal Section.
November 1933.
For many weeks past a great thought has been simmering in
the back of my mind, and it has at last bubbled to a boil, only to
burst, as do all bubbles-and boils, for that matte r-into nothingness. Ah me! why think at all? But you shall hear. The great
thought was that there is a wonderful opportunity of making

33
hundreds ~nd thousands-nay, millions of pounds in this part of
the _world JUSt at pr~sent, . an~ b_y means of that . very old and yet
efficient device (whisper 1t h1ssmgly): blackmail I For is it not
true that by giant posters and vivid prose, by long reels of coloured film, by exhibitions, by physical culture, wireless, health
movements, and the proverbial signatures of famous medical men
and body developers, there has spread over the face of the world
news of the tremendous and far-reaching results of the treatment
of the sun on puny human bodies?
The south of France, Africa, Madeira and the West Indies all
rely for their very livelihood on the tame tou rist biting at their
danglini;: bait, the sun. With it, of course, goes the moon-a
soft, sh1.m mery, silvery, Aippity-Aopp1ty kind of moon ; and with
the moon goes hard-baked-no, no, sorr y I I mean sun-baked
maiden_s a~d wingy-wangy guitars, not to speak of sobbing palms
and pnckhng cactus. All these delights bring with them dollars
shekels, bullion-filthy, wonderful lucre-to hundreds of hotels'
spas, bathing beaches, casinos, councils and even governments'.
Now the _great thought. Suppose I burst the whole bally
scheme of thmgs I upset the apple-cart ! spill the beans I blow the
gaff I Don't you think they would all graciously hand out a few
of_the dollars to prevent me? If I could secure the power of the
mighty Press to tell the whole sun-mad world that they are being
tempted to come to the sun and being swindled, I guess I could
do a little swindling myself by accepting anything up to twenty
thousand to keep quiet.
" But ho~ would ;:ou do this, my pretty maid?" you quite
naturally will ask. Listen, hoboes I here it comes: the stark,
awful, naked truth, the bomb which will destroy the income of
the West Indies . . . . there ain't no sun I
For the past four months the weather has gone from bad to
worse and then back to bad again. Rains and gales and thunders
and lightning~, and very little else. The damage to the Island
has been ternfic and many small planters and agriculturists have
been ruined, while even the larger companies have suffered immense losses. The Governor has started a relief fund for the distressed people, and it will be a very long time before the Island
recovers from the effects of these storms. No wonder I said in
lighter vein that " there ain't no sun ": we have seen very little
of it for some time past.
The trouble sta rted in June, as I mentioned in my last WIRE
notes, but on the 15th August a devastating electrical storm struck
the lsla:id and the _city of. Kingston was severely affected. Nearly
eleven mches of ram fell m a few hours ; houses, bridges, roads,
water .and gas mains were damaged ; and with torn-up roads and
landslides, our poles and those of the civil company were thrown
down. Most tragic of all is the fact that there was loss of life,
many people being drowned in their houses and some washed
down the streaming gullies into the harbour.
The Camp was, fortunately, comparatively untouched, except
for the fact that the water supply was cut off, for the mains were
broken and the filters in the river beds choked with earth. The
roads over the hills leading to the city were impassable and communication was impossible .
Ou r route to Newcastle, which Ees some twenty miles from
the Camp and is four thousand feet above sea level, was very
badly damaged and poles were washed completely away ; but the
linemen of the Section, both British and native, worked hard and
long, and all credit is due to them for restoring communication
under severe conditions in a very few hours.
Signalmen Turton and Dearden had the unenviable honour of
suffering the horrors of a nightmare in complete consciousness
and before nightfall. After working all day in the open and in
teeming rain (just to get an appetite for tea, of course) they found
at dusk that the line was still broken down somewhere " in the
back o' beyond " - which meant in the route that wound up the
mountain towards Newcastle. The paths had completely disappeared in the storm ; landslides were frequent, and the darkness intense ; while to add to the general harmony of outraged
nature, the skies wept in sympathy with our toiling linemenand the toiling linemen cursed tha~ sympathy and its effects I
They had not so much as a match between them ; in any case.
it would have been of no use ; and thus they stumbled forward
for eight odd m iles and up three or thousand feet (with the full
twelve inches to each of them). They got through safely. which
was not p:uaranteed ; and their tale of woe, very much like the
m:itch-seller's in the Strand , won them a hot bath, a supper, and
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Air Defence Formation Signals.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.

56 Regency Street, London, S.W.1
Our tenth annual dinner was held at headquarters on Saturday
9th December, and there was a large gathering of members of
the unit and guests.
.
On previous occasions the lecture roorrl has been used, but this
year the numbers necessitated better accommodation and the
dinner wa held in the drill hall. In order to make it look more
comfortable and attractive, the entertainment committee procured
large quantities of bunting and with the aid of the permanent
staff, after many hours of work, the hall was completely transformed into the semblance of a sumptuous Eastern palace.
Of the excellent dinner orovided little need be said except that,
to the accompaniment o( the orchestra, course after course disappeared with surprising rapidity. Our hon. colonel, Colonel 0.
W. Nicholson, was in the chair.
Major G. J. Morley Peel proposed the toast to the guests,
amongst whom were Colonel H . Carter, T.D. (our late commanding officer). Colone! M . W. Emlel'., 0.8.E., T.D ._, Maior H. <;:arey
Thomas (Chief Signal Officer, A ir Defence Signals, Vxbndge),
Major B. S. Taylor, T.D., R.E., Captain E. Hindle, R.E., Captain
F. J. Ford. Captain Daft, Flying Officer H . Hamilton and Messrs.
Kepple, C. R. Fright. Cassel, Langdon, Arnold , Green and
Holliday.
Major Peel commented on the <?rient_a l atmosphere and apologised for the absence of the dancmg girls. He made humorous
references to many of the guests, and said how pleased we were
to welcome them all to our annual dinner. Group Captain Edye
R. Manning, o.s.o., M.C. (R.A.F. Station, Manston) and Colonel
J. Waley Cohen, C.M.G., C.8.E., o.s.o., T.D., were unfortunately
prevented from attending.
Colonel Carter replied for the guests, and he took the opportunity of saying good-bye to the unit following his retirement .
Colonel Nicholson proposed the toast to the urut, coupled with
the name of Lieut.-Colonel G. C. Wickins, our new commanding
officer. He congratulated the unit on its successful year, and also
mentioned that we were practically up to strength. He hoped
that everyone would bring along his friends so that we should
have a waitiog list.
Lieut.-Colonel Wickins replied, and during the course of his
!peech he mentioned the question of next year's camp . He
pointed out how essential it was that we should go to Manstc:in
again in order to co-operate with the Air Force and to have suitable ground for our signal exercises, with special reference to the
village of Acol. He asked the assembled company where ~hey
would like to go for camp, and the answe_r came _as one vo1c:e:
"Manston." Major Carey Thomas has an mterest m the location
of our camp, and we feel sure that he will.always remember our
reference to Manston.
Colonel icholson then presented the following challenge cups
for the year 1933-34: Inter-Company airline cup, No. 26 (London) Company.
Inter-Company sports cup, No. 27 (London) Company.
Inter-Company Trade Board cup, No. 27 (London) Company.
Inter-Company control cup, No. 27 .(London) Company.
Inter-Section control cuo, No. l Section, No. 26 Company.
lnter-Sewon drill cup, No. 2 Section, No. 26 Company.
Inter-Section musketry cup, No. 1 Section, No. 26 Company.
Inter-Section tabloid sports cup, No. 2 Section, No. 26 Coy.
Individual military efficiency cup, Sergt Price H . E. J.
lnclividual musketry cup, Sigmn Willis R. H.

Brooks's Bar, Manchester, 16.
Prize Oistribution.-Our prize distribution took place on
Saturday 25th November, and we were honoured by the presence
of Lieutenant-General W. M. St. G. Kirke, C.8., C.M.G., D.s.o.,
G.C.C.-in-Chief, Western Command, who presented the prizes.
Lieut.-Colonel W. S. Ashley, our commanding officer, in his
report stated that the unit was up to strength and in a satisfactory position in every way, and a spmt of keenness was
apparent- every member, whether an officer, non-co.mmissio1\<;d
officer, trained man or recruit, b~mg keen to mamtam the high
standard of efficiency and the good name of the umt. The past
year had been very successful, and at the annual camp some
ambitious schemes had been carried out. Next year's camp
would be at Scarborough, so he felt sure that every member
would do his best to make the 1934 training season even more
successful.
Lieut.-General Kirke, in a brief speech, referred to the Royal
Signals as being a young Corps but a very thriving Y?ungster.
To use racing parlance it was, he said. " By Royal Engmeer out
of Great War " and had proved itself worthy of its parentage.
He considered it the most individual of Corps, as each man was
trained to think and act for himself and so he developed his own
individuality, which did not happen in many Corps. Also, it was
a Corps which had to march with the progress of science and so
the work was very interesting.
Sir William Coates, K.C.8., the chairman of the East Lancashire
Territorial Association, also spoke and touched upon the subject
of disarmament. He explained in a few words the difference
between defence and laking the offensive, and emphasised the
need of a force for defence or police work. Real disarmament, in
his opinion, would not be practicable until it was possible to
abolish the police force, retire at night after putting all one's
money, valuables, plate. etc., on the table downstairs, leave the
door open all night, and co~e down in t~e m<;>rning to. find every•
thing ju!ll: the same. Unul such Utopian times arrived it was
necessary to have forces for the defence of our Empire, and the
Territorial Army of to-day was a very necessary part of such
forces.
Over fifty prizes were presented, the inter-Company ch~llense
trophy being awarded to No. 2 Company for the second time 111
succession. The total pomts gained by each Company were No.
1, 148 ; No. 2 (winners) 152 ; and No. 3, 149.
.
At the conclusion of the presentation of prizes, a demonstration
was given by personnel of the unit showing various instruments
used by the Signals. This was followed by dancmg.
Sergeants Mess.- Another successful whist drive and dance
was held on the 9th December, at which a good number of
members and friends had an enjoyable evening.
Fashion Note. - Answer to corresoondent: No, my dear, I am
afraid that wearing a medal on blue patrol dress is simply not
done. I am sure the case you mention was due to - - . Well,
was it worn before or after refreshments?
Old Comrades Re·Union.-Nea rly ninety old members fore•
gathered at the Stock Exchange Restaurant, Manchester, on
Saturday 9th December. for the second annual reunion and supp.er
of the 42nd (East Lanes) Divisional Signals Old Comrades Assoc1~
tion. This Association, formed only eighteen months ago 111
order to revjve ;;nd cement old friendships of the Great War and
to back up the present Signal units, has supplied a long-felt want
and its future is now assured.
The president, Colonel R. S. Newton, M.C., A.M.I.E.E., occupied
the chair, and he was well supported by Major A. Roberts-, M.C.,

An excell.em.t entertainment was arral\i'Cd, mo9t o£ the items
l>efng prav1'8etl by membt!re of the unit.
H.S.
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Major G. N. Robinson, T.D., Major A. G. Jameson, T.o., Mr. H.
Willcock, D.C.M. (chairman), Captain H . Andrews, T.D. (vicechairman) and Mr. P. E. Parker (hon. secretary). The principal
guests were Major C. B. Delaney, Captain T. A. H. Lea, M.M.,
R.S.M. Grist G. ;md R.Q.M.S. McVittie J. (representing the 42nd
Divisional Si~nals, T.A.) and Major G. Hamilton (R.Signals S.R.)
After an impressive tribute by all present to " Our fallen
comrades," the president read out a large number of letters and
telegrams of apologies for absence, and then gave a most hearty
wekome to all old comrades--particularly to those who had
travelled long distances to be present. He referred to the distinction enjoyed by the old East Lancashire Divisional Company
R.E. in being the first Territorial Signal Company to go abroad on
September 10th 1914, and to the fact that it served continuously
in Egypt, throughout the Gallipoli campaign, on the Suez Canal
and Sinai Desert, and in France and Belgium, until March 1919-'
remarking that it never failed to do its job and had maintained the
highest traditions of the Corps of Royal Engineers and Signal
Service at all times.
Colonel Newton stated that his ambition to have some memorial
to those who gave their lives in the Great War erected in the
Royal Signals headquarters, Manchester, would soon be realised.
An old member, Mr. S. H. Tiltman, L.R.1.8.A., had prepared a
design and offered most generous help. Lieut.-Colonel Ashley,
the commanding officer, fully supported the project and had
promised his assistance. It was hoped that as many old members
as possible would contribute a small amount and be present at
the unveiling ceremony in the spring.
Major Roberts welcomed old friends and wished them all prosperity and many more such pleasant gatherings.
The toast of " Our Guests " was happily proposed by Captain
H. Andrews, T.D., and responded to by Major C. B. Delaney,
who expressed the pride of the Royal Corps of Signals units in
being descended from the Signal Company of the Royal Engineers,
and spoke of the constant aim of serving members to be worthy
of their heritage. He looked upon the Association as a tremendous backing to the 42nd Divisional Signals ; a support which
had been lacking to previou~ commanding officers. On behalf of
Lieut.-Colonel Ashley (who greatly regretted another engagement)
he gave a cordial invitation to old members to visit headquarters
and see what present-day Signals were domg.
The evening wai; enlivened by a good musical programme, but
the outstar,ding success of the function was the pleasure of meeting old friends and the talk of old times.
KYM.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.-By the time these notes appear we shall have
entered the New Year, with all it holds in store for us. The new
traming year has commenced splendidly, and there is a marked
keenness amongst all ranks to get on with the job. The various
classes and lectures embodied in the "Training Memorandum "
have commenced with good attendances, and one hopes this will
be maintained.
Recruits are coming along steadily, and they are assured of a
real welcome.
Two Companies have held successful annual din~ers, and the
third, which is scheduled to take place about mid-January, 1s
expected to be equally successful. These annual gatherings are
in the nature of family parties, and the y do a great deal toward
strengthening the various links in the chain.
.
On the recreational side of our life, boxing has received a fillip
in the west country portion of the unit. This pastime was
unfortunately crowded out at annual training last year by a very
full programme of equally import~nt items,. but it is hoped to
include it in the next annual trammg recreation programme.
Congratulations from the chair to all who ha.ve attained promotion since annual camp. There are still quite a number of
vacancies yet to be filled. and opportunities are now available tu
:tssist those who are suitable and .keen enough to climb to the
dizzy heights.
MERCURY.

No. I (Exeter) Company.
All the news for this month seems to be crowded into one
week-end. On Friday 10th November the sergeants held their
sec11md dance of the season, and a most enjoyable evening was
spent by all who attended. Our heartiest thanks are due to
R.S.M: Herbert, C.S.M. Scrivens, Mr. A. Webb and all the

sergcants who worked very hard to make the dance a huge
success- and I am sure they succeeded.
The annual Company dinner was held on the followm2 evenlJ'l~.
It is a great disappointment that thjs function is not better supported, but we were pleased to welcome a good number of " has
beens." We were also pleased to welcome representatives of Nos.
2 and 3 Companies and No. 225 F.A.S.S. Speeches were short ,
but it was a sheer delight to have Major J. W. Weatem agam on
his feet. We are extremely gratefu I to him for the great mterest
he still takes in us. We are always pleased to listen to his sound
advice, and hope to benefit by his presence amongst us.
The following day bemg Armistice Sunday, the Company,
together with No. 225 F.A.S.S., attended the Garrison church
parade at Exeter Cathedral. We were well represented by all
ranks, and it is hoped that those who turned up will make a
point of always attending these parades. There are only two a
year, and it is asking very little in hoping that we have a 100
per cent. attendance.
Winter training is in full swing, and it is hoped that everyone
will put it " all in " ancl so reap the full benefit of the advice
and mstruct1on given to them.
Boxing.- The first boxing tournament held in connection with
the local units took place in the drill hall of the 4th Battn Dev~n
shire Regiment, Bedford Circus. This Company had seven entrl~
and there was one from No. 225 F.A.S.S. Boy Fildew of this
Company won all his bouts and after a really good fight m the
final he "downed" his man. Well done! Corporal Colwell
and L/ Cpl Chambers were runners-up in their respective weights.
Two others were inju red, and two were over weight owing to an
oversight.
Oepartures.-We have to say good-bye to 2/Lieut. W. S. G.
Edgecumbe, who has started on a Cook's tour. We are sorry to
lose him after such a short time. Goodbye is also said to Lieut.
W. A. Tomlinson, who has left No. 225 F.A.S.S. for London.
Arrivals.-The glad hand is extended to all the recruits who
have joinecl this Company, and we hope that they will soon settle
down and have a very enjoyable time.
We are very sorry that we were unable to send a representative
to No. 2 Company's dinner on Saturday Qth December, but
owing to unforeseen circumstances it could not be helped. Better
luck next time, No. 2 !
ONECOY.

No. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
The annual dinner of this Company and No. 224 Section was
held on the 9th December . Captain A. F. S. Fane, our 0.C.,
presided, and he was supported by a distinguished company,
including Colonel The Lord Basing and our adjutant, Captain J.
R. Patten. M.c. We were indeed pleased to see and welcome
them. The Deputy Mayor and the Postmaster of Southampton
also honoured us with their company. Our esteemed R.S.M. (Mr.
Herbert) was a very welcome guest, and we hope that all concerned had a very jolly time.
We sat down to dinner about a hundred and twenty strong,
and it wa the most successful dinner yet held by this Company.
We hope to go on from strength to strength as the years go by.
We thank the mayor. our colonel and the adjutant for the very
nice things they said about the Company, and we hope during
the forthcoming training season to earn a little more praise. We
do try to do our job. This Company is indeed strong both in
quantity and quality.
We were very sorry that the other Companies could not send
representatives, as we should have been very pleased to have
given them a good welcome. We were also extremely sorry that
the esteemed president of our secret club (the Mousers) could not
be present, but he will be glad to know that an able deputy was
found and the ceremony carried out on a few of our younger
members, who will become good " mousers " as time goes on.
All ranks h11ve asked me to convey to the president (Major J.
W. Western. 0.8.E., T.D.) their hearty good wishes for the New
Year. Cheers, sir J
I would also like to convey to both os. 1 and 3 Companies the
very best wishes of this Company for their success in 1934. May
it be a bumper year for the unit I
I am afraid I am exceeding my space, so shall have to dry up.
" May 1934 be a great year for the dear old Corps I" i6 the wish
of
PIP.
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No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
The advent of the individual training period gives the recruits
a chance to show their keenness. Signalmen cannot make much
progress until they have mastered the art of operating, and the
current classe give them the opportunity of improving their
knowledge and winning a money prize on qualification. Senior
n.c.o.s are bemg catered for bv a series of most interesting and
instructive lectures. These courses have commercial val ue and
hould be gratefully accepted by all concerned.
\Ve were represented at o. I Company's annual d inner by
Messrs. P. W. Shaw and A. S. Crocker, who were very impressed
by their reception and were delighted to have been able to at tend .
We hope to have the pleasure of accepting an invi tation to the
n.c.o.s' dance in the near future. Unfortunately, we cannot
reach 1o. 2 Company this year, but we send them our best
wishes.
We congratulate Sergt Field F. G. on his promotion, and No. I
Company on securing the services of a very fine soldier. His
service co this Company will be missed at the drill hall, but we
hope to retain it for next camp.
Mr. A. S. Crocker is at present attached to the 3rd Divisional
Signals at Bulford. Sergeant Stone, our P.S.l., also has been
there for the past month.
Without doubt, the most entertaining evening in the recent history of No. 3 Company resulted from the boxing match between
Signals and the 4 / 5th D.C.L.I. at our drill hall last month. Six
contests and two exhibition bouts were staged. The drill hall
had been transformed into a very convincing boxing hall for this
occasion, and it was packed to the doors by an enthusiastic
audience. The fights were hard, clean, skilful and exciting.
They were, indeed, of such a high standard and so keenly contested that they had the crowd standing and cheering wildly.
Surgeon-Commander H. A. Ginn, R.N., refereed and SurgeonLieutenant O 'Mally, R.N., officiated as medical officer, whilst
Captain M. C. Bawden, T.D. {4 / 5th D.C.L.I.) and Captain W. J.
L. Cornelius acted as judges. S.M. Gibbings acted as M.C. in his
inimitable fashion, with Sergt Ford i I c hospital squad .
We have to record that our opponents were successful in five
of the events, but we hope to reverse the result at our next
meeting in February.
Pte O'Connor {D.C.L.I.) beat Sigmn Mitchell on points after
a spirited contest.
Pre Carter (D.C.L.I.) knocked out Sigmn Gynn in the first
round (the latter is waiting now for another chance !)
Private Train {D.C.L.l.), having the advantage in height and
weight, outpointed Sigmn Smith, but the latter was complimented by the referee on an extremely plucky display.
Private Denney (D.C_.L.I.) beat Corp! Dear in a good fight by a
very narrow margm.
Ser~t Reed (D.C.L.J.) used his greater experience to knock out
S1gmn Bartlett, who, despite his cleverness, failed to avoid a
vicious right hook.
Sigmn Ferrand beat Pte Doidge (D.C.L.I.) in the best fight of
the evening. This contest was of a very high standard,
and thorou~hly deserved the prolonged applause which accompanied it.
Good exhibitions of boxing were given by Signaimen Paterson
and Edwards, and by Sigmn Hirons and Private Dawes .
The evening ended with speeches by Captains M. C. Bawden
and W. J. L. Cornelius, and the referee (Surgeon-Commander
H. A. Ginn). The latter remarked that all concerned were to be
congratulated on a fine show, and he confessed that several of
the results were so close that the tables might easily be turned on
another occasion.
THREECOY .

44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Nos. I and 3 Companies, and No. 11 Air Squadron
Sl~nal Sectinn (S.R.)
Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscourt Park, W.6.
'Ne apologise to our readers for our unfortunate lapse in
missing the post with our December contribution to THE WIRE.
What a treat the said readers have missed I but old news is
worse than no news. We have, however, gone to considerable
trouble and expense in inauvurating an exnress oiv.eon postal
servi~e to ensure that such a thing does not happen
any future
occasion.

on

New Year Greetings.- On behalf of all members of the unit,
we wish the members of all other units at home and abroad a
happy and prosperous New Year.
Training.- We are pleased to record that all members of the
unit are tackling their respective jobs in an energetic manner, and
in consequence the winter programme is proceeding smoothly
according to plan.
The P.T. class on Wednesday evenings is very popular, and we
understand that a young fellow by the name of Camera is anxious
to take advantage of the excellent training dispensed by the
instructor.
Armistice Parade... - A strong detachment from the unitforty-eight of all ranks- participated in the local Arm stice Day
service at Chiswick on Sunday 5th November. We congratulate
all members of the detachment on their smart and soldierlike turn
out. The unit band was present and performed very creditably.
Permanent Staff.-We are oleased to welcome to the unit our
old friend Sergt Wales, and tru-st that he wi ll enjoy the period of
his attachment to the Terriers. We all wish C.S .M. and Mrs.
Freemantle the best of luck in their matrimonial adventurebetter late than never!
We trust that the Brighton air agrees with C.S.M. Pearce and
fami ly, and that C.S.M. Nash has settled down comfortably at
Colchester.
Rifle Club.-We have much pleasure in announcing that the
Rifle Club has at last awakened from its sleeo. A new committee
has been elected and is already hard at wo~k. An Inter-Section
League has been formed and it should prove very popular.
Sergeants Mess Dinner.- The Sern;eants Mess dinner was
held over the period from 7 p.m. on Saturday 18th November to
some time on Sunday 19th, and a good time was had by all.
Sports and Entertainments.-The boxing class is growing in
numbers week bv week, and it is understood that what the
novices lack in skill is made uo with enthusiasm.
The dances are proving po"°pular, but we would appeal once
again to all members of the unit to su9port home industr 'es.
Roll up, the dance fans! a bob a nob and a good time for all.
Don't forget the unit children's party to be held in the drill
hall on the 27th Janu ary.
lnvalids.- Everyone is pleased to know that the farrie r-seq1t
is out of hospital. It 1s a great pity that he has parted wi·. h h is
beard ; we should have loved to have seen it. It is proposed to
set up another rnurt of inquiry to find out why he persists in
arguing with motor cars .
Social Gossip.-Rumour has it that a certain person thought it
would be a good idea to welcome the C.S.O. to Stamford Brock
with an illuminated address. Unfortunately, the Chiswick . Fire
Brigade thought otherwise !
A boxing match has been arranged between officers of the un it:
Tiny the Brighton basher and Horsey the Hi gh gate hacker.
Owing to the slight discrepancy in the height and wei!!ht of the
two contestants, the former will box in a kneeling position and
the latter will use a sword. The match will take olace if we can
catch the H ighgate hacker.
Once again bounties have been paid, and we hope that each
recipient has purchased at least two tickets for the next dance.
This Month's Joke.- Scene : the Q.M. store at annua l camp.
Enter recently equipped recru it. C.Q.M.S.: " Wh at might I
have the pleasure of doing for you, sir?" Recruit: "Please, sir,
can I have these puttees changed? they are too tight."
NOT BY WIT.

46th (North Midland) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters and No. I (Derby) Company.
We apologise for the absence of notes in recent numbers, but
since camp there has not been very much to report.
No. 1 Company held a dance- the first venture this season-on
the roth November. This proved a great success and was very
well attended . ft is hooed to hold another in Februarv.
The Sergeants Mess annual dinner was held at Derby on the
2nd December. As usual, this was a great success and all praise
is due to the organising committee for thr.ir endeavour. The
guests included Lieur.-Colonel C. W. Fladgate, C.S.O. Northern
Command (whom we, were delighted to see on his first social visit
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to us), Lieut.-Colonel N. G. Pearson, Mr. J. E. Barlow (Post-

mast~r, Derby), Lieut. C. B. Venn (7th Battn The Foresters) and

practically all the officers of the unit. Amongst the w.o. and
n.c.o. ~uest.s were R.S.M . Coffin and C.S.M. Minion from the
49th D1vl Signals, Sergeants Lombard and Henshaw from the 1st
Div! Signals, ex-R.S.M. Hayburn J. B., ex-R.Q.M.S. Barlow G.,
ex-C.S.M. Jones . ~nd ex-C.Q.M.S. Joe Johnson. Headquarters
46th (N.M.) D1v1s1on were represented by Mr. Chaoman (chief
clerk), Mr. Barker and staft and Sergt Howlett (R .A~ S.C.). We
trust that all had a very enioyable evening and will attend again
next year.
Advantage was taken of this occasion to make a presentation
to the late R.Q .M.S. of the unit- Mr. G. Barlow, who has retired
after nearly thirteen years service in the unit and takes with him
the best wishes of all ranks. We also said good-bye to A / R.S.M.
Davey, who is leaving us fo~ civil life at the end of December.
All ranks wish him good luck in his new sohere.
The officers' ball wa~ held at the Mikado Cafe, Nottingham, on
the 8th December and was a tremendous success. About ninety
officers and their friends attended. The Derby contingent who
gathered together in the small hours of the morning, prior to
departure, at any rate agreed that the journey had been very well
worth while. Great credit is due to the organiser, Captain R. J.
de C. Barber of No. 3 Company, for its success.
We have much pleasure m welcoming to the fold Sergt {now
A/R.S.M.) Jackson J. and Sergt Field E. G., the latter as P.S.l.
to No. 1 Company. Vve wish them all success and hope that
their stay with us will be a happy one.
We take this opportunity of wishing all readers a very happy
and prosperous New Year.
H.Q.r.

No. 3 (Nottiotham) Company.
Much water has passed under the Trent bridge {and others)
since our last notes, but we want everyone to know that we still
survive and that evidence of our survi val will be seen monthly in
future.
Among the many things that have happened since our return
from annual camp is the b:g change in the permanent staff, not
of this Company, but of the unit. Of course, these changes only
affect us indirectly, but we cannot let them pass without comment.
Wally· of the Lombard Clan has at last been unearthed and is
now basking in the sunny breezes of the 'Shot, preparing for a
long voyage. We hope the canoe which he said was being built
for him will prove adequate, and that he won't lose too much
weight going through the Lal Pani. Bon voyage, Wally ! good
luck! and may you soon be returning to see your old Blackbirds l
Another familiar figure ro forsake us is our old P.S.l. , who left
this Company last April for a better appointment at H.Q. He
has or will soon become a real civvy. We take this opportunity
of wishing him and his family all the very best for a happy and
prosperous future.
All who have the pleasure of knowing Sergt Field (ex-rat Tich),
\Vally's successor, will be as sorry as we are to knew th at he is
at present in hospital suffering from pneumonia and malaria.
By the time these notes are in print we trust he will be well on
the way to complete recovery.
Our new R.S.M. {erstwhile Hav. J. Jackson, S.T.C. India) is
about to join the ranks of the benedicts (1 4th December). We
wish him and his wife all the very best, and trust that their stay
with us will be a long and happy one.
Wanted, Elucidation.- (From Barleux) Why did Morris, on
his wanderings during the summer, dodge such places as Chesterfield and Nottingham?
(From Bramjee, Sigskool, Jubb) Tips on the tra ining of junglee
wallahs.
(From Krim, Abdul) News about old faces.
Congratulations.-To H. C. Bedford on his promotion to the
rank of dadda.
Conclusion.-Heartiest wishes to all members of the Coros for
the festive season, with the best of luck in the New Year.
S!GSNGM.

47th (2nd London) Divisional SiJ?nals.
Fulham House, High Street, S.W.6
Genornl.- Individual training is proceeding with a great swing.
The attendance at the various classes on Mondays and Thursdays
is most encouraging, and there is no doubt that all ranks will
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know a good deal about their jobs by the end of the individual
training period m May.
We hope to arrange one or two week-end camps before our
annual gathering, wh1c.h is being held at Wareham m July. It 1s
then that the mstruct1on of the individual training classes will
be fut to the test.
.1 sufficient cash is forthcoming, we intend to ask the 1st Di v!
Signals to accommodate us for Easter training. We know how
much our Regular parent unit puts itself out to help on the training of the T .A., and the results of our mixing with Regulars of
our own arm cannot be too strongly emphasised.
One of the great events of the year occurred on the 11th
December, when bountie.s were paid out. It is surprising, what
a good attendance there 1s on such occasions !
Sergt Sewell took over the duties of P.S.I. on the 15th November in relief of Sergt Philpott.
Vi[e close ~own for Christmas on the 18th December and open
agam for active work on the 8th January.
On the I rth January we are holding a concert which is being
arranged by the famous Roosters concert party. This event has
been greatly looked for ward to, and it is exoected that we shall
have .about four hui:dred people present. Incidentally, we hope
to raise a few recruits as one of the results of the concert.
Officers.-We regret to announce that 2/ Lieut. Alsoo has left
L~:mdon for the north. Although only a young officer, he proved
himself very keen and efficient. We shall greatly miss him.
We were very pleased to see our late adjutant, Captain Oliver,
who is home on a few months leave. He returns to India again
m a few weeks, and we wish him a very pleasant voyage.
Obituary.- All. ranks extend thei: deepest sympathy to Sergt
and Mrs. Sewell m the death of their mfant son, who lived only
a few days after birth .
Sport.-We are sl~d. to report that our football team won the
se1rn-final of the D1v1s1on footba.11 competition, and now we are
lookmg forward to the final, which takes place early in January.
S_oc.i al.- The New Year's ball will be held on the 1st January.
This 1s always a very popular affair and well attended.
Other dances are being held on the 13th and 27th January. We
shall be delighted co see any of the Corps who can come along.

49tb (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
Ge_neral.-There has been little activity, from a technical point
of view, durmg the month, although classes for recruits have
been held under the guidance of the P.S.I.s.
Annual Camp, 1934.-When the unit goes to Scarborough
racecours~ for this year's annual camp, from the 5th to the r9th
August, 1t will be the first !°Jeld under canvas for three yearsthe last two, though. spent m ~arborough, being in barracks.
. ~t 1s ma.ny years smce the umt went on the racecourse, but it
1s mterestmg. to recall that on one ~uch _occasion-long before the
~a r , and while the present 49th D1vl Signals were still embodied
m the old 2nd West Yorks Vol.u meer Royal Engineers-the
colonel of the day was recalled hurriedly to Leeds, as his business
premises had caught fire. That was in the days before mechanisation was dreamed of, and to get from Scarborough to Leeds
he had to charter a special train at a cost of some £50. Had that
happene4 ~o-day . he w?uld. probably have gon~ by air or possibly
on the p1lhon of a D.R. s bike. We record, without further comment, the remark of a member of another Section on hearing of
this latter suggestion: " In that case, the colonel would have had
to take his roller skates with him.''
No. 3 Company G.H.Q. Signals will be going into camp at
Aldershot, but the dares are not yet fixed and no further details
are available.
Attachment.- We welcome . on attachment, Lieut. A. Woodland from the 224th Field Company R.E. for duty with D Section .
Social.-Although the outstanding event of the season has not
come to pass a.t the time of ~ricing, there are the stronge t
grounds for aymg that the umt annual ball to be held in the
barrac:ks on .the 15th December. will be an even bigger success
than m previous years. The drill hall was arrayed in all its ball
night splendour early in the month. and a record number of
rickets has been issued by the R.S.M., who must have become
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heartily fed up of saying " Nol only one lady's tic~et.',' The
committee in charge of the arrangements had a busy time indeed,
as had the dance band, whose practice nights in the canteen added
greatly to the geniality of that retreat.
Band Concert11.-Audiences at band concerts continue to grow,
and on Sunday 10th December there was a very large number of
people pre ent in the drill hall tc• hear a conce.rt by the ma.ssed
bands of the York hire Hussars and the 49th D1vl Signals. Lieut•
Colonel H. McLaren, o.s.o., M.C., T.D., and Major W. F. Jackson,
M.C., T.D., together with several of the officers (including the
Band president, Lieut. W. L. H ey) attended.
?- If anybody who aspires to become a medical m~n wants a
job and a bit of training. one word will seal the barg'.11n, becau e
we want a unit med ical orderly. Come on , you poultice wa llahs !

50th (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
Greetings .- To all units, both at home and abroad, we extend
the seasons greetings : " A happy N ew Yea r."
Winter Training.- It is ple<ising to note that the attend ance
has improved considerably of late. Don' t fo rget the trade test
at the end of January-1 00 per cen t. passes, please.
Recru its.- As was anticipated, we report " house fu ll. " W e
welcome to our fold H . May. J. Renshaw,. T. McCartney, W .
McCartney. R. McCartney (hello ! triplets- I wonder?} and R.
Simblet. May thei r st ay with us be a long and happy one .
Serg eants Mess.- The annual ball is due to ta ke place on the
12th January. A great night is being looked forw ard to.
Socia l Event s.- The Company 's annual smoker will ta ke place
on Saturday 16th December. Full details next month.
Badminton .- T his game is going strong, and at the presen t
rate the drill hall will soon need to be repaired. It is hoped that
by the end of the month we shall have another court going. All
ranks are invited to out in as much nractice as possible, as we
hope to send a challenge in the near future to th at fa mous team
known as 2/ 5oth Signals at Middlesbrough.
Boxing.-We have arranged a match with the 6th Battalion
The Northumberland Fusiliers for the 27th January. All ranks
should start training at once. This match will be followed by
the Dent cup fixture early in February .
Indoor Games.- From the start. these ha ve been a huge success. The first inter-Section show took olace on the 8th December, K Section playing No. 206 Sectio~ and winning by four
points. Everyone voted it an excellent night.
Ch ild ren's Christ mas Tree Party.- This will take place in
the drill hall on Boxing Day . All the children and the ladies
will have their stockings filled .

51 st (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters and No. I (Aberdeen) Company.
To Signals all over the globe, greetings for 1934; and special
Hogmanay salaams to all our old friends, especially to Colonel
F. R. G. Forsyth (globe-trotting somewhere, we suspect I) ; Lieut.
C. Mackie, Colombo, Ceylon ; Captain B. House, Gibraltar ; Sergt
Quick, P.S., trooping to the Crown's brightest jewel via Aldershot ; and Mr. Jimmy Hadfield, now a royal civilian and still on
the map-we hope!
Social.- The all ranks carnival dance held in the big d rill hall
at Fonthill Barracks on Friday 8th Decem ber was, li ke the p revious one, almost too much of a success. The dance floor was
again crowded to its full capacity, and at times it was difftc.ult to
keep on one's feet. It's wonderful, what a few coloured paper
streamers can do to add to the fun ; but it's terrible, the amount
oE mess there is next day!
The next all ranks dance will be held on Friday 12th January.
Roll up!
Badminton.-In a thrilli ng match at Fonthill Barracks on the
7th December, the officers beat the sergeants by five games to
four. From the start. the games were well contested and thoroughly et'Joyed both by the players and the gallery. Considerable improvement over la$t season's play was evident on both
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sides, and if the rate of progress is anything to go by, then we
should be able to produce a Company side which we would back
against any other.
The next match to be played will be sergeants v . t he junior
n.c.o.s and signalmen, but a date has yet to be fixed. There are
many dark horses among the corporals and men, and some of us
think the sergeants will have their boots seen off when they
meet. Wait and see I
A few of the senior n.c .o.s' wives continue to enjoy a quiet
game on Thursday afternoons (and if you want the sergea nt•
major then, I know where 'e is I)
You, Too, May Laugh.- " My dear," said the young Aberdeen
wife ; " there's a man at the door who wants to see you."
" Who is it?" asked her husband. "Do you know?"
" Darling," replied the wife, "_you must forgive me for acting
without telling you, but that dreadful cough of yours has bothered
me so much lately and I have been so worried!" She threw her
arms about his neck, and sobbed " What should l do if I were
to lose you?"
The husband was touched. "Men," he said tenderly, "don ' t
die of a cold . However, if you've set your mind at rest by calli ng
in the doctor, I'll see him . Then you'll feel easier, won't you ?"
" It isn't the doctor, dear," was the answer. " It's the man
from the Prudential I"
LANKA MK. II .

No. 2 (Stirling) Company.
Grectings.- We extend our hearty greetings for the New Year
to all members of the Corps at home and abroad .
General.- T here is little to report this month . · The sixty-hour
course is near its end, and it is encouraging to see the benefit
gained by those who have attended regularly. We hope to commence a new cou rse on the 7fh January, the object of wh ich is
to " catch " the fort hcoming Trade Board for more pennies. If
keenness will do it, it's as good as done.
Entertainments.-The Compan y dance held on the 18th
N ovember was such a success that it was repeated on th e 25th .
N ever were such crowds gathered together on one fl oor I T he
committee are to be congratulated on both shows. T hey are
runni ng a Company dance each month from now unti l the training season commences.
Agony.- E .G. , B Corps, R:twalpindi, India: N o W IRE notes for
past six months. W ha t's wrong now ? H as the Oliver conked
at last, or did last su mmer fix you up ? J.L.
T uco.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company.
General.- All of this Company wish all members of t he Roy al
Corps of Signals, and of ou r un it in particul ar, a happy and prosper11us 1934.
Co ur s es.- The recru it winter cou rse ends this week. The
O.C. Company has been very pleased with the work done, the
keenness shown and the good attendance.
En tertainments.- A Company dance was held in the drill hall
for members of the Company and their frie nds. Simpson's Band ,
which provided the music, was at its best. Considering that no
outside invitations were sent ou t , th e attendance was excellent.
Sergt Marshall had quite a busy time at the door. A very happy
evening (a nd morning) ended all too soon , and not a few were
sorry (or unable) to go home. Lieut. Mdnnes, as officer i/ c
entertainments, takes this opportunity of thanking all members
of the committee fo r their assistance, ~nd also those members of
the Company who brought along thei r fr iends to swell the happy
throng.
It is hoped to run a whist drive, supper and dance on a much
larger scale some time in February, when we hope to welcome
representatives from other Companies of the unit.
We Want t o Know.- Why did the signalman take the sergeant
home, and how long did they sta nd in the doorway? Was he
frightened to go in ?
FJFESJGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divl Signals and S.R. Units.
• 21 Jardine Street, Glasgow.
Greetings.- To our comrades in the four corners of the Empire-Gib to Jubbulpore, Shanghai to New Zealand-greeting~
from Glasgow; a -guiq New Y ar, and many may ye see I .
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Unique Distinction.- In the Corps there are indeed " lads o'
pairts " - or should we say, for the benefit of our Sassenach
comrades, " lads of talents "? We have to record a notable
achievement by a member of the Corps: Sergt Mason G., of N o.
1 Company, 52nd (L.) Div! Signals. At the June examination
of the Corporation of Accountants, 492 candidates entered-I 3
fo• the prel!minary, 204 for the intermediate, and 275 for the first
and second parts and full final examination. Of these, 8 passed
the preliminary, IOI the intermediate, and I34 the first and
second parts and full final examination. Sergt George Mason was
prizeman 1n the final examination. The diploma of the Corporation of Accountants is in itself an honour, but that the first
place for the United Kingdom and the prize for the final examina•
tion should be awarded to Sergt Mason is a supreme honour of
which the Corps and the Lowland Signal units may be justly
proud.
Obituary.-The poignant news of the passing of Sergeant W.
Lennox (No. 3 Company) was indeed a blow to all ranks of the
Lowland Signal units. Dear old Bill !- a rough diamond with
a heart of gold. 'Twas his, many a time, to dispel our gloom
with the word of cheer, the hearty laugh. Treasured memo ries!
Yet another good comrade has "crossed the bar." Sergeant
Laurie T., after a connection with the Jardine Street Signal units
extending over fifty years, has passed to his rest. How can we
realise that Tommy has gone? He never forsook us : his heart
and soul were with the Signals. No one was more p roud of the
Corps than Tommy. How he would yarn of the old days, h0w
he delighted in the new days! Sl~ep peacefully, old comrade I
Armis tice Day Parade.-The Lowland Siimal units added
their quota to the impressive ceremony at the Glasgow Cenotaph
on Armistice Day. A pleasing feature was the nu mber of those
expressing a desire to be present on this important occasion .
Several members had to be reluctant ly info rmed that the number
parading was in excess of the st rength required . Nevertheless,
the splendid spirit and enthusiasm displayed is worthy of note .
Socia l.-Happy nights are he re again! The men's club social
events proceed apace. T he initial gathering p roved to be an
outstanding success. The large attendance was most gratifying.
Under the direction of Lie ut. Rankin and his helpers, a bumper
season is assured. The programme is indeed an ambitious one
and well worthy of the support of all concerned.
Arrivals and Departures.-Sergts F red Cunis and Syd Cozens
have gone. T he loss is ours I T wo grand fellows, peculia rly
ada pted to P.S .I. work, they wi ll long be remembered for duty
well done and for the helpi ng hand gladly extended to all ranks
at all times. The departure of these two good fri ends was, of
cou rse, dul y " celebrated. " Goodbye, old comrades ! You will
long be remem bered.
•
Sergt Dodds W . has joined us from Scarborough. Welcome!
H e wi ll be happy here. Sergt Dodds' appointment to Glasgow
should be of peculiar interest to Peshdist Signals and to Beefy
Smit h , from whom a few words would indeed be welcome . Sergt
Dodds is contemplating another raid on the " ha t box. "
To Paggy Hoyland.- The " gi rl you left behind you " sailed
on the 18th December. Good wishes to you both , especially from
the R.A.F. Sections S.R.
Sergeants Mess.- The ann ua l general meeting revealed the
fact that , despi te hard times, we are weathering the gale. 1933
has been a difficu lt year. The separation of the Territorials from
the S.R. un its for annual training purposes was not conducive
to the usual satisfactory financi al results , but thanks to caterer
David Reid and an energetic committee, we have emerged with
flyin g colou rs.
Salisbury Plain, 1933.- It is only now that we are privileged
to writ e o( the sojourn of ou r S.R. un its on the Plain. The
assembling of these units at Glasgow can be fittingly described as
a veri table triumoh fo r our oermane;.; staff. From the Hebrides
and the Border came our members-from isolated places where
the mail boat calls once weeklv, or the t rain once dailv. There was
not a single absentee on that memorable 9th September. It is
impossible to over-emphasise the splendid work of R.S.M. Wylie
and P.S .I.s Tracey, Curtis, Cozens and Savage. The travelling
arrangements de luxe can easily be traced to the astute minds of
Major J. W. Robertson and R.S.M. Wylie.
To be associated with A Corps Signals during the manceuvres
was a privilege of tne first order. There are names we cannot
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refrain from mentioning: the commanding officer and adjutant of
A Corps Signals, Captain Duncan, R.S.M. Grieg, R.Q.M.S. Dorrington and C.S.M. Ritchie. The organisation and experience
of A Corps Signals-freely and in splendid spi rit olaced at our
disposal, whilei we worked in the limeligh t and took the honours
-provided a superb example of helpful ness and goodwill . The
powers that be have praised us fo r our work on th.? Plain. T he
Chief Signal Officer bade us goodbye at Amesbury with words of
encouragement and thanks, wh ich were deeply aporeciated by all
ranks. R.S. M. Grieg and dear old Paddy were there to give us
a last farewell. We are not forgetting t he 3rd Div! Signals . No
effort on our behalf wa.~ too great for them. We will remember
them and Bulford for many a day.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E. 15

No. I Company.
General.-On our Arm istice Sunday church parade we had a
disappointing attendance so far as N o. r Compan y was concerned.
Just under 50 per ce nt. of our strength is not good enough ; but
we appreciate the fact that bad colds, etc., ck> make some difference and were responsi ble for our lowest attendance on record for
these affairs . The turn-out of those ra nks present was simply
remarka ble, which no dou bt was due to the unforgettable lessons
derived from the ann ual ca mp of 1933.
T he preparations fo r the Compan y dinner are going on apace,
and the committee dese rve the satisfaction of a 100 per cent.
attendance. The date is not yet fixed, but it is anticipated that
it will be the second Saturda y in February. Further details can
be obtained from the Company office. All ranks are assured that
the dinner will be well worth attending and will come up to the
standard set some yea rs ago.
Training.-Ou r v / r team again failed to lift the commanding
officer's prize-this time by nearly four points. It was a very
disa ppointing result after the really hard practice the team have
put in, and on nearly all try-outs they had managed a meritorious
sta ndard. This points to t he team's nerves not being in the best
of condition, and a tonic appears necessary. Well, No. 3 Company just fa iled, so there is another chance, but our congratulations go to No. 3 on obtaining the highest yet.
The physical training and the boxing classes are still going
strong, but our drill hall is large enough for more aspirants to
honours. Why not come up and enjoy an hour's good healthy
fun, lads?- because, jud~i ng from those already in the know, it
is really good fun , and it's all free !
For those who are preparing for the coming Trade Boards a
nice warm l&ture room is ready, and we have many aspirants
coming along.
There is a queue wai ting for a " go " on our A wireless sets,
but in the meantime we are grateful for the slip-reading contests
inaugurated by No. 2 Company. These contests bring in the
old adage " Speed versus accuracy." Anyway, it is very interesting and is producing good results.
Looking Ahea d !- The n.c.o. who appl ied for bounties for
1933-34 !
ONECOY .

No. 2 Com pany.
Genoral.- The unit paraded on Sunday 12th November for the
annual Armistice Day church parade. It was gratifying to see
that over 50 per cent. of No. 2 Company were present. The unit
wreath was laid by C.Q.M.S. Fleming W. and the unit marched
to church. It speaks well for the recruits that the traimng received at annual camp was evident in their bearing and marching.
Apparently those " few words " on the square 111 the early hours
of the morning were not forgotten.
Training.- The muscle fa ctory still holds its own and is working wonders with our yot.1thful sportsmen, though the staunch
adherents of the key refuse to be lured away from Mc.rse and are
slowly showing improvement . The latest popular pastime is
slip-reading, and it certainly doe.< help a great deal to familiarise
the embryo operator with the m}•sterious symbols of Morse.
We are helped, too. by the A sets of No . 1 Company, which
accommodate a number of our recruits on drill evenings . Our
lads are learning to operate all instruments (with exceptions) with
which they come in contact . This reminds me of an Indian mule
driver who, when asked h is trdde ratin~ by a youthful subalt~rn,
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replied {with a twinkle in his eye) " Operator mule, sahib."
thmk he wa quite right I
.
Original.- The man in No. l Company who . has 111vented the
third duplicate. You ought to " warn'er," Ernie. Twocov.

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
Greetings.-We wish all units of Royal Signals a happy and
prosperou;; ew Year.
.
General.-At the present time uaining in the .Signal sense 1s
very quiet, but in the boxing (me very much alive: Our boys
under the instruction of Sergt Banks (R. A.) are c~mmg along in
fine style. and there is no doubt that we shall retam that cup we
have held so long ( o. 2 Company, please note). If keenness
and punching can win, we've won!
For those who do not wish to go in for b?xing, t~ere is the
~mall buzzer room where they can do all their punching on the
key and finish up with half an .hour's a~1lity movements and
gym. Evidently some of them like backltfts better than backhanders.
Vrsual.- Sunday 3rd December saw us tryi~g t? win the C.O .,'s
prize for the first Company to reach ~he memonous standard. m
the Divisional commander's test of visual. The standard being
an average of 24 points, our fir~t team w.ere very unfortunate m
reaching only 21.75, thereby losing the prize by 2.25 . Still, s~me
very good lessons were learnt through mistakes, an.cl by the time
these notes are read we hope to have won the prize {hurry up,
Ernie).
S'END.

Bedford Detachment.
Greetings.- Better late than never: a merry Christmas to all.
We hope that all had a good time and are by now fully recovered
from the effects of the Christmas goose, etc.
General.- With the arrival of the New Year, we hope that the
spirit which has kept the Sections together in the past, will continue to hold good. We should like to thank all the members
of the unit for 1he way they turned up last year, and we hope
they will all tum up and get a few more trade ratings this year.
Congratulations.- To Sergt Don Sharp on being awarded the
I.G.S.M. with clasp "N.W.F. l930-3r." How did you manage
it, Don- holding them back at Wana? I see you still have the
Bugler attached to you.
To L / Corpl Bright on having fully recovered from his dangerous illness. Wi! hope he will ket>p well in the future.
To L / Corpl Steinmetz on presenting the beautifully decorative
electric sign to the somewhat dismal suburban road of Ashburnham. Sort of brightens up the road, Lawrie (yimkin).
Social.-We hope to hold a unit dinner somewhere in the near
future, and to put up as good a show as we did at the supper
held last month. Roll up, you fellows, and let's get together
for a good evening's entertainment. We should like to see you
BEDFORDIAN.
all, and I'm sure Bill Tarbard would, too.

UNI'TS .A.BRO.AD.
JAMAICA SIGNAL SECTION (conti11 11 ed)

warm and tender companionship and clinging affection-a glass ~f
whisky. On the morrow they dried their clo~hes, mended their
boots, powdered their blisters, a~d set out agam, while sorrowing
nature again welcomed them with tears!
Seen Through a Rose·Coloured Telesc~pe.-Out of the misty
blue distance, wreathed in the wisps of purple. a.nd ~old_. slowly
and majestically floating into shape and size, gainmg m girth a~d
in depth, is the bulk of an iron-dad steamer. The letters o~ its
side vague and undefined at first, are gradually steadymg mto
the 'words "H.M.T. Dorsetshire." And in February the outlin_e
will be quite distinct and the first magic rope will have bound 1t
to the docks of this " Kingdom of the Past/• and the first turn
of the screw will take two of our number a little way towards the
"Kingdom of the Future."
Day by Oay.- According to Lord Ho~der, of the forty-odd million inhabitants of the British Isles one m every hundred persons
is mentally unstable and one in every two hundred 3:bsolutely
loco, with sundry hundreds of nervous wrecks, neurotics, pa.ralytics and anztnics. What the odd two or three are suffering
from, I am not quite sure, but I feel convinced that we have our
fair share of the .. fit .. in this Section when r look at the work
on the new ae rial cable that is taking the place of the old d\rerhead route from the Camp Exchange. It certai.nly does_ not bear
the imprint of the asylum for the mentally defic~ent ; neither does
the installation of the two automatic Imes workmg to the c1v1han
Exchange. A new main frame has. just arrived.. to be shortly
installed, and the whole system w ill have a higher degree. of
efficiency coupled with a faster service for the heavy mormng
traffic-the result of the dialling system.
The annual range practice has again passed without undue
event, and we gladly leave the Long Mountain _ranges, complete
with mosquitoes and scorpions, to the ne~ Section, for we hope
to be many miles away ere the next shooting season comes along.
Congratulations.- To L / Sgt Minchin C. on securing his first
class certificate, with a distinction in that most tortuous of sub1ects, maths. To Sigmn Dearden J., on passing the secon~ class
with a flourish. To the Signals Display party of Cattenck on
their good work clurin~ the past summer. The best of luck nex1
year!
Greetings. - - Jamaica Signal Section send their heartiest wishc~
for a prosperous New Year to all members of the Corps throughout the world.
}AMCAN.
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Gibraltar

Si~nal

Section.

South Bastion, lSt December 1933.
Thursday 2nd November saw us all assembled in the unit recreation room to celebrate the ending of another successful year's
sport. This annual celebration is an event instituted by our
commanding officer last year, and if we can judge by its success
so far, it will be continued in future years.
About forty people sat down to supper. The guests, in addition to the commanding officer, included Major B. E. C. Dixon,
M.C. (Royal Engineers), Lieut.-Commander F. G. L. Bullock (Royal
Navy), Captain D. V. Hill (Royal Artillery), and Captain W. J.
Bradley, M.C. {Army Education Corps).
A feature of the evening was not the brevity of the after-supper
speeches, but rather tile amount of wit and humour which flowed
around the table. To Captains H ill and Bradley we must give full
honours in this respect, and our regret that this was the last
opportunity of the former visiting us is only softened by knowing
that Captain Bradley is likely to be with us again next year. Major
Dixon's pithy remarks, as an ex-Signal officer, were not only very
interesting but also to some instructive, and were received with
loud applause. We are indeed sor ry that owing to the exigencies
of the Service he, like Captain Hill, will not be in a position to
honour us by his presence at our festive board next year.
We were indebted to Q.M.S. Lovering (R.A.P.C.) and Sergeant
Mills (R.A .M.C.), two well known artists in the Fortress, for the
music during the evening. Right well did they perform! Talent
hitherto unknown (but not unlooked for) appeared to be behind
every glass, and time alone prevented the rendering of many
encores.
We strike a rather dismal note when we chronicle the departure
of Sigmn F. Hicks from Gibraltar. He sailed for Egypt !Jer the
Nevasa on the 18th November. As he has served continuously
in this unit from February 1922 (a few months after its forma ..
tion) until now, we feel that we have lost one of our pillars of
strength. The whole Section join in wishing him every happiness in his new station.
We offered our good wishes to Q.M.S. Harris G. (our Foremanof-Signals) and fami ly, who left us on the 13th November for a
short furlough in the United Kingdom. We trust that the
weather clerk is dealing more kindly with the Weymouth district
than he is our locality. Our rainfall is twice as heavy this year
as by the corresponding date in 1932.
With the ;irri val in Gibraltar of the Fourth Destroyer Flotilla,
en route for Malta to join the Mediterranean Fleet, we met many
old friends and. of course. made new acquaintanceships which
we trust will be renewed in the near future.

SPORTS NOTES
Corps Rugby Matches, 1933.
Corps XV. v. R.M A. Woolwich.- P(ayed at Woolwich on the
13th November. Signals started well, and play remained for
some time in the Shop '25. Forward rushes, however, carried
the game into the Signals half and the Shop scored under the
posts. This was converted. After some interesting mid-field
play 2 / Lieut. Stephenson ran right through the Shop side to
score a most spectacular try under the posts. Lieut. DenholmYoung converted. Immediately afterwards the Shop scored a try
at the corner which was not converted. Half-time came with the
score 8-·5 against us.
Early in the second half Lieut Goldsmith got over in the corner,
but 2/ Lieut. Williams' kick fell short. The Shop replied with
a try in the corner by Bradley. The Signals forwards were working really hard but were not getting the ball in the tight. Eventually they did get it and the ball came out to 2/Lieut Stephenson,
who again ran through to score fairly close in. Lieut. DenholmYoung converted. With Signals leading by 13-1 l the game became a very sternly fought struggle, and just on time the Shop
scored in the corner from a forward rush and ran out winners
of a well fought match by 14-13 points: one goal and three
tries to two goals and one try.
Team.- 2/ L1eut. P. C. Williams (T.B.), Lieut. D. J. Goldsmith
(4th Div.), 2/Lieut. T. G. V. Stephenson (D.B.), Sigmn Hopcroft
(3rd Div.), L/Corpl Etchells {3rd Div.), Sigmn McKenzie (3rd
Div.), Sigmn Larkin (4th Div.), Lieut. C. P. S. Denholm-Young
(D.B.), 2/Lieut. A. C. R. Stead (T.B.), Sigmn Woodward (4th
Div.), Sigmn Fenton (T.B.), Corpl Holden (T.B.), Sigmn Beckett
(4th Div.), Lieut. D. White {3rd Div.), 2/ Lieut. C. T. Honeybourne (D.B.).

Corps XV. v. Royal Engineers.- Played ar Aldershot on the
20th November. This was a most disappointing game. The
Corps forwards could not get the ball either in the ght or in
the line-out, and the defence of the three-quarters was definitely
poor. The Sappers fielded a strong team which ran through to
score 19 points to nil. The Corps scrum half, Sigmn Larkin, put
up a very good show, and so did 2/Lieutenant Stephenson in the
centre. 2 /Lieutenant Williams was safe at full back, but he was
usually left with with two or three men to tackle. The Rev. V.
J. Pike (United Services, Alders hot) officiated as referee.
Team.-i. / Lieut. P. C. Williams (T.B.), Lieut. D . J. Goldsmith
(4th Div.), 2/ Lieut T. G. V. Stephenson (D.B.), Lieut N. M. H ay
(4th Div.), Sigmn Atkinson (T.B.), Sigmn McKenzie (vd Div.),
Sigmn Larkin (4th Div.), Lieut. C. P. S. Denholm-Young (D.B.),
2/Lieut. A. C. R. Stead (T.B.), S1gmn Woodward (4th Div.),
Sigmn Fenton (T.B.), Corp( Holden (T.B.), Corporal McKenzie
(T.B.), Sigmn Beckett (4th Div.), 2/Lieut Honeybourne (D.B.).
Corps XV. v. Royal Artillery.-Played at Aldershot on the
24th November. A somewhat re-organised side took the field
for this match. From the start Signals looked like scoring and
were getting the ball fairly regularly in the scrums. The Gunners
scored first, under the posts, and converted. Almost immediately
afterwa rd 2/ Lieut. Stephenson went over for a grand try. He
got the ball on our side of mid-field, dribbled a few yards, and
then picked up and r.m for the corner flag. Shaking off several
opponents, he ran right round to score under the posts-a really
spectacular effort. Lieut. Denholm-Young converted. About five
minutes later Signals were given a free kick near mid-field and
2/Lieut. Williams kicked a beautiful goal. Signals thus led by
8-5 till nearly half-time. The Gunners scored again, however,
and the score at half-time was 1~8 against us.

The Corps XV. which played against the R.M.A., Woolwich, on the 13th November 1933·
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In the second half w ight in the crums told, and the Gunners
.cored another goal and try to win a well-fought match by 18-8
points: three goals and a try to one goal and one penalty goal.
Thi match was a really good show, the whole side contesting
every yard throughout t he game. Capt. Hinde, O. B.E. (R.A.S.C.)
wa the refer e.
Team.-2 / Licut. P. C. William (T.B }. L / Corpl Etchells (3rd
Div.), S1f;mn Atk inson (1st Div.), 2 / Lieut. T. G. V. Stephen on
(D.S.). Lieut. D. J. Goldsnuth (4th Div.), Lieut Finney (3rd Di v.),
S1gmn Larkin (4th Div,), Sigmn Ryder (2nd Div.), Sigmn Thomas
(3rd Div.), Sigmn Woodward (4th Div.), Sigmn Evans (4th Div .),
Lieut. Denholm-Young (D.B.). 2/ Lieut. Honeybourne (D.S.),
Lieut. N. M. Hay (4th Div.). 2 / Lieut. R. E. Crawford (3rd Div.).
It is interesting to note that four members of the Corps XV .
played on Wednesday 22nd ovember for Catterick Garrison v.
United Services, Aldershot. They were 2 I Lieut. P. C. Williams,
full back; 2/ Lieut. T. G. V. Stephenson, left wing; and Lieut.
C. P. S. Denholm-Young and 2/Lieut. A. C. R. Stead, forwards.
2 ' Lieut. Stephenson scored a try.
2/ Lieut. Honeybourne and
Sigmn Atkinson were reserves for this match.

Headquarters, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Cross-Country : Ma ck w orth Trophy.-As in previous years,
the runs for this trophy provided some close finishes. The method
cf scoring was twelve points for a win, ten for a· second, and so
on. The teams each comprised fifteen runners, twelve to count.
The first run took place on the 21st October and resulted in a win
for F Company by the narrow margin of 22 points. In the second
run, on the 4th November, F Company again took the honours,
but on this occasion their worthy rivals E Company reduced the
margin to a mere two points. The Boys Company are to be con·
grarulated on again winning the Mackworth cross-country trophy .
Results: First run-F Company 184 points, E Company 206, D Company
347, Mounted Wing 58g, Dismounted Wing 672.
Second run-F Company, 187 points, E Company 18g, D Com·
pany 304, Mounted Wing 621, Dismounted Wing 729.
Catterick Garr ison Cross-Co u ntry Lcague.- The conditions
governing this league were slightly varied for tbe 1933-34 season.
The teams consist of fifty runners per unit, twenty-five to score .
Handicapping by means of a fast pack was eliminated, each team
starting scratch for every run. With the arrival of several new
units in the Garrison-including the 2nd Battn Lincolns, 2nd
Bartn Gloucesters and the 1st Battn Essex Regiment-it was
thought that honours would be very evenly contested.
The first run on the 23rd November, over a distance of approxi·
mately four miles, resulted in a win for the Training Battalion
by 297 points. One cannot fail to comment on the meritorious
performance of L / Corpl Blades of F Company, who finished tenth
in a field of about five hundred and was first man home for the
Training Battalion. Some old soldiers refuse to fade away!
The second run in the Garrison League commenced in the lines
of the Gloucester Regiment at 3.15 p .m. on the 7th December.
The course was slightly longer than the previous one, and owing
to the recent rain the going was much heavier. This was an
important event from our point of view, as it was utilised to
decide the S.T.C. individual championship . The Training Batta•
lion won this race, but by a margin of 94 points only, the 4th
Battn Tanks giving a verv good account of themselves by coming
up to second position. Boy Verlander (12th}, Boy Terry (14th)
and S1gmn (ex-Boy) McQuade (16th), of F Company, secured first,
second and third places respectively in the S.T.C. individual
champion.ships, and earned the congratulations of all.
The remaining runs are due to take place in the New Year, the
results of which it is hoped to publisr.
First run- 1st, Training Battalion, Roval Signals, 1439 points ;
:md, 2nd Battalio:i The Gloucester Regiment, 1736 ; 3rd, 4th
Battalion Royal Tank Corps, 2431 ; 4th, 1st Battalion The
Durham Light Infantry, 2763.
Second run-1st, Training Battalion, Royal Signals, 1756 points;
2nd, 4th Battalion Royal Tank Coros, 1850; 3rd, 1st Battn
The Essex Regiment, 1954 ; 4th, 2nd Baun The Gloucester
Regiment, 2011.
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D Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.

unequal, as he was at a disadvantage in weight, height and reach.
Results were as follow (Ampleforth names shown first in each
case): - Miles beat Ball, Bohan beat Allaway, Rochford lost to
Garfield, Ryan beat O'Brien, Rosenvinge lost to l'v'!urrny, Garbett
lost to Kendall, Gregory beat Mayhew, Baker beat Will is.

Shooting.- The CompanY, team has been successful in beating
the Mounted Wing and F Company, but suffered defeat at the
hands of E Company. Having defeated the Mounted Wing, cer•
tainly the best team in the S.T.C .. that we should lose to E
Company. whom we expected to beat, was a surprise. However,
owing to these wins and losses the next round will prove most
interesting, and concentrated training will be the word after the
holidays.
Tn the Battalion team for The News o_f tile World competition
the Company was well represented, and we hope they were successful enough to get through the first round.
In the W.O.s and Sergeants Mess shoot, the winner came from
this Company in Sergt Miles, with second and third as runners·
up ; but by good luck and judgment, the wooden spoon went to
the next door office!

A Corps Signals, Aldershot.
Willan Trophy, 1933.- Those people who have their doubts
about the decline o~ British boxing should have been present at
the Marlborough Lines gymnasium, Aldershot, to witness the
final bouts for the Willan trophy.
A Corps Signals were fortunate to have a bye in the first round
and they. eventually met the 1st Div! Signals to take away th;
trophy wit~ a dec1s1ve victory. Out of the fifteen contests billed
A Corps Signals won ten. The majority of the fights, however'.
were won w1t.h only a very narrow margin of points.
!h~ following represen~ed A Corps Signals and succeeded in
brmgmg the trophy to their unit: Bantam weight, Sigmn Herner;
feather, S1gmn Hughes ; light, Signalmen Walker and Ander·
son ; middle, Signalmen Edwards, Craddock and McNeil · welter
Signalmen Gough, Deighton and Kennedv.
'
'
The closeness of ~he contests can be j~dged by the fact that
thtoughout the even111g only one knock-out was witnessed. This
was in the contest between Signalmen Gough and Weldon. Half
way through the first round Gough managed to connect with a
right hook that put his man on the boards.
At the close of the evening Lieut.-Colonel A. E. Meredith,
M.C., presented A Corps Signals with the Willan troohv and
bronze medals to the wi.nners of each contest. He congrat~lated
~oth teams on a fine display of box111g and sportsmanship, and
if t.he applause of th.e spectators was any indication of the justification of this compliment, then it was certainly " carried unanimously."

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Rugby.- Colts v. Ampleforth Colts. Played at Ampleforth on
the 7th November. Lost by 0- 22. A good and quite even game
up to the close of the first half, when the score was only 6--<>.
The Ampleforth threes were by far our superiors, but our team
acquitted themselves well throughout. Verlander played a very
sound game at back.
Colts v. Richmond School Colts.- Plaved at Richmond on the
15th November. This t'me we played ·only boys under sixteen
years of age, but even then we were too strong and heavv for our
opponents, winning by 19-0 points. Considering the little experience our junior boys have had, they played remarkably well
together. H awley, Parker and Sher>pard were the best.
First XV. v. Richmond School. Played at Richmond on the
2nd December. This was our third match against the Schoolan extra fixture-resulting in a draw of 10--IO points. A very
good game. Webb. Verlander and Harrison were conspicuous,
the latter scoring a fine drop goal.
F Company v. "A" Team, The Gloucester Regiment. Played
on the 27th November. It was difficult for the Gloucesters to
know our form, so they brought over too strong a team, winning
by 22--0 points. However, it gave our team good experience,
especially to the cadre personnel who had not had a previous
game.
Soccer. - Semi-final Mackworth Trophy: F Company v. School
of Signals. A very even and keenly game resulted in a draw of
5-5. The replay will take place later.
Boys' Army Cup.- " A" Group No. I Section have drawn the
boys of the Military College of Science, Woolwich, in the fourth
round. This match will be played at Woolwich some time before
the 20th January. We wish our team the best· of luck.
Cr os s·Cou ntry.- An account of the Garrison runs apoears in
the T ra,jning Battalion H .Q. notes. but we wish to congratulate
Verlanoer, Terry and McQuade on their magnificent efforts in
obtaining first , second and third places respectively in the S.T.C.
championships.
Boys' Team v. Durham University (Durham Colleges). This
run took place at Durham on the 28th November. The home
team had the great advantage of knowing the course, which was
not marked in any way. In spite of that we only lost by eleven
points. Verlander was the first man home.
Boxing.-Garrison Novices Competition, 1.ith!x6th November.
F Company rather monopolised the boys' section of this compe·
tition, having twelve entries while the rest of the Garrison only
produced eight. All boxers are congratulated on putting up a
very good show. Results are as follow.
In the midge weights Allaway beat an S.W.B. boy but lost to
a D.L.I. representative ; Ball lost to S. W .B. ; and Garfield beat
Brookman and S.W.B . but lost to D.L.I. In the fly weights
Murray beat both the S.W.B. ancl D.L.I. boys. In the bantams
Brown beat Hav:lev and Offord. In the feathers Parker beat
Sheppard. In the iights Mayhew beat Bond but lost to Wi ll is,
who had previously beaten a D.L.I. boy. Willis had twice before
tried to win rhe light weight clumpionship and this, his third
attempt, proved successful.
F Company v. Ampleforth. This boxing contest took place at
Ampleforth on the 6th December, when Ampleforth won by five
fights to three. The opponents were matched as nearly as possible.
All the contests were very close, but O'Brien's fight was very
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2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
No. 2 Company.
Sport.- F Section clid not do well in the semi-final of the inter·
Section soccer and mane their exit from the competition, being
beaten by 5-1 by K Section.
Inter-Section hockey is proving rat her a scream for some people
and rather a sore point for others. E and F Sections of this Company were drawn together in the inter-Section knock-out (this,
by the way, is quite an appropriate word) to be playecl off one
cold Saturday afternoon. As quite a number of· the Company
are at present on leave, both Sections found it hard to find a team.
However, F Section, though somewhat harder knocked than E,
took the points ::ifter long and tiring efforts to scrape up the necessary eleven to be able to claim the match.
I may add a little here about No. 2 Company members of the
unit novices boxing team. The whole team put up a J?:ood show
against 1st Div. and the men from No . 2 proved them;elves well
up in the fistic game. Why don't you take an interest in it,
Snaky? You have only this and the deep sea diving to complete
the whole round of sport.

No. 3 Company.

t

Sport.-Oncl'. again our little Company has proved itself. The
final of the inter-Section cross-country runs resulted in ::i win for
L Section, thus making them the win~ers of the series. J Section
came in a good second. L Section, who oossess most of our
Marathon~ (Sigmn Copcstake, ahem I) are to. be congratulatecl on
their win.
Judging from the results of these mter-Section cross-country
runs, No. 3 Company are sure going to do their stuff later on
in the running season. Yes, sir!
Football.-Under the able m.111agement of Signalman George
Dickerson, our team has so far proved unbeatable. We played
No. 2 Company a few days ago, the result being a win for us.
Of course. No. 2 had most of rheir good players on leave (oh
yus, oh yus I)
K Section met F in the semi-final of the inter-Section soccer
compel!l 1on. The result proved to be a win for K, the score
being 5-1 (sorry, F ! but we just had to mention that). The
final will be played in January, as most of the teams have gone
,1way for a month by the sea.
Sigmn Dickerson has left the Company to spend a month's
holiday at his London club. He hopes, after having carefully

studied Arsenal's methods of training, to out a team in the field
that will just walk away with that final. -Acha, Karl.
L . Section upheld the sporting traditions of the Company by
beating B Section at hockey, the score bemg 3-1.
K Section also taught H.Q. that they needed a few lessons in
hockey by winning their match with them, the result bemJ?: 2-0
(and to think Sigmn K1tch~n to!~ K that .they had better scr7'tch ! )
We congratulate the unit novices boxmg team on the splendid
show they put up when they fought 1st Divl Signals at the Marl• borough Lines gymnasium on Tuesday 5th December.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Football.--Our progress in this branch 1s still disappointing ;
that 1s, as far as results are concerned. However, after more
reshu.ffiing with fresh players an improvement is noticed. This
1s evidenced by the results below.
17th November-1st Survey R.A. 6, 3rd Div! Signals 4
20th November-3rd Div! Signals 2, 3rd Divl R.E. 1 t
22nd November-3rd Divl Signals 2, 6th Medium Brigade
R.A. 8
24th November-1st Battn R.W. Fusiliers 4, 3rd DIVI Sigs. 1
27th November-R.A.F. Andover 4, 3rd Divl Signals 2
6th Di;cember-3rd Divl Signals 13, 9th Lancers 2
At last victory has come I Now, boys, keeo it uo when the
!'Jew Year arrives. Our next match. versus the nth Hussars,
1s on the 10th January.
Rugby.- Matches are not so freouent as in soccer, but what is
lost in quantity is gained in quality, as the games olayed have
been really skilful exhibitions of the art. Honours "are even as
the results show.
v. K.O.Y.L.I. lost by 3-14
v. Aldershot Signals won by g-3
Hock~y.-The unit is still riding on the crest of its conquering
wave with the hockey stJCks, and great hopes are entertained of
annexmg the local trophies in the district. Results of recent
games are as follows: v. A.F.V. Signals won by r-1
v. Experi.mental Wing, Porton, won by g-4
v. 3rd D1vl R.E. drew at 2-2
Boxing.- Bulford Garrison Open Competition. The second
phase of unit boxing advanced a stage further when the above
competition took place at the Garrison Institute on the &th December. We were again unlucky, not being able to field full team
and lost to the 9th Fielcl Brigade R.A. by 16---14 points. How:
ever, our team put up an excellent fight, especially against such
seasoned opponents. All bouts were very good. but the fight for
the first strinj: middles was worth going a long way to see.
Feather: S1gmn Beveridge v. Tptr Rodgers. Sparring in the
cemre of the ring for openings occupied the first round. Rodgers
with a longe.r reach app~ared to have the advantage. However,
Beveridge with better ringcraft was the chief scorer and gained
the vcrdfct.
Light.:-'Fir.st tring: Sigmn ~lack v. Gunner Pyle. Advantage
w.as agam w1.th the. Gunner, !us longer . reach and height giving
him the scormg pomts. However, at 111 fighting Black showed
up well. The last round saw both tiring. Pyle, finishing the
stronger, was given the fight.
Light-Secon? string: Sigmn Notley v. Gunner Clarke. Notley
soon opened his account with a couple of nght swings. which
made Clarke retreat. In round two most of the attack was made
by Notley. The i;;;unner, however. now adoptecl straight hitting
and gained the upper hand towards the end of the round. Both
tire.d . in the last bout, and Clarke, by his cleaner hitting, got the
dec1s1on.
Light.- Third string: Driver Wright walked over.
Welter.- First string: Sigmn Excell walked over.
Welter.- Second string: Sigmn Barrett v. Gunner Lovegrove.
Both opened at long range. Lovegrove attacked but Barrett landed
a smart uppercut which floored Lovegrove for a short count. In
rhe second round the latter wa the better boxer, using a straight
left which troubled the signalman. Barrett forced the !>ace in
the last round but could not get away from his opponent's
traight left, which gave him the verdict.
Welter-Third string: Driver Birtles v. Gunner Newlands.
Birtles quickly opened his account and twice landed with sharp
left hook , but Newlancl , with mo t of the physical advantage,
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kept him off. Newlandi; was the str~mger m .the last ro~nd and,
making much. use o~ a long left arm, Jabbed hts way t? victory .
Middle. -F1rst string: Lt. J. P. North v. Bombardier Holmes.
On this one occasion we held the advantage of height and reach.
Holmes, however, was a sl'ockily built fellow with a wealth of
boxmg experience behind him. Both opened eagerly a!ld Holmes
at once looked dangerous with a vicious ri11:ht hook. However,
Mr. North avoided this and scored with gootl left leads. Round
two opened much the same, Mr. North again scoring with that
piston-like left. Holmes managed to connect on the face wi th.
h1 sledge-hammer right, but the blows were not on a vital spot.
The last round opened with both willing to stand up and swap
punches, each landing with heavy blows. Mr. North held the
advantage of scoring hits and gained a good verdict.
Middle.-Second string: Sigmn Sokell v. Gunner Johnson .
Sokell came in and willingly fought his battle with only a day's
traini ng. .Both fought cleanly in the centre of the ring and heavy
punches were exchanged. Johnson , the stronger and much fitter
man, was given the fight in the second round.
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from a penalty kick by Cooper. T hen Stowers got over for
another cry wh ich was not converted . Further tries would have
been added by Beaumont , Stow'ers, Cooper and Hatton but for
the wet ball , which was always too slippery for handling.
This was without a doubt the soundest team we have had so
fa r. It is a grea t pity that H atton, who was a marked success
in his imt ial game as a wing three-quarter, left for India on
Thursday 23rd November.
v. Scarborou gh " B" on the 18th November. This was a most
enjoyable game, grea t keen ness to become proficient being shown
on both sides. T he result , a draw of three points each, was a
sa tisfactory conclusion to a game fought out in the true rugby
spirit . What was lacking in knowledge was made up in game•
ness by both sides . Our forwards were quite good in the tight
scrummages, but indulged in too much hard kicking in the loose:
they must learn to dribble. The backs must tac.kle low and hard,
and when in possession of the ball run straight. Malone (loaned
by us} scored for Scarborough, and Harrison for the Div .
v. Beverley at Scarborough on the 25th November. W e won
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WE COlll'D >Hvf . MO'E D 7l1E O'o"'L. Pos rs
F'fk' r£tT 7o 'ftff: lilC;lfT. WF woui,.D Ii ~'1£ "fl'ID nfC.SE
lifSULTS FROM OU/? f3ilUlltNT INStbt 1?161fT.
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[See 3rd Divl Signals notes on preceding page]
Middle.-Third string: L/ Corp! Abrahams v. Gunner Neale.
Neale was very aggressive from the start and, being a much
stronger boxer, landed heavy blows on Abrahams. A heavy
right swing and Abrahams was counted out!
Light heavy: L / Bdr Tremasent walked over.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Rugby Union Football Notes.- v. York Leeman at York. W e
gained a good victory at the expense of York Leeman on the 18th
November on the latter's ground. The game was played under
wretched conditions ; the ground was very soft and a drizzling
rain fell throughout. We had rather the better of the exchanges
during ~he first half, despite the handicap of kicking uphill , and
should have had at least three tries. Farmer was forced into
touch on the corner flag : Tumilty failed to hold a slippery ball
in a line out on the Leeman goal line ; and a dribbling movement
in which Watts, Cooper and Hatton were prominent failed owing
to the dead ball line being only five yards deep. Cooper opened
the scoring right from the kick-off. He took a cross kick from
Stowers and crowned a magnificent run down the centre of the
field by grounding underneath the bar. Watts failed with the
kick. A few minutes later the referee disallowed a goal dropped

a really hard fought game by 8-o points. Farmer and Anthony
scored the tries and Cooper converted one. A feature of this
game was the splendid display by Webber in leading the pack
and the sound loose work of Stowers . The three-ouarters, both
in defence and at tack, were above their usual forrii.
v. Beverley at Beverley on the 2nd December. A very scrappy
game in which our team never seemed to get together. They
played well for the first quarter of an hour to gain an eight points
lead, but after that did very little except to defend, and when
Beverley drew level their attempts to draw ahead again were very
spasmodic. The forwards played hard but committed the mistake
of keeping the ball close instead of making use of their excep•
tionally speedy backs. Brooks scored a beautiful try for us,
taking a knock-on from a Beverley half and running through to
touch down between the posts. The same player converted.
Webber forced his way over for another try a few minutes later,
but Brooks failed with the kick. Wright played one of his best
games at full back, his kicking being of exceptional length and
very accurate. Result: Beverley 16 points, 5th Div! Signals 8.
v. Scarborough "A," also on the 2nd December. Another
scrappy ga me which resulted in a win for Scarborough. Our
Second XV. played much below their usual form and deservedly
lost by 6-19 points.
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v. St. John's College, York, on the 6th December. A mixture
of ou r " A" and "B" teams played what should have been a mixture of St. John 's " A" and "B," but owing to a misunderstandin11 t~ey turned out a mixture of their First and "A" teams .
Still! It was a good game, hard fought and clean, and resulted in
a wm for the College by 16-o points.
v. Scarborough "B" on the 9th December. Our "B" team
turned out against Scarborough, but owing to furlough, etc., we
were unable to field a representative team. Two or three of our
men had not played before. In addition to this, Scarborough
turned up three men short and two of our first team and one of
ou r "A" players were included in their side to help them out.
This so stiffened their side that after half time, when there was
no score, they ran away with the game and won by 14-0 points.
This game closed our programme until the 27th December
'
when we entertain Leeds Chirons.
Played

\Von

Drawn

Lo!-.t

Points

First XV . ............. .
12
7
I
4
82-!)9
Second XV . ........... .
6
3
0
3
41-64
Third XV ....... ....... .
2
0
3- 17
.Ho?key.- Second round Ar~y cup: 5th Div! Signals v. 3rd
Kmg s Own Hussars. The Div. outplayed the Hussars in all
departments and at half-time were leading by six goals to nil.
The scorers were Gibbons, Thompson (2) and Dillon (3) . Play
ea.sed off in the second half, but the .Signa!s remained on top and
Dillon scored two more goals to brmg his total to five in this
match , which was won with ease by 8-o.
Semi-final Army hockey cup, Northern Command: 5th Div!
Signals v. 2nd Battn King's Own Regiment.- Played at York.
This was a contrast in styles, the Signals playing hockey as a
team, but weak in finishing, whilst the King's Own hit hard and
ran for it . The game opened fast and the Signals pressed almost
co_ntinuously, but after fifteen minutes the King's took the lead
with a breakaway goal by Lowe and retained it to the interval.
This was all agamst the run of play.
.Signals opened strongly in the second half, but after twenty
minutes a weak clearance by the left back let in Valliant to score
a second goal for the Infantrymen. W ith ten minutes to go, the
Signals swarmed to the attack and Webb reduced the King's
lead. Signals then made a great fight of it, and it was no surprise when Thompson put us level. Time was getting short when
another faulty clearance led to the Signals goal being pierced for
the third time, when Lowe ran in from the wing and netted. Excitement ran high when, a minute from time, Gordon scored the
best goal of the match with a good drive, and the final whistle
came with the score reading: 5th Div! Signals 3, 2nd Battalion
King's Own Regiment 3.
Extra time was played. Signals pressed home attack after
attack, bu t failed to score in the first ten minutes, and crossed
over a goal behind, Kilbright scoring for the King's following an
individual effort just before the whistle sounded for the change
of ends .
The game now seemed lost, for the King's pressed, but Webber
saved two good drives from thei r inside left before our half backs
got the ball away, and from a combined forward line movement
Dillon put us level. This proved the turning !Joint in an epic
struggle and Dillon scored twice more, to complete a hat trick and
give Signals a great victory by 7- 4, which takes us again into
the final of the Northern Command.
Cooper at right back played a sturdy game for the Corps, and
we wish him the best of luck, as he is leaving us for India.
Soccer.- The performances of both First and Second Elevens
since the last contributi on of soccer notes have been sa tisfactory,
although the dismissal of the First Eleven from th e Scarborough
challenge bowl at the hands of the Junior Imps F.C ., at home,
has still to be explained. A four goals to love defeat registered by
this team is something new- previous encounters in the league
this season resulted in the unit collecting three points.
The First Eleven gained a little compensation by defeating
Northcliffe F.C. in the following week by six goals to love, and
drawing at 1-1 with Whitby A.R.F.C. (League champions) last
Saturday. From the league table below, it will be observed that
only four goals have been registered against the First Eleven in
si x matches-a creditable performance by the defence. Now it is
up to the forwards to better their average.
The Second Eleven have only had one fixture since November.
but they scored a decisive victory (5-2) over St. Peter's F.C.
away from home.
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Sigmn Reid has joined this unit from Colchester and, having
played in his first match against Whitby, has shown us that he
1s likely to be a permanent fixture in the First Eleven.
As the unit will be away from Scarborough enjoying a spot of
furlough during December, there will be no fixtures, and in consequence there will be a ni l return of soccer notes for February's
publication of THE WIRE.
Good luck to the 4th Div. in the following rounds of the Army
cup !
SCARBOROUGH AND DISTRICT LEAGUE.
Division I.
Whitby . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Imps ............ .... ........
Signals .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .
Pickering .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . ..
Filey ........................
Hunmanby .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .
Kirbymoorside .. .. . .. .. .. .
North Cliff . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .
Filey II . .................... .
Scarborough Juniors
Snainton .... .. .......... ..
Gristhorpe ............. ..
Imps II. .................... .
Scalby .... .. .............. .
Signals II . ............ .. .. ..
West Leigh ......... ... .. .
Forge Valley ........ ... .
Oriel .. .. .............. .. ... .
Y.M.C.A . .. ...... .. .. .. .. ..
Sherburn ........... ... .. ..
St. Peter's ..... .. ... .. .... . .

P layed

8
9
6
7
4
5

Won

Lost

5
5
4
2
2
2
7
o
4
o
Division II.

P l:wed Won

8
8
8

6
6
6

8
8
6

5
5

6

4

6
8

3
3

8

10

Dra wn

Goal•

l

2

37-II

2
o
3

2

21-12

2
2

19- 4
28-21
15-12
18-13
15-35
2-45

1

6

3

0
1

4

0

l.O> t
0
1
2
2

3

Drawn
2
[

0

1
0

4
2

2

5
5

I
0
0

7
7
9

0

Goal;

Po int ~

12
12
IO

6
5
4
I

0

Point!;

40--11
46-11
28-20
28-20
34-16
19-II
21-15
29-15
26-39
22-"'27

rr - 50
10--44
19-54

14
13
12
II

IO

9

~

6

5

3

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
Jubbulpore Brigade Revolver Competition.-In the absence
of any small arms competitions within the 10th Qubbulpore} Infantr y Brigade, Lieut. W. R. Smijth-Windham obtained permission to organise an open revolver team competition, which was
held on the 7th November. It was enthusiastically supported
both by the Brigade, who presented a challenge cup, and by all
units, who sent in a very representative entry of twenty-one
teams. The teams. each of three men , were drawn from the
various messes within their units. Thus the S.T.C. (India}
entered three officers' teams, three w.o.s and sergeants' teams,
and two teams of Indian officers .
Teams fired in pairs on the knock out system at two sets of
six-inch circular tiles suspended from a wire at 15 yards range.
When any pair of tiles was broken, the corresponding firer of the
opposing team was " dead." The winners were the team which
broke all their •iles, or more tiles than their rivals, in one minute.
The competition, therefore, had the great merit of being interesting to the spectators- a feature very difficult to introduce into
shooting matches.
The S.T.C. (India} achieved a very satisfactory result in getting
three teams into the semi-finals. The fourth was the 15th Lancers officers' team, which to our relief had just defeated a strong
1st King's sergeants' team. In this round the S.T.C. (India}
officers "A" beat the 15th Lancers officers by a narrow margin,
and the S.T.C. (India} officers "C" beat the S.T.C. (India) sergea nts "B." The final was noteworthy for an amazing display
of " competition nerves " by both teams ; neither shot up to its
previous form. Two reshoots were necessary on account of ties
before the officers "A" team eventually won.
Brigadier C. G. Ling, o.s.o., the Brigade commander, after presenting the prizes, remarked that the S.T.C. (India) althou~h
wiping the eyes of their competitors so thoroughly, would be
unlikely to remain long in undisputed possession of the cup.
The following represented the S. T .C. (India) : Officers "A"- Lieut. W. R. Smijth-Windham , Captain T. A. R.
Scott. Lieut. N. G. Newell, winner .
Officers "B"-Lieut. E. C. Thompson, Lieut. D. W. R. Burridge,
Ma jor A. Beatson-Bell. defeated in the fir t round.
Officers "C"-Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, o.s.o., Captain J.
Wynn, Capt;iin A. E. Barton, runners-up .
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Indian Officers " A"- Subedar-Major Tej Sing Gurung, Subedar
Bhav Rao Sawant, Jemada r Karam Illahi. deteat('d in the second
round .
Indian Officer "B"- Subedar Panch N ada n. Subedar Sawar
Khan. 1.0. s .M ., Jemadar H ari Chand, defeated in th e second
round.
Sergeants "A " -Sergt F. F.irmer, G. W hittington and K. Snow,
defeated in the first rou n,1.
Sergeants "B"- R.S.M. T . W . Ha rrison, Sergt R. Fishwic ke,
L Sergt L. Baker, defeated in semi-final.
Sergeants "C"- R.Q.M.S. S. C. Brown , Q.M.S. (Fof-S) V. J.
King, L Serge A. Dunn, defeated in t he th ird round.

A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Cross-Country Running.- Thc second run o{ the season took
place on Thursday 9th November over a t wo and a half miles
course.
ullahs and holes throughout the course severely tested
the runners. B Company Right Half were the winners with the
small total of 98 points, and we congratulate them on their fine
performance. Seven teams competed, and in view of the small
numbers this Company ha5 from which to choose a team, we did
well to secure third place. This is an improvement of one place
on the last run, and we are hoping for a further improvement in
the next one, which will be a three miles road race.
Foot ball.A Company beat Anached Section by 2- 1
A Company "B" team beat R.A.M.C. by 1- 0
A- Company ''B" team beat Brigade H.Q. Eleven by 1-0
A Company beat the King's Regiment by 2-0
Attached Section beat R.A.M.C. by ,-o
A Company beat S Battery R.A. by 4- 1
Attached Section beat S Battery R.A. Second Eleven by 1- 0
Attached Section beat Brigade H.Q. by 4-0
A Company beat U Battery R.A. by 4- 2
A Company beat R Battery R.A. by 2-0
A Company "B" team beat R.A.M.C. by 2- 0
A Company lost to S Battery R.A. by 0-3
A Company drew with U Battery R.A. at 2- 2
It is generally known throughout India that the 1st Battn The
King's Regiment of Jubbulpore were the Rover cup winners of
1933· Critics have remarked that the King's were the finest team
that had ever played football on a ground in India, but on the
28th October a team selected from the S.T.C. (India) defeated
the cup holders by 2-0 goals (English papers, please copy). It
was a commendable feat. As usua l, the match between these
two. teams drew a huge crowd to the Garrison ground.
Signals won the toss and had the advantage of playing with
the sun behind them. They went near to scorine; in the first few
minutes, but the King's defence held out and fast clay ensued
with occasional breakaways by both teams. Following some fine
passes on the left wing Edge, from a pass by Jennings, beat both
backs and, drawing the goalkeeper from his ground, placed the
ball over his head. thus opening the scoring for Signals. The
Kinv.'s attacked with vigour and repeated shots were well saved
by Brooks. The Signals defence at this time were at the too of
their form and repulsed many a move made by their opponents.
Half-time score: Signals 1, King's o.
On the change over Signals renewed their attack and a shot
from Keenlyside narrowlv missed the uori2ht. The Kin<>'s attacked strongly for the equaliser, but fin-e clearances by B~urton
and _Nelson p:evented their scoring. From a pass by Matthews
Jennings cut m from the left wing and shot for the far corner
of the goal : the ball rebounded from the goal cost to the opposite corner of the net, thus giving Signals a two-2oal lead. The
Kmg's at this stage were a beaten team, and Sipnals ran our
wmners by 2-0 goals. Congratulations are tendered to the losers
on a clean and sporty game.
The team was as follows : - Brooks : Bourton and Nelson ;
Cooper, Murphy and Chaoman : Keenlyside, Matthews, Edge,
Roberts and Jennmgs.
01' the 1st October the 2~rd Field Brigade R.A. were relieved
by the 15t~ Field Brigade R.A. from Kirkee, and as anticipated,
the respecuve Batteries gave us some hard games. They have a
good reputauon so far as football is concerned. T he results of
matches played were as follows: A Company beat S Battery by .:1-1
A Company beat U Batterv by d-2
A Company beat R Battery by :i-o
Wi: are lookm11 forward lO more good games 1n the near fut1.1re,

Hockey.A Company drew with Robertson's College at 2- 2
Attached Section lost to R.I. School by 0-3
A Company lost to D Com'pan y by 0-3
Attached Section beat F Signal Section by 2-r
Attached Section lost to Muslim Gymkhana by i - 3
A Company beat D Company by 3-0
Cricket.- The W .O.s and S e r gea n t~ Mess beat the Rest by
57 runs (89 to 32). A Company lost to the Gun Carriage Factory
b y 31 runs (97 to 128).
•
In th e Garrison shield the S.T.C. lost to the 15th Field Brigade
b y four wickets (90 all ou t to 95 for six).

I st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Cricket.- On Thursday 4th October a ma tch was arranged
with the ist Battn K .S.L. I. They won by three wickets.
Winning the toss, the Signals i> lected to bat on a true and fairly
fa st pitch . W ickets fe ll very quickly until Captain G. P. Pavey
came in. Being one of the batsmen looked to for a nice score,
he was very unfortun ate in being run out just when he looked
like making a good stand . L / Sergt Askew batted very well for
his contribution of 18 an d he was not out at the close of play.
W ith L / Sergt Askew bowling, the K.S.L.I. did not fare any
better than we did. At one time the score board showed 47 for
seven wickets. However, a good stand was made by Major
Bryans and Lieut. Hereford, this partnership being unbroken
when the winnin g hit was made. Lieutenant Hereford was very
lucky ; he was badly missed from the first of his strokes, but
after that " life " he did not give any fu rther chance. Major
Bryans. after a slow start, was h itting very hard- he almost hit
a six over mid-on's head.
Captain Pavey (27) L / Sergt Askew (18) and Sigmn Simcox (12)
were the principal scorers for the Signals, and the bowling honours
were taken by L / Sergt Askew with five wickets for 36 runs. For
the K.S.L.I. Major Bryans scored 28, Lieut. Hereford 22 , and
L / Corpl Fraser 18. Bowling: Lieut. Hereford three for 16 and
L / Corpl Fraser three for 23.
Football.- The unit now possesses a fairly good team and has
given some very good shows lately. A match was arranged between the Corporals Mess and the signalmen of the unit. The
signalmen won by 3-0, which was considered a very good performance, seeing that the Corporals Mess had already beaten the
signalmen of our neighbours B Corps by 5- 4.
The following matches have been played during the past three
weeks: v. B Corps Signals, home, lost by 1- 2
v. B Corps Signals, away, lost by 2- 3
v. B Company K.S.L.I. away, won by i- o
v. H.Q. Wing K.S.L.I. home; won by 2- 1
v. B Company K.S.L.I. home, lost by 1- 2
v. H.Q. Wing K.S.L.I. home, won by 2-0
The team of B Company K.S.L.1. included half a dozen members of the teair. l'Which succeeded in winning the Durand cup
this year.
A match was arranged between Nos. 1 and 2 Companies, but
only four of No. 2 Company turned out- the- remainder of the
team decided that the ancient and honourable game of grooming
was a far better fate than a heavy defeat at football. (What
about it, No. 2 Company?)
The match of the season was played (I say that advisedly) between Ruby Mares and Kind Hearts elevens, on a beautiful day,
before a record crowd (quite fourteen I) The players fought to
a standstill. We read about the Arsenal v. Sours match, but
that was nothing compared with this as far as football was concerned, and the wires between here and Highbury have been
very busy ever since.
The Kind Hean lived up to their name. They were very
kind. When one of their number about to take a penalty kick
was told to take it easy, he did! After numerous players had
been called on to the field to take the places of those who had
had enough, time was called with the Kind Hearts winners by
2-0.
Twisted played a great game at right-half, and so did
Spud on the opposite flank.
A challenge has been sent out by the secretary of the Kind
Hearts Eleven to all teams whose members would like a few days
"atrend C."
Hockey.-Two games have be~n played against the 1st Baun
K.S .l,.l. and we lost them both-the first by t- 5 and the second
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by 0-4. Th.ese were two rather .heavy ~efea ts" bu t seeing that
chc K. S. L. 1. incl uded one. or. two internationals m thei'r t earn , 1t
·
does ~ot seem so b ad (t h 1s 1s not an excuse).
.Ag~inst the Ordnance Corps our tea m .had rather a field day,
wm n m~ by the h.andsome margin of nine goals. The scorers
were Signalmen C:1 mes (4) and Froud (4) and Sergt Foley. C.S.M.
Westwood and Sigmn Sanderson W. played splendidly at back
and conseq uen tly our famou~ (or notorious) goali.e ~ ad ver y little
to do. Sergt ~ol ey ~ a s regained his old form : 1t 1s a great pit
that we lose hi m th is trooper.
y
We played the lndia n rai;iks of B Corps Signals, and aft er a
well fo ught game ra n out v_1ctors by the only goal scored. Our
team had nu merous corners 111 the first half, bu t the 1.0.R.s were
qui te equal to their task and half-time arrived with the score nil.
The second ha!( opened wit h the 1.0.R.s making fierce onslaughts
on ou r goa l, bu t th e splendid work of Sigmn Costello and our
trusty backs kept them at bay. The fo rward line broke away
midwa y th rou gh th is half, and Sigmn Macken scored a good goal
from. the edge of the circle. End to end play followed for the
remainder ~f. the t ime, and the fin al whistle went without any
fur ther add1 t1o n to the score.
.
7th December 1933.
Tennts.:--W .O .s and Sergeants Mess v. Junior N.C.O.s and
Men. This match was played on the men's courts on Sunday
12th N ovember . Some excellent tenn is was witnessed , and the
w.o.s and sergea nt· won by 82-72 points. Each set consisted of
eleven games, and the biggest win of the afternoon was made by
C.S .M. Westwood and Serge Elders (A.E.C.) agai nst Signalmen
Arnot t. and McDougall , the score being 10-r. A good game
was wi tnessed when Sergeant Francis and Mr. Lamond (LM.S.)
opposed L / Corpl Graham and S1gmn Bundy. Sergeant Francis
started to play like the little bo<;>k that he is always talking
about, bu t L / Corp! Graham and Stgmn Bundy eventuaJly gained
the upper hand and won a good match by 6- 5. The following
are the results of the matches played: ·
Serges Hay and Foley lost to L / Corp! Graham and Signalman
Bundy by 5-6 ; beat Signalmen Arnott and McDougall by
6- 5 : beat Signalmen Ashworth and Masters by 9-2 ; beat
Corp! Val.d en and L / Corpl Millichip by 8- 3.
Sergt F ranc1s and Mr. Lamond lost to L I Corooral Graham and
Sigmn Bundy by 5-6 : beat Signalmen Arnott and McDougall
by 6- 5: beat Corp! Vaiden and L / Corol Millichio by 6-5 ·
lost to Signalmen Ashworth and Maste~s by 5--6.
'
C.S.M. Westwood and Sergt Elders beat Signalmen Ashworth
and Masters by 6-5; beat Corel Vaiden and L / Corol Millichip by 7-4 : beat Signalmen Arnott and McDo~gall by
10- r.
R.S.M. Wills and Sergt Archbold lost to Coroo ra l Vaiden and
LI Corp! Iylillichip by 4- 7 : lost to Signalmen Ashworth and
Masters by 2-9 ; lost to L / Corp! Graham and Sigmn Bundy
by 2- 9.
Tea and 1efreshments, which were served on the courts, were
gen_erously provided by the W .O.s and Sergeants Mess and the
semor n.c.o.s' wives.
A tournament was held on the men's courts on the 19th
November. Twenty-four entries were received, and each player
had to ~lay four sets with a differellt opponent each time. Each
set consisted of seven games : and the player with the hi~hest
aggregate being the winner, Sigmn Dew took first prize with a
score of 22, closely followed by Sergt Foley with 21.
1st Indian Divisional Signals v. Northern Command Clerks
Club.- Played on the men's courts on the 23rd November. Some
excellent games were witnessed, and the Northern Command
team won bv 13- 12 sets and ro646 games. The following is
the result of the matches: Sergt Francis and L / Corp! Graham beat Staff/ Sergeants Ross
and Kent bv 6- 3 : lost to Sergts Guilbert and Melia by 5- 6 :
beat R.S.M. Billing and S / Serge Blacker by 6-2 ; beat Sergts
Wade and Mason bv 6- 5 : beat ScrPts Woolston and Wade
by 3- 2.
Sergt Foley and Sigmn Arnott beat Scrgt Woolston and S / Ser gt
Kent bv 6-2 : beat Sergts Wade and Mason by 6-5 ; beat
Serges Guilbert and Melia by 6- 2 ; lost to S / Serges Ross and
Kent by "{-6 : beat R.S.M. Billing and Serge Blacker by 3-1
L / Corpl Millichip and Sigmn Dew beat R.S.M. Billing and
Sergt Wade by 6-1 : lost to SI Sergts Ross and Kent by
1- 6 ; beat Sergts Wade and Woolston by 6- 5 ; lost to Sergts

Guilbert and Melia by
3 ; lost to Sergts Wade and Mason
by 2- 3.
Sergt _Cadell and L / Corpl Shepherd beat Serges Guilbert and
Melia by 6-4 ; lost to Sf Sergts Ross and Kent by o-6 · lost
to Sergts Wade and Mason by 3- 6; beat R.S.M. Billing and
S / Sergt Blacker by 6-3 ; lost to S / Sergt Kent and Sergeant
W oolston by 2- 6.
R.S.M. Wills and Sigmn Holland lost to S / Sergt Blacker and
Sergt Mason by 1- ? : l?s.t to Sergts Melia and Woolston by
5-6 : lost to R.S.M. B1Ilmg and S/ Sergt Blacker by 3-6 ;
lost to Sergts Guilbert and Melia by 2-6: lost to S / Sergts
Ross and Kent by l -3.
Owing to bad light the last five sets had to consist of five games
only, and after twenty-four sets had been played the score stood
a~ .12- 12 sets each. It ~a~ almost dark when the last and dec1dmg set. L / Corpl M11l1ch1p and Sigmn_ Dew v. Sergts Wade
and Mason, was played. The former pair were leading by two
sets to love and man~ged to reach 40 love in the third set, when
they seemed to fa~! right away, and their ooponents took advantage Qf thts to wm the set by 3- 2 games·.
. Hockey.- The following are the results of matches played
smce last month's notes : 30 / 10/ 33 v. R.A.M.C:. away, won by 2- 1
31 / 10 / 33 v. K.S.L.I. home, lost by 1- 2
2/ IT / 33 v. 1.0.R.s, home, won by 2-0
5/ 11 / 33 v. R.A.M.C. away, drew at o-o
8 / 11 / 33 v. H.Q. Northern Command, away, won by 3-o
10 / 11 / 33 No. 2 Company v. No. 1 Comoany, drew at s- 5
12 / I1 / 33 v. K.S.L.L away, won bv 2-=-1
13 I 11 I 33 v. The Gordon College, home, won by 2- 1
14 / u / 33 v. H .Q. Northern Command, home, lost by o-4
22 / 11 / 33 v. The Moon Club, home won bv 2-1
23 / 11 / 33 v. R . A.~.C .. away, won by 3-2 ·
25 / 11 I 33 v. Den ms College, home, lost bv 1-6
The match between Nos. 1 and 2 Companie~ was a splendid
one. No. 2 managed to break away in the first minute and find
the net, but No. ~ managed to level the score before five minutes
had passe_d .. Again No. 2 mana~ed to score from the bully, but
No. 1 this tu:ne got two goals m quick succession, thoueh the
score was agam. levelled before the whistle blew for half-t1me.
Play. open~d m the second half with No. r Comoany penning
No. 2 m the..1r own half, but even~ually the latter broke away and
scored. "'fh1s_ seemed to liven thmgs up a bit. and No. 1 again
sc.:ired_ twice m the space of five ~inutes , making the score 5-4
m their favour. No 2 scored agam JUSt before the final whistle
blew. and a draw of five goals each was a fair result of the play .
The teams are now anxiously awaiting a replay.

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
General.-In spite of 01:1r seve re losses of personnel in the
world of_ sport-notably S1gmn Delaney-we continue to meet
with a fair amount of success. Here are results of matches played
recently.
Foot ball.A Corps Signals o, Royal Scots, Querta 1
A Corps Signals 3, Roya l Scots, Quetta o
A Corps Signals 4, H .M.S. Enterprise 1
A Corps Signals 2, Details R.I.F . 2
A Corps Signals 3, R.A. Manora o
A Corps Signals o, H.M.S. Enterprise 3
In the first round of the Fazal Ellahi cuo we had to meet the
full strength of the R.A.F. Depot and were-beaten by 4-1 . The
last quarter of an hour made all the difference.
Hockey.A Corps Signa ls 3, Bu rmah Shell 2
A Corps Signals 4, Karachi Port T rust 3
A Corps Signals 4, Royal Scots, Querta l
A Corps Signals 1, G.P.A. o
A Corps S.ignals 2, H.M.S. E11terprise 2
A Corps Signals 1, Royal Sussex Reeiment 2
A Corps Signals 3, H.M.S. Enterpris; 1
~ u ~b.y.-A Co_rps Sign.als 3 poin.ts, R.A .F. Depot 12. Owing
to m1unes we finished this game with thirteen men. A full side
should enable 11s to make a better show durin~ the forthcoming
tournament,
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Cricket.- W ith rhe departure of Captain l . A. I. Wans has
gone the mains tay ot ou r team. We hope this trooping season
brings us some talen t. Pracuce at the nets has just _commenced
and enthusiasm is being shown, so that we are hopin.g that we
shall in the near fut ure do better tha1! we have done in the last
two matches: v. Indian Gymkhana lost, v. the Royals also lost.
Hockey- Jn the O'Donnell hockey tournament we have entered
two teams. Results as follows : " A" team- First round v. 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal T roop,
won by 3-0. Second round v. 12th Field Brigade R.A. won
by 2-0. Third round v. 10 / 2nd Puniab Regiment [no score
shown.-Eo.]
"B" team- First round v. Meerut College, lost by 0-5 .
Soccer.- Recently the unit have taken part in a series of gam~s,
mainly with E Battery R.H.A., the 6th, 29th and 91st Batteries
R.A. and last (but not least) the Armaden Club. Thi' results of
thes~ matches were rather surprising, the majority of the team
being stationed at Ranikhet. Now that the rear party have
arrived from the hills we are able to field a stronger team, and
we scored a smashing victory by 4- 1 against the 91st Battery.
Our last game, also against the 91st .Battery. ~nded in our favour
by 3- 1 (Sigmn Houghton (2) and S1gmn Spriggs).
Results of our most recent marches: v. E Battery R.H.A. won
by J-O and drew at 2-2: ; v. 91st Field Battery won ~y 1-0,
3-1 and 4-r (Sigmn Spriggs completing his first hat tnck) and
drew at 2- 2 ; v. 6th Field Battery lost by 0-2 and 0-4 .

No. I Company.
Cricket.-Playing against No. 2 Company, as usual No. 1
scored such a smashing victory that I dare not give the result.
This means another " Derby day " next week-the result of
which I u:ill publish in next month's issue.
Hockey.-Versus No. 2 Company, another win.
Football.o. 2 Company defeated us. Our revenge at a later
date will be sweet.
In conclusion. let me congratulate the unit hockey team. Well
done! Don't forget that we want some more cups this year.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgberry.
Hockey.-In our last Sports Notes we shouted plenty about
the wonderful performance of our British hockey team, and this
time we must do the same about our Indian team. Assisted by
three British ranks, they put up an excellent show in reaching
the final of the Indian inter-Company hockey tournament. Their
conquerors in the final were really a ftrst class Company side and
fully deserved their victory.
Tennis.-The 17 / 2rst Lancers challenged us at tennis during
the early part of ovember. Owing to the requirements of Q
Branch we were not able to turn out our best eight players, but
the team selected rose to the occasion and defeated the Lancers
by 9-1 sets.
An American doubles tournament has just been completed,
Signalmen McQuire and Bailey beating C.S.M. Kingman and
Sergt Peerless in the final by 1---6, 6-1 and 6-1 . Signalman
McQuire is to be heartily congratulated on the great show he
put up. His partner was only a learner and is likewise to be
congratulated on entering the tournament.
Billiards.-Congratulations to Sigmn Walker on his success in
the unit billiards handicap tournament. In the final he had to
play a very stout and experienced player in Captain S. J. Fielder.
The handicap of bo1h was owe 40, the game being 100 up.
General.-Another inter-Section games tournament has been
organised, but more of this anon, as at present the Sections have
their time fully occupied with training and manceuvres.
Sports.-The following are results to date. For the purposes
of sport we combine with R.A. Brigade H.Q.
Football-v. S.T.C. (India) won by 3-1 and drew at 1-1 ; v.
S.T.C. "A" team lost by 0-2; v. S.T.C. "B" team won by
2 1 ; v. Attached Section drew at 1-1 ; v. R Battery won by
1 - -o and lost by 0-5 ; v. S Battery drew at 2- 2 and lost by
o 1 ; v. U Battery drew at 3- 3: v. 10th lnfan1ry Brigade won
hy 3-1.
Hockey.-v. S.T.C. "A" team lost by 0-4 ; v. S Course lost
hr 1-2.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Football.- We had three representative players .ii:t the Pulau
Brani team which took part in the S.A.F .A. compeuuon and had
the misfortune to lose to the R.A.F. by 1-3 . Ou r " towe r of
strength" has crumbled at last. Wee kes will tell you all abou t it.
Hockey.- So far, we haven' t been able to make much head way
at hockey. We have had a couple of practice games, which proved
that we have a few dark horses. In fact, everything points to
our having a good team this season.
Tennis.-The Garrison tou rnament has commenced. We hope
to find a few candidates for the cent re court. In the singles
Sigmn Davis S. showed great form by defea.ting Sergeant~Major
Trout, R.E. Sigmn \Veekes beat L/ Sergt S11nm of the Signals,
and Sigmn Brooks Jost to Sergt Capsey, R.A.O.C. In the doubles
Sergt Carpenter and Sigmn Barcock defeated L / Corp! Waldron
and Pte Quibell of the R.A.O.C.
Cricket.- We congratulate Sergt Carpenter, who for the third
year in succession was selected to play for the Colony versus
F.M.S. at Penang. In his ~rst innings he was rather. unlucky
and was dismissed after scoring only eight runs. In his second
innings he made a wonderful stand and knocked up a fine score
of eighty-three, just missing the highest score of the match by
two runs. Well done I
November 1933.

Football.-O~ i ng to the smallness of the Section, we are com-

bined with the R.A .O.C. for certain branches of sport. Recent
results: 2 / 10 / 33 v. uth (H) Battery R.A. lost by 2- 4
7 / ro / 33 v. s.s. Antenor, lost by 0-2
10 / ro / 33 v. Malays, won by 2- 1
u / 10 / 33 v. s.s. Corfu, won by 8-o
12 / 10 / 33 v. Malays, lost by 0-4
14 / ro / 33 v. 7th A.A. Battery R.A. won by 8-1
17 / 10 / 33 v. l Ith Battery R.A. lost by 2-5
20 / ro / 33 v. uth Battery R.A. won by 9-1
25 / 10 / 33 v. s.s. Manchuria, won by 3-0
Hockey.15/ 10 / 33 v. Royal Engineers, lost by 1- 2. This is the first
occasion on which we have been beaten by
the R.E.s for three years.
18 / 10 / 33 v. Fort Canning, won by 1-0
19 / 10 / 33 v. Royal Engineers, won by 2- 1
26 / 10 / 33 v. Royal Engineers, won by 3-1
31 / ro / 33v. Fort Canning, won by 4-0
Ping·Pong.10 / 10 / 33 v. Royal Engi.neers, lost by 12 points
16 / 10 / 33 v. Royal Engineers, won by 59 points
Tennts.-ln the Garrison singles competition Sigmn Weekes
lost to Q.M.S. Richardson, R.A.0.C. ; Sigmn Davis A. G. lost
to L / Corpl Black, R.A.M.C. ; Sergt Carpenter beat Sigmn Bar·
cock. In the doubles competition four of our members managed
to reach the semi-final. Sergt Carpenter and Sigmn Barcock beat
L / Corpl Wood and Sigmn Davis A. G., thus qualifying for the
final. This was played on the 14th November, and we must
congratulate Sergeant Carpenter and Sigmn Barcock on defeating
Sergt Cashman (R.A.P.C.) and Sergt Burrage (R.E.). Well done,
both of you! It's good to know that the Signals-no matter how
small in number-always make themselves felt.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
Football.- At the risk of being called over the coals for repe•
tition, we must blame the continued inclement weather for our
spoilt football programme. Out of thirteen fixtures only eight
matches were played. Unfortunately, we cannot attribute the
cause of our reverses to the same source. Results of the matches
played are as below: v. D Company wd D.C.L.I. friendly, won by 3- 2
v. rst (F) Company R.E. friendly, drew at o-o
v. H.M.S. Cormorant, friendly, won by 5-0
v. A Company 2nd Battn R.W.F. friendly, lost by 0-2
v. H.Q. Wing 2nd Battn R.W.F. ("B" League) lost by 1-3
v. Signals, 2nd Battn D.C.L.I. friendly, won by 6-1
v. H.M.S. Cormorattt ("B" League), lost by 0-7
v. D Company 2nd Battn R.W.F. friendly, lost by 0-3
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PRIC!t-S !XPE CE

Bound Volumes of " The Wire."-All readers, units, messes,
etc., requiring bound volumes of THE WIRE for 1933 are asked to
submit their orders at an early date. No Royal Signals Library is
complete without it. Price 8/ - per copy, post free (at home or
abroad).

of Benevolent Fund Notes

The recent newspaper reports of the earthquake disaster in
India recall a similar catastrophe which occu~red in Baluchistan
as recently as i931. We are indebted to ex-Sergeant W. Wish,
late of the Signal Training Centre, Jubbulpore, for a series of
photographs illustrating some of the damage done on that occasion. These will be found herein on pages 68 to 71.
Dominion Notes.- Apropos paragraph 3 of Editorial Notes m
our issue of December last. We acknowledge with thanks the
first instalment of contributory notes from the Royal Canadian
Signals, Ottawa, suitably illustrated by desc riptive photographs.
For the time being, we must perforce publish such articles
under a plain type head ing, but trust that our old friend Lawrence
H. Drake will nobly rise 10 the occasion and repair the deficiency
al an early date.
Corps Promotion Roster {Pocket Edition, 1934).-The work
of compiling up-to-date information for this publication has been
put in hand and it is hoped to have the booklet ready for distribution at an early date.
Will those uni t representatives who have not already done so.
kindly indicate as early as possible the number of copie they will
guar~ntee to dispose of? Orders will be dealt with in strict rota·
uon. The price per copy is 1 / , post free (at home or abroad).

Sports Clothing, etc.-The following articles are stocked at
Signals Association H.Q. Office and can be had on application at
the prices quoted : Blazers, Barathea, Corps Colours ... ... .. .... .. ....... ...from 42 / o
3/ 6
Badges for Blazer Pockets ...... ............ ..... ..... .. .... .. each
Sweaters, Corps Colours .... .. ........ ....... ... .... .. .... .. from l I / 6
7/ 6
Scarves, Woollen, Corps Colours ...... ......... ..... ... each
Silk Squares, Corps Colours ...... ..... .. ... .. ...... ... .. .each 10 / 6
Double-ended Silk Ties, Corps Colours .... .. .. ....... from
2/6
. Cuff Links, Corps Colours ............ ............... ... per set 3 / o
x/ o
Signals Association Badges of Membership .. .... ... each
3/ o
Ditto ditto Sttrling Silver .......... .... ... .... . ., .each
(Postage extra ; cash with order)
Any of the above articles can, if desired, be sent on aooroval to
accredited and responsible unit representatives.
THE EDITOR.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

n

Signals Association Notes

I

Ir is notified for general information that an effort is being made
to organise a Re•Union of Old Comrades in the North of Eng'and
during the current year. In all probability this function will take
place at Scarborough early in June, but confirmation, together
with fulJ details,_ wilt be publi hed in these c.olurims at the earliest
possible opportunity.

l_-;EBRUARY 1934
EMPLOYMENTS- S1tuat1ons found during the preceding _month
with the co-operation of the National Association fo r Employment of Ex-Sailors, Soldie;·s and Airmen: 1 Ex-Signalman, Nott; :gham .. .... Postman (temporary)
2 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham .. .... .. ..... ...... .Canvasser
3 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham .. ... Postman (perman~nt)
4 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham .... ... ..... ....... .... .. Jomer
5 Ex-Signalman, Croydon ... .. .. .. .. Postman (temporary)
6 Ex-Signalman, London ... ......... .. ....... .. ... .... Laboure r
7 EEx-SS~gnallmman, LLonddon ...... ........ ...... ..... ....... .Pportter
x- 1gna an, on on ......... .. .. .. .... .... ... ..... .. or er
8
9 Ex-Signalman. Brighton ... ...... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. Labourer
10 Ex-Signalman. Salisbury .... ... .. Post Office (tempora ry)
II
Ex-Signalman, London .... ..... .. ....... ... ...... ... Postman
12 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ... ... .. .Post Office (temporary)
13 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough, Post Office (temporary)
14 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough, Post Office (temporary)
I5 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough, Post Office (temporary)
16 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough, Post Office (temporary)
17 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough, Post Office (temporary)
t8 Ex-Signalman, London .. ...... ......... ... .... Fitter's Mate
I9 Ex.Signalman, Lonaon ..... ..... .. ........ ..... .Film Work
20 Ex-Signalman, London .... .... . .......... ..... ...Caretaker
2I Ex-Signalman, London .... ....... ... ... .. ...... .. Dairyman
22 Ex-Signalman, London .... ........ .. .... ... ...... Gas Works
23 Ex-Signalman, London ... ...... ... .. ... .... .. .Fitter's Mate
24 Ex-Signalman, London ............ .. ..... .. ... Fitter's Mate
25 Ex-Signalman, London ... ... ... .. ...... ...... .Fitter's Mate
26 Ex-Signalman, London ........ ...... .......... Fitter's Mate
27 Ex-N.C.O. London .... ...... .. ... .. .. .......... ....... ...Clerk
28 Ex-Signalman, Manchester ... Post Office (temporary)
29 Ex-Signalman, London .. ... ....... ....... ......... .... Porter
30 Ex-Signalman, Croydon ... ......... ..... .... ...... Houseman
31 Ex-Signalman, Birmingham ... ... ...... .... .... .... Labourer
32 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ....... ..... .. .. ......... ..... Agent
33 Ex-N.C.O. Middlesbrough .. .... ... .. .. .. ... ... ... Labourer
34 Ex-Signalman, London .......... .......... .... Fitter's Mate
35 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ...... .... .. .. ......... ....Labourer
36 Ex-Signalman , London ... ........ .. . ... .. .....Fitter's Mate
37 Ex-Signalman, London ... ..... ... ....... ...... Fitter's Mate
38 Ex-N.C.O. London ........ .. ..... ...... ...... Fitter's Mate
39 Ex-N.C.O. London ......... ..... ...... ..... .... Paper Mills
40 Ex-Signalman, Reading ........ ........ ... ......... ..Labourer
41 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ..... ....Post Office (temporary)
42 Ex-Signalman, Preston ......... Post Office (temporary)
43 Ex-Signalman, Preston .. ... ... .Post Office (temporary)
44 Ex-Signalman, West Riding .. .Post Office (temporary)
45 Ex.Signalman, West Riding ...Post Office (temporary)
46 Ex-Signalman, West Riding ... Post Office (temporary)
47 Ex-N.C.O. Portsmouth ..... .. ..Post Office (temporary)
48 Ex-Signalman, Carlisle ... .... ..Post Office (temporary)
49 Ex-Signalman, Carlisle .... .... .Post' Office (temporary)
50 Ex-Signalman, Carlisle ......... Post Office (temporary)
5I Ex-Signalman, Chester ....... ..Post Office (permanent)
52 Ex-Signalman, Chester .. ..... ..Post Office (temporary)
53 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ... .....Post Office (temporary)
54 Ex-S~gnalman, Br!ghton .. .... ...Post Office (temporary)
55 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .. ... ... Post Office (temporary)
56 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ... .. .. ..Post Office (temporary)
57 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ... ... ... Post Office (temporary)
58 Ex-Signalman, West Riding ....... ...... ....... ... .... Porter
59 Ex-S~gnalman, \'{est Riding ... ......... . .... Telegraphist
6o Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........ .... ... .... ..... Labourer
61 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool .. .... ........ .... ......... Labourer
62 Ex-Signalr.ian, Liverpool ...... Post Office (temporary)
63 Ex.Signalman, Devonoort ..... Post Office (temporary)
64 Ex-Signalman, Cheste'r .... . .. Post Office (temporaryl
65 Ex-Signalman, Chester . . ..Post Office (temporary
66 Ex-Signalman, Bristol
... ... Post Office (temporary)
6i Ex-Signalman, Bristol . . .. . . ..Post Office (temporary)
68 Ex-Signalman, Bristol . . .... ... Pose Office (temporary)
6g Ex-S~gnalman. Bristol ... .. ... .. .. Post Office (temporary)
iO Ex-Signalman, Croydon ....... Post Office (temporary)
71 Ex-S~gnalman, Middlesbrough .. .. ... ... ... ..... Labourer
72 Ex-S1.gnalman, Middlesbrough. Post Office (temporary)
73 Ex-S1e;nalman, Glasgow ...... Post Office (temporary)
74 Ex-S~gnalman, Glasgow .... ... Post Office (temporary)
75 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow . . .. . Post Office (temporary)

76
77
78
79
So
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
. 90

Ex-Signalman ,
Ex-Signalma n ,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex.Signalman ,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman,
Ex-Signalman.
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Taunton . . . ... Post Office (temporary)
T aunton ..... ....Post O ffice (temporary}
Birmingharn .... ........ .. ..W ax Maker
Birmin gham .... ......... .. ... W ax Maker
Birmingh am . Post Offi ce (temporary)
Bristol ..... . ... . ..... .. .... ...... .Labourer
Salisbury ......... ... .... ..... ...... Salesman
Brighton .. ........ .. .. .... ....... ..Laboure r
London . . ... .. ... ... .... ...... .. Conductor
London ..... .. ... ..... .... .... ... .Conductor
London .. ........... .. .. .... ..Film Work
London .... .. .. .... ... .... ...... ..Mechanic
London .... ......... ...... .. . N ight Porter
London ....... ...... ....... ... .. ..Electrician
London ....... ... .Resta urant Attendant
T HE GENERA L SECRETARY.
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Benevolent Fund Notes.
· Time-servi ng members of the Corps will please note that all
applications fo r assistance from the above Fund must, in all cases,
be submitted through the applicant 's Command ing Officer, and
not direct to this Office .
Applications of a similar na ture from ex-members of the Corps
must be made in person at 95 Belgrave Road, London, S.W.1, or
by letter (preferably the latter) . In no case can any attention be
given to requests received by telephone or telegram .
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each
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Diamonds

The Goldsmiths &- Silversmiths Com~
pany to help you . You will thus be
assured of the finest selection m
London, and the one that offers the
best in quality, workmanship and value
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The Administrator gratefull y acknowledges the receipt of the
following: CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS FROMWarrant Officers and Sergeants Mess, A Corps Signals, Aldershot, and all attached members of the Supplementary Reserve
at Larkhill Camp.
Chief Signal Officer Southern Command (Tidworth T attoo) .
Officers Mess, Signal Training Centre, Catterick Camp, Yorks.
Mr. F. 0. Rhodes.
Mr. W. Moffatt.
APPEALS deal t with: I Ex-Signalman, Darlingto n. Domestic difficult ies. £2 grant
2 Ex-Signalman, Manchester. Domestic difficulties . £4 grant
3 Ex-Signalman, Durham. Domestic difficulties. £i / IO / o grant
4 Ex-Signalman , Newcastle. Domestic difficulties. £ 3 grant
5 Ex-Signalman, Hens. Domestic difficulties . £5 grant
6 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. £i / 7 / 6 grant
7 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. £4 grant
8 Ex-Si1v-1alman, Birmingham . Domestic difficulties. £i / lo / o
grant
9 Signalman, Karachi, India. Domestic difficulties. £ 6 loan
IO Signalman, Karachi, India. Domestic difficulties. £ 2 grant
r 1 Ex-Signalman , Darlington. Domestic difficulties. £4 grant
12 Ex-N.C.O. London . Temporary difficulties. Ten days board
and lodging
13 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
I4 Ex-S1gnalm;m, Rotherham. Domestic difficulties. 1.4 grant
15 Signalman, Karachi, India. Domestic difficulties. £2 / 8 / 0
grant
16 Ex.Signalman, Norfolk. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
17 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. f.4 grant
I8 The Reedham Orphanage, Quarterly Maintenance Fees for
Orphans, .f.3 I 18 / IO
19 The Farningham Boys' Home, Quarterly Maintenance Fees
for Orphans, [lo
20 Ex-S~gnalman, Margate. Domestic difficulties. £ r grant
21 Ex-Signalman, London. Temporary difficulties. £i grant
22 Ex-Signalman, Huddersfield. Domestic difficulties. £i / 10/ o
grant
23 Father of deceased ex-Signalman, Coventry. Domestic diffi<;ufties. [. 3 grant
24 Ex-Signalman. London. Tcmoorary difficulties. £2 grant
25 Ex-S1gnm. Loncion . T mporary difficult ies. Gift of clothing
(Signed) A. H. FRENCH, Colonel.
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.
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Here and There.
Reminiscences of an R.E. Telegraphist: No. 6.
BY R.G.M.
To many of the citizens of Bristol, members of the :md T.B.
were a puzzle. Residents in the vicinity of our headq~arters
were familiar with the sight of the linemen and others gomg off
to their daily tasks, carrymg over their shoulders tool ~askets
loaded with insulators, battery material, or what not ; or, tf they
happened to be up and about early enough, saw us in full war
pamt on Sunday mornings when we assembled for church parade.
Further afield, however, the appearance of sol_diers engaged in
the work of constructing or repairing telegraph Imes was a source
of wonderment.
A conversation between two damsels which I once overheard ,
when walking with a colleague in one of the outer suburbs, gave
an indication of how we were regarded by some people. On
observing us, one of the maidens called out to her friend across
the road: "I say, Liz, look at they sojers." "Sojers l" exclaimed Liz, in scornful tones. " Sojers 1 thev bain't no sojers ;
they be telegraph ch3ps." The " sojers " refrained from offering
explanations. Liz and her companion would probably not have
believed them!
That was bad enough, but not quite so bad as the observations
of the lady to whom I once applied for permission to fix a stay
in the hedge-bank of her cottage garden. From the ample development of her lower jaw and her physiognomy generally, I
thmk she could have claimed unblemished descent from one of
the pirate chiefs who invaded this island under the command
of Hengist and Horsa in the fifth century. She had a steely blue
eye. Not an attractive person to interview.
In answer to my solicitations for the required wayleave, she
promptly replied: "Nol I don't have no sojers t rampli n' about
over my garden and making messes." Further arguments and
explanations from me seemed only to exasperate the lady, and
finally she burst into a tirade against the British Army in general
and myself in particular, winding up with the remark " Why, I
keeps the likes o' thee."
After that, there was no more to be said, and I retired from
the scene as gracefully as possible. I rather prided myself on
beinii; successful in securing wayleaves-a job requiring the persuasive powers of a commercial traveller and the tact of an ambassador, together with other qualifications too numerous to mention-but I didn't pull it off tha.t time. A robust sense of humour
is a valuable possession in circumstances such as these 1
The annual meeting of the 2nd T.B. Rifle Club was held at
Bristol about the middle of September '9g-for me, as it turned
out, the last of many similar happy gatherings. There was a
larger muster than usual, the weather was perfect, and the dinner
and smoking concert that wound up the day proved most successful-altogether a day to look back upon. The restaurant where
the dinner and smoker were held was near the People's Palacethen a music hall-and I remember that several of the artistes
came over and entertained us with some of their " numbers."
George Robey was the star turn at the Palace that week, and after
he had finished his performance there he came in and gave us
three or four songs ; and after the songs, he told a number of
hishly coloured stories, all of which kept the room in a roar. I
thmk that George Robey (and other things!) caused a good many
of those pre•ent to miss the last train home that night I
The South African war was then impending ; indeed, several of
those who came to the rifle meeting were under orders for Aldershot, where they were due on the following Monday . They
formed part of t!1e first_ telegraph contingent to go to South Africa,
and arn.ved there m llme for some of them to get locked up in
Ladysmith. All hands had been medically examined for active
service a week or two earlier, and speculation was rife as to who
should be the first to go.
Queen Victoria visited Bristol in November '99 and had a most
enthusiastic reception. "Queen's weather" orevailed: it was
a glorio~s autumn. day of bright sunshine. H;lf the countryside
poured mto_ the city, and the route of the procession from the
railway station to Durd~am Down, where the Queen opened a
conva_lescent home-a distance of three miles-was lined with
cheermg spectators. The South African war was in full swing
b( tht;n. and everybody appeared anxious to assure the old Lady
o their loyalty and devotion.

From the telegraph point of view, the royal visit was a great
"special arrangement "; for the Press representatives, of whom
there was a big crowd, reported the day's proceedings in great
detail, and the number of words telegraphed that night exceeded
all the records of the Bristol office. I remember that not only
were the twelve or fourteen additional Wheatstone sets demanded
for the occasion fully utilised, but three or four other sets that I
had taken the precaution to fit up in excess of the official requirements were taken into use as the work piled up in the course of
the evening. By midnight all circuits were " clear," and the
stafi went off duty feehng that they had done their bit to their
own and everyone else's satisfaction.
Mention of a special arrangement reminds me of a cricket story
that, as far as I know. has never appeared in print, and it seems
worth telling.
During the cricket season of '97 or '98 I went up to the Bristol
county ground to sec (as was my duty) that the special telegraph
apparatus installed for the Press work was going on all right, and
(be it whispered!) in the hope of seeing a little cricket. I forget
1ust what match was in progress-Gloucestershire v. Somerset, I
think-but the Gloucester side was in and W. G. Grace was
batting. "W .G." was in great form, knocking the ball all over
the field, and looked like making a century or more. The spectators were waxing enthusiastic as the runs came quickly, when,
alas I after a brilliant fifty-odd W. G. was clean bowled.
As he approached the pavilion, with his bat under his arm and
pulling off his gloves, an admirer-probably a friend-called out
·• Ah, Dcctor I vou should have been more careful.''
W.G. gave
a withering look and, in his bluff way, replied
" I came here to play cricket," and passed on to the dressing
room.
I have often thought, especially during recent months, that the
Doctor's remark would be a good motto to have painted in big
letters and hung up in some club houses. W .G., in his time,
evidently regarded cricket as a game ; nowadays, the gentlemen
of the journalistic world (and a few other people) seem to think
it is something else!

him

During the winter of 1899-1900 the R.E. staff of the district
steadily dwindled, as one draft after another went to South Africa
-civilians lent from other districts being brought in to fill the
vacancies. By February 1900 only a few R.E. were left, and in
that mcnth I was ordered to Exeter to take temporary charge of
the sub-Division-all the officers except the two at District H.Q.
having gone to the front. It was anticipated that the chargeship
would last for not more than three months, by which time the war
would be over. Actually it lasted nearly three years.
ft was a pretty tough time, due in great measure to most of the
older and experienced harv;Js being away, and to other causes into
wh'. ch I needn' t enter. 'To scorn delights and live laborious
days " (and nights!) was my lot during the three years, and the
" forty-eight hour week," or anything like it, was not for me.
However, the work was done, and after all, that was the great
thing.
The only outstanding incident of that period that I recall was
the visit in September 1900 of Mr. Hookey (then the engineer-inchief of the Post Office) to the west of England, to examine
" storm areas." The Cable Companies, whose cables landed on
the coast of Cornwall, had been complaining of the delays to their
traffic when the land lines connecting their Cornish stations with
London were broken down by ga les ; and the question of laying
a land cable from London to Land's End was under consideration.
Mr. Hookey came down to see for himself the exact state of
affairs, and as I knew where most of the bad smashes had
occurred in the sub-Division during the previous thirteen or fourteen years- chiefly through trees being blown across the lineshe took me with him on his tour of enquiry.
We drove in a horsed conveyance (the day of the motor car
had not then arrived) through most of the main lines from Exeter
to Land's End, and afterwards from Exeter to Taunton. Brilliant
summer weather favoured us throughout, and I think both the
occupants of the vehicle enjoyed the outing. I know I did I Today the journey could easily be done by motor car in a couple
of days. We took a week over it- ouite a leisurely affair judged
by the standard nowadays.
When visiting the ca~le hut at Tereen Cove, we had an experience that 1s probably u111que. The line to the hut ran across some
meadows, so we left our conveyance in the road and proceeded
to walk . We had not gone far before we noticed that the two
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wires forming the line were twisted together. We looked at each
other, and I said "We can't pass this fault, sir· can we?" "No,"
replied f:.1r. J-:lookey, with a twinkle in his e~e . •·That would
grave failure m duty."
I tried to separate the wires, which hung very low by means
of a stic k l was carrying, ~ut fai led ; and as a last 'resource, I
suggested that I should " give a back " to the engineer-in-chief
so that he could reach the wires and clear the contact. N~
sooner said than done, and the fault was quickly removed.
I remarked that m future I would claim to be the only individual who had ever helped the engineer-in-chief of the P.O. to
clear a fault ; and as Mr. Hookey proml'tly agreed, I suopose my
claim is a sound one. Engineers-in-chief do not often- go after
faults. They have other fish to fry I
!he troops returned from ~outh Africa in February 1903, and
things began to settle down mto the old groove. I received the
thanks of the engineer-in-chief for services rendered during the
three years I had been in charge, and my commandmg officer
recommended me for the meritorious service medal--a decoration
which, by the way, has not yet been conferred . But I live in the
hope that I shall wear it- some day I
In August '04 I finished " serving my twenty-one." Mv colleagues, both military and civilian , gave me a great send-off at a
smoker held in my honour, at which many more nice things were
said about me than I felt were deserved ; and mv old comradesin-arms presented me with a gold watch and an· illuminated address. Other presentations were made by the Exeter telegraph
and postal staffs with whom I had been so closely associated
during many years.
That night was the last on which I wore " the scarlet jacket,"
and my ;.dventures and misadventures (such as they were) as an
R.E. telegraphist came to an end. In the years that followed, my
experiences were those of a mere civilian, and they would therefore be of but slender interest tv readers of THE WIRE.
In writing these reminiscences. my object has been to give a
sketch, however imperfect, of the activities of the 2nd Division
Telegraph Battalion, a unit that has disappeared from the Army,
or (to speak more correctly) been absorbed into a larger one. Its
doings will soon be but a memory, if they have not already been
forgotten. And if the first person singular has had undue prominence, my excuse must be that its frequent repetition is a
defect inherent in all personal narrative, and one difficult to avoid.
I hope my readers will overlook it.
Vale .

Some Reminiscences of Hospital Life.
BY A LONG-SUFFERING VICTIM.
It is only after one has been a guest therein . for a year o~ so
that one really begins to understand and appreciate the workmgs
of a large hospital and really feel at home-and by home, I mean
home: where one can say exactly what one means to (and about)
all members of the family therein, including the housekeeper.
The chief thing one learns is that whilst they have a few hundred words of their very own, and not included in the layf!lan's
dictionary, they must needs very considerably upset the 1~1cer
pretation of some otherwise very ordinary words and expressions.
All of which has led to the conclusion that it may not be out of
place to give a short dictionary of hospital terms.
Bed-A rectangular base upon which, with the aid of a ruler
and some bed clothes, some o( the more regular of Euclid's
figures are designed. This is more common\y known as
" bed tidying " and, in accordance w1th a primary rule of
the game, must be done at least every half hour and irrespective of the presence of a patient in the bed.
Comfort-Tidiness.
Day- This is the period during which the more wise patients
sleep. It is quieter-and longer. It ends at " Light~ out "
and begins as soon as the night sister has had her m1d111ght
meal.
Diet- A happy arrangement whereby a healthy hungr~ man
has less to eat than i given to a 1mn who h_as no des1r~ for
anything. By the natural law of man, this automatically
adjusts itself.
.
Matron- A lady of severe aspect who always has _more ~erv1ce
and medal ribl;x>ns than th~ 1T)ost hard~ned soldier patient.
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Orderly-A man who is anything but. Has a natural penchant
for " putting out of sight " any good book which a patient
has laboriously acquired.
Patients-They are, but are only officially recognised as such
in notices continuing "are prohibited." Individually known
to the medical staff as " cases." This is thought to have
originated in an unwritten hospital law: " In caseS" where
men show an aptitude for floor polishing, they may be
retained for a further period of observation."
Senior Sister- A lady who gathers a medal not only for skill
in medical work, but also for exceptional ability in discovering a speck of dust on a two-acre polished floor.
Staff Nurse-A younger lady whose god-parents presented surgical probes instead of christening spoons.
Temperature Chart- The history of a patient's progress set
to music.
Thermometer-A small glass mstrument which is given to a
patient to suck twice a day. It is kept in methylated spirit
so that a man's taste for alcohol may be kept alive without
being satisfied.
Ward- By a strange coincidence, the whole of a hospital staff
here combine to give a word its more or less dictionary
meaning of "something to be looked after."
E.A.B.

In the Garden.
Last month I told you how to rear pine-apples-or perhaps I
didn't, but in any case it doesn't matter: you can't grow them
- so this month I propose to deal with the garden generally.
As you know, now is the time to take viola cuttings-but be
careful whose you take. Mine are of a distinctive colour, and I
shall recognise them later-particularly those which have already
been taken . Carnations, too, may now be freely taken. First of
all, select the plants which are healthiest. The next step is to
wait for your neighbour to go to the pictures. The rest is simple,
provided you remember to keep to the grass borders : otherwise
the local police might trace your footprints.
Just now we are all thinking of that excellent show we hope to
make in the early part of the year. Look over your more open
borders for blank patches. If there be none, you are lucky. If
there are, well, blame your neighbours' dogs and sow pepper
as heavily as possible. As a further precaution, you might shoot
the dogs.
In exposed gardens, late cauliflowers and early brussels also
need attention. At this time of the year, they are very susceptible to a blight which, if not checked, will rob you of your entire
crop. I refer, of course, to " vanishing." In the case of cauliflowers, this occurs during the night-usually Friday or Saturday
-and plants which have been attacked retain only the outer
leaves. In the case of brussels, the blight is not so readily
detected, but a careful examination of the plants will reveal that
the largest sprouts have enti_rely disappeared_. The 9uickest
remedy is to spray the plants with a strong solution of poison and
watch the " Deaths " column of your local paper. If this method
does not appeal to you, you should dig up the plants.
.
Nexr, your spring cabbag~. There _are two ways o~ ensuring
a good spring supply of this commodity. You can either take
your neighbour's or buy them from the greengrocer. If, however, you prefer to grow the!11, then get on with it:
Rock gardens are now finding favour. For Cattenck readers,
the formation of a rock garden presents no difficulty except that
of procuring the .~oil. On . the other hand, t~ere are many w:ho,
with a little patience, might have somethmg really effecnve.
Arrange for a load of large pieces of rock to be deposited near
your back door. The_n, whei:i you hav_e told your wife what you
think of your mother-in-law, JUSt walk 11110 the ~arden: th_c rocks
will follow ouite naturally. Afterwards, to pacify your wife, put
in a few plants.
For the ornamental oond you might try watercress-it is always handy, and encou.rages tadpoles. It i advisa~le for readers
residinr, in Scotland to procure the water for their ponds from
this side of the Border, as the t:ldpoles from Loch ess have been
known to reach proportions not generally favoured for ornamental
ponds.
.
In conclusion, we must not forget our wild oats. These may
be sown at any time and will provide your envious neigh~urs
with " something to talk about." Usually, they mature quickly
~nd n cl litrle or no att~nrion after sowing.
B.W,
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Communication Systems of the Royal Canadian Signals
In addition to Signals duties of a p~rely military ~haracter, the
Royal Canadian S1~nals are cha~ged with the operation of a num•
b~r of communication systems m Canada. Among these are the
fellowing: North-West Terri~ories .and Yukon system , the InterP:ovincial system, and the Air Mail system.
:
;

With one exception, the stations of the Air Mail sys.te~ were
closed in 1932 for reasons of economy .. The Int.er-Provmc1al system resulted from a linking up of various stations operated for
different Government agencies throughout the country, from Edmonton to Montreal.
The North-West Territories unit comprises some thirteen sta•
tions extending from Edmonton, Alt.a .• to Herschel. Island 11! the
Arctic Ocean-a distance of 1500 miles. This cham of stations.
oril$inally five i!"l n~mber, was ~tablished for t~~ pu.rpose of providing communication with the isolated communities m the North .
To-day the functions of these stations have b~en greatly inc~eas~d.
Some of the personnel are required to act m an almost mfimte

/

!lumber of capacities! included among them being that of radio
inspector, 1:neteorolog1cal obs.e rver, post master, air port attendant,
guide and mterpr~ter. Dl!rmg the early years of their existence,
most of these stations received only two or three mails durin11 the
eight months winter. The aeroplane has since brought great
c.h anges to the c.o untry, and .regular air rou.tes are now m operation over a considerable portion of the territory. The aeroplane
is also responsible for a new outlook in the general scheme of
wireless communications. Formerly, it mattered little whether a
message was. delivered. to-day or to~morrow. Nowadays, patrons
demand replies to their messages m a matter of minutes, all of
which becomes difficult with 1924 equipment.
Most of the stations are complete with comfortable buildings ;
in some cases, with accommodation for married personnel. Transmitters, both long and short wave, with an output of approximately. 300 watts, are in use. The~e were all constructed m the
Signals workshops. Two or three stations have smaller sets. It
is, 0£ course, regretted that the emitted waves of the self oscillators do not conform strictly to the frequency tolerance recommended by Madrid , but there are none to complain in those
regions. Power is derived from 3-k.w. D.C. kerosene engine units
with floating 110 volt battery. These units are being replaced by
Diesel engine driven alternators and high voltage mercury-vapour
rectifiers. Gasolene costs $1.25 per gallon in Dawson City.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
[The figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster'' (published in April 1931) on which the
respective names may be found. This information cannot,
of course, be given in the case of Lance-Coroorals appointed
since that date.]
·
Appointed R.Q.M.S.
2306309 W.O.i1. (C.S.M.) McGrath P ....... 23 / 10/33
6
2308169

To be Sergoant.
2306621 L / Sergeant Sayers A. · . .... .... .... . .
2306627 L / Sergeant Walker H. . ... .. .... .. . .
2309615 L/ Sergeant Perry G .. .................
2312512 L/Sergeant Sykes F . .... ... ..........
2314287 L / Sergeant Field H . ....... ... ......

2317394
2315733
25365
2313623

I
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Wireless Station, FD'Yt Simpson, North -West Territory.
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Wireless Station, Cameron Bay, North-West Territory.

Wireless Station, Herschel Island, North-West Territory.

OveratM h; thr: l< .. yal Canarli-.11 ~icrnal~..

Thf" .. t:\tic-m, oper:\tecl h)' the Royal Canadian Shtnnl~ . i:- ~hown on the rh~ht.

During the long winter months, when the temperature drops
to 50° and 60° below zero F., reception conditions are ideal and
there is no need to worry over signal/ static ratios. In the summer, however, the static is almost tropical in severity-particularly
at Edmonton, where the traffic is heaviest. Higher powered
transmitters are therefore being installed at Fort Smith, Cameron
Bay and Edmonton.
Cameron Bay is the centre of intense new mining developments
on the shores of Great Bear Lake, where at the second annual
prospectors' picnic on the 4th August 1933, the priz~ for putting
the shot was the " shot " itself: a 14-lb. pure silver. nugget.
Trout of 50-lb. may be caught in the bay with only slight persuasion and a strong arm.
.
Herschel Island must be one of the most northerly w~reless sta•
tions of the Empire, if not the most northerl.y. It 1s now of
less importance than a few years ago, when 1.t was the headquarters of the Royal Canad.ian Mounted ~ol1ce mspectorate, no_w
moved to Aklavik. The wireless station 1s now only manned m
the season of navigation, although the equipment is permanently
installed.
In the summer of 1933 the writer had the . p~ivilege of accompanying Maior-General J. H. MacBrien, ~om~· ss1oner of the ~oy~I
Canadian Mounted Police. on an inspection tnp by air frcm Wmnipeg, Manitoba, to Herschel Island, and rctu.rn to Edmonton . . All
stations were visited with the single exception of Mayo Landing.
Yukon Territory. The journey, covering 6ooo miles, was completed in sixteen days.

L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal

23 / 10/33

14

2/ 9 / 33
6 / 9 / 33
I I I 9 / 33
7 / 10 / 33
23/10/33

30
30
30
30
30

To be Corporal.
Sneddon G. . ........ .. . 1/ u / 33
Rickard R . .............. . 15 / 11 /33
Davenport P ... ..... .. .. . 15/ 11/33
Fairclough R.
24 / 11 / 33

23n807
2306986
2306404
2306239
2311489
2306319
1857038
2303470
2309345
1857186
2316133
311923
23142i0
2318036
2309586
2314316
6334361
2312501
2314337

Discharged.
W.O.ii. (R.Q.M.S.) Gibson H.
W.O.ii. (R.Q.M.S.) White J• ... ...
C.Q.M.S. Birch F ... .......... ....... ..
C.Q.M.S. Watts R . ... ... ..... ...... .
Sergeant Foot C. . .. .. ............ ... .
Sergeant Coleman M. . .... ... ...... .
Sergeant Carey E . ............... ... .. .
Sergeant Dowie W. . .... ..... .. .... . .
Sergeant Withers W. . ......... .. .. .
Sergeant Massey S. . ........ .. ... ... .
Sergeant Pope ) . .. ............ . ..... .
Corporal Hanna G. . ............... .
Corporal Heffernan P. .. ........... .
Corporal Savage A. . .. .. ............ .
Corporal Ferguson J. ................. .
Corporal Lowe T . .................... .
L / Corporal Redrup A ... ....... ..... .
L / Corporal Davidson A. . ... ..... .. .
L / Corporal Edwards T. . .... ...... .
L / Corporal Myddleton C.

22 / 10 / 33
23/ 12 / 33
8 / 12/33
22 / 12 / 33
6/ 10/33
7/ 10 / 33
18/10/33
15/11/33
5/ 12 / 33
7/ 12 / 33
7/ 12/33
6/ 10 / 33
31 / 10 / 33
I / u / 33
14 / n /33
23 / II /33
17 / 11 / 33
23 / 11/33
13/ 12/ 33
27/12/33

2318164
2318261
2318169
2317226
2317552
23187 14
2318685
2318264
2318580

L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
·L/ Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal

To Army Raserve.
Biggins H. . ....... .. .. . .
Jones F . ................. .
Dougal L. .............. .
Lane W . ................ .
Ellis G. . ........... .... .
Alexander J... ...... ... .
Harrison J. ...... ........ .
Bennett J. ...... ..... .. .
Mann J.. ................ .

17 / 11 / 33
19 / 11/J3
19 / u/33
19 / u / 33
23/11 / 33
27/ u '33
30 / I I '33
r / 12/33
29/12 / 33

2 3o63go

I

To bo w.o.ii. (C.S.M.)
C.Q.M.S. Ingles W. .. ... ... . .

59

~

60
5

6

14
15
17
21
22
72
20
19
72
45
51
39
59
55
57

Deceased .
1038999 C.Q.M.S. Potter W .. ................. 11/12 / 33
18591c6 Sergeant Philpott V . ........ .......... 23/12/33
2309285 L / Corporal Lovell R... ............ .... 13 /10/33

71

Transfers.
L / Sergeant Dipple R. to 2nd Wdch
Regiment .... ... ........... ..... ... 4 / 10/33
L / Corporal French H. to Army
Educational Corps
............ 24 / 3 / 33

30

True Name.
Corporal Lvnton W. W. W. assumes
true name Sims W.W. W . ... 20/tr/33
• Special Roster (India)

22

44
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Plain Tales

=

Tra La Lo..-A meeting of considerable interest to students of
entomology took place in the Crumpet Hotel last San~r.d ay . The
subject under discussion was " The pedal extr!'.m1t1es of the
common house-fly." Professor Van der Scrum tried to propo.se
an alternative subject, " Should girls leave home? " but the cha1.r man the Hon. Blanc Blanco, pointed out that there were six
perf;ctly good reasons why girls shoulqn't le.1v~ home-five of
these being present at the meeung, whilst t~e SJXth was o!l the
high seas ; at least, he hoped they were high. The chairman
was about to rap on the table for order when a handful of asparagus took him sweetly across the eyes. Doctor Froud sat down
with a satisfied air and another handful of asparagus for use as
occasion required.
.
Some extraordinary facts emerged from the subsequent discussion. Mr. Crauk, represencing Upnor University, made the
startling assertion thlt . ~he comr:non house-fly looped the loop
before landing on a ceiling. This was supported by the chairman who informed the meeting that the fly not only looped the
loop: but actually landed on its four rear feet. Cries of '' o !.
no!" and " Shame!" greeted this bombshell. Mr. Thomasan
kicked the chairman on the shin to attract his attention. " Listen,
you big stiff," he cried. " Flies land on their t.hree side feet
except when alighting on a horizontal surface {cnes of ' Hear!
hear!' and ' What ho I') Yes-and bank steeply just before
landing on vertical objects." This gentleman, who preferred to
remain anonymous, transferred a fire bucket from one pocket to
another and, not to be outdone by the previous speaker, bashed
the chairman over the crust with a guitar.
At this point the committee room burst into flames, but these
quickly died down on lhe approach of Mon. Grand Marnier. A
well aimed grape-fruit caught Professor Van der Scrum in the
ear, and the meeting broke up in some disorder. Which is just
as well because, apart from a thick ear, I'm dashed if I can see
that this is leading to anything.

game with a revolver is nothmg less than a Cad , or at most,
not much lers. He concludes a long letter about sporting rifles,
mach:ms, bearers, beaters and what not, by getting al\ worked
up over his old school. He has never forgott~n t he things t~at
matter, such as shoutmg " Nerts I" and res1stmg the .temptation
to wea r a school tie with a dinner jacket. I made a suitable reply
to his lordship and pointed out that Rugby was a railway station,
anyway.

• • • •

lnvitation.-Come up and see me some time.

BARLEUX.

Cross-Word Puzzle: No. 8.
[For amus emen ~ only]

• • • •

More Education... Honoured Sir and Sahib.
" I beg honour to report on evening of last night Sukhi
have large misfortune and fall into No. 1 Reservoir at Moondakotee and is therefore died of sunk. Praying for Sahibs lifelong
death in happy circumstances,
" your excellent, honest and sober servant,
"GURGA."

• • • •

Thia Month's Prize-consi.sting of a suitably inscribed piece
of tu~f4oes to Sergt D. Waldron for buying a double whisky,
carrymg It across the room for the saxophonist of a dance band,
and drinking it himself-" because," he says, " the saxophonist
appeared to be busy." Gertcher.

•

• •

~veraeaa N~te.-I was glad to see my old friend Mr. E. S. J.
Hames appear m THE WIRE again in December. He r.eed wonder
no lonRer whe~he.r his articles are welcome. They are eairerly
read by the ma1onty. What a pity we can't get a few more from
other "furrin" P.arts in the same style. And say, boys, whatever you do, resist the temI?tation to hol.d this page up as a
I'm thick skinned.
tragic example of paper wastmg.

• • • •

Old Boys' Corner.-I have just received a most interesting
letter from Lord Colledge-Howle (whose mother, of course, was
a Sc~eeme). He condemns what he is pleased to call my un•
•porting method of huntin& tiger. A man who goes after bi&
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Corps News- Officers

B

YOUR KIT

HEADQUARTERS

MOVESCaptain H. E. Rance from Malaya to Camberley (S.C.)
Capta~n N . H. Edes from R.E. Board to Camberley (S.C.)
Capta~n
E. S. Walford ~rom Catterick to Woolwich (R.M.A.)
C~ptam C. A.
Chadwick from Egypt to Catterick (S.T.C .)
L1eu.t. P . H. Sm1 the~man from Catterick to Aldershot (A C / S)
2 / L1eut. A. J. H. Fisher from Catterick to Aldershot (A C / S)
2/Lieut. G. E . G. Brown from Tidworth to India (2nd D / S)
2, Lt. L. Whitbread from Catterick to Tidworth (A.F.V . Sigs)
2 / Lt. F. P. Rickard from Catterick to Tidworth {A.F.V. Sigs)
2 / Lieut. A. C.R. Stead from Catterick to Colchester {4th D / S)
2/ Lieut. E. B. H. Robertson from Catterick to Scarborough {5th
D / S)

J-

ESTIMATES
For HOME ancl OVERSEAS

f'.·

Extracts from " Tba London Gazette."
War Office 19 / 12 / 33

REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major R. H. Rayner, M.B.E., retires on retired pay, 20 / 12/33
ESTABLISHMC.NTSMajor A. L. Harris, M.C. , R.Signals , to be Inspector {Cl. Z),
R.E. Stores, 1/ 12 / 33
REGULAR RESERVE OF OFFICERS- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major R. H. Rayner, M.B.E. (retired pay) to be Major
with seniority 29 / 11 / 31

20 / 12/ 33,

KIT
on application

I

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS

I

All Kit suppliPd by us may be relied
upon as conforming strictly to the
Regulations of your Unit.
Special terms for payments may be
arranged if required.
For any information write to

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE .CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
111 1111 111111111 11111111 11 111111 11111111 111 11111111 11 11111111 11 n1111111 1111111111111111

SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
A. C Layzell to be 2/ Lieut. 20 / 12 / 33
War Office 29 / 12 / 33
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
The date of appointment of Captain L. A. E. Tozer as Instructor (Cl. CC) School of Signals, is 19 / 9 / 33 and not as
stated in The Gazette of 13 / 10 / 33

• • • •

The New Service.-The Sergeants Mess member rang the
bdl for his dinner. Nothing happened, so he rang again. Within a few minutes the cook appeared carrying the roast beef and
Yorkshire on a plate. " Where the devil is the waiter?" asked
the Mess member. The cook looked at the speaker reproachfully. " He is having his dinner, of course!"

fH E W1 R.E_
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1
9
10
11

12
13
15
17
19
20
22
24
25
26
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
14
16
18
19
21
23

Clues-·Across.
Gilbert's could write his washing bill m Babylonic cuniform
(two words}.
Six sit for a call.
I treat men (anag.)
Peerless.
A hater turns to the soil.
A broken platter causes a lot of talk.
A slight .wound for the man on the line.
Hollows about the Royal Navy.
Dwells with the Sappers inside.
Might be the state of a fresh pack of cards.
A rebel makes haste after the start of insubordination.
Madame who was " full pleasant and amiable of port "
(Chaucer).
"Told by an . . ., full of sound and fury (Shahespeare).
These relatives name a North London road (two words).
Down.
Paintings that cause tears? (two words).
Won a sheep-skin.
The or.e to hold back as the carter turned on the hill.
Meet Rex (anag.)
Enter the start on the lists.
Stay, nearly hide with the sailor above.
Related.
Is proverbially lost (three words).
A mouse.
Peace after the downpour stops.
Duce is I (anag.)
Bits of Bacon one enjoys,
7 is in the past,
Flower,

SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
C. Stagg to be 2 /Lieut. 30 I 12 / 33
War Office 2/ 1I 34
REGULAR ARMY-HALF YEARLY BREVETS
Major P. A. Hitchcock, O.B.E., M.C., R.Signals, to be BrevetLieut.-Colonel 1/ 1I 34
ESTABLJSHMENTSThe undermentioned appointment is made: Colonel A. C.
Fuller, o.s.E., half-pay, to be Chief Inspector R.E. Stores.
19/12/33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major J. Campbell, M.B.E., T.D., to be Brevet-Lieut.-Colonel,
1/II34
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
44th (H.C.} Div! Signals-Captain A. H. Read to be Brevet•
Major 1 I 1 I 34
War Office 5 / 1I34
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Major A. L. Harris, M.C., is seconded whilst employed as Inspector R.E. Stores, 1/12/ 33
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
E. A. Mayne to be 2/Lieut. 6/ 1/34
India Office 5 I I / 34
INDIAN ARMYThe undermentioned appointment is made: To be Lieutenant
(Quartermaster) " Special List " of Quartermasters, ~ndian
Army: R.S.M. H. L. F. Fegan, M.M., from Royal Signals,
17 /II /33

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

War Office 9/ 1I34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major P. B. W. Stanley resigns his commission, 30/12/33
War Office 16 /1/34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain G. G. GlanviUe, M.C., retires on retired pay, 17 / 1 / 34
Captain M. Duke to be Adjutant vice Captain J. E. S. Walford,
M.B.E. 17 / 1/ 34
REGULAR RESERVE OF OFFICERS- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major). G. Deedes, M.B.E. (retired pay} to be Major, 1/12/l3•
with seniority 15 / 12 / 27
Captain G. G. Glanville, M.C. (retired pay} to be Captain,
17 / 1/34, with seniority 21 I 5/25

Correspondence.
Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
16th January 1934.
The Editor of "The Wire."
Dear Sir. The following is notified for publication in the
February 1934 WIRE.
[D.0./496)

Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
waiting list for the Married Quarters Roll.
(a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 27 /I I 30
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank · and File, 20/ 4/ 29
C. FIRTH, Colonel,
i I c R.Signals Records.
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Reminiscences of the Great War.

[Receiv ed too late for inclusion un der " Units Abroad" heading.]

North China Signal Section, Tientsin.

Centre

opposite.
H .R .H . The Prince of \\'ales
at Locon

France . H>l-1

Bottom R ou•
Lc/t-Serg-eant · Di ck"
Rockall , France 191-1

R o~i '.

J.c/t Corpornl A. J H arri s
(n ow :.\Iaj or , O . B .1'; ., R oyal
Corps of Signa ls. Ind ia) at
Festubert , France, 1915

J'i:ifantry Brigade. France.

Group of Despatch
Riders , 2n d : ig na l Co m pany , outside the H otel
Lion d 'Or, Bethun e, France ,

191-1

19 14

R ight- ergeant Raru e·, 6t h

Riglrt -

_
British Military H.Q .. 7th December 1933.
1 hey say . Edgar Wa llace ':"rote a book in two hours. I don't
w~ nt to wnte a book , ~u ~ 1 ~ has taken me two hours to write
this r:iuch , .s o perha p.s it 1s JUSt as well . As I have still seven
da ys m wh ich to finish these notes, I ha ve hooes- faint ones
The . room is littered wi th my discard ed efforts, and the clerk i~
lookmg ca refull~ at the office stationery. Still, now I' ve got a
sta rt , perhaps I II be able to let the Corps know that Tientsi n
and Peking still harbour a few Signals.
~eneral .-The recent Sino-Japanese scrap gave our operators
qu ite a severe test- messages Rymg all over the place-but, as
usual, they gave a good performance and kept up the Co rps standard. .The Foremary-of~Signals and his merry men got busy const ructmg W / T sets, wh ich worked ; and all round, the Section has
good cause to be pleased with itself. The only thi ng that was
neglected was T HE W IRE, but we intend to ma ke up for that in
the future.
At the present moment we h ave two tooics of conversation:
Ch ristmas and the boat. As I h ave had no experience of eit her
in Tientsin, I 'll leave them alone for a bit and adjourn to my
corner, muttering " Roll on, '35 l"
The Japanese and Chinese insisted on having a scrao in Shanhai kuan and most inconsiderately blew uo the railway n·ear to that
plea~ure resort., with t~e conseque-nce · that our summe r camp
d1dn t open until July th is yea r. This meant a very short sojourn
thu e for most of the Section, and a few didn 't go at all. T hose
who were lucky enough to get the break spent a most enjoyable
time by the sea and came back with " all handsome men, etc."
complexions and a host of tall tales. They even say that one
operator got th rough to Tientsin (R9 each wav) and , when he
had finished the call, fo und h e h ad forgotten to 'switch the tra nsmitter on. You are good, but not that good, Red !

Arrivals.- Signalmen Fill and Terry arrived fro m t he United
Kingdom per the s.s . Ranpura (lucky fellows!) for dut y at th e
British Legatio n, Peking . They both appeared to be very happy
about it, but Fill has si nce come back to T ientsin and is now even
more happy {memories of those delightful days spent in Peking).
Hong Kong, please note.
Sigmn Allen arrived recently from Shanghai on inter-Section
posting. We now possess a Red, a Ginger and a Rust y. No
other blondes need ap ply.
Departures.- Sigm n Ayres prefe rs U. B. to 5 Star, so he volu nteued to take Sigmn Allen's place in Shanghai. H is fa rewell was
conducted in t h e usual goodbye manner ; in fact , his sorrow was
really drow ned .
L/ Corp! Why left us fo r Bligh ty in order to collect his ticket.
Always popu lar, he is grea tl y missed . It is credibly report ed th at
half the Chinese population wept and wailed loudly as the train
left Tientsin East station for T ongku. H e was d istinctl y h ea rd
to mutter " Free at last I" and " No more shroffs ! "
C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) West, Corp! Bowie, L / Corpl Chinery, and
Signalmen W illia ms and Michael are all busy getti ng ready for
the next boat to the United Kingdom . Some Blight y uni ts will
be lucky and a se rgeants mess will h ave its en tertainment problem
solved off-hand.
Congratulations.- To our O .C. and Mrs . Whiteway-Wilkinson on th e birth of a daughter.
1:o L / Corp! Chinery on the occasion of h is marriage to. M.iss
Ju dith Kosmm at the British Consulate on 10 / I I I 33. The JUntor
staff mess me mbers were entertai ned by the happy couple on
Sunday th e 12th, and all voted it a most enjoyable evening.
To U / L / Carpi Burch (British Lega tion , Peking) on his elevation to t h at dizzy h eight. It won't be long before you get the
extra dollars for it, Lofty, and my ta stes have not yet al tered
(shades of the Cosy Cafe many lon g years ago).
To th e Duke of Ottley on h is return from a long vacation spent
in game hunting on the Yorksh ire moors.
T o Steve, Aldershot, on dodging the drafting season so long.
Jeck E.
T o L I Corp! Emary H . K. on his promotion to that rank. Sorry
we are a bit late, Chubby.
Things We Want to Know. - Who was the operator who J?Ot
th rough without a transmitter? Is an aerial really necessary for

SIGNALMEN!!!
TAP "THE WIRE"
A ND CALL

PIP EMMA
FOR

EVERYTHING REGIMENTAL
BLAZERS . SCARVES . SQUARES • TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of e ve ry des cription

CIVIL, MILITARY & TROPICAL OUTFITTING
at the MOST RE.ASONABLE PRICES
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PIPE & McGILL, LTD.
44 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
Phone : Temple Bar 3657

good reception? If the elect ric fa r. in the transmitting room is
switched off, does it improve your note? If the Deccan Deaths
have finished their efforts, can we expect a letter from there?
Agony.-Bill, Meerut: What about a line? Syd. Chubby,
Hong Kong: Thanks for the good wishes. Jock E.
Will the Section clerk, being a Scotsman, give me another sheet
of paper? He won' t, so these notes are now finished. Au revoir
TINPEKE.
un ti l next month .
Stop Press.--Since these notes have been typed, notification
has been received that L / Corp! Chinery has been allowed to sign
on in Tien tsin for a further period of one year (makes it five now,
F.eddy, eh?)
Sports Notes.
The Corps in North China, in conjunction with the Royal Engineers, R.A.M.C., R.A .S.C., R.A.O.C., R.A.P.C. and A.E.C.,
for m the Staff and Departmentals Sports Club and compete in the
various leagues in Tientsin.
.
Soccer.- The S. and D. are at present third in the league
table, having played six matches. The following are the results
to date: ~v . Texaco won by 2 - 0 ; v. Cheng King won by 4 - 1 ;
v. St. Louis won by 3- 1 ; v. Tientsin Grammar School drew at
1- 1 ; v. D Coy. Queen's Regiment drew at o-o ; v. T.A.C.C.
won by 4-0.
Hockey.- The S. and D. are the strongest side in the league,
having two Army players. The Corps supply four members:
Lieut. Whiteway-Wilkinson, Corp! W alsh, Signalmen Addis and
Williams. i'Jp to the present no league fixture have been played,
but several friendly games in which the side have come out on
top by a big score, so hopes have been raised and we aim to win
the league this season.
Rugby.-The rugger grounds here are much too hard to allow
the game to be played to any great extent, but several of the old
F Company players have had a game for the Tientsin Rugby Club.
It is hoped that an S. and D. ream will be formed in the near
future and give our leading ruggerites an opportunity to show
clean heels.
·
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Lucky Dip.- What price cross words, Sergeant Oliver?

BAXTER.

Sergeants Mess, Depot Battalion.
Christmas passed off very. qu ietly, but was brightened up by
couple of dances held previously to break the monotony.
On the 9th December a new feature was introduced. All the
tou~h guy~. conferr~,d and thought it would be a bright idea to
ant1c1pate my 21
and roll up dressed in rai ment such as each
e.xpected h:e would don after a short era on the dole, by which
t1me- lookmg a~ead-1t w.as considered the old country would
~e able to hold its own with Uncle Sam's cutest gangsters, and
m fact take the lead.
Without dol!-bt, we produced some of the toughest. In order
to produce . a little realism, several members proceeded on a few
days leave m order to grow the necessary fungus and divest themselves of th at Erasmic-like bloom which is so unnecessary to real
he-men_. The dance room was appropria tely arranged to resemble
a (?) ~1tchen. The effects were startling, but everybody felt at
home l!J. ~he new atmosphere: to some, it was even na tural I
Ad!niss1on was ~Y password, .and the door was ably guarded
by Kmg Kong until tLe School, Jealous of such a successful innovation, swooped down in their hordes and tramoled the unfortunate Kong underfoot, and having thus effec:ed their surprise
entry, boldly commandeered the floor for the execution of a war
dance.
Peac.e was even.tually restored. Later in the evening the police
got ':"md t.hat Jimmy the Stiff was being harboured on the
premises with cargo complete, and sent Topper to investigate.
An arrest was nearly made when there was a flashing of ghats,
a few sharp explosions, and the repre entative of the law was
carried out feet first.
The evening was brought to a successful conclusion amidst a
considerable amount of wreckage with the last toast to " Absent
·
friends.''
. The Christmas draw was he.Id on the 21st December. A good
display of poultry, wines, spmts, etc., was strewn about and the
wangle comnienced at 8.20 o.m. The single members did themselv.es very well and are ~ow walking about looking very fit.
havmg lost that lean, cadaverous appearance of yore. Apparently
the wan1?le was well thought out, as there wasn't a spare "blank"
at the last.
·
A dance and drama that followed was supported mainly by
toughs, and a programme arranged by Samm"ie and Ben went
down very well. Most of those oresent knew the words of
" Little girl of mv dreams " and ''The last round-uo," having
heard them somewhere before. The last toast-no, I won't repeat
myself.
The proposal that a stock of grape fruit be laid in for rehearsal
nil?hts has been vetoed.
Members will not be asked to bring their own glasses to future
socials: we still have a few left.
Does anybody know anything about a drum?
•1

~IGtfAL TRAINING CEIURENO~
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
The New 'lear.-The Daily Express reports that we are 1.1ow
in a New Year ; further, that this was preceded by some curious
thing called Christmas. As I was in the wilds, I may possibly
be forgiven my surprise. While you folks . were stuffing yourselves with meat and drmk, my Christmas dinner was two small
sandwiches, one eighth pint of tea and three poems by Rupert
Brooke ; and we spent all that day looking for a mountain. Come
back to me, my Gable ; I would steps cut and metal try on you.
Reception Committee.-We extend the glad hand of welcome
to our new regimental sergeant-major, R.S.M. Caulfield C. H ..
who has just arrived from India. Our sincere good wishes to
you, sir. May your stay be long and pleasant l
R.l.P.-The Wing is slowly settling down to work once more.
and one no longer hears " Well, we had another and then she
sort of . .... " " Couldn't get a 'bus until. . .," " Woke with
a blazing head . .. .," or "Had a mouth like the Loch Ness
monster's and . . . "
Departures.-! must record the departure of Messrs. Elsey.
Causton and Frames for the great open spaces. What does it feel
like to be called Mister?
Harmony.-According to The Morning Post (see Official Secrets
Acts, etc.) the Chinese national anthem is now an accomplished
fact {or as the French put it, faux pas). All bands should be in
possession of at least one copy of the music, so ask your bandmaster to play it at his next concert and watch his face .
Cook's Comer.-L / Corooral Haslam has left us for a much
warmer region-India. (Had you there!) Our best wishes, Pete
-and bullets {?)
Children's Corner.THE SERGEANT-MAJOR'S GONE ON LEAVE.
Le the bells of joy be sounded ;
You simply must believe
The news that once seemed so unfounded:
The sergeant-major's gone on leave.
Send work and duty to the devil ;
Offences new conceive ;
Spend night and day in one long revelThe sergeant-major's gone on leave.
Let hair be long and curly ;
Your 'libidos relieve
On those who think {and still are surly)
The sergeant-major's gone on leave.
Let your hat be backward tilted ;
Pluck flowers " by your IP.ave ";
Go gaga-and while at it, kiltedThe sergeant-major's gone on lea\·e.
Ignore the n.c.o.'s surprise ;
Give him a sedative ;
Tell him you hate his socks and tiesThe sergeant-major's gone on leave.
Stay in bed till nearly seven ;
Offensive orders give,
Directing Corporal Blank to heavenThe sergeant-major's gone on leave.
H ighly technical term. Enquire of Driver Joe or B- rtr- nd

R SS 11.

Flower Department- Very hea rty congratulations to R.Q.M .S.
McGrath on his elevation to that rank.
In Memoriam.- You know the old yarn about the breaking up
of china, the downfall of turkey and the overflow of grease?
Someone tried it in the cookhouse at Christmas. What a sense
POSTLETHWAITE.
of humour some people must have !

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Apologia.- My regional professor in tautology has spoken of
my abrogation of the rega l or editorial " we " in these notes.
He considers (the low fellow!) that I should use the more modest
( tap me) first person singular. So don't bla11_1e me for any
autocracy in these notes, from whatever cause ansmg. {Authority: W.O. letter 14 / 0.k ./ drunks / B.F.U. B.F. dated . . . whoa!)
My sympathies to all suffering from premature spring fever.
Try Freud and Jung alternately.
Agony Corner.The cross-country team.
" The following will report to the Dental Centre.
Postings: Inter-Squad .
Meal parades.
'' The undermentioned ..• confidential reports ..• noon ... "
The wireless set which was more less than wire.
Bobbie's curls.
Poesy Department.FRAGMENT.
Being lines wntten on things not lost but indubitably gone before
anyone could stop them.
Then the air shall be filled with loose talk,
And the bears that infest the Naffay
Shall each pocket his knife and his fork
And finally gallop away.
Thank you one and all, ladies and gentlemen. My servant will
collect the guineas. Good night ! good night !
Farewell Ccrner.-1 must record the departure of Signalman
Edwards to the wilds of Wales. He made a deep impression on
the Wing and was very popular, and I know I speak for all when
I wish him the very best SfllCCess with the wild horses and perhaps
wilder clients.
Free Gift.-Cut out this paragraph and use instead of a match
or automatic lighter.
The Sign of the Glad Hnnd .-To our old friend Alec Hill, a
very audible ex-member of our cross-country team, greetings.
Just in time, Alec. Let us hear from you.

GEO. c. MURPHY,

D.C.M.

(LATE MASTRR TAILOR, IRISH GUA RDS)

niastu tailor, Royal Corl)S Signals
U IFORMS, LIVERIES, BREECHES
. HUNTING KIT A SPECIALITY .

CATTERICK CAMP, YORKS.
Private Addrcu: SHANDON HOUSE, RICHMOND, Yorks.

• • • •
R.S.M. and Mrs. Caulfield have returned from disembarkation
leave and are settling uo to settle down in their new home. We
hope their stay will be pleasant one.
It is with much regret that we part with the services of C.S.M.
Payne, who has gone to Colchester. There are a few strained
faces watching Part II. Orders to see if anything happens, but
of CC?urse they are thP. youn~sters with only eighteen years or so
service and are still optimistic about " sudden rushes.'' but we
old 'uns just sit back. We know that one now and then is
inevitable.
A smoker was held on the 3rd January as a send-off to C.S.M.
Payne and Sergt Willis. The latter has since left for China.
The b.ulk of th.e talent was supplied by themselves. and a first
class. smg-son_g was held. There was other talent. Sergt Luck.
looking up to heaven with eves closed, gave a most able rendition
of something or other, and Sergt Crowhurst also came to the
rescue with something else. I can 't P.et anv nearer than that .
Unfor.ton ately, Sergt Luck has now been po;ted to the Training
Battalio n, so we suopose he will take his talent with him. That
leaves us pretty well stumoed. The evening terminated with
the loast toa .. ~huck l chuck 1
We all wish C.S.M. Pavne and Seret Willis the best of luck
in their new stations. The C.S.M. Will be particularly missed,

a

6r
as ther_e is hardly a pla~e in .the camp where he hasn't sung at
some time or other during his short stay with us. Sergt Willis
was properly escorted to the bus stand later in the week.

E Company, Training Battalion .
General.- The absence cf our WIRE notes of late has been
somewhat conspicuous, hence we send a few now, trusting the
Editor will find a space for us.
It is the general custom to ask everyone to accept apologies for
the absence of notes, but it is too much of the old song " I'm
sorry.'' and old hands have seen and heard it too often . However, as some folks are screaming to know who's who and what's
what !n E Company, here goes.
. Christmas has come and gone (sighs of relief from all who
signed a credit bal ance) and once again all hands are settling
down to the old routine of training, etc.
Arrivals and Departureo.- These are too numerous to mention, . but we wish good luck to all who come and go. Special
mention must be made of Sergts Cayley W. C. and Shilton E. D.
Sergt Cayley, known by all who have passed through E Company •. has lef~ us for the final preparation for civvy street, i.e.
vocational trammg at Hounslow. Good luck, Gabbo J we wish
you all the best . Sergt Shilton- another old Bame-has left us
for A Corps Signals, Aldershot. Good old Dick! We hear that
you have a Baby Austin now. Th~ best of luck from all.
C.Q.M.S. Edmunds D. J. and Sergt Hinds W. H. have joined
this Company from India and Liverpooi respectively. May they
enjoy the Catterick breezes!
Births, Marriages and Deaths.- Congratularions to C.S.M.
and Mrs. Lane on the birth of a son, Norman William, at Catterick on 20 / 12 / 33. (Mother, son and father are doing well.)
Corporal Hampton P .. who recently joined the Company from
India, has joined hands with Miss Anne Phillips Dalzell and now
hopes to be struck off rations in the very near future.
Promotions.-Congratulations to L J Sergt Policella J. on his
appointment to that rank. (How many years, Polly?)
Sports: General.-Al! our results in hockey, football and
rugby are well up to standard, and the Company is certainly
standing its ground against all comers . Results of recent fixtures
an! too numerous to mention. but it is hooed that some will be
ready for publication next month.
·
Time waits for no man (Corp( Lee, Headquarters S.T.C., is
waiting to seal the envelope now). Here ends until next issue.
W.J.T.R.

rr~~lli]@'ij ~rnmn
A Corps Signals.
No. I Company.

General.-If you have second sight, you might have seen our
tears dropping last month because we defaulted with our notes.
We had such a choice bit of news to report I However, we have
got it in under " Ma.rriages " this month. It would have appeare.d
under that heading iust the same, last month, but of course it 1s
not such " hot news " now.
So fa r, the Company have weathered the winter in fine style.
Of course, we have experienced the usual coughs and colds, and
it is a funny thing that a lot of the local lads don't seem at all
keen to get rid of one, once they catch it. Perhaps " Art. C. "
means something, after all!
At this time of the vear, individua l training is naturally the
only item of real imerest. A lot of our linemen are sweari.n~ on
the c.ii . idea ; and in case any one of them becomes too ambitious,
we would like to remind him that there is no harm in sweaung,
except that it really isn't done in the best of circles.
The furlough season proceeds apace, and doctors' certificates
and teleg rams come pouring into the Company office. B~t to sort
out these little matters is a oleasure to a long-suffering staff.
Smacker took his usual twenty-four hours French, and for seven
days after return ing he dashed back and forth to the guard room
to make sure that he was marked in on time. Fancy being so
unbelieving!
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The Stable Sections have had a very nic~ time lately ; at least,
so rumour has it. Personally, I have nooced that no one from
there has been on the mat for at least two d~ys ; but, then, a
driver's life is not an easy one-ar. Lloyd said when a horse
playfully kicked him on the shin, :mJ the sergi:ant was too near
for Lloyd to tell the horse (also plarfully) that 1t must not be so
playful.
I
·
And so life goes on. Half of the C.ompany-at east, ~~ seems
like that-has gone on discharge and to the Reserve.
~here
arc the old faces that once we loved?" Our recently appomted
Company commander, Captain Wiseman, has gone to Catten~
on a three months course and he'll come back when musketry is
in the offing-happy days.
Well, it's obvious that I cann">•. go on any. longer. Obvious,
because even the deepest well runs dry sometimes. So .farewell,
sweet maids, and don't try to be clever, because there 1s always
a Section sergeant more clever than you are. That one is from
the " Bedtime Story " edition.
Marriages.-C.S.M. E. H. Spindler to Miss Dorothea Jones
{daughter of the late R.S.M. C. Jones. R.A.M.C.) at ~ulham on
the 5th December last. How could you, . sergeant-maior? You
-the ideal of bachelor bliss! Those discourses? learn~d and
wise: do they mean nothing to you? But we will forgive you
slowly and remember that, after all, it really w'.ls not Y?Ur fau lr.
Woman. the tempter in Adam's day, is the tempter still.
'ow
that you have done it, don't forget C.R.A. once a month, and
Tuesdays and Saturdays at the butcher'. s shop.
Also Sigmn Meeson R. to Miss Marione Capewell at Walsall. on
the 26th December. No wonder you wrote for an extension,
Bob!
Appointments.-Congratulations to TJ/L / Corporals Smith G.
W ., Quinn T., Barker E. and fv'!'cNei! J ", o~ being elev.ate~ to the
junior mess. It's a grand feelmg, 1sn t 1t ; but watt till duty
week I
Arrivals and Departures.- There are such a lot of them that
the Editor would flatly refuse to allow us space to r~port them.
We will just mention one. Our one and only Charlie (L I Co~pl
Drury C.) has gone to J~dia and le~t us here all alone to die.
Drink up, Charles! we will shed a silent tear now and then for
you.
F.R.K .

No. 2 Company
General.-The Company is undergoing a great c~ange, and it
would be a rather tedious job to mention the amvals and departures for the past month. Nevertheless, we have done our bi t
towards supplying some good men to replace those who have
arrived from stations abroad.
Once again our instructors are working at to!? rate, an~ judging from the tittle-tattle, we assume that all 1s well with the
new I.T. squads.
The oxometer is still in the possession of T .S., but rumour
has it that a senior n.c.o. is swatting hard to win this coveted
trophy.
Promotions.-Signalmen Robertson and Spreckley appointed
U / L I Corporals. Congratulations! (No snakes and ladders business this time, Robbo.)
8port.-Shsh ! wait till the inter-Company events take place.
Agonv.-Ane:us. wd Div. Sigs: When can we expect you?
Johnno finishintt shortly.
.
7.45 a.m. L / Corporal: "Tin of cherry blossom, please." Fair
assistant: "Would sixoence and six coooers do?" (Total collapse.)
.DIXIE.

1st Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
General.-Firstly, our g.reetine:s to everybody: secondly, our
apologies for the absence of notes from this unit for the la!t two
months. Once again we make a New Year resolution that we
will not be conspicuous by our absence any - more.
Unless I make these notes in the form of Pa rt JI. Orders, I
cannot possibly hope to mention all the additions and subtractions
that h;ive occurred since our last appearance. Suffice it to say
that India is the chief cause of the subtractions.
lportt Trophy.-All ranks of the unit join in thanking the
iat Aµmalian Oivisional Signals for the very fine cup they have

presented to the unit. This .trophy, to be competed for annually,
will be presented to the best all-round officer, n.c.o. or man of
the unit. The winner will receive a silver miniature of the cup.
Christmas Tree.- Some say " Good old Father Christmas ";
some say- well, they might, bless 'em, but I do not think any
who attended our great endeavour on Tuesday 2nd January
would have been really justified. He really was great- massive
-and what understanding I A popular hero. But that is starting
at the wrong end.
The way to the heart is via the stomach, 'tis said. These
kiddies certainly toed the mark at tea time ; it was excellently
served by " servitor servientium."
A con;uror next took attention. He was really good and could
be understood and appreciated by all and sundry. During this
entertainment the youngsters under five yea rs of age were amused
in the N.A.A.F.I. hall. Balloons were in evidence, and clowns
-natural actors in unnatural costumes-did the rest, or tried to.
Father Christmas, quite up to date in his methods, arrived by
plane-the noise could be distinctly heard-and with pardonable
loss of dignity he tumbled down the chimney complete avec sack.
L/ Sergt Andrews took the part. He thinks he was good, bu t
we do not mind, really, because after all he was. The giving out
of his good things was quite an affair, rather long and tedious,
but it ended smoothly.
The " Amen " was sweets and oranges at the door. We hope
they were as much enjoyed as the rest of the entertainment
appeared to be. In view of the many congratulations received,
it is excusable if those responsible take a little extra pride in
thei r combined achievement.
Whist Drive.-On the 29th December L / Sergt Andrews, our
entertainment king, organised a whist drive for the O.C.A .
Prizes were scrounged from all and sundry ; there were twenty
four in all, everyone having a good chance of getting their· money
back. We are sorry that the organiser did not have a chance to
win one of the turkeys. However, he was amply compensated
in knowing that nearly [lo could be handed over to the O.C.A.
Individual Training.-The first 9eriod of indi vidual training
ended very successfully with a number of higher ratings and
much rejoicing at the extra pay before Christmas. This year
the training was split into two parts, October to December and
January to March, with the furlough period in between. This
arrangement has certainly been a success. T he instructors can be
congratulated on good work well done, and the men on putting
their backs into it .
·
Retorts Courteous.-Who told No. 2 Company 2nd Div. that
there were two ladies at the dance? (your January WIRE notes).
Trimulgherry: Give me a break. I cannot show the January
WIRE to my better half, and she wants to know why. Yes, I
am married . A letter to 1st Div. would still find me.
W.F.K.
I'

No. 1 Company.
Now that we have embarked safely on another year, it behoves
me to report on the doings and happenings in Oneco. Due allowance must be made for a ouiet Yuletide, and as I have been
holida ying myself, l am somewhat out of touch. The festive
season passed right merrily for the few left in barracks.
Individual training was the last important event prior to Christmas. Many came ; several saw ; but only a favoured fortunate
few conquered at the ensuing Trade Board. However, there is
a next time soon, and maybe several more will be able to walk
with their heads in the clouds.
At the time of going to press the major portion of the Company are on furlough. Soon, . however, they return, and we shall
once more be at full strength ready to commence the new season's
trainin_g.
Sections are for the ti me being in cold storage, and considerable shuffling of their personnel has been the piece de resistance
recently.
Congratulations.- To the undermentioned on gaining their
respective awards in the first class educational examination held
in October last: Sigir.n Lymn, maths and ~eograp hy ; Signalman
Willcocks, maths. To Sergt Field on bemg promoted to that
rank, and to U I L I Corp\ Jenkinson on gaining a foothold on the
first rung.
Adieu.- To Sergt Law J., to T.A. Aberdeen. LI Corp! Bennett
6. tQ T.5. C:atteri~k. l./ Corp! Clevel~nd, Signalmen Banham O.
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M., Allai:i F., ~atten yv., Faulkner, Feltwell, Morey and Wood
J. to India. S1gmn Hicks J. to Malta. Signalmen Blackett and
Dawson to China. LICorpl Davidson, Signalmen Gregory Glasspool and Petrie to discharge. Sigmn Barker to the Army Reserve.
Nuptial.-The following have joined the ranks of the benedicts and may be seen daily •. complete with grid, feedbag, accumulator and a worried look: S1gmn Graham W. to Miss Nellie Maud
Goodall at Petersfield on 7 / 1II33. Sigmn Mansfield A. to Miss
Irene Jean Elder at Aldershot on 11 / rr I33. " England expects,"
etc.
Welcome.-To the fold: Sergt Lomb:ud W. (Wally of Yore)
!rom T.A., and family. L/Corpl Fearnley C. and Sigmn Brown
A. from India. Corp! Hibbett, Sigr.almen Atkinson and Dunlop
from T.B. Catterick.
Congratulations.- All Oneco-ites send their h~arty congratulations to L/ Corp! Turner (Spud) on getting paid for the bar.
DODGER J.J.
Well done, Spud! keep a straight bat. Cam.

No. 2 Company.
Apologies to all concerned for the absence of notes during the
past few months.
New Year's Resolution.- That these notes will become regular
in the future.
Hopes.- That all bad English and grammatical errors will be
overlooked {remember, I'm still getting my second).
What's Gone Before.- My memory is very bad, and the only
recollections I have are of a sore and tired route march to Salisbury Plain and back during the past Divisional exercise, and the
feathe r in our hat that has come our way on completion of the
training period.
THE ANNUAL HORSE INSPECTION.-The Assistant Director of
Remounts reports " Condition and turn-out very satisfactory "
(Jubb papers, please copy. " O.k. sir ").
AND our C.S.M. (C.S.M. Goodman) getting his rooty gong
(eighteen years undetected: how did he do it?)
Next, of course, came the Trade Boards. To all who passed,
we tender our congratulations ; and to those who missed 1t, may
you next time!
YULETIDE.-Christmas and the New Year came and went; and
to all, we tender our belated greetings and wishes. Those who
stayed on at the Ranch had quite a decent time in between
ranging hours, and we trust that our C.O. has found a good
stall for Ruff, the Mons Nest Monster. Opportunity is taken
to tender our thanks to the messing staff for the excellent catering and a good ti me on Christmas Day . Meanwhile, our fourfooted friends are being roughed up on the Four Ace Ranch, and
this allows some of the hard bitten bow-legged ranch hands to
proceed to other spheres, dressed by Clubs and Four Aces, that
well known firm of outfitters. By the time these notes appear,
they will have returned from their furlough with a hunger that
can only be appeased by Bullett, who s~ill hangs on as our cook.
Then will all those posh outfits be put m cold storage to be ably
looked after by Uncle Rogers until next year.
So we pass on but not before we tender our hand in farewell
to our late O.C.' (Captain Barton), Lieut. Ellis, L / Sergts Isaacs
and Bryant , Signalmen Dexter, Kimpton, Moss, McSweeney,
McGuire, Horsefield, Cox J., Reed, Satchwell and Dewhurst, who
.
have left us for a warmer clime. Good luck to them !.
Next, that same hand is tendered in greeting to Ca9tam Momson, our new O.C., and several n.c.o.s and m~n'. a.nd we trust
they may find the amenities of the Ruffs to their ltkmg. Really,
there must be something about these 'ere hosses, for one member
of the Company came all the way down from Catterick {where
he is "coursing") to see the feed away on New Year's Day.
That ri ght, Jack?
.
.
For the next month, anticipation. Speculation will be nfe as
to "who will be what" in the "Bolshy B," the " Easy E,.'' the
' 'Flying F," and the "Galloping G." We trust that all will not
end in consternation.
Congratulations.- Ladies first I (us hoss sojers being not.hing
if not chivalrous) so we salaam to Lieut. Gambier an~ Dnvers
Greening and Jackam on tying the knot. Bless 'em I L1eute~ant
Gambier will be well remembered as the l~te O.~. G .Sect1oi:i,
and for his wedding two old members of his Section ~1d all •i:i
their power to ~et there, They even thought of walkin~ until

they realised that the chances of success were agamst them on a
one-day pass.
Next, more congratulations-to the Cores-famous emblem,
Jimmy Bullett, on gettmg UILICorporal tacked on to his name;
to U/LICorpl Green E . E. on dropping the "U": and to Drivers
Troke and Brown on becoming linemen.
Lastly, a farewell salaam to L/Corpl Needle Pinn, Signalmen
Pullthrough Wh ittingdon,Panshine Brady, Blondy Hill and Dickie
Drew (the Mons Murderer) all of whom have left us for c1vvy
street. May they never dole!
One other epitaph is needed, but not for a human being, although but one thing was needed to have made her one. If she
could have talked, she would have bobbed down a few. Exmembers of the Company as well as serving personnel will join
in a heartfelt "R.I.P." to Wompo, alias Maggie, the gamest little
mare that ever wore a breast collar, who was cast for destruction (a good word from our C.S.M. saved her from being sold
outside for work). " One of the best " is her well-deserved
epitaph. Even though the horses may entail a lot of extra work
in comparison with M.T .. we are not devoid of feeling when it
comes to losing one of them, esoecially Maggie.
This constitutes all I can rend-er for the first attemot, but I
trust it may serve to jog old Ruffites' memories and -let them
know how we carry on. And so, till next month, olive oil.
Tail·Piece.-W.e're heading for :he last round-up. Clip on,
dear friend, clip on.
DODGER E.E.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Queen's Avenue, Aldershot.
H anyone cares to accept them, our apologies are tendered for
the absence of WIRE notes of late. Like Chinese Morse, material
for notes is almost nil, and yet the cry repeatedly goes up: "How
about some WIRE notes?" " What a correspondent I" etc., until
I am forced to do something or lose this job and its many blessings.
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Honours.- Quite the biggest event of late was the appearance
of another medal in the Company. It was presented amidst terrific
applause on the part of his fellow slaves to Sigmn Abbott W.
What he had done to be burdened with the " lone star " seems
obscure, but the Duke of Otley says it was for " charging under
heavy acid fumes on the Chitral ~olum.n." Jealousy is ~ow .rife
in the fitters shop, and the Duke 1s seriously contemplating signing on in the hope that one day he may win one of these gongs.
Departures.-Captain J. B. Hickman, M.C., has left us for a
11.nnier clime, i.e. Palesti11 . Needless to say, we were very
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orry to lose him and hope that nodes will not be so elu ive in
his ne.w Company.
Arrivals.-Captain H. H. Anthony has taken over command of
the Company, and we hope that he will enjoy his stay in the land
of frequency deviations and Mansion polish.
.
C.Q.M.S. Yates also reported ~o take over the duties (?) .of
C.Q.M.S. Hartley. who is shortly .1eserting us to help Egypts1gs
out of their troubles.

4th D1vl Signals, Cokhesi er. Sigmn Holberton back from Bulford. Driver Heale from E Troop.
Congratulations.- To L/ Corp I Honey borne H-. on reaching
paid status for the second time on 20/ 10 / 33. To S1gmn Clay 011
extending his service to eight and four. To L / Corpl Etwell .F.
on being awarded the long service and go~d conduct r:iedal with
gratuity. To U / L / Corel Paling on reachmg such a dizzy height
w.e.f. 28 / u / 33. To Signalmen Allen J., Angier B., Cooper J.,

Paatimes.-Ex-Company wallahs will no doubt rejoice to hear
that the old custom of bumping has been revived. It is now
carried out each morning with great gusto, and at present Sigmn
Verlander is head of the river.
Whilst on the subject of bumping, we would advise those who
have money to invest to put it in Mansion polish and Bluebell,
as these shares are bound to rise very high in the near future .
Did You Ever See a nream Walking'?- A bit of insiele information : this song was born when the composer saw the Duke
returning from his vacation in Yorkshire.
AUSTIN.

Farley J., Petherick J. and Tickle G. on being awarded their
second class certificates of education. To Sigmn Milner on being
married to Miss Nellie Martin at Birmingham on 16 / 12 / 33. To
Sigmn Petherick J. on being likewise caught by Miss Violet
Pocock at Devizes on 9 /p/ 33. To L / Corpl Adkins J. on also
making the supreme sacrifice on account of Miss Jessie Elizabeth
Bisset at Glasgow on 20/12/33. To L/Sergt Hamilton C. on
being caught in the marital net by Miss Elizabeth Emily Cross
at Reading on 6 / 1/ 34. To Sigmn Lovegrove C. on at last giving
up the ghost to Miss Ettie Sophie Florence Morel at Tooting on
23/12/33. Dear! dear! Tut ! tut! Well! well!

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
Qeneral.- A happy New Year, everyone! So sorry to be
late, but the sincerity is there just the same. Also, I must
apologise for missing notes day last month ; this furlough business
is terribly disorganising, don't you think?
The unit has settled down nicely after the annual furlough
penod, now that the effects of gor~ing over the Christmas and
New Year have completely worn off. Individual training, second
period, and smarten mg up all round are the orders of the day.
The Christmas tree party is being held on Wednesday 17th
January, and in m;· next month's notes I hope to let you know
how everything went off-with or without fireworks.
At the Sign of the Glad Hand.-We welcome the following
arrivals and hope that their stay with us will be a long and
happy one. Signalmen Ingram, Scriven, Bailey, Hancox, Alltoft.
Metcalfe and Addlese.e from the T •aimng Battalion. Signalmen
Purce, Douglas and Houghton from F Troop. Signalmen Clark,
Baldock. Baxter and Kennard from overseas. Corp! Ives from

Departures.- Sigmn Parnell on attachment to 2nd Battalion
R.T.C. Farnborough until September. Sigmn Haslam likewise to
the 3rd Battn R.T.C. at Lydd, and Sigmn Yule to 4th Battalion
R.T.C. Catterick Camp.
L/Corpl Ellis G. to civvy street on 23/ 1t /33. Good luck,
old boy, from all the lads, but we all hope you don't develop a
swede's accent.
The following members of the unit have left us for a sunnier
clime, and we wish them the best of luck and good health in
their new environment. Sergt Hoy C., L/Corpl Shuffiebotham
T., Signalmen Cochrane J., Pittman W., Shipley W., Ledger
D. and Moseley E. for India on 24/11/33 . Sigmn Attrill E. C.
to India on 19 / 12/ 33. Sigmn Harvey L. for Gibraltar on the
same day. Signalmen Cole and Hirst for China Command Signals
on 6/ 1I34.
L i Cpl Wilson N. and Sigmn Dale M. to Catterick on 2/12/33
for an upgrading course, and Sigmn Clay W. to Perham Down on
attachment to the 5th Baun R.T.C.
The following have also left us for a spot of civilia n life, and
all ranks wish the111 the best of everything for the future.
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C.Q.M.S. Watts R. S. discharged on 22/12/~3, and Signalmen
Jones J., Pearce C., Humphrey W . and Spalding T . on transfer
10 the Army Reserve.
RUSTY.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.-Now that the furlough season has terminated the
Troop have settled down to the routine of barrack life and the
second period of individual training. All are looking forward to
1he time when we shall be able to get on the road once more.
Arrivals.-A hearty welcome is extended to Sergt Archer W.
who arriv.ed from the 56th Div! Signals (T.A.) on 15/ 1/34.
'
Oepartures.- lt is with genuine regret that we record the
departure of Sigmn Douglas S. to A.F.V. Signals prior to his
embarkation for India . During the two seasons that he has been
with the Troop, he has proved a good all-round man, taking a
keen interest in sport. The unit to which he has been posted
will find they have. gained quite ~ useful football and hockey
player. Our best wishes go with him, and we hope that he will
remember to drop us a line when he has settled down.
Sigmn Pearce C. has also left the Troop on transfer to the
Army Reserve. We trust that he will soon find suitable employment in his new sphere.
Records have claimed yet another in the person of Signalman
Houghton. who has. been posted to A.F.V. Signals pending his
departure to Egypt.
Sports.- Owing to absence on furlough, our activities in the
sporting line have been somewhat curtailed during the past four
or five weeks. We start the New Year on a fresh basis, as the
adm inistration of the sports fund has been re-organised. The
Troop are now an independent unit in so far as sports are concerned. A good stock of winter sports kit has been purchased,
rnd we hope to have sufficient funds in credit to purchase necessary cricket gear when the season arrives.
Barrack Damages.-These have shown a slight increase over
the normal quotation: Edgar has returned from furlough. Three
windows and one locker constitute an enviable record, but judging from the remarks of the unfortunates who are situated in the
vicmity of the breakages, the said Edgar has proved a bi,.rd of
flight. His own bed space is intact, which is more than we can
forecast for Edgar should the depression continue.
Troop Cameos.- "?": known to the inhabitants of the Near
and Far East as Hard-Boiled. Sired by Lombard. Perpetrator of
the famous Snurgepurge system: " Don't be continually without
1he necessities of life. See Bunker and be permanently without." Occupation, second-in-command to that famous but mysterious Snurgcpurge. Possesses a plausible manner and an extractinr, perscnality. Cloaked in a mantle of goodwill, he is to
be observed snooping around at sundry times and in divers
manners, distributing alms to the poor and needy at a perscnal
loss to himself. Created first Baron of Faberston, and is at
present engaged in the reconstruction of Bunker Court. Can play
a remarkable tune on a cash register. Baronial crest: two pentacles on a sound financial basis, intertwined with the motto
"There's 01:e born every minute."

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Two tragic deaths strike the note of our contribution this
1nonth. In the evening of the 23rd December, having barely
completed the Christmas decorations, Sergt Philpott collapsed in
the sergeants mess and died before medical aid could be summoned. A post-mortem showed that death was due to heart
disease. He was buried on the 27th December in Tidworth
Military Cemetery, in the presence of ?.ll ranks of the unit then
in the station. Full militarv ceremonial could not be observed
owinp. to the lack of rcsou~ces during the holiday period, but
honour and respect were in no way diminished on that account.
SP.rgt Philpott had only recently joined us from the permanent
slaff of the 47th Div! Signals (T.A.) but he had been here sufficiently Ion~ to show his sterling qualities both as a mai: and as a
soldier. Our deepest sympathy goes out to Mrs. Philpott and
her four-year-old daughter in their loss.
On Sunday 7th January, shortly after 10 p.m., Lieutenant J. H.
Taylor was found lying unconscious beside his wrecked mot.o r car
on the Salisbury-Amesbury r?a.d. He ~as taken to ?alisbury
Infirmary , where without regaining consC1ousness he died early

on the 10th January. His skull had been fractured. An inquest
held 1n Salisbury returned a verdict of " accidental death," and
in the absence of witnesses what actually happened will for ever
remain a inatter of conjecture. It was an exceptionally dark wet
night, and the only thing proved was that no other person or
vehicle was involved.
The funeral took place 011 the 13th January at Bexhill-011-Sea
and was attended by representatives of the unit. Wreaths were
sent by the Colonel-Commandant and officers of the Corps, the
commanding officer and officers, the warrant officers, n.c.o.s and
all ranks, the boxing and athletic teams of 3rd Div! Signals, the
officers of the R.A.S.C. Bulford, and Lieut.-Colonel and Lady
Mary Naylor.
Lieut. Taylor took an active part in the work and play of the
unit. He always kept himself physically fit and was a member
of the boxing and athletic teams. He will be much missed.
Born on the 1st November 1910, Taylor was educated at
Lancing. Before he left school his father had made all arrangements for him to be trained for a legal career. The boy, however, could not face the prospect of an office life and expressed
great keenness to join the Army. He wem therefore to the
R.M.A., whence he was commissioned in the Corps in 1930. He
was the only child of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, of Bexhill, and to
them we can do no more than extend our heartfelt sympathy in
their tragic loss.
1933 and the first month of 1934 have brought us more than
an ordinary measure of sorrow. May the memory of those who
have passed inspire us in the future for the good of the Corps
they called their own I
By the time these notes appear, we shall once more be in
full (winter) swing. The second period of individual training
will have started and, fortified by Christmas leave and all it
entails, we shall no doubt see vast efforts to gain all those higher
trade rates, those ridin~, drill, musketry, gymnastic, cooking,
gas, educational and similar qualifications required in the modern
soldier.
We offer our heartiest congratulations to our commanding
officer and Lady Mary Naylor on the birth of a daughter ; and
to the following who have taken the pledge-I beg your pardon!
plunge:Lieut. P. B. G. Gambier to Miss Ursula Davies at Chard,
Somerset, on 4th January 1934.
Corp! Woodbury to Rachel Gwen Lewis at Tiverton on 20th
December 1933.
L/ Corporal Coles to Kathleen Alice Cox at Exeter on 18th
December 1933.
Sigmn Paine to Ethel Florence Madeline Dalimore at Romney
Marsh on 4th November 1933.
Signalman Spearman to Phyllis Boyd Batey at Bulford on 2nd
December 1933.
We welcome Lieut. and Mrs. L. C. C. Harrison and hope that
the pleasure of their stay with us will be mutual.
Captain R. H. Wall is packing up for another tour in the shiny.
Reports that' he was deficient of an earth pin and a terminal
are, we understand, groundless.
We are very glad to hear that the Council of the Carnegie
Heroes Trust Fund have made a oosthumous award of their
certificate of gallantry to the late Lieut. Agar.
Our sports nev.is is brief. Such as it is will be found in the
appropriate place. The cross-country runners are now being
taken seriously in hand.
C.S.M. Seymour A. J. (3rd Div! Signals) was very bucked to
find so many old comrades and his late Section officer of the 1st
Motor Airline Section present at the annual dinner of the Air
Defence Formation Signals, but was surprised to note the absence
of Mr. Fuller. He suggests that energetic ex-L.A.T.R.E.s get
together and arrange an annual re-union dinner. He also wonders whether Arthur King still dispenses the liquid sustenance.
and would like to know whether George Powell and Fred
Creighton are still serving with the above unit.
BULFORD.
Arrivals.- The following have arrived in this un:t, --and the
usual welcome is extended to them. L / Corp I Darby, Signalmen
Mansen, Lavis and Gent from overseas. Corporal Rice from 1st
Div! Signals. Signalmen Nicholson, Watts, Eggor, McDonald ,
Fenton, Barber, Arnold and Moxon from the Training Battalion.
Departurea.- We are sorry to lose the numerous departed
members and wish them all the best in their new units. C.Q.M.S.
Yates to Aldershot Command Signal Company . Sergt Tinsley
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to 48th D1vl Signals (T.A.). Corp! Strickland to 1st Divisional
Signals.
.
b
The following departed for India on x9th Decem er 1933: L Corpls McCann and Dennison and Signalme,n Cockram, Fry,
Costin, Hurst, Simbler, Soutar, Sheph ~rd, Fairclough J., Ross
and Doris.
They were followed on the 6th Janua~y 1934 by_ Corp,1 Woodbury, to Ceylon ; L / Corp I Mort?n and S1gmn Currie, to Malaya ;
Signalmen Shuttleworch and Middleton, to China.
Sigmn Hoddinett to " collar and tie " land on transfer to the
Army Reserve. L / Corpl Myddleton kissed the A.B.5's a fond
farewell and went on discharge. Signalmen Staton, McCreeth
and Huntmgford decided that five years and ~ix months was a
long time in the Army, so they deparced to Ch1sledon to prepare
themselves for the civil war.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations to L/ Sergt
Humphreys J. on reaching that rank. The usual. witty remark
about the Field-Marshal's baton to U/L / Corpl Kmgs.
Births.- To the wife of Signalman Burfield a daughter, Jean
Sylvia, at the Married Families Hospital at Tidworth on 13th
December 1933. To the ~ife of !--/ Sergt Butcher a. daughter,
Beryl Priscilla, at the Married Families Hospital at T1dworth on
21st December 1933. Did they get any more Christmas presents?
Vagrant Verse. By " Tinker."
I REMEMBER.

(with apologies to T. Hood)
remember, I remember
The place where I enlisted :
The little office where the sun
Showed places still undusted.
The smiling sergeant winked at me ;
He didn't long delay ;
But now I often wish that he
Had turned me right away.
I remember, I remember
The roads all covered with white,
The snowflakes, and the slushy camp
In which we fell that night ;
The canteen where the old sweats drank,
And where my bed-mate ate
The scone that finished his careerThe place is standing yet.
I remember, I remember
Where I was wont to swing
And thought the corporal far awayThat was a silly thing.
My spirit flew like feathers then,
But it's so heavy now,
And Lake Hepburn could hardly cool
The fever of my brow.
remember, I remember
Those pay days, few but good:
used to think they'd never come,
And yet they always would.
It was JUst a cooky's ignorance,
But now let's close this ditty ;
I know I'm farther off from heaven
Than when I was a civvy.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.
General.-By the time these notes appear, Christmas and· the
furlough season will be memories-pleasant or otherwise.
Most of the Company have returned from leave and individual
traming is in full swing, and all one can see is big heads and
small note books. However, a good many are hoping to pass
for class 1i. in trades by the end of March.
In addition to the above training, we are spending our afternoons in squad drill and physical trammg. With regard to the
latter, it 1s astonishing to note the number of people who try to
make out their birth as prior to 1904.
A very pleasant Chnstmas was spent by the junior n.c.o.s and
~en who had to remain behind with the unit. A splendid
dmner was served up in the men's mess. A visit was paid by
the commanding officer and other officers of the unit while
dmner was in progress.

On the 4th January the officers entertained. the children of the
unit to a Christmas party. It was a real good show and the
kiddies fairly enjoyed themselves, especially when Father Christmas appeared with the presents.
Congratulations.-To C.S.M. Pearce and Corporal Varley on
being awarded the L.S. and G.C. medal. To Corp! Davenport
on his promotion to that rank. To L / Corporal Price on being
awarded the first class certificate of education.
Arrivals.- From India, L / Sergt Newton, Corp) Beazley, Signalmen Delaney, Peach, Baird and Crocker. May their stay
with us be a pleasant one!
Departures.- L / Corporals Staley and Kirley and Signalmen
Mathews and Hancock to civilian life. Sergeant Watmore and
L / Corpl Pearson to Ma!aya. L / Corpl Funnell to Hong Kong.
The best of luck to you all !
Sport.-The Company hockey team were drawn against the
47th Battery R.A. in the first round of the Garrison inter-Company knock-out competition and ran out winners by 4- 3 goals.
We have to meet C Company 1st Battn Lancashire Fusiliers in
the next round, but more of this match anon.
Inter-Section matches in both hockev and football have commenced. and the Sections of the Comp~ny are giving the others
a little bit to think about ; but wait until the competition proper
commences I
.
L / Corpl Price and Signalmen Larkin, Woodward and Beckert
were chosen to represent the Corps at rugby this year.
Marriages.- The following joined the noble army of benedicts
in December: Corp! Birkett, L / Corpls Funnell and Camp, Signalmen Lloyd and Gartland.
Greatings.-A happy and prosperous New Year to all ranks
of the Corps at home and abroad.
MASKEE.

No. 2 Company,
General.- We now have all our personnel back to the fold
after annual furlough, and are settled down to serious training
and higher ratings. Individual training is the topic of the day,
and we spend some of our time in muscle building and Company
drill.
Arrivals.-Sergt Scrivens from No. x Company, Sigmn Chapman from India, Signalmen Mullholland, Scobie and Peck from
Catterick. Handshakes to all, and we hope their stay will be a
long and pleasant one.
Departures.-Captain W. G. L. Kennard to Catterick on a
~efresher course. L / Corpl Nother to Catterick on a regimental
mstructors course.
Sergt Boon to No. l Company and Sergt Lewis to No. 3.
_Sigm_n Blunt to ~alaya Sigr\?l Section. Our best. wishes go
with him, and we smcerely hope he won't contract nee fever.
Signalmen Fenn and Richards and Driver Souter to the Army
Reserve. We wish them every success on their return to civil
life. What about a penny in the meter, Burglar?
iport.-We managed to force a draw with No. 3 Comoany in
a friendly hockey game. F Section lost to B Cable in the interSection hockey game by 1-2 goals (we are still wondering why
one of the players appealed for
penalty kick).
Congratulations to G Section on winning the inter-Section
rtoss-cduntry run. A little inore tock and you will be catching
the judge's eye?
Heard in the Stables.- Sergeant: " Why are you feeding
your horse on acorns?" Stableman: "Training him for the
Oaks, sergeant."
MUSH .

a

No. 3 Company.
General.-Owing to our notes for last month being sent in too .
late for publication, we will endeavour to cover two months in
this contribution.
. During J?ecember several members of this Company were en,
ioymg their annual furlough, and we were left with very few
men to carry on the good wcirk of the Company. However,
half a dozen were able to take advantage of the Christmas leave.
and those left behind enjoyed themselves although they had
several duties to perform.
Individual training commenced on the 1st January, and it is
hoped that everybody of Three Company on courses will be suc•
cessful in obtaining higher ratings when the time comes.
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Besides i!Jdividual training, the whole Company indulges in
physic~! t_rammg for an ho~r every afternoon, except on Fridays,
when 1t is replaced by dnll parades.
. _Arrival~ 0 -Since our last notes appeared, the following have
1omed this Company, and we give them a hearty welcome.
C.S.M. Nash E. from 44th Div! Signals, Brighton. L/ Sergeant
Newton, Corp! _Beazley, L/ Corp! Fox, Signalmen Carr and Smeed
from India. Signalmen Ebbage, Kerr, Prebble, Hodgson, Kells
and f'~orp arrived from ln~1a on the 13th January and have been
prov1s1onally posted to this Company. Other arrivals include
Corp! Brookes. f_rom Egyp~. and Signalmen Duggan and Harding
from the Trammg Battalion.
. Departures.- Several have left us recently for service overseas.
Signalmen Crellm, Kelly, King, Hobden, Stevenson 1 Turvev and
Youn~ embarked for India on the 18th December. Corol Neeve
and Signalmen Cann and Lowe embarked for Hong Kong on the
6th January. Sergt Catchpole, L/ Sergt Newton and Corporals
Cooke and Beazley have been posted to No. 1 Company.
Marriage.-Congratulations to Sigmn Raymond C. on his marriage to Katie Hermina Lewis at Clifton, Bristol, on the 4th
November 1933.
THREE COMPANY.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
General.--After a visit to the depot of the East Yorks Regiment at Beverley, it has been decided to brighten the barrack
rooms of the u~it. A party of men from Nos. x and 3 Companies
has been put at the disposal of the R.S.M., who is in charge of
the colour scheme, and before going on collective training we are
lookin~ forward to living in barrack rooms which will not be
recog111sable by ex-members of the unit.
Christmas Festivities.- The dinner on Christmas Dav was
served in the unit gymnasium, and a good dinner it was. Lieut.•
Colonel Wemyss attended and gave the customary greetings to
the n.c.o.s and men dining, and the usual toasts were accorded.
The waiters were drawn from the members of the Sergeants
Mess, and it would appear that one or two of them are quite
adept at the trade. The thanks of the n.c.o.s and men who enjoyed the dinner were accorded to the cooks (L/Corpl Watts i/c).
Unit Christmas Tree.-The families of the married n.c .o.s and
men were entertained to tea on the xoth January. Prior to tea.
games were indulged in and the party were entertained by the
unit dance band and a Punch and Judy show. After tea, dancing
took place and Lieut. Ponsonby entertained with his feats of
magic, which all enjoyed. The thanks of all, I think, are due
to the P.R.I. and the R.S.M. for this good show.
Departures.- Goodbye was said to Signalmen Brookes W. H.,
Matthews M. K .. May E. C. and Venner F. A. The two former
have left us for Malaya Si!mals and the latter for China Signals.
We hope they will enjoy -their soiourn in their new stations.
Goodbye was also said to C.S.M. Hales, who has been posted
to the :znd Div! Signals, and to Sergt Murphy, who has joined
the 52nd D ivl Signals as P .S.I. C.S.M. Hales took particular
interest in the unit hcckev team, and it mav be said that his
influence was the means of the players show'ing such keenness
in their games as to enable them to reach a very high standard.
Sergt Murphy will also be missed, for he was a member of th_e
unit dance committee. The Sergeants Mess have lost bv his
move, for he was always willing to take an active part in the
sccial life of the mess.
Salutations.- To L/Corpl Webb C. F. on having attained
his first step en the roster .
Marriages. - Sigmn Moore W. J. to Agnes Richard.son Bu.rt at
Edinburgh 8/ 12/ 3>,. L/ Corp! Cooper A. D. to Dons Boy~m at
Scarborough 9 / 12 / 33. Sigmn Adams A. B. to Dons White at
Scarborough 9/ 12/ 33. Sigmn Walton A. to Gladys Hawthorne
at Burnley 9/ 12/ 33. - Sigmn Dillc>n L. O. to Lily Gou!'h at Scarborough x6 I 12/ 33. Si1malman Haughton H. to Elizabeth Mary
Brown at Sunderland 8/ 1f34.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
General.- The birth o( 1934 has put fresh ideas into ou~ heads,
~nd we hope it will prove as enjoyable as last year for this Company. Captains A. J. Hannah and F. T. Pope ~ommenced ~he
New Year by making a tour of our wireless stations, embracmg

t,7
a visit to Forts Dunree and Lenan, Omagh, Armagh, Ballykinler
and Londoriderry.
Lieut. Aldridge and a party of linemen under L / Corpls Lowday
and Baker have gone to relay the cables on Ballykinler ranges.
Promotions.- Sorry, nil. Several honourable members are
ambitious.
Arrivals.- We welcome Sigmn Swetnam from the Training
Battalion and hope he will enjoy his stay in N.J.D.
Departures.- L/ Corporal Simmonds left us for Catterick on
29/ 12/ 33 to be held on command for drafting to India on the
14th February. We were sorry to lose him, especially after his
good work on the Christmas dinner committee .
Sigmn Griffiths lef~. on t~e 9th January for transfer to the Army
Reserve. He was with this Company some five years. We wish
him the best in civilian life and hope he will get work with the
G.P.O.
Vocational Training.-Sergt McKee, late Indian Telegraph
Company, is attached to Belfast whilst attending a local vocational
course.
Christmas, 1933.-The Comoanv uoheld the time-honoured
tradition by holding a sumptuous feast and drinking gallons of
geed English beer. Captain Pooe, Sergts Tosdevin and Packman
presided at the dinner, and we drank the usual toasts. In the
morning a comic football match took place on the souare, and the
Garrison had a shock on seeing the antics of the usually soberminded Signals. Bearing in mind that one can be sued for libel,
it were better that no names be mentioned. We hope other units
had an equally enjoyable time.
Sport.-The furlough season has rather cut down our sporting
activities, and we have played only two football and two hockey
matches, having the luck to win in every case. Next month, it
is hoped, we can talk of our prowess through the medium of the
Sports Notes.
Marriages.-We congratulate Sergt Goodman and Signalmen
Burnett and Hilliard on their recent marriages.
Miscellaneous.-Signalmen Roberts and Hilliard have received
final warning for Egypt Signals. They leave next month for
Catterick.
We notice that there is a Radio Club at Catterick. L/Corpl
Swift and Sigmn Hayes of this unit are very interested in short
wave, and would like to listen for Catterick if they can get the
necessary details.
Scotch Mail.-T.P.S.: Letter received; am writing. Pdy.
Bingo: The only part where I am troubled with aches is my
feet.
Conclusion.-That's the lot.
HEc ME.

South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
Spike Island, 9th January.
General.-There must be some special attraction about this
corner of Ireland to induce men from England to spend their leave
here. It certainly cannot be the weather-or the beer. Can
someor.e enlighten me?
We have not had a wedding in the Section for some time, but
Sigmn Mallett F. M. has dec-ided that it is about time we did.
Details will appear next month. Also, if Dame Rumour is car•
rect, two others will shortly follow suit.
Arrivals.- Sigmn Foster J. from A Corps Signals, Aldershot,
and Sigmn Wilmot L. V. from the Training Battalion. Catterick .
We extend the glad hand of welcome, and hope their stay with
us will be a long and happy one.
Departures.-L/ Corpls Sugg H. M. and Statham H. W. from
the Bere Island Detachment-the first-named to China Command
Signals and the latter to L Comoany, Jubbulpore. Sigmn Mallett
F. M. has been warned for Sa-rafand and should sail from the
merry shores of England on the x4th April. Sigmn Burrows A. E.
to A Corps Signals, Aldershot. \Ve wish them all the very best
of luck in their new stations.
Sport.-The Section have had very little owing to the leave
period of H.Q. 2nd Heavy Brigade R.A .. to whom we are attached
for sport ; but in the few games of 1-iockey and football we have
played we have made ourselves felt .
Agony.-Ernie: What is the state of the tide? Tide: How
is Athlone now? Squarehead: What was Christmas like on a
trooper?
PIP.
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m~c.h about th.e un it to Major Smith er man, as he was one of the

ori ginators of 1t.

73
f?r ~aybe now they will be able to unearth some of their own

ClrCUltS.

iraining.- Collective training and schemes are now the order
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B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
12th December 1933.
Once again the unit is back in Rawalpindi after three weeks :it
R1wa1. I think this camp was the first done by this unit in this
local11y. Reports received from those who were fortunate enough
to attend are very favourable. The camp turned out a great
success both from the training and recreational points of view.
The general opinion is that the unit should have more camps
- not that we need the training part, because we get plenty of
actual field experience, but that it ensures the whole of the un it
coming together for work as well as socially. With so many
d1ff~rent .Sections, the unit is very often split up in attending the
various lmle wars that occur in this oart of the world.
However, despite the hours of hard work that were spent on
various schemes and their preparation, the periods of recreation
were much appreciated. It is reported that the cante~n ten!
was a place of great interest to all ranks. The voice of Crowther
c~mld be heard nightly calling forth " Number fourer," " Kelly's
'1gh.'.' ·• Top o' the shop," etc. It is reported that the gathermgs included very select company at times.
To brin~ this section . to a close, we are all wondering how
long we will have to wait for the next camp. Let us hooe it is
not too long.
·
~ have received some notes from the Sergeants Mess, but I
think they must have been written on the night when they in~ited1 the families out to the camp for tea. Anyway, I can't read
em
Present Acti~ities.-The unit parade ground is at present a
source of great interest to all n.c.o:s and those about to become
n.c.o.s. The seniors are undergoing a drill course under the
R.S.M. They are enjoying themselves immensely ; at least they
~ell. us so. The interest in this particular squad centres o~ one
!nd1v1dual who 1s not seen very much in barracks, and then only
if you happen to look into the orderly room. However he tells
'
us he has done it before.
It is understood that a new drill manual is about to be int roduced, _based on the instruc~ion that some of our bright lads have
been giving. Future recruits will need to be double-jointed in
all limbs, and the possession of two right arms will be a great
asset. However, Rome was not built m a day, so we still have
hopes.
The Sie~al Officer-in-Chief in India paid the unit a visit last
week. This was his farewell visit, and we are oleased to think
th.at he left ~ Corps Signals in a happy and coritented frame of
mmd (the umt, as well as himself).
The M.A.B. ~tion u~der Lieut. P. G. Decker are still away
at ~mbala on trammg ':"1th the 5th Medium Brigade R.A.
Lieut. A. M. W: Wh1stl_er left us a few days ago, with Wireless and Construction Sections and despatch riders. to take part
m the 2nd Cavalry Brigade exe~cises at Kasur. L/ Sergt Watt
of Everest fam~. havmg been m barracks quite three weeks,
was of the opm1on that life was tco slow, so he also has eone to
the cavalry war.
Arrivals. - The following have ioined the unit recentlv and are
now mor~. or less. settled down: P.Q.M.S. Mitchell fro~ ~rd Indian D1v1s1onal S1~nals. and Sergt Baker from Waziristan District
Sivnals. The weight of the umt has ereatly increased with the
arrival of these two . . W.e hooe that the summer in Tooa next
·
year will not be a thm ume for them.
Departurea.-Sergt Payne G. to Waz1ristan District Signals.

.
Saturday 6th January.
Christmas and New Year.- Whether these notes will arrive
in time to be publi hcd with other Christmas records is in the lap
of the gcds.
Another Christma has been and gone, and one more Proclamation parade held. Rawalpindi reminds us very much of ChristmJS at ho:ne. The weather is very cold , and snow can be seen
OP the Murree Hills in the near distance.
All the correct " birds of feathers " usually seen at this time of
the. year have made their appearance and faded away, as many of
their hke have done before-the B.O .R.s Mess of B Corps being
responsible for the demise of no small number.
The festive programme in the unit was very well arranged and
orned ou t. The events were too numerous for me to tabulate
them all-I am th inking of space as much as personal labour !
However, a few words on the Sergeants Mess dinner. This was
a most entertaining evening and thoroughly enjoyed by all who
attended.
The catering was carried out by Colonellos. Those readers who
have been in Rawalpindi will realise that a dinner in India
compa res favourably with one at home. Those readers who
intend coming to India in the near or distant future have still
that much to learn. The dining room of the mess was tastefully
d~cor~red, ar:id music from our recently obtained radiogram helped
d1gest1on quite a lot. A gala dance followed the dinner and was
well attended by all officers, w.o.s and sergeants and their ladies .
I believe the show finished about 3 a.m .. but am not ouite clear
on that point, thanks to Shoey Vanstone's cocktail. A touch of
fever the next day appeared to account for the non-appearance
of several members.
The Corporals Mess dinner and dance has been referred to as
one of the best events i~ Rawalpindi during 1933. From that,
you can gather your own 1mpress1ons.
The all ranks dance on the 30th December was an excellent
event for the winding up of the festive season.
The 1st January saw the unit on oarade, comolete with M .T.
cable laying detachments. ,.Being one of the onlookers, I am
~.blc to vouch for .the followmg re"?-ark from :i nearby civilian:
See, man! the Signals can march iust as good as the soldiers.''
Anyway, 1t was a good show, and all ranks are to be congratulated on the splendid turn-out and smartness on parade.
The following were presented with the long service and good
conduct medal_: -C.S.M. Gradden, M.M., C.Q.M.S.s Pony Moore
and Jock Fleming, and Sergts Paddy Conwav and Tiffv Thornton.
How they managed to dodge the pictures in red on their 12o's is
beyond me. Congratu lations to all of 'em I It was remarked
th~t ~ve of the ten recioients of this medal in Rawalpindi District,
this time, were from Signals.
. General.-:-The unit is now busy on technical training ; that
1s, when various S_ections are not required for manreuvres all over
the g!obe. The drill courses h~'"'.e terminated amid great applause,
especially from those who par.t1c1pated therem. By the time these
notes are published, we will be thinking of oreoarations for
migrating to ~pper Topa for the summer season."
Arriva ls.--Our first batch of reinforcements has arrived from
U.K. and the men are settling down nicely in their new home.
They will, n'? doubt, soon adapt themselves to the ways and
means of India. Hurry uo, all you others who are coming to
·
Bekere . We arc _waiting to welcome you.
A few chanji:es m officers have cccurred. Caotain R. Maguire
to S.T.C. (India). Good luck. sir! mav vou soon settle down and
have as good a time as I did in " Wo~ry-no-more." Lieut. R.
G. Volland to Waziristan District Signals. We welcome Lieut. and
~rs. Shawcross fr~m Peshawa r, and Major Smitherman (Indian
Signal Corps, Special List) from 1st Divsigs. We must not say

o~ the day. T~o W I T Sections, under Sergts Minns and Hop-

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
'
.
December 1933.
Arrivals.- A very hearty welcome is extended to Lieut. G. S.
Knox, who . has joined us from Jubbulpore and will be tak ing
over from Lieut. F. R. B. Moore, who proceeds home to Catterick
in January.
We also extend the ~lad ha nd of welcome to Signalmen Pittman and Goodall, who Joined us on the 19th inst. from the U .K.
We trust the)I will_soon settle down, and that by the time these
notes appear m prmt they will have been fully initiated into cur
select Circular Motion Club.
Sergt Minns' days are numbered, for his wife joins him from
the U.K. in January.
Departures.-We have only one departure to record this
frtonth, namely Sigmn Nippy Vine, who left us on the 18th on
tr~nsfer t~ the home .establishment. His presence in t :1e Troop
will be missed, especially by our dance band. Our best wishes
go with him.
. The bold bad lad will be bidding us farewell in January, for
S1gmn Boughton departs for the home establishment. It won't
be so easy to get back to the Troop this time, Joe . One thin<>,
the Military Engineering Services will breathe a sigh of relief.
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Agony.- Sigmn Dillon, Scarborough: Keep me a bed-space.
I'll be home in March. Don .
G.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.

:-

\.J. \ tK

kms, accompanied Band C .S9uadrons 15th Hussars to Jaganath
and Jal~a1 for Squadron trainmg. Apart from maintaining comm!-lrncat1on ~etween the camps and Risalpur, they also co-operated
with the Air Force during Squadron schemes.
Extensions.-Corpl ~ay has decided to give us his company
fo r another year, and will not now visit the U.K. until the 1934t935 trooper. All his English engagements have therefore been
cancelled, but his Indian ones have increased and are too numerous to mention (what's that, Peshawar?)
Equitation.- For some months past we have been under
strength in animals. but this month we have received eleven new
mounts from. the Remount Depot at Saharanpur, and specula11on is now rife as to who will be chosen to train them .
Queries.-Man» Troopites are wondering why a certain member has only recently been asked to play in a trial for the unit
football team, and also in what year he first played for this Troop.
The scheme was over and the Troop had returned to barracks,
but who were the two men seen slipping into barracks on a
tonga (as per attached sketch), and the horseholder of the same
terminal who returned minus headstall, bit and reins? Newcastle
and Manchester, please note, for two of them will be home next
year.
Then, again, there were the pathfinder and scout who were
captured by the enemy.

,.,,c , f\'t.c ~

.
30th December 1933 .
Well! another Christmas has gone by with its usual festivities.
inebriations and subsequent resorts to good old asoro. and now
we have just its memories and hopes and resolutions for the New
· Year.
Christmas in Peshawar, according to reports, was a most enjoyable affair, but as I was not in the station for it , someone else
is deputising for me-vide next month's Journal.
Peter and his angels in "L" at Landi Kotal keot up the Section's name by having a thoroughly good time as· in past years.
The Boxing Night sketch " Bring them back alive," introducing
the dhobi's donkey. should go down to oosteritv. The other
revue, " Bring them back dead," I dare not mention!
The F and K Sections scribe will doubtless tell us about Christmas at Nowshera in his next notes.
Ar riva ls.--Lieut. E. P. Blake and five B.O.R.s from the land
of no Proclamation parades. Just a warning. One of your pre•
de~essors this season attended a dr!ll parade. in shorts and spurs.
It ts winter, too, but keep your top1 on! Sul!, there 's the " welcome " on the mat to you all, and do not forget to buy a Unit
History .
De part ures. - Sergt Bennett J. to Waziristan District SignaL
prior to appointment as C.Q.M.S. Cheerio, Jim I remember us
now and then.
Sergt Dunn P. and Corp! Gildea to the U .K. for discharge.
The best of luck to you both. Send us a lme. Peter, when you
have reached stardom at th e Gaiety .
Dear Old Pals .
When dear old Peter wends his wcarv wav
Back to the land where he thinks he ' s ·going to play,
He'll walk the streets and sing the whole day long,
And you can bet that this will be his song:
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What I couldn't be, my dear pals,
I want you to be, dear old pals.
I'm putting my faith and ID}' !:rust in you
ot to make the mistakes that I used to do.
As I sing all my songs, little pals,
I'll be thinking of you without gals.
If in civvies we meet,
Heaven knows where or when,
Stand m~ a drink now :md then. my old pals.
B fore old Peter pac k h is songs away,
He'll reckon up his taki ngs fo r the day ;
Then ro his bench in the park he will go,
And as he goe , he'll murmu r oft and low:
JOH NNY.
Chorus.
Finis.- As these notes are going by air mail , there is a lot 0£
news left pending, so look out for a bumper issue next mont h.
Cheerio ! and remember your resolutions.
M11M.

Nowsbera Detachment.
Chit ral Lines, r8th December r933.
Ar r ivafs .- Only one of note : one Stony by name and stony
by nature.
General.- Peace and qu ietness reign once more. ·Belinda, who
has been suffering from some horrible disease for some time, has
completely broken down, and many are the sighs of relief that
have escaped. I don't think her owner has given her all the
atten tion he might have done, owing to the fact that he is more
interested in the Stock Exchange at the p resent moment. The
items he is investing in, however, are not very firm, being of the
Murree Brewery type, althou gh it is rumoured that they have
risen considerably since the arri val of the notable Stony.
Brigade training having starced, there are some sore feet , not
to mention some sore hearts. On one occasion, when 9art of
the Detachment went out for two days, they were given some
patent steak and kidney pies invented by the eminent Professor
Stony. What those pies contained is a mystery, as a&er t rying in
vain to break off a few pieces to eat, the lads gave them the order
of the boot-and ne..xt morning four dead jackals were found !yin ~
amid the wreckage of two of the said pies. Circumstantial evidence can be very convincing at times!
Sport.- The Detachment sti ll continues to do well in the way
o( sport. The hockey team wins a good percentage of its games.
and the time is not very far ahead when it will win one hundred
per cent.
On Sunday 26th November a cricket team turned out and
played the 3rd Light Battery R.A., winning by sheer good play.
After being well m the rear on the first innings. they won by one
wicket and thirty-fi ve runs . The highest individual score was
made by Sergeant Wyeth, who got 47 by some good ha rd hitting.
On the bowling side the best feat was that of Sigmn Griffiths G.,
who took four wickets for five runs in the first innings and three
for seven in the second.
Things We Want to Know.- Who is the senior n. c.o. who
said that he had been in India so long that he had forgotten the
way to make snowballs?
Who i:; the man who jumped off the cable wagon because he is
going home next year?
If the darzi who was given the address " Station Road, England," as a security for twenty rupees, ever got his money?

Spectators at the Inter-Company Football Match.
General, Again.-Even before Christmas arrived you had to
ha nd it to A Corps for enthusiasm. The sight of the cook orderly
pounding around with samples of mince pies and brandy sauce
was quite com mon. Even the idea of growing our ow n holly,
mistletoe and Christmas trees was toved with. Great was the
competition fo r the role of Father Chrrstmas and many were the
suggestions for entertainment. T he timbre of the selected carol
singers' voices was perfection.

Bayliss Fair. Boxing Booth and Nautch Girls.
created .by th~ junior n.c.o.s . Although none of the latter have
ever laid claim to havmg szrved an apprenticeship with Mr.
Sertram W . Mills (definitely no relation to Pat of that ilk) in thei r
youth, they seem to have had a pretty good grounding for the job.
T.h.e dance band was .very m~ch in demand over the period. In
add1 t1on to several umt functions, thev entertained at most of
Karachi's exclusive hotels and ot course· keot up thei r reputation
-one which I suppose even Jubbu lpore ~ou l dn't touch at the
heigh t of their fame .
ArriVf!.lS.- ln the place of some very capable people we've re-

ce~t ly given to Blighty, we met our first batch of " new gi rls "

this month . A hearty welcome 1s extended to them, and it will
be their own fau lt if they don't have an enjoyable stay here.
Sind Point·to·Point. -A descriotion of this imoortant local
event was gi ven in the December ·issue of T HE WIRE. We are
now able to pu blish a photograph of A Corns Signals record·
brea king team.
Jnspiration.- " It's an ill wind that blows . .. . , " etc. A
" grinding " of p rocedure should hard ly be respons'. b!e in m-

spiring verse. It is said that the foll owi ng was written m the
lonely night watches of WIT Police duty.
(With profuse apologies to the immortal poem)
The boy sat in the burning Tech
More dead than alive,
For someone had been bi ndi ng hi m
With a lecture from Vol. V.
The roaring flames he heeded not ,
Nor smoke, nor boiling tar ;
The only thing that worried h im
Was the meaning of " A.R."
He didn't have to wait so long,
As far as we can hea r ;
Surely, someone had the oluck
To send a loud "G- Beer. "
At last the boy lay in the Tech,
A sorry sight to see ;
And then they whipped him in the " digger
For " nattering " on the key.
And now, my brothers of the key,
Since my story you have heard,
Consider what your fa te will be
If you give Vol. V. the " bird. "
Musketry.- Another addition to the Sergeants Mess silver is
the Scissors musketry cup, secured by No. 2 (Wireless) Company :
a handsome pot won by fine shooting during the annual musket ry
-an average of over 52 was obta ined.
Promotions .- Congratulat ions to Signalmen Jordan E. and
Roberts A. on bei ng appointed ~I L I Corporals. The purchase of
a new Corps Promotion Roster is optional.
S.W .B.
Corporals Mess.
Genera l.-O ne w~kome th is month: to Corp! West C. H e' s
been in the country before, so we can tell him nothing.
The ranking list of gigolos is unchanged . Evergreen H utch ,
despite the loss of his fa lse teeth, retains p ride of place. H is
nex t set of teeth is going to bear his regimental nu mber.

Tlie Ladies' H ockey T eam.
v
Well, the festive season arrived. Some, I supoose, regret its
passing ; others say" . . . . . . . . " Anyway, it doesn't matter
much wh at they d id say ; it ma kes no diffe rence now.
A varied progra mme extending over a week made good en tertainment. The hi gh spot was undoubtedly Bay liss Fair. The
idea, of course- as the titl e implies-was conceived by our respected R.S.M., but the actual 'Appy 'Ampstead atmosphere was

REARGU ARD.

W ES TER N COMMAND . ..... .. ...... ..... .. ... .I N D/AN ARMY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
Monday 1st January.
Gtneraf.-First m importance is to welcome back to duty our
C.O., L1eut.-Colonel R. P. A. Helps, O.B.E., M.C., after a Ions: and
serious illness. We are pleased to see you fit again , sir, and tru st
that you will long remain so.
Farewelf.-!t was with great regret that we said goodbve to
Captain W . M. Clapp. M.B.E., who for the oast three vears has
been adjutant of the unit, on his reversion to- the home ~stablish
ment. He was deservedly popular with all ranks, and we can
do nothing else than in all sincerity quote that old saying that our
loss is somebody else's gain. The best Qf lu~k, 11id

Mrs, Helps receiving the cup fro m Mrs. Mal'•

A Corps Signals Sind Point-to-Point Team.
"/.tfl /p ,-,g/fl-l.ic111. E.

J, C. Ji nrrison , Cnp1 nin W. M. CJnpp. M11. s .. Lieut ·Colonel R. P, A, Helps,
J.ieu1s. F, R. liooth :1nd D.

~;,

Hnrri:>on

•\P.F. , ~t. (:.,
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Christma g.wc u~ an opportunity for a display of talent. In
spite of the temporary absence of the " mouf '. ' organ master, a
very enioyable smoker was held. Our carol s1!';,;ers pos~e~sed a
varied repertoire and i~nparted ~he true Chr!sti:rias spmt. In
their tour of the umt n111e ghames were re4u1s1Noned, and the
whole cost one anna. Is this a record? The anna was presented
to someone who brought one of the gharries. Eight annas, two
pice and drink at every ouarter were dulv collected.
Our crowning ach1eveme-nt, however, was a pagal gymk~ana.
Thi . run. as a fair, was so successful that the follow111g tribute
from the C.O. appeared in Orders: " The commanding officer
wishes to congratulate the Corporals Mess as a whole and particularly those who took part in the pagal gymkhana on the 28th
December 1933. Ir was an extremely good show, full of talent
and ingenuity." Motto: " Leave it to the Corporals."
Tennis.-In spite of what I said last month, we are hot favourites for the Maurice Clapp tennis cup. We've beaten the sergeants and the men, and have very rosy chances of adding the
officers to that list.
Golf.-In the event of any golfer coming to this unit, don't
trouble to bring your clubs: our " pro " will provide them.
The Mess.-Owing to the interest displayed by our P.R.!..
Major Humphries, the mess is now a home from home. Tastefully decorated, the married members' wives no longer question
their spouses' visits to it-they come with rhem.
GIG.

EASTERN COMMA

D ... ... ........ .... ....... INDIAN ARMY.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
December I.933·
General.-Christmas is upon us once more. To some of us, ir
will be our first in sunny climes ; for oth~rs, another one less ;
and yet for others (fewer in number) their last. For twenty-eight
old soldiers, it will be spent on the Indian Ocean. Happy Christmas to them!
Preparations are on foot for an excellent day's enjoyment within the unit on Christmas Day. Full details are not yet ready for
publication. All poultry and such like have for the past month
been in the capable hands of our head chef L/Corooral Fletcher
(Angus) who has been fattening them up. We oilly hope that
their quality is in goodly proportion to their quantity.
To all, both at home or abroad, we give the wish for a merry
Christmas and a bright ew Year.
Arrivals.-These, for a change, are really too numerous to
mention individually. On the 18th December the first draft from
the U.K. arrived, and it included the family of Sergt Hoyland,
Sergt Gavey and family, and fifteen signalmen. We welcome
them all and hope they will enjoy their stay with us, even though
1t is for so short a while.
Departures.- AJmost synonymous with these arrivals will be
the departure of the remainder of the personnel of this unit due
for repatriation-twenty-eight in all. The gap caused by their
departure will at .fi rst seem hard to fill. This home-going draft
sails from Kar.ach1 on the 22nd December and includes U.H.Q.'s
doctor. \Ve wish them all the very best of luck and good stations.
Training.-This is m full swing and men are daily to be seen
go111g to war, so we stay-at-homes are told. Since our last notes
appeared, another Section have left us for their annual camo at
Jh;insi-G leaving at the beginning of December. When these
notes appear 111 print, the whole unit will be in cvncentration at
the same place.
Education.-To the following, we offer our congratulations on
the;r success m the recent examir.ation held for first class certifi~ates, LI Sgt Crummey, Corp! ~wes and Sigmn Bratchett ("o"
m maths), Signalmen Dutton, L111t111 and Rudd on obtaining their
fir~t class certificate. Corp! Bro~n S. A. on passing in English.
map readmg and geography: S1gmn Hodgson W. , English and
maths. S1gmn )usuce, English, maths and map reading. Sigmn
B•rkbeck,. "o" 1~ maths. S1gmn Harrison, Enelish. maths and
map readmg. S1gmn Barl~w, maths, geography and map read111g. Corp! Lynha!11, English, maths and map reading. Sigmn
Claver111g_ G., Engh h and map reading. Sigmn Peart, maths and
map reading.

No. 1 Company.
At the time of writing No. I Company is all over India. We
have parties at Ranik het, Delhi, Jhansi, Bareilly, etc., etc. {see
map . of cantonments, India). Bulletins have been received from
time to time that all our exiles are doing well.
Having despatched (by road) a party to Jhansi, we are preparing to follow as a Company in a few days. There are quite
a number among our party who will be doing their first manreuvres out here, and we hope to put up a good show for our
annual picnic.
The festive season- still a vague memory in the minds of
some people-passed with a lot of merry-making, Christmas
dinner and other stuff. The Christmas dinner was an unqualified success, and our mess room the best decorated in India, both
before and after.
We have welcomed to the Company from units at home Sergt
Udell (from Bulford) and Signalmen Ande.rson, Ager, · Britcliffe,
Brickles, Baker R., Everson, Forrest, Tweedley, Young and Mc
Mullen. They were sorely needed and we welcomed them
warmly. We are waiting for the summer to welcome them
more warmly.
First step to Field-Marshal: U I LI Corp I Rudd.
We congratulate all those men who recently passed their firsts
and specials. We are always doing that in this Company.
Some of our well known band have left us for home. We said
goodbye to Signalmen Burchett, Kells (trumpet), Page, McManus
(sax), Sheldon (pianist) , White (trumpet) and Wellard. Obviouslr
a disbandment, especially as we have lost Sigmn Brachet (banjo)
to Allahabad on a carpenter's course. He left estate to the value
of three lamps, one adaptor and 45 yards of flex, to say nothing
of twelve pullovers.
Corp! Catt to Catterick on a Foreman-of-Signals course. We
hope he will uphold our traditions.
The new draft have supplied us with some keen sportsmen.
Our inter-Section games programme is proof of this. To date
we have played about fifteen games in three nights (work that
out). Preparations are being made for our unit sports, but that
will be another chapter.
It has been decided to say a few words to the Company prior
to moving off to Jhansi. Excuse me I
Ou t from the trade that covered thee,
O'er which brave past dim memory floats.
Oh , thank whatever gods there be
For Volume V. procedure notes.
Throughout those days of lecturing
Ye have not winced nor closed your eyes.
Through all its wild conjecturing
Ye murmured not, nor showed surprise.
Behind the horror of the traae
Loomed the gruesome thought of schemes ;
Yet having faced them, firm and bra ve,
Ye still do live-or so it seems.
It matters not how great the cost
Of what great things have gone before,
Of ratings won, of ratings lost,
But the manoeuvres-'34.
After delivering which harangue, it befits me to close. PETE.

No. 2 Company.
General.- Some Sections have already gone to Jhansi for
collective training with their Brigades, and they have been dividing their time between playi ng a great deal of hockey and football, showing off their No. r W /T sets with much pride and
success to incredulous senior officers, and pitching their tents
again after a particularly vicious rainstorm had struck them.
L Section succeeded m adapting the No. r set for use when
loaded on a pack mule, listening on the move and halting just
long enough to press the key and send " R." It is rumoured
tha~ they asked Mr. Heath Robinson for his suggestions on this
subiect.
The rest of us are either working, waiting eagerly for a
trooper, or looking forward to Christmas or camp in January.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to Major A. BeatsonBell, who now commands the Company, and hope that his stay
may be long and pleasant.
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Agony.- Sigmn Lewis of L Section wou ld be pleased to hear
~rom ~1gmn Crouch, late of Belfast and believed to be somewhere
m India.
L / Corp! Mattock, somewhere north: 6490 would still be
pleased to hear from you.
Sigm~ Erridge:_ Sigmn Cripps of the Naughty 90 (oh, boy !)
would like to receive a letter at any time.
Leyland, India : Not through by line yet. 440 (or the nice boy).

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
.
. Signa_l Barracks, Abbassia, 11 / 1 / 34.
Extens1~ns of Serv1ce.- S1gnalmen Graham and North to
com~lete eight years. C.Q.M.S. Deyermond to continue in the
Service until 27I11/37 to complete twenty-one years from attaining the age of eighteen.
Ed.ucation.- L/Sergt Murphy passed in English "C" towards
special. L/ Corpls O'Neil and Scott and Signalmen Smith C. and
Joyce W. awarded _first class _certifi~ate (Sigmn Joyce "o" in
maths). The foHowing passed_ in subiects as shown. Signalmen
Tho'!1pson, English, map reading and maths (''o"). Sigmn King,
English, maths and geography. Corp! Mayer, maths and geography. L / Corpl Lavender, English and geography. L / Corpl
Trol!t• maths and map reading. Sigmn Costigane, maths and map
reading. S1gmn DeLacey, maths. Signalmen Tacey and Smith
D. H. map reading. Driver Allen, English.
Foreman·of·Signals Course.-Coroorals Brice and Forrest to
England on a Foreman-of-Signals cou~se.

No. 1 Company.
Headquarters Section.
The C.S.O., officers and sergeants were hosts to the families
of Egypt Signals at the annual Christmas tea and tree on Friday
22nd December. Everything was a huge success, and the treat
was voted bv all as the most enjoyable yet spent. A word ot
praise and thanks to L/ Corp! Hughes and Sigmn Towers for the
masterpiece erected for the benefit of Father Christmas.
After each child had received a present from the tree, Father
Christmas (Honest John) discovered presents for all the officers'
ladies, the officers and dining members of the Sergeants Mess.
Then, to everyone's surprise, handbags, trays with stands, jug ,
flower pots, etc., were fished for by the wives and all had a
good catch. A toboggan run, guli-guli and games concluded a
very happy party.
Christmas Day.-The junior n.c.o.s and men's dining hall was
tastefully decorated by Wardley, Paxton, Wheatley and Co. The
dinner was prepared by the cookhouse staff, who turned out a
meal worthy of the occasion. The empty plates and contented
faces spoke volumes. (Who said the cooks could not do it?) The
greetings from Major Carey-Thomas were received with cheers.
It's the little things that count.
Arrivals.- We welcome the arriv;il of our new O.C., Major
Thorne, and hope that his stay with us will be a pleasant one.

No. 2 Section.
A fortnight's sojourn with No. 3 Company at Helwan (sulphur
baths treatment) at the beginning of October was a prelude to a
continued weekly programme of Desert warfare. Our "C" sets
have behaved themselves wonderfully well considering that two
out of the three are installed in a forward controlled Morris and a
12-cwt. Morris respectively. Improvised roof aerials are quite
fashionable, too, thereby saving quite a lot of time when halting
and moving off again-thanks to the Foreman-of-Signals and his
111erry men in workshops. It may therefore be seen that, when
moving off, the Section displays quite a mixture of vehicles to
the onlooker.
The Signals concentration scheme gave the operators an unexpected downpour of traffic, which was handled extremely well.
A feather for the operators.
Christmas festivities have since intervened, with a temporary
loss of memory for those who did not " click." The click rather
affected four individuals of no mean status such as 0.0 .. R.O.S.,
conducting n .c.o. and a sentry. Is this a record?
The children's party was a hu ge success. Didn't we get a
shock to see so many young Signals suddenly make their initial
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appearance ! Marvellous l One youngster wanted to know if it
were Father Christmas or Bernard Shaw on show I
Anyhow, New Year's greetings to all.

Signal Troop.
_General.- At the time of writing, everyone is walkinl1' about
with _that after-<;:hristmas feeling ; work always comes ha;d after
a holiday, especially such as Christmas. From all accounts the
Company Christmas dinner was everything that could be de;ired.
The catering was left in the hands of our own cook-house staff,
and a very good show they made of it.
We expenenced a real English Christmas as far as the weather
was concerned ; it has been exceptionally cold. With fires going
and surrounded by Christmas cheer, it was not very difficult to
imagine oneself back at home.
'"fhe usual Christmas tree and tea for the kiddies, given by the
Officers and Sergeants Messes, went off very well indeed. The
guli-guli map, with his box of tricks, attracted the usual crowd.
Som~ of_the tricks performed _by these men are really astounding,
considering they are done ou1te close to the audience. Perhaps
it's a case of the more you look, the less you see. Anyhow, they
never fail to attract me for one. Father Christmas appeared on
the scene via the chimney and dispensed presents to all and
sundry, not forgetting some of the members of both messes.
A carnival dance was held in the Slade Club on Friday 22nd
December-:-and. a very good show_. too. The Christmas spirit
was much 111 ev1der.ce, and everyth111g went off with a swing. I
hear that McEwan had to charter special planes to deal with the
extra requirements.
·
Camp.- The Troop spent a week under canvas at Beni Yusef
during the Machine Gun Concentration Camp. We found part
of the danger area patrol: our job was to collect reoorts from
Austin car and D.R. patrols and pass them bv w IT to a car at
the firing point. The job was not ve ry interesting, as once the
" all clear " message was sent through, there was very little to
do. It was a pleasant change to be at camo, and everyone was
quite fit and happy.
Regimental Marches.-We were expecting to have one of our
W / T cars with the K.D.G. on their march to Geneifa. The march

was to be somewhat in the nature of an experiment: feeding a
regiment by air-but owing to an outbreak of 'fl u amongst the
cavalry horses, the march has been postponed.
Arrivals.-Wc welcome to the unit our new Company commande_r. Major Thorne. May your stay be a long and pleasant
one, sir.

No. 3 Section.
With the aid of No. 2 Section we managed to secure the interSection cross-country challenge cup put up so kindly by Captain
C. A. H. Chadwick, late of No. 3 Company. This feat was
accomplished under rather trying conditions. Signalmen Slim
Brierley, the. Oldham straddle-broom walker, and Taffy Slacks
Player. funny-ball player, were two of the veteran runners. Oh.
how they came in! Recruits Toft and Ward showed amazing
qualities, .obtaining fourth and tenth individual placings.
Most Section arc out to give us a really hard game of soccer.
It really is an event for us to draw or occasionally lose. The
opposing side perform all manner of tricks after scoring a goal:
kissing the goalie, etc. I don't know if this caper is just a Christmassy re-action. or not. In any case, J'vc given up goalkeeping.
Hence I must discontinue ; I daren't keeo it up!
An informant gives me to understand that we- arc now " safe "
for the Pritchard cup for all-round Section sports. However,
when I'm drinking and / or filling it up, I will be more sure
about the situation.

No. 3 Sub-Section.
Having successfully di posed of the festive period, togetht
with a couple of doubtful turkeys, we are now looking forward
to a spell of winter training away from the Company. So far,
our schemes have kept us near to the camp, Virgin's Breasts,
Black Hills, etc., being our limits.
Old Egyptonians will be interested to learn that quite a new
range of howlers and faults is in vogue this season. The older
ones o{ " press key no buzz " fame have died a natural death.
A fair number of grids hav e leaked so far, but I think the
epidemic is"now under control. It is surprising, what :m amazing
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mcrca e of s Is (not steam ships) can be obtained by cleaning that
hrrlc bras rermmal. A rather charming effect is obtained when
J1 rinctly different pairs of hands are tuning that small silly conlen. er .11 rh ·ame rime. I wonder. do other folk h::.ve these
e pcrience ·?
It's been terribly cold over Christmas ; yes, really coid. The
badminton enthusiasts, however, undaunted by th1 serious decline of temperature, have recently moved to their open-air
cour e, or whatever those silly hne are called.
A onies.-Taff Player 1s desirous of much letter, if you please.
fror.1 Zel Tank Wilson.
Will a U, L Corporal with one eye (l1rerally) kindly correspond wnh Slim Brierley of Oldham?
Will Tomato Drury, of A Corps, England, please continue
corrc pondence course avec uneasy slacks? Thompson of this
unir.

No. 3 Company.
Christmas, 1933.-The most movable holiday in existence 1s
Christmas. Although ir is commonly known as a fixed one, it
falls any when between September and April, and it recurs frequently between those dates as well. At times it appears to be
in danger of falling even earlier than September. as in July or
August one can see some people feverishing mossing up for Christmas as though it were due in a couple of days. In September
certain people get hot and bothered, demanding a boat at once
so that they may get home for Christmas.
Some who have had the misfortune to take a short walk with
their "cap off," quickly work out i.f they will or will not be dear
by Christmas. Then there are those who feel the festive spirit
round about October and say " Oh, have just one more, because
we may not meet again before Christmas."
If, however, Christmas has not arrived by November, everyone decides that it is high time it was here and preparations are
made on a more extensive scale. Christmas draws are announced
offering something for nothing, and full of good cheer at that.
By December the culminating point is reached, and the juveniles
arc allowed to enter into the spirit of the th ing, as adu lts are by
now mellow with Christmas spirits. lrresoective of the number
of Chnstmases already held, it can be exoected that at least six
will fall during this month.
Guards and duties now enter into the question, and nearly
every!>ody can prove that they performed some duty last Ch ristmas, 1.e. between September and April.
At last, decorations appear in the mess room. Blankets adorn
the walls, and they are enriched with cotton wool woven into
various designs and quaint lettering, such as crossed badminton
rackets underscribed " No play to-day, girls," in allusion to the
badminton court marked out in the mess room. Another depicts
a boat and the figures 1930 with the word "We," and underneat~ an aeroplane wit~ the date 1940 and the word " They "
(looking ahead son of thmg). Yet another shows a pair of riding
breeches encircled with carrots and the words "Atta boy." What
can that mean? The remainder proclaim seasonal greetings to
all ranks.
On the Christmas Day which fell on the 25th December 1933,
the Company had rum and coffee at reveille-this reveille, by
the way, was as movable as Christmas Day. Dinner was at 12.30
p.m .. and was prepared by our own cooks in preference to contract
catermg, and the general opinion was that it was by far the best
arrangement which could be made. The C.S.O. and all officers
entered the ~ess room shortly after 12.30 p.m. to wish all ranks
~ merry_ Christmas. In concluding his speech, the C.S.O. said
1t was hts pleasure to present our C.S.M. with a badminton racket
subscribed for by a number of n.c.o.s ancl men of No. 1 Company. This magnificent racket, made of non-durable w.JOd and
rotten string, ~nd bearing over twenty autographs, was then
presented. This was followed by speeches, all of which were
punctuat~d. after alternate words by cheers, which also drowned
the remam~ng words. It was a most enjoyable Christmas. May
all succeedmg ones be as happy I

K Section.
1934.- This year w~ onened up at Polygon, and we hooe to
come up every month m future. Thou!?h late, we wish all -units
at home and abroad all t~ey can wish themselves for the coming
year, and our best compliments to Captain C. A. H. Chadwick,
our late O.C. (of " holding them back in Palestine " fame

1929 / i933). What about a warm scrounge when we arriv,e in
T.B., sir?
Now for Some Replies and News.-We should like to repudiate the statement made in Egypt Signals Corporals Mess
notes of December, regarding "K," the Arsenal of Egypt Signals.
Though we have decided on Southend, it must be remembered
tnat all crack teams have their off seasons, and it is just kindheartedness that prevents us from winning soccer matches. Don't
you think our laurels are big enough to rest on?
Reference cross-country championships and our knack of wmning cups on their first year of presentation. Having held the
championship before, we decided to loan it to Nos. 2 and 3 Secrions for a year. We congratulate them on winning, but remind
them that it is only a loan.
We have decided. to release the shooting cup which was loaned
10 H.Q. Troop, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . . . . and Tank Signal Section.
Sure Things-Though we are staff-employed and short-handed
this year, we shall still maintain our usual high standard of
efficiency for Brigade training. We can always call on the assistant adjutant (with dressing gown) not forgetting Q.3.
Kolos.- Thoughts for 1934: Mechanisation or sore feet.
Tho Cock·Eyed W!lrld.-Extract from a local paper: " Last
Sunday afternoon the Potiniere held a roller skating meeting.
when a variety of competitions were organised. Many competitors, the ma;ority of whom were young me11 and women as
well as children, took part . . . . " To make sure of a majority,
it would have been safer to include the aged and infirm as well.
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To Leonard Bros. 825 and 826: Wot about a line?
121.

79
Leonard

'f!& Want to Know.-:--Who ts the Troop's oualified optician?
Is 1t another trade: opt1c1an wireless?
Aft~r-Thoug.ht. -Signalman: " Hello, Busty l"
Corporal
(pomtmg to his arm): " What do you think these are-wu
wounds?"
G Troop Radio .s ociety •.- We are delighted to read the account
of the S.T.C. Radio Experiment~! Society in the December WJRE.
Although we get the usual thrills from holdmg commumcation
with Japs, .Slovenes, Bulgars and . East Indians, not to mention
the more distant outposts of Empire, we have been looking forward to an opportumty of exchanging ether notes with others in
the Corps. So our best wishes to the S.T.C. Radio Society and
to those who follow. May we often hear you calling. Perhaps
one day the whole Corps will be interconnected. I suppose we
shall then be one glorious brotherhood of " old men " and " old
boys " calling plaintively " Foto fer foto " and " Hpe cuagn
O.M.," with occasional variations from the O.B.s abroad: " Du
u no wn nxt tpr !vs fr ome o.m."
·
Acknowledgments.-Many thanks to all units who kindly
sent us Christmas cards.
Conclusion.- More anon.
PAT.

learning to shout " Jong I "-which happened on his first tour.
Besides breeding frayed tempers, empty pockets and vam regret~.
it leaves the victim with a really disgusting vocabulary. When
the aforementioned parasite shouts " Jong I " for the twentieth
consecutive time, the air becomes supercharged. It also keeps
both players and non-players awake in the afternoons and evenings. Statistics prove that it is responsible for a big percentage
of births, deaths, suicides, murders, divorces, slander and libel
:ictions, weddings, and many other evils. Together with dope
running, slave traffic, child marriage, sang kee and uncles, it 1s
rightly adjudged a curse of the Orient. If ever anyone mes to
get you to play mah jong, put your money 1n the bank and go
in the other direction.
Enquirer: Mati Hari is not the person you chink. Anyone
knows she never weighed c4 stone or had a profile like Joe E.
Brown.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Whitfield . Barracks, Kowloon, ~4 / II / 33.
General. - ! ve got to the pitch when I sympathise with all
past and present WIRE scribes. I used to read all their excuses
(" Noth~ng c:if note t~is month," etc.) and thought they were
JUSt gettmg tired of wntmg. Now I know the real reason. Since
October's WIRE reached us, I've been met on every side bv commen.ts such as " Biggest load of hooey since Gabbo," ,; Good
stuff," " Let the author do 'em," and so on ; but as the comments are about fifty-fifty, I'm staggering on.
Apology.-With regard to the Editor's note of last month re
the personal touch. If any of my notes have given offence or
were considered oersonal, I would assure those concerned that
they were not meant to be. Reading this, one may think " If the
cap fits, wear it," but such is not the case. People of this u'lit
whom I mention in my effusions know the soirit in which I write,
and any others whom I may mention should know that the same
rule applies.
,

Corporals Mess.
Now that Christmas festivities and the annual dinner are over,
I will try to place our deeds for December on record. Earlv in
the month the Mess played a return football match with the Garrison Military Police and reversed the score of our previous meeting, winning by 3- 1 with a weakened team. The match was
followed by ~ small "at home " in the mess .
Christmas is naturall y a hazy memory, all members passing it
according to their various tastes. Accounts of any particular
members are withheld, though I believe that several are going
to take a postal course in " tamborine " playing.
The annual dinner held on the 30th December was an enormous
success. This year it was held in the mess instead of a restaurant in town, and I do not think it will in future be held out
of barracks. A worthier banquet has never graced our ta bles, ai:id
through the medium of THE WIRE I voice the thanks of the
whole mess to our committee. A great show! The dinner was
followed by a smoker in the mess, but as this was a carbon copy
of so many other smokers, to attempt to record it would be a
farce. Last month we said " Cheerio !" to Corols Forrest and
Brice, who have gone to a far far better lancj, to- attend a Foreman-of-Signals course. We wish them both success.
No doubt the Mess will now return to normal routine until a
boat goes in April, though I will try to make an appearance
monthly just to show that we still exist.

G Troop, Cavalry Divl. Signals, Helmieh, Cairo.
Monday 1st January.
General.- H aving managed, after varied efforts, to get over
that Christmas feeling (something after the style of '' the morning after the night before") the Troop have settled down to
work again. I believe, though, that one or two people found
this required an almost superhuman effort.
. Arrivals.-'-At present nil, but the trooping season has only
1ust begun.
Departures.- Well, in regard to the Troop, it's a case of this
year, next year, some time, never, we are inclined to think ; but
hopes run high and sweats are the order of the day. Let's hope
we soon get the order of the boot.
Wanted.- A public house with brewery attached ; money no
object ; prospective sellers, please communicate with Bru m, Box
5, GE"etrup, Le Caire.
Agonies.-C.S.M. Nash: I think a letter must have gone
astray. Where are you now? C.Q.M.S. Emsley.
To L/Corporal Edwards: Are you still residing in Bulford?
LI Corp! Fielding.

Tho Big Change.- H ong Kong is to have a large garrison in
1934, as Shanghai is being reduced to cne battalion. Hong Kong
will then have three British battalions and extra details. To
cope with the big rush two blocks in Whitfield Barracks are being
converted into a hospital for the Kowloon side, and the place at
present resembles a battlefield with trenches, etc., and the usual
gang of coolies. We have twenty-four R.A.M.C. attached to us
for five weeks ; by that time their own quarters will be ready.
More troops mean more sport, and already there are about
twenty teams entered for the small un its hockey cup. It should
be a tussle this season.
Technical Training.-This is still going o.k. Another few
weeks and Bryce hopes to be a prefect. It certainly reminds c:ine
of the happy days when fifty lines were lobbed out for bemg
saucy. The usual crop of howlers can be heard any morning.
Drama.- On the 4th November a loosewallah oaid the Section
a visit at 3 a.m. and relieved a few of the locals of their (hardearned?) wages, jong winnings, etc., also taking my watch from
under my pillow! Jones chased the bad lad, but as he refuse~ to
wait while Jon ah put his shoes on, the chase was unfru1ty.
Ooch threw himself at the bad lad's stomach, but that did not
stop him. I hate to say it, but after taking that r 4 stone in the
pantry he can have my watch I Those bereaved were Drake,
Mills, Shove, F-of-S, two of the details, and yours truly. The
sweep runners thought of making a big coup, but changed their
minds after seeing the glances cast in their direction .. Contributions to the relief fund should be sent c / o Mata Han, to reach
here not later than February 1935.
Answers to Correspondents.- Milner. A.F.V.: In response
to your enquiry re mah jong. Jong is a legalised mea~s of robbery whereby certain parasites live on those inveigled mto p_laying with them. One such parasite has not drawn any pay s·nce

Awards.-The big hand to Sigmn Short for being the first to
ride in the combo with our new D.R.
Arrivals.-Signalmen Higginbottom and Erridge from Shanghai. Higgy has been here before, so he'll be telling us things.
The unit cobbler has removed his stock of boots to a safe place,
having heard of the "unit centipede" from his predecessor.
Corp! Ralph from Shanghai for a short holiday which consisted
of staggering from bed to the Palace and vice versa.
Departures.-Signalmen Carter and Oates to Shanghai. Roscoe should find Shanghai a happy hunting ground. Anyway,
we'll be hearing them over the air pretty soon.
L / Corpl Denbow and Signalmen Ward and Smith to U.K.
'Oo sed "Cook's tour "? Lucky guys! We're all sorry to see
them go. There'll be a gap in the hockey team where Smudger
was and a larger gap in the Casanova where Nebby was, but
they'll both be filled. L/Corpl Denbow, of course, is sorry to
go, but the English air will do his petrol lighter the world of
good. (Aldershot papers, please copy.)
Agonies.-Army dollar, 1s. 5i4d.
Austen A.B.Y.: Thanks! Congratulations on addition to A.B.Y.
staff. Send him on a drill course. Chubby.
Kerr, A Corps: Has the second bar affected your writing arm?
Grand Prix Chimp .
Badgy S., Bulford: Congratulations (or sympathy). Tich.
Eddie, F Troop: Wot abaht it? Salaams to Kate, A.C. and the
boys. Shovie.
Mandell, A Corps: Do you need a stamp? Black.
Fielding, Scarborough: Nowt received yet. Grunda .
MATI HARi.
Ilth December r933.
General.-Christmas is getting near-too near, in fact-and
last week we had our Christmas greeting from H.Q. when the
glad news came that the local dollar had gone up again to
1s. 5 1 d. Can't you folks at home do something about it?-write
to your M.P., save silver paper, or something helpful. If things
go on like this, we'll be going up on a Friday to pay the Army
a few bucks. In a recent conversation an old resident told of
the days of '07, when the dollar was way over 1os. l-and they
call 'em the good old days.
Things are about the same in the unit, with one or two changes
in attachments outside which have not appeared in Part II.
Orders. Zena still pines for · her Nobby and dances with tears
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in her eye , while her partners shed tears, too. Smudger may ~c
pleas d to know that his pupil 1s doing well. The old bike sull
goc except when some humorist pinches a plug. In a ~ew
weeks our D.R. will be A.1. He has a trade test ever/ m~r~mg
-fault finding. The air is doing him good ; he colkc:s b1ll1ard
money with a speed and dash which amazes those who know
the old flip.

1934

Sigmn Cord had hard lines a fortnight ago when playin·g for
Kowloon m a civilian league game. During a tussle in the goalmouth he was knocked down and fell on his arm, sustaining a
sprained wrist which is keeping him out of sport for awhile. His
absence has been especially felt in the soccer team, and we hope
he's soon fit again.
On Saturday 2nd December the Mamak Hockey League held
their first dinner and concert of the season at the China Emporium. About a hundred and fifty players were present, and
an enjoyable time was spent. After dinner was best, however,
when I accompanied two of the pioneers on a trip round just to
see life (?) My crowning joy came when, returning on the ferry,
Tich Bryce discovered someone with a schnozzle which pipped
mine. That finished the night off splendidly l
Agony.--Cupid, Malay: Do you really want that stamped envelope? Dan.
MATA HAR!.

Gibraltar Signal Section.

T wo of the Amoy Contemptibles.
Friday 24th November was a red-letter day in the history of
this Section. On that day the Amoy contemptibles moved off in
close columns of fours-all four of 'em. I'll tell you ·all.
In the previous week th e papers had been full of a threatened
civil war in China, and Amoy was the seai;. of the trouble. At
12.30 p.m . on Thursday 23rd November operation orders were
sent out, and Signalmen Erridge. Shove and Mills were warned
to fall in under the command of L/ Corpl Emary fo r emergency
duty. That night saw great activity. Stores were hauled out.
dusted and packed in hampers, and letters were written home·.
A lone figure could be seen (and heard) dashing about and crying
in agonised tones " This is war!" The next morning kits were
laid, and the lads said " Ah-h-h ! " to the M.O. Shovey
handed over his canary to a chap I wouldn't trust with a pet
snake.
At 10.30 a.m . they moved off after fond farewells, and three
rousing cheer~ (wha_t for?-maskee) were given. The unlucky
ones left behind adiourned to the canteen to discuss the crisis
and the late lamented pals (yes, we considered them dead meat)
and they were all voted good guys. At 12.30 p.m., just as we
were about to start a subscription list for the relatives and the
argument as to who should write to a certain fellow's harem was
getting rough, another message came in that troops would not
proceed to Amey ; but_ so that they should not be· disappointed,
the ones higher up said they would embark on the cruiser but
would disembark at 3.30 p.m.
What a welcome they got, especially from those who had debts
to collect! The ioke lasted for a fortnight, bv which time everyone had heard about the big war. The best I heard was about
an A.B. on the Cun:berland. When our chaps had lugged the
Shameen set down below decks, he asked quite seriously " 'Ave
yer brought any records wiv yer?" Shades of Bob Bolton I

South Bastion, 9th January.
General.- [ncluded in our New Year resolutions was one to
have lengthy (and interesting) WIRE notes completed and in the
post by the second day of each month, but alas I it has gone the
way of many others. We are convinced (after recovering from
the festive period) that New Year resolutions should take effect
from about July and not from January, so criticism of our January
efforts should be filed in the w.p.b.
The married families' Christmas party took place on Monday
18th December, and as usual it was held in the unit dining room.
With the aid of numerous flags, bunting and streamers, and useful volunteers, the room was transformed into a really beautiful
hall which should have been appreciated by all. Our commanding officer, accompanied by Mrs. House, attended the tea, which
was enjoyed by all, but the crowning point of the evening-to
the children, at least-was the dramatic descent of Sigmn - - down the chimney, disguised as Father Christmas. We err perhaps in the foregoing, because when his copious sack was displayed the shouting of the children drowned his Christmas
greetings.
Christmas Day was spent in the customary fashion. Our tables
were loaded to overflowing with Christmas fare ; when we say
that eight large turkeys and several legs of pork disappeared,
further comment is needless. Ou r commanding officer and the
A.A. and Q.M.G. i/ c Administration (Brigadier D. M. King,
o.s.o., M.C.) visited the dining hall while the dinner was being
served, and in addition to wishing the unit every success and
happiness during the coming year, they expressed their pleasure
in seeing the plentiful dinner so well cooked and served.
Arrivals.-We welcome the arrival of Sigmn !Bull from Eastern
Command Si1rnal Company, Sigmn Cole from 3rd Div! Signals.
Signalmen Fuller and Gunner from A Corps Signals, Signalman
Harvey from A.F.V. Signals, Tidworth, Sigmn Holland from 4th
D:vl Signals, and Siimm Postance from 1st Divl Signals-ex the
Nevasa on the 23rd D ecember, and we trust their stay with us
will be a happy one. We feel sure that the Christmas festivities
gave them a good impression of their new station.
Agony.- Moseley, Peshawar District Signals: Sigmn Harvey
of this unit draws your attention to his new address.
Last, but Not Least.- To Sigmn Hicks: We are all glad to
hear of your safe arrival and apparent comfort in Egypt.

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association?
If not, join now !
Your military service wilJ come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the Association helps its Members in
that direction. as shown on page 50. The subscriptions
only 2/- per annum. Ask your Unit Representative for
furtJ:..er details.
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Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street, London, S.W.1
The headquarters presented a totally different asoect on Saturday 6th January, when the annual children's party- was held. A
large and tastefully decorated Christmas tree and a well designed
chimney piece were in the main hall, and out of the chimneyto the hu ge delight of the children-came Father Christmas (Sergt
Powell) in the full blaze of the spot light from the control room.
Captain Hemsley and Mr. Philip Moore, in unusual attire, assisted
Father Christmas to distribut e the presents. The number of
children was simply amazing, and how happy they all were following an excellent tea provided in the lecture room or the
men's mess!
This very successful event entails a large amount of work in
selecting the presents and ensuring that each child obtains, as
far as funds will permit, the present that he or she desires. The
entertainment commit tee are to be congratulated on a very fine
effort, and we must specially mention Sergt Drackford, who as
secretary of the committee did so much Lo ensure that the arrangements worked well. Our thanks are also due to the permanent
staff, who assisted with the lighting of the tree and the spot
light effects.
An entertainment organised by Mr. Philip Moore, Captain
Hemsley and Miss Peggy Murray followed the distribution of
gifts, and the united efforts of the artistes, including Mrs. Taylor
and Corp! Blood , who were called in to help, were much appreci.ited. The entertainment consisted of an imitation " Children's
Hour," complete with microphone, and it terminated with a total
" collapse," due to the arrival of comic paperhangers.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Brooks's Bar, Manchester, 16.
General.-There is the usual Christmas and New Year lull at
present, but we start training in earnest on the 8th January.
From then until Whitsuntide we expect to have a busy but happy
time, and everyone is awaiting the full pre-camp training programme. We hope it will contain an all-night scheme as it did
last spring, when we left headquarters ear!y one Saturday afternoon and returned at tea-time on Sunday. On that cccasion each
Section arranged its own billeting ; and, particularly to the
younger members of the unit, it was a great experience, as t_h e
weather was terrible, almost everybody being soaked to the skm.
We managed to stick. it, though, and kep~ smiling. We are looking forward to showing that we can do 1t again.
Sergeants Mess.-The annual ball was held on the 26th
December, when a company of members and friends, some hundred and fifty strong, had a verv enjoyable time.
On December 30th the annuai partv for the children of Mess
members took place at headquarters, a'nd what a time the kiddies
(and their fathers) had l A gorgeous tea was prepared by_ Mr.
H. Jones, and while that was being digested our <;.O. (Lieut.•
Colonel W. S. Ashley) entertained everyone with a cu:er:na sh~w.
After tea some of the children shouted up a reahsuc-looking
fireplace which had been erected by Sergt Etheridge in a door•
way, and great was the excitement when a voic~ was hea_rd
asking if it was the Signals, Norton Street. As with one_ voice
the youngsters chorused " Yes l" and then Father Chn.s tmas
could be heard warning his reindeers to sta~d steady while he
delivered his sack of toys ; and to the delig~t of all, _Fath~r
Christmas came down (?) the chimney and, without getting his
gown on fire, stepped out of the fireplace into the room and received a great welcome.
.
When every child had re~ei_ved a. toy, games were played unul
it was time to G.B. ; and 1t 1s whispered that certain me~bers
of the Mess are looking forward to the time when they will be
able to fill uo the invitation forms differently.
The best thanks of the Mess are given to Lieut.-Colo!lel Ashley
and all who helped in various ways to make the function such a
success.
Two popular members, C.S .M. Wakefield and C.Q.M.S. Peat,
are leavin~ us on account of H.Q. No. 2 Com~any 1st Corps
Signals (S.R.) being disbanded. This means losmg one officer
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(Major G. H amilton) and nine other ranks in addition. We are
sorry to lose them, but perhaps we will be able to get near the
dart-board now.
·
Obituary.- Just as we go to press we learn of the death of
LI Sergt Valentine J., which took place with tragic suddenness on
the 3rd January. As Corp) Valentine he was a very popular clerk
of No. 2 Company, and we desire to express to his family our
deepest sympathy.
KYM.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.-Nothing of outstanding moment has occurred during the past month. The various branches of training and recreation are being steadily supported. and it is pleasing to note
that the recru its are settling down well to their respective jobs.
The attendance at the week-end exercise for officers and n.c.o.s
at Plymouth prior to Christmas constitutes a record for that Company, and it is hoped that thi_s will be maintained on future
cccasions. Those responsible for setting such exercises aim at
making them interesting as well as instructive, and instruction of
a similar nature will be carried out as opportunity affords.
MERCURY.

No. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
News at Southampton is very scarce, but we must make an
effort to put something in THE WIRE.
The officern of: the Company are holding a dance on the 26th
January at the South-Western Hotel, Southampton, which we
hope will be a roaring success and still further enhance the name
of the Wessex Signals in the district.
A children's Christmas party is to be held on the 20th January,
when it is hoped that the married members of the Company and
their children- will meet to soend a jollv time together .
We congratulate all those who have been promoted during the
month, and hope they will prove successful in th-=:i r new ranks.
The two courses of instruction that are now runnmg--<>perators
and n.c.o.s-are being well attended, and we hope to give the
Trade Board a lot of work in February.
This is all I can find to write of, so will now conclude.
PIP.

No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
It is pleasant to record that we were only tw~ short of the
maximum attendance of n.c.o.s at the Sunday exercise last month.
One of the missing two was Sergt Ford (of all people I) who
missed the boat for the first time during his .long service in the
Company. Delightful weather adde_d to the C;njoyment ?f. ~n
instructive scheme. For several iumor n.c.o.s 1t was an m1uation, and it was m·o st gratifying to note the keenness with w~ich
they follo'll(ed the arguments. Many thanks for a well organised
outing.
THREECOY.

46th (North Midland) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters and No. 1 (Derby) Company.
Work and Play.-Back to the plough again. Heigho for ple~ty
of work till August and annual camp come round I Commencing
on the 9th January our year's work ensues. Let's ho')e the
P.S.I.s will not bemoan their lack of work. Come along, lads,
and give 'em summat to do.
An additional course for senior n.c.o.s starts on Monday 15th
January, and all who atten_d are assured of an intere~ting thirty•
six hours work. The adiutant has a spot of tactical stuff to
impart. On hearing of the above, one young n.c.o. remark~d:
" I know I Platoons in the attack and all that sort of thing.
I've had some of that at . . . . . " etc.
Bram. your sounder room " policing " system is here in d~pli
cate: old C sets oscillating and an exchange doing the controllmg.
Lieut. Haslehurst gets the kudos. A keen officer. Good work.
We look forward with every confidence to the time when the
whole unit will oscillate as wi:ll. Then, there'll Q~ po nonattenders at drills,
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In the near future the football team will be up and doing, and
1f suoported , exoected, we will join one of t~e loc;al Am ateur
Lea!lue P C ·t season. Serge~nt B:irlow (T.A.) IS do.mg yeoman
ervice in thl> direction. Hts was the task of rescuing S?me c_>f
our strayed talent from. local teams, whither they had drifted in
pur uit of the elusive pill.
.
As these note are being written, .Mick O.'Br1en (our very busy
R .M.S.) is hclpin~ Lieut. Scott m ma~ing a:rrangemcnts for
·0 . 1 Company' annual dinner. ~verythmg points to a success,
and we expect to feed at least eighty.
.
Our alaams to all WIRE rea de rs, and my special ones to S.T.C.
(India). What a drastic troopi ng season . ·

No. 3 (Nottingham) Company.
otes this month, we regret to say, are rather few . The
festive season ha " been and went " and so far there are no
casualties, and we hope the.re won't be.
Thi year's training 1s due to open to-morrow, Tuesday 9th
December, but the next Tuesday (the 16th) will really be the
date on which labours commence. On tha.t date ~n n.c.o.s. course
commences, and this should prove most mterestmg and mstru~
tive. In our next notes it is hoped to re.port further on this
subject.
.
· I ·d d
The last course, which was chiefly for SJgnalf!len but me l! e.
lance-corporals, was co~cluded just before Chnstmas, ~nd 1t 1s
pleasant to rt>port that 1t was very successful. A good improvement was shown by all candidates, and it is hoped that such a
state will now continue.
.
It is with pleasure that we are able to repor~ that Sergt Field
is back again in harness. He came out of ho~p11al last .w~ek and
1s now enioying a spot of leave m the sunny climes of G1llmgham.
Congratulations.-To Havildar Bramjee of the. White Company on the photo in the January WIRE. To B1ll1e Brunton of
rnd Div. on his efforts {may they all, and always, .be l1ttle ones).
To Barleux on the fine photo of a man-ea ter and h1.s notes. on big
game shooting. The writer suggests that a. certam ladd:e once
known a Wee Tosh could also pen some 1ntercstmg notes on
shikari (shades of Freddie Lorion!)
Salaams.- To all members of the Corps from
o. > Company, and to BramJee, Abdul, Kiko, Fredkitch, Willwish, Old
Ruff and many others from J .H.E.
SJGSNGM .

47th (Znd London) Divisional Signals.
Fulham House, H igh Street, Fulham, S.W.6
General.-lndividual training is again in full swing af~er the
Christmas holidays. We hope that all members of the unit have
made a New Year resolution that they will do thei r utmost to
attend headquarters for every training, and so make the weekend camps {we have been promised some this year) occasions of
keen interest and all the more pleasurable because of the practical knowledge gained from these trainings.
The following special (oaid) courses commenced. on the 1.4th
January: senior n.c.o.s, instruments and ma!> readmg, and lmemen. Seventy n.c.o.s and men are taking advanta~e of 1hese
courses of instruction. which are carried out every Thursday
cvenmg and all day on every alternate Sunday. It is a great pleasure and encouragement to the instructional staff to see such
keenness and the large attendance (33 per cent. of the uni t
~trength).

It i. practically certain that this unit will now proceed to
Colchester for annual camp from the 29th July until the 12th
August. We had previously been earmarked for Wareham en
the 15th July. but owing to th~ inability of a large number of
men to obtain leave at that penod, we have now arraP~ed a
latl'r date.
Officen.-i./Lieut. Bennett (55th Divisional Signals , T.A.)
anached to this unit for trainine, oassed the written examination
for Certificate "A" Signals. 2 fLieutemnts McCombie and Hawkm~ passed the practical examination for Certificate "A."
Sergeants Mess. On the 2nd December last another pleasant
even11111 was soent when members of the 2')th C•1clists Battalic:n
O.C.A met us Ill a ~ames tournament. After continuous plavmr for about three hours, we finished level with 23 points all.
Quite a 11;ood ending. too, for a contest between such old friend~.
We are lookmg forward to a repetition in the near future.

Saturda y 23rd Decem ber saw the finish of a very .interesting
snooker ha ndicap . Thi rty-two mem bers an d old f:1ends took
part , the fin al being pl:iyed off between ~.Q.M.S. Wn ghtson a~d
Sergt St ratford. T he latter was the wmner by ;i sm~ll margin.
" Useful " Chri tmas fa re was p resented to each as prizes.
Congratulations.--W e offe r ou r hea rties t congratulations to
L / Sergt Burrows L . on his promotion to Sergeant ; also to LanceCorporals H aswell C. W .. Rowse E. J., Bolton H.! Wells A. J ..
Burrows J. F., Hobbs C. J., W atts G. S. G., Robms A. E. and
Cheesley E. P. on their promotion to the r!lnk of Corporal, and
to Signalmen Brown E. W . C., Harvey-Smith F. W., .Askew. E .
L., Brown J., Hopkin J. R. and Hawkes J. W. on their appomtment as Lance-Corporals (paid).
Obituary.- Jt is with the greatest regret that we h ave to announce the passing of Sergeant V. Philpott, which occurred at
Bulford on the 23rd December from heart failure. He joined this
unit as a permanent staff instructor in 1930 and returned to duty
with the Regular A.rmy in Nove1!1ber last. He proved hii:i1self. an
efficient, hardworking and consc1ent1ous n.c.o. who, by his quiet,
pleasant and cheerful manner made friends of all with whom he
came in contact. The poignant news of his death came as a
great shock to us all.
It is also with very deep regret that we have to report yet
another old friend as " through." Ex-R.Q.M.S. Jock Campbell
died on the 1 rth December last after a long illness.
We tender our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Philpott and to Mrs.
Campbell in their sad bereavement. Wreaths were sent to the
funerals on behalf of all ranks of this unit and S.R. Sections.
Social.-Ou r New Year's ball on the 1st January was a greater
success than was expected. Unfortunately, this was the night
of the great fog " black-out," when cars cuddled lamp-posts and
buses tried to hide in front gardens. In fact, any movement
either by pedestrian or vehicle was a matter of great hesitancy . .
However. nearly a hundred dancers attended, and a most enjoyable and lively time was spent by all.
Why not pay us a visit on the 14th February, when we are
holding our St. Valentine's ball?
On Thursday r tth January we had a wonderful concert given
by the famous Roosters. O ver three hundred and fifty members
of the unit and their friends attended and listened to a real tophole show. During the evening the cable competition cup and
medals for the winners and runners-up were presented by Mrs. J.
Gibson-Fleming, the wife of our hon. colonel (Colpnel J. GibsonFleming, C.B.E. o.s.o.) Our commanding officer, in the course
of a short speech. had a few words to say to the ladies. He told
them that they formed one of the chief obstacles to recruiting
members for the unit, and very frankly informed them that if
they could not spare their men for one evening a week, he didn't
think much of them. We hooe that went home to them- and to
the men!
EFFEMMA.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
Training.- An intensive course of individual instruction, de.signed to increase the technical status of every member of the
unit, entered on a three months run at the beginning of the year,
after which Section training will begin and continue until camp.
Entrants have been graded and split U!> into classes dealing with
thei r various trades, operating being given the chief conside.ratio'l ; and at the end of the course candidates will sit for an
examination, and those successful will pass on to an eleva~ ed
rating. So far, the course has been a great success, with good
Jttendances, and when it is concluded it is confidently hoped
that there will be a re'llly good croo of experts. In any event, n.o
one will be anv the worse, and all will know more about their
trades than hitherto. There are more th an a hundred and forty
attending trade training classes twice a week.
Officers' Dinner and Dance.- This was he.Id in the office.rs
mess and drill hall on Friday 12th January, when there was a
l(ood attendance of oflicers with their ladies. The unit was
honoured bv a visi~ from Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. 1-1. C. B. We.myss
of the 5th Divisional Signals. Scarborou gh, and Lieut.-Col. C. W .
Fladgate, our C.S .O . There we.re also present Colonel W. Boyle.
o.B.E., T.D. (hon. colonel) and Lieut.-Co!. and Mrs. H . McLaren.
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It was a mat.ter of great regret to all that ou r adjutant, Capt a1 ~
W. L. Schneider, was una ble to be p resent owing to ill-health.
Annual Children's Party.- The annual part y for the children
was a " howling " success. It was held in the drill hall on th e
6th January and followed the usual party lines, with tea , games
~nd songs fo: the children ; .the event afterwards resolving itsel f
mto .a rc-umon of the ladies. One little fellow-obviously a
budd . n~ cable man- took a good deal of persuading that a lincman 's )Ob was not that of. guiding his toy train around its track ,
or that he could not put his drum (re-named by h is fa ther as " an
infernal machine ") in the band stores.
Promotion~ &. Appointments.-Congrat ul ations arc extended
to th4? followmg, who w.e._f. 1I 12/ 33 rise in rank as under : Appomted L / Sergeants (paid) Corporals W hytell F., Calip F. and
Parker C .. Promoted Corporals, L/ Corporals Young J., Armi tage
A. E., S~1th E., Stewart H. , Chapl'ell J:i., Bell C. W. and Dobson
S. Appointed Lance-Corporals (paid) Signalmen Edson R., Landy
J., T., Hall S., Marchinton F., Gartland J., Hall J. W. and West J.
S1gmn Thornhill H,. I. (205th Medium Artillery Sig nal Section)
has also been appomted Lance-Corporal {paid).
Cable Laying de Luxe.- Sure.ly, our Cable Section have discovered what " the Cable.man's Valhalla " is like, for, having
laid lines around the parade ground, they have now commenced
to litter the already .full drill hall with pole crossings, evoking
humorous (?) and vaned remarks, such as " Um! started a circus
here now. They've got tight ropes up." Let us hope the experience gained inside will prove of use outside.
Heard on the Rifle Range.-Sergeant Instructor (sweetly, to
recruits firing their courses): "Well, you all missed the - targets
at fifty yards. None of you hit 'em at 25 yards. Now, fix
bayonets! charge I ! it's your only chance."
Social.-Concerts are still held on Sunday evenings in the
men's recreation room. and capital entertainment is provided for
large aud iences. On the subject of entertainment, the Band held
a successful concert on Sunday 14th January under the baton of
Mr. L. A. Wright, the bandmaster.
Conclusion.- The lads of the village still meet every night in
the canteen, knocking spots off the new snooker balls there provided. Others prefer dominoes. And so everything's bright and
rosy.

SOth ( Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesb1ougb) Company.
Christmas Festivities.- We are very pleased to report (after
a rather lengthy absence from these columns, for which sincere
regrets are tendered) that the usual Christmas functions held in
the drill hall were very successful.
The children were entertained by the Company to an excellent
treat under the able guidance of C.S.M. W. E. Battersby and
C.Q.M.S. J. Gibson. The mai~ hall was sui!ably. decorated a!ld
a huge Christmas tree 'erected m the centre, 1llummated by fairy
lights and loaded .with to.ys, from. which the. chili;lren were supplied. After havmg their fill with a damnly served tea, . the
children and the adults who were present were then en:ertamed
by a concert party provided by Sigmn Smith R. and his wife, who
gave a most ente rtaining show. We. offer to S1~mn a.nd M.rs.
Smith our most sincere thanks for their kmdness m commg w1rh
the party.
.
.
On Christm;i mornmg the usual gathermg of the Company
took place in the Men's Club and was attended by Mai.or T. T . .J.
Sheffield, who now again commands the Company vice Captam
). W. Middleton, M.C., who has gone to the T.A. Reserve of
Officus .
I should like to mention here that we have lost the services of
2 / Lieut. S. Robinson, who has been transferred to No. 3 Company at Gateshead. and we hope that he has a most enjoyable
time with his new unit.
Training.- This has been continued throughou t the winter
Jnd has been very well attended._ A small. class of operator signals
is endeavouring to obtain a higher ratu~g before the summ~r
training commences, which we are all lookmg forwa~d to. It will
be nice to see rhe Stainton and Stoke.sly area~ agam ~nd to sec
the villagers hanging their washing on our Imes.
Rifle Shooting.- Since our last notes, we have en!ertaine.d at
our range a team from the Green Powards and paid a return

visit to thei r d rill h all. We are glad to say that our team won
on both occasions. As a matter of fact, we have not been beaten
as a team in our area. In the near future we are to come to
grips with a t eam from the LC.I. Factory at Billingham, and we
are looking forward to the event, as I gather that they are a team
to be feared, being really good shots.
Badminton.- This section is still going and is well supported.
The challenge from No . .3 Company is accepted : any where, any
when, any how or any time.
Annual Ball.- The event of the season takes place on Monday
29th January, this being the occasion of our annual ball in the
drill hall. It is being eagerly looked forward to. We will be
able to describe th e event in our next notes.
Annual Camp.- The annual camp this year is to be at the
race course at Scarborough. This has occasioned much joy in the
Company, as the visit there in 1931 is still fresh in mind and
was enjoyed very much. Let's hooe that the weather clerk is
kind to ns, as we are to go to camp in June.
A notice appeared on the Company order board asking for six
volunteers to bring their bicycles to annual camp this year. Already there are ninety-two names written down. Why this rush?
Wait until you see the lay-out of the camp.
MIDBRO.

No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
Winter Course.-This is nearly at an end, and now we are all
looking forward to the arrival of the adjutant with his test messages at the end of the month.
Boxing.-We. are to meet the 6th Battn Northumberland Fusiliers in a friendly contest in St. George's drill hall, Newcastle-onTyne, on the 27th January. Our boxers have been training for
this event for some time now, and it is anticipated that they will
put up quite a good show. The best of luck to all! Full details
will be published in the next issue of THE WIRE.
Dent Cup.-The inter-Company competition will take place ar
Gateshead on Monday 5th February. Don't forget, lads, we must
win this!
Divisional Tournament.-This is to be held ar St. George's
drill hall on the 16t h and 17th February. We finished second last
year-first this year, I hope!
Children's Christmas Party.- This was held in the drill hall
at Elmgrove Terrace on Boxing Day, when quite a good number
of married people turned up. I never knew we were so strong
in this respect l All the children, I am sure, had a jolly good
time-the mothers did, too! After tea Father Christmas · gave
all the kiddies a present. Our popular O.C. was not forgotten,
he being presented with "the Loch Ness Monster."
Company Smoker.- This took place on Saturday 16th December. Ir was a very jolly affair, and everyone voted it one of the
best we have had. Amongst our guests we were delighted to see
our late adjutant, Captain P. Jennings, M.C. He was given a
rousing reception and was forced to make a speech.
SergtMlnts Mess Ball.-This was held in the drill hall, Elmgrove Te.crace, on Friday 12th January, and was considered a huge
success by all who were present. Our guests of honour were the
Deputy Mayor and Mayoress (Alderman and Mrs. Ellis), the Chief
Constable of Gateshead (Mr. R. Ogle), Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs.
G. H. Walton (our commanding officer and his wife).
New Arrival.-We welcome Mr. ]. R. Alsop, who is attached
to us from the 4:;th Division.

51 st (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
General.- The voluntary class continues on Monday evenings,
and we hope to raise a few group E operators from last season's
recruits at the Trade Testing Board.
Is it oossible to shift men from four words a minute, one night
a week? Lend me a mallet, someone!
We are all itching for the 1934 training season to start, and will
fee l much haopier when it does- the recruits, especially. and
the newly-made lance-coroorals who wi h to try out their •· capabilities for independent command."
Congratulations.-There has been plenty of wetting going on
lately, and whilst the medals are still frothy we hasten to con-
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gratulate Sergts Rollo, Cormack ~nd Allan on gaining the coveted
T.E.M .• and Corp! Gregor on bemg a.warded a ~ I.asp to th e medal
which he gained before a lot of us ' came up.
More Congratulations.- This time to 2 / L!eut. B. M. Nicol,
of No. 1 Company, on passing the exam mat1on for Ce ruficate
'"A.·'
Still More Congratulations.- To the gemlemen from Ballogie
who showed the members of the Sergea nrs Mess how to shoot!
It's too late for anything to be sai.d a~ouc th.e s~o.res, but a lot
of hooting practice has been out m smce this v1SJt.
" That Phone Agaln. "-Feminine voice (over phone) : "Hullo !
is that you, Mr. Signals? I would like to speak to Mr. Sergea1~t
Mess." Poor fish who answered the phone: ",Well._ that s
hardly possible. You see, Mr. Sergeant Mess won. t be m b.arracks until to-mght." Feminine voice: " Oh, all right, I'll rmg
up again later."
LANKA MK. II .

SZnd (Lowland) Divl. Signals and S.R. Units.
2r Jardrne Street, Glasgow.
Annual Dinner.- The great event of the year, the momentous
occasion which provides the opportunity to all ranks for frater•
nising and feasting, has come and gone. Some 350 feasted on
the best-a six course dinner and free beer. Ye gods ! The
large lecture hall presented a brilliant spectacle. Chief electrical
deviser Atkinson transformed the somewhat austere atmosphere
of the lecture hall into a fairyland of 1.ight and colour. The .dash·
ing tartan and silver buckles of the pipers. of the Lowland Signals
added brilliancy and colour to a gathering almost unparalleled
in the history of these units. The city was combed for the
cream of professional tale!lt• and the catering a!ld ser~ice were
of a high order. The entire arrangements funct1oned hke clock·
work.
Major J. W. Robertson, o.c.M., as chairman, was at his bes.t.
When we saw him rise-with forefinger and thumb placed m
the right-hand pocket of his dress-vest-<Jur ears stood to atten·
tion and our wits were sharoened. This was Major Robertson's
annual stock-taking night. -On such an occasion we a~e probed.
inside and out. Our shortcomings are hurled at us straight from
the shoulder. Our good deeds are praised, and !)raised again.
It can hardly be said that we know Major Robertson as he knows
us: he seems possessed of an uncanny insight in tabulating and
weighing in the balance each man. H is speech was one of th.e
best events of the evening. Behind it all we easily discerned his
unceasing work to maintain our state of high efficiency, and hjs
never ending effort and interest not only in the unirs but in the
individual.
Once again we cannot pass without registering our gratitude
for all that was done for us. Without the unremitting efforts
of the permanent staff, the success of such an undertaking as our
annual dinner could not be assured.
Sergeants Mess New Year Gala Night.-We have to record
another event which teemed with success and goodwill. This
proved to be the largest gathering of its kind withjn m4'.mory.
1 inety members and friends were present under the chairman·
ship of C.S.M. Houston-self-styled "Heid Hog." Andy Houston's personality was a draw in itself. His manipulation of the
poker produced great merriment. Andy's methods are unconventional, but he can make us happy.
So we welcomed 1934 to the tune of feasting, fun and a wee
" deoch-an-doris." We toasted success to our comrades in the
Signal Service. With a wee bit son~ and a wee bit dram, we celebrated Ne'e'rday in good old Scorch fashion. Here's to the
Year that's awa' !
Arrivals.-Sergt Murphy W. M. has joined us from the 5th
Div! Signals, Scarborough, as P.S.I. A thousand welcomes I
The Pipe Major .-The discharge of Pipe-Major McKenzie j.
on reachin~ the age limn is worthy of note. Jimmy's connection
wnh the Lowland Signal units extended over thirty-five years
from the time when we were the 1st Lanarkshire Volunteers. A
talented piper, a man of imposing physique, the pipe-major pre·
sented a splendid figure m the full dress tartan of the Lowland
Signals pipe band. An exponent of repute in pipe band training,
Pipe-Major McKenzie will be greatly missed. A genial personhty and ereat good-heartedness. added to Pipe-Major McKenzie's
other good ciu_alities, made him a general favourit~ with all ranks,
Good bye, Mac! ~aber-feidh
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Promotions.--Ou r belated congratulations to our good friend
the donor. Captain McGreehin's elevation to majority rank, we
can assuredly say, has pleased us all.
Awards.- We heartily congratulate C.S.M. Atkinson on receiving the L.S. and G.C. medal. The Territorial efficiency medal
has been awarded to C.S.M. Bain :md Serges Reid D. and Smith
S. B. Congratulations, comrades I
General.-We are glad to see Captain Warren amongst us
again after his recent operation. He informs us that he has made
a complete recovery, and that he has high hopes of seeing his
wireless projects carried through this season.
Consternation.- No small misgiving has been expressed at
the rumour that our super-fisherman Jim Tracy-authority on all
things great and provider of immense bait-is about to leave us
for Loch Ness .

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Ca rdiff, 12th January.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to our new P .S.I.s,
R.S.M. McCormic k R. R., C.S.M. Maynard A. R. G., and Sergt
Mclachlan P. May their stay be a long and happy one!
Departures.- R.S.M. O'Connor D. to 3rd D iv! Signals, Bulford. C.S.M. Ellerbeck J. to 1st Div! Signals, Aldershot. Sergt
Green W. to Western Command , Chester.
Training.- Individual training commences this month, when
a great effort will be made to bring the operating of the unit to a
h igh standard.
Some very good work has been done by some of the Sections
during the past month, and judging by the results obtained , competition will be very keen to win the Section trophy this year.
(B Section, please note.)
Social.--Our Christmas festivicies were again a great success.
The mothers and children of the unit were entertained to a
grand Christmas tree party, and once again we thank Madame
Beaton and her troupe of juveniles for a grand afternoon's entertainment. Approximately 38o sat down to a fine tea. This was
followed by the appearance of Father Christmas, ably impersonated by C.S.!VI. Ellerbeck, whom we shall be sorry to lose this
year. Everyone remarked what a good father he was (sorry ! I
meant Father Christmas). Great credit is due to the committee,
and especiaJJy to our new R.S.M., for making this show such a
great success. He was greatly surprised at the number of children entertained, which by the way is the lar~st number we
have had- which goes to prove that there is no apparent decrease
in the birth rate in this part of t he world as far as our members
are concerned.
The Sergeants Mess Christmas draw was held on Friday 23rd
December, and the prizes were equally shared-two of our new
P .S.I.s, C.S.M. Maynard and Sergt Mclachlan, taking seven
between them . R.S.M. McCormick was unluckv. The first
prize, a large Christmas hamper, was drawn by the wife of one
of our corporals. She expressed her pleasure in writing to the
commirtee. About a thousand tickets were sold and 179 prizes
given. This constitutes a record for the Mess, and the committee
are to be congratulated on such an excellent show.
The New Year's ball given by the warrant officers and n.c.o.s
was held on Friday 29th December, and cordial greetings passed
round at midnight. This was also a great success. We were
honoured with a visit by our commanding officer, Colonel R. C.
Seel, M.C., during the evening. The entertainments committee
are to be congratulated on their efforts.
Shooting.--Our air rifle team have this season created a record
by defeating the league leaders. Our officers have now an air
rifle target and are endeavouring to get fit to challenge the unit
team. This should be an interesting match when it takes place.
The Company team are putting in some practice on the miniature range, and we hope to win back the Webber cup this year.
Greetings.- Sergt McLachlan would like to be remembered to
all friend s in dear old A Corps at Karachi and also at Bulford.
.
THI! Ll!f!K.
[ Our Printers would appreciate it if The Eeek would be good
enough to forward the original sheets of his notes instead of a
duplicate, which is often very faint arid difficult to read, eSj?ecially
in artifkial light.-Eo.J
· ·
· '
' -

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15
Headquarters.
General.- The annual children's Christmas tree party was
held a~ Stratford 0!1 the 6th January, when a jolly evening's
entertamment was given not only to the children of Headquarters
and. Nos. I and 2 ~omparnes b'-!t to tw~lve poor children of the
parish to whom an mv1tat1on was sent via the vicar of St. John's,
Stratford. We were honoured by the presence or the Deputy
Mayor, t~e May_oress, and the children of the Mayor.
qv.er sixty ch1_Jdren sat down to tea, and owing to the ind1sp.os1t1on of the vicar, grace was said by the Deputy Mayor, Councillor A. J. Walker, who deputised for His Worship the Mayor
of West Ham, Alderman H. J. Rumsey, O.C.M., M.M., J.P.
Th~ tea ":'as followed by a ~omp, accompanied by Sergt Amor
an~ his fam ily band. The urnt utilised the services of Mr. A. R.
Phil.p ott , who gave three plays with his Pantopuck Puppets:
" Little Red Riding Hood," " Robinson Crusoe," and " Jack and
the Beanstalk," which greatly amused the children. The Headquarters P.T. class g~ve displays, under the R.S.M., of physical
trammg and gymnasia, and later they gave community singing
and coon songs. ~hey were dressed in Corps coloured costumes.
The tree was stripped, and oranges, apples and boxes of chocolates were given to the children. C.S.M. Hoooer, as Father
Christmas, was marched around the room to the tune of " Good
King Wenceslas " by the P.T. chorus and band.
After the presentation of toys, the Deputy Mayor of West Ham
spoke of the unit, the good work of the T.A. in the district, and
the inability of His Worship the Mayor to attend on account of
his late working hours. He expressed the Mayor's regret at not
being present at the function, but we would realise from the
decorations of the D.C.M. and M.M. which he held that his heart
was with us. The Deputy Mayor then presented caskets of
chocolates, on behalf of the unit, to the Mayoress of West Ham ,
to Mrs. Hooper, and her hard working staff, Miss E. Hooper
and Mrs. Amor.
Our C.O. , Lieut.-Colonel W. E. Rayner, T.D., replied, thanking
the Deputy Mayor for his kind words, and complimented the
committee on the time and trouble they had taken to make the
evening a huge success. He also complimented the P.T. class on
their fine display and the standard they had reached in so short
a time.
Jokes.- The jokes of the evening were on the P .S.I.s. The
R.S.M. received a huge parcel addressed to " Master Freddie
Dewie," which had to be opened on the stage. After five minutes
cutting of string and undoing of wrappers, he eventually found a
telephone, together with an ode to the R.S.M. hoping it will come
in handy should our house phone go dis at any time. (Thanks
very much, Sergt Finn and company ; the coppers in the box
came in very handy.) Sergt " Master Ernest " Hancock was
next on the list, and he, after helping to cover the stage with
litter, was the proud recipient of two feeding bottles ; he is still
looking for the third one I
T~e singing of " The King " concluded a very enjoyable
even mg.
Sergeants Mess.- The annual Sergeants Mess dinner will be
held at The Green, Stratford, on Saturday r7th February. Mess
members at Southend and Bedford attending will be un.s:ler the
same conditions as last year. Ex-members wishing to attend
should apply to C.S.M. W. H. Hooper at Stratford.

No. 1 Company.
General.- fught here and now we wish everyone in the Corps
a really happy and prosperous New Year. Rather belated, we
know, but sincere. This was omitted from our last notes, so
eni;irossed were we with the thought of Christmas! .
It is usual for Companies, especially for those abroad, to ~et
together on Christmas Day and celebrate, so it won't come quite
as a surprise to read that No. r Company was well represented
in the canteen here. Of course, the canteen has other attractions than its nice beer, namely a cosy fireside and-shirrup Ia radio. Oh , boy I what a P.R.!. I and isn't our William pleased
and proud of the fact l He serves drinks, hot or cold, much
better to jazz-and more often, tool On Christmas Day, we
all listened (yes, actually listened, Harry and Percy) to the

broadcast of greetings and the King's speech sent out to the
Empire, and marvelled. Sergt Simons W. particularly asked
that we should place on record the manner in which the whole
Company, as one man, instinctively and immediately jumped to
attention on the playing of the National Anthem. Good boys,
eh, Bill I
Company Oance.-The dance held durmg December was one
hundred per cent., and the committee thank all those who helped
to make it so. C.Q.M.S. Warner E., who officiated as M.C. in
the unavoidable absence of C.S.M. Simpson A., carried out his
duties " as to the manner born." Even L/ Corp! Hooker J., who
always takes a " lion's share " in these affairs, was amazed to
see how such a huge number of people could move about and
enioy it.
The committee have been so encouraged by this success that
they have decided to hold another dance on the same evening as
our children's Christmas party. These events will be duly reported in our next notes, and we hope that a good " double "
has been backed.
Training.- Jn the midst of all our festivities we find quite a
number of all ranks anxious to proceed with their Morse practice,
and naturally these are amply catered for. Every Tuesday and
Thursday evening a lecture room is nicely warmed and fitted
out and work proceeds smoothly and progressively. This goes
to show that our hopes for a record Trade Board this year are
well founded, which is very encouraging.
In the large lecture room-now, of course, turned into a well
equipped gymnasium-weak men are makmg themselves strong,
and strong men, stronger ; and the manner in which these people
enjoy their exercises is a joy to behold. But when Butch can do
the "scissors" properly, the R.Q.M.S. has decided to find him
another job of work!
Our inter-Company boxing competition will have taken place
by the time these notes appear in print, and the winning Company will receive the deserved congratulations of all. We of
No. 1 wish we could have seen every man absorbing those tips
on " how to bring that right cross across properly ." Anyway, we
did promise to fill up the cup, didn't we? The prizes given to
the winners and runners-up of this competicion are worth having,
and as one Barnes remarked, " I'd even fight Len Harvey for
one of those statuettes l "
Agony.-Ern and Vic. would like to enquire why of Jerry (of
the 44th (Home Counties) Div! Signals) and congratulate him.
Perhaps you would come up and see us some time, and bring
Peter along too.
ONECOY.

No. 2 Company.
Congratulatory.-All ranks of No. 2 Company join in congratulating our O.C., Captain W. J. Wardle, on his recent marriage, and wish him and Mrs. Wardle a long and happy life.
General.-There is little to report of our activities for the last
month . Our attendances still continue to be gratifying for the
winter season, and there will be a further increase in the near
future when the paid evening classes commence in February. Our
boxing team continues to add to its numbers, and we hope at
least to give our opponents a little run (no, not rum--run) before
they life the coveted cup.
Social.-No. 2 Company dance, held on Saturday 30th December, was indeed a well attended affair; there was a danger at
one time, I believe, of the walls of the drill hall bursting outwards. However, a good time was had by all (as the parish
magazine has it) though things were certainly a trifle crushed
towards the end owing to the large number present.
Programme for 1934.- This looks very interesting, and I can
only say lo those of No. 2 Company who want some news about
it: ''Come and see.''
Twocov.

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
General.- Chrisnnas festivities now being over, we are hoping
to settle down to a further year of interesting training. Attendances have started to rise again after the holidays, and we hope
that by the time the paid classes commence on the 5th February
we shall have a full muster.
The children's party held at headquarters, Stratford, was a
great success, and everybody seemed to enjoy the fun. The
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gymna tic display by personnel fro'!1 headquarters, ulded . ~.S.M:
D •ie wa the main item, and this turned out a sp en 1 spec
t cl ~t h for grown-ups and the children. A really good ~how.
Shooting - T hi has slackened a bi1 owing to the hdhda~s,
but we are ' sta rt ing a regula r programme of weekly an at er
shoots, and we hope to get the same support as last YS,fEND.

Bedford Detachment.
General.- Aft er the usu al festivities and the su b se_q~ent . afth,
ma th , we once more try to sett le down co steady training in t e
lect ure room.
.
h
fl
h
Owin to the training gr.me being somew at s m~ we ave
had to !elect li kely members for the trade classes which assemble

next month. Attendances havi: .somewhat improved , due. no
doubt co the face that the compeut1on caused thr<;>ugh the poss1blf
inclusion in the paid trade classes has rather disturbed son:ie o
the dilatpry members. Anyhow, we hope to p rese~t qmte a
number of operator signals at the next T rade Board m May.
Visual.- We note with pleasure that 1'.'los. 1 , 2 and ~ C?m. s have not yet lifted the C.O.'s prize for the memonous
~:ar::dard. Well. I suppose that it is up to the Bedford D.etachment to pull off the prize i~ the long ru n. Hard luck, Erni e and
Jonno. Better luck next ume.
Acknowledgments.-J .H .E. N ottingham: T~anks very muc.h .
We need them. S.V.S. Ply mouth : Card received. W ill write
BEDFORDIAN.
a li ne if you will forward address.

SPORTS NOTES
3~d

Divisional Signals, Bulford.

Hockey.-v. 11th Hussars {Army cup, first rou nd) away, won
by 5-0; v. Royal Air Force, Andover, home, drew at 1-x.
Football.-v. 11th Hussars, away, lost by 1-{i.
Boxing.-The third and lase phase of thjs unjt' s boxing t~k
place at Aldershot on Tuesday 12th December. F~r the thi rd
time we suffered defeat at the hands of Aldershot Signals. We
had to borrow two light heavies from the 5th Light and 9th
Field Brigade R.A. to comp!ete our team. The result of the match
was a win for Aldershot Signals by three points, the final scores
being 21-18.
Before enumerating the various fights, we congratula~e the
Aldershot Signals on their victory and thank them for t~e1r hospitality: our hearts were gladdened for the homeward Journey !
[Aldershot Signals named first in each bout]
Fcather-Sigmn Waterton v. ?igmn Beve.ridge. Beveridge showed
more experience and, makmg use <;>f 1t, ~on the fight.
.
Feather-Sigmn Taylor v. L / Corp! Bird: B1r.d showed up . wuh
a pretty left and, making .free use of 1t, gamed the verruct.
Light-Sigmn Duncan v. S1gmn Black. Duncan appeared the
stronger and more experienced, scoring points very freely.
Duncan's fight.
.
Light-Sigmn Botting v. Sigmn Notley. As in the prev!ous
fight, Botting appeared th.e stronger, bu~ both eagerly. mixed
and absorbed a lot of punishment. Bottmg won on pomts: a
good fight.
.
.
.
.
Light-Sigmn Herberts v. Dnver Wright. Both mixed 1t eagerly,
but Herberts' height and reach gave him the advantage and
the fight.
Light-Sigmn Barker v. Driver Drury. A rather even match and
not a lot in it. Barker's verdjct.
Welter- L i Corpl Ringrose v. Sigmn Excell. Heavy hitting was
the feature here and both tired towards the end. Excell's
decision.
Welter-Sigmn Hauihey v. Sigmn Barratt. Haughe,Y b~xed very
well, and with his good defence Barratt found 1t difficult to
score ana lost on points.
Welter-COrpl Clarke v. Driver Maile. Driver Birtles should
have fought here but was unfit, Maile (a light weight) pluckily
stepping into the breach. He was no match for Clarke, however, and was knocked out in the first round.
M1ddle-Sigmn Rogers v. 2/ Lieut. J. P. North. Two different
stylists opposed each other here, and a good fight ensued .
Rogers was awarded the verdict .
M1ddle-Sigmn Craddock v. Sigmn Sokell. Sokell carried the
fight to Craddock all through the contest, flooring him several
times in the last round. Sokell's fight.
Light heavy-Sergt Parker v. Gunner Jones (5th Light R.A.). A
very good fight, with nothing in it. Jones, the younger, stayed
better. Parker won.

Light hea vy- Driver Parrish v. L / Bdr 1:'remaseur (R.A.). An old
style fight: bot h .t~e to toe, swapping punches . T remaseur
was given the dec1s1on.
Lieu t.-Colonel A. E. Meredith, M.C., kindly presented the
rizes at the conclusion and congratulated all on ~uch a good
Ph 0
calling fo r three cheers fo r the losers. L1eut.-Colonel
B. Naylor, o.s.o., M.C., repli.ed by calling fo r three cheers
for the winners, which were heartily given.

R. F'.'

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
Soccer.-Since the last publication of our notes, the following
matches have been played.
FIRST ELEVEN.
1 8 / ll / 33 v. 4th (Q.O.) Hussars (E. and S. Border League) home,
won by 5-2
I
b
25 [ II / 33 v. Severalls (E. and S. Border League) home, ost Y
0- 5
30 / II / 33 v . R.A. Shoeburyness {third rou nd Army cup) , home,
v
lost bv 0--1
2 / 12 1 33 v. Brightlingsea (E. and S. Border League) away , lost
by 1-3
.
9 / 12 / 33 v. Clacton {first round East Anghan cup) awa Y , won
by 3- 2
6 / 1/ 34 v. Clacton (E. and S. Border League) away, drew at
~I
h
13 / 1 / 34 v . Heybridge (Press cup) <!way , won by 6-5 a er
extra time.
SECOND ELEVEN.
16 / II / 33 v. Thursday Juniors (Thursday League) away, won by
4-2
b
23 / u / 33 v. Colco (Thursday League) away, won Y 4-2
v. R.A.S.C. (Thursday League) home, l.ost by 1- 4
2 / II /
~ / 12 / ~i v. R.E.C.I. (third round Thursday Hospital cup) away,
lost by 2-3
II / 1 / 34 v. R.A.M.C. (Thursday League) home, drew at 1- 1
We Jost our third round Army cup tie against R.A . Shoeburyness by one goal to nil aher a finely fought game. Our opponents
certainly showed the more constructive football, but we had our
chances, especially in the later stages of the gan:e. .
.
One pleasing feature of the period under rev1e"'." is the win
against CJ ... cton in the first round of the East Anglian chup. fwd
are now due to receive the winners of the Romford-C elms or
tie and with the help of one or two newcomers from abroad we
ho~e to put up a creditable performance.
.
Corp! Palmer, L / Corpl Staley, Sigmn Marshall and Dnver
Souter have all left us for transfer to the Ar'!1Y Reserdv e. T
each we wish the very best in his ne:-v surroundu~gs. ~e. 1ar an
Harr have rendered yeoman service, and their pos1t1ons. are
provi~g very difficult to fill. To L/Corpl Staley, ~~r gdo?~dwbjh~~
an his recent marriage and our thanks for the
un 1v1 a e
piece of cake. Good shooting, Jock !

d
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Hockey. -~ince our last ryotes the hocke~ team have passed
through varying fixtures which have been the hope and at times
the .despair of those running the game. After the drawn matches
against the K.S.L.J., we were unexpectedly beaten by the Middlesex Regiment in a friendly game by 6-2. We then beat Clacton
by 6- o and lost to the R.A.F. Felixstowe by 2-3, but beat
Sudbt1ry by 4- 2.
All this was very disturbing in view of our Army cup match
against the Middlesex Regiment on the 27th November. However, we managed to pull this match off by 2- 1 goals, but only
aher extra time had been utilised. Our forwards seemed to have
very poor finishing powers and did not control the ball fully,
but relied too much on the hit and run.
On the 2nd December a weakened side lost to the Ipswich
Exiles by 2- 3. In all probability the team were getting stale.
After a month's leave everybody came back very keen to beat
the K.S.L. I. in the third round of the Army cup. There was no
question of staleness now: after a game or two everybody
seemed pretty fit. L / Corpl Moody deserted foot ball to p lay left
half for the hockey team. We beat Braintree by 4- 0, the Beds
and H erts by 4-0, and the Old lntermedians by 6-2. Then .
playing the Beds and Herts on the 8th January, we only just
scra ped home by 4-3 : in fact, u.ntil about fifteen minutes from
the end we were led by 1-3, chiefly due to the weakness in the
circle. Everybody was therefore fairly optimistic. But it was
not to be.
The th ird round of the Army cup against the K.S.L.J. was
played on a drying ground in quite a strong wind. From the
bully off Signals pressed but fai led to score. The K.S.L.J. then
pinned us in our " 25 " and kept us there for about ten minutes .
However, the defence managed to survive this hectic period,
and once again we retu rned to the attack but missed a good
chance in front of an open goal. Our fail ure to score in the first
half had a bad effect on our fo rwards, and although they t ried
very hard, their effo rts were too wi ld and individual. H alf time
a rri ved with no score.
The second half started with a strong K.S.L.I. attack, and
owing to some excellent play on the right , coupled with a good
centre well take n by their centre forward, they scored thei r first
goal. This caused a renewed attack by Signals and for about ten
minutes we severely tested their defence, but wit h no result.
Then they broke ;;iway and scored again. Signals were, however, by no means beaten, and they returned to the attack with
tremendous life, a good run down the left wing and a centre
resulting in Semm ence scoring our only goal. The attack was
kept up, but no fu rther goals were scored, many chances being
missed. Just before the final whistle the K.S.L.J. returned to the
attack and nearly scored again, bu t our defence held out.
For the winners, it must be said that they played better hockey·
and well deserved their victory : for the losers, that they were
ver y fast but too wild . H ad t heir inside forwards been able to
hold the ball and play a more constructive game, the tables
might have been reversed. We must congratulate the K.S.L.J.
and wish them the best of luck in the Army cup.
The followi ng represented the unit: Goal, S~gmn Kee.gan ;
backs, Lieut. Gardiner and Carpi Cooke ; halves, S1gmn Robinson
and L / Corporals Fitzpatrick and Moody : forw~ rds , Corp! Coton,
Signalmen Bond and Semmence, Sergt Male, L1eu t.-Colonel Henderson. Reserves ; Corporals Worth and Franklin and L / Corpl
Clarke.
Rugby. - v. Shoeburyness' Garrison, won ~y 24-0. The forwards led by Lieut. De~blm-Young, who kindly turned out for
us, played well and....nad the Shoeburyness pack well be~ten
throughout the game except in the line ou~s. Of _the outsides
2/ Lieut. Goldsmith was much too fast for his opposite numbe~ :
Larkin played a good game, and McPherso!l gave a fine cool display at full back. Tries were scored .by Lieut. Denhol.m-Young,
2/ Lieut. Goldsmith {2), Beckett, Larkin and Webb. Lieu t . Denholm-Young converted three.
v. Lancashire Fusiliers, lost by 0-26. Alrhough we could
only field a weak side, this was a bad match for everrbod y
except Larkin . The scrum was usu ally beaten for the bal , and
.
.
d
l
bad defence did the res t .
v. Gypperwyk, lost by 6-12 . This was quit~ a r,oo . mate 1.
Our forw ards had the better of the game both 111 the light an ~
the loose. The three-quarters, however, wasted man¥ oppor~un1ties by holding on to the ball oo long and not running straight.

2/ Lieut Goldsmith scored a good try after ru nning half the length
of the field and later kicked a penalty goal.
v. 27th Field Brigade R. A. , won by 9-3. Possibly due to
Christmas leave, this was not a very satisfactory game. The
forwards were slow and scrums were bad. The outsides again
wasted many chances by running across, due to not lining far
enough back. Haines and Walktr on the wings made the most of
their opportunities. The tries were scored by Lieut. H ay and
Haines (2).

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Rugby Union Football Notes.

v. Leieds Chirons.- PJayed at Scarborough on the 27th December. Owing to a number of our players being on annual furlough, we borrowed five Sca rborough men to complete our team :
three First Fifteen men (R. V . Gu thrie, R. Rowe and P. Outwin)
and two " A" tea m (L. Jeffries and W . Milner).
T he game was pla yed on the Scarborough ground at Newby,
and attracted a good crowd who were well rewarded by a game
of good football . The forwards were fa irly evenly matched in
the tight, but' in the loose our men showed marked superiority.
Several loose rushes by our forwards looked dangerous, but the
Chirons backs defended well and in clearing generally found touch
well up. It was as a result of one of these rushes that we opened
our scoring. The Chi rons full back kicked and the ball went
into touch in the visitors ' 25, and from the line out the ball was
passed to Beau mont and t hen to Cooper, who worked the " scissors " neatly, passing back to Outwin. The latter came up at
full speed and passed smartly to Fear, who crashed through three
or four opponents to ground under the posts. R. V. Guthrie
added the extra points. The Chirons now put on pressure, but
only mid-field play resulted until half-time.
The visitors commenced the second half in storming fashion ,
but although they kept up a continuous pressure for the first ten
minutes, they could not penetrate a sterling defence. A good
clearance by our full back put our men on the offensive again,
but it was not until ten minutes from the end that Milner took
advantage of a fa ul ty clearance by the visiting full back to kick
ahead, and in a close race managed to increase our score by
touching down well out. Cooper converted. Mid-field play conti nued until the end.
Result- 5th Divl Signals 10 points (two goals), Leeds Chirons
nil.
v. York Nomads.- Played at York on the 10th January. Our
team for this match was Sigmn Kettlewell L. ; Driver Hurst J.,
Sigmn Russell C., Sigmn Harrop C. and Sigmn Hall C. ; Sigmn
McTernan J. and Sigmn Stowers G. ; Sigmn Parry L., Sigmn
Sant H ., Sigmn Beaumont C., L / Corpl Farmer N., L / Corporal
Watts S., Sigmn Anthony E., Sigmn Malone F., and L / Corpor;tl
Wright H. R.
The Nomads, who include the pick of the York teams in their
Wednesday side, turned out an exceptionally strong team and ran
out winners by 27-6 points. Our pack was much the stronger.
but the Nomads three-auarters were definitely superior. Thei r
handling was perfect, as was the understanding between them.
The left wing pair, Troop and Grieve (the former is a brother
of the Hampshire, Army and International player) were brilliant
and were responsible for four of the Nomads tries. Troop
dropped a goal in the first minute. Then the play was taken to
the Nomads 25. but their defence was sound and after ten
minutes midfield play they went further ahead with a try from
Grieve which was converted. Our men now commenced to press
and Malone, getting possession just outside the Non:ads ~5·
crashed his way through to reduce the score. Harrop failed with
the kick. Just before half-time the Nomads left wing again
broke through for another try , which was converted.
From the resumption our men set uo strong pressure and were
presently rewarded by a try from W atts. T~e same player just
fajled with the kick. For the last twenty minutes the Nomads
pressed : and first, the ri ght wing. crossed for an unconverted try,
and then Troop got away, sold the dummy neatly, and crossed
for the be t try of the. match. The kick was successful.
Result- York Nomads 27 points (four goals, one dropped goal.
one try) , 5th Divl Signal 6 point (two tries).
Preliminary ltound, Yorkshire County Cup 1 v. Bridlington
- Played at Bridlington on the 13th January. Team- Signalman
Kettlewell L. ; Sigmn Russell C., Driver Hurst J., Sigmn Stowers
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G .• Sigmn Tumilt y J. ; S1gmn McTer:nan j. and Signm Parry L. ;
mn Harrop C., Sigmn Sant H. , S1gmn B eau mm~t C. , L / Corpl
Fa~mer ., L Corp! \Vatts S. , Sigmn Cooper A. , S1gmn Anthony
.
h
E L Corp! Wright H. R.
Th winners of thi tie were dra wn to meet the ~mners c;if t e
Ha"rn ea v. Scarborough game, and incidentally .with choice of
ground. The referee appointed by the Society failed to turn up,
and a local man officiated.
Our men broke away from the commencement and Cooper,
witli. only the back to beat, punted ahead but was held by ~he
full back and the ball wa made dead. Farmer opened our sconng
with a good try after three minutes play: L / Corpl Watts received from Cooper and put F:armer t]lr?ugh well out on t.he
Jme. Cooper failed with the kick. Bndlmgton responded wnh
determination and evo<ntually levelled the scores. with a try ~y
Forman. The goal kick failed. Play went agam to the BndImgton territory and Watts made an unsuccessful attempt . to
drop a goal. Midfield play ensued, but our l!'en were pressmg
at the interval, when the score was three pomts ea.c h:
The Div. attacked on the resumption. and k~pt Bn~lmgton on
the defensive for twenty minutes, durmg which period Watts,
Cooper, Beaumont and Farmer went very close to scormg. The
latter player got over for what appear«:d .a certam try, but a
touch down was awarded, although no Bndlmgton player to.uched
the ball. Ten minutes from the ~nd Cooper ~ot over to give us
the lead, but he failed with the kick. Five mmutes later Fari:ner
b1ttered his way through to . score near the flag. Parry failed
with the kick. Our men contmued to press to the end, but were
unable to increase their score.
.
. .
Result-5th Div! Signals 9 points (three tries), Bndlmgton 3
pomts (one try).
"B" Team v. York "B."- Played dt York on the 6th January.
Our " B" team won this match after a v~ry good .game. The
team is improving with each game and setthni:: down mto a useful
side. Result-5th Div! Signals "'B" rr pomts (one goal, two
tries), York "B" nil.

s,

First XV . ..... .
Second XV ... ... .
Third XV ..... ....

TABLE TO DATE.
Pla}'ed
Won
D raw n

15
6
3

9

I

3

0

Lost

Points

5
3

107-129
4r- 64
r4- 17

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
Hockey.-The Brigade hockey tournaments do not start this
year until after the arrival of the 14 /-:ioth Huss.ars, so that o!llY
fnendly games have been played up to date with the followmg
results:Drew with Survey of India at o--o
Lost to I Battery R.H.A. by 0-1
Beat the 28th M.T. Company by 3-2
Drew with I Battery R.H.A. at 1-1
Drew with 10 / 1rth Sikhs at 2-2
Football.-This has not been altogether a very successful
~eason, for in the second round of the Y.M.C.A. cup we lost to
I Battery by 0-2 goals and in the Scissors cup we lost to. No.
39 (Bombing) Squadron R.A.F. by 0-3 goals. In the Bngade
cup, however, we defeated A Squadron 15th Hussars by 2-:-1
goals. In a friendly match against I Battery the game ended m
a draw, each side scoring twice.
Cricket.-We offer our congratulations to three of our cricket
1eam on being chosen to represent the Garrison: Sergts Minns
and Peters and L/Corpl Rhodes.
On the r4th December we visi~ed Pesh~war an~ _playi;d the
D1stnct Signals. Although they did not gam a dec1s1v.e victory,
they certainly gained a moral one, as the scores will show:
Peshawar g8 and 87 for four wickets, Cavsigs 57 and 98 for nine.
This match was played on a grass wicket on the Peshawar Clu b
ground-an unusual experience for the Troop team, who play
normally on matting. The outstanding feature of this match
was the fine all-round display by Sigmn Yarnell of Peshsigs, who
came in at the last minute to fill a vacancy. Apart from being
top scorer in the first innin11s. he caught three of our best men
ri11:ht on the boundary. Well done, Bob!
During the luncheo;1 interval our commandmg officer presented
to Sergt · Mmn5 the cricket bat awarded for the hi!_!hest batting
average for the season. Sergt Minns' figures were 14.7 for twenty
completed inni ngs.

In this match Sergt Millns also completed his hundred wickets
•or the season for the fi rst time in his career, at an average of
6.4 ru ns per wicket .
A most enjoyable and po rti ng day was pent, and . all who
tra velled th rough with t h ~ . team spent a very happy time.
An inter-T roop compct1 t1on has been started, and the _first
match ended in a win for the Wireless Troop over the Visual
Troop by 21 r uns .
Hunting.- The hunting season has again started, and several
of the Troop have been out with the local Hunt. Many .good
runs have taken place, and all who have been out have enioyed
themselves.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
14th November 1933.
Football.-Friendlies: v. the Lincolns Drums won by 4- 0
(Whitehead 2, Bryce, Convey); v. R.A.M.C. won by 6-1 (Whitehead 4, Convey 2) and 4- 2 (Convey, Drake. Buttery, one through
own goal).
League- v. R.E. lost by 2- 3 (Drake, Convey) ; v. R.A.O.C.
won by 2-0 (Bryce, Cord penalty) ; v. 20th Battery R.A. lost
by 0-4 ; v. 12th Battery R.A. drew at 1- r (Buttery).
Hockey.-Friendlies: v. Club de Recrio drew at 1-:-1 (Neale) ;
v. H.K.S. Brigade R.A . won by 2-0 (Convey, Smith) ; v. St.
Andrew's lost by Q-2. Signals Second Eleven v. Mule Corps
Second Eleven lost by 0-2.
League-v. H.K. Mule Corps lost by o-r.
Tennis.-In the final of the Section tennis tournament, Sigmn
Lomax beat L / Corp! Rafferty.

----

ixth December 1933.
Hockey.- We've struck a bad patch in the Mamak League, and
everyone is hoping that we are meeting the best teams, first.
League-v. R.E. drew at 3-3 (Convey) ; v. St .. Andrews lost
by o-6; v. Kowloon Indians lost by 0-3. Fnendly- v. Club
de Recrio lost by 1- 3 (Convey) .
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47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.

PRICE-SIXPENCE

unfitted to take part in a sudden aggressive war.

In view of the

sho~t training it receives, however, the standard of efficiency

Gibraltar Signal Section.

Sport.-The 47th Div! Football {"B'.' Div.) cup final resulte,d
in a win for us over the London Scottish by 3-0. Yes, thats
the result of the final played on Saturday 13th January. A party
of players and supporters, about thirty strong, travelled down
to Hayes, Kent, to the Landon Scottish ground, where the match
was played. We had the best of the game from the start, and
play was pretty fast throughout . . The Jocks-who. were un~or1unately playing short-handed owmg to on~ of their men being
rather badly injured during the first few m111utes of the gamebroke through a few times, but our defence was too strong for
them and they failed to score. Half-time saw us _with two goals
to our credit. But. for the fine play of the Scot.ush goa lkeeper,
who wa5 keot very bus.y, and the packing of thetr goal, th_e total
score would-.certamly have been considerably more than it w:is.
Signalmen Hudson, Bro,kletby and Lamerton were the scorers.

7/ 0
3/6
I /9

MARC H, 193-l

Soccer.-v. Lincoln Regiment won by 7-2 (Convey 4, Austen,
Pope, Fielding) ; v. R.A.S.C. lost by 1-7 (Convey) and won by
5-2 {Bryce, Cord 4).
•

Owing to the small strength of the Se<;tion our activitie.s in
winter sports are confined solely to .foott)alJ. O_ur enthusiasm
in this sphere perhaps exceeds our skill, as our :-1ctones to d~te
have been woefu ll y few I A5 our game~ are without exception
played against units much stronger numencall):'" the results shown
below are hard ly a true guide to our capab1ht1es, and our players
really deserve to be congratulated upon their performances to
d:ite. The matches ~· layed during December resulted as follows:
v. H.M.S. Achates, lost by 0-1 (friendly)
v. H.M .S. Boi>di:;ea, lost by 1-4 (friendly)
v. H .M.S. A1asta, lost by 1- 2 (friendly)
v. 27th Battety R.A. lost by 2-<1 ("B" League)
v. H.M.S. Acasta, won by 3-1 · (friendly)
v. R.A.S.C. drawn at 2-2 (friendlv)
v. H.M.S. Anthony, lost by 2-3 (friendly)
v. 29th Battery R.A. lost by 3-4 ("B" League)
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This month we have to congratulate our Territorial brethren
of the 56th London Divisional Signals on the splendid show they
staged for the opening of their new Headquarters at Signals
House, Atkins Road, Clapham Park, London, S.W., by H.R.H.
the Duke of York (accompanied by the Duchess) on Saturday 10th
February. Their Royal Highllesses were received by the Lord
Mayor of London, the Lady Mayoress, and Lieut.-Colonel G. D .
Ozanne, M.c., commanding officer of the unit.
In his speech of welcome, Colonel Ozanne described the new
Headquarters as the finest of their kind in existence. He also expressed the hope that as the ~nit was at present well u!1der
esrablishment, the new surroundmgs would encourage recru1tsto whom he extended a hearty invitation.
Among the many distinguished guests present were BrigadierGeneral the Earl of Lucan and the Countess of Lucan, Colonel
the Lord Wakefield and Lady Wakefield, Colonel the Lord Basing
and Lady Basina, the Mayor and Mayoress of Wandsworth, Col.
the Hon. Arthu~ Brodrick, Wing Commander Sir Norman Leslie
a11d Lady Leslie, Sir Herbert and Lady Creedy. General Sir
H ;.1bert Gough and Lady Gough, the. Marchese and Marchesa
Marconi, General and Mrs. Dugan, Major-General C. J. C. Grant
and L~dy Sybil Grant. Lieut.-General C. Bonham-Carter, Colonel
j. Waley-Cohen, Colonel Evelyn Wood, Colonel R. Chenevix
Trench Colonel E. N. Fortescue Hitchins and Mrs. Hitchins,
Colonel' J. P. G. Worlledge, and Lieut.-Colonel A. E. Phayre
Mudge.
.
The opening ceremony was reported by The Daily Telegraph
as follows : h" I
.
f h T . . IA
The Duke of York spo~e in 1g 1 prais~ o t e erntona
rmy.
He referred to it as a citizen ari:iy recruited on volu~tary ~nd not
on corrupt Jines, and as such ll deserved the cons1derat1on and
respect not only o~ o~r own count.rymen, but also t.h~se of .other
nations . Its const1tu11on and tram1ng are such that it 1s obviously

attamed by all ranks bears witness to the keenness and good
~omradeship which service in the Territorial Army calls forth in
as officers, n.c.o.s and men. The 56th London Divisional Signals
was _formerly part of the 1st London Division Royal Engineers.
and 111 1908 was known as the 1st London Divisional Telegraph
Company. It ha.d, said the Du ke, played an important part in
all recent campaigns ; and as a h:ghly technical Coros, whose
activities. extended from the base to the mast forward fighting
troops, 1t required men of exceotional oualifications. It was
most important for the well-bemg- of the "rerritoriaI Army that
they should be accommodated in distr;cts where units could attract the right type of recruits, and Clapham had been chosen as
such a district. " I wish you all success and good comradeship,
and may you always be up to strength," he added.
[We hope ·to publish illustrations in next month's issue.- Eo.]
~.
flt>
~
The Royal Tournament at Olympia.- In recent years Royal
Signals have contributed largely and very succes fully to the Royal
Tournament programme, and this year they will be well represented by composite detachments from the 26th and 27th Air
Defence Brigades of the Territorial Army.
A well-known correspondent refers to this entirely novel innovation as a welcome recognition of the r>art that the Territorial
Army plays in the scheme of N1tional Defence. It will also provide an excellent opportunity for the public to see and appreciate
something of the work that our citizen soldiers perform. It is
understood that at this vear's Tournament the Territorial "scene"
will be presented at each evening performance and will last about
a quarter of an hour. The aim will be to bring out first the
Citizen Army aspect, and then the Air Defence asoect. For this
purpose it will probably show the men coming i11 plain clothes
from their normal occupations. They will then reappear in uni,
form to man guns and searchlights ; finally dealing with a flight
of hostile aircraft which will be shown " passing over " Olym,
pia. It is certainly appropriate that the Air Defence Brigades
should be chosen to introduce the Territorial Army into the Royal

1)-lE Wu~-~

MARCH 1934
MARCH 1934
Tournament; form the cvem of war they woul:I almcst .certainly
be the fir t pa1 to come mto action. Indeed, th y 1mgh t well
e lied on before any part of the Regular Army.
.
most ambitiou programme! and we tender our best wishes
to Air Def nee Forma11orM> Signals (T.A.) for the ulti mate succ.: s
of thei r effort_.
Th following note from a correspondent refers to t.he late
_/Lieut. L. F. Femon, R.S1gnals. The 10th M~rch, bemg the
anniversary of his birthday, recalls the tragic circumstances of
his death.
·• On August 16th 1930 .l Lieut. Fenton was motor cycling on
leave, near Madeley station. Shropshire, when he was thrown
from his machme and fatally inj ured. The verdict was · accidental death, accclera ed by the bad state of the road.'
" 2 Lieut. Fenton was born on the 10th March 1909, and was
the on of Captain and Mr . Fenton (The Loyal Regiment) of
Beaconsfield Queensway, Penwortham Hill. near Preston, La nes .
He was educated at Preston and entered the R.M.A. Woolw ich
in February 1928. being subsequently commissioned in tne Roya l
Corp of Signals m August 1929.
" An extremely keen officer, he was prominent, both at school
and during his bnef 1mlitary career, as a promising athlete, especially at the long jump and foils. He successfully represented the
R.M.A. in f01ls against Sandhurst. At the Signal Train ing Centre, Catterick, he showed great promise, and his sad death robbed
the Corps of a popular and valuable officer.<•

Fusiliers, with 29 pomts. were runners-up.
published in next month 's issue.

Note to Un it Correspondents.-Owing to the incidence o( the
Easter holidays, our printers will have to go to press with the
April issue a few days earl ier than usu al. Correspondents are
therefore asked for their co-operat ion by ensuring that their notes
reach this office on March 16th- the usual date for closing down
and going to press.
THE EDITOR.

Cross-Word Puzzle : No. 9.
l
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Aldershot Re·unicn of Royal Signals Old Comrades.- Ir is
notified for the information of all concerned that the Aldershot
Branch of the Signals Association will be " at home " to all
Royal Signals old comrades on the 28th and 29th July. Further
particulars will be published in these columns in due course.
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Corps Promotion Roster (Pocket Edition).- Will Unit Representattves kindly note and mform" their resoective members
that the revised and uo-to-date ediiion of the ;hove publication
is now on sale at this office, price 1I - per copy (post free at home
and abroad).
@
®
f1li
Kohat District Signals, lndia.-We are receiving many letters
from THE WIRE readers, lamenting the absence of news from
Kohat m recent issues of the Magazine. Our reply in each instance has been consolatory and to the effect that we have every
reason to believe the unit in question is Aourishing and that its
tail 1 ~till '' wagging."
~
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B_ound Volumes of " The Wire," 1933.- A limited number of
copies of the 1933 bound volume is still available to those requirmg them. Price 8 ' - per copy (post free at home and abroad).

fJJi
IB>
IB>
Late lew~· ;-:-T he 5oth Divisional Signals, T.A., with 43 points,
won the D1v1s1onal boxing championship at Newcastle on the
171h February. The holders, the 6th Battalion Northumberland
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Clues- Across. ~
[ Figures in parentheses denote numbe r of letters required .]
1
Eraf (two words) (6, 4)
6 Two tanners can make this (two w ords) (1 3)
10 Th~ road of s_in? _(t hree w ords) (3 , 5, 7)
'
11 This after flymg 1s a good get-away (5}
12 The T~ree Kings of Cologne were ... . (lwo words) (4, 4)
14 T~kes m. thm~s. th?u ~h looking absent abou t the eye (9)
16 It s security with time (4}
18 She returns to eat (4}
19 Vseful mstrument for a hiker (9}
20 In lotion (a11ag.) (8)
22 In a different manner with half of eleven (5)
25 Usually follow engagements (r5)
26 Home of the Magi (4)
27 Peculiarity of constitution (10}

2
3
4
5
7
8
9
13
15
17
21
23
24

DoW11.
It's not the truth she's lost a letter (4}
Equal to a sovereign (two words} (6, 9}
Unusual echo (two words) (4, 4)
Over nothing it's afraid of nothmg (4)
Oh, I rested (a11ag.) (9)
A sub~rban notice ending in the plural might serve as a
warnmg at the While City (four words) (6, 2. 3. 4)
Cutters that sound like nursery lads (ro}
0 Reg, a giant! (4)
A clean Bert in the temple (10)
I expel Tod (anag.) (9}
Aper (8)
This pie is not necessarily bitter (4)
M~se wh~ presided over History (4)
Exists twice as a goddess (4)

SIGNALMEN!!!

Will Unit Repr~sentati.ves kindly note and inform their members that Royal Signals m the Aldershot Command are holding
SIGNALS WEEK during the period 21st to 28th July.
The,,Aldershot Branch o( the Signals Association will be " at
home
to all old comrades of the Associauon on Saturday and
~unda}'., 28th and 29th July. Further particulars will be published m these columns in due course.
EM~LOYMENTS-S i tuations fo und during the preced:ng month
with the co-o~erauon of the National Association for Employ-

ment of Ex-Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: I
Ex-~.C . O. Londo~ ............ .............. Lorry D river
2 Ex-S!gnalman, Edinburgh ..... ....... .. ....... Labourer
3 ~x-~!gna:man, Ed1.nburgh ... .. ......... ... .... Labourer
4 Ex-S!gna man, Edmburgh ............... ...... Labourer
5
x- 1gnalman, Salisbury ........ .... ............ Labourer
6 Ex-S!gnalman, London ... Automobile Assoc. Patrol
7 Ex-S!gnalman, London .. .Automobile Assoc. Patrol
8 Ex-S!gnalman, London ...Automobile Assoc. Patrol
9 Ex-S1_gnalman, Portsmouth .. ........ ..... ... ... Chauffeur
IO
Ex-S!gnalman, London .... .. ... ......... .. .... Carpenter
lI
Ex-S!gnalman, Croydon ..... ....... ... ... ...... Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, London ... Automobile Assoc. Patrol
13 Ex·S!gnalman, West Riding ... ..... .Domestic Service
14 ~x-S!gnalman, West Riding ................. ..... .. Porter

~~ E~:~~~~b~aL~n~:~
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Re-union of Old Comrades in the North of England.-lt is
also notified for general information that an Old Comrades Re·
umon is being organised for the North of England and will be
held at Scarborough. Yorks, on the 9th and 10th June next, by
kind permission of the Officer Commanding sth Divl Signals.
The organisers hope that as many old comrades as possible will
attend this function, as it is hoped to inaugurate a new Branch
of the Signals Association for active work in that area. Further
particulars can be obtained on aoolication in writing to the Chief
Signal Officer, Northern Command HeadquarLers, York.
~
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[ For a11111se111eut ouly]

4

We have been a ked by Mr. Peter Berry, late of Rhine Army
Signal and now c, o Public Works Department, Kenya, Kenya
Colony. Bntish East Africa, to inform his many friends amongst
TH!i WIRE readers that he hopes to be home on leave at the end
of April next. His address wh ilst on leave will be c I o T he
Overseas Club, St . James's Street, London, and it would give hi m
undoubted pleasure to entertain any of his old acquaintances who
care to pay him a visit.

Fu ll deta ils will be

. .".". ·.-..·.-.. ·."...".".".". . ".". ".s~~;~;·i~~~~~t~~
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Ex-S~gnalman,

: : .:::: :::::::: ::::::: :t:~~~~:~

Sal!sbury ..... .. ... ........ ... ... Labourer
Ex-S!gnalman, Salisbury ......... ..... ..... ..... Labourer
Ex-S1.gnalman, London ..... ...... Government Employ
Ex-Signalman, Chatham ... .................. .. Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, Chatham ........................ Postm<1n
Ex-S!gnalman, Chatham .............. .. ........ Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, Chatham .. .. ........... .... ..... Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, Chatham .... ...... ......... ... ..Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, Sheffield ....... . ......... ..... Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, Sheffield ............... .... : .... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ...... ..... ...... .... .. .Postman
Ex-S~gnalman, Sheffield
....... ......... .. ... ... Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, London ... ... ...... ...... ... Garage Hand
Ex-S!gnalman, Manchester . ..... .. ........ .. ... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ......... .. ........ ..Postman
Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent ......... .. ... .Postman
Ex-Signalman, Brie-hton .. .. ...... .......... .... Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, Brighton .... ... .. ...... ...Garage Hard
Ex-S!gnalman, L~ndon ... .... .... .. .. ... Factory Hand
Ex-Signalman, M1ddlesbroue-h .. .. : .. .. .... .. L~ bourer
Ex-S!gnalman, Middlesbrough .. ......... .. .. Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Preston ... .. .. .. .... .. ......... ... Postman
Ex-S!gnalman, London ... .... .. .......... .... .... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Bri fhton ..... .. ...... ... .... .. .. ...PlasteTer
Ex-S~g nalman, London ... ... ... ... ...... .. ... Houseman
Ex-Signalman , London ....... ... ..... .. ... .... Houseman
Ex-S!gnalma n, Bri,ehton .... ...... ... .... .. ..... Carpenter
Ex-S! gnalman, Bnghton ...... ...... .. .... .... .. Labourer
Ex·S!gnalman, London ... .. ... .... ..... ..... .... .Labourer
Ex-Signalman , London .. ... .. .. .. ...... ...... .Machinist
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following: BANKER's ORDER SUBSCRIPTIONS from: 2/Lieut. P. A. Watts
2/Lieut. L. E. Thorpe
2 / Lieut. J. M. Smi1h-Ainsley
2/Lieut. G. H . Starr

TAP "THE WIRE"
AND CALL

PIP EMMA
FOR

EVERYTHING REGIMENTAL
BLAZERS • SCARVES • SQUARES • TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of every deacription

CIVIL, MILITARY & TROPICAL OUTFITTING
at

the MOST REASONABLE PRICES

Call or Write .

PIPE & McGILL, LTD.
44 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
Phone : Temple Bar 3657

CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from: E Troop, Cavalry Divisicnal Signals, Tidworth
Westmmster Branch, Signals Association
Sergeants Mess! 54~h E.A. D:vl Signals (T.A.) Stratford, E.
Peshawar D1str1ct Signals, Peshawar, India
APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Signalman, Dagenham. Domestic difficulties. £4 grant
2 Ex-S!gnalman, Nottingham. Domestic d fficulties. £2 grant
3 Ex-Signalman, DarLngton. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
4 Ex-Signalman, Ashton-under-Lyne.
Domestic difficulties.
£3 grant
5 Ex-S~gnalman, Alconbury. Do~estic d "fficulties. b grant
6 Ex-S.1gnalman, Surrey. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
7 Ex-S1.gnalman, Hastings. Domestic difficulties. £2 / to/ o grant
8 Ex -S ~gnalman, Lendon. Domestic difficulties. £4 Zrant
9 Ex-S!gnalman, Darlington. Domestic difficulties.
4 grant
to Ex-Signalman, Leeds. Do:nestic difficulties. /.2 grant
1
I I
Ex_-S1gnalman, ~orth Wales. Domestic d fficu ties. £4 grant
12 W1d~w of ex-S1gmn, Lon:lon. Domestic difficulties. £4 grant
13 Ex-S!gnalman, London. Domestic d:fficult:es. £4 grant
14 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. £2/2/0 grant
(Signed} A. H. FRENCH, Colcnet,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

-----Correspondence.
Royal Signals Record Office. Chatham.
16th February 1934.
The Editor of "The Wire."
Dear Sir. The following is notified for publication in the
March 1934 WIRE.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
waiting list for the Married Quarters Roll.
{a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants. 27 / r / 30
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File. 20 / 4 / 29
C. FIRTH, ColO;_Del, i/ c R.Signals Records,

[D.0./ 496)
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Corps News- Officers

I

Mo 'ESL!cut.-Colonel R. Elsdale from 1st Divl Signals to A Corps Sigs.
Ma101 H. A. J. Parsons from Staff to Aldershot (211d D I S)
Brevet-Major R. F. H. 1 alder from India to C.·itterick (S.T.C.)
Captain R. H. Wall from Bufford to India (3rd Indian D/S)
Captain W . M. Clapp from India to Colchester (4th D / S)
C;i, tam J. B. Hickman from Aldershot to Palestine
Ca Ham A. J. Hannah from Belfast to India (S.T.C.)
ca; r. R. L. M. Rosenberg from Cauerick to India (2nd I. D / S)
Lieut. T. W. Boileau from India to Catrerick (S.T.C.)
Lieut. J. B. Ellis from Aldershot to India (211d Indian D / S)
Lieut. E. J. H . Moppett from Catterick to Singapore
Lieut. R. A. Conner from Aldcrshot to India (3rd Indian D / S)
Lieut. E. H. Clarke from AlJershot to India (B C/ S)
Lieut. N. E. I. Pocock from Aldershot to India (3rd Indian D / S)
Lieur. E. P. Blake from Scarborough to India (Peshawar D / S)
Lieut. J. T. Addenbrooke from Aldershot to India (Kohat)
Lieut. J. R. G. Walker from Aldershot to India (1st Indian D / S)
Lieut. C. D. Gardiner from Colchester to India (1st Indian D / S)
Lieut. F. R. Booth from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
Lieut. H. D. Mountford from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
Lieut. F. R. B. Moore from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
2 Lieut G. S. K. Maydon from Catterick to Aldershot (1st D / S)

Extracts from " The London Gazette."
War Office 19/1/34

TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
56th (1st L.) Div! Signals-2/ Lieut. P. Allen-Williams resigns
his commission 28 / 12/ 33
War Office 23/1/34
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain N. H. Edes remains seconded whilst a student at the
Staff College, 2 I I l I 34
War Office 26 / l I 34
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
The undermentioned Caotains to be seconded whilst students
at the Staff College 21-/ 1I 34: H. E. Rance and L. R. Hall,
M.C.
Lieut. H. Gough is seconded for service with the R.A.P .C.
2/1/34
R.A.P.C.Lieut. H. Gough, R.Signals, to be Lieut. and Paymaster (on
probation) 2 I IO I 33
ESTABLJSHMENTSCaptain M. S. Wheatley, R. Signals, relinquishes his appointme~t as Officer of a Company of G.C., R.M.A. 17 / 1/ 34
Captam J. E. S. Walford, M.B.E., R.Signals, to be Officer of a
Company of G.C. at the R.M.A . 17 / 1 / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE - ROYAL SIGNALS
H. Pickard to be 2 / Lieut. 27 I 1I 34
War Office 30 / l / 34
REGULAR ARMY-·ROYAL SIGNALS
The unde~entioned 2/Lieutenants to be Lieuts. 29/1/34:E. C. Nicholls, A. R. Reeder, C. H. Stoneley, A. J. Hamilton
M. A. Lloyd
'
Captain C. A. H. Chadwick to be Adjutant 11 / 12 / 33 vice Capt.
F. T. Pope
Capt. M. S. Wheatley is restored to the Establishment 17/1/34
L!eut. D. R. Paterson to be Captain 31 / 1I 34
Lieut. F. J. G. Lyle resigns his commission 30'1 / 34
EsHBllSHMC:NTS
Captain N. H. Edes, R.S1gnals, rehnou1shes his appointment a&
2nd M1lnary Member (Cl. CC) R.E. Board, 21/1 / 34
CaJ>tain F. S. Thompson, R.S1gnals, to be 2nd Military Member
(Cl. CC) R.E. Board. 21 1 1 / 34

MARCH 1934

War Office 2/2/34
REGULAR ARMY - ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain F. S. Thompson is seconded for service with the R.E.
Board 21 / 1/ 34
The undermentioned Gentlemen Cadets from the R.M.A. to
be 2/Lieuts. 1/ 2/ )4: - R. G. Miller, E. F. Mervyn-Smith,
G. H. Starr. W. H. L. Gordon, J. W. Smith-Ainsley, L. E.
Thorpe, P. A. Watts.
The undermentioned Gentleman Cadet from the R.M.C. to be
2/ Lieut. 1 / 2 / 34 :-G. Walton

MARCH 1934
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Vocational Training Compared With Apprenticeship.
The Apprentice Learns by Seeing, but the Vocational
Student Learns by Doing.
We all know that comparisons are odious, but as there is a
te~d~ncy to compare ".ocational training with apprenticeship, the
opm1on of R. W. Selvidge 1s well worth reading.
He has .s tudied industrial traini.ng a.nd says that, except in

War Office 6/2/ 4

REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
2 / Lieut. D. J. Goldsmith to be Lieut. 29 / 1/ 34
REGULAR REsERVE OF OFFICERS-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut.-Colonel J. W. Lincoln, M.C., having attained the age limit
of lia bility to recall, ceases to belong to the R. of 0. 2/ 2/ 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) D iv! Signals-2 / Lieut. F. Smith resigns his commission 12 / 1f34
War Office 9/2/34

REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain J. E. S. Walford, M.8.E., is seconded whilst employed
as an Officer of a Company of G.C. at the R.M.A. 17 / 1/34
The undermentioned 2/ Lieu ts. to be Lieuts. 29 / 1/34: - D. H.
Prissick, R. Pearce, G. M. de M. Blum.
TERRITORIAL ARMY--ROYAL SIGNALS
46th (N.M.) Div! Signals-}. W. Grundy to be 2/Lt. l0/2/34
5oth (N.) Div! Signals- G. H ammonds to be 2 / Lieut. 10 /2/34
War Office 13/2/34
REGULAR ARMYColonel (temporary Brigadier) C. H . Prickett, D.s.o., retires on
retire~ pay u/2/34 and is granted the hon. rank of Brigadier
on retirement
Col~nel H. C. Hawtrey, C.M.G., D.s.o., A.D.C. to the King,
retires on an Indian pension TI / 2 / 34
Colonel A. C. Allan , D.s.o., M.c., half pay, retires on retired
pay 14/2/34
EsTABLISHMENTSColonel (temporary Brigadier) C. H . Prickett, o.s.o. relinquishes
the appointment of Commandant S.T.C. and the temporary
rank of Brigadier II/ 2/ 34
COMMANDS AND STAFFColonel H. C. Hawtrey, C.M .G., D.s.o., A.D.C. to the King.
relinquishes his appointment as C.S.O . Aldershot Command
II / 2/ 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
Majo_r J. W . Robertson, D.C.M. , resigns his commission on appomtment to th e T .A. 16/1 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY ROYAL SIGNALS
52nd (L.) Div! Signals- Lieut .-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel F. L.
Robertson , M.c., retires on comoletion of tenure of command and retains that rank with permission to wear th e
prescribed uniform 16 / I / 34
Major J. W . Robertson, D.C.M., from Supplementary Reserve,
R.Signals, to be Lieut.-Colonel 16 / 1/34

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association ?
IF NOT, JOIN NOW I
Your military service will come to an end some day . and you
may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the
A1socia1ion helps i r a Members in that direction, as s hown on
the oppo•ite page . The subscription is only Two Shillings per
annum.

A,.k your Unit RepreiiientativP for furth t>r rlctAila.
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HEADQUARTERS
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For HOME and OVERSEAS

KIT

~hose r~re mstan~es whe~e apprent1cesh1p schools are maintained
m the mdu~try, mstru~t1on for the apprentice in any real sense
does not exist. Even m tr~des _where the apprenticeship is well

on application

established, little thought is given to systematic training and
advancement!
What The Apprentice Learns.

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS.

. The apprentice is generally an irresponsible youth who acquires
his kno~le1ge of the tr'.lde by watching and waiting on a craftsn:ian'. w1~h ius• an oc~as1onal word of instruction. Little instructt?n ts given on th~ Job, and practically nothing is done to teach
~1m how ~o use his tools or to perform the manipulative operations of his trade. The first thing he learns is to push trucks,
and the second to make tea.
The. only training he gets is one or two hours a week during
the winter should he attend a Technical School.
. Compari; this wit~ !he definite training received by the students
ma Vocational Tram1_n g Centre . . First, the use and manipulation
of tools, followed by simple exemses and preliminary instruction ;
then gradually being taken on from the simole to the more
difficult work, the student, the whole time, a~tuallv usine: the
tools himself and working under the suoervision ~f a skilled
instructor, wh<_> directs _the ~o;k and checks. it for faults. During
the whole period of his training the vocational student is learning by " doing."

All Kit suppliPd by us may be relied
upon as conformin~ •lrictly to the
Reguldtions of your Unit.
Special terms for payments may be
arranged if required.
For any inf~rma t ion write to

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
1111 11111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111 11 111 1111

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

Vocational Students Do Real Jobs.

We agree that the ability to perform in a skilled manner the
normal operations of the trade is not a sufficient basis for classifying a man as a skilled mechanic ; he must have exoerience in
the practice of his trade, and we know there is some talk of our
students lacking experience. But do they? During the latter
part of their training they carry out jobs without the aid of the
instructor, and in this way gain experience and confidence in
tackling jobs under different circumstances. We realise that our
students, in six months, cannot hope to gain the exoerience that
some men gather in sixty years, but the exoerience of some of
those men is not worth twopence a ten I Many men only just
manage to hold down their jobs by the skin of thei r teeth. and
make a botch of many of the iobs thev do. That's the kind of
experience we prefer our students not to have.
A Great Difference.

Go to the employer of apprentices and try to get from him
some detail of the skill or knowledge of the trade which he expects an apprentice to have at the end of his term of app renticeship ; try to get from him a definite list of the things !le expects
to teach the apprentice during the first month, or the first three
months, and so on through the entire period of apprenticeship.
In only the most exceptional cases can the employer afford to
study the particular things which should be taught or have any
organised plan for teaching them.
This is very different from the definite training given in a
Vocational Trai ning Centre, with its progressive course of instruction ~

Some say that a Vocatio nal Centre cannot create work conditions similar to those in industry. This is a mista ken idea:
the Centre can and does. The students soend most of their
time in training un..Jer conditions similar to those in which they
will work in civil life.
Whilst it is not suggested that we consider vocational training
to be perfect, we are convinced that, given normal brains, physical ability and common sense. a vocation<1lly trained student com•
pares favourably with an apprentice.

10th Di1isional Signal Company, 1914 -- 18
The fourteenth annual reunion dinner was held at the Grand
Hotel, Manchester, on the 20th January last. Desoite the fact
tha_t a few of the .. pilla~s .. of the Company could net be present
owmg to bereavement m the family, illness, etc., the number
attending was the largest for several years.
In the unavoidable absence of Lieut.-Colonel H. C. B. Wemyss,
o.s.o., M.C., Royal Signals, the chair was taken by Major C. C. S.
White, R.E .. who served with the Company durmg the war and
had recently returned from India. He filled the gap admirably,
and the writer tenders his appreciation.
Ex-R.S.M. Rose, D.C.M., R.E., supported the chairman, and his
journey from Limerick specifically for this event is regarded as
a magnificent effort.
It was particularly pleasing to welcome a few who had not
previously attended these annual funct ions. They had changed
so little in appearance since 1918 that they were easily recognised,
and it can be concluded that post-war problems have not unduly
worried them.
Letters regretting their ina bility to be present were received
from Brigadier Prickett, Lieut.-Colonel Wemyss, Major Barker
(R.E.), Major Webb, Captain Darling (Roval Sig nals), Captain
Smith, Lieut. W. T. Benslyn, ex-C.S.M. Ecuyer J.. and many
others.
The complete absence of formality, and the variety of different trades and professions gathered together from all parts of the
coi..ntry to live over again the events of their Army life, could
not but result in a very enjoyable evening. The esprit de corps
which prevailed, and which was fos ter ed by command · n~ officers
during the years 1914-1918, still exist ; and as the " acid test,"
so fa r as trade depression is concerned, has surely been passed.
the function will continue for many years.
The next dinner will be held in Leeds in January 1935·
J.J.G,
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Polo at Rawalpindi.
far this se.ison two polo tournaments have been played !11
Rawalpindi, and the Royal Signals team have met with a certain
Jmount of success although failing to win either tournament.
There yet remains the Tradesmen 's Cup to be played for in
March. and the Royal Signals team will certai nly make a strong
bid for this trophy.

December Low Handicap Tournament.
The following teams entered:-P.A.V.O. Cavalry " X,"
P.A.V.O. Cavalry "Y," P.A.V.O. Cavalry "Z, " 4th Field Brigade R.A., Royal Signal and I.A.S .C.

First Round : Royal Signals v. P.A. V.O. Cavalry "I."
In the first round the Royal Signals were drawn against the
Cavalry "Z," the former winning by five and a half goals to two
after receiving a half goal on handicap.
FIRST CHUKKER.-Play was opening, Signals clearing from a
free hit awarded the Cavalry. Play returned to midfield, from
whence the Cavalry got away but hit wide. The next run by
Signals produced a goal, Good scoring. Before the close of the
chukker Morgan combined well with Good for the latter to put
Signals further ahead.
SECOND CHUKKER.-Cavalry tried to score from a 60 yards hit,
o
and Smelt took the ball down for Morgan to find the flags.
further scoring took place, although the Cavalry made some
good runs.
·
THIRD CHUKKER.-The Signals hit wide on opening and the
Cavalry transferred play to the other end with a long run. but
the final hit went wide.
ear the close of the chukker Good
cored for Signals.
FOURTH CHUKKER.-The Cavalry got away from midfield and
Knowles scored after a hard gallop down the side lines. Tatham
was next prominent for the Cavalry, adding a second goal for
them with a neat cut shot. A 60 yards hit to Signals produced
the fifth goal, Morgan sending through.
Teams- Royal Signals: Mr. J. N. Barker, Mr. E. D. Good,
Captain Morgan and Major Smelt. Cavalry "Z": Mr. Buckston,
Captain Knowles, Captain Tatham and Mr. Orr.
Semi·Final: Royal Sig nals v. l.A.S.C.
This game resulted in a win for Signals by four goals to one.
I.A.S.C. received one goal on handicao.
FIRST CHUKKER.--Signals attacked -and, after several mish=ts
near the I.A .S.C. goal, Good sent wide. A free hit against Sig'llals was cleared and Smelt passed up to Morgan, who scored.
SECOND CHUKKER.-Early in the chukker Si1mals took the
lead, Barker scoring. Good and Barker next got clear away
from midfield fo r Morgan to finish off a good combined run with
another goal. Warren failed narrowly after a Joni? run and,
retu_rning to the attack, both Jeffs and Cunningham~ came near
scoring.
. THIRD CHUKKER.-Warren and Jeffs, combining well, put
Signals on the defensive, but a shot for goal just missed the post.
After. Moq~an had missed with a hi!'h shot, Warren and Loup
combined in a run down the side, Warren's shot going wide.
FoVRTH CHUKKER.-Barker met a we~k hit in from behind
and sent back into the goalmouth for Good to find the flags.
Loup was nearly through, but Smelt interceoted his shot and
sent Barker away to the other end. Cunningham made a great
effort near the close but was ridden off, and play returned to
midfield as the halt sounded.
Te•~s-Royal Signals: Mr. Bark.er, Mr. Gond, Co:itain Morj!'an
and Maior Smelt. I.A.S.C.: Captain Cunningham , Captain Loup
Captain Warren and Captain Jeffs.
'
Final : P.A.v.o. Cavalry " Y " v. Royal Signals.
This game resulted in a .win for the Cavalry by six goals to
four and a half after conceding one and a half goals on handicap.
FIRST Cf:iUKKE.R.--Cavalry opened the attack, Hanmer eventually scoring with a .good near side shot . On changing ends
Signals attacked, Garstin saving. Then Baver initiated an attack
which ended in Hanmer again .scorin~ after several shots had
been savtd. Hanmer added th~ third 1wal with another near
1dc shot. Signals attacked, but Barker -hit wide.
SEf'OND CHUKKER.-The Cavalry hit m from behind but were
held until Bayer let H anmer away. Morgan quickly returned
play to the Cavalry goal for Ciood 10 score . On chan~ing ends
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Morgan broke away and scored, his shot going in off the goalpost. The chukker closed when the Cavalry hit behind their
own line in defending.
THIRD CHUKKER.- Morgan took the 60 yards hit, which was
cleared, and after a hard gallop he hit the post wit h a near side
shot, the ball going wide. Hanmer was nearly through, bu t
Smelt rode him off. Recovering, he sco red with a shot from a
very acute angle. Good got away from the centre but sen t wide
from close in, and the Cavalry went straight down from the hit
in for Bayer to score.
FOUR11{ CHUKKER.- Signals pressed on opening but missed a
sitter. Barker next missed a scoring chance, and then Morgan
cored with a gQod shot to reduce the Cavalry's lead to half a
goal. In the last few minutes, from an exciting melee in the
Signals goalmouth, the Cavalry added another goa l to put the
issue beyond doubt.

"MILITARY

BY L. H

DRAKE:

WE LEARN - ON THE:
VERY BEST AUTHORJTYTHl\T THE EXPERIMENTAL

Murree Brewery Polo Tournament.
Royal Signals entered two teams for this tournament- the "B"
team losing to the Cavalry "B" in the first round and the "A"
team losing to the Cavalry "A" in the semi-final. Two officers
fro~ ~he rst Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur {Captain
Duv1v1er and Mr. Knox} and Mr. Patterson from the 2nd Cavalry
Signal Troop, Sialkot, were brought in to complete the teams.
Although well beaten, our "A" team out uo a good show agai nst
an experienced team who had a great advantage -in team work and
in ponies. The Cavalry "A," the ultimate winners, had a total
handicap of 18, and are in fact the team now representing the
P.A .V.O. Cavalry in the Indian Cavalry and inter-Reg imental
polo tournaments.

MILITARY UNIFORM ,
WHICH HAS' PROVOKED
SO MUCH

HAPPY

8ANT!:R. AMONG
THE. SENIOR.
MEMBERS OP
THE SERVICE
CLUBS, WILL BE
SUBJECTED ·

P. A.V.O. Cavalry "B" v. Royal Signals "B."
Royal Signals started plus two and a half goals on ha~d icap .
FIRST CHUKKER.- Wheeler got away from the centre, un marked, and scored. After Duviviec had held Knowles and
Wheeler, the former got possession and scored. Browne added
the Cavalry's third goal.
SECOND CHUKKER.- Signals were mainly on the defensive, bu t
a&er Knowles had scored Whistler and Barker had a long run
before the former sent wide. Bayer scored before the end of the
chukker.
THIRD CHUKKER.- Wh istler got away, well supported by Hyde,
but Bayer cleared, and a&er another Signals attack had failed
the Cavalry took play to the other end, where Knowles scored.
Immediately on changing ends Bayer acPOed another goal.
FOURTH C~UKKER.:--Si1mals imp_roved and Barker got away.
the move being continued by Whistler, who hit wide. Barker
again sent the forwards away, but Baver cleared. Cavalrv nex t
·
·
attacked and Wheeler sent wide.
Final score-P.A.V. O. Cavalry "B " 7, Royal Sig nals "B" 2Y,.
Teams-Cavalry "B": Captain Knowles, Mr. Browne, Capta'n
Wh~eler and Maior Bayer. Royal Signals "B": Mr. Hyde. Mr.
Whistler, Mr. Barker and Captain Duvivier .
Royal Artillery v. Roya l Signa ls " A."
The Royal Signals "A" team won by nine goals to three a&er
conceding three goals on handicap.
FIRST CHUKKER.- From midfield Signals went straight for goal
and ~organ scored. They again got away from the centre, bu t
Knox s shot was cleared by Ord. After Ord had sent Myburgh
away, Signals returned to the attack and shots from Patterson
and Good were cleared before the latter scored.
SECOND CHUKKER.- The Gunners hit in from behind and Patterson sent wide. Another faulty clearance gave Good possess1~ n . an~ he scored to put the teams on level terms. A 60 yards
hit to Signals, taken by Morgan, was stoooed, but he followed
up to sco~e. Morgan immediately put the-Signals further ahe2d.
on changing ends, with a long solo run. The Gunners then
pressed, but shots from Saunders and Ord both failed.
T HIRD CHUKKER.- Ord cleared a Signals attack to let Saunders
away, but the latter shot wide. Patterson scored after Morg;rn
had sent in a long hit. Knox oassed uo to MorgJn for the lat ter
to score before the close of the chukker.
FOURTH CHUKKER.- The chukker ooened with a 60 vards hJI
t? the Gunners, which Ord sent wide. A long run down thr
side lme by Knox and Morgan resulted in Patterson scoring from
the fo rm er'5 cent re. Moq~an next went th rough and Good scored
an easy go~!.

MODES."

TO SEAR.CHING
TE.STS DUR.ING
THIS YEAR.'S
MANOE.UVR.ES

NOW , HAVING INSPEC1ED
SOME VERY OLD PR.INTS
WE SUGGEST THATI

~·

r

-. AN ISSUE OF FALSE MOUSTACHES AND A
MASSED PARADING OF A FOR.MER GLOR.Y WOULD/
BE BOTH SPECTACULAR. AND INSTRUCTIONAL

•
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Teams-Royal Artillery: Major Myburgh, Mr. Saunders, Mr.
Tu on and Mr. Ord. Royal Signals "A": Mr. Patterson, Mr.
- d, Captam Mor&an and Mr. Knox.
P.A. v.o. Cavalry " A " v. Royal Signals "A."
Cavalry "A" won by twelve goals to six after conceding six
goals en handicap.
!- JRST C...HUKKnR.-Tarham got away from the centre and
scored after Knox had c.eared h1s first sher . SanRer sent in a
long hu wh.ch Morgan cleared, but Tatham returned the ball
to rhe goalmouth for Beresford to score. Sanger next scored
after a ~enes oi mishits near the Signals' goal. .:>ignals then got
away but Morgan sent wide. Beresford scored to close the
chukker.
.SECOND CHUKKER.-·Several Cavalry artac~ were held up by
Morgan an::I Knox before Sanger scored wi•h a Ieng ha. !>anger
put rhe teams level soon aher the change over, and Hanmer
and Bcresfo1d then each added a goal be..01e the c ose.
fH.RD LHUKKt:.R.-rianmer h.t straight dcwn from ,he cen:re
and fath am, takng up his pass, sccre.:i. ::>.gnals gc.t awuy, out
Good failed to find the flags wuh a long sh ... t. San&er sco.ed
with a powerful shot from a d.fficult angle after Beresmrd had
DlJssed.
rOURTH CHUKKER.- Signals pressed, but H anmer cleared and
scored atter an excellent run w.th Berestord. Agam S.gnals returned to the attack and two shots went just w.de cf the post.
Tatham scored the final goal just as the halt sounded.
Teams-e.A.V.O. Cava,ry " A": Captam Tatham, Lieut.Colene! Beresford, Captain Sanger and Mr. Hanmer. Royal Signals "A": Mr. Patterson, Mr. Good, Capta.n MorRan and Mr.
Knox.
Sub3idiary Tournament.
In the subsidia ry tournament the Gordon Highlanders beat the
Royal S.gnals "B" team by three goals to two after an excellent
game, the winning goal being scored m the last few minutes.
0

Thomas Atkins.
No doubt, at some time or other you have gazed at a specimen
pass on ycur unit nonce board. .Perhaps it bore the name of
Sm:th, and you wondered why it wasn't Brown. Or maybe it
was fones, and you wondered why it wasn't Green. Bur have
ou ever seen a specimen pass m the name of Pte Thomas Atkins?
don't suppose you have. And yet Thomas Atkins is actually
entttled to have his name on all such specimen paraphernalia connected with the Service. Having told you so much, I must take
you back a century or so to Waterloo. From the happenings of
that famous day several great names emerged, and m a hunared
years several have also been forgotten and only the greater ones
are now easily recalled: the.Iron Duke, apole~n, Thomas Atkins
(and in a lesser degree, Sam and his musket).
Waterloo had been fought and won, wars were getting scarce,
and. the War Office, no doubt finding the compulsory ioleness
boring after several hectic years, looked round for something to
do--and what was more natural than a look at the sold.ers' pay.
The wars had cost a lot, so they couldn't give him an increase at
the moment, but they would do the next best thing and devise
for him a new pay sheet.
So far, so good._ The specimen sheet was prepared, but a name
typical of the Bnush soldier was not forthcommg. Smith, Brown,
Green, Wh.te, Jcnes, and many 01her great names were suggested,
but, no I they were not quite good enough. The War Office were
"stumped." Then came a brain wave. The Duke of Wellington had helped them out before; why not now? So a messenger
was sent to the great man, who at the time was enjoying a Lttle
well-earned rest.
In due course the messenger arrived. Could he suggest a name?
The Duke gazed over the countryside, and his thoughts went
t>ack to a d~y at Waterloo when from a hillock he viewed the
battle. Again he saw a familiar figure: one of his men cut off
by the enemy and making a brave stand. Dead and dying piled
around him, he wa.s wielding his musket in a last valiant effort.
The od.ds against him were too great, and he was borne down by
the weight of numbers. Pte Thomas Atkms had fought his last
fight. .The scene faded and, turning to the messenger the great
man said "THOMAS ATKINS." He could think of no ~ne better.
B.W.

r
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Subsequent Amendments.
[The figures in the l:ist column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Ros ter" (pu blished m April 1931) on which the
respect 've names may be found. This information cannot,
oi course, be given in the case of Lance-Corporals appomted
since that date. ]
Commissicned.
3
56

Appointed R.Q.M.S.
23u695

W .O.ii. (C.S.M.) Payne L. ............ 24/ 12/ 33

To bo W.O.i i. (C.S.M.)
2306479 C.Q.M.S. D eyermond H ... ..... .. ... 24/ 12/ 33

6
16

lo be C.Q.M.S.
23c6517
2306493
2307900
2307163

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

2309839
2303979
2314533
2310781
2311279
2310549
2309u5
46o5978
2300533
735542

L I Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L/ Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant

Archbold H . . ..... ... .. ....
Smith A . ............ .. ...... .
Pamck C. ......... ... .. .. ..
Millross F ... ................

23 / 10/33
23/10/33
24/ 12/ 33
24 / 12/ 33

17
17
17
17

To be Sergeant.
Daniell C. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
Ramsden H . ..... .. .... .
Sewell W . .. .. ...... .. .. .
Bennett F. ....... ..... .. .
Cla rk H. .. ..... .. .. .... .. .
Hayles B. .. ..... ........
Fin ney E. ...... ... .. .. ..
Jessop T . ..... ..... .. .. .
Good W. . .. ............
Kemp A. .. .. .. .... .....

8 / IO/ 33
19/10/33
23/ 10/33
23/10/33
8/ 12/ 33
8/ 12/ 33
8/ 12/ 33
23/12/33
24/12/33
24/ 12/ 33

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31

2315263
2309757
2315201
2312556
2316667
23c9850
2201306

Appointed Lance-Sergeant.
Corporal Yorke A . .. ......... .......... 8/12/33
Corporal Ball T . ........... .... .. ~.... .. 8/12/33
Corporal Powell H . . .. .... .... .. ... .. 14/ 12/ 33
Corporal Beckett J. .... ... ... :.. ........ 23/12/33
Corporal Gover S . ..... .. ............ .. 23 /12/33
Corporal Farlow R. .. .. ... ......... .. 24/ 12/ 33
Corporal Brooke H. .. .. ....... .. ..... 24/ 12/ 33

38
38
38
38
38
38
38

2318793
!025395
1419028
2318651
2315583

L/ Corporal
L/Corporal
L / Corporal
L/ Corporal
L / Corporal

To be Corporal.
Healey K. .. ...... ... .. .. 6/ 12/ 33
Swift A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... 8 / 12/ 33
Gay H . .. ....... ... .. .. .. 14/ 12/ 33
Bennet E. .. ... ....... ... 23/ 12/ 33
Tredgett A . .. .. ... .. ... 23/12/33

60
60
60
60
60

2307176
•1406867
46o1213
1423619 .
5763910

Discharged.
C.Q.M.S. Davey W . ..................
Sergeant Squires W . .. .. ....... .. .. ...
Corporal Luther C . .....................
Corporal Palmer G . .. .. ............ ... ..
L / Corporal Styles F . ...... .. ..........

31/12/ 33
30/u/33
II/ 1/34
23 / 1 / 34
29/12/33

To Army Reserve.
2317383 L / Corporal Wall W . ... ......... .... .. 4 / 1/34
2314493 L / Corporal Pinn P ... ................ 5/ 1/34
2318844 L / Corporal Spinks W ....... ... ...... 9 / 1/34
2317598 L / Corporal Ward G . .................. 19/ 1/34
2317445 L/Corporal Symonds G .... ......... 25/ 1/34
2318353 L/Corporal Cutler W ..... ........... 30/ 1/34
• Special Roster (India)
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23u718 W .O.i. (R.S.M.) Fe2an H . ......... 17 I II I 33
2316225 Corporal Walton G. ......... ..... .. .. 1 / 2/ 34
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Ukann Larfe, Esq.- Being the further adventures of our old
pal. Say, listen to these Press opinions. " This is the absolute
limit. The plot is positively . •. .'' Never mind about that one.
I knew there was only one " s " in lousy.
Ukann Larfe, the celebrated detective, threw his pen across
the room with a sigh. A good many people wouldn't have thought
of throwing a pen with a sigh, but that's nothing to us. We
could •• • .
Uncle Alf: " Why don't you get on with it? "
Me: " Shut up I Let me do it my own way.''
The telephone rang sharply. " Come in I" called the detective.
A sinni- siniss-curse it I a man climbed in through the window, tore a couple of false beards from his face, and sat on the
corner of Ukann's table. (I'll bet you think the table collapsed.)
Vkann Larfe gazed at his visitor for a few minutes ; then started
to speak. " You came from Liverpool Street on a No. 83B bus
as far as the Strand, walked along with one foot in the gutter,
and stopped at the ' Fox and Winkle ' for a double gin." He
sighed again and threw two more pens . (Come, now ; you never
thought he'd do that.)
" I say, old boy, you're really wonderful. How on earth can
you tell?" Inspector Faceache (surely you guessed) handed Ukann
some more pens.
" Nothing in it, Facey. Comes natural to me.''
" Well, well I As a matter of fact, I've just come from Mincing
Lane in a taxi, but your reasoning is deuced clever for all that.''
Ukann darted forward and snatched one of the false beards
from the floor. He hastily adjusted it on his face, and motioned
Faceache to do the same with the other beard.
" What's doing, Ukann?"
" Listen, man. Can't you hear it?"
There was a light ghostly tapping on the door: insistent :
compelling. Inspector Faceache felt himself in the grip of a nameless fear, or at least a fear with a name he couldn't pronounce.
Ukann drew his silver-plated pistol and was about to fire at the
door, when he noticed a dull spot on the barrel. He was very
proud of this pistol, because his grandfather had used this very
weapon when he raided Tiger Harry's dive at Wapping in 1876.
Ah, and singlehanded at that. Ukann rubbed the offending
blemish with his sock and then.
Uncle Alf: " Why the heck don't you get on?"
Me: "Sorry, Alfi I thought it was Tuesday."
·' Look, Ukann I'' Inspector Faceache went as white as a
sheet, or even a pillow slip. A very fat man crawled under the
door, rose (puffing and blowing) and collapsed into a chair. "Why
the devil didn't you open the door?" he asked, flicking the ash
from his cigar. "All the crease gone from my trousers now."
The two detectives gazed at the man in amazement. The same
thought struck them simultaneously. (Gosh I what a word I)
They made rapid notes in their notebooks. The man was not
wearing trousers at all I
Uncle Alf: " I say I you can't get away with this in THE
WIRE."
Me: "Will you please shut your gate?"
The man looked up and caught the two detectives looking at
him suspiciously.
" What was that you said about your trousers?" asked Ukann.
i:>leasantly.
The visitor rose to his feet and blushed a little. "Ah'm sorry l"
he said. "Ah meant me kilt. Ye see Ah'm frae Inverrrness
and Ah hadna time tae change intae trews.''
"You're a liar!" cried Insoector Faceache as he dicked the
handcuffs on the fat wrists. -.. Ye're no-I mean you're not a
Scotsman at all."
" Who is he, Facey?" asked 'Jkann .
The Inspector ran expert hands over his prisoner and removed
a revolver, a jemmy, several footprints and a number of bh~nt
instruments (used for making wc»unds caused by some blunt instrument). "This is Arthur Clarendon Veremarsh Wimsey,
alias the Plugger.''

R.SIGNALS, 'SHUN!
Do you know how much the Signals
Association is doing to help your
predecessors and your comrades in
their day of adversity ? If not, here
are one or two facts for you .

One Job a Day ! Over £ 1 a Day !
During the year 1933
356 men were found Employment.
£400 was paid out in Grants to
serving and ex-members of the
Corps, in addition to Loans.
Three Orphan Children of Royal
Signals parents have been maintained in Children's Homes.

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association and
help to support this Good Work ?
If not- JOIN NOW! Don't delay any longer
Headquarters Office :
95 BELGRAVE ROAD, LONDON . S.W. I

" The Plugger, Facey?"
" Yes. Wanted for many years. What a capture!"
" Well, Facey, you're a fool. You'll have to let him go, because he's the bloke old Barleux wants to build his story on.
Now you've captured the blinking man in the opening chapter.''
At the mention of the dreaded name, Inspector Faceache went
even whiter than the other sheet. A thunderous knocking on
the door sent all three cowering into a corner. With a splintering
crash, the door flew from its hinges, and Barleux strode into the
room. He surveyed his characters contemptuously .
" Is this the best you can do to start a new serial, you insipid
weak-kneed shower of. . . . ? "
" Stop I" cried Ukann . "It is Uncle Alfred's fault. He keeps
interrupting.''
Barleux raked them with scornful stare. " I want action next
month,. or by Chokey I'll fetch Hermione into it.'' He thrust
the heavy writing desk out of his way and stamped out of the
room. He would have liked to slam the door, but it wasn't
there. Out in the street, the sun shone brilliantly. The hum
of traffic rose and fell as the volume increased or became less.
Uncle Alfred: " Any fool knows that.' '
Me: " You know I'm right, then.''
[ More to come]

..

...

Special Prize.- A double presentation has to be made this
month . We have therefore decided to award a bladder o lard
to the gentlemen mentioned hereunder.
C.Q.M.S. 0. Thomas: " Have a drink, Fred?"
C.S.M. F. Seymour: "Eh?"
C.Q.l'Vl.S. T.: " Have a drink?"
C.S.M. S.: " Sorry I didn't hear you. No, thanks, I won't
have one now.''
Several bystanders are said to be making a good recovery and
.
.
will probably be back to work on Monday.
In view of the departure of Sergt Waldron (a previous pnze
winner) to Querta, it may interest readers to learn that Taff
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Thomas was also awarded the much co_veted Li~r·s. Lau ~el for
FcbruJry. He accomplished this by re\atmg that ourmg his stay
m Qucua he had, on one nota ble occa_s1on, to brea k down a. b.ar•
rier of JCJdes before he could lea ve his quarters, and on gauung
!J road was stricken with sun•stroke.

• • • •
Who's Where.-Old readers of THE WrRE will not have to en·
quire "\Vho is Uncle Alfred?" They will at once remember
E. Alfred Brooks, now C.S.M., but once on the staff of my
bmous journal " The Headquarters Gazette.'' Uncle Alfred has
completed twelve months in hospital. A notable ach ievement,
my ch.ldren. It is hoped that he will shortly emerge no longer
a sick man but a musician, or at least an accordeon player of
some abiluy. Write to Royal Victoria Hospital, Netley, and send
literature.
A ch.arming Christmas card info~ed me that our. old _friend
Sergt Harry (reading from left to nght) Ring has his being at
Western Command, Chester. To my shame, I have not ack·
nowledged this card ; but let 1t be said in my defence th at I
hadn't got a stamp. By way of a change, you tell me something.
Where is Chas. Cronin?

" :l

If you are fortunate enough to obtain a course of voca-

tional training, make the most of your opportunity and
LEARN something.
" 3 If you think of leaving the Army for civvy st reet, think
again and stay where you are.
" That's all I but I've had some and I know, so I'm TELLING YOU .
" Cheerio, fellows, and the best of luck to all of you.
"DUTCHY HOLLANDS."

- - -...·----

.Solution of Cross -Wcrld Pu zz le No. 7
Published in the January issue.

~IGl'IAL TRAINING CENTRE Nortj)
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.

Footnote.-The caterer says that beer drinking is a lost a rt.
He says he got into a terrific sweat arranging the bottles, etc.,
on the shelf, and has now developed pneumonia waiting to sell
something. It's a hard world, as the boy said when he. . . No?
Well, perhaps you're right.
BARLEUX.

I'm Telling You !
Some very candid observations published by special request of
the wnter:" 17th February 1934.
" I finished my Army service in January 1934, and I am not
one of those fortunate individuals often heard of as ' going out to
certain and well-paid emplo}'ment.' I had no prospects at all
when I accepted my d ischarge, and if my views on the ' outside '
situation are of any value to those of my pals who care to read
this article, here they are.
" • Why did I leave?' you may ask. Why did I? I wish I
knew ; an:i I wish I hadn't. Given any chance in the matter I
wou~d go back to-morrow ; but they don't do things rke that
nowadays, unfortunately.
" Believe me. you fellows, THI! DOLi! is tJOt the ' funny story '
some folks think it is. I once thought it was no end of a joke,
but as the weeks rolled by I somehow lost my sense of humour
in that respect. Everywhere I went to try for a job, I received
the same answer-' Nothing doing '-until it became very obvicus
that unless I got some kind of assistance from somewhere, my
name was MUD.
" I therefore wrote to the Signals Association, and my luck
was in. Through their agency and endeavour I got the chance I
wanted with=n a matter of days, and I am now able to look back
on the last few weeks as something of a horrid nirhtmare. I
daresay I ' moaned ' a lot when I paid my life membersh :p subKription to the Association, but 1t was just a little bit very well
invested-and it has taken me a long time to realise it I
" Just one other point. I had a vocational training course,
wh:ch I treated as a holiday instead of learning something as I
h"ld every opportunity of doing. A vocaticnal cou rse provides a
fine chance for anybody, but the instructors at those Certres
haven't any time to waste on mutts like myself who treat their
efforts as another of those funny jokes I have already referred to.
They just get about their various jobs wi·h fellows who do want
to learn something, and simply let the others get awav with itwh1ch is something else I found out when it was too· late I
" I daresay these ~nt1ments sound strange, coming from me,
but I should like to rub home ' to my pals, if I can; " l

If yo~ are not members of the Corps Associatirn, ret busy
stra1gh~ away, because they

about lt.

DO

th.in~ without talkini:

Solution of Cross-World Puzzle No. 8
Pu blished in the Februdry issue.

Casualties.--;-By Jove I (as Aristophanes might have said) ; ...
(ac1rlly r.ensorea) as many people defin itely have said.
Armor ial Enquiries.- A.W .F.: We would suggest a question
mark rampant on a field of Army Forms returned . The whole
superscribed "To be rendered by .•. . "
A.B.: T~e~e is a certain connection beween bars, public house,
and ba rs, sm1ster, but this is a Regimenal Magazine.
Paddy: Send stamped add ressed envelope for reply.
ca.le ~arni ..... g.- Jf anybody is interested in a project for the
amcl1orat1on ot toothache among the indigent Chinese, will he
please kPep his face out of my sight.
New Books. - T his is another new featu re. Tell the neig hbours about it ; burnish your ba.1dolier with it ; mix it with tea •
plaster it on your tunic ; burn it ; tear it out ; fra me it ; tread o~
1t r swear at it ; pos t 1t to the C.O. ; write letters on it ; sleep on
it- do what you like with it, but for heave n's sake let me ·hear
no more of th e feeble inanity you call opinion.
"The Subconscious- W hither, if so . . . . ?" D . Patterson .
" Internal Com bustion Engines. Vol. XLIV. " J. Lomas.
B.Sc. Malton.
" The T ailor and Cutter." With a foreword by M. Jones.
" Good-bye to all that." Jake Spence.
Personalia. - Marry the gi rl, Fr-nc-s. What price week-ends,
G-d l-y? How many green goddesses can you 1tet into a sidecar,
T -yl-r? H eil, B· xter! Who is " W ill o' the Wisp Reggie"?
Entertainment Department--There were th ree different kinds
of caracammez, each in a silver va t drawn bv fo ur snow-whi e
leopards ; twenty-three different wines served in men's sk .. lls
ancl the hollowed out fib ul re of priestesses ; thirteen pigs, stuffed
and garnished with amethysts ; hu ndreds of ptarm iiran , pigeo n.
wild ducks and peacocks ; rare fish wit h cone-shaoed heads and
beards, each on a sil ver dish ; the table was of beaten irold . inset
with ivo ry tusks fo r elbow rests ; the cushio ns on wh=ch the.
guests reclined were of the finest silk, fi lled wi th down from the
breasts of very young ducks ; a roast ox was lowe red th rouirh the
roof ; a pu nch bowl, th e size of a hip bat h ; and the orchards of
the world had been rifled to provide th e dessert.
After the orgy, dancing girls from T angier were drive n in at
sword point, bu t all the guests had long since eaten thPni <el ve~
senseless and lay abou t the room with no more signs of life than
an occasional gentle groan of pain or a restless stirrinj!. " Cr me
on !" said the leading eirl (who was a factory hand in Bra-:lford
in her spare time) " These boobs will be out until mo rni ng.
Snaffle the cash and let' s beat it. "
And that is all I can say about the terrible scenes du e to the
St ra nger winning firs t prize in the open kit inspection . Am•z;ng
spectacle : don't miss it I Open to all: no entrance fee. Roll
up I roll up I only speci men ·al ive in captivity.
POSTLETHWAITE.

Mounted Win!f, Deoot Battali'ln.
Arrivals, Departures, Battles, Murders and Sudden Oe11ths
- By 1 he Kle111c Scheidegg, I could fi ll paees with the puny
thin gs . rat their souls ! but would your core of esoteric rnnsciousness of the ultimate benefit if I did"
Uplift Oepartment.- Blank: " Yes, he's .11T iirnorant ; . . .
' Asked me the way to the aquitatio11 stables ." Dash : " Eh? "

Blank: " He meant equita tion , the . . . . " Dash: " Oh, yes.
Aquitation's swimming, isn't it? " Blank: "Of course it is, but
he didn't know."

[Interval for bribery and scuggishness.]
Agony.- Fudge (Alaskan frost orderly) has been excused kit.
Confi rmation service, 15th March: " Now then, Proudlock, clean
ha nd~ ; M-r- - St-p-s and Miss M-nn-n are all you really need."
Gargling : We are healthy in spite of much opposition. Private
mails (plurality, wh at evils . . . .)
Quotatio~ (Highbrow).~Misplaci;d driver, as his body parts
company wit h the saddle:
I am flying, sergeant ; flying." Poor
fish!
F.a shion Notes.- We notice with regret the underhand play
~h1ch has resulted in the Wing losing the Fashion Stakes by tJ
side caps to nil. Worn at a jaunty air, these caps are doing incalcu lable h!'- rm by imbuing their owners with a disproportionate
sense of their importance. Even the " wet number " sneer seems
to have li ttl.e effect on them. We appeal trustfully to the city
fath ers to right this shameful wrong.
Epic Corner.- Here are a few thoughts which I " thunk " in
the orderly room at 16.50 hours on Tuesday. May be intoned
to any suitable accompaniment. Copyright reserved in all languages, including Scandinavian .
Ti redly the moon descends, full and yellow,
On slivers of clouds, virgin in cold dawn,
And the East is Bushed with the first sun-glow.
Lovers sigh and turn ; and men in pain
Curse or thank God, in sea or sand or storm.
Drivers say " Oh. hell, re,·ally again l"
Postings.-lt is with regret that we have lost the services of
Captai n R. L. M. Rosenberg, who is posted to India. His interest
in the welfa re of the troops was very real, even to the provision
of hot water for shaving I We all wish him good luck and bon
voyage.
Sergt Lowrie and Carpi Meldrum will shortly be leaving us
fo r India also, leaving their wives behmd them. If anyone wants
a first class " policeman " or a " ro\1gh," they will disembark
from H.M.T. Lancashire- although the former is very nearly due
for elevation to the peerage of the much-maligned and hardworking quarter-bloke class. The best of luck to both.
Farewell.·-Rex, thou art gone, and a desolation 1s upon us.
W as it not Sagrada of the ilk Cascara who wrote:
"Oh , leave the cash and take the 7.10 bus,
Nor heed the promise of a faint D.O."
Possibly not, after all. We make these little mistakes. A great
figh t, clean work all round, and a happy time was had by all.
Hence the Pyramids.
Lost and Found.-Found: nil. Lest: Ten pounds, cleaning
kit. seven days' pay. opportunities, h<.lf-holidays, one penny (or
any larger amount), sacks of forage, spades, tempers, inspiration.
From My Envoy Extraordinary.- Sorry my training preclude
my writing, and the censor (bless him I) your seeing, my inner
wishes.
BAXTER.

D Company, Training Battalion.
[Receiv ecl too late for the February issue.]
The Annual Feast.- About eighty n.c.o.s and men of the
Blttal ion remained in barracks for their Christmas dinner ; and
what a dinner ! The messing arrangements were excellent, and
praise is due to those who were responsible for the preparation
of the dir.ner. The menu consisted of turkey. pork (with the
usual trimmings), brussel sprouts. potatoes, Christmas pudding,
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fruu. nuts, be r and minerals. ~vc;yone en joyed himself, and
the liquid refreshments con vamshed.
The health of our commanding officer was proposed by Corp!
Rii1den . I~ a hort speech the C.O. wished all present the seab k
son's greetings.
So ended another Chri tmas repast. and we are now ac to
norma I agam.
Arrivals.- The following have jomed the ~old during. th~ .last
momh. and we hope they find ~he surroundmgs to their hkmg.
Corpl Sneddon from 5th Div) Signals fo r du.ty as shorthand m;
tructor (whew! we've got to do some swattmg up now). Serg.
Palmer and Corp) McKenzie from F Company to prepare for dra ft
{t hey are now on leave).
. .
Marriage.-Congratulation to L/ Corpl Nich?lson, w~o JOmC;d
the bened1cts on the 30t h December la t: married to Miss Marie
Pater on at Darlington.
Appointments.-U L I Corpl Jack Sowden to be paid w.e.f.
29 12 33. Another drink.
Barleux.- Since the publication of your snap of the tige~, we
have been inu ndated with applications for a passage to India . I
have a- st rong fancy that your tiger is an English one. Am I
correct ?
L.S. and G.C. Medals.-Whew ! eighteen years, etc .• et_c. You
know the old saying. The fo llowing we re presented with the
long service and good conduct medal by the Commandant, S.T.C.,
at the conclusion of church parade on Sunday 14th January, and
we congratulate them: R.S.M. Roberts C. S., M.B.E., C. S.M.
ewbury R .. D.C.M., w d C.Q.M.S. Kendall A.
Nerve.- The married man who sends his pal round to his
qua rter every Friday to collect the rent.
Shooting.- Since ou r last notes we have beaten both F Company and Dismounted Wing. We have lost the services of two
good shots in Lieut . Moppett and Sigmn H ancox , who have left
us for service with other units.
In the Battalion shoot the following obtained medal and certificates as shown. Bell medal. Captain R. T. W illiams. Daily
Mail certificat e, Corpl Lee A. Daily Telegrap h certificate, Sigmn
Rowland.
E.R.B .
February.
Apology.- We must apologise for the absence of notes in last
month's issue: they were forwarded too late fo r inclusion. It is
hoped they will be published with these further notes.
Drafts.- The follow ing leave us a-day fo r service in India .
We wish them bon voyage and hope they will soon settle down
to the climate. Sergt Palmer H . (we thought he was a permanent
fixture), Corp) McKenzie, L / Co1pl Simmonds, Signalmen Fairclough, Clayton H ., McNulty (footballer), Mitchell C., Thomas W.
and Hamilton T.
Postings.-The following proceeded t o field units on 12/ 2 / 34.
Signalmen Casey, H arkins. Holt , Jarvis, Lambia and Wright C.
to ISL D;vJ Signals, Aldershot. (1st Div. Sigs are advised that
Sigmn H olt is a real good soccer player.) Sigmn Brooks C. to 3rd
Div) Signals, Bulford. Signalmen Sanger, Saxby, Spalding and
Slater to 4th Divl Signals, Colchester. Sigmn Veitch to srh Divl
Signals. Scarborou gh . Sigmn Cassidy T. to North Ireland Signal
Company.
5eri;eant-lnst ructor Briar (A.E.C.) to the Depot, Lincolnshire
Regiment, on 10 2! 34.
Army Reserve.- Signalman Golding left us for civvy life on
10 2 1 34. We trust he will settle down in his new surroundings
and that he will soon obtain suitable employment.
Birtha.-Congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs. Gilmour on the
birth of a son. John Henry, on 7 / 1/ 34.
Arrivals.-These are too numerous to mention individually.
\Ve trust that all who have joined us during the last month are
now settled down and enjoying our company.
Barleux. Does your 1i~er b11e'
E.R.B .

E Company, Training Battalion.
&eneral.-The ume has once more arrived for '' notes of
interest " for those who are really interested.

Talking about notes, to-day was pay day. Some d id and some
didn 't (?) draw .notes, but it wa no~ed that the seventy-four
applicants for big pay were d1sappomted . Yes, seventy-four
swettes weren't sure whether the pay bloke keeps a bank balance
(a sort of sinking fund) for week-ends onl}'., or whether the Q .M.
issues kit free of charge. Heaves of pam (?) when they sign
their " credits " next month-not even a /,5 note left to go on
Group Eddy leave. H owever, further apphcauons are expected
before next pay day.
. .
The pay bloke has such a dinky .file ;, 1t isn't exactly . one of
those affairs, but you would be surprised if Y?U could see 1t. All
files have a number or somethi ng on them-iust to tell you wh ~t
iz inside-bu t I do not think it necessary to pu t " W .P.B." ?n this
particular file, as the duty clerk or even the storeman ts well
aware of its funct ion .
.
Well, I suppose notes-and applications for . sa ~e-tak~ tu:ne,
the same as everything else, although our application for msp1ration did not bring forth an y notes for THE WJRE. So once agam
the agony is left to me.
Postings.- Field uni t and mter-Battal ion departures are still
numerous. Last month some fift y-seven fully trained orl';rators
left us to take up the trade in ea rnest. Good luck, lads if you
want any tips, read " Rheostat Murders."
.
.
" Sorry, sir! " to C.S.M. Spong H . (posted to 2nd Divl Signals)
- another old flame of Eddy Company fame. Good luck and
good going fo r your L.S. and G.C. medal.
Promotions and Appoint ment s.- These are few and far between. No wonder Pimlico had to close down. Five ';'ears. does
seem a long wait for the other bar. Surely, D uncan s will be
closing down next. Cheers to L / Sergeants Yorke and Powell ,
recently appointed to that rank ; also to L / Corporal Thompson .
Good luck, kid !
Sporting Line.- ! am afra id that footb_all has been out of the
question lately, owing to the grounds being out of bounds- got
the ' flu, or something.
I had better be careful what I say here about boxing. We h~ve
o uite a number of " bruisers" on the way, and they look like
s-howing a figure-even if they don't show form- at the forthcomin g Garrison tournament. L / Sergeants Brewster and Powell
may be able to talk them r.ound a bit.
.
Corporals Mess outing (after order): Arsenal v. M1ddlesbrou_gh
on Saturday the 10th February at Middlesbrough . . Twenty-nme
Arsenal supporters and one Middlesbrough enthusiast proceeded
fo r the day. Result as anticipated (beth ~ays) . But, Bill, w hy
the wh ite rosette ? you went to ~ uppo rt Middlesbrough .
The Rheostat Murders.- In the thickest part of a D.iii. dwelt
a sinister piece of work called H erb Resistance. For days he
had threatened Sylvia Simplex and had ca used undue t ~ouble to
Don Duplex, her lover. Laurie Relay had watc.h ed h is movements every night as he st rolled throu gh the bu~1est part of ~he
circuit. One day he noticed Gerald Galva screaming and dancing
from side to side-Clarence Key had had a n attac~ of Anode Bend
which caused him oai n in his Contact . Laurie gave a loud
chuckle, and he marked h is Relay and began to invest igate what
had happened. Single Cu rrent Sall y had been murdered ; her
charred remai ns had been found all cuddled up on a Baseboard.
Suspicion fell upon Eugene Grid , who was t~e leader of ~ nasty
assembly of No Goods. Selectivity Sam was mstructed to investigate the murder. H e called on Maggie .!:<'l icrophone, w~o h ad
had a fr iendl y talk with Sally over a D.1u . T he fi rst th mg he
noticed was that the Baseboard (as she desi red to learn th e W aveLength W altz an d th e T ransmitter T ango) had been replaced by
the Resistance Rumba. Her movements h ad been followed up
to the rime when she retired to her fi rst class fi at, No. 3 T en
Line Cordless. Selectivity Sam was hor rified to fi nd .. · · ·
(To be continued)
G RID LEA K.
Agony.- Mac, Hotel St . Mich aels, Penza nce, wou ld like to hear
from Big Skip Smith of "Galloping B " fame, Ri salpur.
W .J.T.R.

F Company, Training Battalion.
[Received 1-0o la te for til e Jan uary issue]
Christmas Leave.- Jud ging by the qualitv and quant11v ?i ~h e
contents of many suitcases, the good time is only JUSt fims h•ne
as far as the boys are concerned ; but what about the cadri:?
Amon g the thin gs we want to know is th e reason wh y two or

~ hree of the n.c.o.s came back b~fore their passes expired. No,
tt was not money; at least, that 1s ':Vhat they told us. Anyhow,
leave beu1:g over (t11;>s). everybody is now settling down to the
usu al routme of soldiering. W e say usual, but I thi nk we mea n
i.:11-usual. All are anxiously wondering how much they are in
debt after this orgy of hitting the high spots.
We are glad to report no absentees, even though a nu mber of
our boys come from the Loch N ess district . They fran kly admit
th at the temptation to remai n behind and become bloated plutocrats was very great ; but the hi gh life at Catterick is preferable
th ey said . And we all believe them!
'
Spor t .- We ~ a te eoaching, but we hope that by the time
these notes are m prmt Beenham and Co. will have conquered
and upheld the Corps' name m the soccer world . No doubt,
ex-boys. at present down south are very interested, and I hope
th ey will have a chance to comment favo urably upon th;s latest
pr~duct of F Co~pany should w.e beat the Military College of
Science at Woolwich and so qualify for the semi-final.
Christmas " Do-'. ' -The officers and n.c.o.s of the Company,
I am sure, w.ould like to both thank and congratulate Old Man
Blades and his boys for the excellent entertai nment provided by
them on this occasion. The whole affa ir was a tremendous success, and the best compliment I can offer is the fact that so far
I have met no one who has suggested any improvement that could
be made. Colene! Tillard attended and, judging by his applause,
enjoyed the whole show immensely .
Firstly, a fancy dress competition was held , ablv jud1>ed bv the
comm anding officer a_nd our Company commander. Everybody,
I am sure, a~reed with the allotment of the orizes. We thank
you, . sirs . The ideas were very origi nal, and the presentation
of Haler was undoubtedly the outstanding feature. The prizes
were allotted to the following characters: Herr Hitler, a Midd 'esex cricketer, a W.A.A.C., George Robey, a mother (?) and child
(not questioned), and the Loch Ness Monster.
The concert was a masterpiece of theatrical production on the
part of L / Corpl Blades. who was ably assis•ed by L / Corpl Boy
Bond. The items included a conjuring show by Salmon. He made
money galore, and then it disappeared. C.S.M. Young has vowed
Lo watch him when he joins the ride ; otherwise. mwbe , a couple
of horses will be straying. The other items included a monologue, a shadow show, some well known son~s, and tap dancing.
Then the feed. No competition was held in connection with
this, for a number of ex-boys were known to be hovering around
and they might have entered.
Boys' Club.- At a recent meeting L / Cpl Boy Rixc n was elected
as president vice L / Corp! Boy Bond, and L / Corpl Boy Reedman
a~ secretary vice Boy Weech. L / Corpl Boy Bon d and Boy Weech
will be greatly missed from the Company . Du ring their term of
offic~ as president and secretary, they performed thei r duties excepttonally well .
Appointments.- Congratulations to L/ Corpl Boys Rixon , King
V. and Offord on thei r appointment to that rank.
Arrivals .-During the month we have had the enlistmen t of
twenty-nine boys. We eive them a hea rt y welcome awl hope
that their stay with us will be always enjoyed by them. W e also
welcome Sergt Napper from E Com pany. L / Sergt Luck, from
the Depot Battalion, is also very welcome. s :nce his arrival t he
fo llowing conversation was overheard. " Do you know Sergeant
Luck is comi ng?" "Yes, l 'eard '1m."
Departures.-Our inventory boa rd of R.E. fix tures has just
been amended. Sergt Palmer and Ca rpi McKenzie have left us
for D Company. who are responsi ble for the preparation of these
n.c.o.s fo r draft to India. W ith all due respect to th em, we
hope we don ' t meet them again too soo n. It 's the land we object
to I L / Corp! Sugg has finis hed his short stay with th is Company
and sailed for China. H e was a ma n with a will of h is own.
M ICKEY AN D FRIP.

February.
Apologies.- To all mem bers of the Corps, and particularly to
ex- boys : W e must apologise for the non-appeara nce of notes last
month. They were sent in too late fo r publication , but will undoubtedly be published in th is issue.
To certain members of the Com!)any : W e are sorry we disbelieved that tale abou t going to church on Sundays.
Amateur Theatrloals.- In the near fu ture we hope to produce
some plays and present them to the Company for their remarks•

" Journey's End " will be the main feature of the programme
we propose to put on. Ex-boys will no doubt remember that th..s
play was produced with some success a few years ago. Uncer
the able direction of L/ Corpl Blades, the reproduction and two
short sketches will be staged as an evening's entertai nment.
Rides. - Boys Rides Nos. 6 and 7 have now successfully passed
off, and we congrat ulate Boys Kendall and Chand er on w.nnmg
the whip for their respective rides. We hear that others a'so
deserved the whip, but not for keeps. Least said, the soonest
mended.
Scc::er " A " Team.- ! do not know why the inverted com m1s
are inserted, for it would still be right to call them a team. Anyhow, less of this foolery ; let's get on w:th ou r poach:ng from
the Sports Notes .
Congratulations to our boys "A" team who are still playi ng
in the boys Army cup. Durmg the past mcn th they ha ve ga med
two excellent victories, a full account of which wi.I be fo und in
our Sports Notes.
The next step is the semi-fina l, which will be played off before
the appearance of these notes, and this time our Aide-shot frie n<'s
will know the result before we do. W e hone that thev are all
there to see and help us. If you shout loudly, you wili not by
any means annoy us.
Departures. -The following departures have taken place of
late, the reby reducing our educational average, nearly all cf them
being in possession of fi rst class certificates. Our educational
instructors throw out their chests, while our boys boast of their
brains. Signalmen T hi rkell and Barrett D. to 2nd D ivl Signals ;
Sigmn Webb to 4th Divl Sig nals ; Signalmen H all K. B. and the
two Me's (McDermott and McWilliams) to 5th Divl Signals; and
last, but not least, Sigmn Weech to A Corps Signals.
" A " Team's Visit to R. T.C. Depot.-At 7 a.m. on the 6th
February Captain V. C. Holland, accompan ed by "A" team,
left for Bevington Camp, Dorset , everyone bei ng of good cheer
and hopeful of winning against the T anks.
On arrival in London , and after devious dives into its rabbit
warren, we came to the surface at the Union Jack Club. After
a meal, everyone combined leg stretching and sight-seeing. One
or two known as " gobblers " were a trifle uneasy.
One party arrived at W estminster Bridge in time to hear Big
Ben chime 3 p.m. One member, who is slightly deaf, gazed up
at Ben fo r five minutes and then turned to his comoanions and
said " I thought Big Ben struck the hours." (Collapse of party.)
Another party, walking dow n the Strand, were stopped and
wished the best of luck by a representat ive of Ray nes L;mited
(well know n to the boys at the York Tattoo). The same party,
after seeing many well known parts of London and expressing
their approval, were again stopped-this time by a cyclist opposite
the H ouses cf Parliament. The cyclist turned out to be Yorky
Shields (ex-S ignals), who wishes to be remembered to all his old
frie nds.
At last-after causing much profa nity on the part of London
motor drivers- we all congregated at W aterloo and ccn ti nued our
journey to Bevingto n. On arrival at Wool station we were met
by the a·dj utant and tru mpet-major, with several boys of the
Royal T ank Corps, 2nd were taken by bus to Bevington Camp,
where we arrived at 8 p.m. to find supper and beds awa it;ng us.
Everyone enjoyed that extra coir-pressing nex t morning. At
11 a.m. the team had a loosening kick-about on one of the football
grounds. Teleg rams from the C.S.M. and C.Q.M.S.s Napoer and
Solly, wishing us luck. were very much apprecia ted. After the
mid-day meal, at which the team were very conscien tious, they
prepared for the match (see Sports Notes).
After a delectable tea, provided in style by t he Tanks, we prepared to go to the picture.s, the O.C. thou ghtfully providing the
means. That night two certain " gobblers " are believed to h ave
come nigh to bu rsting. One. being a Scotsman, pressed on the
restra ining lever and gave nothin g away. Several of the team
went tc visit fr iends in the vicinitv--one in oarticular to W arsash,
a slieht mvstery sti ll concealing his motive.
The T ank Corps boys gave us a cheery se~d-off next morning
and wished us good luck for the cup. Returning to London, and
havi ng a few hours to spare, we lunched in state with some mis ..
giv i n~ at the Piccadilly Corner House, music beinf provided by
the Magyar band . One or two have other recollections ; in fact .
one wa! nearly oU$take.n for Gordon Hafl~er.
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After lunch we indulged in a few pennyworth of va riety . at ·
the London Pavilion. However, of that m~ny tales :ire being
told Later we re umed our journey north in the t~ahin, b:-vhe:re
the ·two afore aid " gobblers " had an argument wit
1scu1ts
and Gorgonzola. Eventually, afti:r inspecting the buffet btdDarlmgton. we crept into the camp in the dark, and so to e
to
wake up next day to tell and re-tell our several adventures.
In conclu ion. we all tender our he.:irty thanks t? the Depot of
the Royal Tank Corp at Boyington Camp for their goo~ sportsmanship and cordiality. which was very much appreaated.
G. AND I.

1st Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
Owing to the pressure of business it . was sug~ested t~at, as ~e
have nothing to say, we should say 1t ne.xt ume-w1th music.
Such a course is entirely out of the question. Despite the f!lct
that there are only five of us to do two men's work, devotion
to duty and a strong sense of esprit de corps m.a~e thoughts of
such procrastination (the Twentieth Century D1ct10.n~r¥ d':nyation of " idleness "} intolerable. But, though the spmt 1s willing
and the flesh strong, the entire absence of any~hing worthy of
comment renders the task akin to an 1mposs1b1hty.
Life, on the whole, has been quite bearable of late. I supp?se
that in itself is a good and sufficient reason. why .theri;' s nothing
to shout about. For the Headquarters Section this 1s 1ust one of
those periods when work comes first and fo_remost, and, _ml!ch as
we regret such unhappy conditions, to grin and bear 1t 1s the
only decent thing possible . .
I do not take a great pride in what has gone before in th~e
notes but if it will be of any interest, I would ltke to remrnd
Headquarters, Signal Training C.!n~re, Catterick., that, once agai.n
last month, their notes were conspicuous by their absence. It 1s
really a great pity, though I can sympathi~e with the former
wrner-now deceased (?). Chauffeur-gardener 1s a common enough
calling, but gardener-scribe, especially when interest is put in the
former to the entire exclusion of the lauer, is a novel if thankless
occupation. However, if these few notes serve no other purpose
than a~ a spur to his sense of responsibility, I shall feel satisfaction from the thought that I have done my best to further the
common cause.
H.V.S.
Maintenant ii fait que je finis. Au revoir.

No. 1 Company.
The chief item of interest to report this month is the commencement of the second period of individual training. The main
object has been to fit the individual for Section work. Mindful
of the fact that we are largely a mechanised unit, the greater percentage are undergoing instruction in the driving and maintenance
of M.T. vehicles.
Three classes are m operation. The first of them has been
employed on light cars, Austin Sevens and Morris Minors, in
which has been incorporated the use and manipulation of the R/T
sets with which they are fitted. Quite a number of amateur announcers have prc.gressed in the development of a B.B.C. drawl,
whilst the class as a whole has excelled as a mechanical drive.
Another class has been undergoing instruction on the 30-cwt.
type of vehicle. Once again they have proved that gear-chanliing
1s an art that can be acquired with perseverance and a patient
instructor.
The third class has been devoted to the "heavies," or 3-ton
lorry type of vehicle. Here again they have proved that man
can be master over the machine, that the clutch has its use and
abuse. and that the average internal combustion engine, like a
woman, has to be coaxed occasionally. Man-like, they did uot
rcah~c this Jl first.
Hm.-..·ver. the degree of progrl'ss generally has confirmed the
theory that ~t is econo~tcal in man-P<?wer if personne~ of Signal
trades can drive the specially fitted vehicles allotted to Signal units.

Tn addition, personnel holding the higher ratings have .undergone a horl co1,use in the maintenance. of secondary ba~ten~ and
the use of the various types of charging plant met with m the
Signal Service.
.
.
In short, the individual has had an opportumty of studymg
every aspect of Signal work! which should result in the right ~an
b~ing found for the right 1ob when the team work of Sections
commences.
Upgrading.- During the first period of individual training.
prior to the furlough period, quite a number proved themselves
worthy of honourable mention. W e congratulate the following.
L / Corpl Jenkinson and Signalmen Brown J. A. and Roberts A.
operator signals B.i. Signalmen Betts J. J., Edwards T., Evans
A., Howley, Lane P. and Lea J. operator signals B.ii . . Signalm~~l
Bond J., Crammond W. and Otterson R. op~rator s1g1?!1ls .B.u1 .
Signalmen Cowan D.,Duffin R. and Reaney J. lmeman C.11. S1gmn
Hoyle F. electrician fitter A.iii.
Extension.- Sigmn Davison G. has turned his back on civvy
street for a further two years by extending to eight and four.
Departures.-The following have left us for sunnier climes,
much to our regret ; just as we were getting used to them, too.
Sergts Lombard W. and Oakes F., Signalmen Henrick G., Donohoe H., Lodge W., Nicholson E. and Ryalls J. to India, 14 /2/ 34.
Sigmn McNamara T. to Jamaica, 23/ 1I 34. Au revoir, mes amis.
Arrivals.-We welcome to the fold L / Corpls Davies A. C. and
Eldred F., Signalmen James W., Linington R., Norris L., Robson
J. and Slack F. from India, 6 / 2/ 34. Signalmen Campbell J., Cannon J. and Chadwick N. from Catterick, 7 /2/ 34. Sigmn Stansfie ld A. from India, 12 / 2 / 34.
In conclusion, the annual series of spring drills, with the normal
recreational training, has served to maintain our physical being
in keeping with our mental activity.
DODGER J. J.
Adieu till next month.

No. 2 Company.
The Ruffs.-In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns
to thoughts of love. Delete " man's " and insert " soldier's,"
erase " love " and add " trainjng," and there you have us and
our doings in a nutshell, for driving drill, rides and Troop drill
are now "de rigeur "--coupled, of course, with n.c.o.s drill parades on Saturdays, and beneficial lectures on topical subjects connected with a " horsey Company " under the watchful eyes of
our O.C. and C.S.M. Believe you me, we live and learn, and
that's no joke.
All Sections have now been made up to full strength, and many
were the wails of woe or laughs of joy on the appearance of that
" slip of paper " on the order board. Many were the various
comments passed, but probably the best was: " 0 ! wad sum
power the giftie gie us to see oorsels as ithers see us "-which,
interpreted into English, means "We've got a fire escape. Have
you?" That's that, so now for Part Twos.
Depa rtures and Arrivals .-The great change has taken place.
We have lost L / Sergt Benfield {the B Cable store wizard), L / Cpl
Swallwell, Signalmen Buck Taylor, Brown C. C. R., Powell D.,
Hutchins and (auld Erin's gift to the Signals} Paddy Devine to
other Companies in the unit. In return we gained Corporals
Pratchett and Clarke G., L / Corpls Dobson and Meakin, Signalmen Banham, Brooks, Knox D., Solley and Wassell. Football
has gone up fifty per cent- no " kid "-so we've started cobbing
in earnest.
Lament.-We have only one this month, and it's not about a
horse. Mr. Records is the cause. We have lost a fine pair of
whiskers-ginger, waxed, military appearance, etc.-owing to
the posting of L / Corpl Rose Effendi, ere., etc., to S.T.C. Catterick. So now we no longer hear the romantic tales of Arabian
nights in Egypt or the doings of Michael the man-eating spider
and the lineman who rode a lion. Gone, but not forgotten I is
our cry. So look after yourself, Ging, and our kit will be alright.
The hand of farewell is extended to L/ Corp! Lister (another
good trouper and knight o( the glass) and Signalmen Darragh.
Holland and Hayes. Our best wishes go with them.
Finally. we greel Sergeants Evelyn and Ellerbeck, .ind ~ix
~ignalmen whose names I cannot recollect, on arrival at Nos. 2
and 3 Stables to swell our throng of rancher . May their stay
be like the time-honoured saying I

Postscript.- Sorry, one more l Owing to some misunderstanding-probably my bad writing-an error creot into last month's
~otes. It read " Con~ratulations to the Co~ps-famous emblem,
Jimmy Bullett, on gettmg 0 / L / Corporal . . . ," when it should
have read- never mind I only Jimmy Emblem has a tape ; so old
stagers, please note.
Tailpiece. - That's all.
DODGER E. E.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
Ceneral. - We must apologise for the absence of notes last
month, or, rather, thank our lucky stars that the R.S.M. was
on leave and therefore unable to chase us for them. In any case,
he is back now, and as we write these notes with a good heart,
here goes I
Leave.- First and foremost, we must congratulate our orderly
room sergeant on letting us all get away for our annual furlough
over the Christmas period. At the time I thought there was
method in his madness, and apparently I was correct: he has
now proceeded on one month's leave for the duration of the senior
n.c.o.s drill and duties course. It was thl' only possible wav that
he could dodge it, and he grabbed at the last straw.
·
Promotions.- Something is radically wrong, for this month we
have something to publish under this ever-welcome heading. We
congratulate Corpl Gover S. on his promotion to Lance-Sergeant .
It was a long time coming, Stan, but it's well worth it in the
end, even if you do get caught for regimental orderly sergeant
now and again.
Drafts (better known as Trooping Season 1933 / 34}. This month
we lose L / Sergt Grose C., wife and family, who are embarking
for India per the Lancashire on the 14th February. We wish
them farewell and bon voyage, and express our regret that they
are not embarking in a freightship or proceeding to Karachi as
was anticipated.
Postings.- Signalman Passey from No. t Company to Headquarters (we extend the usual welcome}. L / Corp! Morris (50
gallons} from Headquarters to No. 1 Company.
Acknowledgment.-To Daphne in Egypt: Thanks for letter.
Will reply very soon. Trudge.
Conclusion.- Cheerio until next month I We breathe freely
until the IOth March, when we will again hear " What about
those WIRE notes?"
TWOHEADS .

No. 1 Company.
The last batch of furlough personnel having returned, the Company is again back to normal. Life is uneventful except for those
lucky enough to be selected to represent the Company on the
senior n.c.o.s drill course. It is regretted that a casualty has
occurred on this, our orderly room sergeant havin ~ felt the need
of a spot of furlough.
Arrivals.-L / Sergt Skirt, Corp! Penny, L / Corporal Denbow,
Signalmen Murdock and Adamson.
Departures.-Signalmen Collins and Smith G. T. and Drivers
Hudson and McMurray to the Army Reserve. F / S j Sgt Townley.
L / Sergt Grose and Sigmn Smith J. to India.
Marriages.- Corpl Clacketr to Miss E. M. Grimmer at Gillingham. Sigmn Robertson to Miss A. Judge at Hartlepool.
The Retort Courteous.-The following letter has been rccei ved.
"To THE WlRE Correspondent, No. 1 Company.
" Sir.- May I take this opportunity, through the medium of
your valuable column, of publicly thanking • Twoheads' of your
H.Q. for his encouraging and truthful remarks which appeared
in January's issue of our Journal.
" Whilst admitting that I am good, I must also sing the praises
of such a benevolent scribe who has found that he actuallv has
·
the time to spare to give me such well earned publicity.
" He calls himself • Twoheads '-a verv fitting title, as is the
size 7Y, hat which he wears ; or do you· think -he doesn't like
asking the S.M. for a hair-cut chit?
" I must also mention that this gentleman spent a considerable
time in the place where one's pay roll takes a decided • creditable' turn, but he endured the pain and agony. •Why?' (in
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his modest manner} he asks, ' who could do my job?' • No one'
is the reply-that is, not until someone has been on an advanced
cook's course, when they might understand the returns. Others
say he has forgotten how to put on breeches and doesn't wish
to learn again. But whatever the real reason, I can assure everyone that he has at last bottled his oride and called in the aid of
a draughtsman to get his 1933 Part-11.s' up to date.
" As to his question • How did the Army get on before I enlisted?' my reply is' Were not you in it?'
" Thanking you,
" (Signed) A. (LIVER) JACKSON.
" Aldershot, 23 J1f 34·"

No. 2 Company.
General.-Everyone is happy now that the troubles and worries
of annual furlough are over, and at present many n.c.o .s and men
arc disappearing under their thinking caps in an ende;ivour to
earn (?} more ackers. Perhaps the recent increase in marriages
ir. the cause of this will to work, for the price of food is still
dear-12 / 6 per bottle, unless, of course, you know a canny Scot.
The n.c.o.s and men who are not on individual training are
out to make closer friendship with the inhabitants of the stables ;
and under the able management of L / Sergts Donahue and Bishop
and Carpi Elmes, the newly formed "A" and "B" rides are doing
as well as can be expected. These 'prentice jockeys seem quite
keen on riding ; in fact. one of them has tried. every horse in
the ride in order to get one made to measure, but he still falls
ofi. It is a pity that L / Corpl Frost is not here, or he would tell
us how he managed it "over there."
The rime is drawing near when two Sections of this Company
will move out of Mons Barracks to join their R.A. Brigades. The
unit camp is again to be at Thursley, and I can visualise the happy
times rhat I shall have in doing nothing.
Arr ivals .-C.S.M. Spong is welcomed to the fold, and we hope
that his stay will be long and happy. He is to take the place of
C.S.M. Harris, who is bound for the golden shores of Palestine
in April.
Corp! Greatorex arrived from the Depot S.T.C. ; Signalmen
Ramsden, Baker, Phillips, Redgrave, Browne. Dalrymple, Grant
an:\ Rosborham from E Company; and Sigmn Thirkell from F
Company. We extend the glad hand to all of them.
Departures.-Quite a number of lance-corporals are on the last
lap into civvy street and have joined the ranks of those who
"have that something that others have not." L / Corpls Pacey
and Scott wend their weary wav to and from the A.V.T.C. Aldershot, and L / Corpl Frost to A.V.T.C. Hounslow, while L/Corpl
Goring goes one better and is now enjoying an outside course.
Sigmn Mellor has left us for civvy street on leave pending.
Sport.-Though we are but a small Company. we are still as
enthusiastic as ever in sport. In the near future o. 2 Company
will become known as the nursery for the Army's best footballers.
Oi course, we admit rhat we are good now, and at an early date
I hope to be given the delightful job of writing " We won this
and we won that," etc.
Our rugby team is a little inexperienced at present, but we
_managed to put up an excellent show against No. 1 Company in
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a friendly match. A number of our team played their first game
and they kept up a good standard, thouih we were beaten by
11-6 pomts.
.
.
Football and hockey are progressmg alon~ ~he same Imes. We
regret rhat the mtcr-Company competitions are not yet played so
1!.:u we might have added some more trop!'!.es to the Comp:my
collcmon. However, we shall have to wait until next momh.
Tail·Piece.-What group does a grocer's assistant belong to?
J.C.

No. 3 Company.
Arrivals.-C.S.M. Hales A. &om 5th Divl Sif!nals, 9 / 1I34.
Sergrs Williams H. and McKee &om No. I Company. Signalmen
Barrow, Cold .coll, Ketteringham, Linton, Sheldon, Willis and
Vine from India, 13/ 1/34. Signalmen Grieve, Cass, Thackeray,
Breach. Bradley, Pratt and Spencer from S.T.C. We hope their
stay with us will be a happy one.
Departure3.-Sergt Udale A. to No. 1 Company. Corporal
icholls to Depot Battalion to become a D.I. L/ Corpl Bellinger,
Signalmen Lyons, Marson, Slater, Taylor R.. Tucker and Walker
T. to India per the Nevasa, and L / Cpl Thomas, Signalmen Bratt,
Pnce. Sims. Porter, Marchant, McGawley and Fox r-er the Lancashire. To the Army Reserve: S1gmn Trueman 28/12/33, Signalman Hames 4/ 1I 34, Sigmn Cooper 22/ 1I34.
Discharge3.-Driver Mackett N. discharged under K.R. 370 (x}
1928, confirmed for 29/ 1I34.
Marriage3.-The follow:ng are the official marriages. There
are quite a number of people in the Company who are rather shy
in commg forward. However, here's to the happiness of Corpls
Smith G. and Camin F. and Sigmn Price G.
Births.-To Corporal and Mrs. Dale a son, George Sydney,
20/ 12/33.
Appo int ments.-U /L/ Corpl Webster R. appointed paid L / Cpl
on the Corps roster w.e.f. 3 / 1/34.
Trad o Te 3t s .-Signalmen Holmes H., Parkin and Rose passed
trade test as B.ii. on 21/12i 33.
Sptrts N:ite>.-Jf you tum to the Sports section you will find
THREECOY.
our nctcs written by Baron the Second.

Aldershat Command Signal Comvanv.
Queen's Avenue, Aldershot.
Or All The ( 7)-You've met 'em and I've met 'em. We 1l,
here's another one to ada to the long list. Last month I sent a
bit of news to Egyptsigs. Please cancel. After much discussicn
between the British and Egyptian Governments, a suitable transfer
fee C?uld net be agreed upon . so C.Q.M.S. Hartley will not be
catching he boat in Ap ril. Dry your eyes, Egyptsigs. Esprit
de corps: your loss is the Training Battalion's gain, if he gets
even that far. I have my doubts, because I believe the Mayor of
Aldershot considers him a public institution and refuses to let
him go.
Stan lncrease.-Sigmn Macken arrived from lnd:a. He thinks
he has landed in a snip job. Haw I haw I haw I We extend to
him a hearty we'come, spiced with just a touch of self-interest
because h:s arrival helos the night duties out a bit • at least it
will when he returns from leave.
'
'
Serv ice Abroad.-Steve admits to Jock E. that he certa;nly
has been "jammy."
·
F i~h , Queer, and Others.-Scmeone once said " Even o'd
•old1ers arc youthful,'' ard ju~ging. by the ardour d:splayed by
ev_eryone round. here m collecting cigarette cards, the joker who
sa:c that was CIS?ht. Perhaps he was an old soldier and needed
scme ~xcuse t~ cover his collection. Anyhow, round here the
craze for c?llecun~ fish cards ha~ affected all alike-hieh and low,
fat and th•n. weak and strong ; 1t seems more infectious than tile
'flu. In odd corners yC\u can hear them wh isperin<;( " 'Ave you
r:o• 21 "'"C: 38? if so: I'll swop you 22 and 39 for them." Later
you find th~se fanatrca! collectors gathered together, proudly disph"m~ their latest 11airs.
The competitive. spi_rit has entered even into this craze, and
m~ny are tne specul:it!ons and terrific the bettina as to who will
Pam the hr'.no!1r of bem_g the first to get a set. -The•e collectors
foryet everyt~mg m their ardrur ; even a ve ry dimified serge.ant
(under the gu:se of collecting for his ch ild, a ~irl of three) snoops

for fish cards, and even sinks so low as to commune with Sigmn
A. on the luck of Sigmn B. in obtaining a pike and a flounder
in one swoop, and the misfortunes of Corp! Z, w~o ."'.as. hot on
the trail of an unknown specimen and almost had it m his grasp
.when a lorry ran over it and spoilt it. .
.
The strangest thing of all m this collectmg craze is that a Yorkshire electnc1an has the largest collect1on. and yet one never sees
him in corners bartering. It is sugg~st.ed (!11aybe incorrectly) that,
being very friendly with the comm1ss1?na1re, he has been sneaking inside the gaff after each house to give the floor the once o".er.
All this goes to prove that fish, whether they walk or swim.
have an uncanny attraction for young and old.
Stop Press.-Since the foregoing was penned, the race has
been won. The honour went to a Welshman who doesn't even
smoke the particular brand of fags which give the fish cards.
That's fate!
Hopes.- That on his elevation to the dizzy heights Lofty Burch
will cast aside all memories of that hectic night of. Ieng ago at
the Cosy Cafe. Even now I cannot pass the place without blus.h ·
ing, and have not yet plucked up enough courage to enter its
portals. That episode was, I am sure, the real cause of A rthur
leaving the Army.
Promotions and Appointments.-Whatanope I
AUSTIN.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
It is a pity that this office is not sited with a southern aspect. If
that were the case, it is quite possible that I could dwell upon
the beauties of the afternoon sunshine and these notes would be
brightened thereby. Sprmg appears to have visited us early this
year, and sounds of happiness-associated with all the best sellers
in connection with sprmg-are carried gently through the open
window before which I write. Human endeavour, however, has
decreed- through the ill-siting of this building-that I sit in the
shadows and can but watch the mellow sunshine upon wall and
roof-top.
To write of breezes and of budding trees, to dwell gently upon
the soft caress of Nature, or to pass lightly-like a chastened
cloud before the summer sun--over the joys and delights so
manifest with this season of the year is, to-day, the exception
rather than the rule. But amid this erudite readmg world comes
to me a singular power which I employ to the utmost. Knowing
full well how very very few ever read these burbLng sentences,
I may write, jot down or think of such simple th.ngs, rejoicing
meanwhile that no interference or contradiction will ever mar my
sweet full life.
B!ess you, dear laddies I now read on and enjoy freely the mass
of detai l that is bound to follow.
Depart ures.-Lieut. J. T. Addenbrooke, our Section officer,
has left us for India. The good ~ishes of the unit for success go
with him to his new station. Sergt Bloodworth has also departed
in the same direction and to the self-same place. Whi le we regret
losing such a fine cricketer and hockey player, we can find time
to congratulate his new unit on obtaining the services of such a
talented exponent.
L / Corp! Higgins (more generally known as Maskee) and Sigmn
Haggart have both wended their way to civil life. The unit bade
them an enthusiastic farewell and confirm their send-off in print.
Arri vals.-There appear to be several new faces within our
midst. They have joined us from overseas. We cannot remember them all by name at this point, but we wish them well and
trust their stay will be enjoyable and all that l After all, I do not
suppose for one minute that they want to be welcomed in print
as well as in the barrack room. It's easier in the latter l
Spt't<i l}f Bother.- Technical training is now drawing to a close.
Thankful sighs are heaved by those unfortunates who do not revel
in the joys of electrical theories and the principles of applied
mechanics. Anyway, I know nothing about such deep subjects,
so I can hardly commiserate with them. That such condolence
is due to them aooears obvious when one views their drawn
looks and superb diagrams.
Spoh ".'~ JllY.-Conl(ratulations to Sigmn Lewin C. on being
awarded his second class education:i.I certificate. Good h untin'.
you know, and the next fence is labelled "first."
The rst A.A. SearchtiP"ht Battalion R.E. are holding their next
iocial dance on the 16th February. We hope to see the same
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jolly crowd take the floor, and would appreciate the wives and
intended wives of that jolly crowd gracing the proceedings again.
Jus~ Spots.- ! still muse in the. shadows and my spirit droops
.1ccordmgly. If anyone has anything at all funny for publication,
they arc at liberty to come along and see me some time. If it
sti ll looks funny in the shadows, it should be a riot I At your
service always.
B.A.S.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
General.-The second period of individual training is still
running strongly, with the addition of a unit M.T. course (for
those who require excitement) and a D.R. course.
So far the M.T. course is well in the lead as regards thrills.
Their motto is " Thrills and plenty of 'em,'' it seems, from the
number of accident reports we have had to deal with lately.
The two best thrills were provided by our Tich, who thoroughly
earned the soubriquet of " Stunt " before his name. He is the
essence of coolness and thoroughly keen. On a convoy run the
n.c.o. sitting beside Tich in the front of a six-wheeler was suddenly startled by many fearful bumps, rendings, crashings and
tearings. Match-wood and glass splinters flew in all directions,
and then, just as suddenly, the noise ceased and the lorry continued the even tenor of its way. The non-com. asked Tich
what all the row meant, and Tich coolly replied " Tut I tut I my
dear chap. That was only a skid. We have to get used to
them." On his return to barracks Tich was told to make out
an accident report, and to his pals he complained bitterly. " I
dunno what all the blinkin' fuss is about. Be different if I'd
caused some damage. I only went through Wool station to see
what time it was ! "
To understand the other thrill you must know that Tich, if
anything, is thoroughly regimental ; and I am sorry to say this
fact has very nearly caused his downfall in more ways than one.
Just as Tich was about to rocket the old lorry round a corner, he
spied an officer walking towards him on the other side of the
road, and through force of habit Tich took one hand ~ff the
steerinr. wheel and smartly saluted. He counted to himself,
'' One, two, three, down,' '- and he was! down in a ditch at
the side of the road. Well! well! They say the Army is a hard
school.
Christmas Tree Party.- This seems a trifle unseasonable,
but nevertheless the party was enjoyed very much by the kiddies
a11d the grown-ups. It was held in the Tidworth Garrison lect~re
hall on the lith Janu ary, and the decorative ef!.ect was s~lend1d.
Naturally, the Christmas tree itself was the piece de resistance.
bein?, gai ly lit with coloured lamps, and the nume~ous ~resents
on it for the boys and girls seemed to be the mam ob;ects of
attention.
A chute had been erected in the body of the hall, and this
proved a great success. The kiddies- and, I noticed, one or
two grown-ups also-took advantage of thi_s novelty whilst the
late-comers were arriving. Even Father Christmas hm~self appreciatec\ it, as it was down the chute that he made his dramatic
entry later in the evening.
The next item on the programme was te~, and t~e N.A .A.F.I.
arc certainly to be congratulated on their catenng- they left
nothine: to be desired in this deoartment.
A br~n dip for the ladies followed, and eac~ one received a
very useful present from the tub. One unpertment yo':'ng, man
triec\ his hand at being a lady, but needl~ss to say he _d1dn t get
his present. For the stage sho~ a w1zard-cum-con1uror-cum·
ve111 riloouist entertained us mal(ntficently. It was a real good
show a11d it was enjoyed by everyone present. . Honestly, I've
seen worse turns at what had been reputed quite good s~ows .
The dumbfounded expressicns of the children when he picked
pieces of money from their persons were. goo~ to w~tch. One
boy, though. was quite peeved at the wizards allusion to the
average Roy Scout's dirty knee you see, the youngster happened
.
,
.
to be a Boy Scout himself! ·
The marionettes tickled the children s fancies, too, and all
were sorry when the show came to an end.
.
Father Christmas, ably portrayed by C.Q.M.S. Taplin R .. rather
frightened the smaller tots at first, but when he gave each of
rhem a present he turned out to be quite a .nice o_ld chap indi;ed.
At the close of the party C.S.M. Hopkins paid well mented
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tribute to the kindness and attention that Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs.
Sykes had shpwn the unit during their stay with us. All ranks,
and especially the married families, greatly appreciated this and
wished them every possible success in the future.
Lieut.-Col. Sykes suitably replied with a few brief and well
chosen words, and so a very entertaining and well spent afternoon came to an end.
Our thanks are due to all concerned for the hard work and
inge nuity put into the show and for a very enjoyable time.
At the Sign of the Glad Hand.-We extend a very hearty
welcome to Major C. P. Prescot on his posting to this unit to
take over command. We all sincerely hope that his stay with us
will be a long and happy one.
We also welcome to the fold the following n.c.o.s and men,
and hope that they, too, will enjoy their stay with us. Sergeant
Moss P. H. from the Army Technical School (Boys} Chepstow,
on 24/ 1 / 34. R.Q.M.S. Smart A. E. from the Southern Command
Signal Company, Salisbury, on 5/2/34. It is fortunate that we
knew him well before, as he is due to leave us very soon-he has
been warned for service in Egypt on 14 / 4 / 34. Sergt Wintering·
ham R. G., L/Corpl Galbraith A. and Signalmen Reeves, Burke
md Ryder ex the Nevasa from India on 6/2/34. L / Corporal
Fletcher J. and Sigmn Cooter R. ex the Somersetshire from India
on 12/2/34. L / Sergt York A. M. from the Training Battalion
on 19 / 2 / 34.
Heard at the Races.- Scene : start of the inter-Section crosscountry run . Time: 2 p.m. Bill: " What's that card that
bloke's wearin' round 'is neck, 'Arry?" 'Arry: "That's his
P .P .. son, just in case he is a bit late finishing."
Departur~s.-2/L ieut G. E.G. Brown to 2nd Indian Divisional
Signals, Quetta, on 23 / r / 34. All ranks join in wishing him the
best of luck in his new station.
Corp! Michie J. and Sigmn Dart A. to civilian life on 1/2/34
:ind 16 / 1/34 respectively . May the best of luck always attend
your efforts. Don't forget to call round this way with the old
suit case, Mick ; you 'II do a roaring trade.
Signalmen Wills A. and Rowse W. to F Troop, Cavalry Div!
Signals, on 10 /2/ 34.
L / Corpls Sheridan M. and Honeyborne H., Signalmen Gedney
W., Douglas S., Angier B.. Fowler A., Hotchkiss J. and Foreman
A. E. to India per the Laricashire on 14 / 2 / 34. Good lads,,..a~
We were very sorry to see them go, as our unit humorist, the unit
strong man, and one of our best soccer players are numbered
amongst them. Look you! A Corps Signals , India: in Fowler
yon have an asset to any football team, and i.n L/ Corp! (Paddy)
Sheridan-well I if you particularly want to wm a hockey match,
and you have little or no ~hought for yo_urselves or _Your oppo·
nents, just give Paddy a suck (broom vanety, 1f possible ; but a
hockey stick will do at a pinch) and watch results.
Cong rat u la tions.-To L/Sergt Hamilton C. and L / Corporal
Mulholland F. on qualifying as assistant instructors in wireless on
No. 12 n.c.o.s Royal Signals wireless course at the School of
Signals.
.
.
..
To Sigmn Clay W. on passing the trade test for op. signals B.11.
To U/L / Corpl Allen C. on being appointed to paid status w.e.f.
18 / I I 34·
.
.
To Signalmen Hubbard F. and Legg J. on gettmg their feet on
the · bottom rung of the ladder w.e.f. 8 / 2/34 and 16/2/34
respectively.
To L / Sergt Southwell F. on his marriage to Miss Catherine
Scott at Portsmouth on 3 I 2 / 34. Oh, dear! when will this marriage tangle cease? 1:"he lads will have no kind and gentle hands
to tuck them up o' nights, soon.
To L/ Sergt Neal H. on obtaining a pass at an M /T course at
Feltham .
k
·· · (b )
To Sigmn Woolley R. on passing a trade test as cler C.111. .
R.A.P.C. on 26/1/34.
Corporals Mess Smoker.- This smoker was given to. bid far~
well to L / Corpl {Harry, can carrier) W~Ils on the occasion of his
discharge after twenty-one years service, an? to ':-I Corporals
Sheridan M. and Honeyborne H., who have smce sailed for service in India.
The 3rd Div! Signals Corporals M~ss were invited, and. they
turned up in full strength ; and we sincerely hope they enioye.d
themselves-and the games tourn:imcnt.
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Re.illy, it was like a famil y reunion, as on all sides one .~ould
he.Jr such remarks as " Do you remembe.· old so-and-so, etc.. and
·• When f W d S m Jnd1a .. • . " Old H an y was. regal ing th~ JUntor
members wi th items of interest (?). of the Service m the <'.d days,
rail somebody gave h am a piece of paper a!ld a pencil and asked
ham to draw rhe circuit of the whole thmg , so that we could
under rand at better.
.
Songs were rendered by old h ands (?) and Paddy, ?nd .raking
everything and everybody all round, we had a ver y m ce ume.'
All the Mess join in washing all rhre~ the best of everything
and all that they wish for themselves m the fu ture. We shall
m.ss them. and we hope that they will not forget us--especaally
that corner bed.
Our thanks are due to our very popular !?.M.C. for . such a
successful smoker and for the hard wo.rk and tame he put .in . The
menu cards were particularly appropriate. Were they his work,
too? He must have worked very hard.
Obituary.-Orders clerk (pro tern) :. " Die!- this. chap ta ke th,~
unexhumed portion of the day's rations wit h him, sergeant?
Orderly room sergeant: " No, idiot ; they haven't been dug up
yet."
The End.-As the monkey said when he bit off the t ip of h is
RUSTY.
tail.
.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisfonal Signals, Tidworth.
lntrod uction.-This will come as a shock to old E Troop i~es,
so may it be a pleasant one and revive old and h appy memories .
eedless to say, now that we have staged a come back, we hope
to be more regular in future.
General.-lndividual training of operators is still proceeding
under the able guidance of Sergt Sayers, and the dirt t rack team
are training with A.F.V. Signals.
.
D .. nny Boy and Joe have completed a rop ov~rhaul of our Moms
fleet, and soon our model driver operators will be. showing t~eir
masts in sundry highways and byways of this delightful district.
L/Corpl Richardson brought fresh honours to this Troop on
his return from an instructors M.T. course at Feltham on the 24th
January. " The outstanding man on the co~rse " was the com·
pliment paid to him. With such a mechamsed Troop as ours,
such an able n.c.o. is of inestimable value.
Musical (?)-Indian readers, please note that Tom Sayers'
famous dance band is carrying on its traditional successes.
Bisley (Local). -On the 1st February we were at home on the
miniature shooting range to a team from B Squadron 4f7th Dra·
goon Guards. T earns of twelve competed, and the result was a
win for B Squadron by 22 po.ms out of a possible u40.
We are running weekly meetings now on the 4f7th Dragoon
Guards indoor range, and soon we hope to regam our pre-Christmas accuracy. The belief of one individual in the bull finding
qualaues of a lucky charm is pathetic to watch.
Foreign.-lf the circulation of these notes extends to Darkest
Africa, maybe Sergt Wright (Shiner) late of this Troop, could
get " through " once in a while.
Anticipation.-On the 3rd March we hope to renew the plea·
sure of meeting D Troop at Alder shot on the football and hockey
fields. Future not'!s will give the results ; we in our modesty
cannot prophesy.
Arrivals .-Corpl Coram from India on the 6th February-very
welcome indeed, as junior n.c.o.s are at a premium at present.
S1gmn Halliday from the Training Battalion on the rsth January.

E.T.P.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.-The Troop have settled down to the second period
of individual training, and the newcomers are now able to obtain
some practical workmg experience. The M.A. cars are being used
for short traffic schemes. These are a popular innovation and
should prove a success if only from the point of practical training
value.
An n.c.o.s driving course has also been introduced. Sergeant
Archer, L/Scrgt Williams and Corp! Penny may now be observed

tearing rou nd the countryside, tr~ versm g the hig~way~ and byways at a nimble fi ve to the dernrnent of pedesmans m general
and gearboxes in particular.
Edga r--a grea t st atesman but ~ n . i nd~fferen t soldier, to quote
an authonty- is at present langu1shmg m dock, havmg h ad the
misfortune to develop tonsilitis. The whole Troop, up to and
mcluding the coalrnan, wish him a speedy recovery.
Departures.- Nil.
Appointments.- Congratulations to L / Corp! Allen C. on at·
taining paid status, and to U / L / Corpl Hubbard F . on reachin g
that rank.
Arrivals. - Signalrnen Wills A. and Rowse W. have arrived
from A. F. V . Signals. We extend the glad hand and t ru st that
their stay will be a long and pleasant one.
Troop Cameos: Ho. '2. - W .A. the Bird of Prey I Oscillates
at high frequ ency when called upon to bu y the daily break. Ar·
morial bearings: two ha lf-crowns (proper) su rro u~ded by a field
of oysters, the whole bei ng c!~mpe d .ug.~t!y m a vice • . Hobbies :
eye.ling and spendmg. The
barga m
1s . shortly gomg to stud
in order th at the breed may not become extmct. Proud pos se s~or
of a bu nker superhet I H is cheerfu) countenance w h en part1!1g
with the spondu licks is one o~ t he brigh t. featL~res of an .otherwi se
d ra b ex istence. Owns extensive estates m Shipton Bellmger, and
may be daily observed sweeping majesticall y over h ill and dale,
mou nted on his rust y steed.
A.F. V. Signals Christmas Tree. - This function, held on the
17th Ja nu ary at t he Garrison lectu re hall, T i~ wor t h, was wit hou t
the sligh test dou bt t he huge success that It deserved to beth anks to the efforts of t he committee w ho took upon t hemsel ves
t he di fficu lt task of organising the funct ion .
The efforts of the en tertai ners were wonderfu ll y good, and a
number of the gu ests were to be observed fr antically tearing t heir
h air in order to ascertai n wheth er anv coins had been overlooked.
The general remark- n atural under. the circumstances-was "I
wish I could do th at one! " Our t hanks are du e to th e C.O. and
officers for a wonderfu l show, and we cann ot help but say " Roll
on, the next J"
Our worthy F-of-S. , C.Q.M.S. R. Taplin , was called upon to
return the urn , i.e. perform the du t ies of Father Christmas. There
is absolutely no truth in t he rumour that W .A.'s gum boots were
sub.eel to a depreciation of 30 per cent . on account of the 1rn·
per~onation (hollow groans from Shipton Bellinger !)
Agony •....,..The Rut would like to know what has h appened to
the scribe of the Shanghai Signal Section. Surely the shroffs are
not intercepting the outward mails? Shades of 'Aggis Bowie and
old Ropey !
1•

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
All ranks learnt wit h deep regret of the sudden death, on the
9th February, of General Sir Percy P. de B. Radc)iffe! K.c .s.,
K:c.M.G ., o.s.o., A.D.C., General Officer Comrnandmg-m-Ch1ef.
Southern Command. The C.S.O. (Colonel Bradley) conveyed the
sympathy of the Corps to Lady Radcliffe, and a wreath was sent
for the funeral, the m ilitary part of which took place in Salisbury
on the r4th February.
The past month has been an uneventful one for the unit except
for fairly continuous sporting activities dealt with elsewhere.
In the cross-country world we have made a good start by
winning the Garrison cup for the seventh year in succession. It
has been decided, with the permission of the authorities con•
cerned, to retain the cup as a record of continuous success and
to present a new but similar one for future Garrison competition.
It is a long hark back to Chrisrmas, but it was only on the 24th
January that the annual tea party for married families was held.
The pa rty commenced with a movie show in the Garrison theatre,
which provided good fun and entertainment for all. Tea was
served in the Garrison Institute, and once again an excellent meal
was provided. About ninety grown-ups sat down, and the children could hardly be counted. Altogether some two hundred
persons had a very good tea . The most important part in the
piece came next. Adjourning to the theatre, all the chi 1dren
(flushed with excitement and expectation) saw the curtains of the
stage draw apart and a heavily laden Christmas tree appear.
Father Christmas came upon the scene and gave each child a
present. Garnes were then indulged in, and after three cheers

had been given for th e hosts...:...the officers of the umt- the party
broke uo.
. In the. Garrison Hockey League all ~hree Companies su rvive and
1t looks as 1f we may have an all-Si gnals final. Recent arrivals
fr.om India arc proving t heir wo rth on the hockey field, and on
his first ap~ear~nce L / Carpi Thomas cont ributed largely to No.
2 Compa.ny s wm m the second round of the Garrison cup.
On Friday 9th February a team comprising all ranks participated in a ga mes tourn ament in Salisbury agai nst the local branch
of the O .C. A . ~ .most enjoya ~le evening was spent, and we
look forward to g1vm g th em thei r revenge (or the chance of it I)
here later on.
In the Garrison Company knock-out billiards contest, Nos. r
and 2 Companies survived the first round at the expense of the
1st Light Battery and 48th Field Battery respectively ; but the
sergeants, in their Inter-Mess League, lost to the Sappers by 3- 5
games . C.Q.M.S. Yates was badly missed, but it is hoped that
Sergt Brooke will more than fill his place.
Miscellaneous.- We read recently " It is notified for information that No. - - L / Corpl - -, late of this unit, having completed a course of plumbing at the A.V .T.C., has o btained em·
ployment as a male nurse in a mental hospital " - not, as might
have been expected, as a bricklayer I
" Love in a Condenser " (being an extract from an E. and M.
paper): " The protons want balan~ing but, having no cond ucting path, find it hard to steal their mates . Therefore t hey nick
them from inside the plates and go on right through the insulator
to the other plate, thus causing a great strain between the plates. "
Agony. - To Hong Kong: Badgy S. would be interested to
know the identity of Tich, as there are a good many of that il k
in the Corps.
Advice.- lt's as well to warn your girl friend that, wh en posting one of her best billets doux imprinted with "S.W.A.K., " etc.,
she sh ould not forget to insert your name above the Company
address. Your Company commander sho uld be spared some
things I
BULFORD.
Arrivals. - T he undermentioned arrived from India' s su nny
clime to face the rigours of Bulford's frost : C.S.M . Eyres, L / Cor·
porals Roberts C. G ., Burrell H ., Kay J., T homas L. and Pape J.,
Signalmen Ro binson F., Andrew C., Edwards E ., Giles A ., Goold
E., H ickson E., Newbury C., Bridle E., Du tto n D ., Legge J..
Sid ney A .• Butler J .. Entwhistle S., Robertson. ~ · and W~llard .A.
The following a re welcomed from the T rainmg Battalion with
the hope that their stay with us wi ll be a p leasant one : - L / Sergt
Brooke J., Signalmen Sellars E., Brown D ., Balls W ., Connolly
D. , Goff N ., McCann M ., Moon T., Darwent G., Carlyon R. and
Brooke C.
To th e D epot Batta lion we extend ou r th an ks for L / Sergt Luck
and Sigmn Smith R.
Departures.- The following have left us to siz zle on !ndia's
sunba ked soil : Sergts O ' Con no r D ., W ald ron D . .and Lamg.J .,
Corporals Voll ans L. and Moore J. , Signalmen S1m th S., Qumn
J. , Wh itehouse H. , H utton T., Corfield F ., Ganner A. , Mounsey
J., O 'Rourke P . and H ampton G .
L / Co rp I Clasper J. has departed to Egypt ; Sigmn Barsley to
Aden ; Q.M .S. W alker C. and Signa lmen Sh u tt lew~>rth F. an.d
Middleton E . to Ch ina ; L/ Corp l Morton A. and S1gmn Cur.ne
W. to Malaya; and Corp! W oodbury W . to Ceylon. We wish
th em th e best of everyt hi ng in the ir new homes . .
.
The und ermentioned have dec ided th at t hey have given o ~ t.~e1r
best to th e Army an d are offe rin11; w hat is left to the c1vil1an
world horn th e Reserve: L / Corp! W ard G., Signalmen Goodwin
G., Matthews J., Bridle E ., Rawl ence E. and . Marples. G., and
Driver Whitwood. C.Q.M.S. Reade h as defimtely dwded that
he has given enou gh to the Army in twenty-one years and has
taken h is di scharge. W e wish them all luck and ~ushy Jobs.
The fo llowing ~ a v e left ~s fo r un.1ts as sh.o wn: S1gmn Roberts
T. to the Trai ning Battali on . Driver Smith R. to the Depot
Battali on. Si grnn Pilkington J. to R.A.P.C. at Hounslow. L / Cpl
Chambers f. to Easte rn Command Signal Company. Corporal
Strickland W. to the 1st Divl Signals.
.
The undermention ed h ave departed to vocational courses preparatory to leaving for civvy st reet : Corporals Wilcock H. and
Phipson L .• Signalmen Snelson H., Patton A. and Stanger A.
Marriages.- The following have taken the plunge, and we
wish them all that they would like us to wish them. L / Corporal

Pape J. W. and Miss Mildred Wood at Leeds. Sigmn Hutton
T. and Mis.s Rosemary .Wilkinson at Stokes bury . Sigmn Ether·
1dge and Miss Joan Mane MacFarlane at New Windsor. L / Corpl
West G. and Miss Dorothy Ellen Maude Hi nes at Romford. Sigmn
Matchett H. and Miss Margerita Helena di Paolo at Darlington .
Birt hs.- The following increases in strength have been nollfied to these headquarters, and we extend our sincere condolences
- sorry I congratulations. To Sigrnn and Mrs. A. Hudson a
daughter, Phyllis Jean, 13 / 1/ 34. T o L / Co rporal and Mrs. L.
Shorrocks a son , Gerald Bernard , 16 / 1/ 34. To Sigmn and Mrs.
C. Garret a daughter, Jean Elizabet h, 18 / 1/ 34. To Sigmn and
Mrs. Worsfold a son . Geoffrey Edward ; to C.Q.M.S. and Mrs.
Reade a daughter, Elizabeth Anne; t o Corp! and Mrs. R. Davey
a son, Peter Ernest- all on 27 / r I 34.
Appointments.-We congrat ulate the und ermentioned on attaining the ranks shown: Sergt Smith A. to be C.Q.M.S. w.e.f.
23 / 10 / r,. Sigm n Fenton J. to be U / L / Corpl w.e.f. 28 / 1/ 34.
Extensions.- The undermentioned have let their hope overrun
their ex perie nce and h ave decided to sta y longer with us : Sigmn
Matchett to complete eight years wi th the Colours. Sergt Barlow
to complete twenty-one years man' s service.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.
General.- Most of t he Company are still occupied in endeavouring to get h igher trade rates. It will be ouite a treat when
we resume normal work and Section training. ·The last fortnight
has been a most uncomfortable one-nothing but shifting barrack
rooms and clea ning pai nt from one's kh aki. It is rumoured that
there is to be a smoker for the painters on the day they finish.
The Inspector of Physical Training came to watch the unit
undergoing the trained soldiers ta bles. We have been busy passing
out men for their stand ard tests.
Courses.- The following have attended courses. L / Sergeant
T .mner R., M.T. driving and maintenance at Feltham. Corporal
Hunt and L / Corpl Park , fire fight ing at Aldershot. Sigrnn Lee·
b rick, hygi ene.
Congratulations.- To L / Corporal Gillott on getting the pay,
and to U / L / Corpls H ubbard and Holland on their appointment.
Sport.- The Company hockey team survived the second round
of t he Garrison inter-Company knock-out competition by defeat•
ing C Company rst Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers. The draw for
t he third round has not yet been made.
A and M Sections were drawn against each other in the interSecrion soccer knock-out. M were a trifle too good for A and
easily defeated them.
The Company cross-country team represented the unit in the
Garrison cross-country race, but I am afraid they were not good
enou gh to come in the first three.
Departures.- Sergt Turner, L / Corpl Tupper and Sigmn Lyons
to India. Corpl Ives to A.F.V. Signals.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Sullings and Webb from the S.T.C.
MASKEE.

No. 2 Company,
General .- Our theme song for the past month has been "Wet
paint" and "Sing me a low-down tune "-but not on the polished
floors. We are now living in the Ritz style: newly painted walls
and polished floors. There has been a great improvement in the
barrack rooms, and everyone is " all for it.''
Arrivats .- We welcome the following to the Com any, and
hope their tay will be a happy one. From the Training Batta·
lion , Signalmen Sanger, Slater, Saxby and Spalding. From No.
r Company, Signalmen
isbetl, Smith P., Hade and Croften.
From S.T.C. old soldier Watson.
Depsrtures.- Our best wishes and good luck to Sergt Cozens
and Signalmen Clarke and Warren, who have left us for India.
L / Corpl Burdett (Sahib) ro t he other ~ide of the street (No. r
Company).
Sport.-We have little to report this month. The Company
1s at present preparing for the physical training pass-off, and
th ~r is every indication that w shall have a i;:ood avera~e.
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S1gmn \V;21ker has entered for the Army boxing championships,
. .
and we wish him every success.
The following have been chosen to represent the um~ in the
Garrison intcr•untt cross-country race: L i Corporal Russet! (team
captain). Signalmen Cotton, Bakes and Wilson.
Our hockey game wich the Lancashire Fusiliers 1n the inter•
Compan)' knock-out has been scratched after many telephone
calls.
MusHM.

No. 3 Company.
General.-" Mind the paint!" is the latest cry, for all huts in
Recd Hall Camp are being painted inside and out, and those
which are fimshcd look very nice indeed. In due course the floors
of all barrack rc.:ims are to be stained and polished, but what they
will look hke after a week's rain remains to be seen. Perhaps
some kind barrack master will issue cocoanut matting for the
centre of each barrack room, to take the tread.
Individual training is still in full swing, and now that the Trade
Board is only a month away, that extra portion of grey matter is
coming to the fore. All candidates are confident that they will
pass their respective trade tests.
We were recently inspected by the Inspector of Physical Training from the War Office.
Drafts.- The following are leaving us on the 13th February
for India, and we wish them the best of luck in their new stations.
Sigmn Dunaway A. to 1st Indian Div! Signals. Signalmen Tracey
A. and Rainford R. to 3rd Indian Div! Signals.
Arrivals.-We welcome L/Corporal Howard J. from India and
Sigmn Watt W. from 1o. 1 Com"pany, and hope they will enjoy
their stay in the Company.
Departures.- We have said goodbye to the following and wish
them the best of luck and employment. Signalman Walker J. to
School of Signals. Signalmen Wheeler, Salter and Thompson
and Driver Foster to civvy street. May you keep your situation,
Tommy, for ye:irs to come, and may we soon hear of your plunge !
To Syd, Solly and Bill: May you soon find a good job. Sigmn
Hunt A. to A.V.T.C. Aldershot on a course of electrical welding.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Training.-During the month of January Captain Jennings,
M.C., gave a series of tactical lectures to the w.o.s and n.c.o.s

of the umt. At the end of these lectures the class was divided
into four syndicates for a tactical exercise without troops. The
results of the exercise showed that a keen interest was taken by
the w.o.s and n.c.o.s, and their thanks are due to Captain Jennings
for the clear manner in which he delivered the lectures.
The commanding officer is holding a tactical exercise without
troops, and again the class has been formed into syndicates composed of the subalterns of the unit with a certain number of
n.c.o.s.
Sport.-Full notes on sport will be found in the appropriate
portion of THE WIRE, but we cannot pass on without expressing
our disappointment at our hockey team being beaten by the 1st
Battn D.LI. Of course, one cannot expect a team to win every
time, especially when its opponents are of such a high class as
the D.L.I. In this match it must be admitted that the better
team won, and as sportsmen we express the wish that they may
go far in the Army cup.
General.-An outbreak of measles has been the cause of many
of our married quarters being placed out of bounds. In most
cases the isolation of the head of the family has meant duty
rosters bemg affected ; and some gardens have accordingly had
more attention than would otherwise have been the case.
Corporals Room.- The coroorals of the unit have held a dance
and a social evemng since the. last publication of THE WIRE, and
accordmg to remarks overheard they were a great success. Those
who attended them had two th')roughly enjoyable evenings.
\Ve have lost two members of the Mess this month: Corporals
Hart and Wilkms.
Corp! Hart, who has been with this unit since its return from
the ~hme, ha~ been n.c.o. i/c M.T. in No. I Compal}y for some
cons1derabl~ ll!fle· There may be a chance for someone else to
obtam a pnze m the unit garden competition now that he has left
u , I think I am not far wrong when I say that Corp! Hart has

never been out of the prizes (mostly firsts) since the inception of
the competition.
Corp! Wilkins recently attended a drill course at the Depot
Battalion, Cattcrick. The result he obtained is apparent, as he
has been posted to the cadre of the Depot Battalion as a drill
instructor.
Sergeants Mess.- A games evening, with the members of the
Scarborough R.F.C. as opponents, was held during the monthand a right enioyable evening 1t was. Billiards, snooker, darts,
dominoes and solo whist were olayed, as well as arm exercises.
The latter were not too prominent, though.
At the l;ist Mess meeting the cup (with replica) in resoect of
the Mess 1933 rifle competition was presented to the winner,
R.S.M. Mcintosh ; and the cue and case in resoect of the winter
billiards handicap was presented to the winner, ·sergt Newman R.
We extend the hand of friendship to Sergt Dunningham, who
has joined us from the School of Signals. May his stay as our
O.R.S . be a lengthy and happy one.
The fortnightly social evenings of the Mess have been resumed,
and have met with success. The members and their friends have
thoroughly enjoyed the songs of Sergt Sergeant and the wit of
Sergt Wilmot.
All members of the Mess wish Sergt Shepheard the best in his
new sphere. He has taken his discharge and has obtained employment with a local Wireless Relay Company. He has been
with the unit since its return from the Rhine and has seen many
changes, including those who have left us on discharge, and now
his turn has arrived. Again, Tiffy, we wish you and your family
a happy and prosperous future.
Arrivals.o. r Company: From India, Sergeant Nicholson,
L / Corpls Jackson and McDonald, Signalmen Deaville, Garton,
Peck, Handley and Newton. From the Training Battalion, Signalmen Bateman, Greaves, McBeth, McDermott, Hall and Heald.
From School of Signals. Sergt Dunningham.
No. 2 Company: From the Training Battalion, Signalmen Bristow, Williams and Vielc h .
N?. 3 Company: From India. L / Corporal H ill and Signalman
Costigan.
It is hoped that the above will enjoy their tour of duty with
us, and that the climate will not be too severe for those who have
i?ined .us from warmer st~tions. Those from the Training Battalion will, no doubt, find 1t a change from the moors of Catterick
to the promenades of Scarborough.
Departures.-The following have left us for the warmer climes
of India. No. 1 Company: L / Corporals Wright, Faraday and
Watts, Signalmen Bowen, Ge~des and Palmer. No. 2 Company:
S1gnm Smith. No. 3 Company: Signalmen Gillie, Skirving and
Rees.
Signalmen Hewson and McCormack will soon have left us for
the Northern Ireland Signal Ccmpany.
Disch.arge and Tr~nsfer to Ar my Reserve.- Goodbye has
been said to ~he following, who have left us for civilian life: Sgt
Shepheard, Signalmen Bryant, Wray, France and Ferguson. May
the change be not too severe, and may their future be all that
they themselves wish.
. Sigmn Wilson L. has left us for the A. V.T.C. Chisledon to fit
h1ms_elf i:nore efficiently for civilian life. It is hoped that, at the
termmat1on of the course, he will have obtained a wide knowledge
of the trade .he mtends to follow when his engagement with the
Colours termmates.
Courses.-:--The following have rejoined the unit after having
attended with success the courses shown . Sergt Rose A., antigas. L / Sergt Toogood, fV! .T. at R.A.S.C. Depot, Feltham. L/Cpl
Long~orth, pay duties. Signalmen McKelloo and Williams Creed
teleprinter a!)pa ratus. G.P.O. Sigmn Coole, cookery. '
The following are att~ndmg .courses as shown, and we wish
the!11 success "".hen the time arrives to test the knowledge gained
wh1.Ist undergomg the course. L / Sergt Clarke, education. Corpl
Wnght, M.T. at R.A.S.C. Feltham. Sigmn Dixon, cookery.
Salutations.- To C.Q.M.S. Millross and L / Corporals (unpaid)
Johnson A. W. and Webber G. on attaining those ranks.
Birth.-To the wife of L/ Corp! Brunton-Douglas a son, James
Allen,
[Continued on page 118J
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.S aturday 20th January.
. G.eneral.-:-Our best wishes go with Bngad1er and Mrs. Clementi
Smllh on his vac.ating .the appointment. o( Commandant, S.T.C.
(l.nd1a) and S:O.-m-Ch1ef. The Brigadier has completed thirty·
six years service, and we hope to see him every year at the annual
re-umon at Aldershot.
M.ajor G. L. G. Polla~d and Captain W. C. V. Galwey are also
li,av;ng us for new s.tat1ons. They go to rst Indian Divl Signals
and Pesha.war . D1smct Signals respectively.
The residents of Ju.bbulpore had a very unpleasant experience
on the 15th January in the form of violent earth tremors. Although other parts of India have been seriously affected, we are
plea ed to say that Jubbulpore escaped with little damage.
The S. T.C. (India) mounted sports were held on Thursday 4th
January and proved to be as popular an attraction as ever. The
programm~ co~sisted of jump_ing, tent-pegging, musical ride and
despatch nders motor cycle display. The latter event, this year,
was performed .b)' 1.0.R .s. They gave an excellent performance,
and great credit ts due to L / Sergt McMillan for having trained
the team so well.

A Company.
This month we have said goodbye to seventeen B.O.R.s who
have left India for Blighty per the Dorsetshire. We wish some of
t~e11_1 the best of luck i~ their new units ; and to those re-entering
C1v1ha11 life, prosperity in their future years.
A glad welcome is extended to Corp! Connolly and Signalmen
Purdue . and .Tyler, and we hope they will spend a happy tour
With th1s Ulllt.
Sergt Shiner has left us for Army Headquarters, while L/ Sergt
Ellison has gone on a course with the I.A.S.C. at Chaklala for
three months, with a view to transferring to that body.
C.o ngratulations.-To Sergt Chandler and L / Sergt Baker on
their eighteen years undetected crime; also to our winners of the
S.T.C. (India) individual championships.
Entertainments.- Christmas morning: 1 r a.m. Scene: the
new Company football ground and its opening ceremony, a comic
football match.
Prior to the kick-off we were entertained with a selection of
music by Roger (Tich) Rayner and his band. In between the items
of this powerf1;1l music. two weird per ons (presumably T.T.s)
w.ere propoundmg their views on alcoholic liquors, much to the
~1s~red1t of their. " beaks," for .they certainly appeared to be enJoying the mornmg after the night before.
The kick-<?ff was duly p~rformed by the Right Hon. Lady Doall
(Mrs. F1shw1ck) accompanted by her desirable Admiral Donowt
(Sergt Deamon). Unfortunately, in kicking off, the ball proved
too heav_y for her ladyship, and in taking the all important kick
she sprained her ankle ; nevertheless, the life-savers were there
to render the necessary aid.
One bright n.c.o. (no names, no Bramsinghs) was heard to remar~ that, to enable him to select a good rugger team for the
commg sea on, he is going to provide the Company with fancy
dresses and a ball and leave 'em to it.
The bearer did exceptionally well in tips, and rumours arc
abroad that as a result he is going on leave next Christmas. Now,
Jock, how did you do it? So much for the football match.
An excellent Christmas dinner was provided, which must have
caused our cook (good old Fulham I) many wakeful nights. As
usual. the old custom of w.o.s and senior n.c.o.s waiting at table
was observed. We were visited during the dinner by the Briga,
d1er and officers of the unit. The compliments of the season
having been paid, these were suitably replied to by a member of

the ~ompany: In his remarks he told us that 1934 looked very
promising, w1.th one exceptioi;i- we are losing our Brigadier. As
regar~s the disposal o~ the dainty morsels provided, nothing need
be said. In the evenmg .a n impromptu smoking cencert proved
v~ry successful, the maiortty of the Company being in attendance .
l his wou!ld up a very happy and enjoyable Christmas Day.
On ~ox.ing Day a good number, accompanied by the O.C., went
for a p1cmc. to Happy Valley, leaving barracks about 9 a.m. Good
fun wa~ enioyed ~uring the day, swimming and sun bathing being
f~eely indulged in. The party returned early in the evening,
tired but happy. It was particularly noticed that the individuals
already nominated for repatriation had certainly remembered that
handsome men are slightly sun-burned.
On "Yedi;iesday, ~he ~7th, we held a coster ball, and according
to outside information 1t h~s been voted the best dance in Jubland for some years. Dancmg was from 9 p.m. to 1.30 a.m., with
a cabaret show in between. A prize given bv the O.C. for the
best coster dress was carried off by Tommy G ~eig and 'is barrer.
The cabaret show was a huge success, and encores were the
rule of the evening. The following were heard and seen, to
many rounds of applause. Captain Ellis (15th Lancers) and his
brother-ventr.iloquist ; Mrs. Ellis, eccentric dancer ; Mrs. Marshall,
song; Captain Galwey, humorous song; Mr. Bhagot and Mrs
Fishwick, coster's honeymoon ; Corp! Appleby, song ; and last:
but not least, Mrs. NicholJs and her dancing troupe.
The hall was decorated for the occasion, and barrels, boxes
and bags of straw were used in lieu of Hyde Park benches. Again
we were honoured by the prese:1ce of our Brigadier and officers,
and one glance at them was suffi:ient to see that they were greatly
impressed.
The evening ended all too quickly-everyone was sorry when
the last dance was proclaimed ; but we are hoping to have
another just as successful in the near future.
On Monday 15th January we bade farewell, in the form of a
costume dance, to many of our old acquaintances who are sailing
for the Motherland oi;i the 20th. This function was well sup·
ported and was certainly another great hit. On this occasion
dancing took place from 8.30 p.m. until I a.m. and, as usual,
much regret was felt when the last dance terminated a fine eveninj!. In bidding farewell to the people who are leaving us, C.S.M.
Price was particularly grieved that we were losing such a fine set
of fellows-everyone a trier. It is certainly a case of our losshome unit's gain.

Sergeants Mess.
The Christmas £e tivities being over, we have once again
settled down to normal routine. The holiday programme commenced w!th a Christmas tree for the kiddies on the 23rd December. Durmg the afternoon they were entertained by an Indian
magician, who gave an excellent show. Immediately after, tea
was served on the lawn. After tea, Sergt Mackie and L/ Sergts
Baker and Matthews amused them with a comic act entitled "The
Schoolroom." Pa and ma seemed as much amused as the kiddies
were. Father Christmas (Captain L. B. Nicholl~) duly arrived
and the children then received their toys, etc. The evening was
devoted to dancing.
Christmas Day in the Mess was very quiet owing to other attractions in the unit. In the evening, all the single members
:vere entertained by the marrii'.d ones at their quarters, and judgmp. by the remarks next morning, everybody had a good time.
The Mess Christmas dinner was held on Boxing Day, followed
by a dance, both of '' whish '' were voted by ail to be a great
s uccess.
rco11.ti1111ed on page !12]
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"Every Picture Tells a Story" or "A Story Without Words."

These four photographs have been received from Peshawar
Di trict Signals, India, without any accompanying
notes or title lines

In the absence of such information, much is left to the reader's
imagination. The first three, however, seem to have some
connection with a big " do "- probably at Christmas
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Jubbulpore.
[Cont11m~1l frOH• page 109)
Th Me. once again retain the cup-sergeants v. the officers1fier a sem~s of encounters in hockey, football, shooting, tennis
and cricket. Competition was keen throughout. Hockey and
football having resulted in a draw in each case, and the shooting
being won by the ergeants ancl the tennis by the officers, every
one wa keyed up for the cricket match. This was played on
Thur dar 171h January. and our officers entertained us to lunch
and te.t. We eventually won the game. Mr. "Bye" made th
1op core on our side, and Captain Scott had us on our toes by
hiuing fours in rapid succession. However, Spud · (our sticky
finger expert) saved the situation by catching him from a regular
wallop. During lunch, one was always hearing "Try a drop of
th1 ; its quire harmless." However, the cup is still ours.
•
On Tuesday 16th January a dance was given by the Mess as a
farewell to Brigadier and Mr . Clementi Smith. During the interval 1hc Brigadier was presented with the first prize (a "Jimmy "
statucue) for the old soldiers' race held at the S.T.C.(I) individual
championships. During his speech R.S.M. Harrison said that although the Brigadier was vacating his appointment in India, he
felt sure it would not be the last time we should see him because
" 011ce Signals always Signals." The Brigadier, in replying, said
he hoped it would not be 1he last tune we should see him, and
that when we did sec him in the future, we were not to say
"Oh! there" the Brigadier" and walk to the other end of the
room. but go up and speak to him, because he will always be
delighted to meet old members of the Corps. We feel that as the
Brigadier is so popular and widely known throughout the Corps,
we should like to pass on that information to all who know him.
We Want to Know. -Have the corporals seen the Younger
cup? Who pulled the brick down? Who told Mick that he had
a strong resemblance to Father Time?
BRAM-MACK.

NORTHERN COMAfAND ..... .. .' ............... .INDIA

ARA1Y.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
.
.
Monday 8th January.
General.-The fesuve season 1s now over and things have once
more settled down to _normal routine. A few days' good sport
was witnessed and enioyed by most of the unit. A good programm~ of events was arranged, the principal being: Friday 22nd December-Sergeants Mess Christmas draw.
Satu~day 23rd-Inter-Company hockey, British and Indian ;
children's Christmas tree.
Monday 25th-B.O.R.s dinner.
Tuesday 26th-Donkey polo ; Corporals Mess dinner and
dance.
Wednesday 27th-Sergeants Mess dinner and dance.
Thursday 28th-B.O.R.s whist drive and dance.
Friday 29th-B.O.R.s tennis " at home."
The Sergeant~ Mes C_h ristmas draw passed off verv well. The
1umor n.c.~.s bemg iny1ted, a goodly crowd ga1her~d ogether
and an en1oyable evemng was spent, there being no blanks in
the draw~verybody received a pnze of s0me sort, although the
luck ~eemed to suck to a few.
ll1e children's Christmas tree was a great success. The fun
started early in t_he afternoon with camel rides for the kiddies
ancl was kept gomg until ~eat1me. The renowned Nobby and
parin~r c~used mu~h fun m their old role of clowns, and ihe
dham (tailor) wa, given plenty of work the next day in attaching
ne~ sea.ts to trousers worn out on the slide. Father Christmas
arrived m great style on a sledge which was tastefully decorated
by coloured electric !1ghts. The presents were then distributed
and the children retired to dreamland, tired but happy.
be The B.O.R.s dinner passed off in great style, the dining hall
mg even better decorated than in previous years-the cred't
for which is due to the commmee, most of whom were bv that
u_me en route for U.K. The !Oast to the officers having. been
given. the C.O. reohed w11h a few appropriate remarks. The
proces of feedrng l~e muer man was then commenced, with the
mor n.c.o.s carrying <.mt 1he1r annual mess orderly duties in
great tylc. Dinner having been served, the senior n.c.o.s retired

10 join therr famrhes or the Mes , and the other ranks were left
to carry on by themselves.
On Boxing Day some excellent sport was witnessed in the
paddock during 1he annual contest for the donkey polo cup,
which was eventually won by the 1.0.R.s of No. I Company, who
beat the B.O.R.s of No. 2 Company by 5-1 goals. Some good
fun was witnes ed, and although goals were few, falls were
plentiful. One regrettable accident occurred when Sigmn Harrion was kicked by a mule. He was later admitted to hospital
with a fractured jaw.
This was followed in the evening by the junior n.c.o.s' dinner
and dance. The dinner wa excellent and was provided in the
corporals room. A great number of the junior n.c.o.s of the
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders were invited as a gesture
of welcome to the station . After dinner the pipers played the
whole of the diners over to the regimenta l theatre, where the
dance was held. This proved a great success and an enjoyable
evening was spent by all pre ent.
Sergeants Mess Dinner and Dance.- This will probably be
reported by the scribe of the Sergeants Mess, so I shall simply
say 1hat a jolly fine evening was spent by everyone present.
All Ranks Whist Drive and Dance.- This was a brilliant
success, and great credit is due to the committee and helpers for
putting on such a good show. It is sincerely hoped that this
will now become a weekly function. The music was rendered by
the Royal Signals jazz band, who had all they could do to give
all the encores called for.
All Ranks Tennis At Home.- This was run as a Sunningdale
tournament, and some very good tennis was w.tnessed during
1he afternoon, the winners of the finals being Lieut. N. Minshall
and Sigmn King D., and Signalmen Bundy and McDougall.
· Arrivals.-A hearty welcome is extended to Sergeants Nichols
and Coles and nineteen B.O .R.s, who arrived from U.K. on the
16th December; also to Sergeant Mills from 2nd D iv. Signals,
Quetta. It is hoped that their stay with us will be a long and
happy one.
Sergt Ellerton-Long was posted to us from 2nd Div. but proceeded on U.K. leave before joining the unit.
Departures.- AI[ best wishes go with the draft of thirty-three
B.O.R.s who left us for new spheres of activities in the U.K.,
and we hope that they will be as successful in their new units
as they were here. They certainly gave the new arrivals something to think about at the smoker and dance held to bid them
adieu and bon voyage.
1•
Promotions.--Congratulations to C.Q.M.S. Archbold on attaining that rank .
ONEDIV.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Friday 211d February.
. Gene.ral. - The effects of Christmas having worn off, everyone
1s settlrng down once more to unit training, technical training,
riding schools, staff parades, and last, but not least. sports.
At the Sialkot mounted sports the Troop made themselves felt
b)'. taking first place_with the best trained Troop horse, and just
missed first place with the best trained Section.
We are now _preparing for Signals Week, and expect to go one
step further with the football than we did in Signals Week '32.
The hockey team, in spite of the depletion caused through home
drafts, are capable of giving any team in the district a good game,
as will be witnessed by the Sports Notes.
Cou_rses.- Corporal Birchall and L/ Co.rpl Brown to the rst
Battalion Dorset Regiment for a local course in musketry.
Arrivals.-A welcome to Sergt Lawman from Cherat, Sigmn
Marshall from B Corps, Sigmn Mackie from Kohat, Sigmn
McKenzie from quetta, Sigmn Rork from Peshawar, and Signalmen Wright, Fisher ai:id Simbler from the United Kingdom.
The grooming strength is returrnng to normal, making it possible
for the staff-employed to get some rest.

Dep~~tures.-L/Corpl Grafton, Signalmen Younie, Robertson
G., Lmrngton and Reeves-the last named to Brighton and the
others elsewhere in the United Kingdom. Don't forget, Paddy,
the football and hockey teams :ire waiting for the next trooper.
Education. -We take off our bats to Signalmen Walbridge,
Marshall T. and O'Connell for passing in subjects towards their

first class certificate of education. There is plenty of time yet to
complete the good work, and there will be more about firsts in
March.
Promotions and Appointments.- At last something is being
done, and we congratulate Corp! Milne, L/Corol Bruton and
U / L / Corporals Eady and Donovan on their respecti've promotions.
Staff Employments.- L / Corp! Adamson, sinking jumps.
Congratulations.- To Corp! Kenny, our orderly room sergeant, on winning the hammer throwing event at the Lahore
District athletic meeting. He is still training, with an eye on the
Olympic Games.
Hopes.-As this is my first effort, I do not anticipate a big
sale of copies of THE WIRE. I hope, in future-with a little
more experience-to make our contribution from the Troop interKHA-NA.
esting and informative to old Troopites.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Tuesday 6th February.
Arrivals.- Captains W. C. V. Galwey, M.C., and T. A. R.
Scott from the S.T.C. (India). Lieut E. P. Blake. Sergts Quick P.,
O'Connor D. and Lowrie J .. and Sigmn Geddes J. from the United
Kingdom.
Departures.- Captain J. F. Charlesworth to 3rd Divisional
Signals, Bufford. Signalmen Berrett F. and Darnell G. to the
Wireless Experimental Section, Cherat (B Corps Signals). Signalmen Pratt L. and Strutt E. to the S.T.C.(I).
Theme Song of J Se.ction.- " Leave me alone ; let me
wander."
Confectionery.- Sigmn Chadderton W. would like a vocational
course on this in 1936. He even signed on to complete eight
years for a piece of cake.
Literary- There are quite a number of fellows in this unit who
call themselves " du-homes " - meaning, of course, that they
hope to be repatriated in r934/ 35. One of these had an epistle
from ex-Sigmn Hill R. G. A., who whilst here could even beat
the Americans for bluff, etc. If he is not Mayor of Wadden {not
marked in Phillips' Atlas) by now, it is not his fault. Anyway,
here are a few excerpts from a letter the " du-homes " sent to
him this week (in January 's WIRE, re-addressed to him):
MESSAGE FORM.
Special instructions- Delayed ; no boat yet ; 261 days to go.
To Merg, alias Busty, Swede, Doctor, B-r-r-r-r-r.
From the Waiting Men.
Oct / 1,934
[6th Feb. 34]
Yours to "Dinty."
Owmg to losing all our money on Webbie's racehorses, we are
sending this by wire.
We understand that you are in the Prison Services, and would
very much like to know what you got caught fo~. Tic!'i r~ckons
that you are in for seven, Bill for. fifteen, . Chippy dmk1e-doo,
Dinty all-the-fours, and Smudger cl1ckety-chck ; but, no doubt,
before you finish your time you will reach the top of the house.
We doubt whether you will get another medal for " bravery and
devotion to duty " - - .. - We are anxious to know a few things about the journey home
and the subsequent happenings in the big cantonment. Here
they are:
r How many guards does it run on the way home?
2 Who ran the housie-housie?
3 How much hush money was paid to the ship's R.S.M.?
4 What was the total income for the voyage?
5 Do the Customs look through one's kit?
6 Can they be squared?
7 How long does one have to wait before_ disembarkation ?
8 By which rail route is one taken to Cattenck, and how long
does it take ?
9 Are the No. 5's in the Y.M.C.A. s1ill the same size. or have
they also been " cut " ?
10 Do the Depot keep you long before the actual discharge ?
11 Who is the best dharzi?
12 What happened to Crystal Palace when they met the Arsenal
in the Cup?
Now that we have given you these. questions to think over.
Smudger is having a go at your native language, " Over to
you,"

3

'Ow be, Merrrg? Dinty told l as 'ow 'e 'erd from yo, and
tells oi as 'ow your 'amlet 'as bin ruined by one o' them airyplanes. Oi looked in t'paper only larst Toosday an' there it be
- garn!
Young 'Arry 'Awke, 'im as keeps t'farrrm at back of t'Dog and
Bacon, 'as gam away along with Widcler Webb. Some says as
'ow 'e's a getting married, but oi ain't thinking same as they
be. This young genneration fair gives oi the creeps, it do.
Parson was 'ere to see oi day afore yesterday and arsked arter
'e. Oi told 'e that yo was 'aving many pints in t'owd "Pig and
Whistle " down at back of Mother Mott's orrrchard. Yo ort to
'ave seen 'e larff !
Me gout is atroublin me agin-oi shall 'ave to try this Osaka
the kids are tarking abart , and support German industry.
Oi 'ave written wot oi saw in paper t'other day abart yo returning to the village.
THE RETURN OF MERG HI LL TO OUR SWEDE-BASHING VILLAGE.
All of the village band (he left his piano behind) met the Frontiersman (complete with medal ribbon) at the railway halt with
the farm cart kindly lent by Farmer Hill, senior. The village
spinsters danced around the maypole during the afternoon, whilst
the locals played croquet in Mrs. Wattle's meadow. A delightful
evening was spent in the " Du-drop Inn," and it was noted with
delight that the celebrity had not lost his skill at darts or shoving
the old halfpenny. He told the proud villagers that he often used
to play darts whilst bullets were flying around him at Nowshera
Post (now Fort Milward). The hamlet think that, with his help,
they will be able at last to beat their rivals of the " Dog and
Bacon " at Thames Ditton. The farm cart (again so generously
loaned by Farmer Hill, senior) was brought into use for depositing
the too-merry members of the party at their respective caves. It
i~ state:! on good authority that Mr. Hill will give a lecture to the
Boy Scouts and Girl Guides on "Soldiering on the N.W. Frontier
of India." We are expecting even bigger things from him when
he competes in the ploughing competition and flower and vegetable exhibition at the Agricultural Hall (Farmer Williams has
kindly offered his cowshed again for this purpose).
'ow that Smudger has piped down, here is a poetical effort: Old Merg ro the burgh has gone-In the turnip field you will find him ;
His corduroys he has girded on,
With his hay fork slung behind him.
-(with apologies to Thomas Moore)
And yet another effort:
Under the village wurzel bush
Our gallant Merg did lie.
Dreaming of those happy days
He spent at Ghalanai.
He thought of things that he had done,
And of actions brave and bold,
And battles fierce that had been won,
And the Mohmands he did hold.
When the wars were over
And the columns did return,
At the game of housie-housie
Lakhs of pice he sure did earn.
But now those happy days are o'er
And to civvy street he's gone ;
Of our gallant Merg we'll hear no more,
But memories dear will linger on.
A go at mathematics by one of the " du-homes " : 2 turnips . .. .. . .. .. . .. ..
1 swede
1 swede .. . . .. .. .. .. . . r wurzel
3 wurzels .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . 6 man golds
10 mangolds ... .... ... . r cabbage patch
2 cabbage patches . ..
turnip field
1 ~ turnip fields .. .. .. ..
burgh (Wadden, near Croydon)
This is all from your everloving Waiting Men,
xxxxxx
Births.-To L / Sergt and Mrs. E. Tudor a girl, Hazel, 28/1/34.
Palestine Press.- Wrinkle would like to h ar frQm Cada of
cross-country fam ,
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8111 Mitch of this unit de ires loving epistle~ from one Alf Brunt,
belie• d to be scrounging m Colchester. (Australi.in papers,
pica e copy.}
MuM.

Nowshera Detachment.
Chitral Lines, 21st January.
General.-1 1othing much of interest has happened during the
last month, except, of course, the passing of Christmas and the
dawning of another year. \V1th the latter come as a matter of
form the time-worn expression "Only another such and such
a :ime to do " and " Roll on, Ock ! " I suppose one must get a
bit excited when the time to leave India's coral strand draws
near, but those peopl who keep saying these things must surely
be as tired of saying them as we are of hearing them.
Seeing that Christmas comes but once a year, it behoves us
to look back and briefly review what took place. Things were
very qutet at owshera, with one or two exceptions. One person
had evidently dined not wisely but too well, seeing that he was
discovered on the hockey ground at two o'clock in the morning,
trying to play hockey with one of the canine members of the
Detachment.
' On Boxing morning the Detachment, less those with the feeling
of the morning after the night before, turned out for a mounted
paper chase. On the whole it was a complete success, and all
concerned enjoyed themselves. There were, however, two rather
amusing misunderstandings. In the first case, it appears that
horse and rider had different ideas as to which direction to take.
and both carried out those ideas-whereat they parted company
(I might as well say for good). In the second case, the horse
evidently let its imagination run wild, or had that seasonable
feeling, and thought that a large thorn tree was either a mirage
or that he had sprouted wings and trees were no obstacle. Suffice
it to say that the rider found himself in the midst of the said
tree, the fruit of which savagely punctured his outer skin and
wounded his pride. The remarks he oassed on that noble animal
during the r~mainder of the day were not very complimentary !
~owever, mlS[akes have a nasty fault of happening at the wrong
time-and that was one of them.
Anothing interesting item of the month was the annual musketry. The locals were under the imoression that it was another
flag day, and had it not been for the fact that the bullets were
a bit dangerous, they would have come and given a shout for
Gandhi. Still, all's well that ends well ; and as nobody managed
to get shot, everything in the garden was lovely.
Sport.-On the 29th December the Detachment hockey team
went to Peshawar and played Peshawar District Signals, and although the latter will not admit it, they were rather surprised.
After an extremely good game we were verv unfortunate to lose
by the narrow margin of 1-2 goals. First blood came for Peshawar towards the end of the first half, but the Detachment equalised _from the bully off. Both reams had a good share of the
remainder of the play, but in the last two minutes Peshawar
scored an exct;llent goal from a pass from the right wing.
We are hopmg to get Peshawar to visit us for the next game,
and then the result may be reversed ; at least, we hooe so.
Our football teai:n have not functioned again, and the last time
the cricket team did-well, they didn't!
REARGUARD.
WESTERN COMMAND .... ..... .. ............. INDIAN ARMY

Zbob Sig!la) Section, Loralai.
Headquarters.
Greetings.-We wish all units at home and abroad all the
best m 1934. This greeting is rather belated, but none the less
mcere.
Departuros.-We have to record the departure of Lieut. A. J.
G. M~Na1r, our 0.C., on th_e 4th November 1933, for the home
establishment. We hope, sir, that _your. month's privilege leave
mo r~ than made up for your monastic existence in the Zhob and
ace- 1mat1sed you for that trio up north to attend the refr~sher
course at the Sc~ool of S1enals, Catterick. Now that vou are
attached t~ the Dismounted Wmg, we hope that you will .m 1 ke a
spe~1al point of sendu~g us the very best in the way of B.O.R.s
urmg the next troopmg season.

1

d

The best of luck to Corp! Beazley and Signalmen Knight and
Tobin, who also depart ed on the sa me date. \,Vatch where they
settle.
Arrivals.- Wc welcomed to 1hi Section our new O.C., Lieut.
G. I. Burges Winn (from the rst Indian Divisional Signals) on
the 17th October lasr . We know your talent, sir, and arc cager
to give you full support.
Sigm n Donnelly from 2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta, on
permanent posting. and S1gmn Cotton from six months payment
furlough in the U.K.
Congratulations.- To Sigmn Kenneally on obtaining his A.ii.
rating at Quetta last September.
Education.- Thc Section i in the throes of a soasm of learning. Carpi Todd has two clas es: the firsts and -the juveniles.
It is ·rumoured that both cla ses will bring " fruit '' for the
teacher.
Musketry.- The annual course was fired en the 4th and 5th
January. The local shepherds were ~iven due warning to remove their flocks from the district. Kenneally and L / Corporal
Burke tied for the O.C. 's one and only five chip note. The !owe t
score entailed a round of drinks, and Sigmn Jamieson awaited
demands with a bottle of Eno's (no takers-! }
Technical.-lt is rumoured that three ooerators are going to
Twodiv. for upgrading. They have beeri" advised to take a
driver's hook and a tin of Propert's along (what about it, Harry?)

The Initial Church Parade of Zhob Signals.
Festivities.'Twas Christmas Day in the Workhouse
And in Loralai as well.
'
Alas ! strange things did happen,
Of which I now will tell.
Sixteen men and a barrel of beer,
Some bottles of spirits (once filled)
A table well laden with bags of good cheer,
And a smoker when hunger was stilled.
When tht; lads got a thorra merry,
A-caroll111g they did go.
Oft they rccei ved the berry,
But they wandered on in the snow.
Alas! I can't finish in verse
Par thei.r antics got very mu~h worse.
Poette licence would foil, did I use itAnd Lo go on would abuse it.
One event iu 1he l~ol1days stand out: our New Year Eve fancy
dr~ss. dance. The Imes were " electrified " for the event (same
pnnc1ple as adopted in the Upoer Tooa cower house by Nobby
Hall, late of I~t Indian Divsigs fame) and the costumes would
have ~~ne credit to Andre Charlot's revue. The C.Q.M.S. turned
up as. One of the Forty Thieves," but was turned awav as the
d1sgu!Se was not considered, orig_inal. The prizes were naturally
kept m the Sectlon, the men s gomg to S1gmn NaQarro as a midget
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bu.II-fighter (minus bull) and the ladies' to Miss Joyce Pout as
M1c~ey Mouse. . The latter was well deserved, as we found th
Section cat shak111g her.
e

~II the officers and ladies in the statton att ended (th o c
be111g the only confirmed bachelor) and so great was thee cr~sh
the stores had to be used for the function . It 1s
· not yet
k nown h ow many bars o f "Q uartermaster's Erasm"c"
· ·
Th
·
·
.
1 are m1ss111g.
M e music was provided by a rad10,gr~m kindly lent by Sergeant
er'.y of Area Headquarters, and 1t 1s not certain whether th
music was more " canned " than the listeners.
e
~t midnight most people saw lwo New Years in. The "do"
finished at 2 a.m. (uncertain) and strange to relate
' no one was
missing the next morning.
Thanks are due to Mrs. Pout and Mrs. Cooper for the rovision
of excellent refreshments, and to Sergt Merry for his pkk-up.
I hat

Extensions of Service (in In.dia)-Sigmn Cotton for a further
tour of twelve months. Only just in time, old boy I
Things We Want to Know.-Who greeted the New Year with
" Well, this year, chaps "?
Whose slogan is "Friend or Foe "?
How long will it take Charbi to get down to 10 st. 8 lb.?
Who is the B.O.R. who forgot to take his Mothersill with him
when ht; motored to Quetta via Spereragha m the O.C.'s new
Chev. Six?
The extent of disappointment experienced by a certain B.O.R.
(wuh the ever-green ribbon up for the first time) who offered a
free drmk to a colonel of the Indian Cavalry (o.s.o., M.V.o., M.C.)
m celebrauon of the great event?
Late Arrival. - Christmas card from Cattenck with icicles on it.
PAWINDAH.

Fort Sandeman Detachment.
_Ger.eral.-lgnoring the fact that we don't suppose that anyone
missed them, as per formula we apologise for the absence of notes
durmg the past two months.
Nothing exciting happens. Old man malaria has closed down
for the season, only to be displaced by inspection fever (that would
have been a good excuse for the said absence of notes, but I
didn't ~hink of !t _in time), and about the only difference as regards
sweat 1s no qumme.
Everyone comes to see how uncomfortable we are in the old
lines, and then they try to persuade the powers that be to allot
many .''.ores of rupees to build us new barracks. Up to the time
of wntmg the cash seems to be winning, as it refuses to be
allotted.
Lieut. McNair has left us for Catterick, and the Detachment
wish him all the very best. His new unit is requested not to
ask .how he enioyed his three months privilege leave.
Lieut. G. I. Burgess Winn has now taken over command of the
unit, and we wish him an enjoyable tour in the Zhob.

There's a wee toon in hills
Where we show off our frills,
Where dogs have litters
And we have fitters.
But the above takes some beatingI'm sure he's been cheating.
So, Knite, Tobin and Beaz,
What dae ya think of his bonny wee knees?
There's a wee toon called Loralee,
Where the above bonny laddie
Thinks a fitter is he.
But, I'm sorry to say, his wee
Kilt doesn't cover his knees:
So roll on till we see
Knite, Tobin and Beaz.
-Salaams frae Geordie.
_lnspections.- Several have taken place of late. Here are details of the more important ones.
,December 8th- Inspection of H.Q. Zhob Signal Section by
!--1eut.:General Sir Torquhil G. Matheson, K.C.B., c.M.G., G.O.C.m-Ch_1ef Western Command. He expressed his satisfaction, remarkmg on the great improvement of things in general, particul~rly the turn-out of the B.O.R.s, as compared with his previous
VISlt.

Ja!Ju~ry 11~h-J\nnual technical inspection of the unit by the
offictatmg Chief Signal Officer Western Command, Lieut.-Colonel
R. V. Monr~omery, M.c., accompanied by Major J. A. Pocock.
As usual, all ranks came up to scratch and produced a slap-up
show for the occasion.

Re·En.gagements.-Sigmn Knight R. D. to complete twentyone years.

Boxing Day (1933) at Fort Sandeman.
Here's hoping that everyone had as good a Yuletide as we did.
At least, we are told that we had a good one. and I would not
~isbelieve it for a minute. The festivities opened with carol singing 1·ound the Messes. '.Jnfortunately we only managed two, and
by the time we left the second it was easily Christmas Day. We
have a slight idea that the Gurkha officers looked after us so
well that we did not sing any more. The favourite carol was
" Poor little Willie.''
The usual hockey and soccer matches with the officers of the
staticn took place, and the latter saw us off good and strong. Of
course, they want to play us again ; but if we do, we'll show 'em
next time!
After much cleaning and sorting round, we managed to survive
the C.S.O.'s inspection, and one hooes that everything went off
satisfactorily.
•
The Army commander (an old Coldstreamer) insoected the
Detachment and complimented all ranks on the hi~h standard
of arms drill attained: This, of course, is only natu~al. If anyone should have their doubts about it, they should refer to the
" List of Precedence " in the Army List.
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Egypt Signals, Cairo.
Monday 29th January.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. 1 Company.

After tJ1e G.O.C.'s Inspection, Decembet' 1933.
Obituary.-Our hopes for the Beecham cup. After gathering
together a team of internationals, they all proceeded to f!et fever.
The local murderer would not allow Watson to play, and Murray
spent three days in trying. to shake off a rela~se. We lost
tc the Zhob Militia by 1-3 in the first round, despite the gallant
efforts of a much depleted team. If Lieut. McNair had not turned
out, after much persuasion, we would only have been able to field
ten men. Old-umer Knight played like a hero at left half, but
we think that he missed the moral support of the other old-timer,
who was suffering from lumbago and- Anno Domini and had to
be content with running up and down the line, waving a flag.
The cup eventually went to the 1/ 8th Gurkhas after some exciting
games.
Although we are frightfully pushed, we hope that all Sigmls
had a rattlin~ good Christmas, and we wish them luck and a'l
good thiugs in 1934.
Arrivals.-Siimalrr.en Smith J. C. and Goodhand from Querta .
The latter has already left us for Hindubagh. Corp! Bartlert and
S:gmn Fortes frcm Loralai.
Departures.-L / Corpl Smith and Signalmen Smith E. E. and
Goodhand to Hindubagh. Corp! Francis to the B.M.H. Quetta,
for an operation owing to acure mastoidal suppuration (all ranks
cf the Detachment wish him a speedy recovery and better health
m 1934).
Sport.-Not much to report. We still get hockey and soccer,
and with the help of two or three officers we manage to pretty
well hold our own. We still hold the Baird soccer cup-but only
because it has not been played for again. I am afraid I could
not see my way clear to laying very long odds on us when it is.
However, here's to the best on the 2nd February, when we play
the ;th Light Cavalry at Loralai.
Agony,-1£ anyone laid odds that Tubby would not cancel his
leave, they've lost.
To Old Soldier (believed to be at 1st Div. Blighty): Chhe pice
off the wamp. Jim still pushme: 'em. Come back to the fold
and shut the shutters. Young 'Un.
A.POZAI.

Hindubagh Detachment.

Babina Ca~np, 24th January .
General.Where hangs the ice o'er corrugated brink,
Pause there awhile, nor shave, but calmly think ;
And when the sergeant-major from his boiling- kettle turns ,
Pinch that, and do not shrink.
It is cold-or it was- and everybody looked askance at the water
every morning, save one or two who, having shaved the night
before, washed their hands, wiped their faces , and walked away.
We are in the very midst of our exercises, but are looking for
the time when these notes appear in print and we are back in
our bungalows.
A good start gave us heart at Meerut Cantonment station: a
splash of rain to show us what we might expect. From then on
and right up to now, however, the weather has been extremely
kind-with extremes of its kind.
Apart from the glimpse into the ice age (and, of course, the
earthquake which dropped numbers 7 and 8 on the 10 line mag.)
- apart from little things like that, nothing happens to mar our
heavenly existence, and we fight battles and win wars with our
usual nonch;i4nce: the same nonchalance that we use for washing.

Postings.- L / Corpl Frarey from No. 2 WIT Company, Saraland, to No. 1 Company.
Extensions of Service.- Signalmen Thomas R .. Griffiths and
leffers to complete eight yea rs with the Colours.
Birth.- To the wife of Corp! Mu rray a daughter, Doreen Iris,
at th e Military Fami lies Hospital, Abbassia, 20 / 1/34.

There is not much news this month, as nothing seems to have
happened.
Our Section has been enlarged by the arrival of L/ Corp( Frarey
from No. 2 W I T Company, Sarafa nd, and we all extend him a
hearty welcome. He made straight for the dark room when he
got here, and is now very firmly established.

Congratulations.-To U / L / Corpl Edwards, who has been
appointed thus.
Departures.-Nil, but there may be some later on.
Agony.-T rying to shave at 30° below with a ten knot gale
PIITI!.
blowing.

No. 2 Gompany.
No. 2 Company, consisting mainly of K Section , arrived in
Babina on the 12th January. Up to the present, the weather has
been kind to us and is ideal for camo and schemes. The remaining Sections of No. 2 Company, who (with the except~on of G)
have been scheming in Jhansi and Raksa, arrived at Babma a few
days ago, and an enjoyable evening was spent in talking over
" what we had done."
F Section.-Owing to Signalman Bovill meeting with a rather
serious accident this Section have been severely handicapped, but
the combined efforts of the remainder have enabled them to keep
the flag flying.
G Section.- According to their opinion they have been having
a very enjoyable camp and doing bags of work. Their messing
has been considerably improved by the combined efforts of three
of their number with shooting abilities.

Arrivals.-L Corporal Smith and Signalmen Smith E. E. and
Goodhand from Fort Sandeman. Sigmn Nabarro from Loralai,
complete with Stebbinger H.J. course and (in addition) two inches
of snow and one pair of hockey boots.
8Port.-Smce our arrival we have only played four games of
hockey wnh "A" Company of the 5/7th Rajputs.

L Section.-This Section have been longest at camp and would
be quite happy if their period could be extended. Reports show
that they have been doing very good work and that camp is a
home from home for them. Having no trumpeters, 440 sings
reveille for them with varied results.
E Section.- As usual, E have been hard at it : at least, Badgy
says they have-and he never lies.
K Section.-Like the rest, this Section have been doing their
share and enjoying life. No. 1 sets have played an important
pare in the Section schemes, with good results.
J Section.-Missing I

full licence, and we should jolly well think so, too, as it possesses
many other things as well-cable keeps the tank (non-saddle)
above the wheels, airline keeps the frame below the seat, good
luck keeps the handle bars in front, and hard neck keeps the
whole thing on the roads : but only brute force keeps the wheels
revolving. When it does start it sounds like thousands of hydraulic road drills working in discord, and when 1t gives the final
kick on stopping it sounds like a broadside from the Nelson. It
has yet to make its maiden voyage outside Signal Barracks, as the
owner seems to be having some difficulty with those things which
should go up and down, in and out, and under and over, or whatever they should do. A few days ago, when it was by the forge
"ticking over," we thought it was " knocking," but later discovered the noise came from the forge where the smiths were at
work l When asked if he would sell it, the owner said " Do you
think I could?" The owner, by the way, is one who used to
enter the Blood Tub ring to the cries of " Good old Jessie boy I"
Signals Gymkhana.- A full report on the Signals gymkhana
will appear in the next issue of THE. WIRE.

No. 1 Company.
Headquarters Section.

Arrivals.-On leaving the railway station on the morning of
the 12th inst. we took into our train fourteen new arrivals from
England who had come along from Karachi : Signalmen Costin,
Cowley, Davis, Dickens, Fry R., Fry J., Floy~e. Gibson, Hirs.t,
Jenkins. Partridge, Spurs, Stevenson ~nd Crellin. They ~II ~aid
they were tickled to death to step nght out of one tram mto
another, and that they were ever so excited about going on man•
ceuvres (they didn't know about the ice-age, either).

General.-Owmg to the fact that the scribe of this Section is
sull suffering from the after-effects of Christmas (so he says) I am
trying my hand at journalism for the first time (obviously).

Inspection~.- The Chief Signal O.fficer, accompanied by Major
Poccck and Lieut. G. I. Burgess Winn (the Area Si!!;nal Officer)
inspected the Detachment. Everything was up to the usual
standard, and we hope that all concerned were impressed.
Departures.-About a dozen Records (trust).
Voill tout.
H.D.B.

Promotions and Appointments.C.Q.M.S. Deyermond to be C.S.M. w.e.f. 24/12/33.
Corp! Ball to be L/Sergeant w.e.f. 8/12 / 33.
L/ Corpl Tredgett ro be Corporal w.e.f. 23/12 / 33.
U / L / Corpl Trout to be L / Corporal (paid) w.e.f. 14/12/33.
Re·Musterings.- D river Watson G. re-mustered in the rank
of Sig nalman.

7

Rl~B.BIT.S !!Ill
Does anyone in Sarafand know who Tommy is •. and also the
meaning of that mystic word "Rabbits "? Replies should be
addressed to Bob.
Congratulations to C.S.M. Deyermond H. and L/ Sergt Ball T.
on their respective promotion and appointment.
Agony.- Will '9385 Copeman C. send a line. to Bill •. '386?
What about it, Ossie? No. t C-0mpany Egypt Signals will find
me.
What about a line from you, Hoot? We would like to know
how the beer tastes, and what Catterick is like in the winter.
PORKY.

No. 3 Company.
General.- Excluding rumours, January has been a quiet mont~ .
The rumours have disturbed everything, because everybody IS
talking of when we get our Q.M., when we get our R.S.M. and
when we get our R.Q.M.S.
.
Command manceuvres have been put forward this year. De·
t~chments have already left barracks, and soon the greater part
of the Company will be out. The whole are expected back by
the end of next month or very early in March.
.
.
This arrangement has brought forward the annual mspect1.on,
which is expected very early in Ma~ch, and sc:-for. the first time
in living memory-the Company will be wearmg winter dress on
that occasion.
The Red Devil.-The item of interest this month is an affair
which has been christened " the Red Devil." It is ~eputed to
be a two-stroke contraption, but it looks li~e a i:iechamsed alarm
clock and it sounds like a super-express pile driver_. Jt appears
to posscsr. all the necessary qualifications to render it liable for a

Corporals Mess.
Little of note has happened during last month-no social or
sporting events to be recorded. Many members have been away
for various camps, and by the time these notes are published
the Mess will be empty except for a few details-the rest being
away on Command manceuvres.
After waiting many months to publish this paragraph, the
Mess are at last able to congratulate the following on their recent
promotions. Corporal Tommy Ball to L / Sergeant . L/Corporal
Tredgett to Corporal. U/L/Corpl Trout to paid rank.
The Mess welcome Mrs. Shaw as a new honorary member, she
having recently arrived from England . I must apologise for not
welcoming this lady last month, but I was not certain of her
arrival. More of these arrivals later, so I understand that anyone
with a rusty cycle to sell should report at the Corporals Mess.
Many ex-members of the Mess will be pleased to hear that,
through the medium of these notes, the writer had a most interesting letter from ex-Corp( Wally Theirrin, who is comfortably
setttled in good employment in Bournemouth. I will not give
his address or ex-members may decide to visit him, and Bourne·
mouth hates to be painted red.
I must apologise for the lack of interest in these notes, but we
keep up our record of " nothing ever happens."

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
What ho, soaks! Once again I have to batter my otherwise
harmless and idle typewriter in producing copious notes for your
entertainment. Well, you're going to be lucky this monthonly a very little to wade through. So pull up your socks, gird
up your loins, set your teeth firmly, and read on-or not: as
you please.
Golf,-If any of you happen to be enthusiasts in the noble art
of golf, . " goff " or " gowf," it may interest you to learn that
our local club is going great guns. The membership is close on
the fifty mark, including several people from outside units.
It is indeed a heart-rendin~ spectacle to see some of our members, whose zeal exceeds their prowess, struggling gamely round
the course. A ten yards drive is nothing to them. And when
the gods smile on them and one of their healthy swipes does send
the ball hurtling gree:lwards, their air of half-suppressed elation
is very pretty to watch. Actuall_Y, though_. we don't d_o at _all
badly, and in the afternoons espeaally the air resounds with cnes
of " Fore!" and the shrill whine of whistling balls.
The monthly tournament is still very popular, and some quite
decent golf may .be seen-:-decent for this course, .that is : 1t is
noted for its choice selection of cart ruts, mole hills. morasses,
bogs, barbed-wire entanglements, ploughed fields and yawning
chasms, rather than for open faiiways and baize-like greens.
However, we all enjoy the eternal unexpectedness and the
glorious uncertainty of the game, so I suppose that's all that
matters. For any further information on the subject see " The
Heart of a Goof" by P. G. Wodehouse.
Employment.-The Iraq Petroleum Company have secured the
· valuable services of our Mr. Holt (the one and only Tusky) and
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he left u~ to take up his duue as an <:-le~tric:ian on the :?51~1
Januuy. T~is confirms my theory that It 1s !>etter to be bor.1
lucky than rich.
. ·
b
h d (:>)
The British cct ion of the Palestine Police is to e en~1c e ·.
by the addmon of Comrade Pritchard, who hopes to 10111 their
r. nks a~ .i " copper " ome time in March next .. I. am unable
to confirm the rumour that the Police are establishmg a Royal
1~nal~ branch, but It seem very likely.
Promotions. - We heartily congratulate Corpl Gay H. E. on
atram•ng that rank. One more plin ter towards that baton. Harry .

Gibraltar Signal Section.

of C.S.O., O.C. Section, etc., he ha also been acting as staff
captain at Fortress Headquarters during an especially busy period.
He is now back amongst hi flock, with the addition of several
grey hairs.
Our new arrivals have now settled down for a five years stay,
and will no doubt relieve the time-ex men very efficiently when
those unfortunates at last depart from these shores to their several
homes.
Four very lucky individuals have this week gone cruising with
the destroyers: two to Lisbon and two to Algiers . It is to be
hoped that they don't want to transfer to the Navy altogether
on their return, although a few days work in the stokehold or
chipping decks might have a damping effect on their enthusiasm
in that sphere of employment. Whilst on the subject of destroyers, we were very sorry last monrh to iose some of our old friends
on H.M.S. Shamroch who departed for home on completion of
their tour of duty. Fortunately many old faces still remain to
grace our canteen at the end of each month.
Q.M.S. and Mrs. Harris arrived back in the Section on the
16th January after ten weeks hol iday at home. We were very
pleased to welcome them back, and hope they thoroughly enjoyed
themselves at home. A project was on foot to present them with
an illustrated address of welcome as thev set foot on these shores,
but, like many other projects, this fell chrough at the last minute.
V.fe offer our hearty congratulations to Sigmn and Mrs. Clewlow on the birth of their daughtu, Betty Elizabeth Anne, on the
22nd January.
Although Gibraltar weather is usuaUy very mild and warm in
the winter, we are now passing through a very arctic spell- no
doubt brought by the Home Fleet from England. H.M.S. Hood
and H.M.S. Renown look very imposing as they lie in the har•
bour, attended by hordes of destroyers, submarines and other
strange craft.
Two distinguished visitors to Gibraltar during January were
Princess Helena Victoria and Princess Marie Louise, who were
cruising on the Canadian-Pacific liner Duchess of Richmond.

South Bastion, 5th February.
There is very little news to reoort this month. Day succeeds
day without much of general interest happening.
Our commanding officer (Captain House} has, however, had a
very strenuous six weeks, as besides performing his normal duties

The trooping season is now drawing to an end for another
year, and we only await the arrival of Corp! Parry from U .K. to
complete our batch of new arrivals. We hope he will be an asset
to our footbaU team, which will be in need of some new blood
on the departure of our retiring members.
C.H.P.

Education.-Thc followmg learned members of our unit qualified in the last exammation for the first class cemficate of educ 1tion as shown. Scrgt Jone D., all subjects ("o" in maths).
~gmn Percival. map read111g and maths ("o'.' in maths, 90%)·
Corp! Storey, maths. L / Corp! furze, English . Corp! Dow_1e,
maths, geography and map readmg. The quarterbloke has Ill•
dented for an outsize m hats for all the above. London papers,
please copy.
Repatriation (lovely word 1)-lt is definitely annol!nced that
the boat leaves Haifa for Southampton on the J3th April. All the
lads are on an intensive jew's course m consequence. I suppose
that's why they're all smoking pipes now. (What they save on
fag~ they spend on matches-this is called economy).
Special ltem.- A certain n.c.o., whose identity I wiU conceal
(?) under the nom-de-plume of Frederick Augustus Smyjthe, has
pestered me for months to put his name in TJ:iE WIRE. I hope
he's satisfied now. It is also rumoured that this same gentleman
has hopes of joining the great majority shortly after .his arrival
m England-you know what I mean : .. Do you, FrederICk Augu~
tus, take this woman?" etc. Poor old Gus! They all go this
way as soon as they get home. so why worry? And what about
lbn Gus?
Finis. -Thank heavens!
H .H.

HOME

STA. TIONS - Co11ti11u ed from page 108

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfa.st.
General.-We are just completing the annual furlough season,
and one hears whoops of joy•as one man proceeds on leave and
quite the reverse when someone returns from it.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Corp! Healey on his promotion, and to L / Corpl Castell on receiv111g pay for his stripe.
Arrivals.-L/Corpl Clarke from 4th Divl Signals. L/Corporal
Dickenson from Aldershot. Signalmen Hunter, Melville and
Cassidy from the Training Battalion. Sigmn McCormick from
Scarborough. We wish them all a pleasant stay.
llarriages.-We congratulate S1gmn Murray on his marriage.
Yes, that's the only one this month.
lnter•Section Moves.--L/Corporal Dickenson from Belfast to
Omagh. L 'Carpi Castell from Omagh to Belfast. Sigmn Swet•
nam from Belfast to Ballykinler. Sigmn Hedley from Ballykinler
to Belfast. There are rumours that Corp! Healey is shortly to
be posted to England.
Technical.-Sergeant Goodman is performing the duty of in·
atructor to the annual infantry wireless course. Howlers have
been frequent, but the best one to hmd is a new law by that
sc1entist Hommes.
S1gmn Hayes. an ex-Indian operator, listens in quite a lot on
short wave, and he heard one station on the 20 metre amateur
band that he believes to be owned by someone in the Signals ·

(call sign S.U.1F .B . working E.A.3B.~.) on Sunday u / 2 / 34. He
would like to hear from the owner.
Oddities.-Should K.R.s be revised? At least two worthy
opera tors believe .that they should, so that when one gets C.B.
for being late for a mere breakfast with an attached unit, one
should not be put to the inconvenience of losing a civvy pass.
Never mind ; we managed to do quite a number of things in
uniform in days of yore.
One of the orderly room scribes has suggested that each individual unit should have a separate marching anthem. When
asked which one we should have, he replied (without even a
blush) "The Wedding March."
Conclusion.- That's the best we can do until next month.
Hee ME.

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association?

If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day.
and you may then need help in findin g civi l employment. See how the Association helpR its MemberR in
that direction. as shown on page 91. The subscriptio ns
only 2/- per annum. Ask your Unit Representative fctT
furt"f.er details.

Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street, London, S.W.1
The tra111111g programme for 1934 is now in full swing, and
several new features have been introduced to make the work
more interes ting. Arrangements have been made for the unit to
learn something of the task of other Air Defence units such as
th ;; Engi neers and Gunners, particularly in respect of the work
in which we co-operate. We have already had a most instructive
and interesting talk about searchlights, sound locators and plotters
from an officer of the Royal Engineers (T.A.) and we are looking
forwa rd to similar talks on other subjects in the future. It is
hoped that an appreciat ic n of the work of others will make our
own particular jobs more interesting.
The operating classes are also making good progress, and we
hope that the results at camp will show that the class work has
been brought to fruition.

2nd Cavalry Divisional Signals.
(Middlesex Yeomanry)
Duke of York's H.Q., Chelsea, S.W.
General.- Whilst apologising for thE': long absence of notes, I
will make no excuse. It suffices to say that I, Scarnose, have
been induced to take the position of scribe once again-this time
with the aid of Phil and Jacrob.
I should like to remind all readers in the unit that notes for
THE WIRE are always welcome, and that a box will be shortly
placed in the men's recreation room for that purpose.
Individual Training.-The permanent staff have been very
busy since annual training in converting two light Morris delivery
vans into wireless tenders (miniature gin palaces} ; and I must say
that they have made very good jobs of them. We are now able
to use them every week-end, and there is a waiting list of names
oi' personnel eager for the privilege of manning the vans. Usually,
one van proceeds north and the other to the south of London,
and the practice in tuning, receiving and transmitting is so good
that communication is invariably established dead on the agreed
time.
During the summer we hope to get some very pleasant and
mteresting week-ends. and at the Trade Boards next year the
ratings should show a considerable increase.
Annual Training.-It has now been definitely decided that we
hall again grace Michelgrove, near Worthing, on the same spot
that we occupied once before, so that at any rate we shall waste
no time in locating our surroundings. The only drawback .(so
they tell me) is that it's rather a long walk back from Worthmg
in the early hours of the morning.
O.C.A.- The Middlesex Yeom.111ry O.C.A ., who meet and dine
regularly at headquarters on the first Monday in each month,
have challenged the serving members to a games tournament on
the 5th March. One thing we can be sure of: the canteen funds
will certainly benefit.
Social News. - Dances arc held once a month, and although
those present by no means represent the total strength of the
regiment. we all thoroughly enioy ourselves.
.
Of course, the annual prize distributio.n, concert and. dance !s
the social event of the season. and I am mdebted t? Phil (who is
somethinr: in the journalistic world) for the followrng account of
this functton.
ANNUAL PRIZEGJVJNG.- Lord Fitzalan of Derwent, who. was the
last Viceroy of frcland (and, as he himself recalled, adjutant 'of

this regiment about forty-five years ago) distributed the prizes
and regimental trophies at the annual prize-giving, concert and
dance, held on Wednesday 10th January.
It was, as usual, a happy occasion, and-perhaps because of the
fine mild weather ; perhaps on account of the surprising number
of recruits since camp-the company was more numerous than
usual. One must, however, record the usual little grouse at
the leisurely delay in beginning the proceedings. At the official
time of opening there were probably not a score of people in the
building apart from the regimental orchestra (a welcome innova·
tion at camp last year) who took the platform with praiseworthy
promptness and just waited.
During the next hour a steady procession of members and their
ladies walked over the red carpet up the stairs to the bright and
cheery drill hall of our immediate neighbours and good friends
the Ack-Acks (Anti-Aircraft Brigades, R.A., T.A.). The ladies
wore their prettiest frocks, and among the men one saw a grati·
fying number of the soldier-like regimental blues.
The table bearing the rich collection which awaited distribution
was surrounded by admiring groups, for the regiment has its
share of handsome cups and the individual prizes were well varied
and of unmistakable quality. In due course the band played a
rousing opening number, and then Miss Gladys Glover and Mr .
Geoffrey Amott entertained us with some brisk highly peuonal
back-chat; after which Mr. Robb Wilton convulsed us with his
character monologues, notably one concerning the Foreign Legion
- " Marseillaise," please!
The prizes were then distributed to the accompaniment of
hearty roars, which varied in volume according to the numbers
present of the Troops which the winners represented. Afterwards Lord Fitzalan said a few words, congratulating the regiment
on what he was good e~ou~h to describe a~ its high standard of
efficiency, as well as on its mcreased recru1tmg : and he went on
to recall some of his experiences during the five years tha t he
was adjutant, and the times when as a strictly Yeomanry unit
the regiment camped on Sandown racecourse and used the grand
stand as a mess.
The company then broke up for the refre~hment interyal, dur·
inr, which, in t!"ie messes and in the. recreation room, _wives and
sisters and cousms of members were mtroduced and re-mtroduced
to one another, and many pleasant .little groups took supper to•
gether.· At the. ~ame time the several cups, .large and small, won
in stern competmon at camp and newly recetved, were duly filled
to the brim with honest liauor and passed round among those
who had helped to win them. In one case the liquor seemed to
be not so honest, for a certain Troop sergeant was seen com•
pounding it from a selection of loud-coloured bottles, and some
who drank of the fearful mixture reeled back with eyes rolling and
hands at their throats l
Dancing to music by the regimental orchestra followed, and
one most unusual feature of the three or four Paul Jones items
ought to induce a larger number of ladies to come next year:
there were men-several men-left over at every round 1 ·Not
that these male wallflowers were entirely d ismayed-there was always the bar and good company to be found-but there it was.
Soon after eleven o'clock the company began to slip away for
last trains and omnibuses, and by midnight another jolly regi·
mental occasion was to all intents and purposes gone.
SCARNOSE.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Brooks's Bar. Manchester, 16.
A special course for operators was held at these headquarters
from the 3rd to the Jith February. The course was for junior
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n.c.o. and other men considered suitable as ~andidates for promotion, and so 1t s rvcd to maintain kcennes~ _m a quarter where
such ~ quality is specially requi_rcd. Abou.t fifty n ..c.'?.s and bu~n
attended and instruction wa given by various specialist mem ers
of the u~1t. The officer 1 c was Lieut. E. H. W. ~:inner. The
result has more than compensated for the work enta1!ed, and has
proved that we po ess a fine upply of good material to mould
mro n.c.o.s worthy of the Corps.
A unit hot-pot supper wa held on Saturday 27th January. .In
past year it has been customary for each Company to have its
own evemng for a supper, but this time it wa~ dea.ded .to ~ave a
" monstre " affair, every member of t~e umt being mv1ted to
,;ll(end and bring a friend-a likely recruit preferred. The result
was that some three hundred an:I sixty.sat down .to a goodly feast
.
of real Lancashire hot-pot and had a 1olly evemng.
Our C.O. (Lieut.-Colonel W: S. A~hley) was present wtth the
other officers of the unit, and m a brief s~eech he welcomed the
night of such a happy party, and hoped ~t was an augury of a
successful training year. Applause (g~ume, we . hope) greeted
his remarks on the efficiency of the waiters ; ~e said he was sure
they were all plea ed to see the sergeants doing a spot of "".or.k
at last! An entertainment arranged by R.Q.M.S. J. McVitue
followed and was much apprecia!ed by all presen~.
.
The feeling of good fellowship and cam:irad~rie. w~1ch permeated this gathering, just as it did at the pnze .distnbuuon some
weeks ago, speaks well for the future of the urut, as one ha~ the
impression of being not just a m'!mber but one. of a lar~e family m
which understanding is by no means a negative quality. Wfie.n
all members of a family know and u~derstai:id each other it. 1s
e.asy to handle them, and in the Terners, wit~ so many var.ied
civilian interests and temperaments, l!nderstandmg ~cts. as a kmd
of lubrication which helps the machinery of orgamsation to run
smoothly.
Warning.-Powdered pumice should not be left lying about.
From information received, the wife of a member mistook s~me
powdered pumice for flour and used it for pastry _and gravy thickening, with the result that we.nearly.lost the said ~~mber. We
are looking forward to a very mterestmg lecture on The effects
KYM.
of cooked pumice on the human system."

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editcrial.-1 am glad to receive the outstanding dinner report
for inclusion in this month's notes. It was an extremely successful and homely event and speaks well for the spirit which obtains
in that Company, considering that it is more .than 50 per cen.t.
strong in recruits. One c~uld not hdp not~cmg the esteem m
which the permanent staff 1s held, as was evidenced by the ovation given to Sergt Stone G. E., the local P.S.l.
The general training and recreation of t_h~ ~nit prog;esses, and
all ranks are awaiting the results of the Divisional boxmg tournament at Dorchester at the end of the month.
A successful and mstructive officers' week-end exercise was
held in the Basinestoke district on the 24/25th January, and its
successor in the Honiton district at the end of February is being
eagerly anticipated.
MERCURY.

No. 2 {Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
The children's Christmas party was held on the 20th January
and it proved a roaring success. C.S.M. Hoare made an ideal
Father Christmas : in fact, I think he was made for the part. We
were glad that the parents, too, enjoyed their little presents as
well as the children. C.S.M. and Mrs. Purseglove thoroughly
deserved the loud cheers so heartily given by the children for the
hard work they had put in, but 1 know they were very happy to
have been able to provide such happiness for all concerned.
The officers of this Company held a dance at the South-Western
Hotel on the 26th January. This, too, was a great success. and
the scene was brilliant with the colour of the mess kit of officers
of all units within a very wide area. This effort has, I am sure.
enhanced the name of the unit m this district. We were very
pleased to welcome our commandmg officer (Colonel The Lord
Basing) and our adjutant (Captain J. R. Patten . M.C.) together
with representatives of No. 3 Company.
An n.c.o.s exercise was held on the 10/ 11th February, and it
proved very instructive. Our thanks are due to the adjutant for
the helpful mformation he gave.

It is with regret that 1 have to report another. old friend having
reached the age limit, which necessitates his retirement: Sergeant
Cleverley G. D. (our George). He has had a lo~g ~nd meritori?us
career. having served as a Volui:iteer and Temtonal. for a period
of thirty-three years. Never mmd, George I you will always be
• welcome here, and we know that you will still belong to us, even
though not officially. Well done I
PIP.

No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
The annual dinner this year was held in our drill hall on Saturday 20th January, and it was undoubtedly the.most ambi~ious one
in the history of the Company. Among the sixteen official guests
were the Mayor of Plymouth (E. Stanley Leatherby, Esq., J.P.),
the Chief Constable (W. C. Johnson, Esq.) the commandmg officer
(Colonel The Lord Basing), Colonel W. G. Michelmore, o.s.o.,
M.C., T.D. (our previous commanding officer), the Postmaster of
Plymouth (D. Laws, Esq.), Major Western, O.B.E., T.O. (a previous
Company commander), Captain J. R. Patte~, .~.c. (ol!r adjutant),
Captain D. Paton (Staff-Captam, Wessex Div1s1on), Lieut. W. H.
Scorer (O.C. No. r Company), and representatives of the Headquarters staff, No. I Company and local units. In addition there
were a hundred and twenty n.c.o.s and men of the Company
present. The function, indeed , was a very happy reflection of
the enthusiasm which exists in Plymouth.
Respond ing to the toa~t of " Our Guests, " the. M~yor remarked
that Plymothians were justly proud of the Temtonal Army. In
addition to its military value, it trained men to be citizens of the
very best type.
.
.
.
. ..
Captain W. J. L. Cornelius, who presided, m proposmg The
Commanding Officer," expressed delight at the presence of Col.
The Lord Basing, and drew attention to the progress in trammg
and recreation during last year and the large number of recruits.
Colonel The Lord Basing, in reply, said that the report on last
year's camp was the best he ha.:! seen since he had been in the
unit.
L/Corpl Prout E. A. C. H. was presented by the ~ayor _ with
a miniature of the Coley cup awarded to the most efficient signalman in the Company during the year.
The proceedings were enlivened by so11:gs ~Id .and new .from
various members of the Company, commumty smgmg, and dialect
stories by Major Western in his usual inimitable style.
Altogether a very enjoyable evening!
Spcrt.-ln our return boxing contest with the 4 /5 th D.C.L.I.
at Saltash, we were again beaten by four events to two. The
winners were Signalmen Ferrand and Smith. We have great
hopes of these two winning their weights at the Divisional tournament at Dorchester this month. Sigmn Ferrand is a very fine
boxer and deserves great credit for the manner in which he has
trained our team throughout the winter months.
En Pa1sant.- Join the Blanket Club. "Why are you wearing
a uniform coat under a civilian one? You have a top coat, haven't
you?" "Yessir." "Well, why aren't you wearing it?" "I
couldn't very well. sir. You see, they want that at home for the
bed."
THREECOY.

44th (Home Conn.ties) Divisional Signals
Nos. 1 and 3 Companies, and No. 11 Air Squadron
Signal Section {S.R.)
Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscoun Park, W .6
Training.-We are new embarked on the second half of the
winter training programme, and are glad to report that the mem•
bers of the newly formed paid operators class show considerab!e
enthusiasm and progress.
Unfortunately, the parade ranks of Nos. I and 3 Companies
are sadly depleted owing to the formation of this class, and we
would urge all members of the unit to come along each wee.k .
In addition, we would ask each man to bring along a potential
recruit-the more the merrier. Let us all out our backs into the
job before annual training and bring the unit up to strength.
Easter Training. - All members of the unit who are able to
attend Easter training (details are published on the Company
notice boards) should hand in their names early.
Rifle Club.-The results of the " own handicap " and Bell
medal shoots are not yet to hanc;I. We understand th31t owing
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to the annual armoury inspection it has been found necessary to
extend the qualifying period for another week.
The postal shoot with the 44th Divisional Train R.A.S.C. is
now in prog~ess.. This shoot was inaugurated last year, and it is
hoped that it will become an annual fixture. We are not going
to discuss last year's shoot, except to say that we hope to repeat
the dose!
Dancing.-The unit dances are being held as per published
P.rogramme and are ~horoughly enjoyed by everyone. In particu lar, the New Years Eve dance was a huge success. The unit
dance band has performed nobly-there's nothing like a spot of
competition to put the dots on the quavers I
Gossip.-We understand that each member of the Cable Section has been issued with either a bicycle or a Roll's Royce under
the new mechanised scheme. Cable sergeant's lament: "Where,
and oh I where, are my naughty boys to-night?"
We wonder whether the air of Nottingham and Newcastle 1s
proving agreeable?
NoTBYWIT.

46th (North Midland) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters and No. 1 {Derby) Company.
We agree. So do the· C.O. and adjutant. The trouble is "D"
- - "H"ard. Yesterday, we were elated; to-day, deflated. All
along of this 'ere new establishment. Recruits were coming in
very rapidly, and in our mind's eye we saw an end to our
deficiency of about thirty. Now we are saddled with the onus
of providing the personnel of D (and H) Section.
There is also the small matter of training this Section, camp,
and our first Divisional communication efforts in mind. Oh I the
overtime we see staring at us. Perhaps it is better not to think
of such things.
The recently completed n.c.o.s course succeeded in whetting
the appetites of the candidates, who all wanted more of it. That
is as it should be, and we are pleased with the results. The
P.S.I.s also had a course under the C.R.O.
We now recruit for the Regular Army, having been presented
with a nice new rosette and allotted a less nice and older beat.
It happened that Derby County (a football team) was .<o.r.wert'.) at
home to West Brom' on the same day that we went m1t1ally mto
recruiting. The scene was at a nearby recreation ground, and
the two smartly turned out P.S.I.s were waiting for something
to turn up. It did! Four small boys, flushed from the efforts
of cheering their school eleven (or so) on to a narrow defeat,
and seeking diversion, turn.ed their attention elsewhere.
First boy: " Luk hat is 'at " (they did).
Second boy: " Hi, mister! is yo's from West Brum? "
P .S.I.s (chorus): " G-r-r-r."
Boys (chorus): " Yo's'll lose to-day-wait till Duncan gets at
yer."
And so, after having very much the better of the argument, the
P .S.I.s hurried off home.
Later on in the day, one of the victors (above) was out en his
econd jaunt (persevere and prosper) and met further adventure.
Followed for some time by a little boy with a pretty wit (b.oy. we
mean) he looked down enquiringly. The said boy, as politely as
may be (and preparing to run): " Hoi I who's yo v?tin' for_?"
Well, we go recruiting only once a week, so our prestige remams
high until next Saturday.
In the meantime we have something useful to do. Weapon
training, technical training, and searching for D Section is enough
for any self-respecting Terrier.
.
.
A muscle building factory is soon to start. Sergt Field will be
in the chair, and we hope to get many ladies here. [ Shculd have
put this sentence under the heading of " Propaganda ." but I
don't believe in headings.]
.
A rumour comes from Nottingham to the effect that a certain
n.co. has been presented with a dead-"beat" something or other.

No. 3 {Nottingham) Company.
The n.c.o.'s course, as noted in last month's notes, has proved
most successful, and though it has not reached a co.nclusion at
the time of penning these notes, we venture to say 1t has been
most interesting and beneficial.
.
.
.
The adjutant's lectures on the tactical handling of Signal Sec•
lions have been particularly inter~sting, ~nd all who attended <He
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loud in their praise of the effortb which must have been made m
making this, generally a dull subject, one of the brightest and
best of the course.
With the winter courses almost over, attention can be turned
to musketry and general training, operating, signal clerk's duties,
etc. It is hoped that every n.c.o. and man will attend for drills,
and so help to fit the Company for this year's annual camp and
maintain the very good reputation of the unit.
It would be impossible to close these notes without some reference to our annual dinner, held at the Welbeck Hotel on Saturday
27th January. " It was indeed a good show " is the opinion of
not only the writer, but of all who attended. Chief among the
officer guests were Lieut.-Col. L. C. and Major B. H. Brewill,
both of a neighbouring unit (the Robin Hoods), Lieut.-Colonel
Foinette of the R.A.O.C., and Major Darby of the 44th H.C.
Divisional Signals.
After a very enjoyable meal :md the preliminary toasts, which
it is pleasant to record were accorded all due ceremony, everyone
settled down to enjoy a pleasant time. Speeches were few, but
good. Our C.O. (Colonel G. J. Underwood) was very congratulatory in remarking on our successes of the past year, and he hoped
we should reap even more in this and future years. Messrs. J.
Street and company entertained us <idmirably with songs and
monologues, etc., and the time for handshakes and departure
came all too soon.
We Want to Know. -1£ the best place to keep a location list
isn't in one's pocket? Who is the n.c.o. who must warm the
inside of his overcoat before venturing out into the night?
S!GSNGM.

4 7th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6
General.-lndividual training and the special (paid) courses are
still going merrily on. We are sorry, however, that owing to
the smallness of the training grant allotted to us this year, we shall
not be able to put this trammg to practical use at Easter as was
hoped. Thank goodness, though, there are enough ha'pence
available to permit us having a T.E.W.T. on the 24th and 25th
February. More about this next month.
Officers.-The officers held their monthly dinner on the 1st
February and a very pleasant evening \\dS spent. The officers
of the Rutlish School cadet contingent were the guests of the
evening. After dinner, gar.1es of cock fighting and " Are you
there, Bill?" were played. The C.O. and other notables showed
they were old hands at the former, but the latter game was reserved for the younger members of the Mess, who appeared to
enjoy receiving a good crack on the head.
Sergeants Mess.- On the 20th January the Mess dinner was
held in the drill hall at our headquarters. In every respect it
certainly constituted a record. Nearly a hundred and thirty members and friends sat down and enjoyed an excellent dinner, followed by a really first class concert.
We were specially pleased to have with us Brevet-Colonel W.
F. Bruce, o.s.o., M.C., Colonel T. W. Vigers, O.B.E., M.C., T.D.
(D.C.S.O. London District) and Lieut.-Colonel H. Lloyd Howard,
M.C., who (in turn, and in that order) have commanded our unit
since its formation ; also Major H. E. Lewis, M.c., and Major J.
G. T. Hiley, a past and the present commanding officer of the
S.R. units attached to us. On the other hand, we were very
disappointed that we did not have a Mess representative from the
1st Divisional Signals and A Corps Signals.
The installation of a microphone gave tone (in more senses than
one) to the speeches, of which there only a few-thank goodness I
During his oration our president proudly remarked that, with
such a gathering as this, he could well imagine our having to hold
a future Mess dinner in the Olympia. (Immense imagination I)
During the evening presentations were made to ex-R.S.M. J.
Stockwell and ex-Sergeant W. Dorman.
Obitll8.ry.-We deeply regret to announce the death of Sigmn
Day G. V. of No. I Air Wing Signal Section, S.R., which occurred
on the 24th January. A wreath was sent on behalf of all ranks
of the T.A. and S.R. units.
Sooial.-Our St. Valentine's ball on 14th February was quite
a success. A jolly time was spent by everyone. Don't forget our
dance fixtures for March-an ordinary dance on the 3rd and a
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12:2
r. p,1trick' ball 011 the 1 ith. Come along and shake a leg.
Shooting.- The miniature rifle competition. between this unit
and H Station Special Constabubry fo_r the_ Viger c_up _was. fire1
on the 15th February. For the first time 1i:ce th.~ mst1tut1on o
his competition, the trophy was won_ by this UMt. The scores
Divisional Signals 116 pomt • H Stat•on 384.
\ · re·• 47th
I
EFFEMA.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds.
Gene.ral.-The month has been one of gn~at activity in the
·1
The classes for candidates who are to sit for a local Trade
B~~;d 111 March arc exceptionally well attended, and the inte_rest
shown in them seems to be growmg_ with the kn.owledge acquired
at the lectures. Indeed, on drill nl!~;hts the dnll hall rather reminds one of the inside of an ant hill.
Training.-Quite apart from the individual .techni~al instruction, there have been lectures and demonstrations wttJ:i models
given by the adjutant, Captain L. W. Sc~n.e1_der, to_uchmg_ upon
the working of the various branches of D1v1s1onal Signals m the
field. On these occa ions, in addition to a full attendance of
officers and n.c.o.s of this unit. there has been a l~rge number of
officers pre ent from practically all the R.A. Bngades and Infantry Battalions in the Division.
.
.
The first event, on the 30th January, included the tnal of a
mmor case at a Company orderly room, in two acts. T_he first.
in which Private Keane and Captain Coffin were the chief characters. wa designed to show how 11ot to do 1t. ~nd the large
as embly was moved to much laughter by the h1lanous domgs .of
a gambling sergeant-major, _a love-sic~ ~!erk and a . none-too-mtelligent C.0.-not to mention rhe v11la111 of the piece, _C.S.M.
Keane. The second act was played in a mori: senous vem, and
th*' trial-on a charge of having been absent without leave-went
off without hitch. notwithstanding the fact that the barrack-room
barrister (Sergt Ashurst} a leading figure in the first ac_t, was
enurely absent. The whole of the play was very well car_ned out
by the P.S.l.s, and it was very instructive. . The everun_g ~as
ro11nded off by a lecture on organisation and mtercommurucauon
of Divisional Signals in the field.
On the 6th February, before a similar audience, the adj~tant
explamed tl;e working a_nd sign_al ta~tics of an Infantry Bngade
Signal Semon, emphas1smg his pomts by_ the m?vement of
models, and endinp in a delightful way with an air raid and
bombmg of an important crossing ~hich set the ~ammer and
1umper arms on fire, the infantry bemg left to put It out. The
e.xplodina of the bomb made the ash drop from more than one
cigar.
Divisional War Games.-Divisional tactical exercises without
troops have been held in the barracks each Sunday. These have
been attended by about fifty officers from units in the Division.
They commenced with a reconnaissance over the countr~ proper,
where the various moves were worked out, the game bemg completed back in barracks by use of the indoor communication.
Maior-General G. H. N. Jackson, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., G.O.C.
49th Division, was present on each occasion, and on the 4th
February the G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Command, General Sir Alexander Wardrop, K.C.B., C.M.G., visited the barracks while the
game was in progress. The drill hall floor was laid out to scale to
represent the country over which the battle was fought.
Regimental Signallers Course.-A living-in course of instruction in visual s1gnalltng for regimental signallers in the Division
commenced on the 5th February, and was carried on for the following fifteen days. There were twenty-two signallers drawn
from various Battalions and R.A. Brigades in the Division, under
the ins ruction of Coro! Badham A., ouartered m the drill hall
(the hall of a thousand-and-one uses, all at once).
Social.-The w.o.s and sergeants' annual ball was held on the
26th January and was a great succe~s. Colonel W. Boyle, O.B.E.,
r.o., hon. colonel of the umt, was present with Major W. F.
lack on, M.C., T.D .. who 1s acting commander of the unit dunng
he ab ence from England of L1eut.-Colonel H. McLaren .
Mused Banda.-The largest audience of the season heard a
particularly fine concttt on Sunday nth February bv the massed

bands of the Yorkshire Hussars and this unit, . unde~ the joi~t
batons of Mr. R. S. Kitchen and Mr. L. A. Wnght. The aff~1r
war. followed by a concert in the canteen. This was a more mtimate gathering, and the opini~n was exp_resse? that the old
canteen had never been so full smce Arm1st1ce mght.
Agony.-Who was asked to conduct a ladies' or~hestra? To
whom does the term" What a man I" refer? I'll _21"'.~ you three
guesses, with a pair of diamond studded spurs (big imglers} for
a prize.
Our Old Commander.- Our officers were pleased, on the I,3th
February, to welcome our old 49th Divisional comma~der, IYI~ior
General Si1· Neville Cameron, K.C.B., C.M.G.! who paid a v1s1t. to
the mess before er~cee~ing to th<: annual dmner of the Scottish
Regimental Assoc1at1on 111 Yorkshire.
Summer Week·End Camps.- Jn the minutes of the Waterworks Committee of the Leeds Corporation, which were adopted
at a meeting of the City Council o_n the 7th Februar:r, appears the
following:-" A letter was subm1tt_ed to the c?mm1tte~ from the
C.O. 49th Divisional Signals, askmg 1f a suitable site ,on the
committee's estates is available for week-end camps durmg the
summer for training purposes. It was resolved that a site adjoining the Arthington puml?ing station be offered .for the_purpose,
ubject to arrangements satisfactory to the committee bemg made
as to rental and conditions of occupation."

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
Training.-Winter training has been extended until the end
of February and is being attended very satisfactorily. The visit
of the adjutant to classify or re-muster us is being eagerly looked
forward to. We welcome to the Company the undermentioned
recruits and hope they have a good time whilst serving as Territorial soldiers with us: Signalmen Haddaway W., Clews J.. Bunn
G. A. , Evans T. , Robinson R .. Smith W., Wilson A. G., Morley
A., Harris E. R., Mace J. A., Keating J., Cox C. P., and Burton A.
The undermentioned have just returned from a week's cookery
course at Headquarters, Darlington, where I understand they did
very well indeed: Signalmen Haddaway W. and Fagg A. V.
They have been replaced with Signalmen Walby F. and Lester
W. C., who also have gone for a week's course.
Change of Commnnd.- We are sorry to lose the services of
Major T. T. J. Sheffield , who has handed over the command
of the Company to Lieut . C. C. Fairweather. I hope the Lieutenant will have a very successful and happy time with us.
Boxing.-First of all I would like to offer No. 3 Company of
Gateshead our congratulations on winning &ie Dent cup. To the
team from No. 2 Company, who although beaten into last place
were not disgraced on their exhibition, I offer most sincere congratulations on the very plucky show they put up. If we improve on the same basis the Dent cup is going to have a differel\l
home in the future. Good show, No. 1 I congratulations on being
runners-up.
Annual Ball.- Our annual ball, held in the Lytton Street drill
hall on Friday 29th January was an excellent show, being very
favourably commented on by everyone who attended.
Social events are now beginning to recede into the background
owing to the approach of summP-r training. Three outstanding
events yet to take place are being eagerly looked forward to, as
these meetings are enjoyed very much by us: S.M.R.C. shoot.
No. 2 Company v. No. 1, and No. 2 Company v. I.C .l. Billingham.
MIDBRO.

No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
Vlinter Course.- This has now come to an end.
been held, and everyone now awaits the result.

The test has

Boxing.- Most of our news for this month ;s under this heading. First of all, we won the Dent cuo inter-Company competition-a very close thmg, but ours at last! Our friendly contest
with the 6th Battn . Northumberland Fusiliers came next, and
although we lost this, it was by a small m.argin of two points.
Full particulars of these two contests will be found under the
Sports 'Notes.

Divisional Tournament.-We hope to do well in this event
as we have a complete team of six officers and eight other ranks'.
This in itself is something of which to be proud.
New Arrival.-We welcome to our midst Mr. A.G. McDonald,
attached to us from the 44th Divisio!lal Sii:nals (T.A.).

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
The winter creases are being ironed out of our khaki. The
new season's recruits have already started their foot drill, and the
remainder of us will resume training on the first Tuesday m April.
The n.c.o.s are attending refresher classes and should be well
prepared to instruct their various Sections when the time comes.
They will find that a large number of the men who were green
Signals last season have now developed remarkably as operators,
having benefited technically (and financially) as a result of the
voluntary winter classes and sixty-hour courses.
The few recruits who have recently joined us have brought us
up to full establishment, and we hope for a 100 per cent. attendance at annual training in camp this year. Roll on I
Promotion.-Congratulations to C.S.M. Bremner C. H. (No . 1
Company) on his promotion to that rank vice C.S.M. Andrews
C. F., M.B.E., who was discharged on his own request during
January.
Annual Company Dance.- Phew I Fully three hundred people
attended No. 1 Company's dance on Friday 9th February, and
despite the crush everyone seemed very happy indeed, including
the harassed committee. This was the last dance of a splendid
season ; hence the full house.
You May Laugh.-Medical officer (to man suffering with abdominal pains, employed on washing up dishes in camp}: "How
are your bowels this morning, Johnson?" Johnson: "Oh I they're
all right, sir, but I'm two plates short." [N.B.: Johnson was a
LANKA MK. II.
Fifer. to whom bowls and bowels are bools.]

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company.
General.- At last we seem to have the truth about the place
. of camp for 1934. By the time these notes appear in print, no
doubt, the news will be official. I expect many members of the
unit will renew old acquaintances at St. Andrew's. It is rather
curious that many of this Company who have been to St.
Andrew's for past camps think it is too " toppy nose" for
ordinary Territorials to have a decent time, while others think
it is the best place in Scotland for a camp. I suppose it would
be a job to please everyone.
Entertainments.-On Friday 16th February we are holding
our annual whist drive, supper and dance. We hope to have a
record crowd in attendance. Information has been received that
representatives from Aberdeen and Stirling will attend. No doubt.
they will have an enjoyable evening.
Courses.-The second course is proceeding satisfactorily. Good
progress is being shown, and the next Trade Board is being looked
forward to with a fair amount of confidence.
FIFESIGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divl. Signals and S.R. Units.
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow.
The commendable enterprise shown by the S!)Orts organisers
is beginning to bear fruit. No less commendable has been the
response from all ranks.
The football club project has been enthusiastically received,
and first class equipment has been provided. Ground and league
arrangements are well in hand. We look forward confidently to
good results in the ring, cross-country and on the track. Considerable talent has been unearthed. In our ranks there are
talented boxers, and we are fortunate to have in our midst crosscountry and track men of note. 1934 may well be a record sport•
ing year for the Lowland Signals.
Lieut.·Colonel Robertson.-The recently announced promotion of Maior J. W. Robertson, D.C.M., is one which has given
much satisfaction to ourselves and also to Colonel Robertson's
many friends in Territorial and Supplementary Rese~ve circles in
Glasgow and Scotland. His mcteonc advanaement m the Corps

has been remarkable. Joining the Lowland Signal units as a
driver in 1913, he has passed through every grade and is a master
of Signal organisation and practice. Driver, lineman or operator
-COionel Robertson is equally at home in any position on the
cable or air line waggon. He saw much active service during the
Great War. Proceeding to France with the 8th Division in 1914,
he remained on the Western Front until December 1917, and after
a training period in the United Kingdom he returned to France
in 1918 as a commissioned officer. Colonel Robertson was awarded
the d1sunguished conduct medal for gallantry at Neuve Chapelle
in March 1915 and was mentioned in despatches.
It is believed that Colonel Robertson is one the youngest men
in the Corps to hold the rank, and this useful combination of
youth and experience augurs well for our future well-being and
efficiency. The success of the Glasgow S.R. units can be almost
wholly attributed to Colonel Robertson. He did much for recruiting, especially at a difficult post-war period when the formation of new units presented no small problem. Combining friendliness with firmness, Colonel Robertson is respected by all ranks.
As an officer and friend his efforts on our behalf have been ceaseless. A man of great sympathy and understanding, his advice
and guidance have at all times proved invaluable.
No one need wonder that we hail our new chief with acclamation. We look forward to a period of mutual co-operation and
prosperity under a leader whose name is a guarantee of integrity
and efficiency.
Awards.-We have to congratulate Corporal Strachan A. and
L/ Cpl Osborne J. on being awarded the efficiency medal (Militia).
These are the first awards of the Militia medal to our S.R. units,
and there could not have been two more worthy recipients than
the n.c.o.s concerned, who have rendered yeoman s.ervice and well
merit the distinction.
Officers Mess Dinner.-The annual dinner of the Officers Mess,
one of the most outstanding events of the officers' social year, was
held at these Headquarters on the 2nd February. The guests
included Lord Provost Alexander B. Swan, Major-General Sir
Walter Maxwell Scott, Bart., C.B., o.s.o., Colonel Snatt (Chief
Signal Officer, Scottish Command} and other distinguished people.
Sergeants Mess.-The whist drive and dance held on the 26th
January proved an outstanding success. There was a merry company of over two hundred. Dull care took wings, and sparkling
music and lightsome steps made us happy. The congenial atmosphere of the large lecture hall was productive of gaiety and high
spirits, and the cosy Mess lounge, with its aspect of comfort and
ease, rang with laughter and merriment. A wonderfully carefree event I When will the entertainments committee repeat this
pleasant interlude?
Braw, Braw Lad.-The promotion of Sergt Ritchie S. to be
Pipe-Major has proved most popular. Kilted and plaided in the
tartan of the Lowland Signals, Pipe-Major Ritchie presents a splendid figure in the garb of the Gael. An outstanding exponent of
Scotland's national musical instrument, with a wide experience
of military pipe band work, Pipe-Major Ritchie is undoubtedly
well equipped for his new post.
Riding School.-The pursuit of the equestrian cult, always an
attractive phase in our scheme of general training, commenced on
the 18th January. The enthusiasm of the youngsters is giving encouragement and added zest to the instructors, and everything
points to a most successful course.
The Eighth Wonder.-The land overflowed, not with milk and
honey, but with hops and barley. Atkinson of the medal , careful
conserver of bawbees, banged saxpence I

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
General.-We are glad to report that the instructional classes
held on Mondays and Fridays are being well attended, and great
enthusiasm is shown by all attending them. The training consists of four classes for operators, two for linemen, and one for
1.c. drivers, under the supervision of the P.S.J.s. There is also
a class for instrument repairers under the adjutant. For the first
hour on Monday evenings all classes are taught operating. At
the end of the course it is hoped that many will be able to swell
their banking account with higher trade ratings.
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social.-The w.o.s and n.c.o.s were en~e_rtamed. to a ¥nffes
tournament with the local branch of the Br!ush Legion at a S•
well on Wednesday 31st January. This func_uon was well attende~
by our members and a most enioyable evening w~s spent .. Sevh~i
of our members thought they were young soldiers again W l
exchanging drinks with some of the old Boer war veterans, an
all are looking forward to the return match at Park Street. .
On Wednesday 14th February the w.o.s and n.c.o.s entertained
the United Services Mess to a games tournament at Park Streed
This function is always looked forward to by our members, an
everyone appeared to enjoy it. A ~ne spread fo~ supper was
arranged by the entertainments committee under the1~ able leader,
Sergt Baxter H. P. After supper Mr. Jones, president. of the
United Services Mess, gave a welcome to R.S.M. McCormick, and
one of our members (a certain quartermaster) made a fine speec~
concerning the only time he was ever well soaked and how a~
where it occurred (shame 1) Then_ up spake another old warrior
(enlisted 1885) and said it gave ~1m great pleasure to spend an
evening with the younger generauon of t?·day. Needless to say,
all went home well satisfied (if not well oiled) that they had spent
a jolly good evening.
.
.
Editor.-Dear Editor. The ribbon on our typew~1.ter. h_a vin,~
bun changed, we hope the printers can ~ow read our onginal
copies. [They can. Thanks !-The Printers. ]
THI! LEEK .

d

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15
No. 1 Company.
General.--Our dance committee are now satisfied because of
the well attended dances we run. Besides being first rate, they
show results expected for the work and time put in. .
The same committee were pleased at the success which attended
the Company annual dinner held this year at .the Swan Hotel,
Stratford, E.15, on the 2nd February. We had sixty-one memb~rs
sitting down to the chicken, and to quote the officer C?mmanding
(who was our guest of honour) " it was very pleasing to note
the almost 100 per cent. arr~y of uni~orm pr~ent." A very enjoyable evening-the committee agam carrying away nearly all
the bouquets.
.
.
Sigmn Clarke H. P. was heartily congratulated on havu~g won
the Company efficiency cup, and t~en c<;>ngratulated again and
again as it was passed round (sometimes 1t was full, of course I)
L / Corpl Hooker J. and Signalmen. Scott A. ~nd Trayler J. each
received a silver pencil as consolation for being runners-up.
Boxing.- As forecast, No. 1 Company won the unit boxing
team cup, and as promised this was filled (and emptied!) We ha_ve
receJVed very sporting congratulations from oLher Comp~nies with
due modesty, for we hope that the cup has now found its proper
resting place for a good long time.
Although we produced only one unit champi~n and one runnerup (Driver King winning the fly weight and S1gmn Marden running-up in the lights) the whole team fought extremely we'! and
earned the congratulations of all. Special mention goes to Driver
Fullalove H. E .. who secured the btst loser's prize. It's worth
havin~. too!
In the Essex young soldiers boxing competition, the unit lost
the team cup. Yes! we were very unlucky in so doing. Firstly,
the team had to fieht with one man short owing (it is said) to
$0mebody's birthdayl-Signalman Johnstone going to the scales
over weighted! Secondly, our star boxer Sie:mn Barnes was disqualified in the third round of his fight, after looking all over
a good winner. Bames, who is one of the cleanest of boxers,
was adjudged to have hit with his wrist, but our sympathy goes
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t to him because whatever he did was entirely unintentional,
he would ha~e undoubtedly won . His bad luck was also the
unit's, for six points were lost and there we~e only four betwee~
us and the eventual winners, the 4_th Battalion T~e Essex Rl'.g1 ment-to whom we offer our heartiest congratulations on taking
away the team cup.
h ' b' ·
Sigmn Taylor, of i:-io. 2 Comp_a ny, gave us a perfect ex 1_1t1on
of how to win by usm11: the st~a1ght left, and m_uch more will be
heard of this lad because he 1s made of the nght stuff. Hard
lines, the team l but there. i.s another chance coming off at Brent·
wood soon, when we anticipate more success.
Training.-The paid evening classes commenced on M<;>n~ay
5th February , the attendance being gratifying- but not gratifying
enough. We have in No. 1 Company a few men . who could
easily obtain their Group J?• but a_re _preve_n ted by various reasons
from coming and getting ~t. This 1s a pity, ~or these same few
are quite capable of doing the work required. _What a_bo~t
making that special effort? Anyway, _a most interest1_n g evenings
programme is gone through, and 1t is agreed unammously that
it is quite uplifting.
ONl!COY.

~~d

No. 2 Company.
Training.-Our paid evening classes commenced on the 5th
February, and as usual we hope to have a bumper attendance
throughout the course and at the annual Trade Board.
Linemen have forsaken the cable for the key, and we really
hope to be able to . provide ple11:ty of operators _for ~nnua l training. On this subiect more will be forthcomin_g m our. next
month's notes, when we can really see how we are shaping.
Boxlng.-Congratulations to No. 1 Company on lifting the
coveted pot. Well done, No. I I We are congratulating ourselves on being runners-up. Well done, us I
Our thanks and congratulations are due to Messrs. Barnes,
Johnson and Taylor on their. work for the Company; also to
Sigmn Gordon (no fight, but 1t wasn't your fault: I kn<;>w you
were thirsting for blood ; anyway, you put us up two points):
Here's a bouquet, all to himself, for Sigmn Pexton, for commg
out of the ring on his feet. Thanks for the effort, Pexton. Better
luck next time.
Several of our small but vigorous boxing team h~ve been
selected to represent .the unit in the ?ssex young sold_iers team
competition and also in the 54th D1v1s1onal champ1onsh1ps. The
results in the former event were not so good as we had hoped .
However, here they are.
.
.
Sigmn Taylor J. won the final of the hght weights. Well done.
Taylor! Sigmn Gordon E. lost i~ the final of the feather weights.
Hard lines I better luck next ume. S1gmn Barnes C. was unfortunate in losing to his opponent ir_i the th ird round, but he has
the satisfaction, however, of knowmg that ~e put . up a really
stirring and clever exhibit!on _of scil'.ntific fighting which was fully
appreciated by an enthusiastic audience. Really very hard luck,
Barnes ! You gave them their money's wdhh, anyhow.
We were again unlucky in having a really good " gorilla " available who was, however, kept on his chain owing to the fact that
he had mysteriously tippe? th~ scales. at two pounds over the
correct weight. I wonder 1f he s applymg to Messrs. ~eux or to
Mann and Crossrnan's for compensation? Perhaps a httle more
exercise at the dart board is necessary.
Enthusiast.- The recruit of this un it who, when asked wha t
his daily rate of pay was, replied " I'm sorry l I don't know, but
it doesn't really matter."
Twocov.

D Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Soccer.-There i_s .n.ot much to report in th is game. We have
played one or two c1vd1an clubs and the games have been enjoyed.
Against North Cowton A.F.C. we had a sporting game and won
by 3-1. Our lads were made very welcome, and are looking
forward to more of these fixtures . We play Richmond A.F.C.
on the 17th February, and it is hoped to arrange further games
with other teams to keep our men in trim.
Another inter-hut competiti_on has co~menced. These are very
popular and great keenness 1s shown m the games. A prize is
awarded to the winning hut by our O.C.
Rugger.-We are due to play E Company in the Mackworth
trophy in the near future, and have hopes of " putting it across
them ." An account of the game will be given in the next issue.
Congratulations to Mr. Linton on being selected to play for Catterick Garrison.

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
January 1934 .
Association Football.-Wc are at last the proud winners of
the Mackworth football trophy. This is the first time we have
been successful since 1924. We are not quite sure, but we think
we can safely say that it is the first time that as a Boys Company
we have managed to win the football trophy outright.
Last month's notes included the semi-final tie with the School
of Signals. We beat them in an exciting replay with a score of
5- 2. The whole team played well in this game, but the outstanding feat ure was the excellent play of Corporal Boy Adcock.
He certainly had a good day.

I!' .the final we met and beat the Mounted Wing after a very
thnlling game. The whole team played exceptionally well, although the defence was not qu ite settled for at least the first
twenty minutes of the game. At half time we were leading by
2- 1. On the resumption our forwards went strai~ht through
and scored, but the Mounted Wing soon fought back and reduced
the lead. Our forwards again became inspired and brought the
score to 4-2, only to see the Mounted Wing score two quick
goals : 4-4 and only one minute to go l Our forwards forced a
corner, which was taken by Bennett. We had the good luck to
see the ball go straight into the Mounted Wing goal, and they
were left with no time to reduce this fortunate lead. Sergeant
Harrison and Sigmn Bennett were outstanding. A photograph
of our successful team is published herewith .
Cross-Country-We have had qu ite a good year in this branch,
and for our successes we have to thank those who appear :n ,he
photograph accompanying these notes.
Both the football and the cross-country teams deserve a hearty
" Well done I"
The two photographs were taken by Avison's Studio of Catterick Camp.
February.
Rugby.-F Company v. Stoneyhurst College Second XV. at
Stoneyhurst on 31st January. Lost by 3-25. Although 2/Lieut
Williams scored our only try in the first minute or so, Stoneyhurst very soon proyed that they were a very formidable side,
with a good deal more all-round experience than we possess. The
fact that they only scored eight points in the second half showed
that our team put up a very plucky fight right to the end. The

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
Training.--By the time these note.s appear, _paid classes wi'I
be well on their way. We have four m full swmg, and ~e hope
to get the majority of the men th;<;>ug~ the _Trade Board in JY!~;
To make more interest, a competition 1s bemg run bl'.tween A
and "B" squads. The winners will be the squa~ with the best
eight on the lines of the o.c. test, and they will be presented
with the cross-flags shield to be held fo~ one y~ar, and _the best
eight of the winning squad will each receive a pnze. This should
cause keen competition between squads and at the same time
raise the standard of signalling.
Children's Party.-Some people say "Unlucky_ thirteen." I
am sure all our members' children thought otherwise when they
attended the above party on the 13th January. Some hundred
and twenty mothers and children sat down to tea at 4 p.m .. and
[Continued on page 132]

F Company Football Team, 1933-34.
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team was transported the eighty nules in five officers' C<irs. Everyone enjoyed the kind hospitality which Sroneyhurst always show
us on our visits.
F Company Colts v. Richmond School Col~s, at h.o.:::e onb rst
February. Lost by 3-to. Having beaten R1chmona \...o 1ts Y a
Jar e mar in m the previous match, we left out . some of our
· g ts bu~ the School increased the trength of their team correg;a~dingly. The game was therefore much more even. Westroo' e, scrum-half, scored our only try.
Fourth Round, Boys Army Cup.-"A" team .of F Companr
bo s et the Military College of Science at Woolwich on the 20th
Ja:ua~. The weather conditions being ideal_. a go~d game was
anticipated. The College fodded a much bigger s1~e, but ~e
were nothing daunted as we had been practising with heavier
rePlasyed opened with both teams working hard. After three
minutes a good short passing mov~ment ?n the left and a centre
by Fry gave Bennett an opportunity which he .was not slow m
taking. Thus we drew first bloo9. Play contmued evenly for
eight minutes, when Bennett received from Gaifield and, after
eluding three defenders, sent in a hard low drive well out of

The match started aL 2.15 p.m. prompt. The Tank~ wqn the
toss and, fortunately for. us, took. advantage of t.he slight slope
of the ground with the wmd at their backs. We kicked off before
three or four hundred spectators, who by the way were a very
sporting c.rowd. '!'fe started off somewhat haphazardly, all the
ream feeling a mfie lost. The Tanks were. n~t slow. to take
1dvantage of this and a good centre from their right wing'. after
a minute's play, was bundled into our goal by two of their forwards who were unfortunately not m~rked . . However, we were
not discouraged, and good play o.n e1th~r side ensued, Ken~all
playing splendid football on the right wmg an~ McQuade being
very energetic. Our defence played up well .against. the threatening Tank wingers. Bennett could ~ot get going until te~ minutes
from half-time, when a fine left wmg movement ended m a good
centre (by Fry) which he banged mto the Tank goal without the
goalie having a c~ance. Thus we drew level and all parts of the ·
machine got movmg together, and but for the excellent display of
the Tanks goalkeeper, more goals would have been netted before
the interval.
·
b ·
The second half saw us at our best, a 1:ank wmg spurt emg
cleared by King to the centre, then straight down . the centre
between the backs. One of the Tanks backs became flustered

managed to make a good tackle, catching the centre half on the
wrong foot. But for the Tanks goalkeeper, who played splendidly,
we should have had more goals. Result: Royal Signals boys 3,
Depot R.T.C. i.
Team- Lancashire; Beenham (captain) and King L. ; MacDonald, Adcock and Humphreys : Kendall, Bennett, McQuade,
Garfield and Fry. Reserve, Edwards.
Our team are work_ing much better together, and great events
are hoped for, of which we may be able to say more next time.
Many thanks for their sporting display.

C~oss-Coun~ry.-<:on.gratulati?ns to the following on their
achievements m the third Garrison run (six miles) on the 6th
February.
In Run
In T.B. Team
LI Corp! Blades
19th
1st
LI Corp! Boy Verlander
20th
2nd
Boy Terrey
28th
3rd
Boy Craig
78th
8th
Stop Press: Rugby. -A memorable event occurred on Scotton
ground on the 12th February, when Ampleforth Colts were beaten
by F Company boys team with a score of 11--0 points. F Company team was the same (except for one player) as was beaten by
Ampleforth Colts by 22--0 earlier in the season.
The improvement in the standard of rugger was most marked
chroughout the whole team. The forwards got the ball nearly
every time, giving no openings to the formidable Ampleforth
three-quarters. Our three-quarters' passing was much improved,
while the halves. played a fine game, Shergold scoring two tries.
Piddington converted one, the score being 8--o points at half time.
Piddington scored a brilliant penalty from near the touch line in
the second half. The tackling was good throughout, though
Harrison, Offord and Terrey were conspicuous throughout in this
respect.
Team-Back, Verlander; three-quarters, Willis, Offord, Piddington (captain) and Smith J. ; halves, Harrison and Shergold :
forwards, Luscombe, Terrey, Moore, Alcock, Smith R., Sheppard ,
Parker and King V.
Boxing.- T raining has been in full swing for the Stoneyhurst
match and for the boys going to Chepstow. We are greatly indebted to Sergt Brewster of E Company, who (though not one of
our members) has given up three evenings a week to train our
boxers. Although all will be over by the time these notes are
in print, we .wish· them luck.

2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
F Company Cross-Country Team, 193y34.
the goalkeeper's reach. Shordy after the line-up a mishap occurred ; the ball burst throught fright and was carried off to be
replaced by another. A litrle later we were awarded a penalty
which Bennett failed to convert. Fast and even exchanges continued through the half, the College being conspicuous by their
good headwork. Interval: Royal Signals 2, Military College of
Science o.
.
Both teams started the second half strongly. and there being
little to choose between them, play was mainly in mid-field .
After ten minutes play a movement on the College right resulted
m a long drop shot by the winger which Lancashire (Gordon
Harker) failed to reach. After this the College pressed even
harder, trying desperately to get the equaliser, but too much
individual play spoilt their chances. Our backs worked very
hard and the inside forwards dropped back to relieve the pressure.
After many fruitless raids, started by Bennett, the whistle blew
for ume and heralded our advent mto the fifth round. Score:
Royal Signals boys 2, Military College of Science 1.
Fifth Round, Boys Army Cup.-This match, played at Bovington Camp, Dorset, on the 7th February, will no doubt be remembered by quite a number in the future. It also qualified "A"
team for the semi-final, in which we expect to meet one of the
teams from Chepstow.

and passed back to his goalkeeper, but not quickly eno1:1gh, for
McQuade dashed in between them and tapped the ball mto the
corner of the net to give us the lead. This di~courag.ed the Tanks
for a time, but they played up well on the right wmg. Bennett
took a long dropping shot at the Tanks goal from forty yards out,
the goalie having the sun in his eyes. The ball hit the cross-bar
and bounced down just in front of the goalkeeper, who cleared.
Shortly afterwards Bennett got through between the backs. The
goalkeeper, taking his only chance, came running out. Bennett
endeavoured to get the ball over his head, but it just hit the
upright and went out of play. Half-way through the se.cond half
Kendall and Bennett drew the opposing defence to the right wtng
near the corner, and after a great tussle Bennett centred from
the corner line for McQuade to head into the net. The Tanks
tried desperately to score, and Lancashire gave the spectators a
breathless time by his first-time kicks at shots at our goal. However, he had his eyes down and extra large boots, and could do
no wrong ; he made some spectacular saves. Two or three
corners were put behind by the Tanks right winger, or t~ey
might have scored again. Several tussles occurred just outside
our penalty area, but we always got the ball away. Gandhi (Ga!'
field) nearly disappeared from view from a rebound off the big
Tank centre half, but he was up and at it again and eventually

No. 3 Company.
Hullo, everybody! this is No. 3 Company's monthly sportlight.
All old Three-ites will be very pleased to hear that th·s lntle
Company is still " Cock o' the Walk " so far. as sport ~s concerned. Oh, yes! and One and Two Compames might Just as
well commence to clean up their hockey, football, r1;1gby, and
running trophies, as if things carry on as they are doing, well I
they will be losing them in the very near future. Perhaps they
have already been "swiped."
Hockey.-We will take this first. "L" Section ar~ .to be col?•
gratulated on winning the inter-Section hockey compet1uon. Their
first match was with "B" Cable Section: cushy meat. I wonder
where all those touch drivers were that day. It was just a case
of scientific skill versus brute force, and the latter jus~ didn't
have a chance. The result proved a win for "L" Section, the
score being 3- 1.
The next opponents for "L" turned out to be "K" Section;
and, boy, didn't feelings run high on that day 1 "K" and "L"
had simply been itching to get at each other for 11_1onths past, but
somehow or other the match was alway my terio1;1sly bemg put
olI (Sigmn Dickerson?) Anyway, there was no gettmg away from
1t now, and so they fought it out. "L" Section were by far the
favourites before the match commenced and were backed freely.
The match hadn't been in progress five minutes befor~ the cro"".d
realised that "K" were out to make a grand scrap of 1t : and did
they? Hockey sticks were thrown sky-high, rugby tackles were

frequent occurrences, livers flew all over the field, and so did a
few of the players. It seemed as if "L" would never penetrate
that seething mass of humanity {Sigmn Parkin, I think it was).
Still, once again skill outwitted force and "L" won by the skin
of their teeth, i.e. 1--0. Of course, according to Sigmn T1ch
Copestake, they should have got more. " Oh, yes, they should
have done, but they didn't," say all K-ites.
"L" Section, having now qualified for the final, met "A"
Section. This was a very good clean game, Sigmn Davies ("L"
Section) scoring the only goal of the match. This placed "L"
Section on top so far as hockey was concerned, and they are
apparently still unbeatable (willing to take on all newcomers).
Cross-Country Running. -There has so far been one interCompany run-the result bein~, naturally, a win for this Company. Sigmn Copestake and Driver Groom are to be congratulated
on their really fine performances. All there is left to say is that
we are quite confident of walking away with the cross-country
shield. Oh, we have already got it, eh? Well, anyhow, we are
quite confident that it isn't going to walk away from us. No,
sir, not just yet.
Football.-Imer-Section final: "K" Section v. "A." This
was definitely the match of the season. It was played on Friday
19th January, and had been for the last month or so eagerly
looked forward to by everybody in general. The weather was
good and the spectators large, numerically. I had great difficulty
in securing a seat, but on mentioning " THE WIRE " I was immediately escorted to a field-side bench especially reserved for the
Press. Many notabilities were present ; let me see, Trevor Nigwall of The Impress on my left, and Captain Wakelam on my
right giving a running commentary on the match to radio listeners.
K Section, led by their captain, George Dickerson (who had
just returned from a very successful tour of the London dubs)
lined up. The game commenced in fine spirit, and a few minutes
passed without any unusual barracking. Then K Section got
warm ; team play will out, y'know. Down the field they ran
(the forwards, I mean) the marble passing from Robo to McGowan, back to Dicko-ah ! McGowan has it. .. Bravo, Paddy I
what a beautiful goal. " This was football, this was " (with
apologies to Shell).
They were at it again, K the unconquerable swarming down
the field: marvellous passing, speed and skill. With such a
fine combination, what· could they do but score?-which they
promptly did again. The crowd roared its appreciation of such
football, and team captain Dickerson acknowledged accordingly.
Again and again K repeate.d their attack, and again and agam
they scored. A Section evidently gave up the ghost and eventually, when the final whistle blew, K Section had scored eight
goals against nil.
The crowd broke pa t the Mons Police and, rushing on to the
field carried the victors houlder high to the dressing room (Mons
Rep~se). I immediately dashed round to interview the skipper,
but he was overcome and refused to see anyone. However.
Robertson (the valiant inside left) gave me to understand that
the secret of their success was hard work, hard beans, and plenty
of sugar in the morning's " gun fodder." This win !)laced K
Section on a pedestal so far ~. s football was concerned. Well
done, Kl
Our Company ·football team h.:.s, up to the time of going to
press, proved unbeatable. In a recent match against No. 1 Company (inter-Company competition) Three ~ompany won by 6-o.
McGowan is to be ccngratulated on scormg fiv~ of these goals,
the sixth being obt:iined i:>y Reardon of Wales (1t takes a couple
of foreigners to do it every time).
Other wins I will leave over until next time, as we are getting
rather cramped for space. Needless. to say, those mentioned
above are only a few of our many triumphs.
No doubt, after reading these notes •. many of t~e old Threeites
serving in foreign lands beneath a bro1lmg sun will proudly boa
that they once belon~ed to thi little Company with. old Robo.
old Dicko, old Paddy McGowan, and old uncle Rasputin, and all.
[If Baron the Second will kindly use an extra heet of P.apet
next time and type his notes .with OJ?en space~ between th17 Imes.
both the Editor and the Prmter will appreciate such assistance
in their labours.)
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lnter•Section Competition. -During the winter perio~, to $1vc
e ·erybody a chance to pl~y games, t.h.e unit has been spht up mto
~uons and an intcr-sewon competition has been arranged. The
vme played are football. rugby, hockey, b~ket ball and a couple
of cross-country runs. The teams comeet,.1g are drawn from
Headquarters. combmed Tank Signal Sections. and E Troop. Up
to the time of going to press the results are as follows.
Cro s-countryAverage.
Points
l
E. Troop
. . ... . ... .... .
41
3
2
T ~nk Signal Section
42.2
2
·12·5
3 Headquarters . . . .
. ·· ·
From the results you can see how close the race was.
Rugby-H.Q. v. T.S.S. drew at 3 points each.
etball-H.Q. v. T.S.S. won by 8-<> goals. Believe me, the
H.Q. team 1s pretty to watch.
Unit Association Football.-From the following results you
can see how drafts and postings affect a decent .team. Of _late
we seem to have been the strongest team but .one. m the Garns?n
League-we hold the others up! Still, we live m hopes of d1 covering likely talent to replace losses. Results: v. 4l7th Dragoon Guards drew at 2-2
v. R.A.M.C. won by 6-4
v. l6/5th Lancers won by 3-2
v. Wilts County Hospital Sta.ff lost by 3-6
v. l 1th Hussars lost by 3-5
v. 5th Battalion R.T.C. lost by 2-5
v. 9th Lancers won by 4-3
v. 1st Battalion R.W.F. lost by 0-3
v. 2nd Battalion Loyal Regiment lost by 3-4
v. Tidworth Stable Lads won by 7-1
v. Royal Welch Band won by 7-0
v. R.A.O.C. lost by C>---9
v. R.A.M.C. lost by 14
v. R.W.F. lost by 1-3
v. 5th Battalion R.T.C. lost by 1-5
v. 2nd Loyals lost by 1-8
Hockey.-In this branch of sport we have done much better,
having won six matches, drawn three and lost two so far this
season. \Ve are due to play the 4f7th D .G.s in the second round
of the Garrison hockey cup tournament. and of that more anon.
Results:v. 16 1 5th Lancers won by 4-2
v. R.A.F. Station, Bascombe Down, lost by 1- 5
v. R.W.F. won by 3-2
v. Loyals won by 5-4
v. K.O.Y.L.l. lost by 1-3
v. 9th Lancers drew at 1-1
v. Salisbury Theological College won by 4-1
v. 4 1 71h Dra2oon Guards won by 2-0
v. Royal Engineers, 3rd Div1sicn, lost by 3-9
v. R.A.F. Station, Bascombe Down , won by 3-2
v. 5th B:ittalion R.T.C. drew at 1-1
v. 16 5th Lancers drew at 1-1
Rugby.-Gradually this game is taking more hold on the unit
than has been the case in previous years. Results: v. 5th B:tttalion R.T.C. lost by 0-14
v. R.W.F. lost by 3-6
v. 3rd Div! Signals lost by 0-15
v. 5th Battalion R.T.C. drew at o-o
v. R.A.O.C. drew at 3-3

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
A cross-country run in the competition for S1e:nals units in the
Garrison was held on the 22nd January. It is said that in an
•ndeavour to keep warm on this particularly cold day, E Troop
won by the narrow margin of one point.
Football.-Troop football m?tches have been scarce so far this
year, principally due to the clash;ng of other games. Several
members have. however, been playing regularly in the Tidworth
Signals team in the Garrison League.
Hock~.-The bad state of the !!'round has orevented us from
p~aying until t~e 7th February CD-Troop, plt-ase note). A.F.V.
Sl1'\als then kindly offered to field a scratch team to give us a
httle practice. The game was fa5t as far as the ground would
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permit, but A.F.V. proved far superior to our struggling band
and the score of 7-2 in their favour was-well, .~.ot t~o bad. As
one of their players remarked after the game,
Quite a good
show, E Troop; you are bound to improve by playing against
better teams." Gertcha I
On the 12th February we met our old adversaries of F Troop
and won by 3-2. The game was sharply contested and provided
·several thrilling scrimmages in front .o f each goalm?uth. Our
goalie, L / Corpl Palmer (fresh from his month of bl:ss) proved
that he was no chicken in defending his hen coop, and he gave
a thrilling demonstration to the younger players of the way to
repel invaders.
Rugby.- This game is a stranger to the Troop, but on the 5th
February, at the invitation of A.F.V. Signals, we fielded a fifteen
just to see what could be done. Our lads put up a game shew
during the first half, ably coached by the referee, Captain C. W.
Knight.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Rugby.-Fortunes have varied . Casualties and leave have had
their effect, but we have our eye on the Cobb-Nicholls cup for
next year. The team continues to play hard, with a little bit
more devil than before. It is still difficult to persuade outsides to
pass the ball. It is invidious to mention names where all have
given of their best, but Signalmen Thomas and Mills set an
example of what hard-working, quiet and thorough forwards
should do. Signalmen MacKenzie and Hopcroft retain their dash.
What the outsides really want is much more practice-a difficult
thing to get. Results: v. R.A.F. Upavon won by 11-3
v. R.A.F. Old Sarum lost by 3-13
v. Royal Welch Fusiliers lost by 3-8
v. R.A.F. Bascombe Down , drew at o-o
v. 6th Medium Brigade won by 10-5
Football.-v. 16/ 5th Lancers. This match was played at Tidworth in ideal weather . . We started off in real style and from a
penalty soon took the lead. The forwards were going great guns
and for a time showed a definite superiority. After about twenty
minutes the centre half obtained the ball and with a brilliant pass
to the centre forward helped to net another goal for us. From
now on we missed numerous chances and definitely " faded
away," finishing up with losing by 2-4.
v. 11th Hussars. Played at Bulford: a game that we really
should have won. For pretty play our lads took the bun, but
the Hussars took equal points with us because our men were too
pretty and forgot they had wing forwards. Result: a draw of
4-4 goals.
v. 2nd Field Brigade R.A. If ever we should have won a
match, it was this one. We were definitely superior as a team.
Owing to sickness we had to alter the team, which appeared to
be upset thereby. The result of 6-;<2 against us does not show
the abilities of the team, for by long passing the Gunners had
six definite break-aways and scored from each.
v. R.A.F. Andover. This was our first home match for a
month, and great hopes were entertained of a win. Jn the first
few minutes an unusual penalty was awarded us (the back kicked
to the goalkeeper, who fumbled and dropped the ball, so the back
calmly picked it up and replaced it). Drysdale took the shot but
failed to net. In the second half our team were re~lly superior
and penned the R.A.F. in their goal area, but failed to score.
With fifteen minutes to go our goalkeeper Sigmn Kime was injured, and although he pluckily tried to carry on he was eventually compelled to retire. On the reshuffle of the team, Beard
went inside left and scored what was described as one of the finest
goals seen in Bulford for a long while. With only five minutes
to go our lads went all out, but no further score materialised and
we lost by I-2.
Although we have not shone this season. our team are to be
complimented on their sportsmanship. Althou~h on the losing
side in most cases, they play the right game and never ease up.
Next year we should undoubtedly have a good team and will hope
for a different story in results.
In the Garrison League No. 1 Company beat No. 3 by 6--1 and
the 76th Battery by 6--3. No. 2 Company lost to the 71st BJt·
tery by 0-4.
Cross·Country.-The team started serious training in January .
It was felt that in previous years the season may have been tOQ
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l~ng, t.hereby c.ausing staleness by the date of the Army champ1onsh1ps. This year we have a considerable number of new
~unners, all of whom are showing promise. As yet, however, it
1s early to forecast the real strength of the team. Amongst the
~ewcomers W.hi.chelow, Petrie, Mudge, Pew and others are showmg s1gi:is of g1vmg some of o~r previous runners a hard fight for
places m the final team. Price of A.F. V. Signals is also a new
dark horse who has already shown very good form. The following runs have so far taken place.
27th January. Triangular match at Aldershot between the
Aldershot Command Harriers, Cambridge University and ourselves. This was only a training run for us, yet we were reasonably close to Cambridge. Page showed some of his real form
and won the race, althoug\1 Sergt Sutherland, who was not counting, finished first.
10th February. South of the Thames championship. The
team were not yet trained up to their form and the race was
treated as a training run. Page, however, came in tenth out of
some two hundred and seventy runners.
13th February : Bulford Garrison Championships. F;ve teams
took part. We did not count any of our twelve men who ran in
the South of the Thames on the 10th February. We secured the
first eight places, and our twelth man finished sixteenth. So we
won the cup for the seventh year in succession.
The S.P.A. championships cake place on the 20th February,
the Southern Command championships on the 1st March, and the
Army championships on the 20th March.
Hockey.-With the exception of the Army cup matches, little
can · be said. The team continue to keep up their success in
friendly matches.
x3/ 1I34 v. rst Survey Company R.A. won by 5-0
16/ 1I34 v. 9th Lancers (Army cup) won by 4-1
17I1/34 v. R.A.F. Old Sarum won by 7-1
x9/1/34 v. 9th Field Brigade R.A . won by 7-0
23 I 1 I 34 v. The Loyal Regiment, won by 5-3
24/1/34 v. 5th Battalion R.T.C. won by 2-0
27/1 / 34 v. R.A.F. Bascombe, won by 2-1
2 / 2/34 v. K.O.Y.L.J. (Army cup) lost by 1-2
We defeated the 9th Lancers from Tidworth in the second
round of the Army cup by four goals to one. Our team seemed
rather slow until the Lancers took the lead in the second half,
when we succeeded in bringing out some of our form ; but the
Lancers certainly showed us that we were not going to have a
run-away . We lost to the K.O.Y.L.l. in the next round by one
goal to two, after extra time. It was said that we were certain
to win this match, but, as usual, the unexpected happened. The
K.O.Y.L.J. adapted their play to the state of the ground, and on
the day's play they thoroughly deserved their victory.
In the first round of the Garrison cup No. I Company defeated
the R.A.S.C. "A" team by sixteen goals to nil. Our goalkeeper
Sigmn Cook stayed between the sticks to get frozen with the
cold . Nos. 2 and 3 Companies entered the second round with
a bye.
.
In the second round No. 1 Company defeated the 56:h Field
Company R.E. by three goals to one. It was a fight to the fini~h.
No. 2 Company defeated the 17th Field Company R.E. by nm.e
goals to nil. Little can be said about the match exce:>t that 1t
was a good effort when one takes into consideration that it was
their first game of the season. No. 3 Company defeateci the
71st Battery R.A. by three goals to nil. Both teams put up. a
good fight, but No. 3 Company lost a lot of c.hances. .The mam
point is that all Companies still live to play m the third round .

v. Old Westcliffians. Lost by 6-9. This was the best game
the team have played for some time. The forwards really got
going, McPherson, Evans and Galbraith leading several good
rushes. The three-quarters also made several promising moves.
Haines scored from one of these, and Larkin scored our other try
by a kick ahead and follow up all on his own. Old Westcliffians
broke through once to score in spite of a fine tackle by C.S.M .
Nash. Their remaining points came from two penalty goals.
v. Ipswich. Won by 8-6. L / Corpl Steel gave us a lead m
the first few minutes by getting the defence on the wrong foot
and running through untouched. L/Corpl Galbraith converted
this try. The pack did magnificent work in the first half, uphill,
against much heavier opponents and scored another try far out.
In the second half there was a general slackening off, which
allowed Ipswich to score a try and a penalty goal in quick succession . After good work by the forwards Larkin took the game
back into the Ipswich '25, but in the last ten minutes Ipswich
were again attacking. However, they threw away two good
openings by dropping at goal.
v. R.A.F. Martlesham. Lost b:z- 3-9. Our forwards, again,
were good in attack but slow in defence. Our try came from a
forward rush from our own '25, Haines touching down. The
R.A.F. quickly replied with a try which we just failed to hold up.
The second half was even except for two brilliant cuts through
by the R.A.F. fly half, both of which produced a try.
v. K.S.L.J. Lost by 3-21. The first half, with the K.S.L.I.
leading by a goal and a drop goal to a try (scored by Haines), was
close enough, though several openings failed in reaching their line
through lack of support. In the second half, bad tackling and
failure of the forwards (except L/ C-0rpl Price} to get back in defence allowed the K.S.L.I. to score much too easily.
"A" Fifteen v. Ipswich "A." Won by 11-~. Our visitors
opened the scoring with an unconverted try. Almost immediately,
however, good work by the forwards resulted in Williams touching down. The kick at goal failed. In the second half, although
we were playing two men short for twenty minutes, Webb scored
under the posts, and almost immediately L / Corpl Price picked
up in the loose and went over for a try which was converted.
Hockey.-During the last month the following games have been
played.
13 i 1/34 v. Braintree Hockey Club, won by 5-1
20 I I/ 34 v. Chelmsford Y .M.C.A. won by 4-1
25 / 1 / 34 Second Eleven v. Colchester Thursday Second Eleven
drew at 3-3
3 / 2 I 34 v. Clacton, won by 3-1
7/2/34 v. Waterloo House, won by 3-1
8/2/34 v. Colchester Thursday, drew at 3-3
10/2/34 "A" Team v. Sudbury, lost by 1-3
Soccer.-Since the publication of our last notes, the following
matches have taken place.
FIRST ELEVEN.
20 / I / 34 v. Brightlingsea (home) E. & S.B. League, won by 6--1
25/1/34 v. 2nd Battn. The Middlesex Regiment (Garrison No. 1
·
ground) preliminary round Pearson charity cup,
won by 3--0
27 / 1/ 34 v. 2nd Batto. The Middlesex Regiment (away) E. and
S.B. League, won b}' 5-0
3/2/34 v. Colchester Town (home) E. and S.B. League, won by

6-o
10 / 2/34 v. Colchester Town (away) E. and S.B. League, won by
13/2 / 34 v.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
Rugby. -v. 27th Field Brigade R.A. Won by 9-3. This was
Though the forwards made some
excellent dribbles, the tight scrums were bad. The three-qua.rters
wasted many opportunities by running acros~, but the wmgs,
Walker and Haines (who scored two of the tnes) made most of
their chances.
v. R.A.F. Felixstowe. Lost by 9-15. R.A.F._ scored first, and
a very even game followed until t.he last five mmutes. when the
R.A.F. right wing ran through twice. The forwa~d played well
in attack, particularly in the loose, but were slow m gettmg back
in defence. Tries were scored by Woodward (after a good run)
Haines and Webb.
a scrappy game on the whole.
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tst ~n Lancashire Fusiliers (Garrison No.

3

1 ground)

Garrison cup, won by r-o
SECOND ELEVEN.

18 / 1I 34 v. Casuals (away) Thursday League, won by 5-3
25 f 1/ 34 v. Casuals (home) Thursday League, won by 5-1
1/2/3 4 v. Thursday Juniors {home) Thursday League, won by
2-1
The foregoing result~ in~icate that once again w~ a~e placing a
workmanlike combination m the field. If we mamtam the consistency shown during the last ~onth. we h.ave q~ite a good
chance of lifting one or two trophies before aymg ad1 u to E sex
football.
We have reached the semi-finals of the Pearson chanty, the
Essex Press and the Braintree Hospital cu ps, whilst we still await
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1he result of the second replay of Chelmsford v. Romford for ~e
name of our opponents in the second round of the East Anghan
cup. Our forwards are in goal-g~tting mood~ and a glance above
will show that our defence are giving very little away.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.

ScARBOROUGH AND DISTRICT LEAGUE.

Division I.
Whitby
Imps ..
Signals
Filey
Pickering
Hunmanby
Kirby
North Cliff

9
JO

7
6

8
6
9
i

W

6

6
4

I>.

I ..

l.oal•

Pts

I

2

2
0

2
3

14
14

3
4
7
7

3
0
1
0

43-13
35-13
21- 6
28-13
30-23
19-15
26-43
3-70

4
2

2
0

13
15
13
12
TO

Soccer.-No doubt, many ex-5th Divites ~t horn; and abroad
are watching with interest the progress of this umt s representatives in senior and junior football, since they have made themselves a formidable opposition to be feared in Scarborough and
district.
My last report showed the First Eleven as the only league team
to be undefeated in six games (league fixtures) and the Second
Eleven with but one defeat in seven games. \1'ell, readers, t)1e
good work still goes on with league engagements, but of cup ties
I have a sad story to relate in a later paragraph.
The First Eleven, at Pickering Town, did reasonably well in
bringing away a point with them-a well as a meme~~o of that
town in the form of "mother earth." qround condmons were
deplorable in midfield, and only the stamina of the team forced
a draw after a two goals deficit just after the second "45" started.
In meeting Hunmanby F.C .. on t~~ Ba:racks ground, the .F~rst
Eleven further improved thei.r position in the. league by ga:mng
a victory by 3-2 goals. This. was an exceptionally ha~d game,
won in the closing stages-agam after a two goals deficit. Sure
proof that the team can fight back.
I have tarried long enough for the report on loc~I cup competitions, so here is the sad story. 'Tis a story without words.
'Nuff said.
Third round Challenge Bowl-Signals v. Filey Town, lost by
1-4 (after replay)
.
.
Third round Hospital Cup-Signals v. Scarborough Juniors,
lost by o-6
Second round League Cup-Signals v. West Leigh F.C. lost
by 2-3
. .
.
.
Third round Scarborough and District Cup-Signals v. Junior
Imps F.C. lost by 0-4
.
The Reserves performing in Division II. have been carrying all
before them, the most notable victory being that by 2-1 goals
when opposed to Filey Town Reserves. . Football as served up
by Filey this season is as near to pr?fess1onal stan~ard as could
be desired, no fewer than four of their members doing duty ~1th
Halifax Town Reserves (Midland League) on numerous cccasions.
We have much for which to thank the Filey Club in providing
such sporting and enjoyable meetings.
I am going to be optimistic enough to predict a share of the
spoils when the First Eleven engage Filey in league fixtures. I
have to look far back to find the team that came away from Filey
with both points . On our own ground, undoubtedly the best in
Scarborough, I think the odd goal in our favour will give the
Signals a brace of points.
Turning to the Reserves again, another good win over Scalby
F.C .. this time by 3-2 goals, has certainly consolidated the league
position. Scalby are a hefty side who, if my memory serves me
right, were runners-up last season. In conclusion of my notes
on the Second Eleven, I must say a few words on their fine
achievement in registering a 5-1 victory at the expense of West
Leigh F.C. on their venue. Readers may recall when this club
dismissed the First Eleven from the League cup. Well done,
the Reserves!
Below will be found the league tables of botlt Divisions compiled
up to and including 3rd February. These will not show the results obtained in our favour ver.us Hunmanby F.C. and West
Leigh, both matches being played on the 10th of the month.

P.

D1v1sion II.
P.

II

9
7

4
3
0

12
16
12
14
II

n.

I..

l

I

II

4

9
8
7
6
6
6
6
5

2

0
2

\\',
II

3
2

~

3
2

5
8
5

0

I
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A concerted rush bv the Town forwards was frustrated by
Stowers, who beat Scholefield to the touch down when it looked
;is if a score would result. A passing movement by our backs
relievi:d the danger, and Cooper at right centre was prominent.
Th~ Signals again w.ent up field, but. Scarborough gradually forced
thi;.1r way down a~am, the fine heelmg of the forwards in scrums
being a feature of the movement. It was this attack which led
to Scarborough taking the lead five minutes from the interval.
After hard work between the forwards near our line, Francis (the
Scarborough stand-off half) kicked over the line and , following
up. fell on the ball for a good try. Guthrie added the extra
poims with a well directed kick.
Mid-field pJay took place until the interval. It was thought that
the crowd was a record for the ground. Half-time scores were:
Scarborough 5 points, Signals nil.
Harrop re umed at the interval ."':'ith a bandaged broken finger.
Scarborough commenced promisingly and Guthrie, from the
half way line, hit the upright with a free kick. Shortly afterwards ScarborouJ?h looked as if they would increase their lead
when Standeven burst away from a scrum. His oass was missed
and Anthony, our right winger, gained possession and raced
down. With only Outwin to beat, he kicked over the full back's
head and lost the ball in the race for possession. Thereafter the
Div. bei:an to fight tooth and nail to reduce arrears and onlv a
free kick s;ived Scarborou~h's line from falling.
·
fmmed1ately after this Jones made a fine run for Scarborough
and this led to another try by the Town team. From a scrum
Standeven gave to Franris, who (anticipating the pass) took it at
full speed to go over for his second try of the match. Guthrie
failed with the kick. Stimulated bv this reverse our men improved, and Farmer ran brilliantly three-quarters the length of
the field and g.we to Cooper, who was grassed by Outwin when
racing for the line. At the other end Scarborough were awarded
a free kick and it looked odds on Guthrie converting, but he
failed to sufficiently balloon the ball. Scarborough continued to
press and Standeven gained ground by touch kicking. Milner
then secured and passed out to his backs, who transferred one to
another u11til Jones, receiving on the right wing, dashed over for
a well earned try. Guthrie again failed with the kick.
The indomitable soirit of our men was deservedlv rewarded
after a lot of hard endeavour on their part. Farmer: taking advantage of a defensive error, followed up and dribbled over. It
was a good try and Cooper improved upon it from the kick. This
score was followed by stirring play near our line. Scarborough
set up such a hot attack that it had the spectators in a fever of
excitement as attempt after attemot to get over the line was frustrated by our defence, who fought valiantly for every yard of
ground.
Eventually a fine solo effort on the part of vVatts relieved the
danger. We were now playing a man short, Harrop having to
leave the field. Two minutes before the final whistle Scarborough
made the issue certain when Guthrie, taking a free kick from a
fairly difficult angle, landed a penalty goal. Scarborough on the
day's play deserved to win.
Fir.al scores: Scarborough 14 points (one goal, one penalty
goal, two tries), Signals 5 (one goal).
5th Divisional Signals v. Bramley Old Boys.-We were unfortunate in not being able to field a representative side for our
attractive fixture with Bramley Old Boys at Bramley on the 3rd
February. With four second team forwards in the pack, a forward and a second team three-ouarter in the back division, and
our scrum half moved to full back, the team were badly disorganised and could never really get settled down. The home
team were always just the better side, but had our backs marked
their opposite numbers more closely the score would never have
reached double figures. As it was the Old Boys ran out fairly
easy winners by 28-4 points. Cooper dropped a clever goal for
u mid-way through the second half.
The Second Fifteen have had two games during the past month
with the following results: - 20th January v. York "A" lost by
o
points. 27th January v. Bridlington "A" lost by o-8 points.
We must congratulate the 3rd Indian Divisional Signals on
getting L/ Corp! Watts, a real good centre three-qua rter, and
S.T.C. Jubbulpore on getting the services of L/Corpl Wright, who
has for the oast three seasons been our full back. Both these
players shoufd easily find a place in their unit's team. We shall
miss them.

Signal Training Centre (India} Jubbulpore
A Company.
Football.-We drew with R Battery R.A. at 2-2 and o-o and
lost by 0-1 ; and beat Attached Section by 2-0 and lost by 0-1.
"B" team beat Brigade H.Q. by 1-0 and lost by o-r ; and lost
to R.A.M.C. by 1-3. Attached Section drew with Brigade H.Q.
at 2-2 and 1-1 ; and beat U Battery Second Eleven by 4-0.
In the Younger cup competition the Officers drew with the
W.O.s and Sergeants Mess at 3-3.
Hockey.-A Company beat B by 3-1 and drew at 1-r. In
the Younger cup competition the Officers drew with the W.O.s
and Sergeants Mess at r-1.
Cricket.- The W.O.s and Sergeants Mess beat the Signalmen
by 28 runs-87 to 59.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Football ResultsJan. 1-v. G Battery R.H.A. won by 2-r
Jan. 8--v. C Company Dorset Regiment won by 3-2
Jan. 25-v. Battn Dorset Regiment lost by 1-3
Jan. 27-v. G Battery R.H.A. drew at o-o
Rugby ResultJan. u-v. 13/ 18th Hussars drew at 10-10
Hockey ResultsJan. 3-v. Cantonment Club won by 3-1
Jan. 5-v. H.Q. 13/ r8th Hussars won by 3-2
Jan. 7-v. C Company Dorset Regiment won by 6-o
Jan. 12-v. 10/ 16th Punjabi Regiment won by 2-1
Jan. 20-v. 10/ 16th Punjabi Regiment won by 4-1
Jan. 22-v. M.T. Section won by 3-1
Jan. 24-v. Cantonment Club lost by r-5
Jan. 30-v. M.T. Section won by 2-0

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Cricket.-R.E. and Royal Signals v. Combined Medicals. The
above match was played on the Rawalpindi Club ground on the
14th December. Lieut.-Colonel Drayson won the toss and decided to field first.
The first wicket fell before a run had been scored. but then
Major Thompson and P. R. Su tar became associated and runs
came at a fast pace umil Major Thompson was run out for a well
played 24. Lunch then intervened with the score at 168 for four
wickets. After lunch Lieut.-Colonel Drayson and Sergt Richards
played havoc with the remaining batsmen, and the last six wickets
fell for the addition of nine runs.
R.E. and Royal Signals started disastrously, four wickets being
down for 21 runs. Lieut.-Colonel Drayson and Sergt Askew then
became associated and the score was taken to 187 before the
former was bowled for a magnificent 91. Sergt Askew continued
to play sparkling cricket and retired when his score had reached
101. The innings was declared closed at 245 for seven wickets.
The next match was between Royal Signals and I.S.S.C. (Chaklala) on the latter's ground. There was nothing outstanding to
note. Royal Signals lost by seven wickets. Sergt Askew batted
brilliantly for 93, while Lieut.-Colonel Drayson took six wickers
for 41 and Sergt Richards four for 59.
Ch ris t mas Week Sports.- Hockey: No. 1 Company v. No. 2.
Play was very fast and interesting during the first ten minutes
of the game, each goalkeeper being tested in turn. Evemually
No. r Company gained the upper hand and broke away, forcing
a short corner from which Sigmn Simcox scored a good goal.
This was ouicklv followed by another from L/Corpl
icklen.
No. 2 Company 1.hen scored two ouick goals, and at half time the
score was two all. End to end play followed the restart, from
which No. 1 Company managed to score two goals :ind No. 2
one, and the final whistle blew with the score standing at No.
I Company 4, . o. 2 Company 3.
No. 2 Company were not satisfied with the result, and a return
match was played. This resulted in another win for No. 1
Company by 3-1 goa ls.
Six-a-Side Football Con t est .- Some very interesting game
were witnessed in this tournament. Twelve teams were enter d,
and in the final match J Section beat the U.K. draft by 8- 1.
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Gibraltar Signal Section.
Several mor football ma tches have been p layed since our last
conmbution tc this section of THE WI RE , and it will be noticed
from the results below that we are winning more oftln . We hope
.oon to be 111vrnc1blc, and when th at da y comes we shall invite
"A" Compan , 2nd R.W.F. to a match-and bea t them by 6--o!
~e .. ults to date ar shown herewith.
v. ''A" Sauadron R.A.F. won by 4-0 (friendly}
v. H .M.S. · Artlenl, won by 5- r (friendly)
v. H.M.S. Cormorant, won by 5-2 {friendly)
v . "A" Company _r.d R.W.F. losr by 1-6 (" B" Leagu e}
v. "A" Company R.W.F. lost by r-4 (inter-Company cup}
v. H.M.S. Coru10ra11t, won by 4-0 (friendly)
.
During the next few weeks four of our best players will be
away on destroyer cruises. so we shall have to depend more on
our new arrivals to fill the gap . We therefore look forward to
some interesting games.

44th 1Home Counties) Divisional Signals, London.
Boxing.- Two officer and fo ur ot her ranks of the unit competed in the Middlesex Boxing Group finals held at the d rill hall.
Hanworth Road , H ounslow (in respect of the Middlesex unit )
and at the drill hall. H orsham (for Sussex units). The following
re ults were obtained .
2 Lieuts. Angell and Hayes walked over and in consequence
quali fied for the Divisional finals. 2/ Lieut H ayes fought a special
three round contest with Sigmn Newton and won on points .
Bantam weight-Sigmn Copplrd beat Corpl George {4th Royal
Sussex Regiment} on points, and qualified for the Divisional fina ls
at Chelsea by bea ti ng Driver V inall {Royal Engineers}, again on
points.
Feather weigh ts-Sigmn Douglas was run ner-up in this class.
Ligh t weigh ts- Sigmn Webb beat Pte Gasson {4th Roya l Sussex
Regimen t} on points. but in the qua lify ing round he had to reti re
in the third round after pu tti ng his opponent {Driver Freeman,
Royal Engineers} down three times . It is understood that Sigmn
Webb may be asked to fi ght in the fi nals at Chelsea owing to
Driver Freeman being una ble to attend . Sigmn McKenzie was
awarded the best loser's prize in the light weight class .
The boxing tea m was only recently form ed , an d much credit
is reflected on Sergt Brown, who trai ned the competitors from
uni t headouarters, and on the individu al members, bv this excelle nt performance.
·

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (Gateshead ) Company.
Saldiers in the Ring.-Gateshead unit wi n t rophy from Darlington. Gateshead {34 ooints) won the 5oth Divisional Signals

boxing competition for 1he Dent cup ar the Elm Grove d rill hall.
Darlingtcn. who had held the cup during the past two years, was:
econd with 3 r points, and Middlesbrough third with 23:
Fl}•- Sigmn Gamesby (M1dcllesbrough) beat Sigmn Flynn (Gatcshe:i d}
Bantam- Sig mn Raine (Darlington) beat Signa lman Robinson.
(Middlesbrough}. Sigmn Gullon (Gates head} bea t Signalman
Cummi ngs (Da rli ngton)
Feather-Sigmn Con nelly (Gateshead) beat Sigmn Humphreys
(D.1rlington). Sigmn McGuiggan (Gates head) beat Signalma n.
Burton (Midd lesbroug h)
Light-Sigmn Longstaff (Darlingto n) beat Signalman McCartney
(Gateshead). Corp! e11I (Darli ngton) bea t Sigmn R. McCartney (Gateshead)
Welte r-Lieut. Smith {Middlesbrough) beat Sigmn Degnan (Dar-·
li ngton) . Sigmn Tullock (Gateshead) beat Si gmn Longstaff
(Darlington)
Middle- Sigmn Pea rt (Darl ington) beat Signalman Nicholson.
(Gateshead)
Light heavy- Lieut. Kirk aldy (Gatesh ead} beat L / Corp! O lsen
(Middlesbrough)
FOUGHT AN EXTRA ROUND.-The 6th Northumberland Fusiliers:
(T .A.) defeated the 5oth Divl Signals by 17- 15 points in a boxing
tournament at rhe St. George's drill hall , Newcastle, when plenty
of thrills were provided. In a feather weight contest Signalman.
Humphreys was disqu alified in the second round and the figh t
awarded to Fusilier Mitchell ; while in a light weight bout between
Sigmn Longstaff P. and Fusilier Morning the judges disagreed ,
and an extra round was fought, the verdict eventually being given
to the Fusilier.
Fly weights- Marshall {N.F.) beat Flynn (Signals) on points.
Patrick J. (N.F.} beat Raine (Signals) on points
Bantam weights- McGuiggan {Signals) beat Gullon W. (N.F.~
on points. Cummings (Signals) beat Harris (N.F.) on poin ts:
Middle weights- Lieu t. J. R. S. Osborne (Signals) beat Lieut.
S. G. Marsh (N.F.} on points
Feather weights- Craig (N.f:.) beat Connolly (Signals) by a
knock-out in the third round. Nlitchell (N.F.) beat H umphreys {Signals} , the latter being disqualified in the third'
round
Light weigh ts- Neill (Signals) beat Midgley (N.F.) on points .
Morning {N.F.) beat Longstaff P . {Signals) on points
Welter weights-Reid (N.F.) beat 'Longstaff D. (Signals) by a
knock-out in the third round . Keating (Signa ls) beat Patrick
N . (N.F.) on points.

TERRITORIAL NOTES- outi 1111<!d from page 12- 1 1'
from then on unnl 7.30 there was not one moment when the
were witnessed. We must congratulate No. r Company on ta king
children did not enjoy themselves. Tea, followed by a conjuror,
the cup from us. They put up a good show, but next year we
cinema and dancing troupe of children , made a very enjoyable
hope to save them th e trouble of cleaning it. Well done, Onecoy !
evemng. Intermediate moments were fill ed by the two clowns,
S'END .
C.S.M. Cooley and th e other fellow, who acted quite naturally and
Bedford Detachment.
made a good show. T he grand fi nale was the entr y of Father
General. - There is nothing much to report th is month. As
Christmas, who gave each child a present from the well illuwe have the decorators in. all training is being carried on under
minated Christmas tree. The whole turn-out was good, and the
difficu !ties.
commm ee (including Signalmen Jones and Warren, who , being
A paid evening trade class begins shortly . and we anticipate a
unemployed, came along during the day to helo) are to be congratulat ed on their efforts.
rush of the fe llows to try and master the intricate knowledge of
instruments and Morse.
Annual Dinner.- The annual Company dinner took place in
Sac ial.- We are holding another of our celebrated sa usage ana
Garon's Banqueting H all on t he 22nd Jan uary, and a righ t good
mash supoers some time durin~ the next month. W e have got
evenmg it was. T he too table mcluded H is Worship the Mayor
in touch wi th numerous ex-Signals in the town, incl uding the
of Sout hend (Councillor H. E. Frith , J.r-.), Colone l M. E. Mascall ,
Mayor, and we hope that th is supoer wi ll be the forer unner of
D.s .o . , O.B.E. {commanding R.A. Shoeburyness}, Lieut .-Colonel
many of these little re-uni ons. In next mont h 's notes I hooe to
W . E. Rayner, T.D. (our C.0.) and other distingu ished guests.
give ~ he names of the old Signals who ·were p resent, in the ·hope
In the chair was our Company commander, Caotain J. P. Tweedie
tliat it may enable some of their pals to get in touch wit h them .
Smit h. Ater dinner, speeches were the order of the day, but
these w~re helped along by some very good entertai nment fro m
Ausp ic ious Occasions.- Rumour has it that our O .C. (2/ Lieut
local artistes. I am sure everyone had an enjoyable evening. In
F. M. Greaves) is shortly to wed ; in fac t, the date is said to be
any case, I am sure our R.S.M. did: evidently he believes in
the rst. March. The best of luck, sir! and may your troubles.
•• Wh at I hold, I have."
come singly.
Cong ratu lati ons .- ! he Detachment offe r their congratulations
ln ter•Box ing .- The contest for the mter-Company cuo was
to Sergt an d Mrs. Ernie H ancock on the arrival of the son and'.
held at Stratford on the 23rd January and some very good· bou ts
heir.
BEDFORDIAN.
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It is with much regret that we announce the death of Mr. Jam_es
McBride Robbins, secretary of the R.E. Old Comrades Association , at 9 a.m. on Friday 23 rd February, after a prclon~e d. ill n es~.
Our deep svmoathy is extended to his widow and fa mily in their
hour of so~row, and to our Parent Association in the loss of an
old and much respected servant and friend .
The fina ls of the Army and Territorial Army indi vidual boxing
cha mpionships at the Royal Albert Hall on Friday Q,t h March
provided the large crowd of spectators wtth some spmted and
plucky fighting , althou gh the class of boxing _shown ~y other rank
contestants was noticeably poor compared with previous years.
The bout of the evening- and undoubtedly the best boxing
display- was the welter weight contest between Sergt-l nst ructor
W igmore (Army Physical Training ~taff} and L /_Corpl Sp ea~s (2nd
Battn Dorset Regiment}, when W 1gmore regamed the tit le by
knocking out his opponent in the sec~nd _ round .. (L / Sergt Peters,
the previous holder, did not defend his title, having left th_e Army
and turned professional.} Wigmore has now been _coachmg and
fightin g for at least ten years. He was faced on this occasion by
a young, powerfully built and aggressive opponent who pu t up
a very plucky show, but a well-timed right ~o th e jaw , followed b_y
a quick succession of punc~es, le.ft Spears m ~ uch a dazed condition that the second attending him stopped his man from taking
further punish ment by throwi ng in the towel.
Royal Signals (T.A.} were represe.nted in the light weights by
Sig mn McGuigga n J. (5oth Div! Signals) , w~o was bea tei:i on
poi n ts by Private Brown J. (9th Middlesex Regiment},_ and S1gmn
McLean W . (51st D iv! Signals) who knock~d out _his opponent
Fusilier Reid R. (6th Northumberland Fus1lters) m the second
round.

P RICl!;-S IXPE NCE

Bombardier Billy W ells, Jimm y Wi lde and Len Harvey were
amongst the ringside spectators.
9!>
®
(§>
!loyal Signals Gol f Meeti ng, 1924.- The Co rps Golf Meeting
has been in abeyance fo r several years. In fu ture, however, the
Committee of the Officers' Games Club have decided to hold an
annual two-day Meeting alternatel y in the No rth and South of
England . Particula rs of the first Meeting, wh ich is to be held
at Brancepat h Castle Golf Course on the 17th and 18th Ap ril,
have alr eady appea red in THE WIRE, and furth er information can
be obta ined on application to Capta in M. Duke , Roya l Signals
Officers Mess, Signal Training Centre , Catterick Camp, Yorks.
Brancepath is a first class course and a very pleasant one to
play over. This yea r, since the Meeting is in the North, it is
hoped that every Northern golfer wi ll make an effort to attend ;
and . of course, the more competi tors who come from the South ,
the better. The dates of the Meeting have been chosen to suit
Southern golfe rs who are likely to compete in the Army Meeting
at St. Andrew's. It is especially hoped that officers on leave from
abroad, reti red officers, and officers of the T .A. and Supplemen,
tary Reserve will try to make th is Meeting truly representative
of the Coros.
N ext yea r's Meeti ng wi ll be somewhere in the South of England, and so on &om year to year.,
@
®
9!>
Aldershot Re-un ion of Royal Signa ls Old Comrades.- We
regret an error under this heading in last month's Editorials.
The Aldershot Branch of the Sign als Association will be " at
home " t o all Royal Signals Old Comrades on Sat urday and
Sunda y, '21st a nd 22nd July_,iot the 28th and 29th. as previously stated.
·
Ill>
®
Ill>
Royal Signals Officers' Dinner Club.- The Annual Dinner of
the Royal Signals Dinner Club Will be held on the 27th June
1934 at the Junior U nited Service Club, Charles Street, London,
S.W.1, at 7.30 for 8 p.m. T ickets may be obtained from Mr.
S. Garland . c/ o Lloyds Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1.

Ill>

®

Ill>
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The attent ion of our wireless operator readers wh o _are concemplating discharge or transfer to the Army R_es~ rv e 1s draw n
to the Corre pondenre column on page 136 of this issue, and the
Jeuer from The British Radio Engineering College, 179 Clapham
Road, London. S. W .9. Those wishing to ta~e adva~tage of th_e
facilities offered, or requiring any further information 01~ t his
subject, should communicate with the General Seaetary, Signals
Association, 95 Belgrave Road, London, S.W.r.
Ex-Indian Military Telegraphists-The n inth Annual Dm ner
• nd Concert will be held at 7 p.m. on Saturday 7 t~ April at
The. Three uns Hotel , Aldgate, London, E.C. Bng.-General
H . C. Hawtrey, C.M . G., o.s.o., will preside. Tickets (price 5/ 6
inclusive} may be obtained on application to the hon. secretary,
Mr. G. A. Watson, 30 Lichfield Road, East Ham, London, E.
111>

Fil>

(§>

We have frequently called the attention of our . reader~, and
particularly those who are nearmg the end of their service, . to
the many advantages obtained by undergoing a course of traming at one of the Army Vocational Trainmg Centres. That the
cour es are advantageous is illustrated by the many letters which
filter through 'this office ; and the following extract is yet another
instance of a man well satisfied with his tutors and also the
subsequent employment to which he was nominated.
·• I am very pleased with my job, and have been given every
assistance with my work. Thanks to the skill and learnm~ I
acquired through Mr. Inman , I can confide.ntly say I can hold my
own. My pay is very good, and on a foll week of 5~ ~our~
(including overtime and bonus) I am well w1th111 1h_e /.4 l!m1t. . •
consider myself an extremely lucky fellow m getting a Job like
this, and wish ro thank vou and eve.rvbodv at the Centre for the
help and assistance a.ffo~ded me, not forgetting the instruction
I received.
" Yours faithfully, G.S., ex-Signalman, R.Signals."
[See also Signals Association Notes opposite and on page I36
for further examples.-ED.].
fijJ
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HEADQUARTERS
ESTIMATES
For HOME and OVERSEAS

KIT
on application

av

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS

Good Business I-The following item recently appeared on
the notice board of a well-known unit. It requires no further
comment.
WIRE " Norns .-Ninety-five per cent. of the personnel of the unit purchase THE WIRE monthly, and then find
there is nothing in the Magazine about - - District Signals. The
fault is not the Editor's ; it is ours! To remedy that fault, a
Committee has been formed to put - - District Signals in the
forefront of WtRE notes. All ranks are therefore reouested to
bring forward to the undermemioned any photographs of general
interest, anecdotes or topical subjects by the - - of each month.
"'Agony" paragraphs are discouraged.
(Signed) - [Now we shall get some news.-Eo.]
, OTICE.: "

Bound Volumes of " The Wire," 1933.- A limited number of
copies of the 1933 bound volume is still available to thosP. requiring them. Price 8/ - per copy (post free at home and abroa.d).
THE EDITOR.

~*"Ssme=>:Z~~~

Corps . News-Officers

I

lllwr.n~!SAA!3!~1r:11-•~!s;;;;;t~
. We much regret that, owing to the indisposition of the compiler of .such details, the information usually published under
this heading cannot be given this month.-Eo.

APPOINTHl?;NT

THE
POINT-TOPOINT

All Kit supplied by us may be relied
upon as c-onformin~ •trictly lo the
R egufdtions of your Un it.
Speci 11 t~rm s for payment• may be
arrang~d if required .
For any informat ion write to

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2

pRIZE Cups and Bowls in

11111 1111 111111 1111 1111 11 1111 111 111 1111111 111111 111 11 111 11111 1111 111111 11 11 111 111 11111 11

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

ltjJ

Corps Promotion Roster (Pocket Edition).-A revised and
up-to-date edition of the above publication is now on sale at th_is
office ; price 1 ! - per copy (post free dt home and abroad). Will
llnit representatives and individuals requiring copies kindly
submit their orders as soon as oossible?

I

YOUR KIT

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

n Signals Association

Notes

E

The attention of Hon. Branch Secretaries to home serving
'Jnits is drawn to the following letter, which has just been received from India. Will those concerned kindly co-operate in
this matter by reporting fully on all Association members and/ or
W IRE subscribers proceeding on draft, so that our representatives
abroad may be in a position to adjust their records with the
minimum amount of labour?
,
1
" Rawalpi ndi, India, 8th February 1934.
" The General Secretary, Signals Association.
"Dear Sir.-Two drafts, each of twenty-one men, have just
been posted to this unit from the United Kingdom, and up to date
only thirteen have been reported by the usu al Casualty Reports.
Even those do not give full particulars as to whether the British
other ranks concerned are WIRE subscribers or not, but simply
state that ' Subscriptions are paid to December 1933.' Could
you very kindly bring this to the notice of all Branch Secretaries,
and thereby assist us in keeping a correct nominal roll of our
members?
Yours sincerely - - Hon. Branch Secretary."

f&i

(§i

®

Apropos the article in the March issue of our Corps Magazine
entitled " I'm Telling You " and the author's reference to Army
vocational training. The following letters from two ex-Signals
trainees at the Aldershot Vocational Training Centre fully justify
the friendly advice given ,in " Du tchy " Holland's contribution,
and serve to illustrate the possi bilities resulting from a course of
vocational instruction.
" Birmingh am , 26/ 1I34 .
" Dear Sir.- In reply to your letter of the nth inst., I am
delighted tp say that I am now employed with Messrs. Chance
Brothers, having started to-day. I interviewed Mr. Williams on

modern design, or from classical
sources, row upon row of awards
for achievement
These are
the trophies you will find in an
unequalled range both in price and
design at

CC he

GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS
COMPANY LTD.

Sterling Silver Cup and
Cover

Jewellers and Siluersmilhs la H.M. The King

112

REGENT STREET
LONDON • w.1
At tile Corner of Glassllo11sc

fin illustrated catalogue
awaits your request .

trert

The above Advertisers support our Magazine.

Will

our

Readers pleasd support them in return?
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the Saturday following receipt of }'our letter. He informed me
that they only kept one plumber and a mate, and th.erefore he
could not offer much in that line, but he took my particulars and
promised me employment in some line in th~ nf1f future. Then,
at what I thought was the e~d of the interview, he suddenly said
• Wait a minute, S - . I hke the look of yoc. .He got on ~he
phone to the chief of the electrical side ~f the .Aerial. and ~arine
Lighthouse Department. That resu!ted m an.1~terv1ew with the
latter and the promise of a job which matena11sed to-day·
" I started to-day on the makin~ of portable t~affic signals
which with other lighting devices, are c~mpleted m the shop
from ~w materials, so it will be i.nteresting . wo~k . . My wages
are £2 / 4 / 0 a week, with a P!Om1sc of .a nse in six months.
Should I pick up the work qmckly, I "."'II get th~ full rate of
£3/15 / 0 within eighteen months. I thmk you will agree that
the prospects are very bright. I have been told that I must count
myself very fortunate in getting into the best and most particular
Firm in the Midlands.
"Finally, may I thank you for your efforts on my behalf, without which such a happy ending would never ha ve been possible.
Would you kindly inform my mstructors?
" Yours gratefully, G.L.S., ex-N.C.O., R.Signals."

" Barrow-in-Furness, 22/ 2/ 34.
" Dear Sir.-! received your information regarding my transfer
to the A1my Reserve. I should have been on piece"'.ork to-day,
starting a new week, but they need someone for timework to
replace me because a pieceworker cannot waste time in tacking.
It is grand experience for a newcomer at such a big yard as
Vickers', and a good timeworker gets all angles to weld. I have
my wife here, and am getting on fine and hope to do even better
in the near future. I hope to make Barrow my home. I thank
one and all for helping me to obtain such good employment, and
I wish all at the Centre the best of luck.
"Yours faithfully, R.M., ex-Signalman, R.Signals. "

EMPLOYMENTS--Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Association for Employment of Ex-Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: r
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ............... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ...... Corporation Worker
Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent ............... Labourer
Ex-N.C.O., London ... .......... ... .............. Postman
Ex-Signalman, Edinburgh ..................... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Manchester .................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ......... .... ........ ... Barman
Ex-Signalman, North Acton ............. .... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Deptford .... .............. .. ...... Porter
Ex-Signalman, Preston ................. :......... Mechanic
Ex-Signalman, Sunderland ..................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth .. .. ... .............. Postman
Ex-Signalman, Hull ........ ...... ....... Motor Mechanic
Ex-N.C.O.. London ......... ..... ..... .............. Porter
Ex-Signalman, Nottingham ............ Bus Conductor
Ex-Signalman, London .... .. .................. Hou seman
Ex-N.C.O., Ipswich ... .................. P.T. Instructor
Ex-Signalman, Brighton ........................ Postman
Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent ........ ...... .Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth .. .... . ... . .... . ... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London .. .... ..... ... ... .. ..... .. .Postman
Ex-N.C.O., Surrey ..................... Chauffeur-Valet
Ex-Signalman, London ........................... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London .......... ..... .. ...... .Houseman
Ex-Signalman, London .. .... ........ ........... ..Postman
Ex-Signalman, London ............. ...... ....... Lineman
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ..................... Joiner
Ex-S~gnalman, Brighton ....... .. ........ ............. Clerk
Ex-Signalman, Brii,rhton .. ..... ................. Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .................. Printer
Ex-Signalman, London .. .... .......... ... ........ Lineman
Ex-N.C.O. London ...... ...... Batman, Officers Mes~
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTION from : J\llr. C. T. Smith, London.
GIFT OF CLOTHING from: Colonel J. Waley Cohen, c .M .G., C.B.E., o.s.o., T.D.
APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth. Domestic difficulties. £x grant
2
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbro'. Domestic difficulties. £4 loan
3 Ex-S1gnahnan, London. Domestic difficulties. £r / 10/ o grant
4 Ex-Signalman, Birmingham. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
5 Ex-Signalman, Cumberland. Domestic difficulties. £2/ ro / o
grant
6 Ex-Signalman, Plymouth. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
7 Ex-Signalman, Swindon. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
8 Ex-Signalman, London. Temporary difficulties. f.2 grant
9 Ex-Signalman, Plymouth. Domestic difficulties. lJ grant
10 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow. Temporary difficulties. £1 refunded
to Glasgow Branch Signals Association.
(Signed)
A. H. FRENCH, Colonel,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
[ D.0./ 496)

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham .
15th March 1934.

The Editor of " The Wire."
Dear Sir.-The following is notified for publication in the April
1934 WIRE.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
waiting list for the Married Quarters Roll.
{a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 27 / 1/30.
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File, 4/5/29.
C. ANGUS, Lieut.
for Colonel i / c R.Signals Records.
The British Radio Engineering College,
179 Clapham Road, London, S.W.9
6th March 1934.
The Secretary, Signals Association,
95 Belgrave London, S.W . r.
Dear Sir.-With reference to my conversation with you on the
telephone to-day, I beg to send you herewith a prospectus of the
above College, from which you iwill see that we train students
in r~dio engineering, i.e. the theory and practice of broadcast
receivers.
The course of instruction is strictly vocational, to enable
students at the end of the course to obtain a situation in the
Radio industry, with our assistance. During the past six months
we have placed nearly fifty students in good positions.
We are weekly receiving applications for trained men , and our
difficulty now is to get a sufficient number of students to fill the
yacancies which will most assuredly arise-particularly as this
1s the slack time of the year-in this particular trade.
We are now training students specially for one of the largest
Companies, and our fear is that we shall not be able to meet the
demands for trained men for this one Company alone.
It occurred to us that you mi ght have quite a number of men
who would be only too pleased to take a course of instruction
with us, with the assurance of a post-provided, of course, they
passed our tests satisfactorily.
The course is nme weeks and three hours per day- not thirteen
weeks and 1 Y, hours oer day, as stated in the prospectus. The
fee is /,io/10/0 only:
Should this matter be of interest to you, the writer would be
pleased to c:ill and see you.
I remain, yours faithfully,
pp. THE BRITISH RADIO ENGINEERING COLLEGE,
James H. Webb.
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= Plain Tales
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~

Conversation Piece.-I was wondering what to write about
for April when all of .a sudden it struck me that the rst April
falls on a Saturday this year.
Uncle Alfred: The 1st of April is on a Sunday.
Well, Su11:day, then. Make me a liar for one day, wouldn't
you? Fact ts, the bottom corner of my calendar has been torn
off. That's one more thmg I've got against the N.A.A.F. l. After
all I have done for them, they might have given me one of their
cardboard ones.
Uncle Alf: What have you done for them?
What have I done? Why, my dear boy, I've-well I can't
tell you off-hand, but that's neither here nor there as' the girl
said--.
'
Uncle Alf: Remember where you are.
O!t, blow you I I won't tell you what I was going to say about
Apnl, now.

•

•

What's in a Nam~?-lt is a great pity, but once again I am
compelled t? emphasise the fact that " Barleux " does not, and
nl'.ver was intended to, rhyme ytith "car l'eau ." It goes well
with Caycux. Monchy Cayeux 1s a small village on the Somme.
Open the. wmdows. In 1916 we watched the remnants of the
v1ll.age ~emg further rearranged by German h.e. A most interestmg sight. We sympathised with a Frenchwoman and her two
daughters, gave them ou~ ~ay's rations and, being ourselves, discovered that the .elder girl s name was Alme. I was fascinated
(as usual) by Aime's pronunciation of my name: it was undoubtedly "Ba_rle~x." .A~d that, my children, was how we
brought the ship mto V1rgmia Watfr.

• • • •
Serious Thought Department.- " To-day 1s the harvest of
yest~rday and the seed time of to-morrow." You would scarcely
credit that I thought of that .a n by myself. No, I thought not.
W~ll, no mat~er. How true 1t 1s that to-day we either suffer or
enioy the fn11ts of our past actions. Profound thought . Even
truer, or. as who should say, more true it is that what we do
to-day w1!l assuredly-but, hang 1t all, anyone would thin k we
were gettmg a penny a word for this. Study the case of Signalman Warthog (that "'.asn't his name, but who cares?) who
empl?yed all his spare . lime and a lot of Government time in
the improvement of his knowledge. Hand .capped by an indifferent education, he yet possessed the intelligence to appreciate
th.e advantages of a good education. By sheer hard work and
will power he acquired his " first '.' and, later, his " special."
Wh~n ~arthog (what a name!) enlisted, he had the educational
qualifications neci:ssary for an appointment as nieht watchman.
Shortly '.lfter leavmg the Service, he secured a oost with a firm
of chemical manufacturers. To-day, and of course to-morrow
Warthog (that's. not really his name) is holding down a job worth
£7 a week. His prospects are rosy.
On the day you put your uniform away for the last time l
want you to recall these words. " To-dav is the harvest 'of
yesterday." The other part will not matter then because you
will be ,too darned busy reaping the harvest to bother abou t tc~orro"." s see~s. Anoth~r staggering article next year, en ti tled
A stitch in time saves nme." The way I just coin these phrases
makes my face go red .

• •

•

Is To-day Your Birthday?-1' 11 bet you didn't know that I
had mad~ a study of the stars. l got a half blue at Borstal for
ho_roscop1ng when I tol? the Governor his fortune . It was like
this here. E~? All nght. Some other time, perhaps.
.To start with, you are changefuJ and callous. Very popular
w1.th yourself ~n d pretty good company all alone. You are admired from a distance:. the further, the better. Beware of a dark
man ; and wh ile I thmk of it, beware of a fair man as well.
Be.ware of women. B.ewa:e of t~e steam roller. Take no risks
this year. If you d.o._ 1t will be nsky. In money matters vou will
have luck, thoujl'h 1.t IS all bad. Do not start a 1~vth ing new. and
to be on the safe side don't bother to finish anvthine you have
already started. The luck will be with you for ·the first part of

137
the year, after which it will either remain with you or vanish.
rh1sldl epends on how thmgs turn out. (Can't catch me.) To-day
orRa r?eaders: Th.nk carefully. What have you done w.th the
C. . A.
This does not really apply to people whose b:rthdays are
celebrated to-day. I got the stars a bit mixed after the O C A
~anfce at Salisbury, and so far as J can ascertam the readmg gi~e~
~s or ye~terday. Can't alter it now. Hal I see a fair woman
in the distance. Coming this way. I'll be seemg yer.

• • • •
Loud Pedal On.- Talking about Salisbury reminds me h
Tom Sayers and his cabaret band {advt.) put over a fine s~o~
at the Ca.dena Cafe on .the night of the 23rd February. This was
the occasion of t~e Salisbury .0.C.A. annual dance. I could tell
Y?U what a toppmg show this was, but you mi ght th nk l was
~1assed . . Old supporters of the band (including the we'. ) remem. edr~~dT1 ch of Nerbudda days) w11! want to know about the
Ill IVI ua s.
Tom Sayers, pianist and arranger. Carries no instruments
about. Uses .the keys for a.sh trays. Favourite recreation, crosscoui:try runnmg ai:a bashmg George Mitchell, tenor sax and
clarmet-a.good .sohd man. Plays hockey in his sleep and cheeks
eve~yone, mcludmg Bob Bar~ow, al~o and soprano saxes, vocalist,
business man.ager. Does thmgs with a top hat kindly loaned by
Fan No. I, Jim Adcock, who k~eps wanting his hat back. Ron
S?ftly, ~rumpet, and how. Strict t.t. Still thinks Scotland 1s a
~ill s~ation. Jack . Chambers, ~anjo, guitar. {if he had one) and
hbranan. Recr~auons, feed -major and mamaire. Last, and very
nearly least, Sailor Hawthorne, sometimes called a drummer but
mo.re often-all right, we'll _leave ~hat out. Has most to ~rry.
Chief fault: never. .served m India. Favourite film star, King
Kong. Always wattmg for his credits to come through. That's
the lot.
Best .band in Bulford and, so far as l can see Salisbury Too
expens1ve for the Garrison Institute. Tom Saye~s and his ~abaret
band (advt.)

1

• • • •

A Lot of Money.-Why is it that people always want to rush
off on a tour. of the world as soon as they click for a fortune? A
class of aspirants to educational honours were resolved unanimously that a world to~r was clearly indicated immediately they
came 1i:~o £10,000. Nmety per cent. of them have never seen
the Bnti~h . Isles.- With six months leave and a oaltry £500.
Great Bmam will unfold itself.
·
Uncle Alf: How do you know?
Hal Hal (louder). .Ai:n, I not even now slowly recovering
from some of Great Brnam s unfolding? Ask Tim Folev what
happened when the front steps. of the. Golden Lion at Stir! ng
unfolded. I hav~ thousands of ideas with re~ard to the disposal
of £10,000. For mstance--<>r to make it look better, par examp'e
-the p~rchase .of the alleged garden in front of a 1rnard room
woul~ give me mfimte pleasure. With my ouick brain I at once
c~nce1ve t~e 1d~ .of stocking it with fi&y la'°rge cats. The brain
still sl?afkmg bnll1antly, I pay an old frien.d of mine five-no,
dammit · ten pounds a week to persevere W!th the cultivation of
flower beds. Pretty snappy idea, what? Well, perhaos not so
snappy when he sees me, but I can always say I mean the guard
r?om at J~bbulpore. Can't catch me. I must go into this question. I still seem to have an awful lot left.
bo,ooo. Tck I tck ~ I should be certain to get ideas above
my station to start with, and that would be a great pity.

• • • •
Case Pendinl?.-The sun shone brilliantly through the eucalyptus trees at Mortlake.
Uncle Alf: There are no eucalyptus trees at Mortlake.
Well, Putney, then. Any"'.ay, Ukann Larfe passed a weary
hand across his eyes and stra1~htened his back at the sound of
heavy footsteps. "Oh! it's you. is it?"
.. ln~pecto.r Faceache strode up with a happy smile. his pockets
1mgling with handcuffs, tmnche0ns and thin~s. " I came along
to see what you were domg. What are you doln~. Uk1n ?"
Uka::>nn Larfe became very earnest. " See all - these can es,
~acey · .They bel~mg to a man fun her up on the other side.
I~ b'lshm!! holes m the bottom of all of 'em."
Great Scott I but why?"
" Well, why not?"
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" Ye ," said the Inspector, thoughtfully. " I sec your. point."
" So Jong, Facey," s;iid Ukann, bending once more to his wor~.
"But look here, old boy. We"ve got to get down to the business of being detectives. 'INe've got to find clues and fingerprints and things."
Ukann Larfc pulle? a sma!l \ i?lin from his ?,rea.st pocket an~~
mjected a handful oi morph me into his leg.
Listen, Facey,
he said. " I've got a whole boxful of clues .:ind..plaster casts up
at the house. We can use "theu: when we like.
It seems incredible that during the next six, or it may have
been seven seconds, so much could have happened. A large chunk
of damp •urf hurtled throu gh the air, took the Inspector on the
chin and bowled him mto the bottom of a canoe. Ukann Larfe
opened his mouth to call for help and promptly accepted turf
No. 2. It clung to his teeth lovingly.
A sweer voice called from behind the mango trees: "0-ooh.
Uky darling."
Uncle Alf: There are no mango trees al Putney.
Well Teddington. then. Hermione Larfe rode up on a bicycle
and th;ew a kiss to her husband. " I say, Mr. Faceache."
·• Yes, madam?" said the Inspector, distantly-about ten feet.
" Barleux wants you up at the office."
" Something domg at last?"
" I'll say so. The Plugger broke into Charlton Towers last
night, stole three hundred feet of rubber hose. and wrapped it
round the police station."
The two detectives dragged Hermione from her carUncle Alf: You said she came on a bicycle.
Well, she had the bicycle inside the car, I think. Anyway, they
threw her into the river. See?
Uncle Alf: Why?
Dash it all! Why not? Things are coming to a pretty pass
if a bloke can't throw his wife into a river.
BARLEUX.

Indian General Service Medal, 1908,
with Clasp "N.W.F. 1930-31."
The following information is republished for general information.
REGIMENT AL ORDERS
DY MAJOR G. L. POLLARD, M.B.E., R.SJGNALS
(Officiating) Commanding 1st Indian Div! Signals, Rawalpindi.
PART 11.
Dated February, 1934.
British Officers.
Medals-The undermentioned are awarded Lhe Indian
General Service Medal, 1908, with Clasp " N.W.F. 1930-31."
Those already in possession of the Medal are awarded the
Clasp "N.W.F. 1930-31." Authority: !.A.O. 496 of 1933.
Lieut. P. R. Hyde, R.S1gnals
Lieut. F. R. B. Moore. R.Signals
Lieut. G. W. Roney-Dougal, R.Signals
Lieut. J. C. Hardy, R.Signals
Lieut. J. N. Barker, R.Signals
L!eut. G. F. Houghton, R.Signali;,
Lieut. W. A. K. Stodart, R.Signals

Issue No. 8.

British Other Ranks.
Medals- The undermentioned a~e awarded the Indian
General Service Medal, 1908, with Clasp" N.W.F. 1930-31."
Those already in possession of ·the Medal are awarded the
Clasp " '.W.F. 193a-31 ." Authority: !.A.O. 4g6 of 1933.
2318134 Sigmn Allen A. H.
2317600 Sigmn Banister E.
5878420 Sigmn Althorpe J. A. 2318768 Sigmn Banks E. R.
1
2316588 L Corpl Amos F.
2316349 L/Corpl Barron A. D.
2316g20 Sigmn Bartlett F. H.
2316856 L/Corpl Appleby A.
1055284 L/Corpl Appleton C. 2558796 Sigmn Bethell J.
3127436 S!gmn Appleton G.
2316703 Sigmn Blackwood H.
2>18g52 S!gmn Arnott J. S.
2308534 Corp! Blakeman L.
1856158 Sigmn Atkm W.
2312479 Corp! Blower J. T.
7817576 Corp! Baker E. D.
4340434 Sigmn Bourner A. E.

1934

British
2561632
2316946
2312704
2318o79
2316i i2
2310593
2309946

Other Ranks- continued .
S1 gmn Brereton A. B. 2318749 S1gnm Macken W.
L/ Corpl Brooks J. T. 1042634 Sergt Madeley T.
Sergt Brown H. C.
2309612 Sigmn May J. H. L.
Sigmn Bulman H. W. 6189251 Sergt McCormick R. R.
L / Corpl Burdett I. M. 2313068 Corp! McCullogh N .
L / Sergt Cadell T. 0. 2313638 Sigmn McDougall D.
Sigmn Chester F.
6973326 Sigmn McMullen N.
~101400 Sigmn Chetwood R.
23 18195 S1gmn Meakin E. A. G.
2316021 L / Corpl Clarke G. H. 2317981 Sigmn Metca lfe
2317232 L / Corpl Clayton G. H.4908246 Sigmn MiHett .H.
4u5362 Sigmn Costello J. ].
5246492 S1gmn Mill1chip W.
2313018 L / Corpl Cowell W. A. 2318720 Sigmn Millman A. E.
2317475 Sigmn Crewe A.
23 i6940 Sigmn Molyneux
743840 Sigmn Davy A. E.
l 055437 L/ Corp I !Vlulholl~nd
6538759 Sigmn De Courcy T. H. 23 15751 Sigmn N1cklen A.
2316766 Sigmn Dickinson E.
2319005 Sigmn Norris L. G. M.
23 16439 L/Corpl Dodd D . W. 23 17149 Sigmn Patrick F. J.
5101218 L/Corpl Dolan J. W. 23096 15 L / Scrgt Perry G.
7144292 Sigmn Donovan J.
2316008 Sigmn Perry G. T.
311950 Sergt Draper F.
2313950 Sigmn Powner P. F.
2316587 L / Corpl Price W. C.
6687743 L/Corpl Drewell A.
2318861 Sigmn Duckett L. L. 2316861 Sigmn Reed H. G.
2318030 Sigmn Duffy P. J.
23188q6 Sigmn Renton A. C.
5769250 Sigmn Ebbage F.
6195900 Sigmn Riseam E. C.
2316845 Sigmn Edginton W.
2316569 Sigmn Robinson C. E.
23c9.µ9 L/Sergt Foley P.
2215073 Sigmn Sanderson W. S.
2316361 Sigmn French H.
2318904 Sigmn Sandy R. C.
2316650 Sigmn Frost W.R.
2316636 L / Corpl Scratcher J.
774937 Sigmn Froud F. T. B. 2316c88 L / Corpl Seeley A. G.
2316293 Sigmn Fullick W. L.
6196004 Sigmn Sharpe C. W.
2316906 Sigmn Gibbs F. S.
23 10961 Corp! Smith G. F. V.
2315918 Sigmn Gibbs S. G.
2304247 L / Sergt Smith J. W.
2314000 L / Sergt Gordon S. E. 5764741 Sergt Smith W. S.
2318853 Sigmn Graham J.
5493272 Sigmn Stamp E. J.
2317636 Sigmn Gurney K.
7870669 Corp! Stevens H. J.
2316812 Sigmn Hall R. J.
755038 Sigmn Sutherland
2316372 Sigmn Harrison L. C. 23 14366 Sigmn Taylor-Smith S.
2318915 Sigmn Thorp A. A.
2317558 Sigmn Homer G. C.
2318263 Sigmn Hughes J.
2318159 Sigmn Trotter W.
23o6830 L / Sergt Hunt J. N.
2554734 Sigmn Walker A. R.
4684825 Sigmn Jackson J.
23 18803 Sigmn Walker H.
5102698 Sigmn Jarrett W. R. 2317501 Sigmn Walker L. G.
2318403 Sigmn Johnson E. A. 2316343 Sigmn Wall W. M.
2318742 Sigmn Jones C.
2317781 Sigmn Warren J.
23i8o63 L / Corpl Jones J. W.
2318940 Sigmn Whitelaw H.
23 : 8746 Sigmn Kelly T.
1041873 Corp! Whybrow A.
768835 Sigmn Kennard H. L. 23 18875 Sigmn Williams A.]. S.
2316098 Sigmn Kirkman ]. D. 3765084 Sigmn Williams G. C.
2317616 Sigmn Lamb J.
4684716 Sigmn Williams N.
7734004 L / Corpl Lambert E. D. 2558951 Corp! Wills G. P.
.1.>i9028 Sigmn Lawley R.
2318212 Sigmn Wilson G.
1850279 C.Q.M.S. Law""'n A. H. 2318101 Sigmn Wood A.
4257493 L / Corpl Le COcq H. T.2316620 Sigmn Wyse C.
5823043 Sigmn Locke C. R.
~315724 Corp! Vaiden W. M.
2315263 Corp! Yorke A. M.
2318544 Sigmn Lutwyche N.
(Signed) R. W. MORGAN, Captain, R.Signals,
Adjutant, rst Indian Divisional Signals

Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?
If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil emplo yment. See how the Association helps its Members in
that direction, as shown on page 136.
The subscription is only

2/- per annum.

Ask your Unit Representative for further details.

~IGNALTRAINING CENTRE NoniJ
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Obituary.- ( deeply regret to announce the death, on the 28th
February, of he wife of C.S.M. Bale. The funeral on the 3rd
March was a very impressive ceremony, and the number of all
ranks present was a sincere tribute and some indication of the
sympathy which the unit feels on this occasion. Condolences
sound feeble and often tautolog:cal, but since it is emotiona;ly
impossible to do otherwise, they are extended to the C.S.M.
Apologia.-(The man is always apologising, bless his little
heart I) I have ;ust returned from leave, so forgive any bitter
note in this month's ditto but plural. To Fr- nc- s: Apologies,
old horse. Of course, you would not.
Quotation.- " There you are ; even blokes with their first
didn't know Aston Villa were gomg to win." I think this damns
our educational system pretty thoroughly. Won't Bertie Russell
be pleased!
Harmony Corner.-A. Williams and W. Jenkins are now
U / L /Corpls (among other things). I know of many things to
say, but space, etc., forbids. Bill is a cycle pusher and the latter
a w /T wallah. Suffit ?
Corp! (Tom) Cooley has suddenly become possessed of (or by)
a daughter, one Eileen Bridget. Only one short of twins, Tom.
Best wishes! Colonial papers, please copy.
Musical Corner.-You may have heard the navvy's definition
of an anthem: " Bill, pass me ; Bill, pass me ; pass me ; pass
me . . . . " Here is the latest variation (in vino and so on):
"You will put; you ; you ; you ; you will put ; you will put ;
you will put out ; you will put out ; you will put out that light ;
you will ; you will ; you will ; you will put out ; you ; you ;
you ; you will put out that ; you will put out that ; you will."
New Books." The Rationalism of Impulse" ... ............... .. .W. Fox.
" Famine in Modern Times " .......... ........... G. Lamb.
"The Feline World " ........... ..... ................ ]. Hood.
" Per Ardua ad Nauseum " ................. .R. Sanderson.
" Irish F.A. Year Book, 1934" .................. W. Moore.
"Advanced Etiquette" .. ......................... ]. Boyland.
Fun.- Hearing Blank (four years service) arguing with Dash

(H~ years service) as to who is the better man, and seeing the

aloof sneer of Thistlestonehaugh (22 years service). As Brutus
remarked somewhere, "I said an older soldier, not a better."
A short head ; three lengths between second and third ; who
hung the monkey?; two minutes from sea; market day, Friday;
e. and o.e.
More Music.- The Royal Signals (bless them!) Band gave a
concert on Sunday 4th March . The humming which " standard
classics " evoked may prove that England is not unmusical.
Perhaps!
The concert was very well attended, and the applause seemed
to indicate that the programme erred on the side of brevity.
Several extras were played, and the contrast between them and
the preceding items was at times a little remarkable, while the
" Largo " and " Spring Song " are not really happy with il mi)j,
·
tary banq. l3µt this is to be captious,

Might I plead for some Wagner and one or two Purcell songs?
Are these latter suitable for cornet or clarinet solos?
The Imperial Players gave a concert in the unit institute, but
as I was spiritually searching for the Hag of the Caucasus, I cannot truthfully tell you much about it. Bung ho I
Stop Press. - ! know lots of things of very great mterest have
happened in the last month, but I cannot summon up any enthusiasm for them, somehow. Very curious I Write to the
orderly room for details. They've got them all somewhere.
POSTLETHWAITE.

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Obituary.-Mrs. Bale, the wife of our C.S.M., died on the 28th
February in the Catterick Military Hospital. It is difficult to find
words for this paragraph. We all know C.S.M. Bale very well:
he has proved a good friend to many in the Wing. His loss is
terrific. It is difficult to say much without appearing affected, but
I would like to offer him the sincere condolences of the entire
Wing.
Plain Speech.-Owing to an unprecedented demand, I publish
(sez you.-Eo.) the following very official statement: " A spade
is a spade."
This Month's Great Thought.-Spring is at last here. Sales
of hair oil, flannels, soao and other unmentionables increase.
" La femme est toute nat;relle. Quand elle a . . . " as M. France
has said. They sometimes forget that. To the fore, my very
precious . . . . ones. But the ripe figs won't keep. Ripe figs
won't keep. They forget that. Ripe figs won't keep. We spring
clean. Write Thos. Cook for details of conducted tours round
the newly decorated stables. Very well! I will change the subject.
Things Perceived.-Coiffure a !'Alaska. (Good for you, Fudge.
Three distinct sneers and one look of bewilderment.) Fish on
Thursday (heil, Mess wallah l) The silent wireless. M. Dekobra's literary popularity. (Shades of -1-n- r Gl- n.)
Promotions.-H . Ferguson and F. Dakin to be U/L/Corporals
(heard that one before? too bad!) They may select their prize
from the following: A gummed label, a sleeveless errand, two
geraniums, a gramophone, a cycle lamp, a g.s. wagon, a meat
pie, a hockey stick, a box of chocolates, a Lesbian ape, the collected works cf T. F. Powys, a small war, an S.O. pen, Lorna
Doone, an Army List, a motor cycle tyre, a back door, a partridge, a tube of shaving soap, a Wagner overture, a ten mile
walk, a calendar, a severe reprimand, a chimney sweep, a hunting
crop, twenty cigarettes, an old sock, a ticket for the Chelsea Arts
ball, a dust bin, a used penny stamp, an empty barrack room,
an incident, a golliwog, Chloe, a pound of flour, three blue
pigeons, a special thesis, Old Un.:le Tom Cobleigh and all. Applications to the Company office (in triplicate) with certificate of
intended wife's character. Good boys, all.
Arrivals and Oepartures.-Manv as the sands, etc. To and
from India, courses, home units, and the great outdoors. My
compliments, welcome or condolences, as may be necessary.
Good Deeds.-L/Corpl Glynn qualified at S.T.C. equitation
course. Whoops, Paddy I Alvey and Oliver also become (on
paper) C.ii. farriers. I don't know much about farriers. Sounds
a dirty job, anyhow ; iron and nails, and great heat ; too much
for one-me. Some people can be happy among the rather unhygienic horses. Whoops N you also, Alvey and Oliver.
BAXTER.
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her absence will cause a gap which will not easily be filled. The
entire Mess extend their deepest symP,at hy to C.S.M. Bale.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Special to Recruits.- You wanted to s~e so~ething about
our elves in this Magazine. Don't be d1.s appomted . . Please
[ry to realise how many men pass through this W mg during ~ach
month. I am sure no one amO!l.) you wanes a hst of Smnhs,
Browns and Jones, etc., a mile !'.lng--do you? No doubt we
sh;ill hear a sigh of relief in a nnmber of barrack rooms whe~1
o :smounted Wmg appears in these . columns once more. It is
hoped that the new scribe's efforts will be appreaatcd, and a use
ocher than for fire lighting will be found for them.
Postings.-Our usual crop of recruits have finished. their training on the square and proceeded to the Mounted Wmg and the
Training Battalion. Complete with ''.collar dogs," et~ .. they .en.ter
our N.A.A.F.I. again, a self-consaous look of pnde radiating
from their countenances.
No. 44 Squad, under L/Corpl Stares, ,passed off on 10 / 2 / .H :
Sigmn Williams F. T. winning the C.O. s whip as the smartes.

mN~. 45 Squad, under L/ Corpl Deegan, passed off on 16 / 2 / ~4.

Sigmn Pancnt won the whip and also a meda~ for weapon training. Driver Sier won .a .medal for P.T. and Sigmn Batty a silver
spoon for weapon trammg.
No. 46 Squad, unde.r LJCpl Chad~ick, passed off on 16 / 2 / 34,
Sigmn Williams F. wmmng the whip.
Obituary.-All ranks of the Dismounted Wing express. thei r
deepest sympathy with C.S.M. Bale (Mounted Wmg) m his sad
bereavement.
Congratulations.-To Lieut. C. P. S. Denholm-Young and
2 /Lieut. T. G. V. Stephenson .on playing for the Norch~rn and
Scottish Commands XV. against the Army at Cattenck o.n
31 / 1/ 34. To our sen:or drill instructor, C.S.M. Noonan, on h is
return from the Guards Depot, Caterham, where he upheld .the
high standard of drill that 1s always set by the Dismounted Wmg.
Safety First !-What about the two recruits who drew 10 / on pay parade and then endeavoured to convince the .pay bloke
that it was too much? What a hope, with J- - Ly- - h m charge I
Per;;onal ( very) .-An addition to Postlethwaite's new books:
"Hobbies and Spare Time Occupations," by D .. Instructor;, By
the way, our Corporals Mess has a new motto th.s mon,h: R?ll
away I roll away I" For their sake, I hope we have no recruits
who are interested in tennis.
Arrivals.-We extend the glad hand to Lieut. A. McNai r,
L / Sergt Chadney, Corpls Spearpoint and Litch.field, and L I Corpl
Evans from India. Corp! Wilkins from 5th D1.v., Corp! N icholls
from 2nd Div., and L / Corpl Rose from 1st Div. (complete w. h
whiskers, ginger, waxed, drill instructors, for the use of). Shades
of LI Sergt Stickley I
Departures.-We are sorry to lose 2/Lieut. T. G. V. Stephenson on posting to the 1st Div. Corporal Lewis to .the Training
Battalion (that laugh!) L / Corpl Hopwood to India. L / Corpl
McConnell to A.V .T .C. Hcunslow. Corp! Perkins H. to 5th
O:v. Scarborough. A local hostelry will just about man~!:e to
su rvive without his support. It is said that the United Bus
Company are presenting him with a replica of the No. 30 service
for his long and regular patronage.
Ageny.- Some people call this the jew's mail. However,
here it is. To Dalla, somewhere in the <1th Div.: There's nowt
on the stocks yet. What are we going to do for a ship? Taylor.
Fini'3 .-Thank the Lord I If anyone has anything at a~I funny
for publication, let them come up'n see me some time.
ELPEE.

Sergeants Mess, Depot Battalion.
We held a whist drive and dance on the 23rd February and,
by the hounds of heaven, it was a wow I Talk of sheer joi de
v1vre and eau de c..ologne I Seriously, though, it was a very fine
affair and was generally voted the best held for ye•rs . I don't
want to start an acrimonious discussion, but the R.S.M. won first
prize in the whist drive.
Obituary.-Mrs. Bale's death was a verv severe shock to us
all. She was extremely popular with all members. an:i the news
created a sense cf great perscnal loJs. She trok a very keen
interest in the Mess and had become so identified with it that

D Company, Training Battalion.
Slum Clearance.-Great improvements are being carried out
in the vicini ty of " Q" Lines, known to some people as Sleepy
Valley. Faugue parties are clearing the ground surrounding the
qu arters from weeds, stones, rubbish, milk bottles, spare parts
of Morgans, etc., and we are now looking more like a Lido every
day.
Birth.-Congratulations to Corp! Lee (Norman) on the birth
of a son and heir, Ian Norman, on 23rd February.
Arrivals.- We welcome the follow ing to the fold and trust
their stay with us will be long and pleasa!lt. .S ergt Merritt fro~
F Company ; Sergt Dickson from 2nd Divl Signals for work m
"Q" Branch ; and Corpls Smith and Worsley from 5th Diyisio!1al
Signals. Corp! Smith has taken over the cookhouse, and iudgmg
by the results obtained so far he has star.ted well . Corporal
Worsley is, I believe, an asset to the shooting team.
Departures.- L / Corpl Watkiss (our n.c.o. i/ c cookhouse) has
discarded his clogs and cook's clothing for a civilian suit. We
trust he will do well in civilian life, and that he will obtain that
policeman's job in the near future.
L / Corpl Morgan to ind Div! Signals on the 2nd March, and
L / Sergt Dicker to 5th Divl Signals on the 5th.
" Orders is Orders."- The orders for sentries on guard say
that " All suspicious persons seen in the lines will be challenged,
ordered to halt and sent to the guard room." One sentry, last
week, carried out this order to the letter. Ordered to patrol the
Q .M. buildings at 12.30 a.m., he reported back to the guard
room, accompanied by four N.A.A.F.I. ladies. We trust that the
guard commander made the necessary explanation to the ladies.
The Weekly Grouse.- Heard in "Q" Lines about 9 a.m. every
Monday: " Hey, corporal! what about some coal for a change?
I have made a path with the dust you have been leaving me for
the past year." We do not envy the job of the n.c.o. i/ c coal
fatigue. I say " coal," but-well I
The Song of the Moment.- " Open wide them pearly gates,"
as the dental officer will be saying to-morrow on our annual
inspection .
E.R.B.

E Company, Training Battalion.
Foreword.- ! suppose someone wants to know what is happening up at this end of the globe-which I believe is to all operators
what they term Alma Mater. What a start, eh I Anyway, to
all those interested, E Company are still here. According to
various reports, moans and enquiries, it is still also the hardest
worked arm of the T.B.
February's weather upl' here was glorious . One could look at
the pictures in the papers of sunny Australia, Monte Carlo, etc.,
without that "wish I was there" feeling. We had an occasional
frost and a fall of snow, but on the whole it was really splendid.
Lately, the rain has come in and spoilt things to a certain extent.
Departure'3.- lt has already been shown what a busy Company
this is ; and being the birthplace of many future Marconis and
others, the numbers who have passed through are too numerous
to mention. (After all. the Editor is entitled to a half day the
same as I am, because we earn it.) Anyway, here are a few of
the important ones.
T o the land of civvies, dole oueues and breakfasts in bed, the
following proceeded. Sigmn Kiitley, one of our cooks, on a fortnil?'ht's leave pending h is ticket. Sigmn Houghton, who suddenl.Y
arrived b~ck from leave an d the next day went and bou !:'ht his
ticket. Si~mn Harvey, who was given his ticket because he was
not supposed to be in the Army.
Inter-Company and unit postings are more complicated. A
few of the old hands have left us. Corp! Rigden has proceeded
to Scarborough-the lucky blighter I So far nothing has been
heard of him, but he only left this morning. I believe he has
arrived there o.k. Sigmn Young departed for Colchester last
week and left me two odd collar bad2es. I know it was him
because he <>ave me a whip to square th;ngs up, so watch yourse1ves. you Colche~ter people-you have " the lot " in h im. Besides these •wo. there are millions of others, and if you want th eir
names see Part 11.s in the office.
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Everywhere I go in this camp, someone says " Give my best to
him and her, it and those," and they even chase me down to
Richmond ; so I'm telling you fellows who have left us lately that
everyone in this Company send their very best and hope that
you still go on doing famously. Now perhaps I'll be able to get
a bit of peace I Mind you, I don't mind this, but I hate to have
it for break and after-dinner sweets, so in future you who leave
must take your " bests " with you when you leave.
Arrival~. -Two stalwart helpers (or spokes in the wheel, shall
I say) arrived from Colchester two days ago, but so far nothing
has been heard from them.
Various men have arrived from the Depot to increase their
knowledge as far as the Morse code is concerned. These are also
too many to t abulate, so I'll save myself a job and just say you'll
be seeing them when they are ready for units. However, the
Company welcome them and invite them to take anything they
like from the lecture 1ooms, parade grounds and mess roomsin their heads and not in kit bags or mugs. This doesn't imply
that the globe over the order board should be broken to-morrow
night.
Sigmn M... Kend was pushed on to us from D Company and we
also welcome him with that true Eddy spirit, " get m the washup, " but we hope that his stay with us will be quite normal. I
wonder if he wishes as he washes I
Courses.- Sigmn Gibson arrived back from Aldershot with a
cook's certificate to venfy that '1e was a very good one and that
he would be suitable for sergeant-cook. Congratulations and thousands of " Well dones I" have greeted him, and in an interview
yesterday he told me that he is thinking of cooking for the stage
providing I draw the curtains.
Corp! Chesters went to Woolwich to learn all about a wireless
set which I'm told could speak for itself. He tells me he had a
very good time, and hopes shortly to produce a set that will be
able to argue with the one that taught him all he knows now.
Figure it out ; I did.
Corp! Holden, who has left this Company but is still knocking
about, " fire fought " in Aldershot at the beginning of this
month, and I believe he came away fully aware of his abilitiesor so I' m told in the Institute.
Sports.-The Company congratulate the Boys football team
and all connected with it on the splendid show they have given
in attaining their place in the semi-final of the Boys Army football
cup. We wish them. all the very best, and if lemons can win a
match, let's hope their funds can stand as much as ours.
We have lost a few notable players. Sigmn Young, cricketer
and billiard player and also indoor sport specialist, is now in Colchester and, we hope, doing his best at them. It is rumoured
that he played ping-pong for teas in the canteen, so now you
know his strong pomt. Corp! Holden, now in F Company, was
one of our notable rugger players. Corp] Rigden, owing to his
hours of work, never had a chance to prove his worth as a hockey
player up here, but we hope to hear of him being cheered by the
5th Div. folk. Several other men of the Company who represented the team, such as Cox and Harris, etc., we hear, are in
their respective football teams. We wish them all the very best
of luck, and to Tich Rigden, let's hope it doesn't bounce just as
you strike.
The Band and Cadre football team have had some splendid
victories and defeats lately. They have played Aske Hall at home
and away, with teas included, which is more interesting. Their
manager tells me that they may have a smack at the Arsenal
soon, but of course he could only mean on the coupons.
Nothing really startling has happened as far as inter-Company
matches are concerned, but we hope (or they do) to be able to
arrange some really good matches.
The other morning, when I was out on my five o'clock run,
who should I meet but the boxers, and it looked to me as though
they were training for something. I'm right : it is the Catterick
Garrison inter-umt knock-out novices boxing competition. Tomorrow we (or I should say, they) fi ght the 20th Field Bri51ade
R.A. in the first round. I spoke to their trainer, and he said to
me that he was quite confident of winning, so the only thing left
is to wish them power and good judgment till the finish.
Shooting.-We are pleased to say that Eddy proved its superiority in the Mackworth trophy shooting. We congratulate the
"B" team on winning all matches, in most cases by a large
margin. The scores returned in matches have been satisfactory,
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and m one or two cases have sho_wn a great improvement throughout the season. Sigmn Heald is to be congratulated on a ver_y
fine average throughout, and Sig~n McCon~el!:Wood on his
" possible " against the _Mounted Nmg. T_he A team, thoug~
not quite so fortunate m the mattt:r of wms, ~ave d<?ne extra
ordinarily well, losing only to the l\l!ounted Wmg, with whom
we now tie for first place. We have stil_f to fire agaw;t the ~chool.
We extend a hearty welcothe to Lieut. Th<;>rpe, ~ho ·~ converted to the use of peep sight and sling_and 1s provmg himself
really useful. We also wis~ to thank Lieutenant Saunders and
2/ Lieutenant Dutt_on for the1~ .keenness and support throughout,
which, together with the untmng efforts of the rest of the team,
have helped to make a. verl'. su;;cess!ul season.
Jn the Training Battal10n rifle meeung L / Corpl Thompson w_on
The Net.JS of the World certificate. H e also fired. ~or t~e Tra_ming Battalion in The News . of the Wor!d_competltlon, JU which
he equalled Sergt Miles of D Company with a score of 197.
Marriages.- The Cadre " grocers," Sugar a_nd Butter (i.e.
Sigmn Cheney and D~ive r B_utterworth) were_ married this mon~h:
Sigmn Cheney to Miss Alice Watson at Richmond , and Driver
Bu tterworth to Miss Nora Green at Hornby. We wish them both
the very best io their " new walk of life " (as. Barnaby Rudge
said) ; and when they are fathers, may the p nce of Glaxo be
lower than it is to-day.
Births.-Gosh ! give the lad~ a chance_: they haven 't got over
their sample yet. Up to tl~e time of _gem$ to press we have no
casualties, but I hear there 1s a new hippo JU the New York ~oo.
Anyway, this column being of a personal nature, I shall leave 1t to
someone else to go and find ou t.
Agony.-The Company lines have been painted and the floors
scrubbed, and the N.A.A.F.I. girls caged in. Looks lovely and
smells sweet and all that, but if you had seen some of the moves I
Any removal company would have been jealous.
To Dillo, Scarborough: There's a fellow up here who says
you married his girl. Watch your step (stop). Hawk-Eye.
To Small Roberts, Peshawar, India: How' s my Flossie? Did
you take her out for her Christmas tonga ride? No lies, now.
Big Roberts.
.
. .
Heard on sigrung of accounts for the month. Recruit m debt:
" That's o.k. N.A.A.F.I. rebate for this month will put me
square." (The pay bloke is still trying to work it out.)
Will T.P. ·(somewhere in Ponky) please drop a line to J.T.C.
(of E Company fame) and help repair a broken heart?
W.R.

F Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Little worthy of note has occurred this month, unle..<s the abundance of rain and snow may be termed as exceptional. I think ex-Catterickites will sav a hearty "No." There
are some persons who must Iik'! it-jitdge for yourselves: our
C.C. has extended to complete twelve years. Perhaps he wants
to tell the personnel in his next station all about Catterick.
Spring drills are JU the offing. I belie·1e we can safely say
that the majority of persons hope that is where they will stay.
Boys' Club.-The Club is now a home from home. We have
had the painters in, and we must admit that the appearance is
greatly improved. Rumour has it that we are also having some
new curtains installed ; also, the radiogram is under repair.
All·in Rugger.-A game of all-in rugger was organised between
the workshops personr.el and the operator boys after the style of
the game last year. The goals were situated on two hills over
the moors, at least three-quarters of a mile apart. What fun!
It was a pity that the n.c.o.s remembered 1he match of last year
and stood down so that the boys could enjoy themselves I The
boys would have been more in their element had some of the
cadre played. It is grand when one is allowed to pinch the rear
and hide the he:id in a nice pool of water: at least, when one is
not the victim. The workshops had the best of the tussle hut
failed to score. There was very little interest in scoring ; I think
there ~as more JU wiping off old scores. Nevertheless, the game
was en1oyed by all, even those who were half oulverised or had
their shirts ripped off their backs in the scrummages.
"A" Team.-~e were wrong in our presumptions in our
last notes. We will therefore repeat what we said to Aldershot
Signals. Our "A" team have reached the semi-final round of
the Boys Army cup, and a5 no doubt you will already know by

the display of advertisements, etc., th~y play a team from the
Boys Training School, Chepstow. Roll u_p and cheer for us, as
you know that support helps no end. I thmk we can rel y on you.
Arrivals.--The following personnrl have a!rived during the
past month: Corp! Hold~n from E Company, S1gmn Adcock from
5th Divl Signals, and S1gmn Donnelly from D Company. All
the n.c.o.s welcome Corp( Holden: another one on the duty
roster.
Departures.- Sergt Merritt left us for D Company and Sigmn
McKend proceeded to E Company .. They art; still .in Catterick,
and I am sure they will keep up their connection w~th our Company. Sigmn Smith A. F. proceeded to A Corps Signals, where
we hope he will enjoy his soldiermg.

._
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Instructor: " How many kinds of fouling are there?" Pupil:
" Ankle tapping, kicking and sticks."
Could any kind person tell me what became of the old wavelengths when they were changed some time ago, and whether
they are expendable?
Driver: " Where's the repair outfit, corporal?" Very much
harassed n.c._o.: " Being repaired."
Agony.-Chota, N.l.S.C.: Congratulations on "splice" after
all these years. D. and H.
Marriages.-Poverty corner's loss is another's gain. Corporal
Shillitto J. to - - (?) Good hunting, Jack I
DIXIE.

I st Divisional Signals.

1,~-~~
Telegrams
BOSKIMTOCK-BILGATE,
LONDON

A Corps Signals.
Arrivals.-From Training Battalion, Catterick: Corp! Edwards
F., Signalmen Smith A . , Cooper R., Moore A. , Bond D., Conroy
A., Douglas-Beveridge _J., Glover S. , L:ipthorne J., Weech C. and
Baldwin S. From India: L / Corpls Cokt;r E., Dockerell H. and
Robson J.. Signalmen Brooks E., Strudwick H .. Sayer C.! Allen
A., Harvey S., Smith T., Vv'.estn_1ore H., Cheetham A., Ellison A.
From Jamaica: L / Sergt Mmchm.
Departures.- To Depot Battalion : Sigmn Lamb G. To India:
Sergt Quick P., L / Corpls Harris P., Small A. A. and Small N.
F. H., Signalmen Atkins A., Barney C., Dunne J. , Meacham .w ..
Morris C., Scott P ., Smith F. and Yaxley R. To Palest me :
Sergt Webster H. M. and L / Sergt Smith C. 0. To Malaya:
Signalmen Brown J., Cave J. and Foster W. C.
Extensions of Service.- Corporal Barlow and Sigmn Drury to
complete twelve years with the Colours .
Marriage.- Sigmn Ross A. to Miss Ethel Dench at Aldershot
on the 20th October 1933.
Re-Engagements.- L / Sergt Millen and Sigmn Pearce W. to
complete twenty-one years with the Colours.
Transfers to the Army Re:>erve.- The following have left on
transfer to the Army Reserve: L / Corp_orals Clark W.W. and
Rawlins W., Signalmen Meeson R., Dickson R., Akhurst A.,
W.A .J.
Brown T . F., Lawrence J. and Squibbs.

No. 2 Company.
General. -No doubt:· everybody would hke me to apologise
for the absence of notes last month ; but knowing you all as I
do and knowing you know me, I know it's no . (phe~ I) g~d
trying to rake uo any excuses. At present busmess 1s bnsk.
Results of the Trade Board are eagerly awaite_d by many, and
several have visions of untold wealth. Meanwhile, small schemes
are in progress to enable the operators t<? ge~ us~d to the sets
and to actual working. Valuable information 1s ~emg .gamed .by
the senior n.c.o.s with re~ard to supermtendents d~t1es, whilst
the junior n.c.o.s are dividing an hour each mornmg between
musketry and drill.
Garages.-Everything in the garden is .lovely, we hope. Driving instruction has ceased and the new ~rivers have been. allotted
cars. It is a gruelling business . teac~m!'i others to dnve, . ~ut
judging from what I've heard, I 1magme 1t 1s also a ha1r-ra1sm_g
one. Nevertheless, the new men have settled down to their
allotted tasks, and we anticipate doing even better than last year.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Smith A., Conroy, c:;ooper and Moore
from the Training Battalion, and Sergeants Sh1lton, Trayner and
Bridge from Nos. r and 3 Companies .
Departures.--Oscar: where to. nobody knows ; maybe China.
L/ Corpl Clark W.W. to Army Reserve (what would Charley Boy
say if he knew about a certain lady's cycle?) Also twenty of the
lads to Nos. 1 and 3 Companies.
Tittle Tattle.-Tosh, eyeins hi$ rooti sons " turpins to tht
left by numb,n.' '

No. 1 Company.
This month opened with the commencement of the third
period of individual training. The officers and senior n.c.o.s are
undergoing an intensive course in all branches of signal work
associated with "A" w /T, "D" operating and maintenance, and
No. r Artillery Signal Sections ; whilst the operators are engai;ed
in manipulation practice and the linemen in maintenance duties,
under the supervision of the junior n.c.o.s. In addition, those
who have won recognition as operator-drivers are partly employed
on M.T. maintenance.
M Section are occupied in fully overhauling vehicles, instruments and stores generally, in preparation for the forthcoming
training season.
The D.R. Section are engaged mainly with a contingent of
brand-new B.S.A. Twins and further training of despatch riders.
General.-In keeping with our claim to be soldiers as well as
tradesmen, we practise the movements associated with Company
drill twice weekly under the adjutant. Further to this, the junior
n.c.o.s are being moulded into musketry instructors and indulge
in poky drill on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons . Monday and Wednesday afternoons are devoted to recreational training, for a report of which I must refer the reader to our Sports
Notes.
Honours List.-We congratulate the undermentioned on obtaining their respective awards: Lieut. W. J. S. Gray, Corporal
Stevens H. and Signalmen Marks C., Metcalfe R., Wafer J. and
Woodison W., Indian general service medal. Sigmn Wood F.,
long service and good conduct medal.
Arrivals.- We welcome to the fold Signalmen Johanson W.,
Petrie T., Peter D. and Robinson R. from the Training Battalion,
Catterick, 10/3/34.
Departures.- We bid adieu to Corp! Yalden and Sigmn Smith
S. B. on transfer to Army Reserve.
DODGER J.J.

No. 2 Company.
It Happened Last Month.-Drivers continued driving drill,
operators did their stuff on mounted v /T and map reading, and
linemen managed technical training as well as learning to drive
(H.T.) under our C.S.M. ; whilst a certain n.c.o. managed a love
letter with 2d. on the telephone.
It's Happening Now.- We are very busy preparing for the
D.D.V.S.'s annua l inspection, so grooming and stable cleaning
are the order ; but the aforesaid n.c.o. still manages his 2d.
worth. [Late press: all oke- I mean, the inspection.]
Medals: l.G.S.-Qu ite de rigeur nowadays, after the presentati1>n on Sunday 1 llh IV!arcl1 to a number of n.~.o,s and men.

Telephone:
ROYAL
2759

~()$'tOC!1::/Afpl'o41

Headquarters.
General.-In the spring a young n.c.o.'s fancy may not turn
to thoughts of drill courses ; nevertheless, one can become resigned even to drill and musketry courses. On the whole, life
is very quiet-the calm before Section training-and consequently
I am left with nothing to write about.
The only bright spot in the month was the detail given out by
a Company sergeant-major, who said on parade: "Everyone
will be on church parade to-morrow. Those other ranks who
have no great coats will borrow from those men who are not on
parade.''
At the end of the month Unit Headouarters will move from
No. 3 Company to No. r. "Ave atq~e vale.''
W.F.K.
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'truline mercbanta
17 WATER LANE, GT. TOWER ST.
LONDON, E.C; 3
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<J(oyal Corps of Signals,
Aldershot and Bufford

CELLARS STOCKED

J~

Payment as Consumed

Phone 148

Phone 148

C. WAREING
Nurseryman, Seedsman, Florist and Fruiterer

FINKLE ST., RICHMOND
A good selection of rock plants, bedding plants and
shrubs in stock at

THE NURSERIES, CRA VENGATE
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Experienced gardeners sent out by day or weeL:
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CUNNINGTON & CO.
(W. H. T.
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GENERAL ME~CHANTS
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But the tales they tell of how they won .them ar~ still old and
commonplace ; if f hear a ne_w one, I will pass 1t on. By the
way, lie borrowed 2d. last rught.
Casualties.-Owing to the shortage of m urders, suicides. and
fatal accidents this month- prnba bly because Easter .leave 1s so
near-one n .c.o. flung away h is freedom and ende~ h 1.s Don Juan
activities by the purchase of a thin gold band'. h is s1gnatkre
the dotted line and a pass fo seven days, J.. St to ma, e 1
interesting. At present he hopes that h is m 1ssu~ won t rea
these notes or find out wh at C.R.A. means, fo r he 1s none other
Dodger E.E.
.
.
Congratulations.- To N o. 3 Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop
on again winning the Royal Signals (Mee.rut) ~ports cup, and to
No. 11 on his jumping performance . . Give. h im an ~xtra .lump
of "cheeney," Payne. Was he wearing his ammos . T n m.
Sports.-All sports have been played with the utmos~ fervour
and effort. The end of this month will see the completion of .all
Cobb trophy games, and complete league tables, together with
notes on these games, will appear next month.
Tailpiece.-He had 2d. worth this morning and is going to
see lier to-night, so look out for another casualty.
DODGER E.E.

ttd

2nd

Divi~ional

Signals.

Headquarters.
General.To Pay has gone <another bloke ;
He's hot stuff, so all is oke-Real mustard-we can't help feeling.
He's modest, his virtues all concealing.
On Docs he was a master man.
Records are mourning all they can
The loss of one who knew his stuff,
Now gone to Pay-a bit of rough.
Now we shall see what he can doCredits only for one or two.
.
But, still, we think there's many a shp
Betwixt the cup and the jolly old lip.
As will be deduced from the small poetical effort above, a
change has taken place in the offices.
L / Corpl Trudgett has now deserted us .less ~ortunate mortals
and taken over the pice department of this urut.
L/Corpl Hart has manfully decided to wrestle with documents
(will Records please note and have mercy?)
L/Corpl Morgan (to whom we exten~ the .right hand of fellowship and the left hand for the clearung kit) has gone to (no I
tut, tut! not there) the petrol department, and n~ ~oubt 1~ a
very short time he will be able to inform us how 1t 1s po~s!ble
to set five gallons in a three gallon tank-a matter of superv1s1on,
mainly, we believe.
.
Corp! Kneller has assumed control ~f the orderly ro?m, and 1s
carrying on in that masterly and efficient manner which . was so
apparent in his ancestors at Waterloo (and London Bndge).
Ari ivals.-The undermentioned have joined us during the
month (greetings to both) : FI Sergt Walmsley J. ~r~m the Depot
Battalion, and L/Corpl Morgan W. from the Training Battalion.
Departures.-F/S/Sergt Townley V. and L/Sergeant Grose
C. W., who prefer India to Aldershot (?)
Births.-Pending.
Congratulations.-To C.Q.M.S. Pearson C. and Carpi Butler
C., who paraded on Sunday 10th March and received a token to
mark eighteen years good conduct. We congratulate them on
getting their L.S. and G.C. medals.
Week·End Visitors.-We entertained the 56th Div! Signals
(T.A.) during a week-end last month. By "entertained " we
mean that they spent Saturday night with us and went on a
short scheme on Sunday. Although their stay was short, they
agreed that they enjoyed it.
Things that Puzzle Us.-Since when have equipment regulations made allowances for left-handed rifle buckets?
Conclusion.-Twoheads, having had to resign the post of
correspondent owing to pressure of work caused by his new
80NCEl.ESS.
appointment, leavea ue to finish off,

No. 2 Company.
General.- That terrible disease of sweating has broken out in
this Company, and eminent physici~ns trace. the cause of It to
bobbing. Barrack Room 34 West 1s t ru ly m a state of gr.e at
expectancy (and bobbing), ;ind one or more of that outstanding
clique may constantly be heard engaged m fl owery speech with
the Company clerk. I wonder what it all mean s~ In . spite of
t he fact that one man (one and a ha lf, from a side view) has
already signed on fo r anot~er t~o yea rs , one cannot deny that
th is business is horribly disturbing, e ven though the standar.d
of cleanliness is slowly improving. Even our pet crooner 1s
attempt ing to croon decently.
Draft.- Anothe r wee batch has left t his Company for India.
Serge Bishop and Signalmen Lloyd, Nobbs and McDowell departed
on t he last boat, though we have had n<;> indication from th~m
as to whether t hey arrived o.k. or otherwise. What about usmg
that pen , Mac ?
Wanted.- A portable gramophone in exchange for Su~da y
afternoon lecturer. This lecturer is one of th e latest (soldiers)
and is guaranteed to repeat each Sund ay afternoon that wh ich
we heard the previous week. Brighton is such a nice place I
Agony.- Ready and Fry (late of the Lloyd , Nobbs, Ready and
Fry combine) would like to hear from the other two partners.
J.C.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Queen' s Avenue, Aldershot.
General.- News is certainly very scarce this month. Apart
from erecting a 72 ft. mast in the front garden amidst the continuous yells of " Mind the ~affs I " and the shadow of pokey
drill in the very near future, things have goi:i~ alon.g very. sweetly.
But within a few weeks we should be a positive hive of indust ry,
as all the masts are coming down for a sprmg clean and the stays
are being insulated every few feet. It was worked out. t~at some
eight hundred or so bindings would be required fo~ this 1ob, an~
all the at testation sheets of the staff were examined to see 1f
they had long enough to serve to do the work. However, the
C.O. calculated that if so many men worked twelv e hours a day,
the job would be finished in . . . . hospital. Steve, hearing of
this intended spring clean, suddenly remembered that he may
have forgotten how to drive a lorry, so he put in for an M .T.
course. The first day he sprained h is back, or leg, and for a few
days was walking around like Lon Chaney in " The Hunchback
of Nctre Dame ;, ; but after being massaged by the superintendent with Sloan's liniment for a couple of davs, he decided that
the normal pain was not so unpleasant.
·
Medals.--Congrarulations to C.Q.M ._S. Hartley on g;etting his
medal for eighteen years undetected cnme. I wonder if he feels
very virtuous.
Football.-Austin is sooiling for an argument, so if anyone
th inks that Pompey haven't a chance of win~ing the cup, please
write and tell him so ; but don't blame me 1f you strike a bad
patch. He has completely worn us all out, and when Pompey
are mentioned nowadays, all bar the operator on duty file out to
quiet corners.
Gardening.- The urge of spring has brought all the !lardeners
to their plots of mother earth to once more wrestle with kutch
grass and wire worms, and armed with packets of Woolworth's
seeds, upon which are displayed pictures of vegetables o large
and strong that it is doubtful if any allotment would hold even
one of the specimens. Whilst I am on the subji:ct of gardening, and being only an onlooker, it struck i;ne that d1fferen~ people
have different ways of doing the same iob. So, to gain some
information, I am penning a few questions.
(1) How many real gardeners could mistake delphiniums for
weeds?
.
.
(2) Whether it is true that the best time to plant pnze ~arnatlon
cuttings is when the frost is on them and in them? and 1f a week
on the office table, followed by a week in a pail of water, really
improves the ultimate Aower-if any?
(3) Whether the bulbs of narcissi planted in rings, that are
not showing yet, were planted upside down? and, should they
appear in Au~tr;1lia, who~ flow~rs are they?
PADRE,
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Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
General.-The individual training period has now come to an
end , and the t.rials and tribul at ions suffered during that period
are bu t memories . . The upgrading classes are still at it, though,
and those undergoing th e course are looked uoon wi th envious
•
eyes (?).
O ur source of entert ai nment for these last few weeks has also
come. to. an end-:no prizes given for solving its identity-leaving
a void in our dai ly routine that will be hard to fill. Still, we
ha ve at least our memories to fa ll back on.
One incident, I'm sure, will still be remembered for a while
yet. T his is known to th e lads of the village as "The tale of the
great high jump, " or "Did he fa lter?" It happened this way.
T he M.T. course (there ! I've given the game away) were out for
blood--or at least , t hey were on a cross-country run, and one of
the lorries was negotiating a rather steep incline with a sheer
drop oi:i one . side-a proper ".eds e o' beyond " kind of place.
T h e dri ver, 1t appears, was enioymg himself very much (?) and
when he reached the summit of the climb he oroceeded to take
the swi tchback t hat followed in grand st yle--a nd oace. But the
sergeant sitting next to the d ri ver wasn ' t so sur~ that he was
enjoy111g himself, and he very clearly explained afterwards: " I
t ho.ugh t I'd better jump out. to ,,give the driver more room in
which. to steer . the darn thmg.
Oh yeah ! But leaving the
~lt~r m to pu nfy the pe~ rol, whe n fi lli ng up from the pump,
1sn t done m the best of c1rcles- espec1ally when the engine gets
hot and catch es fire. Now, that did need some explaining.
At the Sign of the Glad Hand.- W e welcome to the unit the
following, and hope their sta y with us will be a long and a happy
one. Sigmn Barber A. from F Troop-back to the fold, but for
how long? Signalmen Johnson W. and Linton J. from the Training Battalion on 20 / 3 I 34.
Congratulations.- To Sigmn Legg

J.

on attaining the dizzy
You ' ll have to play
ping pong better than you do at present if you want to get the
ackers for it, y'know. To L / Corel Allen C. H. and his better
h alf on th e addition to the fam ily -of a daughter, Joan Margaret,
at Tidworth on 22/ 2 / 34.

h ~1ght of U / L / Corporal w .e.f. 16 /2 / 34.

Departures.- L / Corpl Wells H. C. and Signalmen Parry W.

N., L~ne B., Cr~1gs J. and Carney L. to civvy street. All our
best wishes go with them and may success attend their efforts in
their new fields of activity.
. L / Sergt Southwell F. on posting to 3rd D~vl Signals, Bulford.
S.1gmn Rawcl1ffe J. to the A. V.T.C. Hounslow for preparation for
c1vvy street (best of luck, Baldy!) Signalmen Smith E. and
Twitchen W. to Malaya Signal Section on 24 / 2 / 34 (both are very
good iads--our loss is your gain, Malaya). L / Corpl Fletcher J.
to F Troop Cavalry Divl Signals on 13 / 3 / 34.
. Snooks.- Snooks, the office cat, has drawn quite a good team
m the Sweep. If she wins, she'll have milk for the rest of her
life ; and if I get broke--well I it's hard luck on Snooks.
RUSTY.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.-Saturday 3rd March was devoted to shipping coal
to Newcastle-sorry I I mean visiting the 'Shot on pleasure bent.
It was the day we had set aside to show D Troop how hockey
and football should be played ; so, full of enthusiasm-it was too
ea~ly for anything else-we set off from Tidworth at II a.m.,
thirty strong plus two outriders.
At Basingstoke a short halt was made to take in provisions
I~1cidenta!ly, we pas~ed one. ~utrider who had apparently out:
ndden himself. It 1s surpnsmg, when the lads are in mufti
what attractions they can find in a town. Have you heard th~
?ne about the waitress who took an hour to hook a fish and fry
1t? No I Well, three really good lads can testify to this.
All aboard again- still thirty strong, though some declared
that they felt like two men- we journeyed on to Aldershot the
soldier's dri:am of. home! old friends. long lost .c~me to life again,
and new friendships quickly made in that spmt best known in
the Army.
·
The football team were the first to take the field, and after
battling in turn against the wind D Troop emerged the winners of
a great game by 4-1. The score suggests a tight tussle, and it
was, too, but played in the best of spirits. In the hockey we

were a wee bit outclassed. I am glad now that I did not publish
a forecas t last month.
At 5 p.m. we were the guests at a truly regal spread in the
canteen. Even the girls in blue showed a pleasing countenance
at so many happy faces.
What happened during the evening and up to the time we were
boarding the bus to return home, I cannot say. If I were to tell
all I heard afterwards- well, vou wouldn't believe me. The
returi:i jou~ney-still thirty strong- was notable for some really
amusing dialogue by Bluff, Bluff and more Bluff, portraying the
bizarre qua.lities of some of the civilian population of the town.
The outndden outrider before mentioned in these notes finished
his journey home , but on his second string. We hope he will
be out ?f hospital soon. So ended a really pleasant day.
In this M.T. age the usual manifestations of spring are passed
unnot iced. In lieu thereof we havr. a heterogenous mass of
motor-cycles and-well, I hesitate to place the riders under the
sa ~e heading. ~ne thing they have in common: the spirit of
sering and a desire to find a lonely spot where they can sit-and
pick flowers. Our despatch riders- I mean the D.R.s as distinct
from the amateur riders-have finished, with regrets, their period
of training with A.F.V. Signals. One of them had an unusual
experience towards the end of a long day's run . His motorcycle gave up the ghost about seven miles from home. With
the resource for whic;h our D.R.s are noted, he diagnosed the
t~ouble almost immediately. Enl'(ine locked solid, and the remedy
simple: call at the nearest police station and phone through for
the breakdown wagon. Simple, wasn't it? But, then, it was
getting late and Amesbury is not a bad little town, and at the
police station (he said) they made him very welcome.
On the 13th March we said good-bye to nearly half of our
Morris Mmor R/ T fleet, handing them over to D Trooo. It is
said, though the news is quite unofficial as yet, that w~ are to
expenment with the Thought-a-phone, which is merely another
step forward in our scientific Army. The advantage of this
type of communication is that the thoughts of the originator are
not broadcast over a wide area.
Beheve It Ol'_ Not.-Quartermasters, it is said, are genial people
and ~!ways willing to help a lame dog over a stile ; but sometimes
a cloud appears over their usually unruffled brow, and the cause-well, listen.
Troop sergeant (to young soldier): " Parade at 6 p.m. to-night
with this haversack clean."
Y.S. (to Q.M.): "The Troop sergeant has checked me for my
haversack and I have got to parade with it to-night, clean .
Have you a good one you can lend me?"
Q.M. (to Y.S.): "
?
?••."
Y .S. (to Q.M .) : " If you cannot lend me one, will you swap
this for something not qu;te so dirty?"

[ ct1Ttaiti.]

Even our reintroduction to THE WIRE led to some caustic wit.
The lad in the stores was commenting on the fact that it was the
first time he had seen our name in p~int. The lad in the office,
rising to the occasion, reolied " I was writing WIRE notes before
you nipped." Boiled down to facts, there is a difference in
service of two years between them.
Open-air dancing has been tried on two occasions. Actually, it
is not known by that name: it is commonly styled netball.
Specially picked teams of five, noted for their grace and stamina,
glided and danced, elfin-like, about the court to the music of a
whistleo. The referee was most kind, and bumping, tackling,
biting and kicking or any rough play were barred in this genteel
game.
Society Column.-The consummation of love. At last our
dapper dandy Darb has reached the goal (or at least, one of them)
of his desires. The dreams of long ago, and the days and nights
when he suffered hardships ghdly, comforted by the thoughts
that his loved one's last dear letter was carried over his heart, or
under his pillow, have come to a successful climax. Yes, he is
married now. The knot was tied on the 10th March at Harrow.
Dadda Vost h as a boy nearly as big as himself!
The office boy has three week5 to live.
Arrivals and Departures.-Signalmen Elkington and McCutcheon from T .B. on the 5th March. Sigrnn Baker to the Army
Reserve on the 8th March. He has opened up a business on his
own in Herne Bay, and I believe he will be willing to employ, as
an errand boy, any h ard-working lad leaving the Troop shortly.
There's nuffink more, as Ferdi would say.
E.T.P.
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F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Arrivals.- A hea rt y welcome is extended to L / Corpl Fletch~r
and Signalmen Kenn ard and Clark, who h ave arrived from India
via A.F.V. Signals.
oepartures.- Sigmn Barber tc A.F.V. Sign al~ prio~ to transfer
to the Army Rese~ve. Our best w ish.cs g? wuh him. and we
trust that he will soon settle down m h is new sphere- :tfter
landmg a cushy job.
congratulations.- T o the members ot the Troop who were
selected to represent R.H.Q. in the in ter-Squadron cross-count ry
run. Signalmen Dempsey, C u dew, Fleckney . and H armer
acquitted themselves remarkably well- more espec~ally Dempsey ,
who, despite the fact that he had .recentl y been. d1scharge_d from
hospital with a poisoned knee, fi.mshed eighth m the regi menta l
and second in the Squadron placmgs.
Nobology. - Several members of the T roop are swea ting o.n the
top Jme for the upgrading stakes, and several stars. are 111 an
ascendanq'. Thus, we h ave three di s!inct and defim te cl~sses _:
nobologists, cheesologists and canolog1sts. .The das!;lficat10!1 is
at present difficult, but it may be s1mphfied 111 a few weeks t11ne.
Troop Cameos: No. 3.- J.A.G., coxswai n of the T roop lifeboat. Truly a person of much unction . Founder of the Tread
Society and last serving member of the great t ~eacle swmdle.
First saw the light of day in the year 191_5. His birth occasioned
an emergency meeting of the South Shields Watch Committee.
Educated at Ludgershall Grammar School, from whence he has
graduated to the Garrison Adults. Sponsor of theJamous clas 1 ~:
" I can't give you anythmg but love, Baby ! -and doesn t .
Permanent address, Liver Lodge, Co. Durham. _Serpents 111 the
Zoological Gardens have been known to raise their hats when he
passed. Shades of L.V l
Sayings of the Great.-" I see no ships, sir! "
Cogito Ergo Sum.-Benjamin, our tame _c ynic, h as evolv.e d a
complete reformation of the authorised military abbreviations .
By means of the Faulkner thwrum, we are able to reduce
"petroleum , grade 3, gallons 10" to terms of " gas, gls. 10."
Congratulations.-To L / Corp! and Mrs. Allen on the bir th
of a daughter, Jean Margaret, at T~dworth .on 2'2) 2 / 34 . .
To Harry the Pawz on the occasion of his enlistment mto the
ranks of the Rolls razorites.
R.U.T.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Most of our news this month belongs to the realm of sport
and will be found in the appropriate place.
We are just completing the second period of it~dividual training Easter will give us a short break, after which we have a
ref;esher course for those who have missed individual tra1m.ng
to date, and also embark seriously on musketry and the begmning of Section training.
At the moment Bulford is distinctly breezy, but not e"'.en the
most ardent sun worshipper can grudge the recent ram, for
which everybody and everything have been panting.
Our two new tennis courts have just been finished, after hard
work on the part of those detailed for the iob. They look good,
and we hope they will be appreciated as they should be.
.
It may interest some of those whooe hands "".ere hardened m
the course of its construction to learn that the Pimple has at last
been completely turfed, and it only awaits the ordinary processes
of nature to make it a first class and very handy sports ground.
A special word of praise is due to our cross-country runners,
whose performance during traimng made it possible for us to
enter two teams m the S.P .A. race. They secured first and
third places, but had they been somewhat reshuffled there is
little doubt we sbould have been first and second. We take off
BULE'ORD.
our hats to our runners.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to Captain J. A. I.
Watts, who has joined the unit from India.
We also welcome the following from India, and hope that
the rigours of Bulford's chmate will not prove too great a
contrast for them: LICorpl Robinson G. and Signalmen Hickson
E. and Smither; R.
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The T raining Battalion sen t us Signalmen Smith , McLoughlan,
White J., Davenport H., Hutley D., lies J., Packma n D., Rankm
W. and Rux ton F.
We welcome L / Sergt Southwell from A.F .V. Si i: nals and
Sigmn Everitt from 5th Divisional Signals.
Oepart ures.- It wa s with much regret that we said farewell
to the following, and we hope their new stations . will be .as
enjoyable as they wish th.em to be. L / Corpl Laurie to l~d1a.
Sigmn Gray to Malaya. Signm L.uff to th e Depot ~attn. S1gmn
Morri on W. to the School of Signals . C.S.M . Tilford V. and
Signalmen Matchett B. an? R?bin o.n W . to 5th Div) Signals.
Signalmen Matthews, McK ittenck, Kmgs R. and Hughes F., and
D river Crewes F., ro the Army Reserve .
Transfe1·.- Sigmn Pilkington J. h as left us for a probationary
cou rse with the Pay Corps.
Ext1msions.- According to a certain clerk in this unit, extension of ervice is symbolic of the triurnph of hope over experience,
but evidently the followmg do not ag ree . Signalmen Bramley J ..
Mitchell G. and Manser A. h ave certified t hei r willingness to
com plete twelve yea rs soldiering.
Marriages and Births.- Unfort unately, we are not able to
record any of the for mer this mon th , and can only boast of one
of the latter. W e congratulate Sigm n an d Mrs. R. Dow on the
birth of a son, Mich ael Jones.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.
General.- lnd ividual trairnng is drawing to a close, and a
goodly portion of the Company are dreaming of those extra pence.
Next week will show whether or not those drea ms are justified.
Section t raining starts on th e 19th March, and the new ratings
will have ample opportuni ty of showing their paces .
Arrivals.- Newcomers, of course, a re always welcome, and we
extend a cordial greeti ng to t he follo wi ng who h ave joined us:
From India, Captain Clapp, M.B. E., Signalmen Blackburn, Davies
.m d Crichton. From the S.T.C. , Sign almen Cox, Hammerton,
Madder, Anderson, Wiggins, Hart and Youn g. May their stay
be a long and pleasant one.
Departures.-2 / Lieut. Daniel to No. 2 Company. Signalmen
Reeve and Game to civvy street (we wish them all the best in
their new life). Sigmn French l e Malaya . Sigmn Bland to the
S.T.C.
Sport. - The Company are still keeping their end up in this
sphere of act ivity, and wi t h a little luck we hope to win the
Garrison inter-Company hockey tournament. Sports results will
be found under the respective headings.
MASKEE.

No. 2 Company.
General. - ln taking ov1?r from my fellow scribe (who has gone
to Catterick to twist the t roops) I will use every endeavour t o
make these notes interesting and as informative as possible for old
members of the Company, who no doubt read the Magazine.
We are now preparing for Section training, with the result that
our staff-employed are ~reasing their boots.
E Section will be leavmg us shortly for Shorncliffe, while others
are hoping on.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Shillaker A. and Smith C. from Training
Battalion. We hope their stay will be a pleasant one.
Departures. -Driver Read to Aldershot on a fa rrier's course.
Sigmn Melhuish lo No . 1 Company. Signalmen Smale and Wilson
to Catterick.
Sport.-In the inter-Section football E beat M by 2- 0, and
F were beaten at hockey by B by ro-1, and are now playing with
shovels.
Advertisements.-One typewriter in good working order ;
takes three copies but no original ; may be seen lying on the office
Aoor ; price 2 / -. Also some coloured cards, ideal for stables.
Apply to the C.S.M.
Agony.-Who is the gentleman who boils eggs in a kettle and
produces warts?
Will Sigmn Ekin (ex-4th Div.) please communicate with Joe?
HAPPY.
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No. 3 Company.

General.- The individual training period is due to finish on
Friday 25th March .
The T~ade Board commenced during the past week, and up
to our gomg to press there are some good results- and the usual
howlers. I hope to give some good final results in my notes next
month .
The unit riding course was passed off by the commanding
officer, and the two men from this Company came fourth and
seventh respectively out of a ride of sixteen. Well done you
two roughs I Congratulations to Sigmn Morton of No. 2 'company, who came ou t on top of the ride and was presented with
a suitable memento.
. .Arrivals.- We welcome to the Company the following, who
JOmed us durmg the past month (may their stay be long and
pleasant): 2/ Lieut. A. C. R. Stead and Sigmn Walker H. from
India. Signalmen Barnett A ., Todd A . and Woodley S. from the
T raining Batta lion. LSergt Penn G. from the Western Command
Sig nal Company.
Departures.- Sigmn Banister E . to the Army Reserve, having
completed a course at the Army 'locational Training Centre. May
your com se help you to get a good job I
W e are sayin g goodbye to Sigmn McKechnie A. on the 14th
March. He is leaving us for a sunnier climate-Palestine. Gcod
luck, Macl
Appointments.- Congratulations to Sigmn Haynes R. on his
appoint ment as U I L I Corporal. Sorry I'm late with the news.
Curly, bu t better late t han never.
THREECOY.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Training.- The second term of individual training having
been completed , the results are now anxiously awai ted by the
personnel who sat at the upgrading tests. The third and last
term of individual training is in progress, and most {if not all) of
the unit will have had the opportunity of progressing in their
trades.
Two refresher courses for n.c.o.s have been held by the
adjutant during the past month. The programme dealt with
nearly everything an n .c.o. requires, and benefit has been derived
by those undergoing the courses.
A number of the other ranks ol the urnt have been on intensified educational training. Sergeant-Instructor Bissett of the
A.E.C. has been allotted to the unit, and it is hooed that on the
publication of results of the first class and special education
examinat ions, his efforts to assi•t candidates will prove to have
been successful.
The personnel of No. 2 Company are in the throes of musketry
training. The break in the weathe: has somewhat interfered
with the firing of the classification tests, but it is hoped that the
final scores will be satisfactory.
Sport.- Our two soccer elevens are still keeping well to the
fore, but as there is a Soorts section in THE WIRE I had better
not take up space m this portion with such affairs .
·
Decorations.-The decorating partv of the unit are now showing results for their labours. D and K Section barrack rocms
have been completely redecorated- and what a difference I Whoever is responsible for the colour scheme well deserves the
thanks expressed by the occupants for making these rooms more
congenial for them. It is certainly pleasant to enter them now,
for their transfo1 mation is so apparent.
Sergeants Mess.- A farewell dinner was given to our R.S.M.,
who was about to leave for a tour of duty In India. After the
usual toasts and speeches, the remainder of the evening was
devoted to songs, etc.. and the wives of the members were
invited. During the course of the evening R.Q.M.S. Bevan
(with more words than I can pen) bade farewell to R.S.M. and
Mrs. Mcintosh, the R.S.M. :luly replying with well chosen
phrases.
During their stay of about three and a half years with us, both
R.S.M. ~nd Mrs. Mcintosh have been well liked by all with
whom they have come in contact. Mr. Mcintosh's position as
R.S.M. did not at all times seem to fit in with the personal ideas
of his subordinates, yet after a moment's thought the soundness
of the R.S.M. could be seen and valued.

Once again the onus of putting into words the wishes of the
personnel of the unit falls upon my shoulders, and it is really
with regret that it has become necessary to say good-bye to Mr.
Mcintosh and his family. May their stay in India be a very
happy one I A hearty shake of the hand will be given by all of
the 5th Divl Signals on acquaintance bemg renewed.
A large number of the Mess journeyed to Scarborough railway
station to say the final good-bye, and again to express the wish
that Mr. Mcintosh and family will have an enjoyable journey to
and stay in their new station.
A dance was held in the unit gymnasium, and although a snow
storm was raging, the attendance was satisfactory. The unit
dance band played with their usual vigour and sentiment, and all
voted it a good band . The guests included Lieut.-Colonel and
Mrs. Wemyss, Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs. Hitchcock, Captain and
Mrs. Scott, Lieutenant Pcnsonby, and 2 / Lieutenants Stevenson,
Boddam-Whetham and Roberton. Sergeant Wilmot most ably
carried out the duties of M.C. The dance was voted a great
success by all present.
Departures.-R.S.M. Mcintosh ·and family have left us for
India. Other departures since my last notes are L/ Corp! Guy E.,
Signalmen Haslock R. N. and Steele R., and Driver Simnett P. C.
to Army Reserve. Corporals Smith W. A. and Worsley, and
Signalmen Adcock and Pescod to the Training Battalion, S.T.C.
Sigmn Everitt D. G. to 3rd Div! Signals. Sigmn Hart T. H. to
4th Div! Signals.
To those who have left us for other units, the wish is expressed
that they will enjoy their stay in their new stations. To those
who have left us on expiration of Colour service, may they socn
find employment if it was not already assured on leaving the
Service, and may success attend them in the future. To all the
above I hope that their stay with the 5th Div! Siirnals will remain
in their minds ; and should they at any future date meet any of
us, I trust they will not forget that we shall be very pleased to
know of their welfare and ach ievements.
Arrivals.-L/Corporal Chapman C. A. from India. L/Sergt
Dicker, Corporals R1~den and Perk;ns, and Sivialmen Sm;th C.
M .. Gray, Ellison, Thomas, McBeth, Wathen, Harrod G., L3st
G. and Sorfl.eet from the S.T.C. Sigmn Robertson W. E. from
3rd D ivisional Signals.
Courses.-Sigmn HolJand R. L. obtained a satisfactory report
on attending No. go selected cook's course.
Salutations.-To Sergeant Morris W. J. on attaining that
rank. To the undermentioned on being awarded the Indian
general service medal with North-West Frontier clasp, 1930/ 31:
C.S.M. Waller, Sergeant Lindsay, L/Sergt Toogood, Corporals
Smith W. A. and Wybrow, L/Corporals Coles, Crawford , MKey,
Powner, Heighten, Pike and Wall M. H .. and Signalmen Dillon
and Howland.
Marriages.-The following marriages have taken place during
the month. Sigmn Russell C. J. to Joyce Madeline Feast at
Scarborough on 2r/2/34. Sigmn Cooper W. J. to Kathleen May
Hicks at Scarborough on 28/2/34. Sigmn Ackley C. to Ada
Elizabeth Nicholson at Scarborough on 6/ 3 / 34. That their
future may be of the best is the wish expressed by their comrades
in the umt.
Death.- ! regret that this heading has to be inserted this
month, and the sympathy of all is expressed to L/Corpl and Mrs.
Brunton-Douglas J. A. in the loss of their son and heir James
Allan.
Blrths.-1 am pleased to notify unto the wife of C.Q.M.S.
(F-of-S) Anderson a son, and unto the wife of L/ Sergt Pinkstone
a daughter.
Agony.-To our pet madman: 2·p o462 China Signals would
like to hear from you. Jazz.
Latest from S mithfield.- There must have been some " misteaks " this month I No stakes have been issued, but sossidges
are very much in evidence.
We Want to Know.-Whether the oresence of the Post Office
wireless expert around the Scalby -side of Scarborou11h was
necessitated by the interference of Emma Jane See's short wave
set?
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Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
General.-Thcrc has been a reorganisation of ou~ wireless
communications and we suddenly found ourselves with a real
line circuit. N~w the new chimneys are completed, we are once
again messing on our own.
Promotions.ary a 'Van !
Marriages.-Congratulations t~ L. Co1pl Whildmg and S1gmn
Turner on their respective mamages. Quarter, that was a sly
move.
Inter-Section Moves.-L Corp! Clarke to Dunree from B~lfas l
on temporary duty. Sigmn Jones from Dunree to Belfast. S1gmn
Burnett from Londonderry to Belfast.
Arrivals and Departures.- S1gmn H~wson. has joined us from
rhe 5th Div! Signals, and we hope he will enioy his s~ay ..
Corp! Healey left u on the 4th M!'rch for 2nd p1vl Signals.
We wish him the best of everything in his new umt.
l'ot·Pot.-There is something we would like to know .: What
io a 10 inch cordless t>xchangc? These. were last used 111 . 1923,
according to one correspondent. (Yes. 1t may have been m the
wilds of Ireland.)
.
.
The Sweepstake draw takes place soon, and 1udging from the
ambitions of the Company, there won't be a Section in Belfast
after the 23rd March.
..
Local scene between two chefs. Chef o. r:
I tell you, you
can fry smoked 'ad~ick." . S a~ita ry. w,allah: " ~a ya canna."
Chef: " Well, but it's got 1t m this ere book.
Result: the
Company had indigestion.
Have you heard that our inimitable 'Enery 'All turned out for
voluntary hockey practic~? ?r t~at our old sweat Paddy served
with the Army of Ocrnp1t.aito11 111 tbt> Black Sea?
Scotch Mail.-To Simmo: Letters received ; am awaiting
lndin address. 73's Mick. Corporal Masters: How about a
line? Burnett. Skiff: How's Spile? Paddy.
Conclusion.-! am seriously thinking ol taking a course with
the Regent Institute. These no~es <.re-well, you can see for
yourself!
HEC ME.

South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
Spike Island, 7th March.
As forecast by Pip in the February WIRE, Sigmn Mallett F. M.
was married to Miss Bridget Wilson at Surbiton on the 14th
February. Our congratulations to both. May you get all you
wish.
To L/ Corpl Wright F. {ex-3 Company rst D / S) we extend a
cead mille falte on his arrival in relief of L / Corp! Statham H.
W., who has gone to India. Since his arrival L/Corpl Wright
has taken on for the other four years of his first twelve.
U / L / Corpl Spong F. G. (brother of Charlie Harry) was ap pointed to that rank on 16/ l / 34. Congratulations, Fred I bur
remember what happened to Squarehead.
As I was told last night, some Eeople are always being mentioned in THE WIRE. Sigmn Mallett again sneaks in with a blue
paper for Sarafand. Don't stay too long, Fred. If you get
brown, anything might happen.
Work here of late has been very heavy for the linemen (and
operators " off watch "). Nearly the whole of Spike and Bere
Islands has been excavated within the last four or five months.
Among other jobs was a trench chiselled the length of the concrete pier ; and by the time it was finished, we knew everyone
on Spike by their boots or shoes. N.B.: Lofty must have known
something, sneaking off as he did. Talking about the pier, old
members of the Section mav be interested to know that the new
pierhead shows signs o( completion in 1938. J have not seen a
Sapper m weeks.
Did you hear about our radiogram? The P.R.!. purchased one
for the Garrison and had it installed in ye old Felix roome by the
expert Sergt Morley. Some people like dancing to a gramophone; others don't-who cares? During the evening sessions
of the N.A.A.F.J. Sigmn Parker gives a record and radio programme ~o the locals. He and Sergeant Morley are both rapidly
approachmg the Stone standard ; but, Pio, that sismature tune
of vours !
"
There is nothing really exciting in the sports report, for some
of the H.Q. stalwarts have left the station and the Y.M.C.A.

cup has been handed over to the 19th (H) Battery R.A. for safe
keeping. The least said about soccer! the ~etter. Up to the time
of compiline these notes H.Q. are domg a little better than usual,
for they have picked up a point that the 8th Battery must ~ave
mislaid. Scores have been reduced from 13-0 to 5- 4 against,
to say nothing of the aforementioned draw of 2 - 2 against the
8th Battery.
The following is a copy of a test paper set for the regimental
signallers, with the answers of one of the " brilliants."
Q.: Draw a implc " trembler bell " circuit and explain its
action.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.

A.: Press key and will cause the corent to pass into the magnet
then the magnet draws the armiture to it thus sounding
the bell release key and the magnet looses its power.
Q.: What is the modern theory on the construction of matter?
A.: Electrons form round the nucleuse forming moleculeus
and atoms. These atoms form substances the more
atoms the harder the substance therefor forming conductors.
Q.: What are the tests for a D.iii?
A.: (a) Buzzer test press key buzz should be herd in both recievers faults dirty key contacts . (b) Rec1ever test press
pressle switch then releace it and click should be herd
in both recievers. (c) Micraphone test blow into micraphone ruserling noisers should be herd in reciever .blow
gently into anset. (d) Condenser test short secmt CL
and L or E buss shou ld be herd but not so loud if buss
can not be herd can not do anything with it normally
used for P.O. lines.
So now we know all aboi1t it.
Bullet Thomas (ex-L V) heartily congratulates Fruity Boy (Enos)
on his promotion. He also sends his best wishes to Billy and
Mabs MacBrunton of Liverpool, Dover and Aldershot, on their
addition to the clan.
Pip wants words from 2321810 Deakin A. E., while Tiffy
Richardson would like to hear from Clubfoot Eley. What about
it, you people? the postage is the same as for England.
LANKA MK.
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We congratulate our athletic team on winning once more the
Fazal Din cup. Owing to the reduced numbers of this unit, it
was only sheer determination that brought us to the fore. Well
done, A I Don't forget next year. We also congratulate R.Q.M.S.
Tank and L/Corpl Cooper on their appointments, and Sigmn
Hull on obtaining his first class certificate of education. Yet
more congratulations to Sergeant Marchant on the arrival of a
daughter.
Sergt Bram..vell has volunteered for another five years in this
country. Atta boy!
Our best wishes to Sergt Mackie on the occasion of his marriage
to Mrs. Hannah Cullen on 4 I 1I34. You might have let us into
the secret, though, Mack.

F (Boys) Company.
After ten months of concentrated training, the boys have just
had a break of eight days in the country. As their homes are so
far away, no leave could be arranged for them this year, and
the camping period came as a welcome change from barrack life.
Excitement was at such a pitch that in the early morning
before marching out, the boys were up at four o'clock beating a
drum outside their instructor's quarters! At last, at 07.30 hours
on the 5th February, they were off.
The first camp on Monday, near Pisan Hari Temple, was
pitched in record time and looked very spic and span. The afternoon was spent on a practical map reading expedition to the
Temple heights, which entailed a little rock climbing.
Early on Tuesday morning camp was struck, and Sergt Bramwell joined us in time for the march. He could not come out on
the first day. This march of eight miles was the longest along
the hard high road and was carried out like a Company of Guardsmen. On nearing the new camp site at Manegaon, the Company

IV.

COUPORATED 1923

deployed and after a careful fire and movement operation the
hill was carried with a vigorous and effective charge. The ground
here was on the side of a hill and very stony. It was quickly
cleared and a neat perimeter marked our, leaving what looked
like a well kept lawn.
Next day, Wednesday, haversack rations were taken out and
an expedition was made to the wooded heights to the west. The
first stage in the day's events was a reconnaissance of a village
about three miles away and a decision to capture it ; and an
entirely successful timed attack was carried out. It was all the
more interesting as all the approaches were thickly wooded and
the going was stony. A further exploration to the west was then
made, and rations were disposed of in an exceedingly pleasant
grassy valley.
After lunch twenty boys, under Jemadar Alt Hussain Shah,
were sent back to take up a defensive position across a valley
between two well defined hills, with a gap of about five hundred
yards. The remaining ten had then to try to work their way
through the defenders and get back to camp without being
caught. The odds seemed against the defence as the growth
was so thick, but actually only two boys succeeded in getting
home in reasonable time. Of the remainder, two found themselves stuck with no chance of avoiding capture, two were very
late, and the remainder (including Sergt Bramwell and the O.C.)
were brought in as prisoners. The O.C. lost his topee in a bush
when making a gallant dash for it. This was impounded ar once,
and he was forced to capitulate. Ir was a very tired Company
that retired to rest that night.
Next day, Thursday, camp was moved again, and the march
was carried out mostly across country. The next camping ground
was rather like the last, but twice as stony and backed by a small
wood. A lesson in barricading was given here with the aid of
sticks and log lines ; and quite a good imitation of a double-apron
barbed wire entanglement was produced.
On Friday another haversack ration expedition was made, ending with a dash for home similar to that on Wednesday. This
time the ten smallest boys were the winners. The defence had
everything in their favour. but it is feared that the highly delighted small boys who were found in camp on our return hadn't
quite stuck to the rules ! However, it was good fun and good
training, too.
On Saturday we moved on again, this time towards home, and
found a very nice littli: camp under some shady trees.

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS
DAUGHTERS'
HOME
HAMPSTEAD
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of
Soldiers (whether Orphans or not)
The Children arc trained for domestic service and in
special cases as School T cachers and for Trades
Admission between the a~es of six and eleven bv approval
ol Commillec. Age of departure seventeen, when they
arc guaranteed suitable employment and supplied with a
complete outfit
Subscriplions and Donations thankfully received by the Hon .
Treaaurer, Lloyd's Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, or by the Sccrctdry.
Full Particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,
6S Rosslyn Hill, London, N.W.3

The Milkmai:'s Pony (with a load on).

femada1 Ali H1mait1 Shah gi':.les the Boys a short talk.
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In each camp we put up a deck tennis . and volley ball n~ts,
and no matter how hard the day, the evenings saw games gomg
with a swing. Each evening we had a sing-son~, and our poet
aik Bachan Sinsh had th e day's events ready m verse for the
whole camp to smg.
Sunday was spent with games and a wa l ~ down to the Ner•
budda river to sec if there were any c roco~ 1 l e~ about . . Sunday
night was extremely qu iet--everyone was thm kmg of gomg back
to barracks and daily rou tine t o ·m~rrow !

C HASE F OR CHOICE
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Best FISH in the t own
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NORTHERN COMMAND ........ ... .. .. ..... .. ..INDIAN ARMY.
Some of the Boys cm Daily Itispection.

A Group phot-Ographed in Camp.
Departures.-Captain C. D. Clapp, who has been with us
since the Company was first formed on the 1st April last year,
has now become adjutant of the Training Battalion. All ranks
wish hi~ th~ best of luck in his new appointment, and are glad
that he 1s still here to watch the Company as it progresses.
Arrivals.-Captain R. Maguire has arrived to take over command of the Company, and we hope his stay will be a long and
happy one.
Sport.-The boys played their first outside hockey match
against C Recruits Company, and after a hard-fought game they

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Thursday 8th February.
General.- The month has been very q uiet owing to so many
of the Sections being away on Brigade training and concentration
camps and only a few being left behind.
G Section have rejoined the unit after a spell of five months
away, having joined their Brigade at Abbottabad direct from the
Mohmand Bajur operations, but the personnel look fit and well.
D Section have once more proceeded to Hassan Abdul on the
Northern Command concentration {neutral Signals, this time).
This is the second spell they have had at that health resort.
Wh~n sp~aking of D .Section we refer to .the old H {operating)
Sect1on-1ts name havmg been changed owmg to the re-organisation cf the unit, the introduction of No. 1 wireless sets for
Infantry Brigade Sections, and the disbanding of the old D Pack
Cable Section.
Entertainments.- The prediction that the weekly whist drive
and dance would be rev ived in the unit has at last come true,
and a couple of very pleasant evenings have been spent together
by a large number of the unit, and a few prizes carried away by
the lucky ones. This is a good move on the social side, but it
would be a good idea to run these events in conjunction with
the O.C.A., which would help to foster the aims of the Association, and incidentally we r«ight be able to send home a little help
for a good cause.
A whist drive and dance in aid of the Girl Guides and Blue
Bi1ds was run in the Ordnance Club by Lieut.-Quartermaster
P. E. Nolan, ably assisted by a large number of the unit. This
prove~ a huge success, over sixty prizes being given away, all
of which had been presented by the tradesmen of Rawalpindi.
Even the Ordnance Club, the largest building of its kind in Pindi .
was scarcely . large enough to accommodate the huge attendance.
Dancmg durmg the early part of the evening was a bit uncomf~rtable, but things improved as the night drew to a close. A
nice sum of money was handed over to the two organisations.
Arrivals.- We extend a hearty welcome to our new C.O.,
M.a1or G. L. G. Pollard, M.B.E. We hope his sojourn with us
w!ll be a long and happy one, and that at the end of his tour he
will be able to say the same as his predecessor did a few days ago.
To the second draft of twenty-one B.O.R.s from U.K. we
extend the glad mitt and say " Keep smiling I the first five years
are the worst."
Departures. -Lieut.-Col~nel FitzA. Drayson, M.C., to privilege
leave before takmg up his new duties. We wish him every
success in . his . fresh sphere of activities, and are glad to think
that he wrll still be able to keep a fatherly eye on the unit.

Squadron s~ield went. to the '.#1reless Troop, who captured 28
of the possible 49 pomts. Visual Troop followed up with 15
and Headqu arters managed to scrape 6 on the board. Other
results were as follows : Whip d.river- rst Sigmn Roshin Din, 2nd Sigmn Mohd Yakub.
Best tramed Troop horse (British)- rst L / Cpl Bale, 2nd Sigmn
Stron~.

Bes~ tramed. Troop horse (Indian)-1st Naik Mohd Zaman, 2nd

Colchester

managed to draw. T his was very satisfactory considering there
were one or two battalion players in the C Company side.
Old Friends.- Jacko : The boys wish you all the best, and
are continu ally asking about you " ap bahut hara admi hain " and by th e way, that kirich is still in the bunk, complete with
wheel.
BRAM-KHAN-SINGH-RAO.

On Monday we struck camp for the last time and took the
road for home. The Nerbudda river had to be crossed by ferry,
but on our side the water was too shallow for the ferry boat to
come over, so we took off our boots and puttees and waded
across to the boat. Spirits recovered somewhat on the march,
and the art of singing to marching time was quite perfect by
the time barracks were reached.
On Monday evening, as a sort of grand finale, Captain Clapp
(our late O.C.) entertained the boys and their instructors to a
games ccmpetition in his bungalow grounds. This was something entirely novel to the boys, and it was amazing how they
gripped the idea in each of the seventeen different competitions.
The zest displayed in such a business as fishing out boot buttons
with bent pins was worth watching. Altogether the week went
well. and everyone came back looking fitter than ever.

. Corporal Clarke R. M. to 3 ~d India n £?ivl Signals on postmg.
S1gmn Reddmg to th~ Experimental Wireless Section, Cherat.
Se.rgt H aU J. G. ~nd nme B.-0.R.s to U.K. We wish all a happy
soiourn with their new uni ts.
Agony. -To Nobby : Don' t forget the old fi rm. S mu d ger.
ONEDIV.

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
.
.
Sunday 25th February.
Chnstmas a mv~d .and went in a spirit of good will and good
cheer, and may md1rectly have been responsible for many of
the good resolutions which were made for t he New Year.
As is usual i!l a _u mt of . ra ther limited .n umbers, almost everyone was occupied m makmg some contribution or other to the
entertainment during Christmas week. The various committees
are much to be congratulated on the excellent results of their
labours ; and last, but by no means least, the members of the
Sergeants Mess deserve much credit for an excellent party which
they organised for the children of the married families in the unit.
The unit has been passing through a period of intensive collecti ve training, which has manifested itself in the form of imerregim~ntal schemes in which the headquarters of the Brigade and
the Signal Troop took part on one side. On some occasions we
have been called upon to provide communication for both sides,
bu t generally we have thrown in ou r lot with Southland-a victorious if somewhat unscruoulous State.
Although, generally speaking, little was required of us in the
way of communication (the pace at which we move and the elan
with which we fight in this part of the world have to be seen to
be believed) nevertheless, when required, we delivered the goods
without fail. On one occasion a gallant charge by the Trooo to
the rescue of. the Brigade commander (in imminent danger of
capture) provided a sauadron of a certain cavalry regiment with
food for thought, and served to show that we can rise to an
occasion and turn our hands to most things.
A satisfactory aspect of the training in the unit is the number
of B.O.R.s who are volunteering for study for higher educational
certificates. It is to be hoped that their efforts will meet with
the success they deserve.
f:iorticulture. although not a subject for military study, is one
of mterest .to most of us, especially as our lines are comparatively
recently laid out and afford abundant scooe for anv latent talent
in this direction. In spite of the lack of irrigation w·ater-a handicap which is always with us- much has been done, and a vegetable ~arden of real value i.s now in a flourishing state.
During the past month Lieut. F. R. B. Moore and Sigmn Boughton E. have departed for the •'J.K., and Signalmen Webb E. and
Warwick have arrived from Karachi and Quetta respectively.
Turning to the field of sport, the Troop have shown much
activity and achieved considerable success. The results obtained,
as follows, were most gratifying.
Nowshera Horse Show- 3rd in handy hunter ; 2nd in best
trained Troop horse.
P.V.H. Hunter Trials- 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th.
20th Lancers Sports-rst and 2nd in open jumping-.
In the case of the P.V.H. Hunter Trials, to auote The Civ il
and Military Gazette , " 1st Cavalry Signals again swept the
board." All those who took part an<i put in serious training for
these events deserve every praise and credit.
The ~rooP. annual mounted sports were held recently, and an
extraordmanly good show was put up by all competitors. The

S1gmn Ah Bahadur.
Jump~ng, B.O.R.s-rst Sigmn Strong, 2nd Sigmn Perkins.
Jumpmg, I.O.R.s-1st Havildar Haider Khan, 2nd Naik Kalandar Khan.
V.C . .race-1st H avildar Haider Khan, 2nd L I Naik Mohd
Yasm .
Tug-of-w~ r-W / T ""f ~oop (Sergt Minns' team)
lnte~-Sect1on compet1t1on- 1st No. 7 W I T Section, 2nd R.H.
Visual Section.
Eve han9icap-1st Mrs. Madeley, 2nd Mrs. Minns.
Old soldiers race-1st Sergt Peters, 2nd Captain J. J. Duvivier.
As regards other forms of sport, the Troop has done well and
more than held its '!wn against the much larger units in the
station. We have faithfully maintained our policy of having a
" go " at everything.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Monday 26th February.
We are at it again, and first the Troop welcome Lieut. K. C. 0 .
Bastyan from B Corps Signals, wh.o has relieved Lieut. L. D. M.
Patterson as Troop officer.
Apart from reconnaissance schemes, which have taken the place
of Brigade training this year, sports seem to have been the
dominant feature this month. Jumping for points towards the
Morgan cup took place, and the V IT came out best with Arab
Doctor and Camel, ridden respectively by Sergt Standen, L/Corpi
Adamson and Sigrnn Suleman Khan. The relay race has also
b~en ru~ off, and the W I T team (Sergt Shardlow. Corp! Gratw1cke, S1gnahnen McDonald and Fateh Khan) won this.
Headquarters are now trying to devise some means of showing
their abilities, and a six-a-si.de cric)<e~ match has been suggested.
Unfortunately, sergeant-maier, cncKet does not appear in the
rules.
Arrivals.-S~ill t~ey come, and we welcome Signalmen Clayton
S. from 1st Div! Signals, Bass J. from Kohat, and Mitchell R.
from Karachi.

Departures.-Sigmn James W. to U.K. We are now applying
to the F.A. for a relief. There will be more departures early
next month. Sergt Shardlow and family, Sergt Conyers, Corp!
Stanley and family, and Sigmn McLeod are all going by the
" October " boat. L / Sergeant Scott also leaves for a six months
break.

Corporal Kenny H.

fH E W1 Re,

Signalman Adamson L.
U.K. draft per the N evasa on 16 / 1/ 34 : Sigmn ~ a bs Adamson
begs to announce that he was the official kan-kamer on the day
of reckon ing. Geordie Ad amson had a better excuse.
Sports.- Jn the recent Sial kot Olympic sports, Corp! K eni~y
H. and Sigmn Adamson shared the prize3 betwee n them. Pip
sa1s he could ha ve thrown the hammer fu rther, but he lost 1t
and had to rest content with a mere II5 feet. He. now goes to
Delhi with the Punjab Olympic tea m to compete agamst the other
Provinces .
Courses,-L ICorpl Bruton and Sigmn :5imbler to B.M. H osoital on first aid, san ita tion and water duties.
. ~taff Em ploymant.- L / Corpl Adamson, still sinking jumps.
KHANA.
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thus producmg shouts of that well known. ch aracter known ~s
" shaky." Still, I have every r~aso~ to believe that the C. S.~ . s
annual technical mspect1on pas ea quite peacefull y, so why wor, Y~
Photographs. One of the four photos published ~m .t he centre
pages of last month's WIRE showed the Peshawar D1str1ct Signals
hockey team, runners-up m the: Peshawar D1stn ct Hot Weat her
League. Readmg from left to nght-Back row: Si gna lmen Gladwin, Hodgson, Barry and Roberts, <;:orporal Coate!1•. L / ~o r poral
Whitefield. Front row: L/ Corpl Smith, S1gmn Bla1k1e, Lieut. T.
W . Boileau, Signalmen Williams an d Lambert C. In fron t , S1gmn
Mitchell .
.
En Pa ssant.- 1 have heard man y people of lat e grumbling
about our Regimental Journal, that .i ts avera ge contents are mo.stly
of the Part JI. Order type. I thmk they possess an au~~c 1 o u s
outlook on the affair , or what is kn~wn more vulgarly as a brass
neck." For curiosity's sake I obtamed and perused a few. other
Regimental Journals, and except for bn~ht and mtellect ual litera ry
efforts here and there, I honestly consider that .THE WI RE- both
in contents and production- takes some beanng._ We are .all
supposed to be imbued with espri.t de corps •. wh ich should mcl ude interest in the Corps Mag:mn e., I 1mag11:ie.
..
.
How many unit representatives receive help 111 comp1l111g their
notes, to swell the unit news or to interest .readers at home an d
abroad ? As a matter of fact, there are umts who do not seem
to have a W IRE correspondent at all, and even notes of the Par t
II. variety would be welcome from such so that fellows .~oul 1
keep in touch with each other. You know what I mean.
Eh .
dekko, so-and-so's got a ' Lape ' " or " So-and-so has got ca ught
at last."
This Month's Great Thought.- The best workman prefers to
be judged by his work rathe r than by what he has to say abou t it.
Congratul a t ions .- T o C.Q.M .S. Sta iner H ., Sergt Cheesman
C. and L / Sergt Clevett A ., M.M., on receiving the long service
and good conduct medal with gratuity.
The Last Word.- Congrat ulations to the Sign.als Association on
findi ng so many situations for ex-Signals dunng the past fe w
momhs.
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possible. to have a flash pa in ted on them ca used some anxiet y
111 two mem bers of this Detachment.
Finale.- By the tim e next mon th's notes are due, th is Detachment will most p roba bl y ha ve been broken up and scattered to
the fo ur wi nds-:-Pes.h awar, Landi Kotal, Topa and su ndry other
abodes- and this wi ll be my last humble contribut ion to these
pages, at least for some time. Yes, I plainly hea rd manv sighs
REARGUA RD.
of relief I

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Monday 5th March.
Arrivals.-See Mabel. One typewriter.
Departures.-Corporal Philip P. to 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal
Troop, Meerut-our dead loss, as he is an excellent clerk and allround sportsman. Still , we may get some WIRE notes from that
part of India now, eh, Pip?
Taken from " The Wire " of a Hundred Years Ago... Peshawar District Signals, having performed such invaluable
work in Frontier operations for the past ten years, have now
been excused further inspections and parades ."
" As the promotions and appointments have been so quick
during the last two years, and are still likely to be so, the 1834
edition of the Corps Promotion Roster will not be published until
very late in the year."
" The whole block of Nelson Lines married ouarters in Peshawar being empty, it is proposed to build a te-mporary theatre,
skating rink and gambling hell there, for the amusement of those
guarding Britain's interests on this far -flung Frontier of ours."
Earthquakes.-Du ring the penod 22nd / 26th February a series
of tremors affected us from Kh yber Barracks to Ewart Lines. The
seismic effects made the whole build ing shake to its foundations,
which by the way are spru ng (or were, in Queen Victoria's time,
anyway). These tremors must have proved magnetic to the
human frame, as several B.O.R. s seemed in a permanent ague,

Naked Lights.-Or two way communication by Simplex and
D uplex. A rumour to the effect t hat all bare spots were . w here

Every unit having a comedienne must have a comedian . This
unit has one, but I have left his special feature till next month
in .o rder to make room for our juggler (?) What a posish I Heavy
going, Mac, eh I

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
General. - He re we are again ! Did you think that Kohat had
been engulfed when the devastating earthouake shook the States
of Bihar and Orissa to thei r foundations? · Well , your fears are
unfounded, gentle reader. Kohat is once more to the fore .
Since our last notes were published, several interesting even~s
have transpired . Some old faces are see n no more, and several
new ones are here to brighten lor du ll) our outlook. H owever,
we are not pessimists, by any means: hence these notes. We
have lost and gained a C. S.M., as will be seen from the Sergea nts
Mess notes.
We extend the glad mitt to C.S.M. Spracklen, L / Sergt Bryant,
Corp! Benson, L/Corpls Shirley, Bow and Shuffiebotha m, Signalmen Moore, Robenson, MacMahon, Fordham , Faulder, H ayes ,
James, McLaren, Oram, Thain, Cooper, Hobden , Kelly, King,
Leach Turvey, Richmond and Robson. Sigmn Bass J. had a
very short stay with us- just long enough to go with K Section
to Kasaur on Section training- an d was then reposted to Sialkot.
Several bright lads have added to thei r educational qua lifications, and the " Q" staff are well (?) em ployed in the afternoons
- Schoolie ma king extra sure that they get thei r firsts. T o th e
casual observer they all look very (?) intelligent (in the afternoons). H owever, our best wis hes go with rhem in their
endeavours.
T he cook orderly- an excellent fe llow- knows a good thing .
but I am afraid he cannot see this particular good thi ng. H ere
he is, enjoying hard (?) ea rned repose after an extremel y strenuous day among steam, smoke and smells .

Nowshera Detachment.
Chit ral Lines, 3rd March .
Life in Nowshera having stood still du ring the last month ,
news is somewh at scarcer than hair on bald heads. Echo answers
.. Whose heads?"
Arrival s .- T he 1934-35 repat riation list. Judging by the nu mber of people who wanted to see th e aforementioned document ,
the Army in India must be expecti ng to go home 111 t he nc:ar
future. One good old maxi m to remember when dealmg with
such uncertain subjects is " Blessed is he that expecteth nothing."
Espr it d e Corps.- The following is an extract from The
Gurmet, the n:onthly journal of t h ~ Ro yal Artillery. " We are
fu ll of pride td relate that we are still fighters m the A rmy football cup, our last battle ta king place at Colchester on the 3<;>th
November, when we passed into the fourth round by defeatmg
the 4th Div! Signals by 1-0. !he ~a m e was clean, ~eryse and
exciting. The wonderful reception gi ven us by ~he . d1sc!ples of
Mercury proves th at the spi rit of good fellowsh1i;> 1s still very
much alive in the Army to-day. " H ard luck on losmg, 4 t~ Div. I
Congratulations on playing an excellent game and uphold111g the
name of the Corps.
Ode t o Nowshera.N stands for the Nice girls we all hope to fin~.
0 for the Overtime this Section brings to mind.
W for the Weather Blighty left behind.
S for the Sapheads old King Sol never blinds.
H for the Horses he-men cannot grind.
E for Equipment, never too kind.
R for the Raspberries issued without any rind .
A for the Area we all have to climb .
F.S.
Free Advice.- Sound suggestions for the occasion when one
has a lady friend of the expensive type to entertain, and has no
filthy lucre wherewith to accomplish the aforesaid ambition, are
forwa rded free on application. Seeing th at they are offered by a
valued member of the community, they should be well worth
trying.
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Corporals Mess.
T raining has left us qu iet, bu t the marr ied (but not quarte red)
quarret have certainly kept the Mess lively in their own wayof course, staid ma rried men and all that. St ill, led by Tubby
Benson, several manage a walk round the circle at 4 p.m . daily
- just a constitutional , by the way-and a quiet bridge rubber
afterwards, and so to bed.
By the ti me these notes appear we shall have said goodbye to
those members who are homeward bound this year, and probably,
over a few glasses, will have won numerous wars agai n. H owever, a full budget of eve nts will appear in the next number .

Sergeants Mess.

The unit's comedienne Cos likes to be high up. Do any Edinhurghites remember h im ? " Scotland for ever I " says Cos, even
when up the pole.
.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.,

We have been silent hue are not extinct. We have been gomg
on as ever, cosily making the most of Kohat as a station. New
faces come along, wondering what this grim Frontier will be li ke ;
but they very soon realise. as they settle round the ova l table
(which so many know) or get comfy in the fin e quarters here .
that Kohat is not too bad after all.
Our mess was entirely redecorated for the winter. and one's
own " blues " seem to be dispelled by the pleasant blendmgs of
Skittles' light and dark blue theme (consult Ivan Hallibut and
Company for interiors).
The King of the Kurram has again ascended the throne in the
person of Alfie, who joined us early in the tra ining season (Edinburgh papers, please copy) . His Majesty is somewhat subdued
by the fa ct that Mrs. Cos, too, will shortly be in residence at
the palace.
Not quite so many funct ions have been held this season, because a surfeit of training has taken many of our members into
the " blue " for long periods. The usual " vagabond " dance,
with a hot chip and tater barrer, kept up our reputation for
novelty. Weekly whist drives have been going along very well
throughout the winter.
We have just launched into the stat ion tennis tournament , and
after a very pleasant afternoon we lost to the S. and D. Club by
four games in 70. Our scratch pair, Bricky Wall and Fred Jones,
played bravely, but though winning in sets, the margin of games
was not ours. L / Sergt Starling brought home the gentlemen's
singles cup after a gruelling fina l tussle with a player of the R. A.F.
C.S.M. and Mrs. Eyres and family have left us for home, and
C.S.M. Spracklen has taken over the reins. " Daddy " will be
missed by most of us, and in presenting him wi th a canteen of
cutlery we wished him a happy and rosy fu ture. We are looking
fo rward to glowing tales of a small poultry fa rm where contented
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chickens cluck merrily in sheer pride at their own prolific egg·
laymg powers.
·
·
V ·
Bill Bryant has joined us recently, and with his new 01gt•
lander camera is determined to make dun gs sn ~ ppy . . The hu n•
dred and th irty miles hike on the manceuvres with which he was
greeted gave h im plent y of scope.
.
Scrgt and Mrs. Howard and SeriJt and Mrs. Wall and fa mily
leave us this spri ng for U.K. furlough. L / Serge:in t and Mrs.
Thomas are du e home.
Some wdl be inte rested but ~orry to know that a well-kn?wn
mess member- T ich, an old umt mascot and a grea t-hea rted htt!e
dog-has passed ou t for good and aye. He walked away to die
and now hes in a warrior's unknown grave.
Entertainment.-Until the recent ad vent o~ the talkies there
was li ttle m the station in the way of entertainment b~'i'.ond a?
occas1onal dance or wh ist drive. This bemg the only Brmsh umt
in the district, apart from the R.~.F .. we have largely to depend
on the attendance of people outside the urn t to make any show
.
.
a success, especially financially.
The winter season is the only available time to _run a few
dances, as then the memsahibs are down fr?m the hi lls, .and of
course the wea ther is more su itable for dancmg. Even ~ 1 t h o.ur
regular memsahib dancers present the ratio of pa rtners . ' ~ easily
four to one m favour of the males, and the competition fo r
favours is very keen. Such competition Je:1ds to wha t we know
as " booking up " dances. Some of the fair partners ge~ puzzled
over things. "Is this the fourth dance from now? If it 1s, an d
it happens to be a waltz, I am engaged ; bu t you ca n have the
sixth if you are here first ." It 1s not true. .however, that one
lady dances with the hc;ilder of a ticket wh1Ch she has issued
previously. It 1s not quite so compl.cated as that, yet. .
To make a bright spot between t wo mm ceuvre exercises . a
dance was held at the S. an d D. Club, billed as a vetera ns ' ball
m hcnour of the warriors return.ng from an eleven ~a y.s exe ra se,
during wh..ch they had the privilege (?) _of campa1gnrng .n t,he
snow-and this is India I In view of this fac_, the prster a so
read " Guarameed cure for frost-bite, chilblains, Kohat ~oms and
Kurram kancar." It may have been this most appal mg sta te•
m:!Ilt that made the veterans turn up to a man,_ but I ca~ assure
you that they really did forget all about their har~ships a?d
aching limbs (ask the two who had. the bott e of gm). . W1th
Carpi Jones lead=ng, our well known jazz band played t~e1r best,
and even Tich Price on the drums frequent '. y for!'Ot his bo tt l~.
Bill Page on the sax, ably ~ssi sted by McCann, did ,not .co.mplam
of careering crochets or qmvermg quavers. Gasson s v10lin bow
almost tempted me to sing " Horsey, keep your. t~1l up I " becau£e
that was what it resembled. Stress on the v10lm and tense on
the piano, Carpi Jones assures me, are most vital factors in time
and syncopation.

Much Ado about fl'oth in1r.
lioodbye t'.I All That.-Somewhere on the N.W. Frontier of
India is a man who, twelve months ago, sat before a roaring fire
in Catcerick and described the conditicns of No Man's Land.. ten feet of snow," etc. Was it twelve months or twelve
years since he struggled up. to the Depot in a gl~rio~s nort~·~st
blizzard, cursing the fates m general and the chma~1c condJtJons
of Catterick in particular? Was it such a short time ago t~at
he had such a hectic time with the can-carrying corporals, rearmg
raw recruits, remedying the trials and tribulations of hoary old
Mess members, and listening to the latest scandal from the
Battalion C.I.D.?
Times have changed I Memory is a fickle jade. Catterick and
111! thmgs Catterick1sh belong to the past. At present the man who
was once of Catterick and is now of the N. W.F. is sitting in
the shade of a verandah, admiring the Old Lady's Nose, over
towards the Tirah, rearmg her probiscus 4000 odd feet into the
blue of the Indian sky.
The chief stoker is stok;ng up with a vengeance-so early in
the year, too. They told him-and by " they " I mean those
very old soldiers who have been out here longer-that three
months hence all Anglo-Indians, Indian-Anglos, or An~los in
lndia (l'rn getting a little mixed with my Pushtu and Urdu) will
be issued with perspiring pans, punkahs and pyjamas, to enable
them to counteract the blast from the blasting furnace. (Yes, I
nearly said it.) It is then, so they say, that memories of Catterick
will come back with a rush. Thoughts of early morning stables,
ten degrees below zero, the slush and cold of the rifle butt' on
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the square, the numbed fingers of the flag ~aggers of the T;B.,
and the handkerchief ddll of those u!'ldergomg a course c;if .flu.•
will then be nectar to the man who 1s to become an lnd1amseo
Anglo.
.
.
f
E 1· h
Until then, let him be content wit h this pc ~ ect ng.1s .summer weather. Let his memories of the years m Cattenck mte rmingle with the thoughts of the . yea rs he .has to spend ou t
here. You gave him a wonderfu l ume, Cattenck, and he thanks
you . He will never be posted there , aga m, and at the rnome~~
he is in no hurry to be. You see, Its ea rly February, and hes
had some.
T IM.

L/ Corpl Blades T., Training Battalion, Catterick: H ow are
yo:i ? Do you remember C.S.M. Hole of the Royal Sussex Regi.
ment ? He recalls you and would like a line. Address it to 2nd
Battn Roya l Sussex Regiment, Napier Barracks, Karachi. I've
given him your address. Bridge.
S.W.B.

Zhob Signal Section, Loralai.
Monday 5th March.
General.- Since the commencement of the N ew Year steps
have been taken to enli ven the monotonous surroundi ngs and life
in th e Zhob, for which we most gratefully thank our commanding
officer (Lieut. G. I. Burgess Winn), whose whole heart is set on
th e comfort of the Section.
D uring a period of three months several alterations have taken
place, while others are nearing completion . One of the out•
sta nding features is the complete renovation of the Institute,
which now has a large room suitably constructed and very well
decorated for a dance hall, in which we held the opening dance
of the season on Saturday 24th February. This proved a great
success and was thoroughly enjoyed by all .
The permanent fittings for electric lighting were very successfully installed by the fi tters. I would like to mention that ou rs
is the only electric su pply in Loralai, so that we have something
to be proud of in this respect.
Jr> fu ture a dance will be held once a month , and we hope to
hold some other social events once a week. I hope next month's
notes will contain some definite news on this subject . Although
we do not possess a dance band fo r these occasions, we are suit·
ably provided with good music by the radio-gramophone. B rig~·
dier J. C. McKenna, D.S.O., Commander Zhob Independent Bn·
gade Area, has very kindly presented the Section with a wire•
less set , which wi ll take a very prominent place in the Insti tute.
Everything possi bl ~ is being done to "better". Lora lai, S? th~t
individuals who are li kely to have the opporturuty of servmg m
the Zhob can look forward to a very bright and happy sojou rn
here.

WESTERN COMMAND ...... ... ... ......... .. .. .. / N DIAN ARMY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
General.- ! was going to say that the unit .h ad now settled
down for a period after the firnsh of _the umt ca?1p at H ab
Chauki but everybody became absorbed m the Corps chances m
the W~stern Command boxing cham~ionships an.d no little work
was necessary in ma king these effective ._ That It was a success
is withou t doubt, and the consequence 1s that a goodly numb~ r
have pushed off to Rawalpindi to watch our team make a bid
for the aJJ.Jnd1a team championships. I would refer you to the
Sports N otes for fu ll details.
.
T h e unit camp was evidently a success. It wa~ short, and distinguished this year by the p resence of_ t_he unit d raughtsman .
The la tter gentleman will pa rdon my g1vmg prommence to h is
presence there, but I did say that 1t was d1strngmshed- and. no
one but he could ha ve related so effectively the story of th e lme·
man who, in returrnng to camp from a "fault," commandeered a
camel for the journey.
The boxing and rugger tournaments have nat':'rally . broug.ht us
several visitors, and the U ni t Club has been domg big business.
Thanks to several ladies, we have been able to make Sunday
aft ernoons times to be looked forward to, and it's a marvel how
the club tables have stood the weight of the spreads laid on them.
An exceptionally high standard of " tip-it " was attained at these
func tions. Other people showed how gracefu lly t~ey could ~ ccep t
the prize of a pair of so~ks at an impromptu wh ist drive (1t was
unfo rtunate that a certam lance-corporal pla ymg as a lad y-and
what a lady I- should have won the correspondi ng article of
ladies' hosiery) .
Then there was the open golf tournament. T h is ti.tie, I regret
to say, passed into the keeping of two represen tatives of 2nd
Indian Div! Signals. It should be stressed .that the club cham·
pion, although paying his entrance fee , .did, not compete- the
reason for that being closely associa ted with the absence of . the
unit's WIRE notes last mon th . A Corps were the other fi na li st~,
but (much as I dislike to say it) it's a wonder how half .of th~1r
combination got into t hll' club, let alone. the golf champ1onsh1p .
Still, I congratulate 2nd Div. on wmnmg ; bu t a_s their nex t
appearance in the event is doubtful , w~ can only gi ve t_h ~ m t~e
privilege of calling themselves champions wh1,le dom1C1 led m
Karachi , and our assurance that a troph y for th is event actuall y
exists.
Retirement- This month we lose Major E. Humphries, M.c. ,
D.C.M., I.S.C. (S.L.) who proceeds to the U nited Kingdom on
leave pending retirement . His experience of the country_and the
work of the Corps will be greatly missed. We wish him good·
bye and an enjoyable retirement, and we shall always remember
him with affection as " Pop."
ln<;pections.- There has been an orgy of these lately. The
G.O.C. Western Command, the A.D.V.S. and· the D.A.D . S. and
T., amongst others, have been particularly pleased with what
they have seen. Anyone arriving in the unit will have to allow
for our look of superiority.
Agony Column.- 21ld Indian Div! Signals: A recent v1s1tor
from your unit has spoken to me, deploring your lack of WIRE
notes. I agree with him, and if I m~y be pardcned for making a
suggestion, I would s:iy appoint L/ Corp! Lewis L. as your corre•
spondent. If he's as good at notes as he is at writing to me,
you should be well advertised.
L/Corpl Lewis L.: I trust you don't get the job referred to
above, but it's a moot point as to who should write first. Must
it be me?

taken place. We hope that a WIRE aspirant will come to the
fore.
BLOS .
Fort Sandeman Detachment.
General.- H aving struggled through the Brigadier's m pection
(and bei ng complimented) we are more or less back to normal
rou tine again, but with more inspections reported for the n a r
future.
At present we have the Devens staying here, en route for
Razmak. This is the first time so many white troops (and white
knees) have been seen in Sandernan.
The Section is very much depleted, three men being m Lora·
~i t.o make up our team for the Bai rd cup, leavi ng us with onl y
six m mess.
Arrivals.--One barrel of Steel and Coulson 's.
Departures.- One barrel of Steel and Coulson's . L / Corporal
Malvern and Signalmen Mu rray and Stollida y to Loralai on tern·
porary duty. Certain people are leaving us for Quet ta at the
begi nning of March, having fin ished their tour of ease. Pre·
sently they will be answeri ng to the old old call of " Feed away."
Overheard.--One person singing " I'm happy when I' m h1k·
ing." He is evidently getting in some secret trai ning.
Congratulations.- We compli ment the football tea m on successfully getti ng over the firs t round of the Baird cup. The
Gurkhas won't be so easy, Jim.
Things We Want to Know.- Jf Derby County ca n really play
football? Can J.C. really play a uke? or is he just leading us
up the alley path?
Scotch upress.- To Swycher, from Cohen: Am I to blame?
T o Vic (Gib): Wot about the old girls,- Cadie? Darkie.
EASTERN COMMAND .. .. .. ......... ........ .. INDIAN ARMY.

------3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. I Company.

The Section Football Team for the semi·finaL of the Baird
T0t1rname11t.

•

Departures.-To 2nd Indian Div! Signals, Quetta, on 2 / 3 / 34,
L / Corpl Malvern H., U / L / Corpl .Srnith H., Signal~en Lapsley
T ., Murray J. and Stolliday F. S1gmn Kenneally J•. 1s to _follow
at a later date. We wish them all the best of luck m their new
station.
To U.K. on six months payment furlough, on 14 / 3 / 34, L / Cpl
Burke W . and Signalmen Smith E. E. and N abarro D. Bon
voyage I
Arrivals.-From 2nd Indian Divl Signals, Quetta, on 2/ 3/ 34,
Signalmen Franks H. and Johnson P. to Detachment, Fort Sandeman; L / Corpl McCann R. and Sigmn McAra L. to Detac~ment,
H indubagh ; and Sigmn Taylor A. to Headquarters, Lorala1. We
extend a welcoming hand to all of them.
Hindubagh.-We regret the absence of notes this m~nth, but
hope that readers will be amply rewarded when the reliefs have

Thursday 22nd February.
General.-A glorious conclusion to our exercises came in the
form of rain. Strolling a bout in the early morning, one can
study these things- and we did. When it was all over, we shook
ourselves and carried on.
The rail party left Babina on the 29th January wi th the horses,
wagons, etc., arriving m Meerut the follow ing day.
The road party, who left on the 30th, arrived in Meerut on the
4th February. They feasted themselves merrily on the results
of the shikar. So well did the gunmen acquit themselves on this
occasion that they were almost capable of living on the country.
One lorry, more energetic than the rest, in a vain endeavour
to get home jumped a bridge and sank peacefully into a nullah.
It was heard to murmur " I am going back by rail, " but it
didn't.
We are back again in our Meerut home ;
We have fought our wars and won ;
And Part I. Orders, the grim recorders,
They tell of the good work done.
The scribes are using indelible ink
To tell of our deeds of war ;
But we slyly wink and wisely think
Of the training that lies in store.
Equitation courses. Riders of the plains. Big strong silent he·
men gazing into space and going where they are looking. Revolvers and rifles wavering unsympathetically in the breeze. The
barrack square crammed with drilling men- by Company, by
Section, by squads ad infinitum- until we see three junior n.c.o.s
drilling one man. Visions of the corning season . Next month
we will tell you some true life stories, like tb s one. One bloke
was accosted by another bloke delivering a mes age. Bloke one
{accosted) took the message, entered it , handeJ it back, and then
driected bloke two to a third bloke.
When we came back from Jhansi we settled down to umt
sports. There was not much time, but we put uo a good show.
Our despatch riders gave quite a thrilling display in a clever
entertainment which showed some good riding. Our tent pegging
team took four pegs on their first run down , but evidently were
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modest to do It a ccond rune. The distribution of prizes
w.1s a surprise to lots of people, for these included a ple nd id
lot of medals which were wt!I worth winning.
Departure.-Sigmn Huddlestonc C. to Rawalpindi.
100

Arrival.

Corp! Clarke from Rawa lpindi.

No. 2 Compa y.
General.- Peace has been declared, and we have left Jhansi.
the surrounding countryside and tents for the more cumfo rta ble
bungalows at Meerut. Congratulations from the powers th at be
a ure us that, in spite of the large percentage of our number
who experienced a camp in India for the first time, our reputation was kept up as in previous years.
The next move on our very varied programme is 10 Kail ana
for the hot weather season. All ranks who intend to capture
that elusive higher rating are busily dusting Vol. V.s and gazing
at the mnards of D.iii's, Fullerphones, etc., with intense interest.
Captain M. C. Bennett has now taken the place of Major A.
Beatson-Bell as Company commander ; and although we seem
unable to keep a Company commander very long, we hope he
may prove the exception to the rule and that his stav mav be
·
·
long and pleasant.
Departures.-Lieut. Morris has left us for Muma (luckv Murtra ! your gain is our loss). Sigmn Traill to the S.T.c: (now
you can wear someone else's tennis court away).
Bush Mail.-Too numerous to mention individually, bur what
about those promises?

7th (Medium) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Mui:lra.
February, 1934.
must apologise, first of all, for the absence of notes from
last month's issue'. Now for a really original excuse. Sorry I
all those ~ can rhmk of are ume worn ; and not possessing a
fertile bram, the apology must stand for itself.
Last month's news items, however, will orobablv interest old
mem~ers of_ the Section (both mechanicai and horse-drawn).
All right, Gmger; we know all about it.
W,e proceeded to camp by r~ad again this year- not as a
Semon, but as part of the Brigade column-and arrived at
Babma (two hundred miles) seven days later. The practice
camp, from a Gunner point of view, was ouite successful, but
the Secnon, who were not overworked, were really very glad
wh~n It was over, as the weather, even for Januarv, was unbeli.evably cold-so cold, in fact, that a certain tough guv (self
·
praise) only washed once a day.
A Night. of Gladness.-The Section binge-which is rhe
an:iual Chn~tm as whoopee for the boys-had to be postponed
this year owm~ to o~r presence being required at camo so early,
and .was held msteao as a farewell party to our O.C.- (who was
leaving us for Meerut} on the 10th Februarv.
It ~as a fer.e day. really, as we started ~ff in the morning
fimshin~ t,~e mt~.r-~roup championship (sports and athletics):
and as A and . B Groups were neck and neck, it was keenly
~~~~ested and ~nioyed by .most. 'Jp to the present "A" lead
B . by one pomt, the dec1dmg game (hockey against H.Q.) not
h avmg been played yet.
The binge itself was voted a success by all, and, not wishing
to t~row any bouquets or buck.ets, we'll leave it at that.
Dmner was s.e~ved a .few mmutes after 8 p.m .. and (heaven
help the supers!l~IOus} thirteen sat down to enjoy it. After-dinner
speechbes were given by almost everyone who was caoable and
even Y some who weren't.-:-from which we learned tha~ LB.
Sect1cns used. to marC'h a ~m1mum of 450 miles a month!
From a social Pomt of view the outstanding success was the
P.~.O .. who gave. us (wtth the aid of a certain co-ed} a most marvj ou~b displav ot a re~ apache _dance, followed closelv bv the
sh end and, The only discord bemg the occasional bumping of
~aenterth· f he hb<1rmJ aid cohuldn't get on the job, as her partner
er or t e arrow op
At one-thirty a.m. the boys ~ere " taken home" and tucked
m after an almost perfect day.

He~rd .~t t(~e Bing~ ••-" T~afs very appropriate music for the
occasion'.
.. nswer) Yes, 1t is. But what is it?"
Geordie:
That was a rotten fox-trot " p B o . " W ·
fox-trot? No wonder it was rotten ; I ~as w~l;zi~g...
as it a

Departures.-Our late Section officer, Lieut L. de M. Thuillier,
after a stay of eighteen months, has left us fo r Meerut, and so
we lose an enthusiastic all-round sportsman whose motto "Deeds,
not word " was appreciated by all ranks. We are sorry to see
h im go. Good luc k in your new Section, sir ; and we won't
forget that condemnation board.
Arrivals.- We welcome Lieut. J. D . L. Morris , who has taken
over as O.C. We hope your stay will be a long and pleasant
one, sir.
Congratulations.--To L / Sergt Parkinson on atraining that
rank, and also being granted six months Blighty leave. To Signalman Gl axo Clavering on becomi ng eligi ble for proficiency pay,
and on his snaky perfor mance under the ladder at the potted
sports.
TICH.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
General.- An apology is due for the absence of notes during
the past few mon ths. No excuse is made other than the old
one: lack of material.
The Troop has lost quite a number of its old members, but
has gai ned new ones and still carries on the good work.
Since the publication of our last notes annual camo has come
a.nd gone; also the Brigade Commander's annual Part JI. inspect10n. Our camp took place at Dilaura, some twen tv miles outside
Meerut, and with the assistance of Lieut. J. R. B.eeton and two
despatch riders of the 3rd Indian Divl Signals, very useful work
was car.ried out, much upon the lines of former years.
. Th.e improvements made in the Troop lines and around the
iumpmg area were favou~ably . commented upon by. the Brigade
Comm~nder and the Chief Signal Officer on their respective
mspect1ons.
During the Eastern Comm~nd exercises held at Jhansi in January, t~ree of our despatch riders were loaned to the 3rd Indian
Div] Signals and earned the usual kind words which are always
spoken after manceuvres.
Durii:g the last few w.eeks <:;orpl Lourie has been training horses
for the iumpmg competitions m the Royal Signals (Meerut} annual
sports and the lmoenal Delhi Horse Show.
S.ergt Jeffers continues to instruct attached infantry personnel
in short-wave W / T duties, and Sergt Percv has had a soot of
duty as Sergeants Mess caterer.
·
•
Arrivals. - We welcome the arrival of Caotain M. Duncan from
tl~e U.K. and ~ish him success while in co.mmand of the Troop.
S1gnal~en Wa!stell F. and Sneddon W. arrived from the U.K. ;
also S1gmn Griffiths A. from 3rd Indian Divl Signals, Signalman
Meese C. from Quetta, and Carpi Philip P. from Peshawar.
Departures.- We regret to record the deoarture of Captain
F. P. L. G~ay, who has been our C.O. for the oast two years.
We wish him the best in his new unit at home.·
M~rriages.-:--We congratulate Sigmn Giles D. on his recent
marnage to Miss Kathleen Englebright.
We Want to Know. - y,vho broke the lemonade bottle at Alwar?
Agony.- Simmo, 2nd Div. Sigs.: See Snorts Notes and " look
what we've done."
G.E.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Whitfield Barracks, Kowloon, 10 /I I 34.
[Received too late for the March issue]
Ge~eral.-Another year started with some chaos saying " Roll
on, eight weeks," some saying " Roll on a year"' and otherswell, we're ~II s.aying " Roll on,." It seems to b~ the slogan out
here. ,BY this time the . Ne!"'al1a will have left England again to
dump em down and pick em up, but I'm not interested unless
t~ere'.s to be a "farewell and welcome" dinner like last year's.
Six, likely lads are probably leaving us by the next boat, and
we ll be sorry to see them go, though it will certainly give the
new maskee draft a chance to tell someone what China was like
wh.en they came out. Personally, I daren't sav a word about
China when ..any of the pioneers are arou.nd, o; I hear a voice
!11-urmurt~?
When I went to the opening of the Central in
29. . . . etc.
Christmas, 1933.-Christmas went off with the usual bang
and everyone seemed to enjoy it. About seventy men sat down
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to dinner, the large number consisting of Signals, Medicals and
details: The catering was done by t~~ N .A.A.F.J. and they pu t
up a iolly good show. W.e were visited by our C.S.O. (Major
Bagno~d) the O.C. (~aptam 1-:fenderson) and Lieut. Lyddonand did they do thei r stutI wnh the menus? I think I heard
Lieut. Lyddon saying that he fully understood why Garbo shuns
publicity ; signing one's name about seventy times isn't too
sweet. Fitz said a few words on behalf of the details and then
we ret ired to the reading room. but not to read. This room
was decorated by a hard-working committee consisti ng of Corp!
Pope, L / Corpl Cross, Sigmn Drake and Pte Casson (R.A.M.C.) .
The accompanying snap shows a bit o! the decoration, but as
the photographer was, like man y others, a bit " that way," forgive the al ignment. Another snap was taken of th e lads after
di n ner. but as relatives somet; mes read THll WJRll I have been
as ked not to send it. The Christmas spirit was visible (and
audible) well into the night and nex t day, and many strange
sights were seen. Going out at night I passed the unit flagpole.
H alt way up was a figure cry i n~ " Kong is loose! " - and only
th e linemen climb poles.

~f\M =No.I."
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A Few Scraps.- Who is longing for the summer nights and
a walk around in shorts?
Who is well in the running for the title of Section stop out?
(No names, but Kong 1s on the loose.j
Our Em goes American. He actually said " A three tube
radio.''
Look to your laurels, Dilley ; Oliver is here.
Where was ex-Trooper (the long-nosed?) on Christmas Eve?
Which bed is Dilley' s winter blanket on at present?
Are married men the worst? (See Wandaplug. No offence.)
Till nex t time.
MATA HARi.

Further down the road, Ill a Chinese laundry, was another
well known figure assisting the native staff to iron a pair of (?).
The grand old lad of the F.E.C. did a nifty dance with many
encores until someone put him out of his misery. It's a good
job Christmas comes but once a year.
New Year went off rather quietly as the unit Scotsman, Jock ·
Cord, was in bed resting before the big game on New Year's
Day, when he represented the Rest versus Chinese for the
Governor's cup. The Rest won by 2 - 1. Jock kept his end up
well. On the 8th January he played in an inter-port trial game,
but as the inter-port team is not yet out, we can only hope for
the best. Night duties are now worth doing, as two spring beds,
complete with mattresses, have been provided for the duty ops.
I can imagine a few old China hands saying " Now, when I was
at C.H.Q . . . .. "
This month's cartoon shows one of our " hams " doing his
stuff and hoping for big things. The amateur station vs6AX was
opened by L / Corp! Emary on the 1st January, and is still going
very strong. Others in the band (amateur) are Signalmen Shove,
Emdge and Fielding (sleeping partner). Stations or countries
worked to date are America, Borneo, Manila, Australia and China.
Sorry I I nearly forgot H.M.S. Wren, North Wall, H.K.
By Special Request.-Who is the lonely figure who hangs
around the Y.M.C.A. these nights? and why lonely?
Congratulations.-To L/Corpl (Ropey) Cross on being paid
for it w.e.f. 4/10/33. To Sigmn Verlander, ABY, for the mght
of 7th January.

Wednesday jth February.
General.- To put it mildly, nothing doing. I seem to find less
to write about each month. Another year will find me with only
the " Agonies " to submit. However, here goes.
Ah! The weather to the rescue. It has been really fine ; no
rain since way back . All the homegoing draft are baskmg in the
sun, acquiring that sunburned tint which the ladies love and
which all handsome men have. though even this sun can't accomplish miracles. We say goodbye to six pioneers on the 23rd:
F-of-S Potts, Corp! Huggins and Signalmen Convey, Bryce. Scott
and McLoughlan. I had hoped to include an account of the farewell and welcome dinner, but to-day I heard that the Neuralia
is encountering heavy monsoons between here and Singapore and
will not be here until the 12th.
The Div. that secures Bryce and Convey will get two good
sportsmen. Sigmn Scott is due for discharge. The hockey team
are praying for some good players on this trooper. At present
the team is in a bad way. Signalmen Martin and Dilley are on
the inj ured Ii t, and we're losing Bryce and Convey-so here's
hoping.
On the 28th January the hockey team visited Macao, the Portuguese colony near Hong Kong. The trip up was glorious, lounging
on deck in the sun. Now I know why these pleasure cruises are
so popular. We arrived at Macao at I p.m .. being met at th e
boat by Lieut. Da Costa (Portuguese Army) who took us to the
Hotel Riviera for tiffin. There were fourteen items on the menu,
but Lieut. Lyddon accomplished a miracle and got the team away
after the fourth course. The game was a good one, played before
a crowd of about 1500 ; they " go a bundle " on their ~ockey
at Macao. The roar that went up when Macao scored their first
goal would have done credit to a Highbury crowd. In the first
half we played our right back at centre forward, and at half time
we were four goals down. For the second half he was moved
back ; the defence rolled up their sleeves and only let one goal
get through, the final score being 5-0 for Macao, a great surprise for everyone. L / Corp! Cross in goal played a great game,
as did the two backs and the centre half. Macao are unbeaten
to date, and they are expected to give the Hong Kong inter-port

rs
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team a good game when they meet, so our result was quite
grarifymg. \Ve returned to Hong Kong by _the 4 p.m. boat,
Jrr 1ving back at eight o'clock after. a very c~1oyable day. Th ~
team includ d L Corp! Cross ; S1gn~1 men Martm and Wh.1tehead ,
Signalmen Austen and Convey ar.,; Corporal Pope ; S1gnal':'len
H1g mbouom, Short and Bryce, L1'!ut. Lyddon, Sigmn L~rkmg .
Here's a bit of news for old Hong Kong l.tds. A{:er six false
alarms, rhe Alhambra has opened at last and has nor caved 111
up to our wnung.
.
,
The unit are now in the th1oes of preparation for the G.O.C. s
visit. Military figures can be seen about .the b!1rracks, and the
storeman is complaining about chaps wakmg him up . a~ 5 a.~.
to draw their rifles. The bar rack room floors are regammg their
old shine, and many a dirty laugh goes up as so~eone steps on
the mat and slithers along the floor, finishing up m the coal tub.
Great disappointment has ~een felt b~cause _the people :-ve w<;>uld
like to see slip do not oblige us. Still, a bit more _polish might
do it. Roll on, 3rd March I then we can relax agam. I forget,
after that comes " Si gs! Sigs ! Pick up thi' musket I" and tall
stories of " when I got a first at Scarborough. ''
The Trade Board has delivered its judgment, and congratulatiJns are due to the following: Sigmn Lomax, draughtsman C.i. ;
Signalmen .Mills and Shove, o.s. B.i. ; Signalmen Farrell, Erridge
and Higginbottom, o.s. B.ii. ; Signalmen Jones, Henshaw and
Short, lineman C.ii. ; and Sigmn Philips (Flip) despatch rider
D.iii. Better luck next time to those who failed.
A True Story.-A signalman of this unit asked the C.Q.M.S.
for a job, as he hadn't done anything for a fortn ight. It's useless
telling {ou who it was-I wouldn't be believed ; and besides, I'm
tired o spelling his name.
Congratulations.-To Rance Carter, Shanghai, on getting
that snip job. We always knew you had "it."
Casualties.-Sigmn Dilley, hockey; Sigmn Drake, football ;
Sigmn Martin, sugar and Y.M. suppers.
In Memoriam.-Gone: our sports secretarv, Sigmn Convey.
We'll never get another like him-he says so himself.
Agonies.-Nil : and the dollar at 1I 61
ratings not being used to the extra pay.

Must be the new

That's all till next time.

MATA HARL

Jamaica Signal Section.
Up Park Camp, 24th February.
General.-! must apologise for the recent absence of notes
from this unit.
Members of the Section enjoyed a very good evening at the
R.E. O.C.A. farewell dance and social, co which we were kindly
invited.
On the 8th February the troooship Dorsetsliire arrived here
with the 1st Battalion Manchester ·Regiment, who relieved th e 1st
Battalion Northumberland Fusiliers.
Departures.-L/ Sergt Minchin and Sigmn Smither left us for
U.K. We wish them the best.
Arrivals.-L / Sergt Davis and Sigmn Macnamara from Sheerness and 1st Div. Signals respectively. May their stay seem as
long as ours does to us.
Birth.-To C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) and Mrs. Tilford a son on the
24th January 1933.
C~ngratulations.:--To Sigmn Smither on obtaining the special
cer11~cate of education, and ti;> S1gmn Dearden on passing in
Engltsh and maths towards his first, at examinations held in
October 1933.
llove<J.-Sigmn Turton decided that he would like a bit of
peace (?), so to 11~t away from the bright lights of Kingston he
ha~. take~ up residence m Port Royal.
. Ja~a1ca-land of summer sunshine-land of romantic mocnltght nights beneath tropical palms-the onlv olace where one
can get ~. cool and stimulatin~ drink to make one's sea bath a
pleasure.
Such 1s an advertisement that appeared in the local
paper . . 1 wonder how many ex-Sectionites agree with this version
of Jamaica.
Agony.-\V'.ill Si~n Attewell, believed to be in Malta, please
}AMCAN.
correspond with S1gmn Turtcn of this Section?

Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion, 8th March.
Once more the pen (or rat her, the typewriter) must be taken
up and Gibraltar Signal Section news broadcast to the outermost
limits of our far-fl ung Empire.
Stations at home can now look ou t for four travellers from the
Rock, as on the 25th March we are sending to the U.K. L/Sergt
Betts, L / Corpl Cook and Signalmen Burton and Pope- all of
whom, with their wide knowledge of the world and extensive
globe trotting, will no doubt be a great asset to any unit.
Those signalmen mentioned in our last notes as fortunate
enough to proceed on cruises to Lisbon and Algiers have now
returned to Gibraltar. They have much to relate regarding the
happy times they had. Perhaps, with a little persuasion, we
may have their experiences in t'lot e form for next month's publication. We may say, however, that Signalmen Pendlebury and
Waller, by forming part of a winning crew in a whaler race held
at Algiers, appear to be getting ready for our summer sport.
During the past month a combined exercise with the Home
Fleet and the Garrison was successfully carried out. While this
entailed a lot of hard work for certain members of the Section,
the success attending it was appreciated by all.
As the weather gets warmer our thoughts turn once more to
swimming, and soon, I hope, we shall be revelling in the clear
w~ters of the Bay. Anyone interested in swimming would certamly enioy a stay at Gib. Summer excursions are also ar ranged
to many places round the Bay.
Agony.-Has Bulford run out of stamps?

TICKEY.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
[The figure~ in the las~. column indicate the pages in the " Corps
(published m February 1934) on which
Promotion .Roster
the respective names may be found. This information canno~, of c~urse , be given in the case of Lance-Corporals appomted smce that date.]
To be C.Q.M.S.
2308114 Sergeant Dowie F.
To be Serge.ant.
2312237 L I Sergeant Child C. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ..
1423167 L / Sergeant Morris W . ...... .. ..... ..

8/ 12 / 33

l I I / 34
Appointed Lance-Sergeant.
23r5877 Corporal Parkinson R. .. ........ .. ... 15 / u / 33
2314252 Corporal Pearsall F ..... ..... .. .. .. .. . 15/u/33
2307321 Corporal O'Flannagan M. .. ..... .. ... 1 / 1/ 34

3903614 L Corporal
23~651 L / Corporal
2316216 L I Corporal
231541I L / Corporal
2316728 LI Corporal
2314292 L / Corporal

2306401
"1857264
1857097
186o66g
23I103 t
1850454

ro Ile Ciorpora1.
Trew J. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . ..
Bevans S. .. .. ..... .. ..
Milne J. .. .. .. , .. . .. .. .. ..
Bishop J. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Broom R. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .
Willcocks C . ........... .

t / 11 /

33

33
33
34

50

2/ 11I33
15 / II/ 33
15 / 11 / 33
25 / 11 / 33
24/12/33

50
50
50
50
50

To be Staff-Sergeant (Farrier)
Sergeant (Farrier) Jagger F. .. .. ..... t /12/33

12

Discharged.
C.Q.M.S. Reade A. .. .. .... .... .. .. . .
C.Q.M.S. Warner H. .. .. .. .... ... ..
Sergeant Shepheard G ..... .. .. ... ... .
Sergeant Dunn P . .............. .. .. .. .. ..
Corporal Harbottle F . .. ............. .. .
L / Corporal Wells H . .. .... .. .... ..... .

6/ 2/34
2/ 34

7/

21/ 2 / 34
2/ 3 I 34
9/ 2/34
5/ 3 / 34
Transferred to Army Educational Corps.
2316500 L'Sergeant Sell G . .. ................... 3/ 9/33

• Special Roster (!t'ldia)

15
73
24
73
4'l
50

33

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.

to eighth place out of thirteen. For a first venture of this kmd
for the emrants, we feel proud of our representatives, and hope
that on the next occasion a full team will be prepared to take the
ring and add still more points. The trainer of the three Plymouth men deserves great credit for his work, as he had very
little time at his disposal.
The tension which existed prior to the trade tests has gone,
and anxiety regardin~ the results has ta ken its place. More anon
when these are published, and with them one hopes to reap the
benefit of the knowledge gained from the recent classes of instruction for all ranks.
A hearty welcome is extended to the two gentlemen who have
just been gazetted to this unit for duty with No. 1 Company at
Exeter. May their stay with us be a long and happy one.
MERCURY.

Brooks's Bar, Manchester 16.
Our annual ball took place on Saturday 17th February, and a
very large number of dancers took the floor. The mus'. c was
provided by our own band under the baton of Mr. E.T. Grundey,
and Judging by the happy faces of the dancers, the Signals Band
can hold its own with any hereabouts. Lieut.-Colonel W . S.
Ashley (our C.O.) and other officers of the unit and their ladies
were present, so the 1934 ball was quite a family affair. Carnival
novelties were distributed, and 1t is surprising how a paper cap
can change a serious-minded person into a budding Harold Lloyd.
The first pre-camp week-end training was held on the 24th / 25th
February. Classes were organised early on Saturday afternoon
and continued until tea-time, being resumed on Sunday. The
Trade Board class held under the direction of Lieut. Banner a few
weeks ago was continued and polished up ready for the Trade
Board.
On the 10th / nth March a Trade Board was held . Up to the
time of writing the results have not been published, but from
information received there should be some alterations to be made
on the pay rolls before camp.
Heard this one?
R.S.M. (parading recruit for C.O.): " This
man was a chef at a well-known London restaurant, sir." C.O.:
" Well, if he can cook a joint. he ought to be able to solder a
joint-what?"
KYM.
Officers Mess.-On Tuesday 22nd February a dinner was given
in the mess to Major-General Sir Hugh Elles, K.C.M.G., K.c.v.o.,
C.B., o.s.o., our new Divisional commander. This was to have
been in the nature of a welcome on his appointment to command
the Division. However, we found that General Elles was to leave
us on taking up a new appointment, so the dinner was both a
welcome and a farewell.
Colonel R. S. Newton, M.C., A.M.l.E.E. (our old C.O.) in a few
well chosen words, welcomed General Elles to the mess. General
Elles made a short speech in reply and said he was sorry to be
leaving us so soon, bu t this was due to unforeseen circumstances
over which he had no control.
Lieut.-Colonel J. S. Whitehead (O.C. 6/7th Battn Manchester
Regiment) replied for the guests and said they all appreciated
very much the splendid feeling existing between the P.B.I. and
Signals. Colonel Whitehead being one of our stalwarts on many
occasions, his words were very much appreciated by all .
The " colour party " fell in and did their stuff, and we re inspected by General Elles . " Jimmy " was escorted to his pedestal
to the strains of his signature tune " On Ilkla Moor baht 'at. · '
We are hoping to welcome new faces to the mess in the near
future. Several budding young folk are in the offing.
We are all looking forward to camp at Scarborough and to
meeting the 5th Div., of whom we have heard such a lot.
THOMAS.

Mention is made elsewhere of this Company's share in the good
show put up by the unit team in the Divisional boxing championships, but a word of praise is due to Sigmn Ferrand, who
has so ably trained the team and has done so much to rouse
enthusiasm for the sport in Plymouth. We can prophesy with
some authority that the results will continue to improve.
An amusing evening was spent at the drill hall on Monday 12th
March, when a cinema entertainment was given by a well known
tobacco firm. fhe opportunity was taken to give relatives and
friends of the Company a " close up " of our quarters.
We wish Mr. P. W. Shaw the very best of luck in London.
We shall miss him greatly, but hope to see him often on vacation.
We suspect his heart is still in Plymouth.
THREECOY.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.

47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.

Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.- The chief event during the past month has been
the Divisional boxing tournament at Dorchester on the .24th
February. The unit were unable to produce a full team of eight.
but six entries were submitted. Unfortunately, two were scratched
at the last moment-one through sickness and the other through
being 2 lbs. overweight. However, the four who took part
acquitted themselves well in the circumstances ai:d collected
sixteen points prior to the semi-finals. Up to. that pomt we were
third on the list, but at the close of the meetmg we had dropped

Fulham House, High Street, S. W .6
General.- We are pleased to report that the individual training
and the special paid courses are still being well maintained. Recruiting, too, seems to be looking up a bit lately, but we can c!o
with a few more likely lads.
We told you last month that we were having a T.E.W.T.
Well, we've had it, and it certainly was a most interesting and
instructional affair. Thirty-eight officers and n.c.o.s took part
and enjoyed a mo t " loverly war." The battle raged around
the Sevenoaks district. On the 24th February we managed, after

No. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
The date for the preparation of WIRE notes comes round far
too qu ickly ; in fact, quicker than the news in Southampton. I
wonder why? The training goes on apace, and if not bril!iant,
it is at least steady and sure. This, I think, is all to the good.
The operators' test took place on Sunday 4th March. and the
" culprits " are awaiting the verdict with that patience that is
shown by all the stoics of Southampton.
The course for linemen is now in full swing ; and again we
hope the Trade Board in April will have plenty to do, and that
our pay list at camp will show a number of increases in pay.
The social side of our life goes on with our weekly whist drives,
dart competition, push-halfpenny championship, and badminton.
Musketry is also taking up quite a lot of our ume, in order that
the poor shots may have a chance to qualify for their bounty
this year.
This appears to be all that I .:an find for this month, as really
outstanding events are not happening at present ; so until next
PIP.
month, nuff said.

No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
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a furious scrap, to drive the cncmf well to the north of T onbridgc.
'ext morning we regained contact with the foe, but he wa too
much for us for a while and held us up for a couple of hours or
so. Then at 12.30 hrs. we made our attack and drov~ .the .enemy
back. The last we heard of him wa that he was retmng m confusion, pursued by the attacking trn<lps, across the frontier. We
were o bucked with our success th:.t we boarded our transport
and climbed to the giddy height of ?oout 6oo feet to have a look
back over the country where we had been scrappi11g. Unfortunately we finished up in a cloud, and that's all we could see I
However, the answers given to the et questions, which were
put to each syndicate during the different phases of the attack,
were most interesting in their variations from each other and in
comparison with the Directing Staff's solutions.
We arc havmg a week-end training on the 17th / 18th March.
I'll tell you more next month.
On the 19th February Cai;>tain F. W. Nicholls, o.B.E., R.Signals.
gave an extremely interestmg lecture on wireless interception to
all ranks of this unit and a large number of officers from other
units of the 47th Division . There is no doubt that those presen t
were deeply impressed, but we are at a loss to know how to
avoid all the possible " giveaways " except by scrapping wireless
altogether!
Sergeants Mess.-On Friday 23rd February we played a return
games tournament wuh Messrs. Moss Brothers at the Salisbury
Hotel, St. Martin·s Lane. A very enjoyable evening was spent.
play at various games being continuous on three floors from 7.30
until eleven o'clock. Moss's were the winners by 1g-17 points.
Agony.-Toby wants to know what has happened to the 55th
\/{est Lane . Div! Signals, as he hasn't seen anv notes for a very
·
long '.ime.
Social.-Our dance on the 3rd March was fairly well attended,
but not by as many as we would wish. We are, however, hoping
to have a bumper crowd on St. Patrick's Day, which by the way
1s also Boat Race day. Don't forget our dance dates on the 14th
and 28th April.
Sport.-We are still plodding on with our football, and last
Saturday, 10th March, we put up a pretty good show in beating
the Upton F.C. by 10-1 goals.
EFFEMA.

48th {South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham.
General .-ln spite of the absence of our noLes for some months
past, that period has been by no means uneventful. During the
close season there have been a number of social events in connection with the various Messes, and in all cases great success is
~eported. The Signals dances now enjoy an excellent reputation
m Hall Green, and there is never any difficulty in filling the drill
hall on a ~ance night. ~e matter of support from our own
mef!lbers still leaves· somethmg to be desired, but transport difficulties have a great deal to answer for this.
At the. time of writing Company training is just commencing.
Great stndes are being made in recruiting, and at oresent there
~re already almost thirty enlistments, which is a· considerable
improvement on last vear. Camo this vear is to be at Bulforda prospect which perhaps appeals more to those who have been
there than to the novice.
Departures. and Arr ivals.-Ever body in the unit has been
sorry to part ~Ith two valuable and highly popular P.S . instructors
m C.S.M. ~amg and Sergt Ser1?;eant, who completed their lour of
duty early m the year. Both of them were greatly liked by everyone .from the officers downwards, and their ungrudgingly given
services, both on and off duty, will be greatlv missed. Their
places have been taken by Sergts Foley and Tmsley, to whom
we extend a hearty welcome. Vve hope their stav with us will be
·
a long and a happy one.
Congratulations are due to. C.S.M. Bardoe on his promotion to
that rank, ~nc on the receipt of the long service and Indian
general service medals. Honours have been thick upor. him lately I
Sergeants Mess.-:--On Saturday 10th March the w.o.s and ser•
geants were entertamed to dinner by the officers.
After the loyal toast R.S.M: Ri:iwe, in a short speech, thanked
the C.O. and. office~s for their kmd hospitalitv, and oointed out
the opportunity which this annual function orovided. for officers
and 5ergeants to meet and get to know each other, and how this

was conducive to better team work. He then commented upon
the promising recruiLing returns up to date, and went on very
gravely to suggest that if every sergeant were to undertake to
bring in three recruits and every officer. five, the unit would
quickly have to open a waiting list. Finally, referring to the
contests which were to follow the reoast, he exhorted the Sergeant Me s (amidst great laughter) to. play the game, but to win
by hook or by crook I
In responding, the C.O. (LieuL.-Colonel M. E. Holdsworth)
thanked the R.S.M. for his speech and addressed a few words
of appreciation to the permanent staff, coupling them in particular
with the adjutant, Major J. L. Totterdell, M.C., whom everyone
will be glad to hear has been able to obtain a further two years
extension. He remarked that the unit had now been completely
mechanised and the last of the horses were being disoosed of.
To some, this would be a matter of sad regret ; to others: perhaps
less o. At any rate, he felt that the spirit of Colonel Keeling
would be with us for a long time yet, and the O.C. Cable Section,
after supper every night at camp, would go round the transport
lines to see that the shackles were on the correct rear wheel I He
then presented medals to C.Q.M.S. Galoin (T.A. efficiency) and
C.S.M. Bardoe Oong service and J.G.S ~).
fn the contests which followed, after a terrific str uggle the
officers beat the sergeants by three points. The sergeants, as
usual, excelled in the more skilful sports, whilst the officers
GET' CHER.
predominated in games of chance I

49th {West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds 2.
General.- The toilers go on toiling, the operators operating.
and the counter clerks counting- sheep. In other words, the
work of the unit continues as heretofore, exceot that the cloud
on the horizon is looming large to windward. The storm breaks
on the 19th March, when trade tests are due to commence. Till
then all are meekly waiting and murmuring not.
Training.- Judging by the professional looks one sees both
on and off parade-particularly among the younger end-classes
of candidates for the abovementioned tests are rapidly approaching a state of high efficiency. Attendances at drills show a contin.uance of that enthusiasm that has been so marked lately. The
adjutant, Captain W . L. Schneider. completed his course of
extremely interesting and instructive lectures to officers and other
ranks on the 6th March with an explanation of Signal operation
orders and a talk on the selection of sites for signal offices.
Previously in the month, lecture- were given on the tactical employment of No. 1 Company in the field and signal tactics of an
R.A. Brigade Signal Section . Each was illustrated with models
on a cleverly laid-out countryside in the drill hall, and we hear
that the problem set in the latter case has almost resulted in the
unit splitting up into tll"o opposition camps.
~and Din ner.- The annual dinner for members of the Band,
which was to have taken place on the 3rd March, had to be unavoidably postponed at the last minute. A band concert arranged
for the following Sunday suffered the same fate.
Canteen Cu rse.- The fellow who olays "fluker" instead of
snooker.
Ra n d om Refl ectio n s.- The month has been devoted almost

e11tire~y to "'."ork, afford.ing little scope for funnv writing(? a joke\.

Recrultlng 1s progressmg, and as a limited number of men is
~equired, only the pick of the applicants are being enlisted. Still,
m the dar.k dismal mists of the future, a star is growing brighter:
its name 1s camp.
Apology.- We regret the brevitv of this month's notes, but as
our extra special correspondent has been attending a " wetting "
party.

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (Gateshead ) Company.
G.eneral.-We ;ire now in the midst of obligatory training,
which commenced on the <;th March. There was ouite a good
turn-out on t.he opening. ~ight, when our O .C . (Captai n T. S .
Mensley) outlined the trammg programme up to the time of going
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to camp .. It is a very busy programme, and includes the training
of M.T. dnvers, T.s.o.s, etc., and there will be little time to s!Jare.
W!nte1• ~o.urse.-The trade test at the termination of the intensive trammg course for operators was carried out by the adjutant on the 31st January, with very pleasing results. We congratulate Signalmen McGuiggan J., Noble E., Burton A. and
Stephenson T. on qualifying as operators signals B.iii., and Sigmn
Milligan W .. as assis~ant operator .signals, group E.
I should like to pomt out that S1gmn Burton A. has been wi<h
us only abi:i~t eleven months, and through his qualifying as an
operator B.m. has set a good example to the rest of the recruits
in the Company. Well done, boy 1 May you have your B.ii. in
time for camp. .
. Social .Even~s.-T.hese ended in February with D and L Sections beatmg J m the mdoor tournament. Activities of this nature
must finish now, as owing to training there will be no spare time.
Recruiting.-We now only want five desoatch riders in the
Company, so any member who has a friend with his own motorcycle should endeavour to bring him along to the drill hall and
·
get him to join up.
Boxing.-After winning the Dent cup we had, of course,
se.v~r~I members of the ~ompany representing the unit in the
D1v1s1i;mal tournament: L1euts. Osborne and Kirkaldy, Signalmen
McGu1ggan, McCaughey J. and Gullon R., with Signalmen Flynn
T. and Tullock J. as reserves.
. We congratulate all who were concerned in winning the Divisional cup from the 6th Northumberland Fusiliers, who have by
the way held it for the last six vears. Well done, the 5oth (N}
Div! Signals!
·
We also congratulate the following who went to London to
represent the 5oth (N) Division in the Territorial Army boxing
tournament: Lieuts. H. M. Kirkaldy, Smith and C. W. Belas,
L/Corpl McGuiggan and Sigmn McCaughey J.-particularly Lieut
C. W. Belas on again winning his weight at the Albert Hall an:!
L / Corpl McGuiggan J. on getting into the final.
Annual Camp.-Annual training will take place this year on
the racecourse at Scarborough, where all ranks will again have
the opportunity of improving their standard of map reading
through studymg the contours and the gradient of the road
leading to the camp site from the town. Why is it that all camps
and barracks are always located at the top of a hill?

51 st (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
General.- Fonthill Barracks has resumed its military aspect.
During the winter months, when Territorials go into civilian
hibernation, the place resembles a deserted poor-house, but now
that 1934 training has started, everything seems to have awakened. The din of tacketty boots along the passage ways heralds
the commencement of what we have everv hooe is to be a first
·
·
class training season.
The refresher courses for officers under the adjutant and for
n.c.o.s instructed by the permanent staff, which are drawing to a
close, have proved most beneficial. The winter classes for operators, which terminate on the 5th April in a trade test, have given
our op sigs strength a considerable step-up ; the keenness of all
who attended these classes so regularly and punctually is very
commendable.
Local Sign alling Courseis.-As a result of a series of foi.irteen
days courses for regimental siimalling officers. n.c.o.s and men
of the various units in the Highlanrl Area, which have been
conducted at this headquarters, a number of units are now better
off for signallers. These courses have been very popular with
all concerned and, we are sure, have been most useful.
Boxi n g.-No. 2 (Stirling) Company's notes in the Sports pages
give full details regarding the fine performance of Sigmn McLean
in winning the welter weight championship of the Territorial
Army, and we view with great oride the record of his prowess.
It is hoped that his success will .insoire the buddin!! Cameras of
the unit ; though, on the other hand, we trust it will not have a
reverse effect with regard to his l)Ossible opponents in inter-Company boxing matches. The whole unit are fully aware of the
sleeping draught carried in his now famous right to the jawespecially No. 2 Company! We heartily congratulate Signalman
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fV!'cLean, and have hopes that he will add many more honours to
his name as a boxer and laurels to the Corps.
lnter•Company Shooting.- The first of the three 1934 shoot~
for the ~up, a~ present held .by No. 2 (Stirling) Comoany, has
resulted m a slight lead on pomts by No. 2 Company. Buck up.
Nos. l and 3 ! you still have time to do it.
Obituary.-lt is with deep regret that we h;ive to report the
death of Sigmn Simon A. R. F., who lost his life bv drownmg
at sea whilst employed m his civilian work. He wa~ a popular
member of "A" ~ireless Section and was liked and respected by
all who knew him. We offer our sincere condolences to his
parents.
Mechanisation.- " It's a sair fecht, nay mair farrier · the
Signals is bein' hypnotised I"
'
Complimentary.-Jnstructor (to recruit souad on oarade in dnll
hall): " That gentleman who has just passed is the Company
quartermaster-sergeant." Latest joined recruit: " Gentleman! If
I gang near his store again, he's going tac jump on my chest I"
LANKA MK. II.

No. 2 (Stirling} Company.
~eneral. -We

tender our apobgies for the lack of notes from
this Company for the last two issues, and can truthfullv offer the
excuse that the date slios bv before we notice that WtRE notes
are due again. However, w·e promise not to offend in future.
The second winter course is very near its end now, and as the
Trade Board is due to arrive here on the 22nd March, we are
hoping for a general uplift in trade ratings. Still, whatever the
results of the Board, we are confident that all who have attended
these courses will feel that thev are much more useful members
of the community when annuai camp comes round.
News that annual camp is to be at St. Andrew·s this vear has
been received with general satisfaction . Enquiries regarding the
cost of plus fours and golf clubs are still being answered, and
great interest is displayed in the golf film series now being shown
at the Regal (the local cinema). The real olavers, however, are
getting down to it in their best style and slowly taking the rust
off their clubs.
Entertainment s .-The Company held their annual dance in
~he drill hall on Friday 23rd February, and all who attended voted
it a huge success. The committee, under the leadershio of Lieuts.
J. Cochran and J. Gray, were well repaid for the enormous amount
of work they out into this function. We were verv fortunate in
having with us our commanding officer, adjutant, a·nd practically
every officer in the three Companies, as well as the commanding
officer of the Depot Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (Stirling
<:;astle) and other officers from the Depot, and also represent a•
t1ves from the 7th A. and S.H. and 51st (H) Divisional O rdnance
Company. We were pleased to welcome representatives from
Nos. r and 3 Companies, and we thank them for the support they
gave us. Unit H.Q. had a 100 per cent. attendance, as also did
the unit permanent staff. No. 3 Company sent us three members
of the unit pipe band, who greatly assisted us with our musical
programme.

52nd {Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Rese"e Units.
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow.
Old George.-(Or should we say George Crawford, one time
C.Q.M .S. ?) George may be seen in the sergeants mess Quaffing
his pint of ale, spruce and debonair as ever with his latest decoration, the Imperial Service medal. George has indeed crowned his
career as a civil servant with honour. \Nell may you rest on your
laurels, George! Forty years with the Colours, Reserve and
Territorials surely qualify you for a long and happy retirement.
May you chaff and quaff with us for many a day I
Headway -Apropos our prediction, fortune follows our sporting flag. We have emphasised our entry into Scottish military
sporting circles by annexing the light weight boxin!( champion hip
of the 52nd (Lowland) Division. Splendid . L!Corpl Morrison 1
Macbay.-To those whom it may concern, the name is lri h.
The bearer of the name is, of course, our promising young friend
Lieut. Macbay, who has crowned his attachment to A Corps
Signals, Aldershot, with distinction,
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It's the Uniform.-Our well-turned-out perm~nent .st,aff recruiters are the talk of the town. Many a bonnie lassies eyes
f,1 tened on the waving tricoloar as our talent spotters look d for
likely lad to the kiri of the pipes of the Black Watch. Slap your
manly bemedalled che t, Spud Murphy! You catch ,the eye .of
the lunch-time typist. You have an eye f?r Glasgow s potential
yor.ng soldier. You're the man for the JO~.
.
.
Changing Over.- We are to be rr ~chamsed . We will .miss .
the hor cs, the riding school and th e Saturd.ay afte rnoon rides .
Gone will be the great road rodeo from Jardine Street to caml?·
H owever tunes change, our drivers need ha":'e .no worry. Thei r
good work has been well. reco~ni ed, and their mterests and wellbeing will be a first cons1derat1on.
Aberfoyle.-Our officers will long rcmem.b~r the . winter exer•
cises at Aberfoyle. Sweeping gales and dnvmg ram proved no
deterrent. \Vi th hcadouarters at that s.a nctum of ~rowned . heads
.1 nd millionaires, the Bailie icol Jarvie H otel , situated m the
hea rt of the Rob Roy country , the super problems of commumcacation were tackled and retackled-from General H eadquarters
to Battalio n by way of cable, air line and t he ether. T here were
sucC'essful schemes and unsuccessful ones. Advances were coui~
tered. Attacks were repulsed. The grand d~ploy on the Bathe
bar p1oved the most wccessf~I of all t~c exercises._ Ro~ Roy. and
his myriad hosts vanished mto l'Ot hmgn~ss. H is Chief Signal
Officer was easily outwitted . Abstruse signal problems proved
easy of solution, cable was laid, air .lin.e routes were erect~~·
wireless interference was completely el1mmated-all at the Bailie
bar ! The exercises can be productive of nothing but good . C~n
ferences were held, lectures given, and policy defined. T he e.n~1 re
outcome of the even t should prove most beneficial to ou r trammg
curriculum.
Comfy.- The recent improvements and additions to furnishings in the Sergeants Mess and Men' s Clu b are indeed welcome.
The Men's Club is a cheery olace these nights, and the well regu•
lated arrangemen ts are pro.ductive of good fellowsh ip and health y
recreation.
Happy Days.- Annual t raining once agai n appears in the offin g
-the great break from our humdrum city life, the Ayrshire coast,
the Dundonald hills and the romance of the Burns country. Two
Cable Sections of the S.R. are to proceed to Aldershot in Sept ember, and they can rest assured of the never-failing welcome of
their Regular comrades.
Philately.-Will any comrade interested in this subject-especially anyone serving in China- please communica te with Sigmn
Stuart W. S .. S.R. orderly room, Royal Signals , 21 Jardine Street,
Glasgow, N.W.?
Old Soldiers Never I-It has been our pleasu re recently to welcome several ex-Regulars to our ra nks. W e will be especially
j!lad to see any eligible ex-Regular Signals men in the Glasgow
district for enlistment or enrolment in the O.C.A.
Queer Queries.-Is it known that a certai n member of our
permanent staff has once agai n embraced Lady Nicotine, and that
smokers of special brands should proceed with ca re?
Is it really believed in the Men's Club that Ossie was mentioned
111 despatches more often than any man in the British Expeditionary Force?
Can it be that the good ship Forsythian has arrived from W ar·
ren Point and is safely berthed on the Port Dundas Canal?
Will recluse Westland's period of hibernation 'midst his rags
and scrap metal soon end? It is believed th l t with the advent of
spring he may emerge and complete his thesis on the exchange
of a part-worn tunic.
Thank You I-The local circulanon of THE WIRE 1s increasing.
To those who have helped us, we tender our best thanks. There
is still room for improvement. We appeal especially to the officers
and senior n.c.o.s fo r their furthe r support.

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Si~nals.
Drill Hall, Park Street , Cardiff.
General.- lnd1vidual training 1s still progressing favourably .
Operatmg tests are held every week, and several members have
passed higher reading tests. The honours go to Corp! Hawkins
R., who since camo last year has mcreased his readine: rate from
twelve 10 twenty Words per minute ; and it IS very -pleasing to
see the number of recruita who have also increased their rates.

Seventeen officers attended a week-end cou rse at Porthcawl on
the Iith/ 18th February and derived a great deal of benefit. A nother will be held on the 24th I 25th March.
Reference week-end course, fire extinguishers are no longer
spoken of in the Officers Mess. Who are the all night chars?
Welcome.- We are very pleased to welcome to our district
Major G. J. M. Peel from the Air Defence Formations (L<;>ndon).
H e is maintai ning his associa~ior~ with the Co.rps by attending. our
drills at Park Street. As he is likely to be wtth us for some time,
we hope he will e njoy our company.
Shooting.- The fi rst round of the W ebber cup was competed
on the 19th February. Each Company entered a team, and all
wen t into the next round . No. I Company made 261 and No. 3
pu t on 269, while No. 2 had the best score of 285.
The second round took place on the 12th March, and once again
No. 2 Company go into the semi-fin al, hav:ng scored the grand
total of :i99 ou t of the possible 320. Well done, No. 2 Compan y I
I can see that trophy coming back to Park Street again this year.
The bandmaster is going to use his bass fiddle as a bow and
arrow the next time he visits the range.
Social.- T he w .o.s and n.c.o.s held a very successful dance on
the 1st March. During the evening we were honoured with a
visit by our officers, who appeared to enjoy themselves. Scene 1 :
In the dance hall at midnight, a Scotsman producing from h is
pocket one fish supper. Scene 2- ten minutes later (after the
ladies had all had a taste): Jock sitting dismally in the corner,
sucking the bones. (I should try eel next time, Jock.)
On the 13th March the w.o. s and n.c .o.s entertai ned the British
Legion branch from Taffswell 10 a return games tournament.
Thanks to Sergt Baxter and his entertainment committee, everybody thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Father Time played h avoc
with the Legionaires on the rifle range, although Sergt Baker met
his Waterloo.
An excellent smoker was given by the W .O.s and N.C.O.s
Mess on the 3rd March. The programme provided by Sergeant
Baxter and the entertainment committee was above the average,
and was certainly better than some of the B. B.C. hours one listens
to. W e should like to hea r more of these next winter.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
T he Green, Stratford, London. E. 15

No. 1 Company.
General.- The past month has gone by without much excitement in the way of social activities, because we have put most
of our ti me and energy in to the paid evening classes which con·
ti nu e here unti l the end of March.
The Sergeants Mess dance " happened " to be on the evening
of the 3rd March , and according to Vic it went down very well
indeed , chiefly on account of the poky d ie game going the way
it should l
Training. -The half-way line of th e paid evening classes h as
been passed and the progress is very satisfactory. The attendances are consistent.
Most of our present d river ratings will, at the annua l trai ning
camp, find themselves full blown signalmen with a lineman's
trade group on thei r conscience. Some, of cou rse, will be sorry
to have lost the mokes, bu t will be consoled on pay day. These
drivers are reall y working hard :md will fu ll y deserve anv success
that comes their way.
·
The operator signalmen are also working very hard, so we
an ticipate qu ite an upli ft in our number of tradesmen after t he
Trade Board.
Recruiting.-As' already announced, we have vacancies in the
Company for operators and trades men of all kinds ; and now a
prize of twenty shillings is to be given by the commanding officer
to any member who brings up fou r recruits. This, without
doubt, is worth having, so the officer commandin g No . 1 Company asks that every man will not only do his dut y, but try his
best to take ~way as many " quids " as he would want, say,
for a long holiday. So come along wi th your prospective recruits
and be a rich man !
Congratulations.- These are extended to ou r R.S.M. on h is
promotion in the Coros roster (fae:s in lieu of heer permitted.
sir, although admittedly unorthodox). To C.S.M. Collins and
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Sergt Finn on receiving the I.G.S. medal with N.W.F. clasp
1930-31 (and as stated above, Harry- Vic already knows- fags
ONECOY.
are admitted, etc.)

No. 2 Company.
Trai nin g.- During the last month we have accomplished
much . Many noses, large and small , have been well down to
the grinds.t one, and the Morse fever is as contagious as the 'flu.
The evenmg classes have attracted a steady flow of untrained
men, and they are now well on their way to secure the coveted
Group E.
Our attendances- about a third of our Company strength- are
not all that we could wish, but an increase is looked for on
this month's attendance roll when some well known faces, as
well as some new ones, are expected to make their appearance.
However, the month has been very well spent, and according to
the " man with the duster " in the canteen, the lads are not a
little proud of what they have jerked back.
A member of the exchange operating class suggested that lady
telephonists from the London Post Office should be asked to come
along during the evenings and P"ive some practical advice. Not
a bad idea, but it would mean al tering the book of words, which
does not contain " Sorry you ' \·e been trrrroubled ! "
Congratulat ions.- To R.S.M. Dowie F. J. on his recent promotion. To C.S .M. Coll ins H . on being awarded the I.G. S.
m~dal and .~!asp. " I'll sing thee songs of D.I.K. and tales of
fai r Bannu.
Tips fr c m the Course.- H e1rd during a lecture on cable
laying. Instructor: " What ar t'cles would you make su re of
having before leaving to lay a line by hand over rough country?"
Bright recruit: " Sandwiches "!
Twocov.

No. 3 {Southend) Company.
Gen eral.- The only item of interest for this month is the
working of the paid classes . A good number have been attendin17, a!ld the reading results are quite good. Our large batch of
recruits have taken advantage of the course and are attending
every night, thereby obtaining a good foundat ion fer the year's
training. Talking about recruits reminds me of a coming event.
· This will be the " great bread and cheese cinema " show . All
ranks will be allowed in free, but . . . . T here is a " but " in it,
though I think I will leave that until later. In the meanti me,
bring all your pals along on drill nights and let them watch the
Company at work .
S'END.

Bedford Detachment.
Training.- Paid eveni ng classes have now started and are in
full swing. Quite a n umber of the unit are attending, and we
hope to put up a good show at the annual T rade Boa rd wh '. ch
assembles d uring May.
Social.- The 248th Field Compa ny Royal Engineers were " at
home " on Saturday 1ith February, and several members of the

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association?
If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employment.

See how the Association helps its Members in

tha t direction, as shown on page 136. The subscriptions
only

2/- per annum. Ask your Unit Representative fOT
furtl>er details.

unit accepted invitations to the sausage and mash supper, whist
drive and concert. Quite a good company was present and the
evening was a great success. The chair was taken by Maior C. C.
Atkinson, M.C., R.E. (T.), who by the way is our late O.C. unit,
and everything went off swimmingly. The evening started with
a whist drive of t welve hands, and then the whole compan y
adjourned for supper. After that we were entertained by several
of our old favourites, including Mr. A. Rump and Mr. Lawley .
As usual, they were on the top of thei r form, and the result was
a very good show.
Cong ratulations.-We extend the big hand to our R.S.M. on
his recent promotion in the Corps roster, and also to Sergeant V.
Finn on becoming the proud possessor of the I.G.S. medal and
N.W.F. clasp, 1930-31 . Don't get lop-sided , Vic.
BEDFORDIAN.

56th (1st London) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
20 Atkins Road, Clapham Park, S.W . 12.
Since last appearin g in print in this Journal , great strides have
been made in the progress of this unit, and events so numerous
and varied have happened that one can only give a short resume
since October last.
In that month we vacated our old headquarters at 51 Calthorpe
Street , W .C.r , and occupied our newly built headquar ters at the
above address. These headquarters are situa ted in the residential
quarter of Clapham, wi thin easy distance of Clapham South
underground station, and have all the fa cilities of a modern West
End clu b, including squash, badminton and miniature rifle shoot•
ing. T he Sergeants Mess have formed a recreational club, and
all members are now potential Amir Beys!
Early in the N ew Yea r we held our firs t dance of the season,
which was voted a huge success. The spacious hall was well
fi lled. The floor is one of the best of its kind for dancing, and
can easily accommodate 250 to 300 couples.
T raining is now much more interesting, as we are not cramped
fo r space. The Line of Communications Signals affi ltaced to this
unit dri ll on Monday evenings and the Territorial Companies on
Tuesday evenings. A great improvement was made by the innovation of canvas clothing and soft caps for parade purposes,
offi cers and permanent staff wearing blue patrol. V iewed from
the balcony surrounding the drill hall, these parades are an
imposing spectacle ; and great keenness is shown, not only on
parade bu t also in the various branches of Signal work in which
the men engage.
The great event m our history occurred on the 10th February,
when the Duke of York, accompanied by the Duchess, formally
opened our new headquarters. There were approximately eight
hu ndred people present at the ceremony, which took place in the
afternoon. The hall was tastefully decorated, and music was
provided (by kind permission of their commanding officer) by the
regimental band of the 2nd City of London Regiment, Royal
Fusiliers.
Their Royal Highnesses were received by the Lord Mayor, the
Lady Mayoress, and our commanding officer, Lieut.-Colonel G.
D. Ozanne. After all the officers of the unit and their wives had
been presented, the Duke inspected the guard of honour formed
by this unit. Our commanding officer, in his address of wel·
come, emphasised the fact that our headquarters was the finest
of its kind in existence, and hoped that , as the uni t was still
well below establishment, the new surroundings would encourage
more recruits, to whom he assured a hearty welcome.
The Duke of York, who was wearing the undress uniform of
a colonel of the Scots Guards, in his address stated that the
Territorial Army was a unique force recruited voluntarily from
citizens, and deserved the respect of all our countrymen, whom
he hoped would give it every assistance in their power. Touching upon our own Corps, he stated that we were a highly technical body whose activities extended from the base to the fore·
mo t fighting troops. Therefore, he continued, it required men
of exceptional qualifications, and it was most important that they
should be accommodated in districts where the right type of
recruit could be attracted. Hence Clapham had been chosen as
such a district. He later inspected the dnll h all and showed
great interest in all he saw.
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The Duchess was presented with a bouqu~t of Pll"!k carnations
by Miss Betty Willway, the young daughter of MaJO~ A. C. C.
Willway, commanding No. 2 Company . After the wives _of the
w.o.s and staff sergeants had been presemed to the Duche , she
visited the married qu ar te~s all.ocat ed ~o the permanent staff of
th1 unit and spent some time m rn:ittmg to the occupants.
Among the many distinguis~ ed ~:.ests present were the Lord
Ma}•or and Lady Mayoress, Br1gad1er-General the Earl of Lucan
and the Countess of Lucan, Colonel the Lord \\.'.akefidd, Colonel
the Lord Basing and Lady Basing, H is Worship the Mayor. of
Wandsworth and the Mayoress, Col. the Hon. Arthur Brodrick,
0
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ranks. and 11 is hoped that 111 the near future. recruit ing will be in
full swmg. We can promise all an interesting and happy tim e
with our unit.
On the evening of the openmg ce~emony the Sergean~s Mess
terminated the day with a dance, which made a very fittmg end
to a momentous and happy event in the annals of our history.
The inter-Company football competition eventually reached its
final stage, and this match was played on the 24th Februa ry
between No. 2 Company (T.A.) and No. 4 Company (L. of C
Signals, S.R.). The game was keenly contested, but the magmficent defence of No. 4 Company could not keep out the No. 2

H .R .H the Duke of York inspecting the new Speech Amplifier, built by ::uajor A \". D . Hort
from parts kindly presented by Yarious Radi o l\lauufacturers
( Plwlo b1• Lo1idon .Yews Agmcy P/101os Ltd.)

THE FOR:\f.\I. OPEXIXC OF THE :\'1-:w IIEADQL".\RTERS OF 56TH {IST J,o. ·nox) DI\"IST0. AL SICXALS, T .r\.
f t> ri~hl}-:\f,.. JJui:an, General Bonhan>Cartc r. ~!rs. llonham-Carter, Mrs. Gou1<h, Colonel Denhon Pender, General Sir H. Gou1<h, Colonel E . Wood,
.M,.,, . Pender, ihe H on. J\Jr; . Bowlby
Cwb-.·-Tlic Mard1e!':l :\I arcon i, •he :\lan:hese J\larcon i, Sir H . Creed)', T.:iJy Creedy, Lord Wakefield
F.-<>11/-General I>u~an, the ~lai ore» of WandM·mnh, the ~layor of Wandsworth. H. R.H. th e Duh of York, t he Lord ~layor of London , H. R.H. 1h~ JJu~hess vf York
[ Pltoto f'J) PlwtojJreu Lid.]
0
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s;r Herbert Creedy and Lady Creedy, General Sir Hubert Gough
and Miss Gough, H.E. the Marchese Marconi and the Marchesa
Marconi, Alderman and Sheriff Sir G . T. Broadbridge and Lady
Broadbridge, Colonel Alderman and Sheriff Sir S. G. Joseph
and Lady Joseph, Lieut.-General C. Bonham-Carter and Mrs.
Bonham-Carter, Major-General C. J. C. Grant, Major-General
Winston Dugan and Mrs. Dugan. Col. J. Waley Cohen, Colonel
R. J. I. Hesketh ar.d Mrs. Hesketh, Colonel Evelyn Wood, Col.
H. M. Pryce-Jones, Colonel E.G. Dunn, Colonel W. L. Y. Rogers,
Colonel E. N. Fortescue Hitchins and Mrs. Hitchins, Colonel R.
Chenevix Trench and Mrs. Trench, Colonel T. W. Vigers and
Mrs. Vigers, Colonel L. A. Harwood and Mrs. Harwood, Captain
E. H. Tuckwell and Miss Tuckwell, and J. Joseph, Esq. and Mrs.
Joseph.
An event such as this should go far to bring recruits to our

sharp-shooters, who won the match by two goals to none. The
play was more even than the score suggests, and a high standard
of foo tball was reached. No. 2 Company are to be congratulated
on their fine performance.
A very successful signal exercise was held during the weekend of March 3rd and 4th in the Aldershot district, in conjunction with a Divisional T.E.W.T., and with the co-operation of
the 2nd Divisional Signals, who kindly supplied personnel and
equipment. Briga de schemes were the order of the day, except
(as I have since been informed) for the " intelligentsia," who
were working out problems in connection with tactical exercises .
I cannot vouch for the truth of the latter statement, but it certainly sounds all right ; and for any further particulars on the
subject I refer you to the R.Q.M.S. or the P.S.I. of No. 2 Coy.

C.E.S.

JI .R .II. the Duchess of York chattiug with the wife of Sergeant N' .
and her two children in their home,
[ P/1pfo /,y P/a111•I Ntv.•s /,td,]

J. Woo<lcocl\
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The day's outing and the hospitality of Stoneyhurst were much
enjoyed by all. Once again we wish to thank Sergt Brewster for
giving up so much of his time to train the boxers and assisting
so much towards the successes related above.
Soccer.
Boys Army Cup.- The semi-final draw is as follows: - Royal
Signals '"A" team v. D.6 Platoon, Chepstow; and Irish Guards
v. Hampshire Regiment. The matches will be played on the
Command central ground, Aldershot, on Wednesday 11th April.
We appeal most earnestly to the Aldersnot "Signals to come and
support us on that afternoon. If we have a lot of supporters to
drown our opponents' adherents, it will make all the difference.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion, Catterick.
General.- There is always a moan because we do not lift ~~ny
sporrs trophies. How can we? After fourteen weeks training
under our very capable P.T. staff, we produce the perfect _H.ercules-cum-Adonis. He immediately passes on to the Training
Battalion or the Mounted Wing, and promptly proceeds to display
those excellent qualifications to our ultimate loss and embarrassment. One thing that does seem to please the P?Wers that be is
the noticeable increase in weight of our recruits after a few
weeks training. We get some fine example_s of the value of_Army
P.T. in this Wing. "Muscles "seems quite happy about 1t, and
that 1s something!
Boxing.-Our recruits met the Depot Green Howards in the
Blood Tub on the 22nd February. There were some excellent
displays, our team winning by 18-15 points. During the interval
Captain B. B. Kennett, with the assistance of Carpi Myddleton
and L1 Corp! Stirk, gave us an interesting black _and white dem?nstration. Driver Murdoch (No. 55 Squad) finis hed the evening
off in fine style by knocking out his man in the first round. Looking round the ringside, I missed the familiar face of C.S.M. Payne
(now R.Q.M.S. at Colchester).
.
.
During the first two wee.ks of February an mter-Squad boxing
competition was held. This w.i~ won by No. 53 Squad, who
received the shield. Driver Murdoch won the welter weight and
Sigmn Gale was runner-up. Sigmn Driscoll was the winner of the
middle weight. These men were all presented with a medal.
No. 50 Squad took second place with 41 points. Sigmn Toole
received a medal for being the best loser. Better luck next time I
Attachment (Temporary).-L / Corporal Stirk to London,
where he is entered for the Army individual championships as a
feather weight. All the best !
Assault·at·Arms.-This was given by our P.T. staff in the
Depot Gymnasium on the 20th February. The parallel bar and
chair tricks were a credit to our instructors. The audience,
largely composed of recruits, was highly delighted with the
quarter-staff display by Carpi Myddleton and L / Corporal Stirk.
The P.T. disolav could be considered ouite an insoiration to the
recruits. " Museles " tells me that he- considers rt only a start,
and is hoping for better things still in the future.

D Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Rugby.-Qn the 1<1th February we met E Company in the
second round of the Mackworth trophy. It was good to see the
teams give ea~h other such hard knorks in a real sporting spirit.
Boih Companies had good vocal support, and there is no doubt
that the spectator who insisted on Don keeping their eyes on
~he ball played no mt?an part in their ultimate victory. The
mterval arrived with the score sheet blank, some of the spectators
be:ng more exhausted than the players. Soon after the resumption Parker scored a try which was converted by Mr. Linton.
Aft~r a short period Mr. Linton kicked a grand penalty goal.
This conclucled the scoring, D Company winning by 8-o points.
Wr:- are ~ure that those who took part in this Titanic struggle
enioyed It as much as we did watching it.
After defeating E Company, we met the School of Signals in
the final of the Mackworth trop~y on Scotton ground on the 1st
M.arch. The ground was on the soft side, being partly covered
wuh the snow for which Catterick is famous. Both sides were
at full strength, and we were pleased to see Corporal Atkinson
l.>a'k at scrum half for the Company. The School opened th~

scoring with a penalty goal f~r ,1 scrum infrin~em~nt in ou.r '25,
Smith taking the kick. Thi~ lead was n:iainta1~ed unul the
interval. Shortly after resuming we_ equalised .with a penalty
goal by Mr. Linton, _who was playmg with his usual hearty
vigour. It was essentially a forw;ird game and ltttle was seen of
the three-quarters. Lutener of the School was nearly through
when he was well tackled by Sergt Angell. Everything pointed
to a draw when Carpi Atkinson seized a chance to cut through
from the scrum to score a great try for D-a worthy effort. This
try was not converted. '.fo ended a hard-fought game, . with
Smith of the School promment at full back, the result bemg a
win for us by 6-3 points.
Shcoting.- During the last month, shooting _has been going
with a swing and the standard has greatly improved. The
results to date are as follows. We defeated F Company, School
of Signals and ~ounted. Wing, and lost to E _Con:ipany and the
Dismounted · Wmg. This places the team third m the league.
Previously we tied with Mounted Wing and E Company for first
place.
The best team shoot made in the league to date was 767 by
the Mounted Wing, but in our match .against F Company we
beat this by two points, making the best Mackworth League
score now 769. This averages just over 96 for each competitorcertainly a good team average. To date we have only once been
below last year's best Company shoot, and this indicates the
keenness with which members have practised. Possibly, with
the Battalion running a team in the Yorkshire Summer League,
we shall put this year's shooting in the shade next winter.
During the last month we have lost good shots in Signalmen
Robinson. Hutley, Johnson, MacNair and others. We hope
they will get a chance in their new units to carry on with .22
shooting, and that we may see them at some of the S.M.R.C.
meetings.

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Boxing.
Army Boys Championships.- Hekl at Chepstow on the 23rd
and 24th February. Our heartiest congratulations to Cross and
O'Brien on winning the 8 st. and 7 st. 7 lb. weights respectively.
Last year we entered for the first time. sending three boys down.
We got one runner-up and a semi-finalist. This year we sent
four representatives, getting two weight winners ; and all four
fought in the final sessions.
7 st. 7 lb.-O'Brien drew a bye in the first round and easily
won the semi-final and final, the fights being stopped as he
was too good for his opponents.
8 st.-Cross had three fights, the first and final being stiff ones
and the semi-final an easy win.
8 st. 6 lb.- Mullen drew a bye into the semi-final and was only
just beaten on points after a very fine show.
9 st. 9 lb.-Willis put up an equally good show, beating a
strong opponent in the first round and just losing in the
sem:-final.
F Company v. Stoneyhurst College.-This meeting took
place at Stoneyhurst on the 14th February. A team of ten went
over and won by six fights to four. The improvement in the
standard of boxing in the Company was most noticeable. The
following were the results. Mullen, Mayhew, O'Brien (knockout), Hawley, Willis and Cross won. Garfield, Brown, Parker
and Shepperd lost on points, by a small margin in each a ~.

Boys Garrison Football Cup: First Round.- Wednesday 21st
February was a red letter day for Company soccer. "B " team
(operators) beat the Durham Light Infantry on Colburn ground
by 4-2 goals. " C" team (fitters) beat the East Yorks Boys by
2-0 after extra time on Scotton. " D " (instrument mechanics)
beat combined 20th and 21st Field Brigade Boys on Marne Lines
ground by 4-0. On Saturday 24th February "A" team (operators first team) beat the Essex Regiment Boys by 2-0. We
then had four of the six teams left in the competition.
Cross·Country.-Congratulations to the following on their
performances in the Garrison run and Northern Command crosscountry, and on being awarded Training Battalion "Jimmies"
for the season 1933-34: L / Corpl Blades, L / Corpl Boy Verlander,
Boy Terrey, Sigmn McQuade, Boy Craig.
Rugger.
F Company v. Ampleforth Second XV.- Played at Ampleforth on the 20th February. Won by 14-6 points. Al though
we had playing for us three officers and one n.c.o., who scored
the points and held the team together, our success was mainly
due to the great improvement in the boys' rugger since the
beginning of the season. The i.eam now show more confidence,
especially the three-quarters, who are handling the ball and
passing much better. Team: Back, L I Carpi Boy Verlander ;
three-quarters, 2 / Lieut. Gordon, L / Corpl Boy Piddington, L/Cpl
Boy Offord, Boy Smith ; halves, Boys Harrison and Shergold ;
forwards, 2 / Lieutenants Nicholson and Starr, L / Corpl Currie,
Boys Luscombe, Hall, White, King V. and Terrey.
The match against Barnard Castle had to be cancelled owing to
the hard state of the ground, due to drought. A last minute
attempt to procure a bus for them to come over here failed.

School of Signals, Catterick.
Rugby: Mackworth Trophy Kriock·Out Competition, 1933 / 34.
First Round.-v. Mounted Wing on 1<1th February. Won by
3-0. This game was played on a very windy _day, with the
result that it was mainly a forward duel, most passmg mov_ements
being ruined by the high wind. There were long periods of
pressure by both sides, but neither could score. In the last few
minutes of extra time L / Coro! Pearson won the race for the ball
after a kick ahead and scored the School's try.
Semi-Final Round-v. F Company on the 2wd February.
Won by 4-,-3. A very fast and open ga~e- The. School took
the lead early with a good drop goal by S1gmn Smith C. After
this F Company kept up a long period of p~essure and scored a
try. which was unconverted. The School aga1~ attacke~ strongly,
a forward pass spoiling a certain score, and S1gmn Smith took a
penalty kick that only just went short of the goal.
Final Round- v. D Company on the !St M~rch. Lost by 3-6.
The School forwards had been imorovmg with each game, and
they played very well indeed to hoid D Company's pack as they
did. The game was very even _and fas~. The School attacked
well in the first half with the wmd behmd them, but could not
get over D's line. A penalty in their ·~5 resulted in a very good
kick by Sigmn Smith C. Afte~ half time D Company had the
adva ntage of the wind and went very hard. The Sc~ool defended
well, but a penalty right in front of goal resulted m the scores
being levelled at 3-3. The Schoo} then went very hard and
pressed on D's line for a long period but could not score. A
breakaway by D Company took the play back to the School '25.
Finally, in the last few minutes, D Company sot over to s~or~ a
good try and win an excirins game,

The following turned out for the School in these games: Lieut. Holmes, C.Q.M.S. George, Sergt Mmeur, Corporals Brice,
Homan and McCullogh, L/Corporals Knight and Pearson, Signalmen Beck, Beswick, Cartwright, Lennon, Lutener, Smith C.,
Stevens and Walters, and Drivers Brooks and Scholfield.

I st Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
Football.-Congratulations to the football team on their very
strong position in the league.
Cross-Country Running. -Congratulations to the cross-country
team on beating the 2nd Div! Signals by 20 points, with A Corps
Signals third.
Boxing.-On the 11th March the unit beat A Corps Signals
i~ the inter-unit boxmg by 24-18 points. Results (1st Div!
Signals first named in each case): Bantam- Sigmn Cavanagh beat Sigmn Homer on points.
Feathers-Sigmn Grant was beaten by Sigmn Smith on points.
Sigmn Cox beat Sigmn Waterson in a good fight, with plenty
of hard hitting on either side.
Light weights-Sigmn Ingram beat Sigmn Ducker. For the first
two rounds of this fight there was plenty of hard hitting, with
little to choose between the opponents, but in the third round
Ingram took the lead to win on points. Sigmn O'Brien beat
Sigmn Reighton on points. This fight was spoilt by too much
footwork and very little boxing. L/Corpl Snow beat Sigmn
Walker. This fight was stopped in the second round, Sigmn
Walker putting up a very game show.
Welter weights-Corp! Clarke beat Sigmn Kennedy in a mixed
fight. Signalman Brown was beaten by Sigmn Gough, who
registered a knock-out in the second round. Sigmn Duffin was
beaten by Sigmn Hughes. Duffin was floored three times in
the first round but was saved by the gong. In the second
round he received terrific punishment, but came back for more
until the fight was eventually stopped.
Middle weights--Sigmn Hardwick was beaten by Lieut. Cooke
in a fight with a very little hard hitting but a lot of blood.
Sigmn Ringrose beat Sigmn Craddock in a hit and miss fight.
Sigmn Lunt beat Sigmn Clark, making good use of his very
useful left.
Light heavy-Sigmn Chapman beat Sigmn Belfy in a very good
fight, with plenty of good clean boxing and hard hitting.
Welter-Sigmn Edwards beat Sigmn Grigg in a whirlwind fight
which slowed down in the third round.

No. 1 Company.
Boxing.-We boast several exponents of the noble art, and
they are engaged at the moment in keeping in training. Several
competitions are due in the near future, and I hope to report
later the annexation of new trophies.
Football.-lnter-Section games are the rule on recreational
· training afternoons. The roost notable rivals are D and D.R.
Sections. Of the several games played, none has resulted in a
decisive victory either way ; but several stars have found their
way into the unit teams.
Hockey.-Two Company matches have been played with No.
2 Company. Here again, the honours are even with a win apiece.
Rugby.-Qnly one Company game has been played. In this we
were pitted against No. 2 Company in a Cobb trophy fixture.
We were narrowly beaten by the only try scored. and were
indeed lucky to foil their clever efforts to win by a wider margin.
However, we provide several stars for the unit team, who
invariably give a good account of themselves in each game played.
Cross-Country.- We have not the numb r~ to arrange Company runs in competition with the demand of other forms of
sport. But we do number among our ranks several useful members of the unit team whi<:h has proved almost invin1;ible in
competition with the other Signals units stationed in Mons
Barracks.
Shooting.-ln the annual small-bore 1;ompetition on the mini.ture range for the Powell cup, No. 2 Company narrowly beai
11s, with No. J a sood thir~ ,
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2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
No. 2 Company.
Hockey.-We played o. r Company in the inter-Company
competition en the 21st February. 1:_1c wi_n!1ers to me~t No: 3 ~onh
pdny in the final. After a hard anc exciting game , in which ~t
sides played really good hock_ey, our opponents.proved themselves
better than we were by scoring the only goal in th1; match.
Soccet'.- V\'e met o. 3 Company in the final ~£ the. interCompany compernion and wer~ very unfortunate in }~s1.~g to
them. They fielded a strong side of members of the A and
"B" unit teams, and from the start we knew that we would be
up again>t something. However, we s~on gave No. 3 Company
and many of their spectators one large-sized shock, for we led by
two-nil. By half time the score was level, and when the final
wh1 tie blew the score was 4-2 against us. Thus the honours for
soccer go to 10. 3 Company.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
Hockey.-In the second round of the Garrison hockey cup_ we
managed to gain the verdict by 3-2 goals. It was a. very tight
.
game and full of excitement right up to the final whistle.
In the semi-final round we pbyed the 2nd Battn Loyal Reg~
ment (last year's Army cup final ists) and they gave us our e~1t
card to the tune of 3-<> goals. Considering the size of t~e umt,
the team's performance .was pretty gc_od. Up t<;> half time our
te1m held their own with the exception of a gift goal for the
Loyals ; but in the second half the latter were much supertor in
attack and added two fine goal to their tally. A very good
game ro watch.
.
Other results for the month are as follows. Against Bnstol
Civil Service, at Bristol, we drew at three all after a ding-don_g
struggle. We are anxiously looking forward to the date of their
visit to us here, as we are sure of a good game. We spent a
ve~y enjoyable day at Bristol. I can voucl: for .the scenery, too.
Agamst the K.O.Y.L.I. we drew in a non-scormg game.
Soccer.-Results to date: v. r uh Hussars lost by 2-4, and
v. 16 1 5th Lancers won by 5- r.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Football.
Salisbury Plain Area Challenge Cup.-ln the first round we
were lucky enough to get a bye. For the second round we were
drawn against the uth Hussars and played at Bui ford on Tuesday
6th March. From the onset it was evident that our fellows were
out to win, especially as we had been defeated by the same te~m
in the lea<>ue to the tune of 6-2. The game was full of thnlls
and the s~~ectators were kept on their toes until the final whistle,
when we ran out winners by 2-<>.
Third round. Drawn against the rst Battalion K.O.Y.L.I., we
played at Tidworth on Friday 9th March. It was clear from the
st3rt that we were up against a tough proposition, but having
beaten them by 6-2 in the league, we were rather confident of
victory.· We had plenty of support, but even that didn't help
much. As a game it was not spectacular, and undoubtedly the
K.O.Y.L.I. were a better team. At full time the score stood at
1-1, but during extra time they put on two more and deservedly
won. So ends our prospect of reaching the semi-final.
Salisbury Plain Area League.-v. 6th Medium Brigade R.A.
Things have brightened up consider:ibly in this direction, and
after beating the 6th Medium Brigade R.A., the league leaders,
by 4-<>, the critics were rather confounded by our third round
cup tie. In beating the 6th Brigade our fellows certainly put a
feather in their caps, for the Mtdium team is certainly not one
to be treated as easy. Our lads surpassed themselves, not
individually but as a team, and deservedly won.
v. 1st Battn Royal Welch Fusiliers. Played at Bulford on the
;th March. Once more our team proved that a great im[Jrovement has taken place in their play. Although the eame was
rather scrappy at times, it was evident that we had the. measure
of the Welshmen and were determined to avenge our earlier
defeat in the leaj?ue. We might have had a couole more goals,
but were contented with 4-1.
We hope the team wili mamrain their improvement for the
rest of the season, and not give us those heart attacks on
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occa ions when they seem to fall right back for no apparent
reason.
company Football.
No. 1 Company.-Up to date No. 1 ~ompany are seventh
out of nineteen teams in the Bulford Garnson Football League,
with 13 points out of a possible 20, and lead the other Companies .
Results since the last notes are as follows: - v. 48th Battery
R.A. lost by 1-2, and v. 15th Battery R.A. won by 2-1. We
hope to improve our position in the league, as all the teams
above us, with one exception, have played more games.
No. 2 Company.-Only one match has been played during the
preceding month. This was against the 48th Battery R.A., and
1t was left drawn with a score of four all.
No. 3 Company.- At present our share of points in recent
games has only reached a rather small total. There is not much
time left now, so buck up, No. 3 Company, and collar a few more.
Rugby.-Fou r games have been played, with results as shown:
v. 5th Light Brigade R.A. lost by 8-10
v. 9th Field Brigade R.A. won by 21- 5
v. Exeter, lost by 0-13
v. K.O.Y.L.I. won by 14-u.
The Exeter game played at Exeter gave the team an outing and,
we hope, several lessons. Chief among these is the necessity to
get the ball out and keep it moving. A second and vital lesson
was the awful result of not going hard for the man and ball in
defence. Actually, on form, there was no reason why we should
not have beaten the team handsomely. A bus drive of a hundred
miles is not, of course, the best preliminary to a game.
Hockey.-Only one unit match has been played: '!· 6th
Medium Brigade R.A., which we won by 2-<>. In a friendly,
No. l Company defeated the 56th Company R.E. by 5-2.
All three Companies entered the semi-finals of the Bulford
Garrison hockey cup. No. 2 Company defeated the 15th Battery
R.A. by 5-<>, so that it will be an all-Signals final.
Recent arrivals from India and elsewhere include some very
useful players such as Capt. Watts and L / Corporals Thomas and
Burrell, and we look forward to a first class team next year.
Cross·Country.-During the last month we have competed in
the Salisbury Plain Area and Southern Command championships.
As we had so many promising runners, we entered two teams
in the former event. The teams were arranged as nearly as
possible equal in merit. As it turned out, we secured the first
and third places, with the Royal Welch Fusiliers second ; but our
.. B " team was surprisingly far behind our "A" men, upsetting
form completely. That result, however, has since proved correct,
and the team finally selected for the Army c.hampionshiJ?s includes
only two of the .. B " team. There was a fine finish between
Sigmn Page and Sergt Cotterell, Page just getting home on the
post.
,,
In the Southern Command race we entered one team only and
lost the cup for the first time in seven years, being defeated by
the York and Lanes. Regiment. They were a very fine team
indeed and packed extraordinarily well. We had two or three
casualties with knee and ankle trouble, but we cannot (and do
not) complain of the result. Individually, Page again took first
place, with Cotterell second. Page has come on wonderfully
this year, and we look to him for Army individual honours on
the 20th March at Windsor. The veteran Cotterell never seems
to fade away and is still in great form.
The team for the Army championships is as follows: · Sergeant
Cotterell, L / Corpls De Courcey, Bucke and Robinson, Signalmen
Page, Hawthorne, Whichlaw, Petrie, Strickland, Hastings,
Carlyon, Stanger, Hudson and Mudge, and Driver Stillwell.
Reserves, L/ Sergt Ayres and Sigmn Price (A.F. V. Signals).
Billiards.
No. 1 Company.- Jn the inter-unit Y.M.C.A. billiards knockout cup we have reached the final round and are due to play off
against the 15th Battery R.A. in the near future.
Progress to this stage has been made at the expense of the 1st
Light Battery R.A., Royal Engineers and the 71st Battery R.A.,
whom we have beaten in each case by a comfortable margin.
The team is made up of the following players: L/ Senn Brooke
{captain), Carpi Ashford, L / Corpl McKenzie and Signal~en Sherwood and Way ; and it is hoped that we shall be able to report
later that yet another cup has bee!1' won for the unit.
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In the semi-final against the 71st Battery R.A. we excelled m
team w~rk, each ~an doing his best. Five very interesting games
were w1t.nessed, S1gmn Sh~rwood a?d L/ Sergeant Brooke coming
along with the largest Wms, gettmg over 100 points between
them.
No. 2 Company_.-Good-bye was said to our hopes of gaining
the Y.M.C.A. b1ll1ard cup after a very thrilling game won by
the 15th Field Battery R.A. Better luck next time, we' hope.
No. 3 Company.- Unfortunately, C.Q.M.S. Thomas was supporting the rugby team and eating Devonshire cream at Exeter
when we played the 15th Light Battery R.A. in the semi-final of
the Y.M.C.A. cup, and this contributed to our heavy defeat.
Sergeants Mess.- After a disappointing appearance against
the R.E., the team returned to form by winnmg both series of
games against the R.A.S.C. with a score of 7-1 games on each
occasion. We now confidently expect to carry off the cup for
the runners-up. Our R.S.M. (Mr. Bramley) was very unlucky to
lose a tight game of snooker when only black was left to decide.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
Rugby.-Garrison Cup match v. 27th Field Brigade. Won by
12-3. The Gunners scored first, but shortly afterwards Haines
replied with a try far out after a run and kick over the back's
head. Early in the second half Snowball kicked a fine penalty
goal from the half-way line. Our forwards were now right on
top, and first McPherson and then 2/Lieut. Stead got over their
line, the latter from a movement starting in our own '25.
Garrison Cup Semi-Final v. K.S.L.1.-Lost by o-8. This was
a very even match, our forwards being slightly superior in the
loose and making ground with some excellent rushes. Our outside;, however, were unable to score, though Lieut. Goldsmith
once or twice beat his opposite number. In the second half the
elusive K.S.L.L fly half scored two really good tries, one of
which was converted. At full back Sigmn Snowball played an
almost faultless game. The K.S.L.I. have since won the competition.
v. Northern Blues "A ."-Won by 6g--o. Northern Blues, at
the last minute, only turned out an "A" XV. against us, with
the above result. Top score in tries was made by Evans with
eight.
football.-The following matches have been played since the
last publication.
FIRST ELEVEN.

17 I 2/ 34 v. Clacton, home, E. and S.B. League, won by 5-3
21/2/34 v. Lancashire Fusiliers, E. & S.B. League, drew at 2-2
24/2/34 v. Stowmarket, home, E. and S.B. League, lost by I-2
l / 3/ 34 V. Lancashire Fusiliers, semi-final Pearson cup and E.
and S.B. League points, won by 2-0
3/3/34 v. Heybridge, home, E. and S.B. League, lost by 0-4
5/ 3/ 34 v. Middlesex Regiment, semi-final Garrison cup and
E. and S.B. League points, won by 4-2
7/3/34 v. K.S.L.I., E. and S.B. League, won by 4-2
10/3/34 v. Colchester Town, semi-final Essex Press cup, lost
by 2-4
SECOND ELEVEN.

15/2/34 v. R.A.M.C., Thursday League, won by 4-1
22/2/34 v. 7th Field Company R.E., Thursday League, lost by
l-2

This month we have said goodbye to our centre for:ward Si~m:i
Snowball, and we shall greatly miss his sharp-shootmg proclivities. The team and officials wish him the best of luck and " a
sitter."
Hockey.- The only match of real note during the past month
was <he semi-final of the Garrison knock-out competition, in
which we met the 2nd Battn K.S.L.I.
The first twenty minutes of the game went greatly in our
favour, and the K.S.L.I. goalkeeper was compelled to make some
splendid clearances to protect his charge. The ~.S.L.I. then
broke away and scored a soft ~oal in what was their first attack
on our citadel. This unsettled our te,1m ; thereafter our opponei1ts were clearlv the better team and ran out winners by 3-0.
The unit is sti'll interested in one more Garrison tournament,
No. l Company havine reached the semi-final of the sub-unit
knock-out, and if normal form is maintained they have somewhat
more than an even chance of winning the trophy.

FIRST ELEVEN.

22nd February v. K.S.L.J., lQst by 0-3
24th February v. Witham, won by 1-0
SECOND ELEVEN.

22nd February v. Severalls, won by 6-r
8th March v. Colchester Second Eleven, lost by 2-3

No. 1 Company.
Hockey.-Results in the inter-Company tournament : v. Field
Battery, won by 3-2; v. C Company Lancashire Fusiliers, won
by 4-1 ; v. A Company Lancashire Fusiliers, won by 3-<>.
Football.-Results in the inter-Company competition: v. C
Company Lancashire Fusiliers, won by 6-2 ; v. B Company Beds
and H erts Regiment, won by g--o.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Soccer.- Division I. table of the Scarborough and District
League still proudly shows the Signals as the only club yet to
concede both points to their opponents.
A smashing win over Hunmanby F.C. by 6-2 goals, away from
home, places the unit team in the second place in the league.
L/Corpl Hills A. and Sigmn Machin B. celebrated their imtial
appearance in the First Eleven in this match by finding the net,
the former on three occasions and the latter once. L / Corporal
Vize H. completed the rout by adding a couple of useful goals.
March 17th at Filey may record a temporary halt to our successes, but nevertheless I hope to be able to tell the Corps next
month that once again "Jimmy " won through. This fixture
should prove a battle roya l, with the odds slightly in favour of
the home team-tenants of a ground where very few visiting
teams survive. Still, the " going to win " spirit is in the team,
and Filey will not have matters all their own way ; so here's to
" ould Ireland "-and the seventeenth!
The fixture with Hunmanby F.C. being the only league match
played since my last report appeared in the Sports section, I have
little else to mention, so now for a few words about the Reserves.
Just take a glance at the league table, and it will be observed
that the team occupies the fourt11 place with games in hand over
the leaders. Playing regu larly every week, victories have been
registered against Forge Valley (5-1) and Gristh_o rpe (4~). A
division of spoils with Filey II. (1-1) was a creditable display at
Filey, whilst a 1-0 defeat at the hands of Scalby, away, was no
disgrace, although a draw would have been a fair reflex on the
run of the game.
The Reserves have yet to meet Scarborough Juniors, the present
league leaders ; and when they do mee.t, memories . of the 6-:o
defeat inflicted by that club on the First Eleven m a cup tie
earlier on in the season, will no doubt cause that " revenge is
sweet " atmosphere to be prevalent throughout both encounters.
Here are both league tables compiled up and including Saturday 10th March.
ScARBOROUGH ANO D1srrucr LEAGUE.
Division I.
Imps ... ................ .... .
Siimals .................... .
Whitby
................. .
Filey ...... .. .... .. ......... .
Pickering ................. .
Kirbymoorside
Hunmanby ............. . .
North Cliff .............. .

P.

L.

W

12
9
9

&

~

5

D.

3

2

0

3

6

2
I

2

II

~

2
2

8
8

3

6
8

0

0

0

Division II.
Scarborough Juniors .. .
Snainton
... ... ... ..... .
Filey II. ................ .
Signals II. . ............. .
Scalby ................. . .. .
West Leigh .............. .
Imps II . .............. . .
Oriel ................. . .
Gristhorpe .... ...... .... .
For<>e Valley .. ......... .
Y.M.C.A . ...... .. ...... .
St. Peter's ... ........... .
Sherburn ............ .

P.

17
18
16
15
16
17
16
13
20
16
17
20
r7

IV.

14
r3

L.

r.oals

98- 18
64- 45
70- 25
48 25
76- 23
53- 57
56- 36
47- 35
53- 63
43- 73
2g-100
41-uo
20- 94

10

2
2

3

IO

I\

2

8
7

6
6
3
2
0

6

3
4

i
5
II

10
12
16
14

16
15
14

2
0

7

Ptc::.

D.

5

II

\.oals

37-22
30-10
43-15
34-15
30-23
37-49
23-24
4-78

3
0
2
2

3

II

7

5
4
0

Pts,

30
26

25
23
22

18
17
15
15
12

8
6
3
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Turning to soccer withi!1 the unit, the semi-fin~lhst~e
th~
inter-Section knock-out shield has been reached, wit . t e o . ow
ing results; K Section beat L by 3-1, and No. 4. Artillery Signal
Secu:m drew with D at 2-2. No. 4 ~nd D Sect1~ns .have yet to
decide who shall be the opponents agamst K Section m th final.
The weather clerk decided to proloi:ig the agony by s~11:dmg dLownk
ufficient rain to place the arcll'l 1.1 a flooded condtt1on.
oo
out for a report on the final in the May issue.
. . .
The Inter-Company League will .:o:i !11en~e .alm<?st unmedia tely,
as o. 2 Company's move to Cattenck 1s imm~~l~•'t. Twocoy
scribe will no doubt tell you all next month that .11 was a fore•
gone conclusion." What will actually happen remains to be.seen.
A friendly match between Scarborough College an~ '.' Signals
Eleven resulted in a 4-0 defeat for the Coll~ge. A s1.m1la~.score
was registered again t Scarborough Corporation F.C. m a run·
out " match for the First Eleven.
Have You Observed'?-The 20d Batt.alion The King's Own
Royal Regiment are appearing in the sem.1-final o~ the Army cup.
We are rather proud of the fact that this team 1ust managed to
dispose of us in the fir t round by only two goals.
Rugby.
v. Driffield.-At Driffield on the 10th February. Won by 3-0.
An entirely rearranged back division was chosen for this .game
and, whilst not altogether satisfactory from a ~eam work pomt of
view, showed good individual promise. 2/ L1i:ut. G. B. Stev~n
son made a welcome return to the pack, which wa.s <:>therw1se
unaltered. Our pack dominated the play, but the fimshmg work
of the backs left a lot to be desired. In the second .half Anth~ny
moved to fly half and Farmer t? left centre. This put a little
more life into the backs, and ultimately Farmer crashed through
for the only score of the game. Apart from the regular first
team men, only Hodgson at full back was successful. He should,
with further experience, make a very sound back.
v. York Y.M.C.A.-At York on the 2<1th February. Won by
11-0. Sigmn Beaumont, our fly ha!f (who '':'as on leave) failed
to join us owing to a missed connectton, so Signalman Ford was
brought into the pack and Sigmn !<ettlewell ?loved to the left
wing. Our men soon sh.owed their supenonty, and after te,n
minutes continuous pressing Anthony kicked over the back s
head, picked up cleanly and passed to Farmer, w.ho touched down
underneath the posts. Parry converted. The Div. pressed agam,
but a good kick by the Y.M.C.A. back transferred play to our
half of the field. After a lot of midfield play, Farmer took a good
pass from Parry and ran half the length of the field for a really
good try, but Parry failed to convert. After half-time the Div.
continued to press, and a good passing movement between the
forwards ended with Kettlewell knocking on right on the home
line. Sant took the ball from the base of the scrum and, neatly
dummying the defence, placed another good try which was not
converted. There was no further score. The splendid loose
forward play of Mr. Stevenson and Sigmn Parry was a feature
of this good game.
"A" XV. v. Bridlington "A."-At Bridlington on the 24th
February. Won by 11-6. A strong "A" team visited Bridling.
ton and easily avenged a home defeat. Sigmn Reay, who was
making his first appearance of the season, scored two good tries
and Sigmn Hall the other. Sigmn Cooper, who has been left out
of the senior team owing to injuries sustained during the County
cup ties, did good work by captaining this team from the full
back positton. He converted one of the tries.
v. York 1st XV.-At York on the 3rd March. We travelled
to York, but owing to the ground being unfit for play the match
had to be postponed.
v. York " B."-At home on the 3rd March. Won by 8-3.
We turned out a team of abouc six second team players and the
remainder third team men. Sigmn Cooper again captained the
s:de. S1gmn Reay scored two tries for us, Cooper converting one
of them. The York score was the result of a penalty kick for
obstruction. Si~mn Oates played well at fly half and should
establish himself as a good second team player.
v. Scarborough " A. "-At Newby on the 10th March. Won
by 17-6. This proved to be more of a mudlark than a match.
Our Fir.st Fifteen were much too good for the Scarborough Second
Fifteen and ran out easy winners. Tries were scored by Lieut.
St~venson find Signalmen Anthony, Cooper, Malone an9 Sant,

Cooper converted one of the tries . Sant . revelled in the mud and
gave a very bright display in an otherwise dull match.
"A" XV. v. Beverley" A."- At home on the 10th March. Won
by 9-3. The "A" XV .. captained by L/Corpl Farmer, defeated
Beverley "A" side, which included a number of men from .the
East Yorks Depot. Farmer, Ridley and Tod.cl were responsible
for our tries. L / Corpl Webb gave a good display at back, and
Sigmn Oates gave another sound performance at fly half.
PLAYING RECORD TO DATE.
P.
W,
J..

First Fifteen .............. ..
Second Fifteen .............. .

10

12

JI

6

7
5
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88o yards relay- First: Corp! Yates, L/ ~orporals Chapman and
McVey, Sigmn Keenlyside. Time 1 mm. 41 sec.
Mile relay- First: Signalmen Clutton, Keenlyside and Nelson,
L / Corpl McVey. Time 3 min . 521/s sec.
Two miles. relay- Second : L/ Sergt Murphy, Corp! Edge, L/Cpl
Dean, S1gmn Baumer.
Mile team- Third: Corp! Edge, L / Corpl Dean, Sigmn Hampson
and Sigmn Mattok.

(),
0

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore
S.1'.C. (India) All Ranks Golf Club.-On Sunday 18th February a triangular golf competiti~n b~twee~ the sergeants, corporals
and signalmen was held, resultmg m a wm for the sergeants. The
detail of the results are shown below.
Match No . 1- S/ Sergt Maguire and Corporal Quigley ende~ all
square. S / Sergt Magu ire 9 up v. Sigmn Knox . Corp! Quigley
8 up v. Sigmn Knox.
Match No. 2-Sergt Nokes lost to L / Corpl Campbell by 7 •. and
to Sigmn Hampson by 4. L / Corpl Campbell 3 up v. S1gmn
Hampson.
Match No. 3-Sergt Marchant 6 up. v. Corp] McKi~non and 6 up
v. Sigmn Bourton . Corp! McKmnon lost to S1gmn Bourton
by 3.
Match No. 4- Sergt Wh itti ngton 8 up v. Corp! Ma~chant and 5
up v. Sigmn Nelson. Corp! Marchant lost to S1gmn Nelson
by ro.
Match No. 5- Sergt Wheeler lost to Corp! Connol)y by 3, .and 5
up v. Sigmn Spiers. Corp! Connolly 6 up v. S1gmn Spiers.
Result-Sergeants 4 up v. Corporals and 20 up v. Signalmen.
Corporals 4 up v. Signalmen.

A Company.

Football ResultSA Company beat Brigade H.Q. Eleven by 8---1
Corporals Room lost to Junior N.C.O.s 15th Field Brigade by
0-4
A Company drew with S Battery R.A. at 3- 3 and won by
2-1
A Company "B" beat H.Q. and F Section combined by 3-1
A Company drew with J5th Field Brigade at 1- 1 and lost
by r-6 (four penalties)
Hockey ResultSA Company lost to H.Q. and F Section by 0-1, and won
by 5~ 1 and 4-1
A Company lost to South Indian Sports Club by 0-1 and
won by 4-1
A Company lost to Sou~hern Sports Club by 1-3
Corporals Room lost to Signalmen by 2-5
Fazal Din Cup, 1934: Athletics.- As anticipated, owing to the
heavy decrease in our numbers, the fight to retain the cup in the
Company proved very hard, but we managed to win the trophy
by three points as against 1 }I, points last year, when we were
up to establishment. A table of events, showing points awarded,
is published herewith for the information of our ex-Jubbulpore
athletes.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14
A Company
4 4 4 3 1 o o 3 1 3 4 :ii 4 ... 35~
B R.Half
l
2 3 4 4 4 o 4 3 1 I 2~ 1 ... 32!
D R.Half
1 r 2 2 o 1 4 2 1 o o 4 3 ... 11
C L.Half
o o o o 3 3 o o 4 4 3 o 1. .. 18
3 3 o o o o 3 o o
1 o 0 ... 11
D L.Half
C R.Half
o o l
1 2 1 o o o o o o ... 6
o o o o o o 2 1 o o o 1 o ... 4
B L.Half
Column 1, 400 yards relay ; 2, 880 yards relay; 3, mile relay ;
4, two miles relay; 5, mile team ; 6, three miles team ;
7, 480 yards hurdles ; 8, high jump ; 9, long jump ; IO,
shot ; 11, hammer ; 12, pole jump ; 13, medley race ; 14,
total points.
The entries were as follows : 400 yards relay-First: L/ Sergt Matthew, L/ Corpls Chapman
<111d McVey, Sigmn Keenlyside. Time 44 ~ sec,

L I Sergt Matthew receiving the Fazal Din Cup on behalf of
A Comp.:my.

Three miles team- Signalmen Ham;:>son, Mattok, Towler and
Duncan.
48o yards hurdles- Corpls Yates and Cosens, Signalmen Whitehead and Baumer.
Medley race-First: L / Sergts Matthew and Murphy, L / Corpls
Chapman and Dean. Time 4 min. ~~ sec.
Long jump-Third: Corp! Cosens and L / Carpi Roberts.
High jump-Second: Sergt Bramwell and Sigmn Tindall.
Pole vaull-Tie for second: L / Sergt Matthew and Signalman
Simmonds.
Throwing the hammer- First: Sergt Bramwell and Sigmn Burns.
Putting the shot- Second: Sergt Bramwell and Sigmn Markey.

The W.O.s and Sergeants Mess retain the Younger cup trophy
for a further year.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Cricket.- Jn the second round of the Jamasjee cricket tourna·
ment the R.E. and combined Signals lost to the combined Medical
Corps by ten wickets. R.E. and combined Signals 248 (L/Corpl
Lundie uo} and r6o (Sergt Richards {A.E.C.) 64 and L/ Sergeant
Bygrave 39). Combined Medicals 401 and 8 for no wicket.
Football.- During the last few weeks numerous combined
Signal trial matches have been played, and we have managed to
pick a very strong side for this season, The following are a few
of the results: v. 4th Field Battery R.A. drew at 1-1 ; v.
K .S.L.l. drew at 3-3 ; v. Welch Regiment, won by 2-1 ; v.
K.S.L.I. won by 4-0.
A Garrison team was selected to play against the I.F.A. team
at present touring India, and Sigmn Thornton (1st Div) at right
back and Sigmn Managhan (B Corps) at outside right were included. This team proved too good for the visitors and ran out
easy winners by 4-0 goals.
Officers v. Sergeants.-This tournament is at present in full
swing and some very interesting games have been witnessed. In
the billiards the sergeants were leading by 64 points in three
games when the officers produced their expert player, Lieut.
Minshall, who almost proved too good for our policeman. The
latter, however, managed to get above the hundred line. before
Lieut. Minshall could reach the 150 mark, thereby allowmg the
sergeants to run out the winners by xo points. The snooker
again proved a good match, and after a well fought fight the
sergeants eventually won the game and gained a slight lead in
the tournament.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
We are continually re-arranging our football and hockey teams,
and now that drafts have more or less finished, we hope to get
settled down to regular teams. The following matches have
been played this month:
Football.10th February v. G Battery, away, lost by 1-2
14th February v. G Battery, home, lost by 1-3
18th February v. B.M. Hospital, away, won by 3-0
19th February v. Murray College {Sialkot Olympic tourna•
ment) home, won by rn-o
We now meet the 13 / 18th Hussars in the final of the Olympic
tournament.

B Company were running very close, and at the start of the
medley (the last race of the day} we were one point in the lead.
L/ Sergt Matthew handed over a le!ld of four yards. to Chapman,
who increased it for Sergt Murphy m his quarter-mile run. Dean
took over a lead of ten yards and ran well in his half-mile to gain
the points for A Company.
The following S.T.C. (India) records were made during the
meeting. Long 9ump, Sigmn Nazir Hussain, 20 ft. Y, in. One
mile, Sigmn Harnum Singh, 4 min. 48~5 sec.

In the open medley race for other units at the sports of the 1st
Baun The King's Regiment in February, A Company beat the
15th Field Brigade. There were only two entries.
Younger Cup Competition, 1934: Cricket.- Jn this tournament the Officers lost to the W.O.s and Sergeants Mess by 39
runs. For the Mess, R.S.M. Harrison made 5, R.Q.M.S. Wens·
ley 15, Sergt Farmer r1, Sergt Bramwell 17, Sergt Sh~phe~d 11
(not out} and L / Sergt Matthew u. Sergt Farmer took six wickets
for 45, and Sergt Matthew four for 32.
For the Officers, Captain Scott scored 45, Captain Barton 9•
Colonel Copeland 7 and Major Rowley 6. Captain Scott took six
wickets for 43, Captain Nicholls three for 8, Colonel Copeland
one for 19.
•
The Corporals beat their senior Mess by six wickets. Sergeants
Mess 103, Corporals Room 104 for four wickets. Sergt Murphy
scored 34, R.S.M. Harrison xo, R.Q.M.S. Wensley 17, and
Sergt Farmer x7. Sergt Farmer took four wickets for 39· Corp!
Edge made 58 (not out}, L/Corporal Cooper 28, and L/Corporal
Roberts 17. L/ Carpi Campbell took four wickets for 7, L/ Carpi
Roberts two for 22, and L / Corp I Re viii two for 12.

wd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop Football Team, 1934·
Hockey.-There have been several experiments tried to create
an eleven to replace the team that did so well at La~ore •. The
commanding officer has sanctioned a new ground, which will be
ready for use after Signals Week. The following matches have
been played to date.
1rth February v. G Battery, away, won by 9- 3
I'>th February v. M.T. Section. away, won by 2-1
20th Febrnary v. H.Q. 13 / 18th Hussars, away, won by 1- o
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Kohat District Signals, Kohat.

A Corps Signals, .Karachi.

Apologies are clue for the canty notes this month, but owing
to the heavy scale of traming this year, facilities for sports are
fow and far between. The onl~· games meriting notice are the
mter-Section matches. There r.::m~ins but tennis to complete the
inter-Section Murray cup competi!ions, and at present K Section
are well in the lead.

Western Command Boxing Championships.-To win four
contests out of the first five ; to lose one in which our representative was infinitely the better man, but unfortunate enough to
sustain a cut eye which rendered him practically blind ; to com- ·
mence the last fight of the evening with a clear two ooints lead
and have our man disqualified- and then go to our beds to spend
a sleepless night under the impression that our oooonents had
been victorious by a point- that was our lot in the Vlestern Command boxing championships.
It was not until the followmg morning, well after evervone had
refused their porridge, that the glad news became known that
although having tied on points, we had won the match by the
narrow margin of six bouts to five. It was great to see the team's
faces ~hange c;m being informed of this, and greater still to see
-(I will mention no names, but the gentleman concerned will be
on leave pending retirement by the time these notes are in print)
:-a very. dignifie9 and exalted personage leap at least two feet
m the air and give tongue to an expressio n that sounded suspiciously like " Whoopee I"
In this match, although we consider ourselves unlucky in two
bouts, the 2nd Battn Royal Sussex Regiment are to be congratulated on the fine show they put up ; and we feel that in defeating
them, we have surmounted a very difficult obstacle.
Elaborate arrangements were made to ensure the success of
the meeting, which was staged in Karachi for the first time at A
Corps Signals Stadium. There were very few empty seats when
the show commence~ at 10 p.m., and a glance around showed
that the honour of bemg able to stage these championships in our
Stadi um was well bestowed.

Inter-Section Hockl'y. - As usual, there was very keen rivalry
shown in the e matches and, of course, olentv of " ticks ." K
Section won by one point, but were very. luck.y to do so. The
last match. between A and D Sections, ended in a draw, and this
gave K the lead.
Cross•Country.- The cross-country was run from the fifth
milestone on the Bannu road. The race was very keenly contested, and more than one man surorised the critics--or I should
say, old soldiers. L/ Sergt Jones and Sigmn Luckhurst are to be
congratulated on being first home. Soecial mention must be
made of Sigmn Bass, who, newly out -from home and off the
trooper, came in third. There was very little difference in the
total number of points of each Section, but here aga in K Section
won.
Cricket.-Very little cricket has been played during recent
months, but at the moment we are selecting a team to compete
for the Jamasjee cup. However, more about that later.
·
Go lf-Congratulations are extended to Caot E. F. V. MacSwiney
and Lieut. H. Worrall on winning the Kohat Garrison foursomes
on the 19th January. Well done!
Signals Week: Northern Command.-Signals W eek will soon
be held, and we are sending down a hockey and a football team
and three pairs for tennis. Not having seen or heard anything
of the standard of our opponents, any forecast would be ris ky.
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offensive, l?nd!ng well with both hands. In the second round
both were mclmed to hold, but Taylor managed to get in two
upper cuts and th~ round .ended with Cook slightly ro
.
Cook went all out 111 the third. rounc!, but Taylor steadi~d ~~
up and his subsequent aggression earned him a points decision.
L/ Sergt Matthe~ v. Corp] Mowbray- Both men were very quick,
Mowbray landmg well from long range and Matthew appearing
to get the bette r of the ~lose work. The second round was
slower and Matthew, gettmg home several times on the bod
had the better of the exchanges. His work to the body causld
Mowbra}' a lot .o f trouble, but he weathered this and a strong
fi111sh gamed him the fight on points.
Sigm.n . Williams v. L / Corpl Tullett-Tullett surprisingly drove
W1ll1ams all over the rmg and floored him twice for short
coun~s, but the r~u~d ended .with the latter having the measure
of his man. \\o'.11l1am~, easily the better boxer, found little
difficulty m scormg with both hands in the last two rounds.
Tullett was a game loser.
Corp! Hutchi~on v: Sergt-Drummer Powell-Powell had a big
adva ntage m height and reach, but Hutchison's soeed and
footwork compensate.cl for thi~ and he landed clev~rly with
double left leads. His footwork .was a revelation, and even at
long range he scored frequently with both hands. Powell never
c':ased trying. Hutchison tired rarher in the last round, but
. his experience told and he was a good winner on points.
S1gmn Warburton v. Pte McMahon-Although much the smaller
man, War~urton's speed of foot and two-handed punching had
~kMahon m ~rou~le m the first round. He was floored with a
~1ght and agam wi th a left in the second round, and finished
m. a weak state. In the last round Warburton landed heavily
with both hands, but McMahon was game and managed to
. last out. Warburton was an easy winner.
S1~mn Roberts v. Pte Bell- Both men boxed well, with Bell landmg more often-a right from him staggering Roberts towards
the end of the first round. Bell continued to be the aggressor
111. the .n ext round, but Roberts landed well two or three times
with his left .. Borh m.en were very strong in the last round, in
wh!c~ Bell , t1mmg his punches better, gained a well-earned
decision.
Lieut. Seely v. L / Cc.rpl Scott-Lieut. Seely, showing nice style,
scored well w1rh his left, Scott replying with some dangerous
crosses. In the second round Lieut. Seelv's stvle caused Scott
to .become .very wild, and the former con.tinued to pile uo the
pomts. Misfortune overtook him, however, in the last round,
when he sustamed a badly cut eye. Blinded with the flow of
blood, he was at the. mercy of an inferior opponent and, although he very pluckily tried to avoid it, was knocked out.
Sergt Macfarlane v. L / Corpl Preen- MacFarlane, after a quiet
start, used his left well, following up with the right, and he
had t~e better of the exchanges in the first round. Preen boxed
well m the second round, scorin!!; with his left, and evened
matters up. MacFarlane, using his right with good effect,
a p~eared t~ have the best of the last round, but Preen (possibly
owmg to his style) was awarded the decision. A good fight.
Corp( Rawson v. Corp! Barton- There was very little in the first
round. Rawson was early cautioned for holding, and this
seemed to quieten him down. In the second round both were
at times aggressive. Neither man seemed likely to land a
damaginp: blow, but Barton in a strong attack succeeded in
flooring Rawson. The round, however, -fin ished even. In the
final round Barton's rushes were always dangerous, but Rawson was clever in keeping him off and took advantage to land
well at times, eventually emerging the points winner of a close
fight.
Sigmn Rymer v. L / Corpl Offord-Offord, the lighter but more
experienced man, was out down for the full count bv a terrific
rig~t in the first round. Rymer gave us little opp~rtunity of
seemg what he is really capable of, but we were quite satisfied with the little we did see.
L / Corpl Lovell v. Pte Wells- Wells, a very strong fighter, made
attempts to l?nd an early knock-our, but Lovell, boxing well,
did not look 111 danger. The referee cautioned both men early
on, and later Lovell again met with his disapproval. In the
second round Lovell, gaining confidence, took the offensive.
During some close work the referee again stopped the contest
and disqua lified Lovell for leaning on his opponent.
Result .-·"B" Group Signals (6 bouts) 16 points ; 2nd Battn Royal
Sussex Regiment (five bouts) 16 points .

FINAL; "B" GROUP SIGNALS V. 2ND BATIN ROYAL SCOTS.

Two ~ays later we faced the 2nd Battn The Royal Scots (the
holders) m the final. All Karachi was present-at least all who
C<?un~ed-and ~here wouldn't have been room for th~se who
d1dn t. This t1!11e there was 1;10 do~bt as to the re~ult. By the
handsome margm of 19-13 pomts Signals, for the first time, won
t~e V\'.estern Command championship and qualified for the last
eight 111 the all-India team championships at Rawalpindi.
Sigmn ~aylor v. Pte Watt-After a quiet start, Taylor took the
offensive and landed well with both hands, making Watt miss
very badly; Taylor's round. Taylor continued to have very
much the better of exchanges in the second round, although
Watt was always dangerous with a right swing. The third
round was a scrambling affair owing to Watt's desperate
rushes; he showed gameness, but Taylor remained the better
man and was a good winner on points.
Sergt Matthew v. Pte Cumberland- There was very little in the
first round, Matthew landing perhaps more freouently but
Cumberland showed very good defence. In the second :ound
l'{Iatthew attacked and Cumberland was rather at sea with his
nght crosses. Matthew .was the superior man in the last
round, scoring several times with a right upper cut, and
Cumberlan.d was rather unsteady at the finish. Matthew was
. an easy. ~mner on points .
S1gmn Williams v. Lieut. Dickson-Williams was not too comfor.ta.ble at the .start, and Dickson showed himself dangerous.
W1lhams had his work cut out in avoiding rushes, but seemed
more comfortable at the end of the round. In the second
roun.d, after .sending his man to the boards for a short count,
W1lh<1:ms waited for a rush by Dickson and, timing his left
beautifully, sent him down for the full count .
Corp! Hutchison v. Pte McMahon-McMahon had Hutchison
dazed wi.th a hard right midway through the first round, and
sever~I times nearl}:' co!1nected again with it, but Hutchison's
experience stood him m good stead . He showed uo in the
s_econd round and used both hands well, but McMahon cont1!1ued .to land frequently . Hutchison was unfortunate to be
disqualified for holding in this round.
Sigmn Warburton v. Pte Kerwin-Warburton in his usual
manner, awaited his chance and with two rights out his man
down for the full count in the first round.
Sigmn Roberts "'.· Pte Murray-Murray proved a hard hitter,
but Roberts did not appear unduly troubled. Murray took
the first round. Roberts, usmg a straight left in the seccnd
round, started to collect ooints but failed to follow uo his
advantage~ and the end of the round saw Murray again on
the offensive, although hitting a trifle wildlv. Roberts found
the .use .of a straight left the best pol icy, b~t he was too far
behind 111 the previous rounds to collect the necessary points.
Murray was the winner of a very close fight.
Signalman Withers v. Bandsman Nolan-Nolan was the more
a~g~essive in the first round. but there was very litrle clean
h1ttmg and h<;>nou:s were fairly easy. Nolan was still doing
all the attackmg m the second round, but Withers seemed
more confident and landed with his ri!(ht. He would probably
have been a clear wmner had he shown more ente1 orise but
he just about earned a points decision .
·
'
Sergt Macfarlane v. Pte Thompson-Macfarlane was the cleverer
man but failed to connect with anything resembling a punch
missing several times with his right. In the second round h~
found a home for his right and more than once staqvered his
man .with it. I~ the close work MacFarlane was Clefinitely
superior. He tned hard for a knock-out towards the fini h
'
but Thompson was of tough material.
Corporal Rawson v. Pte Paul-Both men showed food style.
Rawson used his lefr well and took the fi·st round. He
continued the good work in the second and oiled utJ the
points with his left, Paul countering well occa ionally. - Both
men continued to give a good display throughout, but Rawson
. was a clever winner on points.
S1gmn Rymer v. Pte Shand-Shand was a oure novice and it
was merely a matter of time before Ry1ner connect~d w1th
rhe necessary right. We still have to see him really tested.
L / Cor~I Lovell v. Pte Thomson-Thomson was d1soualified for
holdmg early in the first round.
At the end of the evening the G.O.C. Sind {India) Brigade
Area, Major-General C. Kirkpatrick, c.B. , c.B.K., presented the
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dal. and m his remarks he paid a fine compli~ent
c;ie(Lic~t.-Colonel Helps) and the team.. They cerla~nly
~~s~rved. i~ W hilst on the subject of compliments, :f°fi little
credit is du~ to the trainer. Corp! Mills, for th~e form Rn I t.ndis
of the team . Whatever success they may ac tehve Ct awa ~m •
we know tha t we have sen• a team worthy of t c orps an one
that will ta ke a lot of stopp-ng. They had . a great send-off from
Karachi, and it nearly needed a special tram for the supporters.
d
cup u~nC

Rugby.-In this year's Karachi open rugby tournament, Royal
Si nals ente red as Signals, Western Command (A Corps com•
bi~ing with m d Indian D1vl Signals, Quetta) and the rdult
the ett ing together of a tea m as good as the best cntere · . a
ther! been an addition of about 6 st. iry- the scrum, ther.e might
ha ve been a different talc in the semi-final .match agamst the
R.A. (Quetta) . T he Gunners were a fine side and much th~
heavier forward , with the result that a l thoug~ our scrum ob
tamed a fai r shdre of the ball, the weight wasn t the re to get it
back quickly. Jn the loose, however, our forwar ds played a
·
&
h
great game.
The Gunners scored in the corner a fe~ mmut.es a er t e
start but failed to convert, and although playing agamst a strong
wind and the sun Signals held them. to this score for the ~ rst
half. Crossing over, Signals several ti mes ~ame near to levelling
the score, but a second try by the R.A . clinched i:natters . .
The R.A. subsequemly went on to the fi nal , playmg a pointless
draw and becoming joint holders of the trophy with the
Lancashire Fusiliers.

;{3J

Zhob Signal Section, Loralai.
Sport.- The following represented the Zhob ? ignal Section
versus the r / 8th Gurkha Rifles, Fort Sandeman.• 111 the fin~ of
the Baird football tournament, which took place at Loralat on
Saturday 24th February : goal , S1gmn Snuth E. ; backs, L / Sergt
Ward D. and Sigmn W atson C. ; half-~acks , L / Corpl Malver!l H.
and Signalmen Kenneally J. and Stolhday F. ; fo rwards, S1gmn
Shields J., L / Corpl McGlinchey J., Sigmn Mu~ray J., U / L / Corpl
Smith H., Sigmn Edwards T. Referee, Capta m W. Fagan, M.c.,
R.A. (Staff Captain, Z. (!.) B.A.)
This match resulted in a win by 2---0 for the Gurkhas, who pu t
up a splendid and very clea n game. But .for the fine play of ~he
Signals goalkeeper, the score would certamly have been heavier.
On several occasions during play the scene became absolutely
obliterated by a sandstorm wh ich provided hard wo_rk for both
teams in keeping the. ~all under c~ntrol. The S1g;nals team
seemed to be fated , m1ss111g goals by mches ; and at times when
it seemed impossible to miss that open goal, the ball would persist in creeping either just past the upright or over the bar. Well
done I better luck nex t time.
The attendance proved a record, and on the conclusion of the
game the cup was presented to th!'. winners by the Area Com·
mander. This was followed later m the evemng by the dance
mentioned elsewhere, and any clisappointment which may have
existed was very soon forgotten-sez you I
Plai n Tales.- The best description of the recent cup final
which I can give is the followi~g extract from The Loralai Tim_es
and Zhoh Sentinel, whose special correspondent was sent to write
up the match.
" The final of the Baird football tournament between the Zhob
Signal Section and the t / 8th Gurkha Rifles, Fort Sandeman, took
place on Sat urday 24th February, on Jackson 's Nullah ground,
the referee being Captain R. W . F . .Fagan, M.c. The gates had
to be closed an hour before the kick-off, and the Baluchistan
Police had to be called in to remove adventurous would-be spectators from the surrounding hills. The band of the local Camel
Corps, conducted by Bandmas•er Thair, rendered light music
before the kick-off, and they broke into the " Corps March " as
eleven figures in light and dark blue and green tripped on to the
turf. The Signals won the toss and elected to take what little
advantage there was of a treacherous cross-wind.
•• Amid tense silence the Gurkha centre forward kicked off.
At first it seemed that the Signals were going to have thing.s all
their own way, but even bad mis-kicking on the part of their
opponents was not brought to fruition . The Gurkhas' solitary
attacks were mainly nullified by their wing forwards' eagerness.
Half-time came with no score. On resuming the Gurkhas had
the slight wind advantage. But, in spite of this, the Signals still
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pressed, but their forwards were all shooti ng wide. A bout the
1
m"ddle
of the second half a run through by the Gurkhas brought
a goal, the ball being twisted ou~ of. the goalkeeper's hands by
the wind. This seemed to put life mto the Gurkhas, and five
minutes later a nice cross shot scored what proved to be the last
goal of the match.
" The Area Commander presented the cup ;ind remarked on
the clean play in the game. A running commentary on the game
was broadcast by Captain Wakem. T~e. attenda nce was hu ge,
and when the gate receipts are counted it 1s confidently expected
that they will constitute a ground record."
Thus the Gurkha Rifles have annexed all the cups (three) m
the Zhob, and our only cry now is " Wait ti ll next time!"

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Annua l Regimental Sport s.- Owing to the a_bsencc of the
Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop last year, _t he regimental sports
were not held; but this year, the Troop bemg p resent, the sports
were held on the 10th February, and the Cavalry Troop retamed
the trophy which they won two years ago.
.
.
Sigmn Lawson of the Troop was an outstandmg perfo rmer m
the track events for which he was p resented with a gold medal,
as also was Cor~I McDowall, who shone in the field events, winning no less than three.
L/ Corp! Ross, a&er a close struggle with Sigmn Leonard of the
Troop, won the high jump, and Sigmn Spencer succeeded m the
long Jump. The three miles cross-country was won by the T roop
on the " toss up " a&cr tieing with No . l Lc&-H alf CC?mpany.
Sigmn Hunt just failed in being the first man home, bemg na rrowly beaten on the last sprint by a very good Si ~h runne r,
H unsa Singh. However, he made up for this by wmmng the
British mile as he pieased.
.
.
.
Each wi nning team was presented with a set of suita bly mscribed medals, a list of wh ich is given below.
.
Of the Indian ran ks, Sigmn Hu nsa Singh was the outstand1 i:,g
track athlete, being the winner of the cross-cou ntry and m1 k
events and also a mem ber of the winn ing shot learn, thus securing
the right to a gold medal. The next in the hon.ou~s list was
Sigmn Puran Singh, wh o was a member of three wmnmg tea ms,
as also was Nai k Mohd Khan.
Taken as a whole, the equine events were not of a very h igh
sta ndard as Nos. r and 2 Companies had only just ret urned &:om
ma nreuv~es and had not su ffi cient time to perfect their jumping
and tent peggi ng. Lieut . Hobson's horse stumbled and f~ll at
the firs t jump, but the lieutenant gallantly remou nted and finished
the course to the roars of appreciative applause from the audience.
The Cavalry T roop secu red both the t.ent peg~ing and jumping events, as was only to be expected m th e circumstances.
The despatch rid ers , und er the capable superv1s10n of L / Sergt
Fee, gave an exci tinl!i d isplay of trick ri ding , and th e Misses Stier
and Ridley contributed a piau ant charm to the occasion by exposing to view th ei r fe min ine a ll ures whilst working in conjunction
.
with the gallant riders.
During the course of t he afternoon th e audience were regaled
with an exhibition of music and drill b y the S.T .C. pipe band.
The sports concluded with the communica tion race, which
was won by "B" Draugh t Cable Section after an efficien t display
by wagon teams, operators , riders and runn ers.
.
The prizes were kind ly presented by Mrs. Beatson-Bell. Maior
J. E. F . Paton is to be commended for th e smoothness with
which the events were ca rried out.
M EDAL WINNERS.

Gold medals- Sigmn Lawson J. , member of four winning teams.
Sigmn Hunsa Singh, member of three winning teams and in
addition an individual winner of two events.
Silver medals- Corp! McDowall, L / Corpl Hill, Signalmen Hurt
and Dorsett, Naik Mohd Khan , Sigmn Puran Singh.
Bronze medals : British ranks- Sigmn Lawson 4 ; Cpl McDowall,
L / Corpl H ill and Signalmen Dorsett and Hurt, 3 each; Sergt
Jeffers, Corp! Munday, L / Corpls Hunt and Roberts, Signalmen
Graham, Leonard, Payne and Spencer, and Private Sellick, 2
each; Sergts Burgess, Pack, Percy, Squirrell and Udell, Corpls
Kirby, Lowrie, Strickson and Thomson, L / Corpl Green, and
Signalmen Dale, Frettingham, Giles, Guest, Harcus, Hunt,
Locke, Meese, Munro, Neves, Payne, Roberts and Storey , I
each.
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Bronze medals: Indian ranks-Naik Mohd Khan and Signalmen
Hunsa Singh and Puran Singh, 3 each ; Naiks Bachan Singh
and Gajjan Singh, and Signalmen Abdul Rahman, Bugga Singh,
Kishan Singh and Mohd Sarwar. 2 each ; Lieut. Bradford,
Havildars Tara Singh and Teja Singh , C.H.M. Puran Singh ,
Naiks Abdul Aziz. Chuni Singh and Sohan Singh, L/ Naiks
Jshar Singh and Sher Zaman, and Signalmen Ahmed Khan,
Arjan Singh, Bostan Khan, Din Mohd, Guizar Shah, Gurbachan Singh, Gurbux Singh, Jalal Khan, Maula Dad, Mohd
Ghaus, Mohd Khan, Mohd Sarwar, Mohd Zaman, Naran jan
Singh, Peshawara Singh, Sadhu Singh, Sardar Singh, Shakar
Khan, Sohan Singh, Surian Singh and Walait Khan, 1 each .
INDIVIDUAL WINNERS.

.British-Mile, Sigmn Hunt; high jum9, L/Cor9J Ross ; pole
Jump, Corporal McDowall ; long jump, Sigmn Spencer ; shot,
Corp! McDowall ; discus, Cor9l McDowall.
lndian- Discus, S1gmn Sher Zaman ; high jump, Naik Abdul
Aziz ; mile, S1gmn Hunsa Singh ; long jump, Sigmn Abdul
Rahman ; pole jump, Si~mn Surjan Singh ; shot, Naik Mohd
f han ; cross-country, Sigmn Hunsa Singh.
Ccmgratutatory. - Sigmn Hunt is to be congratulated on securing the second place in the six miles race at the Lucknow
Olympic sports meeting.

3rd Cavalry Brigad·e Signal Troop, Meerut.
Ex-members of the Troop will be pleased to hear that the unit
wa again successful in li&ing the challenge cup put up by the
3rd Indian D1vl Signals for mounted and dismounted sports .
First competed for in 1932, the Troop then won it by the nar row
margin of I·~ points. Owing to the absence of the unit in Al war
<luring the early part of 1933, the trophy was not competed for ;
.so, with the advent of the New Year, it was with the unalterable
.aim of retaining the trophy that the me n got dow n to training.
The urnt (B.O .R.s and 1.0.R.s) counts as a H alf-Company in
this competition, so there are norma lly five teams competing"the 3rd Divisional Signals entering four Half-Companies. Before
going mto derails, it should be undersrood that by the ti me the
lame, the blind and the aged have been weeded from the mass,
there are not a great number le& to pick from, but every body
was a trier and brimming over with team s9irit. At the sa me
time, congratulations to seve ral of the B.O.R.s and 1.0.R.s for
rhe enthusiasm they displayed ; although all could not be oicked
for the different events, (!uite a number continued training up
to the last dav.
The cross-countrv was run on the 6th February. There were
five teams of twel~e lined u9 for the sta rt . The Troop team,
consisting of Sergt Jeffers W., L / Corpl Roberts E. , Signalmen
Lawson, Fretrinyham, Hurt and Shannon, and six 1.0.R.s,
bunched well and tied for firs t p lace with I.A. Hali-Company.
We won the medals, however, owing to the placing of our nint h
man. D uring the race Sigmn La wson had a bad attack of sti tch ;
-otherwise we wouldn't have shared the points. L / Corpl Roberts
ran ~ splendid race and just pipped our old friend Cor9l Strickson
(hard lines , Strick! but youth will tell). The old stager Sergt
Jeffers ran like a young stag.
On the 9th February the following events were held with the
results shown .
Tent pegging, B.O.R .s-Firsr. We were very lucky, as the
pegging was ooor all round .
Tent pegging, I.O.R.s-Fou rth .
Moun ted jumping, B.O.R.s-Firsr. A fi ne display by a well
trained team .
Mou n ted iumpin~, l.O.R. s-F1 rst . Another splendid exhibition.
practically faul t-free. Perh aps old T roopites will recall the
" hardy annuals, " Nos. II (Henry), 45 (Kitty), loo (Aunty),
66 (Peter), 5 (Startles), 61 (Emma), 9.J (Queenie) and 87 (Dick).
T ug-of-War (B.O.R.s and 1.0.R. s)- Here we had a striking
example of how th e Div . strain up cable, for they pulled us all
over Meerut.
Mile team , B.O.R.s-Second. We were u9 against strong opposition here, and I.A . Half-Comp;iny are to be congratulated on
the fine race they ran.
Discus, I.O.R.s- First.
Pole jump, B.O.R.s- First. Team: Corp! McDowall and Sigmn
Locke V. The former also won the individual orize for this
•
event, with a few feet still up his sleeve .
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High jump, I.O.R.s-First.
Long jump , B.O.R.s-F1rst. T earn : 5ignalmen Spencer and
Sellick. Aggregate 36 ft. 7 in. Individual pnze, S1gmn Sellick,
18 ft. 7 in .
Shot, B.O.R.s-First. Team: Corporals McDowall and Mundy.
Aggreg;ite 6g ft. I in. Individual prize, Corp! McDowall.
Long jump, 1.0.R.s-First.
High jump, B. O.R.s-First. T earn: Signa lmen Leonard and
Neves. Aggregate 9 ft. tr Y. in. Individual p rize, Signalman
Leonard, 5 ft. 1:.t, in.
Discus, B.O.R.s-First. Team: Corporals McDowall and Mundy.
Individual prize, Corporal McDowall .
Pole jump, 1.0.R.s-Second.
Shot, 1.0 .R.s-Second.
880 yards, B.O .R.s-First. Team: Scrgt Jeffers, L/ Cpl Robe~ts,
Signalmen Lawson and Meese. Sigmn Lawson ran last strmg
and, sprinting into the lead , was never challenged.
880 yards, 1.0.R.s-Fift h .
440 yards, B.O.R.s-First. T eam : Signalmen Lawson, Leona rd,
Dorsett and Payne.
440 yards, 1.0.R.s-·Fifth.
220 yards, B.O.R.s-First. Tea m : L/Corporal H ill, Signalmen
Dorsett, Gra ham and Sellick.
220 ya rds, 1.0.R.s-Fifth.
100 yards, B.O.R.s-First. Team: Signalmen Spencer, La~son,
Gra ham and Dorsett-a team of flyers who are seriously
thin king of competi n~ in dirt track racing.
roo yards, I.O.R.s- Th1rd .
H urdles, B.O.R.s- First. T eam: L / Corporals Hill and Green,
Signalman Hurt, L / Corporal Hunt. Although our third string
got the hurdle wrapped round his neck, he had such a co_mmandi ng iead that he had time to disentangle himself and give
our fourrh string a slight lead. The hurdler in question
admitted later that he understood th at it was an obstacle race
?nd that diving through the hu rdle was one of the handicaps .
Hurdles, 1.0.R.s-Second. Our 1.0.R.s jumped well, owing
probably to the fa ct that they had had their hocks rapped on
· several occasions wh ile oractising.
General- T he crowning ach ievement of the day was the winn ing
of the ladies' race bv Mrs. Marshall, wife of our C.Q.M.S.
Great stuff, th is esprit de troop! We were unable to supply
the winner of the children':; race ; it is believed th at the
youngsters of the Troop were " got at " by outsiders, who
filled them with buns and lemonade before the race commenced.
Congratulations must be extended to the B.O.R.s and I.O.R.s
who obtained individual awards, as shown in the Sports Notes
of the 3rd Indian Div! Signals. In conclusion, the inimitable
Puncher is to be complimented on a splendid display given by
the despatch riders of both units.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Hockey.- League: v. Police, lost by 0--4, and v. H.M.S.
Medway, drew at 1- r (Bryce}. Friendlies: v. Recreio, lost by
0-I ; v. Argylls, drew at 3- 3 (Fielding 2, Bryce) ; v. R.A.O.C.
won by 5- 3 (Cord 3, Bryce 2) ; v. R.A.O.C. won by 5- 4
(Erridge 2, Fielding, Larking, Lieut. Lyddon).
Football.- Friendly: v. Argylls lost by 1 -~ (Martin).
Leading scorers to date. - Hockey : Convey 5, Cord 3. Foot•
ball: Convey 9. Cord 6, Whitehead 4.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
All our recent football matches have been played against
Naval or R.A.F. teams. It will be seen from the list of results
below that a good number of games have resulted in a draw,
thus proving that some good players are produC"ed in the des·
rroycrs, as the Signals now have a team capa ble of meeting all
comers.
v. ··A" Souadron R.A.F. won bv 6-2
v. H .M.S. ·searcher, drawn at I::_l
v. H .M.S. Wim:isor, drawn at l -J
v. H.M.S . Shamroch, lost by 0-4
v. H.M.S. Westminster, drawn at o---o
v. H.M.S. Velox, won by 4- 1
v. H.M.S. Vorti~ern, drawn at 2- 2
v. H.M.S. Windsor, lost by 0-2
v. H .M.S. Searcher, won by 4- r
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1 ~ ce our last cont n bJ !lon we have had a billiard tournament
, irh H.M.S. Hood (s:okers) whrch p ro ved very interesting.
Results: -Royal Signals - Waller n 5, Blake 59, Sumner 125, Bull 100,
Q.M.S. Ham 125-Total 53'1 ·
Stokers, H.M.S. Hoocl- Whitts 116, Youn g 125, Lamb 70 ,
Cook 125, Tankey 72- Total 5c8.
Our next tournament has been arranged ver ~s H.M.S. Daunt/el , and partrculars will be given 111 our next rssu~ . .
Before closing, I must also give the result of a brlhard tournament verw H.M.S. Wmdsor on the 18th February. The result
was a good win for Signals by 105 points, though each side won
three game .
H.M.S. Vv'mdsor -Elmer 125, House 34, Crook 125, Butler 125 ,
Bates 89, Meres 69- T oral 567.
Royal Signals- Hayden i4• Taylor 12), Carr 104, Saunders
JI9, Sumner 125, Blake 125- T oral 6j2.

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Stirling) Company.
Boxing.- We record with great pride that this Company. ~as
recently had the honour of providing the 51st (Highland) D1v1s1on
w11h its only Territorial boxing champ.ion. Sigm~ Mc1:-ean W ..
of this Company, won the welter weignt champ1onsh1p of the
Territorial Army at the Royal Alben Hall, London. on the 9th
March. Well done, the Buff!
This is McLean's first auempt in :my tournament whatever.
and to win the title at the first attempt is " going some.''. He
won every fight in London by the k.o. route, none of his opponents lasting more than one complete round-some. not even
that. McLean has adopted the Corps motto " Cerra Cito "! In
the final fight he scored the only k.o. victory in a programme of
twenty-two bouts-a fact that was favourably commented upon
by the sporting editors of Tlie Daily Mail and The Times.
McLean's fa.mous knock-out hook has been duly christened
''Milly." Its origin rem ains a secret with the Buff and his
associates .in No. 2 Company. He mforms us, however, that
os. 1 and 3 Companies will ~ecei~e instrnction when he fa~es
their local welter-weight champions 111 the mter-Company boxing
tournament at camp this year. He nas been awarded a champion's
badge, and has a very fine medal which will be on view at No.
2 Company cookhouse at St. Andrew's.
.
Prior to journeying to London, McLean had to dispose ~£. the
local champion here for the honour of represent111g the D1v1s1on
there. This fight was staged in Stirling C2stle on Friday the 2nd
March, and his opponent was Pte Costello, 9th A. and S.H. To
quote from The StiTling Observer : .. McLean was much the
cleverer boxer and easily outpointed his op{>onent. He had his
man down for a count in the second round."
Then came the trip ro London to compete in the preliminary
bouts at the London -Scottish headquarters. McLean weighed in
at 10 st. t }> lbs., which was about 5J/, lbs. below the standard
weight. His progress towards the title was as follows. Wednesday afternoon, k.o. his opponent in the first round. Wednesday
evening, k.o. his opponent in the first round. Thursday evening,
k.o. his opoonent in the second round.
In the final on Friday, McLean was opposed to Fusilier Reid of
1he 'orrhumberland Fusiliers, and a brief description of the fight
is given. McLean, finding himself against an opponent taller
than himself and with a longer reach, contented himself witn
boxing at a d1srance, and round one finished with very little
between the two. McLean, how.ever, saw an opening immediately ')n commencing round two, got inside his opponent's guard
and by delivering four quick stabs to the heart caused him to
drop his left arm in protection, when over came " Milly " to the
pomt-and down he went. He got up again, however, but
McLean applied his famous right again and that was the end of
the fight. Such a blow was this that Fusilier Reid did not
recover from it for over an hour afterwards. Where this mighty
" swipe " comes from in one so small is amazing I
•
McLean has not YC:t received . his cup, as it has to be engraved
first, but we are hoping to see 1t formally presented to him soon.
We will endeavour to send a photo of our " one round O'Brien "
for next month's issue.
. The members of the Company wish to express their appreciation to Lieutenants J. Cochran and J. Gray, who gave up their
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busincs and travelled to London to encou ral!e . and supporL
McLean, and arc glad that they were so well repaid.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals, London,

E.15~

Boxing.- The unit boxing championsh ips wi:r~ held at Strat•
ford on t he evening of the 23 rd Ja~ u a r y . In add1uon to the rnterCompany competition , fo ur special contests were arranged be,
tween boxers of ou r unit (who were too good to be matc~ed
agai nst our own novice class) and members of t.he 2nd Battalion
Beds and H erts Regiment and the 2nd Battalicn Royal Ulster
Ri fles.
T he officia l were Lieut.-Colonel P . D. Castles, T. D., referee
(deputising for Major J. McConville, M.C., who unfortunately cou'd
not be p resent); R.S.M. F. J. Dewie and Mr. A : E. K~ nyon (late
R.S.M. of the unit) judges : and Capta111 J. L. Lilley, tunekeepe_r.
A very good evening's entertainment was staged . We have 111.
our younger members a spirit which next year will develop and ,
we hope, produce additional champions to take the place of those
who are getting too old.
The special contests finished very even, Signals winnin g two
fights and the Royal Ulster Rifles two .

THE COUPS MA6AIINE

THE OfflCIAl OU6AN

Of THE

Of THE

UOYALCORP! OF Sl6NAIS

Sl6NAl.S A~SOCIATION

RES ULTS .

Officers Middle weight- Lieutenant C. N et tleshio (Signals) beat
Lieut'. Donlea (R.U.R.) on points. This was the first occasio111
on which we have seen Lieut. Nett lesh ip tried out. A very
good fight: no quarter was give~. We wish Lieut. Nettleship
every success in the T.A. championships at t he Albert H all on
the 9th March.
Other Ranks.
Fly weight- Corp! Aston (R.U.R.) beat Sigmn Mercer (Signals;
who had to retire in the first round owing to a damaged hand.
Hard lines, Mercer I we had hoped to see you put up one of
your well known fights sucn as the older members still recall.
Light weight- Signalman Barnes (Signals) beat Pte McC~llcugh
(R.U.R.) on points. A very good contest, Barnes winnmg by
the smallest margin. Experience told, however.
.
Middle weight-Pre Dowey (R.U.R.) beat L / Corpl McConv1lle
{Beds and Herts) on points . 1:'his conte~t was the .best of the
evening. Dowey had more rmg expenence and m the first
round he weakened his man, who went down heavily to the
floor through tlie ropes, the gong saving a kn.eek-our._ In the
second round McConville remembered the advice of his second
and avoided the blows of Dowey, who tried hard to finish him
ofi. The third round was fairly even, both men fighting hard_
The refer~,e awarded Dowey ~h.e fight, althou gh only half a:
point difference could have d1v1ded them.
Inter-Company Championship.
. No. 1 Company this year carried off the cup, which had been
held by No. 3 Company for two years before. One member of
No. r Company said, as he sipped from it, " So you have come
home again I" Result: No. 1 Company 20 points, No. 2 II,.
No. 3 9.
Fly weight-Sigmn King (No. 1) bear Sigmn Reynolds (No. 1)The referee stopped the fight in the second . round.
.
Bantam weight- Sigmn Bygrave (No. 3) beat S1gmn Ether111gton
(No. l), the referee stopping the fight to prevent undue punish,
ment.
Feather weight-Sigmn Gordon (No. 2) received a walkover.
Light weight-Sigmn Taylor (No. 2) beat Sigmn Marden (No. 1)'
on points. The best fight in the competition. Taylor, who is
new to the game, gathered points and wore down Marden.
who has had previous experience, as his ring craft showed.
Welter weight-Boy Fu ller (No. ~) beat Sigmn Pexton (No. 2)'
on points. Beef counted, and Pexton, who had only been in
the unit a few weeks, entered to get his Company more points.
-a good display of esprit de corps--but experience won.
Middle weight-Sigmn Johnson (No. 2) beat Sigmn Buller (No. 3)'
on points. A hard hitting bout, with electrical rushes by
Johnson, who could not get one in the right place.
The cup and prizes were presented by Colonel W. E. Rayner,
T.D., our commanding officer, who complimented the boxers on
the fine spirit shown by them and hoped that next year we woulcf
have still more entries for this sport. For those· who wished t<>
keep fit during the winter, the gymnasium was at their disposal_
This terminated a very pleasant evening.
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Editorial Notes

s. w. I.

I

It is with much regret that we announce the death of Captain
William A. Glue, who passed away at the Royal Infirmary, Liverpool, on the 24th March, after a very brief illness. The interment took place at St. Luke's, Great Crosby, Liverpool. on
Tuesday 26th March, and representatives of Royal Signa ls were
present to pay their last respects to an old and much respected
officer of the Corps.
Captain Glue enlisted in the Royal Engineers on the 21st
December 1889, and a brief record of his service is as follows: Enlisted as Driver, Royal Engineers, Aldershot. ... .. ... 21 / 12/ 89
Re-mustered Sapper ... ... . ...... .. ... ... .. ..... ...... ... . . ... ..30 I 4 / 90
Appointed Lance-Corporal ... ... ............ . .. .... ... ., ..... . 8 / 1/95
Promoted Second-Corporal . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 / 4 / 96
Promoted Corporal . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. 5 / II/ 97
Promoted Sergeant . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . 1 / 7 / 99
Promoted Troop Sergeant-Major .......... .. ........ .. ..... 25/ 9 / 03
Promoted A / Sergeant-Major ... .. ... ... .. ........ ... ... ..... 26 / 6/08
Mentioned in despatches (South African War) by Lord Roberts
(vide "London Gazette") dated 25 / 4 / 02 and again on
17 I 6 / 02: " For volumeering to repair telegraph line between Jaggersfontein and Kleinfontein-though parties of
Boers were reported to be on the line-and carrying it
through.' '
MedalsSouth African (Queen's) 1899- 1901
South African (King's) 1901 - 1902
Long Service and Good Conduct
King's Coronation, 28/ 9 / 11
Appointed to a temporary Commission ........ .. .... .
Appointed 2/ Lieut. R.E. (Supplemcmary List) ... ..... . 18 / 4/ 15
Appointed Adjutant, Western Army Troops Signal
Company .. .... .. .......
. .. ... ... ...... .... 23/ 9/15

PRICE-SIXPENCE

Appointed T / Lieutenant .. .............. ......... .............. 2j/ ro/ 15
Promoted Lieutenant. ...... . .. .. ... .. . ... .. ... .. .. ....... ... .. .26/ 6/ 17
Appointed A/Captain wnilst serving as Adjutant. ...... 3/ 8/17
Relinquished appointment of Adjutant and A/ Captam 13 / 4/ 19
Re-appointed A / Captain .. . .... ........ ... . .. .. ..... ........... . 14/ 4/19
Relinquished rank of Af Captam .. ... .. .. ... . ···· ·: ··· ... .. 29/ 8/ 19
Retired on retired pay, granted rank of Captam and
tran £erred to Regular Army Reserve of Officers
(R.E.) with rank of Captain (" London Gazette,"
13/ 2 / 20) ... .... .. .. .... .. .. . ·: ·· .... ··: · ... .... .... ... ....... ... 14/ 2/ 20
Appointed Captain and Adjutant 111 Royal Corps of
Signals (T.A.) .... . ... ... .... .. ... ... ... .from 19/7/20 to 15/II/22
Ceased to belong to the Regular Army Reserve of
Officers, having attained the age limit (" London
Gazette ") .. .. .... .... ..... . .. ... ... .. .... .... . ....... ..... .. ... 14/ 2/22
[See photograph on page lBo]
(//I

(//I
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The following 1s published for general information.
Corps Rugby.-The undermentioned fixtures have been
arranged: Corps XV. v. R.M.A. at Woolwich on 14 / 11/34
Corps XV. v. Royal Engineers at Aldershot on 19/ 11 / 34
Corps XV. v. Royal Artillery at Aldershot on 23/ 11 '34
The final of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup will be played at Aldershot on the 7th November 1~34.

®
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The following extract from the Bristol Evenit1g World of the
11th April is of interest to our readers. We congratulate R.Q.M.S.
Smart on the honour conferred upon him, and wish him the best
of good fortune in his new surroundings.
Honour for a Swimmer.
MR. A. E. SMART LEAVING FOR EGYPT.
Mr. A. E. Smart, a regimental quartermaster-sergeant in the
Royal Corps ::>f Signals, who is leaving. for Egyp~ on. Friday and
has been closely connected with the Salisbury Swtmmmg Club for
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the past three seasons, ha~ ::een elected an honorary associate of
the Royal Life Saving Society.
·• The honour 1s in recogni tion of the splendid work you have
done in helpmg and teaching other how to gain the practical
and useful knowledge of saving life from drowning and t he
re usc1tat1on of the apparently d rowned. "
Mr. Smart said to an Et:et1i11g World reporter: " Although t he
Salisbury Swimming Club has been in exis tence more than twentyfive }'Car , I believe I am the fi rst member to be elected an hono rary assoc1.11e of the Society. T he honour is equall y the Club 's
and those other Salisbu ry swimmers whose enthusiasm has gained
for them t he well-memcd awards of the Societ y."

dealt with. Samples o{ die-stamped G reeti ng Cards, Stat ionery,
etc., w ill also be shown .
Make a special point of visiting th is display.
THE EDITOR.
Late Editori~ls. -This month's issue had already gone to press
when we received ne~s of the dea th of Mr. J. Heyburn, exreg1mental sergeant-maier of t he 46t h (N.M .) Divisional Signals
(T.A.) D erby- one who will be well and kindl y remembered by
m any of our older readers wh ose service carries them back to
T elegra ph Batta lion R.E. days. The brief annou ncement just to
h and states t hat Mr. H eyburn passed awa y at Derby on the llth
(\pril aft~r a .short but severe illness. W e hop e to publish further
in fo rmation m our June issue.
[54th (E.A.) D ivis ional Signals (T .A.) Bay Lodge, The Green,
St rat fo rd , please copy.]
W e mu ch regret ~ hat no~es from Royal Signals at Tientsin ,
Ho.ng J:<ong .an.d Pekmg, Chma , were received too late for publicati on m thi s issue and must be held over until next month.

~:~~~~~~~~~~
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Signals Association Notes

I

~:~~~~~~~~~~~~
Salisbury and District Branch.
[Receiv ed too late for the April issue]

R.Q.M.S. Smart A. E.
[Block br counes1• of E'·eni11g li"orld, Bri" ol. ]
®
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British Motor Cycle Association.-An Association which
offe~s to . the 600,000 motor cyclists of the United Kingdom a
serv1.ce s1m1lar !O that enjoyed by motorists through the Automobile Assoaat1on and other organisations, was inaugurated at
a luncheon held at the Savoy Hotel on Thursdav 29th March
A certam number of vacancies as Road Patrols may fr~m
time to ume be a.va.ilable to accredited and selected members of
the Signals Assoc1at1on .. Those n .c.o.s and men with first class
despatch rider quahficauons who are desirous of being nominated
for such employment should .forward the_ir applications to this
office after studymg the conditions of enlistment as detailed on
page 182 of this issue.
fil>
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Royal Sis:nals O~cers' Di n ner Club.-The annual dinner of
the Royal S1gn:i_ls Dm~er Club will be held on the 27th June,
1934, at th: Jumor Umted Ser~ice Club, Charles Street, London,
S.W.1, at ,.30 for 8 p.m. Tickets may be obtained from Mr
S. Garland, c/ o Lloyds Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, London, S.W.1:

©

®
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Corps Pro motion Roster (Poc ket Editio r.) .-A revised and
up-to-date ed1t1on of the above publication is now on sale at this
office, but only a few copies remam for disposal. Price 1f, per
copy (post free at home or abroad).
l§i

®
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We have b~en asked to announce that the NA AF I
h'
year undertak
h
·
f
· · · · · are t 1s
T
mg t e expen.ment o introducing a stall at the Royal
ournament for the exh1b1t1on of Snorting Gear No I
·11
be made at the stall, but it will be. possible for. accredi~eds ~~
~mers
tc;i s~le~ sports goods without the necessity of visiting th;
0
lporat1on s ports Department at Kennington · and N A A F I
1
w1 guarante~ that all orders placed at the st.all are pr~m.pi°ly

10 Charnwood Road, Salisbury
Our Annual Dance.-Once again the time came round for ;he
ann~al dance, which was held with great success at the Cadena
C~e on the. 2~ rd February. This is another credit to the committee, cc;ins1stmg of Messrs. T. Cannell, E. Hand, F. Cole and
C.S.M. Littlefield- not f~rgetting the great assistance of R.Q.M.S.
Smart before he left Salisbury for Tidworth.
A party, ~h1~h includ.ed visitors from the 1rd Div) Signals,
Ar~oured f'.1ghtmg Vehicles Signals and E Troop, danced to
music s~pplied by Tom Sayers and his famous band. Yes, we
emphasise the famous band. Sergt Sayers (E Troop) and Sergt
Barlow (saxophone player, 3rd Divl Signals band) took Salisbury
by storm. Everyon_e enjoyed it and wanted dances each month
(please note, .ccmmmee). We take off our hats to the band.
Those .who ~id n~t attend missed a treat, and I hooe they will
make .it their busmess to attend another time when Barlow is
advertised undef. Tom Sayers and hi~ famous band.
The comma~ee take this opportumty of thanking those from
Bu.lford and Tidworrh who attended the dance, and trust they
enioyed themselves as much as we appreciated their company.
Annual Meeting.- The fourth annual General Meeting of the
Bra.nch was held at the Cafe Rendezvous, 2r Catherine Street,
Salisbury, on the 23rd March, some twenty-odd members attend.
mg. Mr: W. Ison, vice-chairman, took the chair and opened
the meetmg.
Formal business being concluded, the election of the Executive
for 1934 proceeded. Colonel E . .de W. H. Bradley, o.s.o., M.C.,
was unamm_ously elected as president, Mr. W. Ison as vice-chairman, Captam D. L. . Carnegie as hon. treasurer, and Mr. F. Cole
as hon. secretary, with a commi~tee consisting of Messrs. Collins,
E. G. Hand, J. Cannell, G. Damels and C.S.M. D. V. Littlefield.
The. reports of the secretary, treasurer and president of the
entei::a1nm~n~ committee were most encouraging. Space will not
permit of g1vm~ these ~n detail. but from the secretary we learned
that, membership. has mc.reased-sixty-eight now being members
of tne Bran~h. irrespective of three who left this area, which
shows a net 111crease of seventeen members since the last annual
General Meetmg. The . Corps Journal sales have gone up since
last year-then 211 c~pies and now 234, showing an increase of
23 for the y~ar. It 1s hoped to canvass for further subscribers
durmg r934 m order to still further swell the sales.
Emplo¥ me~t.-One of our greatest tasks is placing our members m situations,. We cannot ~uarantee to place them, but we
do .our utmost with the great aid of the National Association in
Salisbury. J\ccor~mg to the report twenty-three men were found
employmen~ 1n this area during the past year. and w~ have fo1,1r
members s~1ll on tp~ unemployed list,
·
· .. '
·
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Finance. - The financia l statement was approved and accepted .
The treasurer explained in detai l the fi nance of t he Branch , showing th e decreases and increases on various functions held during
the past year. The members passed a vote of thanks to the
treas urer for t he clea r way in wh ich he explained t he accounts,
and also fo r th e way they had been kept.
Du rini the meetin g the m em bers exp ressed their deep regret
on h earmg that Colonel F. A. Heymann , O.B. E., is leaving this
district. Du ri ng his term of presidency he created a feeling of
true com radesh ip, and even in the most crowded hours of mil ita ry
duty he was alwa ys wi lling to help the Branch. Regret that
R.Q.M .S. Sma rt was going overseas was also expressed ; and the
members wished it to be known through the med ium of THE
W IRE that the;e two ga ll ant gentlemen had installed in the hearts
of all members of t his Branch a true " love of regiment." They
welcomed Colonel E. de W . H . Bradley as our new president,
but regr"tted to h ear of h is illness, and hoped that it would not
be long before h-.. was in our m idst once more to take over his
ne w dut ies in t his Branch. C.S.M. D. V . Littlefield was welcomed amon gst o ur gathering, and it is hoped that he will be
a ble to emulat<! his p redecessor 's Association activities.
Employments.- ! am very pleased to announce that one of our
members, Mr. H . W. Sturgess (ex-Signalman of Kohat District
Signals) has just commenced business with a partner as ladies'
haird ressers at 51 Blue Boar Row, Salisbury- known as Gale dn.:I
Sturgess. H e wishes hi s friends to know that they will be welcomed any time they are t h is way , and asks them to bring their
wi ves and sweethear ts along to inspect his new premises.
Moves. - We deeply regret to announce the departure of two
members of our commi ttee : Colonel F . A. Heymann, late president of this Bra nch , and R.Q.M.S. Smart A. E. , who served on
the execu tive and entertainment committee-to Catterick and
T idworth respectively. This is a great loss to the Branch, and
we can only wish them every success in their new appointments
and thank them for th e great interest they have shown in all our
activities.
FREDERICK COLE, Hon. Secretary.
The attent ion of our motor-cycle despatch rider readers is
drawn to the fourth Editorial Note, on the opposite page. All
appl ica tions will be dealt with in rotation as received.
EMPLOYMENTS- Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Association for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: Ex-Signalman, Manchester ............... Rubber Worker
2 Ex-N.C.O. London .... .. .... .. .... ..... ..... .. .. Attendant
3 Ex-Signalman, London ..... .... .. ...... ... ... ........ .. Porter
4 Ex-Signalman, London ........... .. .. .. .......... Attendant
5 Ex-Signalman, London .. ................ .. ...... .... Cleaner ·
6 Ex-Signalman, London ... ... .... .. Laboratory Attendant
7 Ex-Signalman, London ........... . .......... ........ Cleaner
8 Ex-Signalman, London .......... ..... Painter's Labourer
9 Ex-Signalman, London ......... ... ............... ... Porter
10 Ex-N.C.O. London ........... ..... .. .. . .. .. ..... Attendant
II
Ex-N.C.O. London .. .. .. . ........... ...... ........ Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, London .. ... ......... . ... .. ....... Labourer
13 Ex-Signalman , London .... . ... ... .... ......... ... Labourer
14 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury . . .. ... . ................. Labourer
15 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .... .. .. ... .... ... .. .. ... .. Labourer
16 Ex-Signalman, Southsea . ........... .... .... ..... ... _. Porter
17 Ex-Signalman, London .... ... . ............. ... Fitter's Mate
18 Ex-Signalman, London .. .......... .. ... ....... . ..... .. .Fitter
19 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .... .. .. .... . ..... Labourer
20 Ex-Signalman, Chester ............... ....... .. . .. Labourer
21 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury .. .. .. ... .... ... ..... ... Salesman
22 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ... .... ....... ............. Postman
23 Ex-Signalman, London .... ..... .. ... ..... ... . .. .. Houseman
24 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow .. .. .... .. ..... .. ... .... ... Postman
25 Ex-Signalman, Preston .... .. ..... . .. .... . ..... ... Attendant
26 Ex-Signalman, Cardiff ... ... .... ... ........ ... ... . .. Salesman
27 Ex-Signalman, Manchester ............. ...... .. Supervisor
28 Ex-Signalman, London ...... .. .. .. ............ Receptionist
29 Ex-Signalman, London ...... . ... ... .... .. ......... . . Waiter"
30 Ex-Signalman, London ... .. ......... . .. .. .. ............ Porter
31 Ex-Signalman, London .. .. .. ..... . ... .... .. .. . Receptionist
32 Ex-Signalman, London ......... .... ., ...... f ilin " f:xtr;i "
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Ex-Sign alman , Lo ndon .......... .. . .. . Messenger-Porter
Ex-Signalman , London ............. .. ... .... . Messenger
Ex-Si gnalman, London ..... . ... .... ... ..... .... Film Super
Ex-Signalman , London ... ....... .... Fitter's Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London .. . .. . . . .. ... .. .. ..... Domestic
Ex-Signalman , Durham .. .. .. .. . . . .. . ... . . .. . .. . .. .. Cook
Ex-Si gnalman, Sunderland . .. ....... .... ... ....... Cook
Ex-Signalm an , Bristol .... ... .. Post Office S.C. and T.
Ex-Signalman, N . W ales ... Electrical Haulave Driver
Ex-Signalman , Bedford .. ...... .. ..... .. ....... ~Labourer
Ex-Sign alman , Brighton .. .. .... ... ... .. ........... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London ... ... .. .... ... . , ....... .. . Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Carl isle ... .. .. ... ......... .. ...... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth ... .. .. ... . ............ Labourer
Ex-W.O. London ... .. .. .. . .. ... .Charge Petrol Station
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ...... .. ........ Salesman
Ex-Signalma n , Middlesbrough ...... . .... ....... Salesman
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .. .. ......... . ... Salesman
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : P.R.!., 1st Divisional Signals, Aldershot
Officers' Mess, Signal Training Centre, Catterick Camp, Yorks
3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut, India
Ex-Signalman Lloyd, late of 3rd Indian Divl Signals, Meerut,
India
Mr. K. C. Montgomery
Mr. F. V. Cooper
APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Signalman, Durham .. .. .. ... .. . ........ ... ...... .. . ... £2 grant
2 Ex-Signalman, York .................... ........ . . ..£2/ 10 / o grant
3 Ex-Signalman, London .. .............. . ................. ..... £r grant
4 Ex-Signalman, Darlington .. .... .. ....... ... .............. .£1 grant
5 Ex-Signalman, London .. . ..... ... ....... .............. .. .... £5 grant
6 Ex-S~gnalman, London .. ........... .. .... ..... ..... .. .. .... .. £2 grant
7 Ex-Signalman, Derby .. ... . ........ . ............ ........ .. .. £3 grant
8 Ex-Signalman, London ... . ..... ....... .. ... .. .. ... .. £7 f 10/ o grant
9 Ex-S~gnalman, Liverpool ......... .. ... ....... ... ... ..... .... £3 grant
10 Ex-Signalman, London ................... ...... .. ...... .. .... £3 grant
II
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ......... . .. ...... .......... ..... £! grant
(Signed) A. H. FRENCH, Colonel,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

A p pr entice T r adesmen in t he A r my.
Two Hundred Vacancies.
The War Office, London, S.W.1, 12th April 1934.
The War Office announces that about two hundred vacancies
for boys will exist in the Regular Army _in January 1935·. for
·training as Artificers (R.A.), Armourers, Bricklayers! ~lacksl!11ths,
Carpenters and Joiners, Clerks, Draughtsmen, Electricians, Fitters,
Operators (Signals), Masons, Surveyors, etc.
This is an opportunity for boys to le.am a ~rade free. of ~II
cost to themselves or their parents. Durmg their apprenticeship
they will receive pay in addition to their maintenance, and will
al&o be granted liberal holidays.
. .
. .
.
Entr,y will be bv means of a competitive exammat1on comprising a test in Engiish, arithmetic and gen~ral intel.lig~nce, which
will be held on the 3rd July 19~4· Candidates w1shmg to compete should apply at any Recru1t111g Office or to the Under-Secretary of State, The War Office, London, S.W.1, before the 9th
}tine 193.i.
Candidates for training as Artificers (R.A.) or as Armourers
must be between the ages of 14 years and i4 years 9 months on
the 1st January 1935 ; for training as Bricklayers, between the
ages of 15 years 8 months and 16 years 4 months on the 1st
Januarr 1935 ; and for training in all other trades, between the
ages o 14 years and 15 years 5 ~onths on t_he 1st Janua.rr 1935.
Application forms, together with full particulars, cond1t1~n of
entry and specimen examination papers, will b~ senr to capd1dat~s
Ofl se<Juest,
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MovESL1eut.-Colonel W . T . Howe from Aldershot to India (:md
Indian DI S)
.
.
Lieut.-Colonel F. O. St. John from India to S.T.C. Cattenck
Major M. F. M. Parkes from Aldershot to Hong ~ong
Major R. A. Bagnold from Hong K~mg to U.K. (sick)
Major D. H. Cunyngham~ from India to Aldershot (A Cf S)
Major R. Jee from Cattenck to Aldershot (1st DJS)
Captain J. F. Charlesworth from Ind.1a to Bulford (3rd D I S)
Captain V. J. E. Wemopp from India to War Office (S.D.6)
Captain G. 5t. J. Martin from War Office to H.Q. Aldershot
Command
Captain W. U. Tyrrell from Alder.shot to H.q. Eastern Comd.
Captain C. V. L. Lycett from India to Cattenck (S .T.C.)
Captain M. S. Wheatley from London to Egypt
Captain (Q.M.) J. Finmore from Cattenck to Egypt
Captain C. Knowles from Egypt to :'1-ldershot (2nd D I S)
Captain L.A. E. 1:"ozer from Ca~tenck to A!dershot (rst D / S)
Lieut. D. W. Burridge from India to Cattenck (S.T.C.)
:..ieut. J. E. S. Sanders from S.T.C. to School of Signals,
Catterick
2/ Lieut. T. G. V. Stephenson from Catterick to Aldershot (1st

War Office 9 / 3 / 34
TER RITORI AL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
51st (H) Divl Signals-Lieut. T . B. B. Bingham resigns his
commission 10/ 1I34
52nd (L) D iv! Signals-Ca pt. T . M . N iven to be Major 16 /2/34
SUPPLEMENTA RY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major M. F. Allan to be Lieut.-Colonel 22f7 I 33
T l!RRITORI AL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W) D iv! Signals-Captain P. A. H arris resigns his commission 14 / 3 f34
53rd (W) Div! Signals-2/ Lieut. G. Cawthorn to be Lieut.
14 / u/33
War Office 20 / 3/ 34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain R. N. H iggs is seco nded for duty with the Burma
Mi litary i'olice 12 / 2 / 34
SUPPLEMENTA RY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
2/ Lieut. T . E . Kitts to be Lieut . 21 / 3/ 34
2/ Lieut J. Gregson to be Lieut. 21f3f34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
52nd (L) Di v! Signals- The date of appointment of 2 / Lieut.
K. A. Maclay is ro /2/34 and not as stated in the" Gazette"
of 16 / 2/ 34

.

2/ Lieut. E. C. R. Blaker from Cattenck to Bulford (3rd D / S)
Lieut. P. A. Duke from Catterick to Colchester (4th D / S)

Extracts frGm "The London Gazette."

THE LATE CAPTAIN WILLIAM A . GLUE.

(see the first Editorial Note)
War Office 20/2/34
Colonel R. H. Willan, D.s.o., M.C., late R.Signals, is appointed
A.D.C. to the King, n / 2 / 34, vice Colonel H. C. Hawtrey,
C.M.G., D.s.o., late R.Signals, retired.
REGULAR ARMYColonel E. de W. H. Bradley, D.s.o., M.C., half pay, to be
C.S.O. Southern Command 11 / 2/ 34
EsTABLISHMENTSColonel F. A. Heymann, O.B.E., from C.S.O. Southern Command, to be Commandant S.T.C., and is granted the honorary rank of Brigadier, I l / 2 / 34

Telephone : 491 Farnborough

Colebrook & Company, Ltd.
Purveyors of

MEAT, FISH, POUL TRY,
GAME. VENISON & ICE.
Fiah Supplies Direct from the Cout Daily

LYNCHFORD ROAD, NORTH CAMP
Head Ollice: 120 BROAD STREET. READING

YOUR KIT

HEADQUARTERS
ESTIMATES
For HOME and OVERSEAS

KIT

W ar Office 13/ 3/ 34

2

War Office 16 / 2/ 34.
REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel G. E. Sampson, D.s.o., half pay, to be C.S.O. Aldershot Command n / 2 / 34
ROYAL SIGNALSMajor H. A.]. Parsons is restored to the establishment 15 / 2 / 34
TERRITORJAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
52nd (L) Di vi Signals-G. L. Ferguson to be 2/ Lieut. 17 / 2 / 34
K. A. Maclay to be 2/ Lieut. 17 / 2 / 34
.
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Wa r Office 6 / 3 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W) Divl Signals-D . G. A. Clover to be 2/ Lieut. 7/ 3 / 34
5oth (N) Di vl Signals-2/Lieut. J. R. Alsop, from 47th Div!
Signals, ro be 2/Lieut. 19/2/34

Corps News- Officers

DI~
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REGULAR RESERVE OF OFFICERS-ROYAL SIGNALS
Major G. Hamilton , from S.R .. to be Major 17 / l / 34, with
seniority 1,31 I IO /29
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut.-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel H. r:arter, T.D., from T.A.
Reserve, to be Colonel 3 / 11 / 33
War Office 23 / 2 / 34
REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAFF
Major H. A. J. Parsons, M.C., R.Signals, relinquishes the
appoi ntment of D.A.A. and Q.M.G. East Anglian Area,
15/2/34
War Office 27/2/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
55th (W.L.) Divl Signals-:z / Lieut. A. Ellison to be Lieut.
25/2/34
2/Lieut. E.G. Day to be Lieut. 25 / 2 / 34 •
War Office 2 / 3 f34
REGULAR RESERVE OF OFFICERS- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain L. M. Kidd, late R.E.T.A., to be Captain 3/3/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W) Div) Signals-D. C. Spicer to be 2/ Lieut. 3/3/34
A.D. Brigade Signals-E. E. Cassell to be 2 /Lieut. 3 / 3 / 34
G. H. Shrimpton to be 2/Lieut. 3/3/34

War Office 23 / 3 / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
H. G. Loadsman to be 2/ Lieut. 24 / 3 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARM Y-ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Div! Signals- S. A . .Woods to be 2 [ Lie~t. 24 / 3 / 34
47th (2nd L.) Div! Signals-Lieu~. W. A. 1 oml~nson, fr<;>m
4~rd (W) Div! Signals, to be Lieut. 26 / 2/ 34 with semonty
r8 /7/ 33
.
.
2/ Lieut. E . A. Bennett, from 55th (W.L.) D1vl Signals, to
be 2/ Lieu t. 7/ 2 /3 4 with seniority 2 / 8 / 30
War Office 27 / 3 / 34
REGULAR ARM'r.
Colonel (Temporary Brigadier) H. C. Smith, D.s.o .. retires on
retired pay 28 / 3 / 34. and is granted the honorary rank of
Brigadier on retirement
War Office 3/ 4{34
REGULAR ARMYThe undermentioned Lieut.-Colonels to be Colonels 31 f 3/ 3~:
H. I. Allen . D.S.o. , half pay list, late ft.Signals. with semonty
1/7 / 32
.
.
FitzA. Drayson. M.C., half pay list, late R.S1gnals
ROY AL SIGNALS.
The undermentioned Lieut.-Colonels, on completion of four
years service as Regimental Lieut. Colonels, are placed on
half pay list: H. I. Allen , o.s.o., 31 / 3/ 34
FitzA. Drayson, M.c .. 31 /J i 34
A. E. Meredith, M.C., r I 4 34
The undermentioned Majors to be Lieut.-Colonels: - .
G. L. G. Pollard, M.B.E., 31 / 3 / 34
W. T. Howe, O.B.E., 31 / 3 / 34
R. Elsdale, o.s.E., M.C., 1/4'34
The undermentioned Captains to be Majors: H. N. Brown, 31 / 3/34
R. Jee, M.c., 31 / 3 / 34
F. W. Nicholls. o.B.E., l/4/34
Captain L.A. E. Tozer is restored to the establishment 30/3/34
Captain and Brevet-Major R. F. H. Nalder is restored to the
establishment, 31 /3/34

on application
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Lieut. J. E. S. Sanders is seconded whilst employed as Instructor, School of Signals, 30 / 3 / 34
Superintending Clerk A. R. Manley to be Lt. (Qr.-Mr. ) r / 4 / 34
War Office 6 / 4 / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
2 / Lieut. K. D. S. MacOwan from General List T.A. to be
2/ Lieut. 7 / 4/ 34
War Office 10 / 4 / 34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut. W. G. Tucker to be Adjutant l / 4 / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
C. Swan to be 2/Lieut. u/4/34
C. T. J. Johnson to be 2/Lieut. 11 / 4 / 34
War Office 13 / 4 134
REGULAR ARMY-ESTABLISHMENTS
Lieut. J. E. S. Sanders, R.Signals, to be Instructor (Cl. GG)
School of Signals, 30/3/34
TERRITORJAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) D iv! Signals-Lieut.
D. Arkinstall resigns his
commission 3 I 3 I 34
46th (N.M) Div! Signals- Lieut. R. A. Stevenson to be
.
·
Captain 12/3/34
56th (1st L.) Divl Signals-R. E. Demson-Pender to be 2 / Lieut.
14/4/34
~
India Office 13 / 4 / 34
INDIAN ARMY- COMMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel (Temporary Brigadier) H .. C. Si:nith, D.s.o., vacated the
appointment of Signal Officer-m-Ch1ef, 17 I 2 / 34
Colonel C. J. S. Le Cornu, o.B.li., M.c., to be Signal Officer-in•
Chief 17 /2/34
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Correspondence.
[D.O. 496]

Royal Signals Record Office. Chatham.
16th April 1934.

The Editor of "Tile Wire."
Dear Sir.- fhe following is notified for publication in the May
1934 WIRE.
Waiting ~ist for Married Quarters Roll.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
Wdtt111g list for the Married Quarters Roll.
(a) Home and Abroad- Sergeants, 27 / 1/ 30.
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank and File, 4 / 5 /29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel, i / c R.Signals Records.
274 Coleman Street, Belleville, Ontario, Canada.
24th March 1934.
The GenNal Secretary, Sipials Association.
Dear Sir.-1 am enclosing cheque in payment for THE W1RE
for the current year. As usual, my remittance is late, but I trust
you will pardon me. Many thanks for sending the Journal with·
out interruption.
May I take this opportunity of thanking you very cordiallyalthough belatedly-for the very kind Christmas wishes conveyed
to me in the December issue of the Magazine. To those who
have left the Army and are scattered in various parts of the
Empire, THE WIRE is the link which binds us together: it is the
symbol of friendships formed in circumstanc'es which of necessity
render them more enduring than any formed in the normal times
of peace. The Christmas message which your kindly. thought
conveyed to me reminded me that to live in the hearts of our
friends is not to die.
I note that my old colleague of the Rhine, Mr. Peter Berry, is
visiting London from an outpost of Empire. If it be possible, I
would be grateful if you would convey to him my good wishes
and my regrets that I am not in London to celebrate a re-union
with him.
\Vishing you continued success in your sphere of endeavour
on behalf of Signals generally, believe me,
GratefulJy yours,
ALLAN C. LENNOX.
50 St. Pauls Road, London, S.E.17, 22/4/34.
The Editor "The Wire."
Dea_r Si~.-1 should be grateful if you would please publish the
following in the next issue of THE WIRE: Will No. 2315725 1:/Corpl J. E. Grafton, or anybody who has
a~y knowledge of his whereabouts, please communicate with
either ex-L/Corpl A. E . Davy, 180 Queenscroft Road, Eltham,
S.E.9, or
Yours faithfully,
H. E. HODGE, ex-Sigmn.

British Motor Cycle Association.
Conditions of Enlistment of Patrols.
[Sec para. 4 of Editorial Notes]
Wages a~d Co_m m ission. -Patrols' wages are bl ml o per
week, and in adda1on a weekly allowance of 10/ - for running
expenses and depreciation of their machines, etc.
~o'!'m ission.-2/ • (approximately 10 per cent.) on full subscnpttons of members personally enrolled by Patrol.
Commi~s10ti ~ Instalmerits. - This will be paid when final instalment 1s received.
Rer.ewals of An!'lual S11bscripti0tis.- Patrols will receive, if still
employed by the B.M.C.A., I/• (approximately 5 per cent.) for
every subsequent subscription paid by a member enrolled per·
sonally by them.
Life Members. 10 ' · will be paid.
Founder Members.- 2/- for the first year ; r /-for the following
two years only.

Associate Members. - 2 / • (approximately 10 per cent.) on the
first year 's subscription, and I / · (approx11nately 5 per cent.) on
the subsequent years' su.bscriptions.
Machines.-Patrols will provide their own machines, with sidecar attachment and chassis, and will be responsible for the clean•
liness and good running order of these.
· Boxes.- Boxes for side-cars will be supplied by the Association.
lnsurance.- Patrols will insure their machines and box side. car by Comprehensive Policy (including business use) through the
Association.
Commission on fosurances. - Patrols will receive commission on
all insurances effected through their introduction, other than the
free personal policy.
Uniform.- Patrols will be supplied with the following: - Cap
and badge, jacket with two sleeve badges, khaki breeches, over·
coat, waterproof, hip overalls.
Patrols must provide khaki shirts and ties and brown knee
boots, and will be responsible for the cleanliness of their uniforms.
Duty.- The duty of Patrols will be a whole time job.
Absence from Duty.- In all cases of absence from duty, no
wages will be paid except under exceptional circumstances. A
medical certificate must be sent to the Head Office if absence from
duty is due to sickness.
Leave.- One day per week, and one week annually on full pay.
Guarantee.- Patrols are required to make a cash deposit of
£i5 (fifteen pounds) or take out a Fidelity Bond for £50 (fifty
pounds) to cover loss of uniform, badges, cash subscriptions, etc.,
and the return of these items on resignation or discharge.
Termina tio n of Employment.- This Contract to be concluded
by a week's notice on either side.

Point-to-Point Races.
The Cor ps Race.-This was run at the R.E. Meeting at Ash·
ridge Wood. Our starters were:Lieut. C. H. Stoneley .. ...... . ... .... .. .. ... .......... Westmead
2/Lieut. G. S. K. Maydon ........................ Fifty-Fi&y
2/ Lieut. G. D. B. McKean ..... ...... ............. The Sloth
2/Lieut. J. M. S. Tulloch ..... .... ..... .. ... . ...... .. .. Wobley
We did not have the best of luck. The Sloth, who was having
a good race with Lieut. McVittie on Felix, fell two fences from
home through landing on probably the only bit of so& ground on
the course. Unfortunately, Lieut. Stoneley on Westmead, who
was tlose up and would probably have finished second, had not
time to avoid the fallen horse and was brought down also.
Wobley, _who ts slow but sure, now finished third and Fifty-Fifty,
who camed 1'a good deal of over-weight, a tired fourth.
R. A. Su b a lterns Tr oop Horse Race.-The Gunners at their
Meeting opened this race to Gunner Brigade Signal Officers, and
our three Gunner Brigade Signal Officers started.
Lieut. C. H. Stoneley . . .. .................•...... .. . .. Westmead
2/Lieut. J. M. S. Tulloch ....................... .. ... .. Wobley
2 / Lieut. G. D. B. McKean .. .. ....... .. .............. Wynne
We had great hopes that Westmead would make up for his
bad luck 111 the Corps race. However, after about eight fences
Lieut. Stoneley went a bit too slowly at a biggish ditch and came
down. Westmead, having parted with his bridle, then started
for barracks and was eventually caught by a certain Brigadier
after the Meeting, well on his way home. Wynne and Woble;
bot~ came down at the water jump, which caused a lot of grief
dur111g the day. Wobley, usually so safe, apparently mistook it for
casual water and galloped straight in. Both, however were re·
mounted and, catching up again, Wobley finished s~cond and
Wynne third. When weighing in, it was discovered that 2/Lieut
McKean had broken his arm when he fell but had somehow
managed to remount and ride the last ten fences in soite of the
dam.'.lgC::-:~n extraordinarily plucky effort on the part o-f the rider
and · a ·good performance on the part of Wynne, who had com·
pleted the 'course in exceptionally heavy going with a rider who
could hard ly hold the reins.

I

=

Plain Tales

=

Sporting Notes.- What with Oxford winning the Boat Race
andUnde Alf: Cambridge won it. ·
Oh, for goodness sake I-and Aston Villa losing by six goals
against Manchester, and the 3rd Div! Signals Sergeants Mess
losinf. their tin cup to the R.E.s, there is no excuse for not having
anything to write about. Which is rather a pity, because I prefer
to have nothing to write about. I'm pretty good at that.
1 rather like the way these University players are shown in
the papers. Crabthorpe (Uppingham and Pembroke) looks just
swell , so why shouldn't we do something of the sort? In the
football match against the R.E. Sergeants Mess (which was can·
celled owing to heavy rain, but· who cares about that?) K. K.
Bramley (Borstal and Headquarters) put up a splendid show at
centre half. By sheer skill and amazing footwork he kept 0. 0.
Thomas (Pwwhelilangffacan and No. 3 Company) supplied with
footballs all the afternoon.
Later 111 the evening X. X. X. Adcock (Sling and Wadworth)
excelled in the 440 yards darts. He was ably supported by
Q. E. D. Seymour (Hong Kong and Saloonbar) who also pushes a
very pretty. javelin. In tossing the saxophone, S. 0 . Barlow
(Marks and Spencers) was an easy first with no opposition, whilst
T. U. Brooks (Watney Combe and Reid) secured the honours as
an entertainer with the piano. Micky Faw! (Dublin and Tintown)
blew an extraordinary game with a blown egg on the billiard
table. Say, what compression, man I
In spite of all efforts the R.E.s secured the cup, chiefly because
they kept the scores themselves. When the replay is arranged,
R._S.M.
the Signals expect to be allowed to do the scoring.
Bramley, in handing over the cup amidst laughter and enthusiasm,
refrained from calling them liars-but only just I
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SIGNALMEN!!!
TAP "THE WIRE "
AND CALL

PIP EMMA
FOR

EVERYTHING REGIMENTAL
BLAZERS . SCARVES • SQUARES . TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of every description

CIVIL, MILITARY & TROPICAL OUTFITTING
at the MOST REASONABLE PRICES

.

Call or Write .

PIPE & McGILL, LTD .
44 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
Phone : Temple Bar 3657

• • • •

Medical Corner.- This is rather a new venture on my part,
and I don't profess to know much about illness. However,_ a
little thing like not knowing never stoppe~ n:e, so gather ye t1~s
while ye may. In the first place, bemg 111 is all wrong, and if
people knew how to keep well, there would not be so much
illness about. (I expect " The Lancet " will snap this up.) A
contributary cause of illness is lack of beer. Far too many people
live on air and water. It is a well known fact that you can make
air wetter, but not water. (I'm not sure what this has to do with
it.) You can always tell when you are really ill. There are four
main symptoms. Two of these I forget, and the others are so
well known that they need not be mentioned. Have a look round
at the people who push the pints back. How o&en do _you see
them ill? How many lives have been saved by the daily glass
of stout? Neither do I. Which practically proves what I was
trying to tell you.

• •

~

.

Seeing Their Boots Off.- The Boys of the Royal Signals cer·
tainly interested the large crowd that turned up at the Command
ground, Aldershot, on Wednes~a¥ nth April, for on that day
they defeated the Chepstow T rainmg School Boys by 4-2 goals.
Uncle Alfred: Are you talking about football?
Me: Foot bail? Say- vou should have seen them. Can that
Bennett man play? He had the other lads guessing all the time.
I haven't got enough pencil to write all the names here! but Mick
Adcock must be mentioned for his good steady and reliable work
at centre half. The goalie has learned something about gloves by
now. After the first lesson he made some good saves . The final
is on Saturday the 14th. Fill in these gaps. Good luck, boys!
Royal Signals Boys - - . Irish Guards Boys - -.

• • • •

Gaskets and Thi n gs.-Widi the approach of the fine weath~r,
Frank Shakespeare and other novices of the motoring fraterruty
will expect me to give them a few timely tips. On.e of the first
things to consider with a car, no matter whether _it be new c:ir
old, is the body, chassis, or engine. I forget ':Vh1ch. We will
suppose it is the body. You just can't be too careful abo1;1t the
body. The judicious use of a few nuts, bolts, screws, nails, or
even a couple of feet of string, will save you many awkward and
embarrassing situations.

Quite recently-about four o'clock last ~ebr_uary, to_ be precise
-I was seeing my brother Fred off to B1rm1_ngham m his car.
" Well cheerio Fred, in case it starts," I said, hopefully.
"Oh, she'll ~tart all right," he replied. "There's a lovely
engine in this.''
Without a dot.ht there was a good engine in that car, but the
body did not come up to the same standard .. He ha~ sttck111g
plaster where he should have had copper wire ; nails y.rhere
screws were indicated. Simply asking for trouble. He let m the
clutch, and the engine lived up to its reputation. Had 1t not b-:en
fastened pretty seq1rely to the chassis with rope, that engme
would have gone by itself. As it was, the whole works. sho~ for·
ward so suddenly that the body remained poised in mid air for
one second and flopped to the ground.
Fred crawled out through the sunshme roof (a very us~ful
gadget, this) ;md believe me, his face wa_s as red as anythmg.
Well, dash it all, what with the traffic .gomg by and the people
standing about, it must have been a bit. rotten for him. So it
just proves something or other, d<?esn'~ 1t? Always carry a tm
opener, because there's many a slip with a blue ribbon.

•
The Caso Develops.-Our great new serial goes 011 ar~d on.
We don't know why. This instalment rushed to _press 111 the
nick of time. " I done it on Shell," says the contnbutor. .
Ukann Larfe whistled blithely (I'll bet yoii couldn't whistle
blithely) as he walked down the old village street of Little Domg.
The sun was trying hard to break through the scurrymg clouds.
Children chattered gaily as they hurried _h ome from school and
pensively smashed an ?Ccasional shop wmdo~ as they passed.
The local policeman smiled happily as ne ran his truncheon along
the churchyard railings. A rakish blue tw0-seater c!lr pulled up
on the opposite side of the road with a sound like a lovely
woman's scream.
Uncle Alf: What's all this?
•
·
Me: I don't know. Alf. I'm a bit fed up with it myself. Let'~
go somewhere else.
.
.
.
Inspector Faceach~ swun~ round 111 • ht . chatr and fa_ced !~1:
visitors. He got quite a thrill out of sw1ngmg round m his ch~1r,
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so he did 1t again and finished up with his back to them. This
being very rude, he had another swing but ~ent too far and
ca me to rest :n the fireplace. He uttered a string of oaths. He
liked utteri ng strings of oaths, though he never kn17w why oaths
went in strings. Anyway, he uttered some more strings and then
apologised handsomely.
,
.
" Listen Faceache. Up to date you ve done nothing. Robbery after 'robber y ta kes place. We know it is the Plugger, and
yet you sit there -winging round in a chair." Lord Elt>as was
angry. Anyone coutd see that. " Bah!" he cried, makmg the
welkin ring.
.
.
" Bah I to you, too,·• shouted Faceache, making another welkin
ring. The local police always kept two welkins.
" Now, now, chaps!" said Ukann Larfe as he sh ut t he door
behind him. " Get a load of this. The Plugger has pla yed into
our hands l" !Jkann Larfe spoke rapidly in low tones fo r fifteen
minutes ; then all three slid down the banisters , jumped into
three taxis, and drove off in three different d irections.
Hermione Larfe crept out from behind the bookcase in the
Inspector's office and laughed sardonically. At least , she thought
that was what she had done until, looking in the dictionary, she
discovered that it was no less th an a cynical smile. · " Curse it ! "
she hissed through clenched fists. ' ' T a ke that I '' she cried, kicking the cat int0 the corner ; " and this." She flung a cushion
but, losing her balance, fell headlong but withal gracefully to the
bottom of the stairs, where she, too, jumped into a taxi and drove
oft in three d ifferent directions .
Uncle Alf: How the - - ?
Me: You mind your own business.
BARLEUX.

How We Nearly Won the Army Boxing Championship.
( FROM

A CORPS S IGNALS, K ARACHI, INDIA)

Two years ago our C.O., Lieut.-Colonel R. P.A. Helps, o.B.E.,
M.C., made up his mind to have a shot at the championships.

In those days ther e was only or.e boxer in the unit-Corporal
Hutchison-but since then, in one way or another , many of
the best boxers in "B" Group have found their way to A Corps
Signals.
The building of our Stadium-of which there is a photograph
on the March page of the Corps Ca~endar-has been one of the
chief factors . in . improving boxing in the Area and in causing a
natural grav1tat1on of boxers to A Corps Signals.
More than six months ago our Signal Officer-in-Chief authorised A Corps Signals to form · the basis of "B" Group Signals
team. After much correspondence with units in the Group, a
team was finally selected and co ncentrated in Karachi for the
Command stage of the championships. As the expense of moving
men from all over India is so great, we could only afford to bring
i::i. boxers from outside units if they were outstand ingly better
than any we could prod:.ice . As a matter of fact, we th ink that
the e~~n.t~a! team was just about as strong as could be made up
from B Group.
The final selection was eight boxers of A Corps Signals, with
three from 2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta, and one from
J:.ibbulpore, as under: Bantam- Sigmn Taylor J. (A Corps Signals).
Feather-L / Sergeant Matthew F. {Signal Training Battalion,
Jubbulpore).
Llght- 1, Sigm.n W illiams J. {2nd Indian Div] Signals) ; 2,
Corp) Hutchison R. {A Corps Signals) ; 3, Sigmn Warburton W . (A Corps Signals).
Welter-1, L / Corpl Lovell . 5. (A Corps Signa ls); 2, Sigmn
Rober~ s F. {2n.d Indian D1vl Signa ls) ; 3, Lieut. F. C . Seely
and S1gmn Withers C. (A Corps Signals) .
M1ddle-1, Sergt MacFarlane G. {A Coros Signals) · 2 Carpi
Rawson .J. (2nd Indian Divl Signals). ' '
Heavy-S1gmn R.ymer F. {A Corps Signa ls).
The finals of the V/estern Command team chamoionshios were
fixed for ~he 26th and 28th ~ebruary in A Corps S-ignals Stadium
at Karachi. The rean:s left m were the Royal Scots fro1:1 Quetta,
the Royal Sussex Regiment of Karachi, and ourselves.
Thde Scots drew the bye, and ~e met the Sussex in the first
rou~ - and a real blood match 1t was, too, against this fine
boxmg regiment. They .k new our .men to be suoerior boxers,
and they went mto the rmg determmed to ma ke
in fighting

up

for anyth111g they lacked in boxmg-and they came fairly close
to doing it. We were leading all the . way through, a.n~ before
the last fight were in an apparently 11npregnable pos1t1on with
a lead of 16-14 points. But wh at happened? In the last fight
our man wa unfortunately disqualified, and the whole house of
a thousand men disperseC:I without waiting for the decision as to
who had won; most of them, I thmk, were in doubt. We were
ourselves, and it was a very miserable supper party the team
had that night ; and it was dn]y m the morning, when we looked
in the book, that it was perfectly clear that we had won, since
the side winnmg the greater number of bouts gets the decision.
In the Western Command final against the Royal Scots, on the
28th February, we were against last year's Command champions ;
and although they put up a very game fi~ht, our men were much
too good for them and we won by nme fights to two, thus
becoming Command champions and holding a very fine cup .
On Friday 2nd March the team went off to Rawalpindi, fit and
full of fight and hope . In the first round, against the Royal
Fusiliers, they fought magnificently and carried all before them.
ou tclassing their opponents by ten fights to one. Such a result
natura lly gave us t he greatest confidence in meeting the holders,
t h ~ East Su rrey Regiment, in the semi-final.
This match was a great show on the part of our men. In the
matter of points t here was nothing m it throughout, and as the
contestants entered the ring for the last fight it was 15 points
all. Our man made no mistake, and we thus not onlv defeated
the A ll India champions but justified the faith placed In Colonel
H elps' abi lity to produce such a team.
The night of the final found us facing the K.S.L.1.- a tough
proposition . But we do no mo•e than pay a tribute to their
ultimate victory when we say that we were confident of winning,
and t he result must have come as a surprise to many: we lost
the match by four fig hts to seven. One of our men pl uckily
entered th e ring with a fractured hand. In another contest, in
wh ich our representative was ad judged the loser, the recorders
we re so confident of his havi ng gamed the decision that the points
were placed against his name on the board. But the fact remains
t ha t every fig ht was a close one, and both our opponents and
the spectators would be the fi rst le, say that there was very little,
if anything, to choose between the two teams .
No individual in the team (not fo rgetting the training side of
it) can be si ngled out fo r praise-it was a case of " Jolly well
done, all of you ! "
This h as been ''B" Group's first attempt to lift the Army title,
and we are natu rally p rou d of the effort resulting in our being
runners-up_ We a re determined to go one better next year and
bri ng to t he Co rps in India an honour which is closely associated
with it at home.
[ A photogra ph of " B" Group boxing tea m appeared m the
Sports pages of our last issue.- Eo .]

Wireless Station, Fort Smith, North-West Territory .
Opera1ed by the Roy:il Cnnadian S i ~M ls.
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CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.

Much Ado About Nothing.

Subsequent Amendments.
jThc figure s 1n the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
·

Promotion Roster" (published in February 1934} on which
the respective names may be found. This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance-Corporals appointed since that date. ]
To b e ~4 .0 . I. (~ .S . M.)
18501 22

W.O.ii. (R.Q.M.S.) Shenton A.

17 / ll / 33

5

Appo i nted R.Q.M.S.
5429956

W.0.ii. (C.S .M.} Tank R.

230881 7
2308798
2306440

To be C. Q.M .S.
Sergea nt Young E . .................. .. 23 / 12 / 33
Sergeant White F. ................... .. 1/ 1 / 34
Sergeant Dixon A . ...... .. .......... .. 7 / 2/34
To b e Serg eant.

231 4039
1407886
68377 24
2313951
l 31 q89

L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant

Golder L. ....... ... .. .
Cook A . .................
Lee A . .................. ..
Redworth F . ............
Guile W. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..

68

6 / 12 / 33

14 / 12'33
7 / 2 / 34
7 / 2 / 34
22 I 2 I 34

..

App ointed Lance·Sergeant.
2314982 Corporal Taplin C . ............. .. ..... r6 / 11 I 33
230901 7 Corporal Cocks G. . .. .... ....... .. .. 6 / 12 / 33
2312592 Corporal Dunn F . ................ .... 2 / 1/ 34
23158c2 Corporal Chesters W. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 I 2 I 34
2515906 Corporal Forrest W. .......... .. .... .. 7 / 2'34
2316805 Corporal Smith T . .......... .. ......... 22 / 2f34

34
78
34

34
34
34

To be Corporal .
2316950
2317214
7109684
2316995
6134549
2311306

L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal

Allen W . ....... .... ..... 8 / 12 / 33
Evans S . .............. .. .. 24 / 12/ 33
Reilly A . ...... .... .. ...... 3 / 1/34
Walker C. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . IO I 2 I 34
Barnicott A . ... .. ...... . r3 / 2/34
Fur2e W . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. 22 / 2f34

2319431
2315355
2318785
2318256
231 8323
231 8884
2319373
2319795
2319694
2320240
23 18933
2318405
3955288
23 19484
23 18817

Signalman
Signa lman
Signalm an
Signalman
Signalman
Signal man
Signalman
Signalman
Signalma n
Signalm an
Si gnalman
Signa lma n
Signalma n
Si gnalman
Signal ma n

2317774
549306 r
23 15724
13 176 13
23 17691
23 19128
23 17665
2319205

To Army Reserve.
Corporal Michie J. ..................... l I
Corporal Feltham G. .. .. .... .... .. .... 12/
Corporal Vaiden W . .. ... .. .... .......... 12 /
L f Corporal H iggins G . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . II I
L/ Corporal Cameron J. .. .. .. ... .. ... 12 /
L / Co rporal Rawlins W ........ ..... 18 /
L /Corporal Clowes E ................ 26 /
L / Corporal Connaugh t y B.
lo /

l\ 1 49~9

Deceased.
L / Scrgeant W alby L. ............ ... 11 / 3/ 4

50
50
50
50
50
50

Appointed Lance·Corporal.
Cross P . .... .. ...... .........
Jerram C . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .
Fai rbanks F ..... .. .. .. ....
Bruto n S . .. ...... .. ..... ..
Robinso n F. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Castell F. .. .... .. .. .. .. . ...
Dangerfield J... ..........
K ing E . ............ .. .... .. .
Wh ite R . ...... ...... ......
Barron A . ..................
N ugent S . ....... .... .. ... ..
Brudenell A . .. .. ......... ..
Sowden J... .. .. ... .. .. .....
Cooper W ... ...... .......
H onor V . .. .... ... ....... ..

Change of Name.
L / Corporal Andrews F. assumed
na me of Farnden T. H. G. ..

• Special Ro3ter (India)

4/ 10 / 33
r I II I 33
2 / u / 33
15 / u / 33
25 I I I I 33
6/ 12 / 33
8 /1 2 / 33
14/ 12/ 33
23 /12/ 33
23 / 12 / 33
24 / 12 / 33
24/ 12/ 33
29 / 12 / 33
30 / 12 / 33
30 / 12/ 33
2f34
3 I 34
3/ 34
3 I 34
3 / 34
3 / 34
3 / 34
4/3 4

Good·bye to all that : or, A Lament to t he Lads who left on
the " Lancashire. "
No more will they be roused with the lark, to dash outside on
to the veranda h for the ea rly morning cup of tea .
N o more will they be awakened from dreams of " Iceland's
snowy mountains " to find the bally p unkah s quite idle.
No more will they patrol the wi re at night wi th gu ns in their
hands a nd curses on their lips, and t he ioll y old searchlights
giving them thrills as the light casts shadows bigger than the
Loch Ness Monster before them.
No more wi ll they be confined to a perimeter a mi le squa r~,
with its one cinema, its lack of restau rants and fish and chip
shops, its continual dust and glare, and above all, its absence of
that fri end of man-Eve.
No mo re will they cast all thoJghts of dust and glare behii:id
them and stroll down the Mall, wit h its gorgeous flowe rs, its
evergree n t rees, its English ch urch (wh.ich gives you t he )1is.tory
of this part of the N orth-West F rontier once you are ms1de),
and that glorious carpet of grass t he Brigade parade groundverily an oasis in the wi lderness .
N o more will t hey t rek those wear y miles am idst sun and sand ,
with flies and sweating brows ; neither will their bed be the
earth of the Kurram , Lachi, Parach inar, T hal, or all those other
places near the Afghan border that the gods in t heir wrath say
they shall visit on manceuv res.
. . .
N o more will they come back :o c1 v1li sat1on after a three weeks
" pub crawl " a round th e hills of Waziris tan- back to li~h t and
laughter, bath s, and a binge in t he can teen- with the knowledge
that they have done their bit and done !t we!~.
.
No more will they have afternoons off m which to frizzle und~r
the mosqu ito nets, with Thursdays and Sundays off thrown m
by way of consolation .
.
They will arrive in Engl and 2midst . all the glories of early
spri ng. They will look, with eyes of ! nter~t a nd. hearts filled
with joy, on fresh green fi elds ; ! rees will be m their firs ~ buds ;
la mbs will be gamboll ing on the swar~ ; and , yes, they will stand
aghast in the Strand a nd perhaps wish themselv~s b~ck on t he
N orth-West Frontier. Who knows what they .will ~1 sh ? After
spending five or six years here , t hey may desire th is haven of
refu ge rather t h an the hazard of crossing t he Strand with death
on every side of them . However, we who have to ca rry on know
that the N .W . Fron tier does ma k~ men . .
.
,
And with that compli ment , cou pled with all best wishes, I ll
sign myself
T IM.

Solution of Cross-Wo r d Puzzle No. 9.
Published in the M:irch issue.

...

6/ 2/ 34 ...

44
40
41
54
63
52
~9

62
33
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~IGNAl. TRAltfltlG CENTRE Nonil
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
By the Waters •••• -Mind habits oersist. So when somebody
leaves us we, being normal, usually ·say we are sorry. Often it
is no more th.in a faint annoyance at having to adapt ourselves
to fresh conditions. So, except in rare cases (we are rather lazy
and do not acavely dislike people unless we have good cause) we
are quite sincere in expressing regret at the departure. This is
generally understood, and such messages in this Magazine are
apt to be regarded as largely a matter of duty and form. But
since, if this paragraph be so considered, a lamenrably false
opinion of the Battalion's emotion would obtain, I think I might
without offence publicly dechre my sincerity.
Lieut.-Colonel H. I. Allen, D.s.o., was placed on the half-pay
list on 31 / 3/ 34, which meant his leaving us. H e had been our
commanding officer since Decemoer 1932, and in that short time
had earned an affection and respect little short of astoundingbut a just measure of the splendid qualities he pos essed. The
Battalion was keen on turning out and wishing him goodbye as
he drove through the lines on his way to the south of England .
It was known, however, that he was really too modest and shy
to like that sort of thing. Similarly, I suppose his eyes and ea rs
would be burning if I were to write all that is his due. So I will
say nothing more than that all ranks were more than delighted
to hear he had been promoted Colonel w.e.f. 31st March 1934.
May his military career ever prosper!
The married families would also like me to say how much they
appreciated the help and guidance of Mrs. Allen, who got round
everywhere and knew everybody. Being a bachelor, I hardly
know what else to say, but from what I hear I am certain she
will be long and gratefully remembered in the unit.
The Great Wide World.-From troubles of the world I turn
to-the Eni:Iish Press, specifically The Western Mail, wh ich records the nse to fame in the Royal Corps of Signals (bless 'em!)
of a local schoolboy. You are quite wrong. He had not won a
scholarship to Woolwich.
Open Spaces Department.- Tagish, a small olace in Canada
tather south of Whitehorse, has recently suffered a temperature
of -84 degrees (uno~cial). .When the me.rcury bumps to fifty
below, most people think twice before moving out. But eightyfour bel?w I one hundred and ~1xteen degree of frost I The chief
danger m such extreme cold 1s ~he frosting of the lungs, I am
to!~. But C~erry Ga~rard and ~1s two companions (Bill and Dr.
Wilson, I think) continually registered -]3 degrees in r9rr and
they hauled rheir gear for eight weeks and nearly five hu~d;ed
miles to collect some eggs from Cape Crozier. Their tent was
blown away one .night, a.nd they had .morohine ready. They
su~ered from optical 1llus1ons after a time : and their clothing
weighed nearly forty pounds when they finally staggered into
the Base Camp
Civilian Life.-'.' We keep moder~tely well in trying circumstances, but there 1s no gradual growing out of the ills that flesh
is .h.e1r to. The worry of living on the dole makes us low in
~p~m .and we cannot sh~ke. off ~he general debility, the nervous
1rri!at1on and bouts of ind1gest1on and headaches, because the
"?am cause (worry) cannot be removed."-Extract from "MemOlfS of the Unemployed." Read it when your time i$ nearly up.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-Everyone seems to .be settled down again after Easter
leave, with empty pockets, nil credit balances, and happy memories. " Gather lip rouge while ye may " is a good motto.
The Wing is having the usual influx of recruits for the new
quarter. Our N.A.A.F.I. assumes quite a civilian atmosphere
about this rime. Our storeman (who prides himself on his service) wandered into the canteen in civvies the other evening, and
was asked by one of the new arrivals what he thought of the
Army 1 His reply was unprintable: I leave it to your imagination .
There are no rewards for the cleanest and smartest barrack
room this month, as we are in the throes of spring cleaning. Every
barrack room you enter seems full of paint pots, step ladders, etc.
By a miracle we managed to get the office done first without too
much moving about.
Recruits.- Let me give the new arrivals a little sound advice.
Don't talk to your Squad commander about motor cars and weekend leaves, tennis courts, or "Tempus Fugit." You might choose
one who would take your remarks personally.
More Old Soldiers I- No. 47 Squad, under L / Corporal Allen,
passed off the square on IO / 3 I 34, Sigmn Darragh winning the
Colonel's whip. No. 48 Squad, under L / Corp! Payne, passed
ofi. on r6 / 3 / 34, Sigmn Davidson winning the whip and a medal
for P.T. No. 49 Squad, under L / Corpl Taylor, passed off on
22/ 3 I 34, Sigmn Grice winning the whip.
Promotions.-We actually have one!
Congratulations to
L / Corpl Allen on attaining that rank . " The first one is the
hardest." " It's a long time to wait, but it is worth it."
expect he has heard all about th:it by now.
Arrivals.-We welcome to the fold C.S.M. Nash from 4th
Div. and U / L / Corpl Maughan from the Training Battalion. I
have also noticed rows of stripes and several overseas caps about
the office, but have been too busy to find out whether they are
joining us or are en route for civvy street. Either way, we wish
them all the best.
Departures.-We were sorrv to lose C.S.M. Noonan to A.F.V.
Signals and Corp) Lynch to 1st Div. So we have lost the bold
Joe at last 1 The pay office inven tory board will have to be
alterec:l now. Several things could be said here, but discretion is
one of my strong points.
Agony.- To Tee-Hee Smith, A Corps Signals: We·ve not
heard about :.al just lately. Northampton.
Finis.-When a certain pers..>·1 in this Wing heard that I was
writing these notes, he walked away muttering something about
" a bad result of a good idea." Before I realised that it was not
the compliment I deserved, he lrad vanished in the distance . •
EL PEE.

Sergeants Mess, Depot Battalion.
We had another whist drive and dance on Friday 6th April.
There was an absolutely full house, and it looked as though we
should need to put " House full " boards outside and have an
overflow meeting in the billiards room. The Artillery captured
the . first prize, which was a blow (to us, I mean). Dancing went
on into the. dark hours and went with a swing. The whole thing
was a terrific ~uccess, and we anticipate the next very keenly.
We are ;; soc1;;bfe crowd of people, you know. Several new
members, C.S.M. Nash, Sergt Hamlin, L/ Sergeants Dunne and
Chadney, and families, were present.
Then the S.T.C. officers plaved the Depot ~ergeants at soccer
on 17/3/34. What a match'! There were crowds of spectators (some necessary) and mo~t bf them brought their own grand

stands, to the dismay of the nearby building contractors (heaven
rest their souls!) We played well-very well-but the officers
were too good for us. Among the bright spots of the match was
C.S.M. Young with his furious yellow stockings (you daren't wear
those in the stables, Jerry). Major Hill was a sound back and
kept our forwards out. 2 / Lieut. Williams played soccer and
showed us how, while Lieut. McCormack really got going several
times. Our left half (no name, but-- ) should have had a weekend pass to get a start after him. Too bad. Our goalkeeper was
very good. His technique in picking the ball out of the net was
superb. No wonder the ball kept away from you, Jerry : your
socks. . • . Sergt Crowhurst put in some slippy headwork,
struggling against a natural handicap, and Dickie's very fine
slacks were hoisted to some effect. I cannot quite see why the
officers delighted in stopping the ball with their faces. I think
a first timer from C.S.M. Noonan's foot must hurt when thus
stopped. However. . . . As I said, we'll not mention the score.
We were not on form. But next time . . . May it be very
soon, too I
The rumour that Urdu is to be the Depot's language in future
is not true, in spite of appearances.
CARSTAIRS.
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D Company, Training Battalion.
Boys Army Cup.-We must commence these notes by congratulating F Company boys on reaching the final of the boys
Army cup. Their performance in the semi-final against the Chepstow boys was remarkable. After being two goals down, they
put their shoulders to the wheel and rammed home four goals
(all scored by Bennett) thus winning the match by 4-2. Bravo I
We hope they will do well in t~e fi~al agains~ the boys of the
Irish Guards. We hear that this will be their hardest match,
but we are confident that our boys will give of their best.
Stop Press-I have just been informed that the Irish Guards
won by 3-2 goals. I am unable to give an account of the match,
but from the result one would imagine that it was keenly fought.
Hard luck, boys!
" Wiro " Notes.-Many readers are complaining that notes compiled by scribes are of the Part ll. Order variety. Now, this is
wrong, but one must realise that .to give notes of inter.est an~ to
enable friends to keep in touch with one another, certam sections
of the notes must be taken from Part II. Orders. It is done for
the good of all, and it enables men to keep in communication
throughout their service.
Marriages.-Congratulations to L / Corp! Booth on joining the
roll for C.R.A. (don't tell her yet what it is). Married to Esther
Calvert at Knaresborough on the 21st March . Uncle Walter was
the best man .
Departures.- Sigmn Lundie to . rst Div! Signals, Sillmn Baldwin S. to A Corps Si,nals, and S1gmn Merchant to Air Defence
Signals-all on 12/ 3 34. Signalmen Mellor, Lambert M. and
Watson to 2nd Div! Signals, Signalmen Buck, Hughes S., Hunt
and Nicholson to 3rd Div! Signals, Signalmen Holder and Wilson
W. J. to 4th Div! Signals, Signalmen Harrod and Last to 5th
Div! Signals, and Sionalmen Johnson W. and Lmton to A.F.V.
Signals-all on 20/ 3 T34·
Our Civilian Friends.- On Saturday 7th April we enterta~ned
our old friends Newton Cap Bank, from Bishop Auckland, in a
friendly football match. These fixtures are very popular and
have resulted in a close friendship being formed between both
clubs. Our visitors are all unemployed and have been for yearsin some cases seven or eight-but this does not deter them from
keeping happy. They are a fin e lot of fellows. They brought
about thirty-four with them, and ~c ga".'e them a nght royal
time. The football match resulted 111 a wm for Newton Cap by
2-0 goals. After the match we took them to the canteen for
tea-and what a tea 1 It was voted bv all to be excellent, and
we must thank the N.A.A.F.J. staff fo.r their co-operation.
The return visit was made and once again we had a wonderful
reception, although they beat us once more. We not only. lost
the football, but also a member of our team. I thmk he 1s at
present trudging along the highway..
.
We must not close this account without thankmg our O.C.,
C.S.M. and others whose strong finan~ial supp<?rt enabled us to
give our visitors such a good time. Wahout this encouragement
we could not have done it, and on behalf of the ~earn I thank
them all. J also thank the football team for their help at all
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times. Through their sporting play we have not only made
permanent friends but have also upheld the traditions of the
Corps.
E.R.B.

E Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Nothing really important has happened during the
last month except Easter leave. Judging from som~ faces. we all
had quite a good time, although the weather wasn ~ parucularl,Y
Easter-like. Spring drills commenced after _the. vac.at1on- 1f that s
a laugh for anyone. The Company still mamtams its old stand~rd
rega rding work, and we often see the potato peelers labour111g
away into the night. The weather seems to have changed to
damp and gloomy, but after quite a glorious winter we can hardly
complain.
.
.
Outdoor Sports.-As already mentioned , spring drills commenced on the 6th April, and everybody who has pas~ed through
here knows exactly what I mean. The usu~! P.rac.tice of competitors receiving a mug of cocoa after p~rade JS st1U m. force, an_d
I believe that those who go for cocoa . witho~t havmg mdulged m
this famous pastime are looked upon as bemg very mean. Personally I think they are very wise guys, as Al Capone wouJd say.
Howev~r, everyone is lo_oking forward to musketry startmg, as
I believe it does, immediately afte.r them..
.
.
Another famous item under this headmg 1s gardenmg. We
have a new Company gardene~ in ?ig~n Farrar .T., and he seems
to be taking a keen interest m his iob. Outside the C.Q.M.?.
stores we have a small forest planted, which he tells me will
supply his grandchildren with enough crc:i\~s· eggs to kee9 them
quiet for life. The allotments are acqumng that Kew qarden
look with ever I week, and I've seen enough vegetabl'75 go 111 onf
patch to start a grocer's sta.ll in Ric~mon ur Darlington_. k 0 f
course, that's not a suggestion, but 1t would save the, ns o
having one's lettuces or radishes stolen to ~at1sfy someones palate
as a supper dish. I should not have said that, ~ecause I can
see 1 am r;oing to take the can back 1f any do vamsh. Anyone
who has i't " in " for me should .wait till the radishes appe~r
and then make a dive the fin mght. Yes, and probably I 11
have them first I
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Arrivals.- Accordmg to Part !Ls Sergt Storr arrived from the
porr of disembarkation ; I th ink it was from India. Anyway, he is
welcomed to !he Company and invited to take full advantage of
it s liberties. Sigmn Burnham came to us from Aldershot to fill
a vacancy left by one of our cooks. He is also welcomed and
seems to be settling dow n. T hi rty operators arrived from the
Depot Battalion. and we are expecting more. By the time the c
notes are pu blished, the majority will have in cribed their names
on th<: lecture room tabh.s. To tabulate their names would fi ll
a WrRE of my own, but wr.en you see them you'll know whom
I mean-that 's if you know what I'm talking about now. How·
ever, outside these, there are no more arriv<lis except a few sheep
durmg the night, which can be further explained by the Company gardener.
Departures.- We bade goodbye to Sigmn Duffy before Easter ,
when his engagement fini shed and he went to civvy street. I
believe he was married a few days after he left us, owing to
excitement, and we wish him all t he best and congratulations.
Sigmn Westwood left us for Colchester before Easter, and we
hope that he is making good headway. C.Q.M.S. Kendall and
Signalmen Mallet, Roberts W. F. and H illiard leave for Egypt on
the 13th April , and we all hope they ha ve a happy voyage and
land without that " sailor " walk. N o. 174 Squad proceeded to
units after Easter, and we hope they also are doing well. So
many squads pass through here that the ir names are too numerous
to mention, so all that can be said is that they came and went,
and their number goes with them.
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- t I 3 to u4. I did not attend at the ringside because there was
a free show at the N.A.A.F.I., but their trai ner tell s me he was
very satisfied with the team . E. Robinso n put up a very good
show agai nst ,, fellow a lot big,g er tha n h imself.
T he Band and Cadre football team were active again last mo nth .
T o Aske H all , away, they lost by 3- 5. thei r only defeat. Aga inst
H auxwell , at home and away, they won by 3-0 and 8- 3 respecti vely. Just before Easter they beat th e Darlin gton unemployed
team by 3-· I and were very pleased , because the unemp loyed
had previousl y beaten ouitc a fa mous team up here. Teas, of
co.urse_. were .included w1th each match, and altogether the whole
afta1r is runnmg very smooth ly. In t he Company itself there has
~een no sport. but all challenges arc excepted . We have a very
hne selection of hockey playe rs . foo t ball Jerseys and a brand -new
shove-ha 'penny board- so, muc h as I regret to report the absence
of games, I've done my bit.
Speaking of fa mous spo rts, we had on the 21st March t he
Gar rison point•lo·point and on the 6th and 7th Ap ri l the Catterick
Bridge races . . Ev.crythi ng went splendidly except for those who
ca me away with lmks and studs only. I attended neither beca use
I couldn't see why I should pay at the ga te and also when I was
ms1de. Anyway, th e wea ther was fine and there were mill ions
there-and an ice cream fellow told me his profits were appalling I
. Press.- During Easter th e Corps Band was engaged at Bridlmgton , and here 1s a very favourable extract ta ken from thei r
press : " A comparatively large audience on Th ursday evening
welcomed the re-appearance m the Floral Pavilion of the band
of ~he Royal Corps of Signa!s, a band which despite its youth1r is one of the youngest m the Army- has won high praise
wh erever rt . has performed . . . . . Mr. R. R. Ric ketts , the conductor, received a warm ovation when he made h is appea rance
on the platfo rm at th e commencement of the progra mme . . ..
Thursda y evenmg's au dience, which included the Mayor and
May?ress (Alderm an and Mrs. Byass) and Al derma n C. H . Holmes
(cha1 rm~ n of the Parade Committee) gave that imp ression of
populam y. for then· applause was so insistent that not one but
•
several encores were given . . . . "
Our Mess orderl y said the fellow who wrote that article was
after easy mcney, but that's all wrong . Mr. Ric ketts and the
Band arc to oe thanked for maintaining their popularity.

Congra tul a t 1ons.- The tailors bill says that Corp! Chesters
is now a lance-sergeant. We congratulate him on h is appoint•
ment. Someone mentioned to me that he was looking for a suit·
able site to start an allotment. Looking fu rther down the list,
L/ Corpl Reilly is now a corporal. In case anyone doesn't remem·
ber him, he plays the big drum in the ba nd , so any letters of
congratulations should be addressed personally care of them .
Once again w~ congratulate both_, and hope they climb higher yet.
Congratulanons of another kmd go ro Sergt and Mrs. Jarvis
on the birth ot a daughter at th e Families Hospital on the 25th
March. Now I know why he was sweating so much on that
allotment when he gave his spuds their tum -over.
Sports.- We were very unlucky to lose in the second rou nd
of the inter-novices knock-out boxing. T he fi rst rou nd was a
walk-over owing to . the Roya l Ar ti llery scratch ing, so we met
the Royal Scots Fusiliers and lost by a narrow margin of one point
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Will L / Corpl H ickman, Jubbulpore, write to his old pal of the
Band at Catterick Camp?
To Clancy, India: W hat was the number of my rifle? I think
I've found the bolt. Squeezer, Catterick.
W .R.

F Company, Training Battalion.
General .- The long-awaited spring drills have started and
finished . (It rained this morn ing. Good show.) Early reveille
and brea kfast are the order of the day. Catterick weather is
Jiving up to its _ reputation, and so fa r there are few signs of
spring approach mg. (Bad show.)
Boys Club.- Our thanks are due to the P.R.!. for undertaking
to pay all Club expenses. Boys' subscriptions will cease this
month.
During Easter we had two whist drives, and both were well
attended. An imp romptu concert was organised by L / Corporal
Blades, and thanks are due to those who helped . Sergt Sull ivan
gave some very good cornet solos, and Boy H alstead sang in h is
now famous angelic soprano. A mouth-organ band under the
direction of Corpl Boy Adcock was well applauded. Corp! Boy
Adcock and L I Corpl Boy Rixon gave us some impressions of
bull fights and th ings. T he members of Room 7 gave an impres·
sion of a kan-kan dance (ve ry impromptu : very) and Boy Lee
told us that " Heaven will protect an honest girl." A choi r (?)
also rendered some popular songs. Thanks are also due to Boy
Rosslyn D. Smith (" D " stands for Dracula) and Boy Wh itten ham
fo r pianofo rte solos and accompaniment.
A dance w ith refres h ments was held on Saturday ni ght, and
a trip to the Gar rison Cinema was organised on Mond ay.
Six·a·Side Soccer.- Six-a-side soccer was orga nised during the
Easter period and proved fairly popula r with everyone. W e

The Long and the Short of It.
congratulate Soueak H umphreys and his stalwarts on winning the
contest. Sergt Luck expressed his regret at being unable to
attend the fin al. W e don 't know whether the cause was fever or
too many Easter eggs.

After·Thought. - T his month"s jew 's mail is very short . However, there are one or two .

Shooti n g .-A shooting contest provided excellent sport for all
those who did not miss the target. We congratulate Boy Whittenham on winning with a possible 2 0.
Hockey (and how). - A hockey match against Scorton ladies,
at Scorton on Easter Saturday, resul ted in a win for the boys by
four goals to two. An excellent tea was provided, and the boy~
are looking forward to the next match. We wonder whether
the tea is the onlv attraction ! It is now known that several
n .c.o.s play regulariy for the ladies ' ream.
Recr uit Boys. -The squad of recruit boys under Sergt Harrison
passed off on Saturda y 24th March. Congratulations t_o Boy
Elston on winn ing the whip given to the smartest lad m the
squad.

J.

Mar riage.- Sigmn Guest R. has been and gone and done it.
We have oleasure in announcing his marriage to Miss Nellie
Cooper. F.rom the number of letters received by some people,
we expect a few more marriages in the near future.
Departures.- We grieve to lose from the Company Sigmn
Bennett P. to 2nd Div. Aldershot ; Signalmen Beenham, Fry,
McQuade and Lancashire (Harker) to A Corps ; and Sigmn King
L. to A.F.V. Signals . Tidworth (goodbye, "A" team) ; _also S1gmn
Hall R. to 5th Div. Scarborough and S1gmn Smart to c1vvy street.
Ar r ivals.- We welcome to the Company Sigmn Vivian from
A Corps and Recru it Boys Whippe, Bennett, Jackson, Connell and
Perry.
Training Battalion Boys "A" Team.

.
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Represel"tativ es of the s,:guals in the Boys Army Boxing
Championship~· .
S trw di11.ir- L/Corp) Hoy Willis nnd Boy .\lullen D.
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Growth.-A study of the photograph " The long and short
of it " will convince anyone th.at F Company is a home from
home. Two of our latest recruits are standing under the wings
of an ex-boy: ~ee how they grow.
EEL.
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A Corps Signals.
No. 2 Company.
General.- This is o. 2 l:Ompany calli ng. Once again we will
cnde.wour to let all and sun :lry know that signals are still good,
although atmo's cause a spec of bother at times.
Records, having sadly depleted our ranks fo r service beyond
Frensham Pond, are at last satisfied . The remainder have been
allotted their re.<pective jobs for the training season, and Sections
are busy holding secret conferences and chotah schemes- the
latter being earned out with success. By training season, we
mean the period when civvies are put in press and hard work is
the order of the day. Four Medium recently worked Colchester
very successfuliy, and although it is no great distance, credit is
certainly theirs for the expert way in which the scheme was
carried out.
We did well last year, but we prophesy far better results th is.
By the time these notes appear. we shall have received a bill from
the w.irdens of Ash ranges for damages to roaming cattle and
buildings and windows at Pirbright. No doubt, Joe and Spud
wifl oblige. Our average was ve.ry high last time, so we have no
qualms about what will happen on the 18th April.
Marriages.--Congraculations to Signalmen Sayer and Midgley
on their respective marriages. We hear of others, but having
consulted the crystal, we found only a jumble of letters which
are now being feverishly decoded by the C.R.A. staff.
Birth.- To Sigmn and Mrs. Hutton a son, Christopher George.
Congratulations.
Departures.--Corpl Johnson and Sigmn Hall to civvy street.
Sorry to lose you, Johnnie boy, but guess we will all buy a box
when we see you. To Egypt, Signalmen Kelly F., Cadogan and
Fraser. Our best wishes go with you all.
Arrivals.--c.S.M. McGregor and others from P.O. courses,
besides numerous others from the Deoot and overseas. We extend the firm grip with the right hand to all .
Oscar is bacK.
D1xm.

I st Divisional Signals.
No. 1 Company.
Th!s month finds us well into Section training.

Many small
exercises have been held to enable personnel to acouaint themselves with their duties in the field. Consistent wit-h custom at
this stage of training, not a few ideas and sundry gadgets are in
process of being patented in order to adapt the standard types
of t~ansport and stores to the specialised jobs of their respective
Sect1ons.
A _Section have been radiating much of late, but have been
handicapped somewhat by the absorption properties of the "D"
layer. D Sectton have ~ecome magneto entirely, telephonically ;
whilst ~he Fullerpho~e reign~ supreme telegraphically. The problem will be to obviate their mutual interference on single line
earth retl!rn ~ystems ; but more anon. Indeed, we hope to experiment m h!gh frequency carrier wave telephony, and even then
our exclamations may be " Scrambled!"
The D.R. Section have comoleted individual training and have
turr~ed out a goodly ~earn of fliers who should prove very useful
durmg the forthcoming training season.
. No. 1 ;A_rtillery Signal Section have almost comoleted preparations to Jam the Gu1:1ners ou~ _in the blue. Natu-rally, they are
loth to leave the social amen1t1es of a garrison town ; but there
are adva~tages, too-and pleasant ones at that.
. M ~ctron have indf'i:d been busy re the approaching O.M.E.'s
1~spectwn. The charging room and the fitters shop are on full
lime with more work than they can cope with without having
some items outstanding. The instrument repairers have had the
isual str~m of overhauls, and the carpenters are busy with the
aforementioned gaagets.
Ceneral.-The usual numbe_r of arrivals and departures have
taken place, a summary of which follows this discourse. A few
have volunteered for next trooper, whilst others are hoping to
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evade it. A few have visions of upgrading this time, and the
Trade Board wrll show if t hey have been successful. T he painters
have completed the reju venation of our all-weather fla ts, and
work on the gardens has commenced . Easter leave h as. come and
gone, leaving quite a n umber on. the wagon fo r a while. Now
for Wh itsun I
Arriva ls .- We welcome to the fold L / Corpl D acombe from
Singapore, 7;9'3/34: Corporal Blaker_nan from India, 6 / 4 /34;
Sigmn Melville from N orth Ireland Signal Company , 10 / 4 / 34 ;
and Corp! Lynch from Catt crick, 11 I 4 I 34·
Oepartures .- We bid adieu to L / Corpl W illiams and Signalmen Lea J., Lane P .. Robinson N. and Self F. to Egypt and
Palestine. 14 / 4 / 34; Sigmn Inskip to N orth Ireland Signal Company, 9/ 4 / 34 .
Up·Crading.- Congratulations to the undermentioned. Signalmen McKinnon, Scatter T. and Jones K., operator signals B.iii. ;
Sigmn Cooper E. lineman C.iii.
Marriage.- Sigmn Wood F. to Miss Patricia Rose Geary at
Caxton H all , W estminster, on 31 / 3 / 34.
DODGER J.J.

No. 3 Company.
Apologies.- These are ten dered to all reade rs fo r the absence
of notes in recent issues. This, I hope, will not occur again.
Last month my quota must have been mislaid somehow, as the
notes were not published.
General.- The Easter leave period h as passed, leaving the
usual lovesickness in its wa ke ; hence some of the members of
this Company writi ng letters every evening. I will not, however,
say who the lette rs are addressed to, but leave it to be imagined.
Spring drills have come and gone, the individual training season
has fin ished , and Section training has begun in real earnest as a
prelude to the Salisbury exercise next August and September.
M. T. Driving Instruction.- The M.T. driving classes h ave
passed over successfully, and quite a number of taxi drivers are
flashjng their licences throughou t the Company. We regret to
state, however, that Dunlops and Morrises refuse to supply indiarubber gear boxes. Isn 't th at correct, Darkie?
Musketry.- The junior n .c.o.s underwent a course of musketry
during March , which had a successful conclusion. However, a
certain n.c.o. o~ note used to t alk of " pokey di " in his sleep
and tell us how it aided him when he was holding ' em back in
Burma in bygone days.
Medal Presentation.-on Sunday 10th March Colonel Samson, our new C.S.O., presented long service and good conduct
mecL1ls (rootie gongs) to Sergts Pye E. and Weeks W. What!
Eighteen years undetected. Boys, what a record l Together
with these, the C.S.O. presented the Indian general service medal
to the following stalwarts who upheld the Standard of Britain
in Eastern climes: L / Corpls Hamilton A. and Kent, and Signalmen Banks and Steele.
Re·Engagements.- I.r/ Corp! Saunders A. to complete twelve
years with the Colours. Atta boy I
Arrivals.- We tender a hearty welcome to all new arrivals, of
whom there are too many to give them individual attention.
Departures.- Many have left the Company, some for service
i~ the East and some to civvy street. Among the latter figure
Signalmen Bain, Sellars, Shone, Pawner, McGuire and Wilson G.
Cheerio, boys, and the best of luck I Sigmn Burnham has left
us for the T ~aining Battalion after a successful course at the
School of Cookery. Signalmen Cook K .. Johnson A. and Smith
F. are off for service in the land of Pyramids .
We Want to Know. - Who is the chap who lost his girl at the
dance at Hale? and if the Company clerk knows anything about
it? y.'hy do~'t you get a motor-bike, Hutch? If a certain young
man 1s studymg Hebrew for his special, or is the idea one of
Cupid's?
Promotions.- Sigmn Carter to be cookhouse stoker (plenty
of " gunfire " now, Boris). Sigmn Norton to be broom major,
unpaid, on the provost staff (Scavengers Brigade).
Sport.--Congratulations to the Company hockey team on defeat~ng ~o. 2 Ccmpany. We must not forget L/Corpl Hamilton's
boxing display w_h en he beat Driver Parrish of 2nd Div! Signals
after three gruellmg rounds. We are sorry to relate that Sigmn

19 1
Griffin lost in the Army fly weight semi-fina l to _L / Bdr ~ratchett
on the referee's casti ng vote. Better luck next u~e, Griff bhoy !
(He has since been chosen to _represent the Army m the I.S.B.A.
championships. Congrat ulati ons_!) We extend ou r . sorrow to
L / Corpl Sweet in being beaten m the Command b11l1ards semifi nal, bu t we congr.a tulate him on win ning the snooker final b y
defeati ng Sergt Neish of the Royal Tank C_orps by two games.
T he Company join wit h me m congratulating F Company Boys
"A" t eam on defea ti ng D Platoon of the Arm y Technrcal School
by fo ur goals to two in the semi-final of the Boys Army cup. W e
hope they have a similar victory in the fi nal.
Correspondence Course.- G.W .R. would like to c_ontinue the
aforementioned course with Pawsboy (late Exptl. India).
Conclusion.- Thanks t o those kind readers who have borne
with me so long. Look ou t for more next month .
V EDAH.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
Ceneral.- Easter having co m ~ and gone since last mon th 's
notes, there is very little to_ writ~ about : Of course, we cou~d
wri te o · the merits of cert am tram services and how ~ h e y dr d
0 ; did not get us to our desti nations, etc ., but that 1s ~f no
interest to the majorit y. To ~a y that ".Ve who_had leave enjoyed
ourselves and appreci ated the change is sufficient.
Congratulations.- To Lieut. -Colonel W. T. Howe, O.B.E.,
on his promotion. To L / Sergt ~y e E., who came out on top of
the senior n.c.o.s drill a nd du ties course. To L / ~o rpl s ~rm p
son T . and Denbow E., who ti ed fo r . first place 1_n the Junior
n .c.o.s course. To our boys on reaching t_ he semi-final of th e
Boys' Army Association football cup (we wrsh them the best of
luck when they meet t h_e Army Technical School Boys tea m ; 1f
it's a question of enthusiasm, they can be assured of the support
of all ex-F-ites at the match on Wednesday next).
Arrivals.- We welcome our ne~ second-in-command_. _.l\:'Iajor
H. A. J. Parsons, M .C. , who has arn ved from the 54th D1 v1s1onal
Signals.
. . .
ConcJusion.- We shall be pleased to inf_orm the 5th Divrsro~a l
Signals of the price, dates of issue, size_. wergh t-m fact , any~hmg
connected with sausages, as this section of the meat mar et rs
· an mst1tut1on
· · ·
h ere.
BoNCELESS.
qmte

No. 1 Company.
lntroductory.- lt is learned wi ~ h much re~.re t that .~ ch a 1~ge
has been made in the staff appointments.
<?necoy , havmg
reached the age limit, has very reluctantly retired ~m half-pay•
with the promise that he will still carry on as unofficial obersee_li
Unfortunately, he ha~ not ]~ft the Comr.a{~k al,t,01tther,h u,t, di~still occupy his time m sortmg out the
1 es_ ram t . e
likes " for stable picouets, etc. In case there rsf a nyhn~ m dhi_.rbt
as to who " Onecoy " stands--or rather, stood- or, e 1s not mg
more than THE WIRE correspondent.
.
I
I can assure everybody that I did not s_ucceed th rs . gent eman
by way of a general election. I was told m a very nrce m:inndr
one morning on the office verandah, that . I had been alpdphomte .
· voluntary,
'
appen
of course, b u t knowm 0" ·what
h wou
.
(C p)
It was quite
every morning at 6 in the summer and 6.39 m t e wmter . ·. ·
h Id I refuse ) put on an air of contentment and, sprrng1hg
~o ~~tention, re~lied smartly in the affirmative, tlookf a pace ~lo t cl
d doubled away smarty or pencr an
.. J h B II " I will endeavour
rear. turne d a_b out. an .
o n u •
I
paper So with apologies to
(" wi;h or 'without offence ") to sketch the Company exact y as
it goes.
s·
Arrivals.- Driver Chambers from D Cavalry Troop ; igmn
Bennett p. from the Training Battalion ; Se:g_t Hay,CL / Sergeand
Betts, Corporal Harbin and Signalm en ~rllrams,
udr~e~ a~ll
Crowther from India. The usual sa 1utatlon 1s exten e
.
of these new No. 2 Divites.
Departures.- The following have decid_ed to chance their luck
in civilian life (and I am sure _we all wish them .3 pJrosreroud
retirement): L/Corpl Pickles, S1gnaln~en McLoughlm, en s an
d
d D ·
Gray and Driver Webster (of crooning fame).
Sigmn Joy now parades on D Troo.p par_ade groun . an
river
Bowen is now comparing the 4th Div. with our own.

0

W ith apologies to
Lawson Wood.
Sleeping Out Roll. - Sigmn Caplehorn was_ promis~d that he
should be obeyed, for better or worse, some t_ime durmg Easter.
L / Sergt Jones T. also resigned _his i:iei:ibersh1P. of t~e .~achelorf
Club. D ri ver Hayward's pass 1s strll _m the pending _tray (oB
the Company cffice, as he has yet to sign on the do~ted lme.
Ca ble, please note t_hat presents for the las.t mentJoned ~ou~~
be sent direct to Driver H.- c.o.d. 1£ you w1s~-but I wa
Y
th at Snowene will be most ungratefully rece1ved.- Corres.)
Birth.- To Sergt and Mrs. Leath, at Grampound, ~rnwa ll,
on 11 / 3 / 34, a son (less moustache), Francis Michael Tnomas.
Pontoon Table.- No. 2314798 Sigmn Legge B. F . has now _reengaged to complete twenty-one years with _the Colours, havmg
decided that 2mmos, flannel slacks, canvas Jacket and cap _comforter do not fully comprise a civilian wa_rdrobe. Wheh mthvicwed by the Press, he said he w~s quite confident t a~ t. e
Arsenal would win the league champ1onsh1p_. but ~e . wah _st1l\ m
doubt as to whether he would be successful m obtammg is c ass
.
d
iv.b chippy (all Indian nwespapers, I_>lease copy).
L / Corpl Smith C. G. (complete with B.S.A.~ has ~1gne on to
complete twelve years with the Colou_rs-a drsappomtmbnt.k no
doubt, to several who have been studymg the little blue oo ·
. Medical.- We extend our heartfelt sy,mpa_thy ~o all who have
been afflicted with the local " mump
ep1dem1~-not on 1Y to
the actual patients, but al_so_to thos~ ~ho glory m the name of
"
have
contac t s.· " Whr'lst admmmg . that rt· 1s not unpleasant
1
· to "A
one' s cheeks patted every mo_rmng, w_1th the usua enquiry
re
yon all right?" it is rather d1sconce_rtmg to _see one of the . usual
hangers-on bolt with a handkerchief to hrs face every time a
" contact " appea rs round a corner.
.
At Home.- L / Corpl Hart, late of 38, will _b~ pleased to _receive
an visitors interested in the noble art of g1vm_g away with one
ha~d and retrieving with the other. Pro pectrve purchasers of
bicycles preferable.
.
Agony.-To 3rd Cavalry Troop, Meerut: Receive~ your mesage as regards winning sports trophy. Congratulauon~- Char1r.:Mo . .
bosh.'
Finale.-The WIRE correspo_ndent would be greatly obliged 1£
any person wishin g to subscnbe agony columns. bad c~equh,
~tc would send them c/ o the Company o~ce n_o t 1ater t an t e
las~· day of each month._ when th~ aforesaid will be please~ to
EAS •
sort out, burn or otherwise deal with the same.
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Stop Prass.-For sale, blade Labrador dog. good pedigree,
answers to the name of " Soonc.r." Owner would not part, but
owing to an increase in famjly-.larger than expccted-::-cxtra
accommodatton is required. Despne the unf rtunate c1rcum·
tances we congratulate Sergt Kitchen on becoming the pro ud
father of twin daughters, but would like to remind him that it
is not considered parental to tie them to the office table leg.
CORRES .

No. 2 Company.
General.- Individua1 trai ning has now ended, and the Sections
of this Company are begin ning Section trai ning with their R.A.
Brigades. E Section will soon move to Brighton ; No. 6 Section
are moving to Deepcut on the 11th of May ; and F Section are
to enjoy a practice ca!T!p at Okehampton on the same day. Last,
but by no means least, half of H.Q. Section (three of us) are due
to spend a vacation at Thursley.
I wonder what the main topic of the" Fireside T al ks " will be
after all th is is over, and I wonder if Ernie looks any more en·
trancing as he glides into the sea at Brighton.
Effects of Spring.- The following is a contribution from our
boxing bard, so please be patient.
No. 6 SECTION.
There's a Section in the unit which I label as the bes t
In any kind of sport you li ke: it's far above the rest.
To mention individuals I must needs deliberate;
And if you criticise it, well! it's open to deba te.
To start with, there's our officer, 2/ Lieutenant Drake,
Who supervises things and keeps us right slap up to date.
Next comes our Section sergeant. A busy chap is he,
And when he gets a liver on, be missing-just like me.
He stands around and lets it go, so just keep out of sight ,
Apart from that, he's sure the goods, no matter what we write.
Our next is Sergeant Morley ; no need to say much moreThe finest sergeant in the Div. or even in the Corps.
Then comes our operator, by name one Corooral Somers:
At sending and receiving he challenges all "comers.
Of probationary corporals, both paid and underpaid,
I fancy there a ~e four all told when they are on parade.
To .tak4: them in their .order. The firs t is Reggie Macey ,
Or it might be Joey Chirgwin-l'm just a wee bit hazy.
The l'.iext one to be mentioned puts musicians in the rear :
Our redoubtable pianist, Lance-Corporal J. McKeer.
And then there's young Ted Peuleve, the lad with lots of knowledge,
Who speaks both French and Latin, so to him we m ust pay
homage.
At football, as you all must know, there's N icholson and Hough ·
It's needless to remind }'.OU that they're both well spoken of. '
We must not forget our lineman, known to all as Darkie Brookes:
If sunburnt men are . handsome, why, he sure possesses looks.
We have seven men included in the new cross-country teamA very useful average ; we've every right to beam.
We even _have our modest share of tough men in the unit ,
And nom1_nate Buck Taylor and Jack Duncan for that credit.
Our next 1s old Josh Braham, the lad to do the talking,
Who when h~ 14:3ves th~ Army means to specialise in hawking ;
At present he s in hospital and has a " gammy " toeWe re sorr>'. for the nurses who must listen to his woe.
If this effusion ~asp~ your nicer feelings, well I I'm sorry I
But I must fill time in somehow, Why the blazes should I worry?
This is True.-" _I want everybody here at half oast four ;
·
anybody not here will be absent ."
Arri_vals.- Sergeant Chandler to . t~is Company from overseas,

~~h~1gmn Lambert from the Training Battalion. Greetings to
. Depart~res.-To civvy street, the land of happy mortals
(n_ 4 / 34) and L/ Corpl Reardon (26 / 4 / 34). C.S.M'.
ams F. and S1gmn Fresle left on a Mediterranean cruise on
14 / 4 134· The b~st w1s~es of the Company go with them, and
we hope they en1oy their new station.

~gmn Knight

h Co~1fr9:ttera.-H.C.S .. congratu_lates H.H.L. on the results of
t e s ootmg. Who carries the rifles down now, Harry?
J.C.

No. 3 Company.
Arrivals.- The undermentioned new arrivals to the Company
are welcomed: Sergeants Brunton, Hay and Williams , Corporal
Healey, and Signalmen Evetts, Furnell and Flynn.
Dopar tures.- C.Q.M.S. Dixon and Signalmen Syson and Smith
H. have left us for Catterick . Signalman Scott E. is now taking
things prettily easily in Singapore, Signalmen Mason and Ridley
and D river Dennis are with the camels in Egypt, and Signalman
Phillips is hobnobbing with the Israelites in Palestine.
Courses.- Congratulations to Corp] Smith G. upon obtaining
"o" on an education course held at Shorncliffe.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
We're Telling You.--Corpl Stanley and family joined this unit
on 4 / 4 / 34 from Sialkot. We extend a mitt and hope he wi ll like
us. Sigmn H ale E. C. left us on 14 / 4 / 34 to join Egypt Signals.
His depart ure caused many tears of anguish in the 'Shot, and the
nu mber of people who came to see him off was amazing. We
hope his stay m Egypt will be a happy one. C.Q.M.S . H artley
has left the Company . No. 3 Company A Corps Signals are the
lucky ones to receive him, and we hope that his new sphere of
activity will prove as enjoyable as we trust his tour was with us.
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The Duke '.s getting in trim for civvy st reet . H e styles h imsel.t " th e new Stephen ." W ine, women and foolish oranks are
t~mgs of the pas t ; I nearly said " and song " un til I re.membered
his uke.. He 1s studyi ng music as applied to the ukelele-and do
I s.ulf~r in coi:isequence I H e is now helping British industries by
drmkm~ a pint of mjlk a da>'. , just because he heard that they
were gom v to let foreign beer into the country. Believe it or not ,
h~ entered one of those ta verns in the town, looked round in a
~ 1 sgusted sort of way, and popped ou t withou t opening his lips
m any way .. It wants some belie ving, bu t I know it's t rue, 'cos
I watched him.
.Garden Notes.- Optimism is certain ly demonstrated by a certain allotmen t holder here. H e has al ready received orders for
beans, pe_as, beetroots and rhubarb. The humorous oart of the
whole thing
that (1) ~e has n~ver done allotment ga rdening
before, (2) his peas. are JUSt peeping throu gh, (3) his beans are
!1ot. showing, (4) his beet~oot isn ' t sown, and (5) the rhubarb
1sn t his. However, I believe he was business man enough to
tell ~1s custom~rs t.hat their orders would be dealt with in strict
rotation : an9 Judging by ~~e size of the allotment, some of the
customers will still be wamng four years hence.

:s

Musket~Y·-:-l_"he annual .s hoot comes off on the r6th Aptil, and
the C.O. is g1vmg two pmes. It is said that Austin has been
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practising for many hours each day in snapping "bulls," as he
wants to make sure that he gets both prizes to cover his liabilities
should Pompey fail to win the cup at Wembley. P.S.: I didn't
write the foregoing paragraph. Although bets on the cup final
have been coming in, 1 have no fear. I'm on a dead cert: it's
Pompey's cup this year.
VS6AX.- Thanks for QSL. Maybe will hear you some day.
AUSTIN.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
What a beautiful place is Farnborough Abbey ! Although only
a mere three miles distant, few of the unit have ever visited it.
I think the view from amid the wooded slopes a poem of beauty
and simplicity. Many have been the curious remarks as to the
identity of this Abbey-it can be clearly seen from our windows
here-a nd yet a mere minority of you have taken the trouble to
walk that way. That, I think, proves to what extent our national
non-inquisitiveness is ingrained in us, and further proves that it
would be a poor sort of chappie who could not find an opening
of some descript ion for his monthly notes! If there does happen
to be any curious laddie requiring snaps taken on the actual
scene, I can supply any quantity when finally developed. A soft
word in mine ear , a quick nod of the head, a flicker or two of
the eyebrows, and _the deal will be clinched I The price_. after
deduction of travellmg and refreshment allowance, you wilt find
a mere detail. I might add that I expect the angle shots of the
gargoyles to be a revolution in the .photograohic worl~. To l'revent any mistakes, allow me to. point out that the obiect. leaning
over the third balcony to the right will be Sandy. He 1s wearing a hat. My hat !
Unit News.-The individual training in this unit has now ter·
minated. We congratulate Signalmen Walsh J., Wiseman H.,
Brown R., Pescod R. and Carmichael A. on attaining higher
trade classifications in their respective groups, and commiserate
with those others who unfortunately failed in one subject only.
Rather hard luck after studying intensely during the training
season.
Section .trai ning has now commenced. T he Cable Sections are
out daily and leave their calling cards- in the shape of much
cable and poles-over the fair countryside. Already our Cable
Sections are considered to be efficiency plus. After a month or
more of training, at the present rate of pr<?gress, they ~i ll ind~ed
be a credit to any mechanised ca ble unit. Cut their ".'orking
time dow n to the mini mu m, and they still complete their tasks
in the allotted time and t urn up smiling! T he despatch riders
are also engaged in traini ng run~ and schemes. These ha rd
riding laddies are a usefu l bu nch withal. Ask th em to ta ke over
a lorry, handle a deft crookstick, or disguise themselve_s as a
working number on a cable lorry, and there they are, ca rrying ou t
.
the job with consummate ease and skill. Toug~ fellows !
Our hea rty congratulations to L / Corp! Aldrid ge ~· on his
appointment. He is unpaid as yet, bu t we hope 1t will not be
for long. Popular chap . Fallacy has i! that n.c.o.s should not
be popular- but you ' d be surprised !
Our Absent Friends.- During Easter the Air. Defen~e Formations Signals (T.A.) were attached here fo r their t ram1~1g . Jolly
crowd. My regret is that I was un a b~e to gre.et them m perso_n
- th e air and sea breeze most salubrious wh ich at Brighton 1s
fo und (I'll tell the dubious) prevented me th is year. Thankful
sighs from C.S.M. Sherg~ld and Co. Bemg of the generous
species only ro be found m the best regulated offices, I w11lthrough the medium of my narrator, one). McD. Glass, also
o.f office fame- relate their venturesome frolics so far from home.
Ready, Jock? Och aye, let ' s awa' .
Familiar faces were again seen- how little they change ! -and
after due social respects were exchanged , someone or other began
a spot of work. The greater part of the days were devoted to
cable work, wh1Ch is purely as it should be. Lectures and .schemes
were well to the fore and, glancing at the progra1"!1~e, 1t would
appear that the days were fully occupied with t_rammg.
To offset the amount of work, a spot of recreation .was arranged
in the shape ot a pick-up soccer match. W1s~mg m no way to
detract from the brilliant efforts of the Terriers, I had better
point out- for reasons of personal safety- that our team was by
no means the First Eleven. Thirteen of those were on leave
(acute form of wit!) Be that as it may, it was a tough game
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withal. Each side gave of their best. and had the match been
played on one of our soccer grounds-which are grounds par
excellence-instead of scratching around on the spare area of sand
and shrub opposite our barracks, the standard of play would
have been more representative. That doughty warrior Shergold
proved a st umbling block to our forwards (are you sure, Jock?)
and the Air Defence Formations Signals (T.A .) ran out worthy
winners by 3-1 goals. That our goalkeeper only conceded three
goals is a revelation in itself. This fine custodian was recently
transferred from the Tittenshawe Wanderers where, so 'tis
rumoured, he spent the greater part of his time m picking the
ball out of the net. Unless you have seen Arthur the actiomst
in play, you will be unable to appreciate that last remark.
St op Press.-Our congratulations to L1 Corpls Farrell L. .ind
Robinson L. on being paid for their appointment.
Calling lnd1a.-To Sergeant Bloodworth H. and others: We
were beaten :n the final of the Air Defence Brigade hockey com~
petition by one goal to nothmg. This time we were unluck y.
Conclusion.- Next month I' ll tell you all about the Brigade
sports, the sports meeting of this unit in its social aspect, the
story of our n.c.o.s morning drill parades, the results of various
examinations, and my efforts to discover Lobby Lud ! But that's
next month. . . .
B.A.S.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidwortb.
Generaf.-Individual training for this winter is now a thing
of the past , and Easter leave but a pleasant ~em or y---:1 hope.
Weapon trainin$ is in fu ll swing, and Ta nk Signal Sections are.
now joining their respective battalions of the R_o yal Tank Corps.
T wo extra Sections have been form ed this season: T ank
Brigac: H .Q. Signal Section and Ligh t T ank Signal Section . This
has depleted headquar ters a little, but gives more personnel the
cha nce to get out in thei r trades .
N o. 1 Tank Signal Section , with the T an.k Brigad_e H.Q. ? ignal
Section attached to them, have already ioined thei r battalion at
Fa rnborough.
.
.
.
N os. 2 and 3 T ank Signal Sect1ons leave us fo r their battalions
at Perham Dow n and Lydd respecti vely on the 1st May, and No .
4 T ank Signal Section joins the 4th Bat.talion Royal _T ank Co~ps
at Catterick on the 19th April. The Light Tank Signal Section
joins the 1st Tank Brigade en its formation in June.
Congratulations.- To Sergt Moss P. H . on h is marriage to
Miss Mary Crawford Gray at Andover on 14 / 3/ 34. To L / Co_rpl
Gal braith A. C. on having the pluck to sign on the dotted lme
to complete twelve of the best . To L / Corpl _Pali~g R._on reach ~
ing paid status w.e.f. 6 / 3/ 34 (yes, boys, 1t 1s still bemg done).
To the fo!low ing on passing trade tests as shown: . L / Corporat
Hubbard F. , Signalmen Graham J., Speakes F., Oliv~r U. and
Ha rrison E., operator signals B.ii. ; Signalmen Pethenck J. and
Gu ile S. T. (at last you have managed . it. Sy?.ney; wonderfu T
what being at your trade does) despatch nder D.11. ; S1gmn Henry
D: despatch rider D.ii i.
Snooks.- Apropos last month's n~tes und~r th is head. Snooks.
the erstwhile office cat , has mysteno.usly dis.a ppeared. R~a der s
may be interested to know that she did, funmly enough, wm t~ e.
Sweep-or at least half of it-_a nd now the. reason for her ~1 •
appeara nce is a matter _of coniecture. Which of t_he followin g
explanations do you thmk fits the case? (1) Havmg .won the
Sweep, she has gone on the. razzle. (2) Was she paid <?Ut . or
not? if she wasn't, has she d ied of a broken heart? (3) Fmdmg
himselt in financial difficult ies, did Rusty take advantage of her
defencelessness and foully murder her to avoid having to provide
her with milk for the rest of her life ?
Solutions to the puzzle should be written on a blackboard w ith
invisible chal~. to keep the maw~r dark. and thrown through the
nearest and biggest plate glass window that you c~ n find . Every
competitor is then sure to be amply rewarded m one way or
another.
Departures.-Corpl W arman E. to the Army School of Education, Shorncliffe, for a brain trust course on 16/ 4 / 34.
At the Sign of the Glad Hand.- We welcome to the fold the
following, and sincerely hope that their stay with us will be a
long and a happy one. C.S.IJI. Noonan M . ). from the Depot
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Bau alion, Cattc nck. on 29, 34. Signa l m~1 Cr~bbin T . .and
McGinlcy J. back from their six months vacation wit h the Bristol
G .P.O. on 1 4 34. Signalmen Mornington S. an~ Brand, R. from
~uachment to the 3rd Di vl Signals, Bulford, for a lineman s course
not such a vacation , l believe. L / Corpl Recd A. fro".1 overseas
.ex the Laucaslme on 5 ' 4 / 34. C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S} Whitehead R.
from Aden on the same boat, also on 5/ 4/ 34 ·
Rusrv.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.-1 ow that t he Easter leave period has terminated,
chemes are begi nmn g to pla y a prominent p art in routine. New
cperator.s are 1:-eginning to get an insight into the real work of the
Troop.
Annual Classification: Revolver. - The Troop fired their
•'nnual revolver course at T idwort h on t he 17th March. Sl'ecial
mention must be made of the splendid perfor mances of S1gmn
Speakes and C.Q.M.S. T aplin. The fo rmer scored a "possi.ble"
m each practice, and t~ e F-of-S came a very good seco~d with a
core oi 48, only droppmg two pomts on the whole practice. The
general standa rd of shooting was very good, the combined aver·
.age score amounti ng to 38.8. " G.G.M.''-the magic signaturewas m constant use when th e buckshec days leave was added to
~he Easter period.
Training: Technical.- A few selected members of th e T roop
drum and fife recently attended an upgrading course and are now
.sweating on h igher rati ngs. Sweat off ! Yesterday's Part II.
Orders promulgated the results: Remustered as operators signa ls
dass ii. L t Corpl Hubbard F. and Signalmen Spea kes F., Graham
J., H arrison E. and Oli ver U.
Training: Sports.- The once-white floors of our barrackr ooms have now been respectably stained. It is pitjful to watch
certain members, to wit Edgar and J.A.G., creaki ng and groaning
over the ·• bumper " like galley slaves of old . Wh at a hope !
Troop Cameo: No. 4.- The author having a natural relucta nce
lo terminate his engagement in the deepest dungeon 'neath the
castle moat, Cameo No. 4 must be left to the imagination.
Society Jottings.- We are pleased to welcome to the fo ld
Viscount Norton of Shipton . Rumou r states t hat the V iscoun t
has leased his vast estates in Hampshire prior to casting the ligh t
of his countenance upon the Knights of the Silver Burnisher.
Our Ever-Changing Coastline.- Freddie, the lad with the
prismatic peelers, made quite an interesting discovery whilst at
Lulworth a few days ago. Planting both hoofs on t he roof of
C Squadron's Leyland, the bold Freddie c.ast his ootics towards
the south. Lo and behold ! the sun was glinting o'ii the roof of
that famou seat of learning, Borstal. Freddie glanced serenely
around until his eyes rested upon the locals below, waiting for
the pearls of wisdom to issue from his ruby lips. " Ha !" he
h issed ; " Beachy 'Ead ! " No names, but it Speakes for itself.
This Month's Bright Thought.- Press button "B" and your
one and tuppence may be returned-perhaps l
Sayings of the Unwary- (Thomo, plea.s e note} " Every day
I walk from Liveringpool to London mitt my fader's lonch l "
What happened to the unleashed dogs? Simmo and Un ger
missed the first re-union of the B.F.R.C. Brigade.
Why did a certain individual spend most of hi s Easter lea ve
(and spare coppers) " down the cellar " in High St reet , Alder.<.hot? (To Quote 1ero, " It was a gorgeous debauch.")
Wonders of Science.-An eminent foreign scientist has de'lared that sound wwes are capable of preventing the decay of
toodstuffs. \Ve are all waiting to see the famous Jock Holmes
(tpe constan.t source. of income) serenading a questionable bevy
01 nssoles with the aid of a superhet and the "Rhapsody in Blue."
Rur.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bufford.
Keeping up to time nearly got me down this month. Unkind
people may allege absence on more or less frivolous oursuits as
a reason but not as an excuse. However that may b~. a timely
week-end has saved my bacon .
The ~attling of rifle bolts has been a marked feature of our
recent life, ?nd mass n:iusketry instruction led by L / Sergt Bailey
and an efficient and fnendly corporal of the Welch Fusiliers has
presented. quite an ~nspiring sight . We hope that results next
month will be pleasmg to all .

Our horseflesh is not bei ng neglected, and daily we see the
progress of mtensive remount training and driving in truction.
The condition of our horses elicited an excellent report from the
A.D.V.S .• which reflected great credit on all concerned with
nursing the horses throughout the winter.
We are completing our final stages of prelimina ry t raining be·
fore getting on to the serious business of the summer. As usu al,
the programme seems more than full, and fitting in everythmg
presents a fine jig-saw puzzle.
On the more or less unofficial side, we hope to be entertained
by (and to entertain) the Corps Band from the 7th to the 1 -rh
July, with our ever welcome Old Comrades Day on the 15 th.
Incidentally, it is good news that the Bishop of Salisbury h as
promised to preach at the O ld Comrades service.
Our sports are scheduled for the 5th and 6th June and the
gymkhana for Wednesday llth July. Cap~ain Watts is getting
really busy over cricket, and our new tennis courts are already
being well patronised.
Details ot our sporting activities will be found in the usual
place, but we would like to call attention to our record of the
past ten days. It at least shows versat ility and almos t lays us
open to a charge of pot hunt ing.
N o. r Company annexed the Garrison hockey and the Y.M.C.A.
billia rds cups. The junior n .c.o.s collected the approp ria te Garrison Bill iards League trophy. The sergeants just lost t he Sergeants Mess cup. The unit football team have shown excellen t
form and have improved their league position. In t he Southern
Command Golf Meeting the unit team beat the 5th Bactalion
Royal T ank Corps , the Royal Engineers (the holders) and the
9th Lancers, and only went down in the final by the narrowest
margin to t h e K.O. Y.L. J. , who have been runners-up for th e past
three yea rs. Lieut. Winterborn annexed the Command individual
championship , was third in the 36 holes medal play on handicap,
and (pa rtn ered by Major Penney) tied for first place in t he foursomes agai nst bogey. fncidentally, Lieut. Wmterborn (in his
really spare time) ca rried off a trophy in a motor reliability tri al l
It onl y remains fo r us to shine in the Garrison horticultural con·
tests to complete the picture, and we have made due note of
various measu res calculated to tnis end .
We extend ou r h eartiest congratulations on the performance of
the Corps Boys at foot ball, and hope that some of them will
sh ortly grace cur ran ks and our own team.
And so we em bark on summer time, the me rry month of May,
and all that it promises.
BULFORD.
Extract from Company Orders.- " To report to U.O.R. at
08. 45 hrs. 18th Oct. 33: Two Morris cars without drivers." O urs
are well t rained cars, ours are!
Suggestion to Barleux.- Jn future , instead of " Plain Tales
from the Hills," why not " T all T ales fro m t he Plains"?
Arrivals. - W e welcome the follow ing to th is un it and hope
th at their s~a y w ith us will be pleasant. Sergea nt H igham B.,
L / Sergt W att N., L / Corpls Jerram C. and Good man E .. Signalmen Hu rst A ., H arris T., W ill iams J . • Barnecutt J., Evans T .
and Gasson C. from In dia. Sigmn D ell from Malaya. Signa lmen
W ill iams V. , Mills H ., Kea rl ey C., Beatt D. , Du nn E., H arvey
W ., W ilkin W., Wh itelaw D., Briggs J., N icholson M., Warr A .
and Crockett C. from the T rain ing Battalion .
Departures.- The following h ave left us to join the civilian
army: L / Corpl Clowes E . and Signalmen H an ki nson F., Wall
W., Toomey D., H all J. and McLemon H. The following have
been discharged: Carpi P allett and S1gmn Edwards H .
Lands 0 verseas h ave claimed the follo wi ng from us, and we
hope that thei r new stations will be all that th ey desire. L I Carpi
White K. and Sig nalmen Page W. and Kirkby D. to Palesti ne.
Signalmen Robertson D., Barrow T., Will iams D . and Pew H.
and Driver Brooking A. to Egypt.
The follow ing are lea rning someth ing usefu l on vocati onal
courses pendin:; their transfer to civ vy life : L / Carpi L ymer A.,
Signalmen Keeble G. and N ewbury R., and Driver Wr igh t E.
Extensions of Service.- The undermentioned h ave signifi ed
their willingness to carry on soldiering. L / Carpi Thomas L. and
Signalmen Andrews C., Jury G. and Beard R. to complete twelve
years with the Colours. L / Sergt Humphrey J. to comolere the
pontoon . Sergt Faw! to continue beyond twenty-one years (why?)
Education.- We congratulate the following on their success in
passiny, the third class certificate examination: Drivers Roberts
E. and Ambridge H.
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Appointments-Congratulations are showered upon th e under·
mentioned on setting his foot on the first rung : U /L/ Corpora l
Mitchell H . R.
Marriages and Births .- Sigmn Lew is W . has taken the
plunge and come up smiling. Condolences to Corp[ Gibson and
Sigmn Edwards, who are now the proud fathers of one brand·
new daughter apiece .

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.
General.- Sectio n trai ning commenced on the 17th March,
but I am afraid t hat owing to No . 1 Company taking part in an
E.C. spring exercise at t h': end of the month, only a fortnight
could be spent on that trammg.
T he fi rst Compan{ scheme took place on. the. 5th April and
was in the nature o a traffic scheme. Cons1denng the number
0 ( new p ersonnel in t h e Sections, the scheme went off q uite well
and th e amount of t raffic cleared was satisfa c to~ y: . The second
scheme, on th e r oth, was in the nature of a D1 v1s1onal adva nce
and was very inst ru ctive to all ran ks.
T he resul ts of th e trade tests have now been published, and
there was only one failure amongst the candidates from No. I
Compa ny .
We proceed to Newhaven on the 28th April, but more of that
next month .
Arrivals. - T h is month arrivals have been many, and we ex·
tend t he hand of welcome to t he following : Signalmen Pledger,
Peace and Turne r from the S.T .C. Catterick. Sergeant Conyers
and Signalmen Bellis, Shewring, Burt and Lundie from India.
Departures.- Lieut. J. H . L. Crithton to N o. 3 Company.
Signalmen Wood ward and Beckett to the Arm y Reserve. Signalmen Ki ng and Moloney to Egypt.
Sport.- All the bright hopes of this Company winning t h.e
Garrison inter-Company soccer and hoc key knock-ou t compe~1tions ha ve been dashed to the ground, as we suffered defe at m
both semi-fin als. T he 37th Field Batte r:.: R.A . beat _u s by .3:-2
at hockey, wh ile B Company 2nd Bat talion Lancash1_re Fus1he~s
just pipped us by 2-1 at football. .However, D Section are sti ll
in the fina l :Jf t he unit inter-Section football k nockout.
MAS KEE.

No. 2 Company.
General.- Afte r a sh ort spell of Sect ion trai ning, E Sectio n
proceeded to join th e 22 n.d Field Brigade R.A. at Shorncl1ffe for
Brigade t rai ni ng. F Secuon also p roceed ~o Wool":'1ch on the
2 9t h Apr il, leavi ng good old G Section beh ind fo r p1cq uets, etc.
Arrivals. - Serge<.n t Boon from N o . 1 . Company . L / Corporal
Blanchard from Un it H eadq ua rte rs. Si gnalmen Mullen. Garn·
mond Pickford, R:1 inbird, lll ingworth. H 1pperso n, Arnold and
McCa~th y from th e Trai ning Batta lion . W e wish them th e best
of luck in sta bles .
Departures.- Sign;il men Mc T igue a!1d Boobier to th e land of
the dol e, and S1 gm n Rice selling rabbit skins.
Sport.- E Section bea t G by 2- 1 .in rhc inte r-Section hockey
knoc kout , but will not be able to contin ue as they have proceeded
on Brigade t rai ning.
Howlers on Section Training.- Section Sergeant: " What
:u e you doing? " Bright youn g lad: " Check to the cable wagon,
sergea nt. "
I
" Who won the bicycle race round 1h e haystack ? and how ong
did he take ? "
Rotten Row. - A short ride for ama teurs. commenced during
th e month. On · th e first day, after many np.s had been offered
and taken, the jockeys mounted their steeds via. bale of hayd. e~ci
On the command " Walk- March " many weird and won er u
at titudes were adopted . When they started to trot , t.he .~osun
threw his arms round the horse's neck and sho.utcd lustily Man
overboard!" bur the in tructor was not h tening.
HAPPY.

No. 3 Company.
General.- Now that individual training is over. this Company
· h I ·
No 1 in preparation for the Eastern Command
is
o_ut to ;_e
s1gnaelpmg
exercise
" held at Newhaven from 30th Aor
- il to 5tb

May. For this exercise we are sui;>plying personnel for th e mechanised ca ble layer, Brigade termmal operators, Base operators,
120-watt set operators, and .six despatch riders. All co~cerned
are lookin g forward to t he tnp to N ewhaven and are hopmg that
the weather will be k ind to them. On t he return of our members
from Newh aven , this Company commences Section training in
preparation for t he D ivisional concentration .
Trade Te.st.- Congratulat ions to the following, who succeeded
in passing their respective tr.a de tests: .. S ig~a lmen Buckles C.,
N unn ick A . and Wilson A . lineman C.11 . ; Signalmen Mudie A.
and Mozley J. c!espatch rider D.i i. ; Carpi Scratcher J. electnc1an
fitter A. iii. (extra qualificat ion}. The results of t he operator signals cou rse are not yet to hand , but will be published next mon•h .
Courses.- L / Cpls Marshall and Woodhouse recently returned
from Fel tham , h.av ing completed and passed an M.T. cour.se .
L / Cpl Wi lbrah am H . rejoined the Company on 31 / 3 / 34 , havmg
com pleted a six months course with the G.P.O. at Leeds and
succeeded in obtaining satisfa ctory results.
Lieut. A. B. McVittie and L / Sergt Penn G . departed for Por•
ton on 4 / 4 / 34 to un dergo an anti:gas course. 2/ Lieut. A. C. R.
Stead is now at Feltham, undergomg an M.T. course .
Departures.-C .S.M. N ash E. left us on 4/ 4 / 34 for the Depot
Bat talion, to take over the du ties of senior drill instru~to~. 1-:lis
stay with us has been very short, and our I~~ !S Cattenck s gam .
L / Corporal Steel A. is now a full blown c1vtl1an w.e.f. 5 / 4 ( 34.
[No. 3 Company notes end abruptly here, and we are afraid a
sheet or more has been mislaid or gone astray.-Eo.]

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
General.-Not hing of import has occurred on which many
notes may be written, and it is requested that the readers will
excuse the brevity of these paragraphs.
Errata.- Through an error in the typing, part .o f last month's
notes appeared under a heading other than that mtended. The
second and third paragraphs of the ~erg~~nts Mess no~~s should
have been included under the heading
Departures.
Would
readers please turn up their last month's copy of THE WIRE and
re-read.
Sergeant s Mess. - " Congratulations, sirs ! " was t.he very
heart y salute given to R.S.M. Br;.van and R:.Q.M.S. Tilford on
their entry to the Mess on a certam day of this month. The word
" hearty " does not fully convey the extent of feelings .expressed,
for a more oopular promotion order .could . ~ever be issued. .
The members of the Mess and their fan:uhes express t~e w1.sh
that Mrs. Lindsay, who is slowly recovermg from a senous illness. may soon be fully restored to health.
Courses.-L / Sergt Mansfield F . has returned from a veterinary
course, and L / Sergt Pinkstone E. W . H. from the No._ I I I R.S.I.
course at the School of Signals. Both rhese n.c.o.s acquitted themselves wirh credit.
Extensions of Service.-Signalmen Mimram and Cos~igan
have extended their Colour. service to twelve years, and S1gmn
McConnell to eight years with the Colours.
Marriages.-The following have deserted rhe ranks of bachelordom during the month .. Corpor~l ~ordo~ N . C. to Do~othy
Beatrice Rye. Sigmn Cums to Maqone Lornanne Croft. S1gmn
McCartney J. to Veronica Ward.
.
Births.- The following births within the unit have been no.tt•
fied. Unto the wife of Sergt Redworth a son, and unto the wife
of L / Sergt Clarke a son.
Departures.- The last draft for the trooper has left us .: L / Cpl
Lawson, Signalmen Ackley, Murray, How.ard, Ross, Mills. and
Driver Wa lker T.- the first three for Palestine a.nd the remainder
for Egypt Signals. The per~onnel of the unit wish them the best
.
of tuck and l?rogress m their new sl?here..
1
The following have also left the unit during the month . S~nB
men Duke and Stamp to A Corps Signals. Sergt Newman ·. ·
to 4 th Divl Signals. Signalmen Bywaters, Sandalls and . Tumh1lty
and D river Evanson G. to the Arm~ Resc~ve. .Wr;. wish t em
also the best of luck in their new units or m c1v1l hfe.
Arrivals.- L / Corpls Kelly and Morris, Signalmen S!ecr S ..
Steer G., Goldsworthy, Bryce Convey and McLaughlm from
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overseas. To these we extend a welcome, and it is thought
their stay with the unit will be an agreeable one.
Trades.- The last Trade Board is about to assemble, and the
personnel who have obtained a higher rating will be notified in
due course.
Promotions and Appointments.- To R.S.M. Bevan and
R.Q.M.S. Tilford and U / L / Co"Pls Welburn, Chaffey and Dillon,
we offer congratulations on atraining those respective ranks.
Agony.- ! think this heading quite applies. The question set
wa " What do you know of the physical features of India?"
and the wntten answer was " The Khyber Pass, the Black Hole
of Calcutta, and the Relief of Cawnpore." Needless to say, the
mstruct1on given on the subject had not been fully grasped, and
It really ought-on-ter 'ave 'appened l
Sport.-Owing to Easter leave our sporting act ivities have been
very small, and reports have been kept over for the ne.xt issue.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
General.-Some prophet said we were to have a heat wave
in April, but 1t appears to have missed Belfast, though there certainly is ~ome rain.
Lieut. !-ldridge returne9 fror:1 leave on the 9th April.
News irom our out-stations is rare. Now and then, there is
a mamage or else a casualty. Sergt Davies of Dunree appears
to hav:e left; hospital once again without having had that dreaded
operation (111fluence with the nurses). Sergeant Tosdevin, our
A / C.S.M., the quarterbloke No. 2 (Corp! O' Brien) and L/ Corpl
Castell are also casualties, whilst a D.R. is suffering from lung
trouble. Oh, yes, Ireland is shure a grand place!
.Arrivals '.8-nd Departures.-This column reminds one of a
railway station. However, here they are. Sigmn lnskip from
1st D!v. We hope he li~es N.-1.D. Sigmn Melville left us for
1st Div .. Take care of him, Divvy ; there's some good stuff in
that laddie. He has our best wishes in his new unit .
~romotions and ~ppointmen~s.-<::ongratul~tions to L/Corpl
Swift H., at Ballyk111ler, on getting his name 111 the little blue
book. To L / Corpls Thomson L. and Blount on drawing the
fir~t ch~vron f~om the quarterbloke. To ex-Sigmn Wilson of
this umt on be111g appointed to a job in the G.P.O. (some are
born luc.ky). An~ also to .e~-Sergt McKee on securing a job after
undergomg vocational tra1111ng in Belfast.
M~rriages. -Shure, this is a grand business I Congratulations
to Signalmen Hall and Hunt. May all your troubles be the
usuals.
~po.rt.-We h~ve been quiet of late, but we managed to finish
third 111 the Garrison Football League. Now that cricket is here
we hope to field .a fair eleven. We should do well, considering
one of the comm!ttee dr~med he scored a thousand runs in one
match and was JUSt gomg to score again when he was rudely
awakened for tea.

Educatio~·:-Cong~atulations to Signal~en Smart and Parkinson on obta111111g their seconds.
·
E~ Passant:-One little Austm Seven cost us a horse, so we
anxiously awaited a replacement. According to the reoorts 0
expected a gee-gee of great lineage. Alas [ the arriv~I should
~~lly be a toasr r~ck. lnf~rmation from the stables )oil's it as
.,
an also ran but likely to improve."
Th~ R.E.s haye a great passion at present for paintin our
prhemC1ses • and this last couple of days it behoved one to go ~arily
T e t ·t0 · was
· ·
abo
H there, and worst of all • the A / CS
· ·M · was movmg
. u •f oo.
owever, we are pleased to reoort that after smellin
paWt or several davs, the .Place is returning to normal.
g
W e leadn thfatScl: / Corpl ~1mmonds has arrived in Trimulgherry.
1ssors still give coupons.
e won er 1
bo
h
A Dash of Scotch.- T o Robbo : What did you
returns? Andre.
say a ut t ose
Tail Piece.--Q.R.U .
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Spike Island, Irth April.
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the paver detachment of the E'!-stern Command Signal Section.
In.his place we expect to see S1gmn Hopwood A. on 24/4/3 4 .
Will he wonder why he left Dover?
. Other !11ovements are lo.:al, Sigmn Nightingale W. relieving
S1gmn Miller T. W. at Bere Island.
.The r~gimental s1.gn.allers course has finished , and in spite of
failures 111 .the prehmu~ary tests, the classification passed over
very w~ll ; 111 fact , the Signals were thanked for thei r co-operation,
which is .more than th.ey got last year. The W/T class for regimental signaller~ has JUSt commenced, and according to reports
some operators 111 the Corps had better look to their laurels.
The Q.M: stores must .~a~.e been. a paying pr~position during
the depression.' for our _Q has JUSt got a rnce suit of blue
p~trols . Is this for use with the radiogram on regimental g
t
mghts?
,
ues
fhe attached verse was discovered by one of the skippers of
the W.D. Fleet, who thought. 1t worthy of re-publication. I feel
sure that all who ha~e served 111 these Defences must at some time
or other have been 111 complete sympathy with "W. H. ," who, I
presume, shook the dust . from his feet and laughed as he left.
But there are w.o rse stat101~s. Ask those who come back here
for a second period of service.
Exchang~ Mart. I have maces. braces, laces, long and short
traces. W ill exchange for a set of false teeth or something useful
What have you? By gum l
LANKA MK. IV. .

Extract from The Royal Army Ordnance Corps Gazette
(date unknown).
SPIKE.
Spike is an island which, viewed from afar
Se~ms nature's fair jewel which nothing ca n mar
Wtth verdant green sloi;>es reaching down to the se~
And a score or more p111e trees fringing the Lee.
G'!-unt rocks on the foreshore, with winkles all strewn
~1de coni;er and pollack, from capture immune.
'
Ltt.tle white cottages edging the beach,
W1tho~t roo111: to swing half a cat round in each.
The mighty tide mes twice a day without fail
An~ the cott.age~s· wives, with both besom and pail,
Paaently stnve 111 the cottages' gloom
To sweep the sea out of each tiny front room
T.here's a fort at the top (with a flagstaff and flag)
Like a dirty old eagle asleep on a crag.
In old times, for convicts the place was deemed fit,
But n~w that .their treatment has imoroved a bit,
They. ve l~ft It to .troops, and it's not altered muchA pns,on twas built, and 'twill ever be such.
There s a m~at, l~ss the water, awinding all round,
Ahnd tWhe forts built to ~tar:9 till •• the last trumpet's sound."
T e
.D. laundry, prim1t1ve ouite
Unlovely, presents a most doleful si~ht
Nex~ .the mortuary, where there's a bin
A':"'amng the next bloke to do himself in.
High walls all about, and inside it as well
gjdk cells 'and gaunt ~uins, some stories 'could tell.
casements ~1th wmdows about a foot souare,
As offices, certa111ly keep out the glare
Of old Sol. He never perchance may peep
~rom ohut the grey clo.uds which unceasingly sweep
rom t e J\tlanuc, with fierce gales of rain ·
~nd lfhen it stops blowi.n g, it just starts ag;in .
go course so tmy, with greens all in bum s
And water-logged sp~rts field with mud 'in h~I!~ lumps.
Even the banshee. withholds her weird cry "'
A!1d makes It a po111t to give us the bye.
~ s whar1?1er than England, the natives will tell,
ut t at s ":'hat the parson said ;ibout hell.
~~ot~earh 1 ohr .ter~ , 1thou~h the convicts did more ;
Oft
eyd a t e1r tna .• while we of the Corps
won er what we did to transgress the law
tndhget two years i;>enal. There must be a flaw
Jn tt
chaqihs aga111st us, but we'll never know
su~ll dw 1; appened, and perhaps better so.
ti • uty is duty, and at duty's call
We sta~ here and curse it, the banshee and all
~h~
en t~e long years behind us shall fall:
y won er, as we do, why we're here at all.
W.H.
0
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Northern Command Signals Week.
General.- The annual Signals Week for units in the Northern
Command was held at Rawalpindi from the 4th to the 10th March
this year. Con~ini;ents. from the 2nd C ~va l .ry ~rigade Signal
Troop, Kohat D1stnct Signals, Peshawar D1stnct Signals, Waziristan D ist rict Signals, and Wireless Experimental Section (Cherat)
on their arrival, were accommodated in Cambridge Barracks bv B
Corps Signals and 1st Indian Divisional Signals. The I.S.C. Pipe
Band also arrived, and an added attraction was the influx into
the barracks of the team who were eventuallv runners-uo in the
all-India te~m boxing championships (A Corps Signals) plus a
strong contmgent of supporters.
On the 4th March the 1st Indian Divisional Signals were played
to church by the Pipe Band . On the following day, Monday the
5th, the first rounds of the hockey, football and tennis competitions were commenced, a summary of which is given under the
various headings. The Pipe Band played at the officers mess in
the evening.
Tuesday morning dawned cold and rainy, and from then on•
wards until Saturday the weather was wet and cold, necessitating
last minute alterations in the programme. During the evening
a most enjoyable dance was held in the w.o.s and sergeants mess,
Wazirdist dance band k indly supplying t he music. During the
interval the Pipe Band staged a torchlight tattoo outside the mess.
On Wednesday the 7th, an ex-boys dinner was held in the
sergeants mess, a party of fifty-seven (including guests) sitting
down to dine. The chief guest of the evening was Colonel E. F.
W. Barker, C.B.E., o.s.o., Chief Signal Officer. The senior exbuy present was Lieut. (Quartermaster) H. L. F. Fegan, M.M.
At the conclusion a flashlight photo was taken of the company
which included Lieut.-Colonel J. S. Yule, O.B.E. (Administrative
Commandant and O.C. B Coros Siimals) and Major G. L. Pollard,
M.B .E., (O.C. rst Indian Divisional Signals). Judging by everyone's air of contentment. it must have been an excellent show.
Immediately ;ifter the dinner, the all ranks dance commenced
in the regimental theatre next door, the floor being crowded.
The efforts of the dancers in the Palais Glide were very creditable.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings were kept free, to
enable everyone to see the team boxin3 championships. A Corps
Signals put up a fine show on Thursday and Friday, vanquishing
the Royal Fusiliers and the East Surrey Regiment (holders) successively. On Saturday evening they lost by the very narrow
margin of three points · to the King's Shropshire Light Infantry
after a very fine show.
On Sund.ay morning B Corps Signals turned out :1 full parade
and preceded by the Pioe Band. marched to the Garrison church.
At ·12.30 hrs ., on the · return from church, the prizes for the
events in Signals Week were kindly presented by Mrs. Barker,
wife of the Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command.

Sporting Events of Signals Week, 1934.
British Ranks Hockey.
First Round.-Wireless Experimental Section, Cherat, v. :md
Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot. Played on Monday 5th
March. There was no score in an evenly contested first half.
In the second half Cherat took control of the game and five
minutes from the end they scored. The Tr~p fought hard for
the equaliser, but time arrived with W .E.S. w111ners by the only
goal scored.
.
. .
. .
.
.
rst Divisional Signals v. Wazmstan D1stnct Signals. T.his
game was played in wretched weather. and good hockey_was impossible owing to the rain and mud. The game was fairly even

throughout. During the second half Wazird1st scored thrrugh
Rigby, thus qualifying for the second round.
B Corps Sisnals v. Koh at District Signals. This game was
played on an improvised pitch on B Corps parade ground, ow111g
to the hockey grounds being out of play. The whole of the game
was played in heavy rain, and the first half ended with no score.
During the second half Locke scored for B Corps, who finally
won by that cne goal to nil.
Second Round.- Peshawar District Signals v. Waziristan District Signals. Conditions for this game were still very bad. The
game was evenly contested throughout, but owing to the state
of the ground good hockey was impossible. P.D.S. were eventually winners by one goal to nil, Waziristan District unfortunately putting through their own goal.
Wireless Experimental Section v. B Corps Signals. During the
first half then was no score. On resumption of play Roderick
scored for Cherat, placing W.E.S. in t he final. Bad weather
marred play on both sides.
The Final.-Peshawar District Signals v. Wireless Experimental Section. Cherat. This match was played in glorious
weather. Both sides opened well, and the game was even in the
first half. After the interval P.D.S. pressed heavily and were
rewarded by .i goal scored by Lambert. Cherat now attacked
strongly and within five minutes Sergt Penny had equalised for
them. The last ten minutes produced very good hockey. From
one of their many break-aways Borret scored for Cherat, W.E.S.
thus winning the final by 2-1.
Indian Hockey.
First Round.-B Corps Signals v. 2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal
Troop. Tremendous excitement prevailed throughout the game.
At the end of the first half, the Troop led by one goal. On the
resumption B Corps pressed strongly and were rewarded by two
goals in quick succession, adding one more just before time. Final
score: B Corps winners by three goals to one.
rst Divisional Signals v. Kohat District Signals. Played in good
weather, and after a keenly contested game rst Div . won by one
goal to nil.
In the first round Waziristan District Signals and Peshawar District Signals each secured a bye.
Second Round. -Waziristan District Signals v. B Corps Signals.
Owing to the score being two all at full time, extra time was
played, during which B Corps added a further goal. Result :
B Corps winners by three goals to two.
rst Divisional Signals v. Peshawar District Signals. After a
clean and had fought game P .D.S. won by two goals to nil.
The Final.- Peshawar District Signals v. B Corps Signals. This
was easily the best match of the series. At the end of full time
no goals had been scored, necessitating extra time during which
P.D.S. scored, thus winning the final by one goal to nil.
Cross-Country.
B.O.R.s.-Five teams were entered (1st Div! Signals entering
two). The course was over fairly stiff country. The results
were as follows : rst, rst Divisional Signals "A" team
2nd, 1st Divisional Signals "B" team
3rd, Kohat District Signals
4th, B Corps Signals
5th, Peshawar District Signals
Individual placings: -1st Sigrnn Blakemore, :ind Sigmn Neame,
3rd Sigmn Barnes, 4th Lieut. Minshall.
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l.O.R.s.- S1x teams entered. The results were as follows : l t, Kohat District Signals
2nd. 1st D1vis1onal Signals "A" team
3rd. 1 t Divisional Signals "B" team
4th, Peshawar District Signals
5th, B Corps Signals
6th. Wazinstan District Signals
Individual placings: - r t Sigmn Makkhan Singh, 2nd Signalman
Harnam Smgh. 3rd Sigmn Mohd Fazal, 4th Sigm n Durnam
Singh.
Mounted Events.
Tent Pegging.-Winning team, 1st Indian Divisional Signals .
Individual wmner. Subedar Aluned Khan, B Corps Signals ;
2nd, Jemedar Mahboob Khan, Kohat District Signals.
Jumping.-Brit1sh Officers: Winner, Lieut. Worrall, Kohat District Signals.
.
B.O.R.s: Winner, Signalman O'Connell, 2nd Cavalry Brigade
Signal Troop; 211d, Sigmn Cloke, 1st Divisional Signals.
1.0.R.s: Wmner, Jemed:!r Mohd Shoeb, 1st Div) Signals.
Handy Hunter.-Winner, Lieut. Patterson, 1st Indian Divisional
Signals.
British Ranks Football.
First Round. - 1st Indian Divisional Signals v. Kohat District
Signals. The game opened with the Div. attacking strongly and
scoring the first goal after two minutes. The pressure was maintamed and by half 1ime the score was 4--0 for the Div. After
the interval Kohat endeavoured to even matters uo, but were held
m check by the fine defence of the Div. Accurate passing by the
forwards and few chances being missed resulred in a final score
for the Div. of 8--o.
B Corps Signals v. 2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop. Owing
to a rather serious injury to their goalkeeper two minutes after
the kick off, the Troop had to complete the game with only ten
men, which no doubt made a great difference to the result. The
Corps scored three goals during the first half with no reply from
the Troop. f.fter the interval, the play was more even and the
Corps only scored once more. The Troop were often very dangerous, but with their handicap they were unable to finish well.
They put up a splendid show, however, and the game was full
of interest throughout. Final score: 4--0 for the Corps.
Second Round. -1st Indian Div) Signals v. Waziristan District
Signals. The Div. met a tougher proposition in this round-more
so as t~e ground was very bad and players had great difficulty in
controllmg the bail. Half-way through the first half the Di v.
scored, the ~azirdist goalie. failing to hold a greasy ball. Owing
10 one bemg m1ured, the Div. played onlv ten men in the second
half, but even so they managed to break away and score once
more before 1he final whistle. Score: 2-0 for the Div.
.B Corps Signals v_. Peshawar District Signals. Owing to heavy
ram and the condition of the ground both teams found it rather
heavy work, but the game was full of excitement throughout.
B Corps scored the first and only goal of the match after fifteen
minutes play, and although P.D.S. forced the game from then to
1h<; mterval, they were unable to eq.ualise. Both defences played
strongly deer the mterval, prevennng any further score. Final
score: 1--0 for B Corps.
Final.-B Corps Signals v. 1st Indian Divisional Signals. This
match was pl..i>-ed in pouring rain, but a record crowd attended
to watch a very hard game. The Corps attacked strongly during
the first ~alf and score~ two goals, the Div. failing to reply.
After the interval, the Div. pressed continually but were repelled
by the Corps defence. About five minutes from time, when the
game seemed to be m the hands of the Coros, the Div. forced
a goal from a corner. and they scored again just before time. The
ground wa& 111 such a state that a replay w~s decided upon.
Final ~Replay).-Conditions were much imoroved for the replay, which attracted. a larg.e gate. Play was even throughout
1he first half, but neither side was able to score. During the
second half the Div. improved and attacked repeatedly, but the
Corps. defence put up a good fight. Half wav throngh this half
the Div. brc;ike through and scored. This proved to be the only
goal of a_ fairly even match, the better team winning by a score
that Justified the play. Score: i-o for the Div.
Tennis Tournament.
!"ine t~ams entere~ but only eight played, the ist Cavalr
Brigade Signals unavoidably scratching. A team comorised thre~
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pai rs, each of whom played 1n turn each pair in the opposing
team: eleven games up-the team with the most ga mes to its
credit being adiudged the winners.
The fi rst round saw only one match, 1st Div! Signals "B" team
disposing of Waziristan District Signa ls " B' " ream in an evenly
contested affai r.
In th e second round three matches were decided. 1st D ivisional
Signals ' 'A" team comfortably defeated W az irdist Signals "A"
team ; Kohat District Signals defea ted 1st Div! Signals "B " team ;
and Peshdist Signals defea ted 211d Cavalry Brigade Si gnal Troop
in a match wh ich p roved to be the closes t of the tournament.
W ith but two pai rs left to play. and sixteen games to the good,
it certai nly looked as if 2nd Cav. had the match won . Surprisingly
enough , however, the two Peshdist Signals pai rs brought off the
unexpected by winning 20 ga mes ou t of a possible 22 , thereby
gi ving their team . the victory by two games. As already mentioned , 1st Cav. Signals scratched and so ga ve B Corps Signals a
walk over.
ln the first semi-fi nal Koha t District Signals perforce scra tched
to the 1st Div! Signals "A" team. In the second, Peshdist Signals
were eliminated by B Corps Signals. Amusingly enough, the only
B Corps Signals pair to suffer defeat was their supposed No. 1
pair, who lost their firs t set at 6- 5.
The final was rather one-sided , B Corps Signals winn ing by
62 games to 37.
Deplorable weather certa inly affected t he standard of play,
which was not so good as that of the previous Signals Week.
However, the competition proved a jolly affair, and as such was
enjoyed by the players and the many interested watchers.
The final results of all competitions ended in placings
Drayson Cup, with points scored, as shown.
I
1st Indian Divisional Signals .......................... .
2 B Corps Signals ..................... ... ....... .......... ... .
3 Peshawar District Signals ..... ....................... . .
4 Koh at District Signals ......... ....... ..... ........ ..... .
5 2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop .......... .. ..... .
6 Wireless Experimental Section, Cherat ........... .
7 Waziristan District Signals ................ ...... ....... .

for the
30
18
Vi

14
8

6
5

NORTlfERN COMMAND ...... ... ... .. .. .. ...... INDIAN ARMY.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Thursday, 8th March.
General.-Training camps having finished , the uni t is together
once again and arrangements are now in full swing for Signals
Week. A larg ! number of visitors is expected, and all are looking forward to a week's good sport and entertainment.
D (Operating) Section once again upheld the name of the Corps
at the Northern Command concentration, and we must congratulate them on the report received.
F Section, having finished their sojourn with the R.A. Brigade
at Lahore, have now rejoined the unit, looking fit and well .
Entertainments.-Another all ranks whist drive and dance
was held in the B.O.R.s dining hall. This was the only one held
this month owing to so many of the unit being away, but it
proved as big a success as the remainder. It seems that dance
bands are getting a bit tired of the new jazz tunes. Quite a
number of old tunes were played at this dance, and remarks were
passed as to the better rhythm and time of the old music.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to Signalman Garven
from 1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur. The assistance
he has offered THE WIRE correspondent of the unit is greatiy
appreciated.
Departures.-Sigmn Clayton S. to Risalpur in relief of Sigmn
Garven.
Wanted.-A dance band. Any instrumentalist who desires a
change of climate would receive a hearty welcome.
" Wire " Notes.-Will our Section n.c.o.s, whilst :iway with

~heir Brigades or at training camps, kindly reoort any incident of

mt~~est to the Branch secretary? Such assistance in swelling the
umt s notes would be greatly appreciated.
Photo~raph.-Thl? acco~panying photograph was taken on
the occasion ·lf the mspecuon of the unit by the C.S.0.-in-C.
India during his farewell tour.
ONEDIV.

Li ttl -Colon e l Fitz.\ . Drayso11 ,
'.\l.C .,

O .C . Isl lmlia11 DiYl 8ig11al s

Bri~a di e r IT . Clementi
ll .S . O .,

Smith ,

C.S .0 .-in -Cltief, Indio

Colonel E . F \\' . Ha rk e r,
C . ll .!';., D .S . 0 ,

C S.O.• 'orthern Command
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2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Monday, r9th March.
Signals Week has been the chief Hem of interest this month.
Unfortunately, it rained every day except the last, though that
1s not the reason why we lost the football and hockey to B Corps
Signals and Wireles Experimental Section respectively.
However. cenain amends were made in the mounted events. In
the B.O.R.s open jumping Sigmn O'Con!.ell and L , Corp! Bruton,
on Pills and Bhalu, made good rounds. Sigmn O'Connell being
:iwarded first place.
.
.
In the handy hunters event the Troop were agam prominent,
providing the first three horses as follows: 1st, Lieut. L. D. M.
Patterson on Jimmy; 211d, Sigmn Karam Dad on K1ki ; 3rd, Sigmn
O'Connell F. on Pills.
A few words of congratulation to A Corps Signals, Karachi, on
putting up such a good show to enter the finals of the Army and
Air Force championships which were held at Rawalpindi.
On the 28th February, two Wireless Packs turned out in full
battle order to give a demonstration before the Brigadier and his
staff. The Brigadier complimented the unit on their show, ana
we think he is contemplating reducing the ten minutes halt as
all that time is not necessary to open up, pack up and load to be
away again.
Corporal Kenny H. had hard luck in just losing the hammer
throwing event in the AU India Olympic championships to a competitor from the United Provinces. Keep training, Pip.
Departures.- Sergt Shardlow {as a class "B" invalid) with
family, Corp! Stanley R. with family, Sergt Conyers J. and Sigmn
McLeod A.-all on transfer to home establishment. Corp! Milne
J.. not yet. L I Serge Scott H. on six months payment furlough.
Sigmn Wright G. to Waziristan District Signals.
Course.- Signalman Bass J. is on a veterinary course at the
S.V.H.
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Sick.-Sigmn Adamson L.. due 10 falhni: on something harder
than usual.
Extensions and Re·Engagements. - Corpl Gratwicke S. for
twenty-one years, and L / Corporal Bruton S._ to complete twelve
years (for the information of the Police and the Labour Exchange.)
KHANA .

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Monday 26th March.
Soldiering; or a Frontier Tale.- Six signalmen on guard,
three wearing the ribbon of the Indian general service medal
(N.W.F.P. 1930). Guard commander (recently from England)
tells them to go carefully because they are in possession of live
rounds. Strop up l
Arrivals.-By private enterprise. One Ford four-seater car of
doubtful origin (chug, chug) ; one Essex four-seater coupe in its
'teens, transferred from No. 20 (A.C.) Squadron, Royal Air Force
(chuckle, chuckle); and one small monkey, who has made himself
very much at home in the Unit Kennel Club enclosure, to the
d.sgust ot the rightful occupants thereof. Also, enough bias binding to re-adorn our tepees and pith helmets. Whilst on the subject of topees, I read a few months ago in " The Statesman "

The Officers of Peshawar Di!trict Signals.
Back roa• (ldt / 1• r1g/d)-Lieuts. R j ..Moberlr and R. P. Blake, Captains T. A. R. "'"'and G. S. Htir,t. LieuL,. J. C. Hard y and I•:. Y. :\epean
Front-Capta i n~ J . F. Charle!-.wonh and \\". C. \'. Galwey , M.C., Colonel E . F. \V. U:u\a:r, c.ts.P.., u ~.o., C:i.µLain V. J. It.:. \\'e~tropp and :'olajor J. Ha.wk<·

Unit Headquarters, Peshawar District Signals.
Baclt r""" Ocft ~0 ri1ht)- ·i~nalmen Moore J .. Keieher J. and Chadderton W., Ser~t Fahey W., L/Corpl Woods G .. Siginn Lucas J.
C.notre-Serort Bennett?" Si~nalmen Doloi:han J., Pous S., Wilson T., Heaps L. and Harrod C., L/Corpl Smith G., L/Seret Grant A., M.M .. Corp! Barlow J.
Fro..t-C.Q.M.S. Stam~r H., R . . :11. McGregor S., Captain W. C. V. Galwey, •1.c .. Colonel E F w Barker c 8 R 0 s 0 C
· ] F Cb
h
Major j. Hawke, Sergt Prior W. . . .
• • . .. . . " aptam . .
ar 1eswort •

A Flashlight Photo of the interior of the Restaurant, Regimental Institllte, Peshawar District Signals.
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that the temperature m ide a oldier·s Wolseley helmet in the
ummer was ,'l'°''e the outside temperature. Has anyone tested
this?
Departure. With the be t 0£ luck and many ~hanks for tl~c
excellent work he produced in uch a short stay with us, Captam
V. J. E. Wcstropp, to take up an appointment at the W "r Office.
Theme Song: No. 1 Company.--· · Stormy weather."
General. Afrcr firn hmg off the collective traming eason wi~h
one of the hardy annual Khyber mobile columns, ha1 :. the unit,
plus the mamed famil1c , arc now preparing t~ hie themselves
10 the hills for cour e and scrounge . Otherwise, news 1s v~ry
scarce so far this year. Maybe we will get some more cxrnement on the Frontier soon, though, to while away another weary
ummer !
With these notes you will find informal photographs of the
officer of the t.nit. and of Unit Headquarter , taken on the occa1on of the v1s1t of the Chief Signal Officer. 'orthern Command,
m February, and also of a group in the Regimental Inst it ute. The
photos (copyright) arc by Mela Ram and Sons of Peshawar.

The cold weather has been most enjoyable, entertainments
havmg been frequent and excellent. The thanks of all ranks in
D.l.K. are due to Mrs. Roberts and her niece, Miss Wi llett Ram,
for their energy and unfailmg mterest in ou r social events throughout the season. We all hope to see them again next winter.
L Corporal Poole and his dance orchestra have been invaluable
during the season, and we should iike to thank them., We
shudder to think what would have happened without them. Durmg Northern Command Signals Week in Rawalpindi they had
two engagements, and remarks overheard increased our already
high opinion of them.

Light Infantry. At hockey we were fortunate in bemg able to
arrange a fixture with the 2nd Battalion 14th Punjab Regiment,
and we had the experience of playmg against Naik Dhyan Chand
of Olympic fame. They ran us off our feet in a game of twencyfive minutes each way, scoring two goals to 1111.
On our return to D.l.K. we were immediately insoected by our
District commander, Major-General S. B. Pope; and° we acqu1tte:i
ourselves as well as usual.

Mrs. Pope's Team , winners of the Relay Race.
Quite one of the most exciting events was the old sol~iers race,
in which the General and Lieut. Cussens started level with fifteen
yards start in front of the young fellows with only_ eighteen years
service. The General paced out his own start wnh the longest
yards ever seen, not realising that Lieut. Cussens was equal with
him! The result was a dead heat between them .

Waziristan District Signals, Dera Ismail Khan.
Fort Akalgarh. 31st March.
The social eason in Waziri tan is in the stages of fading out.
Headquarters will shortly be moving to Razmak for the summer,
and the ladies will have left D.l.K. for Murree, Tooa, etc .. which
. are not seaside resorts. One hill srati&'n is said ro ·be reached by
balloon.
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early on a cold Sunday ll)orning, to keep the ground such time
as the Secretary of State for Air, Lord . Londo~derry, ~ook off
for Quetta. The escort took off 111 formation. which was mteresting to see so close up.
On Christ:nas Eve a party of carol singers broke barracks. They
were so much appreciated at their early ports of call that they did
not complete the circuit. This was preceded in the afternoon by
an excellent Christma tree party in the sergeants mess, where
community singing by the children was led by Tommie Stevens,
aged eight years.

This Month'•' Great Thought.- "Some people 1ead for instruc11on. which ;s praiseworthy. and omc for pleasure, which 1s
mnocent : but not a few read from habit. and I suppose that this
is neither innocent nor praiseworthy."-Somerset Maughan in
"Ah King."
M11M.

Headquarters.
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Tlie Children during the Sports.
Christmas, 1933.
Christmas was celebrated as hilariously as could be. Major•
General S. B. Pope, C.B., o.s.o. (ou r District commander) accompanied by Colonel Radcliffe Smith (A.A. and Q.M.G.) visited
the other ranks at dinner, the General making a speech. H e
a lso inspected the beer very thoroughly and approved of it.
Colonel Radcliffe Smith said goodbye to the n.c.o.s, thanking
them for their assistance to him. We on our part are very sorry
to lose a friend at court such as Colonel Radcliffe Smith, and wish
him good luck in Bengal.

The Four-Legged Ra:e.

The Fort had only just time to get dusty again when Colonei
E. F. W. Barker, C.B.E., o .s.o., C.S.O. Northern Command,
accompanied by Lieut. D. Veron (Australian Staff Corps) came
on his annual mspection. Once again we were proud of the results our work produced, and we are sorry that th :s is the last
inspection which Colonel Barker will carry out as our C.S.O .
General Pope came up in mufti, one morning at the end of
February, to say good-bye to all ranks. We are more sorry tha~
we can express at losing such a commander, who knows our um •
as well as we do ourselves and who was always our friend. We
wish both General and Mrs. Pope the best of luck and happmess
in the Southern Command. An extract from the General's speech
follows.
" I had hoped to get up and say goodbye to you on a parade,
but owing to lack of time I have not been able to do so. However. I want to say a few words to you before I go. I have been
in this district for the past seven and a half years. I have
worked with your Signal Sections in Bannu and Razmak and with
your headouarrers here in Dera Ismail Khan, and I have never
once been iet down.

Shortly after Christmas th_e represe~t?tives of the unit gatheri;d
in Bannu to defend cur title as Bnt1sh. hockey champions m
the District tournament and to make a bid for the football cup.
We were successful in ou~ hockey and did no_t disgrace 01'.rselves
.at football, in which we lost to ,he champions, the Highland

Christmas, 1933,

Our Datice Batid.
During December, Headquarters were se lec ted to perform
two (for us, unu ·ual) tasks. For three days we mounted guard
over H1~ Ex<ellency L1eut.-Colo~el Sir Ra lph Griffiths, Governor
of he • ·orih-West Frontier Provmce, and although we say it who
should no1. our sentry drill will take some beating. Our second
unusual task was to proceed to the landing ground, excessively

Boxing Day found us well and fit, and arrangements were made
for a paga l gymkhana . Races in sac ks, four-legged races, camel
races, push bike races. rides on donkeys, and rides in wheelbarrows were on the programme, culminating in a grand relay
race. This included the use of sacks, wheelbarrows, camels, push
bikes and bullock carts. We were deli gh ted wh en the General
and Mrs. Pope came along unexpectedly and joined in. Mrs .
Pope·s tean~ won the relay race. Althou gh they did not go round
the course m their bullock cart, they certainly went very much
f~rther _than any other team. The first team past the post were
d1squal1fied for taking the professional driver of their cart with
them .. They were, however, allowed to go round again without
t~e driver, and were last seen going hard in the d irection of the
city !

The Start of the Children's Race.

Th e Start of the Old. Soldiers' Race.
((jencinl Pope in the cc11t1c foreJ.:rvund)

" I have rea lised throughout the necessity of signals to a con:·
mander, who is deaf and blind without them. Tlrnow what bemg
in Signals means. On column you arc first out 111 . the mornmg
and last home at night, and your work does not fim h when you
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their rest, Signals-though also p h)'sically tired-continue to
w:>rk through the night : and on your work depends the safety
of the column and the succe s of ooerarions, and in a lesser
degree the other troops depend on you for 't heir rations .
" During these years m the district, I have been very struck
by the bearing of all men of this unit . Ir indicated ' I belong to
\Vaz1ris1an Discrict Signals. I bek•ng to the best unit in India.
And who the hell are you?' I hoi:ie you will keep up rhat attitude. Goodbye and good luck cc you all."
A very enjoyable children's part)", organi ed by :'.!rs. Roberts
and a splendid part}' of assistants. took place in and about the
regimental theacre: races, eerforming bea rs and lucky fish pond ,
le.adu~g to a most entertammg dance by Caotain C. A. Oliver in
d1sgu1 e and, l;;-t bur not lea t, a cinema show. The films and
apparatus were lent and worked bv Mr Fairs of the P.W.D. There
being no cmema m Dreary Disma l° Khan, it can be readilv realised
what a treat th is wa -a nd not only for the kiddies ! · We saw
Felix. C~arlie Chaplin, a film of the previous Everest Expedition,
and various films made personally by Mr. Fairs, to whom we
express our thanks for the climax of a splendid party.

Wana Signal Section.

T he Bearers leaving the H ospital.

Three of the Childre11.

B
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who is no strauge_r to us and is temporarily officiatinjl as District
commander. Agam w~ showed what we could do, with less than
twenty-four_hour~ nottee m one case and less than forty-eight in
the other (mcludmg a Sunday). It is understood that Government of India calendars are printed with five-day weeks only.
V:'e can only reco~mend the perpetrate: of this new system of
time to try Wazmscan I
The Fort area was recently disturbed at night by laughing dogs,
when the . rumour got about that the Cantonment dog shooter was
only a third class shot. . In order to give the dogs a chance, the
Cantonment .supply a smgle barrelled 11-bore gun, the trigger
guard of which falls off when a round is fired.

was buried with full hon~urs .in the Der~ Ismail Khan cemetery_
!he sympathy of the urnt with Mr. W11l1am Potter and family
m their bereavement was communicated to them by the comm:indmg officer. Photographs of the funeral ceremony are sent
with these notes.

In th17 first :-veek of March we sent a party to Pindi for Signals
Week, m which we entered for everything exceot the mounted
events and, as far as I know, the photographic competition.
Would-be entran~s for the latter were defeated bv the weather
um?rellas and ram coats being a poor substitute for oarasols and
si:irmg frocks. Our party were put up by the rst -Indian Divl
S1~nals, and we .must thank them for their hosoitality to all ranks
rit1sh and Indian.
'
DeColumns for th" i:irotection of. our new British battalion, the
b vons, somewhat mterfered with the selection of our teams
ut we sent 5trong combinations. They lost through not bein~
able to play down to the weather conditions as well as did cheir
various opponents.
Some sprinting took place just before we left for Pindi. The
umt, led by the C.O. and. followed by a mad dog, sprincad across
~e ms1de of the Fore, ultimately taking cover in the signal office.
ptam Allen and L. Corp! Geere, armed with a buckshot rifle
dn~ a 12-bore respectively, blew holes in the Fort at olaces where
.rams were obviously reouired. The dog ultimately got in the
hght rnd died, but ~at before it had bitten a lady, a child or two,
a ma 1•s Sergt Reads dog, some assorted dogs and (dreadful to
1
~hate)
ehgeant Woo_lhouse, our star hockey ce~ltre-forward-just
en at t e_ top of his form. An ambulance removed the unforfunate dv!ctlms to B.mnu next day for treatment. Our centreorwar 1s .remustermg as a pin cusruon group E
with
· · ' an d oromot1on
· · examina
( h'
h rrad dog s, co Iumn trammg
· What
tiohns hw tdc. prevented two officers from going) we were somew at an icappe<' at Pindi O
'
to I
h d .
·
n our return we were chagrined
andMn1 t ~·11 urmRg our absence a farewell dance to Mrs. Roberts
5
. .
!'
am had taken place. We wish we could have
•1 ett
JOIEe~ in th~but we say au revoir and wish them all good luck
C QaM'. 111
ember we were shocked by the sudden death of
· · i.S. Potter, who had only recently arrived in the unit. He
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The Firing Pa rty " Present Arms " as the body is placed in a
_
Motor Lorry.
haWe have said au revoir to Captain C: A .. Oliver, M .C., whos left us for Meerut, and we .hope he will enJOY his new station
as much as we know he enioyed Waziristan. Captain R. H .
Wal! has taken his place and has gone to Razmak.
w e had. two more 1rnspect1ons
.
.
. rapid succession, firstly by
m
Colonel H ickman, our new G.1, and secondly by Brigadier Mills.

Tuesday 6th February.
General.- First let apologies be made for the absence of notes
recently. The omissions were unavoidable. In view of this, a
slight review of Yuletide festivities should suffice.
Christmas, looked at as a whole, was an outstanding success.
Our worthy carol smgers made the usual tour of all officer's messes
and eventually rolled, staggered, or were carried home in the
small hours of the morning. The dinner, thanks to Corporal
Jarvis, was excellent.
On Boxing Night the officers of the Brigade invited all B.O.R.s
to an indoors sports tournament, which consisted of a whist drive
in the .library 2nd various games such as ~arts, bagatelle, etc., in
the Bri~~de lecture room. It was an evenmg ~ell enjoyed by all.
In addition to the tournament, there was a cmema show which
afforded much amusement, for movies are rare in Wana.
January rst brought the inevitable Proclamation parade, held
on the aerodrome. As usual, " the straight steady line " succeeded in passing the saluting base without mishap.
During the month of January the only item of outstandi ng
im portance was the C.S.O.'s inspection on the 17th. Though
not present myself, I am given to understand that everything was
satisfactory.
Arrivals.- We welcome to the Section L/ Sergt Frampton E.
H., L / Sergt Butler C. and Sigmn Morrison A. G., who have
joined us from the U .K . via D.I.K. L / Corporal Rawcliffe from
D.I.K. replaces Sigmn Brown W . as Section clerk on the latter's
posting to Bannu Signal Section. May they all enjoy their stay
in this Frontier outpost.
Departures.-Sigmn Davis has left us for duty with H.Q.
Section, and Sigmn Crichton for the U .K . May the former be
happy in his new sphere. We have no doubt that the latter will
be. Sigmn Bolam F. has left us for a sojourn amongst the horsey
community of Risalpur. You always loved those four-footed
creatures, B. Now's your chance to be happy.
Finale.- Till the next time.
WANASECT.
Wana Signal Section Sergeants Mess.
For perhaps the first time in the history of Wana, the Sergeants
Mess contribute the two following paragraphs as their share towards WIRE notes.
Arrivals.-The welcome mitt was extended earlv this month
to L / Sergts Frampton and Butler, who unconsciou~ly wandered
through picquets, barbed wire, etc., into our camp. Having two
responsible positions vacant in the Section, we are keeping them.
Entertainments.- On Monday 5th February Sergeant Beckley
invited the members of the Mess to listen in to the Empire broadcast, which was successfully reproduced on an S.H.S. four valve
short wave set in his tent. At the end of the programme the
audience congratulated him on the wonderful reception, and both
promised to come again.
Finala.-No doubt, the above is a bit of a shock. If it is,
then we advise you not to read next month's edition of THE WIRE.
A.B.C.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.

The Funeral Cortege cm the Tanh Road.

General.- Having seen a lament in the March issue, let me
hasten to assure you that Kohat is still some forty miles from
Peshawar, and McQueen Lines still hold that precious unit Kohat
District Signals.
It is usual, when an editorial note of this description appears,
for someone to apologise or plead a feeble excuse. We do neither
- least said, ~oonesr mended, etc. You understand?

Summer has progressed far enough for the families to separate
and go to the hills for their summer vacation-some to Topa and
some to Cliffden; and of course Northern Command Signal School
will eventually claim its quota from this un it in the way of courses,
instructors and duties-some to gain the extra " tanner " and
some to spend it.
Then there will be the usual leave ramp (visitmg fam ily at their
~ uthorised station for the first time, eic.),and leave period- which
1s not a ramp for the veteran who does the guards, etc., and
who, white faced, goes to Sandes Home or the 'Jniacke to recuperate, or laze or khud climb, whichever he pleases after the heat
of the Plains-a month off the chain. What a glorious feelmg
to be free for " whole month I-to be able to walk out when you
please ; to be able to eat well and sleep well.
Major C. A. Murray has left us for Jubbulpore. The best
wishes of the unit go with him to his new station. At the same
time we extend a hearty welcome to our new C.O. , Major B. G.
Rowley, who Joined us on u/3/34.
Sergt Turner and Sigmn Clarke have arrived from the U.K.
-the former to take on O.R.S. and the latter to help Uncle John
in solving some wireless problems. We wish them both the best
of luck and health during their sojourn in India.
The following veterans left for U.K. on the Lancashire on
14/ 3/ 34 (many tribesmen without beards will haunt the home
stations when this is published, complete with the gong they
have earned with so much hard work). L/Sergt Thomas, Carpi
Jones, L / Corpls Reed, Bunce, Goodman and Gay, Signalmen
Melly, Harris, Husband, Evans, Gasson, Hi ne, Bellis, Westbrook,
McLean, Shaw, Humphreys, Goldsworthy, Hirst, Clifford, Barnecutt and Gregory. Good luck to them all in their new spheres.
Kohat Signals look for great things in respect of these worthy
veterans. Our loss- someone else's gain.
On 24 / 3/ 34 Major Rowley presented the I.G.S. medal to Sergt
Murphy G., Carpi Jervis, L/ Corpls King J., Talbot F. A. and
West, and Signalmen McDonald, Price G . and Page. He also presented the clasp " N.W.F. 1930-31 " to C.Q.M.S. Small and Sgt
Ivey J. E. T. " Q" looked rather surprised when asked if this
was the first time. What about the other four?
Entertainment.-Another all ranks dance was held at the
S. and D. Club on the 3rd March as a farewell Band benefit dance.
Not so many turned up as expected, but an enjoyable evening
was spent. This was the last dance of the season--or at least it
appears to be, as we have had no success in obtaining a pianist
to replace Carpi Jones, who has proceeded to the Blighty Cantonment. We shall miss his brilliant touch, not forgetting the
" tense," and if his successor can hold the bovs of the band to
the high standard of proficiency attamed under Corporal Jones'
supervision, we shall be very fortunate. We also lost one of our
violinists in Sigmn Gasson, who has been with this unit's band
for a considerable time. Jenn and Ellertons have lost a good
customer for bcws, and I expect their regret is as great as ours.
On the 10th March a farewell limber gunners hop was held in
the mess room in honour of our now departed veterans, complete
with medal ribbons. The band functioned again with several old
favourites. Free refresnments were provided- until they ran out
- and the jollification went on until the early hours. Numerous
were the thick heads among the departing draft next mornin~.
and although happy to be leaving this pleasant (?) country, their
expression did not signify such at the station. However, there
was a steady two days train journey in which to sleep it off, so
we hope they reached the boat feeling a little happier in mind
and body.
During the course of the " hop " our late C.O., Major C. A.
Murra{, made a short speech as a farewell to the draft on the
part o the unit, and another speech as a farewell to the unit from
himself, as he was leaving us to proceed to Jubbulpore. The ad,·utant made a return speech, and the roof of the mess room ratt ed
to " He's a jolly good fellow I"
A sketch entitled " Nothing ever 'appens round 'ere " was
presented by Costello's Sob Opera Company, compered by that
eminent announcer Sergeant Wally Wagg.
aturally, it was a
humorous sketch and not entirely free from risque jokes. We
can always trust Uncle Alfred to put over a show that the lads
can enjoy. The " hop " finished at midmght, but the hops
carried on until late-or perhaps it should be early-and so another of our too few social functions came to a happy ending.
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Sergeants Mess.
It 1s the last month prior to the br~k-up, and much has been
h.1ppening in its own Kohatish way.
Order of to-day told of the allotment of mountain chalets for
the ladies and heralded the parting we are all so reluctant to cndur . Several of the families will be in Cliffdcn this year and
.
th remainder at Upper Top~.
This 1s the last straw in a month of farewells. for during the
past few weeks we have said goodbye ro some ol the Old Lady's
oldest friends. From the Mess we lose L / Sergeant and Mrs. C.
Thomas to home establishment and Sergts Wall and Howard and
families for eight months leave.
Our evergreen entertainments commiuee have kept us happy
this month with a dance and tnree temus at homes. These latter
have been in connection with the Station cup-a triangular tournament with the R.A.F. and the S. and D. Club. So far we have
Nutt-all done very well, and with one more match to play, we
hall have to cut-Wimbledon Wimbledon if we want to do any

goo~~ have poshed up our billiard table (what an expensive child

to rear I) and now the playing is" cushy." This has led ro our
playing off for the Henderson cup, which eventually went to an
attached member, with C.S.M. Spracklen as runner-up.
An at home evenins was given to the officers of the unit as a
farewell to our departing C.O., Major C. A. Murray, and also to
Lie~ts. H. L. B. Ke;i,ly and W. B. Rowett. "Time like an everrolling stream . . . .
A merry picnic to Bona Springs (Cos wanted to raise his hat to
the Old Lady of the Hills) provided some snappy happenings and
some happy snappings. One merry member did not remind us of
Olympia as he prepared for tent pegging on a docile little donkey!
We are grateful to the corporals for a most enjoyable farewell
party on the occasion of the C.S.O.'s visit. To those who responded to the invitation, a right royal evening was given.
L/ Sergt Starling has gone to the Centre for a 'tricity course,
and in him the S.T.C. have a worthy tennis player with whom
to crack racquets. Beware his silvery laugh. \Vea k I
Sergt/Instr. Ware has left us for the seat of learning-and gas
-at Belgaum . Happy days, but be-Ware!
We bid all who have gone a grand adieu and can only wish
them what they gave us here, happy hunting and good comradeship.
We welcome Sergt/lnstructor Chinnery (and family) as our
new Schoolie. May all his firsts be specially good and his specials
be first class!

Corporals Mess.
The farewell dinner was a huge success (as was predicted in
the last notes sent in) and very orderly, even at the singing stage.
Thanks are due to Robo for his excellent catering arrangements,
and also to those who assisted in the jollification.
It may be mentioned in passing, however, that the " married
but not quartered quartet " has been disarranged. Shoey has
had the luck ~o be admitted to M.Q.R. and is making full use of
his promotion to that happy band of pilgrims, the married pads.
Heard on the Q.T.-Who left his wife stranded on Karachi
Pier? ('Cos he couldn't help it.)

WESTERN COMMAND ........................... INDIAN ARMY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
Sunday rst April.
General.- It's mce to think that old hands at home remember
us or the unit, and mcer stiil when an old WIRE correspondent
(living a sheltered life and holding, by virtue of graduation at A
Corps, a staff job in an English Divisional Signals) gives you a
hand with notes. The following lines, pending correspondence
with the poet, are copyright.
H.E. LAMENT.
No Eastern foam,
No desert sand,
No khuds to roamJust memories and
Eyes to the East.

No club house tales,
No frogs or flies.
No Murree ales,
Few sunny skiesAll in the East.
No Lido lore,
No Plaza dope,
No mid-day snore,
But still there's hopeHearts in the East.
Good stuff, l think you'll agree. My only criticism is that his
artistic sense momentarily got the upper hand of his common
variety (no offence, E.D.).
Those lines remind me that all our repatriations for 1933 /34 are
finished. Questions have now started as to the positions occupied
by individuals on the 1934 / 35 Honours List. Why everybody is
in such a hurry to ~et home, I don 't know. Don't you realise
that by staying until say 1939 / 40 trooper, you may find such
boats as the Majestic, Aquitaniti, etc.? l say, you may. Then
a~:tin. where at home will you be able to get handsome-I mean,
sltghtly sun-burned-in one day like you all did over Easter?
What a time you had at Sandspits: excellent cuisine, surf riding.
and all the othet joys of a picnic on the sands. Just think I Holidays by the sea and a skin the colour some of you have become
an expensive matter in Blighty, and should put such morbid
thoughts as boat lists out of your heads. Be like me-don't
worry about the 1934 / 35 trooper. Anyway, I'm not affected until
1935 / 36.
It seems impossible to keep the Club out of the notes these
days. Apart from present members, I daresay there are a good
many of the old ones who remember the good times they had
there and are interested in how it is progressing. The timehonoured " tin and bottle " (modified for India) and dance was
featured the other day. R.S.M. Bayliss and L / Corp) Lovell distinguished themselves at tennis, the gigolos at dancing, the band
as it usually does, and the ladies at cake-making. With regard
to the latter, opinions varied as to the best culinary effort, but
when I came to look for a second piece of Mrs. Trapmore's jam
tart about two minutes after its arrival on the premises, all that
could be found was a few jammy smears round the committee's
faces.
Perfectly True.-The Line Company dhobi corporal had occasion to chase some washing the other day. Arrived at the dhobi
ghat, he found that the articles in question were already on their
way to him. As he was about to return, the dhobi handed him
a slip of paper, murmuring " Chitthi, sahib." On his return to
the bungalow he commenced to check the bundle with the articles
enumerated on the slip of paper. Who is it in No. r Company
who has his toothpaste, razor blades and tobacco washed?
Individual Training.- That modern classic Vol. V. comes
into its own againl'now. Old stagers are of course conversant
with this monumental treatise on the functions of the Corps. To
those who aspire to great technical qualifications, l would say not
only "Read, mark, learn and inwardly digest its contents," but
" Refer it as you do to certain books that form part of your kit or
last Friday's air mail letter."
Distinctions.--One of the most sought a&er honours in Karachi, especially among the civilian element, is the local snooker
championship. For years certain " cracks " of this un it have
striven for the title, and this year, from a large entry, we produced both finahsts: R.S.M. Bayliss and Sergt Andrews T. The
R.S.M. proved a good and modest winner.
The same gentleman was honoured in being reouested to officiate as referee in the Western Command football tournament, but
I expect he's rather used to these little things now: no match of
any importance, European or Indian, takes place in Karachi without his being invited to referee it.
Agonies.- These are being experienced by most of the unitfrom sun-bathing.
Boxing.- An article on" How we nearly won the Army boxing
championship " is printed on another page of this issue.
Mystery,'--Who are the two men who were fooled by a certain
lady? Potter knows you're not so sh;irp, Blunt. Jerry.
S.W .B;

Zhob Signals, Loralai.
Sunday tsl April.
General.- Aren't we all? Maybe you, too, have noticed the
date. Believe 1t or not, we are become a bigger people. Anyone
who shouts " Fat " or even " Oozy " is liable to be killed by
the resultant rush.
An examination for the first class certificate was held recently,
and several faces wear an " M.A. failed " expression. At the
inquest on the question papers, the verdicl was " They are
easy "-meaning, we presume, the candidates.
Social.- The artistic way in which these modern youths drape
themselves around an armthair is a feature of our newly decorated institute. The silence is so intense at times that one dare
not drop even an aitch. In the near future, we hope to install a
wireles5 set and listen to light symphony concerts or (let me
whisper, in case our older members should hear) perhaps a little
dance music. Anyway, come up and see us some time. It is
quite in order that you should awaken the barman-gently, of
course-if you should require (shall we say) a lemon.
Fashions. - lt would not do to pass over an opportunity to
mention our chic head dress. " The Loraliar " says " The new
style is very becoming ; it provides just that touch of colour which
military millinery has needed," etc. (the new "flash," in fact).
lnspections.- The annual inspection of the unit by Brigadier
J. C. McKenna, D.s.o., was carried out on Friday 9th March,
and we were awarded a first class report. The next inspection,
by the Q.M.G. India, takes place at the end of the month.
Arrivals 'a nd Departures.- To 2nd Indian Divisional Signals,
Quetta, Signalmen Harrison W. and Kenneally J. To A Corps
Signals, Karachi, on completing their tour in the Zhob, Signalmen EdwardsT. and Watson C., who were relieved by Signalmen
Byrne H. and Hill H. of A Corps. L / Cpl McGlinchey J. to rejoin
2nd Indian Divisional Signals after spending five months here on
"Q" duties. From 2nd Indian Divisional Signals, U /L/ Corporal
Howard N. and Sigmn Taylor E. We extend a hearty handshake
to all who have arrived, and a tear-stained handkerchief to our
late departed.
Extensions of Service.- Sigmn Cotton E. to complete twelve
years and Sigmn Harrison W. to complete eight and four.
Things We Hear.--On good authority, we understand that
Smudger went into hospital immediately he arrived in Quetta.
Why? Couldn't he face the march with Jerry, who now boasts
that he possesses blisters much larger than ever he acquired in
the Zhob. It's a cop, eh, Harry boy?
O.B .C.T.
Hindubagh.-We again apologise to our readers for the absence
of news this month.

Fort Sandeman Detachment.
General .-Some of the pice referred to in a previous issue have
been used and we now have a nice new dining room and cookhouse . We have moved into the dining room, which is a huge
success: it allows more room for expansion. The O.C. has provided us with some pictures for the walls, and the place looks
quite posh.
Some one noticed a big mozzie prowling around the bungalow
the other night, so we all put up our nets, but I understan.d that
it was only looking for Byrne. It will have plenty of tune to
catch him if he does another five in the country.
Mobile Column.- Corpl Bartlett and Sigmn Lapsley formed the
mobile wireless detachment which escorted the Devons from Fort
Sandeman to Gulkach, where a detachment from Waziristan District Signals relieved them. This was an exceptionally stout effort
owing to the fact that continual watch was mai_ntained t~rou~ho~t
the march. Sigmn Lapsley rose to the occasion and did his bit
on the set: all transmitting was done by hand. We are glad to
say the detachment came back intact, although "Fought and
bled" is inscribed on Corporal Bartlett's top1. We shudder when
we read it!
Celebrations.- We celebrated the Festival of Id 011 Monday
26th March. We were all invited down to our Indian ranks'
bungalow, where a table groaned under the wei~ht of the goc;idly
viands thereon. Bearers staggered to and fro with huge lashmgs
of curry and rice. Smudger paled a little as about half a stone
of rice was placed before him, but the way Buck Taylor sank

those chuppatties was an education to any native. Not satisfied,
he wanted to pocket a few to try with pozzi later on. Goat was
served with the curry: quite a nice drop of goat, too, but I
don't care for :r that way. " Honi soit qui ma! y pense.'' What
say you, Bob Mac?
Sport.- Ping pong is the most predominant game at the
moment. We have a posh new table and a number of experts at
the game. Tubby is training hard with a view to getting his
own back on Byrne, who beat him once. Paddy dodges the return match on the excuse that he is just about to varnish the
table every time he is challenged. A certain amount of beverage
is necessary, and Tubby has tapped another barrel.
Arrivals.- Sigmn Jamieson from Loralai, complete with Burma
medal. L / Corpl Howard and Signalmen Johnson, Franks and
Taylor from Quetta-and how they miss the city lights!
Departures.- L / Corporals Malvern and Smith H. and Signalmen Murray, Lapsley and Stolltday have all gone to 2nd Div.just in time for spring camp. I hear that Malvern has a pack.
How are your feet?
Agony.-Smith J. C. wants that snap of Dutchy Holland taken
beside the river Goa. Franks wants to know how the Narks are.
Things I Want To Know.-Who is doing Joe now? (A Section
2 Div.) How many days to go? (Ginger, Pesh.)
Can Smith
make enough !l'oney in the bar to go on leave next year? Who
pouched the nuts at the Festival of Id? Is there plenty of jam
left?
APOZAI.
EASTERN COMMAND ......................... INDIAN ARMY.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Thursday 22nd March.
General.- Since our last notes were written, very little excitement has been experienced in the Troop. Most of the annual
sports held by units in the station have now finished. Jn almost
every case where an open event took place the Troop entered
teams, and although they didn't carry off any trophies, they
gave a good account of themselves and managed to take second
place each time.
We were not very successful with our entries in the Imperial
Horse Show, but Lieut. Bradford, Corp! Lourie and others are to
be congratulated on their efforts. During Delhi Week the B.O.R.s
and 1.0.R.s each made up bus parties for the show and gave the
Troop entries their usual support.
The past month has seen us with more inspections, and we
have been kept very busy in preparing for the visits of the
G.O.C.-in-C. Eastern Command, the A.D.V.S. Eastern Command, and the D.A.Q.M.G. Meerut District. We trust they were
all satisfied with their respective inspections.
Old Troopites will be interested to know that the Eastern Command short wave w /T station has disappeared from our lines
and re-appeared at the headquarters of Meerut District, which is
now at Dehra Dun. The whole outfit (complete with Black
Watch personnel) made their way out of the station during the
early hours of the 9th March. The building that was occupied
by them is now being used for a stable picquet room.
A certain amount of training is going steadily on. This includes
rides, short wave w /T training for attached personnel, and musketry instruction prior to firing our annual course. Remount
training will shortly have to be carried out on a larger scale than
usual, as we are now short of eleven horses owing to recent
castings. (Lieut. D. M. Smyth, late of this unit, will be interested to know that No. 90 has at last gone.)
Courses.-Sigmn Meese C. qualified in a stretcher bearing and
first aid course. and L / Corp) Wilson G. was successful in passing
the British ranks Urdu test.
Departures.-Corpl Thomson H. M. on six months privilege
leave to the V.K. and Corp! Mundy J. for six months payment
furlough. Both sailed on the r6th March.
Signalmen White C. and Ward S. have also left us for six
months courses at Jubbulpore for upg~ading in their respective
trades.
Extension •.....;Sigrnn Fish J. ha decided to make his pr sent
ngagement up to twelve years with the Colours.
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Hospital.- Signalmen Hurt F. and Dorsett E. are at present
havmg a pell in hospital owing to accidents, and L / Corporal
Roberts E. R. has now been discharged after a short spell there.
Postings and Transfers.- The Loch Ness Monster to Elie.
G.E.

No. 3 Company, .Egypt Signals, Cairo.
K Section.
What about those WIRE notes? What, already? Who gave
me the job, anyway? I want to sleep. I have been buffing up
f~r the gymkhana ev~ry spare moment, so the lying down champ1onsh1p reverts to Bibb. B-r-r-r! All I get is" You shouldn't
bob."
Brigade Trainin~. -We start on preparations for camp now
that the gymkhana ts over. A sets get " acked " and commissions are given ~o helio cleaners, while we get the cold nights
under t.he Pyramids and thi: glamour (?) of the moonlight on the
romantic Desert, not forgetting the rum ration which never seems
to reach us.
Corps Gymkhana.-Judging by the amount of deaning kit I
have lost, we shall be able to clean the remaining saddlery in the
harness rooms for. ~ext year's event. Anyway, it was a great
success, as we anticipated, and my losses (the lving down championship, the cleaning kit, and some elbow grease) enabled us to
take first place for single rider's best turn out and also for complete W / T Pack set, pony and three men. Badgy Burke (ex-A
Corps Sii:nals) !Ind Busty (Mister) Dyason were the performers.
Busty being assisted by L / Corpl Scott and Sigmn Smith A. D.
. The drivers' jumping was good and was concluded bv a reiump between Drivers Hall (B Cable) and Jeffrev of our ·Section
for second place-the first being taken bv Dr.iver Hughes (B
Cable). priver Jeffrey made a good second:
cWrestl.ing :in horseback was next, and we met our old friends
o~ J Section m the first round. It eventually finished uo with a
smgle comba.t. between Sigmn T oogood 0) and Driver James. all
the others bmng the dust. What a scrap! J rode out winners
and also finished up. by winning the contest. Good luck, J!
Mrs. Bald, the wife of .our C.S.O., very kindly presented the
Prt.zes, and as some were in cash big suppers, etc., were much in
e~1dence at the canteen. But it was a great dav, and Bustv and
Gmger, I am sure, are no worse off for their· several duckings
under the bucket.
Anr:iual lnspecti~n.-:--T~s is our next infliction, but as we
have It to come I thrnk it will be best to leave it until it has come.
Agony.--Oh, Blackett, where art thou?
. To pixie Dean, ex-A Section Colchester and now somewhere
m India:
Can't tha' borrow pen an' ink
And scrounge a bit o' pad,
Then scratch thee heed and drop a line
To Egypt, quick, me lad?
F.H.
llo_ans.•-Credi.ts are low. Rumour has it that the annual ins~tton is to be m serge this year, and it is more expensive than
drill.
This Month's ~wister.-Jf a certain lorrv driven by a Scotsman doe.s four miles per gallon, how many foot lbs. of energy
are required to pu.s h a lorry through half a mile of soft sand?
[2 foot lbs. =one signalman ; }{ foot lb. =one n.c.o.J
Decorations.-We have b.een ousted from our rooms to let the
pamters have the floor to pamt and the interior to decorate while
we de~orate the st~res ~or t~e annual inspection. Amid the paint
and distemper which ts being added for our comfort, and the
moans and groans of those who have been having a holidav on the
Command schtme. I have to lhink out
few notes.
.
Back_ from th~ blue they came, footsore from marching and sore
~roh rtdmg, wuh .beards promini:nt owing to the dirt gathered
t em. hThey didn't know Africa was so big until last week
veryone ad a pukka beefy look about him through that tinned
s~uff called bully. Even the horses still roar and growl when feed
time comes round.
. Still, it is all over now, and .all the scroungers who stayed behind had the pleasure of cleanmg up paint, etc. ; but everything

a
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looks great- bar th e " snowing " atmosphere. The rooms have
been newly wh itewashed and distempered, while the Gippy workmen seem to have made quire a good job-of the floor .
!raining.- Wc motored to Helwan, and having had Section
training there. we thou ght it wo4ld be easy and that we would
know the country , but rocks and hills instead of sand shook our
tranqu illity and ou r map reading. But we proved the semi-usele sness of mechanised armies, for we went where lorries refused
to go. Pack ponies loaded with A sets and camels loaded with
stores made ~p the convoy, and we looked like sheiks while it
proved a good thing that K are trained- to walk. Ru~1 rations
were plentiful and good, but one member of K thought otherwise
-~idn'.t he. Andy? Then we returned to Abbassia, some to
asst~t in the Command scheme-riding in trains and pushing
lorn es.
Rumour. - A boat is about to arrive a.t Alex. to bring reliefs
and to remove some of us. Anyway, quite a number are saying
the number of days to go- and the number diminishes each time!

Gibraltar Signal Section.
.
South Bastion, 7th April.
In common with so many ?thers, we are now back to ordinary
labours after ou; Easter .holidays, but we regret that, owing to
the torrential ramfall which we experienced in Gibraltar, we are
more " washed " than refreshed. (This, incidentally, may be
taken as an apology not only for the brevity but also for the
standard of these notes.)
. . Although from previous years' . experien~e it would appear as
1£ the weather clerk. ha.s had. an adjustable time table for our rainy
season, n:iade to coincide with the arriv~I of the · Fleet, this year
he has slipped up and made tt alffeTee w1t.h. their departure. We
have had. heavy and .almost contmual ram ever since our home
and Me~1terranean friends left ; but, sad to relate, we are still
several mches below our annual rainfall I
The two troopships which called at Gibraltar during the past
n;onth sadly depleted the strength of the unit, and we make use
o,;_ th~t over-worked remark " What is our loss is another unit's
~am.
L / Sergt Bet~s and L / Corp! Cook (posted to home establtshme_nt on completion of tour), Sigmn Pope (to Army Reserve)
and S1gmn _B urton (for discharge on completion of twelve years
Colour ~erv1ce) embarked on the Neuralia on the 23rd March ;
while S1gmn Moms (to Army Reserve) and Signalmen Burt and
Goodanew F. (to home establishment) embarked on the Lancashire
on. t.he 3_1st. To .those who are venturing into the dangers of
civilian life, we wish every success. We are sure that the units
fortunate e~ough to secure Cook and Burt will find them more
than us_eful m almo~t all realms of sport.
De~ptte the exerc~se of ol!r best means of persuasion, the half,
promised notes relating to Lisbon and Algiers have not been forthcommg. Perhaps the fac.t that. ~he Daily Express has been first
m the ~eld tn ,Publts~mg v.1v1d descriptions of their correspondent s experiences m Spam had a damping effect upon our
amateur scribblers.
A visit was paid fo the ~nit by Lieut.-Colonel F. R. S. Forsyth,
~~ .c. , D.L., late commanding officer of the 51st (Highland) Div!
Signals, T.A. All ranks are. deeply i~debted to him for the very
handsome challenge cup which he kmdly presented to the unit.

Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?
If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the Association helps its Members 111
that direction, as shown on page 179.
The subscription is only 2/- per annum.
Ask your Unit Representative for further details.

Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street, Westminster, S.W.1
Easter Camp.- To those who did not attend Easter camp this
year, may we suggest that you speak to someone who was the1e
and find out v.hat you have missed. Then, next year, we are
sure that we shall have a much larger attendance. It is said oi
Easter camps that we have "quality, not quantity," but actually
we should like to see many more there, as it is such an unrivalled
opportunity to gather experience in preparation for the annual
training camp.
The journey to Blackdown was less eventful but certainly
quicker than last year, and it may be that the lack of exci tement
caused the argument between the bus and an Austin Seven on
reaching camp. After careful consideration we have awarded
the prize to the Austin, as it gained most marks!
Our busiest day was Saturday, and on this occasion we laid two
cable routes and set up three visual links, afterwards opening
communication and disposing of large volumes of traffic. A
notable feature of the scheme was the very comolete narrative
which explained the positions and movements of the two opposing
forces. The presence of an anti-tank gun near the canal bridge
must have caused some consternation amongst the local inhabitants. That it was effective is proved by the ease with which we
were able to bring up reinforcements from Brookwood Station
through the enemy lines!
.
.
.
A considerable improvement was noticeable m the operation of
the visual stations, and we are glad that this improvement can be
traced to the classes held throughout the winter. By the time
that we go to Manston, the standard of efficiency in this direction
should be very high.
On Saturday we were pleased to be visited by Major-General
H. F. Salt, c.B., C.M.G., o.s.o., Major C. H. Peck, o.s.o.,. M:C.,
and our own commanding officer, Lieut.-Colonel G. C. W1ckms.
with Major G. J. Morley Peel and Captain W. S. Wasey. On
Sunday morning Colonel O. W. Nicholson, our honorary colonel.
led the church parade to the Garrison church, where we attended
the service held by the Rev. J. Thom. M.C., M.A. May we say
how delighted we were to see Colonel Nicholson, and we hope
that he will come again.
The last day of the camp came far too quickly, but we all felt
that we had learnt a good deal, although the time was so short.
Durin~ the resume of the week-end's work, we had the pleasure
of seemg Colonel A. A. S. Younger, o.s.o., who spoke of the
value of these camps.
.
An interesting ceremony took place later, when C.S.M. ~opkins
was presented with a tankard as a mark of our apprec1at1on of
his services, particularly in respect of the Easter camps.
Having tried our hand at film work, we are now bu y p~e
paring for our contribution to the Royal Tournament at Olympia.
Who wouldn't be a Territorial?
H.S.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.

Brooks's Bar, Manchester.
General.- We are lively at present. as cai:np is ~nly ~v~ weeks
away and everybody is anticipating that this year s trammg will
beat all records. Scarborough will have a very difficult task to
live up to expectations, and as it is generally known that we arc
to camp near the Regulars. it is recognised that, for the s?ke of
the good name of the Terriers, there must be no lessenmg 0£
keenness in any quarter.
.
On Saturday and Sunday 7th/ 8th April a unit week-end training was held, and nearly two hundred officers and other ranks

attended. Saturday afternoon was devoted to the issuing and
checking of stores, and on the Sunday morning, in glorious spring
sunshine, the unit moved off to the vicinity of Ashley, a Cheshire
village, where some good work was carried out by all Sections.
As these week-ends are the only opportunities apart from annual
camp for work in the field, they are at times rather puzzling to
newly joined recruits who cannot always visualise the scheme.
During this particular week-end a recruit was answering on a
D.iii. and the sergeant-major asked if he knew Morse. His reply
was " No, sir. He's not with this Section ." What the S.M.
said is not reported I ·
Sergeants Mess.-The annua l dinner took place on Saturday
17th March, and nearly seventy members and guests were present.
Our C.O. (Lieut.-Colonel W. S. Ashley) attended, together with
Major C. B. Delaney and Captain Lea. We were also pleased to
welcome our !ate C.0., Colonel R. S. Newton, M.C., A.M.I.E.E.,
who during his command of the unit worked very hard to make
the mess cheery and comfortable for the members. R.S.M. Grist
proposed the toast of the King, R.Q.M.S. McVittie the health of
our officers. and C.S.M. Murphy the health of our guests.
Lieu~.-Colonel Ashley, in a bright littl~ speech, gave us a few
details regarding the camp and pre-camp training. We are to
have an all-night scheme on the 28th /29th April in the neighbourhood of Pickmere Lake, a well-known beauty spot, and our
camp programme includes a ceremonial parade, general inspection
and a thirty-six hours scheme.
Colonel Newton, responding to the toast of " Our Guests,"
said that it was exactly thirty years since he became a sergeantone of the proudest days of his life. He was pleased to see so
many other units represented that night, as it was good for the
Division to have the sergeants of various units meeting each other
and creating good understanding. Colonel Newton congratulate.d
the Mess on the progress it had continued to make since his
retirement, and spoke of his work for the unit, although outside
it, and of his efforts on behalf of the Signals Old Comrades Association, mentioning the memorial to the R.E. Signals . which is
to be erected in in our drill hall. The scheme has received most
sympathetic considcr~tio.n .by Colonel Ashley, and alth?ugh the
date is so far uncertain, tt 1s hoped that the ceremony will be one
which will impress our worthy parentage upon the unit's present
younger members, and encourage them to carry on its traditions.
An entertainment arranged by R.Q.M.S. McVittie followed
and was much enjoyed by all present. The function was a great
success. One member reached home in the small hours of the
morning and found he was minus his latch key. but quite cheer•
fully sat on the door-step all night and thought it was worth it I
We are pleased to announce that our adjutant (Captain H. E.
M. Swan) is now discharged from hospital, and we hope that
when he returns from sick leave, he will be well enough to carry
KYM.
on as usual.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.- This month sees the commencement of Section
training in the unit. The results of the operators' trade tests
give much satisfaction, and it is hoped that the Sections possessing
the successful candidates will benefit. The instructors in each
case deserve recognition, particularly in No. 3 Company, where
two n.c.o.s did remarkably well-one nbtaining 100 per cent. in
all tests, and the other rismg from N.F.R. to B.iii. The results of
the linemen's trade testing, which takes place this month, are
expected to show improvement in that branch.
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o. 1 scribe is once more at home, and notes from that source
arc wclco~ed.
o. 2 scribe is thought to be suffering from
tram, as his notes have failed on this occasion- which is unusual.
o. 3 scribe creates a di version by producing notes for the Sports
ectton. Apparentl y they are undaunted by the fact that the
!ocal R.A . peopie wal ked away with the Divisional boxing trophy
1n February. Though unsuccessful in each local competition,
o. 3. did not present their opponents with a walkover. I was
very impressed as a spe<:tator with the keen ness of our youngsters, and I o bserved some p ron\ising talent which should, with
practice, help the unit in its effort next year.
MERCURY.

No. 1 (Exeter) Company.
It is regrett.00 that for the past few months notes from this
Company have been missing, but we hope that in the fut ure we
shall be better correspondents.
Arrival.- We welcome Mr. G. D. A. Clover to the Company
and we hope that his stay will be both long and happy.
'
Departure.- We regret to record the resign ation, through illWe have not seen much of
him lately, but we hope that he will soon be restored to much
better health.
h~lth, of Mr. E. C. Lee-Wright .

Training.-A Section have finished their operators' trade
tests, and we congratulate all who have gained add itional ratings
and th~~e ~ho h<i:ve retained their old ones. To those who have
failed, Suck to 1t, a~d next year you will be keen to show that
your form at present 1s wrong.''
B Section have yet to have their tests, but when these are over
we shall be full steam ahead on the cable wagons .
A ~ord to the _recr~ts: Yo~r a~tendance has been excellent.
Keep it up. An meffic:1ent soldier 1s a burden to himself and to
the Company. 1:"he h_igher the standard of efficiency you gain,
the better you will enioy yourself.
Summer tr~inmg is now starting. Sunday 15th Aoril sees our
n.c.o.s ,exercise, and on the following Sunday we have our St.
Georges Day church parade at the Cathedral. We hope to see
a good muster.
We_hope that mo~e use will be made of all the sports gear at
our ~1si;>0sal. A revival of the games in the drill hall is required
and It ~s hoped that everyone will join in . Let us all pull to~
gether 1n all branches of the Company's activities and make it a
real bumper season.
We ~ant to Know.- Where are all the badminton ex erts'
Who is the ~ .c.o. who requires a shor_t wave set for
(w~
hope he gets 1~ ! ) Who lost the Woodbines and didn't pay up?
More next time.
ONECOY.

sf-

J1is

No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.

month marks the end of the individual training period
an . ram now until camp officers and senior n.c.o.s assume tha~
worried look, and are only to be glimpsed brooding quiet! in
:h~ ~J°f(equented corners or heard softly caressing Section st~res
. m c ose~ _d_oors. In other words, thev are weighed down
with respons1b1hty and must not be worried on- trivial matters.
This year_. h'?wever, the results of the trade tests have been
SO extrao.rdmarily good that the old difficulty of
k'
operator perform two jobs has been simolified. All thma mg ofnel
d b•
e success u
candidates are to be
Hutchinso ( h
c~ngratu.1~te ! ut particularly L / Sergeant
n w o classified B.1!· with 100 per cent. in all tests)
d S
an
e_rgt _Addelsee (who qualified B.iii. in one jump)- and our
ehnthus1ast1c perma11ent staff instructor, who of course has made
t e successes possible.
BC?xing, under the guidance of 2/ Lieut A S C k
. b
coming
I · h
· · · roe er, 1s ewith th:ege:~ua~d IC~rnew<;(ti!f!:lt ~ome and. av.:ay matches
p1ons, 1934) resulted . t
d f
Yb Bngade (D1v1~1onal chams·
F
d
m . wo e eats- Y 4- 1 events m each case
o!~h erhn wand his fight in the first meeting, and Sigm~
m t e secon · All the contests were well fou h h
ever! and at least two were very close indeed 0
g t, '?W•
proving
d h G
·
ur men are 1manother' p~~e. t e unners were surprised . Results appear on
T HREECOY.

.
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46th (North Midland) Divisional Signals.

4 7th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.

Headquarters, Derby.

Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W .6
General.-On the .4th Apri_I ou~ ~eadquarters opened again
afte_r the Easter vacat ion. Ur:ut training, however, did not start
unti l the 9th , although the mstructtonal courses re-commenced
on the 5th .
T he fi ne weather which prevailed over the holiday reminded
us of what a good thing Easter training would have been had
we had any. The thoughts of many of us went back to what
seems yea rs ago, when we spent such happy days at Ditchling
and the 'Shot. We wonder whether we shall ever have another
Easter trai ning 1 This, of course, depends entirely on the amount
of the t raining grant allotted to us.
On the 17t ~ March about eighty members of the unit, including
several recru its, p roceeded to Chertsey for a week-end training.
A very interesting and instructive time was spent by all. We
took our cable and telephone wagons with us, and several lines
were laid as part of a general J)ivisional scheme which was
carried out with a pretty good margin of success. The C.S.M.s,
C.Q .M.S.s, workshops and orderly room sergeants were employed
on a billetin g scheme. They were given the village of Brunshot
in whi ch to fin d accommodation for a whole Div. Signals. We
understand it was a bit of a squeeze, but after much walki ng
around , debating and the study of maps, which incidentally only
showed about one third of the likely billets, suitable accommodation was found for the whole personnel, horses, transport, etc.
Owing to our unit being now mechanised, riding drill ceased
as from the 1st April. We expect some of the horses are grinning in their mangers about that- ho(a)rse laughs from the stalls,
as it were I
The composition of our unit now includes M Section. We've
got a sergeant in it, and are hoping to get some signalmen to
go wi th h im ;n due course.
Recru its are still comi ng in in fairly good nu mbers and it is
hop ed that our st rength will be well up by the ti me we go to
ca mp this yea r- which we are definitely informed will be at
Colchester from 29th July to 12th August.
A linemen's T ra de Boa rd was held on 25th March. Fourteen
ca ndidates attended and th irteen passed. On the same day
fi ft een senior n .c.o.s attended an examination to let us see how
much knowledge they had assimilated on their course. T his
course covered a good deal of useful ground , and the subjects
were necessanly varied and numerous . T welve n. c.o.s passed,
so if anyone wants a few tips on signal tactics or military law,
th ~ above address will fi nd us.
Then , on Sunday 8th April , we had a Trade Board for t he
instruments and map reading course. The result here was most
gratifying, for of the twenty-six heroes who ran the gauntlet
down the line of exa miners, only one fai led t o gain pass marks.
The tests were not a gift , so we are confiden t that those who
passed know thei r job p rett y well.
Officers .- We welcome Lieu t. W. A. Tomlinson from t he
43 rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals and 2/ Lieut. E. A. Bennett from
the 55th (W.L.) Divisional Signals, who have t ransferred to this
un it now that they are resident in London.
2/ Lieut. P.
Shaw, 43 rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals, is
attached to us for training, and we hope th at he, too, will shortly
become a member of this unit.
Ten officers of th is unit attended the annual dinner of the
47th (2nd London) D ivision at the Junior United Service Club
on the 22nd March . A very pleasant even ing was spent, and
the speeches bv th ree members of the Army Council were greatly
ap preciated. ft would appear that the Army Council is out to
assist the Territorial Army in every way possible- at least, so
they said.
The monthly dinner was held at Fulham House on the 5th
April, and twelve officers attended.
Sergeants Mess.- The Mess has been presented with a very
fine cover for the billiard table by t he members of the 25th
Cyclists Battalion O .C.A.
Ex-Serizt Spud Murphy has kindly and sportingly presented a
cup which has been christened " the Murphy snooker cup."
Competi tion is confined to members of the Sergeants Messes of
the 47th (London) Divisional Royal Enizineers and this unit and
the members of the 25th Cyclists and 47th Divisional Sign als
O .C.A .s. T he fi rst round will be played at o"r headquarters on
the 26th April,

It . is with great regret that we learn of the death on the r 1th
April o! Mr. f. Heyburn, ex-R.S.M. of this unit, after a short
severe .illness. All o_ld comrades, old friends and all members of
the umt express their deep sympathy wit h his bereaved fa mily.
Mr. Heyburn was the first R.S.M. of the unit . H is long service
commenced as a boy, when he saw service in the South Africa n
\".ar. As a C.S.M. ~e served in France with the 46th Division
Signal Company durmg the Great War, and was awarded the
M:S.M. After the war he returned to Bedford, from whence he
iomed the present 46th (N.M.) Div! Signals on its formati on in
1920 and_ served as R.S.M. unti l 1925, when he left on pension.
As a c1v1han he was employed in t_he C .R.E. office of the 46th
(N .M.) Area H.Q . He leaves a widow and five children.

No. 1 Company.
Trai ni ng act.ivi ties are looking up. More people are coming
along and getting down to work. The weekly P.T. class u nder
Sergt Field (P. S.I.) 1s m il ve ry popular, boxing being in great
demand.
<?ur Cable _Section (and , therefore, the unit) received some boost
owmg to their excellent _lines at Dennington Park. Here, on the
motor race track, from 1~s five most dangerous points to the base
report centre, are _our Imes and telephone communication. On
race days these points _a re manned by men of the unit, and it is
good to he.ar the r unnmg com mentary announcer pat us on t he
back occasionally.
In the near fut ure Sunday schemes will commence . Let's hope
fo r good weather and attenda nces.
The new. D Section _is still only a nebulous quantity. We need
more recruits of the right ~ype . Lieut. Waldron, i/ c, is looking
out for work to do, but with a class of only fo ur men he is not
busy enough .
T~e Wi~el ess _p_eople are still busily emoloyed, and the Cable
Section~ still waiting for thei r cable wagons. However, despite
many li ttle s~ a gs , we are progressing.
Congratul at1_o ns to th e Boys Company S.T.C. (India) and to
thei r present instructors on their progress. From an old boy.

No. 3 (Nottingham) Company.
\.\o'.ith the coming of ligh ter nights and the passing of squa re
tacking (s~me-not all I) we are hoping to get down t o some real
hard trai ning. W e ha ve lots to do, bu t now that our establish~ent has been reduced (poor old Oneco I) and we have to provide only Infa ntry Brigade Sections, we should be able to pu t
up a much better show .
Sections h ave _ b~eii made up and O 's i/ c an d Section sergeants
ahpP_omted! and 1t 1s .hop ed t hat all concerned will join in helping
t e1r particular Section to become sab se achchha.
Rec.r u it ing.- Wonders will never cease. Since t he change of
establishn:ent we have been right uo to strength I Wonderful
Ah me_I if only the R~gula r Army were , too. Work in connec~
t1on w1_th the latter sull goes on, bless it. Posters still get lathered ~ 1 th paste, and so do the P.S.I. 's breeches and puttees and
we st1 get agen ts, but no recruits.
'
Re a. recent issue ?f J.B. . We don 't like going to the talkies
an~. bemg g_reeted with (anti-) soldier-like ohrases. Khuch fikr
na m ~ Sold1~rs don' t care, and Singers are cheap now, and some
"!·n sull go ~mtact).
Clynes and Morrises are pretty good but
give me a Ril ey; them's 'em.
'

11

Misc~llaneous.-We bet you had a good time with the boys
on their camp trek, Bram. We liked your notes · let 's have
some more.
'
f Congratulations to the P.S.l.s and others of the 49 th who were
dortdn,ate enough to draw a horse in the last Irish Sweep. Even
ea , uns are not bad, though we admit that where there's life
~tirba~.hope. Roll on, and let's have another dip in the joll y
A certain P.S .I. (no names, no trips to Davis Theatre, Cro ,
~on) ,wondd~rs how that famous stalwart Wee Tosh may be there
ays. an is there any news of Jock Welch?
PSolrky says that J. J. can't play skittles, which is wrong.
. a aams to all members of the Corps
d f
JH E
' an
rom . , ., pa r•
ticula rl y to all old Jubb wallahs.

w:

O.C.A.-We take this opportunity of stating that an O.C.A.
of the 47th Divisional Signals has been formed, and any exmember of thlt unit is cordially invited to join. Full particulars
may be obtained from the hon . secretary at our headquarters.
Social.-The St. Patrick's carnival dance was a great success
in every way, and everyone spent a most happy time. We
fi nish our ordinary winter dance season with dances on the 12th
and 26th May.
EFFEMMA.
We Want t o Know.- Whether the well-known cricketer from
Aldershot who was discovered wanderi ng on W imbledon Common
with a lorry load of stores, and armed with a very small A.A.
map of London, ever discovered Wool wich Dockyard ?

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds 2 .
General.-With the approach of summer thoughts turn to
matters affecting the training of Sections. Every individual has
now come " off the stocks," so to speak, and has been fitted
into his Section, and all that remains 1s for him to do his job.
Tuesday nights, righ t up to camp, will be devoted to encouraging the team spirit th rough the medium of miniature schemes
on the indoor lines, while T hursdays wi ll be occupied with improving the operati ng.
Training.- The fi rst official parade of the year was held on
Sunday 18th March, when all three Companies rolled up in their
hordes t o draw their pay fo r attend ing the evening instructional
classes held during tl1e winter. And what a parade I Everybody
wore a smile and his best uniform. The adjutant spoke encouraging words to the assembly, in which he gave a general outline
of the approaching season)s programme and expressed satisfaction with the measure of success already accomplished. Pay was
then issued (although by now that 's all forgotten) .
The trade tests which commenced on the following day went
off quietly, and there was no rioting. They ran for the best part
of a for tnight and were by no means so severe as most had
anticipated. The results are not yet to hand , but judging by
the satisfied smile on every face . . . . •
Sun d a y Ex ercise. -On Sunday 8th April there was an indoor
exercise for No. 1 Company for the purpose of blowing away
any cobwebs that might have accumulated during the winter
months. The newly-constituted Sections quickly settled down
and a considerable bulk of messages passed.
Birth.- Our hearty congratulations are extended to C.S.M .
Wood E. G. of the permanent staff, to whom a son and heir
was born on Sunday 8th April. Boy, i948, eh?
Sergeant s' Din ner.- This was a success, and no mistake I
The Mess was honoured by t he presence of no fewer than five
colonels: Color.el W. Boyle, O.B.£., T.D., Colonel G. Bray, M.C. ,
T. D., Lieu t.-Colonel J. Campbell, M.B.E. , Lieut.-Colonel H. Mc
Laren, o.s.o., M.c. , T. D., and Lieut.-Colonel P. A. Hitchcock,
o .B.E. , M.C. (who, many years before this unit took its present
form and when it was still the 2nd W.Y.V.R.E., came as second
corporal instructor). The gathering was most enjoyable and
without a dull minute.
?.- What happened to our team for the 49th (W .R.) Division
cross-country run at York on the 24th March?

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association?
If not, join now !
Your mili tary service will come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employ·
ment. See how the Association elps its Members in
tha t d irection, as shown on page 179. The subscriptions
only 2/- per annum. Ask your U nit Representative (OT
furtl-e r details .
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T~chnic.al Maintenance Section, have already been dubbed
with this fittmg nom-de-g1;1erre, and it looks like sticking. So
far these fitters have, noth~ng to fit or to fit with, and having
regard to the swarm o. applicants who wish to oualify as monkeys
it seems that "M" workshop will fairly take the place of horse
lin,es as the l?arade ~odg~ rs' paradise at camp. Aye, they ken
fit s fit ; which, being literally tral}-slated from Fittee, means
" What's what." (Only 22 carat Aberdonians will detect this
joke I)

Guid Sakes, Yeesitors I- We were pleased to have Lieut. L.
W. J. Dryland of 1st Div! Signals visit our headouarters on the
14th April, but were sorry he couldn't stay to see us at work.
Captain J. H. Brown, M.M., our adjutant, showed him around
and .it would have pleased us if he could have seen us busil;
trammg.
Sergt Watt of Chitral fame, who has recently joined the 3rd
Div. at Bulfo.r d, also visited us during the month and spent a
pleasant evening with the sergeants. We hope he will visit us
often when he is on leave again in Aberdeen.
Entertainments.-No. I Company's talent is gathering thegither to form a concert party. As the saying is, wee! begun is
half done. We are to have a concert on the 24th April: a smoker
to celebrate the presentation of T.E. medals to Sergeants Rollo,
Cormack and Allan, and Corp! Gregor. Man, it wull be just
grand ! Nae charge for admeession I
LANKA MK. JI.

No. 2 (Stirling) Company.
General.- This month finds recruit training continuing, and
the progress made so far is encouraging. Having made ouite sure
that the left foot is on the same side as the left arm, and -mastered
the difference between the " slope," " present " and " secure,"
we feel sure that they will soon now be fit to appear on the same
square with their more trained brethren.
The operators are hard at it, endeavouring to read that extra
few more words per minute which are going to make all the
difference between a pass or a fail when the June Trade Board
comes along.
To those who successfully passed the March Trade Board we
offer our congratulations. Probably tlie others who develo_ped
cold feet at the last moment are regretting it now. Never mmd,
the best of luck in June!

ls this a Record?
The accompanyin~ p~otograph is of five serving members of
the 49th (W.~.) D1v1s1onal Signals who have to their credit
utibrohen service for a total of r 48 years between them.
Standmg (l e[t. t0 right}-C.Q.M.S. Whittaker T. (27 years),
C.Q.~.S. Dalgleish J. (33 years), C.S.M. Joynes W. (25 years).
Smmg-C.S.M. Allen R. o.c.M. (36 years), R.Q.M.S. Tebbs F.
D.C.M. (27 years).
r..ome on, old timers, and remember-unbrohe1: service only.

50th {Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
~e!"er~l. -Th~re is little to report this month. Obligatory
tratnmg is now m full swin~, and the turn-out on drill nights
(Mondays and Wednesdays) 1s quite satisfactory.
Recruiti.ng.-We now want two despatch riders to complete
our establishment, but these vacancies should be filled by the
time these notes go to press.
·
·
Week-end ·- A mos t mterestmg
wee k-en d was soent at Darlington on the 7th and 8~h April, when all officers arid senior n.c.o.s
of J, K and L Sect.'ons, together with the officers and signal
ergean _s of the units m the Third Brigades, had a series of
instructive_ lectures _and practical work on the running of a
Battalion Signal Section. Those of our members who were resent
lef\:; n _Sf"day . night, feeling that they had gained a lot ~f very
use 1 m kormauon, and are. now looking forward to the respecuvhe wehe -e nds arranged with our Brigades to put into practice
w at t ey 1earned.

~oxi~g.-We are fortunate to have two members from this
urut going to London ne:ct week to represent the Territorial
Army m the Imperial Services championships: 2nd/ Lieut C. W.
Belas and L/Corpl McGuiggan. We wish them the very best
of luck.

5i st (Highland) Divisional Signals
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
General.- Training was resumed on the 3rd April, and the
first few parades of the season have been thorou~hly enjoyed
by all ranks. Our popular medical officer, Captam David P.
L~vack, lect.ured the troops on military hygiene on the first drill
rught, ~nd 1f his excellent advice is followed, there will be nae
ma1r sa1r feet at camp, nor sair heids in the morning.
<?£ the thirty n.c.o.s and signalmen who were tested for trade
rat~ngs on the 5th April, the.re were only three failures ; and they,
it is. understood, Just require more Morse practice and should
qualify at the next Trade Testing Board before camp. Instruments are al~ays available. in the signal school for those who
~ant to put m some practice, so " Come up and see me some
ttme I"
.Moo~anisation. -A long farewell to our long faced chums. We
will mis~ them . . To the younger soldiers and those who never
will be riders, t~is may seem a blessing ; but it is with sad hearts
that o.u r essentially horsey men, Sergt Allan and his picket-line
myrmidons, pack up the saddlery and harness for return to
Ordnance.
lt is not correct that we are being issued with monkeys in lieu
o f horses. The fittters, however, on the strength of the new

Shooting.-We hung on to our lead in the second round of
the inter-Company rifle shoot ; in fact, we increased it by twelve
points. As we are the present holders of the trophy and our
team are shooting really well now, I think we shall eventually
retain the honour this year. However, from the improvement
shown in the last shoot by Nos. r and 3 Companies, we are
taking no chances. Our last score must be our best.
~olf. -The officers of this Company have entered a team for
the inter-unit golf challenge cup for units of the Scottish Command. They have as opponents the 5/ 6th Black Watch and
should have played off their round on the 10th April. The match
was, however, cancelled owing to snow and will now be played
at a later date. The best of luck from all ranks.

Boxing.- Sigmn McLean W. of this Company, who recently
won the welter weight championship of the Territorial Army,
has been selected as the welter weight in the team wh ich is competing in the Imperial Services boxing championships at Uxbridge
on the 17th April. We wish him all the very best of luck, and
trust that he wili meet with success similar to that on his last trip
to London. In connection with this team it is most gratifying to
note that Royal Signals Territorials are represented by three en•
trants, one officer and two other ranks. This is the largest
number from any Territorial unit. We wish all three the very
best of luck.
Agony. - F.O. rst (!.) Divsigs: Next time I write, shall I send
the stamp as well? Salaams from Uncle Bob and Tubby .
Tuco.

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
Genoral.-lndividual training is continuing up to the end of
April, and Section training will commence on the 1st May. It
is hoped that by then most of the recruits under training will be

prepared to join their Sections. A batch of recruits under C.S.M.
Maynard is at present under traming in squad and rifle dnll and
showing good progress.
Shooting.-Our air rifle team have collected two trophies during the past month against some tough opposition. They beat
the Gasworks m the final for the Gaskell bowl, and the Ninians
in the final for the Councillor Wall shield with a ,core of 323the highest that has been recorded for many years.
Our team suffered their only defeat in the league from the
Ninians, and the Ninians and the Signals will shoot off for the
League championship.
On the miniature range No. 2 Company again qualified for the
final of the Webber cup, having beaten No. 245 Company Royal
Engineers in ~he semi-final by 27 points: 294 to 267. The final
will be fired off on a neutral range on the 27th April against our
old rivals C Company 6th Welch Regiment.
Social.-The w.o.s and n.c.o.s of the unit were entertained
to a games tournament with the Penarth Branch of the British
Legion, a very enjoyable evening being spent. This was our first
introduction to this fine club, and all are looking forward to the
return match at Park Street.
Ex-Sergt Parsons was presented with a clock by the W .O.s and
N.C.O.s Mess. He had served ten years with this unit and had
proved himself a very efficient n.c.o. vVe are very sorry to
lose such a good member.
THE LEEK.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15.

No. 1 Company.
General.-Although it is regretted that at present our social
activities are :it the lowest possible ebb, a certain social element
is being mixed with the " stir " now proceeding here. Now
read on, for a perusal of the following notes will explain more
fully.
Training.-From now on until the end of the training season,
we are to hold some very interesting and enjoyable week-end
camps. Following on the Cable and WIT Sections' schemes in
Arri!, we have for May a Trade Board , a week-end camp for the
v T team plus a " Classes " camp, and at Whitsun "A" W /T
and "B" Cable Sections make merry. This training programme
is to be repeated during June and again during July. In August,
of course, we go to annual training camp-this year, at Brighton
-and during September the lucky "A" WIT and "B" Cable
Sections will enjoy another week-end camp.
On all drill evenings you can find us very busy swatting up the
various things. For instance, the v /T team are already hard. at
it, and those who are going in for the Trade Board are puttmg
in their final touches, as it were, and others are busily engaged
in preparing for the week-end camps. Consequently, there are
no spare files knocking around-hence the "stir."
By the way, details of the above training are published in the
usual way, so no one has any excuse for not being in the know.
ONECOY.

No. 2 Company.
Training.-Evening classes with pay have finished-leaving,
·we hope, an appetite for more in the members who have come,
listened and learnt, in addition to gaining an insight into what
they have to cover to get the coveted Group E. The next step,
then, is to continue the good work on drill evenings and dazzle
the examiners on the Trade Board in May. Let us hope for the
best.
Our v /T experts are carefully weighing up form and sorting
out the sheep from the lambs, to discover the four members who
will represent the Company in the final test. We shall not neglect the buzzer this year, No. 3 Company, so give the cup a polish
for us.
This month also sees the commencement of week-end camps.
Though we have lost our four-footed friends, we e.et a motor van
and lorry, and are looking forward to some real fast cable laying
in the near future. Of these enjoyable little exercises, more anon.
Social.- No 2 Company held their annual dinner at Bay Lodge
on Saturday 24th March. A really enjoyable evening was spent,

and the effort of C.S.M. Hooper W., L / Corpl Anderson T. and
the committee were well appreciated, both in the well decorated
hall and the excellent fare provided. Our O.C. . Captain W. ].
Wardle, m his speech mentioned that we were only a few under
trength, owmg to the new establishment, and that now was a
ripe opportunit y to make history by getting a roo per cent.
trength Company. A smokin~ co~ce~t, with card ~ r icks .by
Major F. Manley, .T. D., commu.m ty singmg, .ai:d other items (mcluding an exh1b1t1on of lightning shoe repairing by the R.S.M.)
concluded a very entertaining show. We hope to repeat the dose
at Brighton during ann:Jal training.
Heard at the Dinner.- Recruit : " Can you send fast?" Old
Timer: " Well, when I really get going, the shadow of the key
usually wears a hole in the wall " (I)
Kohdist Sigs.- Welcome back to the pages of THE WJRE.
Who has replaced T ich? V.F.
Twocov.

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
General.- We have now come to the end of the paid classes.
and the results have been very good. Training for annual camp
has now started, and an excellent turn-up was seen for the first
evening's drill. An interesting programme, including many weekend camps, has been arranged, and this should be the means of
enticing many of the older hands to come along.
Social.- A recruiting supper was held during March, and quite
a good number attended. A concert was gjven by the Tramway
concert party, and all agreed that this was a very good affair. A
cinema show followed but this was not quite so good as expected,
owing to the fact that the films had to be picked " blind." Six
possible recru its were interviewed, but as they could not attend
annual camp we were compelled to reject them.
S'END.

Bedford Detachment.
Training.- We have just concluded our eight weeks ·paid evening classes, having had very satisfactory attendances throughout
the course.
Our n.c.o.s have been under a course of instruction with the
R.S.M., and we hear that they have learnt ouite a lot in the
short time he has had them.
·
Sergeants Mess Dinner.-Two of our members availed themselves of the pleasure of attending the unit Sergeants Mess dinner
at Stratford. The dinner was a great success and very well worth
the journey down from Bedford. We hear on good authority
that our two representatives had the misfortune to fall asleeo in
the train on the return journey and eventually woke up at Kettering. It soeaks well for the dinner committee's efforts. Must
have been the exceptionally good food, Bill.
BEDFORDIAN.

56th {I st London) Divisional Signals.
(City of London Signals)
Signal House, 20 Atkins Road, Clapham Park, S.W.12
C?ur annual prize-giving took place on Saturday 10th March.
This event usually takes place in October or early November, but
owing to our recent move to Signal House, Cla oham Park, the
event was necessarily postponed until a later date. Fortunately,
1t gave us the opportunity of seeing in person and welcoming our
new hon. colonel, Colonel J. C. Denison Pender (chairman of
The Imperial and International Communications Ltd.} who presented the prizes and certificates. Colonel Deruson Pender takes
up his appointment vice Colonel J. Waley Cohen, whom we trust
will have many pleasant recollections of his tenure of dutv with
us. Major-General Winston Dugan, C.B., C.M.G., o.s.o., G.O.C.
56th (1st London) Division T.A., remarked that he was extremely
glad that his Signals had for hon. colonel an officer such as
Colonel Denison Pender. This is probably the last opportunity
we .shall have of seeing Major-General Dugan, as we regret to say
he shortly le~ves us to take up a civic appointment in Australia.
The good wishes of all ranks of this unit go with him. Prizes
and certificates were awarded as follows.
Company anci Section awards.-lnter-Company efficiency cup,
T.A., No. 2 Company. Inter-Company efficiency cup, S.R., No.

1 Compan y. Int r-Company challenge cup, T .A .. No. 3 Company. Inter-Company Trade Board cup, T.A., No. 3 Company
(14). Inter-Company cricket cup, competition not completed,
1932-1933. Inter-Company football cup, No. l Company L. of
C. Inter-Company musketry bowl (the Cuthbert bowl) No. 2
Company. In1er-Section commanding officers' trophy, awarded
to best Section of the year,.f Section, No. 2 Company.
Individual awards.- Suba lterns' cup, T.A., Lieut. M. M. Cuthbert. Waley Cohen Morse trophy (a) Corp) Coe, No. l Company; (b) L / Corpl Barry, No. 3 Company. The Admiral Grant
recruiting cup, Captain F. C. McMu rray. Trai ned man with
highest number of drills during year, T.A., Corp) Walker, No.
2 Company (142) ; S.R., Sigmn Bolton, No. 3 A.W. (73). Recruit
with highest number of drills during year, T.A ., Sigmn Brett,
No. 3 Company (101) ; S.R .. Corp! Romain, No. 3 A.W. (78).
Trai ned man with best musketry score, T.A., Sigmn H all , No.
2 Company; S.R., Sigmn Cope, No. l Company. Recruit with
best musketry score, T.A .. Sigmn Harvey, No. l Company ; S.R.,
Corp! Romain, No. 3 A.W.
The evening closed with a dance. I have since heard that local
tradesmen are doing a roaring trade in picture frames.
About sixty other ranks of this unit attended Easter training at
Aldershot from Good Friday until Easter Monday, being attached
to our parent unit 2nd Div! Signals, whose hearty co-operation
helped to make the week-end a success . We all realise that such
things as Easter training prevent a certain number of n.c.o.s and
men of the 2nd Div! Signals indulging in the privilege of Easter
leave. and we would have them know that we are extremely
grateful to them for all the help and instruction received during
our training. All n.c.o.s of the rank of sergeant and above were
occupied on a course of Quartermaster duties, with gratifying results. Argumen ts regarding the relative merits of various Army
Forms were heard , sometimes lasting until t he early hours of th <!
morning. One was heard to rema rk with all the wisdom of a
hardened Q.M. that rations, after being " exhumed," could not
be written off on A .F. P.1925 . However, I am sure the knowledge gajned will make our R.Q .M.S.s look to their laurels. All
other ranks were ou t on schemes daily with a Cable Detachment, C sets and No. 1 sets, and it is hoped that the knowledge
gained will be passed on to the less fortunate who did not attend
Easter training.
The congratula tions of all ranks are extended to Lieut.-Colonel
M. F. Allan , commanding the Line of Communications Signals
affiliated to this unit, uoon his oromotion to that rank in succession to Brevet-Colonel A. A. Jayne, o .s.o., o .B.E., M.C., who has
retired on reachin g the age limit. Colonel Jayne will be remembered by many ex-boys of the Corps who have since profited by
his kindly counsel and advice.
No. r Company Line of Communications Signals held their
annual smoker on Saturday 7th April, and were enter tained by
?. first class !:onc~rt rHty.
Ar:1:mg 1 he gt ests present was Major
G. Brown, the Deputy Engineer to the Chief of the Post Office,
who was accorded a hearty welcome. He forged a lin k in the
Lines of Communications Signals chain on their formation in
1926, and his presence was greatly appreciated by all ranks. The
officer commanding, Major G. Gray, in a speech referring to the
P?ssibility of !us relin quishing his command consequent upon
his appomtmen• as Postmaster of Westburv, sooke of the excellent work of No. l Company dur ing his association with the Line
of Communications Signals. Promotion in the Post Office has
already robbed the Company of one O.C., but we trust that Major
G.ray will find it possible to still continue in h is present capacity.
L1eut.-Colonel Allan, commanding Lines of Communications Signals, was called upon to present a small token of respect to the
late permanent staff instructor of No. l Comoany, Sergt Cook
L. G., which was done to the strains of " He's a jolly good
fellow," etc. Sergt Cook travelled from York to be oresent at
the smoker, and was warmly welcomed by all, especially the
naval element ot the Company.
We Should Like to Know.- What is "soade work"? Who
was the " very refained " individual who thou ght that a Naval
Sloop was a nautical deviation from the perpendicular?
M.T. remimscences: If the jack is too high, make a hole in
the road.
C.E.S.

Army Boys Football Cup.
The two semi-finals were played on the Command Central
Ground, Aldershot, on the 11th April. The first match commenced at 2.30 p.m., the Irish Guards comfortably defeating the
H ampshire Regiment by 5- 0 goals. The Guards won on their
size and su perior football, though they are by no means an unbeatable tea m.
Semi·Final: Royal Signals " A " Team v. " D" Platoon,
Army Technical School, Chepstow.
Our opponents started off by pressing and scored after the first
two minutes. The tables then turned, and we had the best of
the game for ,. long period until an unfortunate slide of the left
half gave the A .T.S . a penalty from which they scored. The spectators were then becoming depressed, though fortunately our team
were not. A dangerous charge shortly afterwards gave us a
penalty from which Bennett scored. Less than a minute later
a magnificent bit of combination between Bennett and McQuade
ended in another goal being scored by the former. The score
remained at 2-2 at half time.
In the second period the ball was seldom in our half, and after
ten minutes Bennett scored two more goals in quick succession,
the second being a particularly brilliant one. The final whistle
sounded wit h the score: Signal Boys 4, A .T .S. 2.
Our team was as follows: Goal, Lancashire ; backs. Beenham
(captain) and King L. D. ; half backs, McDonald, Adcock and
Humphries ; forwards, Kendall , Bennett, McQuade, Garfield and
Fry.
Bennett and Adcock (the centre half) were outstanding throughout but the rest of the team played a very good game together.
A great feature of our team is that even when two goals down.
they are never down-hearted and have won several uphill fights
in this way. We look forward with confidence to the final agamst
the Irish Guards on Saturday 14th April.
We are very grateful to Aldershot Si gna ls for the large number who assisted us with their enthusiastic encouragement. The
telegrams of good wishes from Colonel T illard and others were
much appreciated.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion, Catterick.
Depot Battalion Rifle Club.- When, last Octob~r, I appeared
in THB WIRE after a lapse of some years, I promised a further
instalment shortly-and here it is.
.
.
The winter season has seen further improvement both m our
numbers and the results obtained. We finished third 111 the
Yorkshire Winter League, Division II._. and "".ere . definitely unfortunate in losing two matches by a smgle pomt in each one.
Firf"<I

\Vn'l

l .ma

AJ;r$i?resnne

Point~

Bradford "B" . ... .. ... ...
18
16
2
io496
32
York City .. .. .... . .. .. .. ...
18
I4
4
10416
28
Depot B:ittn. R.Signals
18
13
5
10520
26
Despite our position, we finished with the hi.ghest aggre~ate of
points in our Division, and we hope for a higher place m the
summer.
.
The following officers and n.c .o.s fire.:! for the club: L1euts.
R. H. Copeland and R. G. Muir, C.S.M. H. T. Bale, Seri;t G. R.
Seabrook, L / Seqn G . Salmon. Corp! C. p. Walker, L / Corporals
.
D. D. Poole, K.. W. White and W. Jenkms.
Last month we were again honoured by the selectton of Sergl
Seabrook, Corp! Walker and L / Corp! Poole to shoot for the

Army in the inter-Services match. No resu lts have yet been
published.
Interest is being maintained m outside competitions, as we have
candidates for honours in the Palmer oostal competition (in which
Lieut . Copeland scored 297 and L / cOrpl Poole 296 out of 300 in
the fi rst round) and in the Queen Alexandra cup (i n which L / Cpl
Poole scored 396 out of 400) .
The Mackworth trophy, Inter-Company League ("A" teams)
was deservedly won by the Mounted Wing, hotly pursued by
D and E Companies. The aggregates show an improvement of
over 100 points in most cases compared with those of last year.
Shoots

Won

Lost Aiz2retzalc

Ph.

Mounted Wing ... ... . .....
10
8
2
7515
18
D Company .. .... . ... . . .. .. ..
ro
7
3
7517
17
E Company ..... ............
10
7
3
7397
17
School of Sienals .. ... ... ... .
10
4
7341
14
6
Dismounted- Wing ... . .. .. .
IO
4
6
7231
14
F Company ... . .......... ...
10
o
IO
68oo
IO
A welcome sign is the return of the School of Signals to a good
position in the table. We have lost a very useful member of the
Rifle Club team in L / Sergt Bailey, posted to Bulford in November last. We wish him every success in hjs effort to build up
a team there.

1st Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
No. 1 Company.
Standard Athletic Tests.- The irutial training for these tests
has commenced. Several have shown oromise of being able to
oualify at all events, with but a few fa;ling to pass at least half
of them.
Cricket.-Our ouarterbloke has almost comoleted his fixture
list for the coming-season: not a large one this. year, as we have
an extensive tr<:ining programme.
Tennis.- The courts have opened and a number of enthusiasts
have commenced' practice. We hope to form a very useful team
this year, and look forward to the annexation of a few trophies.
Swimming.- Quite a number of enquiries for this form of
recreation, but held in abeyance until the allotment of the Command baths.
General.- Lastly. there is the inter-Section competition to be
held shortly. Training of individuals has already commenced,
as this leads on to the unit and inter-unit events.

2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
No. 1 Company.
We must apologise for our lack of Sports notes during the
past three months, but " discretion is " etc, etc., and it's so
easy to cluck, look round :ind find no egg (No. 3 Company, please
note). The winter season closed yesterday, and results are as
follows.
Hockey.- First round v. No. 2 Company, won by 1- 0 ; final
v. No. 3 Company, won by 6-o.
Rugby.- First round, a bye; fin al v. o. 2 Company. won
by 6-J.
Cross•Country.- The final placin s, afler a re-run, were as
follows: - No. 2 Company, ist ; No. I Company, .i.nd ; No. 3
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Company, 3rd. This even t did not go. qu11c t9 pla n . . W e were
unfortunate 111 havmg two good men m hospttal. ~hil s t o. 3
Company evidentl y found 11 ~as1er 10 w.1lk away with a troph y
than to run for It.
football. - Fnst round v. 1o. 3 Company , lost by o--'6. The
final placing~ m the inter-Company trophy are now: - Nos. 1 and
2 Companies. 9 pomts each ; No. 3 Company, 6.

No. 2 Company.
Cross-Country Running. - The honours of the i mer-Compa~y
event belong 10 o. 2 . Company •. for they were succes~ful 111
showing the way home m the dec1dmg run. Great work.
Rugby. - We played
o. 3 Company in the. inter-Company
competition, .md after a hard game, with extra time, we won by
;-3 points. At the end of ninety mmutes the score was even
at three points each, and our win came through Mr. Thomson ,
who scored a beautiful drop goal. And now for o. 1 Company.1

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
Looking bac:i: over the past season and taking all things in~o
consideration, we have not done so badly after all. Bo~h 111
hockey and football we have managed to reach the semi-final
rounds of the Garrison cup competitions, and that is no mean
achievement for so small and scattered a umt.
Football.-Obtaining a bye in the first round of the Garrison
cup tournament, we met the 11th Hussars (P .A.O.)_ in the second
round and, contrary to all expectations-they havmg beaten us
in both league games-we beat them by four clear goals after a
very hard first .half. We were l~ading by one goal to nil at half
time, and up till then the final issue seemed very doubtful, but
on the resumption of play our team took complete charge of the
game and ran out comfortable winners by 4-0 goals.
.
In the semi-final round we met the 2nd Battn Loyal Regiment,
but after a very close and hard fought game we emerged on the
wrong side, losing by the odd goal in five. Early on in the game
the Loyals gained two quick goals, and it was some. time before
we replied. They then scored again, but after this our team
settled down and held them very well, scoring once more before
the final whistle.
This is, I believe, the nearest we have ever got in this particular
cup competition, and next season we hope we may go farther still.
Other results to date.-League v. 9th Lancers, won by 8-2.
Friendly v. Bristol C.S. won by 3--2. League v. 4 / 7th Dragoon
Guards, lost by 2-4. League v. R.A.O.C. drew at 2-2.
Hockey Results.-v . E Troop, won by 7-2; v. rst R.W.F.
lost by 24 ; v. 9th Lancers, lost by 2-3 ; v. Staff D.C.R.E.
won by 5-3 ; v. Salisbury Theological College, won by 3--2 ;
v. Bristol C.S. won by 4-2.
Rugby Results.-v. R.A.O.C. won by 5-0; v. K.O.Y.L.I.
lost by <>-9; Garrison cup v. K.O.Y.L.I. lost by o--{).
Inter-Section Competition.-Some very keen games were
witnessed. The object of it was to ensure that most of the personnel of the unit got a game at one branch of sport or another.
The events included cross-country, football, rugby, hockey and
netball, and truly the results were surprising. The Sections
taking part were Headquarters, the combined Tank Signal Sections, and E Troop Cavalry Divl Signals. Points were awarded
for each gam~. and the final results were again in favour of
Headquarters, with E Troop running the Tank Signal Sections
very close for second place.
Results.-Headauarters, first with 21 points out of a possible
~1 ; Tank Signal Sections, second with 14; E Troop Cavalry
D1vl Signals, third with 13.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bufford.
Football.-The oast month has been rather a red letter one
for our team. Of ·the last four matches we have won two and
drawn two, and as a result have gone uo one oosition in the Area
League. With onlv six matches befo.re the conclusion of the
eason we should, if the team keeps up its present form, go up
at least three more places and finish about half-way in the list.
''.· 1st Battn K.O.Y.L.l.-Our opponents had previously beaten
us m the S.P .A. cup by ~-2 (after extra time) and our lads were
naturally keen lo have their revenge-or, at least, to show that

we can always come back smiling. It was undoubt edly a bad
day fo r the K.O .Y. L.J., for they could do nothing righ t. This
does not signify that we could do noth ing wrong and had the
game all ou r own way. As a ga me it was not particularly
exciti ng, alt houg h one or. two spa s~s and shots at goal by Beard
(senior) and Dr ysdale ra ised a thrill. Unfortunately, Drysdale
was crocked in the second half and will be out of the team for
the rest of the season. Actually a ~core of 7-0 against K.O.Y.L.I.
should have been registered, but we were well satisfied with 4-0.
v. 9th Lancers.- Here was an occasion when we should have
really obtained two points. From tne start we went off with a
rush and scored three qu ick goals, but the Lancers fought back
valiantly and held us to finish at 3- 3. 1£ we had won, which
we should have done, we should have been one position higher
up the lea$ue table.
v. 9th Field Brigade R.A.- In this match we beat the aspi rants
co second place in the league to the tune of 4- 2. ·Although the
writer was not present, it is understood from our one consistent
spectator that our team played their best game of the season. The
Gunners thought we were easy meat and only played what they
termed a reserve team, but reserve or not, our men showed
their best form and deserve full marks for a splendid game.
Hockey.- Garrison Cup. We had hoped for an all-Signais
final, but this was not to be. No. 3 Company were defeated
by 2-1 by No. 14 Light Battery in the semi-final after extra
time. On the play No. 3 Company certainly should have won,
but the fact remains that thev didn't.
No. t Company defeated No. 2 Company in the other semi-final
match. There were some exciting and breath-taking moments for
both sides, especially when No. 2 Company narrowly missed
scoring a couple of goals in the first few minutes of the game. It
was a good match and some good hockey was seen. The score
ended in a victory by 2-0 for No. t Company.
No. 1 Company and No. 14 Light Battery met in the final
round on Wednesday I tth April, the result being 1-0 in favour
of No. r Company after extra time. The play was fast and
furious, and in front of goal our forwards were inclined to be
erratic. L / Corpl McKenzie made no mistake with his only
opportunity and Carpi Parry played a sterling game. No. t Company team comprised Sigmn Cook, L / Sergt Luck, L / Corporal
Robinson, Lieut. W in terborn, L / Corpl Burrell, Corporal Parry,
Sigmn Spearman, Sigmn Mitchell, Sigmn Softly, L / Corporal
McKenzie, C.Q.M.S. Smith.
We might mention that only one goal has been scored against
No. I Company during the whole of the cup matches, the goal
tally being 26--1.
No. 3 Company are promising all sorts of things for next year.
Well done, No. I!
Cross-Country-;-The Army championships took place at Windsor Great Park on the 20th March. It was wet and muddv rather
than cold, but a lot of the going was good. We finished eighth
out of eleven teams, which was a come down from previous years.
We had had a few casualties during the previous days, it's true,
bue we were squarely beaten.
The other ten teams were from Infantry Battalions. In the
past, the number of such teams has been few. One surmises
that the two periods of outstanding performances by the D.C.L.I.
and the Buffs has set up a spirit of rivalry amongst other regiments. If so, this is all for the good of the sport.
Our team, drawn from a unit much smaller in numbers, put up
a very good show and beat three Infantry teams. Page finished
tenth and Cotterell eleventh, thereby concluding a successful
season as far as they were concerned. The former is unfortunately going on draft now ; otherwise we might have seen big
things from him in the near future. We cannot end this note
without once more congratulating Sergt Cotterell on his continued
fine running. It is now fourteen years since he came into prominence, which we imagine must be nearly a record.
Billiards.- We are happy to record that No. 1 Company were
successful in winning the inter-unit billiards cup presented by the
Y.M.C.A., and have the honour of being the first Signal Company
to have their name inscribed on the cup. The final game (played
against the 15th Battery R.A.) was fought out in good spirit, and
our opponents had to admit defeat by 48 points. Detailed scores
were as follows : Royal Signals-L/ Sergt Brooke 100, Corp( Ashford 97, L / Cpl
McKenzie So, Sigmn Sherwood too, Sigmn Way 100-Total 477.
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No. 15 Battery R.A.- B.S.M. Richards 75, L / Bdr Kay 100,
L / Bdr Shortell too, L / Bdr Phillips 88, Bdr Knight 66--Total 429.
CORPORALS ROOM- Garrison Junior N.C.0.s Mess Billiard Cup.
This was competed for amongst t he junior. n.c.o.s messes of the
Garrison during last wmter, e~ch mess having to play the others
at home and away. Here agam we have to report success. Our
junior n.c.o.s won the cup agamst very str~n g opposition from
the R.E.s, who finished only two pomts behmd us.
We lost one of our most consistent players when Ca rpi Woodbury was required ~or service overseas, but foun d another useful
wielder of the cue m Carpi Adams.
.
The team consisted of Carols Adams, Ashford and H 1pwood,
and L / Corporals Etchells and McKenzie. L / Carpi Etchells ably
acted as team captain in his pla.y and arrangement of fix tures and
refreshments. The real surprise of the tournament was .wh en
Corp! Hipwood beat the star man of t~e R.E.s . (Corp! Bishop)
enabling us to win the match by 5-2 points. Will Carpi W oodbury of Colombo please note?
.
SERGEANTS MESS.- After a v~ry ~trenuous. and sporting game
th e Sergeants Mess of the 3rd D1vl Signals fimshed as runners-up,
losing the fin.ii of the Garrison Sergeants Mess cup to the 5th
Light Brigade by five pomts.
Golf .- The Southern Command Meeting was held ~t Tid~or h
from 9th to 14th April, and we made a bold first-ti me b t ~ fo r
honours. Strenuous practice, hearty language and flym g divots
paved the way to. ~ .fair mea~ure . of, success. (l ·nearly fo rgot to
mention the acqu1s1uon, at his w1£e s expense, of a complete set
0£ seemingly countless new match clubs by one of our players.
He was tired at the end.' too I)_
.
.
The unit team comprised Lieut . Wmterborn, Ma1or Penney,
2 / Lieut. Charlton and Lieut. Ga m~ier. In th~ f~rst three. roun~s
our success was mainly due to Lieut. Gambier s sweepmg v1cl
tories. We di~posed of the Tanks by 17--{) holes, the Roya
Engineers (holders) by 14- 5, and the 9th Lancers. by 12--_7. In
the final we met the K.O.Y.L.L and a most exc1tmg fimsh resulted. In the first match we were one down, m the second one
up, and in the third all square •. We lost the fourth by four holes,
our representative being up agamst a much lower handicap player
who was on form. It was a good effort, and we hope for complete success next time.
d
h
In other events Lieut. Winterborn won the Cornman sc~atc
championship over thirty-six holes and was third m the handicap.
2 / Lieut. Charlton was second in eightee.n holes me~al play on
handicap, and Lieut. Vfinterborn and Ma1or Penney tied for first
place in foursomes agamst bogey.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
Hockey.-The season ~as n9w drawn to a close and we can
look back over it with sat1sfact1on: 22 matches were won, 7 lost
and <1 drawn.
· l ·
·t
Th~ final of this year's Army cup was of spec1a mtere t, as 1
was won by the 2nd Battn K.S.L.l., who ~nly m.an~ged to beat
us by the odd goal in the third . round. It IS grattf_Ymg to kno~
that they regard their match with us as be1fg their ~artst er;
counter throughout the tournament. By de eating .t e d uehn .s
Regiment by 4_ 1 in the repla yed final, they regfutere td e1r
seventh Army final win in ninl!; seasorts-a won.der .1 recor ·
We have lost the valued services of our cap tam, Lieut. hC. D.
Gardiner, who has proceeded to. India ; but fortunately t . e 1. as~
draft from India was kind to us m regard .to playefrs, and h 'dha
tions are that our team next season will be o even ig er
standard than before.
Rugby. - v. R.E. Colchester, 22/ 3/ 34• lost .~Y 3- u. Thk
forwards were evenly matched, but Signals outd1 ~rs ';.~re ~~de
in attack and their tackling was not up to stan ar ·
ou si
half Sigmn Delaney cut through on his ~wn a~d ~cored one try
- a very good effort. Th/e match bas d1s6po~~~hg~anv of the
v. H.M.S._Gaflges, 27/ 3. 34• won Y \ 1 k~ to win this . match.
d
I b
customary First XV. m1ssmg, we were uc · d
A good hard game, producing two excellent roppe goa s y
Delaney and one try by Evans.
In view of our
v. Northern Blues, 15 / 3 / 34, lost. by o- 14·
Sienals fielded
somewhat easy vi~tory on the_ prevHus occ{,)1on,d L/ Carol Hall
only five of the First XV. S1gmn ~mes - h an
scored. \Ve should not have lost this mate .
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Soccer.- The follow ing games have been played since the last
publication.
FIRST ELEVEN.
14 / 3 / 34 v. Beds and Herts Regiment (E. and S.B. League),
home, won by 5- 1
17/ 3 / 34 v. Heybridge (E. and S.B. League) away, lost b 1--{)
21/ 3 / 34 v. Beds and Herts Regiment {E. and S.B. League),
away, drew at 2- 2
24 / 3 / 34 v . Chelmsford (East Anglian cup) away. drew at o-o
28 / 3 / 34 v. Chelmsford (East Anglian cup, replav) away, lost by
0-2
9/ 4 / 34 v. Stowmarket (E. and S.B. League) away, lost by 2- 4
SECOND ELEVEN.
r5/ 3 / 34 v. 7th Field Company R.E. (Thursday League) home,
won by 3- 2
22 / 3 / 34 v. Middlesex Regiment (Thursday League) home, won
.
by 8-2
Our remain ing First Eleven fixtures comprise the fin~I of the
Garrison cup, in which we meet the K.S.L.I. ; the semi-final of
the Braintree charity cup, when we meet the Spartan . League
side Crittalls Athletic ; and the final of the Pearson charitv. cup,
in which we meet the winners of the Colchester Town v. Crittalls
Athletic game.
.
Our Second Eleven have five matches to complete their fixture
list for the season, and could they obtain maximum points, they
would finish at the head of the local Thursday League.
Hearty congratulations ar~ extended to the Boys team of the
Training Batralion on reaching the final . of the Boys Army cup,
and our best wishes for a grand success m the game.

Isl Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Tennis.-In a friendly match against B Corps Sign~ls, played
on the 18th February, on B Corps courts, the following results
were returned: L / Corpl Graham and Sigmn Bl!ndy beat ~ / Carpi Jerram and
Sigmn Cant by 6-s ; beat Sigmn Durkm and ~1gmn Barry
by 8-3 ; lost to Sergt Smith and L / Corpl Jarvis by 2---9 ;
and lost to Sergt Parker and Sigmn Hogg by 2---9
Captain Morgan and Lieut. G~d beat L / ~orporal Jerram and
Sigmn Cant by 7-4 ; beat S1gmn Du~km and S1gmn Barry
by 10-1 ; lost to Se~gt Parker and S1gmi:i Hogg by 5-6;
and lost to Sergt Smith and L / Carpi Jarvis by 1 - 1~
Lieut. Minshall and Sigmn Arnott ~eat Sergea.nt Smith . and
L / Corpl Jarvis by 6--5; beat S1gmn Durk~n and S1gmn
Barry by 7-4; beat L/Corpl Jerram and S1gmn Cant by
7-4 ; and beat Sergt Parker and S1gmn ~ogg by 7-:4
Lieut. Stewart and Sergt Ellerton-Long beat S1gmn qurkin and
Sigmn Barry by 7-4 ; beat L / Corpl Jerram and .S1gmn Cant
by 8-3 ; lost to Sergt Smith a.nd L/ Corp! Jarvis by 5--{) ;
and lost t.:> Sergt Parker and S1gmn Hogg by 3-8
Result-1st Div. 10 matches, B Corps 6.
Some excellent tennis was witnesse~. and in the m!ltch of
Lieut. Minshall and Sigmn Arnott agamst Sergeant Smith an~
L / Corp! Jarvis we sa.w. tennis pl.ayed as 1t should be. B Corps
same pair played brilliant tenms to bea.t Captam . Morgan a~d
Lieut. Good by 1o--_1, but t~e latter pair had their revenge m
beating Sigmn Durkm and S1gmn Barry by the same score.
Tea was generously provided by the members of B Corps
. . . .
Signals Tennis Club.
Football.-In the semi-final of the Rawalpmd1 D1str1ct footba~l
tournament, Combined Signals played t.he 211d Battn. Welch Regiment. Losing the toss, the Signals kicked off agamst a stro~g
breeze and, playing brilliant football, they kept the Welc~ m
their own half, but at half-time the sc<;>re sheet was bla?k• mamly
owing to the ineffectiveness of the Signals forwards m front of
goal.
·
·
After the interval the Signals,
haymg
t h e b reeze. Iaunc h. e d
attack after attack and after ten mmute · o.pen~d the .scoring
through Sigmn Managhan. This lead wa · mamtamed unul three
minutes before the close of play, when the Welch scored from
a penalty which was hotly disputed by players and spectators
alike. Even the Welch players were dumbfounded when the
referee pointed t<;> the fa~al spot. Despera!e. efforts were. made
by Signals to retrieve their lost lea~. but brilliant goalkeepm~ by
the Welch custodian frustrated thetr efforts, and the final whistle
blew with the score all square.
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E. tra time wa played, but the Signals team seemed to have
taken the pen;;lty to heart, as they never looked like scoring.
The Welch took the lead after ten minutes, and only some excellent goalkeeping by S1gmn Walsh prevented them from gaining
a more deci iv victory.
Cricket.- A friendly match was played against the I.A.O.C.
The 1st Div. scored 109 and 50 for four wickets (declared) and
the l.A.0.C. replied with 70 anci 45, thus leaving us the victors
by 4~ run .
Hockey.-Some good hockey has been witnessed during the
montl\. A report on all matches would be a rather lengthy busine s, but no outstanding match was played. We hope that we
hall be able to report more on this sport in our next contribution. Some good hockey is looked forward to during the forthcoming Signals Week.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Foot ball Re s ults25/2/ 34 v. B Company Dorsetshire Regiment, away, won by
3-0
26 1 2 34 v. B.M.H. Sialkot, home, won by 7-0
28 2 34 v. G Battery R.H.A., home, drew at o-o
6 3/J4 v. B Corps Signals, at Rawalpindi, lost by 0- 4
14 3 , 34 v. A Company Dorsetshire Regiment, home, won by
2-0
18 3 / 34 v. D Company Dorsetshire Regiment, home, lost by
2-4
An early injury-Sigmn Adamson L. (goalkeeper) was finished
with the game in the first minute-took a good deal of interest
out of the side, and at half time we were three goals dow n . However, one or two changes were made and we had more of the
play, but were unable to take advantage of numerous chances,
and in the second half B Corps added a further goal.
Team.-Si&l!Jn Adamson L:; Sigmn Alderman R. and L/Corpl
~nnor G. ; Signalmen Mackie P ., O 'Connell F. and Barrett F. ;
Signalmen Robertson J. and Grant A., Corp) Gratwicke S., Signalmen McDonald J. and Bass J.
Hockey Resultsv. H .Q. Squadron 13 / 18th Hussars, away, won by 1-0
v. Wireless Experimental Section, Cherat, at Rawalpindi, los:
by 0-I
v. B Squadron 13 / 18th Hussars, away, won by 2-1
The game with W.~ . S. Cherat prov~d very evenly contested
throughout, and only m the last few minutes did ou r opponents
score the only . goal. T eam-Sigmn Robertson J. ; Coro! Gratw1cke S. and S1gmn Gratton H. ; L /Corol Conno r G., Signalmen
Burrell F. and Alderman R. ; L/ Corpl Brown G. , Sergt Standen
R.. T.S.M. Hebberd R.• L/Corpl Adamson J. and Sigmn Adamson L.
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Tennis.- Various at homes have been held in the unit this
season. In a recent match, with four couples per side, the Wireless Section and Workshops defeated the A and Q Branches by
one game.
Cricket.- Some very oleasant Sunday ma~cht? with the. City
Gentlemen have been played. Dr. Datta's side .1s usually JUSt a
little too good for us, but that does not detract m any way from
the enjoyment.
Waziristan District Tournament.-The tournament was held
in Bannu in January. Teams for both British hockey and football
were entered by us. We retained the hockey cup, but were
knocked out of the football by the champions, the H.L.I.
Signals Week, Rawalpindi.- We entered for British footbal_I.
British and Indian hockey and cross-country, and two tenrns
teams We had no success with any event. If one has been
practi~ing on a desert, the change to a bog is rather distressing.
The committee of Signals Week were badly let down by the
weather, but they have our sympathy and admiration for the
way the show was carried on. Sigmn Bell, our foot~all centre
half, was seriously hurt in the early stages of the semi-final and
was unable to play after it. One of our hockey halves contracted
malaria and so we lost his services .

KOHAT SIGNALS.

1st ltmi11gs.

211d

Innings.

Greenh algh ............................ ..
6 b Bushnell-Wye .. .. ..
Price J.. ............ .................... .. . 4 c Walker b Sinnock
Sergt Ware (A.E.C.) ................. . 15 lbw b Braye . ..... ...
Lieut. Worrall lbw b Braye .. ...... .
I
b Sinnock ............
L / Corpl Bunce b Younghusband .. .
b Braye . ..............
Corp! Ray c Perkins b Braye ..... .
b Thompson .. .. . ... .
Luckhur t c Stamp b Y'ghusband
c W alker b Stamp .. .
Rose c Braye b Perkins . ..... ..... . 15 c Braye b Y'husband
L / Corpl West not out .............. .
4 c Cronin b Stamp . . .
Caulfield c Cronin b Bushnell-Wye
not out ..................
McMahon run out .......... .......... .
2
b Younghusband . ..
Extras ............... .. ....... . .... . I2
Extras .. .... .... .. ...
Total ................. .
ISt

o
4
16
21
o
12
7
10
o
2

Total ............ 74

R.A.F.

lmiings.

wd Innings.

P.O. Younghusband b McMahon
o
L.A.C. Perkins lbw b McMahon . . .
7
L.A.C. Walker lbw b McMahon.. . 29
FI Lieut Huddlestone b McMahon 0
Sergt Stamp c Ware b Ray ... ..... . 12
P.O. Braye c Bunce b McMahon .. .
5
Corp! Bushnell-Wye b Ray ....... . .
Cronin c Ray b McMahon ... .. ... .
Thompson c Worrall b Ware .. .
Sinnock b Ware ...... . ........... . .... .
Saunderson not out ................. .
l
Extras ............ .... . .. ... ..... .. .
7
Total ..................

not out ...... ............ 13
b Ray ............. ... .. 35
not out ... ..... ......... .

Extras . . . . . .. . .. ..

88

4

Major B. G. Rowley measuring the "Puts."

Headquarters, British Ranks.

The best all-round arh!ete's cup was won by Sigmn Price J. of
H.Q. Section, the runner-up being Sigmn Prabh Dayal, also of
that Section. Price showed up well in all the running events and
also in the long jump. H e held an advantage over the runner-up
Prabh Dayal in that he showed much higher class in the events
he entered for.

Res ult s of Hockey Matches w ith Outside Clubs.
October 1933-at D.l.Khan-v. Police lost by 1-2 ; v. 5 M.T.
Company drew at 3-3 ; v. Police l~st by 0-4
.
November 1933-at D.l.Khan-v. Police drew at 2-2 ; v._ Police
won by 6--r ; v. 5 M .T. Company won by 6-o; v. Police lost
by 3-5; v. 5 M.T. Compa,ny won. by 3-2
.
December 1933-at D .1.Khan-v. Police lost by l - 2 ; v. Pohce
won by 3-2
January 1934-at Bannu-v. I.A.S. C. dre~ at 2-2; v. 4/ 15th
Punjab drew at 2-2 ; v. 2/ 14th Punjab lost by 0-2 ; v.
R.T.C. drew at 2-2; v. R.T .C. won by 4-1 ; v. H .L.I. won
by 2-0. At D .I.Khan-v. 5 .M.T. Company won by 2-0;
v. Police won by r-o; v. Police lost by 2-3
February 1934-at D.I.Khan-v. 5 M.T. Company won by 2-1
v. D.H.Q. won by 2-1 ; v . _Poli~e lost by 0-4
March 1934-in Pindi-v . lSt D 1vl Signals won by 1-0; v. Peshdist Signals lost by 0-1
Football Results .
October 1933-at D.1.Khan-v. D.l.Khan Gaol drew at 2-2 ; v.
Goldminster Club won by 3-0
.
November 1933-at D .l.Khan-v. R.T. C. won by 1-0 ; v. City
Gentlemen won by 6-o
.
December 1933-at D.l. Khan-_v. City Gentlemen won by 15-1
January 1934-at Bannu-v. City Gentlemen won by 2-1 ; v .
2 / 5th G.R. won by 3-2; v. 2 / 3rd R.G .R. drew at 2-2; v.
H.L.I. lo t by r-4. At D .l. K h an-v . H .L.l. Band won by
1c-3
February 1934-at D .1.K .-v. City G~ntle~1en won by 8-1
March 1934-at Rawalpindi-v. 1st D1vl Signals lost by 0-2

Mrs. Rowley presenting the Inter-Section Athletic Cup
to H.Q. Section.

February 1934-at D.1.Khan.
O fficers and n.c.o.s 59 and 97 for five (Corp!. Barron 47) ; City
Gentlemen 82 and 72 for three, declared (Lieut. Cussens, five
for 35) . W on by two runs i_n the last. over.
W.D. Signals 90 (L/ Corpl Wh ittle 30, Lieut. Cussens 21) and
106 (Corp! Watts 27) ; City Gentlemen 130 and 107 for two,
declared. Lost by 41 runs.
.
.
W .D. Signals 90 (Sigm n Oates 46); City Gentlemen 113 (Lieut.
Cussens, seven for r8). Lost by 23 runs.

Total ..... .. . . 53

Un it Spo rts Me eti n g.
The meeting took place on the .Brigade parade ground. The
general turn out was extraordmanly good and the competition
very keen. There was plenty of unknown material in the runrnng, and_ former champion Sec.tions, having lost their old sweats,
had to give way to the superior form shown by H .Q. Section.
Here are the results.
H.Q.

110 yards relay .........
88o yards relay ·········
Long jump ··· ·· ··········
220 yards relay ·········
Mile team ······· ········
High jump ...... ..... ....
P utting the weight ...
440 ya rds relay .... . .. ..

12
12
12
12

8
8
8
12

A

2
3
5
2 Y, . ..
3
2
T2

D

J

K

C

8
5

3
2
8

5
8

0

2 !~···

8
5
5

3

0
3
3
2

12
12
2
5

I

Totals ···············

84

30Y, .. . 25

2
5
2

5

8

3

46Y, ... 45

15

I'

2J9

Kobat District Signals, Kohat.

Cricke.t Results.

Pindi Week.
As. usual, it rai~ed I In this. instance, it rained heavily I I In
fact, 1t ramed continuously for six days out of a possible seven I I !
Football.-Our team ":'ere fortunate in having the only fine
day on which to play their match. They met the 2nd D iv. and
lost by o-8. This was not surprising to the spectators or to
any member of our team after t he first few mintites play. Ou r
team were hopelessly outclassed, and the opposing side showed
a far greater knowledge of team work.

Waziristan District Signals, Dera Ismail Khan.
Hockey.- This game is the piece de resistance of D.1.Khan
sport, the foot ball ground being only a selected oiece of desert.
Hockey is so popular that the ground is seldom o~t of use in the
eveni ng. A featu re of games in. DJ.Khan is. that anybody who
wish es may play, however lacking 111 profi~1ency. <?ccas1onally
the ladies have joined in and some most en1oyable mixed games
have res ulted, the ladies' lack of practice being counteracted by
various ha11dicaps on the men. The ladies have also been caught
pl,1ying basket ball.

. Hockey.-ln this also our team were beaten, but under the
circumstances this was not. surprising. The match took place
oTn the Div. parade ground, m football boots and in pouring rain.
he result was 1 · o for B Corps.
. Cricket.-:-Our deciding match against the R.A.F ., referred to
Ththe last issue of our Sports notes, resulted in a defeat fo r us.
ma!dh was notable m that no chances we re experienced by
ell e r st e. We WQn th1; tQss and batteq fir~t H ere is tho
resu 1t,
·
"

h

H. Q. Section Team,

Football.- lt is difficult to find opponent in D.I .Khan, and
most of the games have been between two teams of B.O .J3..s .. T he
fina l trial fo r t he team to reoresent the unit 111 Rawalpmd1 was
t he best game witnes ed duri1)g the season, all twenty-two players
bein~ appar~ntly eg~ally r;l~scrvm$-of bemg_seJe,te.d, ~

Bannu Signal Section.
Hockey.-Three games were played recently, and the results
were: v. l. A.S.C. Headquarters, drew at 1-I, w<;>n by 7-:-:0• and
drew at 2-2. In the first game we fielded a combined Bnush and
Indian side, but the players did not work well togeth~r. For the
other two games we had the help of one n .c.o. of Bngade Heado uarters. In the last game th e I. ~. S .C. put out a very stron g
side and we were lucky to draw with t_hem.
We shall soon be losing th e help of S1g~n Thom.PSOil;• who has
peen posted tQ H.Q. Se tiop, Qur l9ss will b~ t\le1 r ~;up,
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The l.A.S.C. are having another crack at us nex t ~eek . Lectur on hockey have been given by some of our le~ dmg pla ye.rs,
and these have been greatly appreciated by the beginners. Cntl•
c sm ha!: been free. especially from the non-players .
Swimming.- In a match v No. 9 Armou red Car Company
(R. T .C.) each side scored nine p.lints.
Football.- We have been un.ible to field a tea"1 owing to some
B.O.R.s being away on courses.
F1shing.- Record catch: Sergt Bigg, 3 ~ 1 ounces. But that is
nothin~ compared with th at which got away from one of our
other fishermen.

Wana Signal Section.
Football.- ln the recent contest for the Walmac trophy only
one match was played, wh ich resulted in. a v.:in for the Signals by
one goal to nil, Sigmn Johns H. contnbuung. Our opponents
struggled hard to equalise and more tha~ once ca1:1sed us some
anxiety, but the combined work of Campion, Martm and Carter
kept them at bay. It was easily the most interesting match played
m Wana for some considerable time.
In the Brigade football cup, the competition for which has just
commenced, we succeeded in defeating the Sappers and Miners
m the first round by 8-1 (Johns 5, L / Corpl Oliver, MacGratton,
Healy). Funher notes on the Brigade cup will be given next
month.
Hockey-This has been more or less at a standstill owing to the
interest centred around football. No doubt, when the cup tie
fever has faded away. the sticks will come into action once more.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
With the close of the football season and the regretted departure of the Fleets, we take this opportunity of thanking our many
friends in the Navy (particularly ro H.M.S.s Searcher, Windsor,
Westminster, Watchman, Ve/ox, Vortigern and Achates) for the
many pleasant game.~ and evenings we enjoyed with them. Exercises and bad weather, combined, curtailed our month's fixtures
a lot, and the only matches played were: v. H.M.S. Achates, lost by 1-3
v. M.C. Antioquoia (Colombian Destroyer) won by 5-1
v. H.M.S. Watchman, drew at r-r
v. H.M.S. Ardent, drew at 3-3
v. No. 28 Company R.A.M.C. drew at 3- 3
The result of our season's play is shown below, and 1f not
exactly brilliant enough to take us to the head of the ta ble, it is
cne of which we are very proud, as without exception every one
of our games was against opponents whose numerical strength
was much greater than our own. Incidentall y, our best games
were as a rule against the recognised " strong " teams of the
Garrison.
Played 45, won 14, lost 20, drawn 11. Goals-for !)6, against
!06.
Games played by members of the team-Signalman Morris 44,
Corp! Hayden, L / Corpl Cook and Sigmn Pendlebury 40, Sigmn
Burt 39, L Carpi Sumner 36, Sigmn Carr 34, Siinalmen Taylor
and Pope 33, Sigmn Fuller 24, Sigmn Blake 23, S1gmn Goodanew
A. 22, Sigmn Harvey R. 21, Sigmn Palmer 11, Sigmn Tavender 8,
Signalmen Bull and O'Neill 4, Sigmn Cole 3, Sigmn Rawlinson r.
The foll!Jwing 1s the record of goal scoring: - Sigmn Pendlebury 27, S1gmn Taylor 20, Sigmn Fuller 17, Sigmn Carr 8, Sigmn
Pope 6, Sigmn Harvey 5, Sigmn Waller 4, L/Corpl Sumner 3,
Signalmen Palmer and Cole 2, Corporal Hayden and Signalman
Tavender 1.
We have played two games tournaments during the month, the
results bemg as shown.
v. H.M.S. Arhates-Billiards, Royal Signals tJ games, H.M.S.
Achates 1. Darts, Royal Signals 3 games, H".M.S. Achates 5.
v. H.M.S. Watchman-Owing to night exercises, this tournament was confined to billiards only, and to our surorise we
were no match for our opponents, as the scores show". Royal
Signals: S11(mn Carr 115, Sigmn Blake 125, Sigmn Harvey
65, S111mn Waller 78, Q.M.S. Harris 71-Total 454. H.M.S.
Watcllma-:: P.O. Martin 125, P.O. Davidson 75, (?)Lee 125,
P.O. Lewis 125, (?) - - 125-Total 575.

43rd (Wessex) Divi.sional Signals.
No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
Boxing.- Results of matches v. Devon and Cornwall Heavy
Brigade (Signal representatives gi ven fi rst in each case) .

Tuesday 20th March.
Bantam- W right was knocked out by Gi lbert in the second
round.
Feather- W illiams lost to Lea ry on points.
Welter- Dawe lost to Mitchell on points.
Light-Patterson lost to Prinn by a knock-out m the second
round . J::errand beat Scallan on points.
Middle-Smith lost to H awkins by a knock-out m the second
round.
~xhibition-Phillips v. 2/ Lieut . Wiltshire.
Tuesday roth April.
Bantam-Darc;1 beat O'Leary by a knock-ou t in the third round.
Feather- Prout lost to Scallan by a knock-out in the second round
Welter- Ferrand lost to Mitchell by a knock-out in the third
round.
Light- Smith lost to Harris on points.
Catch-weight-Williams lost to Jinks on points.
Exhibition-Fry v. Wright.
Football.- The Company team plaved a game with our old ·
rivals the 4 / 5th D.C.L.I. on the Brickfields, and the result was
a draw at r- 1.
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Editorial Notes

-

I

~~·~~~~~~~~~~~

It will be of great interest to our readers to know that a suit•
able memorial to the late Lieutenant John Agar is being arranged
by the officers of the Corps.
There is scarcely any need to recapitulate the detai ls of Lieut.
Agar' s gallant action when he gave his life, last August, in
rescuing men under his command from drowning.
Lieutenant Agar's parents were honoured by a letter from
His Majesty the King, and the Royal Humane Society and the
Carnegie Hero Trust Fund registered their s9ecial appreciation
of his action.
An officer of outstanding merit, his tragic death was a great
loss to the Corps, and it is fitt ing that his heroic ex9loit should
be suitably commemorated.
The Corps Committee recently met to discuss the matter, and
alter examinins; various proposals it was agreed that the most
suitable memonal would be a orize at the Royal Military Academy,
to be known as "THE AGAR - MEMORIAL PRIZE."
The prize will consist of a sum of money to be presented each
Term to the best oualified Cadet entering the Royal Cor9s of
Signals, and will th-us be similar to other prizes already established for the Royal Artillery and the Royal Engineers. It will
be accompanied by a simple written account of the act which it
commemorates.
The Antarctic Expedition, 1934.- An imoortant Antarctic
Expedition is being organised under the leadership of Mr. J. R.
Rymill (a member of the Watkins Arctic Air Route Expedition).
This is scheduled to leave England for Graham Land in the
autumn of this vear and to return in the spring of 1937.
There will be. several Naval officers accompanying the Expedition, and among the Army representatives is Lieutenant I. F.
Meiklejohn, Royal Signals, who will be in charge of the wireless
communications.

~E .
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PRICE-SIXPENCE

His Majesty the King is being kept informed of the arrangements, and His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales will be the
Patron of the Expedition.

llP
~
©
It is notified for ·the information of all concerned that, with
effect from the 1st June 1934, Brigadier H. Clementi Smith,
D.s.o., will take over from Colonel A. H. French, D.s.o., the
duties of Administrator of the Signals Association Benevolent
Fund.
Will Branch Hon. Secretaries and Unit Representatives please
note this change?
®
el>
~
We are indebted to Mr. Peter Berry, late of Rhine Army
Signals, for an article entitled "Salome " which is published on
page 226 of this issue.

®

~

©

Exchanges.-Subaltern lately returned to Home Establishment
is prepared to apply for exchange with another officer detailed
for foreign service during 1934 trooping season. Replies to
" Subaltern," cf o The Editor. THE WrRE, 95 Belgrave Road,
London, S.W.r.
Captain, due for foreign service in the coming trooping season
or early 1935 / 36, would like to exchange with Captain or
Subaltern serving at home, low on the Foreign Service Roster.
or with an officer abroad due for posting to Home Establishment.
Bonus offered. Replies to " Captain Z." cf o The Editor, THE
WIRE, 95 Belgrave Road, London, S.W.i.

®

®

®

We regret to record the death of Mrs. Marjory Wicketts (wife
of Sergeant W. H. Wicketts, Eastern Command Signal Company)
at the Military Families Hospital, Chatham, on Sunday, 15th
April 1934.
lilP
~
®
Cruising.-What happy pictures are conjured up by that one
word J All the pleasures which were hitherto reserved for the
enjoyment of the rich and leisured classes-those who could
afford to take holidays of two or three months- have been
brought within the reach of everyone by the new policy of the
great Shipping Companies.
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What can be more enjoyable than to set sail for, say, the
Mediterranean and its scenes of colour and music? To see the
world m which we hve, and mix with the native peoples, watch
their customs and observe their traditions, while all the time the
giant liner (your floating home) is nearby, waiting to receive you
and enfold you in its comfort ble arms when you return happy
and weary at the day's end--what better way of spending a
holiday can you imagine?
Remember, too, that there are no long and tiri:1g train journeys,
no passport difficulties, nothing to bother you at all. You just
st p aboard your ship and you are at home. Indeed, the days
at sea are considered by most people to be the best of all. The
variety of amusement is so great. Whatever your idea of a hoiiday-whether 1t is to be violently energetic or Lo have a complete
rest-you will be satisfied. For the strenuous there are deck
g:imes requiring strength and skill, swimming galas, athletic contests of every conceivable kind, dancing and competitions ; while
for the le s actively inclined, what can be more enjoyable than
to lie on deck and bask in the sun, or browse among the varied
selection of books in the ship's library? The peaceful ease of
life aboard ship cannot be experienced anywhere else. As the
ship casts off from the shore, every passenger aboard feels his
or her cares and troubles disappear, too, and the joyous freedom
of life at sea begins to as ert itself.
The Wlute Star Line has once more arranged for their great
liners " Homenc " (35,000 tons) and " Doric " (16,500 tons) to
make a number of short cruises during the summer. Details
will be found on one of the advertisement leaves in this issue.
We would again remind our readers that an Old Comrades Reunion is being organised for the North of England and will be
held at Scarborough, Yorks, on the 9th and 10th of June by l\ind
permission of the Officer Commanding 5th Divisional Signals,
Burniston Barracks, Scarborough.
The organisers hope that as many Old Comrades as possible
will attend this function, as it is hoped to inaugurate a new
Branch of the Signals Association for active work in that area.
Accommodation can be arranged in barracks for those who make
eerly application, but as this is limited it cannot be guaranteed
to those who do not send in notification immediately.
Jn order that our Scarborough friends may have some idea of
the number they may be called upon to cater for, will those who
contemplate being in attendance kindly send a postcard at once
to th~ Hon. Secretary, Signals Associati?n• 5th Divisional SignaJs,
Burruston Barracks, Scarborough, statmg whether they intend
(1) being present on both days or (2) attending the Church Parade
on the 10th Jun~ only.
THE EDITOR.

Signals Association Notes
V<!e have frequently called the attention of our readers-and
pancularly those who are contemplating discharge or transfer to
the A~my Reserve-to the obvious advantages gained by a course
of trammg at. one of the Vocational Training Centres.
. The. followmg letter ~rom an ex-L!Corporal of Royal Signals
1s typical of many received, and needs no further comment.
..

.
"Leeds, 13/5/34.
Di:ar S1r.-I beg to thank you for your attemion and cons1~~rat1on on my behalf on returning to civil life.
I am pleased to say I was fortunate in obtaining this employment so soon after leaving the Service, as there are a lot of unemployed at present 111 Leeds. l am employed by a Painter and
Decorator at Dewsbury; my pay 1s 1 / 2 an hour for ..i8 hours a
week.; and it 1~ the same kmd .of work as I had whilst on my
v~taonal course. We are pamtmg, paper-hanging, etc., on some
pnvate houses on the outskirts of Leeds, and the.-e seems io be
plenty of work to get on with.
"I like the boss, and I am given to understand that he is satisfied with my work-thanks to Mr. Rowe. I would be very
p\eased 1f you will convey to him my kindest regards and thank
hi~ for all he taught me during my six months at the Centre.
" Yours faithfully. - - ~x-L/Corpl. R.S1gnals,"
.

EMPLOYMENTS-Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Association for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: l
Ex-Signalman, Middlesex :................. Houseman
2 Ex-.f'.! .C.O .. London . .... .. ..... ... . ... ........ ... Messenger
3 Ex-Signalman, London ......................... ..Postman
4 Ex-Signalman, Middlesex .... .. ............ ...... Labourer
5 Ex-Signalman, Yorkshire ........................ Collector
6 Ex-Signalman, London ......................... .. Labourer
7 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .................. .. .Biscuit Hand
8 Ex-Signalman, Hull ......... ..... .. ..... Mental Attendant
9 Ex-N.C.O .. London .................................... Clerk
10 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury .... ... ..... .. ........... ..... Cook
11 Ex-Signalman, Hove . .......... ... ... ..... .... ... .Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .. .... ......... .... ........ Labourer
13 Ex-Signalman, Staffs ............... .. .......... . .. Labourer
14 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury
.... ................. Houseman
t5 Ex-S~gnalman, E~inburgh ......... ... Insurance Agent
16 Ex-Signalman, L1verpool
. . .... .... . ................ Agent
17 Ex-N.C.O. London ................................. Labourer
18 Ex-Signalman, Brighton
........................ Labourer
19 Ex-Signalman, Nottmgham ............ Electric Welder
20 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham . .......... .Electric Welder
21 Ex-Signalman, London .............................. Porter
22 Ex-Signalman, Middlesex ......... ... ... . ..... ... Gardener
23 Ex-N.C.O. Kent .......................................... Cook
24 Ex-Signalman, London ... .... ....... .Telephone Cleaner
25 Ex-Signalman, London ......... ...... ... ......... ... Cleaner
26 Ex-N.C.O. London ... ...... .. ...... .. . .... . .. . .. ... .. .Cleaner
27 Ex-Signalman, London ............ ...... .. ......... Porter
28 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ...... ..... . ... ... Labourer
29 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ......... . ... .... . Labourer
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Benevolent Fund Notes.
it is notified for the information of all concerned that, with
effect froi:n the 1st June 1934, Brigadier H. Clementi Smith,
D.S:O., will tak.e .over from Colon~[ A. H. French, o.s.o., the
duties of Admm1strator of the Signals Association Benevolent
Fund. Will Branch Hon. Secretaries and Unit Representatives
please note this change?
The Administrator gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : Officers Mess, S.T.C., Catterick.
Lieutenant J. H. A. Hallett, M.M. (Supp lemen tary Reserve).
GIFTS OF 0.0THINC from : Lieut .-Colonel 0. P. Edgcumbe. M.C.
Colonel G. G. Rawson, O.B.E., M.C.
Major E. H. Varwell, D.S.O.
APPEALS dealt winh: Ex-Signalman, Dublin. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
2 Ex-Signalman, Surrey. Domestic difficulties. l.2 -grant
3 Ex-S!gnalman, Darlington. Domestic diff!culties. £2 grant
4 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth. Temporary difficulties. f.2 grant
5 Ex-S~gnalman, Stafford. Domestic difficulties. f.3 grant
6 Ex-S~gnalman, Essex. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
7 Ex-S!gnalman, London. Domestic .difficulties. /2 grant
8 Ex-Signalman, Essex. Domestic difficulties. /,4 11rant.
9 Ex-Signalman, Southampton. Temporary difficulties. £4
grant
10 Ex-Signalman, London. Financial difficulties. £4 grant
II
Ex-Signalman, London. D omestic difficulties.
£5 grant
12 Ex-Signalman, Hastings. Temporary difficulties: £2/ 5 / o
grant
13 Ex-Signalman, Ireland. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
14 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. £4 grant
15 Ex-S!gnalman, Kei:it. Domestic difficulties. /_2 grant
16 Ex-Signalman, Sah~bury. Domestic difficulties. £5 loan
17 Ex-S1.gnalman, No~tmgham. Temporary difficulties. £1 grant
18 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury. Temporary difficulties. bl 12/ 10
grant
19 Ex-S!gnalman, Ne".l"castle. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
20 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury. Temporary difficulties. £3 loan
(Si~ned) A. H. FRENCH, Colonel,
. .
Adrn1111stfator, Signal~ A.~soc;iation Benevolenl fund.
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The above Adve~tisers support our Mag1uine, Will our Ret\ders please support them in return'l
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Correspondence.
A Sports Trophy for Indian Cadets.
ARMY HEADQUARTERS, INDIA.
General Staff Branch, Simla, 24th April.
The Edit-Or, " The Vlire."
Sir.-! send herewith a photograph of the trophy presented
by the officers of the Ro}•al Corps of Signals to the cadets of
the Indian Military Academy, Dehra Dun, together with a letter
which I have received from the Commandant of the Academy.
I hope that you will be able to publish these in THE WIRE.
The Indian Military Academy has been inaugurated in recent
y<?ars to train cadets for commissions in the Indian Army ahd to
be the Indian counterpart of the R.M.A. and the R.M.C. The
Indian Signal Corps expects its first cadets theretrom this year.
The idea of this presentation originated with Brigadier H.
Clementi Smith. Its fulfilment was helped by co-operation on
the part of the Corps at home, whom I wish to take this opportunity of thanking heartily on behalf of the Corps in India.
The letter from Brigadier Collins, Commandant of the Indian
Military Academy, is adequate indication of the app reciation with
which the presentation has been received.

1934

It is intended to make the trophy a perpetual one for inter-team
boxing, in compliment to the many successes of the Royal Signals
in this form of sport. ii consists of the figure of Mercury surmounting four figures representing the four classes of India ns
recruited by the Indian Signal Corps. The work was carried out
by Messrs. Barton, Son & Co., of Bangalore.
Similar trophies are being purchased, as the property of the
officers of the Royal Signals, to form centrepieces for the Officers
Messes at the Signal Training Cen.tre (India) Jubbu lpore, and
Royal Signals Mess, Rawalpindi, Northern Command.
l am , sir, yours faithfully,
C. J. S. LE CORNU, Brigadier,
Signal Officer-in-Chief in India.
[Copy]
Indian Military Academy, New Forest, Dehra Dun, U.P.
12th April.
Dear Le Cornu.- 1 am writing on behalf of the cadets of the
Indian Military Academy, to express their sincere thanks for the
splendid trophy which I had the pleasure of receiving at your
hands and which has been presented by the officers of the Royal
Co rps of Signals. The gift itself and the goodwill prompti~ it
are very deeply appreciated, as also is the admirable and most
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appropriate in~~ripti~n o_n the trop~y. which expresses, if I may
say so, the spmt ammatmg the Indian Army: a spirit which the
staff of the Academy have endeavoured to inculcate from the
beginning, wh ich we believe is in existence, and which we feel
sure the cadets wi ll continue to uphold when they take their
places in th e Indian Army as its officers.
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) L. p. COLLINS.

Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D.O. I 496)

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
15th May 1934.
The Editor of " The Wire."
Dear Sir.-The following is notified for publication m the
June 1934 WIRE.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
waiting list for the Ma rried Quarters Roll: (a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 27 I 1 / 30.
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File, 25 / 5 / 29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel , i/ c R.Signals Records.

YOUR KIT

HEADQUARTERS
ESTIMA T ES
For HOME and O V E RSEAS

KIT
on application

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS
All Kit supplied by us may be relied
upon as conforming strictly to the
Regulations of your Unit.
Special terim for payments may be
arranged if required.
For any information write to

Corps News- Officers

ALKIT
LTD.

MovESLieut. P. R. H yde from India to Catterick (S.T .C.)
Lieu t. (Q.M.) A. R. Manley to Catterick (S.T.C.) on appointment.

Extracts from " The London Gazette."
War Office 20 / 4 / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain and Brevet-Major F. H . Dallison, M.C., from Regular
Reserve of Officers , R.Signals, to be ~ajor, 21/3 / 34.
War Office 24 / 4 / 34
REGULAR ARMYColonel C. J. S. Le Cornu, o.B.E., M.C., is granted the temporary rank of Brigadier whi lst employed as Signal Officer-inChief, Army H .Q. India, 17/2/34.
ESTABLISHM ENTSCaptain L. A. E. Tozer, R.Signals, reli nquishes the appoint•
ment of Instructor (Cl. CC), School of Signals, 30 / 3 / 34.
T ERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
43 rd (W.) Divl Signals- H . W. Fenwick to be 2/Lieut . 25/ 4/34
W ar Office 27/4/ 34
T ERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Div! Signals-T . S. K . Andrew to be 2/ Lieut .
28 / 4/ 34·
D. P. Greenwood to be 2/ Lieu t . 28 / 4 /34.
47th '(2nd L.) Divl Signals-Cap tain W. L. Gartland (Lieut.
Reserve of Officers) resigns his commission in the T .A.
28 / 4 /34.
Air Defence Brigade Signals-2/ Lieu t . G . R. Anthony is removed from the T.A . on conviction by the Civil Power,
7 / 2 /34.
War Office 1I 5 I34

The Trophy presented to the Cadets of t he Indian Militaf'1' Academy
by the Officers of the Royal Corps of Signal s, J

REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAPP
Captain V. J. E. Westropp, R.Signals. to be G.5.0, 3rd Grade,
War Office, 24 / 4 / 34·
Captain G. St. J. Martin, R.Signals. from G.S.O. 3rd Grade,
War Office, to be Staff Captain, 1st Division, 24 / 4 / 34.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
11 11 1111 111 111 111111111111111 11 1111111111111 111 1111111111 1111 111111111111 11 1111111111111

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut.-Colonel and Brevet Colonel E. G. McHutchon, O.B.E.,
T.D., from 51 st (H .) Divisional Signals, is appointed D / C.S .O.
for T. A. duties, Scottish Command, 24/ 4 / 34.
51st (H.) Div! Signals-Major E. B. Reid ro be Lieut.-Colonel,
24/ 4/ 34·
W ar Office 4 /5/34
REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAFF
Captain W . TJ. T yrrell, R.Signals, to be Staff Captai n, Eastern
Command, 28 I 4 I 34 ·
T ERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
43 rd (W.) Divl Signals- R. W . D ay to be 2/ Lieut. 5 / 5 / 34.
War Office 8 / 5 /34
REGULAR ARMYColonel (temporary Brigadier) H. C. Smith, D.s.o. (now retired)
retains the temporary rank of Brigadier wh ilst employed as
Signal Officer-in-Chief, Army H .Q. India, from 20 / 1I34 to
16 / 2/ 34.
War Office 11 /5 / 34
TERRITORJAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
52nd (L.) Divl Signals- Lieu t. J. H . Cunningham to be Captain,
17 /2/ 34.
W ar Office 15/5/34
T ERRITORIAL ARlVIY-ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W.) Divl Signals-Captain W. J. L. Cornelius to be Major,
10 /4/ 34.
47th (2nd L.) Divl Signals-Captai n i. S. A. Campbell resigns
his commission and retains h is rank with permission to
wear the prescribed uniform, 15/ 5/ 34.

The Plugger Movos.- Ukan11 Larfe took a deep breath and

=

Plain Tales

=

Crazy Cameos.- o. r . Founded on fa ct.
" Squad! At-ten-shun ! Move to the righ t in fours- form fours.
Hey, you! whaL's wrong with you, man- can ' t you form
fours?"
'" "o. ergeant."
"Starve the crows ! You mean to say you don't know how to
form fours? How Jong have you been here?"
"A week, sergeant."
" Did you pass off the square before you came?"
"Yes, ergeant, but I was a permanent blank file in my squad."
o .. ~· Just _hearsay. A_large gaily dressed crowd thronged
the railmgs behind the saluting base. It was a brilliant morning,
and a great occasion: the New Year's Day Proclamation Parade
in a certain station in India. You can imagine it, of course.
The_ troops were marching past in line and made a brave show.
Whispers weri; heard running through the crowd: " This next
lot are the Signals- aren't they smart?" Just as the leading
Compan}' came up to the sal1;1ting base something went wrong,
but the crowd did not appreciate the tragedy of it. One dusky
gentleman turned to his wife and remarked: " Look sharply,
woman. Isn't that clever? 'S' for Signals."

• •

•

. Sporting and Dramatic.-The officers of the 3rd Divisional
Signals were beaten on the miniature range by their senior
n.c.o.s. No doubt, with a little practice they may put up a
better show later on. At the moment the sergeants need no
more e~perts,. but I may run up myself one of these days.
fn fairness it must be recorded that the officers have at least
one re;illy good marksman, and he admits it. The question
now arises, sh<tll I ap(>ly to be posted or shut myself in the office?
Tom Sayers and his Crazy Crochets continue their successes .
Come up and hear us some time (advt.). Why not have
N.A.A.F.I. dances run by the I.A.A.F.I. in their own Institute~ yvhat an opportunity! Read my powerful article when
I write 1t one day: " What's wrong with the N.A.A.F.I. ?" In
seven volumes. Freeman Hardy & Willis. 25/ - net.

• • • •

Auto-Suggestion ~orner.-:--The range officer, on being 111 •
~ormed that the day s shooung had been carried out with no
itches, at once commenced to scratch himself.

• • • •

Li~estock.-Anyone having information that will lead to the

running to earth of Uncle Alfred is requested, etc ., etc.

• • • •

Oriental_ Note.-T~e Indian rope trick has crept into the
papers a~am. A special_enquiry has even been held, and it has
been decided that there 1s no suc:h thing as the Indian rooe trick.
After <1;ll the trouble I went to m India to investigate this, it is
most d1sheartemng to learn that there are sLill people who doubt
~y word. How mar:iy people know that on the Karachi-Jhansi
air route, the rope tnck was so common that the authorities had
to r_e~uest the performers to curtail their activities? 'fhe air was
posmverc full of spare ropes and small boys that had been thrown
up and orgotten. Perhaps the committee will tell the S.T.C. (1.)
Jubb~lpore that they never saw Professor Rama tear two motor
cars m hal_ves, or allow a pack of cards to run over his chest
Or something.
·

• • • •

On /ho Ai~-ln {he Royal Command variety oerformance broaddast rom t e Pa ladium the other evening (I never remember
fiate 1 Heniy Hall's band reached the peak of its efforts in the
(sdt dnumber. As a rul~, this band is stodgy and rather overoa e with ba s-1 don t mean what you mean
Billy Bennett was disappointing, and George R~bey very ordin~hnst.:ipher Stone, as usual, was pamful to listen to. Apart
i:m lf at • the show was excellent. The people concerned will
aw u11y glad to know that. won't they?
. I do wish a certain Welsh C.S.M. in the 3rd Div! Signals Mess
·
v.ould leave the blmkmg switches and controls alone.

rY ·

swung gaily across the field. H e fe lt fu ll of beans and at peace
w!th the :-vorld; Things were going well. He took a run at the
stile bam ng h is p rogress, caugh t his foot on the top rail and
w~uld have crashed heavily into the main road had he not l~nded
C).'Jlle safely. J:ie removed hi .' boots and polished them with a
silk handkerchief. A s he straightened up to resume his walk,
he observed a saloon ~a r a bo~t three feet away. He whipped
out a _telescope and satisfied himself that the car was stationary.
Near It stood a tall good-looking girl, crying bitterly.
" Hallo I hallo ! hallo I and- er, hallo I" said Ukann with oldworld courtesy.
" Whatcheer ". said the vision in a little watery voice. " Do
you know ;mythmg a bout cars?"
"Yes. But first let. me warn you that anything you say may
be.,taken down and wmten up for THE WIRE. Whatcher name?"
Pansy."
" Anything else?"
" Yes. Buttercup."
.. Ukan~1 Larfe took a long pull at his flask and felt better.
Whats the trouble?"
" Car won't ,go. I've had all sorts of trouble, including a
puncture, but I ve mended that."
Ukann L~rfe examined the ground thor~ughly and put several
dandelions mto his pocket book. The girl watched him with
d~ep mterest. She almost spoke when he tapped the windscreen
with a hammer. " Ha!" said the sleuth . " That's broken." He
brushed the pieces of glass. into an envelope and went to the
~ack of the car. His face lighted up. He blew it out quickly.
Perhaps 1f you removed the jack from under the rear wheel
'
your car would move."
Jhe gi,rl blus11:ed prettily. " Thank you, Mr. Larfe."
Don t mention it, Mrs. Lacey. Goodbye."
Ukann Larfe sat on the grassy bank mopping his forehead
and addressed a large worm: " I wonder how she kn~w my'
name?"
" Did I see you talking to a lady, Uky?"
Our he'.o turned very white and slid to the bottom of the bank
as Hermione Larfe approached. " Not exactly, dear. I was
JU St-"

" Hold that, you weed!" Hermione flung the turf with cemarkable accuracy and then, woman-like, helped to remove it
from her _husband's face. "Listen, Uky. Inspector Faceache
has defimte evidence that the Plugger- -"
·• Gosh! What's that?" cried ~kann. An aeroplane swooped
down and ~red a burst of machme gun with the ease born of
much oractJce.
"T~at was pret~y near," said Hermione, gazing at the rapidly
sp~~admg bloodstams on her husband's clothes.
.. Was that th.e Plugger, dear?" asked Ukann weakly.
It was, darlmg."
" Well, blast him! These are new flannels."
Read next month how Ukann chased the aeroplane with bicycit.
and baUoon and never caught the Plugger. More trioe to the
square mch than~any other author. Film rights reserv"ed.
BARLEUX.

Salome.
From " The Euro-pean C.S.A. Journal."
: " What's the matter, old lady_?" said " Malindi " Martin, lay.ng down the book he was readmg and stroking the head of the
fin_e grown leopard lymg beside his chair. At the sound of his
voice, t~e ammal raised its beautiful head and purred softly.
, The. light from the ~ead!ng lamp reflected in its eyes and turned
tnem mto pools of l1vmg_Jade. Its _ears quested sounds inaudible
t? the man, and somethmg vague m the night caused it to rise
s11ently and pace t<? the verandah door, to stand gazing into the
b1ackness of the mght.
fl" Fkom a distance came a low mutter of thunder and the lightning
bl' ':'red and stabbed, revealing an. army of storm-clouds rapidly
ottmg out the ~tars. A cold wmd rustled the trees with a
sudden gust, . causmg the dead leaves, swept from the branches,
to ,patter agamst. the verandah window panes.
h" The storm 1s making her uneasy," reflected Martin . He
5 1vered as the c~1ll of the wind swept along the house and
heavy drops of ram beat on the corrugated iron roof, the fore-

r~nners of the tempest soon to break. Ri_
sing, he turned the lamp
dim and went towards the bedroom, calling as he did so: " Bill,
Salome, come along, bed time I"
Bill, a full grown terrier, ran al~ng in front and, entering the
room, sprang on to a chair by the side of the bed- his usual place
- and curled up. Salome, silent as a shadow, padded softly in
and took up her place on a mat near to the foot. Brought up to•
gether from puppy and cub stage they were now inseparable
friends, and Martin often marvelled at the way they got on to•
gether and the affection they displayed so openly to himself. H e
was pleased that he had not destroyed the leooard when he had
pulled it away from its dead parent, and he did-not relish the idea
of having to part with it in the future, as he dimly realised he
would have to.
Outside, the rain drummed and swished. The wind tore at loose
shutters and bent the quivering trees. Inside, the bedroom was
a warm refuge, and, lulled by the storm notes, the inmates sleptexcept one, which gazed with jewelled eyes at the fitfully lighted
window or silently paced to the door and listened to little sounds
that even the raging winds could not drown .
Some three days later, as Martin returned to the house from
a safari, his shamba boy Omolo awaited him with a tale of woe.
" Bwana, three of your fowls are dead and two are missing. I
think t chui ' S'lom ' did it."
" Did you see?"
Omolo made a negative sound.
" You must watch more carefully, Omolo. Perhaos the mon•
goose killed them. Salome never touched them bifore. Set a
trap for the mongoose."
The native went away, shaking his head and muttering to
himself. He was general factotum around the house and the
garden, and his job was to feed the fowls and the animals. The
fowls that Martin kept were Rhode Island Reds he had paid well
for, so he did not regard their loss lightly. Compared with the
scraggy long-legged native breed they were plump and big, and
Omolo cherished them. Omolo watched and set traos, but it
was with tears in his eyes that he showed to his master a mass
of bloody feathers which on the previous evening had been the
remainder of the birds.
"The chui, bwana; the chui. l know. Not the mongoose
- the mongoose too little to climb ewer wire."
Martin was worried. It never occurred to him that Salome
had done the killing. The fowls had always pecked around her.
fearlessly, and since her cub days she had never appeared to
notice them. It must have been the mongoose. Thev were
noted for their fowl-killing forays. He comforted the b"oy and
went into the house.
The leopard was lying in the sunny corner of the verandah,
and as he came up the steps she arose and ran to meet him, rub·
bing against his legs like a big house-cat. As he stroked the short
silky ears she looked up at him, the very picture of innocence.
He closely examined the fur around the mouth but could not see
the smallest sign of a blood stain. It was not for food she would
kill fowls, as she was well fed at regular times. He decided it
was the other little marauder, or perhaps a jackal.
Martin was sitting on the verandah of the Roberts' bungalow
after dinner one evening, smoking and talking desultorily. The
night was close. sultry and still. " When are you going to get
rid of Salome?" asked Mrs. Roberts from where she sat sewing
under ;. ~haded lamo.
" And why should I get rid of her, dear lady?"
" I think it is time. It makes me feel all creepy at times to
see her following you about so silently. She will be breaking
out some day, no matter how fond of you she may be. What do
you think, Squidge?"
" Give her to some Zoo," her husband replied. " Funny
animals, leopards; like women, have moods."
" I know Salome and her moods," laughed Martin.
" Hope for your sake she does not show her affection like her
namesake did," Roberts jested.
" There is no fear of that. Besides, thieves give my house a
wide berth, knowing she is about. She sleeps by my bed."
"Fancy sleeping in a room with a leopard!''. Mrs. Ro1?erts _g~ve
a little shudder. " Why, I should have mghtmares 1mag1mng
that it was only waiting . . . Good heavens! what is that?"
Shrill through the still air came a shriek of mortal terror. It

• Shamba=garden.

-I Chui=leop:ird.
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ceased abruptly. Then came the noise of a dog barking furiously,
to be followed by sounds of combat. Cries of agony pealed out
crescendo through the night, then died away into silence.
Martin had sprung to his feet. He recognised the notes of
Bill in tho. e last cadences. " If you will excuse me "-he turned
to his hostess-" I will run over and see what the row is about.
It seemed to come from my quarters." He picked up the hurricane lamp he had brought with him, turned up the wick, and
passed out into the night. Making his way quickly along the
quiet road, he came at length to his bungalow. All was quiet
and still; the light of the verandah lamp burned dimly.
As he passed the boys' quarters, a door opened slowly and
Omolo peered out. " Chui, bwana. tBaya sana." He did not
attempt to come out, but stood watching and listening fearfully.
Martin ran towards the steps, calling ·• Bill I Bill I" BLll ought
to ha.ve been with him by now on hearing his footsteps, voicing
his joy. The silence made him fearful. The verandah door was
partly open, he noticed, as he entered. As he turned up the
lamp, a tragic scene met his gaze. Lying in a welter of blood,
torn. stretched in death. lay his terrier. Bill had evidently made
a gallant fight against hopeless odds, as the wreckage on the
verandah showed, before he gave up the ghost. The lips were
curled back from a blood-stained mouth in a savage snarl.
As Martin stood and stared at his little friend, his eyes moist•
ened and a choking filled his throat. He grieved. Then his
thoughts turned to the slayer, and all at once a murderous rage
shook him. That beast! He was a fool not to have realised
before that she was a treacherous brute. The fowls, then trust•
ing Bill. To rend and slay a playmate! By God! he would teach
her a lesson before he put a bullet through her black heart.
He snatched down from the wall a heavy long switch of hippo
hide, and with furious eyes gazed around.
·
" Salome I Salome, you swine I where arc you?" he called
hoarsely. A noise from the darkest corner of the verandah and
glowing eyes watching his every movement told him. Without
hesitation he rushed forward and swung the whip. Down it beat
t Ba ya sana = ver}' bad.
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unmercifully on the body of the snarling beast. The anjmal
flashed out from the comer, knocking over the lamp-stand. Only
the hurricane lamp remained to show up the room dimly. H e
followed, slashing unmercifully. Fear of the animal he had none ;
only a lust to stnke and maim and kill. Around the room, backwards, forwards, the be.ast swirled, trying to escape the avenging
whip that beat on its body like a flail. Corne.red, it sprang at
him ; but he slipped behmd a heavy chair, and as it sprawled he
hit it in the face with the heavy hand! . The very picture of
fiendish hate, it snarled foam-flecked lips from white gleaming
fangs. Its eyes were blazing. It sprang away, and he followed,
beatmg, beating. The bloodstains appeared where the whip
struck. As they swung down the room the door swayed open
gently in the wind, and the leopard saw it. With a lightning
swerve it sprang for the opening, knocking the man reeling side·
ways ; a steel-meshed paw tore his arm in passing, and the beast
vanished mto the night.
Dazedly Martin recovered, his breath coming in deep gasps.
Dropping the whip, he wiped the sweat from his eyes with his
sleeve. The sight of his bloodstained hand cooled his rage, and
he sought for a handkerchief to wipe it. He could not find it.
so he turned slowly and went towards his bedroom to bathe and
bind the wound.
The lamp was turned low in the room, and as he opened the
door he stood in the doorway staring, staring, whilst icy thrills
lifted the roots of his hair. There, rising from the bedside mat
-her usual place-Salome the leopard, yawning, languorous,
beautiful, skin smooth and satiny in the lamplight, paced to meet
him.
Then the other---?
PETER BERRY.

Golden Retriever Puppies for Sale.
Dog Puppies by Champion ".Haulstone Marker " out of "Wilderness Saffron." Beautiful, strong and healthy, with dual Field
Trial and Show Champion pedigrees. Born on 29th March 1934·

In accordance with notices which have appeared in earlier
issues of THE WIRE, the Corps Golf Meeting was held at Branceplth Castle, County Durham, on the x7th and 18th April.
The first day's play was for the Royal Signals championship,
and was open to all Regular serving officers of the Corps for a
challenge cup presented many years ago by Lieut. Cochrane, R.A .
Captain J. E. S. Walford, M.B.E.., who had come from Woolwich
(where he is now a Company officer at the R.M.A.) was the
winner. His morning round was 84 and his afternoon 78. The
weather was fine, buc there was a rugh wind blowing and his
afternoon round was a very fine performance. Captain M. Duke,
from Catterick, was second with a score of 7 strokes more.
A 21- sweepstake on handicap was held on both rounds.
2/ Lieut. M. A. Charlton {handicap r7) from 3rd Divl Signals,
Bulford, won it in the morning with a score of 78. Captain G. C.
Winckley, M.C. (handicap x7) from Scarborough was second with
a score of 79. In the afternoon, Captain Walford and Lieut.
T. H. Winterborn were equal with a score of 75.
Next day the weather was again fine and the wind was not so
strong. The competitions that day were open to Territorial
officers, and everyone was very pleased to see Lieut.-Colonel G.
H. Walton and four of his officers from the 5olh Div! Signals,
T.A.
The morning round was a handicap competition for a challenge
cup presented by the Officers' Games Club. Lieutenant T. H.
Winterborn improved on his round of the previous afternoon and
won the handicap and sweepstake with the very good score of
70. 2 / Lieut. A. V. Benton {handicap 18) was a good second
with 71. Lieut. C. Fairweather of the 5oth Div! Signals, T.A.
(handicap 15) was third with a steady 74.
After lunch. a final round was played for a challenge cup pre·
sented by Maier-General F. V. Turner, C.B., C.M.G., o.s.o. This
competition was foursomes under handicap against bogey. The
winners, who both came from Catterick, were 2/Lieut. A. V.
Benton (17) and 2 / Lieut. G. 0 . T. Harris (18), one up. T here
was a tie for second place, as Captain Winckley and Lieut. A. J.
G. McNair were one down, as also were Major G. Tayleur and
Captain Duke.
A few ladies had motored over to Brancepath during the after·
noon, and when all the competitions had finished Mrs. F. A.
Heymann kindly gave away the prizes. So ended a very pleasant
meet mg.
There were twenty-six competitors, but next year, when th
Meeting is better known, it is hoped there will be a still larger
entry.
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the (St.) ledger f~r next year, but he'll tell you exactly what '.s
written about thirty other odd ledgers that are run by his
department.
.
.
His skin is as tough as that of the rhmoceros, and he 1s known
for the hardness of his " neck." Otherwise, how could he with·
stand the thrusts, pleadings and the sublime " choke-offs " that
are presented to him by the inhabitants of a wicked world?
And yet, under this exterior of concrete, he possesses a heart
of gold- a heart full of the milk of human kindness, as can be
verified by all the unwary. How often has one heard the remark,
"Bless old Q; he's a gentleman."? .
.
.
Without "Q" we should be like children m the wilderness,
sheep without a shepherd, a ship without a rudder ; so say a
prayer to-night for the man who has provided the " cosy " bed
you sleep in. I'm sure, if he heard you, he would tuck you m
and rock you to sleep- perhaps a long one at that.
.
You may wonder how I come to know so m~ch about him.
In the palatial palace where I spend my wakmg hours, under
electric fans to cool the sweated brow, reside three humans. On
my right is "Q.1," on my left "Q.2," and in the centr~ is little
me " Q.3"-the triple entente, the three m one, Umty- and
their motto is " Fide, sed cui vide " (Trust, but in whom ta/ie
care). Bung'o.
TIM.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.

2311 231
2306826
2313905
1850295
• 5172539
2314737
7810801
2314718

Discharged.
Sergeant Dann A . .............. ....... .
Sergeant Thompson P. .. .. ........ .
L / Sergeant Heath C . ............... .
Corporal McKee T. . ...... .. .. .. .. .... ..
Corporal Pallett J. .. ........ .... ..... .
Corporal Leslie H. . ................. .
Corporal Byrne E. .. .................. .
L / Corporal Steel A. .. ........... .
Special Roster (India).

14 / 4 , 34
22 / 4 / 34
22 / 4 / 34
7 ! 4 / 34
10 / 4 / 34
17 / 4/ 3A
23 / 4 /34
5/ 4 / 34

14
15
27
33
78
45
37

Combined Horse and Motor-Cycle Display.
Signal Training Centre, Catterick.
Once again the Display is starting off on a list of summer en·
gagements. We have our Press "view " on Thursday 17th
May and then embark for Belfast on the 29th.
The Display is being run on similar lines to that pro.auced at
Olympia last year. We have mcreased the double rtde from
twelve to twenty-four performers, and .we have introduced a
tandem drive in which horses are driven m front of motor-cycles.
A few new stunts and comic turns alter the Display just sufficiently to make it " new " to those who saw it last year.

Subsequent Amendments.
" Wilderness Saffron."
By Cham pion "Com eliu•" out o f "

The Corps Golf Meeting.
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peed well Mu. k.''

Prices, at weaning, from Five Guineas. Apply to Brigadier·
General H. A. Vernon, o.s.o., Eythorne Cottage, Hollingbourne,
Kent. Telephone Hollingbourne 12.

Much Ado About Nothing.
Q? Perhaps you will say I should h.ave put this at the end of
this epistle ; but if you do, I would humbly draw your attention
to the heading, which counteracts any " query " on the point.
No matter what you will say or what you will think, it is a
well known fact that "Q" occupies a very exalted position in
our lives.
Of course, to the ordinary layman it may stand for "Queer •·
or "Quad "; and on visiting a couple of holiday resorts in England, I may say I've met some of the Queerest in Quad (that's
by the way, of course).
To the labourer, who may be a layman or a leader {it really
doesn't much matter) it may be " Quid." Not the quid we used
to handle before the war, but just "Quid." As ouite a number
of you cannotp understand what that means, you may if you like
" chew the cud " about it.
To the lad who doesn't hoist the mainsail and perhaps has
never seen one, although he probably salutes abaft the main·
mast, visions of the exploits of Captain Campbell, V.C., crop up.
Yet his knowledge may not be as up to date as ours, whose
idea of a "Q" boat is the Bay of Biscay and swobbers at 4.30
a.m. (shades of the Shires, spare us).
To some of the old 'uns who serve in this country when it's
120 below zero (?) it only means " Quench with a Quart," or
better still " Quaff a Quantum " - it goes down just the same.
And now I've reached the point where I can discuss what " Q"
actually is.
He 1s the only chappie in our alphabet that "U" will always
have to follow. That's why he stands aloof from ordinary
mankind.
.
His qualifications are many. He is a walking encyclop~dia in
all matters pertaining to the ouadruped and bioed, and he knows
the pedigree of everything alive or dead. At- one glance he can
tell you whether the " iron " has entered the soul of a farrier,
or whether a wireless op has become a "fan."
He has the art of philanthropy at his finger tips. The way he
gives away articles of personal attire and the wherewithal to keep
body and soul together would make any Aberdonian scream with
envy.
He is also an amanuensis. Not only can he write the name of

[The figures :n the last column indi.c ate the pages in the "Co~ps
Promotion Roster" (published m February .1934) on wh1ch
the respective names may be found. This mformation can·
not, of course, be given in the case of Lance-Corporals appointed smce that date.]
Commissioned.
1861302 W.O.i. (S.C.) Manley A ..... ....... . 1/ 4 / 34
3
To be W. O.i. (R.S.M.)
2306274 W .O .ii. (R.Q.M.S.) Bevan R. ......... 1I 4 / 34
5
2306259 W.O.ii. (R.Q.M.S.) Dorrington A . ... 1/ 4 / 34
5
Appointed R.Q.M.S.
6
2307579 W .O.ii. (C.S.M.) Spindler E. ......... I 1 4 / 34
6
2306444 W.O.ii. {C.S.M.) Tilford V. ....... .. 1/ 4 / 34
6
2306354 W.O.ii. (C.S.M.) Noonan M. ......... 1/ 4 / 34
To bo W.O.ii. (C.S.M.)
2306530 C.Q.M.S. Strange F. ......... ... ...... 1 / 4 / 34
14
14
1855177 C.Q.M.S . Thomas T. ······· ···· ·· ·· ··· 1/ 4/ 34
2306322 C.Q.M.S. Terrell W. . .. ..... . .... . . . .. 1/ 4 / 34
14
Appointed C.Q.M.S.
15
2306738 Sergeant Harrison B. ······ ······· ···· · 1/ 4 / 34
15
2309685 Sergeant Tracey J. .. .... .. .... ........ . 1/ 4 / 34
15
2308849 Sergeant Wattley H. .. .... ........... . 1/4 / 34
2306807 Sergeant Field C. ·· · · · ·· · · · ·· ·· · · · ······· 1/ 4 / 34
I5
15
2308519 Sergeant Newman R. .. .............. .. I / 4/ 34
To be Sergeant.
28
2313998 L / Sergeant Marchant M. .. .. . .. . . .. . 1/ 4 / 34
28
2314489 L / Sergeant Andrews F. ... ... .... ..... 1/ 4 / 34
To be Corporal.
50
23 13711 L / Corporal Eason A. ........ .. ... ..... 1/ 1/ 34
50
2314378 L / Corporal Harris P. . . ... .. .... . ... . . . 2 / 1/34
Appointed Lance-Corporal.
23170 12 Signalman Golding A ..... .... .. .. .. .. .. 1/ 1/ 34
23 19117 Signalman Barnett G. .. .. .............. 2 / 1 '34
23 16506 Signalman fry H ........... ............ .. 3 / 1 /34
2318424 Signalman Webster R. .... ... .. ... .. .. .. 3 / 1/34
2320098 Signalman Jones H. ···· ········· ·· ··· ··· 5/1/34
2316x75 Signalman Hawkins R. ·· ··· ···· ··· ··· 6/1/34
23 18582 Signalman Gillett F. ····· ··· ··· ···· ······ x1/1/34
2319509 Signalman Field E. . ... .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . 18 / 1/34
23 19811 Signalman Allen C. .. ............. ..... t8/ I/ 34
2318966 Signalman Mitchell H. .. .. .. ......... 20/ 1/34
23 15298 Signalman Wood R. ··········· ······· ··· 26/x/34
To Army Raserve.
18/ 5/ 34 .. . 62
231 9363 L / Corporal Shipman E. .. .... ...

" Patch, " the skewbald pony. has gone back to h~.r o.wner~;
and we have replaced her with ano~her one . named
Gmge~
(shown in photograph with her tramer. Drtver Pearce) ":'h1ch
can do all Patch's tricks an d many more besides. She can J~mp
through hoops and work a see-saw, and has several new tricks .
Performers, 1934.
Training Battalion-Captain H. R. Firth, ?ergt Angell •. Corporals
Blight and Patching. L / C~rpl Fry, Signalmen Maier, Tyler,
Tompkins, Dannan, . Hawkms, ~ackman, Taylor, Hearne,
Smith, Redhouse,
1x and Flemmg.
.
Depot Battalion-Lieut. H. N. Crawford, Sergeants Bennett •. Hill
and Carnegie. L / Corpls Bull, Burgess a.nd Glynn, Drtvers
Pearce, Houghton, Johnson, Button, Meikle, Lowe. Proud·
lock, Ratcliffe and Price.
Engagements dming 1934.
May 30th-June 2nd .. . Belfast.
.
June 7th-9th .... . .... .. Scottish Command Pageant, f:dmburgh
June 12th-14th
Three Counties Show, Leommster.
June 15th- 16th
Leicester.
June 20th-22nd
Lincoln .
July 1st- 14th .. .. .. ...... Northern Command Tattoo, Ravens·
worth Castle, Gateshead-on-Tyne.
July 21st .. ...... ...... ...... Huddersfield.
August 2nd . . . . . . . . . . Dumfries.
August 6th .. .. . .. .. . .. . Durham (Sunderland).
August 9th .. .. .. .. ... .. . Bakewell.
August 22nd ...... .. .... S.T.C. Mounted Sports.
August 25th .. .. ........ .. S.T.C. Gymkhana.
September 19th .. .. .. . . Altrincham,
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~IGl'IAL TRAINING CENTRE No~
Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-! have managed to find a quiet corner to scribble a
few notes and so keep Dismounted Wing before our public. With
the whole of the S.T.C. in a turmoil, preparing for the annual
inspection by our Commandant, that is not such an easy job as
it sounds.
Our Wing stores staff arc awaiting the inspection with bated
breath. We were told that the Dismounted Wing stores were
one of the show places of the S.T.C. last year, and judging by
the glint in the Irish eyes of our quarter-bloke he is evidently
determined to outdo himself. You should have heard what he
said to one of our bold drill instructors who walked over a place
that had just been painted !
We now have all the floors of our barrack rooms oolished, but
there is no truth in the rumour that recruits will - hold dances
thereon next season.
Personal.-Just at present one reo_uires a lock and chain on
anything that shows to advantage. I even caught someone trying
to pinch my beautiful border of primroses round the garden to
which I have devoted many hours in cultivation. We will mention no names, so he can blush unseen.
Promotions and Appointments.-We are sorrv we cannot
publish one or two every month. I know one or t;,..,o people in
this Wing who think they deserve to figure under this heading.
Unfortunately, the powers that be seem to think d ifferently :
they usually do.
Education.-How about the recruit who told an educational
instructor at the School that vou sbelt the " interest " on one's
a:count quite differently from the " interest " you take in a
hobby.
Arrivals.-We extend a heartv welcome to our new 0.C. Administration, Captain C. V. L. Lycett, and hope his stay will
be a long and pleasant one. Also Corp! Clay from India, as an
addition to our pay staff. May he give us many big pays and
never run us into debt.
Departures.-Sigmn Smart to the Eastern Command Signal
Company, London. The name of his station sounds e:ood, and
we hope he successfully survives his stay in the Smoke.
Agony.-To 411 at Querta: How about a line to your brotherin-law? Can't you afford the postage? Pye.
To T. E. Smith, A Corps Signals: Thanks for answering my
little reminder in last month's WIRE. Northampton.
Finalo.-J think that is all for this month, so you can hea ve
EL PEE.
your sigh of relief in peace and comfort.
0

D Company, Training Battalion.
Change of Command.-Captain E. G. Sinnott took over command of the Company at the beginning of this month, vice Major
W. V. G. Fuge, M.B.E., who has taken over the duties of P.R.I.
We welcome you, sir, and trust your stay with us will be Ion~.
We are sorry to lose Major Fuge, but have the satisfaction of
knowing that he is not far away from us.
AMual lnspection.-The annual insoection bv the Commandant commenced to-day with the Battalion 9arade and march
put. According to report$ received, it was a good show. The

weather was rather cold, but this did not deter us from showing
our paces. The inspection of kits takes place to-morrow, and
to-night will see most of the men " dossing " on the floors of
the barrack rooms. Will Corp! A. please give me back my soap
as soon as possible?
Arrivals.- Sigmn Last from E Company on 28 / 4 / 34 ; also
Sigm n Burnham on 1/5I34, for employment as sergeants mess
cook. Corp( Joe Huggms from Hong Kong (with King Kong)
on 30 / 3 / 34 : another one for the guard roster.
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Arrivals.- During the past month, practically none . We welcome an additional mess orderly in Sigmn Mathews, posted from
F Company. Apparently, from the way he is settling down, he
means to be wi th us quite a while.
L / Corp! Smith R. surprised us with his arrival from Palestine.
At present he is on a i:non~h's furlough, ~o y~u'll get our opinion
of him later on. He is, I m told, to assist m the good work of
training men to do their. stuff on keys and flag ?rills, etc.
Sigmn Waterton has imposed o~ the gene~os1t.Y o~ t~e n.c.~;
in charge of the cookhouse to let him have a 1ob m his shop.
He tells me there is no place like Catterick ; it 1s better than
Colchester, from whence he came. He also tells me that he finds
the air so bracing around the cookhouse and that the vocal efforts
of the spud peelers relieve him immensely.
Since the last issue we haven't had any squads from the Depot.
Of course, we expect at least one, because without the incoming
of a squad, well ! the place doesn't seem to be normal. However, we are to have one before the next issue of notes,. so if
they "make 'em," we'll " learn 'em " - and the rest remams to
be seen.

E Company, Training Battalion.
"Tobeginwith. "-Outside the fact that E Comoanv still remains in the same position on the camp, very -scant is the
information therefrom. However, rhere are a few matters of
interest that have happened since the last issue of notes.
Captain R. C. Woodbridge resumed command of the Company
on the 30th April, and Lieut. H. C, B. Rogers has now been
posted to D Company. Lieut D. W . R. Burridge has been posted
to this Company from India.
An item I forgot to mention last month is that the new school
situated beside the Kemme! Lines bus stop is now completed and
in use. I believe an article appeared last month in the local
newspaper under the heading of " Brighter Schools for Soldiers,"
or words to that effect. The school has central heating, is large
and airy, and has an electric clock on the spire and a "Jimmy "
over the front door. The whole show is very encouraging, and
we hope now to see the documents clerk getting fed up with
entering "specials" on A.F.B. 271's (i.e. attestation forms).
Corp! Saunders T. has procured a photo of the school which
you ' ll find with these notes. Now I know what he was after
on the N.A.A.F.I. roof, though at the time I was thinking about
a young man's fancy and the spring, etc. Anyway, take a good
look at the photo: the clock is registering correct Catterick mean
time. Now that's clear, let's get on to the Company itself,

Garrison Sl'Or&s n~l'Ot
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Congratulations.- To Signalmen Maddison, McConnell and
Wylde and Pte White on obtaining their first class certificates of
education, and especially to Pte White, who obtained " distinguished" in three subjects-English, maths and map reading.
Well done!

Transfer to the Army Reserve.- L / Corpl Shipman, having
had enough of early morning frolics, decided to try civilian life,
so he said goodbye to us on 4 / 5/ 34. The best of luck to him.
\Ve trust he will soon obtain suitable employment.
Sigmn Shreeve purchased his discharge and !JrOceeded to his
home address on 3/ 5/34. This is the second time.
Still Spr~uting.-Uncle W alter's boils.
E.R.B.

'Cb~

F. R. Parnaby &R. G. Swalwell

Departures.-Signalmen Adams R .. Banks J.. Couzens S.,
Easdown. French A. and Forster G. to Air Defence Brigade
Signals' on 27 / 4 / 34. Signalmen Gregory R .. Greaves W., Hill
J., Spriggs, Jackson.J. and Goodwin C. to A Corps on 27 / 4/34.
Signalmen Aldridge, Brown and Marshall to 1st Divisional Signals
on 28 / 4 / 34. Signalmen Potts, Robertson H. and Wallwork to
Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signa ls on 4/ 5/ 34. Signalmen Glover
and Loughlin to A Corps on 4 / 5/ 34. L / Sergeant Finley (the
Clothinf, King) to 1st Div! Signals on 11. / 5 134. We trust all will
find their new units ro their liking.
Births.-Pending.

" Where Was Yer B;awt Oop?"-Heard in the Coroorals Mess
room. L / Corporal A: "These plates ain't very deep, Joe,"
Joe : " Blime ! we'll get you half a dozen soup plates."

W.METCALFE

The New School.
Departures.-A draft of four- C.Q.M.S. Kendall (and .fa mily)
and Signalmen Roberts, Hilliard and Mallet-:-left us with .the
usual pomp for Egypt last month. What their vo_Yage was like,
I cannot tell, but we hope they had a pleasant mp .
.
Sigmn Burnham after a very short stay- about a month, I thmk
- has left us to. " skivvy " in the sergeai:ts mess. He mentioned to me something about the me~s ne~dmg a good cook, but
he went just the same. Well, we wish him the usual hot-potch
of luck, and hope he doesn't do for the mess what a bannock
did for me.
No one has left us for civvy street, but I know several who
would like to.
Squads 175 and 176 have left us for Divs during the month,
and we wish them all the best.
General.- Spring drills are gradually coming to an ~nd, with
everyone eagerly looking forward to musketry commencmg. ~fter
all, these mornings may seem early and one feels awf~lly tired,
but look at the exercise! as good as a box of Be~cham s to anyone, and what a " digester " for breakfast. This, ~Y the . way,
is information for those who have never seen a spring drill, or
sheep dog trial, as the nickname goes. Personally, I'm not a bit
sorry. I've seen them.
.
. .
ff ·
h
However derived from this exercise 1s another a ectmg t .e
junior n.c.d.s and known as the junior n.c;.o:s dnll course. This
commenced about the 20th April and is still 111 prog~ess. I spoke
to one of the n.c.o.s about the course, and he convmced m~. that
it is a very sound idea. He laid particular stress on the
fine
body of men " phase of it, and said that he often woke up at
night shouting " Hi de hi de de hi " to the local Cenotaph. In
his spare time he practises on the moors, and. yesterday he swore
he'd made a comolete war-like movement with a flock of sheep
that had innocently strayed from the !ocal fan~1. H<;>wever, the
course is progressing famously and will be still on 111 the next
issue (I think).
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Arrivals:- We welcome Sigmn Leah from A.T.S. Chepstow,
and Recruit Boys Allen T., Barker E., Birkett G. , Bosten A.,
Bowles R., Boyes L., Halford R., Martin V., O' Marah R., Owen
G., Pugsley P., Page A., Roberts D ., Rowe T ., Valentine C.,
Whythe D. and Waterfield G.
We must apologise for the lack of news this month, bu t everyone seems to have been so busy getting ready for the Commandant's inspection that nothing worthy of note has occurred.

(Opposite Police Station)

PRISMATIC

KING STREET, RICHMOND, YORKS

A Corps Signals.
No. 2 Company.

Sports.-The challenge I put in the last issue was accepted.
I knew E Company would come out on top-:-and if we didn't,
we very nearly did. We succeeded in winning the Mackworth
trophy for the year ending 31st March 1934. Below I've copied
a table of the results, and it took me a long time, so don't
tear them out.
. chool
D.W.
E.
F.
~!.\\'.
D.
2
J2
6
JO
8
Athletics
4
12
6
Cricket . . . . . . .. . .. .
3
9
3
3
2
12
Shooting
5
5
9
9
12
0
10
s
Cross-Country ...
6
4
J2
6
Hockey
3
3
9
3
12
6
Rugby
3
9
3
3
6
12
Football
3
9
3
3
Totals ..... .
64
41
25
46
38
54
We thank all the competitors who helped us to gain the trophy,
and hope they are now doing even better for someone else.
This year we have been slightly unlucky. We lost against the
Dismounted Wing boxing team, but l'...e heard that the result
w;ll ~ot be included for the trophy ; something about practice,
I believe. To balance that, we beat the D Company boxing
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In the no dole line, we have one who is willing to continue
serving. L / Corpl Philpott C., the n.c.o. responsible for our size
and weight, signed his name on the dotted line to fulfil a further
contract with the Government. enabling him to complete twenty•
one years under the said contract. Clauses of the contract we
all know, and so does he, so here's wishing him every hope
during his employment.
The Commandant's inspection is very near now. It will take
place in the Company lines on Tuesday 15th May. The usual
procedure is still maintained, and everything is spick and span.
To-morrow (Thursday, 10th) is the Colonel's inspection, and
everything will go with a swing. Men who have practically forgotten their parades are being caught this year. Don't ask me
their names, but a few who see this will blush, I bet. It's just
too bad if you can't guess, but anyway that has nothing to do
with the inspection, so let it go.
·

PHILLIPS & GARRATT

On the 25th April we had the first of the three athletic meetings which will take place for the trophy. Of course, seeing we
were or:ily giving our folk thi:ir try-out, more or less, we were
not positioned too far up the ltst ; but next time, I am convinceJ
that the honours will be ours. That is, if the other teams turn
up, so here's wishing our Spartans plenty of good wind and
lengthy paces.
The water polo team are beginning to shape well, I'm told.
They compete for something to do with the Garrison, but as it
has not h;ippened yet, I don't know much about it. When it
does, we hope it will be something to do with success .
" Toendwith."-Some rather interesting things have been said
lately. One fellow wanted the Company gardener to collect some
worms in a tin for week-end fishing. Now, if you knew the
Compa~y gardener, you wouldn't ask such things. After all,
he's quae harmless ; but I'm afraid that if any more come along,
he 's gomg to run around " stabbing people in four places at
once " with his fork-and that goes for the worms, too.
Another party discovered that the checks used to ensure that
every table gets a meal--or in other words, so that they can't
come the double-were under a very weighty layer of pie crust
~mouflage~ to _look like an apple pie. Luckily, the mistake wa~
discovered m ttme and keot secret until now.
We also have a fellow who suggests that we should be paid
on a Saturday because ~is insurance agent collects on that day.
Another took an old pair of boots to the C.Q.M.S. to enquire
whether he could sell them or not. Their names will die with
them, I 11hope, but just look around when you read these notes
and see 1~ ~ny~:me is " going red " or describing me to the fullest
of his ability m a very foreign language. You'll probably know
then who these mysterious jokers are.
Jew's mail, there is none ; S.O.S.s, none ; but Lieut.-Quartermaster Hepburn's pony has suddenly produced its first foal-the
first one to be born on Whinny Hill--of which I'm sure both
are proud.
Telegram to Dille, Don Forrester and Shewring, Gordon, Jimmy
Anamas and Chota Robbo and gang: I never got my income refund from India. See you on the boat. Robbo.
W.N.R.

F Company, Training Battalion.
. G~neral. -1:'he end of spring drills and annual inspections is
m sight, and m '!- few days we shall once more be settled down
to the usual routine. ~ ames and sports are being organised for
the Wh1~sun 11'.ave penod, and we hope to have as good a time
as we did during Easter.
The hot spell was very pleasant while it lasted, but Catterick
weather has once more resumed its normal standard.
lsolntion.- The recruit boys are at present in isolation as an
epidemic of measles has started.
'
Marriage.- Sigmn Adcock to Miss Cissie Ellis.
Departures.-Au revoir to Signalmen McCready Lee (the
Vv'.IRE corresponden_t now resigns his post) and Nau~ton to 2nd
Div. Aldershot. S1gmn Mathews to E Company.
Will our Reade rs please support them in return?

General.- Tuesday the 8th May: A Corps leave Mons Barracks
to take up residence at Easthampstead Park for the W .O. exercise
which commences on the 15th. The tamp site is one of the best
yet seen, the countryside being very similar to that found at
H indhead. Everything is ready for the big push, and all ranks
are eager that it shall go down in the annals of A Coros history
as being a huge success. Maybe " After duty Saturday-till morning Tuesday " has something to do with the enthusiasm shown
by all.
No. 6 Heavy has been disbanded and not reolaced, thus leaving
the Mediums and Lights to work the oracle alone.
We are pleased to report that the two fearful diseases (mumps
and measles) have left us after many weeks of isolation and fumigation for the individuals concerned.
Departures.-C.S.M. McGregor, di~charged. Those who knew
him will agree with us when we say we have lost a first class
tradesman and sportsman. (Good luck, Mac!) Sigmn Drover I.
on medical grounds. 13 W will miss you, Ivan.
Promotions.-Apart from Paddy to cook's mate, and a General
dying in the Chinese Army, there is nothing to report.
Agonies.-Who slept at the Asylum and lost his hat? Besides,
sailors climb riggings, not fire escapes.
P.S.- Heard the cuckoo yet, Dick?
DIXIE.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Headquarters •
Signnls Association.-We notice that the Branch hon. secretary at Rawalpindi complains of lack of information received in
respect of new arrivals. We sympathise, as the same applies at
this end. Drafts from overseas are continually arriving minus
any information-not even " Subscriptions are paid to December
r933,'' as Rawalpindi quotes. We would appeal to Branch hon.
secretaries abroad to co-operate in supplying sufficient information to enable us to maintain our records with the minimum
amount of labour. It is rather late in the season to make this
anpeal, but some Branch secretaries may remember it next
trooping season.
Camp.- This is the main topic of the day. We go to Thursley on the 12th June for three weeks. and everyone is hoping
th.t unit camp will be as successful as in previous years.
Appointments.- Just a little piece of Part II. Orders; but no
one will object to our telling the world that our draughtsman has
sketched for h imself a taoe- in other words, we congratulate
'.JI L / Corp! Jackson A. E. on his appointment to that rank.
Anti-Gas Training.- Unit H.Q. were well supported on the
" no exemptions " parade at the gas chamber during May. We
all enjoyed the exercise in getting there, whilst in the chamber,
and returning to barracks. Someone said "Good heavens! it's
hardly worth starting work now it's nearly lunch time " (one of
the posh people who have lunch).
One interesting ·incident in connection with the parade. The
C.S.M. gave the detail " The first party in the chamber will be
the ten senior w .o.s and n.c.o.s. Fall in here, that party."
Now, how was it that the n.c.o. we have just congratulated included himself in the party? It was rumoured that he said something about accelerated promoti<?n·
The above Advertisers support our Magazine.
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Congratulations.-We congratulate our boys team on getting
into the final of the Army (Boys) Association football cup, and
on the splendid game they played in that match. It was a good
game, and although some said they should have won, the popular
belief is that it was a very fair game, and just hard luck on our
boys that they did not get the winning medals for " keeps "
{they had thern for a time, anyway).
Conclusion.-Apart from. the fact that the coal issue has ceased
and heath fires have started, we have nothing further to say.

BoNcE1..Ess.

No. 1 Company.
These notes would not be complete without mentioning the
departure of Lieut.-Colonel W. T. Howe for India. As a major
he was our Company commander, and everybody was sorry when
he relinquished that appointment prior to his going on embarkation leave. We hope he will accept our congratulations on his
Will our Readers please support them in return?
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promotion to his pre ent rank .of Lieut.-Colonel, .and our best
wi hes for his future go with him to his new stauon at Quena.
Vile have now fimshed individual training for this year, and
wc take this opportunity to congratulate all who were successful
in obtammg higher crade atings. Better luck next time to those
who were not so fortunate.
Section training 1s now 111 full swmg and C ~er lorries are
flitting about like flies : and the swans on. he Basmgstokc c.anal
hlve, I under tand, already raised an obiect1on to our spoiling
their tow-path scenery with coffee wagons and tents telegraph.
D Semon arc carrying the can for that.
The despatch riders have also visited various East Coast sea·1de resorts on a preliminary run. An overland trip to the
Riviera generally concludes their training.
Another important piece of news is centred around gardens.
The neatest and most picturesque will receive a prize. One hut
had already distnbuted the prize money (on paper) when they
found out that Woolworth's wax models would not stand the
heat of the day, so they are now frantically trying to coax various
kinds of flower seeds to show themselves by placing the empty
case (with a picture showing how the flower should look) on a
piece of stick in the_ ground directly abov~ the seeds._ They . are
hoping the seeds will take this as the height of their ambmon.
Personal Column. - According to Part II. Orders our R.S.M.
is still desirous of serving under the Colours and bas extended
his present term of service still further. Unfortunately, per•
sonnel of his rank do not wear dodgers on their tunics, so his
reason for continuing his service is not to get an armful of the
aforementioned. How many would he wear if that were. his
ambition? (270 years). Anyone with likely suggestions may
send them in, but I would advise him to mark them ·•private."
Arrivals.--L/ Sergt Chappell from
o. 3 Company goes to
D Section to take charge of a coffee wagon. L / Corpl Hills has
arrived from Scarborough, so we are looking forward to a bri~hter
football season for this year. Sigmn V ickers from the Traming
Battalion has increased the D.R. strength. To all these, we ex·
tend the usual greetings and duty roster.
Departures.-Although we are a little late with the news that
Sigmn Burns has embarked for service in Egypt, we would ask
him to remember the " Better late than never " slogan when we.
wish him all the best in his new station.
Whilst talking about drafts, we may as well give L / Corporal
Smith C. G. (late B Cable) a little publicity. He should have
embarked at the same time as Sigmn Burns-not for Egypt, but
for Palestine. Unfortunately, he had to go sick the day previous
and was sent to hospital. I wish to make it quite clear that this
was a genuine disappointment to the n.c.o. Who wouldn't be
downhearted at missing such a station? We hope he will be
more fortunate next time (if there is one).
Our other departure of note is that of L / Corol Morris F.,
who has gone to 5th Div. A few valuable hints lo 5th Divites
seem opportune. In the first place, watch your milk supply,
N.A.A.F.I. Secondly, should any of his room mates find news·
papers a month or two old around his bed space, please do not
use them for lighting the fire, as he will not have re.ad them
so soon.
Mistletoe.-Several vocational people have been attached to
us from overseas whilst they undergo training for civilian life at
the A.V.T.C. Aldershot. Amongst them is one who suffers under
the name of L Corp! Smith A. E., who will be well known by
members of No. 2 Company, as he had only time Lo go to India
and back : and taking the latter fact into consideration , his knowledge of the Hmdustani language (and habits) is quite good.
Births.- As the peace establishment is now uo to stren~th
owing to the large influx of last month, we are now- concentratmg
on the recruiting campaign via Thursley Camp.
Marriages.-

ii.

All is not gold that glitters .

To Malta.- There are several of your old associates over here
who are anxious to know whether there is any Signal Section
left. S1gm_n Bill D~nn seems to be worrying most, but speaking
quue candidly, I thmk he wanted me to let you know he is now
being paid at B.1. lmeman's rate.
Overheard. In No. 38 ablution room: " Roll on, the 19th
May" (R.A.O.C. Journals, please copy).
EASY.

No. 2 Com!Jany.
General.- The scheming season is here again, and everything
points to our having another fairly energetic year--though not so
energetic as last, for (many sighs) there shall be no Larkhill for
the unit in general. Of course, one can never tell when a heath
fire will break out, and I hear that a lot of sleeo can be lost
through these things. However, here's hoping that it will be
a mild summer.
o. 2 Company is deserted at present ; all Sections are scheming at Deepcut, Okehampton or Brighton. Not until September
or there.abouts will the old familiar faces make their return, and
out of respect we shall have to listen to their glowing descriptions of what they diq to the wicked tribes who always seem to
hang about these summer days. Perhaps we shan't have to
listen to them long, for the good old annual drafting return has
been placed at the Lender mercy of the unit office staff.
Apology.-! must apologise for our boxing bard's absence from
th.is month's notes, for he is not at all willing to sing praises of
o. 6 Section's famous attempts at rowing. Stepping into the
breach, I will nobly take his place and try to tell you what
happened.
One Sunday aflernoon, about half-past one
(f ust when the taste of peaches and custard had gone}
Four energetic youths wended their weary way
To pass the time in boating-or try to, I should say.
The hero of the day, with camera fully equipped,
Jested and laughed as we walked along (or shall I say
" nipped").
He decided to take a single-one .of those topply things, you
knowAnd began to show the natives the only way to row.
My friend and I had started-easy like, of course ;
Our hero lay behind us, pulling like a horse ;
My attention to him faded-sleep may have been to blameBut when I looked again at him-his boat was not the same.
It looked so verv funnv-water out and in ;
We stopped to investtgate at once, flesh creeping 'neath our
skin.
'A bobbing blot was near it, moving for the shore,
And close inspection revealed our hero, looking very sore.
From all accounts he'd fallen out; of course, I did not see) only saw him swimming out: a soaking mess was heAnd to this day I see him still, solemnly sitting down,
Pools collecting where he sat, his khaki murky brown.
The poetry should go on to say that the hero was o,ne of those
" never say die " persons, for he had another try at conquering
the canal, but the second attempt was not so exciting and you
are lucky that you have not to put up with any more of my
'' verse.''
More about No. 6.- Some of No. 6 Section are trying th~ir
best to imitate the Red Devils, but instead of doing a trick on two
wheels they do it on four ; and instead of planning acrobatics,
they usually wait until they happen. Perhaps I may be mistaken
in saying this, for they may be practising taking a guy for a ride
and bumping him out. At any rate, whatever it may be, I know
that my stock of accident reports has decreased considerably ,
and my knowledge of making them out vastly improved. What
are you going to do next?
·
J.C.

No. 3 Company.
General.- The Company is at present undergoing vigorous
training in preparation for the unit camp at Thursley, and by
the time these notes are in print we shall be almost ready to
pack up for it. However, Section schemes and route marches
are the order of the day, and the quiet English lanes are once
again brightened by the colour of khaki and the singing of the
lads as they proceed on their joyous way full of beans (and other
obnoxious ingredients). Perhaps a number of us suffer with
blistered feet and have to go sick the following morning- not,
mind you, to evade the day's route march, but. .. well, there
are feet and feet, y'know.
'
Sport.- Very little has happened in the way of sport d1Jring
the last month. At the close of the running season congratulations go to S1gmn Copestake, who distinguished himself, and also

to the C.Q.M.S. who mustered a r<ire turn of soeed m the last
la? of the half mile. Well done, Q.
·
A few weeks ago the commandmg officer presented sports
meda ls and shields for the inter-Section football, hockey and
running. It was noticeable that No. 3 Comoany won the lot.
Well done, L and K Sections.
Congratulations.- To the undermentioned, who successfully
dazzled the Trade Board to the ex1ent of the following ratings:
B.i., Corp! Brunton, Signalmen Chatfield, Coldicott, Lintin and
Miller.
B.ii., L/ Corp! Webster and Signalmen Jennings and Stubbs.
C.ii., Signalmen Donnelly (clerk ii.), Braceg1rdle, Cameron,
Holmes B. and Shinn.
C.iii., Drivers McClounan and Parrish.
D.ii .. Signalmen McDonaugh, Millington, Brooks and Russell,
and Driver Good.
Also to the undermentioned, who obtained education certificates
as shown: Sigmn Falconer, first class ; Sigmn Rose, second class.
Agony.-Will 305 Jock Fox (somewhere around Meerut) drop
a line to Paddy O'R. ?
Pur..-Ask a certain D.R. in K Section what to do before signing for an inter-tube. Did you run out of patches, Lofty?
Agony (now relief)-Heard in the canteen: " . . . and to think
put in for draft . . . "
Purl.-Hot spiced gin and beer!
Purr.-A murmur pertaining to No. 3 Company . . . . now
pleased.
Latest.-Heard m J Section: " . . . don't ask me, ask my
brother!"
Situation Wanted.-Soldier, keen footballer, do anything,
capacity 2 1!.1 barrels, go anywhere, re('.UJres situation in (first
choice) Egypt or (second choice) Egypt ; user of Pyramid collars ;
profile of Sphinx . Dates from Cairo-done it before. What
can you?
J.A.D.
[Stop Press]
Gallantry.-Even during these piping days of peace, England
still J?OSsesses a few of the. gallant knights of old.
It happened one sunny April evening. Sir Cuthbert Brunton
(the fat one, not Billy) was doing a steady ten miles per hour on
his B.S.A. Sports machine alongside the Basingstoke canal.
Suddenly he was awakened from his dreamy romancings by the
appearance of a full-fledged 1934 flapper, who sailed merrily
around a corner on her latest Super-Sports cycle.
Sir Galahad did some rapid thinking. It was either the maiden
or himself. What was he to do? could he see a young maiden
struggling in the water? No, sir. But . . . eh, the water did not
look too invitin?. Whilst he was trying to make up his mind, the.
damsel did it for him and orovided a timelv solution to his
troubles. Throwing discretion into the canal. she got his off-side
wheel : loud screams rent the quiet countryside ; a man's voice
was heard . . . .
Sir Cuthbert slowly dragged his wet and aching limbs out of
the filthy mud, heaving a B.S.A. Super S!)orts machme after
him. The maiden mounted her machine and with a poli te
"Thank you, kind sir " continued her way. Sir Cuthbert. look·
ing the picture of misery but inwardly glowing wiLh pride, wended
his way homeward, thinking out a good one to tell the wife to
account for his lamentable condition.
P.S.- lt's your turn now, Billy. Don 't let your big brother go
one better than you.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Sincere.- Congratulations to F Company boys on their magnificent struggle in the final of the Boys' Army Cup. The Company, with the exception of those on duty, turned up in full force
on both days and gave their vocal chords some oractice. We are
all agreed that the game against the Chepstow boys was the best
we've seen on the Command ground this season (and we haven't
missed many). Well played, F, and hard luck. Come d<?wn
again next year, and we'll help carry the cup down to the station.

R~

A.

LAUDER

Ladies', Gents' and :l«ilitary Tailor
Repairs and Alterations Promptly and Neatly carried out

HAIRDRESSING SALOON
(Under the management of R. H. SOWDEN. late R.Signals)

PLUMER RD., BULFORD CAMP, SALISBURY
garbed in tho~e two very delightfully fashionable Army colours,
dull grey and dull red (both very dull). Even if the superintendent doesn't get up with a liver, he always gets one by the time
he has run the gauntlet of grey-red-grey (recurring}.
Arrivals.-Sigmn Lundie J. joined the unit on 7 / 5 / 34. The
electricians' shop receive him and welcome him with open arms.
Good News for Otley.-The Duke has 864000.275 seconds to
go before he joins you for good (or bad).
Thanks.-And many of them, to D Troop for the numerous
games of hockey we have shared with them during the season
JUSt ended. It has been a great pleasure to turn out for them,
and we hope that we may have very many more opportunities
of doing so in the future.
Bits and Pieces.-Supt. (to operator on duty}: " Wha~ are
you supposed to be doing?" Op (with dreamy look in optics}:
" Amusing myself, serge.ant ." [Collapse, exit, etc.]
Lancers.-The horror of horrors for most of the Company has
now finished for another year. The end came with a grand
assault on Ash ranges, when through some unforeseen circumstances the " bulls " on two targets were almost obliterated.
Sergt Guy Rodwell Bishop (Manchester and Colney Hatch) went
to the head of the river with a snappy 77, and Corp! Chamberl~m
(Pompey and Wembley) dropped back to tie for second place with
Sigmn Bateman (the School of Orthodox Bndge and Broadmoor}
by obtaining a not so snappy 72. If anyone wants to know the
name of the wooden sooonist, send me a stamoed and addressed
envelope and a compiete set of fag cards, an-d the unfortunate
individual's name will be disclosed.
Lancers, strange to relate, were very rare-about ten in the
whole Company, of which Austin claimed five in successioi: an.cl
established a personal and Company record; even the Duke m h.1s
prime never did a rhing like that. By the way, the Duke did
not attend the meeting this year; he says that you don't need
to be a first class shot to draw the dole.
The O.C.'s orizes for the tol) score and the greatest number
o.i .. bulls " are being held ove~ until the casuals do their stuff.

Telephone 2086

Telegrams : " Moore, Headgale, Colchester "

G. E. MOORE &CO.
(c.

6roc~rs

EVfRETT MOORE)

and Prouision

n~~rcbants

MESSES SUPPLIED

HEADGATE,

COLCH~STER

Spring Cleaning. -The oainters have been in and done their
stuff. The dear old station now looks lovely, having been
Tho above Advel'tisers support our t.!agazine.

Will our Readers please support them in return7
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Personally, I hope one of the casuals beats 77 I I have suffered
,o much from Manchester just lately that I should hate to see
another prize go there.
We Can't Understand.- How the Chocolate Kid managed to
run fast enough to scorf' ,1 try for the School of Signals in the
first round of the Mackworth trophy competition. · He certainly
must have changed from his A .C.S.C. ways. By the way, Pip,
our addresses remain as per.

Conversation Piecc.- Now that the daily Press have revived
our old friend the Loch ess Monster and given us a photograph
of the aforementioned beast, bird or fish, as the case may be, we
feel that 1t is only right and fair to the British public that our
monster (no, not the Duke) should be brought to their notice.
For want of a better name, we call it the Command Monstrosity.
Unlike the Loch ess Monster, it is not nature's idea of a joke ;
1t's simply a man-made snare.
During the intervals between the last couple of hundred
showers, Corp! Chamberlain and his band of very willing (?) and
cheerful (?) amateur (very) linemen have been sallying forth into
the comp~mnd, lo.aded with masses. of n ice shiny wire, heaps of
awfully nice looking black and white poles, mauls, oickets, and
all the rest of the whatnots which go towards making a line.
With much cunning and the learning of a completely new set of
curses, they have constructed an aerial of the Beverage clan wh ich
traps all signals from the Egypt direction .
When the C.Q.M.S. has found out for certain what they have
ac.tually pi_nched from h is line store.' and providing there is enough
wire left in England, they are going to train one of these fearsome arrays on China , and another on India if they can confiscate
the Qu.e en's ~arade for its erecti~n. Having done this,they will
all be m receipt of old age pensions, so they'll just collect their
O.B.E. 's and sit back and watch results.

Knowing how very !nterested in technical descriptions our

r~ders are, I am not going to star~ any arguments ; I am simply

gomg to enclose a photograph which our Press man obtained at
~ ren t:'P'Sonal risk. He was suspended for hours from a sky
h!><>k ~fore a favourable opportunity oc~urred of getting a bird's
eye view of the Command Monstrosi t y. The result of his
hazardous expenence will be perfectly clear to most readers but
those who cannot see it should apply the formula, M sin :Ox +
BM = 1 dollar (Mex.) 3 annas 5 ~4 francs. Having applied this
formula, you'll Join me in Colney hyphen H atch.
LATER.- !he aerial has now been put into commission and we
f:nd that signals are only picked up when the wind i~ coming
frok the no~-no~-east by west direction and when atmospherics
~a e reception 1mposs1ble. s>n melting down the formula, we
discovered that this was entirely due to dust getting into the
:a!b]=~~ and causmg a feed back from the second frequency
le Ag~ny, - To Draper (Jack) somewhere rn India· What about a
tter. Mac (J.)
.
AUSTIN.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
Full strength! No reference to beer, by the way. It means
that,. for t he first time within the memory of the oldest inhab1t~nt, the strength of oth~r ranks of the unit is complete to
establishment. Here, then, 1s material, man power and newsscope. A ~d her.e sit I! pensive-like, wondering from what source
my. next h~e w.1ll spring . . B!lt who cares? Personall y, I enjoy
s1ttini: pens1ve-hke. And 1f it's of any interest to you, I might
mem1on that a firm attachment has sprung up between the typewn~er and mysel~. !t absorbs my varying moods, and should
I wish to be pensive 1t denies me not. When busy fingers cease
to .play, no cl aw~r. o{ keys intrudes upon my solitary muse . . . .
Aside: Two asp1rms, please . .. often . . . . about two a minute
. . • he might recover!
. There appears to be a lot of news this month . Numerous chapp1es have arrived from dotted chunks of soil which are for ever
England. Apologies, naturally, to those who twist their mother
tongue into sounds of " wallah " and the like. There is a subtle
differenc~, isn't. there? Of little use, however, to mention the
arrivals m detail. vye welcome them none the less effusively .
Personal greetmgs will be exchanged on application at th e office
portal~. One ~r two landmarks are leaving the unit shortly .
There s old Tmkler wallowmg at Aldershot on a vocational
cou~se, and young Rose straini ng at the leash to join him. It's
a bit hard to be losing Tinkler. He's kind of handy about the
place-one gets used to him. After all chis time, it's somewhat
akin to losing a cherished chimney pot or something snappy in
oils . . . . .
Then there is the story of two other elder members of the unit
who h ave been jibbing. It appears they got married. Well,
that's. perfect.ly o.k. wi.th me, providing they keep outside the
domains o~ bigamy. Didn't we duly publish the fact that they
were married, and congratu~ate the~, and stretch forth t he glad
hand, and all that? We did I Be 1t ever placed to our credit.
In due course, and following the natural sequence of events, they
were blessed with children . It apoears we overlooked this importa~t news. We fai led, in the good old American journalese,
to deliver the goods. Bad staff work somewhere--! must needs
look into this. To soothe the savage breast, we are only too
happy to publish these joyous events now.
Our congratulations, then, to the following . To LI Corp! and
Mrs. G. Pfeiffer on the birth of a son, Garth Anthony. A bonny
lad withal. A chi p of the jolly old block. I know, because I've
nursed the young hero. Sleeps and feeds well- takes after his
father, you know!
To L /.Corpl a~d Mrs. L. Robinson, also a son, All an John .
Looks wise for his age- that's the fault of having Robbo about
t he place. Another Bulleteer?
Our staff will have to dash around more. Here's another
overdue annoamcement just come to hand. Really I To Sergt
and Mrs. H. French a daughter, June Marion. That's one of the
prettiest combination names for a girl I've heard this year.
To all of the above, we repeat our sincere congratulations, and
a p~log1se for not recording these happy events at the time of
their happenmg.
By the rim~ these notes appear in print, C.Q.M.S. Kirby H .
<. nd ~~~pls ~1sher N. and Bell S. w ill be preparing to leave us
for c1v1lian life. We wi~h chem the very best of luck, and hope
they become successf!ll m a big way.
Further con~ratulauons are due .f r?m us.' and g~nerously given,
to L / Corpl 0 Malley B. on rece1vmg his unpaid appointment .
Maybe some of those tall yarns he spins were effective? Good
luc~. Bernard lad I N i e~ name you have. If you wou ld only
whittle a few of your stories down a little, some kind editor would
be only too pleased to give you publishing space.
On Sunday 13th. May the construction and maintenance party
left for A.A. Practtce Camp, Watchet, Somerset. The maintenance party will remain until September. I've never been to this
:-"est. country spot myself, but those who have assure me that it's
1dyll1c- whatever that may mean. Charmingly sited, sea breezes,
verd~nt pasture and glonous leafy lanes and bowers. Typically
English. Cyder, too! ihe real hotch a stuff. Small and oldworld population. Oh , boy I should that camp be hard work?
Atchaa I
My fan mail should now be increased , methinks but I doubt
m~ that b?u9uets will arri ve. When those Watche't laddies read
this descnptton of a soggy field dotted with a miserable tent or
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two, a deserted and muddy harbour, and a strio of beach that
gathers unto its bosom the real pre-historic size ·of boulders and
the latest th ing in sea-weed straight from the Saragossa Sea, I
Cln but guess at their feelings.
Anyway, George is down there,
so 1t cannot be too bad .
We wish to thank our C.O. and officers for a very enjoyable
little sports meeting which took place on the afternoon of Thurs•
day 10th May . Everyone spent a very pleasant afternoon ; there
were no hard and fast rules to worry one ; and it was more
like a very happy and sociable afternoon tea party. I speak for
those who di~ not dash around in the room relay and quarter.
After completmg those two events myself, I felt anything but
sociable I
We finished up with tea, of course. This was popular.
O'Malley again beat Sandy in the tea stakes. Fifteen cuos, and
a saucer to fifteen cups only, I think the result was! That was
before the remainder of us had left the cable. They occupied a
fresh table when we left. .. .
I don't quite know which won- " G" or A.A. Brigade Section,
I think. H eadquarters got one point. That was in the tug-ofwar. They were the better losers, if you follow. They had a
hefty side, though. I don't think they quite understood the idea
of this tug-of-war game. Sergt French would insist on sitting
down every now and then. Jn some inexplicable manner Jock
Glass followed suit. At odd intervals young Jeff performed an
erratic kind of step dance. Jock Davidson gave weird yelps.
utered a cry of " Hotchaa I" at moments of great stress, and
looked fit to pull a battleship when the team was over the line!
The st range thing about the pull is that, when asked afterwards,
they earnestly assured one another that they were all pulling !
They pulled the other losing team, though! Now, that was a
great pull .. . sorry, we haven't time!
By Request. - To George from Hopeful : Am doing o.k. Erbie.
To Meerut : ls Jim Fish afraid of struggling? From Sandy,
Burchett and O ' Malley .
To Johnny Dewhurst, India: Eddie thinks you're gaining
flesh I You 'II hear from me soon. Thanks for letter I
To Dave Ackroyd, Home Waters (?): I owe you one, too I
B.A.S.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
General.-The main items of interest for this month have been
the conclusion of the musketry period of training and the depa rture of all t he Signal Sections to join their respective battalions
of the R.T.C. As a result, the unit lines seem very quiet and
peaceful.
On the rifle ranges we achieved a first class average for the
unit, and some very consistent shooting was seen . Prizes were
given for the highest scores, and the competition was very keen .
Signalmen Hodgson and Houghton tied for first place with scores
of 80 out of a possible 95, and as a result both have changed
their first name to D ead-eye.
No. 1 Tank Signal Section have submitted notes for inclusion
in this month's issue of THE WIRE. We sincerely hope they will
keep up the good work, and that the ocher Sections will follow
their lead and let us know how they are getting on away from
the mother unit.
Departures.- R.Q.M.S. Smart A. E. and family left us on
13 / 4 '34 for a stay with Egypt Signals. All ranks wish them the
very best and hope that their stay will be a very enjoyable one.
Although R.Q.M.S. Smart had been with us but a very s~ort
time, it was with great regret that we wished him au revo1rwe would have liked him to stay with us for good .
Sigmn Blundell C. to civvy street from the A.V.T.C. Hounslow
on 6 / 5 / 34. Best of luck, Sugar, and may you always prosper.
Sergt Sharp D. on 10 / 5 / 34 to join No. 1 Tank Signal Section
at Farnborough. Another vacation.
. .
.
C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Whitehead R. on 8 / 5/ 34 to iom. the Light
Tank Signal Section at Perham Down. Hope you pick. up the
reins soon, in preparation for the pukka stuff. Ask T1ch: he
knows all about them Tanks.
Congratulations.- To Sigmn Tickle G. on h is marriage to
Miss Gladys Elsie South at Banbury, Oxfordshire, on 3 r/ 3 / 34.
To Sigmn H arrop W. on his marriage to Miss Mary Kel~y at
Northwich, Chester, on 23 / 12/ 33. Oh. how are the mighty
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fallen! Y'know, we all get chat complaint sooner or later.
S'funny, ain't it?
To L/Sergt Coy B. on obtaming a pass at the M.T. course
for Royal Signals n .c.o .s at Feltham.
To R.Q.M.S. Noonan M. on being promoted to that rank w.e.f.
1/4/34. I heard there was a barrel in the stores-bl t 1t turned
out to be rifle oil, I believe.
To Sergt Moss P. on being awarded the long service and
goo~ conduct medal, with gratuity. Isn't it queer how these old
soldiers are never found out?
To U/L/Corpl Speakes F. on obtaining that high rank w.e.f.
4/ 5/ 34· There's still a chance for you to reach for the baton,
but have patience.
To L/ Sergt Yorke A. and Sigmn Kennard H. on being awarded
the Indian general service medal with claso " North-West Frontier 1930-31." And I thought you were both T.T.s!
To the following on passing trade tests as shown. Sigmn Adcoc~ J. op. sig. B.ii. Sigmn Brand R. lineman C.11. Signalmen
Guile S. and Carter A. despatch rider D.ii. Signalmen Ashford
and Bristow S. inst. mech. A.ii .
To the following on obtaining educational certificates as shown.
Signalmen Bristow S., Hancox N .. Songhurst ]. R .. Graham J.
and .W1lsd?n A., first class. S1gmn Williams F. passed in map
reading. Signalmen Carter A. and Henry D. second class. Sigmn
Price E. J., English "c" cowards his special certificate. L Corp!
Steele H. R., British history towards liis special certificate.
At the Sign of the Glad Hand.- Al! ranks of the unit extend
a hearty welcome to the following arrivals, and hooe that their
stay with us will be a long and a happy one. Sigmn King L.
from the Training Battalion on 16/4, 34. Signalmen Pot ts J.,
Wallwork H. and Robertson H. from the Training Batta lion on
4 / 5/J4. Signalmen Barnes J .. McConnell-Wood F., Everard J.,
McGinn J. and Perrins H. from the Training B;1ttalion on 14 , 5, 34
Spun Yarn.- lt was a dark and stormy night, sir , and the
skipper said to the mate " Spi n us a yarn." This is the yarn
that the mate spun.
You may not Bailey-ve it, but I was at the University, living
at the Star Chambers, when this affai r happened. Being a Freeman, I was chosen as Cox for the College boat-Hancox was no
mean job with that crew. As Ives-aid before. the Lake where
we practi sed had a Marsh bordering it ; all Moss, Liley(s) and
Clay, y'know, situated in a Dale. There were we, Alltoft up
in our Brand new Coates ; blue they were, with Brown Buttons.
Now, our stroke was a Coy sort of a chap, but h ad all the
Gu ile of a Fox, and when he got a sNorlon, he seemed a Newman.
" Now," said the stroke, " we'll try canoe practice this
Morning-ton weisht .~he is. too ; so Yule all
ea! and get in
some muscle exercise.
That started us all Crebbin like mad, and No. 2 was a Crossman if you like. You see, it meant he'd have to do Moran his
share of work. " Oliver walk ashore,'· he said to stroke ;
"McCann do my share." " You Wallwork,'' said stroke, "if
I Wills it ; and if I Speakes to you agin, I'll stand you down
for a 'few Weeks- and Sharp." " Oh I you Wood, would you ?"
said o. 2, " Wilson see about that. If you're going Tebbey
chat way inclined, I'll Tickle that Whitehead of yours with a
paddle."
" Why don't you chaps stop \Varren with each ocher? !here's
n:it a War man . Pack in, or we'll all be getting wild and
Woolley," said No. 4.
" Ryder, cowboy!" yelled one ; and " What Price stroke?"
shouted another .
These cries so enraged the stroke that he went up to No. 2
Andrew him off one. "Addlesee you through," said he. " I
don't want any more Rowse, so File away, or I'll Fletcher another
one."
" And you promised mother you wouldn 'c H armer hair of me
head," yelped No . 2.
"Look here, Henry," aid stroke.
ot so much blarney.
and let's get going."
And we got going. We got into the canoe and knelt so chat
Legg Metcalfe, and sat on our Heale(s) with our Baxter the
rudder , All en a row.
o. 2 didn't Cotton on to it at all. and
said so. "You old Hen dry up, or I'll Collyer and throw you
overBoard man," admonished stroke. " I'll stArcher off when
you're Read(y) '' bawled the coach.
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Off we went, but we hadn't gone far when we observed a girl
swimmer in difficulties: it seems she was caught in the Reed(s).
We paddled over to her and took her aboard, and then paddled
to shore.
" Carter to the be.at house," said stroke. " What time is our
Cardew?"
ot for anorher hour ver," sai" No. 3 ; "but here's the
club Clark in his Crosley- l"ll stop him."
The girl wa placed in the car by o. 2 , whereupon tro ke
said " Don't Cooper up like that ; make her comfortable."
"Aw! (s)Harrop ! " said No. J.. " You keep on yapping at
m<! like a Cooter. You're for ever (s)Houghton at me."
Anyway, we eventually got the girl to the boathouse, called
a doctor. and parked ourselves m another room to talk over
the occurrence.
" Isn't she the girl who lives in that Garrett over the Tuck
shop?" asked o. 5.
" Yeth," lisped No. 6. " Her father ith a dethent thort and
that Galbraith(s) hith heart with the trickth she getsth up 10 . "
"You know Roberts the car King," said 10. 2. "Well, her
dad's old Robertson- I know him only too well. Haslam(med)
the pu b door in his face once, and he never forgave me for it."
By the time the girl was brought round and sent home, it was
oonan we had no time for practice, so we went in to tea. After
h:iving Etwell, we started a small binge and we had to put
H ol Bert on the sofa before very long. He usually turned up
li ke a bad Penney the dav after, but he could ilL afford to train
by drinking out of big Potts. Steele, there you are ; these things
will happen. " He'Scott a nerve," said the stroke, " doing
that sort of thing when in training."
" Let's Tap Lin and see if he'll row for us. He is going to
Yorke soon, but if we are quick we could catch him at Barnes,
where he is training. He always did trai n Everard, although he
is still a bit Raw, Cliffe," said No. 3.
"McConnell-Wood row for us too, if I asked him, I reckon,"
said the coach. " He's not like No. 2 there, alwavs McG:nn
and sPerrin about."
·
At this juncture the old boatman came in and stroke said to
h'm " Paw, sey if our car has arrived yet, will you?"
" Well. that's my yarn spun," said the mate. " lc's time for
1!JY watch now, but it just goes to show what drivel people will
l1Sten to, let alone read-eh, skipper?" And with that he went
out.
[ The characters in this story (?) are not entirelv fictitious, and
most certainly do have a bearing on living people.] RusTY.

!he Sections have now been partly re-dressed, the forage cap
being all the rage now. Of course, scme of the Indian veterans
have their own.
Training.- We have embarked on the annual revolver course,
and I hope to have some good results for publication next month.
Congratulations.- To Sigmn Henry D. on his double success: second class certificate of education and dcsoatch rider
D.iii. So the local crooner can do other things as w'ell I
Marriages.- Shsh l watch these notes.
Snooks.- Re last month's notes from A.F.V. Rusty, we don't
know how you did it. 'Tis a pity the unit C.l.D. represen tative
is so far away now.
Tripe and Like.-Overheard in the tank oark: " You fe llows
may go for a ride in a tank if you like." .: Oh , yeah? and get
bumped off. Not likely!"
Another pair of Kohat Twins are here.
Who i~ the lucky (?) lad to ride the Section bike and then hike
back from the tank park daily?
Departures.-2/Lieut F. P. Rickard to the Army School of
Education, Shorncliffe, on 12 / 5/ 34, for an all-too-short to ur by
the sea.
Where Ar e You'?-Gowpee: L / Corp! Whitwell R. apa kabba.
Jock Fowler: The lads are hungry for news of you. Bill Pemberton. Spike Island: Still kicking the gong around-Richa rds 22.
Wally and Jack Ivey: Love from the Twins.
PANJANG .

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
·• Jot down all the interesting events and happenings of the
past month, and just put them together so that the average reader
can understand them ." How easy it seemed when I was told
that was all I had to do when wri ting uni t notes.
My firs t attempt was greeted with mild surorise ; my second
nearly brought me into a libel case : and my -next elfo~t was a
disappointment-hence the absence of more last mcnt h.
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so'Tieone with more bones than flesh that if he had such an
ample air cushion to lie on, he could fire just as well.) L / Corp!
Richardson and Signalmen Fall and Robertson tied for second
place with a score of 77.
Our mont~ly P<?Oi shoot is st!U well ~upported, and provides
kee.n compet1uon in the three d1v1s!ons mto which the Troop is
d1v1ded. The experts who lead D1v1s1on I. are handicapped by
one point per m~nth, and up to date Sergeant Sayers leads with
mmus three. It he wms th~ pool this month, well, any jam
factor y would prosper with him as a manager. The winners of
Divis.ions II. and Ill. were Signalmen Mullard and Rogers respectively.
Afte< getting a few " cowboy " magazines, to get the right
atmosphe re, our daredevil riders (D.R. brand) staged a revolver
shoot. ~ign a!men Blake and Lovegrove tied for first place.
The s1x-a-s1de football tournament wherein six teams of the
unit competed has come to a successful ending-for one team.
L I Corp! Richardson, the captain, led his conquering team uo to
receive the silver cups presented by the O.C.
Field events organised on lines similar to the footba ll tournament will now provide our sports programme for the next few
weeks.
A question of great importance was raised on a recent Troop
scheme. A D.R. was given a map reference of a church and told
to report to a certain individual w hom he would find waiting
there. A church was found at ;ipproximately the right map
reference. The D.R. halted, and as the individual he wanted
wasn't in the vicinity, he prepared himself to wait. Minutes
passed, and then the church began to move: it was of the
mobile variety. Question : What should the D.R. do--wait at
the spot where the church was, or follow it?
A ping-pong table has made a home for itself in the Troop
easy room. Of course, the exoerts who have played before
quickly made themselves known:
The tennis season has opened with the usual enthusiasm, and
several dark horses in the sporting world have come to light.
Departu res.- Sigmn Ould is attached to the R.A.P.C. Chatham on six months probation. May he be successful!
E.T.P.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
~ ene ral. -O wing

to an increase in establishment, the Troop
has been subject to a more or less comolete internal reorganisation . Secret conferences have been the- order of the day. Now.
however, all has been settled satisfactorilv, and the sub-satellites
beam contentedly upon their new assi tants.

No. 1 Tank Signal and Tank Brigade H.Q. Signal Sections.
Attach ed 2nd Battalion R.T.C. Farnborough.

Surprise.-Yes ! at long last we have been able to tune into
T HE \VIRE-and we hope we do not oscillate too much on our
readers.
General.-The above Sections duly arrived here from Tidworth on Wednesday 4th April. We are on the strength of C
Company 2nd Battalion R.T.C.
T he Sections-mostly new hands-vote this station the best
ever. We have, of course, some old hands with several seasons
of experience behind them. "What! do they know the ropes?"
Well , there is a saying about old soldiers-and you know the rest.
The first week here was spent in locating the elusive tanks ;
most of them were completing their winter hibernation in field
~tores or Ordnance. Jn the second week, we came to grips with
th~m and burdened several with a wireless set. T hen, in the
th1•d week, we unburdened some and bu rdened others-and so
we will continue until the end of our time here.
So far , the schemes undertaken have oroved successfu l as far
as wi reless was concerned, but bv the blue ai r from the hangars
I gathe red that some tanks were ·not so successful.
'
T he latest business here 1s makin g tlie acouaintance of two
new pattern wireless sets. One is a grand olece of work but
the other lcoks like Epstein's art-all angles:
'
We have two new arrivals in the form of the latest medium
tanks. They are a great improvement on the old mediums. In
fact , they have real seats in them, and we wonder wh v " P ullman." has not been painted on the outside. Talk about the
outs!de of these particular tanks I we have one member of the
5f:ct1on who has a iob to get inside. It can be done, though ,
wit h one fellow pulling and another pushing-ca n't it, Busty?
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Congratulation s.- To L / Corporal Speakes F. on his appointment. Unfortunately the Corps roster is at present suffering
from seniority complex , so we shall not be performing the
" wetting " ceremony unti l a later date.
To Signalmen Wilsdon L. and Graham J., who were successful
in the recent examination and have been awarded the coveted
first.
Special congratulations to Sigmn Lafford E., who passed in three
subjects, obtaining " distinguished " in maths. H e started halfway through the course and. unfortunately, was only permitted
to take three subjects. Judging by the results. we shall soon
have a complete Troop of firsts.
Corp! Penny C. passed in physics (E. and M.) for the Army
special certificate.
Troop Cameo: No. 5.- H arrv the Pawz.

Oscillates at an un-

c~nain freo.uency at sundry times-one P.A. and a Leyland wou ld

This 0onch , I am going to s~art the ball rolling again by congratulating Sergt Sayers on h is splendid effo rt in the annual
musket ry in scoring 88 out of a possible 95. (It was said by

complete the Pawz transmitter mk . i. (many sta rs) . Honorary
KniJ?ht of the Knobs, receiver, spindle pattern, and prospective
candidate for the KinJ!:'S bounty. Pet aversions : the Squadron
orderly corpora ls and Edgar. An apt pupil of Messrs. Maskelyne
and Devant, Harry has reduced the disappearing trick to a fine
art- 12.30 and 4 p.m. daily (prompt). Cycles daily at a edate
pace to and from the ancestral halls . Special half back of the
R.S. M., who would miss the morning break were it not for the
renowned Pawz push-bike.
" Fools Go Where Angels . .. . " - The Bold Fleck , now a
sadly disill usioned mortal, has decided that holsters, pistol. should
be disti nctly embell is hed with th ree ~ tr ipes and a 'row n if they

a~e. meant to remain inviolate.

b1tmg the hand that feeds him.

A typical example of a person

Arrivals.:-:A hearty welcome is extended to the under-named
wh? hav~ iomed us from other units. L / Coq I Reed A. (exlndia) , Stg~almen Robertson, M~Connell-Wood, Barnes, W allwork, McGmn, Everard and Perrins, who have recently arrived
from Cattenck.
~ate Arrivals.-:-Bun ker, . our tame Lombard, has recently acqu1r~d a. i:iechamcal scorpion. Rumour has breathed that he
rece1v.ed 1~ m part exchange for a set of " Jimm y " buttons. Anyway, ;t ~11ll do the Ludgershall trip in fort y-five mmutes when the
wind s m the west.
The F-?f-S., having spent severa_I days and sundry pots of black
enamels m an endeavour to repair the ravages of time on the
famou~ "combo,'_' was distinctly peeved when a tactless person
asked 1.£ the chariot had been mixed up in a tar-spraymg contest.
Much hver flopped about the office for some considerable distance.
l.M.s went to A.F.V. fo! spa~es, and Bunker took refuge behind
the altar ~f Troop de~a1l. 1 he man who bid half a guinea at
Tj!ttersall s ha~ . nothmg on the unfortunate individual who
uttered the sed1t1ous words.
We congratula~e Edgar on .his performance in the Squadron
sports: secon.d m the long iump. Apart from the fact that
Ed~ar's role !s usually in the high jump, we have reason to
believe that it was ~he first occasion on which he has ever
possesse.d seven and six on a Thursday night. The Adriatic and
the Baltic were stirred to their very depths. Never mind Edgar ·
what did the nice kind lady say to you on the steo~ of th;
u Hero"?
-

Agony.-Thomo: Whyfor you no write me ver' long time?
Ten times the clock he go round me, and still you no answer.
.T~ Whom It May Concern.-Bill Lewis, Fish Alley's most
ehg1ble bac~elor, h~s taken the plunge and now spends his spare
moments with a. Rtzla. Poor old married man !
Add~ndur:n.-We regret that in our previous month's notes
the third highest score amongst the "dead eyes" was not included. Pungent remarks and meetings of indignation make it
necessary to report that o~r noble Troop sergeant, to wit Sergeant
A.rcher W., scored 46 pomts out of ;:; possible 50. As this was
his first revolve.r course, the result is extremely gratifying. Unfortunately, owmg to years of service in the near East and on
Clapha~ Common, he was not considered a young soldier and did
not gam the coveted spoon.
R.U.T.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Footbal.l has given i.ts last kick for 1933 I 34 , and after a wa lk
over, a wm and a loss in our last three league fixtures we finished
twelfth and with five teams below us. Our record' is: - Played
32, won 10, drawn 4, lost 18 ; 24 points. We've had our ups
and downs , but on the whole have not much for which to blame
ourselves. We have the nucleus of a ve ry good side for next
year, ·and hope to imp rove considerably then.
The bat and ball enthusiasts have started, and in the first
Garrison trial Captain Watts, Lieut. Harrison, L / Corpls Burrell,
Taylor, . Jerram, Surfl.eet, Marsh and Th?mas took part. The
mam difficulty here 1s grounds, and unnl the position in that
respect improves, unit games are very problematical.
The advent of Serge Murph y from Egypt has given a fillio to
our athletic trai ning. We have a lot of ground to make up in
the next four weeks, but any lack of .!.uccess will not be for want
of trying.
For the rest, summer comes and goes in patches, and we try
to fit th e proverbial quart into the inelastic pint pot.
W e have fi nished our first musketry period with fairly good
resu lts. The !evolver fellows have surprised everybody, even
the mselves, with th e;r scores. and I suppose those extra day
leave will soon be in great demand .
Congratulations to F / S / Sergt Garnett on his third orize in the
shoeiug competition at the Southern Command Horse Show. H
was up agai nst stiff opposition, but did very well.
Raffles and Bonzo and Layton and Johnston represented the
unit in the light draught class, but failed to catch the iudge's
eye. Nil Ret urn and Not Yet, ridden bv L / Corol Cowe and
Ba iley respectively. were entered for the best trained troop her e,
and the fo rmer did pa rt icularly well,
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Captain Solly with Simon JUSt failed to repeat his success . of
la. t year in the officer's chargers and had to be ~ontent . "'.'1th
ccond place. We understand that his groom. Driver Ph1ll1ps,
h.1d something to say about it !

LI Corporal Cowe on Nil Return.
Major Prescot (A.F .V. Signals) and Lieut. Hay (Colchester)
were other represenratives of the Corps, and we congratulate
them on their respective successes.
Widespread regret is heard on all sides that neither the Royal
Taurnament nor the Tattoo will see a Signals display this year.
Their popularity is most marked.
We were proud to read in the last issue of THE WIRE the
words of farewell addressed by General Pope to Waziristan Signals-not that we contributed, but these things all add a bit to
the chest measurement of the Corps.
BULFORD.
Arrivals.-The following may now be seen in the vicinity of
Bulford Camp, having no doubt been lured hither by glowing
reports of the sunny south (we hope that their stay will be a long
and pleasant one). C.Q.M.S. Field from 2nd Divl Signals. Corp!
Freeman and Driver Wilkins from the Mounted Wing, Depot
Battalion. L, Sergt Murphy, L/Corpl Perfect, Signalmen Briant,
Martin and Penton from Egypt Signals. Corporal Lee from the
Training Battalion.
Departures.- To compensate for the above increases, and
further to impress on us that a military life is indeed nomadic,
the powers that be have severed our personal connections with
the following: - Signalmen Barrow, Pew, Robertson D., Williams
and Driver Brooking to Egypt Signals. L.Corporal White and
Signalmen Kirkby and Page to Palestine. Corp! Parry to Gibraltar.
L 'Carpi Kay to Chisledon to investigate the intricacies of civvy
work. Signalmen Richardson and Clarke L. to Army Reserve.
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Sigmn Woods C. i.s to be congratulated on obtai.ning his first
class certificate with "o" in maths. Don't rest, Chippy ; furt~er
heights may yet be scaled. Others whose names_ are !eg1on
passed in various subjects, and we hope that next time will see
the desired result achieved.
U / L / Corpl Fenton passed in map reading a~d is now regarded
as having his special. Lord Trenchard has nothing on the Signals.
Courses.- The undermentioned have attended courses as
shown and have obtained satisfactory results. Congratulations
are of course, liberally strewn on the intelligentsia concerned.
L / Sergeant Butcher, regimental signallers instructors course.
U / L / Corpl Barter, sergeant cooks course (the result is already
apparent, as we now have lemon flavouring in the rice pudding).
'J / L / Corp] Mitchell, M.T. course at Feltham. U I LI Corporal
Abrahams, P.T. course at Aldershot. U / L / Corpl West, Creed
teleprinter course in London.
The following have left us to attend courses, and we hope
that their efforts are crowned with success. L / Corpl Hartard
to do six months hard on an equitation course at Cattenck.
Lt Corpl Kerr to Cauerick for regimental signallers course.
Discltarges.- Having no further interest in this eventful military life Carpi Pallett and Signalmen Connolly and Adams F.
have se; out to seek their fortunes in civvies. We wish them
all luck and hope their search will not be prolonged.
Extensions.- Evidently there must be something attractive
about the uniform existence it\ military atmospheres, since the
undermentioned have signified their willingness to continue.
U / L / Corpl Shorrock and Sigmn Harris to ~omplete twelve years
with the Colours. L / Corpl Kerr to do his pontoon. L / Corpl
Whittle and Signalmen Kennedy, Hall and Hughes for a buckshee six months, during which period they will b~ in training
for the great fight for a living in civvy street.
Appointments ar.d f'romotions.-Congratulations, together
with a certain fluid, overflowed on the occasion of the promotion
to C.S.M. of C.Q.M.S. Thomas.
Our own congratulations, without the fluid, must suffice for
the undermentioned. Signalmen McGivern, Surfleet and Black
to be U I LI Corporals.
.
Sergt Field was appointed C.Q.M.S. and at the same time
posted to us. We welcome and congratulate him in the same
breath.
Individual Training.-The second period of individual training has passed, and the results are now widespread. We con·
gratulate those who are the happy recipients of extra pice, and
exhort the others to make fresh efforts. Not much consolation, I
know, but it's the best we can offer.
Miscellaneous.-For the information of anyone interested, we
notify, all readers ~hat S.ignalmen Hal.I and Hughes (late of_Egypt
Signals) are now m residence at their country seat at Ch1sledon
-the while, being held on command by this unit.
Births and Marriages.-Congratulations to Sigmn and Mrs .
Pain on the birth of a son, Robert James, on 3/ 4/34.
Success on life's journey is all we can wish L/ Carpi Robinson
A. and Miss E. Breen, who have decided to run in double harness. Their wedding ceremony took place in the precincts of
Bufford Camp on 2 / 4 / 34.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.

L Corporal Bailey on Not Yet.
Exa1ninat1ons.-The results of the second class examination
held in March are far too numerous to show in detail ; suffice it
to say that they were, in the majority of cases, satisfactory. The
remainder were no doubt as disappointed as the instructors, but
the fact that there were no absolute failures is reassuring.

lntroductory.- just in case any " old school tie " wallahs
take the trouble to read these notes, may I remind them that
Onecoy is still going strong ; and although we have not yet set
the eastern counties afire, it's never too late to mend and we
still have hopes.
Eastern Command Spring Exercise.--On the 28th April the
Company, plus a needed few from No. 3 Company, proceeded
to Newhaven to take part in the Eastern Command spring exer•
cise. At Newhaven we were reinforced by members of the 44th
and 54th Divisional Signals (T.A.) which brought our numbers
practically up to war establishment.
The first exercise took place on the 30th April and finished
next day. From the Signal point of view, I am assured that it
was a great success, communication being established and maintained with as little delay as possible. Examination of the
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registers at the close of the scheme showed that the operators
had not been idle.
The second phase of the exercise was held on the 3rd / 4th May.
In this, also, we succeeded in doing our job, the amount of traffic
running well into three figures before the end of the exercise.
This finished our work at Newhaven, and on Sunday 6th May
we returned to Colchester, happy in the knowledge of a job
well done.
Before leaving the subject, I should like to point out that the
old maxim "All work and no play," etc. was not forgotten.
Several bright sparks of the Company are now fully conversant
with the attractions of Brighton, and several more are still full
of hope.
Attachments.- A goodly number of the Company are now
attached to Nos. 2 and 3 Companies- primarily to help them in
their training, and secondly to show them how 'tis done.
Departures.-Lieutenant E. I. E. Mozley to No. 3 Company.
Signalmen Beckett, Wilson and Hall to the Army Reserve. They
know we wish them well.
Arrivals.-L/Corpl Nicholson and Sigmn Kendall from the
S.T.C. Catterick.
Tailpiece.-Heard at Newhaven: "Through by pigeon."
MAS KEE.

No. 2 Company
Arrivals.- Fourteen other ranks from No. r Comoanv, including L / Carpi Moody, who cannot stay away without ·being
homesick.
Departures.- Sigmn Knigh~ and Driver Spencer . tc Egypt
Signals on the 13th April. S1gmn Randell to Palestine. Congratulations to C.S.M. Terrell (now posted to No. 3 Company) on
his promotion.
Courses.-L/Corpl Russell to Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion,
on an equitation course. Sigmn Kerr to A.V.T.C. Aldershot on
an M.T. course, complete with petrol lighter.
Trade Ratings.-Congratulations to the following ~m obtaining higher ratings: Signalmen Peck, Mullholland, Quamtrell and
Smith P.
Education.--Once again, congratulations-to L / Corpl Watson
H. on obtaining his first class certificate of educatio~, and to
Carpi Maddison on passing in map reading towards his first.
Air Mail.- To Barleux from C.S.M. : Please let us have a little
less of the Uncle Alf in your " Plain Tales."
Agony.-Who borrowed the sergeant-major's bicycle, gave it
a bottle of Bass, and gently placed it in the C.S.M.'s back garden?
and did the sergeant-major whistle when he had to walk home?
HAPPY.

E Section, No. 2 Company, Shorncliffe.
General.- After a month of Brigade training at Shorncliffe,
we- moved to practice camp with the 22nd Field Brigade on the
5th May, and remain there until the end of th.e m~nth. At
Shorncliffe we got through a num?er ~f schemes, in spite of the
indisposition of nearly all the drivers. We also mtroduced all
new members of the Section to the joys of equitation. There
were surprisingly few volunteers!
Sport.- The Section is producing two teams of four for a
Lloyd Lindsay competition, and some tent peggers for the Shrewton Horse Show.
The cricket enthusiasts have started practising, and we are to
have several matches with the Batteries in the near future.
Trade Ratings.- Congratulations to L/Corpl Hall and Sig~al
men Nisbett, Webb, Wike, Quaintrell and Redman on 1mprov1ng
their ratings.
We Want to Know.- Why three flu germs all had to select
drivers as victims from a Section of twenty-eight men? (RegardUig the flu epidemic among drivers, the C.S.M. has his own
NoBBY.
ideas.)
No. 3 Company.
General.-Now that the Eastern Command exercise at Newhaven is a thing of the past, the Company have commenced
Section training.

So far no official reports have been received from H.Q. Eastern
Command in regard to the above exercise, but first class repo!ts
are being looked forward to, for the Staff were very pleased with
everything they saw and each scheme was a complete success.
Fortunately, the weather was quite good during the schemes,. and
everyone taking part gave of their best. Well done I keep Jt up
for the remainder of the year.
It is regretted that sheet two of my May notes failed to reach
the Editor's office, but they will be included in this issue. It
has been suggested that Public Enemy No. 2 was the cause of
sheet two not being despatched.
Arrivals.- We welcomed the following to the Company from
overseas on 5/ 4 / 34 (may their stay .wit~ us be lo~g and pleasant): Signalmen Gaukrodger R., Nicklin, Hethermgton, Brett
and Stratford from India ; Sigmn Pipe from Aden.
Departures.- L / Corpl Steel A. is now a full blown c1v1han
w.e.f. 5 / 4 / 34. Here's wishing you the best of luck, Taffy, and
we hope to hear soon of Police Constable Steel A. K.
Marriages.-Two to report as having taken the plunge, and
one too late to change his mind. We wish them e:very happiness, and may their only troubles be small ones. S1gmn Har_dy
A. took the plunge at Bridgend, qtamo~gan, on 29/? / 34, with
Miss Edith May Austin ; Driver Hinchcliffe was married m_ Colchester to Miss Ruby Swain on 28/ 4/ 34 ; and S1gmn Robinson
R. V. has fixed his happy day for next Saturday.
I Should Like to Know.-Is it a record to run four miles tfrom
Seaford to Newhaven) in thirty minutes, greatly handicapped by
breeches and puttees?
If the record breaker wore the seat out of his breeches when
running along the railway track?
.
What the policeman thought wh~n asked the time by the
abovementioned record breaker? (Time was 23.50 hrs. and he
still had a little way to go.)
'Gratulations.-To Stumpy on breaking such a long standing
record. Unit distance runners, look to your laurels. Three
Company have a dark horse in training.
Sports.-The Section football and hockey knock-out tournaments are now at an end, and K Section are congratulated on
reaching the final of both. M and B Sections bein.g unable. to
play off their semi-final game for tli.e hockey cup owmg to traming, the final was not played. . In the final of the football K
Section met and defeated D Section after a very hard and clean
game, and the latter deserve to be congratulated as well as the
~M~

.

The unit mile relay team are to be congratulated on their fine
performance in winning the ope!1 relay race.at the Beds and Her~s
regimental sports. Eve.ry umt. m the G ar:is~n entered a ~earn in
this race, and we won m 3 mm. 47 sec., inc1c;!entally beat11111; the
Army champions. The team comprised 2/L1eut. J:?· A. Pringle
(880 yards), Lieut. Goldsmith (440) and L/Corpls Wilbraham and
Gillett (220).
.
.
Final.-We have heard of rackets, but this ricky racket wins.
Conclusion.-We have heard that lots of people in the Signals
are mad, but we have a Madder.
THREE COMPANY.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
General.-! suppose the humorous side is the fir~t that some
persons can see in any matter. An order was pubhshec;I to the
effect that a whistle would replace the trumpet, and certain bla.sts
would be blown for certain parades. The unit wit sa1d " Reveille
is sounded by a succession of blasts ~lawn by the R.O.S. through
a whistle ; yet from the men on being awakened come blastsbut not through a whistle."
.
..
.
Many of the other ranks of the umt are awaiting the lau~ch~ng
of " Coquette," one of the yachts of the. S.S.C. These m1t1als
may be taken either for the Signals Sailing Club or the Sc!lrborough Sailing Club. As a matter of fact, I do not know which
is correct, as the yacht was purchased from a member of the
latter club. Many hours have been spe~t by the members of
the crew in repainting the yacht, and 1t 1~ hoped that the ple~
sure derived during the summer months will repay them for their
labour.
The sayings "Where is he now~" an~ "The~e's that fell~w
again " have been the cause of merriment 111 certam places during
the last month. These remarks have been included in these
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note m order that they may be placed on record, and in time
to come unit reader of the bound copy of THE WIRE may smile
a~1m at happenings of the past.
" Do you need all?" or " Can you spare?" or ·• Tha~ needs
sphttiny. " are sayings applicable ro the gardens of the u111t. _To
the unit gardener the la t applies ; but to whom the first applies,
I will leave it to ulllt readers.
.
.
.
'v\'hilst on th subiect of gardenmg. we hayc 111 _the umt a
signalman who has been given ·he iob o~ bnghtenmg_ up the
pare plot of earth, and well is he domg this iob. Judgmg from
the number of plants he has obtained and planted, he must have
asked all householders in the vicinity of the barracks ·· Can you
pare me so and so?"
.
.
.
The necessuy cf having various kinds of fruit or vegetables
mu t be the first thought of one married gardener, for he went
about four mile to procure a black currant tree-of course, all on
the " free stakes."
lnspections.- The e are to the fore in this unit . . I do _not
thmk that a month passes without either a barrack ms_pect1on,
one or two " annual " inspections, or a char:ige in t_he D1v1s1onal
or Area Staff necessitating a visit to the Ullll. This month, we
had a visit from Maier-General G. W. Howard, c.B., c.M.G.,
o.s.o., who has just taken over the 5th Division ; and the A.D.R.
mspected the animals of the unit.
Sergeants Mess.- Nothing of particular note has taken place
durinf, the month _under review. It is not kno~n ~hether. th,~
air of Scarborough 1s responsible, or whether the sp~mg feelmg
has attacked certain members at a later stage than 1s usual, but
Cupid appears to have been at work and fired _some very fo~e
shots. Keep an eye on these notes, Catterick umts, for you will
be surprised when the matter becomes public.
Musketry.-By the time these notes are in print, the unit
will have completed its annual mus~etry. At. the mom17nt the
highest score recorded (88) was obtamed by S1gmn Costigan of
o. 3 Company. A very good score ; you are now earmarked
for "A" team of the Rifle Club, Costigan.
Courses.-Corpls McLean, Coaten and Badham and L/ Corpls
Bergman, Lane and Coles have departed to the School_of Signals
for a course on the No. 1 sets, for the forthcoming trammg season.
L Corp! Webb H. to the Army School of Education? to discover how to impart the necessary knowledge to obtam those
elusive and very desirable seconds.
L Carpi Webber, of cook-house fame, has departed to the
Army School of Cookery to test the accuracy of those Pathe films
that we have seen recently. We hope that he will not decide to
give the Ritz or the Carlton the benefit of his_polishe~ art, and
implore him to let us sample his skill-for a little while, at any
rate.
Appointments.- We extend our heartiest congratulations to
Signalmen Ransom and Boniface on their recent appointment as
U L/Corporals. Keep it up, fellows: it's the first step towards
that baton, and it is only a matter of time now.
After a period of sweating, '.J / L/ Corporal Cooper has been
appo111ted Lance-Corporal on the Corps roster w.e.f. 13 I 2/ 34.
Discharge.-We all extend our best wishes to Sigmn Harlow,
who was discharged from the Service on 24 / 4 I 34.
To Army Reserve.-Whilst on the subject of discharges, I am
remmded that another of the clan has worn his canvas for the
last time, and that henceforth he will be referred to as Mr.
Croft. This late comrade of ours left us on 7/ 5 f 34, and I suspect that many tears were shed by certain local lassies as the
tra:n carried him away from Scarborough's sunny shore.
Births.-That very benevolent and sometimes too generous
bird, the stork, has v1s1ted certain members of the unit recently .
Our congratulations are extended to Corp! and Mrs. Daw, who
are now the proud parents of h daughter, Regina Anne Lydia,
born at Scarborough on 17 I 4 / 34. We must also congratulate
Driver and Mrs. Hazelgrave, who have also been given a
daughter, Violet, born at ewby on 10/ 4 / 34.
Postings. To the followin~ arriva ls from units as shown, we
extend a welcome and the oft-repeated phrase " We hope that
their stay will be a long and pleasant one." L / Corpl Morris F.
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from 2nd Divl Signals. S1gmn Smith L. H. from D Com~any,
Traming Batt;ihon. Signalmen Whittaker, Meek and Pullmger
from E Company, Training B;ittalion. L / Sergeant Carnell from
India. Signalmen Johnson, Pillow and. Woodwark from S.T.C.
L / Carpi Hills has left us for 2nd D1vl Signals, and Sergeant
Schofield and Sigmn Kilpatrick for Egypt, just prior to gomg
to press.
Marriages.- lt is still a source of pleasure for the single members of the unit to watch another victim heading towards his
doom. Anyway, we proffer our sympathy- no, sorry l congratulations to S1gmn Orgill on his recent plunge into matrimony. He
was married to Miss Freda Dunn at Scarborough on 21 I 4 / 34, and
although the boys were unable to attend in numbers, they were
there in spirit. Anyway, the best of luck, Orgill.
Continuation in the Service.- Congratulations are extended
to our popubr new R.S.M. on his decision to remain in the Service beyond twenty-one years, to complete five years in the rank
of W .O.r.
Re·Engagements.- We must also congratulate ·sigmn Smitn
J. E., who has elected to remain in the Service to complete
twenty-one years Colour service .
Educational Certificates.- We congratulate the following on
having some hing to show for their recent hard work in wrestling
with intricate problems in maths, tricky passages in English,
awkward spots of geography, and unknown conventional signs,
etc. At an examination held at Scarborough on 6/ 4/ 34 the following were successful in securing their second class certificate
oi. education: Signalmen Sreenson, Thompson, Bell, Lawton,
Sant, Vickers and Voller.
Sigmn McBeth also succeeded in winning his first class certificate at the same examination.
Whilst extending our svm'Jathy to the following in qualifying
only in the following subjects towards their first, we congratulate
them and hope they will soon be in possession of the complete
certificate. Sigmn Crozier, maths and map reading. L/ Corporal
Chaffey, maths and map reading. Sigmn Dove, map reading.
Sigmn Langley, maths. Sigmn Mcintosh, maths and map reading. Sigmn McTerman, English . Sigmn Todd, maths. Sigmn
Toogood, maths and map reading. Sigmn Cutter, map reading.
Sigmn Brit nor, map reading. L / Corpl Done, maths and geography. Sigmn Lee. maths. Sigmn Machin, English and map
reading. L / Carpi Brunton-Douglas, maths.
Signalman Pullinger qualified in map reading and maths ("o")
whilst at Catterick recently.
FtFTHDIV.

Signal Training c~ntre (India) Jubbulp<m:!.
A Company.
Saturday 21st April.
General.- Apart from sport, which is reported elsewh~re,
am a[raid life in Jubbulpore has been rather uneventful late_ly,
and up to the time of writing nothing has happened about which
we can " tell the world."
Sergt Noakes and L / Sgt Baker have each had a " loud speaker"
installed in their Quarters, and at regular mtervals one may
hear sounds such a-s have caused Pop to pace the floor, right
down from Adam.
The Hugh Rose Lodge ~f the ~.A.O.J?. held a fancy dress
dance in the Regimental Institute this evernng, and 1t was a great
success.
The Golf Club is still proving popular, and Captain Barion
(our O.C.) has very kindly presented a cup to be competed for
annua lly. This is our first cup, and we feel we arc _now more
settled on the permanent highway of the royal and a~c1ent game.
It will be competed for next month, and we are hopmg for some
teal " News of the World " results.
Departures.- L / Corp! Campbell to Peshawar Dist_rict Signals.
The "S" Course personnel have now retur_ned to t~e1r respective
units, and we trust that they en;oyed their stay with us m Jub.
Arrivals.-L / Corp I Richardson from Peshawar D:~trict Signals ,
and Sigmn Sanders from A Corps Signals, Karachi. We hope
their stay with us will be a long and happy one.
Births.-To Sergt and Mrs. Nokes a daughter, in March. To
L / Sergt and Mrs. Baker a son, in April.
Congratulations.-To Corporal Gourlay on passing the ''S"
Course.

South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.

NORTHERN COMMAND ........................ !NDIAN ARMY.

Spike Island, Co. Cork, r 1th May.
Births.- The Section unites in congratulating Captain and Mrs.
F. I. N. McOstrich on the birth of a son and heir at Rushbrooke
ow the 4th May. Another stranger came along on the 6th May,
when the wife of Sigmn L. J. Thomas presented him with a
daughter.

I st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.

Arrivals.- Sigmn Hopgood A. from Dover arrived at Spike
Island on the 25th April. Welcome, Tony l May your stay be
a long and good one.
Education.- First class certificates of education continue to
come our way. Sigmn Osborne A. L. is the successful one th.is
time. A little Bennett goes a long way!
General. - A wireless class of twelve picked R.A. signallers
from these Defences has been held under the Foreman-of-Signals,
and the whole class is now fit to take charge of C mk i. w /T
sets for the ship-to-shore communication-we hope.
L / Carpi Wilson C. and Signalmen Parker and Richardson are
swatting for higher rates. We wish them the best of luck, and
hope that it will not be very long before they try for more
laurels.
Agony. - Has the Foreman-of-Signals Gazette died a natural
death?
Prescot 973: The half seat has been repaired and railings renewed. B.
Where was the Aberdonian Lanka Mk. IT. last month?
Sigmn D. O 'Sullivan 662 (ex-Guards) would like to hear from
J. Uock) Ewart 1or.
LANKA MK. IV.

Sunday 8th April.
Genaral.-Signals Week, Northern Command, has come and
gone. The weather was some of the wotst we have experienced
for a considerable time, with the consec:uence that events had
to be fitted in as weather and time permitted, and the whole of
the programme was thrown out. Manv ~am17s of hcckey and
football had to be played in a downpour of ram, to all?w those
who had come in from out-stations to get back to their umts ;
and most of the games did not get the support they usually
secure during this week. as very few would turn out lo brave
the elements-and in general the week was spoilt·
F.ntertainments.-The B.O.R.s dance in the regimental theatre
on Tuesday of Signals Week proved a huge success, but the floor
was very crowded and dancing was not what 1t might have been.
The W.O.s and Sergeants Mess dance held on the 7t~ March
proved all that was expected, and a very en;oyable evcn111g was
spent by those present.
.
.
The Waziristan District Signals band rendered the music ?t
both these functions, and our thanks go to them for the splendid
help they afforded.
.
The weekly whist drive and dance 111 the B.O.R.s mes.s room
is still as pofular as ever, gom_g a long way towards makmg the
social side o the unit all that 1t should _bt:·. As the hot we_ather
is drawing near now, there is the poss1bil11y that. these will be
discontinued, as dancing in a closed-in building 1.s not !)~pular
during these months : and with most of the married families at
Upper Topa, the ladies will be very scarce.

Sports.- For all sports news, see Sports Notes.
Arrivals. -To the following we extend a hearty welcome,. and
hope that their stay with us will be a long and happy one. Lieut.
an:! Mrs. Walker and Lieut. Gardiner from U.K. A draft of
thirteen B.O.R.s arrived on the 10th March. C.Q.M.S. and Mrs.
Young and Sigmn Mullins from W.E.S. Cherat. Sigmn Bancr~ft
from A Corps Signals, Karachi. L/Corporal Laurie and family
from U.K.
Departures.-C.Q.M.S. Stevenson, Sergt Hay E., Corporal
Blakeman and families, Sergt Thompson, and five B.O._R.s to
U.K. on transfer to the home establishment. L Sergt Davies and
Corp! Bambridg!' to 'J.K. on six months leave .. S1gmn Rowley
to S.T.C. Jubbulpore. Sigmn Lock to A Corps Signals, Karachi.
Agony.-Don't fo rget the old Indian wallahs, Ted ; and a line
when you have a couple of pence to spare will always be welcome.
A Bright One.- Musketry instructor, to one o[ hi~ would-be
first class shots: "One thing to remember, my lad, 1s that the
harder you pull the trigger, the farther the bullet will go."
0NEDIV.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot. .
Thursday 19th April.
It is very difficult to get down to writing like Edgar Wallace
about a small Cavalry Troop, but _with the aid of Part II. and the
horses, I will try to drag somethmg cut.
.
During the month the umt sent re_Prr;sentauve~ to the Nor~h
0;: India Horse Show held at Rawalpmd1, an~ en;oyed a certa~n
amount or succes!' as a result. The commandmg office~. Capt~m
C. M. F. White, had a busy time, ridmg Stag and T1lley~h1m
to second and third places in t~e han_dy hunters. a_nd agam to
third and fourth places respectively m the open iumpmg for
privately owned animals_. Stag was loan~d from Lieut. Powett
(R.Signals) for the occasion. Serg• R. (T1ch) Standen, ~n Arab,
had to be content with third place in the. open ;umpmg after
tieing for first obce and ridmg off three times. Zev (No. 38)
ridden bv L / Dfr. Mohd Akbar, proved the best Indian ~avalry
troop horse. It will be recalled that Zev could only obtam third
piace for the same event at the Sialkot Horse S_how, another of
our horses ridden by the same Indian _n.c.o. 1akmg fir.st place ..
The Chief Signal Officer and the Brigadier have fimshed their
inspections for the time ~e i ng, leave and three horses per man
becominr: the normal routme . !he ccntractor, I understa_nd, had
au thorised chmhis for sixteen tms of ~arious coloured pamts bu~
actua ll y disposed of ome forty odd t_ms. Why the d1~erence.
anc\ where did the paint go? The visual bay was lookmg well
p•inted.
f h. h
d
Several B.O.R.s leave to-day for Topa o~ 1g er gra e ~ourse~.
This means that a certain admi. cannot pick the proverbial chip
for at least a couole of months. Don't worry, you chaps ; the
remainder of the Troop go to the khuds for the second half,
and someone has to take over the remounts.
Sigmn Barrett F. has gone to Jubbulpore for a course as electrician fitter·
.
·
f h ·
·
J hope to be able to send some mterestmg snaps o .t e iumpmg
and football reams for the benefit o[ Paddy Grafton, Jimmy Jame ,
and a few more of the bygones. .
The writer would like to kno_w 1f T i.:bby Ret:ves has seen the
Loch Ness Monster or any of its relations during his w~ek-end
leaves. It was last heard of making 11~ way towards Brighton.
Results o( sports w date are mserted m the Sports columns.
Arrivals.- \Ve welcome Carpi Vme J. from ,B Corps Signals,
Rawa lpindi, who has come to fill Sergt Conyer s boots.
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Oepnrtures.-More next October.

Prc;motions.-Congratulations to Corporal (Pip) Kenny, our
order!~· room sergeant, who has been presented with the third for
rurning out the range party ar five minutes notice. Waziristan
papers, please copy.
Agcny Column.- 4th Indian Div! Sign:i.ls dooserah naiks, from
P1lah naik : Wot about a line? Stamps are plentiful. How is
the cousm?
To Hank, 4th indian Div! Signals: Oh, ·you big bad man l
Bug Tash.
KHANA.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Piscatorial.By Budni's banks they sat and wept:
The fishes would not rise,
In spite of Cheddar's crooning songs
And Paddy·s hand-dressed Ries. IZAAK.
(l know who will bite now!)
Arriva.l s.-L Corp! Campbell A. trom the S.T.C. (India) and
S1gmn Birkett W. from B Corps Signals.
Step-ups-not step-ins. The usual congratulations to L / Cpls
Dumv1lle H., Day ~- and Collett E. on reaching pages 64 / 65
of the Corps Promotion bogey.
Medals.-This unit was also entitled to the J.G.S. with clasp
.. · .W.F. 1930-31."
Idle Thoug~ts-(1). The other day I came across an adage
msome penodical or other: "Never pass judgment upon another
without fir~t mentally puttt!lg you.rself in his place."
This saymg 1s very applicable 111 one way to the Army, inasf!1Uch as there must be hundreds of excellent soldiers (of use in
ume of war and no~ the barrack-ro~m-adotning type) lost to the
Service every year JUSt through bemg first misjudged and then
7,,E

probably not receiving a chance to make good. Quite a disgraceful affair, if one energises the old grey substance enough to
ponder over the whys and wherefores of such matters. Also,
the fellows, maybe, get unsuitable reports for civilian life-a nd
there again they are handicapped. Why? Because someone, in
the first place, did not ... mentally put himself in another's place"
-just took something for granted.
Of course, I grant ther~ are (may I say) the desperate characters who, fi!lding that the Army is not to their lik ing, make
themselves nuisances wherever they go until their service finishes
in an inglor}ous way. These people deserve no sympathy and
seldom receive any.
On the other han9, the p~kka soldi.er who slips once or twice
and gets heavy l?umshment mstead oi, say, a warning (to err is
human: first witness, Adam) loses far more than the habitual
criminal with h is book of conduct sheets. Why? Because the
average person gets discouraged and says " Hang the Army l"
-and there we are: a good soldier lost. When the time comes
to collect ~s. A .F. B.108, he receives promises, etc., of employment, but It 1s eventually the Signals Association which fills the
breach. Espnt de corps!
Gaelic Press.-To " Snivellers, snoozers, snoopers and wompers "at Jubbulpore: I got a horse now. Where is Lila? Who's
the fellow who found the secret pass in No. 2 nullah? What's
a jigger? Champ.
Art.-As the accompanying sketch may seem to cast aspersions
on the .znd Battalion The Gordon Highlanders, I would say here
that 11 ! an excell~nt battalion in every way and one to be welcomed m any station.
~ooks Worth Reading.- " Round the Smoking Room Fire" by
MaJor G. E. Radclyffe. " Matador " by Marguerite Steen.
" Nmety-two Days " by Evelyn Waugh.
General.-Except for. the routine. of technical training, leave,
exodus of married families to the hills, whist drives and billiard
tournaments run by the Signals Association , everything is very
normal. Even the weather.
This Month's Great Thought.- "Only those who are strong
enough to keep silent about self are strong enough to be sure of
self " (Galsworthy).
MuM.

Landi Kotat Detachment.
Hello! hello! hello! So vou did not know that there was
such a place as Landi Koral, eh? Of course, we are rather
remote-far.more so than our brethren in Peshawar, that station
somewhere m the south. However, you will be hearing quite a
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lot from this · far-flung outpost in the future, for we are here to
boost it up. The "we" means, naturally, that there are more
than one. As a matter of fact, there are two of us: one who
will inform all and sundry about the sporting world and the
other who will chip in now and then.
'
Training.-Now that the Section has ouite a number of
attach~d from Peshawar in search of ratings, we are having very
busy times. The course personnel are now in their third week
of technical training, and there is no sine of the enthusiasm
l.igging.
General.- We can now boast o( at least one home comforta piano has been delivered unto us. No questions, please : it
sufficeth that it is here.
The Detachment will probably be appearing m public soon.
The Khyber Crooners and the Yusuf Khel Yodellers are having
rel-iearsals every evening in the recreation room-cum-library-cumwct canteen.
We were given a break on Sunday 8th April, when our Risalpur
friends visited us in full force ; and we hooe that thev enjoyed
their visit as much as we did seeing their cheerv countenances.
After lunch we played them at hockey. We are ·sorry about the
result, but we just couldn't help it!
Arrivals.- Sergt Quick P . , late of the 51st Highland Divisional
Signals (T.A.). In his case, it is rather a happy return, though.
Signalmen Rogers, Young, Wood, O'Hara (McGinty}, Smith and
Young from Peshawar, to do some hiking around the khuds. A
hearty welcome to all, and may all your blisters be little ones.
Oepartures.-Our O .C., Lieut. W. A. Purser, on leave ex
India. Sigmn Allnutt to Peshawar for a scrounge in the disorderly room.
Promotions.- Our heartiest congratulations to Sergt Wilson
E. (J.U.L.} on his promotion to that rank.
Picy Corner.- L / Corp! Collett desires epistles from L/ Corp!
Oliver (Sigs Wazirdist} .and Sigmn Charlton (believed to be in
the land of the Pharaohs). P .C. 139 wants to hear from Rockall,
Querta .
We Want to Know. -Jf Bungalow rto is now called the Chamber of Horrors? ls the skeleton message for use with the
phantom circuit?
Stop ·press.- We extend a hearty welcome to Lieut. R. C.
Yule, who took over command of the Section on the 6th March.
We hope his stay in the Khyber will be a long and enjoyable one.
Tailpiece.-Come up and see us some time.
COLOSSAL Two.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
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Sunday 29th April.
April arrived with a jolly Easter welcome for us all. Easter
was spent by some of the unit in tripping to places of interest:
the Khyber Pass or Thal. . . . along the Great Wall of India.
Glorious weather for the most oart, with Kohat looking most
inviting during the latter end o( March and beginning of April,
urges us to make the most of this spell which always precedes
th really hot days- and makes us wonder why? Why have they
gone? Why have our birds migrated to other lands?
- Summer has come ; ma lass has gone the noo
For sojourn long, has gone by car and rail ;
And now there is no female left to woo,
Save but her script-to wit, the female mail.
The weather certainly seems to be entirely changing. for here
we are at the end of April with lots of rain, cool breezes (I aim.est
said zephyrs), very few mozzies and not over many sand flies.
Is the time coming when Kohat will be- a hill station? (sweat on}.
The P.F.F .R. Week, which old Kohatites know so well, was
enjoyed by all, as usual; and, also as usual. the " Week " was
at home to all families and the Sergeants Mess at the football
final. (Incidentally, this almost coincided with the depositing of
yet another old Colour in the wee church here.)
.
We have been inspected by the Comma_nder-m-Ch1ef. and the
complimentary letter which was sent to units after the ceremon1al
parade speaks well of our turnout in general. The accompanying
photos speak better still of our line in particular as we marched
past. We are still wondering just what it was that so captured
His Excellency's attention as our line drew near. We cannot
help but recall that when H.E. visited the station three years ago,

The " Old Lady " of Kohat.
4727 fe~t hh:h. about three milt:s our from Kob1t.

he was unable to carry out an inspection owini: to temporary
illness.
The C.S.O. has also paid us a visit: this time to have a final
look over the unit and to say farewell. In saying goodbye he
mentioned the hard work which the unit had put in, and how
pleased he was that it had such a fine name amongst the other
units and the staff of the district in which it lived, worked
and played.
In saying adieu to Colonel Barker, we would also welcome
Colonel A . Fitz-Drayson as our new C.S.O. He commanded this
unit some years ago.
Many have been disappointed this year owing to the few vacancies allotted to us for courses at Topa. We have a bevy of
bright boys keen for the khuds and for knowledge-to say norhing of the--er increase in salary. These had to be thinned out
by a most complicated system of averages, and eventually eight
have gone for upgrading. We hope that as they go on to the
Trade Board, they will assimilate and accumulate electronic energy
and prove what Lachi and Kahi men are made of.
Other disappointments in the lack of vacancies for vocational
courses have been met by our next R.O.T.B. crowd. Undaunted,
they are making the most of a bad job by fastening on something
locally, but it is not such a good substitute with which to tackle
the great adventure of civvy street.
We trust that the unit incubator was working at the correct
temperature when we were ordered to produce a tall, a short, a
fat and a thin B.O.R. for the fitting of blue patrols. In the
absence of a pianist the piano has been returned to stores for the
summer, and we sadly miss the strains of " Shoo bird " and
" Chopping " in the afternoons. We are keenly hoping that a
pianist will join us for next season. Any volunteers? By the
way, sir, was the piano medically examined prior to its return?
It seemed to be very highly strung !
It was good to read in the April WIRE of the various ancient
Frontier warriors who at some time served in this station being
presented with the I.G.S. medal. Brave boys. The Old Lady
salutes you and says "Don't get chesty."
We offer our congratulations to C.S.M. Bardoe V. on his several
recent honours.
Have you ever met a twin? Sigmn Caulfield was visited by
his brother, Sergt Caulfield of the Duke of Wellington's Regiment,
and between them they bewildered us for a week: alike as two
peas in looks, and even the same in mannerisms, voice and expression. One would meet him in civvies at the door, and less
than a minute afterwards hear him answering to his name on
parade. Such a likeness is not a parallel ; it's a crime I
The idea of a summer at home has called some of our number
to the shores of Old England. Captain E. V. F. MacSwiney and
family and Lieut W. B. Rowett all sailed in April.
Corp! Robins P. A., L/Corpl Langley C. and Signalmen Madgwick and Barnsley have also gone to recuperate. Our advice isbeware l It is not the knot, but the knotty problems afterwards
which cause us to say " Beware!"
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Eyes Right for H.E. the Cominander-111-Chie/.
We l~rn ~ith regret that' after being at home for some months
on the sick !1st, L/Corpl Kelly J. A. has been transferred to the
ho~e establishment. We wish him health and happy days.
Lieut. !· T. Adden~rooke joined the unit a month ago and has
been busily enga_ged 111 getting to know its members before the
hot weather sets 111 . When that happens, he will be busy getting
to know the hot weather.

Corp! Sm_ith A. T. has returned from the "S" Course at Jubbulpore. He is now_ breathmg p1th~balls ·and electroscopes, but for
a m~nth or so will be busy trac111g the circuits of a rissole and
formmg a plan of attack for a stomach-kake.
Ent ertainments.-The Easter of India, very like the Easter
at home, has come and gone. As there was no other entertainment on for Easter Monday, the unit held an all-ranks dance to

enlighten a somewhat cheerless hol iday. An open-ai r dance on
~he te1~n!s courts was l?lanned, and the committee spent six hours
111 sl ra111111g up tarpaulms, hangmg purdahs and arranging sinister
alcoves. Unfortunately, open-air dance Hoors are not all-weather
models, and when . the shower ca~1e in the early evening that
hard-v.:orked comm1tt!!e cursed their luck, put their ideas of an
open-air show back mt~ the ol~ oak chest, and prepared the
S. and D. Club. The irony of 1t was that at 10 o.m. it was a
brilliant, inviting moonlit night.
•
However, dancing started at 9 p.m. with a good attendance,
;111d with the presence of our C.O. (Major B. G. Rowley) and Mrs.
Rowley and the officers, things went with a good swing until
1. 30 a.m.
By this time our pianist (Lieut. C. H. Barker), unused
to such strenuous playing, was beginning to feel an ache in his
finger joints.
We fully appreciate that it is much more congenial " tickling"
five chip notes as an accounts officer than knocking out jazz tunes
for hours on end. The band played well, as usual and it was
noticeable how small was the bill for band drinks.'....resolutions,
I suppose.
Wim b ledon Warb lin g s.-Our tennis secretary very successfully arranged a novices tournament ; all the local hard-hitters
were barred. Sigmn McCann took the first orize, a racauet and
pr'!ss (who took McCann back?) but he is iong enough to win
a1.1 ything .. The scc~md prize, a Thermos flas·k, was won by
S1gmn Cnbb, who 1s nearly as long- so he can't crib.
In an all-in chance-your-arm doubles tournament, the entrance
fee for which was a packet of fags, L/ Corp! Talbot and Sigmn
Caulfield carted the smokes. Sigmn Brown won the hidden prize
with a wonderful forearm drive over the ourdah and the ration
stand and halfway to Hangu.
To old members of the Tennis Club now sporting their flannels
and racquets in Blighty, we should like to pass on the news that
we can still turn out a good team, that our membership stands at
fifty, and that we have temporarily taken over a spare court from
the Sergeants Mess, which considerably shortens the sitting-out
period.
The sun is beginning to glare ; the perspiration is beginning
to pour ; the afternoon nap is becoming more of a necessity than
a luxury ; and so entertainments will be less frequent. Some of
our numbers have been fortunate enough to join the very select
few in the khuds, and they will certainly not lack entertainment.
The rest of us are hoping that the entertainments committee will
keep cool and arrange a smoker or two to while away an evening
and break the monotony.

Sergeants Mes s.
Despite the skill and style displayed by so many of our members, the final matches with the R.A.F. did not bring glory and
honour, or cups, into the mess. We lost the final day's play
by about twenty ga mes in 160 and thus left the R.A.F. the winners
of the triangular tournament. This always provides us with some
pleasant afternoons, however, and one day we shaU win.
On the 3rd April a farewell tea-dance was held in the mess to
kiss the families goodbye and to hear the solemn rendenng of
"Hubby's Lament ." The families themselves kindly provided
the cakes for refreshments. Although there were not many present, we had a very happy evening. Owing to the motherly care
of the president of the committee there were sufficient cakes left
-oh , most worthy Mother Becton !-to allow of our inviting the
S. and D. Club down the following day to a tennis at home. Our
retiring committee, headed by Sergt Ivey, pass on (gratis) the
information that cakes can be kept beautifully fresh for an in·
definite period by the judicious. use of cabbage leaves and " a
ha rspi rin in the water."
When we had recovered from our desolation at losing the
swish of the skirts-and the apron strings-we held a games
evening to which the corporals were invited. This took the form
of a tennis match, followed by a high tea . The scores of the
tennis are unknown because Slim Benson was found sitting on
the blackboa rd. So passed the evening, darting' here, shoving
there and cribbing elsewhere-the smooth running being assured
by keeping the innards well lubricated.
Owing to depleted numbers in our tennis playing members, we
have as a temporary measure let one of our courts to the Men's
Tennis Club . Increasing our ta lents, to brighlcn theirs, sort
of thi ng.
WoG.

WESTERN COMMAND .... ... ... ......... ........ INDIAN AR1H Y

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
l~dividual Tr1;tining.- Th.is is most prom111cnt these days.
Th•ngs on that side are runn111g so smoothly that It 1s expected
we shall be able to omit the word " failed " from the trade test
ceremony.
. Departures.- In the matter of postings, we have parted with
S1gn~lman Sa.nders C:· to Jubbulpore, S1gmn Matt hews J. B. to
Wa~mstan D1stnct Signals, and Corp! Mottram J. to 2nd Indian
D1v1s1onal Signals, Quclta. In Sigmn Matthews, Waziristan District Signals have the ideal man to keep 'em back; and Quetta,
by Corporal Mottram's presence, has gained an authority on
" shooters."
Arrivals.- We extend 1he glad hand to Coro! Turner F. and
S!gnalmen Bench R. an::I Dawtcn L.
·

Promotions.- These have been showered uoon us. " About
time •. too," is the general remark of those recipients whose pay
1s affected. They should, however, remember that everything
comes to those who wait- long enough. Here they are. Sergt
Steed H. to be C.Q.M.S. Corporal Cosens G. to be L/Sergeant.
U / L / Corpls Berry W. and Brakenberry B. to discard the" unpaid "; and Signalmen Wilkins G., Richardson W. and Gales H.
to be U/L/Corporals.
Lesse~ Disti nctions have been attained by L/ Sergt Cole V. in
re-engagmi; .for the well-know.n figure, and by U i LI Corp I Lamont
W. m aspmng to a humble eight and four. The latter's worried
look of recent weeks has been due to hi.:; not knowing whether
he was in the Army or not.
Vacati.ons . -:rhe leave camp at Manora is in full swing now.
and our Jaded city men are bemg restored to their natural selves
in bundles of fourteen (each bundle being rest ricted to a visit
of ten days).
S ergc~~ts Mess.- :Judi;ing by t~e notes ! get for publication,
I doubt Ii such an mst1tut1on exists. This may rouse them,
though.
Corpora ls !tfess.-The Mess is pursuing the even tenor of its
way: always Jolly and 1->avmg fun-but not much to write about.
S.W.B.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Monday 7th May.
lnterval.-To enable sensitive readers to get over the shock
of seeing notes from this unit. In an attempt to bridge the gap
left since our last contribution, we give a short account of our
activities since last summer.
The Stor y So Far.-During the training ~eason. at odd intervals, we have demonstrated the mysterious workings of a D.iii.
to the· Staff College, Western Command, Baluchistan District and
oth~rs ~ho find charm and fascination in evolvine battles against
an 1magmary enemy, who are usually established on the far side
of innumerable miles of best Baluchistan boulders.
After assisting at various exercises, we went under canvas for
~ few weeks p~ior to manceuvrcs (1933) . Those who did not go
mto hospital with malaria or exhaustion {which 1s a rather usetul
complaint, calculated to bluff the most conscientious M .0.) went
on manceuvres. Those. who survived the ordeal now consider
themselves tough.
Speaking of tough guys. ln October Sigmn Williams J. J. forsook the pleasures of Karachi and penetrated into the wilds of
B1luchistan, where he set about spreading the cult of toughness
among the hirherto amicable members of the unit, with the result
~hat we soon _had a ?ox~ng tean who a_cquit~cd themselves nobly
m the Baluchistan D1stnct team champ1onsh1ps. Meanwhile J. J.
went off to Cakuua, whence h returned as light weight champion of India, complete with a big belt and a ilver statuette.
(But, of course, you have heard all about this on the wireles
and read of it in your daily papers, months and momhs ago.)
The net result is that we now consider ourselves, individually
an.i collectively, tough guys who are entitled to 100 per cent. of
the sidewalk.
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stones may be abolished. During our spare time we played
football, volley ball, deck tennis, rounders and housie housie.
The Sections, the n.c.o.s messes and the Indian ranks turned
out teams for most of the games, some of which were occasionally
played in accordance with the book of rules.
The great sporting event of the camp, however, was the final
of the Bostan all-in football competition between K Section and
the Sergeants Mess. The former were the favourites, but there
were present that inevitable section of the public who always
shout " Well played, sergeant I" or " Good old sergeant-major I"
Contrary to expectations, the sergeants won by four oals to one.
After the match a cup and medals, cast specially for the occasion
by Messrs. Jarvis and Gerrish (engravers to the 2nd Indian Divl
Signals) were presented by Capt. G. H. Plummer amid thunderous
applause. Owing to the state of public feeling before the match
there had been some difficulty in engaging a referee, but Sigmn
Devlin nobly stepped into the breach, for which act of valour
he was decorated with a medal closely resembling a V.C.
Through by Chae Wallah.- (Our Urdu specialist assures us
that " char " is spelt " chae. ") Sunset on the desert. By the
dim light of a hurricane lamp, the stout hearts in a signal office
are nobly carrying out their duties (we hope). Outlil'.ed on tf:e
skyline is seen the figure of a chae wallah approaching on hJs
errand of mercy. He has just left a neighbouring signal officeleft them full of chae and wads, and also well in debt. Placing
his tin on the ground, he walks up to the counter clerk and
hands him a message for delivery and a D.R.'s docket for signature. Well done, No. 1 Company! Our cartoonist offers you a
further suggestion.

The Unit Camp at Bostat1.
" Wire " Notes and Why.-Jn the manner peculiar to all boxers,
the tough guys of the unit muscled in on literary circles and
threatened to put everyone concerned on the spot if we failed to
run a scare line in next month's WLRE.
Ever since our las.t scribe died of a broken heart, consequent
upon the loss of his notes (declared missing) during the first

Afghan war, we have been frantically searching for someone
willing to take on the job.
The qualifications for this job are (a) an Army second and
(b) enough brassneck to take it on. The authorities afterwards
decided that condition (a) was not necessary- so I got the job.
Now read on.

The w d Indian DivisiC>ttal Signals Team in the Final of the Bostan Cup.

Sigmn ]. ]. Williams, Light Weight Champion of India.
Sufi'erings and Sergeants- We have just returned from camp
at Bostan, a charming little country place consisting of a railway
s:ation and a camp. When the camp is not there, there is still
a railway station.
In the matter of schemes, the powers that be were kind to us
th•s year. We had two unit day schemes and one night-hop.
If this rate of improvement is maintained, we may hope that next
year messages, checks and the fine old custom of whitewashing

Answers t o Corresp ond ents.-(Note: all characters m this
publication are fictitious-we think.)
Rosie, Quetta : The Bibby steamships sail from Bombay and
Karachi. The busiest season is from October to March.
Curious, Catterick: No! the expression " Appointed L/ Corp!
w.e.f." does not mean " what ever for?"
Electrician, Quetto: The method you suggest (watering a
metallic return) is not likely to improve reception.
If you are in trouble, if you have lost your rat!ng or missed the
boat, write the details on the back of a ten-chip note and send
it to us for advice.
Agony.-Jock Otton: What about a line to your towney?
Straw.
Snaith, '661: Stamps gone up again? Toby.
JANGLI.

Through by Kite Hawh.
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. 2 Company.
Chakrata, 2 tst April.
On Monday 2nd April No. 2 Company (the Company) started
en their annual move to the hills-this ume, not to Ran.khet.
Speculation was rife as to what our new hill staticn (Chakrata)
would be like. One point on which there was no doubt at all
wa~ that the 1ourney included a five days march. But .1ft er all,
what':; a five ~ays march? It is merely an interlude to our two
Company warriors.

Kalsi Rest Camp.
believe m~, they were used for their purpose. We won't go into
details of incl111es and gradients, but 1t was some march. Shades
of Kandahar I
At l~st the di1.zy heights (7000 ft.) were scaled, and here we
are, miles from anyw here, surrounded bv some reallv marvellous
scenery and not much else. Social ame.nities are p~actically nil,
so for the present hcckey and football are the order of the
even mg.
_Individual training is in full swing under the suoervision of
Lieut. Conner and S~rgt Gavey. How much does 6d. per day
at 5 per cent. simple mterest for four years amount to? Work it
out, lads.

l
j

Finals of l.O.R.s Deck Tennis.
Pre,~nlaaion of the Cup 10 ahe Winners (H.O.) br Lieut. Colonel

0. P. EdJ!cumbe,

M.C. -

The first part of the journey from Meerut to Dehra Dun was
comple.ted by rail and, being new to us, proved verv interesting.
On arrival at Dehr_a Dun, a complete day's rest preceded the great
advance to the heights of Chakrata. O ne striking feature of the
march was the very good oq~an isa tion of the rest camps ; and

Church Hill, Chahrata.
As usual, a few howlers have issued forth in mome111s of strain .
Here are one or two of them.
!nstructor.: " What kind of current flows in the ' mike ' circuit?" ~upil: " A pulsating, varying in identity, unidirectional
current.
.A pupil, when told to " balance " a baseboard, was found ten
m •:1utes_ later with the board on the edge of the tab le, trying to
b'.llance 1t.
Well, well I these things will happen.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.

Sailia1 Rest Camp.

.
. Sunday 29th April.
General.- The month of April opened w11h the commencement
cf a;iu_r annual shoot on the range, commonly known as the weapon
tra1111ng _course.- The event took three days to complete and
ende_d with satisfactory results. Corp! Robson L. G. and Sig111n
Pau lme F. tied for top score.

As usual at this time of the year, the Troop is shorthanded
owmg to l.O.R.s bem~ on leave _and B.O.R.s in training at hill
st1t1ons o~ on leave m the Umted Kingdom. We have also
further quietened down by th_e loss of _twelve attached infantrymen who have completed their course m short wave w/T training and h ave been dispersed to their respective battalions.
We have rec~ntly received a kind donation to the Troop in
the shape of eight remounts. Under Corooral Lourie and the
assistant " roughs," they are beginning to look more like horses.
D.R.s and operators are getting down to the normal summer
programme: going through the motions in their resoective trades
in readiness for next winter's war. Rides for B.O.R.s and 1.0.R.~
are also in progress.
L/Corpl Wilson G. and Signalmen Tift and Frettingham ha ve
proceeded to the hills for technical training.
Congratulations.-To Corp! Yates E. on qualifying on the
last "S''. Course.at Jubbulpore; to L / Corpl Wilson G. on passmg
the Br1t1sh Service Urdu test (other ranks) ; and to L / Coro! Hill
H. J. on his appointment to paid rank.
·
Posting.-Sigmn Neves P. R. H. to B Coros Signals. Our
loss is their gain.
·
Ghoras.-The following few notes have been comoiled with
a view to assisting the newcomer to a Cavalry Troo~ in India.
They are the result of many years experience, investigation and
observation. Arranged alphabetically to facilitate easy reference,
they should prove of incalculable value to the embryonic trooper
and, it is hoped, of some assistance to mounted men ih other
Signal units. Now read en .
Ankylosis- Not a fictitious disease, but a genuine equine complaint. Do not assume that it affects a horse's ankles-no
respectable horse has such things.
Bits- Beware of this term: there are so manv tvoes of bits.
The main purpose of all, however, is to join the loose ends
of the rein to either side o[ the horse's mouth. When asked
if you have a bit on charge, do not make the mistake of
saying "A bit of what?"
Colic- The only other thing besides shoeing about which the
average farrier knows nothing.
D:ma- An esoteric name for Feed. You are not expected to use
this in the first three years.
Exercise-An ingenious arrangement whereby the horse does an
hour or two at work and the man gets the credit. Similar to
Rotten Row, where people are honest, call it pleasure, and
pay for it.
Feed-Major-Should not be saluted-his rank is an hcnorary one
only. He is the man who supervises the stable menu. Should
be (but rarely is) capable of distinguishing green grass from
hay.
Gram-O rderly- A vulgar name for Feed-Major. Only used by
mounted infantry, e.g. Divisional Signals.
Gripper- Divided into two categories: (1) he who grips a horse
with his knees and (2) he who grips an audience. If you· are
good at both, you are qualified for Remounts ; if at the former
only, you are qualified for the WIT Section ; if at the latter
only, you are put in the V /T Section. The poor unfortunate who is mediocre at both will find himself amcng the
staff employed and will have to work.
Horse-An animal embodying all the virtues and having few
vices. Unfortunately, through inherent modesty, it hides
the former and exaggerates the latter.
Jhool- Eouine negligee. Called by the uninitiated :i horse-rug.
Lane- A "kind of obstacle course cunningly devised to tip uo even
the most watchful of horses. Is directly the cause of excessive Government expenditure on the upkeep of R.A.M.C.
personnel.
Mechanization- The depths of degradation from the roint of
view of a Trooper (i.e . from the back of his neck) .
Ne~r-The port side of a horse. Owing to an oversiP-ht it does
not carry a red light, but it is ea y to distinguish, as it i
the side uo which one clambers ::iboard and bears the scars
of many a"rduous climbs.
Off- The o.ther side. Avoid getting off this side, desoite its
name. It simply isn't done except at the urgent request of
th e beast itself.
Pani- W hat the horse drinks . Sometimes called w:iter-but not
this side of Suez.
Remounts- Horses before they are spoilt by Roughs.

Roughs-As their name implies, men who maltreat inoffensive
remounts of tender age. (See also Saugor and Weedon.)
Syces- Natives who, for a nominal sum, do enough work to
enable you to come off stables perspiring from watching
them.
Saddle-A kind of chair (less legs) used for placing on the horse's
back and sitting on. The only other known variety of chair
equally painful is the electric chair .
Saugor- A breeding ground for Roughs (modified for India).
Weedon- The Blight y breeding ground for Roughs. Its products can be oicked out from the Saugor variety by the
absence of the " Saugor roll," and the " Italian seat " (which
is not backward in coming forward).
Young- A condition which a soldie: never admits after a few
days with a Troop.
The writer is indebted to the followiug authorines for information: Manual of Hcrsemastersh10. L Comoanv Orders, and
the Corps Roster.
NoN-NUNQUAM.

SOUTHERN COMMAND .. . .....................JNDJAN A RM Y.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
I very much regret that I must commence these notes with the
heading one unfortunately too often sees. I sincerely apologise
to all for the non-appearance of notes recently, and 1 should really
like to say how sorry I am to have let K Section down. They
sent in their share of notes, which have not been relayed until
now. l again beg to be excused this time, and hope that their
faith in me has not been too much shaken. Much of the following will be stale, I am afraid, but here goes.
Strength lncrease.- Corpl Berry has joined us from Waziristan. and we are glad to see his smiling countenance.
F / Corp! Welch arrived from 1st Cavalry Troop, Risalpur, and
Corp! Alexander has been posted but has not yet arrived from
th::it land of green fields.
A distinguished draft arrived comprising four lance-corporal~
and one signalman. One lan<e-corporal has, however, since
pickecl up another stripe, and has also picked up his bed and ief~
us for Rawalpindi. I refer to Corp! Harris, whose stay with us
was very short. The other new faces are L / Corporals Tupper.
Small and Simmonds and Sigmn Fairclough. They have already
settled down and, I hope, are getting accustcmed to our strange
ways.
C.Q.S.M. G. Kingman's wife and family have joined him here
in Trim. We all welcome them, and really hope that they will
like being out here with us.
Sergt-lnstructor G. Dakin and his family arrived from Ahmcdnagar. They are not strangers to us, and in fact it is expected
that demands for cigarettes from the contractors will go up to
twice the normal amount. (Demand and supply-you may remember, he is the gentleman who suffered with the "Gimmes·•
or " Gotter.")
Eirths. - To Peggy (Fillips) twins. Even dogs have their
moments.
Stre ngth Decrea s e.- The fellowing have left us for that pleasant land of milk and honey and long week-ends. Lieut. and
Mrs. Mountford, L / Corpls Macdonald, Coker, Roberts, Dockerell
and Robinson (whiat price pozzy, Robbo?), Signalmen Andrews,
Gilding. Walker. Mair. Church, Costigan. Whi1e. Port, Birley
and Cole (phew! what a list). Sergts Gibbard and Moult and
Siu nalmen Clutton, Jamieson and Hughe have left for 'J .K. leave.
We hope all will settle down in their respective vocations, and
that there will still be one or two soft oors for us to fill when
we follow them.
Willie Ward, our late prize camera man and gentleman of other
diversions which shall be nameless. has migrated to wild and
woolly Waziristan. Tex Stringer also said goodbye and can be
seen somewhere in Pindi.
Our commanding officer, Major D. A. Brown. 1\1.C., is now on
U.I . leave. and we hope he will have an enjoyable time. Captam
S. J. Fielder, our second-in-command, after a brief stay in dock
has gone to Poona as officiating C.S.O . Southern Command.
leaving Captain L. V. You111e to rake over command of the unit.
Lieut. E. J. F. Heap has joined the station to i;ommand the
4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
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Scrgt•lnstructor C. G. M_ort .(A.E.C.) h_as left for Belgaum .
\Vhrlc we wish him success m his new station, we were sorry to
. c~ him go and look forward to seeing him again.

lnspections.-Pnor to our rommanding officl'.r's departure, we
were m pected by the District Commander, Maior-General f:I· B.
D. Baird, c.s., c M.G., c.1.E., o.s.o., who seemed very satisfied
with all he saw. The C.S.O. Southern Comm:md, L1eut.-Coloncl
P. B. D. H. Foot. also carried out a technical mspecuon.
(!eneral.-Collective trainmg has passed and "".e arc now busy
with individual training. Quite a small class 1s. m progres , but
the next B.i . Course is expected to be much bigger.
Corp! Field E. recently attended an "S" Course at. Jubbulpore
and was successful. Sigmn Boulter went to. Poo~a with the idea
of learning the art of making the prove.rb1al ns~ole. Whether
he did or not-like the underdone sausage-remams to be seen.
Meanwhile, Signalmen Bailey and Mitchell are now at Jubbu lpore
swotting (we hope) on a Fitter and l.M.T. Course. Good luck
to them.
.
.
.
We congratulate Sigmn Green R. on gettmg his speC1al, the
British Service Urdu test, and also the lowe r standard Urdu test
-quite a collection. Also those others, too many to ~nention,
who managed to collect such little things as British Service Urdu
certificates, part special, first class, part first class, etc ..
Sigmn Ginger _Milburn is n<;>w in Bombay on probation as .a
policeman. !-fe 1s busy st~dymg law, _w e p resume, and 111 h 1
spare time sits on the V1g1lance Committee or else controls the
traffic.
Ou r hill party this season consisted of L/Corpl Barnett G.,
M.M., Signalmen Williams, Briggs and Hearn, and (I nearly forgot!) Corpl Berry-the latter for his health. We have had no
news as yet and wonder what they are domg these days.
Social life still maintains its low level. We have had no dances
and but few whist drives. The Sergeants Mess have, however,
re-commenced their weekly social, which shows promise of becoming even more popular.
.
.
We struck two bright spots when we wen.t agam to H 1mayatsagar for moonlight bathing and picnics, which were tho r~ughly
enjoyed by all who attended. Sergt and Mrs. Peerless agam did
their stuff, making things very comfortable for all.
Very little else of note has happened except the V ia:~oy'? _visit
to H .E.H. the Nizam of Hyderabad and the M.C.C. s v1s1t to
Secunderabad. Both occasions caused the Gar rison to wake up
temporarily from its reverie.
A Section went on their annual outing to Bombay, on the
coastal shoot. They all came back looking very brown, bringing
the latest Bombay scandal-and, oh, those bathing suits I
Sport.-We still manage to meet local competition, in spite of
the small numbers of B.O.R.s. Results of recent happenings wi ll
be seen in the Sports section. [No details of these have been
received. Eo.]
"Parson's Nose."- To Fred, China: Mislaid your address.
Paddy (ex-Scotton).
To Ferdy: How about a line? Pdi '772.
To Doug, Fort Lonan: How did you do it? Ex-Dunree.
To Roberts-Bulford, Abyssinia: One man and a dog.

K Signal Section, Fort Abmed.nagar.
Ceneral.-Well, another month has rolled bv and it is ume
for me to stir my lazy bones and write some notes.
An event of some importance has taken place in the Fort since
my last notes were written. After much thought and labour, our
new hockey ground was officially declared open on th e 14th Feb.
The first match provided a real battle between the Section and
1he Royal Fusiliers details in the Fort. We made our own rules
for this match and nothing was barred (except biting and scratch.
mg). I did not record the score as I happt:ned to be one of the
combatants, but I believe that we did get at least one goal, because I remember hearing our supporters (stationed on the Fon
wall) sending fruit over the ether.
We have since played two or three pukka matches and have
not done too badly, considering that we have only a very weak
team.
We also played the Royal Fusiliers Section at cricket but lost
by one solitary run in a very good match of one innings each.
The scores were K Section 116, Signal Section rst R.F. 117.
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Congratulations.- To Signalmen Green R. F. and Holt I. on
being successful in the lower stanc;lard Urdu and British Service
Urdu tests respectively. Keep it up I
We Would Like to Know. - Who is the B.O.R. who suddenly
decided to wear an Angola, and did it make him sweat?
Agony.- Listcning to Time-Ex's and Indian music.
PORKY.

[ Later. ]
General.- There is not much to report under this heading this
month, as nothing unusual has happened here of late. We are
now only a very small band, as departures have been fairly
numerous and arrivals nil. By the time these notes appear in
print we shall be still further depleted, as half our present personnel {six) are due to leave for Trimulgherry in May.
Congratulations.- To the Royal Signals boxing team on
reaching the final of the Army and Royal Air Force boxing championships, to be narrowly defeated by the Shropshires. We in
Ahmednagar followed their progress to the final with interest.
especially after their overwhelming defeat of the Royal Fusiliers
(who are stationed here) by ten fights to one. Hard luck I Congratulations on a magnificent display.
Departures. -Serg~nt Hamlin and family left us fo.r U.K .
pel' the s.s. California on the r5th March, and the best wish.es of
the Section went wit h them. Sigmn Johnson also left for T rtmulgherry, on posting, on the 16th March.
Sport.-Hockey is still the chief sport here, and we have
played a few good games since our last notes were written. Our
team has suffered by the departure of two or three members, but
we still manage to give our opponents a hard game.
Howlers.-Signalman (to Fusilier): " I think the accumulator
has run down." Fusilier (to Signalman): " It can't have run
down, because the acid is up to where it says ' Acid level.' "
Fusilier (discussing car): " Why, the speed thermometer did
60 m.p.h."
We Would like to Know. -Why certain B.O.R.s of this Section
do not like the mystic number 6.
Tailpiece.-Come up and see me some time.
PORKY.

F Signal Section, Jubbulpore.
Monday 30th April.
General.-Much water has run in and out of our highly orna·
mental water trough since our last notes appeared. Ou r silence
in the interim has been largely owing to the departure to the wild
and woolly Frontier of that promising young journalist Pilah
Naik. Now that the Section is well and truly settled down for
the hot weather, however, a regular supply of notes is assured
for a few months.
Much fluttering of female hearts was caused recently in Jubbulpore when we were booked to return to Trimulgherry for the
summer (old Dan Cupid wields a wicked arrow in this Section)
but by the kindly intervention of the powers that be, we are left
to recuperate here until October.
After our long silence, I will fill up the gap by giving a short
account of the outstanding events of i934.
In January our O.C., Lieut. H. D . Mountford, left us and proceeded to the home establishment, being relieved by Lieut. E. L.
L. Vulliamy from Kohat. Also in January, Sergt Penfold made
another addition to the Section's collection of trophies by winning
the S.T.C. (India) jumping competition for other ranks. This
feat was performed on No. 33 (Bess), whose consistent jumping
is well known to all old members of the 4th Div. Sergt Penfold
also put up a meritorious performance in the individual tent
pegging competition, taking second place.
About the same time a legacy which had assumed the standard
of Billy Bunter's postal order actually did arrive, but contrary to
our John's oft-expressed desires he carried on his usual occupation, as do all working men in story books when they come into
a fortune.
Jn the 15th Field Brigade R.A. boxing tournament Signalman
Wright J. staged a co:ne-back by defeating L/Bdr Chapman,
brother of L / Corpl Chapman {late of the 4th Div. and now at
Scarborough) in a special contest .
In the N.V.H. point-to-point races we had our usual entries,
but although they put-up a good show, they wer~ unabl e to fill
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any of the leading places. Corp! Peake C. had very bad luck in
his race, as he came down when he held a commanding lead on
1he one and only 39 (Frank).
Now we look forward to the Monsoon point-to-point to retrieve
tbe Section's fortunes, as we have several young horses coming
along in fine style.
In the football and hockey world we combine with Headquarters 15th Field Brigade R.A. owing to lack of members, and
though not very successful, we still keep trying. We lost to
R Field Battery R.A. by 0-3 in the first round of the Garrison
cup, and in the first round of the Wallace football cup we suffered
the same fate-again to R Battery R.A.
Oepartures.- Sigmn Hughes to U.K. on six months leave.
One guitar, part worn, and (we hope, soon) one ukelele banjo.
Marriages.- Well, one never knows.
Agony.- The expression on our John's face when he works
out (?) his square roots.
HANK.

----·----

North China Signal Section, Tientsin.
[Received too late for the May issue]
British Headquarters.
General.-Our scribe has departed to a more chilly and ancient
c; :y of China, so I will attempt to take up the good work where
he left off.
The winter has been very mild, the mercury dropping below
zero only a few times ; and we are looking forward to an equall_y
mild summer, hoping that King Sol will not be so cruel to us this
year as he was last.
We have been keeping the home fires burning very ~rightly,
but I warn all future China-ites-if such a word be per1mss1blethat China is not all bees and honey, as some romantic novelists
pi~ture it. However, we will give you all a very warm welcome
if you happen to sail East.
Departures.- Corpl Bowie J. G. and Signalmen Williams and
Michael to the V .K. per serial r 1 : the latter for transfer to the
Army Reserve. Mrs. West and two children also left on serial
11. Unfortunately C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S)_ West could not be spared,
but he is sailing with the Navy on serial 15 .. Goo~ luck to S_1gmn
Michael in civvy street and all the others 111 their new umts.
Signalmen Allen and Griffiths to Peking Detach~ent .. There
seems to be a great attraction for red-headed men m Pekmg-or
do they like it?
One more departure: one dog's leg.
Arrivals.-Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Wal~er and wife, Corp! _Neeve and
Signalmen Blackett and Cann arrive shortly from Bl1ghty. We

A Typical Side Street in Peking.

hope they enjoy their stay in North China. Signalmen Cunni~g
ham and Oakey from Peking Detachment {long may the dancmg
season last ! )
Promotions.- T o the acting rank of unpaid lance-corporal,
Sigmn Woolcott W. Quite a habit, Bill.
Things We Want to Know.-To Sigmn Martin: Have you
found out how long it takes Chang to change the buttons on a
borrowed blazer? Anxious.
ls a Spud-Can Scotch?
From Duke Williams: Do armatures and st ring function well
together?
Agony. -To Wally, H.K.: Still waiting for that letter. Jock E.
More Agony.- Trooping season 1934-35.
Tailpiece.- " Now switching ove.r to Bedshires." Cheerio,
STANOCK.
everybody, until next month.

Peking Detachment.
[Received too late few ihe May issue]
Generat.-Peking bursts into print mainly to ask a question:
Who is Peking Mills? The number one cookhouse h<;>v ha~ no
recollection of anybody called Mills, and our oldest 111hab1tant

Peking Railway Station.
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Mac, Scarborough: Wh at about a l111e?

Before I Forget. - The aforem entioned duck was a goose.

Syd .

More Agony.- Snozzle 's scandal column .
Appendix.- With these notes we enclose fo ur snaps of Pekin g.
Tailpiece.- We're finished now.

Cheerio.

Sr uo-CAN.

Hong Kong Signal Section.

The First View on Arrival: Chiet1 Men Bungalow.
(the hoary one) is very cu rious. We have with us now radio man
Hoare and several other celebrities, but no Peking Mills is inscribed on our roll of honour.
For the benefit of the optimists who are writing " China " on
the volunteer draft list, here is a brief description of our happy
home.
Peking Signals are a sma)I detachment of the North China
Signal Section, whose headquarters are in Tientsin, so that we
have experience of both cities. Living in the Legation, famous
111 Boxer Rebellion history, our main job is operating the Legation
wireless station-a job which everyone who has been on it likes
to see noted in his pay book. The military signal office accounts
for three men who keep in touch with H.Q.
Peking itself is very old and very Chinese, the European influence being very small in comparison with Tientsin and Shanghai. The result 1s that sightseeing is our main occupation when
off duty, and facilities are given to enable us to indulge in it to
the fullest extent. In fact, most of us are now camera and curio
fiends. Of course, the usual civilised entertainments are also at
our disposal.

Departures. -Gramophone Bowie and Mick Michael have left
us for Blighty- the latter for civvy street. Michael has been in
Honr, Kong, Shanghai, Tientsin, Peking and Shanhaikuan, so he
has not done too badly in his four years abroad. We wish him
all the best in civvy street. Any unit seeing Carpi Bowie J. G.
on its ar rival list may scrap all gramophones and loud-speakers
- at the same time, indenting for cotton wool: they are sure to
need it! Still. i( his voice is a nuisance, his feet are useful on
the football field.
Duke Williams is leaving Tientsin with them, and local society
is desolate. When he leaves, the G.E.C. lose the opportunity
of snapping up their technical adviser. That's perfectly truehe told me so.
Arrivals.- Where are they?
lost.- One Corps roster. Finder will be suitably rewarded
(unless he is T.T.) by whatever Mess he is in. I'm in an awful
mess, myself l
Agony. - Pip, 43rd Wessex, Southampton: Look where you
landed me. \\(.hat about a line, Bob? Ari.

Entrance to the Bn.tish Minister's Residence.

[Receiv ed too late for the May issue]
Whitefield Barracks, Kowloon, 9th March.
Genoral.- March '34- another trooping season fini shed ; at
least, as far as we are concerned. The Neuralia arrived on the
10th February, bringing us what looked at first sight "a load of
rough." However, within two hours of landing they took on
a semblance of human shape and by 7 p.m., when we sat down
to the welcome dinner, they looked quite good. When the beer
began to flow all doubts were dispelled, and they were m'.1de very
welcome ; ouite a number lived up to name and reputation, and
we were all oleased.
An enjoyable dinner was served, the duck. being .q uite . recognisable as such, and the good old mixed fruit well 111 evidence,
both at the dinner and at the concert which followed. Corp! Page
and Sgt Willis put in an appearance, obliging us with a couple of
natty numbers, but I think the best appreciated act. of the evening was given by Corpls Page and Sugg. It was a pity th~t Corp!
Page had to go on to Shangha~. but we're thankful for his eveninr.'s entertamment. Other Items were rendered by four of
H.M.S. Medway's concert party. Fitz of the R.A.S.C. gave a
speech on behalf of the details.
The Neuralia arrived back from Shanghai on the 22nd February
and sailed the next day for U.K. Many old friendshi~s were
renewed on the boat, but Carl Jones was bashful and hid away
1n a corner where nobody could see him ; the provost sergeant
was very hard hearted. We said goodbye to C.Q.M.S. Potts.
Corporal Huggins, and Signalmen Pryce, Convey, Scott and
MacLoughlin. Very sorry to see them go, but I guess they
deserve the rest. The fall in of the maskee draft was well worth
seeing ; it fell in on one spot and finished up about twenty yards
north-north-east. A few more months and we say goodbye to
the next lot ; at least, they tell me it will be the first boat for
sure. Here's hoping they are right-the sooner they go, the
sooner it is my turn.
The new draft has settled down very quickly. 5th Divisional
Signals will be pleased to know . that their ~ontribution has been
thankfully received and the Wireless Section has had a strong
moral uplift; in fact, we've gone all "old schoolish." Many
happy hours have been spent lately in discussing our old schools
- Borstal, etc.-and many an eye was wet as. our Grunda rendered
" The Old Bo(stallian Blues " just before lights out.
.
Deep regret was expressed yesterday. when the ch~pp1e "".ho
embodies our ideal of the old school spmt openly admitted gomg
to the Island barber shoo for two haircuts and three shaves 111
two days. After two days in "Coventry," he is ex9ected to
shave once more at the unit nappi's.
On the 20d March the G.O.C. China, Ma ior-Genera_l Berrett,
inspected the unit on parade and the unit lines. The mspecnon
went off o.k. and everyone was pleased ; the main reason for the
pleasure being the fact that it's all over unul next year. The
G .O .C. told the A.D.C., who told the chief clerk, who dropped a
hint to a lance-corporal, who was telling his pal when the No. r
boy heard him and told me. that the General thought the Signals
-now , Corp) D ~n bow, no cause for alarm- were a fine body of
men, but I can't vouch for that.
The Band.- Sigmn May. to be big drummer. Sigmn Shove
from big drummer to music earner.
The Glad Hand.-To Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Aslett, Carpi Hodges.
L/Corpls Funnell and Sugg, and Signalmen May, Cole, Hirst,
Middleton, Shuttleworth and Roberts: May your stay be not too
long bu t happy.
· To C.Q.M.S. Potts , Corporal Huggins, and Sign.almen Bryce,
Convey; Scott and MacL.o ughlin: All the best 111 your new
stations, and we'll be seemg you.
Obituary.- All ex-boys will regret to hear that 23 193r5 exBrownjohn C. A. (Charlie) died at Radford, Coventry, on
the 14th Janu ary after a long illness.

~igm n

Tho Old Scandal Column.- Whose old school sohg 1s " Alice,
where art thou?" Who oozed too much S.A . on ni ght duty ?
What caused the lady with flat feet to transfer her affections?
Who fell out with the Syndicate the day before he expected
a parcel? What happened to our Grunda the night he went out
w;th the Biggleswade goat fancier? Dirty do111gs.
A famous saying: " Going for a walk round." Another one:
" Going for a run- training, you know."
Till next time.
MATI HARA.
Tuesday 10th April.
Genoral.- Apologies again for the lack of notes in the WIRE.
Somehow I can' t get the mail time nght ; I'm always . pushed.
Easter is here once more, and the rain arrived with 1t ; in fact,
it looks like being here for Whitsun. As holidays don't make
much difference out here, we aren't very worried about it ; the
only thing we miss is the sport.
The hockey team have at last struck a winning patch. On
!Thursday last we won our ftfth successive game. The results
will be found in our Sports notes. Signalmen Martin, Dilley,
Whitehead and Larking have had trials for the Small Units team,
and at least two of them look like being selected. Sigmn Cord
has gained international honours, being selected to play for the
Scottish team in the Colonv international tournament.
For the information of old. Hong Kong-ites who may be interested, the Rumjahn cousins won the Colony doubles championship for the tenth successive year, and the S.W_.B.s have.beaten
South China in two cuo finals-and look hke domg so agam next
week when they meet -for The Sunday Herald cup.
.
The signal office is being chopped again, as we are takmg over
C.R. and a new transmitter is to be accommodated here. You
chaps who are coming out here an a second tour .won't know
the place. Signalmen Bryce and Convey will be mterested to
know that I am now on duties with Boy Cragg, and many a
happy hour do I spend in telling him of those far-off days when
we had a sounder line to West Fort, and " all " the signal office
was in " that little place at the back." As there is no one here
who can chip in and tell him when the exchange was in the signal
office, I'm quite happy. Maisie is up at the Fort. Can't you
imagine how I'm revelling in it?
Musketry is now in full swing, and we firi: our course about
the 18th April. I'm looking forward to see.mg some of these
first class shots perform 'neath the Lion Rock.
The annual war between the Line and the Wireless Sections
is now in full swing. This comes under the heading of " competition for Sect io~ trophy," which is as good an excu~e . as any.
The Wireless Section won the football by 4-0, the b1lhards by
28 points, and the ping pong after a replay ; and the Lines ran
away with the darts- also after a replay. Brown, who W?S first
re5erve for the dart team, was not called upon, and he 1s now
contemplating the cancellation of his sports subs. Tennis, hockey
and cricket are still to be played. 1 may be able to !JUt the
resultr. in the" Stop Press." Of course, opi~ions vary as to how
and whv we won. Whitehead was seen buy111g the soccer referee
a supper after the game-which looked fishy ; but there's really
no need to state how we won the billiards: Mills was there, with
the Twickenham joss well to the fore. As for the ping pong. a
push in the back at the right moment i ;ilways handy. I could
not attend the indoor games, as I was on duty. I got all th1
information from two chaps in the Line Section. Of course, they
may be prejudiced, but there it is.
lt is with deep re!(ret that we say goodbye to MaJor Bagnold,
our C. S.O., who is being invalided home on the Somerset slure.
We all wish him a speedy return to health in England. Major
Parkes, the new C.S .O., is due here in June.
Appointment.o. 2321561 Sigmn Rousseau to be U / L/Cpl
w.e.f. 19/3/34.
Agonies.- Sigmn Wylde D . (? in England): The R.A.F. would
appreciate a few lines. Me, too. Austen H.K.S.S.
F Company.-Please note. The man " with a will of his own "
desires the answer to that quotation. Does it mea~1 in regard
to " hops " or perhaps the joy of a bully beef sandwich amongst
a fe w n .c.o.s? Please enlighten me.
Badgy S. Bulford: Isn't one G.B.S. enough? T1ch F.
Till next time.
MATA HARi.
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Shanghai Signal Section.
Tifeng Road Camp, 7th March.
Shanghai Taels.- lt was only by bringing into play great
powers of snooping and crounging (that finally resulted in the
prov1 ion of a decent typewriter) that I am able, with malice
aforethought. to bang our some -notes of the doings of this Section
during the past month or two..
A p rusal will doubtless move someone to say hat I have faithfully copied out Part II. Orders. Who knows? and what's more,
who cares? Anyway, I'll shoot.
Oepartures.- We said goodbye last month 10 Sergeant and
l\.irs. Higham and Mrs. Griffiths and her two children who left
us for Blighty by the euralra. All of them have bee~ here for
1he past three years. Sergt Higham will long be remembered
fo• the excellent work he did during the Shanghai emergency in
the early part of tg32.

Several familiar faces from Tientsin appeared amongst us on
their way home to Blighty. We noticed Corp! Bowie and Signalmen Michael and Williams in the .party.
Education.- With much burning of midnight oil the use of
wet towels, etc., Signalmen Birtles, Becker and Ekin obtained
t~eir secon_d clas~ certificates o! educ~tion. Sigmn Franklin passed
h:s first with flymg colours (d1stmgu1shed in maths, map reading
and geography). T_he following have passed in subjects (as
sho~n) to\l(ards the1_r first class certificates : L I Corporal Binge,
English ; S1~mn Copmger, maths and map reading (distinguished
m both subiecrs). Well done, lads! keep the good work going.
Trade Test~. -We congra~ulare the following on grabbing a
few more elusive dollars: S1gmn Coleman to be clerk class ii.
S1gmn Taylo: to be op .sigs B.iii: Signalmen Perkins and Billingshurst t~. be lmemen C.1., and Signalmen Cook and Jones H. line~en C.11 •... S1gmn Hesford to be despatch rider D.ii., and Sigmn
B1rtles D.m.

rn
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THE

''TERRIERS~''

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Burlington Street, Manchester.
There is little of interest to report this month, as we are all
busy packing stores for camp. Training programmes are being
arranged, and the sale of Blanco in the canteen has been brisk.
The posters of Scarborough lend a touch of colour to the interior
of the drill hall, and everyone is hoping for nice weather. These
ra~her hectic conditions are very pleasant to experience, but not
very interesting to other people- hence the brevity of these notes.
On the 28th/29th April a very successful week-end training
was held in the neighbourhood of Pickmere. All Sections were
out, and at the conference held at the conclusion it was considered
that the work was carried out in quite a satisfactory manner.
This is a good augury for our trip to Scarborough.
Now that code names are changed to five-letter calls, we are
anxiously waiting to see if it will be possible to hand in a message
KYM.
to Kumup and Semey some time.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.

Shanghai Signal Section, 1933.
Bad rtr." (/~ft to. rig.ldJ;-~hrnalmcn C.a~tle. Cavill. Pitt, Taylor, Jone.' W.,
Pc:-rkrns. l:hrtle.s .. f.k~n, A1'res. H1lhnchurst. Ri)CfZS and Caner.
Cm/rr-... gnalmen Pam, Frank Iin , Oat"'. Cook and Hesford, Corp] Ralph
Signalmen Jone.' H .. Coleman, Becker and Copinger.
'

Frmll - Si2nalmen Thompson and Olir,hant. Corp! Whalley, er~t Griffith, Lieut.
H. V. ~:wbank.
ergt HiKham, L/Corpl Bin~e. ::iie:nalmen Heath (and
01
"Peter ) and Spencer.
CL/Corp! te .. ens and Sh:mn Whitini: were too bashful to face the camera)

Corp! Tubby Ra_lph, the man with the hockey stick, and Sigmn
Jones W., also wnh a hockey stick, left on the same trooper.
Tubby must surely ra!lk as one of the best all-round athletes in
the Corps, and _lucky is_the unit which snaffles him. Jonah put
up one long_wail at _having ~o leave Shanghai, and he and Tubby
h"ld great difficulty m catching the boat. They arrived on board
only _a few minutes before she sailed- so, at least , Dame Rumour
h1S it. I wonder I
All ex-rats will know Paddy Whiting, who left us just re~ently
to become a " ~parker " on a local line of boats. Well done.
Pa~d.y I We wish you all the best in your new sphere of
act1vuies.

We have celebrated these efforts in the usual manner with that
well-known Shanghai beverage known as · • 'J.B."
. R_ecreational.-At long last we have succeeded in getting a
billiard table and a recreational room. Wonders will never cease,
or it never rains without it pours. Our thanks are due to the
O.C. and Sergt Willis for their good work in this new project,
and we can only hope that the billiard table will remain the
success that it was on the opening night.
We also take this opportunity of congratulating the hockey
team on their efforts this season (see our Sports Notes).
True Story.-A certain n.c.o. who can boast of a few medals
w_as once on a c_
ross-country run, when a young officer overtook
him and told him that he should be doing better. The n.c.o.
replied, " Do you know, sir, I was in the greatest cross-country
race ever known in modern history, and one of the very few to
~~mplete the ~?ur~e?" " Oh I " said the officer ; "what school?"
No school, said the n.c.o. ; " the retreat from Mons." (Collapse of young officer.)
[Continued on page 262]

Arrivals.- The Section turned out in full force, with lorry, to
welcome Sergeant W1ll1s, Corp! Page V. and Signalmen Dawson
Lowe and Venner on their arrival from the U.K. From Hong
Kong we welcome Signalmen Oates and Carter, and from Tientsin
the one ~nd only Tommy Ayres. We wish them all the best of
luck . durmg th_e1r stay with this Section, and hcce the·1 will
refrain from usmg a sharp pencil in the bars and cabarets. ·

Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.- No. 2 Company has returned to the fold, so all's
well.
Now that the Sectional training has commenced, the parades,
though good before, show a marked improvement in numbers.
It is a pity that a certain small percentage of each Company do
not parade consistently _during the in~ividual training period, as
they miss a very interesting part of their t.rammg. However, those
individuals are the real losers, as many extra shillings a week
go begging in consequence of their absence and failure to present
themselves for trade testing. They will perhaps take a lesson
from the increased number of successful candidates this year.
Musketry is again to the fore, ;_ind the annual we;_ipon training
course on the miniature ranges is now in full swing. An improvement is noted in this branch of training, and it is hoped
the large number of recruits will do well on the open ranges.
Summer training in the form of Sunday exercises for the Sections of each Company is about to begin, and Company commanders are busy preparing interesting exercises for their respective Sections. Full advantage of these opportunities should
be taken by all ranks, as the exercises are designed _prima~ily
to eliminate waste of time at camp durtng the first week m gettmg
the Sections into their stride.
A very hearty welcome is accorded to the two newly-joined
subalterns.
Congratulations to Sergt Stone G. E., P.S.I. of No. 3 Company.
on securing permission to continue in the Service for a further
four years.
MERCURY.

No. 1 (Exeter) Company.
It seems but yesterday that I wrote the last notes ; but I am
warned that it is time for a few more, so here goes !
Since our last issue, we have again a word about our strength.
We welcome to the fold 2/Lieut. H. W. Fenwick, and we hope
his stay will be a long ·and happy one. We also welcome ~he
recruits who have joined during the past month and, likewise.
we hope their stay will be interesting to them and good for the
Company.
We have installed a new quartermaster, namely C.Q.M.S.
Webb W. A. Everyone who visits the store will find a difference, and those who draw stores will need to be able to write.
We have held a most enjoyable and instructive n.c.o.s ex~rcise.
The weather showed its approval of our efforts by helpmg m
the only way weather can (no! not raining, but glorious sunshine
all day). An interesting exercise had been prepar".d• an.d our
thanks are due to the adjutant for the excellent way m which he
kept the interest of all concerned at fever pitch.
Summer trainin~ is now in full swing. By the time these notes
appear, both Sections will have had an outi~g (what a glorious
view from Haldon I) but more of these next time.
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Meanwhile, all eyes are on the Gould cup. Arrangements
hwe been made whereby a little practice has been possible on
the open range. It is very pleasing to find seven candidates of
a high standard fighting for the three places m the team. The
results will be known before these notes appear. but here's luck
to Mr. F. H. Reeks and the "ploppers."
Now we have had a keen start m shooting. we hope to arrange matches with outside teams during the coming season.
It is pleasing to see so many " strange " faces on parade at
this time of the year. We wish that these men, along with the
regulars, would turn up during the winter nights. It is up to
every n.c.o. and man of the Company to turn up regularly and
not have to be " pushed " when it comes to bounty time.
Steps are being taken to have a bar in the men's room. What
a beano when it opens! We hope that all those hands who now
visit the outside places of refreshment will then come to their
own. It is hard to have to sit indoors this weather, but when
this bar opens there will be a place to quench that thirst.
Things We Want to Know.-Who is the man who thinks the
billiard table is for his benefit only? and why is his right hand
pocket always marked with chalk? Who is the champion cue
tipper?
Things We Have Heard.-lnstructor: " You have a short circuit on that." Pupil : "What is the length of a short circuit?"
One heard in the lecture room: "A fixed condenser is a tin of
milk stuck to a table."
Business re 5/ - shilling short wave set. All contributions will
be thankfully received by the n.c.o. in question.
One of our budding poets sends the following: " Trade tests now are over ;
Camp is drawing nigh ;
A feelmg of anticipation (or intoxication)
Steals o'er our P.S.I."
ONECOY.

No. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
I have received anxious enquiries from my many readers (both
of them) regarding the absence of my literary efforts in last
month's WIRE, and in order tc satisfy their souls I hasten to
compile some this month. I offer no apologies ; I forgot the date.
The next eagerly-awaited events are the Sunday schemes
which give the Sections a chance of functioning as such, and
many lessons will undoubtedly be learned.
We had a good example of" pride of un iform " the other day.
The scene, the Company office. Two senior officers are discussing the vexed question of training. A knock at the door.
" Come in!" Enter the last joined recruit, who had just drawn
his kit. Said he: "How do? How do you like me in uniform?"
The two officers in question are just recovering. They should
be qµite fit by Whitsuntide.
Next, please. Young officer (to man about to fire on range):
" What is your name?" " xx xx T." " How do you spell it?"
"Tock " - and down it went as such!
I hope these little episodes will explain why P.S.I.s and others
go bald. What ho, Stoney !
PIP.

No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
It was with most sincere pleasure that we heard that Sergeant
Stone G. E., our P .S.J., had been permitted to continue in the
Service for a further four years-th:it is, until 30th April 1938.
The first instructor to be appointed in Plymouth, Sergt Stone has
set a standard which it will be difficult to surpass. This Company
has increased in strength and efficiercy with successive camps.
and last year won the Moore efficiency cup. The keenness and
hard work of our instructor will not be denied. and the results
are bearing fruit.
The recent trade tests were a great credit to all concerned, and
the outstanding efforts mentioned below have been given special
awards : -Sergeant Addelsee J. D. from N.F.R. to O.S. B.iii.
L / Sergeant Hutchinson S. E. W . from O.S. B.iii. to O.S. B.ii.
L / Corpl Gage J. from asst. op. sigs. "E" to O.S. B.iii. Sigmn
Gould W. J. A. from N.F.R. to asst. op. sigs. "E."
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Collective training i now in full swing, and we are " tuning
up " for the curtain in July.
. ..
Mr. C. G. H. Govier is to be attached co the 3rd D1v1s1onal
S:gnal , Bulford. from the 13th to the 27th May.
THREECOY.

47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W .6
General.- There 1s not much to write about this time. In d1v1dual training has ceased, and we . now comi;ience Section
trammg in preparauon for annual trammg. That s the time to
find out how much we have benefited by all the courses and
training programmes mtroduced for our general good and efficiency. It's a time, too, when our hard-worked P.S.I. (they
would no doubt prefer to be called P.S.S.: permanent staff
slaves!) can--or cannot, as the case may be-see the fruits (not
necessarily raspberries!) of their labours.
.
.
Joking apart, though, we take . this opportunity of thanking
them for their really hard and pamstakmg work m shapmg the
recruits (who will, of course, be still under their kindly. but eagle
eyes for some time yet} and polishin_g up the ~u_d_dmg F1eldMarshals to take up positions of varymg respons1b1lity Ill their
respective Companies.
'o. 2 Company spent a useful week-end training at Chertsey on
the 5th , 6th May. Four officers and fifty-five other ranks made a
good mu ter, but the majority present were recru1ts _who rec~1ved
their initial experience of field work. Three Artillery Brigade
offices were established, and in soite of the elements (cold and
wet, further outlook unsettled) a fair amount _oi experience was
gamed. The D.R. Section , as usual , went off mto the blue . . No
doubt, they were Tickel'(d) to death, but they eventually amved
home minus one machine. All ranks apoear to have enjoyed
their work, and as far as the recruits go, their first imi?ression of
a week-end training was, we feel sure, very encouragmg.
Officers.-The monthly dinner held on the 2nd May was the
occasion of saying farewell to Captain T. S. Campbe ll, an old
and very popular officer of this unit, .who _h as foui:1d i_t necessary,
owmg to business pressure, to end his active service m the T.A.
We must say that we all very much regret that this is so.
Captain Campbell has commanded _No .. 2 Company very efficiently for the past few years, an_d 1t "'.fill be difficult to replace
him owing to his extensive experience m war and peace both as
a regimental signalling officer and 3:n officer of the Corps. We
wish him the best of luck for the iuture.
The reception given to officers of the London Territorial Divisions by the Corporation of the City of London _was a me~ora~le
occasion. A large number of officers of this umt. and their la?1es
were invited, and they spent one of ~he most enjoyable_ev~mngs
of their lives. It was an event which will long remam m the
memory of officers of the T.A., and cannot fail to inspire serving
officers and encourage others to join this very important part of
the Defence Forces of the Crown.
Sergeants Mess.- The first three rounds of the Murphy
snooker cup competition have been played. Round one, between
the 25th Cyclists and 47th Div! Signals O.C.A., left the former
winners by 3-1 games. The second round, between the Sergeants Messes of the 47th Div. R.E. and 47th Div!. Signals, resulted in a draw of two games each. In round three the 47th
Div! Signals Sergeants Mess drew with the 47th Divl Signals
O.C.A. This leaves us one point up on the total, so far. Further
rounds are being played off each Thursday evening.
Thursday evening, by che way, is our social night, and if any
Mess member cares to come along with his wife or best girl and
" try one " (or two, or so) he will be more than welcome. We
have a very oosh umoteen-valve suoer-what'sname radiogram
in~talled now,. and of course dance music is practically ad lib.
Come along and hear it. even if you can't (or won't) dance.
Soc:al. Don't forget our Aannel dances on the 9th and 23rd
June.
EFFEMMA.

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cate~well House, Stratford Road, Hall Green, Birmingham,

11.

General. -1£ dearth of news might have been accepted as an
txcuse for the omission of our notes last month, there is certainly
none now, for things have simply been humming with activity.

Training.- This is going on at full pre.ss~re in all departments.
A Section have been out on Su nday trammg at Temple Balsall,
and there is a scheme for the Artillery Section on Sunday 13th

Mf{~cruits

delinit~

are still trickling in ' teadily, and there a re
hopes that our present under-strength position will soon be a
thing of the past.
.
.
.
Th is year a great dea l more atten uon 1s bemg devo.ted. to
telegraphy work, which s hould prove rath er more fascmatmg
than the monotony of phonograms; and most of the newcomers
are being started on Aag wagging. One squad is already showing remarkab le progress.
The Hock~ Match.- A sudden S .O.S. for hockey players
rather took our breath awav the other day. Nevertheless, quite
a strong ream Cerra Cito-ed .and t urned out _to plai-: a scratch team
raised by M r. Ledsam. The game ended m a wm for the challengers by 10- 4 goals. The result is quite creditable to our
hastily enlisted team when one remembers that their opponents
were all practised players and included among them a county
representat ive. Our commanding o!ficer, l:ieu t.-Colonel M. E .
Holdsworth, played and succeeded m nettmg one of our four
goals.
The Signals team comprised the Commandi ng Officer, Capt?-ins
Bolton and Mannox. Lieu tenants Ledsam, Simpson and Kmg ,
R.S.M. Rowe, M.M., Sergeants Foley, Terry and Winter, and
Sigmn Bennett.
No. 3 Company Concert.-On Tuesday 8th May, instead of
the usual training, the Company enjoyed an excellent concert.
C.S.M. Ryder took the chair. During the evening the R.S.M.
made a speech on recruiting , and we hope that members of the
Company w ill now bring in recruits. The opportunity was taken
to bid farewell to L / Corporal Hayes, who has left us for the
Royal N avy.
.
The artists engaged for thl'. concert were Mr . Duval. (ventriloouist}, the Two "Alls " (banjo and a song), Mr. Bannister (baritone), L / Corp! Richardson (comedian), and the Tudor Dan~e
Band.
Things We Want to Know. - Did the officers forget ro do
their turn? Did the ventriloouist's doll really tie the sergeantmajor to his bed? Did Serg-t Winter nearly score a goal at
hockey?
NIG.
Ne. 2 Company Concert.-On Thursday 10th May, instead
of the usual training, the Company assembled in the drill hall to
spend a jolly evening. The officers present were Captam E. A.
James (O.C.), Lieutenants Ledsam, Brooke and Waters, ai:1d
2 / Lieutenants King and Darnelsen. C.S.M. Rea If took the chair.
The entertainment opened with choruses led by Mr. Mallabond
and his band, in which everyone joined with. gusto. L/Corporal
Thompson obliged with a song and mouth-organ solo. Mr.
Mallabond introd>.1ced the Lorton Sisters, whose remarkable
dancing and singing acts, with which they obliged seyer~l
times during i;he evening, called for the storm of enthusiastic
applause which they fully merited.
Following the interval, we had a humorous turn by Corp! James
S. H. which included what was evidently intended to be a
" knock " for somebody, as instance:
Horse racing is a splendid sport,
Says Gordon Richards the jockey ;
But the Signals have a sport of a different sortWe think it's a game called hockey.
arid

Of all the places I like best,
One is the town called Margate ;
When you go shooting on the range,
Please stick to your own target.
Sigmn Coles was then called upon for violin solos, and he
gave us a very able rendering of several popular melodies, in
which the audience could not resist joining in unison if not always in harmony. After a further appearance of the Lorton
Sisters, C.Q.M.S. Robins revived the ever popular " Damper "
song with appropriate gestures (by the way, we hope o~r old
friend Billy Sergeant notices this). Then one of the v!sitors
sang " I wish I was single again"; and fi_nally the Lorton S!sters,
accompanied by the band, wound up with another versatile act
and the chorus of "Cheerio." L/Corpor<1l Port1nan's tqrn was
given after everyone had gone home,
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During the evening the O .C. announced the interesting news
that the unit had been called upon to furnish a complete Signal
Section to accompany 1he 68t h Field Brigade R.A. (T.A.) in the
autumn manreuvres, and tha t this honour would fall to G Section.
C.G.
Shooting.- This year a team will again be sent to compete
in the W arwickshire RiAe Associatio n meeting at Kingsbury
ra~ges, and a party is at present hard at practice.
Dots and Dashes.- The annua l church parade takes place on
Sunday 27th. May.
Congratulations to R.S.M. and Mrs. Rowe on the arrival of a
son, Brian John, on the 14th May.
Sergt Winter has been awarded the Indian general service
medal. We are sorry we omitted to mention this fact in our
last notes. We are indeed very " prahd " of our Sergt Winter
(of Trimulgherry).
It is rumoured that certain members of the hockey team
(P.S.I.s, some of them, too) did not go straight home after the
match. Where did they go? What did they do?
Sergt C.l.q.n. did riot recite " Sam, pick up thy musket " at
No. 3 Company concert.
They say the support from the touch line at Quinton was
sometimes more vigorous than polite. Don't you think so, Mr.
B ... ke?
GET'CHER.

the combined exercise will become an annual affair ; an d ou r
next demand is for a combined camo in 1935.
A golf match between the 49th a~d 5oth Signa ls was held on
Saturday afternoon, the honours gomg to the home tean:i ; and
as t he mter-unit roller skating final between the two umts was
won by the 5oth, we considered all things as level at the close
of the week-end.
lt is most satisfactory to fee l that the officers of the three
units are no longer strangers to one another, and we look forward to some keen and friend ly competitions in the near future.
Promotions and Appointments.- S.R. Part II. Orders announce that Sergt Burnett H . has been promo~ed Warra_nt Officer
class ii. w.e.f. n / 4 / 34. Hearty congratulations to him. Also
to Corp! Webster J. C., promoted Sergt ; and to L / Corp! Buck
T. and Sigmn Bullin A., promoted Corporals-all w.e. f. 21I4/34·
On the Territorial side Signal men . G:ix W. and N~rthgreav~s
H. have joined the noble and patriotic ban d of acting unpaid
lance-corporals. Stick at it, lads. It's the first step.
Attachment.- We welcome 2/ Lieut W. Hawking from the
47th (2nd London) Division al Signals, who has been attached
for duty with D Section.
Appointment.- Lieut W. L. Hey has been appointed to take
up the duties of assistant adjutant w.e.f. 1st May.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.

and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
General.- With the approach of summer, training becomes of
a more practical nature, and every Sunday right up to camp will
be occupied with an outdoor scheme for one or other of the
various Sections- the main object being to promote team work.
Recruits are being broken in with foot drill in the evenings,
prior to their introduction to Sections during next training season.
Training.- The first outdoor scheme of the year took place
on Sunday 29th April, when the whole of No. I Company was
engaged in an exercise over th~ countryside near Harewoo~.
Fine weather favoured the occasion, and the scheme, taking 1t
all round, was a success. It emphasised, however, how essential
team work is for efficient working ; a nd thcug~ the parade was
not so large as it might have been, the experience gamed was
most valuable. Particularly was it so to . on_e o_ffice, the _personnel
of which apparently thought such an ms1gmficant thm g as an
" earth " was far to paltry to worry about. They now know
the truth of the proverb "An earth in the earth's worth a dozen
in the pannier." Lieut.-Colonel H. McLaren, o.s.o., was en
parade with Major W. F. Jackson, M.C. .
.
The adjutant, Captain W. L. Schneider, on the precedmg
Thursday used models on the drill hall floor (laid out as the
actual country) to illustrate the form the exercise would t~ke,
giving hints on what to do and what to avo1~;-p~rt1cularly talkm~;
He said the cable man's motto should be Shift and shut up.
That, we hasten to add, does not apply to counter clerks: on
one occasion one of that noble band followed the motto and
shut up and' shifted- without telling his outlying W I T station
that he was going. Result: several footsore w /T operators.
There was an indoor scheme for No. 3 Company on Sunday
6th May, when the indoor lines were used. ·
Tragedy.-The success of the schl'.me on t~e 29th . April was
marred by a tragedy which occurred m the drill hall JUSt before
the Company moved off. Our portable signal office-a wood
and canvas structure-was hurled from a lorry and smashed _by
hitting the drill hall roof. We are glad to say that reconstruction
work is proceeding.
Combined Signal Exercise.-All the officers of the <!6th, 49th
and 5oth Divisional Signals met ~t Gib~altar B arra~ks, Le.eds, on
Saturday 2rst April for a combmed signal exercise durmg the
week-end. The scheme was arranged and set by Lr.-Col. C. W.
Fb.dgate, C.S.O. Northern Command, who was helped ~y Colonel
G. Bray, M.C., T.D. (ou.r D.C.S.O.} and ~he three adjutants of
the T.A. units. The mterchang1ng of ideas betw_een officers
during the exercise was interesting and most. instructive.
A guest night was held on the Saturday m the officers mess,
followed by roller-skating hockey matches. between the officers
of the three units in the drill hall after dinner. We hope that

No. 2 Company.
~encral.-Summer training is now i~ full ~wing, a~d. obliga-

tory drills are being attended very _sat1sfac~orily. Tram mg this
season is very interesting, each Section havmg ~een allotted two
week-end camps to be attended _entirely by their own person~el.
F Section have completed their ~Hotted we~k-ei:1ds, one b!!mg
in the drill hall and the other with G Section m a ~ombmed
signal exercise arranged by the commandmg officer, L1eut.-Col.
G. H. Walton. I understand that the training ':'alue of the c?m·
bined scheme was very satisfactory, and ~a.ny mterest1.ng pomts
were brought to notice when the C.O. v1s1ted our drill hall to
give us his criticism.
.
..
This week-end, 12th / 13th May (at the ume of w~1tmg the~e
notes) two Sections, entirely se~f-contained, have le~t the drill
hall to work with their respective Troops. E Section left for
Newburn in Northumberland and G Secnon for Seaton. E Sect ion will complete their week-ends with a final pre-camp weekend to be held in the drill hall on the 26th / 27th May.
Each year, when local week-end camps take 9lace._ we arra~ge
them on fresh pastures. We broke new ground this time with
the combined exercise of F and G Sections around th_e area of
Jngleby Greenhaw in Yorkshire. This is a delightful ltttl~ _spot,
and I am sure all ranks are looking forward ro the next v1s1t.
Annual camp is now not far off, an? these week-~nds that ':"e
are having are making a wonderful_ improvement m our traming, so that I am sure when we arrive m camp a 1co per cent.
show will be produced.
Miniature Rifle Shooting.- Since our last notes we have been
challenged by No. 6o8 (N.) Bombing Squadron R.A.F. to a te~m
match. The challenge was of course accepted, a~d ,the meetmg
took place in our drill hall. We had a good evenmg s sport, but
we had to bow the knee to our rivals. who gave us our fir~t
beating as a team. We hope in the- near future to reverse this
state of things.
Badminton.-This is still in a healthy position, and the team
are playing matches and seeking for fresh opponents to conquer.
MIDBRO.

No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
Generat.- By the time these n~tes appear the annual camp
will be upon us, and we are hopm_g _that the weather_ will be
better than it was when we last v1s1ted Scarboroug~ Ill 1931.
All ranks are looking forward to seeing that place a~am, and t,o
meeting old acouaintances, of whom there are many. (Don t
forget your beach pyjamas, J.W. and A.T.)
.
Training.-Our voluntary training class in the afternoons 1s
growing, and one can hear soun~ers, buzzl'.rs _and gears from
every part of the drill hall- especially the gri~dmg of the latter
when our budding i I c driver are endeavourmg to change gear
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as they go round the field outside. Still, they are making good
progress and will, I think, pass out at the end of the course. In
any ca e, after nearly two weeks of their going round and round
the dnll hall field. our lecture hut is still standing- although
this may be due to the fact that a squad of Gateshead policemen
arc inside, undergomg a course of Morse readmg. .
.
An instructive week-end traffic scheme was held 111 the drill
hall on the 28th and 29th April, under the supervision of our
adjutant, Captam W. H. N. Dent, M.B.E. The attendance at
thts wa very pleasing, and I am sure, by reason of the way the
troops are turning out at these week-ends and at other training.
we shall go to camp in good strength.
K Infantry Brigade Signal Section and No. 206 M.A.B. Signal
Section went to Woodlands on the 5th May for a signal exerc1 e. After a glorious week of sunshine. Saturday came in with
ram and damped the whole show. This was unfortunate, a I
know how much these Sections had been looking forward to
this week-end. to show that the_)' can and will run the communications required within a Brigade. As one sergeant said to me,
" We'll show 'em I "-which is the soirit we want in this
Company.
J Section are going to Newburn-on-Tyne on the 12th May for
a week-end exercise with the 149th Infantry Brigade signaller ,
and we are lookmg forward to this Section doing its stuff.
Strength.-Thc D.R. sub-Section is now uo to establishment,
and when these desoatch riders arrive with their steeds, crowds
as emble outside ou~ drill hall gate to see the start of the grass
track race.
To K Section, one M.G . Midget w.e.f. 19/2/34.
To Sigmn Derbyshire a son, Ronald, at Newcastle, 24 / 3f34.
To L ' Sergt Lumley T. a son, Donald, at Gateshead, 23/11/33.
Promotions.- We offer our heartiest congratulations ro Corpl
Lamb J. R. and L/Corpls Atkinson F., Taylor J. and Airey on
their promotion.
Musterings.- We also congratulate Signalmen Milligan W.,
Davies and Ford on passing out as operator signals B.iii. , and
Signalmen Bradford J. and Ferguson as operator signals Group E ;
Sigmn Hill on becoming a full blown despatch rider D. iii. ; and
L i' Sergts Jones B. and Lumley T. on their qualifying in the administrative examination for promotion to sergeants.
Sports.- We are about to sran training for the inter-Company
athletic cup which is to be competed for during the annual trainmg in camp, and it is hoped that all ranks will make every
endeavour to get fit by that time.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow. N. W.
The Big Parade.--:WE'. mustered two hundred and fifty strong
for the Glasgow Temtonal and S.R. church parade. The critics
s1y we made a splendid show. The band of the Lowland Signal
~nits was at its best. It is estimated that forty thousand people
hned the parade route. There could be nothing more gratifying
than the splendid spirit and keenness of the youthful members
of our Sienal units. What splendid and promisi ng material!
It is seldom that we hand out bouquets to R.Q.M.S. Westlands
an~ his super-business men, but w~ cannot refrain from congratulaung the R.Q.M.S. on the splendid appearance of the units. Ir
1s no small problem to effectively clothe and equip the members
of scattered units such as ours. and it is evident that great care
ar.d forethought is being devoted to the turn-out of each man.
The scene at St. Andrew's Hall was a memorable one. The
tanans, the scarlet, the Air Force and Naval uniforms lent colour
and brightness to a gathering numbering almost five thousand.
The Roman Catholic se rvice was equally successful, and the scene
at the church will not be easily fo rgotten.
We must exp~ess our gratitude for the splendid catering arr.angements. h 1s small wonder that rhe Monday morn ing civilian thought wnh pleasure of the Sundav afternoon soldier of
the big parade and the big feed.
·
lledals.-A ~appy prelude t? the church parade was the
record presentauon of medals, L~eut.-Colonel Robertson handing
over n~ less than eight decorauons. We heartily congratulate
the rec1p1ents, and we share with the commanding officer his
pr:de in this record.

On With The Danco.- Yet another all unit gathering I ls there
no end to these efforts made on our behalf? We have to record
one more all-unit all-ranks event. The dance recentlv held at
these headquarters savoured of nothing but success. We often
wonder how it is all done- free dancing, lavish catering and
~asteful decoration. All ranks, came to the ball, and most pleasing was the number of officers present. An attendance of three
hundred and thirty taxed our large lecture hall to its utmost.
Cheerfulness and gaiety ruled supreme. The arrangements were
excellent.
"Officer. Tommy, sergeant-major and all
Were mortals unearthed at the Regiment's ball."
Good News.othing has pleased us more for a long time
than the appointment of acting C.S.M.s Tracy and Harrison to
C.Q.M.S. Two popular members of our permanent staff, comrades Tracy and Harrison well deserve this rise in rank which
means so much to them ; and it mav be assumed that their
advancement is indeed recognition of ·splendid work as P .S.I.s
and counsellors and friends of all ranks.
Diligent Dodds.-Our football and cross-country efforts under
t~e direction of C.S.M. Dodds are being distinguished by con- .
tinued success. We are now concentrating on imoortant Divisional events. Things progress apace I
North and South.-As far flung as the winds are to be our
camping grounds this year. 'Tis a far cry from Ayrshire to
Aldershot ! Training has commenced in earnest. Talk of mechanisation in Ayrshire and of big things expected of us at Aldershot is adding zest and pleasant anticipation to our training season.
1859.-We are fast approaching the seventy-fifth anniversary
of the founding of the Glasgow Groups R.E., and we are direct
in the line of succession to the original Signal Sections. The
record is a proud one, of which we shall have more to sav anon.
This outstanding anniversary will no doubt be dulv celebrated,
but it is felt that a foreword on the forthcoming event of the
Jardine Street units would not be out of place.
Jack Gray.-The more frequent visits of ex-R.Q .M.S. Gray
!o the w.o.s and sergeants mess is good to behold. It is gratifying to know that Jack is regaining physical strength. Few have
done so much for these units as he has. His acumen for hard
work and his brilliant organising powers did much to build up
our present splendid formations, and it is with ereat oleasure that
we note that he is on the way to renewed health and strength.
Y.E •.B . -Th~ anniv_ersary of the commencement of the Gallipoli
ca~pa1gn havmg. agam come and gone, we would take this opportu111ty of remindmg ?Ur younger members of the Lowland Signal
units connection with the Da rdanelles venture. Surely it is
g.ood tc;i recall the .Lowland Divisional Signal Company's association with the Peninsula, the Anzacs, the 29th and Naval Divisions, and our sister Territorial Divisions. The memories of the
signal office on the river Clyde, the beaches, and the nullahs are
for eve.r fragra1~t. The .Gallipoli men still serving with the Lowland S1gn~ I units heamly greet, through the medium of THE
WIRE, th.e\r ~Id comr.ade_s-a number of whom are believed to be
still servm~ m Temtor1al and S.R. units.
Lieut.·Co~onel Muirhead.-We note the retirement of Lieut.Colonel Muirhead from the position of D.C.S.O. Scottish Command. We feel confident, however, that his interest in our own
units will _not l~pse. Hi~ connection with us extends over many
years. . His _ability and. mfluence were time and again unstintmgly g1v_en m our service. As a commanding officer. his good
deeds writ long be re~embered. 'Twas his to ease many a
burden: he made life br1ghter and better for many of those who
served under him.
Offi~ers Two.--:We heartily congratulate our trusted friend,
Captam T. M. Niven, on his elevation to majority rank. We
welcome 2/Lieut. K. A. Maclay to our midst and as yet another
subscriber to THE WIRE.
To Pony.- " Pity poor Pony's Pomoey ! pity poor Pompey's
Pony!" So say we in Glasgow.
-

53rd (Welsh} Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
Genoral.-Section training has commenced, and attendances
are improving every week. The Sections are busy wiring up the
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offices in readiness for traffic schemes. Each Section has a
separate room for its office, and all the offices are permanently
connected to each other by line.
Shooting.-Hearty congratulations to No. 2 Company on winning the Western Mail cup again this year. They put uo a
splendid performance in the final, beating the 6th Welch Regiment (T.A.) by 16 points. No. 2 Company have shot very consistently throughout the competition, and the final was very
keenly contested on the miniature range at the barracks of the
Depot, The Welch Regiment-neither team having fired on it
before.
Shooting on the large targets, we were one point down. On
the small target Ser gt Baxter scored a fine " possible," giving us
a lead of five points. This we held on to and ran out comfortable winners as shown above.
Our commanding officer, Colonel R. C. Seel, M.C., presided
over a subsequent supper, when F. Webber, Esq_ .. of the Western
Mail, presented the cup to Captain V. W. Hawkins, commanding
No. 2 Company. During the evening we were honoured with a
visit by Colonel A. Hier-Davis, o.s.o., T.D. (secretary of the
Glamorgan T.A. Association).
THE LEEK.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15
No. 1 Company.
Training.-Two Sections of the Company have now experienced their first week-end camp, and with the exception of the
Saturday, when in each case it rained, the outing was thor~u~hly
enjoyed. The numbers allowed to attend-unfortunately limited
-were up to strength, and will be throughout the year owing to
the waiting list.
B Cable Section went to Hainault Forest on the 21st/22nd
April and pitched a camp at Fox Burrows. Everything went as
planned, although it was their first mechanised scheme as a
Section. Over three miles of cable were laid, perfect communication being established as per programme. Good for the Cable
Section!
A Wireless Section also pitched their camp at Fox Burrows
during the week-end 28th/29th April. The scheme, .although
not going quite as at first planned, was completely satisfactory,
and much good work was done.
The messing in each case was excellent, everybody being satisfied-a rare occurrence in these days!
Both Sections are now busily preparing for their Whitsun camp,
which is for three days and allows of a more progressive scheme
being carried out.
In the meantime, our v /T team and those who are keen 6n
learning will take a " rest cure" during the week-end 12th/ 13th
May, also in the vicinity of Hainault Forest. Much is expected
from our v / T team this year. but we will leave them alone for
the time being because they are getting along very nicely, thank
you.
We provided the majority of the O.R.s who proceeded to Newhaven for the spring exercise from the 29th April to the 2nd
May. Although we have not yet had their reports, we hope
they thoroughly enjoyed themselves, for the weather has been
kind to them.
Recruiting.-Although our strength is gradually but surely
increasing. we would like to see many more claims for the twenty
shillings which is the prize for securing four recruits. We have
one or two men who are on the verge of claiming, but that
elusive one to make up the four (get me?) seems rath~r d!fficult to
find. Let it be understood, however, that those bnngmg up a
recruit who is finally approved do not lose anything in the way
of cash. In fact, it's all gain. So now another pull, lads!
ONECOY.
No. 2 Company.
Tralning.- With the aid of our newly acquired motor vehicles,
training in the open has been much more simple. . A gall~nt ban.d
sallied forth from Headquarters on the 28th April, putting their
lives into the hands of our two drivers. Strangely enough, no
casualties took place, though the passengers in the Sunbeam
were heard uttering strange and weird prayers (I think they were

meant for prayers, anyhow). The Section reached Hainault
Forest in pouring rain, and provided a lightning exhibition of the
way to rescue a lorry from a muddy grave.
The following morning proving fine, a complete Art illery
Brigade scheme of communications was laid out in an area of
100 yards, and the whole thing was inspected and explained to
our latest recruits. Then the various posts were manned and
the business of the day began. The linemen, too, did their
stuff, and it speaks well for those who put in extra time to run
through the cable, to know that during the whole of the time
the line was out speech was well up to G.P.O. standard. Well
done, lads.
The scheme terminated during the afternoon, and a very enjoyable outing came to a close. I think we are all looking forward to the next one.
The annual Trade Board is the next big item on the list, and
we are looking forward to some good results. Of this more anon.
A week-end camp for the v /T experts takes place on the 12th
May, and (keep it dark) our star performer is turning out-and
hopes for the cup are really high this year.
Congratulations.-To Captain H. S. Palmer and Lieut. L. H.
Gentry on passing in subjects "C" and "A" respectively. To
2/Lieut . C. M. Galbraith on joining this Company. Don't forget
that v/r trophy this year, sir.
We Want to Know.-Which is the best "petrol "-Mann and
Crossman's, or Meux's? How many miles does the "Hooper"
do to the gallon?
Twocov.
No.

3

(Southend) Company.

Training.- The only item of news this month is the week-end
camp held at Hullbridge on the 21st/:l2nd April. Weather conditions were not very good on the Saturday, but Sunday turned
out fine and the Spot Section worked a small scheme very efficiently. Hullbridge turned out quite an ideal spot for camp,
with ideal surroundings for visual, etc.
Trade Board.- By the time these notes are read, the Trade
Board will have been finished and those keen lads will know
whether they will get extra pay at camp or not. Good luck to
them!
S'l!ND.
Bedford Detachment.
Training.-The Detachment held a week-end camp on the
21st/ 22nd April, and had a very fine time. A good muster of
two officers and twenty-five other ranks paraded at the drill hall
and proceeded by lorry to Blunham, where we pitched our tents
and settled down to some strenuous work. The weather was
nice and fine, so that we had nothing to grumble about. The
messing arrangements were excellent, as expected, and the general
arrangements were very good, too. On Sunday we settled down
to school work for the benefit of the operators who are going
for their Group E very soon, and several hours of good swotting
was done. We returned to the drill hall at 17.00 hours on Sunday-a very happy crowd, all feeling that it was a week-end well
spent.·
We are holding our next week-end on the 5th/ 6th May at
Felmersham. Of that, there will be more next month. At Whitsuntide we are going to Turvey for three days.
Spring Exercise.-A party from this Detachment proceeded
to Newhaven to participate in the spring exercises from the 29th
April to the 2nd May.
Recruiting.-This is going on at a fairly brisk rate. We enlisted
four other ranks last month, and have a few more on the books.
If any readers of THE WIRE who live in the vicinity of Bedford
would like to join a very good unit, now's their chance.
BEDFORDIAN.

56th (1st London) City of London Signals.
Signal House, 20 Atkins Road, Clapham Park, S. W .12.
Our Sergeants Mess annual dinner took place on a Saturday in
April. To say that the event was a success would be a mere
bagatelle. Sumptuous fare was provided, and all sat down to
satisfy the inner man. Incidental music was provided, givini an
added spirit of gaiety to the event.
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Our guc ts included all Company comma!1d r , but our O.C.
(Lieut .-Colonel G. D. Ozanne) was . only _with us for the latter
part of the evening owmg to a previous dinner 4:ngagement with
our Old Comrad s (such arc the trials of popularity} .. Col~nel T.
W. Viger , C.S.O. London District, ho.~oured us Wl~~ his presence, and in his reply to the toast o{ The Guests he asked
all w.o.s and n.c.o.s to do their utmost to foster the t ru~ Territorial pirit among their C;;impanies and to encourage recru1tmg a
much as lay in their powr. . After th~ d111ner the hall was cle'.lred
for dancing. Tho e who did not wish to dance were provided
with other amusements in which members . of sergeants messes
arc reputed to indulge. A right merry evenmg .was spe~t by all ,
and 1t 1s with regret that we draw the curta111 on this happy
function.
. .
The inhabitants of Balham and d1stnct were startled out of
their normal existence on Monday 30th April to find that a n~w
establishment had been opened in Balham H ill, em~lazoned wit~
attractive poster showing how to join t~e Royal Signals, .Terntorial Army. The 56th (1st London) City of London Signals,
T.A .. had started their recruiting week . Th~ shop, a double
fronted one. was tastefully decorated with all k111ds of s1gnallmg
apparatus ; in fact , the window dressmg savoured of Harrods
or Pontings, and our permanent staff are to be congratulated on
the fine show thev made.
.
Callers and enouirers were numerous, and although the immediate results were not great, it is hoped that they will have a
Jasung effect in the district and that we may add to our_ ranks
every Tuesday night. It certainly brought home to the 111hab1tants the fact that they have a real live and h ighly trained
technical force amomg them-one of which they can be proud
and one which demands their wholehearted support.
The week was not without its humorous side. The elderly
p<:rty who wanted to know if he could have the 120-watt w /T
set on seven days <'?proval was escorted sadly to the door, and
recommended to visit the nearby wireless dealers who trade exte,sively in highly commendable " hiker'_s portables ..".
All members of the unit who took part 111 the. recru1tmg week
are to be congratulated. A great deal of . disguised tal_ent came
to light in the shape of tact and persuas1vene;ss, leadmg us to
think that some of them are perhaps commercial travellers-f~r
which we freely forgive them. However, it was a novel expenen:e for all, and one from which the unit will never cease to
re,p benefit.

UNITS .A.BROAD

A sad tale is now to be unfolded ot the ignominious defeat of
our officers by the sergeants in a games tournament. Th.is is
the first of what is hoped will be many of these happy evenm.gs,
and ere long we trust that the officers will reach the already high
standard of the sergeants. The results are as follows.
SQUASH.- Captain G. M. Welsford v. C.S.M. Storey C. 9- 1,
g-7, 9- 4. Captain F. White v. Sergt Hammond P. 8-10,
o--g , o--g. 2 I Lieut S. L-0vegrove v Sergt Martin S. 7-9,
4--g, 5--g. Captain H. T. Mander v. C.S.M. Tyrrell F.
9-3 . g-2, 9-4. 2 / Lieut. S. Lovegrovc v. R.S.M. Grant
N. W. 8-10, 9-8, 9- • . Capt. F. White v. C.S.M. Storey
c. 7--g, g-6, 7--g, 9-6 , 4--g.
BADMINTON SJNGLES.-Captain L. D. Goddard v. R.S.M. Grant
N.W. 7-15, 10-15. 2 / Lieut. Lovegrove v. C.S.M. Tyrrell
F. 15--g, 15-10. Captain F. White v. Sergt Hammond P.
1-15, 2-15. Lieut. B. Houghton Brown v. Sergt H ammond P . 1- 15, 1-15. Captain H. T. Mander v. Sergeant
H ammond P. 1-15, 1- 15.
BADMINTON DouBLES.- -Captain L. D. Goddard and Captain
G. M. Welsford v. R.S.M. Grant N. an d C.S.M. Storey C.
21-15, 21- 15. Captain H. T. Mander and Lieut. B. H.
Brown v. C.S.M. Storey C. and Serge Silk P. 1- 15, 2- 15.
BILLIARDS .-Major A. V. D. Hort v. Sergl Silk P. roo-84.
Captain F. White v. Sergt H ammond P. 47- 100. Major A .
V . D. Hort v. Sergeant Gu ile W. 100-84. Captain H. T .
Mander v. C.S.M. Storey C. 4 1-100. Captain F. White v.
Sergt Buttle W. 82-100.
The sergeants won by 12-6 points.
There was another pastime in which the officers and sergeants
in:lulged, bu t as the issue was never in doubt it would be kinder
to leave the results unpublished. The noble art of tossing the
fe'!thered javelin has been handed down from time immemorial
(Robin Hood used to do it in a small way), and it is sad to think
th:it such an art. which is almost on a oar with the R. and A.,
has had such a lapse in some circles . Arrangements can, however, be made to remedy this provided that the officers can
supply pupils with the necessary amount of power and concentntion.
Techni cal.-Will a 120-watt w /T set work 8000 miles? Can
ac-umulators be charged from a duplex set?
C.E.S.

NOTES -Co11tinued from page 256

Shanghai Signal Section-co11ti1111cd.
News ltem.- The following is an extract from The North
China Daily News: " Professor Richard Unger, F.R. G.S .. who
has been on home leave, returned to Shanghai recently. It will
be remembered that the Professor, who is an authority on Chinese
goldfish, gave an interesting lecture before he left us on the
laughing goldfish of Manchuria. He made frequent reference to
his notes, which appeared t<> be written on the bottom of a glass.
The Pm£essor hopes in the near future to give us a lecture on
his latest discovery, the oxometer-its origin, uses and abuses.
Orders That Don't Ring True.-" In future, beds will be made
up as laid down."
Advert.-" Come to Shanghai-the centre of sensible sozzlers."
Cumshaw Column.- The Rut : Uncle thinks the world of
you. Am using your name when caH!ng my b~ead._ Viv . .
Taffy H amilton: What about splashmg some mk 111 the direction of Taffy Pitt?
Baker 232000009: Drop a line, China. Brighton.
Carr, Peshawar: What about a letter? Oates.
T. Barnes, somewhere in England: What about a letter? Noah .
Gunboat: How's Lena? Bunny.
SHANGHAI.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion, 5th May.
After spend111g almost a month in pleadmg, cajoling and arguin.g
in order to obtain matenal (or should it be termed copy?) for this
poor effort, the sum total is a pnze selection of Agony paragraphs I
We regret to disillusion our would-be helpers, but even if our

notes are on unavoidable occasions of a Part II. Order character,
they have not yet earned the sobriquet of a Scotsman's Paradise.
Next month, at this time, we shall be in the enviable position
of being able to say that our first annual inspection as a unit
by His Excellency General Sir Charles H. Harington, Governor
and Commander-in-Chief, has taken olace ; in other words, we
are now in tl\e midst of our preparat;o ns for the annual inspection, so further comment is needless. With a few days of good
sunshine (and the continued assistance of Mr. Edwards} the flower
display in our garden will give the exterior of the barracks a
good set off and provide an example for others to copy.
At long last we are able to state that Corp! Parry, accompanied
by his wife, has disembarked at Gibraltar. As he managed to
achieve his long cherished ambition of a " packet passage," we
must pardon the delay and trust his present stay will be as pleasant as his previous tour in the Fortress.
We were very pleased to know so many Signals visited Gibra ltar
ex the homeward-bound Lancashire yesterday, but regret that so
few managed to locate our barracks. Needless to say, our very
old friend Sergt Hitchen (accompanied by Sergeant Murphy and
Corp! Tucker} knew his way to Wellington Front, and we tr ust
that his visit was a profitable one.
Our sporting activities during the period between .football and
cr;cket have been confined to oractice rowing. At the moment
two crews, coxed by L/Corpls Poulton and Manning respecti vely,
ar~ undergoing steady and strenuous training for the annual Section race, which is to be rowed this month. We expect to see a
very close and exciting finish if present form is anything to go
by, but no doubt both the crews have other ideas of what the
result will be I

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Athletics.- The first two Mackworth meetings have come and
gone, with very interesting results. All who competed and represented the Company showed great keenness, and are to be congratulated on putting up a very good show. In the first meeting
b:id luck preven ted our total points being as high as they might
hwe been, and we were placed fifth. In the second meeting,
despite the loss of some of our stars, we were placed fourth.
As the great majority of the team are boys- and some of them
under sixteen years of age- we have nothing to worry about, and
we are looking forward to going up another place in the final
meeting.
Now it's up to the Company huskies to buckle to and literally
throw their weight about, and so bring us up to our proper place.
Army Boys Cup Final .- "A" Team Royal Signals v. Irish
Guards. "A" team reached the final, following a succession of
exciting matches. Unfortunately the left half was inj ured in the
semi-final and the reserve had to play. The match commenced
before a goodly crowd, Signals being predominant.
.
The Irish Guards started off strongly and scored their first
goal after ten minutes through their centre forward, with a shot
that Lancashire failed to hold. The Signals could nor get going
properly, the heading by the taller Irish Guards stopp111g many
a pass. The latter . scored. agai~ after another ten m_inutes from
a beautiful corner kick. 1 he Signals were now work111g together
much better, and were pressing strongly when half time arrived.
The second half started with the Signals all ou t, and their
efforts were rewarded by a good goal from McQuade. This was
followed shortly afterwards by another, headed in by McQuade
from a pass from Garfield. From t~e kick-off after this goa!,
however, the Irish Guards went straight through to score. their
third goal. This was a jar for the Signals, but they contmued
pressing strongly for the last quarter of an hour and the equaliser
seemed nearly certain. However, the Irish Guards defence proved
too strong and the final whistle went just a little too soon for
the Signals.
It was a splendid game to watch, and the courage of the boys
was tremendous in the second half agamst what must have been
a great set-back in being two goals down. Th4: game. was very
well fought, and the Irish Guards won on their mertts. They
showed very good team work in being in the final last year and
this year winning the cup.
We have to thank the Signals for their great support, and
hope that our next visit to Aldershot will provide them with the
spectacle of a Signals team winning the cup. Medals and cups
were presented to both teams, and so ended a glorious seas~n.
It was not discovered until later that we had walked away with
the wrong medals, but this was rectified some days later.

All personnel of the Company under thirty years of age have
undergone a standard test in athletics, but unfortunately the
results have not yet been compiled, so we cannot mention any
outstanding performances. Several people have had their tunics,
etc .. taken in after running (and walking} the mile I We hope
to be able to furnish further information next month.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
D Troop Cavalry Signal s and Command Signal Compan y

ienn is Club.- The following are the results to hand <>f the
opening tournament.
FtRST ROUND SINGLES.
Sigmn Ryan (D} beat Sigmn Harwood (Command) 6-2, 6-2
L/ Corpl Mohrstadt (Command) walked over Sigmn Macken (Command) who scratched
L/ Corpl Ransome (D) beat Sigmn Verlander (Command) 6-o,
6-2
Corp! Chamberlain (Command) beat Sigmn Hollingsworth (D)
6-2, 6-o
Corp! Stanley (Command) beat Sergt Bishop (Command) 3-6,

6-4, 6-4
L / Corpl Durand (Command) beat Sigmn Green (D) 6-3, 6-4
Sigmn Tuck (D) beat Corp! Jones (D) 6-o, 3-6, 6-3
Captain Morgan (D) walked over Sigmn Tysell (D)
Sigmn Oates (D) walked over Sigmn Dunkley (D)
Sergt Coleman (D) walked over Sergt Harvey (Command)
Sigmn Banbury (D} walked over Sigmn Greeves (D)
Byes- Captain Anthony (Command), Sigmn Appleton (D), Sigmn
Tomlinson (D), Sigmn Boughton (D), L / Sergt Gatford (D)
FtRST ROUND DOUBLES.
L / Corpl Mohrstadt and Sigmn Verlander (Command) beat Sigmn
Mills and Sigmn Appleton (D} g-7, 6- 3
Sergt Bishop and Corp! Chamberlain (Command) beat L/ Sergt
Gatford and Corp! Jones (D) 6-3, 6- 3
Sigmn Banbury and S1gmn Tuck (D} beat Captain Anthony (Command) and Captain Morgan (D) 6-2, 4- 6, 6-3
Bye- L / Corpl Ransome and Sergt Coleman (D)
Our first match of the season was away to the 2nd Battalion
R.T.C., who won by g-7 matches. After being behind by six
matches to two at the tea interval, our last doubles pair started
their match with the score 8-7 against us . T hey established a
3-0 lead, and things looked set for a drawn match when the
Tanks pair suddenly went into action and won the set by
4
and the match.
The following team represented the Club: Sergeant Coleman,
L / Sergt Gatford, Corp! Chamberlain, L / Corpls Durand and Ransome, Signalmen Appleton and Verlander.

2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.

No. 1 Company.

Soccer.-Another season has closed down- a season that may
be regarded by this unit as most successful from a league point
of view. Since the entry of the Signals into Division I. of the
Scarborough and District League, the end of the season ha
usually found the unit team amongst the stragglers at the end of
the table; but now, after four years battling in the league, we
have finished as runners-up. With a spot of luck, we hould
have finished econd to none.
Our two defeats were administered by the Filcy T-0wn Club-a
dub that will be first to admit that the Signals were decidedly

The last momh has not brought any sta.rtling Company ite.m .
as the winter season has closed and there 1s bound to be a slight
interval before the summer gets into full swing.
As regards cricket we are hoping to field a champion eleven,
and the swimmers have promised to do their best.
On the athletic side we shall be assisted by Lieut. J. H. Panton,
2/ Lieut . D. N . Deakin the high jumper, Corp! Ha~bin the allrounder, and N urm i Hicks, whose name speaks for Itself.
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unlucky in nor anne.x111g four points from the two encounters.
everthele s, the Signals are proud to occupy second place to
F1ley and congratulate the " Fishermen " on their success.
A few words must be said about the return fixture with
Whuby United at Whitby. Here, a great victory was registered
by the Signals. Three goals down at half-time, and losing Corp!
Gibbons at centre half, thirty minutes from the end found the
Signals fighting with thl'ir backs to the wa ll. The final whistle
blew -:vith. the .s core: Sign Is 4 goals, Whitby 3. A finer recovery
resultms 111 victory, I an sure, will never be witnessed by the
Whitbyates.
The Se~ond .E.leven did remarkably well in finishing so far up
the ta.ble m D1':'1s.1~n II. The past season saw their first appearance 111 this D1v1s1on, and from the experience gained, it will
need a good ream to prevent us from finishing as " champs " at
the close of next season.
The unit has never been so well off for footballers as it is now
111 spite of the fact that many old-timers have either left th~
Service or received posting orders. There is no reason whv the
high standard of football now reached should not be maint~ined
an~ even improved, and I am sure that all who have given up
th.e.i r Saturday afternoons. to support the Corps in Scarborough
will feel rewarded by this season's efforts of the two elevens.
Thanks to everybody l
Congratulations are bestowed upon No. I Company on winning
the Inter-Company League tournament, and also uoon D Section
on winning the inter-Section knock-out shield.
·
SCARBOROUGH AND DISTRICT LEAGUE:

FINAL TABLES.

Division I.
P.

Fi!ey .................... .
Signals ... . .......... ... .
Whitby ................. .
Imps .... . ...... .. .. ..... .
Pickering ..... . .. .. ... . .
Hunmanby
... ........ .
Kirbymoorside ........ .
North Cliff .............. .

Scarborough Juniors .. .
Filey II. .. .. .......... .
Scalby ... . ......... .... .
Signals II. .... ..... ... .. .
Imps ll ...... .. .. ........ .
Snainton ...... ... ... .. .
West Leigh ........... .
Gristhorpe ... ... .... . .
Oriel ................. . .. .
Forge Valley ........... .
Y.M.C.A .
. ... .. ..... .
Sherburn ......... ..... .
St. Peter's .... . ...... ·... .

W.

L.

D.

Coal>

Pt>.

2

75-20
52-19
56--27
40-23
46--38
4r-47
4Q-51
9-105

24
21
19
19
14
10
5

14
II
2
I4
9
14
8
3
I4
8
3
14
5
14
4
II
14
2
I4
0
14
Division II.

3
3
3
4

§

P.

W.

23
23
24
24
24
23

19
I6
15

L.

4
5

I3

6

13
13

IO

21

8

:~

~

21

8

23
2I
24

4
2
2

2
0

0

D.

Goals

Pt ~.

3
3

29
IOI- 36
102- 34
75- 43
82- 63
8o- 87
64- 69

41
35
34
3r
27
26
20
18
17
16

4
5

10

0

9
12
9
13
17
15
I9

4
4
0

2

4

3

122-

58- 69

57- 41
54- 94
34-128
34-Io5
45-124

IO

8

7
[It will be seen that most of the Clubs failed to complete their
fixtures.]
INTER-COMPANY FOOTBALL LEAGUE:

P.

W.

No. I Company
4
2
4
2
No. 3 Company
No. 2 Company
4
2
No. I Company were judged the
superior goal average.

D.

FINAL TABLE.

L.

Cool,

Points

o
2
I3- 6
4
o
2
8- 9
4
o
2
10-16
4
wmners by virtue of their

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Football Resulta.-v. B Company The King's Regiment , won
by 2-I and drew at 1-r ; v. Brigade Headquarters, won by
8-o: v. R Battery R.A. won by 5-3.
"B" team v. F Signal Section, won by"2-o; v. R Battery R.A.
lost by 0-3.
Attached Section v. S Battery R.A. lost by 2-7.
Wallace Cup-Company team v. B Company The King's Regiment, won by 3-0.
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Hockey.- v. B Company S.T.C. won by 3- 2 and lost by I-2.
Jubbulpore Garrison Cup-v. H.Q. W ing The King's Regiment,
won by 3- 1 ; final v. R Battery, lost by 2- 3.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Northern Com.mand Signals Week . Football.- The Ist Div.
team played their first game on Monday 5th March and were
fortunate to have excel.lent .weather. Their opponents in this
game we.re Kohat. District Signals, who started off in very fine
style while t~e Div. took some time to settle down. After the
first fifteen mmutes the Div. found their feet and treated the large
cr?wd of spectators to a very fine display of football. Kohat District faded out _after another twenty minutes play, and the Div.
ran out easy winners by 8-o goals, the scorers being Signalman
Draper J. (4), L / Corpl Cleveland (2), Signalmen Mobberley and
Cox.
_In _the '!ext round of the tournament the Div. met Waziristan
Dis~nct Signals. !his match was played in a heavy downpour
which was all agamst good football, but for all that both teams
put up a good show and gave the large crowd who braved the
elements q~ite an exciting time. On the final whistle the Div .
were the .wmners by two _goals to nil. This took them into the
fi~al, their oppon~nts be111g B Corps Signals. The scorers in
this match were Signalmen Draper and Mobberley.
The final. was a r~al " D~rby " match and was played on the
9th March 111 a co~tmual drizzle. Several good movements were
seen, but much !<:1cking out of. play spoilt the game for players
and _spectators ahke. Seven mmutes from time the Corps were
leading by two goa!s to nil, when Sigmn Cowan headed home the
first goal for the Div. from a corner kick. The Div. now pressed
hard .and were .rewarded when Signalman Draper J. scored the
equaliser two rrunutes from time.
A replay took !>I.ace next day on the Corps ground and under
much better cond1t1ons. From the kick off the Div. made tracks
for the Corps goal, but a well timed clearance by Sigmn Nichols
trans~erred play to the opposite end. Play was then transferred
to rrud-field and both goals were visited in turn, but both goalkeepers made fine saves, the half-time whistle blowing with the
score sheet still blank. At the commencement of the second
half the Corps made a concentrated attack on the Div. goal, but
the backs and goalkeeper rose to_ the occasion and play was transferred to the other end.. In a raid on the Corps goal their keeper
fumbled the ball and S1gmn Cox, running in, breasted it into the
n~t: Play was ~rem then on of a ding-dong style, each goal being
VlSl.ted, but nei.ther kee~er was seriously tested, and the final
whistle went with the Div. the winners by the only goal of the
match.
The_outstanding .feature of this match was the fine display by
the Div. bade~, ~1gmn Thornton and L / Corpl Swinson, and
excellent comb111atJon by the left wing triangle, Signalmen Bundy
and Mob~rley and L / Corpl Cleveland. On the Corps side Signalmen Nichols and .Cant played an excellent game, and Sigmn
Managhan was the ptck of the forwards.
The foo_t~all shield was presented to the Div. captain by Mrs.
Barker, wire of the Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command on
Sunday uth March.
'
District Football Tournament.-A team composed of six
p~ayers ?f B ~orps and five of .1 st Indian Div. represented the
Signals 111 this tournament aga111st the Cheshire Regiment on
Monday 12th Mar~h, but they Jost by 2-5 goals. The team were
ve ry badly _off their game, mainly owing to so much football being
1
payed
_dur111g the previous week. The main weakness was the
111effecavene~s of the forwards in front of goal ; the centre forlard was given many opportunities by the wing players, but
Thays manalj:ed t? lose the ball before he was ready to shoot.
e scorers 111 th is match were Sigmn Cowan and L/Corporal
C Ieveland.
Two friet?dly matches against the Welch Regiment (home and
away) pr~v1ded some really good football. In the first match,
the Div. ground, the home team won by 2-0 goals (L/Cpls
opwood an~ Cleveland). The second match ended in a draw,
two gfoals bemg scored by each team (Signalmen Mobberley and
Cox or us).

H

Hookey.-Signals Week hockey was looked forward to by a

~reat number and S?me excellent play was expected, but very

little was seen.

This was, however, very largely owing to the
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disguating weather experienced during th is week. Only half of
the matches were played in anything like hockey weather, and
even. then the grounds on most days were spongy and a great
handicap to the c_lass of hockey usually witnessed during this
tournament. Makmg allowances for the weather experienced,
some good games were seen, and those who braved the elements
on two occasions were given a fine disolav of stick work and
good sport~manship. T _his . was. during the· matches of B Corps
Signals agamst Kohat D1strtct Signals and Exoerimental Wi reless
Section, Cherat. In the first match B Corps Signals won by the
only goal scored. In the second, W.E.S. Cherat were the lucky
winners, also by one goal to nil.
The finals were played in good weather . Peshawar D istrict
Signals reached these in both the British and Indian sections and
deserved the win in the Jndian section. Jn the British final ~ome
first class hockey was witnessed, a good game being won by
Cherat by one goal to nil.
In the Signals Week hockey tournament the D iv. met Waziristan J?istrict Signals, and some excellent hockey was seen, but
the Dav. lost by the only goal scored. This result was due to
the fact that the forwards were ineffective in front of goal. The
only goal scored was due to a fine run bv Sigmn Coleman which
ended with the inside left scoring from· close in.
Cross-~ountry R~n. -This was r~n in the early morning, with
a fine drizzle of ram fallmg practically the whole time. The
Diy. having entered two teams, it is pleasing to note that they
finished first and second. with Kohat District Si11nals third. The
first five home were all Div. runners: Signalmen Blakemore.
Barnes and Neame, Lieut. Minshall and Sigmn Pollard- in the
order shown.
Thir. sport is now a weekly fixture, and since it has been instituted less talk has been heard about service. Before these runs
were started by our new C.O. it seemed that aoproximately fifty
per cent. of the unit were expecting that much-coveted medal,
but as only duty men and those with over eighteen vears service
are exempt, it is easily seen that not quite that number have good
grounds for their expectations. After the first run many groans
were heard as men moved about or sat down in the barrack
rooms. The unusual exercise had certainly made their legs ache.
but subsequent runs have left little after-effect, and n.c.o.s and
men alike -now look forward to the next event.

Znd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Hockoy Resulta19 /3i34 v. H.Q. 13/r8th Hussars, away, won by 4- 1
27/3/34 v. Sappers and Miners, home, won by 2-1
28/3/y, v. ro / 12th Frontier Force, away, won by 4- 1
30 / 3 '34 v. Cantonment Club, home, drew at 2-2
1/ 4 / 34 v. Hodson's Horse, away, won by 6--r
3 / 4 / 34 v. B Squadron 13 / I8th Hussars. home, lost by 1- 2
4 / 4 / 34 v. 10 / r2th Frontier Force, home, lost by 1-2
7 / 4 / 34 v. British Military Hospital, home. won by 9-0
10 / 4 / 34 v. 10 / 12th Frontier Force {Coghlan Hot Weather
Hockey Tournament) away, lost by 1-3
14 / 4/34 v. Band, Dorsetshire Regiment, away, drew at 3- 3
16 / 4 / 34 v. Hodson's Horse, home, won by 4-0
Football nesults20/3/34 v. G Battery R.H.A., home, won bv 3-2
21/3/34 v. D (M.G.) Company, Dorsetshire Regiment, away.
lost bv 0-1
29/ 3/ 34 v. British Milftary Hospital, away, wen by 3-0
5/4/34 v. C Squadron I3/I8th Hussars, away, won by 2- 1
6/td 34 v. 13 / 18th Hussars (final Olympic Tournament, Sialkot)
away, lost by 2- 3
i5/4 / 34 v. G Batterv R.H.A .. home. won bv 1- 0
17/4 /34 v. C Squad.ran r3/18th Hussars, home, drew at 2- 2

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Landi Kotal Detachment.
Sport.-Three representatives of this Section went to Rawalpindi for the Northern Command Signals Week- Signalmen Bray
and Hough for football, but I have not yet found out what the
other fellow did.
The Section hockey team is fairly strong, but lacks "it." We
heard strange tales from old members of the team until the
present eleven beat the Gunners up here.

The latest games to be introduced in the Secuon besides Tug's
darts are badminton and deck tennis. The latter was found to
give the " October due homes " much incentive.
Here are a few results of hockey and soccer matches played
within the last few weeks.
Hocke_y .-v. 2/ 9th )at Regiment (H.Q. Wing) won by 2-0;
v. Hospital Corps, lost by 0-1 ; v. 1/ 1st Gurkha Rifle5, lost by
1-3 ; v. Khyber Club, won by 1- 0.
Football.-v. A Company 2nd Border Regiment, won by 5-0
and drew at 3-3 ; v. B Coi:npany 211d Border Regiment, won by
4-3 ; v. 1I rst Gurkha Rifles, lost bv 1- 3 ; v. the Drums,
Border Regiment, won by 2- i and lo~t by 1-3.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
We must first of all apologise to J Section for our mistake m
April's notes. The cross-country was won by them and not by
K Section as stated. Forgive us, J. You ran a good race.
Cricket.-With the departure of our late C.0., Major C. A.
Murray, together with Lieut. H. Worrall , L/Corpl Bunce, Signalmen Barnecutt, Madgwick and Hine, and (last, but not least) our
schoolie Sergt-Instructor Ware, our team has undergone a great
change. Indeed, all our teams are being re-moulded owing to
the big gap which our last batch of departures has caused.
Fortunately, our new C.O., Major B. G. Rowley (who played
in our last match against Best's Eleven), C.S.M. Spracklen (now
a regular player), Sigmn McMahon (a right arm bowler), and
other older members of the unit who used to tum out occasionally,
have filled the breach. The ultimate result is the formation of
the following side: Major B. G. Rowley, C.S.M. Spracklen, Sergt
Turner, Corpl Ray, L / Corpl West, Signalmen Greenhalgh, Price
J.. McMahon, Luckhurst, Caulfield and Rose.
Sigmn Angus has promoted himself from scorer to •· humphigher " {what a wicket pun I)
We have played three matches during the last month-one
against the R.A.F. which we lost by five wickets, and two against
Best's Eleven which we won easily. ln the second match against
the latter team, Sigmn Greenhalgh scored 8g out of a total of
122: quite an achievement {and a new book, too, Joe!)
Hockey.- The team here, also, is in the making. At the end
of the trooping season we were able to choose Corp! Benson and
Signalmen McMahon and Cooper to fill the places left vacant by
our star players such as L / Corporal Bunce, Sigmn Gregory and
others. There is very little to choose between Benson and
Cooper, who fill the positions of right and left backs very v.e ...
The following team is the result of careful choosing: Signalman
Shannon, goal ; Sigmn Cooper and Corp! Benson, backs ; Sig;T'n
Caulfield, Corporal Jervis and Sigmn Gunn , halves ; Signalmen
Simpson and Jones, L / Corpl Talbot, Signalmen Price J. and Price
G. forwards.
The results of the maJoratv of our matches are verv disappointing, but our pukka team has not been assembled en
masse. Here are the results: v. C.I.M.H. at home, drew at
o-o; v. Paraders, at home, drew at 2-2 and lost by 1-6 ;
v. 4 / 12th F.F.R. at home, lost by 0-7.
Football.-Here also new matter is being moulded into shape,
for reasons already explained. Very few matches have been
played, and only one of sufficient importance to merit reporting.
Our team included Sigmn Hobden, a most worthy goalkeeper ;
Signalmen Cooper and Simpson, backs; Signalmen Price G., Shannon and Harrison, halves ; Signalmen Race, Page, Jones, Maxwell
and Robertson, forwards. They defeated the " Shining A "
Eleven by three goals to one ; and considering that on the same
day a cricket and a hockey match were being played and that
hitherto our opponents had held an invincible record, this result
was, to say the least, adequate compensation for the terrific
beating we received at hockey.
Swimming.-A team is in training to enter the North-West
Frontier gala to be held at Pindi in September ; that is, if they
show sufficient progress.
Tennis.- Things have happened, but "Entertainments.'" whose
opinion is that tennis is not a sport, has confiscated the whole
shoot. We'll argue about that later, when I see him coming in
from the courts streaming with perspiration.
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.

North China Signal Section, Tientsin.

General.-The chief interest in the unit this month has been
the Garrison small units hot weather hockey tournament, which
we won last year. Unfortunately, however, after a replay we
were beaten by the 49th Battery R.A., who on both days were
the bener side and de erved to win . Our chief failing was at forward. where there was a complete absence of any constructive
play. Our defence-in particular, Sergeant Hayhoe at centre half
and Sigmn Scyan in goal-was very sound, but no amount of
good defensive play will ever get goals. It is therefore up to us
to unearth some new talent in that direction before next year.
ext month a similar tournament for football starts, and we
are getting a team together that will, we hope, give a good
account of itself.

[Received too late for the May issue]
Sports.-The S. and D. Sports Club have had a fairly successful season, but are badly in need of young blood for next season.
Lieut. Mullington, R.A.S.C., the mainstay of the hockey team,
and Sigmn Williams left on serial 1I. In them we lose two
splendid all-round sportsmen. Sigmn Williams topped both the
batting and bowling averages in the Tientsin League. Both were
also members of the football team.
Football.-The S. and D.s are second in Division IL of the
Football League, being one point behind the leaders. Our chances
of winning the league are still rosy, as we have a few games yet
to play.
Hockey.- The S. and D.s have completed their league games,
dropping only six points in twelve matches, with 28 goals for
and I I against. Unfortunately, the league is not decided on goal
average, and our nearest rivals-B Company 1st Queen's, who
have lost six points, with 20 goals for and 17 against-have still
three matches to play. We live in hopes of winning the cup yet.
Lieut. F. S. Whiteway-Wilkinson and Signalman Addis represented Tientsin against the German hockey team from Shanghai.
Despite the fact that Sigmn Addis scored two goals, the Germans
managed to win by 3-2.

Hockey.-v. 12th Field Brigade R.A., at home, lost by 0-1 ;
v. 10 2nd Punjab Regiment, away, won by 3- 1 ; v. Hornets, at
home, lost by 1-2; v. Meerut College, at home, won by 2-1 ;
v. Indian Ranks, at home, drew at 3-3 and lost by 2-4 ; v.
Meerut Police, away, lost by 1-2 .
In the Garrison cup v. 49th Battery R.A., at home, we drew
at ~ (after extra time), but in rhe replay, also at home, we
lost by o-r.
Football.-v. 91st Battery R.A. won by 1-0 and lost by 1-3.
Tennis.-Home and away matches have been played with the
Black Watch. with the following results :-Away, unfinished,
Bl~ck Watch leading by 50-40 points. At home, lost by 68-72
pomts.
Swimming.-We have had four matches: two each against E
Battery R.H.A. and A Company The Black Watch.
Against E Battery R.H.A. , both matches resulted in a draw.
In the first Signals won the diving, officers' race, back stroke
and breast srroke ; and E Battery won the plunging, free style,
medley race and side stroke. In the second Signals won rhe
plunging, breast stroke and back stroke ; and E Battery won
the diving, free style and medley race ; the side stroke event
ending in a tie.
Against A Company The Black Watch, although we lost both
matches-and the second rather badly-the racing was much
closer, a head or inches deciding the result in most cases.
Back stroke-A Gimpany The Black Watch. Our steering
was somewhat erratic.
Plunging-Signals. Won by inches. Aggregates of 131 ft. r in.
against 130 ft. 11 in.
Breast stroke-Signals. We have a good team which has yet
to be beaten.
Free sryle-A Gimpany The Black Watch. They were just
too good all round.
Diving-A Company The Black Watch. We were worried by
the spring board, but they would have won anyhow.
Medley race-A Gimpany The Black Watch. Nothing in it.
Officerr.' race-A Company The Black Watch. Won by a
touch.
In the return match tw~ new races were introduced: a thirty
lengths race for tea~s of six. and an all ranks race starting with
officers havmg over eighteen years service and ending with signalmen and privates. We only won two events, but lost the all ranks
free style and thirty lengths by a touch in each case.
Back stroke-Signals.
Plunging- A Company_The Black Watch. An immense plunge
of over 55 ft. by Lieut. Murray was the best ever seen in
the baths.
Breast strok Signals won fairly comfortably.
Diving-A Gimpany The Black Watch. Two ve,·y eood exponents of the swallow dive.
Free styl
A Company The Black Watch won by a touch. A
new discovery m Sigmn Stevenson. who swam verv well.
Medley race-A Comoany The Black Watch.
·
All ranks- A Gimpany The Black Watch won by a foot. Our
iumor n.c.o.s iust could not ouite make the pace
Thirty lengths-A Company Tlie ~lack Watch wo~ by a touch.
Our team s:-wam a length each m turn and so got a racing
start eac~ time, unul the Black Watch discovered why they
were losmg, altered to our method, and caught us up
Officers' race-A Gimpany The Black Watch won by 3

ft.

Peking Detachment.
[Received too late for the May issue]
As the Detachment is so small, we mix with the R.A.M.C. and
H.Q. Detachment 1st Queen's 2nd call our teams Staff and Departmentals (S. and D.). Here is our record this winter.
Football.-ln the final of the Legation cup we drew with
M.G. 1st Queen's, but lost in the replay mainly through changes
in the team owing to injuries. The M.G. were no mean opponents, even for our strongest team. Signals were represented
by Sergt Newmarsh, Corp! Bowie and Signalmen Cunningham,
Potesta, Eastwood and Terry.
Hockey.-We more than held our own in the league, but 106t
by 1-2 in the semi-final of the cup-our last match to date.
Sergt Newmarsh, Corp! Bowie and Signalmen Marsh, Oakey and
Potesta were our stalwarts. Allen arrived here too late, but we
have hopes for next season.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
[Received too late f01' the May issue]
Hockey.-Friendlies: r
8 I 2 I 34 v. St. Andrews, lost by 0-2
20/2/34 v. I / 8th Punjabs (Battalion team) lost by 0-3
5/ 3 / 34 v. R.A.O.C. won by 5- 3 (Shove 2, Whitehead 2, May)
League:26 / 2/ 34 v. No. 9 A.A. Battery R.A. drew at r- 1
4 / 3 / 34 v. United XI. won by 2-0 (May, Erridge)
Football.-Friendly: r4 / 2/34 v. East Lancashire Signals, drew at 1- 1
League:1/3/34 v. No. 20 Battery R.A. lost by 1- 5 (Drake)
8/3 / 34 v. No. 24 Battery R.A. lost by 0-2
Sigmn Cord has been selected to reoresent the Army versus
South ~hina on the 17th March, when the Governor of Hong
Kong will be present to open a new sports pavilion.
Tuesday roth April.
Hockey. - League v. United Xf. won by 2-0 (May, Neal).
Friendly results: 4 / 3/34 v. United XI. won by 1-o (May)
5/ 3/34 v. R.A.O.C. won by 4-2 (Whitehead 2, Shove 2)
l I I 3 I 34 v. Club de Recreio, lost bv 0-2
11 / 3/34 v. China (Hong Kong) wo~ by 4-1 (May 3, Shove)
18/3/34 v. R.A.M.C. Kowloon, won by 6-1 (Cord 2, May 2,
Lieut. Lyddon, Larking)
23/3/34 v. Club de Recreio, won by 2-0 (Larking, Lt. Lyddon)
29/ 3 I 34 v, r I 8th Pun jabs Signal Section, won by 7-4 (May 2,
H iggin bottom 3, Mills, Shove)
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Football.-League, v. No. 24 Battery R.A .. lost by o-2.
Friendlies-v. R.A.M.C. Kowloon, won by 2-1 (Erridge 2) ;
v. Kowloon R.A.M.C. lost by 2- 5 (Whitehead, Farrell) ; Wireless Section beat Line Section by 4-0.

Shanghai Signal Section.
Hockey.- The season 1933-34 will long be rememb~red ~Y us
as the most successful one we have ever had- such as is unlikely
to come again for a long time.
. . .
.
As usual we entered in the Second D1v1s1on of the Shanghai
Hockey Le~gue and succeeded in sweeping all before. us. In. f:ict,
we went on to decisively beat the leaders of the First D1v1S1on,
and it is no idle boast to say that we developed mto the best
team in the city.
Winning all our eight League fixtures, we scored a total of fifty
goals and had only eight scored aga111st us. Our detailed.~'~;
tories were as follows: v. Hockey Club by 6-3 ; v. German B
by 8- 1 ; v. R.A.M.C. by 6-o: v. United "B" by 4-0; ~·
R.A.S.C. by 5-0; v. German "C" by 8-2 ; v. Junior Athletic
Club by 8-o ; v. Municipal Gaol by 5- 2.
The star turn of the team has been Corp! Ralph, who at centre
forward scored nearly forty of our goals. Howeve~, one player
does not make a team, and we have been fortunate .111 th~~· from
che start of the season, the remaining ten have pracucally picked
themselves." The team was therefore .able _to settle down qu1c~ly
into a smooth-working machine, and m this lay the secret of tts
success.
S
·
t_art111g .as a comCavill has been the " find ".of the season.
parative novice, but blessed with speed. and _a cncketer s eye, he
d~veloped into a really first class outside right. Jones, on the
left wing, was equally useful and shot a n1:1m~er of goals, but he
would be even better if he passed to h is_ msides more ?ft~n.
Lieut. Ewbank, Corp! Ralph and Sergt Griffith we~e the ms1de
forwards and usually managed to make the opposm~ defences
look silly. The halves and backs were _solidity personified, Cook
being one of the most improved play~rs m the team. Heath kept
goal in excellent style.
.
·
H h
At full strength the team lined up as follows: S1gmn eat •
goal· Sigmn Cook and W.O.i. Corby (A.E.C.) backs; C.Q.M.S.
Tuck (2nd Wore. Regt.), Sergt_ Kin~ (R.A.P.C.) and Pee Toogood
(R.A.S.C.) halves ; Sigmn ~avill, Lieut. H. V. Ewbank, Corporal
Ralpt, Sergt Griffith and Sigmn Jones W. forwards.
Sigmn Tones H.-himself a very useful f'layer-:-proved an excelle!"lt referee, and we greatly appreciate his services.

Finally, a small but faithful band of supporters seldom failed
to tum up on the touch lines to give us vocal advice and encouragement. Hockey is not an ideal game to watch, especially when
there are numerous other attractions ; so we add a word of thanks
to those who took the trouble to come and watch our matches.
KNOCK-OUT CoMPETITlON.

To finish off the season, the Shanghai Hockey Association
organised a knock-out competition in which all teams of both
leagues took part. In the draws we were {in theory) unlucky, as
we had to meet strong First Division teams all the way through.
However, we managed to get mto the semi-final, and would ui:idoubtedly have won the competition had n?t the troo~s~1p
claimed six of our team (including Corp! Ralph) JUSt at the cnt1cal
stage.
First Round. Beat the S.H.C. Crus;iders by 5-1 ·
The Crusaders are one of the strong British si~es who play . in
the First Division of the League. Jones put us 111. t~e lead with
two excellent goals, one of which came from a bnl!1ant solo run
down the left wing. Ralph then proceeded to get his usu.al quota
of goals, and Sergt Griffith netted the fifth from a dnbble up
the right wing by Lieut. Ewbank. All "the team played excellently, Toogood being in very good form.
Second Round. Beat the 20d Battn Wore. Regt. by 5-2.
This was our crowning triumph, the Regiment . being .leaders
of the First Division of the League. As the Neuralia was 111 port,
we called upon the services of .Sig~n Williams (well known as an
athlete in Hong Kong and T1entsm). The whole team rose as
one man to the occasion and were far too good for the Worcesters. Ralph's last game was a fitting fmale fo~ him. He has
never played better, and scored four goals. W1lhams sec.red the
fifth. Our team was Heath ; Cook and Corbio: ; Tuck, K111g and
Toogood; Cavill, Lieut. Ewbank, Ralph, W1lhams and Jones W.
Semi-Final. Lost to the Sikh Police by 1-2.
This was a tragedy: only five of our .team remaii:ied, the troopship having taken away the other six. The Sikhs_ were ~he
weakest team we had had to meet in the compeuuon, which
makes the story even more woeful. As it was, v:e should have
won: we did all the pressing and were the better side. However,
the Sikhs scored two soft goals, to . which we could only reply
with a single one from Forsyth's stick.
Our team was Heath ; Cook and Sergeant . Ranson (A.E.C.) .;
Tuck, King and Jones H. ; Cavill, Forsyt~. Lieut. Ewbank, 0~1phant and Perkins. Sigmn Ayres very k111dly refereed, and did
so very well.

Area Headquarters, Shanghai, Hachey Ele'l•en, 1933-34.
)lrmdimr (le/I to rig/ti)-, i~11nlnien Re ker, Cook. J~nes H .. He1<th ~11d Cnvill,
'
fril'l\te Toof(OoQ (F,.A.S . . ) nnc Sh::inn ferk111s.

.

. •

.

· · <R \ p C) Ser~t Griffith Corp! Rnlph. Lieut. H . \ . Ewb.•nk.
Sitli11.rr-Ser£t KCrntrb (A.•.,; · ,· • Q M s Tm;k l2nd Wore. Re~t.), i~inn Jon W.
\V.0.1 or I
·•• • •,
• ·
• •
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Area Headquarters, Sh.inghai, Footba/L First Eleven , 1933-34.
Back "'"'{left f q ri1rlttl-LfCorpl Spanner, .Siomn J one., W. , Privales Collier,
Wood, Simmonds and Hunt.

Frmil-Corpl Ralph, Priva1cs Collins and Towers. S/Serl!t W etherall and P rivate
. utton.

Those who have left us will be interested to know that German
.. A'' won the competition, beating the Sikh Police by 5-0. In
the semi-final they played a drawn game {3-3) with the S.H.C.
Harlequins, but in the replay they won by 3-2, extra time being
necessary to obtain a decision.
During the season Lieut. Ewbank and Corp! Ralph played in
the inter-port trials. Lieut. Ewbank, Sergt King, Corpl Ralph,
and Sigmn Cavill played for Shaforce against Keio (Tokyo) University, the crack Japanese hockey side. Those who were at
Catterick in 1926 will be interested to know that Sergt King was
;i signalman there in those days.

Taken all round, the season has been a most successful one
for us. We have had plenty of football, numerous friendly games
having been played in addition to our league and cup engagements. Our best friendly game was that against T ung-Wha, a
crack Chinese team and runners-up in the Scottowe (Senior) Cup
competition. This game, which was played before a large crowd
of Chinese spectators, was a very good one, although we lost by
2-5 goals.
Finally, we offer our sincere thanks to S/ Sergeant Wetherall
(R.E.) for his untiring energies as secretary of the Area Headquarters Football Club. We greatly appreciate the masterly way
in which he carried out those duties, often under great difficulties.

Foot ball, 1933•34.- This season we entered two teams, one
in each of the Third and Fourth Divisions of the Shanghai Footbdll Association League. 'fhe First Eleven also entered for the
Tze-Ling and Junior Cup competitions.
Corp! Ralph and Sigmn Oliphant were captain and vice-captain
respectively of the First Eleven, Sigmn Perkins being captain of
the Second Eleven.
Our First Eleven ended up fourth in the Third Division, having
played nine matches, won five, drawn two and lost two, with
33 goals for and 15 against them. S / Sergt Wetherall (R.E.)our indefatigable secretary-had eight goals to his credit (i.e. to
his boot), Ralph scored three and Oliphant two.
The Second Eleven finished uo fifth in the Fourth Division,
having played nine matches, won ·five, drawn one and lost three,
with 25 goals for and 33 against them. Corp! Binge shot three
goals, Sigmn Hesford two and Sigmn Ekin one.
In the Junior Cup competition we drew with the Chinese Police
(1-1) in the first round, Sigma Whiting scoring our goal. We
won the replay by 4-1, Corp! Ralph and C.Q.M.S. Tuck each
netting the ball twice. In the second round we were unlucky to
meet the Public School, who beat us by 1-0.
In the case of the Tze-Ling Cup we beat Tung-Wen Oapanese)
College by 2-0 in the first round, Hesford and Pte Wood being
the goal scorers. In the second round we beat a Second Division
team, the Shanghai Recreation Club, by a-3, Pte Towers (2),
Si Sergt Wetherall and Pte Wood being the scorers of our goals.
In the third round we drew at 2-2 with the Shanghai Municipal
Police, a Second Division team, our goals being shot bv Private
Towers and. S/Sergt Wetherall. We lost the replay ·by 1- 3,
Towers nettmg our goal.
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Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?

If not, join now !
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Your military service will come to an end some day.
and you may then need help in finding civil employment.

See how the Association helps its Members in

that direction, as shown on page 222.
Tl1e subscription is only 2/- per annum .
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Ask your Unit Representative for further details.
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We have drawn attention to the handing over of the
Benevolent Fund activities by Colonel A. H. French,
o.s.o., to Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, o.s.o.
Colonel French was, for fourteen years, at first President and then Administrator of the Benevolent Fund,
and during that period he has dealt with many hundreds
of appeals. Only those who had the privilege of being
associated with him in this work can realise the amount
of careful thought and personal attention which he devoted to each case. It is no small task to administer
funds, subscribed by all ranks of the Corps, for the
benefit of comrades who have fallen on bad times, and
it demands an exceptional combination of business ability
and sympathetic insight.
All Units and all Branches of the Signals Association
will wish to be associated with us in our appreciation of
these qualities and in our grateful thanks for his unselfish
services over such a long period.
E!P

FlJ>

to whom ALL REMITTANCES 11mst, in
future be forwarded.

(Cox 's and King 's Branch) 6, Pall Mall,

~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~
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THE TREASURER,
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION,
4 BR.OAD STR.EET PLACE,
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Scarborough Reunion of Old Comrades, 9th·10th Jun&,
1934. Once again Royal Signals Old Comrades have been enter-

tained right royally by their serving brethren-and on this occasion by the Officer Commanding (Lieut.-Col. H. C. B. Wemyss,
o.s.o., M.C.), his officers, warrant officers, n.c.o.s and men of
the 5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
The first function o( its kind to be held in the North of
England, it was organised by Lieut.-Colonel C. W. Flad~ate
(Chief Signal Offi~er, Northern Comma11d. York) with a view

s.w. I.
PRJCE-SIXPENCE

to inaugurating a new and live Branch of the Signals Association.
The picture presented by Burniston Barracks and its sports
ground on the cliff overlooking North Bay, in full gala rig, was
one worthy of the occasion ; and before the afternoon was far
advanced, it rapidly became the scene ot animated greetings
between the serving element and their Old Comrade guests.
A very enjoyable day was spent in watching the Unit Sports
comprising twenty-three events in a crowded programme, followed by a smoking concert during the evening, with the Corps
Band, under the leadership of our old friend Bandmaster R. R.
Ricketts, at their best.
Captain P. Jennings, M.C., and his enterprising Committee had
prepared for every eventuality, and the former lost no time in
coaxing his audience into a burst of community choruses which
literally shook the building.
During a short break in the programme, in the course of his
address of welcome to the Old Comrades, Lieut.-Colonel Fladgate informed his listeners that the chief object of this first
Reunion of Royal Signals Old Comrades in the North of England
was the formation of a Branch of the Signals Association to
cover the industrial area of Yorkshire. It was proposed, he said,
to have the headouarters of that Branch at York, with subbranches at Scarbo;ough, Leeds, Bradford, Darlington, and other
towns within a given radius, wherever the demand for membership facilities warranted it . He extended a very cordial welcome
to the Old Comrade guests and expressed the hope that they
would all enjoy their visit.
Brigadier F. A. Heymann, O.B.E., Commandant of the Signal
Training Centre, Catterick, then addressed both serving and
old comrade members of the audience. It was, he said, a tremendous pleasure to him to see so many Old Comrades present
at this first North of England gathering ; and on their behalf he
expressed hi grateful thanks to Lieut.-Colonel H. C. B. Wemyss,
his officers, warrant officers, n.c.o.s and men of the 5th Divl
Signals, for their cordial reception and for all that had been done
to entertain their old comrade guests.
Such gatherings, he continued, were object lessons to all concerned. They served to inculcate that spirit of esprit de corps
;\mon~st servmg ranks which fuqctions of tha~ description ex-
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emplified, and they illustrated above all things that " Love of
Regiment " which. in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, would
prompt old soldiers to visit once again the .scenes of their early
soldiering days. As one of the oldest soldiers present, he con•
fessed that an Old Comrades Church Parade invariably stirred
emotions in him which were difficult to analyse ; and he ven•
tured to assert that if he thought there was any Old Comrade
present who did not experience a similar thrill on such occasions,
he would have no hesitation in asking him to refrain from
attending again.
The Brigadier expressed his gratitude to those who had already
done so much to advance the interests of the Signals Association
in past years, and particularly thanked Colonel C. W. Fladgate
for having organised and made all preliminary arrangements for
the present gathering. He reminded his Old Comrade listeners
that arrangements were being made to inaugurate a new Branch
of the Association for the Yorkshire area, and exoressed the
hope that not only those present, but also those who had been
prevented from attending by force o{ circumstances, would supp:>rt the movement and combine to make it the strongest representative Branch of all. He wished the Old Comrade visitors
a pleasant stay and the best of good fortune in their respective vocations, and hoped ro see them all again at next year's
function.
Some amusing observations were overheard when it became
known that the Church Parade for the following morning was
s:heduled to take place at 8.30; and when one humorist volunteered the information that the Church itself was six and a half
miles distant, his badges of rank barely saved him from complete
annihilation!
Sunday morning, however, found the Old Comrades in full
" medal war paint," waiting for the "Fall in I"; and finally
forty-one took their place as the leading Company under the
command of Major F. V. Merchant , M.C. , D.C.M . The anticipated route march through Scarborough to St. Mary's Church
was pleasantly reminiscent of old times, and many townsfolk
a:id visitors lined the roads to watch the contingent pass. •
On their return to the parade ground , and before being dis·
missed by the Commanding Officer, Colonel Fladgate addressed
the Old Comrade guests. It was, he said, an immense pleasure
to him to see so many present, and the response to his broadcasted invitations had exceeded all expectations. He hooed that
all of them would support the new Branch movement; and he
asked each one to relay particulars to other ex-Signals men living
in the Yorkshire area. He also exoressed his thanks to Colonel
Wemyss for all that had been done. to make the Reunion gathering such an eventful occasion, and paid a tribute to the support
and co-operation which had been extended by the officers, war·
rant officers, n.c.o.s and men of the unit.
The parade was then dismissed by the Commanding Officer,
a!ld a group photograph of the Old Comrades was taken immediately afterwards.
Before dispersing to their respective homes, twenty-seven Old
Comrades enrolled as members of the new Branch. Will others
who wish to participate kindly communicate with the General
Secretary, Signals Association, 95 Belgrave Rd., London, S.W.1?
Further notes on the Reunion have been forwarded by the 5th
Divisional Signals (see page 294) and reproductions of some half
dozen photographs will be found on pages 271, 273 and 275.
~
El>
f8>
The Tidworth Tattoo.-We have been asked to call attention
to the forthcoming Southern Command Tidworth T attoo,
scheduled to take place on Salisbury Plain on the 4th and 7th
to nth August next.
Ticket arrangements-Covered Grand Stand, 10/ • ; Grand
Stand Annexe (semi-sheltered) 7 I 6 ; other Reserved Seats,
5/-, 3 / 6 and 2/ 6.
Car Parks-Inner, 5/ •; Outer, 3/ - (the Tattoo cannot be seen
from the Parks). Motor Coaches, Buses and Hacknev Car·
riages, 1/ • ; Motor Cycles-Solo, 1I - ; Combination; x / 6.
Pedal Cycles, 6d.
Eve.ry seat !s numbered and re~ervable, and commands a good
view. Tickets may be obtamed from the Box Office, Tidworth, and are also on sale at the gates and by various
Agents. Please write to the Tidworth Tattoo Publicity
Officer, Headquarters, Southern Command, Salisbury, for
further particulars,

1934

In addition, there will be Full Dress Rehearsals at 2.Jo p.m.
on Tuesday 31st July, and at 9.30 p.m. on Thurs ay 2nd
August. Twenty-four hours later. if wet, in either case.
Reduced prices to all oarts: Covered Grand Stand, 5 /- ;
outdoor seats. 3 / 6, 2/ 6, 2/ • and 1I · ; standing room, 6d.
Cars and coaches, 1 /- . Pay at the gates. No advance
bookings or ,-eservations for ,-ehea,-sals.
The Tattoo is a non-stop show of some two and a quarter
hours, commencing at du k and endmg at r 1 .45 p.m. The whole
performance is illuminated by searchlights and fireworks, and all
events are accompanied by music. On occasions the whole of the
massed bands of the Southern Command will be playing together.
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Royal Signals Old Comrades Reunion at Scarborough

I 7 Bands-4 Mounted
1000 Musicians in Full Dress
A Feast of Colour and Music

CAVALRY MUSICAL RIDE IN FULL DRESS
9th Lancers
LAND:NG AT ABOUKIR BAY, 1801
2nd Cavalry Brigade and 7th Infantry Brigade
"THAT FAR-AWAY ECHO"
4th/ 7th Dragoon Guards
INFANTRY DRILL DISPLAY
2nd ~attalion The Hampshire Regiment
CAVALRY ACTIVITY RIDE
I 6th / 5th Lancers
THE LOCH NESS MONSTER
r 1th Hussars.
TORCHLIGHT DISPLAY
Royal Artillery
CLUB SWINGING
1st Battalion The Royal Welch Fusiliers
GRAND FINALE
Assembly of 2500 Performers. Evening Hymn. " Last Post."
" Lights Out. "
Other units taking part in the Display, in addition to those
mmed above, are Royal Engineers, Royal Corps of Signals, 2nd
Battalion The Norfolk Regiment, 1st Battn The Green Howards,
rst Battn The Worcester Regiment, 1st Battn The Royal Sussex
Regiment, 1st Battn The Prince of Wales' Volunteers, 2nd Battn
The Loya~Reg i ment, xst Battn The King's Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry, 1st Battn The York and Lancaster Regiment, 1st Battn
The Rifle Brigade, and Royal T ank Corps.

@>

®

The Royal Signals Band.

®

" Cable, 1918.''-The Duke of York's Militarv School, Dover,
has a very fine gallery of military pictures for the edification of
the boys who are educated and trained there. Most Regiments
.::nd Corps have in the past presented pictures to this gallery,
and the boys take the keenest interest in them, deriving therefrom a feeling of pride in the traditions of the arms of the Ser•
vice in which their fathers served, and in which the majority
of them hope to serve. The pictures, in fact, do much to foster
a high standard of esprit de corps in the earliest stages of the
boys' military training.
In March, 1933, a suggestion was made that the Royal Corps
of Signals might wish to present a picture to the gallery . The
proposal was placed before the Corns Committee, who decided
that the suggestion was an excellent one, and that, rather than
present a copy of a picture already published, it would be pre•
ferable for an original painting to be executed- the artist to be
a member of the Corps, if possible.
Major T. B. Gravely, R.Signals, eventually agreed to oaint a
suitable picture in oils of some Signals activity in the Grea-t War.
The subject selected was " CABLE, 1918." The choice is a happy
one, for the Cable Detachment still holds a very important place
in Army communications ; and the years since the Great War,
which have witnessed so many changes in signalling methods,
have still left us with many problems which can be solved only
by the use of field cable.
Major Gravely tackled his task enthusiastically, and as a
result produced a fine action picture of a Cable Detachment at
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work. We have obtained a photograph of it and a reproduction
1s hown on page 283.
The picture wa framed, with a snull brass plate suitably
inscribed " Presented by the Ro}ral Corps of Signals " added, and
was de patched to the Duke of York's School on the 25 th May
la t.
The Commandant of the School, in a letter dated the 30th May,
requested the Secretary of the Corps Committee to "convey the
thanks of the School to the Royal Corps of Signals for their very
generous gift, which will be much appreciated by the boys. It
will be a great addition to our picture gallery."
®
!lf>
&i
We regret to announce the death of ex-Corporal Sansom, one
of the most popular despatch riders in R.E. Signals during the
Great War, who pas ed away on the 23rd May and was laid to
rest in the picturesque churchyard of Chigwell Church on
Monday the 28th.
·• Sammy," as he was familiarly known to his many friends,
was greatly respected by all with whom he came in contact. His
ever ready smile endeared him to everyone, and his cheery disposition never once deserted him, despite the very acure,. distress
he suffered as a direct result of his service in France.
At the annual reunion dinners of the Association of R.E.
Despatch Riders, Sammy was invariably the first to arrive to
welcome others who had travelled up from a di tance, and he was
greatly distressed because his illness prevented him from being
present at the last function.
Ex-Q.M.S. J. Ford attended the funeral to pay his last respects
to an old comrade and to reoresent the Association of R.E.
Despatch Riders and Captain How, the late Commanding Officer
of R.E. Signals at Dunstable, who was unable to be present.
I@

t@

@J

Wanted.-For September, by a Ccllege in the Channel Islands:
a Sergeant-Major to undertake the following duties: (a) FOR THE OFFICERS TRAlNING CORPS-to act as Drill Instructor, Quartermaster and Shooting Instructor. He
must be up to date in hi~ drill, and able to coach a
Shooting Eight for Sisley, etc.
(b) FOR THE HEADMASTER-to act as Secretary and deal with
routine office work, including filing, issuing of accounts,
preparation of circulars, etc.
(c) Run the School Tuck Shop.
(d) Eventually take over the School Book Store.
Commencing salary £190, rising by three annual increments of
£io to £220. The first increment may be given on appointment.
Applications, stating age, exoerience and oualifications. with
copies of three testimonials and the names - of two referees,
should be made to the General Secretary, Signals Association,
95 Belgrave Road, Victoria, London, S. W. r, not Uiter than Saturday 21st July 1934.
Interviews in London.
The attention of our Wireless Ooerator readers is drawn to
the British Radio Engineering College advertisements published
on pages 274 and 287 of this issue. Kindly mention THE WIRE
when wriung to the Principal of the College for fu rther particulars.
. Thi'. wife of . a . ~ance-Sergeant of Ro}:'al Signals serving in India

!S desirous of JOl!lmg. ~er husband during the forthcoming troop·

ing season, and 1s w1llmg to act as nursemaid co the wife of any
officer travelling to India in return for passage. Write to Mrs.
F. Matthews, Co-op. House, 54 Commercial Street. Aber-Bargoed, Glamorgansh1re, Wales.
(§i

~

~

Bound Volumes of " The Wire " for 1928, 1932 and 1933 can
be obtained on application to this office. Price 8/, per volume,
po t free.
Crowde.d Out.-Although this issue has been enlarged to 56
pagC$, it 1s regretted that we hav~ been compelled to hold over
the Promotion Roster amendments, another Crossword Puzzle
forwarded by the Peshawar Signals correspondent, and a photo
of Egypt Signals sports representatives.
THE EDITOR,
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Royal Signals Old Comrades Reunion at Scarborough
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n Signals Association

Notes

I

To Lieut.·Colonel H. c. B. Wemyss, o.s.o., M.C., Officers,
Warrant Officers, N.C.O.s and ·Men of the 5th Divisional
Signals, Scarborough ; with whom we wish to asso·
ciate
Brigadier F. A. Heymann, O.B.E., Commandant, Signal
Training Ce.ntrc, and Colonel c. W. Fladgate, Chief
Signal Officer, Northern Command, York.

Continuation of the
Old Comrades
Detachment.

On behalf of Royal Signals Old Comrades generally, and
particularly those who attended the recent Reunion at
Scarborough, I am asked to convey to you a message of
thanks for the very cordial welcome extended to us on the
9th and 10th June.
No one but an ex-Service man can fully appreciate the
pleasure derived from gatherings of this description, and
we express the hope that this year's function at Scar·
borough is symbolical of many more to follow.
Gentlemen!

We thank you for your kind hospitality.

Salisbury and District Branch.
ro Charnwood Road , Salisbury.
Band Concert.- Through the kindness of Brigadier F. A.
Heymann, O.B.E. (Commai1dant, Signal Training Centre), Lieut.Colonel R. F. B. Naylor, o.s.o., M.C. (O.C. 3rd Div! Signals)
and officers of the Corps, the Corps Band will give another
concert in Salisbury this year for the benefit of members of this
Branch and their families. and friends. This will be held in the
British Legion Hall on Friday 13th Ju ly, commencing at 7.30 p.m.
Will local members !<indly let me know as soon as possible
how many programmes they arc prepared to buy, and if possible
r~mit the cash at the same time. In any case, programmes must
b'! paid for before the date of the concert. The charge for the
programme will be 7d . including entertainment tax. Please help
to make this concert a success.
Aldershot Re·union.-It has been decided bv the committee
that, owing to difficulties that have arisen in past. years in making
suitable transport arrangements for members of the Branch at•
tending the Aldershot R~·union, no bus will be engaged by the
Branch for this year's function. Members wishing to attend
should therefore make their own arran~ements and notify the
Hon. Secretary, Aldershot Branch Signals O.C.A. of their intention of being present.
Bulford Church Parade.-The annual church parade at Bulford will be held at 10 a.m. on Sunday 15th July through the
kindness of the Officer Commanding 3rd Divl Signals. It is hoped
that Salisbury and Distri~t Branch members will make a special
effort to attend. They can be assured of a very warm welcome.
This reunion is being brought to the particular notice of retired
officers living in the Command, and it is hoped that many of them
will be able to be present.
Those who cannot reach· Bulford on Sunday morning in time
for the parade are asked to notify me as early as possible in order
that arrangements may be made for their accommodation.
Those members who know of any old comrades who have not
received notification of the above should forward their names and
addresses to me without delay.
The bus will be ready at the Wilts and Dorset bus station at
9 a.m. on Sunday 15th July, and it is hooed that all attending
will be there punctually.
Move& and Arrivals.- As a result of his selection to fill a War
Office appointment, we regret to announce that Captain D. L.
Carnegie has had to relinouish the office of hon. treasurer which
he has filled since February 1933. We wish him every success
in his new duties, and take this opportunity of expressing our
thanks for the unremitting interest he has shown in our activities. His absence will be keenly felt and his presence missed
from the periodical Branch functions which he consistently
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WHY NOT
OBTAIN THE

POSTMASTER - GENERAL'S
1st Class Certificate of
Proficiency in Wireless Telegraphy?
We have prepared a

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
on the Theory of the Subject, which is most
suitable for Men in the Royal Corps of Signals.
The Fees are moderate, and the Instruction complies
with the P.M.G. Syllabus in every detail.
School established in 1906, since when we have trained
hundreds of Students in Wireless Telegraphy for P.M.G.
Examination.
APPLY-

BRITISH SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY LTD.
179 Clapham Road, London, S.W.9
attended. He and his family carry with them the best wishes
of all Branch members.
We extend a cordial welcome to his successor, Captain G. R.
Halliday, and trust that he will be able to find time to fill the
vacant position of hon. treasurer. He commences in his new
appointment with our very best wishes, and it is hoped that he,
too, will attend our social functions.
5th Divisional Signals O.C.A.-We were very pleased to
hear of the good muster at the opening of the new North of
England Branch and of the very representative church parade
which followed on the 10th June. We sincerely hope that it will
not only be maintained but improved upon and finally produce
a record membership. All good luck in that enterprise.
New O.C.A. Branches.-It is hoped that in the very near
future another O.C.A. Branch will be formed at Portsmouth.
Ex-members of the Corps and R.E. Signals living in that locality
who desire to become members should communicate either with
Mr. Squibb, c/o Haslar Military Telephone Exchange, Gosport,
Hants, or Sergeant Davis, Army Signals, Wessex Area, Government House, Portsmouth , who will be pleased to supply all information required.
Cricket.-We are trying to arrange a cricket match between
t9e Divisional Signals and the O.C.A. At the moment we have
six names. Will members who can play the game and are
des!rous of form ing a cricket team of Old Comrades please give
their names to the secretary as early as possible?
FREDERICK COL!l, Hon. Secretary.
EMPLOYMENTS-~ituations

found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Association for Employ·
ment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: Ex-Signalman, London
... ..... .. ....... ........ .... Cook
2
Ex-Signalman. Middlesbrough .. ..... ....... .. .. Salesman
3 Ex-Signalman, London
......... .... ...... .. .. .. ..Cleaner
4 Ex-Signalman, London
. . . .. ... ..... ......... Labourer
5 Ex-Signalman, London ................ .. ......... Labourer

1934

EMPLOYMENTS-continued.
6 Ex-Signalman, London
.......................... Batman
7 Ex-Signalman , Ken t
.............. ................... Porter
8 Ex-Signalman, Manchester ............... Mill Worker
9 Ex-N.C.O . Sussex ....................... ..... ........ Waiter
10 Ex-Signalman, Manchester ......... .. .Insurance Agent
1 r Ex-N.C.O. Surrey ....... ............ .............. Postman
12 Ex-Signalman, London
................ ..... Post Office
13 Ex-Signalman, Aberdeen ..... ......... ... ..... ..Labourer
14 Ex-Signalman, Sunderland ..... ... ..... .. Garage Hand
15 Ex-Signalman, London ....... .. ......... Motor Mechanic
16 Ex-Signalman, London ........................... ... Porter
t7 Ex-Signalman, London ...... ............... Motor Driver
18 Ex-Signalman. London
.............................. Fitter
19 Ex-N.C.O. London .............................. Messenger
20
Ex-Signalman, London .............. .............. ..Porter
21 Ex-N.C.O. Surrey ............................... ..Postman
22 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrougl:
..... ............. Stoker
23 Ex-Signalman, Middlesex ... ...................... ..Porter
24 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ............ Lorry Driver
25 Ex-W.O. Kent ......................... .............. Postman
26 Ex-Signalman , Stoke
........................... Labourer
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.
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Benevolent Fund Notes.
The attention of all readers is drawn to paragraph 1 of
Editorial Note.s in this issue.
We would also take this opportunity of conveying a
cordial welcome to Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, o.s.o.,
as Administrator of the Association Benevolent Fund,
assuring him of our close co·operation and assistance in
all his future undertakings.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following:BANKER'S ORDER SUBSCRIPTION from: Lieut. A. J. H. Masters.
CASH SUBSCRIPTION from : South. Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
APPEALS dealt with: t
Ex-Signalman. Yorks. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
2 Ex-Sigmn. Newcastle. Domestic difficulties. b / 10/ o grant
3 Ex-Signalman, Birmingh<1m. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
4 Ex-Signalman. Lendon. Temporary difficulties. £i2 loan
5 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
6 Ex-N.C.O. Aberdeen. Domestic difficulties. £J grant
7 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
8 Ex-Signalman, H ants. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
9 Ex-Sigmn., Londonderry. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
10
Ex-Signalman. Yorks. Domestic difficulties . £3 grant
1r
Ex-N.C.O.
orthumberland . Temporary difficulties. £4
~rant

12 Ex-Signalman, Kent. Domestic difficulties. J,1 / 10 / o grant
13 Widow of ex-N.C.O. Lanes. Domestic difficulties. £io grant
(Signed) H. CLEMENTI SMITH, Brigadier,
Administrator. Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[ D.O. I 496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
16th June 1934.
The :5'.ditor of " The Wire."
Dear Sir.-The following is notified for publication in the
July 1934 WIRE.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
wa iting list for the Married Quarters Roll: (a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 27 /I/ 30.
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File, 25 I 5 I 29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel. i I c R.Signals Records.
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Corps News-Officers
MovESCaptain D. L. Carnegie from Salisbury to War Office (M.G.O.
Il)
Captain G. R. Halliday from Aldershot to Salisbury (Southern
Command Signal Company).
No. 27 "Q" COURSE Posn GS2 ' Lieut. T. de B. Miller to A Corp Signals.
2 / Lieut. G. H. K. H ewlett to A.F.V. Signals.
2/Lieut. F. S. P. H. Lang and 2 1 Lieut. G. T. D . Harris to
1st Divisional Signals.
z/Lieut. E. B. Elliott, 2/Lieut. G. A. Dutton and 2 / Lieut.
R. Linton to 2nd Divisional Signals.
2 / Lieut. L. J. D. Read, 2/Lieut. R. J. Western, 2/Lieut. A.
J. E. Johnson and 2/Lieut. S. J. Dagg to 3rd Div! Signals.
2/Lieut. C. T. Honeybourne, 2/Lieut. P. C. Williams and
2 / Lieut. A. V. Benton to 4th Divisional Signals.
2/ Lieut. D. M. Rhind to 5th Divisional Signals.

Extracts frnm " The London Gazette."
War Office 18 /5/34
REGULAR ARM'r- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain V. J. E. Westropp is seconded for service on the Staff,
24 i 4/ 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W.) Div! Signa!s-G. K. S. Edwards to be 2/Leut.
19/5/34
War Office 22 / 5 / 34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain W. U. Tyrrell is seconded for service on the Staff,
28 / 4 / 34
War Office 25/5/34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
W. E. Bellamy to be 2/ Lieut. 26/ 5 I 34
War Office 29/5/34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIG ALS
2/Lieut. F. G. Manning to be Lieut. 24/1/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Div! Signals- 2/ Lieut. W. B. G. Collis to be
Lieut. 20 I 5 / 34
47th (md London) Div! Signals- Lieut. R. F. Knight to be
Captain, I I 5/ 34
5211d (L.) Div! Signals-Brigadier-General E. G. GodfreyFaussett, C.B., C.M.G., vacates the aopointment of Honorary
Colonel, 26/ 5/ 34
War Office r/6/34
Tr.;RRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
;oth (N.) Div! Signals- Lieut. C. C. Fairweather to be Captain,
1/ 5/ 34
War Oflice 5/ 6/ 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
.;8th (S.M.) Div! Signals-Lieut. A. G. Simpson to be Captain,
I I I 5/ 34
2, Lieut. T. E. H. Gwyer to be Lieut. 14/3/34
War Office 8 / 6/ 34
Tr:RRITORIAL ARMY-GENERAL LIST O.T.C.
Glasgow Umversity Contingent, Senior Division- Lieut.-Colonel
and Brevet-Colonel J. S. Muirhead, D.s.o., M.C., T.O., from
D.C.S.O. for T.A. duties, Scottish Command, to be Lieut.Colonel and Brevet-Colonel, and to command the Contingent,
24/ 4~34

SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
2 / Lieut. P.R. Wheatley to be Lieut. 27 / 5/ 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Div! Signals- 2 / Lieut. E. N. Robson resigns his
commission, 1 I 5 / 34
.;7th (2nd London) Div! Signals- Lieut. J. G. Christopher to be
Captain, 17 I 5 / 34
L. f · W. Salmon to be 2 / L1eut. 9 / 6 / 34
War Office 12 / 6/ 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNAL~
47th (2nd London) Divl Signals- W. H. Sansom to be 2/ Lieut.
13/6/34
51st (H.) Divl Signals-Captain and Brevet-Major T. P. E.
Murray to be Major, 23 / 4 / 34
Lieut. J. Cochran to be Captain, 23 / 4 / 34

=

Plain T al e.s

=

Rqflection.-When I read that Pat Hendren had been invited
to use the gentlemen's gate at Lords, I said to myself, I said,
" This is going to have far-reach ing effects." Just like that. No
heat, no excitement. However, it may be that I spoke too soon,
because even in Bulford Camp, that home of gracious gestures,
there are sti ll roads, to travel on which one must be a Jeweller,
a N.A.A.F.I. official or an old public school boy. One thing
leads to another, and now I read that a soldier's wife wants to
be called a lady. Come, come, my dear woman! You haven't
studied th is ouestion at all. If soldiers' wives are to be called
ladies, the War Office will have to orovide !adv-like accommodation for them on board troopsh ips ;- and with ~ ll this economy
stamping up and down the coun try, it is not to be thought of.
Next we shall be hearing " A lance-corporal and a gentleman."
Positively absurd. As the following utterly untrue sto ry has no
bearing whatever on the foregoing, you are sure to be interested.
A lance-corporal pulled off his tunic with the object of pasting
a rival. A friend pointed ou t that he was wearing no sh irt .
The lance-corporal looked surprised. " What the hell do you
take me for?-an officer?"
So if you see what I'm driving at , how can we? Or whatever
it was I was going to say.

• • • •

This Month's Gift.- Almost everyone is beginning to worry
about the shortage of water. Even in places where water is still
obtainable, it is considere~ a crime to use it on t he gardens
and lawns. One naturally wrinkles one's forehead and asks
oneself the question: " How can l water my spuds without incurring the wrath of the authorities?" One gets no answer, so
what does one do? One consults me. One couldn't do better.
Who started th.is " one ' stuff?
Now for the surprise. For a moderately large fee, I will send
you a fool-proof cast-iron scheme for watering not only your
gardens but your lawns as well. Th is fee, together with the
one l have al ready secured in consideration of my agreeing not
to publish the scheme in THE WIRE, should keep me in beer and
petrol for many a long day. On second thoughts, I may have
to spend part of the fee on paint for the fire buckets after giving
a demonstration, but never mind about that now.

• • • •
Blood Red Action.- Ukann Larfe was in no mood for idle
conversation, so when his wife Hermione asked him if he had
heard the other one about Mae West, he oushed her into the
kitchen sink and dashed out to the bicycle shed. To his dismay,
he found that every spoke had been removed from the wheels
of his bicycle. Still with dismay and not a little chagrin, he
sprinted to the balloon shed, only to find that his balloon was
punctured in nineteen places. He stopped only long enough to
verify that it wasn't twenty, and then took a tram back to his
home. As luck would have it, the tram was non-stop to Cricklewood, and this explains much that would have remained a
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deep mystery. After all, you do not usually see people who live
in Teddington walking about Crickl ewood in carpet slippers,
looking as though their balloons had bee n busted. Do you ?
Ukann Larfe had by now almost given up hope of catching the
Plugger's aeroplane, but as he knocked the ashes out of his pipe
on to an old gentleman's top hat, he observed a rapidly growing
crowd about two hundreds yards up the High Street. In exactly
twenty-five seconds, this extraordinary detective had burst
through the crowd and with a shout of joy sprung at the pilot
of the aerop lane. The Plugger had crashed right across the tram
lines. (Note : He had to crash somewhere, so why not Cricklewood? Whose yarn is it, anyway?)
'Jkann Larfe was fighting mad. Ht> aimed a wicked right at
the Plugger's head, but missed. His fist went clean through
the fuselage, but he had the presence of mind to kick the Plugger
on the chin as he lost his balance. The crowd swaved and roared
as the fight proceeded. The plane was reduced to tangled mass
as the combatants wrenched pieces from it for weapons. The
ground was slippery with blood. The police cheered. A soldier
wearing black shoes cried quietly. Streng men held each other's
hands and their own breath. With cne final murderous punch
Ukann Larfe sent the Plugger staggering senseless into the
crowd ; then he fainted.
Inspector Faceache pushed his way through the surging throng.
" What's all this 'ere?" he asked.
Startling developments next month, or some time.

a

• •

•

Belated Note.- Someone referred to this page as " Plain
Tales from the Hills." May I point out that this title has
never been used by me? Thank you! Another author, perhaps
not so well known, thought of it first. Motto for next Christmas: " H e who fights and runs away may rattle some time,
but not to-day." That's not what I thought of first, but it will
do.

• • •

Was Her Face Red '!- Just before the end of the big picture,
she busied herself with one of those dinky little gadgets containing face powder and rouge in two separate compartments . Under
cover of the darkness, she made a good job of it. Rubbed the face
powder well in, and so forth. Emerged into the pitiless daylight, and oh, boy !- it wasn't the face powder she had been
rubbing in. Somewhere round about Guy Fawkes Day I shall
think of a moral, but for the rime being, look after yourselves.

• • • •
Believe It or Not.- The following are "on the tack": Taff
Thomas, Arthur Fuller, Barleux and Joe Brooks. Sorry I cross
Joe out again.
Eric Marchant drove himself and fami ly all the way from somewhere to Bulford Camp. Sorry I didn't see him.
The 3rd Div! Signals Sergeants Mess have a teapot of their
own. I say, have you heard the one about th~h. sorry!
thought I was writi ng for some other paper. Be good.
BARLEUX.

- - - - - --

Much Ado About Nothing.
Trade Winds.- If you cast your memory back to the year
1834, you will perhaps remember what a tophole time we had
on the first part of the run from the Caoe to England. Under a
full head of canvas, we scudded along- at umpteen knots with
never a care in the world, an d with the knowledge that if the
trade winds kept up we should see the coast of Blighty within
a couple of months or so .
And then, d'you remember how we struck the doldrums about
five hundred miles south of the equator? For weeks the dear
old schooner Sarah !av becalmed. In olace of the fried eggs
and bacon and the excellent grub th tt a benevolent Government
provided. we had to subsist on bully for brekker, bully for dinner,
and, yes! bully for tea. Many a warrior was thrown overboard
because he started to bellow! Yes. the trade winds were an
undoubted advantage in those days, and lucky the skipper who
managed to steer clear of a dose of the doldrums.
In the second quarter of the year 1934-0~1e hundred ye'.lrs
after Q\.lr little trip on th briny-th~ trade winds struck I11d1an
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Signals a tremendous blow. In every Signal unit that I visited,
I found energetic officers, n.c.o.s .; nd men, both British and
lndian, struggling to make the best headway amidst the mighty
wind of trade. I beheld key punching, flag wagging, studious
looking individuals sitting at tables busily writini:, blackboards
with futuristic designs scrawled all over them, men bumping
up and down on horses, and D.R.s knocking the bottom out of
perfectly good motor cycles ; and, mark you, I beheld all this
in a shade temperature of 1IO degrees.
No one had any time for me. The worried look on the faces
was not due to the temperature (because l was told on my
initiation into India that I 10 was moderate) but was due to that
well known malady " wind up ."
Being admitted within the sacred portals of the " Q " Department, where one can be assured of a running commentary (plus
frills) on any unusual occurrence, 1 was informed that all the
blankety wind flying about was due to blankety tra_de testing and
upgrading in trades, ar.d as soon as the blankety wind had ceased
they (Q) would have a little peace :md quietness.
The sheer joy of seeing " Q" Department ruffled was as good
as a dose of jalap to me, and I dfcided to stay on and be an
eye-witness of the results of the big .. blow."
There came a day when faces were more serious than everwhen men were marched into lecture rooms to face an ordeal
much worse (by the look of 'em) than a trial by jury on the
capital charge ; and it was only the sounds from the canteen t!1at
night that brought home to me the happy sequel ro the wind
that caused such an upheaval.
The trade wind is as old as the hills. Happy is the signalman
who takes advantage of it and succeeds in landing a few more
bobs in his pocket. Woe to him who lands in the doldrums and
doesn't try to get out again-he's the one who usually bellows l
Which reminds me that I'm not certain whether the Sarali
did reach England. It re<?lly doesn't matter much, does it? Your
TIM.
answ r to tnai will b . , , ,
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Royal Signals Horse and Motor Cycle Display at Belfast, 1934.

[ Edi11b11rgli .

Following the practice of last year, a Display has been arranged
in the S.T.C. which is to give demonstrations at some of the
laq~er .Agricultural Shows this summer. The Display party,
which is formed from the Mounted Wing of the Depot Battalion
and D Company of the Training Battalion, consists of two officers,
thirty-five other ranks, twenty horses, the pony (Patch II. or
Ginger) and eighteen assorted motor cycles.
The season opened with a dress rehearsal for the Press and
cinemas at Catterick Camp on the 17th May. This was attended
by a large number of Press men and photographers, and we are
duly grateful for their co-operation. The bulk of the population
of the S.T.C. and a large number of visitors witnessed the
rehearsal.
On the ~oth May the Display party, accompanied by the Band,
entrained for Liverpool t.n route to Belfast, to give performances
at the Royal Ulster Agricultural Societies Show at Balmoral. After
a comfortable but rather tedious journey, we arrived at Belfast
on the morning of the 31st. We were met at the dock by Captain
F. T. Pope, commanding the North Ireland Signal Company, who
very kindly placed two of his despatch riders at our disposal as
guides. One of them was Sigmn Smith, of whom more anon.
The Display party proceeded direct to Balmoral, to prepare to
give displays that afternoon. The Bond, in full dress, marched
for a short distance through the centre of the town before going
to their hotel by omnibus. Everyone was feeling rather tired
but keyed up for our first public performance of the season,
especially as H.R .H. Prince Henry Duke of Gloucester was to
be present. The Display was given in two parts.
Part J., performed in blue peace-time uniform, consists of a
scissor movement by twelve horsemen and twelve motor cyclists,
the Cossack ride, and the double ride. The double ride concludes with a most spectacular figure of eight performed by the
horsemen and motor cyclists, and usually provides a thrill. In
between these two main items, a number of individual tricks
are performed, including jumping on horses and motor cycles.
• Part II. opens with the tandem drive which, as far as the
writer is aware, is a complete novelty. The ordinary · move-

Sport n11d G1meml ]
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ments of a tandem drive are performed, the drivers of the horses
being mounted (pillion) on motor cycles. This required a _great
deal of careful training before it became a feasible propos1t1on.
A very good display of vaulting is given. Part II. ends with
a motor cycle ride and the horsemen jumping down a lane of
motor cycles. For greater freedom and change of effect, Part JI.
is usually performed in coloured shirts and head-dresses.

• • • •
To resume our account of Belfast. Prince Henry and the
Governor of Northern Ireland arrived and were received by the
Corps Band playing the National Anthem. Immediately afterwards Part I. of the Display was given. Irish audiences are
notoriously generous, and to us they appeared whole-hearted
in their applause.
Our first performance was marred by an accident to L/ Corpl
Fry, which at first appeared serious. He had a tremendous fall
from a motor cycle while jumping over the pony, and was rushed
off to the hospital. Fortunately his injuries were not serious,
and he was discharged in time to leave Belfast with the team.
The greatest credit is due to some of the younger members
of the Display, who, faced with a nasty accident at their first
performance, retained their nerve and carried through both performances without further hitch. His Royal Highness was kind
enough to send for the officer in charge of the Display and,
while congratulating him on the excellence of the performance,
was most solicitous as to the welfare of the casualty.
In glorious weather, performances were given at Belfast on
Wednesday, T hursday, Friday and Saturday . The Show Committee were kind enough to acknowledge record attendances each
day. T he Show was noteworthy for the fact that Royal S i~ n als,
represented by its Display party and Band , were the only military
officially performing there. T he Band not only played good
music during the day, but wit h considerable success tu rned themselves into a circus orchestra to accompany the Display. Our
thanks are due to them for their energy and enth usiasm m so
quickly mastering a totally unaccustomed duty.

Motor Cyclists jllmping a wall composed of Motor Cycles and Riders,
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The Royal Signals Display Party at Belfast.
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A Horse jumping a bar carried by moving Motor Cyclists.

I\ most successful four days came to an end on Saturday 2nd
June. All were sorry to leave, with the exception of L / Corpl
Fry, who only escaped being left behind in hospital by the skin
of his teeth. We finished our last and most enthusiastically
received performance at 6 p.m. , and by 9.30 were embarked on
board ship for our journey to Glasgow. To our horror we
found we were to share the ship with three hundred and fifty
head of cattle 1
Before passing on to our journey to Edinburgh, space must be
found to express our appreciation of the kindness and hospitality
of everyone in Belfast. One incident is typical. On the night
of L/Corpl Fry's accident, five of the party, wishing to visit him
in hospital, asked a member of the Royal Irish Constabulary to
direct them. He stopped a large private car. The driver instantly placed himself at their disposal and drove all five to the
hospital. The other nice thing about Belfast was Sigmn Smith.
Placed at our disposal by Captain Pope, he did everything for
us. The first to greet us and the last to see us go, he was more
useful than one could expect-even of a Royal Signals despatch
rider.
Our thanks are also due to Captam F. T. Pope for all he did
for us.

• • • •

After a night in a cattle boat and a long train journey, the
Display party arrived at Edinburgh on Sunday 3rd June-all
rather tired and sleepy. We settled down in Leith Fort Barracks
as the guests of the R.A.S.C., and for thirty-six hours horses
and men slept, ate and swelled visibly. The horses were also
disinfected after contact with the catrle.
Rehearsals commenced on Tuesday 5th June, and the Scottish
Pa~eant opened with a dress rehearsal on Wednesday afternoon.
Edmburgh had been experiencing a drought, and the ground
wu hard and slippery. The Royal Scots Greys kindly lent us
frost cogs, and after much labour the horses were all equipped
with them. It was done by co-operation possible only in Royal
Signals. The rough riders took off the shoes. Two fitter signals tapped them for cogs and " trued them up." Our one
farrier replaced them.
As usual, we found good friends in Edinburgh. The Royal

[ Press Agency Ltd.

Scots Greys lent us fifteen invaluable men as an arena fatigue
party and horseholders, while the 1st King"s Own Scottish Borderers kindly lent their band to play during our turn.
The Band, having with native caution disclaimed any knowledge of "this circus stuff," proceeded to do wcnders and most
materially helped to make our turn a success. To Mr. Jarvis
and his men, our most grateful thanks are due.
Aided by the Royal Scots Greys horseholders and som~ wonderfully quick changes of clothing and saddlery by rhe Mounted
Wing, we were able to put en both the tandem drive and the
double ride in a thirty minurlbs show. Although we were up
against considerable competition from the Royal Sects Greys with
their trick ride and very excellent musica l ride, both the newspapers and the Pageant authorities gave us very kind praise for
the d isplay.
The weather at Edinburgh was very cold and dull, with some
drizzle. We never actually got wet, but were often very close
to it.

... .

On Sunday 10th June we returned to Catterick Camp for one
night to allay the alarmist rumours that have pervaded the
S.T.C. in general, and "Q" Lines in particular, as to our general
behaviour. Consolation having been administered, we departed
at 9.30 on Monday morning for . the Three Counties Show at
Hereford. It was nice to be back for one night, especially as
everyone rallied round to help with horses, meals, etc.

• • • •
Before concluding these notes, mention must be made of the
jumping at Belfast. The standard was very high, and the course
-typically Irish-a stiff one. After consideration, we entered
Hoc Pot and Bertha, ridden bv Lieut. Crawford and Corp! Bull,
for one of the " round the co.urse " competitions. Both gave a
most finished exhibition and, jumping in uniform, were greeted
with tremendous applause by the crowd, who appreciated their
sporting effort. Hot Pot was faultless on the banks, but did not
survive the first round. Bertha got into the last eight. A very
good performance, considering that neither horse had had any
real preparation for this sort of jumping.

Lieut. H. N. Crawford on "Hot Pot," with Driver Blades.
Winners of the ThirJ Pciz.:, Prince of Wale3· Cup, Royal fouraament, Olympia, 1934.
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Obituary.
The Corps will learn with great regret of 1he death from
typhoid of o. 2315518 Corporal Albert William Humphries, of
B Corps Signals, in the British Military Hospital, Murree, on
the :24th May, after a very short illness. He was twenty-six
yea rs of age.

The late Corporal Humphries.
He was buried at Upper Topa with full military honours.
AU ranks of the Royal Signals in 'he station were present. The
2nd Battalion The Welch Regiment sent their band, and a small
party of junior n.c.o.s of the 93rd Highlanders attended as
mourners. He was received at the •· Present I" by the guard
and firing party on the upper parade ground, where the unit
was drawn up on three sides of a square. The parade stood
at attention while the •· Dead March " in Saul was played. The
procession was formed and moved down to the cemeterv, where
Father Ellison conducted the service. At the end the whole
unit, led by the commanding officer. filed past the grave and
saluted.
Jn addition to Lieut.-Col. ). S. Yule, others present who had
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known him all through his service were L / Sergeants E. F.
Frampton and Stickley and L / Corporals Smart and Lennon (the
latter had been at the Duke of York's School with him).
All ranks will sympathise deeply with his young widow, whom
he had married but three months before he came out here.

• • •
" Punch " Humphries joined the Corps in May 1923 as a
very small boy from the Duke of York's School. After eight
months at Maresfield, he went to the Liverpool G.P.O. All the
boys of that time will remember him working hard, swimming
well, and playing cricket over at Northop. He ended there as
a L/Corporal Boy and went back to Catterick. He joined A
Corps Signals at Aldershot in June 1926. and was appointed
L / Corporal in March 1928. He returned to the Boys Company
as an instructor in April 1929. and was promoted Corporal in
November 1930. After a training season with the A.F.V. Signals, he came out in November 1932 to B Corps Signals. During
the summer of 1933 he was up at Cherat. He was thus well
known to very many in the Corps, particularly to the ex-boys
of his own time and those in the Boys Company when he was
an instructor.
He was always the same. It was easy to recognise the boy
of 1924 in the corporal in tennis flannels at Rawalpindi. He
kept a surprisingly boyish appearance, and with it boyish spirits
and charm of manner. At work he alwavs had a clear idea of
the main issue: to get messages through. · His ways of keeping
his relief cheerful were perhaps a little unorthodox in the opinion
of more sedate signal masters, but their value was clear at the
end of a long day.
He was never flustered. His methods with inspecting officers
were charming and perfect. He would look them in the face
with all the youthful innocence of which his grey eyes were
capable, and improvise on the first small and probably irrelevant
technical theme which crossed his mind. He never gave them
time to answer back-nor, so clear had been the exposition,
could they well dare without laying themselves open to Dr.
Johnson's famous retort: " Sir, I can give you my reasons. I
cannot give you the intelligence to understand them."
His light-heartedness was not the whole of him. Those who
knew him well realised his abilitv, his sound common-sense and
sturdy opinions, and his very affectionate nature . May he rest
j.S.Y.-E.F.
in peace!

What Shall I Do With My · Boy ?
The answer to the above question is simple: Send him, at the
age of 14 or 15 years, to the Army Technical School (Boys) near
Chepstow in the county of Monmouthshire.
And what advantages will he get from that? you ask. Here
are a few of them: Free general education.
Knowledge of a technical trade.
Instruction in elementary drill, physical training and discipline.
Free clothing, medical attendance, messing, etc.
Sports of all kinds, including football, cricket, boxing, athletics,
swimming, etc.
Holidays (eight weeks) every year, on full pay.
Pay from the day he joins the School-at nd. per day, rising
to 1I7, according to the proficiency he shows at his trade.
An assured career after leaving the School, i.e. eight years in
one of the Technical Corps of the Army from the time he is
18 years old, after which, if he returns to civil life, he does so
having become proficient at a trade-and his future should
be assured.
The above are some of the advantages to be obtained at the
Army Technical School, and no doubt you will now want to know
how to get your boy into it.
Entrance is by competitive examination-twice a year, in July
and November-for entry into the School the following January
and May.
All boys, whether sons of soldiers or civilians, are eligible to
enter if they are between the ages of 14 years and 15 years and
5 months on the date of enlistment, or between 13.V. years and
14 years and 1 t months on the date of the examination-which,
as has been noted above, is held six months before the date of

enlistment-with thC' exception of one trade (bricklayer) in which
boys only stay two years at the ''School and must be between 15
years and 8 months and 16 years and 4 months on the date of
enlistment, and so between 15 years and 2 months and 15 years
and 10 months on the date of the examination.
The examinatio"n takes place at all military stations, and parents
can, on application to the nearest recruiting office, obtain an application form showing the present conditions of entry.
There is also a pamphlet (" Careers for Boys ") issued by the
War Office, which should be studied, and this pamphlet can be
obtained also from a recruiting office or from a unit.
Most of the boys come straight from an elementary school, and
the standard is about VI. or VII. or equal to a military second
class certificate of education.
The trades taught at the School are Electrician, Fitter and
Turner, Instrument Mechanic, Blacksmith , Tinsmith, Coppersmith, Carpenter and Joiner, Bricklayer, M ason, Painter, and
Wheelwright.
Before a boy takes the examination, the parent or guardian
puts down on the application form the trade he wishes him to
learn, and an alternative trade in case he does not pass high
enough to obtain his first choice.
If he passes the examination, but not high enough to obtain
either of his choices, he will be offered another trade, but unless
he wishes he need not accept this, and then will not be enlisted.
Once found medically fit and enlisted, he is despatched to the
Army Technical School (Boys) where, as has already been said,
he spends three to four years (or two years if a bricklayer)
and then is posted to one of the following Technical Corps of the
Army and serves for eight years with the Colours and four years

" Cable, 1918."
The picture reproduced above was painted in oils by Major T. B. Gravely, Royal Signals, and presented by the
"Corps Committee" to the Duke of York's Military School at Dover, to be hung among other
Military subjects in the School Picture Gallery.
in the Army Reserve, from 18 years of age: Royal Engineers,
Royal Corps of Signals, Royal Tank Corps, Royal Army Service
Corps, Royal Army Ordnance Corps, and the two Armoured Car
Cavalry Regiments (11th Hussars and 12th Lancers).
The Apprentice Tradesman (A / T. as the boy is called on enlistment) is enlisted for General Service, and in his last term at
the School he notifies which of t he above Corps he wishes to
join. If he passes out high enough, he will get what he wishes ;
but if not, he must take what is given him.
The A / T is required to qualify as a class iii. tradesman and
must have a second class certificate of education, and have passed
one or more subjects for his first class. In fact, many boys leave
the School having obtained the whole of the first class certificate,
whilst some have obtained part of a special certificate.
Those few who do not come up to the technical standard but
who are in other respects worthy may, if their parents wish, be
posted to a non-Technical Corps, i.e. Infantry, if the latter are
willing to take them.
There are also other establishments which train boys for the

Army, such as the Military College of Science, Woolwich (for
Artificers, R.A.) the R.E. Depot, Chatham, etc., and particulars
of these will be found in the pamphlet " Careers for Boys " already mentioned.
The Army Technical School at Chepstow is, however, the
only establishment which caters for boys only, and is more like
a Technical Public School. At present the establishment of boys
is 689, with an adequate staff of officers and n.c.o.s and civilians.
The School is self-contained and has its own chapel, hospital,
playing grounds, institutes, etc.
It is hoped that the foregoing may give some idea of the advantages which may be obtained for prospective Army technical
tradesmen. Why do not more parents send their boys to Chepstow? Possibly because they do not know of the existe11ce of the
School. What a wonderful chance for a boy I
Does any other country in the world provide such splendid
facilities, not only free of charge but with payment to the pupil?
G. W. LAWSON, Lieut.-Colonel,
Commandant, Army Technical School (Boys) .
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~IGtlAL TRAINING CENTRENortj)
Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Congratu!ations.- It appears as thou gh the majority of these
notes are _gomj': to figu re under the above heading. First of all ,
the athletic shield. Strange as 1t may seem , we certai nly won it.
The efforts of the whole team were praiseworthy . The stars
sho!le• and those who _filled up the gaps plodded along to give
us JUSt those extra pomts needed to annex th e shield. It was
good to see them straini '.lg every muscle and all ou t . Unfortunately, we have lost a good man y of ou r tea m to D Compa ny but
they played a good part in the struggle.
·'
We cannot pa_ss over t_h e ,en thusiasm of ou r offi cers on the " Q"
Coui:se, who did the hon s share, everyone turni ng out and
helpmg_ to make a strong team.
To Lieut. _L. J..D. Read, w~o won the V ictor Ludorum cup at
the s.i:.c. 111d1v1dual championships. we offer our sincere oong~atul31uons and admiration for such a fine performance. H is
victones make good reading: - 100 yards, second ; 220 yards ,
first ; 440 yards,_ fourth ; shot, first ; javelin, second ; hurdles,
first ; discus. third. Total 25 points.
. Although beaten in the Pinsent cup by the narrowest of margms, we are glad that F Company came into the pictu re. Good
luck to them !
The congratulations of the Wing to Johnn y Bull on atta ining
t~e rank of Corporal. Got back from Weed_on with an excepuonallY: good report . H e seems to be havmg some d ifficul ty
with his left arms these days. Maybe it's the spur sticking in !
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The " F1rth and Crawfords " Circus is meeting with great
su_ccess. _Is 1t a fac t_ that they are on the look out for a fat lady
with a view to running a side show? What about it, Peters?
Golf C_ourse.-Once again the golf course is open . I missed
the opemng ceremony, but I' m given to understand that it was
very 1mpres~1ve. Plus fours are now the vogue, to say nothing
of the caddies.. (Why not add a few cadd:es to the esta blishment of the Wmg?)
True .Story.:--Who was responsible for removin3 the guard
room <;>n the ~.1ght of .~he 1st June? It _came to my ea rs tha t on
this mght a
Lamb
was 1n great distress owing to the fact
that the guard room was not in the position he thought it
shou ld be. H owever,. this story ends quite happily, because
after a prolonged rest m an annexe, this poor little Jamb found
the guar9 room had been restored to its original position . Moral:
T ry add!ng mo:i: water, because water is a fine drin k if taken
m the ri ght spmt.
Arrival~· -:We have once again a class of pote ntia l roughs.
What a pity 1t is that we are not empowered to dish out a few
sundry_spurs or at least spur straps. I feel certain they would be
ap p reciated. Maybe No . t! Equitation Class have some suggestions to put fo rwa rd in this respect.
D_eparture:>.- Sigmn Wilson D . has left us, after a lon g stay
to J<?m the 5th _Divl Signals.
'
H is pre_se nce 111 ou r _;ithle~ic and cross-country teams will be
greatly missed . We wish him good luck with his new un it.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General. ~T~e mont hs seem to roll by quicker than ever since
. took <;> n this jOb. W~ have passed the Commandant's inspection this year with flymg colours, and the usual sigh of relief
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has been given. The mai_onty of the Wing have had the
pleasurn of the Whitsun holiday and have settled down again to
the daily round, feelmg :ill the fresher for a day or two at home.
Gardening.- ! ~m no_t offering hints to beginners or posing
as an expert on th is sub1ect, but I ought to mention the interest
taken in the gardens surrounding our barrack rooms. I even
saw one earnest amateur trimming the edge of his lawn with a
safety razor blade! I don't think anyone could carry interest
furt her than that.
Congratulations.-To C.Q .M.S . Dillon on gaining his long
service and good conduct medal (with gratuity).
Thanks.-! think all who managed to get into our N.A.A.F.I.
on Wednesday afternoon last (Derby day) would like to offer a
special vote of thanks to Lieut. E. V. McCormack, who kindly
loaned his own wireless set so that we could listen in to the
Derby broadcast. Lest you get the wrong idea , I must mention
that we were off duty.
Postings.- No . 50 Squad under L / Corp! Daly passed off on
the 12th May, obtaining an excellent report. They proceeded
to th e Training Battalion and the Mounted Wing on the 14th .
Sigmn Henderson won the C.O .'s whio, Sigmn McCann a meda l
for P .T., and Sigmn H ughes a medai for musketry.
Musketry.- ! noticed one of_ the Battal.ion weapon t raining
stafi: ha nd a long hst of names mto the Wmg office, so we can
presume that ou r annual firing course is about to start. In the
weekly pool event run on the miniature range by the B. W.T.O.
the recruits are making a very good show. T hey have won a
medal and a spoon already.
Courses.- Corpl Clay to the Regimental Paymaster, York ,
for a course of instructi-:m in pay duties. If he can be shown a
new way of making credit balances appear any larger at the end
of the month, I think everyone will be tru ly gratefu l.
EL P EE.

D Company, Training Battalion.
lntroduction.-The first item of note is the absence of our
" editor, " who is at p resent on furlough- the first since the
days of Bulfo rd in '14 . H e is combini ng business with pleasu recounting the pu bl ic houses in York , and no wonder ! He has
left his fa mily in " Q " Lines with Missus Marie-Goulde. However, here goes .
Arrivals.-We welcome all arrivals, and hope thei r sta y wi th
us will be a pleasant one.
Oepartures.-We said 11ood bye to L/ Corpl Jack Sowden, who
left us on the 2nd June for leave pending his discharge. We
w ish h im luck in h is new sohere of life, and readily greet him .
:::ome up and see us some time.
Corporal Lee J. to ~rd Div. W ill you try to find Colombo?
it seems to have got lost.
Marriages.-Con ~ ra tul a t i ons to Sigmn Snelling on his marri age to Miss Edith Beadle-another one off the straigh t and
narrow.
Dhobi Marks. -Com~ ra tul a t io ns to the following on being
awarded their long-waited-fo r dhobi marks: Lieu t . H. G. Mountford, Sergt Parsons L., Carpi Jackman C. and L / Corp! Booth W .,
the l.G.S. medal. Sergt Bend W. and J.,, / Sergt O'Flanna ea n M.,
the L.S. and G .C. medal. Perhaos we shall see more of them
on church parade now !
·
Appointments.- Congratulations to L / Carpi Phillips on attaining the rank of Lance-Corporal (paid)- another step towards
being a commissioned officer.
Congratulations.- To L / Corpl Connaughton on a ttainin~ h is
class i. electr ician fitt er. and also to Sigmn Axson on attaming
his class ii. electrici an fitter. Please, teacher, may I leave the
room?
Agony.- Andy K- : Wheri> did you hide my whip? N.S. 16
Personal.- Who wrote "Amen " when signing the pay list?
Who shouted " Fore I" to Loren zo and was then chased from
the green? Who was the n .c.o. who put in for a big pay on
seeing the new plates in the Corporals Mess?
Retarding. - Lorenzo's boils. No wonder I it must be the
drought,

Cricket.- We are pleased to report that we have found a
budding wicket keeper-Uncle Walter. Watch out, Ames.
D oN.

E Company, Training Battalion.
General.- Once again the Company, ever modern, submi ts
its notes uP to date. I stated in last month's issue that the
Commandant's and Commanding Office r' s inspections would go
off w ith a swing, and I am informed that they did. Of course,
it was a big thing for us, as we only see them once a yea r, and
it's about this time of the yea r that we begi n to appreciate more
or less the effects of those inspections. By th is , I mean the gardens. Both allotment and flowe r beds are domg splendidly. We
often have radishes for tea, grow n in our own garden, and we
hope it may develop into st rawberries and cream yet 1 Who
knows?
In the Sports notes you'll find a very favourable account of
the Com pany's act ivities. T hey are all bed rock facts, and we
are always ready to convince those who thi nk they can do better
that it is quite doubtful.
The weather at present is absolutely glorious . It was broken
by a slight thunderstorm, but after all , the rain was welcome:
everything seemed to be getting ba ked and losing that moist
look. H owever, we are really looking forward to a good bright
summer.
Oepartures.- Sergt Parsons has left us for D Company to
ma nage the ration part of the Traini ng Battalion. A very old
aco uaintance of the Co rps Band has left us: Sigmn Dilley. He's
proceeded to Chisledon to study the simple arts of farm ing, to
enable hi m to procure a job in civ vy street to keep body and
soul together. W e wish h im all the best. and hope he can
manage a cow as well as he can Band Club orderly. These two
are the only ones who have left us, so no more can be said.
Service and Medals.- Here's a " catch " for the Government.
Three stalwa rt n .c.o.s appended their signatures on a form to
"sti ng " themselves as ~hown. Corp! Saunders T . P. for twelve
yea rs wit h the Colours, Corp[ Lewis P. for twenty-one y~ars
with the same Colours, and L / Corpl Addlington W . only eight
years. W ell , they' ve signed and done their bit, so all we can
say is " Good luck I and let 's hope vou never wish you couldn't
wr i te~ ,,
- Wh ile we are deali ng with the service side, get a load of th is.
Corp! Robinson A. A. , kettle, side and small drummer of the
Co rps Ban d , has been awarded the long service and good conduct
medal with gratu ity. See ! I told you it was easy. Everything
comes to him who waits, so all you have to do is sign and wait.
We congratulate him and wait for the time when we shall be in
the same boat. How's that for "tee-hee," eh?
Also in the medal category, we have two more of a different
nature. These are for serving abroad. L / Sergt McDonald W.
receives the lndian general ser vice medal with clas9 " Burma
1930-32,"' and L / Corp! Cumming_s a similar medal with clasp
" North-West Frontier, 1930-31." Those who have never seen
the Frontier " gong " can apply through me, and you'll get a
pass for sixpence when they have been presented on the chur_c h
parade. That's all for th is month's medals ; but, look agam,
we are expecting!
Marriages.-Corpl Green D. R. was married to Miss Maud
Catchpole in Darlington on the 19th May . " Good luck and congratulations" is expressed by many, so that ' s enough said
there ; otherwise I take the can, not you.
Births.- The Company congratulate Captain and Mrs. R. C.
Woodbridge on the birth of a daughter on the nth June. L / Sgt
Hart R. was presented with a daughter at the Families Hospital
on the 30th May. Again congratulations, applause, etc., from all.
C.Q.M.S. Donaghy was presented with a daughter, also at the
Families Hospital, on the 11th June. Again, as before, congratulations, applause and good luck from all ranks.
"Artistry" and Photography.- Here you see a drawingdrawn, of course. The artist had the distinction of being the
first fl ying sentry. We hear that he smelt very sheepish after
a night on the moors. tending his flock.
For those who are still just as wise, get hold of someone
recently down from the Training Battalion and ask him. For
those ab road , wr ite to me-not in the jew's mail, for I would
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be standmg on very delicate ground if I mentioned it here.
Hereabout , al o, you'll find a photo of the Compa~l) taken after
the Commandant' inspection. The fellow lookmg the most
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Mail, G.P.0.- To Tich, Scarborough: Congratulations I I read
all about it at Richmond , Robbo.
W.N.R.

F Company, Training Battalion.
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pleased with himself is the one who was complimented on his
very dirty boots! If you find him, put an "x" over him and
watch his face beam. lc's a photographer's experiment.
In the Sports Section you'll find a photo of the Company
boxmg ream. Pass an evening in trying to fmd their doub~es ;
and when you do, don't say a word-you may end up in N etley.
Outside rhese, there are no more notes except those of interest
to me.

General.-Summer is here (we hope). Up to date the weather
has been good generally ; otherwise, would one see various n.c.o.s
venturing out to tend their cabbage plots? Rumour has it that
there is a water shortage, but that does not worry the aforementioned n.c.o.s, who persist in their detailings- two boys per
night to water the garden.
lnspections.-The Commandant held his annua l inspection
last month. It was his first insoection here, and we are led
to believe that he made some very- complimentary remarks about
the Battalion drill and the cleanliness of the lines and barrack
rooms ; and it was generally agreed that the Battalion did earn
great credit.
Athletics.-We managed ro lift the Pinsent cup from the
Mounted Wing by one and a half points. We wish to congratulate all who earned the points for the Company, especially
2 / Lieuts. Williams and Gordon, who were our chief scorers.
The former was the runner-up for the Victor Ludorum cup.
We further congratulate 2/Lieut. Read of the Mounted Wing on
winning the Victor Ludorum.
Gardens.- The Company gardener has been busy during the
last few days, planting some two thousand odd plants in the
Company gardens ; and from what I can see, it will be a remarkably good show. Let us hope the sheep (two-legged, as well as
the ordinary species) will keep off until the flowers bloom.
Arrivals.-Not yet ; but we live in hopes.
Departures.-Nil ro date, but by the time these notes appear
in print we shall have lost two members of the Company, viz.
Signalmen Larson and Donnelly, who proceed on a vocational
training course at the end of the month. We wish them the
best of luck on the course and in civvy street later. We shall
also lose Sigmn Warner for a short time. He goes to London
for a teleprinter course next week.
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Obituary.-! am sure that everybody in the Company and the
ex-boys were sorry to hear of the death of Sigmn Brownjohn
(ex-boy). We all join in offering our deepest sympathy to his
parents and his other relations.
Congratulations.- We congratulate the Disolay team on the
splendid show they gave us on. Scotton ground last month, and
wish them all the best for their forthcoming season.

RADIO ENGINEER?
OUR CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
WILL ENABLE YOU TO DO THIS .

1st Divisional Signals.
No. 2 Company.
General.-Who said that No. 2 Company was unheard of?
If you want news, you can have it.
We have the usual Sections at Bordon- E and G- and except
for an occasional moan we hear very little from them, so you
must excuse any further mention of them in these notes.
Sport. - Did vou hear how No. 2 Company won the Powell
shooting cup, and how we are still waiting for it to be han~ed
over from No. 1 Company A Corps? Also how the tent pegging
team won that event in the M .P.s sports? We must congratu•
late the team (Caotain A. E. Momsen, R.S.M. Eves, C.S.M.
Goodman and L / Sergt Farlow) on t~eir achievement, for t_he_y
had seven carries and one draw, which everyone must admit 1s
very good going.
.
.
To continue. F Section were rather unlucky 111 the 111terSection sports, and but for the. field events they would have been
easy winners. They were miles ahead 111 the runnmg events,
and finished a good third in the totals.
'vVe are now waiting for the inter-Company sports, when we
expect to let you have ;i favourable report.
Musketry.- By the time these notes are in !Jrint, we s~all
once more have finished with pokey drill and our annual out111g
to Ash ranges for a.t least ~nether. t':"elve months. We are s1:1re
to miss our old friend Driver T1ss1man, who last year. whilsr
grouping, hit the village policeman at Tcngham !
Arrivals.-We have onlv two arrivals to re'lort: Siimalman
Cameron from Egypt and Drive~ Ph~lmore fro~ Catterick.. We
hope they will soon become acclimatised and ~e:tle down 111 the
Company.
Departures.- Two of cur verv old friends, Signalmen Walton
and ·Marsland, have new left t;s for the joys -of civvy street.
Mons Barracks is verv (1Uiet now without Slim, althoup-h on a
still day one can just hear· his sweet voice calEng from Rotherham.
If Army life ever becomes too much for old No. 2 Company
wallahs, just drop a line to Mr. Jack Marsland . No. 6 Bunk,
West Sussex Mental Ho~oi tal. He will be very !Jlea~ed to blow
bits of paper about with - some of the old boys.
Camp.- ! have not mentioned anything about the Company's
trip to Thursley, but I understand it was just like ether camps.
There wa$ a picquet line and the usual numbe_r of horses attached
to it, also the village oub and the villa ge maidens, so every_body
was happy. Some liked the villap-e oub. and some the village
maidens. whilst other liked-no . net horses.
. .
Talking about camp. There are one or _two enqmries as to
the driver who read cne of Wallace's thrillers while B Cable
were making a pole crossing.
.
Another exciting moment wa when Basher Farley mer H1ttum
Brown in a thirtv seconds contest over the Thursley cour!e.
Hitturn Brown won on points and was awarded an A.F.B. 252.
Old Soldiers' Column.- The following have bee'n granted
L.S. and G .C. medals and are struck off the-rookiE:s list forthwith:
C.Q.M.S. Carmichael and L / Cor!)I Emblen .

No. 3 Company.
E Company , Training Battalion, S.1 .C. Catterich.
( Phvlil b.)I Avis""• Calftrick CnmjJ l

WHY NOT BECOME A
FULLY QUALIFIED

Apology.- Not for the absence of notes last .month .. no_r ~he
month before- tha t's someone else's pigeon ; b~t JUSt for mflicung
ourselves on a Journal that seemed to be gewng ~n pretty well
without us. Having thus wormed our way. 111, .let s have a new
paragraph , as if it were the most natural thmg 111 the world.

The Course teaches the subject in clear and
comprehensive language. Our experience of
the actual requirements of the Radio Engineer
has enabled us to discard much that is found in
the ordinary text books, and at the same time
to include a mass of information which is otherwise unobtainable.
We have trained at the College several ex-Royal Corps
of Signals Men and placed them in positions.
APPLY TO

BRITISH RADIO ENGINEERING COLLEGE
179 Clapham Road, London, S.W.9
The Co llege is recognised by the Rad io Industry as an Institution for
Thorough Ins t r ucti on in Radio Eng ine? ring.

lnformation.-What this is to reveal, I don't know yet, but
all good operation orders start off like that. Without going into
too much derail, our coTTioosirion i as follows: -Caprain L. A.
E. Tozer (C.C.). Captain C. D. H inds U Section). Lieut. R. B. S.
Eraut (K), Lieut. L. W. J. Dryland (L) , C.S.M. Mitchell J. S.,
C.Q.M.S. Johnson A., Sergeants Mason A. 0), Harris T. J. (K)
and Jessop T. H. (L), and as hefty a bunch of lads as ever produced moist earths in a dry country.
lntention .-Jn the merrv month of Mav we hied ourselves to
Thursley Camp with the intention of (a) doing a spot of ho~est
to-goodness field work and (b) having a good rime. We believe
we reached both ob;ectives. The pad re led us to the second one.
Oh boy! you should have seen the lads giving Nelli~ Dean R.99's
round the camo bonfire he arranged. The natives must have
thought we were the Royal Choral Singers and not the . . . .
What a !JUn !
Method.- \Ve used a rreat deal of this out Thursley way. We
alwayr. knew that iron ships could floar, but hadn't ".isua.lised
a cable barrow, complete with cable and drum, d1 portmg itself
in the H20. Try a little method-we've seen 'em cross a hundred vards six times in three different ways. Movietone was
slow that day!
Administrative.- Adjective qualifying staff. H ave yo1:1 see!"\
our posh new petrol cooker ? They're the latest! Believe 1t
or not, out in the blue, miles from anywhere, up comes the
hot grub stakes. If we'd only had a duck one day, we could
have had duck and green oeas. Ac tive service? Tush, and
likewise fiddlestic k . we must acknowledge thev did their best.
Food was issued at all sorts of hours, and its di tribunon must
have presented some difficulties. But there is no truth in the
rumour that the admini~trative language caused rhe heath fire .
To and Fro.- C.S.M. Brooks E. A .. bronzed and fit, rejoined
the unit on ro / 6/ 34 and left 11 two days later for the 42nd Div!
Signals. Good luck and happy days!
.
.
Sigmn Hamilron arriv?d fro!TI the S.T.C. and was immediately
attached to a lawn mower, but J Section will find him mar interesting work than th1t presently.
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TAP " THE WIRE "

Whitsun holidays immediately following the exercise. Also
a success- for those who had leave.
3· King's Birthday parade. 'Jnit H.Q. were well represented
on both rehearsal and actual oarade, and the remainder
of the day was celebrated as- a holiday.
Query.- Does a visit 10 the Aldershot Lido entitle one to sign
the book in the bath house?
BONCELESS.

AND CALL

No. 1 Compclny.

PIP EMMA

Once again it is time to venture into the land of "Journalese."
I .5hould very much like to describe the conditions under which
I am trying to write a few lines, but certain bedridden A.V.T.C.
people (e.g. F. V.) might think I was giving the game away.
Smee last month's issue we have taken full advantage of the
Whitsun break- and it broke some, too, I understand.
Prior to the Whitsun leave we took oart in a War Office
exercise, which went off quite well except that one of the "Dons"
of B Cable Section exoerimented with a motor cvcle and cab~e
wagon- and of course - the motor cycle came out ·the worse for
wear ; that is, if the gesticulations 0£ a stranded D.R. were any·
thing to go by. We are sorry to report that our S.M. is down
with some kind of poisoning, which in his 09inion was caused
by something he ate on the aforesaid scheme. Probably he drank
it! Who knows?
Ar. the remainder of the unit were out on training, etc., it fell
to our lot to take part in the King's Birthday parade. As could
be expected, we were uo to the occasion.
By the time these notes are 111 print, we shall be sunbathing
at Thursley Camp, and if last vear is anything to go by, we are
looking forward to a good time.
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SIGNALMEN!!!

FOR

EVERYTHING REGIMENTAL
BLAZERS . SCARVES . SQUARES . TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of every description

CIVIL, MI.UTARY & TROPICAL OUTFITTING
at the MOST REASONABLE PRICES

Call or Write .

PIPE & McGILL, LTD.
44 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
Phone : Temple Bar 3657

Palestine Corner.-To the Mornl Uplift Union: Going well
-beautiful chime. Wog Wedding.
Livestock .-Sic ad hoc, or infra dig, or whatever one says
when he wants to blame someone else for the heading. Uncle
Bob semicolon Uncle Alfred and Uncle Jock have met, and a
few pints have depart~d ; so has 'Jncle Al£-ro Manchester.
Happy neux, Barleux?
Fireworks.-A heath fire at Ketdebury Hill was well attended
by all ranks. It took place roughly at dinner time, and for three
hours the firefighters stood and watched the flames go rapidly
on. We can truthfully state that the amount of clothing which
was soiled and damaged exceeded even the "Q" bloke's estimate.
For further news about the fire, we can onlv ask vou to look at
The Daily Sketch for the foiiowing morning. (what heroes we all
were!)
News.-L Section go to Bordon on the 20th June and so miss
the annual musketry-for a few months at least. It is said that
the death roll will now remain at its mean level for those few
months.
Agony.- Goffy: Are you short of stamos and oaoer? China.
Hair-r-by: Spare 1 ~d. James.
·
- Obituary.-We tender our sincere condolences to L / Corporal
and Mrs. Reed in rhe decease of their infant son .
Congratulations.-To Sigmn (Chippy) Wood on entering the
matrimonial stakes. Best of luck to you and the future -Mrs.
Wood, Chippy!
. . . . . AND CHINA BASHER.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
General.- The order of events this month is as follows: 1. A War Office exercise from the 15th to 18th May. We
un.derstand that this was (!Uite successful. Our O.R.S.
enioyed the change and came back looking nicely bronzed
:ifter two nights sleeping out.

Greetings and Condolences.- We welcome all new arrivals
to the Company, and assure them that, once having settled down,
they will want to serve the remainder of their time in No. 1
Company.
To those who have left us, we wish the good old soldier's
farewell.
Births.- We haven't arrived at Thursley yet.
Marriages.- Wrong time of the year.
G-ardens.-Further to the reoort of last month reference the
garden prize, we must congrat;jlate D Section (37 East) on obtaining the award . We understand it was a close finish between
the aforesaid garden and its neighbour, 38 East ; and had it not
been that the one gladioli pbnt in the latter garden proved to
be a bunch of leeks, D Section would still be in debt. However,
L / Corpls Ca~ver and Lenton have really worked hard on their
plot and fully deserve the credit given to them. (If you can spare
a bunch of flowers in rhe near future, Charlie, you might pass
them on to 38 E. ; then I shall not have to buv any more for
our sheik to pass on to the N.A.A.F.l.)
·
Vocab.-The attention of the C.Q.M.S. is di~ected to the
followinr amendment. Ref. Vocab. oage 84, section C.F.: For
" Caps Service Dress " read " Tiddler Cans."
Change of Addr ess.-Corol Webb is now Chief Constable,
Thursley Camp. At this time, when evervone is seeino: articles
in the daily papers with reference to Police Coller>es~ etc., it
would be interesting to know whether Sigmn Legge was employed in the caroenter' s shop to obtain his " chippies " rating,
or to get first hand information of police work, as this gentleman (?) comprises the whole of Thursley Camp Police Force.
Sports and Pastimes.-Angler's Notes: Meet on canal bank
on Wednesday and Sunday afternoons. Prizes for best catch.
Sprats, lobsters and crabs barred, but a good oike is certainly
the prize. Fishing tackle kept in No. 38 E. Bur don ' t forget
to collect a reel.
EASY.

No. 2 Company,
General. - F.Section are in barracks once more. No. 6 Section
of Kegresse fame are indulging in a little dust and hard work at
Deepc':'t, so we see some representative of that Section each day:
they simply can't leave us alone, Last, but not least, Company
Headquarters moved off to Thursley Camp on the r 1th Jurie to
spend about three weeks "far from the madd'ning crowds."
Oepartures.-L I Corporals Reardon and Chirgwin and Sigmn
H aughey are on leave pending discharge, and thc:1 take z no~her

huge chunk from our store of good wishes. Perhaos it was
planned- or it may have been a coincidence- when L/ Corporal
Chirgwin carried the book " The Retreat from Mons" under his
arm.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Joyce, Morg~n and Duke and Driver
Blunt from Egypt accommodated by us and attached to A.V.T.C.
Aldershot. Note the change of address, you folk in the land
of the Pyramids. Sigmn Worm ald joins us from the Training
Battalion. We extend the glad han d to them all.
Accident Reports.- Please note, E.A .P.: None needed yet
for any holes :n the Basinr> toke canal. Any from Deepcut ?

E Signal Section, Brighton.
The Section joined the 18th Fielci Brigade R.A. here at the
beginning of May. Our sojourn will be comparatively short, as
the Brigade, besides a nonth's practice camri at Okehampton,
ha~ an artillery concentrntion at Stoney Castle in July, and a few
weeks later it joins the 4th Guards Brigade at Saffron Walden.
Ar. mvariably happens each year, we have had to say goodbye
to a few of the older hands and welcome some new ones.
Amongst those whom we were reluaant to lose were L / Corpl
W Jrd R., posted to another Section, 2nd Sigmn Stuart R., lately
d::parted for a vocational training course. Included amongst the
new hands, we welcome Sergt Chandler, L / Corpls Greenman
and McKeer. and Sigmn Taylor E. We would like to congratulate L / Corpl Taylor C. on h is appointment.
No doubt, most of those who have served with the Section
here would be amazed at the accommodation allotted to us this
year. No more are the horses stabled in disused wagon sheds
111 some obscure corner of the barracks, and our stores, etc.,
where we can find room for them. Everywhere we have room
and to spare. However, this is not entirely due to a sudden
impulse of generous ho~pitality on the riart of the Royal Regiment. Fortunately, one Battery is away on command, leaving
ample room for a small Signal Section.
Sport is strictly limit•:d, there being only one small hockey
pitch in the whole barrJcks. Nevertheless, most of us contrive
to keep fit and make full use of all that Brighton has to offer.
Most of the newcomers are familiar with the geography of the
place, and it only rema ins now for the sea to warm up a little
to make everything perfect. Unfortunately, it will be some time
in August before we return here after Okehampton and Stoney
Castle, and then only for a few weeks before leaving for a fortnight's manc:euvres and Mons Barracks.
En Passant.-J hear that the sweeo held in E Section went
quite well- the three ;..mzes going to the three people who ran
it. Have I heard right, Ernie?
J.C.

No. 3 Com!)any.
General.- At the time of writing we are oacking up for Thurs•
ley, where we hope to have a successful time. Judgmg from ~he
attitude of a certain Section of this Company lwhere the eating
of toffee-apples is prohibited) this is ensured. However, we hope
for the best.
Command.- We welcome Caotain C. Knowles as Company
commander w.e.f. 1st June, Cap-rain G. R. Halliday having left
us for the Southern Command Signal Company.
Arrivals.- - Signalmen Norton, Steward and Smith from S.T.C.
Catterick. Driver Perring from Egypt.
Oepartures.- Sigmn (not Driver) Pa rrish to No. 1 Company
w.e.f. 8th Jul y. Sad, No. 3 Company?
.
Signalme1 Bai nes and Rice, having completed a vocational
c?urse at Chisledon, are now safely entrenched on the Embank·
ment (subject to confirmation by them).
Query.- " . . . . . having now lost their equilibrium." Per•
haps the unit office staff have heard this phrase before?
Quips.- In the Company office. omeone expounding a theory
(pretty futile): " You tell the most fabulous stones! you talk
the most utter tripe."
Question.- Why did the chief draughtsman appear on parade
on the 1st June wearing trousers S.D . and then proceed to take
half an hour off to change to breeches and puttees? Ask Co_rpl
Q., who appears to be an authority on military law and standmg
orders, not to mention R. W.

Telegrams
BOSKIMTOCK-BILGA TE.
LONDON

Telephone:
ROYAL

2759

~~~1oc!i::1Mpr0~
1lUlinc !IDcrcbnnts

17 WATER LANE, GT. TOWER ST.
LONDON, E.C. 3

I ~t

Wine :JtCerchants
by appointment lo the
'l(oyal Corps of Signals,
A Ldershot and Bufford

n CELLARS STOCKED

1~

Payment as Consumed

I~~~
Omitted.-[We regret that the sketch " Ask my brother "
could not be reoroduced. Such contributions must be m ink,
and not in pencil.-Eo.]
I .A.D.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Comer. and Goes.-Sigmn Lundie J. posted to No. 1 Company
2nd Div I Signal ~ in exchange for Sigmn Williams L. on 9/ 6/ 34.
Up One.-On 8/ 6 / w it was decided that Sigmn Abbott W.
war. not wearing enough in this hot weather, so he had to appear
next morning with a little additional weight in the form of a
stripe on each arm. Congratulations, \11.'illie.

Tile St11tio11 G11rdet1.

fHE WIR_~

290

Gorf.-Everyonc in this qu irtcr of th globe seems to be
mossing up these days ; all gone off beer, etc. Maybe it's th
commg outing and the approach of furlough cau 'mg this. Anyhow, something wa needed to take up their pare time. so a nine
h:>lc mm1ature golf course was constructed at the back of the
station. The rough part of the course is very rough, but that
doesn't seem to worry our champs. several of whom have played
wonderful googly shots to hole out in ones. The language used, I
am orry to say, approaches the lurid, especially in foursomes, but
that can be excused when one thinks of the terrible partners it is
possible to be paireci with. L / Corpl Mohrstadt and Sigmn Verlander jointly hold the record for rhe course with extremely
fluky 27's for the nine holes. No one can convince me that it
is possible to go round in 27 and play good shots all the time ,
when it takes me 53.
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Otley. - The Duke's gone: took his discharge from the Service
at the beginning of the month, and so Aldershot has lost one of
its landmarks. His goillg was, I believe, a bit of a wrench.
Still. that can be understood: it must be terrible to leave such a
nice lot of chaps a we arc. I am sure that all who knew Steve
(both the old and the new Stephen) will join with us in wishing
him all the very best of luck in civvy street.
Attachments and Losses.- One hedgehog to L / Corporal
Mohrstadt. They loved each other as only brothers can love.
The poor little thing is go ne now: the " society " round here
proved too much for it. Each time it saw Williams, it used to
curl up ; and when it eventually caught sight of Tich Summers
over the top of a tuft of grass, it promptly put on its skates
and was last seen heading for the canal.
AUSTIN.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
Paddy (" Nuts " to his friends) McCarthy has handed us a
swell number this month. Nippy piece of verse, or maybe it's
a sonnet. Anyway, what's the difference? It's about a guy
who was as enough to t<>ke to his bo~om the waters of the Wey
without first removing his nether garments. A guy like that
deserves to be wet. Just breeze yourself along these lines and
it'll strike your eye soon enough. You must hand it to Paddy ;
he sure has opened up {or us this time. Incidentally, the author
alway thinks twice. That's a great serial now, ain't it, Paddy?
And if there's any other guy wanting to hit the front page, he'll
sure have to lav off the river stunt. You can't soil! that twice
and get away with it- n:.>t even to a guy like me. There are people askirig why all these cycles in the unit just
now? It's no concern of mine, bur I thought I'd just ask, if
only to keep in with ihe bunch. You have to keep in if you
want tc- be smart ; and if vou don't keeo in, vou ain't smart
enough. That's how it seems. That doesn't . get us to the
answer, though . Maybe, if you asked one of the guys who runs
a cycle. he might spill the idea: that is. if he doesn't get sore
with you first. You always have to think twice nowadays.

The Personnel of the Station.
Believo It or Not .- The snap of the beautifully laid out garden
shows the ground in front of the wireless station. Those chaps
who remember the compound of three years ago will realise the
great _ am~unt of hard work which has been put in en that ground
to bring 1t. to ns present state. The group is of the personnel
of th~ .stauon; the open~ors· can easily be picked out from the
electricians by the mtelhgent look on their faces.
The other snap is not of a man digging a hole ; it's simply
" Bobby Jones " Macken playing through the rough to the fifth
green of our miniature golf course.

Playi»g through the " Rough."

Contribution from Paddy.- A most regrettable incident
happened at Gu ildford recently when that ace of Don Juans,
Signalman Coombe L. F., while canoeing in front of a large and
appreciative audience which included his latest 9latinum blonde,
was suddenly immersed in the icy waters of the river Wey by
the overturning of his c.inoe.
When Lionel-Frank went boating, it really was absurd,
The canoe achieved a hand-stand and Rung him overboard .
When L.F. ~oined his sweetie, a'cryin' on the bank,
She wailed
I thought I'd lost you, my only Lionel-Frank."
Her teardrops moved his hearr: he vowed with her he'd stay
And never never more go boating on the Wey.
-E.F.M.
I hereby declare the above to be undiluted bv mv iconoclastic
tendencies. I move th3t Paddy resumes his Si;1gapore " Potted
Personalirie~ " touch. \lv'hat monthlv labour would he thus
save us! He's smart. is Paddy I A11d now, I think, it is time
to forget the James Cain manner for a while.
Postings.-Greetings to C.Q.M.S. Mears L. E. C. from Catterick, and to Sigmn King G. from the same hunting grounds.
We wish you both pleasant days with the unit and all that.
Summer Train ing.- Possibly within the next few weeks, the
Cable Sections will be moving out to co-ooerate with the 1st
A.A . Searchlight Battalion R.E. and R.A.F-. at Kenlev, North
Weald and Northolt. The fact that this summer j;unt has
already been dubbed the " travelling circus " informs all and
sundry that much ground will be covered. Definitely. It is yet
rather early to comment on this matter. Next month, in all
probability, we will be able to secure new angles on the subject,
and enlightenment will come to all.
Do You Know'?-By special re<!_uest: " Who was the bright
lad who neatly cut his cable and then tried to ring through?"
That's an old one, of course, but it's new for this unit.
" Who instigated the word ' definitely '?" What bearing
has it on our harassed Section sergeants?
:n England Now.-The Aussies.
What Peopl o Are Say ing.- "My I it's hot!" There is some•
thing in this hct spell, whatever one may say. Observe the fore-
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going notes. You will notice th1.: complete absence of rhythm?
That's the heat: it 's got me. Understand then, 'tis only in the
cool of the evening, wh ~n a low murmuring wind sighs gently
amid the proud pines and the lush grassland invites the weary
body to seek rest and ease, that my fevered brain can dictate
thoughts in ordered simplicity. Given an office, a hot and muggy
day, a khaki garment ol sartorial effects and thickness more
associated with times when the asoidistra was the hallmark of
social esteem, and I become as helpless as the rest of you. And
if you doubt my word, ask Castlerosse. He'll tell you. But we
seek consolation in the fact that the news dailies inform us that
we get out more in this hot weather and consequently spend
more. How those fellows are right, to be sure! Incidentally,
I ran through my allowance some time ago. If there happens to
be anyone now with a rather hefty surplus . . . . Thank you I
You have my address, I believe?
And so on to another month.
B.A.S.

a tame poet, so stand back and give him a chance.
have to
warn you, though, that these poems are strictly copyright and
must not be communicated to the public by loudspeaker or any
other me; ns.
IN MEMORY OF MAc. BY Km AND SPIKE.
Two young lads from A.F.V.
Were full of high ambitions ;
As boxers they were meant to be
Astounding propositions.
Their trainer went by name of MacA scrapper of the past ;
And of good tips he did not lack,
Nor sparring hard and fast.
Whenever Mac did go on leave,
He left two little list~
For these two youths to carry out,
To harden up their fists.
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And after some months training
And many days and nights,
These two young lads were ready
For the Garrison premier fights.

General. - With the Secrions away with their Battalions, things
arc still very quiet in the unit. Routine work is all that is being
done, and there is nor much to write about now that Mac has
left us. We have been included in one or two exercises, and
on those davs verv few of Headouarters oersonnel have been
left to carry. en the good work (?j
-

But woe betide I Before e'er long,
Just on the peak of fame,
They lost their good old trainer, Mac.
ow, wasn't that a shame?

By the Way.- So far, I have not receive:! anv notes for THE
WIRF. except from No. 1 Tank Signal Section-and after my
appeal. of last month, too! What about it, Tanks? Panjang
is still going strong. He has submitted notes for two months
running, and I'm sure we are all interested in the activities of
the Sections. So, again, what about it?

At the Sign of tho Glad Hand.- We welcome the following
to the wilds of Salisbury Plain, and hooe their stav with us will
be a Ieng and a happy cne. Sigmn Lennon C. from the School
of Signals. Sigmn Harmer H. from F Trcop. Signalmen Metcalfe and Jameson back from their stay at Catterick with the 4th
Battalion R.T.C.
Departures.- Signalmen Barnes J., McConnell-Weed F., Everard J., McGinn J. and Perrins H. to F Troop.
L / Corpl Jarvis W. (now A / L / Sergt) to the Eastern Command
Signal Company at Do {er for duty as Foreman-of-Signals. At
last, eh, Jarvo? Don't forget your promise. I'm still sweating.
Signalmen Haslam R. and Ryder W. J. to civvy street. All
rank~ wish them both the best of luck and success in their new
spheres of life.
Corpl. McCann B. to Bristol en dischar!:'e· " Oh, what a night
for romancing!" Hope you weren't dizzy . Mac, bein<?; _rJut in
an:\ out sc- quickly. All the lads, ircludin~ your two protegees,
wish you every possible success in civvy street , and Bill adjures
you to keep away from that theer zoider.
L / Corporal \Vilson N. to Perham Down for a s_riell of work
with the 5th Battalion R.T.C., and Ser£'t Moss P. and Siirnalman
Ashford. R. to the Light Tank Signal Section at Hedge End Camp.
Corp! Prescott G. to discharge on 20/ 6 / 34. All the best from
the lads, Pres. May you never be forgotten. Come U.'J and see
us some time.
Co ngra t ulat ions.- To L/ Corp! Pawsey H. and spouse en the
birth of a dau2hter, Barbara Constance, at Tidworth on 20/ 5 / 34.
To L / Sergt Neal H. and his better half a daughter, June Mare\er again!
garet. at Tidworth on 6/ 6 / 34.
To L/ Sergt Coy B. on being awarded the L.S. and G.C. medal
with eratuitv .
To -Signalrnen Crebbin T. and McGinley J. on obtaining a
satisfactory report for their six months vacation at Bristol.
To VIL / Corporal Hubbard F. on raking in the dough w.e.f.
1/5/34. The mess is open every evening from s till 10 p.m.sometimes .
To Sigmn Potts J. on acquiring his first dog's leg. May your
next step come soon .
Panjang.- The unit as a whole seem verv interested in the
prophesied marriage of last month. But your· clues in this issue
are too easy. Can't you save him before it is too late?
In Lig hte r Mood.- ! don't know whether it is good news, or
bad-it is up to our readers to decide-but we have discovered

And now these lads are falling low ;
No more they scrap and snort:
Without old Mac, they cannot hold
Their titles and the fort.
Tid wor th Ta ttoo.- Somehow, things seem verv strange in the
li!ler, for_ this time of the year. owing to the unit not ' giving a
display m the Southern Command Tattoo. No daring trick
r:ders entertain us now with tales of their adventures whilst
running-in the machines : there 1s no roaring of mo'bikes in the
afterneon ; no dodging cricket and fatigues with the excuse "I'm
a Tattoo rider, sergeant "-and the work we used to have is very
much missed.
Many people have I spoken to on the ouestion. and thev have
said how disappointed they are because there will be no trick
riding display. I hope it will not affect the box office receipts
too much. But perhaps the rest will do all concerned a lot of
good, and you may be sure that the display for next year will
be better than ever as a result.
·we are banking on another record attendance at the arena this
August, for the show will be really worth seeing. I was right
last year, wasn' t I? Roll up and support a good cause.
Answers t o Corresponde nts.-No, y~u·re wrong, Panjang.
not the size of my feet at all ; I was overcome by the
. fumes of a beer lorry. I am gradually recovering.
'Twa~

True t o Life.-Our Boggy, after listening to the running commentary on the Senior T.T. and hearing that J. Guthrie had won
the race at 78 m.p.h., sat back and said loftily " H'm! cou!d
have been worse." I am wondering what he would have said
i ~ he had looked hard at his previous day's work ticket, which
showed this startling information (swelp me bob!): " Route,
Salisbury Plain Area. Time. from 7 to 8.45 a.m. Miles run,
104." Nothing: so easy as a track for Boggy. A steady 60
m.p.h. on the Plain. " H'm! could have been worse."
We Want to Know.-ls it correct that a certain old soldier in
the unit has a failing for cooks ?
Who was the poor goop who walked several miles in his
stockinged feet and was asked by a copper why he was walkmg
so quietly?
Why did several men prepare to urrender to a man m blue
who was seen in the lines?
Who is going to replace Mac as trainer to Spike and Kid?
Who is Rosie?
Whether a certain n.c.o. 's motor bike wrl! do 70 m.p.h.? or i
N.s statement merely a preparation for its sale?
Scotch Corner.-What's up, Coram? in the rats!
a line to Leggy?

What about
RUSTY.
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No. 1 Tank Signal and Tank Brigade H.Q. Signal Sections.
Altacbed 2nd Battalion R.T.C. Farnborough.

General.-The Sections-especially the Brigade Section-have
had qui te a hectic time lately. There have been several small
technical schemes, mainly to try out the new No. 2 and No. 7
set . All the schemes have prove(! tha t the sets are very re•
liable ; but as is always the case, there were several small defects
wh ich came to light, and we hope in due course to have them
rectified.
A "B" Echelon scheme, lasting th ree days. has been the
longe t so far. During this scheme good work was done between
the older and new type wireless sets, working between themselves and in conjunction with the R.A.F.
King's Birthday. - A parade of the 2nd Battalion R.T .C. took
place on Saturday md June in honour of H is Majesty 's birthda y.
This year the Signal Section was on parade. Althou gh our
numbers were small, we made a very brave show and the arm
swinging was reall y good to watch (so said an onlooker).
After an inspection by Lieut.-Colonel H . L. Evans, M .C., commanding the 2nd Battalion R.T.C .. a general salute was given
by the officers, after wh ich three cheers were given for H is
Majesty. These were the best I have hea rd for many long
years, probably because of the enclosed nature of the parade
ground or the prospect of the rest of the day being a holiday'tis hard to dec ide wh ich.
Pevolver Tr a inin g.- In my last notes, I said l hoped to be
able to report the result of our annual ra nge practice in this
issue. I am very sorry to disappoint any who may have wanted
to know our average, but l can assure vou it was through no
fault of ours that the results are not vet here.
On Monday 28th May the Section duly arrived on Ash revolver
range to de their stuff. After everything was in readiness, two
details were able to fire four oractice shots. Then came the
blow: a heath fire was raging just on the other side of the butts,
and orders came to cease fire. So when the results will eventu•
ally find their way into THE WJRE, I don't know.
Of course, we found a wonder man in the Section who got
five hits with fouf' shots. Now, I wonder how that happened?
Departures.- Sigmn Crebbin T. left his home town for the
great open spaces of Hedge End Camp on I I 6/ 34 to join the rst
Light Tank Battalion. We are sorry to lose you , Tommy, especially after the display from the 27 ft. diving board at the
Command baths.
Marr i~ge s . -These notes are going in too early for me to give
the particulars of last month's "Hush " notes under this heading. However, here is a clue to whet your aopetite as to the
fortunate {?) gentleman. He wears three strioes, has a brown
Baby Austin, and has served in Kohat and- frequently visits
Guildford. His name begins with an "Ess."
Arrivals.- As repor ted in the " Deoarture " section Sigmn
Crebbin found it hard at Hedge End Camp, so he has ;eturned
to us for another week. The one and onlv Tich Read has also
a~rived fro~ Perham Down to taste the )oys of Farnborough.
S;gmn ~cGmley came back _from l ydd . for a short stay. All
three will be back with their own Sections bv the time these
notes are printed, so 'tis just a case of " How· do ! " and " Au
rev?ir." We all hope they have derived a little benefit from
their stay.
Tripe and Like.- Rusty, the jungle wireless has brought us
news that your feet have been the cause of a minor acciden tand you only take "S's," too.
~ostman Run.-Will Bertie Angier save a corner bed, or drop
a !me to Brom?
PANJANG.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
A policy of " splendid isolation " is needed in this area for
at this season of the year we are being attacked from all qua~ters
of the compas~ except the north- which probably is just as well.
So ~r. our car detachments and D.R.s have nobly uQheld t he
traditions of the Troop. Keep it up I
Sll?olmg. S11;tmn Robertsoi:i won the pool shoot in Division
I. this month with a score of 46. Tn~ly a good return for a
pennyworth. S1gmn Rogers, who earned cff the honoc:-s in
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D~vision III. last month, ~as the crack shot again-this time in
D1v1s1on II. Maybe he will do the hat trick, but he'll have to
shoot some. A 48 is not impossible. Sigmn Ha lliday with 44
decided that Division !II. was not good enough for him, so he
has gone up one.
Cricket, tenn is and that kind of sport which urges .i fellow
to don his best and ride miles on a bicycle are cutting the attendance at our shooting gallery. Just a couple of hours one night
a week, so ra lly round and shoot it- er . up.
Cricket.- The cricket season has found us we ll to the fo re.
Up to date we have played five games, won three an d lost two .
T urn tc the Sports Section for the news and averages.
Tennis.- Tennis is a hazard. Play on our only grass court
depends on how much grass there is. Soon . if this fi ne weather
conti nues, it will resemble a hard court-from a distance.
Corp! Appleton- himself a keen olayer- has started a Troop
tou rnament with the object of finding a first class team to take
en tour (Garrison only). Several very keen e;ames, and also some
very amusing ones, have been olaved to date. From a verv confidentia l ource I have learned -the name of the Troo9 chain pion
tennis player, but o[ course I cannot divul ge that just yet.
Sports .-:--Organised field events are bringing to light C!uite a
number ot dark horses. One notable runne r, Sigmn Johnston,
1s always a star at the half mile. Rumour has it that th is is
•he distance he leaves his bicycle from the house, and he imp roves wit h practice.
The h igh jump champ, Sigmn Lane, has never been extended
over 5 ft. 2 in. H is team captain has asked hi m to keeo someth.ing up his sleeve {singlet) in case some unexpected op position
arises.
Promoti on .- " You cannot keep a good man down," said
L / Corp I Belton on being promoted to that rank .
Arr iva l.- From Catterick, Sigmn Cassidy- a good worker and
a keen spo rtsman. May he prosper.
. Hospital .- G<;iod news to report this month : our one and on ly
mva hd, Corp! Riando, w:ll soon be out of hospital. H e has been
badly missed fo r the past two months, and we all hooe that his
cheery smile will be with us again soon .
Out of the Rut.- There's money in music. T hat' s only a
guess on my part, because ou r " leader of the band " {Sergeant
Sayers) has bought hi mself a ca r-and what a car! I have it
from _himself that there ;s nothing qu ite like it. To gi ve it its
due, 1t was born before strea mlini ng was the fas hion , but on the
road it migh t well be mistaken fo r th e latest in sport.

Agony.- One un usual fea ture this mon th. W ill Sigm n Evans
D .. believed tD be in India, communicate with Sigmn Fall F.
of this Troop?
E.T.P .

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
We returned th is mornin g (15th June) from the Command
signal . exercise, and althou gh sleep beckons, t hese notes must
be writ ten somehow. I had an idea at one time of getting them
ou t " in the field " before the real battle started, bu t wh at a
hope I- wi th sounders misbehaving and all the other usu al
teething troubles.
The exercise was .strenuous, but we hope it served its purpose.
Doubtless we shall m due course hear of all our errors and omissions, but immediate comment is very favourable.
Talking of bouq uets , we have recently collected a couple of
real good 'uns, and a th ird of slight lv more subdued hue. A
King's Birthday parade was held nea ~ Dunch H ill on the 1st
June. and th_e 3rd Di vision a ~ Signals were handsomely complimented , officially and unofficially . W e had put in a lot of hard
wock, a_nd turned out s01:neth ing of everyth ing which made an
1mpress1ve show- two di smounted Compan ies each of thirty
files, a Troop of twenty fil es, two cable wagons, two telephone
carts and four limbers, six Morris cars with No. r sets ha lf a
dozen six wheelers, six C sets, and sixteen D .R.s . (The drill
is a litt le complicated.) The second bunch of roses came from
the A.D.R .. ~ho told us it was a pleasure to inspect our horses:
a somewhat different story from last year. The third, of quieter
hue? was from t_he C.l.M.T .. wh_o said nice thin gs about our
vehicles after his annual 111spect1011. Great credit is due all
round, and such results are all for the good of the Corps as a
whole .
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Turning to quite another line, we sponsored one of the usual
Garrison weekly dances on T h ursday 7th June. A little effort
goes a long way, and there was a record crowd. Tom Sayer's
band was not the least of the factors leading to success. Two
and Th re~ Companies, please note fo~ future action that you
have considerable leeway to make up 111 the number of tickets
bought.
·
The tennis courts are going strong and are playing very well.
They are defin itely an addition to the somewhat meagre amenities of Bulford.
Before these notes appear, the cup presented by the Corps to
the A rm y Athl etic Association for competition at the individual
cham pionships wi ll have been awarded fo r the first time. The
cup is to serve as a perpetual record of the achievements of that
remarkable Corps runner, Sergt Joe Cotterell. We hooe he will
have had the opportunit y of being present at its inception. It is
unfortunate that the event shou ld almost coincide with Cctterell' $ pulling a muscle in his calf during the unit's sports. Remember, Joe, no ne of us grows younger, and we and the Corps
still have much need of you r services in teaching and training
the young idea, if not in active competition. So don't go and
ove rdo it.
The unit sports were held on the 5th and 6th June, and as a
result the team for the S.P.A. Meeting will be selected from the
following: 100 yards- L / Corpl Etchells, Sigmn Foley, 2/ Lieut Blum.
L / Sergt Murphy, L/ Corp! Thomas and Sigmn McLaugh lin.
:20 yards-L / Corpl Etchells, Sigmn Foley , 2 / Lieut Blum,
L / Sergt Murphy , L / Corpl Thomas, Sigmn McLaughlin and
L / Corp I Bucke.
440 yards- L / Corpl Bucke. L/ Corpl Black, L/ Corpl T homas
and S1gmn Plaquet.
880 yards-L / Corpl Bucke, Sigmn H astings, Sigmn Stanger,
L / Corpl Black and Sigmn Mu dge.
One mile-L / Corpl Robinson, Sigmn Strickland, Sigmn Sta nger, Sigmn Seaman and Sigmn Fox.
Th ree miles-L / Corp! Robinson, L / Sergt Ayres , Sigmn Strickland and Sigmn Seaman .
H urdles-L I Sergt Murphy, LJ Cpl Etchells , L / Cpl Abra ham
and L / Corpl McKenzie.
H igh jump-L/ Sergt Murp h y, Sigmn Garwood and L / Co rpl
McKenzie.
Pole vault-Corp! Fa rm er and L / Corpl Kings.
Long ju mp-Sigmn Foley and L / Corp! Etchells.
Shot-Sigmn Softly , 2/ Lieut Crawford , Sigm n McKenz ie and
L / Sergt Luck.
Discus-L/ Corporals Etchells, Bai n and McKenz ie.
Javeli n- L/ Corpl Abraha m, Lieut Ha rrison, M. C. and Sigmn
McLaughlin.
H ammer- L / Sergt Murphy , Corp! Farmer and L / Corpl Bai n.
Our prospects fo r the meeting are not as good as they migh t be,
bu t we are still opti mistic.
The Agar memorial challenge cup and medal were won fo r
the first time by L / Corp! Etc hells, who led by 20-18 points from
L / Corporal Bucke. Etchells won the 1oo ya rds , long jump and
discus, and was second in the 220 va rds and hurdles. Bucke
won the 220, 440 and 880 yards, and he had a go for a place
in the mile, but was defe ated by a " stitch. " W e comoliment
them both.
It was very pleasan t to see L / Sergt Murphy in action once
aga in, and we look for great th ings from him.
The sympathy of the whol e unit goes ou t to Signm Cawthorne
in the loss of his wi fe, and to L/ Corp! and Mrs. Pape in the
death of their infant son .
W e are glad to report th at Sigmn Ashcroft , who was on the
D.I . list after doing his best to torpedo a car wi th his head, is
welt on the way to recovery. Sigmn Hill A. V. was anoth er
unfortunate victim in a recent motor accident, and is a patient
in Tidworth with a broken leg and other less serious injuries.
He is progressing well.
We are glad to see th at D river Wright, having been trained
at the A.V.T.C. as a bricklaver. has obtained a job as a shop
assistant.
Answers th at Hel p. - Officer (nameless. but slightly irate,
trying to sort out on th e t elephone two lines that had got mixed
up, to Sergt . . . . at the other end): " Which line are you
speaking on?" Sergt: " The one from me to you, sir." • • • •
l3UL.FORD.
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_ Arriv~ls. -Driv_ers Chalker F. and Williams R. from 5th D1V1s1onal Signals. S1gmn Boffy {ex-A Corps) and Driver Wilk ins
E. from the Training Battalion. T he usual rema rks re " W elcome " are extended to them .
Departures.- D rivers Coupe W. and H urley W . to 5th Divisional Signals. On transfer to the Ar my Reserv e, L / Corporal
Rayner and Signalmen Mitchell L. , Worsfo ld E .. Middleton E ..
and (at long_ last) Backsha ll A. To Chisledon on an Army
vocat ional trammg course, L/ Corpl T aylor L. and Sign almen
Oatley and Barn icutt.
Education.- T he following are congratulated on their successes
as show n. L / Corpl Fenton, special. Sigmn Wi lkins H .. firs t.
Extensions, etc.- L / Corpl Shorrocks and Sigmn Softly to
complete twelve yea rs. L / Corp! McKenzie for the full course.
Births, etc.- Congrat ulations to Sigmn and Mrs. Bairstow on
the birth of a son, Norman David, on the 12th Ma y. To Corp!
and Mrs. Waite a son, Michael John, on the 20th May. To
R. S.M. and Mrs. Bramley a da ugh ter, June Frederika, on the
4th Ju ne.
Medals.- C.S.M . Eyres A. W., C.Q.M.S. Knigh t A. A .. Sergt
White A. F. and Sigmn Mills G. W. have been awarded the
lo ng service and good conduct medal.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.
The man who said " The pen is migh tier than the sword "
knew a thing or two, but I don't think he ever tried writ ing
WI RE notes during a very slack period. As most of the Company are still detached, the residue of our personnel have spent
the month very quietly. I think the most exciting thing to
record is the number of steel helmets a certain individual endeavoured to paint in one day.
Unit Sw imming Championsh ips.-At the last moment the
results of the unit sw imming championships have come to hand,
and B Cable Section must be congratulated on winning the
swimming cup. Their total number of points was 139 and their
nea rest rivals only scored 77.5. They well deserved their win.
Arrivals.- The following have joined us from other units
and, as usual, t hey are very welcome. L / Corol Nicholson and
Signalmen Kendall, Yates and Shepherd from -S.T.C. Catterick.
C.Q.M.S. Wh ite from Egypt.
De partu res.- Three more sheeo have left the fold and ventu red into the wilds of civvy street, namely Signalmen Wilson
J.. Cohen and Brunt. We wish them all the best, and hope they
will soon be settled in their new sphere.
Fi nis.- That's all .
MASKEE.

No. 3 Company.
Ge ner al .- Section training is now in full swmg, and a high
standa rd has been maintained throughout. If this standard of
work continues, there should be nothing to stop the lads from
showing just how things should be done when the more important exercises come off. Our D .R.s certainly did some good
work during the War Office exercise at Aldershot last month.
By the time these notes are in print we shall be having a rough
time on poky drill. Do your stuff this time, lads, and don't
let the red Rag frighten the bull.
Arrivals.- We welcome Signalmen Hunt, Hamilton, Roberts,
Leverston-Allen , Salmon, Smith and Jones from Catterick and
Driver Narcupp from Egypt.
Departures. - Signalmen Hunt, Ghost and Valentine to civilian street. We wish them the best of luck, and ho9e they
will be able to keep off the dole. Sigmn Bond to Aldershot on
a v~cat i onal course. Good luck, Charlie ; make the best of it.
King's Birthday Parade.- The Company represented the
unit on the King's Birthday parade {watch our drill, os. 1 and
2 Companies). It is rumoured that we demonstrated to th
Garrison how a march past should be " put across."
Births.- Congratulations to C.Q.M.S. and Mrs . Linder on the
birth of a daughter. Ann Mignon, on 17/ 5 134. To Sigmn and
Mrs . Jacob on th e birth of a dau htt>r, Catherine, on 10 6 H·
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Swimming.-A very keen inte.rest was shown in the interSection swimming competition, K Section trying hard to retain
the trophy. We congratulate B Cable on winning. Hard luck,
K J better luck next year.
Sports.-We congratulate the following on their excellent
performances in the Garrison v. Cambridge University sports.
Sigmn Cox on winning the 120 yards hurdles comfortably in
16 sec. L/ Corp! Wilbraham on his good performance in the
220 yards low hurdles. 2/ Lieut. Pringle on gaining a second
place in the 880 yards, being beaten by three yards in 2 min. Ys
sec. Lieut Goldsmith on running a good race in the 440 yards.
We also congratulate the unit team on winning the open
medley relay at the K.S.L.I. sports on the 19th May. This is
their second win. There is evidently not a team in the Garrison to beat them. The team included 2/ Lieut Pringle (880
yards), Lieut Goldsmith (440 yards), and L / Corporals Wilbraham and Haynes (220 yards).
Musick.-A little bird whispers that by the time these notes
are in print, we shall have a unit dance band. Would-be musicians are requested to communicate with Joe, c/ o Kells and his
Beer Barons.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
King's Birthday Parade.-The celebration of the birthday
of His Majesry the King was held by the unit on Wednesday
6th June, and as an excellent account was inserted in the local
paper, I cannot do better than repeat it.
"The King's Birthday parade was carried out at Bu rniston
Barracks with all due ceremony, and provided an impressive
spectacle to the large number of people assembled. Among those
present was the Mayor of Scarborough. Lieut.-Colonel H. C. B.
Wemyss, o.s.o., M.C., commanding 5th Div! Signals, took the
salute as the Companies marched past the saluting base in column
to the strains of a march by the Royal Signals Band, which is
on a visit to Scarborough. After the march past, the Companies
returned to the position of alignment and fired a feu de joie,
followed by the Royal Salute and three cheers for His Majesty.
The whole ceremony was carried through with a precision and
disciplined regularity worthy of the best traditions of the Army
in general and the Royal Signals in particular. The barracks
were thrown open to visitors, as witness the large number who
attended the parade and showed great interest in everything
connected with Army life."
Annual Sports.-The finals of the mounted events took place
on the sports ground on Friday afternoon 8th June. There was
an exceptionally good attendance, including a large number of
visitors, all of whom agreed upon the excellent entertainment
provided.
It is· rumoured that scouts from Hurlingham are watching
L/ Sergt C . . . . e, an exceedingly useful member of the Sergeants polo team. The sergeants, by the way, beat the officers
at this game, but modesty prevents the winners from disclosing
the score. Nevertheless, it was an interesting match and enjoyed
by all.
Helped by a gloriously sunny day, the dismounted events provided an attractive afternoon's pleasure on Saturday 9th June.
The meeting was carried out with a smoothness that would have
done credit to a professional manager. The officials are to be
congratulated on their efforts, which obviously must have caused
many hours hard work to produce such a display. A very important feature to probably all spectators was the excellent tea
which our good friends the N.A.A.F.I. had provided, and nothing
but praise could be heard on all sides.
The individual prizes were kindly presented by Mrs. Wemyss.
The inter-Section shield was also presented by the wife of our
popular C.O., and congratulations must be proffered Lo J Section
on their splendid achievement.
The inter-Company cup, kindly given by the officers of the
5oth D1vl Si~nals, was presented by Mrs. Walton (wife of' the
C.O. 5oth D1vl Signals} to the O.C. No. 3 Company. Captain
Jennings was with difficulty persuaded to pose for a photograph
with the coveted trophy. The winning of this trophy was a
great performance on the part of No. 3 Company, who easily
outpointed their rivals.
The loud speaker announcer provided some ouite unconscious
humour with his instru~tions. Here are two - gems from the
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great man's collection. " Will any competitor of the R.A. relay
team please report to the blackboard in the centre of the field."
(Of course, we have all heard of ventriloquism, but it is hardly
fair to work off that one on the unsuspecting Artillery.) Also,
" Children are not to be sent across the course by any means."
(Now, although we have w / T, L/ T and v /T (and sometimes
D.T.s) and other methods of despatching messages, we have not
yet risen to the heights of transporting children by air or any
other way. However, we will consider it for future occasions.)
A race for the old comrades was included in the events of the
meeting, and one of the conditions of the race was that competitors were to drink a tankard of beer on the finisrung line.
Strange to relate, this was missed by the first man to reach the
tape. Hard luck, Paddy!
·
Before passing on, the thanks of all are due to Lieut.-Colonel
Hitchcock for the very able manner in which arrangements were
made for the sports. To each one present, it was obvious that
much thought had been given by him to the welfare and comfort
of the men of the unit and their friends.
Old Comrades Reunion. - Arran!.'ements within the unit were
made to accommodate the old coni~ades who travelled to Scar~orough from many towns in the north of England. The reception committee met the old comrades and accomoanied them to
the.ir sleeping quarters and then to the sports field.
Oid Comrades Concert.-On Saturday evening the first Old
Comrades Association smoking concert, organised by Captain P.
Jennings, M.C., was held in the 5th Div! Signals gymna11ium.
The Royal Signals Band. under Mr. R. R. Ricketts, gave an
excellent programme which included solos by certain instrumentalists and male voice singing. A humorous turn "Auctioneering"
(?) by Driver McGregor was much enjoyed during the first half
of the programme.
After .the interv.a\ Lieut. W. M. Ponsonby, as "Hungwun "
(the Chmese magician), gave a remarkable oerformance which
completely mystified the audience. At the· conclusion of the
conjuring Lieut.-Colonel C. W. Fladgate (C.S.O. Northern Command) clearly outlined the object of the meeting, which was
held with a view to forming a Branch of the Old Comrades Association in the north of England, with headquarters in York and
sub-Branches in Scarborough, Leeds, Darlington, etc. In concluding his remarks, the Chief Signal Officer thanked Lieut.Colonel H. C. B. Wemyss, D.s.o., M.C. (O.C. 5th Div! Signals)
and all who had helped to make this first reunion at Burniston
Barracks possible.
Brigadier F. A. Heymann, O.B.E . (Commandant S.T.C.) then
addressed the gathering. He spoke excellently, from the bottom
of his heart and with great experience. The Brigadier said in
the course of his remarks that "Love of Regiment " must come
first ; everything else, without that as the first consideration, was
useless. H~ concluded his remarks by hoping that a Branch of
the Royal Signals Old Comrades Association would be formed in
the north of England, and wished it the best of luck.
The Band followed with an interesting musical r>iece, " For
Service Overseas " (Alford). Then came four young signalmen
of No: I Company (Messrs. Ewart, Armstrong, Brownley and
McNair) as "The Peasholm Koons " in an excellent exhibition
of nigger minstrelsy. Their turn was very popular and received
much well deserved applause.
" When the Sergeant-Ma~or's on parade," sung by Signalman
Tandy (No. r Company), concluded the programme, except for
some old war favourites revived in community singing, to the
accompaniment of the Royal Signals Band, which brought a very
enjoyable evening to a close.
Old Comrades Church Parade.- On Sunday morning roth
June the old comrades and the unit oroceeded to town for a
special service conducted by the Assistant Chaplain-General,
Northern Command. The sermon, which was delivered with
the full force and eloquence of one interested in the troops,
appealed strongly to both old comrades and serving soldiers.
Prior to the parade being dismissed, the C.S.O. Northern
~om~and (Lieut.-Colonel C. W. Fladgate) expressed his pleasure
m seemg so many old comrades m attendance on the formation
of the Northern Branch of the Royal Signals Association, and
he hoped that the future meetings would show an increase in
members. He also spoke of the tradition of the Coros as carried
on by the members of the O.C.A. present, and of the example
set by them to the serving members of the unit.
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Arrivals.- We welcome the following from units as shown
and hope tha~ they will soon appreciate our garden by the sea:
Corporal Robmson and Signalmen Boon, Fletcher and Jenkinson
from the Training Battalion. Drivers Coupe and Hurley from
3rd Div. L/Corpl Walsh from Egypt Signals. Sigmn -Wilson
from the Depot Battalion. Pte Sharp from the M.M.P. Aldershot on transfer.

In Conclusion. - L / Corp! Macey desires it to be published for
information that his red badge worn at the sports was not an
identification disc in case he lost himself m the wilds of Yorkshire ; it was not obtained at Crufts, and he indignantly demes
suggestions of Pluto, Fido or similar appendages ; he ts not a
FIFTHDJV.
member of the Teddy Tail League.

Postings.- Drivers Chalker and Williams have left us for the
pleasant surroundmgs of Salisbury Plain. Anyway, we hope
that they will soon settle down at 3rd Div.

No. 4 Artillery Signal Section, Redesdale Camp.

Educational Certificates.- We congratulate the following on
their successes at the recent special examination in the subjects
shown. L / Sergt Gould, physics. L / Corpl Lancaster, English.
L / Corpl Dillon, Urdu and physics. Sigmn Hall, physics. Also
Sigmn Woodwark on his second class obtained at a recent examination held al Catterick, and to Driver Royal on passing all
subjects for his second except maths.
Re·Engagement.- So he has decided to dodge the dole and
to carry on in the Service for twenty-one years. Congratulations
are extended to L / Corp! Carruthers on his wise decision. May
he never regret it.
To Army Reserve.-Yet more leave us for civvv street. This
time it is Signalmen Rodwell and Morrison. Th-e best of luck
in your new spheres. Let us hope that you will soon settle down
to the unpleasant thoughts of work again.
Continuance in the Service.-C.S.M. Waller is continuing
in the Service to bring up his total to twenty-one years from the
time he completed his boy service.
Courses.- L/ Sergt Pinkstone, Corporals Badham, Coaten and
McLean, and L / Corpls Lane, Coles and Bergman, having mastered the No. 1 Set course at the Scb.ool of Signals, have rejoined
us and are overflowing with the newly acquired information .
You ask them, and see.
Signalmen Hall and Mcintosh are now enjoying some of London's delightful weather whilst undergoing a teleprinter course
at the G.P.O.
Medals.-We now have three more who have eighteen years
undetected! Sergts Rose and Schofield and L / Sergt Small were
recently awarded this inspiring gong. which must give some of
the junior people a thought, for their many and varied tours
over the face of the globe.
Marriages.-So the numbers still increase. Trus time it is
Sigmn Wathen, who recently walked to the altar with Miss Kate
Bagley at Andover. We extend our best wishes to the happy
pair, and hope that all their troubles may be little ones.
Still the air of Scarborough seems Lo bring thoughts of wedding
rings to the fore, and so we come to Sigmn Sharp, who. was
recently married to Miss Mabel Eves at Scarborough, and S1gmn
Ridley, who elects to run in double harness with Miss Doris
Burton, Sergt Challen with Miss Florence George, and Corporal
Rigden with Miss Jennie Thompson.
Sergeants Mess.-The members of the 42nd Divl Signals
Sergeants Mess paid us visits during their stay at Scarborough
for their annual training, and it was a great pleasure to meet
many of our old acquaintances and talk over old tii:nes.
During the old comrades week-end, Jt was very evident from
the laughter that humorous happenings of the past were bei.ng
related. No doubt Stingo was responsible for many, for whilst
he was a "rough " he must have caused happenings which were
not humorous to the oersonnel under his care. Probably the
slme can be said of Ben Shaw.
Wise Crack Corner.-During visits of other units to the various training areas, incidents humorous and otherwise happen
that are worth relating. During the reading out of the orders
for the sentry, one n.c.o. was amplifying the various orders and
came to the paragraph detailing the tour of duty. He spoke 0:s
follows: " Each tour of duty is of two hours duration, and 1t
has to be done as the Regulars do it, i.e. two hours on and four
hours off, not two hours on :md then off."
Stop Press.-Who was the man who had fourteen cakes for
tea al the sports meeting? A defunct tadpole is offered as a
prize for disclosing his identity. A. signed statement by three
independent witnesses will be required.

General.- With the arrival of spring, the 5th Div] Signals
saw the departure of No. 4 Artillery Signal Section. In other
words, on the 5th April the Section proceeded by road from
Scarborough to Catterick to join the 20th Field Brigade R.A. for
summer training. Why we should leave Scarborough just at
the commencement of the season we have no idea, unless 1t is
to provide a little extra room for visitors on the sands and in
the sea.
After a short stay at Cattenck for overhaulmg stores, lorries,
etc .. we again put on our equipment and drifted northwards over
the border and into Bonny Scotland. There we were attached
to the 16th Field .Brigade R.A. at Piershill Barracks, Edinburgh.
Everybody thoroughly enjoyed their stay there, whic~ !asted
six weeks, and were all sorry to leave ; m fact, the maionty of
the Section are praying hard that we get sent back there.
Several schemes were carried out with the 16th Field Brigade
R.A. at Dreghorn and King's Park. The Section gained 100%
m3rks for the work carried out, but trus was only to be expected.
You have to do a. scheme in the park to realise how pleasant it
can be. Although we were not pressed for operators, if needed
we could have utilised a few of the soectators who seemed to
derive their daily entertainment from watching hubby earn his
C.R.A. Having the wife at hand inspires one to do great things:
the job is done in record time so that hubby can get near the
missus again.
On the 24th May the lorries were again loaded up,_ but this
time all civvies were put away and all P.P.s handed m to the
Section office. City life was left behind ; we recrossed the border
and finally stopped at Redesdale (w_here. they make 'em toug~}.
Take it from me, readers. Cattenck 1s ideal compared with
Redesdalc ; the nearest pub is four miles away! Our stay at
Redesdale is to last for fourteen days, and there is plenty of
work for us to do before we again return to Catterick and the
20th Field Brigade R.A., where P.P.s and civvies will again come
into use.
. .
The Chief Signal Officer of the Scottish Command is to v1s1t
u~ on the 4th June. The Section have no doubts that he will _go
away ouite pleased with all that he has seen, as we are all feelmg
full of beans and very Certa Cito-ish.
Sports.-During our stay at !'!dinburgh, spo~ts tests w~re carried out during the early mornmg P.T. hour m preparat1011; for
the 5th Divisional Signals annual sports. Several good t111:1es
were recorded in different events, so we have hopes of bemg
represented at Scarborough.
Whilst we have been at Redesdale we have had one game of
football against the Gunner Signallers, the score being 2-2 after
a very enjoyable game.
Short Story.-You have all heard the tale of the five loaves
and three fishes. How does this compare with it? Whilst at
Edinburgh, the Section was notified that there would be a scheme
at Dreghorn-just a small affair with a couple of tanks-and all
that would be needed was just a short line from Brigade H.Q.
to the tanks. An Austin with one drum of D.ii. cable and an
operator would be quite sufficient. But our O.C. ~ad the prese~ce
of mind to send out more than that : and imagme our surpnse
when we saw not a couple of tanks but twenty of 'em, with a
Brigade of Artillery, a Regiment of Cavalry and an Infantry
Battalion-not to mention two thousand pectators. Ou r short
line developed into six. each averaging one mile in length. Well
done, Signals I
Scotch Corner.- Sigmn Moore. late of K Section, Scarborough,
would like news of Sigmn Griffiths, believed to ~ m Pesha.war.
Sigmn Malone has just found a stamp, so his call to Stgmn
Brooks via this column is cancelled.
To Corp! Gratwicke: What about the l!niac~e now? Pa~dy.
To Sigmn Smith .K .•. A Corps. ~ara.ch1: Signalman Squmc
wouldn't mind hearing if Smudger 1s still l1vmg or has the sun
got at him?
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Casualties.-Corpl Perkins H. married Miss E. Southern at
Dulington on the 7th April. Li Carpi Grafton is. abou.t to _foll?w
suit. and there is also a rumour that Carpi Barnicott 1s thmkmg
about it. (I wonder if the food we arc getting has anything Lo
do with it?)
Conclusion.- Join the Army and see the world. There 1s a lot
of truth in that invitation as far as this Section is concerned,
and we all hope that late members arc having as good a time as
we are.
POL.

G Artillery Signal Section, Newcastle.
General.-The Sections of No. 2 Company have now drifted
apart once more for the training season, and consequently I am
called upon to carry on the good work of Section scribe, so here
goes.
The Section arrived safe and sound at Forth Cattle Dock on
Wednesday 2nd May after a pleasant and comfortable journey.
The weather was exceedingly kind to us and s9arcd us the ordeal of a cold shower bath en route. We have to thank the
24th Field Brigade for the splendid accommodation provided for
us at Fcnham Barracks.
Train ing.-After a few days we settled down to work. and
started off with one or rwo · minor schemes in the miniature
range before finally demonstrating our talent on the Town Moor.
Everything is going off satisfactorily and a complete understanding and co-operation is being established with the Brigade. This
will all help towards establishing perfect conununicat1on and cooperation during practice camp at Rcdesdale. We hope so I
Bright Spots.-We have one or two newcomers to the Section
who are in Newcastle for the first time, but the old timers have
soon made them quite at home and introduced them imo the
family circle, so to- sp~k. Oh, yes, they nearly all manage to
get their feet under the table here.
Two or three route marches have been carried out, the mileage
gradually increasing. This has had a tendency to increase the
stamina of the men. so they arc feeling quite tough hombres
now. " Never mind, old chicken ; it will help to bring the
grease out of your boots."
Sport.-Our services have been called for to hclo the Garrison
cricket team, and two of our men have demonstrated their talent
in this direction. L / Corpl Kelly J. scored fourteen runs and
Sigmn Beech N. took two wickets for seven runs in the match
against Van Bede on the 23rd May.
Swimming.- This pastime has just been taken u9, and we
have one or two likely lads. We hooe Lo teach the non-swimmers this noble art. After all, every man should be able to
swim .
We Would Like to Know. -Who was the man who opened
his mouth and emptied the bath on swimming parade?
This Month's Che.stnut.-O.C.: " Have you registered for
the vote?" Driver: " Yes, sir." O .C.: "Where?" Driver
(misinterpreting question as "Have you registered for the boat?")
" Egypt, sir."
Nominal Roll.- For the benefit of readers who have lost
touch with their comrades, the following roll of the Section is
published.
Officer commanding, Lieut. W. D. Weir.
231436o Sergt Wilmot H.
2322329 Sigmn Mellor T.
2309768 L / Sergt Williams A.
2321019 Sigmn McWilliams J.
2316212 L / Corpl Kelly J.
775948 Sigmn McKenzie M.
2318415 L / Corpl Ford T.
2319414 Sigmn Northall J.
2315947 L / Corpl Heighten E. 2317970 Sigmn Nash R.
2320944 Sigmn Beech N .
23ro617 Sigmn Potts C.
2322471 Sigmn Bristow L.
232o809 Sigmn Robson R.
2318562 Sigmn Dawes S.
2321903 Driver Royal S.
2318402 Sigmn Deaville E.
2319575 Sigmn Stanley T.
2322022 Sigmn Hopkinson F.
2320868 Sigmn Skinner J.
2318146 Driver Hurst J.
2320286 Driver Tinham A.
4446527 Sigmn McConnell J.
78g520 Driver Woolveridge V
2320463 Sigmn Myatt W.
23199u Driver Walker J.
2320755 Sigmn Munden A.
BACHY GEi!.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
Genet'af.- This heat wave has made us feel thoroughly lazy.
Jn othe r words. we apologise for the absence of notes from
N.I.D. in the last issue of THE WIRE.
The Garrison has been sadly depleted, the infantry having
gone Lo Ballykinler Lo undergo annual training. " The intelligence of the Army " can now be seen doing Garrison orderly
Variety is the
officer, Regimen ta l policeman. and fire experts .
spice o( life. but a little too much spice gives one indigestion.
The Company go to Ballykinler on Wednesday 20th June. We
have resurrected A sets, D.iii.s and the little odds and ends that
are deemed e sential for warfare.
The annual drafting return having been submitted, one can
hear laddies saying " I wonder if I shall go to Punkee this
year!" and amon g stalwart n.c.o.s three years home " I wonder .. . .. ?" However, we can only do as Asquith: wait with
patience.
We were jolly glad to ec Captain Finh and the D.R. team
from Catterick put up such a good performance at the Agricultura l Show.
Promotions.- Thc only increase in pay expected is that given
us by Mr. Chancellor. (Why didn't we join in 1924?)
Tra d e Ra tings. - The following operators were upgraded at
the last Trade Board: L / Corporals Whilding and Blount and
Signalmen Hedley and Smart to B.ii. Sigmn Watts to B.iii.
Well done!
Sport.- Thanks to L / Corporals Thomson and Blount, we
have raked up a cricket eleven with some success. It is hoped
to give an account of their prowess in later notes.
Arrival .- S:gmn Coram from Tidworth. He seems to know
Ireland, and we wish him as good a stay as his last.
Trifle.-Taken on charge w.e.f. 2/ 6/ 34, one duty rooster.
This _1s not shown on the Company inventory. However, there
1s ~ little place outside Derry, and they say they have one. Any
.imt w" hmg to acquire same .sh_o ula apply to Light and Dark,
The Sands Co., Derry. Oh! It 1s a day-on day-off affair.
On the recent trade test, one unconscious Irishman passed the
remark. "That is a long short, ain't it?" He just managed the
flick and throw.
Altogether, the Irish nationality is about twenty oer cent of
th.e unit's strength and is responsible for twenty per -cent of the
wit. Seated at breakfast over a Canadian dish onlv this mornin_g, one D.R . remarked. to another " Shure, his nam~ is Blobbs."
Tne second D.R. enquired what was his Christian name. The
first one. who had a rich brogue, scratched his head and then remarked, perfectly blandly, "Signalman."
An innocent and harmless operator told an instructor that x
numbers were things that disturbed the ether and caused bad
reception. (I bet A.G.6 would like him on their staff to supply
a ltttle humour for future Volume V.s.)
1

Come on, out stations! how about contributing a little humour
and sen~e for the Company notes . One will expect to find you
a~l gro~mg beards and calmly w~itjng for a pontoon, or perhaps
d1sturb111g letters from Records (1111t1al and return, please).
Omagh have again moved their station back into the officers
mess, Lo sniff pleasant odours from the kitchen. At any rate
it is nearer the Depot dining room, so there shouldn't be such
a rush for breakfast.
Our D,.R.s were quite envious of the bikes of the Display team.
In fact, 1t has been rumoured (but only) that they attempted to
imitate the stunts. We have had one or two accident reports
f..lled in of late.
Tell • • • E • • .- To Wilber, 1st Div.: Art suffering from
writer's cramp? Tubbs.
801576: Where . . . and what about a line? Worboys.
To Sergt Murray: Ye aide busine:s, ch, Bob? Tos.
Tailpiece.- Yes .

. they are rotten.

Sorry!
HEc ME.

Signal Training Centre (India} Jubbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Arrivals.- R.S.M. Mcintosh from U.K. to A.H.Q. Simla.
Sigmn McCarthy D. from 3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Departures.- Sigmn Purdue A. to B Cores Signals, Rawal;iindi.
Course.--Congratulations to L / Sergt Ellison D. on passing the
fourth S. and A.T. Course at Chaklala.
Promotions.- Sigmn Bassford and Hampson to be U / L / Cpls.
Keep it up, lads.

Corporals Mess.
We extend the glad hand to Carpi Meldrum (Deoot limpet),
L / Corporals Wright and Richardson, and L/ Carpi Croucher
and family.
Congratulations to L / Carpi Roberts on winning the all ranks
handicap singles, and to L/ Carpi Jennings on being chosen as
runner-up in the Jubbulpore beauty competition. Are you sure
it was not the Agricultural Show you attended, Emil?
L/ Corpl Campbell has departed to Peshawar District Signals,
and presumably that unit has a golf course by now. Good luck,
champ I
We are sorry to lose the members of the " S " Course. A
jolly crowd and a lively one. Cries for lemon and chocolate
have taken the place of " Just another round, marker," but all
good days have to come to an end, so here's to the start of
another spasm.
Q.
Shikar: Spotlight Spots Spotted " Spottie."
Many and varied are the excuses made by would-be game
hunters in order to cover poor shooting when an absolute sitter
fails to bring anything for the pot. The writer has more than
fifty simple ones "on tap" from which he draws quite frequently , but for the first time he has heard someone say "Thank
goodness I didn't get it! "-and mean it. Perhaps the hunter
in the following episode had visions of two other noble animal
appearing on the scene, namely a fine old bull and cow. However, this tale is true, and all Jubbites will undoubtedly be interested, as the hunt took place in barracks.
At about 23.45 hours the occupants of married quarters near
the sergeants mess were disturbed by the noise of an animal
or animals prowling around the mess rubbish bin. One daring
shikari crept out with his twelve-bore and found another brave
lad perched precariously in a machan (his bed, he having been
sleeping outside) with a fearsome cre:iture standing in the beam
of a focussed spotlight. Our bloodthirsty shikari was unable to
see the anima l clearly from his angle of approach, and was
persuaded to fire along the light beam. Taking the advice of
the light holder and " firing by instinct in the general direction
of the target," he let drive.
At the first shot the creature leapt about six feet in the air
and disappeared round the me s. On investigation it was found
that a hit had been registered, and in true sportsmanlike manner
the blood-spattered trail was followed uo with the intention of
putting " paid " to the prowler's account. It was found to lead
to No. 2 Bungalow, and lo and behold! there it was, sitting on
the verandah smothered in blood but still very much alive. It
wasn't a tiger or a panther, but just " Spottie:" peppered from
nose to tail, with a coat like an aertex vest, and tail till wagging.

lt was then that our shika ri exclaimed " Thank goodness I
didn't get it! "-for he was extremely sorry and no doubt
w;shed he had used his air pistol instead of a twelve-bore. He
straightway offered his sincere apologies to the owner of" Whipsnade," but many still th ink there ii. something fishy about 1t.
Yes, Gil. you are quite right; it was him.
The Game of Patience.
At Jubbulpore, in the days gone by,
On the Sergeants Mess verandah,
They spoke of darts and pokey die
Or such less propaganda.
But now it 's changed, and one will hear
Of the special kind of club
That one should use when he appears
At a hill on the links at Jubb.
Instead of five aces or a double two,
Whichever the case was then,
It's ··Whoopee! this morning I holed m two"(I suggest 'twas nearer ten.)
With mashies, niblicks, posh new spoons
And bag that sag with their weight,
They fight their way out o'er the dunes
And ne'er return till late.
When the day is o'er you'll hear them say,
As they stagger back to the lawn,
"Only two up and one to play " And fourteen new balls gone.
Now someone has presented a cup
For which they all are fighting,
Handicaps down and handicaps up,
But the mozzies win-they're biting.
To drive a ball three hundred yards
Is a feat to which the,Y aspire ;
Then someone shouts • Say, pards ,
To-day I holed in one." Liar!
So now you know the latest game
That's raging in the Mess ;
And though we fight our way to fame,
It's an awful patience test .
THE Murr.
N OR THE RN COtHMAND ........................ / N DIAN A R ~f J'.

B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.
General.-Readers of THE W IRE will no doubt begin to think
that this unit has been disbanded, but this is not so. The absence of our notes of late is entirely due to the scribe not having
settled down to life in the hills.
The above address will show that the unit is at present in
the hills. Those readers who have not yet expenenced a ea on
in an Indian hill station should put their name down for a
unit in the Northern Command. Life up here 1s very enjoyable
- plenty of work and, when the weather permits. plenty of
recreation. At the prescm time all and sundry are well employed on upgrading cour es. In addition to the personnel of
thi$ unit, there are also fifty n.c.o. and men from other units
in the Northern Command l rying hard for that little b11 of xtra
pice that means o much in these hard days.
0
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The weather o far has been quite good, permitting of plenty
of port. Details of these have not yet been submitted by our
worthy sports editor, but a cartoon of the second round of the
Buffalo football tournament game versus the 8th Armoured Car
Company R.T.C. is enclo ed with these notes. [A block was
made from this cartoon, but exceptional pressure on space in this
record i sue of 56 pages compels us to hold it over until next
mon1h.- Eo.]
There have been several dances, the corporals having had
two goes to make money (they have some really fine port at
eight annas per chota peg!) The R.A.F. have held their weekly
dances in Lower Topa . I understand that these have been weH
attended by Signals. The journey home from Lower T O!)a is
by way of a short cut, but our police staff have been very obliging inasmuch as they have supplied the lights. This, of course,
has nothing to do with a certain lineman who, wishing to know
what it felt like to be a typist, tried every machine on the hill
(£500).
ever mind, Busty I that elu ive " S " will turn up
somewhere.
8.0.R.s Messing.- The general satisfied appearance of all
junior n.c.o.s and men is sufficient thanks to those responsible
for the present messing arrangements. Dainty items such as
strawberries and cherries appear fr~quendy in the daily bill of
fare, not to mention stewed fruit and corn flakes for breakfast.
Arrivals and Departures.-It has been read that contributions to the WIRE very often resemble Part IL Orders. As it is
so long since Bekor appeared, I th.ink it will be sufficient to
say " Welcome to all new arrivals, and the best of luck to all
who have left us."
M.A. Roll.-Congratulations to Coro! and Mrs. Clarke on the
arrival of a son at Murree on 10/ 4 / j4 ; to C.Q.M.S. and Mrs
Fleming on the arrival of a daughter at Murree on 19/ 4 / 34 ; and
last, but not least, to Corp) (Buck) and Mrs. Taylor on the arrival of twins at Fareham on 20 / 2/ 34.
Sergeants Mess.-Our summer home is now more or less
straight, and all things are progressing along the correct lines.
The weekly whist drives and dances have started, and after
considerable " fiddling " with the new electric gramoohone and
sorting out suitable records, good results are now being obtained.
The attendance has not overcrowded the soace available, but we
hope for more later.
Corporals Mess.-We welcome to the fold the following on
reaching the dizzy height of U / L/ Corporal: Signalmen W ild,
Hoare, Banks, Martin, Mallett, Locke and Hamilton. Also one
ping pong table, complete with champions (will Tich Webb ever
learn to serve?)
Ceremonial.-On Monday 4th June, the unit celebrated the
King's birthday by a parade on Gharial Flats, in company with
the 93rd Highlanders. Lieut. -Colonel J. S. Yule, o.s.E., our
C.0., was in command, and although it was not such a parade
as we have in Rawalpindi, it was nevertheless very picturesque
with the wee Jocks in their kilts. (I have just heard that it
would have been more picturesque without their ki lts. I wonder?) After the parade, the rest of the day was observed as a
holiday. The members of the Sergeants Mess were entertained
by R.Q.M.S. Mitchell, who had been presented with his rooti
gong.
During the afternoon Colonel Yule and the officers were at
home to members of the W. O.s and Sergeants Mess and their
familiei. This was a particularly enjoyable outing, the children
especially making themselves at home. Major Newton displayed
his usual organising abilities to great effect.
Late News from Upper Hollywood.- Heard in the dance
hall: "What do yo~ think of ou r police, Greta?" " I tink
your p'licemen are vonderful ; I tink I go back to Wouriston."
Grand Finale.- Owing to a special elbow raising contest in
the Sergeants Mess, I must be on hand to start off scratch.
Bos.

ht Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Wednesday 9th May.
General.-The hot weather season having arrived, the married families have once again proceeded to the dumps. /, few
B.O.R.s have also gone up on courses and duties, and the
thoughts of higher rat111gs are uppermost m everyone's mind.
Even those who are staying on the Plains are now workinF: at
high pres$ure in readiness for the next Trade Testing Board.

Sport.- Thc games at present played in the unit are far too
numerous to be reported individually, and only a few words
can be said about each. The hockev has imoroved tremendously, and if the improvement contiriues, great hopes will be
entertained of going beyond the semi-finals of the tournaments
such as the Lintott shield. That is as far as has generally been
managed in these tournaments in the past. At the present time
a Hockey and Soccer League is in full swing, and this will be
reported at length in our next con tri bution. Some very keen
game~ have been witnessed .so far. ai:id a great deal of hu_
rnorous
banter is heard from the different sides of the field durmg the
games.
The First Eleven are now playing excellent hockey, and some
first class games are witnessed amo ngst their many fixtures. As
these are too numerous to report, these few general remarks
will have to suffice.
Entertainments.- W ith the depa rtu re of the families to the
hills and the advent of the warmer weather, the B.O.R.s Dance
Club ceased to function for a month. They are now trying to
put on a few wh ist drives and dances on the men's tennis courts,
but it is feared that the stuffiness of the nights, combined with
the efforts of the mosquitoes, will not tend to help things along.
We wish the committee every success, and hope that our fears
are not well founded.
The Old Comrades Association held a grand dance in the Ordnance Club on the 2nd Ap ri l. This proved a great success,
the benefit of which will be showi:i in the near future by a
cheaue to the General Secretary . Our heartiest congratulations
are tendered to the committee on the work put in to make the
evening such a success as it was, and it is to be hoped that they
will start functioning much ea rlier next cold weather season.
Arrivals.- Sigmn Stringer from 4th Indian Divisional Signals,
Trimulgherry. Sigmn Bancroft from A Corps Signals, Karachi.
C.Q.M.S. Young and Sigmn Mullins from E.W.S. Cherat. To
all of them we extend a hearty welcome. We hope their stay
with us will be long and happy.
Departures.- Sigmn Rowely to S.T.C. (I) Jubbulpore. Sigmn
Lock W. to A Corps Signals, Karachi . To them we wish e\(ery
success in their new unit.
Personal.-Best of luck and good wishes to the Cads at No.
2 W / T Company, Palestine, and the Chief Cad at Aden. Patiently awaiting photos from the latter.
·
To E Troop Signals: Congratulations ! the l wo vears wait was
long and wearing. C.V.S.
·
ONEDIV.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Sunday 27th May .
Now that the weather 1•is stoking up, the married folk and
the course people have left us for more tem!Jerate climes. It is
now possible to get a word or two in, and we must first, on behalf of the Troop, congratulate the Royal Signals polo team on
their success in the Abbottabad spring polo tournament- the
first important polo tournament won by Royal Signals. Considering that practice for this game is limited so far as a regular
team is concerned, and that the four members (Captain C. M. F.
White, Mr. L. D . M. Patterson, Mr. A. M. W. Whistler and
Mr. G. S. Knox) had to come from various outstations, the result is most creditable.
Well, the musketry season has come and gone, and in spite
of the usual flags and disappointment, I am of the opinion that
the Troop will retain for another year the Scissors trophy which
we won for the season 1933'34·
The craze nowadays is Dubern sounder and operator signals ;
at least, the usual people have been settling down to it in case
of the necessity of having to take over Government telegraphs.
As this necessity is not anticipated before October, roll on the
March boat!
Sigmn Flowers A. has arrived on posting from B Corps Signals,
Rawalpindi. He will, of course, complete the garage strength,
but he has made a conspicuous start by appearing in the stables.
What a man!
Mechanisation of the Troop has be~un in earnest, starting with
a Chevrolet and a Morris. Mech<lnics and assistants can be seen
turning nuts and screws all day long, preparing for the evening
run to the pictures. The days of the tongas are leaving us.
One of my subscribers would like to get in touch with a
Signals pioneer who is able to give some information on the
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customs and characteristics of native tribes in India. As he is
going hom e in the next trooper, he intends to take a third helping the following year in order to locate these weird Wigan
wonders . H e would like to point out that snaps and stamps are
a speciality.
Will any of my readers who would like to join the Troop
aopl y at once? Qualification necessary : good footballer-essentially a forward-capable of scoring and forgetting about it.
Can be accommodated anywhere in the forward line. I hope
to be away in the khuds when this edition is published.
By th e way, for the info rmation of Villa and Wednesday supporters (to be exact, Signalmen Managhan, Deaville and Rushton
of B Corps Signals): What price the Arsenal now?
KHANA.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Wednesday 23 rd May.
Arrival .-Sigmn Thomson E. from Wireless Experimental
Section, Cherat- the one and only Spud, of Khaju ri 1930-31
fa me, returned to the fold once more.
Departures.- L / Corporals Bartle,t G. and Stonehouse R. to B
Corps Signals. I am sure the Corporals Room will miss the
smiling cherubic face of the latter n.c.o.
Weather.-This must be mentioned, as 1t 1s most abnormal.
May-a nd the temperature still below 90 degrees, ~esides owing
a few inches of ra in ! The old hands are m their glory now .
" Never been like this since I!)Q-" etc.
Amusement Park.-(1) A certain disorderly room issued a
movement order. Inscribed thereon was " Railway warrant and
L.R.C. will be collected for the orderly room." It is qui te probable-and has been voiced in various quarters-that it (the
O.R.) could do with a move, anyway I
(2) Apropos the much discussed Indian rope trick, perhaps
several of the past and presen t members of the unit will remember our rope tricks (modified for India, of course} as perform17d
on sundry drill parades, and the n .c.o.s who preferred to skip
over instead of doubling round the platoons when advances and
retreats, etc., were ordered.
(3) Punkha Chadda reading "Razzle."
.
.
(4) The following is an extract from an Indian de~t1st's advertisemen t in a local paper: "Your sweet smile wont be channing if your teeth are _bad and gums spongy. Free .~onsultat1on.
Concessions to workmg girls and sergeants. . . .
I wonder
what sergeants have done to deserve that?
Movements.-U/L / Corpls Peacock F., Butler F., Rumford
G. and Mitchell W. to the Corporals Room and future fame .
Entertainments.-Under the auspices of the local branch of
the Signals Association, whist driv~s, snooker and billiard competitions are being successfully contmued .. Lord Chadda of Ewart
{late Sir William Chadda of Jubbulpore) 1s very promment m all
functions-bless his little heart and his quartermaster's compound.
Sports.- As two gentlemen have kindly offered to " sport."
their efforts depicting the unit's prowess will be found m the
appropriate columns.
The Snoop's Refrain.- " Oooooh ! ooooooh I I'm a night
owl!"
Crosswords.- [ We regret that pressure on space in this record
issue of 56 pages has compelled us to hold over. the Crossword
Puzzle sent in by the Unit Correspondent. Ir will be used next
month.-Eo.]
Books Worth Reading.- "En~lish Journey" (Priestley) ;
" Holy Deadlock " (Herbert) ; ' Seven Men Came Back "
(Deeping) ; " Child of Norman's End " (Raymond).
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Great Thoughts.-From a series of saws submiued by a
WIRE correspondent in 1928, I have culled " Don't try to
' down ' a man who knows more about a subiect than you do."
This kind of thing happens quite a lot, both m civtl and military spheres. A fe llow more educationally and technically efficient than his superiors often gets " sat on " for knowmg more
than he should. I suppose jealousy is at the root of tt all, but
there is no getting away from the fact that in business and sport,
anc! also in the Services, the man with brains and ab1 ltty should
not be deliberately overlooked, while someone else who takes
the wife out to dinner when the boss wants to go on the spree
at the club, or the soldier who digs the sergeant-major's garden,
gets the curried favours. There is no honest ea rthly reason for
it. Perhaps favouritism, good looks and obstinacy fit in, however. " To err is h uman, to forgive divine "; but to forgive
the irrational errors of giving infenor men the chances in life
would be ultra-divine.
Promotions.- As usual.
L'Envoi.- " Come up and see me some time."
M11M.

L Section, Landi Kotal.
General.- During the past month the Section had its usual
spring outing, hiking out to Torra Tigga and Ben's Camp to lay
the line in readiness for the occupation of Ben's Camp by the
local infantry battalion. This work was completed in good time
after having a few breaks, but tempers and stomachs were getting out of phase, so with many cries. of " Could you eat a bun,
soldier?" we adjourned to Torra T1gga for a snack.
The Section was visited during the month by the Chief Signal
Officer, Northern Command. This was his final visit before
proceeding home.
..
.
Two of our No. 1 sets were attached to the Bnush mfantry
bat talion for the purpose of giving officers and signallers instruction in operating. One of these sets was sent to Ben's
Camp with L / Corpl Collett in charge. We wondered if he
would be quite comfortable in his new quarters, but by all
reports he evidently was. We were sorry that we could ~or
supply him with the necessary panama hat and the straws with
which to imbibe his drinks.
Training.-O ne can still hear all the aueer noises associated
with courses emanating from the lecture room. It is rumoured
that some of our pupils are applying for jobs as reporters for
their local rags.
Entertainments.- Crooner Gardner and h is Terrors are still
performing. The present leading man in the dramatic society
commonly known as the Khyber Terrors is "Just Smith," who
plays the part of the village idiot with great success. Wellknown critics say that his success is due to the fact that he
plays this particular part so naturally!
Congratulations.- To U / L / Corpl (Rusty) Rumford ort his
promotion to that rank.
'Odds and Ends.-Wi lkie's wireless set.
Heard in the Class Room. -lnstructor: "By what three
methods can you obtain a receipt for a message?" Sweet Young
Thing : "N.B .W., l.C.W. and by any other method." you
can take it from me that this is not fiction. If you don't believe
it, go and ask Willy, er Wat-kin his name be?
Stop Press.-To L/Corpl Wright H. R. (believed to be in
COLOSSAL Two.
Jubbulpore): What about it? Jenk.

Waziristan District Signals, Razmak.
Headquarters.
Thursday 7th June.
Since our last news was given, the only excitement m D.l.K.
before we left for Razmak with District Headquarters was the
evacuation of the families to their various mountain. tops.
H.Q. moved to Razmak by lorry on the i3rd Apnl-a tedious
journey, since the lorries appear to become tired in h1~h altitud.es.
The contents of the Sergeants Mess lorry were leakmg, leavmg
a homely aroma on the road. The Mess are to be congratulated on the small amount of gear they apparently require for
the hot weather: only seven pieces (all the property of Mr.
McEwan). Razmak Section have made us very comfortable •n
their e tate.
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Razmak Signal Section .
.A.pologies.- The absence of notes from this Section in rece nt
issues is regretted, but we hope again to become regu lar su bscribers to the Corps Journal.
Arrivals.- Since the last appearance of our notes, a number of
changes have taken place.
.
Th{; Section is now commanded by Captain R. H . Wa ll, recently arrived from England (but not for the first time) and he
is supported by Lieut. R. G. Volland (late B Corps Signals) .as
second in command . Sergt Woolhouse has taken over the duties
of A / C.S.M. on posting from H.Q. Section, in place of Sergt
Penny, who after a short stay with us has gone to W .E. S. Cherat .
The fo llowing joined the Section on arrival from England. dur~
ing the trooping season: L / Sergt Isaac, Corp! Moore and Signalmen Wyatt and Read. Sergt Cadell from 1st Indian Divsigs and
Corp! Ferdinando from H .Q . Section.
To all the above, the Section extend the glad hand and hoi:;e
they will enjoy th eir sojourn in Razmak.

Conv oy at Sararogha.
The Razmak Spring Race Meeting was held in the morn ing
on Saturday 12th May, having been postponed on account of
rain che previous afternoon . In the Razmak Derby (four fu rlongs) open to any mule and ridden by anybody, Signalmen
Ponnuswami and Narainswami represented che unit . They both
finished the course, about half way up in a fiel d of twen ty-n ine.
In the Grand Piccadilly, Sergt Read rode the uni t blood 'oss.
In spice of repeatedly changing the name of th is animal, the
Gurkha Brigade still recognise him and he srarted a hot fa vourite with the un it money on him. After about a furlong he
apparently changed shape, the saddle slipping back and finish ing
under hjs belly. Sergt Read came in fourth, despite having to
ride bareback for three quarters of tht: race.

Courses.- T hese are being held for operators and D.R.s of
H .Q. and Razma k Brigade Sections, and if rumou r is right, the y
are all bent on getting that ext ra sixpence per diem at the concl usion .
Moro Arrivals.- Great activity p revailed in the lines for a few
days last mo nth , prepa ration being in p rog ress for the arriva l
of H .Q. Section from D J .Khan. T hey arrived on the 23rd and
quickly settled in for the summer. From rema rks overheard,
we gather that they are appreciating their stay in this " health
resort .''

Social Calls.- Twelve members of Wana Siena! Section arrived on Fri day 11 th May, when a foo tball match was pla yed.
Owing to the ad verse condi tions the footba ll did not reach the
usu al standard, bu t in spite of a soaking t he game was enjoyed
by all, the resul t bei ng 1- 1 .
It is hoped th at visits wi ll be made by the other Sections, and
th at W anasigs will " come up and see us " again .
Co lumns.- T wo colum ns have been out recently, the fi rst
be! ng to Sararogha, whe n the 1st Battalion Devonsh ire Regimen t
was brough t in by Razcol. T his battalion has come fro m Quetta
to relieve the H ighland Light Infa ntry, who after eigh teen
months in the station have moved to Peshawar .
On the second column, to Razani and Lawargi Narai, we had·
Major Roberts, our comma nding office r, with us. H e appeared
to enjoy the ou ti ng, and was pleased with the work of the Sectic n. We hope yo u will come out wit h us again, si r.

Aerial view of Mc Queen Lines, Kofiat District Signals.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.

T he mon th has not , however, been entirely a " maiden over "
- hence these fe w notes to keep us in the picture and appease
the wrath of those many enquirers at home.
.
f irstl y. I must a~ain draw. attention. to. the transformauon
wh ich is slowly takmg: place m . the um t Imes. The whole of
the ground in front of our married quarters 1s bemg put under
cultivarion, eit her as vegetable gardens or as flower patches ;
and the fron t of the guard room is shortly to assume the splendou r of the choice corner of a park. Plots of grass, hedgerows,
rcckeries, herbaceous borders and irrigation channels are to be

T he merry mont h of Mae (she'll be hi:re shortly at our talki.e
house de luxe) in Kohat is far fr~m bemg i:nerry, for there 1s
very little on the programme .. W1t.h no ladies here, there are
c:msequentl y no dances, no whist drives, no concerts, and the r~
fo re no merriness in our May. At this time of the year it is
always the same, and we are now resigned to adapting ourselves
to these su mmer conditions when the sun come m wi th force
but the su nshine goes out.
?1-1\N
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Bannu Brigade Signal Section.

Rat,mak Races.
We are all sorry that this will be the last time Sergt Read
will ride in these races, as he is shortly off to Sialkot. Our new
jockey is to be disguised as an M.T. driver on holiday, so that
once again the blood 'oss shou ld pay us well on the tote.
From the description of his fancy win by an Indian other rank,
1t ;s not known if he was backing Sergt Read or the horse.
During the Meeting, the only really lucky member of the unit
was Naik Ragupathi, who won R.s 120 / - in the sweep on one
race. His feet touched the ground three times between the
pay out tent and the Post Office!
A dozen of Wana Section came over for the races and a game
of football. We hope they will come again and often.
l~pgrading courses under Captain Wall are proceeding, in adduion to our ordinary work.
A detachment has, as usual, been left in Fort Akalgarh to
man a wireless station. The first part of the hot weather has
been so unusually cool on the Plains that this detachment actually wanted to stay down there I No good: they must come up I

Thursday 31st May.
During the past month, th e main event has bee n the inspection of Ban nu Brigade by Fiel~-Ma rsh al Sir Ph ilip Chetwode,
Commander-in-Ch ief in India. On · the practice ceremonial parade, the Section were comol imented on thei r drill and march
past. Afte r the actual parade, the Bri gade Commander particularly complimen ted the Section. The turn out, drill and steadiness on parade. he said, were excellen t, and the march past left
nothing to be desired. Credit for this was due to both B.O.R.s
and 1.0.R.s, who worked extremely hard on t he drill parades
prior to the inspection . Up to a few weeks previously the
Section had always perfo rmed the duties of fl ag markers, and
had not been cons·idered for inclusion in any ceremonial parade.
Sport.- A visit by th e R.A.F. from Miram Shah was a welcome change. They played us at football and hockey. W e
wer{; beaten by 5-0 at football, but were not able to field a full
side. ln th e hockey match we drew, each side scoring one goal.
We hope to be able to give them a return visit in the near
future- and beat them.
Although our hockey and football teams have been weakened
by the departure of most of our good players, we nevertheless
have now a new hockey side which is improving rapidly. The
fact th at we have won six ou t of our last seven matches proves
th is.

I<:

Weather.- At the moment of writing, the weather is heating
up rapidly. After an excep tionally cool first three weeks in
May, we have now reached a temperature of 109 degrees at
mid-day.

OH A l
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found snuggling into position at every spare corner. The ration
tand has not yet started 11 window-box effect, though we are
con idering using the cells as a greenhouse for forcing the weaker
planes inco blossom. Amateur gardeners arc not encouraged
to take the plunge in chis direction. Thi Brighter Kahae movement wall take a year or so to develop, but if plans go well our
lin~s will be chc best in the station. Encouraged by the GGG
(Governmenc garden grant) we intend to HHH (hustle home
hort1culturc).
Accompanying these notes is a recent aerial view of the whale
camp which tends to show quite well the excellent lay-out and
some of the bits o' green which we are calling gardens. This
photograph, together with the plan, should make all old Kahat11cs homesick, and all prospective Kohatites wish they had come
to India before (?)
Another great movement afoot is the daily swim. This has
assumed the nature of a Lida parade of late, for 6o per cent. of
the unit can be found at the R.A.F. bath in the evening. We
have also been granted the privilege of using the bath of the
Kohat Games Club, which, though rather small. is well fitted
with diving boards and a trapeze, and therefore lends itself
to an interesting swim . This bath has recently been lined
with snawcrete, and in conseouence sinister forms, bath slim
and corpulent, can be een glid1-ng happily in its cool wetness to
avoid " getting a swear on." Incidentally, we have a ryred
swimming picquet guarding the deep end.
With this wave of swimming that has broken over us has
come the need for cycles to travel to and from the baths. O ne
foresees cycling picnics. trips up to Kohat Pass-and the monthly
instalment to be paid. There's sure to be a catch in it
Owing to the change over of the musketry year, we have had
to get down right away to our 1934-35 firing. By dint of concentrated instruction for the weaker shots of the unit, we have
got rid of the shearing pa ins which attacked us last year. Th is
previous instruction, together with well-arranged range details
(consisting of firing very early in the cool of the morning, a
chae-wallah at 3oc yards and breakfast at 350 yards), made even
the blind men of the unit get their eyes down to the target, and
good results have followed. We lost the Scissors cu9 last year,
but are aiming well for it this year ; that is, if the casuals do not
fire coo casually. O ur results so far are that out of 157 who have
fired, we have 133 first class shots and 24 second class, with no
thirds. The firing took place over the Whitsun week-end, and
methinks some must have thought they were up for the grouse
season in Texas, for they got their ·· buil " every time.
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Gunn and McMahon we offer our congratulations, but the roll
will roll for a long time befor~ some rupees roll your way for
the stripe.
Aoings and Jaoings. - We welcome Sigmn Barden W. from
B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi, and Signalmen Scott and Pask from
4th Ind ian Divisional. Signals. to swell our ra~1ks o~ D:R.s-and
s~ntries. L/Corpl Ditchfield J. from 3rd Indian D1v1s1onal Signals will fit very nicely into our canteen and late pass n.c.o.s
roll.
Lieut C. H. Barker has popped home to England for two
months leave. Hardly worth it, says one. Every time, says
we.
The boat list for the 1934-35 trooper is on view, and consequently many smiling faces can be seen wreathed in supercilious
smirks of pity for those who must soldier on. It was ever thus.
No sooner has one lot gone than another is ready to go. The
twenty fortunate men on the list no doubt feel that they c.o~ld
row home if necessary, but as October draws nearer, their v1s1on
of a rowing boat will be dimmed by the streamlines and capacious cabin accommodation of the Neversweat. Already they
have that air of " I'm peeping at India through the eyes of a
lighthouse." Meanwhile they must help us do our guards.
Despite this correspondent's previous warnings about knots
and knotty problems, we hear of marriages and permission to
marry in respect of some of our men at present on leave. The
cynic's remarks are old, but still true, that as she walks up the
aisle she still chants " Aisle altar hymn."
Training classes are still going on apace, and both British and
Indian classes can be seen feebly struggling with helio stands,
slyly peeping through telescopes, or juggling with (sorry! I
meant balancing) DX boards.
The orderly sergeant alone goes on in unperturbed serenity,
and even he can be seen wandering round in a state of coma in
the very early hours of the morning as he attempts to track
down his relief at reveille.
Where once the famous tatti nasratri bunting graced the walls
of the W I T Station, a signal office flag now graces the premises
to show, not the glories of the past, but that work is now going
on there. We were somewhat in doubt about this before.
We are sorry to· know that Mrs. Rowley , who left this month
for a spell at home, has gone bec;;use of sickness, and we all
join in hoping that a holiday at home and good conditions will
mean future good health to her.
Mrs. Fegan is sampling her first summer in the hills at Murree.
We hope the summer will be pleasant for her and for aJl our
other lad ies, for though the hills make one pine, the pines do
not usually make one ill.
As we switch over for a month, we would sav how much we
wish all our members happy days. May they soon get settled
down in their new spheres.
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of India, has a large European population. These people naturally need prnviding with entertainment, particularly in the
matter of dancing. There are a number of civilian dance bands
in Kar,1chi in addition to those of the military and the R.A.F.,
but choice for the best engagements always falls on A Corps' very
own dance band. The dancing season runs pretty well all the
year round in Karachi, and in addition to normal playing at times
such as Christmas, the band forms oart of the attractions advertised by the town's most exclusive hotels. Altogether, they
are a credit to the military in Karachi and. of course, enhance
the Corps' reputation accordingly. Their fame has spread in
the Province of Sind, and when the Eurooean residents of such
outlandish and desolate spots as Sukker, -Hyderabad and Rhori
have their annual " flare-up," the expense of engaging A Corps
dance band is considered well worth while.

just before the expiry of his P.P. He is a self-taught expert
on his instruments, and probably more than anyone, he will be
missed when he leaves us.
L/ CoRPL JORDAN E. (piano and piano accordion). Guardian
of the band's funds, instruments and dignity. Acceptor or otherwise of its engagements. Juggler of its Performing Rights. Society's returns-in other words, its secretary. Early amb11~ons,
the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra and Sussex County cricket
eleven, but considers our dance band and cricket eleven good
enough. His piano work is above reproach, and as an additional claim to fame {as advertised at a recent civilian function)
he manipulates the only piano accordion in Karachi.
5JGMN WILLIAMS H. (violm, saxophone, clarinet and anything
else from which it is possible to get a tune). When I first set
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A Corps Signals, Karachi.

The Old Lady's Nose has been rnnquered again. One attack
was made by a lone ranger, our schoolmaster to boot, who
seems to take such things in his stride. A day or two later,
another party of four made the attack just after first li ght and
at 07.55 hours flashed down the Coros mono to the eager
watchers of K Section at the Base cam~ (shades of the Everest
Expedition!). A snap of the climbers iri the second party, taken
on the summit by Lieutenant J. T. Addenbrooke, is shown here.
Promotions and Commotions.-Two of our tallest and biggest men have just been raised still higher. To L/ Corporals

Tuesday 5th June.
Tennis.-We have just finished the unit handicap tennis tournament. More people than ever, these days, seem intent upon
wearing out our one and only court. An entry of over fifty
was received for the tournament, and the handicaooers, Lieut
R. C. B. Stuart and L / Corp'! Hudson J.. certainly ~ade things
very interesting .
All went well uo to the semi-finals. These were contested
by L / Corpl Hudson J. and Sigmn Hadfield T., and Carpi Evans
J. and L / Corpl Berry W. Hadfield, usually the comic relief of
all sporting events for which he enters, became famous when
he beat Hudson. Admittedly, he had a favourab le handicap,
bur that doesn't detract from the way he played. Berry somewhat easily beat Evans.
The final between Berry and Hadfield wasn't exactly exciting
-distinctly grim, in fact, when H adfield was three times at
match point in the final set but each time failed to collect the
necessary extra points. In the end Berry triumphed against a
2- 5 deficit and fallen arches. Con gratulations are extended to
both.
The Dance Band.- Karachi, the natural channel for the overseas trade of the Sind, the Punjab and the North-West Frontier

A Corps Signals (Karachi) Dance Band.

f..d't to ngM-L/Cor1>I Wilkins G., Si~mn (lark R., L/Corpl Jordan E..

The present combination, with very little alteration, has been
together since 1931. This coming trooping season, however,
mean~ the return to England of half of them-two to the Army
Reserve and two to home establishment. Mainly with the idea
of advertising that such capable performers as L~n~e-Corporal
Wilkins and Si~mn Clark w1li be looking far a unit in England
shortly, and with the hope that we may ~ct replacements for
a ll our lo ·ses, Jet me introduce A Corps Signals (India) Dance
Band .
L/ CORPL WILKINS G. (banjo and drums). A habit that has
earned h im the name of " the Whipper " is believed to be
responsible for his having had to sever con~cctions wit~ many
world-famous combinations. Although the rnle st11l applies, his
colleagues' watchfulness orevents any serious misunderstanding .
A consistent performer .:;.,ith the banjo and a u eful " double "
on the drums.
SJGMN Ct.ARK R. (E flat saxophone, clarinet and violin). Jn
days gone by, this very modest individual was daily seen proceeding into the blue with a clarinet, tutor and sock, returning

.

ignalmen Will iams H., llcnnet1 W., Palmer C., Cook T. and .\lcGre"or ,\,

eyes on Williams, he was unravelling a cobweb which he eventually stretched between the equipment of the oldest soldier. in
the room and the door-knob of the n.c.o.s bunk ; and then, with
the aid of a dryscrubber. he gave an exqui.site rend~ring of "Oryly
one more kit inspection." Knows music and has instruments
from A to Z. but the last person to tell you so. A keen allround sportsman.
SIGM BENNElT W. (drums, xylophone and bells). The stron.g
silent man of the outfit. Bennett pere is a distinguished musician and a member of a world-famous orchestra, and therefore
it is a case of inherited talent. His offspring's work on the drums
is of a very high order and his xylophone alas a speciality.
Equally at home on the piano. A regular atten~ant. at all Sandsp1ts outings of the band, but would feel happier 1£ h1 drums
and xylophone could swim.
SJGMN PALM ER C. (trumpet, saxophone ;ind clarmet). If Pedlar were ever arrested and hauled before the "beak," the newspaper report would describe him as ." accused, who was of distinguished appearance and spoke with a cultured accent " ( 1)
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It i like.wise with his ap!'.earance.s wirh the band- distinguished
presence and cultured pe.rtormance. on all his instruments. Need
we say more?
SIGMN COOK T . .(trumpet). Well known a "Toe, j68" and
known for his )0 111ch bouoms. O n his return to civil life he
must be taken into consideration as a oos 1ble Postmaster-General or successor to Loui Armstrong. As keen on the trumpet
as they make 'em. and at times r_eally i1 spired. Possessed,
though, of a low taste m shirts and ties.
SiGMI:' McGREC'.OR A. (ba s banjo and gui1ar). Used to while
away h.1s time with ukeleles, ba~ioes. guitars and a rugby ball ,
unnl S1gmn Beni:iett had the bright idea of pressing him into
service. on the. big " pig...
ow has a ~II tim ~ job humping
his pn.nc1pal instrument about and prov1d111g iust that little
something: .the band had lacked . A Scotsman, with the usual
national tai ling: doe n 't like porrid e.
Their own work is re~ponsibfe for the high standard 1he band
ha~e attained. but m~nt1on must be made of the help given by
their president, Capta111 W. F. H. Herdon. His technica l knowledge of music may be faulty, but he knows e.xactlv what is
wanted ; and with a mixture of good English, bad ltaiian and
correct Urdu, he gets 1t.
Specially Written for the N.C.O.s Messes.
A couple of months ago I told you the story of " How we
ne1rly w?.n the Army boxing championship... · ow let me unfold the
EpIC of the Uberoi Cup ...
The Ubero1 cup-no me;tn piyala, and the bone of contention
bet~ee~ the s.emor and junior n.c.o.s messes of this unit. Its
ong111 is lost 111 the. un':"rltlen history of Signal units in India.
although one auth~ntY. (111 the form ot a senior n.c.o. with about
t"".enty years . ser~•1ce 111 Karachi) has a dim recollection of its
or1g111ally com111g 111to the possession of A Corns when it snowed
one year and an ice hockey tournament was- held !
However, as I said, possession of it is now disouted between
the two messes at all sorts of games, indoor and outdoor. In
most of the outdoor c;ompetitions the juniors 9rove successful,
but w~en 1t comes to .111door eve~ts the seniors, probably owing
to their large~ p~oport1on. of. married members, seem to shine.
In the b~g111mng th~ )Ulllors, with four ex-matelots in their
cr~w, outsa1led the se111ors in a sand yacht race and became the
ong~nal holders.
Then they proceeded to lose it, owing to
plac111g a weak team at the boards for snakes and ladders.
}hey. came back, howe"'.er, to regain possession with a convinc111g ~1spfay on the bowlmg green. lnconsistencv on the oart of
the 1u111ors, and ~ood team work by the seniors at hu-nt the
thimble, resultec! m the pot once more finding a home on the
sergeants mess sideboard. .The corporals were rather embittered
at this result, as they considered-the match having taken place
at. the sergeants mess and a .goodly proportion of the spectators
be.mg ~he lawful. spouses of its members-that their opponents,
when It was their turn to . leave the room, were on returning to
the hunt given unfair assistance m the location of the thimble
by the spectators.
. A serious meeting of the juniors was convened , and thev dec!de.d that .somethmg. r~lly drastic had ro be done, and. that
~1ght speed~ly. Prestige indoors, they had none ; and to defin•tely e~tablish themselves as top do.gs. they had to see the
seniors b~ts off at a game on which the sun didn't shine .
Greatly danng, the gauntlet was flung down-at snooker! It
was use.less, though. The se rgeants-with three members of
1he1~. tea~ wh.o .slept on the table and two more who " walked
out
with b1ll1ard cues- made, with one exception, a clean .
sweep of all the ga!11es, and the corporals staggered awaysom~ throu~h the bitterness of defeat and some through the
specific gravity of the mess beer.
On~e .more rhe. juniors got down to it. Thev admitted the
superiority of _their seniors in the indoor re.alms. of sport. But
then came. their chance. The R.S.M., in a misguided- moment.
vaunted h is fellow-membe_rs' pr~wess at tennis. The corporals
doubted this, and weri: quite w1llmg to substantiate. such doubts.
Some d~lay occurred 111 the acceotance of their challenge and
they cla11ned that they had difficul)y in brm~111g the holde~s up
to scratch. Be that as it may, the fact rema111s that everything
was eventually arranged for the match 10 take olace on the serg.e~nts court t.he owners. to Provide the lemons and be respons1b e fer the highly burnished state of the trophy.

. Came the day, and Nos. 1 to 8 in the official tennis ranking
list issued by the Corpor,tls Mess, A Corps Signals, Karachi,
presented themselves deferentially. albeit confidently, at the
venue arranged.
It was the Waterloo of the seniors They were humbled on
the1.r own court, and so once more the juniors are holders- that
is , 111 name. They brought home the bacon, but they forgot
the CUI)!
It is -said that the seniors are now plotting a speedy regaining
of the trophy, and many are the suggestions being put forward
a~ to the nature . of the next compet1t1on. Reliable sources predict ~he plac111g 1.n t~e. field of Sergr Clark's mah jhong team-a
form1dabl~ comb111anon. Then, again, it is whisoered in certain well-111£ormed circles that it mav he Sergi Sta-nlev's all-star
rounders learn that will be the means of ensuring ti1e desired
success. At the moment of writing anything is possible, but
here's to t he next meeting, and may l be there to see it.
S.W.B.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Headquarters Company.
Sunday 3rd June.
Overture.- " The time has come" the walrus said, " to talk
of 1nany things .. .. "
'
l know thir. is all very wrong, but the G reat White Ch ief has
ruled that T we- Divsigs must " go literarv." l was sitting nearest the typewriter when t he oroclamation was made. Well I
.well! Per.so nally, being painfuily aware that some ten million
alleged writers a re daily inflicting a ll kinds of bilge on a long
suffer111g public, I am dead against anyone not on the old age
establi~hme.nt breaking in to print. In fact, l fee.I so strongly
about it tha.t l shall probably crawl into a dark corner and knock
out my bra111s (if an y) after pe rpetrating this lot.
Situatio n Report.- Not so long ago! .before the trooping season 1933 / 34 broke upon us, the a mb1t1on of all scroungers of
No. 2 Div. was to w~ngle a posting to U .H.Q. There, so the
legend .runs, did sold1er111.g attain a softness unbelievable, and
cu~hy 1obs were to be picked up at random. No duties, no
dnll orders, and no parades after 9 a.m. It is said that even
sergeants are almost human.
Many envious eyes were directed to U.H.Q. from the Compa111e~, where lesser mortals did toil a nd groa-n from dawn till
dusk m. stables and out on schemes, under great difficulties, with
livu w1thou.t hope. by order and through no fault of their own,
while the elite. of U.H.Q: went down to the opera and up Hanna
~ake (an unfair d1stnbut1on of prepositions) philosophising thus:
Too bad I" and .. Poor dog!"
Bu t " gone are the days," etc. How are the mighty fallen I
In the pale light of early dawn U.H.Q. do drill orders without
end, dash around on s.c hemes, work, and then work some more.
An~ 111 the afternoon, while 59,966 other ranks of the Annv in
India a~e peacefully pounding an equal number of oillows all
~ver this great sub-continent, U'. H .Q. parade and keeo on work111g. Night falls. On t~e horizon the great red s~n. with a
nasty fr1~~-e$g leer o~ his face (as thou gh to say " What pieces
of ~ake ! ) s111ks beh111d .a convenient mountain and gets down
to 1t for t~e 111ght, while U._H.Q. still keep working. Later,
~una rises 111 the sky and claims us for her very own. Quite
right, too.
·
Som~ great. scient~st h as ~lated that the hum an race spends
onl'.·th1rd of 1t.s life 111 sleep111g. Following this argument -to its
logical conclus1on, we stand aghast . A ren't we human?
Part 11 .s-Wih great sor row we h;ive to record the passing
~£ Corp!. Gerrish A. to the Sergeants. Mess on 24/2f34, he havm~ attame.~ the status of Chief Yogi (Foreman-of-Signa ls). His
epaome:
H e was a great guy." Somehow the good are always ta ken first.
Sigmn Badde!ey J . . has won a !)rize for an original spring
su1t111g, the mam motif of which is two dinky chev-rons on the
upper part of each sleeve. The prize, which was oresented by
the Offic~r if c Records, was a grant of several arinas oer day
comme~cing on TI 4/ 34. Oh, to be a farrier, now that· we are
mechanised I
Signalmen Gibbon R. and Marsh ;i ll E. have returned from
Jubbulpore ~ith an extra .~hilling a day to spend on beer, and
are now entitled to wme.
J.M. class i." after their names.
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Sereavements.- Corpl Blake G. and Sigmn Mays W. to complete twelve years with the Colours.
lntelligentsia.- Sigmn Lush W. has oassed in maths towards
a first class certificate of education.
Kit Sale.-For sale, thirty-four beds, Army pattern. O wners
no longer require same. No offers refused.
Believe It or Nnt.-Our draughtsman (who is an operator
the drau$htsman proper having been mistaken for a clerk) state~
that he is the world's champion board painter. He adds that
if all the boards which he has painted in the last fifteen months
were placed end to end, they ~ould look pretty punk.
The.re was once a clerk who had a day off.
One hundred and twenty days to go.
W.G.S.

The funeral took place on the same day. The floral tribute.~
anJ. the f?;eneral sympathy from the married families and the
Garrison 111 Quetta were much appreciated.

No. 1 Company.
Perhaps the absence of WIRE notes from the Company may be
atmbute.d to one of the followmg reasons: (1) nothing to say, or
(2) too much ~o say. However, advertisements in Company
Orders for special correspondents has produced a " nil " return.
Therefore the office gets busy.
Looking over the trooping returns of those for home this
year, we find the follow111g uncommercial travellers will duly
embark : Corporal Edwards, L/ Corporals Routledge, Paul, Mc
Glinchey a!1d Wallace, and Si$nalmen He.witson, Bowyer, Mackay, Mortimer, Ashton, Damels, Gower, Guymer, Hawkins,
Davies N., Howe and Flowerday. They take with them, for
free distribution, samples of Beleli rock and Bostan sand-the
object being, of course, to encourage young soldiers to make a
bet: line to Querta. Should they accidentally hand a sample
to an old soldier who has been there before, all our agents are
fully insured I
Leaving the departures, let us look at the arrivals. The following are now filling vacancies in A and D Sections respectively:
Signalmen Cat hmoir, Finlay, Yaxley and Donohoe ; and Signalmen Barney , Coombes, Denehy, Haslam, Holtby, Marson,
Meacheam. Mounsey, Morris C .. Palmer, Slater, Scott, Taylor
R. H., Skirving and Marchant. We had to be careful with them
at first ; that 1s to say, we sun bronzed them gradually, on the
way out to Bostan. Pedlar Palmer, however, was caught outthc: cnly sun-burn case we h ad . We notice that he still does his
grooming under cover.
The last dr aft, as far as I can see, 111ade. it the first thing on
arri val to take unto themselves a dog. In this unfortunate Company we have dogs of all shapes and sizes, and it is the private
opinion of the C.S.M. that if all the dogs of the Company were
tied tail to tail, they would reach to H anna Lake. Having reached
th ere, he would bribe somebody to throw the lot in.
Talking about Hanna Lake , some intelligent firm outside Que.tta
has just forwarded us a price list of bathing costumes. Just
fancy! The lake is dry, and the authorities threaten to move
all troops to places where water is available. All we have left
in Quetta (thank the Lord!) is being used by the Murree Brewery and Pask, Evans and Co.
From drink we pass on to food. No 1 Comoanv cookhouse •
if it comes up to ex pectations, will put the Schooi of Cookery
at Aldershot on a vocational course.
We are getting new curtains, new carpets and new fireplaces.
not to mention the Pictures on order. Then there are various
improvements in the cookhouse itself ; and last, but not least.
one Hathaway.
Drifting to the technical side, a hush fell over Bostan Camp
as a voice from nowhere penetrated the ether: " Over-to-youover " - A Sect ion's new motto. joking aside, though, we congratulate A Section on their endeavour to imorove signal work.
Still on the technical side. At the last Staff College exercise
we saw a staff officer vigorously shaking a hand set. ~. Listen !"
said he, as the microphone capsules continued to wobble • " the
damed thing is full of sand.'.l n conclusion, we hope that our notes will be more polished
and sprightly in the next issue.
Obituary.-Although some time has now passed since it
happened, we must record with regret the sudden death of L / Sgt
Len Walby. He passed away ouietly in his sleep early on Sunday morning. the r 1th of M arch, from heart failure. His wife
and two children were at the time on their way to join him,
but were stopped at Port Said . To them we tender O\.lr deepest
sym pat hy.

The late Lance-Sergeant Len Walby.
We regret that the accompanying " snap ·• is the only available photo of Len.
W-e will never forget his brilliant struggle. for us in the boxing
ring at the Command tournament at Querta last year, nor his
all-round sporting qualities.
TRES.

No. 2 Company
General. - The recent earthouakes in India have not affected
Quetta , as has been suggested,- so once agam 2nd Div. will endeavour to satisfy numerous fans in THE WIRE.
Spring cam p at Bostan passed quietly enough, and (naturally
enough) we won all the wars. The dust storms transformed
our butter into cement, but we are tough enough for anything.
For our entertainment we had a knock-out football tournament,
volley ball and rounders. In the knock-out football games the
finalists were the Sergeants Mess and K Section. The Mess
won by 4-2 goals, and the oerformance of the old soldiers
was extremely good. The ballet dancing of the younger players
was also well done. Our O.C., Captain G. H. Plummer, M .C.,
very kindly presented the trophy (a cup of cocoa-tin dimensions)
and medals to the winners and runners-uo. The medals were
the product of the brains of C.Q.M.S. Gerrish and Sergt Jarvis
(one must not take this too literally). During the manufacture
of the medals, the following conversation was heard. " Shall
we put a V.C. on the referee's medal?" " No, it would be too
subtle." "Not if the metal was poured in properly."
Arrivals.- We welcome Lieut.-Colonel W. T. Howe from
Aldershot, and wish him a pleasant so;ourn iu the Indian Riviera ;
also R.S.M. Shenton. From Zhob, among others we have
L / Corpl Smith H. and Sigmn Hamson W. I don't know why,
but these two are homeward bound this year. Time flies, they
say, but (as someone else won't let us forget) there is a difference between five months and five years.
Departures.- Our former C.O .. Lieut.-Colonel F. 0 . St. John,
has departed for Catterick, and our sincere wishes go with him.
Congratulations.- To R.S.M. Shenton on his promotion
from R.Q.M.S. To C.Q.M.S. Gerrish on attaining his pre ent
rank. To Sienalmen Gibbons and Marshall on grabbing A.1 .s.
To Sigmn Roberts F. because he has onlv five months to do.
To Corp! Baker on attaining Q.1 rough-rid-ers cour e.
eeath.- Although belated, we extend our heartfelt sympathy
to the wife and relatives of the late L / Sergt Walbv, who e
death occurred suddenly on the 1 rth March. A verv popular
n.c.o. who will be missed by all who knew h im.
·
The Alpinists.- During the last few months, a few energetic
gentlemen from the Company have scaled the heiehts of Murdhar Ghar. Their tales of th dangers encountered and the almost inaccessible heip.hts they conquered .imply put the Mount
Everest Exped ition risiht out of the limelight. Mae \Ve t was
not on the peak, so I cannot imagine that he wanted them to
" come up and see her omc time~"
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Sergeants Mess.
Congratul. t1ons to C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Gerrish A. on his promotion to that rank on 24 I 2/ 34·
A flannel dance was held on Saturday 26th May. The preparations and la}'.-Out were certainly a creciit to the usu ally. muchmaligned entertamment s ~omm1ttee. The lawn (representmg the
lounge), bemg gaily 1llummated with colcu ed lights and enclosed
by tent walls. remmded one of those picture p~st.cards of Eastern
rnght -romance: stars (no stars): moon shinmg (no moon):
youth. Well, we won't go into that! I am sure, from the forego.ng, that you have a vivid picture of what I am talking
ibcut (?) We were very pleased to see our new C.O. and the
officers and their wives present.
The attendance was not great, the Mess being, as usual with
Signal , out in the blue. However, the quality was there (no
names, no arguments I) and as everybody appeared to enjoy
themselves, who cares?-as the grasshopper said to the elephant
as he (the grasshopper) wagged his tail with glee .
Tennis is in full swing. I am afraid we are not all up to the
W imbledon centre court standard yet. I think what we need
whilst playing is soft music, to moderate the influence of the
hard balls. Our try-out versus the B.O. R.s Club was not exactly
successful, the score being-well, why worry? However, we
hope to improve considerably as the weeks go by.

Zhob Signal Section, Loralai.
Headquarters.
Saturday 19th May.
General .-On Saturday 14th April the 7th Light Cavalry now
stationed in Loralai, who relieved the 13th D.C.O. Lancers, held
their mounted sports and invited the B.O.R.s of this Section to
an at home.
The special event for the B.O. R.s (the V.C. race) proved an
exciting item to the spectators. Although all the (supposed)
quietest animals were selected from the Cavalry for this event,
they proved not so quiet when their riders were seated ; in fact,
to have called it a wild rodeo show would have been much more
appropriate. Anyhow, the majority of the roughs were thrown
long before the scheduled time for the " off " signal, and their
mounts were but mere specks on the horizon, making for home
sweet home as fast as their legs would permit, but at least four
riders remained struggling to decide who should be to9 dog.
Oh. boy! the way they held Oil to those four-legged ones by
hook or mane was a credit to the Corps. Eventually the lonely
nders took off, and missed the first jump by yards ; presumably
they believed in the old adage " All the way round for the
nearest." This also <>.pplied to the second jum9. And now,
w1th only the dummies to rescue, oh I it was easy.
By this time the poor animals took it for granted that it was
time to return to the starting point, and amidst loud cheers two
riders were perceived jogging gaily back into sight, although
minus the rescued party. They were immediately proclaimed
the winners, so when the time arrived for the presentation of
prizes, Pvte Cave S. (1st Battn. The Devons) and Carpi Cooper
W. (Royal Corps of Signals) strode boldly up to the table laden
with silver cups, etc.; but these were only for the best riders!
Each was presented with an acceptable gift by Colonel Howard
(commanding the 7th Light Cavalry) and also with great applause from the spectators, including those from the surrounding
hills, who heartily joined in showing their gratitudP- for such an
event.
The injuries sustained by the remainder of the riders (who
did reach the saddle before being put in their right place) were
but slight and did not in any way destroy their appetite when
tea was served. In fact, the way those delicious cakes, pastries,
etc., disappeared was another credit to the Corps, and goes to
prove that the Section does not contain any " indigestion "
wallahs. Ginger-whom we all thought at first was seriously
hurt when he returned with blood streaming down his handsome visage-remarked that he had accidentally got miYed up
with someone else's " plates of meat," but after a little pani
was administered it proved to be but a slight abrasion of the
flesh above the right eye.
The whole show was thoroughly enjoyed by all. A nd now,
roll on the 1st June, when the 7th Light Cavalry hold their
cli~mounted sports, and everyone will be able to hold th eir own
ground.
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Appointment.- Congratulations to Sigmn Smith J. C. on his
appointment as U / L / Corporal on 15 / 3 / 34.
Extension.- Sigmn Jam ieson H. to complete eight and four.
lnspections.- Lieut.-Colollel L. G. Phillips; M.C. (Chief Signal
Officer, Western Command) carried out his inspection of the
three detachments m Fort Sandeman, Loralai and Hindubagh
on the 26th, 28th and 29th April respectively. As usual, all
rank~ came up to scratch and produced a slap-up show for the
occasion.
The next inspection takes place on the 21st, 2.4 th .and 2_6th May,
when the officiating General Officer Comma.lldmg-m-Ch1ef, Western Command (Major-General C. K1rkpatnck, C.B., C.B.E.) will
visit us.
Entertainments.- A dance was held in the Institute on the
28th April, and all ranks in the station were invited. This again
proved a good show and was enjoyed by all. It had the effects
of a real Garden of Eden, with evergreens and roses growing out
of every niche and crevice from floor to ceiling. The function
was attended by the Chief Signal Officer (Lieut.-Col. Phillips).
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Fort Sandeman was made in good time next day. Here the
heroes received a heartv welcome, and much liouid refreshment
was consumed. Smudge officiated between the- 'Stute and the
pub with great rapidity, bearing forth jug after jug of foaming
ale, cigarettes, and all the crumbs of comfort which one enjoys
in a place like Fort Sandeman when not occupied in holding
them back.
fnspections. - The C.S.O. was scheduled to inspect the Detachment on Thursday 26th April and great preparations were
made ; but after a: long day's vigil we were sorry to hear that
he had broken down owing to carburettor trouble on the road
from Wana and would be unable to visit us until next day.

Nawaoba Camp.

BLES.

Fort Sandeman Detachment.
Friday 27th April.
General.- Corpl Bartlett and Signalmen Jamieson, Johnson and
Taylor formed the W I T Detachment of the column which left
Fort Sandeman for Sri Toi on the 18th April. They reached
Nawaoba by about 2 o'clock, where they camped for one night.
The next day's march was rather more tiring, as the sun was
strong and the column did not move. so quickl.y. Nevertheless,
Sri Toi was reached and commumcat1on established without delay. It was reported that there was a. splendi~ supply of. water,
but the B.O.R.s experienced much difficulty_ m findmg 1t. On
proceeding to the source of supply, they discovered a shallow
trickle of water which was alreadv well polluted by scores of
1.0.R.s who had evidently beaten. them to it. Jamieson considered this a good excuse for creeping out of his evening wash.

Pack W I T Detachment, Fort SanJeman, climbing a Pass
during the Mobile Column Exercise.
The Detachment carried out its duties satisfactorily throughout
the period with the help of the O.C., who is quite capable of
taking a watch on the set. They could not have his company
all the time, as he was out " hoofing it " over the khuds quite
a lot ; in fact, they nearly lost him altogether when the Garwhals' officers mess blew down and just missed his head.
The weather did not behave as well as it might have done .
On the third day in camp it became threatening, and tents had
to be pegged down more securely and trenches dug round them.
The following night was rather bleak, but the B.O.R.s slept,
well fortified by " Wrexhams."
Things grew worse, and the cam9 was broken up a day
earlier than expected, and the river- which had previously been
too shallow to Provide a comfortable wash- was then too deep
for a comfortable crossing. A short cut was taken through the
hill;. tc N~waoba. and the march wa~ done in about three hours
in spite of the difficult route. Everyone arrived quite fresh and
in fit condition to appreciate the good things which they in due
course received: a nice refreshing bathe in the stream, a drop
of nourishment, and a sound sleep.

learned to discriminate between hockey and football ; and Franks,
having grown very fat, is able to pretty well fill ~p the goal
mouth and makes a useful goalkeeper. Fly swattmg 1s becommg
very popular, and the tennis enthusiasts are able to get bags of
practice on the quiet.
Agonies.- To Andrews, 2nd Div. Blighty: What about a
pint in the "Old Ford "? Francis and Howar~.
.
.
To T ich Evans, believed to be road hoggmg m Bhghty:
What about a line? Buxmith.
To Dutchy: Oh. for the Goa! Buck.
W / T Detachment, Sri Toi Camp.

Visit.- We were honoured by a visit from Si g:mn Guymer,
who hit t he trail from Bostan with special despatc~es for Fort
Sandeman. Owing to Guy's skill and resource, the_ Journey was
completed in good time without mishap. He received a warm
welcome from members of the Detachment, who !Jressed liquid
refreshment on him regardless of the fact that he was tired out
and much in need of a rest. We are not sure which Guy prefers: rest or refreshment- but when the refreshment is liqui~.
we might make a good guess. As the. even.mg wore . on_ Guy s
nose grew more obvious, but remembenng his respons1b1lity and
the long ride which would require all his nerve resources next
day , he retired early for a well earned re~t. Smudge_ wa.s a
little disappointed, as he was sweatmg on thmgs devi:lop1.ng mto
a sort of Jewish f~~tival. .. You see, they have somethmg m comm:>n : everyone
nose that.
Dep a r tu re.-Signalman Guymer departed after having ·his
bike once-overed bv the fitters of the station. A little wind was
fitted into the tyres by these redoubtables.
Sport.-We have had :Several games of hockey recently.
Owing to the fact that a number of the men had not playe_d
before we did not fare so well at first ; but improvement is
being ~hown where there is most room for it, and we have met
with greater success in the more recent games. Taylor has now

Detachment, Fort Sancleman : Id Festival, 26 / 3 / 34.
lnformation. -Franks wishes to inform the lads of A Section
that he is getting fat up here. We don't call him Busty yet,
though.
What is Bondzo's latest?
To Slim Gibbons: l wcnder how the Sec is getting on?
BUXMITH·APOZAI.

Detachment, Hindubagh.
Sunday 26th May.
General.- We aoologise for the absence of cur notes in last
month's WIRE, but we had no scribe at the time. Now that
we have been instructed to show that we are still Oil the map
(or i it off?) I wi ll endeavour to make up for lost time. In
the first place we decided to cut the cards for the honour (?) of
wnting these notes-and I lost!
.
.
.
It is a pleasure to announce that 111s9ect1on are now fimshed
with-for thi month . anyway. To-day the C .S.O. (Lieut-Col.
L. G. Phillips) held his in pec.t ion, which ~e have every _rea on
to believe went off with a swmg ; and so 1t should, cons1der111g
that to-day is Sunday. Well , the better the day, the better the
deed.

Camp at Sri Toi, twelve miles from the Afghan Border.

Entertainments.- Last niiht saw the open111g of the summer dance season, and a big carnival fancy dress dance was
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held in the Town Hall. It wa pleasing to note that the event
was well upported by the girls from Woolworths and Marks
and Spencer . An exhibition McCan Can w;is ~wen by the
noted professionals, Messrs. L ~ I Ch~nd and .Devi Rana, who
received much applause for their version of rh1s notable Eastern
waltz. The Dowager Duchess of Khana1 1s . to _be thanked for
her orgamsation of the excellent curry and n ee •.n terval.
.
The Lyceum, Hindubagh.- Promment first nighters were 111
attendance at the new revue, " Passion Untrammelled,"' by fhe
well known author Robin Heart. In the foyer Mr. McAra,
accompanied by the Baroness De Bostan, was seen hakin~ hands
with Mr. Fortes. Unfortunately, our critic's report on the show
is not to hand, owing to a chill (?) caught whilst on guard,
keeping him in detention.
Sport.-The Detachment hoped to do gre~t things this season
in the Hindubagh Hockey League, but owmg to t~e brea\ung
of all available sticks we have had to fall back on t1ddly wmks
and ludo. In the last game the other team unfortunately split
the only ball in half and the umpires are till fighting over the
verdict on the game.
.
.
.
Sigmn Goodhand still holds the darts ch~mp1onsh1p, getting
within three yards of the bull after putting his dart through two
lamp glasses, one topee and a comrade's hindquarters.
Garden in g .-A certain individual decided to take up this
very interesting hobby, and after plant~ng about a. pound of
radish and lettuce seed, he was observed m the moonlight gently
tending the first small shoot that appeared through the soil.
After five weary days and nights, he could be heard striding
about and cursing. The frail little shoot was a weed! No names,
but Mac can.
We Want to Know.-Is it possible to utilise a Stuart Turner
for an aero-engine?
Would it be advisable to use the top of Hill 60 as a take off?
Marriages. - This is Hindu bagh I
Births.- This is still Hindubagh ! !
Bereavements.-We have to announce with much regret, the
death of Billy-known to all Zhobites-from a dose of lead
poisoning : the result of a round of buckshot at close range.
He was buried with full militarv honours on the local maidan,
the ceremony affording a good ·excuse for a " celebration."
NAP.

EASTERN COMMA N D .. ..... .... ............... I NDI AN ARMY.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. 1 Company.
Saturday 12th May.
General.-We are steadily carryi ng out ou r summer programme, in which everything is flowing so smoothly that there
is scarce room for remark here . Training classes of D.R.s and
linemen, and a little reading for the operators, all make for steady
p rogress.
Quite a number of our lads are sweating on the possibilities of
a vacation in Blit:hty in the New Year. We hope they get it.
The inter-Secnon sports and games programme forms the
greater part of our recreation. There are unit games, of course.
To date severa l interesting Section matches have been played,
and although not of extraordinary quality, they provided plenty
of fun for players and not a little amusement for onlookers.
Captain George Ash recently gave a demonstration of the use
of a lassoo, and following on this we expect to see the children
practising with log lines, dog leads, pull -through cords, etc.
Captain Ash, in his shooting display, impressed upon us that
there might be more in a target than the eye can see (my eyes,
anyhow). The demonstration was app reciated by all who witnessed 1t.
&epartures.-Sigmn McCarthy, who was on the invemory of
this Company for about eight years , decided to leave us for
Jubbulpore. " Blowers " of the Company want to know if
there is all that difference in the flavour.
i:ongratulations.-To L / Corpl Brett. What will you do
with all that money, Dickie? Also to Coro! (Buff) and Mrs.
Kirby-a daughter. We wondered why he walked about so
proudly.
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No. 2 Company, Chakrata.
General.- Tra1n ing is now in full swing under Lieut R. A.
Conner and Sergt Gavey. Every endeavour has been made to
prevent the course from becoming monotonous and boring. On
entering the lecture room, one 1s confronted by a scene very
similar to that in a bazaar about two hours ;ifter pay ~as been
d isbursed. After a second look, the bazaa r fades and its place
is taken by a scene similar to that which one might expect in
a futurist school of 1950. Each instructor has been allotted a
table, on which he places his instrument. Around him gather
a number of B.O.R.s thirsting for knowledge, and on the shrill
blast of a whistle he get off the mark and proceeds to tell them
all he knows. Another blas t of the wh istle, and the B.O.R.s,
already as wise as the instructor, dash. away t? the next table,
where another instructor i eagerly wa1tmg to 11npart. his. knowledge. This method is proving very popular and, Judgmg by
the results of various tests, quite satisfactory.
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tinctly hears a steady twenty-five on the sounder and buzzer, or
whatever you call it.
Equitation.-What remounts! wh at roughs I
Promotions.-Congratulations to Corp! Boyle T . J. on the
dizziness of becoming a member of the Sergeants Mess (A/L/
Sergt). Also to U / L / Corp! (Badgy) H ill H. J. on obtaining the
handle towards the F.M. baton.

Sport.- The comolete absence of social entertainment (except
for occasional dances) has led to the adopt ion of sport for filling
in spare time. Hockey, .football and. basket ball are played daily.
Basket bail may sound slightly effeminate, but believe me, played
under Chakrata rules and refereed by Pastor McGregor (whose
five are already famous) it is anything but that. A number of
Detachment football and hockey matches have been played with
a view to selecting a team to represent the Detachment in the
various tournaments, and already our hopes of findmg a good
eleven are very high.
Arri vals.-Sergt Harper from Muttra (our baseboards are very
well, thank you).
Heard .-Caller out (on flag drill): " Blocks off. Sorry!
erase. Blocks one."
L / Corpl Barden and Sigmn Walmsley were seen walking up
the khud side. Confirmation 1s still needed.

7th (M) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
Monday 28th May.
General .-We are sorry that, for two months in succession,
white ants have eaten our WIRE notes while they were waiting
for Blighty mail day. To avoid this happening again, I am
writing these notes at the last mmute.
Ou r Survey Sect io n. -Signalmen Cashmore and Fielding have
checked the distance between all mile stones on the circular road
south of Muttra. One night afrer " lights out " they stole
stealthily from the bungalow, equipped wirh . their improvi~ed
measure, a piece of D.iii. cable one furlong m length (which
had previously been measured with a one-foot school ruler).
With an eye to accu racy rather than speed, they used the cable
like a caq~enter's three-foot rule. Two hours later they returned,
tired but satisfied, and willing to take any bets. Heard on P.T.
a coupl of mornings later: " We are now six furlongs from the
bungalow.''
Casualti es .- We regret that Sigmn Skinner is still in hospital, suffering from the after-effects of. Strongbowi.sm, rough
riding and too much sport. An eye-witness on sick parade
states that the M.O. snorted when the patient told him that he
thought he had been having too much exercise.
We Should Like t o Know.- How many of you missed a tasty
article in "The Ring," written by Fighting Tom Ketteringham,
late of this Section ? In this article Fighting T. K. tells the
editor and the noble wide world just how he guesses that " The
Ring," now and way back, has always been the best of fighter's
papers. B.S.
.
.
.
.
If Mr. Busty Clavering was ongmal m trying to start the
motor cycle by kicking the foot rest? After several narrow
shaves and walks back, using man power alone, Busty has decided not to become an owner driver at all. The motor cycle
has now been returned to its rightful owner, after a long trial,
as it was found unsuitable.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
General.- Since our last " Part II.
very lntle excitement has occurred.
up slightly, but why mention that?
on, and as one passes the Technical

Friday 1st June.
Orders " were published,
The weather 1s stoki ng
Training is going steadily
School (giddah I) one dis-

Marriages.- Only one this month! Ex-boys, please note it.
L / Corporal Roberts E. R. to Miss Gladys Olive Hankinson, at
Meerut, on the 7th May. Bob was quite generous with the
cake, but " issue cutlery " made no imp ression on the bottom
tier. I am sure that all ex-boys will join with the Troop in
wishing both Bob and his wife the best of luck. The accompanying snapshot, reading from left to right, shows L/ Corporal
Turner R. J. A. (best man), L / Corpl Roberts E. R., Mrs. Roberts
and C.Q.M.S. Marshall B.
l.gony.- To 5th Div. Sigs: Oh, Jock!

Phil.

P.P.

SOUTHERN COMMAND .. ..... .......... ...... .INDI AN ARMY.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimu!ghury.
Genera l.- " The time has come," the walrus said, " to talk
of many things ." Yes, you probably did hear that on the
talkies, but it also aoplies to WIRE notes. Not even Maskelyne,
however, could oroduce a resoectable and interesting budget
thi5 month.
•
·
Very little indeed has happened. No deaths-no births-and
no marriages, even here in Trim. Ah, well I there 1s, we believe, such a thing as hope (for what?)
One outstanding event was the Trade Board, but even this only
affected five B.O.R.s and about twenty l.O.R.s. L/Corpl Missen
and Sig nalmen Phillips and Jones were successful in gaining
B.ii.s, and we wish those who were unsuccessful better ll!ck
next time. L / Sergt Copp is to be congratulated on swoppmg
ovel' from o / v to o / s.
The arrival of THE Wuu;: has given me a little inspiration.
if only to express our envy of the happenings in the North.
We were pleased to see that Signal Week went off very well ;
and who knows, maybe many of us will be participating in the
next one, seeing that lnd1anisation progresses.
Talking of lndianisat ion, the B.O.R.s are getting crowded out ;
even our bungalows are being annrxed. However, they cannot
do our church parades. We still go with all the glory appertaming to one n.c.o. and six 111en (average), and needless to say, we
do' uot have the Pipe Band. By the way. that seems destmed
never to come to Trimu lgherry.
.
Signalmen Scott and Pask, two of our dashmg D.R.s, leave for
Kohat next month .

Sport.- We still hold the weekly tennis tournament composed
of teams with such highbrow names as Loose-wallahs, Krabs,
M;llum Nays, Naiks, Hopefuls, and Gugnuncs. The results
will be notified in due course.
Swimming is also periodically indulged in at the Secunderabad
Club baths-always a bright spot in the routine. I forgot to say
in my previous notes that Corp! Watterton and Signalmen Given
and Juniper had been awarded bronze medals and mtermed1ate
certificates by the Royal Life Sa.ving Society. S1gmn Gibbon
also possesses the Society's award.
Football and hockey are falling into abeyance. Matches are
still being played, but the standard i; not as it was.
Cricket matches against the 1st Battn Q.O.R.W. Kents, 1st
Battalion North Staffs, 17 I 21st Lancers, and 65th Battery Royal
Artillery have been played. The results were ouite satisfactory,
even though we did not beat our opponents. •
A .Visual St~ry.-Can our readers picture the following scene?
A visual termmal, overworked (I) far out in the West. Time,
18.30 hrs. or thereabouts. The sun, slowly setting in all its
radiance, completes the picture, giving the terminal a silhouette
eficct. Switch your visualising powers over to the receiver out
in the East. How can he expect to read with such interference?
Problem: What did he do? What would you do? He did.
He gave the sender T.O.L. (Did the sender use a blanket,
part worn, J.P .• or did he put his handkerchief over the sun?)
Here is another from the Trade Board Class. Instructor:
"Can you receive C.W. on this crystal set?" Bright pupil:
" Yes, you can, but I doubt if you could read it."
And yet another. " How many ways of showing a scale?"
" Three-inches, feet and yards."
We Won der.- If digging and weeding are extra qualifications.
To Keigher of Pesh Dist. Sigs . : Was glad to sec your " deuce
and ace " in THE W IRE. How are things? Keep it up. M iss
6196279.
Tailpiece.-Hard in. Back me up.
S.V .M.

F Signal Section, Jubbulpore.
Thursday 10th May.
General.- Since the last WIRE notes were compiled, a very
strange incident has occurred which leads one to wonder whether
there is magic in the air. It will be remembered that I forecast
the departure of a certain ukelele banjo ; and would you believe
it. dear reader? it has depa1•ted, and the most intensive search
l;i.as failed to reveal its whereabouts . In short, it has absolutely
disappeared into thin air. This sort of thing shows great possibilities, and if the magician will reveal himself, I will endeavour
to . persuade him to use his powers on several more public
nuisances.
But enough of this flippancy. The Section is just recovering
from what 1s known as the Army efficiency test. which in itself
seems harmless enough, but is actually an ordeal of the highest
order. It commences as a nice light form of exe rcise, but on
reaching the third lap of the mile, one realises that there is a
catch in it. " Ou r John •· had only done three quarters of the
first lap when he discovered the catch, but perhaps high living
explains that.
We have gained a few more honours in the field of sport, and
we congratulate Lieut. E. L. L. V ulliamy on being runner-up in
the open doubles of the Central Provinces lawn tennis championship. 1934.
lnspections.-The Remount Officer, Southern Command, held
his annua l inspection of our horses this week, and expressed
himself as very satisfied with their condition and appearance.
The B.R.A., whose inspection coincided with the Remount
Officer's, endorsed his remarks, so we now wear the tradittonal
feather in our ·caps.
Sports.-In the 15th Field Brigade R.A . mounted sports, we
combined wit h Brigade H. Q. to fo rm a team to coml)ete again t
the Batteries for th e Brigade shield. So far, all entries have
have acouitted themselves right nobly, and we stand a fin
dunce ot carrying off the trophy.
The first event was the show jumping competition, in which
we were repr·e sented by Sergt Penfold A. on horse No. 33 and
Sigmn Hennell on N o. w. Sergt Penfold had ard luck at the
oxer. and collected four faults in an otherwise sol nd1d round.
Signm Hennell found his horse in great form a.;d had a clear
round . This was t he fi rst essay of Razor Blade (No. 30) at show
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jumping. He made a very promising debut, and makes a valua?le addition to the Section jumping string. Onr team proved
the winners of this event, giving us a fly ing slart.
In the tug-of-war, the Batteries were too strong for us and
we dropped back a little.
The handy hunrer competition was a repeat of the jumping,
and Sergt Penfold won further laurels by bringing off the beit
t i m~ and round- no mean performance against a Brigade of
Artillery.
In both the V.C. and the Lloyd Lindsay races we fin ished
second, the most notable performance being Sigmn Johnson's,
:-vho! with the aid of the inimitable Floss (No. 35), was first home
in his heat.
Several more events are left for decision, and we hope to be
as successful in these as in the previous ones.
The C up i~ St~kes.-;-:Several interesting develo.ements have
taken place in this thrilling event_. and up to the time of going
to pr_ess _R udy hol~s a commanding lead ; but as the winning
P?S~, 1s sull some distance away, again I must repon " Marriages
HANK.
ml.

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
No. 3 Compa ny.

K Section,

P olygon.
Here we are again! Having recovered from the effects of unknown faults, we have decided to appear once more in this
Journal.
lhe s_taff is slightly different to what it was, but why worry?
we are JUSt as "'toasted."
With the departure of Ollie to the
land of pronuse, Polygon lost one of the best and most unique
tradesmen 1t has ever possessed. I say unique, because who but
<?ll1e woul~ have thought of that awe-inspiring act " The separation of solids from liquids"? However, the 108th Earl of somewhere in .Ireland is bac k_again and can be seen almost any day
tend~ng his belov~d horticultural exhibition, aided by his newly
acquired m~n-eating quadruped. There is a newcomer, somewhat fu~ lined, wh<?• although not known to many of our
readers, 1s <?ften ment1o~ed 11_1 despatches. What kind thoughts I
Our old friend Tuby 1s sull hece, and despite the fact that
Polygon 1s barren of hops he cheerfullv carries out his culi nary
~utii;s. much to the satisfaction of us ail. One of the new draft
1s w1~h us, and he seems to like it, but of course his tour has
only iust begun. We hope he survives it.
~£ the :emainder, there is Mawson, who finds the three biscuits of his bed one too many, and the other is Bud, the man
:-vho safely took up a Pelman course and then blackmailed the
inventor.
Of. cours.e, like ~any others, we have had our Brigadier's inspect1?n ; in fact, 1.t happened ten fatigue days after I arrived.
We did our decorating: the barrack room in a rhapsody in blue
or blues, an~ t~ <?P~rating room in what some call a crea~
colour. I maintain 1t 1s yellow, while othe,rs have an Esperanto
name for it. The Brigadier seemed to be pretty struck by our
efforts,_ 3:nd appeared to find some difficulty in expressing his
appreciation.
i:-hanks to the efforts of ~~ptain Wheatley, it has been decided
to improve the social cond1t1ons a~ Polygon, and we have every
reas~!l to suppose that a recreation room will materialise. In
add1~1on, we hav4: been ~resented with more crockery for our
Nubian slave . to _Juggle w1t_h. Someone suggested applying for
a cou~le of N1pp1es, but this fell through. After all one man's
meat ts another man's poison.
'
As usual, courses have started again, including that interesting
one of musketry. Naturally, we have been gathered into the
fold of bolt mampulators, so we should easily get " a third class
shot."
Wh~n atmos are heavy and signals weak,
Don t blame the other bloke or the grid leak ·
Should you. ~C":r a nine for a nought,
'
Ah, well, ll s iust another kind thought.
You c~n bet your friends will do their best
To shift you from that outstation nest.

G Troop, Cavalry Divl. Signals, Helmieh, Cairo.
Tuesday 5th June.
General.- As very little happens in this golden land of the
Pharaohs, it is rather difficult to write anything at all. However, these few lines will show that the Troop is still alive and
kicking.
Muskatry.- Like all good or bad things, even musketry
courses come to an end. Another three weeks will see the
Troop-this year, on the Helmieh ranges- trying to show their
prowess with the jolly old musket and shot.
Courses.-Everyone going for a higher rating is, I think,
sweating on the top line. In three weeks time many of us will
collect goods and chattels and journey to a far land and try to
add those few extra ackers to our already stupendous pay .
Ap~ointments.-Congratulations to U I L I Corp! Hartley F. on
attammg the first step towards the baton. Mine was a pint,
Chikko, but a large lemon will do.
Promotions.-Canine, one. Micky promoted to camp watchdog. His long service won him the coveted position.
E_ducational.-<:'.ongratul~tions to L / Corp) Hartley and Sigmn
Knight A. on obtammg their first class certificates of education :
also to Sgt Kelly J. on passing in English, Cpl Neal G. in maths
'.md m_a p reading, L / Cpl Fielding G. in geography and map reading, S1gmn Manley C. in English and geography ; and to Sigmn
ErhC?rn W .. on passing in English and so gainmg his first, having
obtained his other subjects at a previous examination.
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nigh t concluded wit h the usual community singing and solos
from members of the two teams .
Arrivals.- These are numerous, but a hearty welcome is extended to those w ~o have co'"!1e to spend the next few yea rs with
us, and our hope 1s that their stay wi ll be a pleasant one.
Departures.- To all who have recently left for posting to the
home e~t a bb shm e n_t, Army Reserve, d_1scharge, and posting to
Eg ypt Si gnals: It 1s hoped that you wi ll enjoy life in your new
sp heres.
Agony.- To McCummin 0032: H ave you run out of ink ?
Bert 0030.
H ALF-GREASE.

are agreed that he_is t ~i; fines t gC?al~eeper in the Colony, and the
o_nly _reason _for his failing to ~am mterport honours is that the
side 1s restricted to four Service players.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Whi_tfield B ar r~cks , Kowloon, 9th May .
General.- Summer, _w hich has been long delayed , arrived this
week, and the sw1m mmg seaso11 opens officiall y to-day . Owing
to the loss of the Ar my latmch Tommy Atkms, bathmg picnics
are not to be so freq uent this year. The Signals and R.E.s have
three allotments per month, wh ich isn' t too bad Last month
was officially the coldest since 1906, the h i ghe~t tempera,ure
beme: 82 degrees.
, I forgo_t to record th e big wa r we had here in March, and as
I m sendmg al?ng 1wo snaps I'd better say a bit about them, or
people may th.ink these th mgs are everyday events. I'm thankful to say that th is is not so.

"A bird in the hand. . . . . "

Arrivals.-Our new arrivals are now settling down- alas I in
Cole's case, only to leave us next trooper. I should like to know
why you wanted to finish off in G Troop, Cole. Burns, another
new arrival, is already proving his worth. He is ouite a useful
shot, and will develop into a good water polo player. There is
also a chance that we shall be pleasantly surprised next football
season.
Water Polo.-We have had several matches during the last
month, the fi~st being against B Squadron 12th Royal Lancers,
the second ae:amst A Squadron, and the third against a team from
the R.A. The first match we won bv 2- 1, but the other two
w_e lost by l-2 and l-3 respectiveiy. We are by no means
discouraged by these results, as this is our first venture into this
particu~ar sport, and with plenty of training we hope to do a lot
better in future.
Shooting.- At the invitation of the 12th Royal Lancers, we
have entered several teams in the shooting comoetitions which
they hold ev~ry Wednesday morning on the 3-0 yards range.
Our only . ac~1ev~ment so far . has been to obtain fourth place,
but we still live m hopes of giving them a big surprise one day.
Concl usi o n.-More anon.
,.
PAT.

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.

Sidecar Transport for an " A" Set.

r, ene.ral.-Apologies are due for the lack of notes from this
unit for the last couple of months, but this was unavoidable
owing_ to our late scribe being suddenly sent on leave and not
~eturnmg. Ho"'.'ever, the old saying " Better late than never "
1s very appropnate, and endeavours will be made to keep the
notes up to date m future .
Summ~r has ~ow . arrived _and the usual sports are being indulged m. Sw1m'?mg parties organised under unit arrangements have met wtth success up to the present, although it has
been heard from some of the fellows that the water is a wee
bit cold for them yet I Enough said. Cricket and tennis have
no"". startecf, and results to date will be found in the Sports
section.
Whist drives and dances are still in full swing. The last one
of note was held on the 17th April in the way of a farewell dance
to perso'"!nel of the ~eparting draft . The fortnightly mid-week
whist d~1ves and soctals are also proving a great success.
On Fnday 25th May we again competed for the Bomonti shield
against the Jaffa Police. · As usual, there was plenty of "womp,"
and games w.ere played at billiards, ping-pong, crib, shove haJf,
penny, darts, and last (but not least) " ye olde ga me of tip-it ."
Hono~rs were pretty even at the start, but we eventually ran out
the wmners by 24-10 points, thus taking the coveted trophy
from the Police. At the conclusion of the games natty little
speeches were given by the president of each sic!e, and the

The unit turned out a Brigade Section for the scheme, and the
first snap shows our gallant despatch rider Herr Larking with
an A set in the sidecar. Ex-Trooper sat on the issue like a broody
hen (beak, etc .). We had to put the A set in this sidecar, as
the frontier road was up and only Austin 7's, etc., could get
by. The second snap shows a few of the lads enjoying a frugal
repast. Believe it or not, those are chicken bones. I heard
from one or two sources that they had to borrow the bones to
have the snap taken ; but anyone who knows the people concerned will back me up when I say that if there were any chicken
going (there was!) these were the lads to get it.
The stunt lasted about thirty hours, from 6 a.m. on the 27th
to 10 a.m. on the 28th. Four battalions and one Indian regiment
took part, and I think Indian units will agree that the Punjabis
can certainly soldier. When I joined them they had already
marched twenty-eight miles, and we did another ten before
resting. Carrying an A set on a stretcher across paddy fields
in the dark is no joke, and if that was war, I'm for peace I I
had an n.c.o. with me who spoke Hindustani " fluidly," so I
got on o.k. All I can say of the whole affair is that it was a
good experience.
The unit Scotsman, Jock Cord, has further distinguished him,
self in the football world this month, playing three times for
the Rest in the Governor's cup (which they won), once for the
Army, and once for the Combined Services. The local papers

In the hockey world Sigmn Martin played for the small units
and L / Corpl Cross (goal) and Sigmn May (outside right) repre:
sented the Rest versus ~~e C~ampions in the last official game
of t he season. Our pos1t1on m the Mamak League was eighth
of the fourteen teams in the league.
Thanks to the efforts of our sports officer, the Section is to
have a week's leave this year: that is, those who want it. A
bungalow has be~n rented for two months at Cheong Chau,
about fourteen nules from Hong Kong, and parties of six are
gomg up for a week at a time. The first party left last Sunday,
and from reports th~y seem to be enjoying it. They took up
a C ~et, and we_ are 11:1 communication twice daily. The bungalow 1s of good size, with three bedrooms, dining room, etc., and
there are three servants. All there is to do is to eat sleeo and
swim ; and I hear it's a great system, the food being especially
g<X?d. I go up myself on the 15th May, so I will be able to
write more about the place and send along a few snaps next
month.
Congratulations to the old draft on getting such good stations.
S~arborough will soon be composed of old China Command
Signals. Reference the T.B. posting: Clean your buttons, Corpy.
Agonies.-No. 3 Company rst Div. Sigs: What about some
notes?
Tich and Dan, 5th Div.: Did you forget to visit Waterloo
Road?_ Ha_ve received . no wedding cake yet. Bunny.
D?ns• T1dworth: Did you get Christmas card? Eileen, H.K.
Till next time.
MATA HARi.

Shanghai Signal Section.
_
Thursday 3rd May.
Shangha i Taels.-Once again do we, with much sweating of
blood, etc., . endeavour to bash out a few notes for THE WIRE.
The decrepit typewriter which we were able to scrounge last
m?nth is s~ill in our office, having been kept under cover, and
:-v1th the aid of hammers, sledge, 16 lb., still continues to do
its stuff.
Spring is~with us, or at least, certain signs acquaint us with
th.e fact. 1 he paragons of sport have laid aside their hockey
stick an~ are now daily ~winging tennis racquets ; the yokels of
the Section are busy with our herbaceous borders · and we
parade each morning for a dose of spring drills.
'
General .-:--There doesn't seem tc be anything of great import~nce this ~onth, except p~rhaps to congratulate Sigmn Paris
(Radio) on passmg m three subjects of the second class certificate.
Really, Radio, r.ou surprise us.
Old Shangha1landers will be surprised to know that the Naafi
has. at last " come over " with a fine billiard table, which has
durmg the last month been a great boon to the Section. We
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have already had two lournaments, and a cot pie of matches both
of which we won.
We Doti' Our Tiles.- To the n.c.o. who, in giving evidence,
lated that " the accused was seen lurking in the virginity of
the absolution room."
To the signalman who successfully pas ed a course of " horse
equitation."
To the man who said that "Nelson's greatest battle was the
Armada.''
News ltem.- Professor Richard Unger, F.R.G.S., who it may
be remembered promised lo give us some details about the
oxometer, is at present suffering from a U.B. complex. The
Professor came to our office the other day anci complained about
the lack of larrup and his inability to raise the wind, and said
bitterly " Chaucer wrote ' All men are cast in the same mould,'
but it would seem that some are mouldier than others."
We Would Like to Know.- Do S.B.O.s' fingers turn brown
from friction through ccnstant dialling? Are Gilbert and Sullivan a couple of comedians like Wheeler and Woolsey?
This Month's True Story.-A signalman, when on a ride, was
asked by the instructor if riding gave him a headache. He
replied " No, sir ; quite the reverse."
Cumshaw Column.-Tubby: Maskee has returned to civil
life. Bud.
Willocks, tst Div.: Have you gone to "Lyonch," George?
What about a "lyon?" Pat.
Hobden, Kohat: A line would be appreciated. Badgy.
Casey, India: Are you on a jew's course? What about a line?
Carter.
Rut: Carry on correspondence through THE WJRE. It's
cheaper. Viv, Steve and Ginger.
Finale.-The Chinese National Anthem.
UNGER.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Tuesday 22nd May.
Apologies.-After several months of inactivitv, the scribes
of this unit have again received inspiration and WIRE notes
have poured into the unit office. Unfortunately, these scribes
move in overlapping spheres ; and in order that readers shall not
have to peruse the same thing several times, and to prevent
invidious distinction in selecting the work of but one of these
scribes for publication, the writer has been appointed to sub-edit
their worthy efforts and produce one conibining the virtues of
all and and the vices of none.
Ceneral.-With the arrival of the s.s. Balranald on the 22nd
March the strength of the unit was doubled. We now have a
second officer in Lieut. E. J. H. Moppett, an additional Foremanof-Signals in C.Q.M.S. Chimes. and three more n.c.o.s in Sergt
Finney and Corpls Walters and Rogers, besides a noble body of
linemen and two daredevil D.R.s in Signalmen Stowers and Smith
E. (Darky). The boys on the Balranald had a real pleasure cruise,
travelling in cabins and feeding in the saloon. They don't know
what soldiering at sea is yet!
The unit is now in three detachments. Section Headquarters
is still on the island of Pulau Brani in the harbour. Command
H.Q. at Fort Canning have the C.S.O.'s staff, D.R.s and a small
but select party of linemen. Our largest detachment is the
Construction Section in the new cantonment of Changi, some
fourteen miles out of town at the eastern extremity of Singapore
Island.. If only Jesse. Smith could s~e Changi now, his eyes would
start right out of their sockets. It 1s no more the peacetul Changi
of old days, but a real live military J?arrison. Bungalows are
gomg up by the dozen, and offices cluster round new roads
all over the place. There are anything uo to five hundred new
faces. Quite the best bathing pagar (or · shark-9roof enclosure)
on Smgapore Island has been constructed there for the troops.
Submarine Cable.- The Changi Detachment claim that they
do all the work. However, anyone who saw the gallant band
of lmemen from Pulau Brani and Fort Canning laying a new
submarme cable across the harbour on a recent Sunday would
realise that some work is done at other places. Signals employed
th~ cable-laying lighters and the bervices of some cable ship
officers of the EaMern Telegraph Comoanv for this specialised
work. Our gallant lads did their wo~k hy getting the cable
aloni; the shore trenches with some slight assistance from seventy
coolie . The cable was " some baby," goo yards long and

weighing eleven tons. We broke two jacks in getting it propped
up in the W.D. lighter to reel it off mto the hold of the fitted
cable-laying lighter. When it was reeled off, we then had to
get 300 yards of it down a shore trer.ch to the test hut where it
was to join the land cable. This was no mean task, even with
seventy coolies, especially as we hacl omitted to specify the sex
of our coolies and about twenty-five of them were Chinese
women! These women can dig and fill in all day long, but
the}' have insufficient intelligence and strength for heaving a
cable. You get one pulling one way, and it takes five minutes
to persuade her lo pull the other way. We are given to co1nplaming of our own women, but believe me, boys, we have a
lot to be thankful for.
There are two right-angled turns in the trench, which made
pullme the heavy cable even more difficult. However, the Cable
Company people solved the difficulty by producing two sets
oi. tackle, which were attached to the cable at different points
and tc- fence posts and enabled a greater purchase to be obtained.
The cable was coated with wet sticky black pitch, and you should
have seen those linemen afterwards- coated from head to foot
in mud and pitch! When the cable had been oulled uo to the
test hut the time had got on so tha t we missed the slack tide,
and when the lighter was towed out she was swept along by the
tide, and our course was not the shortest distance between two
points. We made the test hut on the other side with ten vards to
spare, but did not succeed in running through to the exchange,
some eighty yards inland, as we had hoped. The moral is, always wait for the next slack tide (high water) if you miss it
once when laying submarine cable. Landing on the far shore
wa ~ easier, and here the boys added sand to their mud and pitch
make-up. What a day! seven to five o'clock I and wa have
mmy more miles to lay this year- and next I But don't tell the
Foreman-of-Signals, C.Q.M.S. Thorpe.
. Arrivals.- ln addition to the Balranald party already mentioned, we have to record the followmg arrivals: Sergeant Watmore, L / Corporals Morton and Pearson, and Si1malmen Blunt,
Currie, Holmes and Matthews. We ought to mention that Sigmn
Twitchen, from Tidworth, came out on the Balranald (and don't
we know it!)
We also extend a hearty welcome to Lieut E. J. H. Moppett,
who arrived per s.s . Ranchi on the 2nd March, and trust his
stay with the Section will be a pleasant one.
Departures.- By P. and 0 . Ranbura, Carol Simm. By H.M.T.
Neuralia, Sergeant Carpenter, L / Corporals bacombe and Wood,
and Signalmen Brookes, Bennetts and Davis-all for home.
Promotions.- We congratulate our C.S.O., Major H. Noel
Brown, on his recent promgtion. We also offer congratulations
to Corp! Ellis on his second " bar " up.

Jamaica Signal Section.
.
Up Park Camp, Kingston, 12th May.
Correction. --In the last notes from this Section there was a
mistake in the month in the announcement of the birth of
C.Q.M.S. Tilford's son . This should have read 2<1.th December
1933 and nol 24th January.
·
Moves.-Signalman Turton left Port Royal and the sea breezes
for camp. S1gmn Dearden relieved him at the seaside resort.
General. - New reliefs have setded down and got into the
general run of things. Sergt Davis was very lucky and managed
to become mess and bar caterer in his first month here.
Social.- The Section were all invited to a farewell party given
by the C.R.E. (Lieut.-Col. H. P. Jesson, R.E.) at Bournmouth
Baths on the 4th May. A very enjoyable afternoon was spent
in bathing, followed by tea and dancing.
Advice.- Pin your ears back and listen to me, boys. I don't
know what the topic of my talk will be, and by the time I've
finished you won't know, either , so we are starting level.
Just a word before the details for the next trooper are circulated to the various units. Now's the time to help yourselves
in an effort to improve your chances of securing a vacation in
the sun-kissed Isle of Jamaica, the pearl of the Caribbean Sea.
Don't mis:; this wonderful opportunity. Mind you, there are only
three vacancies occurring this year, so 1 advise vou linemen to get
your applications in early and avoid the crush.·
No doubt you have seen the pictures, and read and heard
quite a lot about this place ; and believe me, it's perfectly true[Co11ti11ued at fool of page 324)

Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street, Westminster, S.W.1.
Our pride suffered a severe blow when we learned that our
opponents in the football match at Blackdown last Easter were
but substitutes for the first eleven, and our victory has lost
much of i~s glamour. We owe _our than~s to the goalkeeper
for not losmg entirely the reputation he gamed with the Tittenshawe Wanderers-a reputation we hope he will maintain if the
opportunity arises for a return match.
While still rather dazed from the shock of the football exposure, we s_uddenly realised that we had become part of the Air
Defence Display at the Royal Tournament, Olympia . Our job in
the display was ra ther overshadowed by the more spectacular
performance of the searchlights and guns, which tried their best
to raise the roof of Olympia while potting at the enemy formation which obliged by flying across the roof each night. The
eff~ct was somewhat spoilt, however, by the si~ht of the enemy
flymg backwards over the same course afier the disolav ended.
One of the outstanding features of Olympia which ;truck us
was the horde of kilted and side-whiskered beings who in normal
life form part of the Black Watch Regimem. It was impossible
to escape them, as they simply surrounded us ; but having
mastered their language, we got some good stories and all was
well. Our accents were so strong at the end of the fortni!!ht
1hat we felt that the issue of kilts must follow immediately. We
have since heard, however, that there is strong oooosition to
this innovation from the airline gang.
•·
We have heard rumours of some similar display taking place
at Hendon, so that our friends who missed the performance at
Olympia may yet have the opportunity of seeing our turn.
On our return to headquarters, we thought we should be able
to settle down to the routine of normal existence, but during our
absence at Olympia someone let in the plumbers (or rather
heating engineers). The drill hall very quickly assumed the
appearance of a scrap iron and rubbish dump, and it will be
apparently weeks before it is usable again. It has been said
that we are to have a new floor in the drill hall, and although
th is sounds too good to be true, we are assured that it is not
mere rumour. With a new floor and improved heating, life will
be a little more pleasant for us in the future, and we shall also
be able to make our social season even better than before.
On Friday 25th May a supper was held at headquarters in
order that we might say farewell to C.S.M. Hopkins, who leaves
the unit after twenty-six years service, and also to C.S.M. Taylor
of the permanent staff, who has completed his tour of duty and
has been posted to the 5th Div! Signals at Scarborough. The
supper was well attended, and we hope the occasion expressed
in no uncertain terms our regret at the parting. Although their
official connection with us has been severed, we hope we shall
still have the pleasure of seeing them whenever they can manage
to join us to revive happy memories.
The place of C.S.M. Taylor has been filled by Sergt Topp,
hte of the Depot Battalion, Catterick, and we take this opportunity of welccming him to the unit.
H.S.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Brooks's Bar, Manchester.
Our 19~4 annual camo is now a thing of the past: an episode
upon wh1Ch to look back: and will go down 111 the history of
our little lives as one of the happiest and most successful since
the unit was formed. On Whit Sunday, 20th May, the unitabout 340 strong-reached Scarboroush. one party travellin~ by

train and the other by road. Our commanding officer (Lieut.Colene! W. S. Ashley) led the rail party, and chose a route from
the station to camp which gave the troops a view of the sea
and the glorious coastline of the district. This also gave the
people of Scarborough an opportunity of seeing the troo9s who
were to spend the next two weeks in the town, and we have
it o_n good authority that the populace was favourably impressed.
This may or may not be the reason, but the fact remams that
at no other camp have we been made to feel more welcome.
Our camp site at Burniston Fields was close to the 5th Divl
Signals, and we must place on record their cordial reception of
" wc amateurs," although there seemed to be a sense of shyness
on the part of some of our people.
At the church parade on Sunday 27th May, we were joined by
the 5th Divl Signals, and the music was provided by our own
band under Mr. T. G. Grundey.
The first week was devoted to Section training, followed by
Co!llpany training, and on the second Monday an eight hour
umt scheme was held. This was a kind of preliminary round
and, proving successful, was a good rehearsal for the big scheme.
On Wednesday 30th May the various Sections left camo to take
up their allotted positions, and at 10 a.m. (to quote .. Oid Sam")
the battle began. The director of ooerations was our commanding officer, assisted by the adjutant, Caotain H. E. M. Swan.
Major C. B. Delaney acted as O.C. Signals, assisted by Captain
E. R. Sutton as his adjutant. About thirtv miles of cable were
laid out, a number of moves were successfully made, and the
scheme closed down on Thursday. An inquest ·was subsequently
held, and the verdict was that Doggerland had been repulsed
and that our commanding officer was pleased with the result.
Sergeants Mess.-On Monday 28th May the usual camo guest
night took place, and the Mess members were pleased to welcome
our commanding officer and the other officers of the unit. Also
present were a number of the w.o.s and sergeants of the 5th
Divl Signals. After some turns by our own talent, a short but
ne:it speech of welcome to our guests was made by R.Q.M.S.
McVittie, to which our C.O. responded. R.S.M. Bevan replied
on behalf of the visitors from the 5th Div. The second part
of the entertainment w:is provided by members of Catlin 's
. " Evening Follies," who came along from Scarborough after
their evening performance. Their repertoire included some excellent items which were much appreciated by all present. As
an acknowledgment of their kind gesture, a party of some thirtysix members attended a performance at Arcadia later in the week.
We understand that the community singing by the Manchester
choir that evening has never been surpassed. At the close of
the performance three cheers (Signals cheers: " Allez oop I "
invented by Bandy Hayes) y.rere given for the company, and
everyone was asking everyone else " Are you happy at your
·work?" The reply re 1934 camp 1s emphatically "Yes!"
KYM.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Editorial.- It is difficult to procure an opening this month,
as all branches of the unit arc too busily engaged in putting
themselves in order for camp to bother about supplying data for
the " leader."
However, the parades are much improved, possibly in view
of approaching camp and of the various Section exercises now
being carried out on Sundays by the three Companies and
affiliated Sections. These exercises are very popular from the
training as well as the financial point of view, and the keenness
with which the recruits since last annual training are following
the various phases is tTlQSt marked. Thi form of trainini is
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extremely useful just prior to camp, as it enables Section commanders to exercise their commaqd more easily in the open
than in the confines of the drill hall. In addition, the natu1 e of
1he exercises is such that it is hoped the lessons learnt at last
arinual training will not need repetition.
Congratulations to No. r Company on winning the Gould cup
for mu ketry. The meeting was good, and the standard in all
three Companies was much higher than before. The margin of
points separating first from last was only ten, which speaks for
itself. With increased facilities this year for weapon training
on the miniature ranges, the individual average should improve.
A hearty welcome is accorded to Mr. G. K. S. Edwards on
b~ing gazetted to the unit.
Judging from the favourable replies already received from
everal employers, it is anticipated that a record percentage of
the unit's strength will attend camp. Those attending are assured of a first class fortnight under canvas, provided the clerk
of the weather will co-operate with us.
MERCURY.

No. 1 (Exeter) Company.
We open our notes this month in a happy vein. The Gould
cup has been regained once more. This is a triumph of keenness, and our thanks are due to Mr. F. H. Reeks and the six
others who trained. It is hoped to obtain a little more practice
on the open range next year. As a result of the only practice
this year, the old mainstays were outpaced (or outsighted) by
the younger generation, and we have to congratulate the latter
on so successfully representing the Company.
Having won the first cup, we are warmed up and are determined to gain others this year. Now, Nos. 2 and 3, " we are
telling you."
Training is in full swing. Both Sections have had one outing,
and the rough edges are being slowly smoothed over. The
attendances at these exercises are very gratifying, but there are
still a few more seats on the wagons and lorries for those who
would like them.
These are the last notes that will appear in print before annual
camp. It is, therefore, appropriate that at this stage an appeal
should be made to all to get " all hands to the pumps " and do
the work in the right spirit, so that the camp period may be a
pleasure to all.
I understand that a large number are looking forward to their
visit to the Tattoo. Apparently, no exception is being taken
because the bus may be run free.
All boxers and those interested in running are asked to start
training, so that the Company may put up a real good show in
camp.
To those in B Section who got past the examiner in the trade
tes1, we offer our congratulations. Don't forget: next year, a
lirtle step higher.
To all those who have arrived since our last notes, we hope
your stay will be long and happy.
ONECOY .

Nl. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
Section training is now in full swing, and we are particularly
pleased to note the improved attendance and the keenness shown
by all ranks. Keep it up, and we shall be able to carry on at
camp and gain credit.
Although late, this Company would like to congratulate Major
Cornelius on his recent promotion, for we all know onlv too
well how he deserves it. We were also pleased to see the ,;_,ords
of praise showered on No. 3 P.S.I., as we know that he, too,
deserves them.
The Company and No. 224 Section are eagerly looking forward
to camp. I feel sure that the shortage of water will not worry
our older ranks. They assure me that man cannot live on
water alone: there must be something in it I Perhaps they aie
right. I know they like tea!
We congratulate No. I Company on winning the Gould cup
for shooung, and also our Joe on getting the highest score.
Agony.-To Ari, Peking Detachment: Pip only hooes that
he will never have to put you in worse places before you have
finished. All here send their regards. Why do you look like
Mussolini?
This will be all for this month, I am afraid. Copy seems to
get shorter month by month.
PIP.
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No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
We congratulate our Company commander most sincerely on
his promotion. Major W. J. L Cornelius has achieved distinction by long and faithful service to the Company and the unit,
and has, we hope, many more successful years ahead of him.
Training progresses, but we experience some difficulty at times
in fitting everything in. Musketry practice in preparation for
the annual course provides, on occasion, a slight interference in
that the drill hall cannot be utilised for anything else when
firing is in progress. We have compensations, however, in that
we can avail ourselves of the brickfields close to our headquarters
for outdoor training and the Section Sunday exercises. These
latter are very instructive and well attended. As evidence of
their popularity, it is found rather a problem to fit in the Section
personnel and the large number of volunteers from the other
Sections.
Uplift.-Scene: Company fitting room. C.Q.M.S.: " Well,
what do you want, son?" Bright young recruit: " I want a
set of • University ' buttons, please." Comment : The new
spirit in the Company (?)
THREECOY.

44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Nos. 1 and 3 Companies, and No. 11 Air Squadron
Signal Section (S.R.)
Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscourt Park, W.6.
Here we are again, as the invisible man said when he put his
shirt on. We apologise for our continued absence from these
columns, and would give our reasons if we thought our readers
would believe us.
Training.-We are now approaching the end of the second
half of the training season, which has been very successful, and
are looking forward to annual training, when the seeds of the
previous eleven months training will doubtless bear fruit.
No. 1 Company.-A Section is busy fitting the C sets to tables
for lorry work. B Section is getting a lot of practice in mechanical cable laying, and is making a good show in what has proved
a difficult job. D Section is increasing in numbers and enthusiasm, and has settled down comfortably in its new home.
No. 3 Company.-The Sections of the Company have been
reorganised and J Section brought up to full peace establishment
(mechanised), and much will be expected of them during the
forthcoming signal exercises and annual camp.
Supplementary Raserve-The S.R. are tackling their job with
1
customary vigour and en thusiasm. We understand a change in
establishment is afoot. but more of that at a later date.
Whitsuntide Training.- Successful dav schemes were carried
out on the Sunday and Monday in the neighbourhood of Iver.
Command Exercise: No. 1.-All members of the unit who
participated in the Command exercise at Newhaven from the
2nd to 5th May had a very interesting and enjoyable time with
the 4th Divisional Signals.
Sunday Schemes.-Several Sunday schemes, details of which
will be given in Company Orders, are scheduled to take place
before camp.
Driving lnstruction .-Several would-be drivers are taking
a course with the R.A.S.C. at Croydon.
Annual Training.-Camp is at hand! Rumour says that
strange looking individuals have been seen prowling ' round the
drill hall and have been busy counting dixies. We don't know
why, but this happens each year just previous to camp. Everybody is looking forward to the fortnight at Arundel Park, partic;ularly as all the Companies and Artillery Bri gade Signal Sections will be together again for the first time for many years.
Re.nruiting.-We are pleased to record that recruiting is proceeding apace, but we must not slacken our efforts as there is
still room in the unit for the right type of man. Remember,
the efficiency trophy will this year be awarded to the Section
with the highest percentage of attendances at camp.
Rifle Shooting.- As mentioned in our last notes, the annual
shoot aga inst the Divisional R.A.S.C. was held and, as prophesied
by our able tipster Muskrat, the dose was repeated: Divisional
R.A.S.C. 884, Signals 951 (possible 1000).
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The rifle team is busy practising for the Brigade shoot to be
held at Purfleet C?n the 8th J~ly. Vo(e would point out to the
team that the Middlesex Justices shield has been roaming too
long from its rightful home.
We Wish to Know.-Who will play us to Addison Road?
Whether Tiny will count as three men in the tug-of-war?
Is it right to dismantle a cable wagon when on the move?
Bill's definition of outside axle-tree flange, wagon, cable?
Is a person who passes a red traffic light a casualty if the cop
catches him? and if the answer is "Yes," why wasn't 1t
published in Part 11. Orders?
Are pigeons profitable?
Who lost the stores?
Will " promenade feet " be prevalent at Arundel Park? and
if so, what steps will be taken to eradicate the disease?
Will the drought break before. during, or after the annual
training?
Will he bring his bowler all the way from Newcastle? and if so,
what will be its fate?
NoTBYWJT.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
General.-The past month's happenings in this part of the
world provide but little scope for the brilliant literarv mind of
the 49th. The poor wretch will therefore have to store all his
bright witticisms (if any) in his noddle until a more opportune
time, and simply record cold hard facts.
The instruction given to young and old on the usual two-aweek drill nights has been augmented by Sunday and week-end
schemes and camps, the latter being more of a sectional than a
unit nature. On Sunday mornings there has been some shooting on the miniature range in the drill hall-a fact which calls
for little comment save that we understand there is no truth in
the rumour that the results are to be used to substantiate an
argument for the return to bows and arrows.
Traini ng.-The chief items of interest have been the aforesaid week-end camps. The first, which took J Section into the
wilds of Wharfedale, was on the 12th/ 13th Mav, and took the
form of an offensive movement. The second, on 2nd/ 3rd June.
concerned E Section, and the third, on the 9th / 10th June, gave
K Section an opportunity of demonstrating their value in a
defensive position. The camp site is excellently placed and is
surrounded by country which lends itself admirably to signal
exercises. The unit is very fortunate in having secured such a
splendid ground as that at Arthington. Each of these schemes
has been " done" three times-<>nce over the indoor lines in
barracks, once on the drill hall floor with the aid of models and
fully explained by the adjutant, and then finally over the countryside proper, and every individual has thus been fully conversant
with his job.
The Thursday night classes in operating are continuing, and
there has been a marked improvement in that particular branch,
especially among the younger men. Indications are that this
year's camp will be a regular bumper, with a higher standard
of work all round.
Promotions and Appointments.-This is, surely, the paragraph for making the youngsters sigh and the old sweats breathe
fervent prayers in honour of the man who out the "wet " in
.. old sweat... The Sergeants Mess will now be graced by SIX
new faces, and to those six, as well as to the remainder of those
whose names appear below, we offer our warmest congratulations.
To be Sergeant: L / Sergts Theobald W. and Bedford C. Appointed Lance-Sergeants: Corpls Sharman S. and Smith H. (No.
I Company), Sellers J. W. and Smith H. (No. 2 Company),
Young J. and Chaopell H. Promoted Corporals: L/ Corporals
Bennett G. and Stacey K. G. Appointed Lance-Coroorals (paid):
U/L/Corporal ThurlweJI A. E. and Signalmen -Tolhurst F ..
Plunkett J. P. and Jones W. R. With the exception of the last
two (w.e.f. 25/5/34) all are w.e.f. 17/5/34.
Farewell.-The month ha seen the departure of a respected
and well-liked No. 2 Company n.c.o. in the person of Sergeant
Howitt H., who at the termination of a long engagement has
severed his connection with the unit, which he joined in 1927
after previous service. He leaves with his still serving colleagues
pleasant memories of days gone by.

Recruiting.-Once more it is our pleasure to report " full
house " with one or two exceptions. The newcomers are being
gently broken in by Ser_gt Bedford prior to their absorption mto
their Sections next training season. Cheer up, lads, and be
happy while you have the chance. · The cares of office lie ahead.
Administrative.-We are anxious to hear the true story of
the officers of J Section who visited the Sergeants Mess at Arthmgton and becam_e involved in a cheese supper. Why bring
that story up again?

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
·and Supplementary Rese"e Unit..
_
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Captain Alfred Arnold.-lt is with regret that we have to
record the death of Captain Alfred Arnold, of No. 1 (Glasgow)
~1r Force Headquarters ~ignal Section, S.R .. who passed away
m London from pneumonia after two days illness. He was laid
to rest at Barnet on the 18th May.
The news of his passing was almost unbelievable. The fates
have dealt us some cruel blows in recent times. Good romrades,
the bravest and the best, have been called to the last parade in
the flower of their manhood. Now our well-beloved Alfred
Arnold has crossed the Great Divide.
He was a man of great technical attainments and an invaluable asset to the Signal Service. His work at the G.P.O. Research Section, D?llis .H ill, had secured the recognition and approval of those m high office. Captain Arnold did much to
further the development of mo_dern telegraphic apparatus. His
profound knowledge and exoenence were aooreciated in official
ci.rcles ou~side the Post Office. He was evei ·ready and eager to
give of his best to the Corps, and it is to the Signals as a whole
~hat the loss will .be the greater, for the passing of one who was
111 the vanguard m the development of the complex problem of
modern communication can be ill-afforded by a Corps such as
ours.
Cap t~in Arnold ent.ered the Post Office in Glasgow as a boy
and, with the exception of the war years (in France), until he
was transferred to London in 1929 he still retained his connection
with the Corps in Glasgow. While on war service he was mentioned in despatches.
A man of charming personality, Alfred Arnold was at all times
quiet and unassuming. He placed implicit confidence in those
who served under him, and it was rarely that that confidence
was betrayed. He had a way of putting a man on his mettle.
Alfred A~nold was just and upright. He was typical of all that
was best in a most competent officer, and a very great gentleman.
To his sorrowing widow and three children, we offer our
heartfelt sympathy. At the earlv age of fortv-one Alfred Arnold
has passed to his rest . He wa·s trulv weir" resoected bv men,
even as he respected men. The fragrance of his memcirv will
be with us always.
·
" Dorry " and S~indl~r. -It i~ surely good that units such
as ou_rs should mamfest interest in the Corps promotion roster
affec~ing our Regular comrades. The promotion of R.Q.M.S.
Dorrington, A Corps Signals, to be. R.S.M. is of soecial interest
to us. The success of our ?.R. units on Salisbury Plain last year
wou)d not have been achieved but for the aid of "Dorry."
During our short association with R.S.M. Dorrington , we learned
to respect him as a soldier and a man. We also congratulate
our good friend R.Q.M.S . Spindler.
" Dorry is tall ; Spindler is small ;
Commissions await you, small and tall."
Profitable Picnics.- Splendid results are said to be accruing
from the week-end ca!llps. The young idea is being gradually
accustomed to the m1l1tarv atmosohere. These congenial and
healthful outings are being. conducted with the greatest care and
consideration fo r the comfort of all concerned, and we can assure
those not attending that the loss is theirs.
Concerning Coursc.s.- The enthusiasm shown in the n.c.o.s
course e_mbracing Nos. r, 2 .and 3 Companies is exceeding all
expect.atlons: T~e COf!lmandmg officer has shown sound judgment in deSJgnating this CC?urse as of first rate importance. The
n.c.o.~ concerned are reap1_ng the benefit of the long and varied
experience of officers and instructors well oualified to contribute
to the moulding of the senior n.c.o.s of the future.
All_'s w.e ll.-:--We are delighted with the splendid progre s of
the invalids in the households of Sergt-Majors Atkinson and
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Knox. We are especially pleased to he4r of the progress ?f
Sergt-Major Knox's little one, who has been fifteen weeks in
ho pita!. We would inform a constant lady reader of THE WIRE
that Annie is now sitting up, and that ste~s should be taken to
protect the Chippendale and Sheraton furniture of the house of
Atkinson. as the little cherub will soon be fit and well.
" Davy."- lt is almcst impossible to imagine the Sergean~s
Mess without " Davy." We are to bid farewell to Sergt David
Reid who has been caterer to the W .O.s and Sergeants Mess
fur ~!most thirtv years. Ours will be the loss. The almost
uniformly sound . financial position of the Mess during his long
service has been almost wholly due to the splendid work of
Sergt Reid. A man of many good qualities, " Davy " has indeed
served us well. Possessed ot an astute mind, he has created a
strono precedent for efficiency and absolute integrity. Well
done," good and faithful " Davy!"
Seventh.-We finished seventh in the Scottish Command
cross-country competition at Edinburgh. Signalman Henderson's
effort was solend1d. Another year should make the Lowland
Signals opponents to be reckoned with in Scottish military sport•
ing circles.
Troon Trophies.- Already there is talk of our s9orts to. be
held at the forthcoming Treon cam9. The usual valuable pnzes
ire to be offered. The various events are providing subjects for
discussicn in the Men's Club. It is pleasing to note the enthusiasm of our youngsters for what promises to be a bumper
s::iorts meeting.
Heid Hog Houston.-The ancient rites and practices of the
Hogs Club are to be revived at Troon cam9. Heid Hog Ho~sto,n
(m} stic man of the Honourab!e f-!ogs and master of .the King s
English) 1s to be restored to his high .office. as alcoholic allocator·
in-chief. It is proposed to present him with a golden key as a
souvenir of his yeoman service in the cause of hoggery.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford. London, E. 15

No. 1 Company.
Training.-On the 12th and 13th May m_any of our :ecrl!its
experienced their first week-end cam9 at Hamault, and iudging
by the number of requests since received for " permissioi; to take
a flag home," there seems to be a thirst for more-provmg how
enthusiastic our recru its are.
The visual team turned out in full force during this weekend, and finished up easy winners of the competition held between Nos. r and 2 Companies. Need we say any more about
them?
During the three days 19th, 20th and 21st May B Cable Section
were able to put to the test the superiority cf a lorry over a
cable wagon in laying cable. The use of the new cable laying
apparatus means the mechanisation of the Secticn, and this does
not suit some of our old drivers, who were heard singing " The
old love " but on return to headauarters after the scheme altered
the words somewhat-which proves again that we cannot suit
everybody.
Also during the Whitsun, A Wireless Section manned wireless
stations at Stratford, Bedford and Southend. Peoole for miles
around each station have sent in comolaints about - our concerts
not being so good as those of say Lu-xembourg or Radio Paris,
but it has been pointed out to them that this interference will
not happen too often ; and we are considering the advisability
of either requesting those broadcasting stations to try a new
wavelength or asking the complainants to try a new set. It was
during this scheme that the answer received to the question
"What is the wavelength?" was " If it's by the metre, about
five minutes!"
The Wireless Section are going further afield on the 16th and
17th June, but we must nOl anticipate too much owing tO Ule
achievements of the last scheme held-at least, not in this
month's notes.
R Cable Detachment, also on the 16th and i71h June, visit
the scenes of former triumphs in cable laying. This is in the
vicinity of Hainault Forest. All we require for success is fine
wather.
ONECOY.

No. 2 Company.
Training.-During the month of May we have broueht at
least one R.A. Field Brigade Signal Se<:tion much nearer effi-
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cicncy, and several recruits very near their Group E rating as
operators-which, for one month, isn't so bad.
True we had the advanta11e of Whitsun carno, a three-day
training holiday at N azeing, 'Essex, an d a lwo-day exercise .for
operators at H:iinault Forest . The ground covered at Nazemg
was more than we had hoped. The Section was exercised in
Artillery code work. concentration fire orders. messages by
buzzer, speech and visual, and V.E. messages. A good run•
through of everything was done on Whit Sunday, and an assortment of each was dealt out on the scheme which took place on
Whit Monday. But try as we would, the operators could not
be caught and the rcsuits were indeed gratifying. The linemen
oroup, though not conraining the famous Pond, were a very nippy
~earn, and a competition between the two rival teams is someth'. ng to which we are looking forward.
V/ T Team.-Our dark horse turned out at Nazein g and we
were able to have a thorough test. To publish the resl!lts W?uld
be to give our form away . but we can assure all possible rivals
that they have a lot to catch up.
Collapsed.- Our telephone wagon commander, whe.n he ~.eard
his beloved telephone wagon referred to by a recruit as
the
wire barrow!"
Twocov.

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
Training.-Our main item of news this month concerns our
Whitsun camp a·t Hullbridge. The weather was kind to us and
there was a good turn out. The scheme ~ent ve~y .well except
for one or two faults which we hope will be eliminated next
time. These faults appeared in the giving of indefinite orders,
map reading and station discipline: With the drill hall set out
for miniature Infantry Brigade workmg, the two first-named faults
should soon be rectified, and the Section should be well tuned
up for annual training.
G.O.C.'s lnspection.-Major-Genera l F. J. Marshall, c.s.,
c.M.G., o.s.o., inspected the building and administration of these
headquarters on the 23rd . May and found everythin~ to his
satisfaction. This was mainly due to the hel9 of Signalmen
Jones L .. Gibson and Dunce, who came along and helped in the
cleaning, etc.
Social Services Parade.- The Company is to be congratu•
lated on the tum out for the above parade, which took place
on the 27th May. About half the unit turned out, and they
certainly looked smart and clean.
Trade Board.-The first attemot has enabled three members
to pass, and I hope to announce iater that the other four have
managed to get through. They will when they let the wind out I
Promotions and Appointments.---Congratulations to L/ Cpl
Palin H . and Sigmn PrAce B. on their promotion and appointment
to Corporal and L/ Corporal (paid) respectively.
S'END.
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SPORTS NOTES
E Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.

Boxing.- The Signal Training Centre inter-Company boxing
tournament took place in the Baghdad boxing arena on the 7th,
9th and 11th of May. Some very excellent bouts were witnessed, and the standard of boxing showed a vast improvement
over the last few competitions. Each Company fought three
sessions, and as space will not allow one to give each individual
fight in detail, the following will show how E Company progressed during the competition.
7th May- won by 16- 14 points against D Company .
9th May- lost by 14- 16 points against Dismounted Wing,
Depot Battalion .
11th May-won by 17- 15 points against Mounted Wing,
Depot Battalion.
The latter contest produced a very close decision at the end
of the scheduled ten fights, so a reserve was reouired from each
team to fight at welter weight. Sigmn Weygang put u9 a
splendid fight to gain us the valuable two extra points.

in our turn could only manage 1 co. We are due to meet Mounted
Wing in the first round of the Mackworth competition on the
21st June, and hope to win through and so to the final. Come
on, F. Then let's have a go at you.
Athletics.-ln the first Mackworth trophy meeting E tied
with D for second place, Mounted Wing capturing the premier
position. In the second round D was first, E second and
Mounted Wing third. Everybody anxiously looked forward to
the third and final meeting, which proved disastrous for us.
Mounted Wing was first, D second and E third-and so the
positional points kept for the Mackworth trophy. Sotcy, Dick!
we did not have the same talent as that of last year, but this
year's team did very well indeed. Well done, Mounted Wing!
We have just finished the S.T.C. individual athletic championships, and we have done quite well for .the Pinsent cup.
Signalman Gibbons and Corp! Jerram were first and second in the
discus throwing, Corporal Jerram third in the shot, Signalmen
Bates and Green L. third and fifth in the three miles, Mr. Lyall
second in the hurdles and fourth in the high jum9, Corporal

Bedford Detachment.
Training. - Work is being carried on very briskly. A series
of week-end camps has been held, and very lively interest has
been taken 'in them by all member.~.
We held a week-end camp at Turvey at Whitsun, and 75 per
cent. of the unit turned up. School work was very much in
evidence for the period, and our visual experts got in some good
practice. After-duty hours were spent in the vicinity, .and the
local inhabitants had the doubtful pleasure of purchasmg beer
for the lads of the unit on account of games of skill won by
them. All members were sorry when the week-end was over.
The messing was excellent, and we congratulate Sergt Thurley
and his cooks on their fine show. Thanks very much I
Another good week-end was spent by the Section at the same
camping ground on the 2nd/3rd June. We a~ain had a very fine
tum out and got through a good amount of signal training. Our
Divisional Commander's team had a try-out against last year's
team, and they came to the conclusion that they still have a lot
to learn. Anyhow, we hope to put up a good show at Roedean
.
in July and August.
P.ecruiting.- Recruiting is going on very briskly. We have
managed to get the unit up to withir, six of full strength. We
congratulate the last recruited on joining the right Section at the
right time.
To-Night's Smile.-This is on the latest recruit, who on being
handed the Bible to be sworn in on attestation by the officer,
proceeded to shake the officer by the hand.
BUDFORDIAN.

E Company Boxing Team.
/Jnck row (left to n"g/t!J-J.../. en:t BreW!iolCr P., i>-:nalmen Rohinsou, \\'e)',1:ani;:- and RoO:-ion, C ... ,1\L Lane H., . ignalnien Cruwc aurl Cation , ~·er;.:t Po\\CIJ 11.
Frunt-Si ~n almen E\•:tn~. Stannard, Brogt.r)' and Boon, Capt. R. C. \Voc.xlbrid;.:c, Si1o:nalmc11 Bon, Smith, H all and c;~ill',

[ Pht>to by A viStm , Cnttcrirk Camp)

At the close of the contest Dismounted Wing, De9ot Battalion.
was placed first, E Company second, Mounted Wing, Depot
Battalion, third, and D Comoany fourth. At the conclusion of
the fighting on the final night, the Mackworth trophy and all
other prizes won during the past year ·were presented by Brigadier F. A. Heymann, O.B.U., Commandant of the Signal Training
Centre.
Swimming.-There is verv little doing in this sport at present, but with a good number of learners who are keen we have
hopes for the future. The Battalion team has yet to play its
first league game of the season. bur in a friendly against the
East Yorks Regiment they lost by 4-6.
Cricket.- Owing to the popularity of athletics in the Signal
Training Centre, we have not been able to make a really wholehearted st:irt with cricket. A trial game was managed one
Thursday afternoon and the talent o( the Company tried oui.
On .the following Saturday a game was arranged with F Company. They batted first and knocked up 115 runs, whilst we

Collins first in the half mile, Sigmn Griffiths third in the half
mile, second in the auaner mile, and fifth 111 the 220 yards.
Corp! Collins won the one mile, with Sigmn Green L. third
(look after Green, 4th Div.: he is coming on well). Corporal
Saunders T. was fourth in the javelin, and Sigmn Sims third
in the pole vault. Signalmen Pitcher and Patient secured a run
in the finals but were not placed.
I am sure the whole of the Company enjoyed some good sport
on the final dav. and would like me to thank the competitor
for their good show. The Company congratulates the Boys team
on their position at the top, with Mounted Wing second and
E third .

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Cricket.
Practice w:is greatly lundered by the cold :ind wet wc.uher at
the beginning of the season. During the whole of the Whitsun
holidays, not a single game could be played. By the time the
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first Ampleforth match was due, we had not really settled do':"'n •
though the team acquitted themselves extremely well agam t
greatly superior talent. Although we have lost two or three
good cricketers since last year, the general sta!ldard throughout
the Company, especially in fielding, is much higher.
F Company Boys v. Ampleforth Colts. - At Amplefonh, on
the 30th May. Play could not start ti ll 4 p.m. owing , to an
examination at the school. Stumps were drawn at 8 o clock,
and an excellent sausage and mash supper w:is provided for us .
We lost by 50 runs.
AMPLEFORTH.
Kilpatrick b Piddington . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. ..
8
Wells b Reedman .. ............. .. ........ .. ......... ... ......
6
Redfern b Reedman . . . . .. . . . . . .. ... ......... .. .. . ... .. ..... .. 50
Bohan run out ........... ~...... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . 58
Sutton not out ...... .. . ... .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. ... ... .. .. ....
5
Mitchell b Adcock ..... ......... .. ..... .... ... ... ..... .. .. · · 4
Buxton not out .. ...... .... .. ..... ...... ....... .. .. .... .. · · · · · · 4
Extras .......... ... . . .. . .. .... .... ... .. ... . .... ... .... r r
Total for five wickets (declared) ... ... 146
F COMPANY BOYS.
Terrey b Kilpatrick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
7
Creed b Kilpatrick . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . o
Verlander b Ryan .. .... ... . ... ...... .......... ..... .. .. ... .. .. 14
Willis run out ...................... .. .. .. .... .... ....... .... .
Adcock c and b Parker-Jervis ... ...... ... .. .... ..... ... . 12
Hawley c and b Parker-Jervis . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . ro
Reedman c Ryan b Parker-Jervis . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . o
Harrison b Bohan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 9
O'Brien b Kilpatrick . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . 24
Piddington b Bohan .. . ... . .. . . . ... .. ....... ..... ........... .. 2
Gibson not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . o
Extras .. .... . .. .. ... . .. .... .... . ........ . ... . 17
Total .. ...... .......... ... .. .... .. ... ....
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Garrison Boys Cricket Cup: First Round.
"B" Team (Operators) v. D.L.I. won by 172 runs. "B" 83
and 146 for nine wickets, declared (Player 36 not out) .
D.L.I. 41 (Reedman five for 19) and 16 (Reedman four for
9, Silver five for 5).
"A" Team (Operators) v. East Lanes. Regiment, won by eight
wickets. East Lanes. 47 (Deane eight for 15) and 28 (Deane
four for 12). "A" 71 (Deane 37) and 7 for two wickets.
Athletics.
Mackworth Trophy.-Despite valiant efforts, we missed third
place in the last Mackworth meeting by one point only, E Company obtaining 1o6 points to our 105. Everyone did their best,
however, and gave the leading Company a run for their money.
Pinsent Cup.-F Company won the Pinsent cup. That in
itself is good enough news ; but with it we should like to couple
the names of 2/ Lieu ts. Williams and Gordon, L / Sergt Harrison,
Corp! Holden, L / Corpl Currie, L/Corpl Boy Verlander, Boys
Terrey, Adams and Bowser, who got the points. Congratulations to them and to all those who did their best in the preliminary heats.
Sunderland School.- A very enjoyable meeting with Sunderland Collegiate School resulted in a win for F Company boys
by one point. Sunderland proved strong in the sprints but weak
in jumps and distance. Many of the Sunderland team were over
nineteen years of age.
Barnard Castle School.-Oo the 21st June we go to Barnard
Castle to make a return visit. The running includes over 16
and under 16, and fifteen events of all descriptions. Results will
be given in next month's WIRE.
Army Individual Championships.-Boys Barrett R. and
Smith J. have been entered in the Army enlisted boys 220 yards,
to be run at Aldershot on the 28th and 29th June. By the time
this appears, we hope to have added yet another title to our list.
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A Corps Signals, Aldershot..
Individual Sports.- The individual sports of this unit were
held on the sports ground , Mons Barracks, on the 5th and 6th
lune with the following results. Our hearty congratulations to
Corp! Hickmon on winning the Victor Ludorum cup.
Putting the shot- 1st Corp! Hickmott, :md L/Corpl McNeill
Discus- 1st Sigmn Thompson, 2nd Corp! Hickmon
Throwing the hammer- 1st Cpl Hickmon, 2nd Sigmn Kirl ew
Javelin- 1st Corp! Hickmon, 2nd Sigmn Thompson
Pole vault- 1st Sigmn Greenwood , 2nd Sigmn Botting
H igh jump-1st Sigmn Greenwood , 2nd 2/Lieut. Fuller
Long iump-1st Sigmn Greenwood, wd Sigmn Bisby
100 yards-1st Lieut. T . A. K. Howe, 2nd Corpl H ickmot t,
3rd Sigmn Chilvers
220 yards-1st Lieut T . A. K. Howe, 2nd Sigmn Chilvers,
3rd Sigmn Smith A.
440 yards- 1st Lieut. T. A. K. Howe, 2nd L / Corpl Vigurs,
3rd Sigmn Chilcott
880 yards- 1st Sigmn Atkinson, 2nd Sigmn Hudson, 3rd Sigmn
Botting
One mile-1st Sigmn Hudson, 2nd Sigmn Jennings, 3rd Sigmn
Atkinson
Three miles- 1st Sigmn Jennings, 2nd Sigmn Porter, 3rd Sigmn
Taylor W.
120 yards hurdles-1 st Corpl Hickmott, 2nd Sigmn Greenwood, 3rd L / Corpl Vigurs.
Victor Ludorum-Corpl Hickmott, 12 points

2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
Athletics.-Results of the triangular athletic meeting held at
Mons Barracks on the 26th May between the 1st Battn Suffolk
Regiment, the 2nd Battn S.L.I., and the 2nd Divisional Signals.
Points allotted- Track events, 6, 4, 2 ; field events, 3, 2, 1.
440 yards relay- 1st, 1st Suffolk, 46 sec. 2od , 2nd S.L.I., 47
sec. 3rd, 2nd Div! Signals, 47 Vs sec.
High jump-1st, 2nd Div! Signals, 10 ft . 4 in. 2nd, 1st Suffolk,
10 ft. 2 in. 3rd, 2nd S.L.I. 9 ft. r 1 in.
Two miles relay-1st, 2nd Divl Signals, 8 min. 56 sec. 2nd,
1st Suffolk. 3rd, 2nd S.L.I.
Discus-1st, 2nd Div! Signals, 190 ft. 5 in. 2nd, 1st Suffolk,
18o ft . 10 in. 3rd, 2nd S.L.I. 159 ft. 11 in.
Pole vault-1st, 2nd S.L.I., 18 ft. 9 in. 2nd, 1st Suffolk, r8 ft.
6 in. 3rd, wd Div! Signals, 9 ft. 3 in .
880 yards relay- 1st, 1st Suffolk, 1 min. 38Ys sec. 2nd, 2nd
S.L.I. 1 min. 39 sec. 3rd, 2nd Div) Signals
Hammer-1st, 2nd Div! Signals, 182 ft. 2)1. in. 2nd, 1st
Suffolk, 162 ft. 9 y.f in. 3rd, 2nd S.L.I. 142 ft . 9 in.
48o yards hurdles- 1st, 2nd S.L.I. r min. 171/s sec. 2nd, 1st
Suffolk, r min. 19 Ys sec.1' 3rd, 2nd Divl Signals
Javelin- 1st, 2nd S.L.I. 293 ft. 5 in. 2nd, rst Suffolk, 227 ft.
7. in. 3rd, wd Div! Signals, 214 ft. 3 y.j in.
Mile team race-1st, 2nd S.L.I. 2nd, rst Suffolk. vd, 2nd
Div! Signals
Long jump-1st, 2nd S.L.I., 36 ft. 2)1. in. 2nd, 1st Suffolk,
35 ft. 9 in. 3rd, 2nd Div! Signals, 34 ft. 10 in.
Shot-rst, rst Suffolk. 2nd, 2nd Div! Signals. 3rd, 2nd
S.L.I.
Mile relay- 1st, 1st Suffolk, 3 min. 43 ~fs sec. 2nd, 2nd Divl
Signals. 3rd, 2nd S.L.I.
Final positions-1st, 1st Battn Suffolk Regiment, 45 points ;
2nd, 2nd Battn S.L.I .. 37 ; 3rd, 2nd Div) Signals, 32.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Tennis Club Tournament.- Further results in the tournament mentioned last month are as follows.
DOUBLES SEMI-FINALS- L / Corpl Mohrstadt and Sigmn Verlander (Command) beat Sergt Bishop and Corp( Chamberlain
(Command). Signalmen Banbury and Tuck (D Troop) beat Sgt
Coleman and L/Corpl Ransome (D Troop).
MATCHES- During the last month two matches have been
played: the first against No. 1 Company 1st Div! Signals, and
the second a return match against the 2nd Battn R.T.C. The
first was abandoned owing to rain with the score at 19 points
all. The second was won by 36- 18 points.
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Our teams were: First match, Captain Morgan, Sergt Harvey,
Corp! Chamberlain, L / Corpl Durand, Signalmen Appleton, Banbury and Tuck. Second match, Captain Morgan, L / Sergt Gatford, Corpls Stanley, Jones and Chamberlain, L / Corpls Durand
and Mohrstadt, Signalmen Banbury and Tuck.
Cricket.- For the first time in more than eleven years the
Command Company were able to field a team for cricket, and
our opponents were our "friendly " enemies D Trooo Cavalry
Signals. A very good game was enjoyed bv all, and our first effort
resulted in a win. The scores were: D Troop 77 , Command
Signal Company 106 for nine wickets.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
Cricket.- The unit, although less than fifty strong, is holding
its own with quite good class teams in the district, and the
fixture list is full up. Some very good games have been witnessed during this ideal cricket weather. In the first round of
the Garrison cricket cup we were sadly outclassed, but this
competition provides our only opportunity to play full strength
battalion teams and get an insight into good cricket. Results:
v. 54th Field Company R.E. lost by 40 runs. Signals 66
(Lovegrove 28, King 20 not out) ; Engineers ro6 (King six
for 25, Nicholas four for 29).
v. D.C.R.E. Staff, won by 31 runs. Signals 73 for eight
(Nicholas 29 not out) ; D.C.R.E. 42 (King three for 9).
v. 1st Battn R.W.F. (Garrison Cup first round) lost by r55
runs. Signals 40; R.W.F. 195 for .six (Lieut. Cadogan 39).
v. R.A.S.C. won by 39 runs. S_ignals 61 (Nicholas 16 not out,
Wilsdon 17) ; R.A.S.C. 22 (Harrop six for 12, Lovegrove
three for 10).
v. R.A.F. Station, Netheravon, lost by 73 runs. Signals 63
(L/ Corp! Allen 16 not ou t) ; R.A.F. 136 (King six for 55,
Nicholas four for 53).
v. Shipton C.C. won by 38 runs. Signals 114 (Wilsdon 53) ;
Shipton 76 (Harrop six for 33, Nicholas three for u).
v. Cholderton C.C. lost by 51 runs. Signals 38 ; Cholderton
89 (Nicholas four for 9, L / Corpl Allen six for 3~).
v. F Troop (inter-unit) lost by 13 runs. A.F.V. Signals 103
for three, declared (Lieut. Gordon 44 not out, Nicholas 32) ;
F Troop 116 (Sergt Archer 37).
v. R.A.F. Station , Netheravon; lost by 10 runs. Signals 70
(Lovegrove 21) ; R.A.F. 80 (King eight for 43).
v. Shipton C.C. won by 10 runs. Signals 117 (Wills 32,
Scriven 24) ; Shipton 107 (King six for 54).

No. 1 Tank Signal and Tank Brigade Signal Sections,
Farnborough.
Since we have been here, we have played several games
against the 2nd Battalion R.T .C. Here are the results up to
going to press.
Cricket.-v. 1s1: Tank Br·igade, 6/6 / 34. We were unable to
turn out a full team from the Signal Section, but we made up
with members of the Tank Corps, and we won by 74-30 runs.
Highest scores, Sigmn Henry 34, Sigmn Bromley 9. The same
pair did some very useful work with the ball. The former took
three wickets for 12 runs, and the latter five for 10.
Net Ball.- v. Brigade Section, 16 / 5/ 34. We lost by 3-4.
At half time we were leading by 3-1, but the Tanks had a
wonderful system which was hard to beat. Scorers, Signalman
Henry 2, Sigmn Holberton 1.
.
v. No. 9 Section we won by 2-r. Scorers, Signalmen Hol.
berton and Bromley.
v. No. 7 Section, 5 / 6/34, won by 4-3. Scorers, Signalmen
Henry (2), Bromley and Holberton.
Rounders.- v. No. 9 Section, 29/5/34, lost by 12-13, We
won the first innings by 12- 7, but in the second the Tanks
brought the score up to 13-12. Sigmn Bromley went in first,
and we were all confident of winning, with only two to get to
beat the Tanks. However, on the second strike Bromley was
caught and so our hopes were dashed. Sigmn Henry scored
six of our total runs.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Cricket.-This year our team is one of great promise ; new
blood has freshened up the old, and doubtful places have been

nicely filled. Behind the stumps we have nippy Cassidy-truly
a welcome capture.
Our opening game was against C Squ ad ron 4th/7th Dragoon
Guards. We lost by 7 runs. This defeat was balanced when
we won by 7 runs against the R.A.S.C. T idworth. In regard
to this latter game, particular mention must be made of the
victorious last minute stand of Signalmen ('Erbert) Lane and
Blake.
Against the 42nd Field Brigade R.A. we won by six wickets.
Top scores: Sigmn Rapson 26 and Corp! Appleton 23. Sergt
Honnor and Sigmn (Lar wood) Rogers showed the Gunners what
good bowling is really like.
F Troop gave us something to think about when they scored
62 more runs than we did.
Our friends in the R.A.S.C. gave us our third victory by four
wickets . This result was partly due to the successful partnership of Captain Knight and Sergt Honnor, who contributed a
welcome 40 when the result was in. the balance.
CRICKET AVERAGES TO DATE.
Batting.
Rapson
.. .. .. .. .. ... . .
Captain Knight ... .. .
Honnor
........ ... ... .
Appleton ..... .... .... ..
Richardson ......... .. .
Rogers ... ............ .. .
Cassidy
............ .. .
Lane ...... .. ....... .. ... .

lnnings

N ot out

Hil!hest

7

0

26
'14
26
23
19
15
13
• 10

~
7

0

7

0

6
4

0
0

5

I

• Not out.
Bowling.
Rapson
. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .
Rogers ........ ... .... ...
Honnor
. . . . . . .. .. . . . ..
Richardson .. . . .. . . . . . .
Appleton . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

Overs J\Iaidens

7
55
58
r6
7

2
18
8
o

Runs

16
132
200
85
35

Total

Avera~e

94
22
61
56
52
34
22
14

13.4

Wickets

Avera1te

6
23
34
6
2

II

8.8
8
7.4
5.6
5.5
3·5

2.6
5.8
5·9
14.1
17.3

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Cricket.-On 19/5/34 against the 9th Field Brigade R.A. on
the Garrison ground, Bulford. The Brigade proved too strong a
side. Batting first, they compiled a total of 130 for eight
wickets, to which we could only reply with 66. It was the first
match of the season, and as only a limited amount of practice
had been carried out, the result was not disheartening.
On 23 / 5/ 34 v. 2nd Divl Signals on the Garrison ground, Bulford. This match was played under ideal weather conditions
and resulted in a very satisfactory win. for the uni.t. 2~ d Div.
Sigs batted first and made 108, to which we replied with 210
for five wickets. Sigmn Mitchell gave a very nice display in
making u8 not out ; he batted very soundly, giving very few
chances and producing some good all round shots. The bowling
honours went to L / Corpls Jerram -and Marsh. The fielding on
both sides was keen and on the whole good.
On 30 / 5/34 v. Bemerton C.C. from Salisbury, on the Garrison
ground, Bulford. We batted fir.st and compiled 97. Her~, it
is re~retted, a complete rot set m among our batsmen. Lieut.
Harrison made 41 out of our total. Bemerton replied with u6.
The bowling honours went to L / Corpl Marsh (five wickets for
27) and Lieut. Harrison (three for 32).
There are seve al more matches to be played during the
season, and it is hoped that the form produced against 2nd Div!
Signals will reappear.
Captain J. A. I. Watts and Lt. L. C. C. Harrison, M.C., played
for the Corps v. the R.M.A. at Woolwich on the 26th and 27th
May.
Athletics.- The full results of the sports held on Tuesday and
Wednesday, 5th and 6th June, were as follows: 100 yards-1st L / Corpl Etchells, 2nd Sigmn Foley, 3rd L / Cpl
Thomas
220 yards-1st L / Corpl Bucke, 2nd L / Corpl Etchells, 3rd
Sigmn Foley
440 yards-1st L / Corpl Bucke, 2nd L / Corporal Black, 3rd
Sigmn Pluquet
880 yards-1st L / Corporal Bucke, 2nd Sigmn Hastings, 3rd
Sigmn Mudge
One mile-1st L / Corpl Robinson, 2nd Sigmn Seaman, 3rd
Sigmn Fox

)uLY 19_34
Three miles 1 t L , Corp! Robinson, 2nd L; Sergeant Ayres,
3rd Sigmn Seaman
.
Lon jump-1st L / Corporal Etchells, 211d S1gmn Foley, 3rd
L Corp! Abraham
Pole vaulc- rst Corl?! Farmer, 2nd L/ Coro! Kings
High jump- 1st L / Sergt Murphy, 2nd -L / Corpl McKenzie.
3rd Sigmn Garwood
Hammer-rst L/ Sergt Murphy, 2nd Corp! Farmer
Shot-1st Sigmn Softly, 2nd 2/ Lieut. Crawford, 3rd L / Corpl
McKenzie
Javelin-rst L / Corporal Abraham, 2nd Lieut. Harrison, 3rd
L I Corp! Black
.
Discus-1st L ' Corpl Etchells. 2nd L/ Corpl McKenzie, 3rd
L / Corpl Bain
Hurdles-1st L / Sergt Murphy, 2nd L / Corpl Etchells, 3rd
L / Corpl Abraham
Open relay-1st 5th Baun R.T.C., 2nd 9th Field Brigade R.A.
3rd R.A.F. Boscombe ·
JOHN AGAR MEMORIAL Cur AND MEDAL.- 1st, L/Cpl Etchells,
20 points ; 2nd, L / Corp! Bucke, I 8 ; 3rd, L / Sergt Murphy, 12.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
t'ricket.- This season, we are fortunate in having a strong
team with a good number of reserves to call upon. During
May five matche have been played, with results as under: v. Clacton, away, drawn. 4th Div. Sigs 136 for eight (Lundie
32, Wellock 29, Coton 28 not out) ; Clacton 50 for eight
(Lieut.-Colonel Henderson five for 13)
v. K.S.L.I. away, won. K.S.L.I. 78 {Walton four for 16) ;
4th Div. Sigs 92 for seven (Lundie 29)
v. Wakes Colne, away, won. 4th Div. Sigs 84 (Wellock 34
not out) ; Wakes Colne 16 (Young five for 5, Wellock
five for IO) and 23 (Coton ? for 2, Larkin two for 2)
v. Beds and Herts Regiment, away, won . 4th Div. Sigs 158
for eight (Wellock 44, Young 59) ; Beds and Herts 63
(Wellock six for 18)
v. R.A.S.C. home, won. R.A.S.C. 84 {Young six for 23) ;
4th Div. Sigs 106 for nine {Cox 35, Fitzpatrick 27)

5th Divisional Signals, Scarbor_ougb.
All information regarding the annual s9orts is contained in
the usual unit notes on another page, but here are details of the
placed men in each event.
100 yards-r t Sigmn Cooper A. ; 2nd Sigmn Turner; 3rd
Smith C. M. Time, 10l; sec.
High jump-1st Sigmn Anthony ; 2nd Lieut. H. B. Robertson ;
3rd Sigmn Harrison. Height, 5 ft. 2 in.
Long jump-1st Sigmn Anthony; 2nd Sigmn Last ; 3rd Sigmn
Harrison. Distance, 19 ft. 2 in.
88o yards-1st Sigmn Barker H. ; 2nd Sigmn Pillow ; 3rd
Sigmn Langley. Time, 2 min . 12~-1s sec.
Throwing the javelin-1st Driver Fear; 2nd Sigmn Smith ;
3rd Sigmn Voller. Distance, 1u ft. 4 in.
220 yards-1st Sigmn Turner ; 2nd Signalman Haughton; 3rd
Sigmn Wilson. Time, 24}'5 sec.
Pole vault-1st Sigmn Johnson W. ; 2nd Driver Fear ; 3rd
Sigmn Voller. Height, 8 ft. 5 in.
120 yards hurdles-1St Sigmn Anthony ; 2nd Si~mn Turner ;
3rd Sigmn Baines. Time, 17Ys sec.
Putting the shot-1st L/Cor90ral Cha9man ; 2nd Signalman
Baines ; 3rd Driver Fear. Distance, 33 ft. 10 in.
440 yards-1st Sigmn Haughton ; 2nd Sigmn Cooper ; 3rd
Sigmn Wilson. Time, 56 Ys sec.
Mile-1st Sigmn Barker ; 2nd Sigmn Pillow ; 3rd Sigmn Langley. Time, 4 min . 52~~ sec.
Throwing the discus- 1st Driver Fear; 2nd Sigmn Waplington ; 3rd Sigmn McTernin. Distance, 83 ft. 11 in.
Obstacle race-1st Sigmn Voller; 2nd Sigmn McTernin; 3rd
Sigmn Butler
Open relav-1sr. 1st Battn ,East Lanes. ; 2nd Depot Battalion
Signal Training Centre; 3rd Training Battalion Signal Train,
ing Centre
In1er-Secuon tug-of-war, B Cable v. A Section- B Cable won
by 2-1 oulls
Children's iace (over 6)-1sl Barbara Tilford ; 2nd Patricia.
Rose ; 3rd Gordon Sargeant

Children's race {under 6)- 1 t Elizabeth Pcachall ; 2nd James
Borrow ; 3rd Stanley Brown
Ladies' race- 1st Mrs. Rhodes ; 2nd Mrs. Tiltman ; 3rd Mrs.
Borrow
Visitors' race (threading the needle)- 1st Mrs. Beadon ; 2nd
Miss Brown
Veterans' rac
tsl Corp! Brown G. ; 2nd Major (Brevet Lieut.Colonel) Hitchcock ; 3rd Lieut.-Colonel Wemyss
Old Comrades race-1st Mr. Shaw ; 2nd Mr. O'Brien ; 3rd
Mr. Dowie
The inter-Section athletic shield was won by J Section with
26 points. D Section, with 23, were runners-up. 5oth Div!
Signals inter-Company athletic cup was won by No. 3 Company
with a total of 45 points.
.
The prizes were presented by Mrs. Wemyss. The 5oth D1vl
Signals cup was presented by Mrs. Walton.
Cricket.-The unit team is upholding the good performances
of its predecessors of this unit . Keenness in the unit for this
summer sport 1s generally acknowledged to be as sha rp and
wholehearted as at any time in the past. We have a complete fixture list from 28 / 4 / 34 to 4 / 8 / 34, when we are called
upon to sacrifice our sport for annual training at Catterick area.
A most exciting finish to a very thrilling and keenly contested
game was experienced on the Corporation ground en 2/ 6 / 34,
when we won by or,e nm, thanks to a sensational "swipe" by
Sigmn Todd S. and a very valuable 2 not out by our captain,
Captain W. A. Scott, M.B.E. The scores were: Scarborough
Possibles C.C. 27, 5th Divisional Signals 28.
The leading batting ~verages to date are: Si!Cmn Smith L. H.
79 (average 19.75), Sigmn Harrop C. 67 (16.75), Sigmn Cooper A.
83 (16.60) , L / Corpl Chaffey E. 40 (13.30) . L / Corpl Dillon L. 0.
40 (13.30). L / Corpl Chapman C. 64 (12.80) and S1gmn Po9e G.
33 (11). In the bowling •. L / Cor9l Chapman C has taken t~enty
wickets (average 10.1), S1gmn Smith L. H. nme (8.66), and S1gmn
Woodwark J. nine (9).
Results of matches to date; - League, played 3, won 2, lost 1.
Friendly, played 1, won 1. Cup ties, played 2, won r, lost 1 .
Total played 6, won 4. lost 2.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Football.-First Eleven. Wallace cuo comoetition, semi-final,
v. B Company 1st Battn The King's -Regim-ent, drew at 2- 2
after extra time; replay, lost by o- r.
Second Eleven-v. H.Q. 10th Brigade, lost by 1- 5 ; v. F
Section won by 3-2; v. S Battery lost by 1- 4.
Hockey.--Chitham League : v. 15th Lancers won .by 6-o;
v. Christ Church School w<Yn by 2-0 ; v. G.J.P. Railway lost
by 1-2; v . All Indian Brothers, drew at o-o.
Inter-Half Company League: v. "B" Right Half drew at 3- 3.
Golf.-The Easter handicap competition, after some very interesting rounds, was won by Sigmn Bond (25) who beat Corp!
Connolly (21) by 6 and 5.
Great interest is now being taken in the Barton cup competition, which is in its concluding stages. The cup has been
kindly presented to the Club by Caotain A. E. Barton, and is
open to all B.O.R.s of the S.T.C. (India). Twenty-two entries
were received, and 1he following are the results to date: First round- Corp[ Quigley (12) beat Sergt Whittin~ton (20)
by 2 up. Sigmn Burns (31) beat L / Corpl Hampson {18) by 6
and 5. S / Sergt Maguire (12) beat Corp! Meldrum (31) by 6
and 5. Corp[ Connolly (26) beat L/ Sergt Baker (12) by 6 and
4. Sergt Bramwell (26) beat C.S.M. Price (26) by 2 up.
Second round-Corp! McKinnon (22) beat Sergt Wheeler (20)
by r up. L/ Corp! Driver (23) beat Serp,t Bramwell by 3 and 1.
L / Corpl Wright (23) beat L/Corpl McVey (27) by r up. Corp[
Quigley beat Sigmn Burns by 3 and 2. S1gmn Bourton (18) beat
Corp! Connolly by 3 and 2. Sigmn Spiers (23) beat Sergt
Nokes (15) at the 14th hole. Sigmn Nelson (2)) beat Sigmn Knox
(23) by 8 and 7. Sf Sergt Maguire beat S1gmn Bond (20) by
2 up.
.
.
Third round--Cpl McKmnon beat S1gmn Bourton by 9 and 8.
Sigmn Spiers beat Corp! Quigley by 2 up. S / Sergt Maguire beat
L / Corpl Wright by 2 and I.

'
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S. T .c. (India) Te.r.nis TournamentS-The tournaments were
concluded on the 17th May, when Mrs. G. E. F. Paton very
kindly presented the prizes. The winners and runners-up were
as follows : Open singles--Lance-Sergt Creaton ; Lieutenant W. R. SmijthWindham.
Open doubles- Lieut.-Colonel R. V. Montgomery and Lieut.
W. R. Smijth-Windham; Sergt Shepherd and Signalman
Tindall.
Mixed handicap doubles- Mrs . Murphy and Sigmn Tindall ;
Mrs. Fishwicke and Sergt Bramwell.
Handicap doubles- Captain L. B. Nicholls and Sigmn Tyler ;
Signalmen Nelson and Traill.
Handicap singles- L / Corpl Roberts; Sigmn Worley.
The mixed handicap doubles was included for the first time and
proved a success. L / Sergt McCormack might have secured a
" rr.ention " in the open events had he not been compelled to
retire through an injury.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Football Results18 / 4 / 34 v. Dorsetshire Regiment Second Eleven, home, drew
at o-o
20 / 4 / 34 v. Company. Dorsetshire Regiment, home, drew at 2- 2
26,' 4 / 34 v. Dorsetshire Regiment, away, lost by 0--5
28 / 4 / 34 v. G Battery R.H.A., home, lost by 0--1
1/5 / 34 v. Dorsetsh1re Regiment Second Eleven, away, lost by
o- r
Hockey Results24 / 4/ 34 v. Company, Dorsetshire Regt., away, won by II-I
27 / 4 / 34 v. G Battery R.H ..A., away, lost by I- 3
29 / 4i 34 v. Dorsetsh1re Regiment, away, won by 4-2
30/4 / 34 v. District Hockey Club "B," away, lost by 1-4
4 / 5 / 34 v. G Battery R.H.A., home, won by 4-1
6 / 5/ 34 v. C Squadron 13th / 18th Hussars. away, drew at 3-3
1! / 5/ 34 v. G Battery R.H.A .. away, won by !)-I
14 / 5/ 34 v. Staff and Departments, away, won by 2-1
20 / 5/ 34 v. C Squadron 13th / 18th Hussars, away, drew at 1-1

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Football.-A team selected from Headquarters in Peshawar
visited the Detachment in Landi Kotal on Satu~day 12th May.
The game was evenly contested throughout" with the Detachment coming out on top by 2-r goals. Their. first goal, scored
by Signalman Young, was a .rathe~ doubtful offside.: but we can
afford to pull their leg a b1t until we get them m Peshawar.
Sigmn Rumford scored the Detachm~nt's second goal w ith a
fine rasping shot within a couple of mmu~es of the first. L/ Cpl
Milligan opened (and closed) cur score with a header worthy of
Alec James. Headquarters pressed hard towards .the end, bur
the Landi Kotal defence held out until the fin.al whistle. A ve~y
clean and entertaining game. But wait until we catch you m
Pesh, khud wallahs !
.
On the 15th May we played A Company 2nd Battn The Highland Light Infantry and won by 2-r (Chambers and Yarnell).
On the next day we met the 58th Field Battery R.A. but lost
by 1-4 (Sigmn Birkett).
Old members of the unit will be sorry to. hear that the hockey
pitch behind the barracks is now converted mto a football groun~.
Many have been the exciting g~mes of hockey p!ayed on t~1s
old ground, especially when Daisy Dillon entertamed us with
his specials.
Hookey.- The unit are now tr_ying to get together a good
team for the District Hot Weather League. Although we shall
never fill Dillon's place, Signalmen Lambert C. and Roberts A.
are doing their stuff quite suc~essfully. and have already made
a name for themselves. Keep IL up. girls I
We have tested out the 2nd Battn H.L.~. (newcomers to
Peshawar) and the first game we drew on their ground at 3-3
(Lambert C. 2, Blaikie). That was on the 13th May. On the
22nd we met them on our ground and defeated them to the
tune of 4- 0 (Lambert C. 3, Roberts).
.
.
The first hot weather match was played ~n ram on the 17~h
May against the 8th A.A. Battery R.A. This resulted m a wm
for us by 2-0 (Lambert C. and Roberts). Ou r team at present

is L / Corpl Mitchell ; Signalmen Yarnell and Moseley ; L/Corpl
Whitefield, Signalmen Gladwin and Blaikie ; Signalmen Ireland,
Barry, Roberts, Lambert C. and Gigg. Later on we hope to get
Sigmn Williams G. down from the Khyber to play at centre half.
In spite of his just about five feet, he bids fair to be the best
man in his position in the District during this hot weather season.
Tennis.-On Sunday 13th May we entertained the Detachment R.A.M.C. at home. It could hardly be called a good game,
as our team romped home against a side that obviously get
insufficitnt practice. Gunboat Chadda arranged this match and
is proving a regular Tilden ; but just watch his legs I The pairs
for this were L/ Corpl Peacock and Sigmn Moseley, Corporal
Fraser and Gunboat, L / Corp! Smith and Sigmn Ide, and Signalmen Huggett S. and Keigher.

L Section, Landi Kotal Detachment.
Hockey.-We were visited by Peshawar hockey team. They
brought along their full strength with the intention of wiping
out former defeats, but we surprise:! them once again, defeating
them by the only i:oal of the match after a good clean game.
Sorry, Peshawar! 1t just had to happen.
The following are the results of matches played to date : v. r / 1st Gurkha Rifles won by 1-0 ; v. 2/ 9th Jat Regiment won
by 3-r; v. 2nd Mountain Battery won by r-o; v. 1 I rst Gurkha
Rifles drew at o--o.
Football.-v. 1 / rst Gurkh a Rifles won by 4-r ; v. A Company Borders drew at 3-3 ; v. H.Q. Wing Borders won by 3-r ;
v. 1 / rst Gurkha Rifles won by 5-1 ; v. Drums Border Regiment
drew at 3-3.

Waziristan District Signals, Razmak.
Football.-Wana Section sent a team across to Razmak to
see the races and the cinema, and to olay a combined team of
H.Q. and Razmak Sections at football.- Owing to their having
to go back within twenty-four hours •. an all -roun~ tournament
was impossible. We all hope they will. come .agam and stay a
bif longer. The football match, played m horrible weather, was
a draw.
A team to represent the unit has been selected and will leave
shortly for Murree to play in the Buffalo c~9 ~ou.mament. As
this tournament is on a Com9any team basis, tt 1s hoped that
our team will give a good account of themselves.
Hockey.-Many games have been played. The Razmak
grounds take a lot of getting used to, especially after such a
good ground as that at D.l.Khan, but we have had some splendid
games.
COMBINED H.Q. AND RAZMAK SECTIONS.
12/5/34 v. 4 /r5t h Punjab Regiment lost by 1-3
15 / 5/34 v. A Company 4/15th Punjab Regt. won by j-O
17/5/34 v. C.l.M.H. won by 3-r
18 / 5'34 v. 5/6th Rajputana Rifles drew at 2-2
19/5/34 v. 4/15th Punjab Regiment drew at r-1
HEADQUARTERS SECTION.
26/4/J4 v. Razmak Signals won by 5-r
26 / 4 / 34 v. No. I I Light Battery R.A. won by 4-r
7/5/34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.T.C. won by 3-1
11 / 5/ 34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.T.C. lost by 1-2
13 I 5 / 34 v. Razmak Signals won by 2-1
19/5/34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.T.C. lost by 0--2
21/5/34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.T.C. won by 6-o
27/5/34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.T.C. won by 1 -o
28/ 5 / 34 v. 1.0.R.s Combined Signals lost by 3-4
Football.CoMBINED H.Q. AND RAZMAK SECTIONS.
28/4/34 v. C Company Devon Regiment won by 2-1
30/ 4/ 34 v. H.Q. Wing Devon Reg~ment won by 4 - 1
3/5/34 v. D Company Devon Regiment drew at 2-2
9/ 5/ 34 v. No. IT Light Battery R.A. won by 5-1
ll/5/34 v. Wana Signals drew at 1- 1
12/5/34 v. H.Q. Wing Devon Regiment won by 2-0
16 / 5/ 34 v. Waziristan Medium Section R.A. won by i-o
18 / 5/ 34 v. C Company Devon Regiment lost by r-2
28f5/34 v. Garri on Junior N.C.O.s lost by 3-5
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H EADQUARTERS SECTION.
D Company Devon Regiment drew at 2-2
Razmak Signa1s won by 4- 1
Razmak Signals lost by 0-3
T ochi Scouts drew at 1- 1
D Company Devon Regiment lost by 1-3
RAZMAK SIGNAL SECTION.
2613 I 34 v. H.Q. Wing Devon Regiment drew at 2-2
29 , 3 l 34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.i:.c. won by 2-0
1 1 4l 34 v. H.Q. Wing Devon Reg1m~nt drew at 2- 2
4 4134 v. No. 6 Platoon Devon R.e gtment won by 7- 1
7 14134 v. B Company Devon Reg~ment drew at o-.:>
9l 4f3 4 v. B Company Dev?n Regiment won by 2- 0
J t ' 4l 34 v. 214th Gurkha R1fies lo~t by 2- 4
14 / 4 / 34 v. A Company Devon Reg1m_e nt drew at 1-1
21 I 4 l 34 v. Signal Section Devon Regiment won by 2-1
23 14 / 34 v. 6th A.C. Company R.T.C. lost by 0-1
l!asket Ball.- The Razmak basket ball tournament, played
under local rules, will begin shortly. H.Q. Section ~nd Razmak
Signals are each entering one British and one lndtan team.
7l 5l 34
J4 15134
J7 5 1 34
22 I 5 / 34
24 5l 34

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Kobat District Signals, Kohat.
General.-The decrease in volume of the sports not.es is due
to the coming of the hot weather, when everybody JS up the
khuds, with a consequent lack of tournaments or leagues.
Hockey.-We have been well fed with mat~hes in this br3:nch
of sport, and the very satisfactory results md1cate a deadi:d
improvement in form. Here are the results: v .. 23rd Mountain
Brigade won by 5-1 and 5-2; v. 3rd Mountain Battery won
by 3-0 and 2-1 ; v. 4 / 12th Frontier Force Rifies lost by
0-3 ; v. 61 13th Frontier Force Rifies drew at 6-6; v. S. and
D. Club won by 6-4 ; v. R.A.F. Kohat won by 5-3.
Football.-Here, again, the splendid results go to indicate
that our team has improved enormously. The results of our
matches are: v. The Young Union Club won by 5-0, drew at
1-1, won by 2-1, won by 5--2; v. The Shining "A" Eleven
won by 2-0, lost by 1-2, won by 3-1.
.
We are rather handicapped in football by the .Iac.k of outside
teams with whom we can arrange fixtures. This JS, ~oweve~,
somewhat counteracted by the teams constantly varying their
players.
Cricket.-There is little to mention on this subject this month.
Occasional matches have been played. against Best'.s Eleven, but
since the results, with but one exceptton, were all in our favour,
details are not required.
Towards the beginning of . the month " bra~ m?-sh " matches
were quite popular, but judging from the termin3:tton of the ~ast
match interest has now dwindled. We are hopmg to do fairly
well i~ the forthcoming Hot Weather League~ since by the time
it commences Hagging interest will have revived.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Hocke.y.- Since our last notes, the hockey team have pa.ssed
through varying stages which have been the hope and at times
the despair of the spectators. In the hot weather tournament
we beat D Company Black Watch by 2-0, but in the second
round we were unexpectedly overwhelmed by H.Q. 'A'.ing The
Royals by 4-2. Still, the better team won, and we wish them
good luck in the next rounds.
late news: H.Q. Wing The Royals won this hot weather
tournament, beating their A Squadron team in the final, so
everyone is smiling.
Several friendly games have been played, but these are too
numerous to mention. There was one special match, however:
the " tin-pot " cup match. The sides were picked fror.1 the
wet bar and the dry bar respectively. This proved an excelle~t
game, extra time having to be played before it ended in a wm
for the dry bar by 1-0. The cup (kindly presented by Mick
Whiskers) was presented after the match to the accompaniment
of cheers, etc. ; and needless to say the evening was spent in the
wet bar.
Football.-See 3rd Indian Divisional Signals notes on this
<ubiect. as we have combined with them in this particular game.
[Those n::ites have not come to hand.-Eo.]
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No. 3 Company Egypt Signals, Cairo.
Athletics.- T he unit crowned a very successful season by
wi1:ming the Command championships. It r.eally was a very
exciting day, and the last race was the dec1d mg ~ac tor . For•
t unately, ou r qua rter-milers were on the top of their fo rm and
made q uite sure of bea ting the King's, ou r nea rest nvals.
We were very despondent over the loss of Sergt Murp hy and
Corp! Beale, as the trooper very inconyeniently decided it could
not wait in Egypt any longer and sailed t~o days befo re the
end of the championsh ips. H owe:ier, despi te. th?t and one or
two other serious casua lties, we did extraordma nly well. The
team can really congratulate themselves on pu tting up a jolly
good show. Every one of them put all he knew mto everyth mg
he had to do.
Jn the individu als, Barber agai n won the 1co yards in the
excellent time of ten seconds dead. H e was beaten in the 220
yards by his runner-up in th e 100 ya rds . T en seconds is the
Army record ti me for the 100 ya rd s.
.
.
.
Sergt Murphy got second place in the h igh Jump at 5 ft. 6 m.
He actually cleared 5 ft . 7 in . whilst jumping off for seco nd
place. The wi nner also did 5 ft . 7 in . .
Sigmn Buckman won the pole JUmP wi th ease at 9 ft. 9 .in.
He had the misfo rtune to use a fa ulty pole wh ilst attemptm g
10 ft.: it broke while he was in the mi ddle of the jump . H e was
very lucky to get away with onl y '.' bad shaki ng and a nasty
graze. It might have been very serious ; anyhow, 1t preven ted
him from jumtiing any more that day. Fortunately for the _uni t,
he was fit to iump in the team event and cleared 10 ft . 6 111. a magnificent jump. . .
.
. . .
Hicks was disappomt mg m the md1v1duals but jumped ext raordinarily well in the team event.
FIRST DAY' S RESULTS.
Putting the weight- no points.
..
.
High jump- We tied with the Northumberland Fusiliers for third
place.
.
.
Hammer- Agam we got no pomts.
We got into the finals of the mile team race, t he hurdles and
the mile relay.
Our tug-of-war team distinguished themselves by getting t wo
byes, and so obtaining two much-needed points. Thei r sue·
cess was short-lived, however .
SECOND DAY' S RESULTS.
The proceedings were exciting, but we did litde except to
ensure that on the final day we had a team competing in every
event, which wa~ very creditable. In the discus final we secured
1 point, and also in the long jump, with TO for the mile team
race.
T HE FINALS.
At the beginning of the last afternoon ' s spor t we were lying
fourth, about ten points ~ehimd the lea9ers, the King's and .the
Middlesex . As we were 111 all ev ~1t s , .it was mtensely exc1t11111.
The King's and the Middlesex, our chief anxiety, were only m
four or five of the seven events.
The chief thrill of the afternoon was the magnificent running
of Corp! Broadley and the other members of the three mile team,
who pulled off another unexpected win for us. The whole team
did so well that it would take up too much space to dwell on
each event individually. Sufficient to say that winning the last
race of the day gave us a win by SY. points over the King's.
If they had beaten us in that race, we should have lost by half
a point.
During the season we won si:v.eral rel:iys at the sports of other
units, and had some very excttmg racing.
To our intense surprise, we were within two points of beating
the King's Body Guard for the Syrian challenge cup at the
Y.M.C.A. sports.
CORPS REPRESENTATIVj;:S AT THE Y.M.C.A. SPORTS.
Long jump- Signalmen Jones and Mitcheson. Winners of team
event.
880 yards- Sigmn Hartley, Driver Palmer and Sigmn Dransfield.
Second in team event.
120 yards hurdles (individuals)- Sergeant Murphy, wd ; Signalmen Summers and Mitcheson not tilaced .
.
High jump- Sigmn Barlow, 5 ft . 5 m. and S1gmn Buckman,
5 ft. 2 in. Third in team event
Three miles-Corp! Broadley (3rd place), Corp) Dargan, Signalmen Davies and Toft. Winners .
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One mile relay-Corp( Beale, Signalmen Barber and Jones, and
Lieut. Tucker.
The Corps relay tea m was represented by Sergeant Murphy and
S1gmn Barber 220 yards, Sigmn Boreham 440 yards, and Corp(
Beale 880 yards.
Others who ran very well for the Corps and relays were Corpl
Broadley and Signalmen Hartley, Jones, Tucker W . and Burke.
T he Corps team in the Command cup was represented by : uo yards- Sergt Murphy, Signalmen Barber, Jones and Mitcheson, and L / Corpl H illier.
220 yards- Signalmen Barber, Boreham, Jones, Mitcheson and
Burke.
440 yards- Lieut. W . G . Tucker, Signalmen Ha rtley, Boreham
and Barber, and Corp! Beale.
880 yards- Corporal Broadley, Signalmen H artley and Marshall ,
Driver Palmer and Sigmn Dransfield .
120 yards hurdles- Sergt Murphy, Signalmen Buckman, Jones,
M1tcheson, Summers and Heale.
One mile and three miles- Corpls Broadley and Dargan , Signalmen Davies and Toft.
High jump-S~rgt Murphy and Sigm~ Barlow .
.
Long jump--S1gnalmen Jones and M1tcheson, and S1gmn Samworth (G Troop) who jumped magnificently to do 20 ft. 5 in.
Weight- Signalmen Gregory and Malley.
Discus- Signalmen Barnes and Gregory.
Hammer- Signalmen McLeod and Barnes.
Pole jump- Signalmen Buckman and H icks.
[ A photo without any title, but which presumably shows the
sports representatives of Egypt Signals, has been unavoidably
crowded out until next issue.- ED.]
inter·S&etion Athlotics.- Held on Polygon sports ground.
FIRST DAY.
Putting the shot- Won by J Section (Lieut. Cole and Signalman
Gregory).
.
.
Pole jump--Won by H.Q. Bl I. (Signal.men Buckman and Hicks).
Throwing the discus-Won by K Section (Signalmen Barnes and
Maunden).
.
Long jump--Won by H.Q. and H . (L / Corpl Hughes and S1gmn
Mitcheson).
In the afternoon the only final was the mile team race, which
resulted in a tie between A Section and H.Q. and I. team~.
Th.e teams were: A Section, Corp! Broadley and Sigmn Toft.
H.Q. and I., Corpl Dargan and Sigmn Dayies . . These four
formed the unit team in the Command champ1onsh1ps.
SECOND DAY.
The finals were held on the. Slade ground and were very s~c
cessful. Tea was provided by the P.R.!. for the men, whilst
the sergeants mess entertained a few guests in the Slade Club
verandah. Mrs. Bald very kindly presented the prizes, an~ had
the pleasure of handing Colonel Bald the tankard for the wmner
of the old soldiers' race.
.
J Section and H.Q. and H. had .a hard tu.ssle, which resulted
in the latter winning the inter-Section athletic cup. The results
were as follows: 4 x IIO yards- Won by A Section (Signalman Barber , L I Corpls
Hillier and Smith, Sigmn Mawson).
4 x 220 yards-J Section (Signalmen Mitcheson and Boreham,
L / Corpls Taylor and Hughes).
3 x 440 yards-} Section (Corp( Beale, Signalmen Hartley and
Moo~.
d
3 x 880 yards- } Section (Corporal Beale, Signalmen Hartley an
·
I
Moore).
3 X r10 yards hurdles- H.Q. and H. (L / Sgt Murphy, S1gna men
.
Mitcheson and Marshall).
Three miles-A Section (Corp! Broadley, S1gmn Toft).
High jump--H.Q. and I. (Signalmen Barlow and Buckman).
Hammer- K Section (Signalmen Barnes and McLeod).
Totals-H.Q. and H. 33 points;. J Section 26~~ ; H.Q. and I.
21 y. ; A Section 18y.! ; K Section 17~ ~ ; G Troop 8¥1 ; B
Cable 5.
H.Q. and H., who secured the t.rophy, .o nly . won two events,
but were very consistent and obtained pomts m all but two of
them.
The old soldiers' race was won by Colonel Bald after a hard
battle with Captain Thursby-Pelham and Sergt Scholfeld. The

start gi ven to the Colonel by virtue of hi~ length of service was
a hit of a shock to some of the old soldiers l
The Company medley race was won by No. 3 Company after
some very stalwart running by the so-called non-benders.
Said, the big noise amongst the groundsmen, won the wallahs'
race, despite a bit of sharp practice by the swill merchant.
Mrs. Bald also presented the Pritchard cup to A Section, who
had made quite sure of winning it wh atever the result of the
athletics.
The Signal Troop are to be congrat ulated on winning the
Powell cup fo r the third year in succession.

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
Tennis.- Up to the presen t we have played only three games,
which were fri endl ies, the Tennis League not having started.
On Thursday 17th May v. Palestine General Hospital, R.A .F.
T his resulted in a win for the unit by 8-1 sets.
On Sunday 20th May v. Air Headquarters R.A.F. Jerusalem .
This match was not completed owing to bad light and the sets
nearly all running to lengthy affairs. The score ended with
the unit leading by 5- 2 sets.
On Tuesday 22nd May v. R.A .F. Supply Depot, Sarafand .
T his was an evPnly contested match and we eventually won by
the last game, the score standing at 5- 4 sets.
Cricket.- Up to date we have played eight matches, five
being won, two lost and one drawn. Results are as follows: 16 / 4l 34 Away. Won. No. 2 W I T Company 104 (Pettit 36,
Locker 37) ; R.A.F.G.H. 42 (Whitaker six for 19,
Pettit four for' 12)
2 / 5l 34 Home. Won. No. 2 W I T Company 120 for seven,
declared (Whitaker 41) ; R.A.F.G.H. 20 (Billingsley
five for 7)
5/ 5 l 34 Away. Lost. No. 2 W I T Company 76; Depot Police
Jerusalem 170 for nine, declared (Pettit six for 49)
6/ 5l 34 Home. Won. No. 2 W I T Company 139 for six,
declared (Fegan 74 not out) ; Ramleh Police 88
(Whitaker four for 27)
12 / 5 I 3~. Away. Lost. No. 2 W I T Company 37 and 52 ;
District Police Jerusalem 98 (Pettit five for 33)
16 / 5134 Home. Won. No. 2 WIT Company 128 (Whitaker
29, Fegan 31); No. 14 Company R.A.S.C. Jerusalem
46 (Pettit six for 28, Whitaker four for 13)
19 / 5l 34 Home. Won. No. 2 W I T Company 94 (Locker
28) ; R.A.F. Ramleh 52 (Pettit seven for 21)
21 15/ 34 Away. Drawn. No. 2 W I T Company 109 (Pettit
60 not out) ; R.A.F.G.H. 75 for six (Billingsley
four for 29)

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Hocke.y.- League: v. R.A.M.C. won by 3-1 (May 3) ; v.
No. 12 Battery R.A. won by 2- 1 (May 2) . Friendlies: v. H.K.
Mule Corps won by 5- 1 (May 2, Shove, Mills, Larking) ; v.
i / 8th Punjabs Signals lost by 1-3 (May).
Tennis.-Section singles tournament: L / Corp( Funnell lost to
Sigmn Lomax by 6-3, 2-6, 2-6. Friendlies: v. East Lanes.
Regiment won by g-o sets ; v. R.A.S.C. lost by 4-5 sets.
Boxing.- H.K. Area open individual championships. In the
final of the feather weight, Sigmn Austen lost on points to Pte
Whitehouse, East Lanes. Regiment.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
General.- Signals play in combined teams of various sorts in
Malaya because the unit is now in three scattered detachments
and weak in numbers. We congratulate Si~nalmen Brooks,
Week and Holmes on being selected to play m the Command
soccer trial, and in the future I hope to be able to say that they
have been selected. They are certainly worth their places in
the team. Sigmn Brooks, together with Sigmn Stowers, plays
in the Fort Canning team, at present the leaders and likely
winners of the Third League.
Cricket.-A combined Signals and R.A.O.C. team on Pulau
Brani Island have played four matches during the last month.
The results are as follows: v. R.A.M.C. won bv 17 runs (Sigmn Twitchen ~i:ven for 35)
v. 7th A.A. Battery. won by 27 runs (Sigmn Twitc:hen sevel\
for 16)
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v. R.E. won by 29 run (Sigmn Twitchen three for 48)
v. R.A .M.C. won by 99 runs (Sigmn Twi chen five for 16)
Athletics.- T raining for the Command sports has only just
started . Our p robable representatives will be L / Corpl Morton
and Sigmn Kirk for the half-mile, Sigmn Weeks for the long
iump, L 1Corpl Lindsay for the shot, Si ~mn Twitchcn fo r the
discus and javelin . Sigmn Blunt for the th ree mi les, and Sigmn
Barcock for the hu rdles.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
Our cricket acti vities have been few. but one practice match
and t wo fri endlies have been played. After the first game we
fully expected ro be able to hold our own against the wea ker
Company teams , but so fa r the form of our teams has not justified this ant icipation . The results of the two friendl y matches
are as below.
26 / 5/ 34 On No. 1 .F. ground. Signals 82 (T aylor 18, Goodanew 10); R.A.O.C. 199 (Gooda new fo ur for 34,
W aller two for 47)
1/ 6 / 34 On o. 1 Naval ground. Signals 96 (T avender 16,
Waller 15) ; H.M.S. Cormorant 136 (Corporal Parry
four for 36, W aller three for 21)

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 Company Miniature Rifle Le:!.gue.- As a recreation ,
and also to assist recruits in particular, a Mini ature Rifle League
has been formed within the Company. Major W . J. L. Cornelius
is president and referee, and C.S.M. Gibbings F. J. is secretary.
The other Company officers and all n.c.o.s have been given
two men each, and so far twenty teams of three have been
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formed. The winners will be awarded a trop h y given by' Sergt
Stone G. E .. the permanent staff instructor .
The team with the highest points wi ll be awarded a cup given
by the N. C.O .s Mess. In th e ma tches fo r the team trophy, each
man who beats his individual opponent wi ll score one point for
his ream towa rds this cup.
The winner of a fina l competition, in which t he first sixtee n
in the individual aggrega te list wi ll compete , will be award ed a
cup given by C.S.M. Gibbi ngs F. J.
The same as above, but for men with less than two yea rs
service and with no p revious se rvice in an y of the Forces, to be
awarded a bowl gi ven by t he Sergeants.
The results to date are : Mr. G. K. S. Ed wards' team 69J/, v. L / Corpl Prou t 's team 33 .
Mr. G . K . S. Edwards' team 74Y, v . Sergt Addelsee's team 73 .
Mr. A. S. Cracker's team 37}1, v. Sergt Stone's team 52J/, .
Mr. A . S. Cracker's team 31)/, v. L/ Corpl Gage' s team 68 Y,.
Sergt Sto ne's tea m 47 v. Sergt Addelsee's team 82.
L I Seritt Hu tchi nson ' s team 84 v. Sergt Addelsee' s team 77.
Corp! W ei~h t's tea m 45 v. Sergt Addelsee's team 68 }1,.
L / Corpl Gage's tea m 82 v. L/ Corpl Granv ille' s team 56.
L / Corpl Marshall's team 77 v. L / Corpl Jolley's team 59 Y,.
Sergt Addelsee's tea m 64}1, v . C.Q.M .S. Field's team 69
L / Corpl Gage 's team are league leaders w ith 150!1. points for
and 87 ~/, aga inst .
Sergt Addelsee's team lead for the N. C.O .s Mess cuo with 8
winning points .
L / Corpl Marshall leads in the ind ividul aggregate with 75 points
out of a possible 80.
Sigmn Long leads in the " under two years " w ith 30 points out
of a possible 40.
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NOTES -Co11 ti1111ed from J>ag<' 312

JAMAICA SIGNAL SECTION- Co11ti11 11ed .
there's no catch in it. You don't have to mention who you are
or what you have come for. When you get here, you just fa ll
into the style of thing and get attached to everybody.
Regarding the daily routine. First of all, don' t worry too much
about the work; that is all done for vou. You must concentrate on your Palm Beach suit, fancy shoes, bath ing costumes
and tennis rackets ; th is will take ouite a lot of vour time. The
~un awakens you in the morning. and should you so desire, you
JUSt reach out of your window and help yourselves to bananas
or grapefruit. The oranges grow in the country. After breakfast you take a delightful stroll through the mango and cocoanut
groves on your way to the Exch2.nge. You see, you go to the
Exchange JUSt to see what somebody else is doing. Then you
Eade away to the N.A.A.F.I., take light refreshments "cheap,"
r~ad the dailv headache until midday, and then adjourn for
dmner. Snip 1 There's no objection to your resting in the afternoon. They term it " resting " here ; some sleep.
In _the . town. of Kingston you have the: night life-well, they
call 1t mght life- where one can see thmgs and places, again
" cheap." At least, I wouldn ' t say expensive, considering they
have about four different prices for the same article and your
pric:e is the third high~st. Still, I don't th ink it is necessary to
go mto too much detail about that. One man's meat is another
man's poison.
. There is also another kind of njght life that affects us most.
m the form of putting plugs in holes every third night ; and
after three years it's surprising how clever vou become at the
game. This is known as oart time, isn't it, Charlie?
lhere is a lot more to b-e said, but I am afraid it would reoui_re too much space in our Journal ; but we will be ready to
ass1~ any of the .chosen reliefs for this station with any informa11on they require. Says me.
One word before we say fa rewell. Turn a deaf ear to all who
ay " You're jammy ; how much did it cost you?"

JAMCAN.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion, 7th June.
Eleven ack emma (or new B.B.C. style 11 .oo hours) on the
8th May heard a volley of sighs go up at Wellington Front Bar•

r~ cks ; but as these marked the completion of the annual inspection of the umt by the Governor and Commander-in-Chief, His
Excellency qeneral Sir Charles H arington, G.C.B., C.B.E., o.s .o.,
D.C. L., the s 1~hs were of appreciation. After inspecting the unit
on parade, His Excellenc y, accompanied by Brigadier D. M. King ,
o.s.o., M.C., and others of his staff, made a complete tour round
the barracks, offices, stables, etc., and on the conclusion of the
inspection he expressed his appreciat ion of the smartness of the
men on parade and the excellent condition in which the barracks
were kept.
Troubles neve~ come si\lgly, even in these days of advanced
knowledge. Durmg the past fortni ght we have heard the well
known command " Squad, unload I" etc., coming from many
corners of the barracks. It requires no great power of elucidatton for one to determine that we are now preparin~ for our
annu~I musketry course. This year, apart from the mdividual
sh.ootmg cup, a squad competition is being run in connection
with the cla~s.ificatic:m _test ; but as the miniature range has not
y~t ~een uti lised, 1t 1s too early to even try forecasting the
winning squad.
The annual race for the unit rowing cup was held over the
customary course in Admiralty waters on - the 22nd May. As
reported in our. last issue, the crews were under L / Corpls Poulton and Manning, and both were determined to give nothing
away. The latter's crew got well awav at the start and helcl a
slight lead over three oarts of the course. Poulton's men then
put in the long-waited spurt, but misfortune, in the shaoe of
a dreaded " crab," overtook them before the challenge 'could
be felt. L / Corporal Manning's crew, not unduly pressed, were
able to lead them by almost two lengths at the winning post.
A . ver_y strong crew has now been selected to represent the
Section 1~ t~e first of the .Command rowing events, the challenge
o_a r. This .is rightly considered the plum of the rowing competitions, and 1f we can only go one better than last year, when we
were th e defeated finalists, we shall have something to write
about.
We are pleased to record the visit of Lieutenant E. R. Nanney•
Wynn. Egypt Signals, who called at Gibraltar en route for the
I;Jear East. We hope he was favqurably ·impressed with the
little he s;iw.
·

Editorial Notes
Royal Signals Old Comrades Reunions.-Royal Signals Old
Comrades have again been royally entertained by their serving
brethren both at 3rd Division-al Signals, Bullard, and also Aldershot Command Signals, Aldershot.
Sunday 15th July witnessed a very happy gathering of old
friends at Bulford, when 3rd D1vl Signals, commanded by Lieut.Colonel R. F. B. Naylor, o.s.o., M.C. , were "at home" to all
Old Comrades of the Corps who were able to accept their
invitation.
A motor coach load of forty Old Comrades journeyed from
Salisbury in the morning, arriving in time for the church parade
ceremony, which took place ;it 10.30 a.m. ; and on this occasion
they were honoured by the presence of many well known senior
officers who had motored over for the occasion. Among the latter
were Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, o.s.o., Colonel H. T. G.
Moore, C.M.G., o.s.o., Colonel R. G. Earle, c.M.G., o.s.o., Col.
A.H. French, o.s,o., Colonel R. H. Willan, o.s.o. , M.c., A.D.C.,
Colonel A. C. Allan, o.s.o., M.C., Colonel W. G. Michelmore,
o.s.o., M.C., T.D., Major J. w. Western, o.B.E., T.D., Major J. c.
Bray, O.B.E., Major E. H. Varwell, o.s.o., Major Gill, Captain E.
Lockley Turner and Lieutenant W. Ison.
Letters of regret at inability to attend were received from
Colonel C. H. Walsh, o.s.o., M.C., Major E. W. J. Hobkirk,
Captain H. E. K. Wakefield and Lieutenant Talbot.
The parade formed up for the Commanding Officer's inspec•
tion, with the Old Comrades as the leading Company, and in due
course proceeded to the Garrison Church, led by the Corps Band.
With the exception of a few Artillery details, the church wai
filled by Royal Signals personnel, and it was our great privilege
to listen to a most impressive sermon by the Right Rev. the
Lord Bishop of Salisbury.
On the return march to barracks Colonel E. de W. H. Bradley,
o.s.o., M.C., Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command, took ~e
first salute immediately outside the church. Just before entering

the barrack square a second saluting base was staged, where the
salute was taken by Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, o.s.o., and
Brigadier V. M. C. Napier, C.M.G., o.s.o., A.D.C.
Reform!ng on the parade ground, both Old Comrade visitors
and servmg ranks were addressed by Brigadier H. Clementi
Smith. It was, he said, his very great pleasure to attend such a
reunion gathering, and he was sure that he was expressing the
sentiments felt by all the retired officers, warrant officers, n.c.o.s
~d men w~o comprised the Old Comrades contingent on parade.
Such functions, he suggested, could only be productive of good
results. They enabled the Old Comrades to keep in touch with
their old associates and the environment in which they had
spent many happy years, and they also served as an example to
the younger element whose military careers were still ahead of
them. They were, he added, occasions which helped to keep
the old soldiers young, and he had no hesitation in saying that
. there was much that the young soldier could learn from his Old
Comrade brethren if he cared to do so. On behalf of all the
Old Comrades present, he thanked Colonel aylor, his officers,
warrant officers, n.c.o.s and men for their cordial reception and
splendid hospitality, and expressed the hope that although this
was {as he understood) a record attendance for the Bullard
Annual Reunion, there would be an even larger number of Old
Comrade visitors next year.
Colonel Naylor then called for three cheers for their Old Comrade guests, and the response was as spontaneous as it was lusty.
The parade was then dismissed, and all adjourned to the Sergeants Mess, where luncheon had been provided for the visitors.
~
6!fi
6!fi
Similar scenes were witnessed at Aldershot on the 21st and
22nd July, when the Old Comrades were entertained by Colonel
G. E. Sampson, o.s.o., his officers, warrant officers, n.c.o.s and
men of Mons Barracks.
Royal Signals sports ground, with its white marquees and gay
bunting, presented a delightful spectacle, and as the afternoon
advanced and the guests began to arrive in ever increasing numbers, it soon became evident that Mons Barracks was to be once
again the rendezvous of a large representative gathering of
veterans.
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Many familiar faces were early in evidence, and we were again
honoured by the presence of such distinguished and well known
officers as Lieut.-General Sir John S. Fowler, K.C.B., K.C.M.G.,
o.s.o. (our Colonel-Commandant), Major-General Sir M. G. E.
Bowman-Manifold, K.B.B., c.s., c.M.G., D.s.o., Major-General
S. H. Powell, c.s., c.M.G., D.s.o., Brigadier H. Clementi Smith,
o.s.o., Colonel R. Chenevix Trench, o.B.E., M.C., Major J. C.
Bray, O.B.E., Captain E. A. Longley, D.C.M ., and many others
whom lack of space prevents our naming individually.
The Corps Band, conducted by Mr. R. R. Ricketts, provided
us with a delightful musical programme, and the sun shone on a
scene which had to be witnessed to be appreciated in its fullest
extent.
As on similar occasions, one heard on all sides scraps of animated conversation and spontrneous bursts of greeting: " Don't
you remember June 3rd of. . . . ?" "Why, dash my jack boots I
there's old so and so I" A frantic rush to grab the hand of a
much-bemedalled new arrival, and the same old reminiscences
all over again.
At the conclusion of the sports and during the evening the
Corps Band, conducted by Mr. Ricketts, played selections to a
most appreciative audience, and with the arrival of Colonel
Sampson and his officers, together with the Colonel-Commandant
and their retired officer guests, the festivities of the afternoon
were re-enacted.
To a casual observer it must have been very obvious that the
Services do foster a wonderful spirit of esprit de corps which not
even the passing of years can modify in the slightest degree.
On Sunday morning, the Old Comrade visitors under Major
f. C. Bray paraded for church with their time-serving brethren,
and were given the place of honour behind the Band. The
sermon was preached by the Very Rev. and Venerable A. C. E.
Jarvis, C.B., C.M.G., M.c., D.D., Provost and Archdeacon of
Sheffield (late Chaplain-General to the Forces), who, as an Old
Comrade himself. extended a cordial welcome to the Old Comrade
members of his congregation.
.
Reforming after church, the parade proceeded back to barracks,
and the salute was taken en route by Lieut.-General Sir John
S. Fowler (Colonel-Commandant), who was supported by MajorGeneral S. A. Powell, Brigadier H. Clementi Smith and Colonel
G. E. Sampson.
Before reaching the parade ground-and as on previous occasions--the Old Comrades were momentarily sidetracked at the
wagon she<ls and finally, led by the Corps Band and to the inspiring strains of " Boys of the Old Brigade," marched through
the ranks of serving soldiers to take up their place on parade
for final dismissal.
A group photograph was then taken, a reproduction of which
will be published in the September issue of this Magazine.
The visitors then adjourned for lunch, which was served on
a scale in keeping with the care and attention to detail which
had been devoted to the whole occasion. 1n the midst of the
customary and time-honoured "storming of the bar," Sir John
Fowler took the opportunity 0£ addressing the visitors.
It gave him great pleasure indeed, he said, to be present on
such an occasion. It was good to see so many old and very
familiar faces , and to chat over old times, and he was exceedingly
glad to see how well the efforts of those responsible for organising
the function had been rewarded. He conveyed his grateful
thanks to Colonel Sampson, l1is officers and all ranks of Signals
in the Aldershot Command for their generous hospitality, and
expressed the hope that they would all meet again under similar
circumstances next year.
Three rousing cheers for Sir John rattled the glasses and disturbed the cutlery, and any of the former left even partially
undisturbed received immediate attention for the customary ceremony which followed the singing of "For he's a jolly good
fellow."
During lunch Major ('Jncle) Jack Bray rose to propose a vote
of thanks to their hosts for the splendid arrangements which
had been made for their reception and comfort. It was, he
said, undoubtedly good for the younger generation to have the
opportunity of meeting and fraternising with the old stagers,
and he obviously expressed thoughts which were very close to
his heart when voicing the wish that he could be eighteen years
old again and make another start with the former-sentiments
which were echoed by many present. His request for three
cheers met with the immediate response it merited.
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R.S.M. W. Grigg, D.C.M., M.M., respond~d. He said how
pleased they were to have the Old Comrades there, expressed
the hope that they had thoroughly enjoyed every moment of
their visit, and added that the Annual Reunion celebrations were
as great a source of pleasure to the serving element as they were
to the Old Comrades themselves. He not only hoped to see
them all again next year, but made a special point of asking
each Old Comrade present to forward the names and addresses
of others to whom he could extend similar invitations another
time.
Further rousing cheers for R.S.M. Grigg, his very able Committee, and all who had contributed to make the occasion such
an enjoyable one, were given with a right good will.
So ends the 1934 Reunion gatherings of Royal Signals Old
Comrades- Scarborough, Bulford and Aldershot ; and the Old
Comrades of the Corps look forward with pleasurable anticipation
to next year's functions. The old soldier's " Service " memories are for ever green, but he now gives his medals a final polish
before putting them away until .. warned " for the 1935 parades.
fP
~
~
Apropos our late Editorial in the May issue, announcing the
death of ex-R.S.M. Hepburn, late of 46th (North Midland) Div!
Signals, T.A., and a very well known personality whose service
dated back to ol~ T.B. R.E. days. We publish an obituary
photograph herewith, but regret that full particulars of his service are not available.
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Signals Association Notes
To Colonel E. de W. H. Bradley, o.s.o., M.C. , Chief Signal
Officer, Southern Command, Salisbury; Lieut.-Colonel
R. F, B. Naylor, o.s.o., M.C., Officer Comma nding 3rd
Divisional Signals, Bulford, his Officers,Warrant Officers,
N.C.O.s and Men; also
To Colonel G. E. Sampson, o.s.o., Chief Signal Officer, Alder·
shot Command, his Officers, Warrant Officers, N.C.O.s
and Men of Mons Barracks, Aldershot.
Royal Signals Old Comrades, and particularly those
attending the recent Annual Reunion functions at Bulford
and Aldershot, willh to convey their: grateful thanks for
the very cordial reception ·a ccorded to them on the 15th
July at Bulford, and on the 21st and 22nd July at Aldershot.
Their appreciation is perhaps best expressed by the.
united feeling of anticipation with which they look for·
ward to similar invitations being extended to them on
future occasions.
Gentlemen I We thank you for your. kind hospitality.

Salisbury and District Branch.
Band Concer't.-Under the auspices of the Salisbury Branch
of the Signals O.C.A., the Royal Corps of Signals Band gave a
programme of music at the British Legion H all, Salisbu ry, on
Friday evening 13th July. T he concert had been arranged for
members, wives and friends, and th e attendance numbered a
hundred and fifty.
Amongst those present were Colonel E. de W . H . Bradley,
o.s.o., M.C. , Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command (president
of the Branch}, Lieut.-Colonel R. F . B. Naylor, o.s.o., M.C.
(commanding 3rd Div! Signals, Bulford), Lieut.-Colonel W . R. C.
Penney, O.B.E., M.C. (3rd Div! Signals), Colonel A. C. Allan ,
o.s.o., M.C., Major J. R. Halliday (t reasurer of the Branch),
Captain R. J. N. Solly (adjutant , 3rd Div! Signals), Lieutenants
L. C. C. Harrison, M.C. and p. B. G. Gambier (3rd Div! Signals),
and Flight-Lieutenant F. E. Bishop, M.B.E. (hon. secretary of the
National Association for the Employment of Regular Sailors,
Soldiers and Airmen).
The following selections were played under the conductorship
of Mr. R. R. Ricketts: March Fantasy, "Colonel Bogey on
Parade " (Alford}. Overture, " Pigue Dame " (Suppe). Selection, " The Mikado " (Sullivan). Humorous variations on "Tipperary " (arr. Douglas). Vocal items by the Male Voice Choir:
(a) " The Comrade's Song of Hope," (b) " Old Mother Hubbard," (c) "Song of the Jolly Roger.'' Humorous Fantasy,
"Wedded Whimsies" (Alford). Duet for celestaphone and
zylophone (Leo Stanley) ; soloists, Corpls A. A. Robinson and
A. G. Reilly. Selection, "The Merry W idow " (Lehar). Valse,
" The Blue Danube" (Strauss). Selection, "Fifty Years of
Song" (arr. Brown). The concert concluded with the Royal
Corps of Signals March.
In his address which followed, Colonel Bradley complimented
the Band on its rendering of an attractive and well selected
programme, and expressed pleasure at the evident success of the
Branch's social side. He was no less oleased, he said, with the
results attending our efforts in the labour market. During the
past ten months, out of thirty-one members registered for employment twenty-eight had been found work, and he felt confident that the remaining three would be absorbed in the very
near future. He expressed his appreciation of the assistance
given by Flight-Lieut. Bishop, hon. secretary of the local Branch
of the National Association- to whom, in a la;;ge measure, he
attributed the splendid results. In conclusion, Colonel Bradley
referred to the growth of the Branch, and urged those who had
not yet done so to become members at once.
Mr. W. Ison, vice-president, seconded the Colonel's speech,
:md prefaced his opening remarks by referring to the "excellent"
band. It took his mind back, he said. to the 1914- 19 18 days

and " Tipperary." He spoke regretfully of the departure of
our late president, Colonel Heymann, and cordially welcomed
Colonel Bradley in his stead. He concluded by asking the audience to show the Band how the Salisbury and District Branch
members appreciated their efforts, and the vociferous response
clear!y showed that everyone had spent a thoroughly enjoyable
even mg.
The Entertainment Committee responsible for the arrange•
ments consisted of Messrs. F . Cole, E. Hand, T. Cannell and
G. Daniels, and C.S.M. Littlefield.
Annual Church Parade.- The annual reunion of the Salisbury
and District Branch Signals O.C.A. took place on Sunday 15th
Jul y at Bulford, where they were the guests of the 3rd Divisional
Signals.
The members from Salisbury left for Bulford early on Sunday
morning in a charabanc provided by the 3rd Divl Signals, to·
gether with other members from Wales, Exeter, Southampton
and various parts of the Plain, who had joined them.
Ex-officers under Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, o.s.o., and exother ran ks under Mr. W. Butler, paraded with the 3rd Div!
Signals un der the command of Lieut.-Colonel R. F. B. Naylor,
o.s.o., M.C. The parade marched to the Garrison church-the
Old Comrade visitors immediately behind the Corps Band. The
sermon was preached by the Bishop of Salisbury (the Right Rev .
St. Clai r George Alfred Donaldson, D.D., o.c.L.), who extended
a cord ial welcome to the Old Comrades of Royal Signals.
After the service the parade marched back to barracks, and
en rou te salutes were taken first by Colonel E. de W. H . Bradley ,
D.s.o., M.C. (Chief Signal Officer , Southern Command) outside
the chu rch, and afterwards by Brigadier H. Clementi Smith ,
o.s.o., and Brigadier V . M. C. Napier, c.M.G., o.s.o., A.D .C.,
from a salu ting base in front of the officers mess.
Old Comrade visitors and serving ranks then formed up on
the parade ground, and Brigadier H . Clementi Smith addressed
them. H e spoke of the object of these Reunion parades, and
having expressed his own pleasure at being present, he added
that he felt convinced that he was also voicing the sentiments of
all visitors. Such gatherings, he continued, were in every sense
beneficial both to Old Comrades and serving members. To the
form er because they enabled them to ~esume old friendships and
pleasant associations, and to the latter by virtue of th e fact that
they perm itted them at an early stage to frate rn ise wi th men who
had the benefit of many yea rs experience behind them. The
Brigadier concluded by expressing his conviction that the younger
generation would worthily uphold the high traditions of the
Corps.
After the parade the v1s1tors and hosts re-assembled in the
sergeants mess, where luncheon awaited · them.
Luncheon over, Mr. F. Cole (hon. secretary, Salisbury and
D istrict Branch) on behalf of the Old Comrade visitors, thanked
the president and mem bers of th e 3rd Div! Signals Sergeants Mess
for their kindness and hospitali ty. H e was, he said, very pleased
to see the attend ance increasing each yea r, and hoped that it
would continue to ''do so. He then called upon the guests to
demonstrate their appreciation of all that had been done for their
reception, and the Old Comrades responded with three cheers
which left li ttle doubt of their sincerity.
R.S.M. Bramley, repl ying, said th at it had given t hem great
pleasure in preparing for the fu nction, and they were extremely
pleased with the result .
Photographs of the parade ca n be obta ined from Messrs. E .
Futcher and Sons, Fisherton Street, Salisbury, W ilts. These
are in three sizes: Postca rds 6ci. Large size 2/ - (unmounted)
and 2 / 6 (mou nted), with postage 2d. and 3d. extra respectively.
Obituary.- Jt is with deep regret that we announce the death
of ex-2306o38 Corporal A. Ingram, K Signal Section, who was
discharged from the Corps on the r8th October 1921. He resided
at 24 Fairview Road, Salisbury, and was admitted to the Salisbury Infirmary, where he died on th e 20th June last. All Old
Comrades tender their condolences to his relatives and friends.
Wedding.- W e tender ou r hea rtiest congratulations to exSignalman L. Davis {late despatch rider of 2nd Div! Signals,
Aldershot) on the occasion of his marri age to Miss Iris Hicks (of
Silton, Bourton, Wilts) at Silton Church on the 7th July, and
extend our best wishes for their future happiness. No. 3 Brookside Terrace, Kilmington , Frome, Somerset , will be their future
home.
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EMPLOYMENTS- Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-Operation of the National A~socia ti on for Employ•
ment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Ai rmen: Ex-Signalman, Brightoil ........................... Labourer
2 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ........................... Labourer
3 Ex-Signalman, Stoke .............................. Labou rer
4 Ex-Signalman, Stoke .............................. Labourer
... LeaboNures~
5 EEx-SS~gnal man, SSthoke b.... .......................M
x· 1gna man,
rews ury .. ... ... .. ... .. .. . a
ur
6
7 Ex-Signalman, London .. ........................ Postman
8 Ex-Signalman, West Riding . .. ........... .. ...... Porter
9 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham ...... ....... ........... Welder
10 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ........................ Chauffeur
II
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .............. .. ..... Hotel Porter
12 Ex-Signalman, Croydon
..................... Handy Man
13 Ex-Signalman, Sheffie!~ .........................._.. ':\'el~er
14 Ex-Signalman, West R1dmg ...... .. .... Comm1ss1ona1re
15 Ex-Signalman. London .. .. ....................... Labourer
16 Ex-Signalman, Carlisle ........................... Labourer
17 Ex-Signalman, Chatha .n
............ .. ....... Hous~an
18 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ............... .. ... .. ..... Pamter
19 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........... .......... .. .Labourer
20 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ..... .. .................... Labourer
21 Ex-Signalman, Croydon .......... . .............. .. Postman
22 Ex-Signalman, West R.id.ing .................... :P<?stm:in
23 Ex-Signalman, West R1dmg ...... ... ... Comm1ss1ona1re
24 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury
.................... Houseman
25 Ex-Signalman, Leeds ................ .. ...... .... ..... Porter
26 Ex-Signalman, Coventry .................. Bus Conductor
27 Ex-Signalman, Devon port
..................... Salesman
28 Ex-Signal man, London .............................. Barman
29 Ex-Signalman, London ........................ ... Labourer
30 Ex-Signalman, London .. ... .................. .... Labourer
31 Ex-Signalman, London
........................... Cleaner
32 Ex-Signalman, London
........ .... ............ Chauff~ur
33 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth ..................... ... Waiter
34 Ex-Signalman, Leeds ............ .. ........ ........ Postman
35 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough ....... .. ......... Postman
36 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough
....... .. ...... Salesman
37 Ex-Signalman, London .. ............... .. ........ YJ~rem:in
38 Ex-Signalman, Leeds ..................... Comm~ss~ona~re
39 Ex-Signalman, Leeds ........ .......... .. .Comm1ss1ona1re
40 Ex-Signalman, Leeds ..................... Commissionaire
41 Ex-Signalman, London ....... .. .................. Labourer
42 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury .............................. Cook
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.
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Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : Peshawar District Signals, India.
Army Sports Control Board.
Royal Signals Officers Mess. Catterick.
GIFT OF CLOTHING from : Colonel H. I. Allen, D.s.o.
APPEALS dealt with : Ex-Signalman, Notts. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
2 Ex-Sigmn. Middlesex. Domestic difficulties. .£3 I 5 / o grant
3 Ex-Sigmn. London. Temporary difficulties. b/15/0 gran:.
4 Signalman, Ireland. Domestic difficulties. £5 loan
5 Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. b / 5 Io grant
6 Ex-Signalman, Hants. Temporary difficulties. £2 grant
7 Widow of ex-Signalman, Suffolk. Temporary difficulties.
£5 grant
8 Farningham Boys' Orphanage. Quarterly Maintenance Fees.

bo

9
IO
II

12
13

Reedham Orphanage. Ouarterly Maintenance Fees, £3 / t8/ IO
Ex-Sigmn. London . Domestic difficulties. [I/ 10/ o grant
Ex-N.C.O. Surrey. Temporary difficulties. /,3 loan
Ex-Signalman, Essex. Domestic difficulties. J,r / 14 / o grant
Ex-Signalman, Scarborough. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
(Signed) H. CLEMENTI SMrrH, Brigadier,
Admmistrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.
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Correspondence.

1934

Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D.O. I 496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
16th July 1934.
The Editor of " The Wire ."
Dear Sir .- The following is notifieGl for publication m the
August 1934 WIRE.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
wa iting list for the Married Quarters Roll: (a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 27 / t I 30.
(b) Home, Abroad and lndia- -Rank and File, 25 / 5 / 29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel, i/ c R.Signals Records.

Military Uniforms of the Past.
Is The Army Losing Its Sex Appeal ?
This question is being asked and discussed by the privileged
fl'.w who attended the private view of. the Exhibition of Military
Pictures at the galleries of Messrs. 1 homas H. Parker Ltd. in
Berkeley Square.
At present a violent controversy is raging, and it may well be
that the key to the answer of this many-sided question can only
be found by those who have visited this highly amusing and
historically mteresting exhibition.
Upon the walls of this delightful gallery may be found contemporarr prints, depicting the change of dress in the various
R_e~1n:ients of the Army, and its gradual evolution through the
v1c1ss1tudes and extremes down to the comparatively sombre
and straight-laced uniformity which characterises the presentday dress of the majority of our Regiments.
There are, naturally, a host of reasons to account for this
dress reform, but it _is interesting to see how magnificently our
forefathers were attired when they rode on narade in their
tightly waisted scarlet tunics, or took oart in so1rie famous action
which here, compared with the Great War, is deoicted as a
glorified military picnic.
·,
Dress has always played a very important part in the minds
of the people. The pomp and splendour of ceremonial is largely
accounted for by the robes or vestments in which the participants
are attired, and the resultant effect would be entirely lost if the
same performance were to be carried out in every-day garments.
Thu.s, the i_nspiring pageantry cf the Army in past decades was
not without its useful purpose, and the white breeches, cocked
hats, coloured tunics ofttimes heavily braided, and fantastic
headgear helped to inspire in the minds of the populace a confidence in the Army's efficiency and competence fa defend them
in times of national crisis.
. 1:'o. the lay n:iind it would seem, however, t_h at in the past the
md1v1dual soldier was a much more impressive being than his
modern counteroart.
Without d_o!-lbt, the soldier of to-day is most suitably adapted
to the cond1t1ons und\)r which he has to fight. But whereas
to-day th~ invisibility of the so!dier is his greatest protection.
for?lerly 1t was. abS<?lu~ely .essential for the Army to be brightly
attired and easily d1stmgu1shed ; otherwise one ran the risk of
being . attac~ed by friend as well as by foe.
B.e 1t ~s It may, the officers depicted at this exhibition, with
their umforms gorgeously arrayed, chests resplendent with the
ribbons of many Orders, and their slim, perhaps even too·
w~isted figures, contrive to appear as the perfectly balanced
mixture of courtesy and military efficiency which would have
carried ~he fortunate o':"'ner as easily into the heart of any schoolboy as mto the boudoir of the most unattainable woman.
H as the Army of to-day, with its staid, s0mhre khaki uniforms.
heavy boots and caps or helmets- made with due regard for
usefuln~ss, and with little for personal appearance-lost t)le
romantic appeal to the fair sex that from time immemorial ha5
been its birthright?
. This is the question that confronts all patriotically minded
c1t1zell;S ; and a _visitor to this unique exhibition- which, by the
way, 1s fre~1ll be assured of seeing much that is of interest.
much that 1s novel, and a very great deal tha t is of real h istorical
value.

Corps News- Officers

YOUR KIT

Royal Signals Officers' Dinner Club.

HEADQUARTERS

A very representative gathering attended the Annual Dinner
held at the Junior United Service Club on Wednesday 27th June.
. The _Colonel-Commandant's speech to the members present
1s published hereunder, followed by a list of those who were
present on that occasion.
Sir John Fowler's Speech.
Gentlemen.- lt is my custom on these occasions to present to
you a review of our Corps' prog~ess in the past year. To make
progress one must ha".e an obiective, a!1d our objective is to
ensure that the Corps 1s second to none m the Army, that it is
an achievement to join it, and a distinction to belong to it.
Towards that end we have made steady progress this year in
strengt henmg ?~r foundations. Sound regimental soldiering is
the basis of military reputation, and I look with pride uoon the
good name which our units enjov in this resoect in discipline,
turn out, and a high standard o£°work and sport.
Staff College.-Under the heading of Work, I should like to
condole with those officers who had the oluck and initiative to
attack the Staff College examination but - were unsuccessful. I
wou!d like to see four times as many officers making the attempt,
fo r 1f the Corps is to find its ouota of Division commanders in
the future, its young officers of to-day must make the Staff
College their immediate ambition.
Colonel Willan to Brigade.-! have few outstanding Corps
events to record. We all congratulate Colonel Willan as the first
of our officers to command a Brigade of the Expeditionary Force.
Lieut. Harrison awarded M.C.-We must also congratulate
Lieut. L. C. C. Harrison on gaining, in Burma, one of the few
Military Crosses to be awarded since the war.
Officers Retired. - Brigadiers Prickett and Clementi Smith and
Colonel Hawtrey have retired after long and distinguished careers
with Signals.
Brigadier Le Cornu is the new Signal Officer-in-Chief in India.
Brigadier Heymann is now at Catterick, and Colonel Trench at
the War Office.
Signals Association: New Branch.- ln our Coros Association
we have to welcome the foundation of a new Branch in the North
of England. If one may judge by the success of its opening
reunion it should flourish exceedingly, and l congratulate Lieut.Colonel Fladgate and the General Secretary on the success attending their hard work.
Benevolent Fund: Hand Over.-Co!onel French has found
himself obliged to give up the Benevolent Fund. That is a
simple statement, but to those closely associated with the Fund
it seems as if the skv had fallen. He has carried the Fund for
fourteen years, and we owe him more than we can say. Our
loss is only equalled by our extreme good fortune in getting
Brigadier Clementi Smith as his successor.
Dinne.r Club: New Rules. - This Dinner Club has had its rules
revised with a view to making it attractive for junior officers to
join early ; and I trust that those present will point out the
advantages of joining to their less fortunate brother officers who
have missed this Dinner.
Quarterly Journat.- To come to our new Quarterly Journal,
I want first to congratulate Colonel Hitchins as head of the
Committee, and Lieut.-Colonel Fladgate as Editor, on the quality
of the publication, and to thank all our authors. I am particularly
pleased to see that Regulars, Territorials and Supplementary
Reservists all alike contribute articles.
Circulation too smal!.- The circulation is growing, but is still
fa r too small. Out of 420 Regular officers, only about ·250 t~ke
the Journal; and in Territorial and Supplementary Reserve umts,
I am disappointed to say that less than twelve copies are sold
in all. I must contrast this Officers' Journal with our Rank and
File Journal, "THE WIRE," of which more than 6ooo copies
are bought by about 7000 men.

ESTIMATES
For HOME and OVERSEAS

KIT
on application

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS
All Kit suppli~d by us may be relied
upon as conforminq •trict ly to the
R eguldtions of your Un it.
Special term• for payments may be
arranged if required.
For any information write to

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
11 11 1111 11111 111 11111 11 111111111111 1111 1111111111 11 11 1111111 11 1111111 111 11111 11111111111

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST
Lieut. Meiklejohn for the Antarctic.-You will be interested
to hear that Lieut. Meiklejohn has been chosen to represent the
Army, and at the same time to take care of the wireless communication, in the British Antarctic Exoedition which sails this
autumn for two and a half years exploiation, and you will join
me in wishing him all the luck in the world.
Agar Memorial.-And now, gentlemen, I come to a matter
of great Corps importance: I refer to the Agar Memorial. Between five and six hundred letters were sent out last Aoril to
Regular officers, with the proposal to establish this Prize -at the
Royal Military Academy to commemorate in a fitting way the
most gallant death of Lieut. Agar. last August, in rescuing men
· under his command from drowning. By some mishap a great
number of letters went astray in the post, and so far only about
hali' our officers at home have replied. I can only say now
that the G.P.O. is investigating the loss, and that the Committee
are busy sending copies to those who did not receive them ; and
I -im confident that there will be no Regular officer who does not
subscribe.
Sport.- Now I come to the sohere of Soort. As befits a
Mounted Corps, WC hve kept our end up in horsemanship.
Mounted Events: Jumping.- At home. Captain Gray qualified
to jumo for the King's Cup. Lieuts. Crawford and Wainman
oualified to jump for the Prince of Wales' Cup. and Lieut. Crawford gained third place in it. The Depot Battalion N.C.O.s
Jumping Team, in the Bronze Medal Tournament, were only
beaten by the 3rd Hussars by a narrow margin after a tie.
R.A. Point to Point.- The Gunners have most generously
opened the Subalterns Troop Horse Race in their Pomt to Point
Meeting to R.A. Brigade Signal Officers. This year, the three
R.A. Brigade SiS?nal Officers of the 1st Divisional Signals rode.
2 / Lieu ts. McCulloch and McKean finished second and third re•
spectively, each after a fall : and, gentlemen-listen particularly
to this-2 / Lieut. McKean remounted and finished the race with
~- broken arm! I trust that other units besides thl' 1st Divisional
Signals will take advantage o( thi most sporting offer by the
Gunners in future years.
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Polo.-In India, our Northern Command Polo Team won the
Abbottabad Spring Tournament out of fifteen entries and were
runners-up in three other Tournaments. In the same Command,
the 1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop swept the board in the
Other Ranks Handy Hunters Competition and Hunter Trials.
Horse Shows.-ln the great North of India Horse Show, the
2nd Indian Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop had the best trained
Indian Cavalry Troop horse in the Open Competition. There
were other successes in various District Competitions which I
will not catalogue now.
Value of Hunting, Point to Point and Polo.-Those are
achievements we can be proud of, and I must exhort all our
young officers to get as muc_h riding, hunti_ng, Point to Point
riding and polo as they poss1bly can-especially abroad, w~ere
the facilities are much better than at home. At the same time
I would beg all Commanding Officers to make it as easy as possible
for them to do so: it is an unrivalled school for the soldierly
qualities we look for in our officers. fy1echa~sation is making
inroads upon the number of horses with units, and we must
accept anything which will make our transport more efficient for
war, but we can still keep up our prestige among the Mounted
Arms.
Soccer.-We have done well in Games and Athletics. At
home, our Boys "A" Team reached the Final of the Enlisted
Boys Association Cup. In the Army Football Association Cup
competition, the 5th Divisional Signals lost to the final wmners
by 0 - I .
Hockey.-The same unit reached the Final in the Northern
Command Hockey.
Golf.-"B" Team from the S.T.C. reached the Semi-Final of
the Army Golf Championship.
Swimming.-Signals in Egypt maintain their high tradition.
They were joint Champions with the 12th Lancers in Swimming
and Water Polo.
Athletics.-They also won the Command All-Round Trophy
in 1933 and the ~mmand ~thletic Championship in 19~4. In
India, A Corps Signals Boxing T earn were runners-up m the
All-India Team Championship. There were many minor successes in Station and District Competitions which I do not record.
S.T.C. Display Team.-The S.T.C. Display Team has been
~ving first rate shows _in Tattoos and Pageants, and its '.1bse~ce
this year from Olympia has been marked by the public with
much regret.
General Powell.-Now, gentlemen, I come to one of the
pleasantest of my duties this evening. It is to welcome as our
guest General Powell, who has just been appointed the first
Colonel-Commandant of the Indian Signal Corps. To give an
idea of the place occupied by that Corps. I will read an extract
from General Pope's farewell address the other day to his Waziristan District Signals :
ImJian Sigmll Corps.-" During these years in the District,
I have been very struck by the bearing of all men of this
unit. It indicated ' I belong to Waziristan District Signals.
I belong to the best unit in India. And who the hell are
you?'''
We all welcome this appointment the more because it will carry
forward the close liaison so happily established between the Royal
Signals and the Indian Signal Corps.
Secretary, Dinner Club.-Finally, I must congratulate the
organiser of our Dinner-Major Neale, the Secretary, and Colonel
Vernon, whose expert advice has been invaluable.
Thanks to Junior U.S. Club.-And I must express the ~rati
tude we all feel to the Junior United Service Club for their repeated hospitality.
The fullowing Officers a trended: Lieut-General Sir John S. Fowler, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., o.s.o. (Colonel
Commandant of the Corps).
Major-Generals S. H. Powell and E. V. Turner.
Brigadier-Generals A. B. Hildebrand and H. A. Vernon.
Brigadiers F. A. Heymann and H. Clementi Smith.
Colonels E. de W. Bradley, J. Wal::y Cohen, J. W. Danielsen,
W. T. Dodd, I. C. Denison-Pender, R. G. Earle, C. W. M.
Firth, E. N. F. Hitchins, G. G. Rawson, G. E. Sampson,
A. W. Stokes, R. Chenevix Trench, T. W. Vigers, J. P. G.
Worlledge and R. H. Willan.
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Lieut.-Colonels C. J. Aston, R. E. Barker, F. R. Cobb, C. L. Day,
R. Elsdale, L. Evans, C. W. Fladgate, H. Lloyd Howard,
K. A. C. Henderson, R. G. Llewellyn, R. F. B. Naylor, G. D.
Ozanne, J. W. Orange-Bromehead, ,A. C. Sykes, F. 0. St.
John, P. C. Snatt, F. J. M. Stratton, R. E. Vyvyan and Julian
Watson:
Majors R. A. Bagnold, H. D. Beadon, D. A. Brown, D. H.
Cunynghame, F. H. Dallison, W. V. G. Fuge, T. B. Gravely,
A. V. D. Hort, R. Jee, R. H. R. Neale, R. F. H. Nalder,
W. R. C. Penney, C. P. Prescot, C. F. Leyson Ruck, G. S.
Sale, C. H. H. Vulliamy, C. Wheeler, E. G. Weekes (R.C.C.S.)
A. C. C. Willway and A. S. Waley.
Captains F. H. Bury, T. B. Bolitho, E. MacD. Burns, D. L.
Carnegie, C. A. H. Chadwick, H. R. V. Cooke, J. C. Cree,
W. A. Dimoline, J. J. Duvivier, N. H. Edes, L. D. Goddard,
E. S. Hefler, V. C. Holland, L. R. Hall, E. H. C. Harris,
B. B. Kennett, H. S. Lewis-Barclay, F. A. H. Mathew, C. L.
Morgan, R. W. Morgan, J. C. McDonald, W. D. McGregor,
r. S. Morgan, H. D. Orr, G. Rooker, H. E. Rance, W. H. G.
Rogers, R. J. H. Solly, ·R. H . R. Steward, F. S. Thompson,
L. R. C. Watson, H. ). Wiseman, D. A. L. Wade, and H. A.
Young (R.C.C.S.).
Lieutenants G. H. S. Balmain, T. W. Boileau, J. W. Gordon,
P. B. G. Gambier, C. G. Moore, W. B. Rowett and A. B. Ruck.

Extracts from " The

London

Gazette."

War Office 19/ 6/ 34
SUPPLEMENTARY ~ESERVE-dOYAL SIGNALS
Captain G. W. Cumming to be Major 19/5/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
44th (H.C.) Div! Signals- Captain and Brevet-Major A. H.
Read awarded the Territorial Decoration.
Captain H. M. Rand awarded the Efliciency Decoration.
War Office 22/ 6/ 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut. ). R. Sutcliffe to be Captain 20 / 4/ 34
2 / Lieut. L. C. Oliver to be Lieut. 20 / 5/ 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
49th (W.R.) Div! Signals-2 / Lieut. W. Hawking from 47th
(2nd L.) Div) Signals to be 2/Lieut. 16 / 5/34
52nd (L.) Div! Signals-Sir Harry Duncan McGowan, K.B.E.,
to be Honorary Colonel 23 /6/ 34
War Office 26/ 6/ 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
W. E. Chisnall to be 2/Lieut. 27/6/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
46th (N.M.) Div! Signals--2/ Lieut. N. B. Scott to be Lieut.
27/6/34
War Office 29/6/34
TERRITORJAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
44th (H.C.) Div( 1,Signals-Lieut. W. Gilbert to be Captain
30/6/34
War Office 3 /7 I 34
REGULAR ARMYColone( E. F. W. Barker, C.B.E., o.s.o., having attained the
age for retirement, is placed on retired pay 2/ 7 I 34
HALF• YEARLY BREVETS- .
The undermentioned promotions are made: Major W.R. C. Penney, O.B.E., M.C. , R.Signals, to be Brevet
Lieut.-Colonel
Captain G. R. Halliday, R.Signals, to be Brevet-Major
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
2/Lieut. G. Morris to be Lieut. 20/6/34
J. M. Macintyre to be 2/Lieut. 4/7/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
4,1th (H.C.) Div) Signals-F. G. Monk to be 2/Lieut. 4/7/34
War Office 6/7/34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-·ROYAL SIGNALS
J. A. McMullen to be 2/Lieut. 7/7/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
51st (H.) Div! Signals-Lieut. J. Paul resigns his comrrurnon
q/5/34
55th W.L.) Div) Signals-2/ Lieut. J. A. Morris from 89th
Field Brigade R.A. to be 2 I Lieut. 5 I 6 / 34
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War Office 10/7/34

TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
55th (W.L.) Div! Signals- K. M. Brown to be 2/ Lieut. 8/ 6/ 3
4
War Office 13/7/34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut. L. D. S. Hunter resigns his commission 14f7 / 34
TERRITORIAL AP,MY- ROYAL SIGNALS
2nd Cavalry (Middlesex Yeomanry) Div! Signals-Honorary
Colonel The Lord Denman, P.C., G.C.M.G., K.c.v.o., vacates
the appointmer;it of Hono~ary Colonel 14f7 / 34
43rd (W.) Div( S1gnals--2/L1eut. C. G. H. Govier to be Lieut.
28/5/34
55th (W.L.) Div! Signals-E. D . Darricote to be 2/Lt. 9f7/34

Royal Signals Displays.
As ~!ready mentioned in these notes, the Display party left
Cattenck Camp for the Three Counties Show at Hereford on
Mo:1day 11th June . . The only action of note on the journey was
the swoppmg of engines by the Railway Company at Ripon. The
advice of all members of the Display team to all and sundry is
" Never swop engines when once on the rails," as the swop is
sure to be for the worse. In this case we arrived at Hereford
one hour late.
Hereford.-All went well, however, until we reached the Show
gro~:id and found a portion of our horse lines occupied by goats.
This was unpleasant, and as most of the billies were being cared
for 1:-y ladies, it produced a deadlock which was only overcome
by means of the greatest tact and activity on the oart of the
Shou,r officials and considerable forbearance by officers and other
ranks. The ladies and billies had very strong objections to being
mov~d when once "put."
fhe performances at Hereford were on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of that week, and were mainly noteworthy for
the mining of the phrase " The famous Royal Corps of Signals
will give displays each day" in one of the leading daily papers.
The performances were greatly helped by the loud speaker
outfit, run (incidentally) by an ex-Royal Signals operator, who
gave a most amusing running commentary on each turn as it
was presented. It is suggested that herein lies the germ of an
idea for 1935 Displays.
The Display at present is " Dare Devil," " Flirting with
Death," etc., etc. (vide Press) but as Mr. Punch saoientlv remarked, it has not much to do with the more technical side of
·
the work of the Corps.
from the delights of Hereford-where, once we had parted
with the goats, everyone had a very pleasant time-we went on
to Leicester.
Before doing so, we gave an extra performance at 9 p.m. on
the last day, which was enthusiastically received by a very great
audience, and conceived the idea of allowing some of the motor
cyclists to leap the water jump. This, aided by some excellent
" ballyhoo" from our friend with his loud speaker, brought the
house down.
'Ne gave the programme as at the Scottish Pageant. and met
with very great success.
'
At Hereford, Lieut. H. N. Crawford (Hotpot) Ser~t Bennett
(Gaileon) and Corp! Bull (Bertha) entered for several of the jumping competitions. The standard was very high and the going
very hard and slippery. Sergeant Bennett was the only one to
receive a prize, getting a third in one of the open classes.
Leic&ster.-Next morning (Friday} we journeyed to Leicester.
arriving at 12.30 p.m., and by herculean efforts we put on a
full fifty minutes performance at 3.30 and again at 6.30. This
was repeated on Saturday.
Leicester did not come uo to the standard of Hereford. The
ring was small, the attendance meagre. and the arrangements
made for the accommodation of trooos left much to be desired.
We were cheered, however, by a visit from our old friend Mr.
C. Evans, of the Triumph Company, who came over to see the
show and to look over the motor cycles. Mr. Fairbrother and
Mr. Walton (of the same firm} also attended performances on
Friday and S-aturday.
i.eaving Leicester on Sunday 17th June, we returned to Catterick for a cottple of nights before setting out for Gainsborough.
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Gainsborough.-We arrived at 5 p.m. on Tuesday 19th June,
and were met by the chairman and a member of the Stewards
Committee.
Such was the excellence of the arrangements that, although
the station was twenty minutes walk from the Show ground, by
7 p.m. we were settled in and work was finished. The arrangemen~s made showed the greatest forethought and consisleration.
Only those who have to keep a couple of sets of saddlery clean
know what a difference is made by the provision of saddle racks.
Gainsborough was distinguished for the extraordinary enthusiasm with which each performance was received by increasi.n g crowds . It was cold and wet, and performances were often
given in heavy showers of rain, but the crowds grew greater
each day.
On the second day we were again honoured by the presence
of H.R.H. Prince Henry, who witnessed Part I. which he had
previously seen at Belfast.
The Display was most ably and kindly assisted by the music
of the Royal Air Force Band from Cranwell College. This is one
of :he perfect bands to assist in a performance of this nature.
We were only able to give the bandmaster the roughest outline
of what we were going to do. He instantly adapted himself to a
novel role and produced a medley of music suitable for each turn
as 1t was produced.
Here, again, we can only say " Thank
you very much I "
Another turn at the Gainsborough Show was a demonstration
of " haute ecole " by an expert from the stables of Sir A. G.
Weigall, K.C.M.G. This was delightful and instructive.
Aided and abetted by our friends of the Stew<1rds Committee,
we tehearsed at short notice a " take-0ff " of this particular style
of horsemanship. This was accomplished by the human horse
which has often been a feature of the Royal Signals Displays.
A faithful imitation of the " Spanish walk," etc., brought the
hou5e down, and actually was funny enough to make the hardened members of the Display team laugh. Its ap.Pearance afterwads as the winner of an jncredible number of first and third
rosettes, and the solemn awArd of yet another first by a a>m-
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mi~tee of expert ~attl e judges, was one of the funn iest things the

wnt~r

has seen m any show rmg.
We left Gainsborough..with regret. on our side, and good wishes,
thanks and requests to Come agam next year " from the chairman and committee.
Among~t other officers of the Corps who have arranged to see
us .lt various shows! we were delighted to see Colonel and Mrs.
H. ). Allen and Maior and Mrs. C. P. Prescot , who very kindly
visi ted us at Hereford.
Th.e week 25th June to 1st July was spent in Catterick in preparation for the Northern Command Tattoo. There was much
done. Mr. C. Evans of the Triumph Comoany came up
to
and, assisted by the riders, thoroughly overhauled- all the motor
cycles. The Mounted Wing worked hard on the extra horses
we were to take with us.
Lieut. Crawford and Sergt Bennett of the Display team, togethu with C.S.M. Young, had meanwhile journeyed to London
for the International Horse Show. The two former left us at
Gainsborough before the last day's performance, and it is to the
credit of all who remained that the absence of the two leaders
of 1he horse ride was hardly noticeable.
The International Horse Show will, no doubt, be reported
elsewhere; but we must congratulate Mr. Crawford and Hot Pot
on gt:.tting " in the money " with a third in the Duke of Connaught Cup, and C.S.M. Young on clearing 6 ft. 8 in. in the
high jump competition on Baby.
To hark back to Edinburgh, it was here that Driver Cochrane
joined the Display team, and very excellently he did his work.
At Hereford, and at other places subsequently, Driver Cochrane
was accompanied by a banjo. As a banjoist he has been invaluable and the mainstay of the Band which, assisted by some
very excellent singing, has become quite famous.
Northern Command Tattoo.-On Sunday 1st July we depart.?d by three different routes for Ravensworth Castle to take
part in the Northern Command Tattoo.
Together with two thousand other troops, we sweltered and
sw'!ated through four days of intensive rehearsal-averaging three
rehearsals per day. We had the usual experience of being
ordered down to nine minutes of time, and then gradually being
given extensions by odd minutes until we got the ride fitted into
its groove amongst the other items. Everyone worked with a
will, and the opening performance was- for the Royal Signals
Display-a very great success.
The tandem drive ooened the disolav ; then followed an exhibition of rapid fire tricks and jumpir{g in which no less than
seventeen different turns were given in less than five minutes.
This was followed by the double ride. When it is stated that this
necessitated at least two, and usually three, changes of horse
(and sometimes motor cycle} by all members of the team, it will
be « :alised that the best exhibition of real rodeo stuff takes place
in · • pits " and not in the arena. Witnesses have paid tribute
to the speed and precision of work in pits, where individuals
change horses with not a second to spare.
Whitley Bay.-On Sunday most of the Display party took part
in an excursion to Whitley Bay at the invitation of the Entertainments Committee of the Town Council. For some of us, it was
revisiting a town in which we gave one of our most successful
displays last year. We arrived at noon and then, after a meal
at the Victoria Hotel, departed upon our lawful (or unlawful}

ue
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err~nds.

The famous " rescue " of last year was repeated, two girls
{expert swimmers, and members of the Panama Swimming Club)
being willing victims. The first rescue was carried out successfully. The second provided a contretemps. Fair bather (in distress): " I can't breathe." Corp! Bull (the rescuer}: " I can't
swim, so I must hold on somehow." Our thanks are due to
the Panama Swimming Club, who so kindly made us honorary
members for the day.
The entire party of thirty-one having miraculously arrived
back at the embussing point within a few minutes of the appointed time, we made the night hideous with song on the return
journey.
Our thanks are due to Councillor Strachan. the Mayor, and
the other members of the Whitley Bay Town Council, who did
so much to make our visit a success.
Monday also being a blank day, most of the married men
departed for Catterick under a vow of secrecy and silence. The
rest of 11 ~~tt l1;c! pown to ~ll~rc;:i~e apd maint~nan~~.

. A feature of the exercise parties is the riding of the despatch
ride.rs. Owing to the intricate nature of the country, fences
equivalent to Becher's Brook and the Canal Turn are constantly
encountered and often surmounted by both horse and rider.
As the Northern Command Tattoo is performed in darkness
-act~ally, the Royal Signals ride takes place in a very dangerous
half-lagh~-the Display party replace their blue patrol jackets
with white ones, to gave greater visibility. The effect of this is
~ood, as each man stands out clearly. Its effect on the performers
ts purely humorous, as each one heralds each feat with hoarse
c,ries of " Eldo.rado I " " Ices! " " Stop me and buy one," etc.
Fortunate~y. t.h1s aspect of the ne.w dress is unheard by the audience, which ts seated at some little distance from the arena.
A report of the second week of the Northern Command Tattoo
will be forwarded for inclusion in next month's WIRE.

Much Ado About Nothing.
Many of the lads are sweating on the boat this next trooper.
Some are sweating on passing out successfully in their trade
tests. ~ne or two of the married 'uns are sweating on getting
away this week-end to the cool clinging climatic conditions of
the hills-and the wife (?}
These are invisible sweats, but give me the man (with the
shade temperature from 1 r6 to 120 degrees for three days running) who can honestly state that the sweat has not run out from
the .bottom of his pants ; and only then-after my many years
servtee-shall I at last be able to acknowledge a real old sweat.
Under a whirring fan, in the nude exceot for a pair of shorts,
and with drops of moisture running off r{iy nose (and I haven't
got the flu!) I struggle with these notes.
From up the valley comes the ominous sound of a thunderstorm.
Alrt!:ady one can see the black clouds tinged with a greenish
yellow moving quickly over the mountains of the Tirah. For a
moment the peaks are obscured bv the advance guard of whirling mists of electrical energy, and' then the whole of the range
is lit up by continuous flashes of lightning, accomoanied by the
unceasing rumbling of thunder.
Already a stifling breeze is making itself felt. Little eddies of
dust are disporting themselves in the roadway outside-forerunners of a blast of wind that shakes the foundations of the
bungalow and leaves in its wake broken branches of trees, a
litter of leaves, and torn up flowers. During its passage the air
is ftlled with particles of sand which, in their agony at leaving
Mother Earth, revenge themselves by getting into and on everything, inside and out. The sand has even been known to get
inside sealed soda water bottles in the ice chest-which is perhaps the reason why one's thirst is never quenched in this country. (I hope that the investigations of Barleux proved as successful .n this direction as they did with the rope trick, for he has
had far more experimce than I have.}
Sonn the first few splashes of rain will appear, and the storm
will be upon us. Rain as we know it in England is unheard of
her~: the heavens just open and shed their contents in a mass of
water. In five minutes the roadwavs are awash, flood water
drains are overflowing, and pots, pans and anything that will
hold water are strewn around the rooms of the bungalow to catch
the leaks from the roofs. Streak on streak of !jghtning crackles
as 1t strikes the earth. and the terrific crashes of thunder conjure
up visions of hell with its imps having a jolly old fireworks
display.
The sandstorm has left its mark and oassed on. The citizens
of Lahore, some hundreds of miles away-, will in three days time
read in their morning papers that the peculiar haze over the city
is a sandstorm from the frontier leaving its residue there.
Here comes the rain ; a cool refreshing breeze has sprung up ;
whit a relief! In an hour it will be quiet and peaceful once more.
This evening we shall sit on the lawn in front of the mess, sipping cool drinks, with the knowledge that we shall at least have
a ~ood night's rest.
What of to-morrow, when old King Sol blazes forth again ;
whe'l, through no fault of our own, we have an uncomfortable
feeling; when it is more close and sticky than to-day? To-mor•
row, my thoughts will travel to Burniston Barracks Lido, Aldershot Garden City, and Antarctic C·tterick ; and the only consolation I should get from the warriors residing in those health
resorts would be. I am sure, ·• Sweat on "l
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Army Golf Championships, 1934.
The Army Golf Championships f<?r 1934 were. played at St.
Andrew's during the week commenang 23rd April. The Royal
Co1ps of Signals is eligible to compete as two " units," the nu~
ber of teams from either un_it being unrestricted. No. 1 Umt
embraces the whole of Catterick, and No. 2 the remaind.e r of the
Corps. This year a team representing each unit was sent to
compete, the teams being as under: No. l Unit-Lieut. J. F. Longfield, 2/Lieut. E. B. Elliott,
Lieut. R. G. Muir, Captain M. Duke.
No. 2 Unit-Major E. P. Collin, Captain H. S. Lewis-Barclay,
Captain J. E. S. Walford, Captain ]. F. Charlesworth.
Reserve: Captain R. C. Woodbridge.
The Army Singles Championship, 36 holes medal, was played
over the old course on the 23rd and 24th April, the members of
our teams returning scores as under: ht R ound

2nd Round

Total

Captain Lewis-Barclay ............
81
78
159
Majvr Collin . . .... .. .. .. ... .. . .. . .. .
85
80
165
2/Lieut. Elliott .... .............. ...
88
84
172
Captain Walford .......... .... ....
go
86
176
Lieut. Muir .. ... .. .. ...............
87
91
178
Captain Woodbridge ... .........
8g
93
182
Caotain Charlesworth . . .. . . . . . . ..
97
87
184
Ca~tain Duke . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . No return
85
Lieut. Longfield .... . .... ..... ... . No return
86
Captain Lewis-Barclay was fifth in the cha.mpionship, 4 stro~es
behind the winner. Of the four who fimshed ahead of him,
three were previous winners of the title and one was an International.
tnter·Regimental Championship.
;'\lo. 1 Unit team met the Cameronians in the first round in a
thrilling encounter, which left the teams all square at the end
of l~ holes. Off they went to the first hole again, where the
first three pairs halved and our No. 4 (Captain Duke) won the
hole to put his team into the next round.
No. 2 Unit team played the Welch Regiment and passed quietly
but firmly into the next round.
No. l UNIT.
CAMERONIANS.
Lieut. Longfield....... .... .... o
Lt. R. A. Buchanan-Dunlop 5
2/ Lieut . Elliott ............... o
Captain C. F. Hason ......... 2
Lieut. Muir . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . 7
Lieut. H. Murray ... .. .. .. .. . o
Captain Duke .......... .... .
Lieut. J. H. Law ........ .... o

8
No. 2 UNIT.
Major Collin .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 3
Captain Lewis-Barclay... . .. 1
Captain Walford ............ 8
Captain Charlesworth ..... .

7
THE WELCH REGIMENT.

Captain D. P. Dickinson ...
Major W. Owen .. ...... .......
Captain B. Cripps .. .. .. .. .. ..
Lieut. W. B. T. Webb .. ....

o
o
o
o
0

In the next round No. 1 Unit met the Royal Scots and won
decisively by 2o--{) holes.
No. 2 Unit were up against old opponents in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment, to whom they lost by r hole in the final at
Hoylake in 19p. As in 1932, the Warwick No. r (Captain Giies)
proved the biggest obstacle and in great form. Major Collin
stu.:k to him most courageously, but in the end finished 5 holes
down. This deficit was almost wiped out by Nos. 2 and 3 of
the team, but No. 4 (Captain Charlesworth) found his opponent
rather too strong and came in 4 holes down.
No. 1 UNIT.
ROYAL SCOTS.
Lieut. Longfield ....... .... ... . o
Lieut. C. S. Mackenzie . .. ... 6
2/Lieut. Elliott ... .... ..... ... 7
Lieut. T. R. Broughton ... o
Lieut. T. Masterton-Smith o
Lieut. Muir ..................... 6
Captain Duke .................. 7 Lieut. J. K. Drysdale ...... ... o
20

6

No. 2 UNIT.
Major Collin .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . o
Captain Walford .. .. .. . .. . .. l
Captain Lewis-Barclay .. .. .. 3
Captain Charlesworth
o
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ROYAL WARWICKSHIRE REGT.

Captain A. C. Giles .. .. .. .. .
.Maior ]. T . Bretherton ......
Mai or E. M. Onslow .. .. .. .. .
Captain H. B. Bird .........

5
o
o
4

4

Royal Signals (Northern Command, India) Polo Team.
Winners of the Abbottabad Spring Polo Tournament, 1934.

9

In the next round No. 1 Unit team met the R.A.M .C. and

won by 10-3 holes, thus passing into the semi-final.
No. 1 UNIT.
R.A.M.C.
Lieut. Longfield ........ ....... o
Major Monro . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. z
2/ Lieut. Elliott .... ..... .... .. 2
Captain Anderson .. .. .. . . . . .. o
Lieut. Muir .. .... .. .. .. . . ... .. .. o
Major Strachan .... .............. 1
Captain Duke . ... .. .. .... . . .. .. 8
Lieut. Hargreaves .. ...... .. .. o
IO

3

In the semi-final No. 1 Unit team encountered The Buffs, the
eventual winners, and lost by 2- 13 holes.
No. 1 UNIT.
THE BUFFS.
Lieut. Longfield ..... .......... o
Lieut. R. N. Reeves ......... 5
2/Lieut. Elliott ....... ....... . o
Lieut. E. S. Scott ........... . 8
Lieut. Muir .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ... . .. . o
Lieut. H. Harwood .. .. .. . .. .. . o
Captain Duke .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. 2
Lieut. C. Ken ward .. . . .. . .. . .. o
2

13

lt was some consolation to both teams that their respective
victors fought out the final.
No. r !.Jnit team did extremely well to reach the semi-final.
The team is a comparatively young one and contains the material
for building up an even stronger team in the future.
A special mention is due to Lieut. Longfield, to whom, playing
as No. r of his team, fell the unenviable task of opposing some
of <he leading Army players. The manner in which he stuck to
his work helped considerably towards the success of his team.
Army Golfing Society Foursomes.
The A.G.S. Foursomes competition against bogey was played
over the new course on Thursday 26th Aoril. Forty-five couples
took part, and this event was won by Major Collin and Captain
Lewis-Barclay with a return of 5 up. The scratch score of the
new course is 78, and the winning couple holed the course in 74
strokes with a strong breeze blowing.
0

The International Horse Show, 1934.
On Thursday 21st June C.S.M. Young and Driver Blades left
Catterick for Olympia with Baby, Hot Pot and Galleon. Lieut.
H. N. Crawford and Sergt Bennett were with the Display party
at the LincolnsHlre County Show at Gainsborough, and joined
C.S.M. Young with the horses in London on Friday. All three
jumped in a "round the course" competition that evening, C.S.M.
Young (on Baby) getting a seventh prize with four faults and
Lieut. H. N. Crawford (on Hot Pot) just missing a prize with
eight faults. Galleon (jumping for the first time at Olympia) was
too filled with nerves to do any good.
The Scurry Stakes on the Tuesday proved that Hot Pot does
not jump well " all out," but she did extremely well in the
" touch and out" comoetition on the Thursdav, and Lieutenant
Cra.wford took fifth prize on her in the Connaught Cup on Friday.
She was unlucky not to be higher, as she did a brilliant round
up to the last fence (the double railway gates), which she had
not seen before and refused.
On the Thursday C.S.M. Youn g (on Baby) got up to 6 ft. 8 in.
in. the high jump, which was not quite good enough to take a
prize.
Both Hot Pot and Baby jumped extremely well in all the competitions in which they were entered, and it is fe lt that if only
they had been put in a few more competitions they would have
brought back more prizes.
Apart from the jumping, the International Horse Show was a
huge success, the Saumur Cavalry School ride alone being well
worth travelling from Catterick to see.
We were sorry that the Colchester entry (The Erg, ridden by
2/ Lieut. Hay) was lame and <:ould not compete.

Lieut. L. D. M. Patterson
(1)

Lieut. G. S. Knox
(3)

Captain C. M. F. White
(back)

Lieut. A. M. W. Whistler
(2)
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Plain Tales ..

Chats with Cads.-The next Cads meeting will take place
some time next month at a place to be thought of later. A
number of Rotters will be raised to fully fledged Cads and will
then be permitted to wear the tie of any school they happen
to favour. B Cable Section did well on the scheme in June, and
their members qualified for the first degree by scoffing Paddy
Garry's ice cream while he was fixing a pole crossing. Only true
Cads would do that.
'n the Cads Derby Sweep it was rather a coincidence that I
sho~ld have drawn all the horses myself, because I was running
the thing and also made out the tickets and collected the money.
One or two people laughed like-you know, but all genuine Cads
knew what would happen. They simply roared. Undoubtedly,
it was very funny.
WiU the Utter Cad who put tar on my shaving brush please
note that I put sulphuric acid in his best boots.
I ~haU be glad to have suggestions from any Rotters or Cads
(ex.:ept those in G Section) that might help to further the Cause.
When I discover what the Cause is, I'll let vou know. Note:
on first being initiated into the Federation of Cads, a candidate
becomes a Hound. All he has to do for oromotion is some
simple little spot of caddishness, such as pinching the O.C.'s
spa:e wheel or swiping the Adjutant's antirr-well, carnations,
the.a. If he gets away with either of these, more ambitious jobs
will be awarded until one day he may be fortunate enough to push
a military policeman under a bus and thus qualify to wear any
school tie with a sleeveless vest.

ber of new faces toed the line. That doesn't sound quite right,
but no matter. It did not take us long to discover that their
usu.11 high standard had been we.II maintained. Soud Marsden
is back in the Band on trumpet instead of trombo~e. Did you
know that, you people in India? An eleven piece dance band
undl!r Corpl Robinson put up a positively first class performance
at the Sergeants' dance on the t 1th.

• •
Oon't Believe This.-J had this frcm Al f Saunders of the Band,
so you know what to do about it. Some Territorials were attached
~o l Reg~lar unit and were required to perform normal duties,
m~ludmg ~ards. One mght, a guard ccmmander on his round ~
missed a sentry. He located the man.. asleeo in the guard room
' roused him, and pushed him back on his , post.
'
." Listen to Et"e, my lad," said the sergeant. " When you' r~
with a Regular unit, you'll do as a Regular sentry does."
" What does a.1Regular sentrv do, then? "
"Two on and four off, you cake ; not one on and- and push,
off."

• • • •

'
Our Great New Scrial.-Devils that we are, we flatly refuse
to 'vJrite about Ukann Larfe while this hot•weather lasts. Interval
for fiendish laughter. He is still in hcspital, anyway. (I've just
macie t.hat up, . but you can't do anything about it because it's
my ~enal, and 1f I have any troub!e from you I shall fix it so tha
Ukann Larfe and all his pals go over a cliff and fall 300 feetno, hang it! 500 feet-and then what?)
,
Another thrilling instalment another time, if I don't forget.
.
BARLEUX.
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world cruises, and the ~igge~t British ship cruising in Norwegian
waters, sails. on a special nmeteen da.ys _Pleasure voyage to the
Norwega~ fJ<?rd~, the Land o.f the M1dmght Sun, and to Spitzbergen with its immense glaciers.
This is a cruise _far from th~ beaten track, to where there is
no sunset or su nrise. ~,.You will see the awe-inspiring grandeur
of Norway's fjords and·mountaii;is, its thundering waterfalls, red,
blue and green chalets, and will walk in the ouaint streets of
Hammerfest, the northernmost town in the world with its furs
and its Lapps with their reindeer. Then comes th~ North Cape,
and a climb up to gaze across the last lands of Europe. On the
flattened . apex of the world there is Spitzbergen- perhaps the
most thnllmg adventure of any summer cruise. In olaces you
will gaze at icefield_S' and mountains seldom seen except by explorers. The m1dmght sun on the floes, bergs and snowfields is
a never-to-be-forgotten sight. .Ther~ wi!I be 1~ebergs of amazing
colours, seals, whales and prolific bird life, with that mysterious
call- the ~lamo.ur of the Polar regions ; and yet, so powerful are
the comb1i;ied mfluences of the Gulf Stream and the Midnight
Sun, t~at 1t 1s i:iever really cold. Here, too, you will visit Longyear City-~ . kind of Klond~ke-and see the rem ains of many
Polar expeditions:. an experience, yes, and thrilling, too I
To the Norwegians alone there are shorter cruises of fourteen
days duration, and one also to those inland waterwavs as well
as to g~y Cooenhagen, with its bath_ing beaches and its evening
revels m - the T1voh Gardens. During every month, until the
middle of October. there will be cruises in big Canadian Pacific
liners to lands and seas of glamour and romance.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.

• • • •

Subsequent Amendments.

llrighter Cinemas.-An ingenious lead by the Garrison
Cinema, Bulford, is reported. A sergeant of the Royal Engineers
had the following terrifying experience whilst attending the first
house one evening last month. A rat galloped up his trouser leg
and bit him very severely. The rat had to be strangled through
the cloth, and the unfortunate victi·m was taken away to have the
wou!ld cauterised. I am glad to say that the sergeant is making
good progress towards recovery. Those !Jatrons who have not
been scared off the cinema for a while are busy thinking up
devices for protecting themselves from playful rodents. Cycle
clips are favoured for men, while chic creations in galvanised iron
are tentatively offered in the shops for ladies. All this reminds
me ol the Carfax Cinema people in Bungdumpur, who released a
dozen cobras and a panther among the audience to liven them
up a bit. A bomb or a sudden fire is another good way to stir a
lethargic public. (Copyright.)

[The figures .n · the last column indicate the pages in the "Corps
Promotion .Roster" {published in February 1934) on which
the respective names may be found. This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance-Corporals appointed ~ince that date.]
To be Staff-Sergeant (Farrier)
2312122 Sergeant (Farrier) Walmsley J. ... ... 18 / 6/34
12

• • • •
In the Shade.-With the hot weather galloping about all over
Salisbury Plain, it becomes daily more difficult to write in a bright
and cheery strain. We develop livers and bloodshot eyes. We
find it necessary to buy shirts so that we may cast our jackets,
havmg found the wearing of " hard hitters " frowned upon .
Aftn all, stripes in indelible pencil on the bare skin cannot be
classed as " gent's natty wear.''
In the cool of the evening we strolled into the Bulford Garrison
libr.lry, and, still in the cool of the evening, we strolled out again,
only a little faster. If any of you are interested in old books,
dirty old books, books with no covers, and books with ragged
pieces of covers clinging to the parent body, we shall be glad to
show you the largest collection outside a tenth rate second-hand
boo~stall. No, we don't feel any better yet. Roll on, Christmas.

• • • •
Sporting and Dramatic.- An engagement is announced between Robert Frederick Barlow of Bulford and Eileen Marv Barron
of C~ver. Friends_are asked to start saving up right away, so
that m December gifts of hot water bottles, jam spoons, etc., may
come along with cheerful regularity. Other sports news on some
other page, or somewhere.

• • • •
lluaical Daya.-Mr. R.R. Ricketts and the Royal Signals Band
arrived at Bulford on Saturday evenin~, 7th July. Quite a num-

Cruisi!lg.
Wherein lies the subtle joy of the sea cruise? This question
is e~sily answered. In addition to the pleasure of visiting new
lands and peoples, there is the charm of con~en i al compamonship
under ideal conditic ns and the entire absence of worry ; the
sparkling sea, the palms, the flowers and the sunshine-or, if
the invigorating North calls the more s<rongly, the awe-i nspiring
majesty of fjord, mountain and glacier : the opportunity either
to laze, both mentally and phys:cally, or else join in the deck
games, gymkhanas, dances and bathes in the ship's ,'.)col, accord ~
ing to inclination ; the excitement cf shore excursions am id novel
surroundings ; the dancing in the ballroom er on the moonlii:
deck$ : and the joie de v ivre produced by the sea breeze and the
freedom which comes of beinq awa v from convent:on, as one of
a party on pleasure bent am-id the sunlight an:i starlirht of a
distant sea. With no packing and unpacking, no doubtful hote"s,
and no steadily mounting expenses beycnd control, the sea cruise
pmvides the thrill of foreign travel without the usual doubts
and worries.
Where is there a sea~ playground the eci_ual of the blue Med iter~anean, with its sunshine., its warm zephyrs and its tepid spJashu~g waves? Where else 1s there a coast line embracing some of
the most interesting countries of Southern Europe, with the enthralling life of native Africa and the glamour of the teeming
Orient? Where e~se can one see, within the space of two glorious weeks, such diverse scenes as those in the Ramblas of Barcelona, typically Spanish and colourful : Algiers with its narrow
and tortuous Arab streets ; Moorish Tetuan, with its veiled
women and its minarets and mosques ; Tangier with its suks, or
Eastern markets, its snake-charmers and its swarthv oeoole from
all over Northern Africa ; Lisbon, the Portuguese ·,a-pita!, rising
in terraces from the glittering Tagus to the lofty palace, which
can be seen to-day as it was on the night when the late King
Mance! fled from its lofty battlemented rooms? or, alternatively,
where are there islands of such exquisite tropical beauty as those
of Madeira and the Canaries : with the joys of mountain tobagganing, bathing in the translucent waters of southern seas, exploring the cave dwellings of Atalaya, or climbing on mule back
the heights of Teneriffe?
There are those to whom the call of the North makes the
stronger appeal, however, and the great white Empress of Australia, the ,z2 1000 top oil purnin~ luxury vess~l fa!TlQ\I~ for her

2316734

To be C.Q.M.S. (Foreman·oM~ignals)
Corporal Gerrish A . .. ....... .......... .. 24 /2/34

39

•5820515

Appointed C.Q.M.S.
Sergeant Steed H ... ............. ........ . 8/2/34

73

•1417049
"6077719
2313635
2310676
2312989
18-;7173
2311302
1858913

L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant

To be Serge.ant.
Carfrae J. ....... ........... 8 / 2/34
Wilson E . ..... ... ..... ..... 13 / 2/ 34
Read S . . .. ......... ... .... .. 22 / 2 / 34
Thorne G . ... ..... ....... ... l /4/ 34
Church W ..... ...... ... ... .. l / 4 / 34
McCormack M . ... ..... .... 7/ 4 / 34
Topp R . .... .. ............. .. 15 / 4/34
Sh reeves L. .. -.. _..... -. .. l I 5 / 34

Appointed Lance-Sergeant.
Corporal Fields R . ..... ... .. ............ .. 8 /2/ 34
Corporal Cosens G. . .... .......... .. . -.. 13 I 2 I 34
2~09439
1853203 Corporal Lee J... ......................... 16 / 4 / 34

2315408
23t7304
23i4216
7582!0
2317994
231784lS
23i9458
2318847
2315954
3185128
23206o9
2320439
2318968
23L1.266
31108

Appointed Lance-Corporal.
Signalman O'Donnell N. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . 2 I 2 / 34
Signalman Lindsay D . .................. 7/2/34
Signalman O' Donovan H . .............. 8 / 2/34
Signalman Allen A . ....... ...... ........ to / 2 / 34
Signalman Cooper A ...................... 13 / 2/34
~~gnalman Burton R...................... 22 / 2 / 34
1gnalman Bailey E . ... .. .. .. .......... 22 / 2/34
Signalman Paling R . ........ ............ . 6 / 3/34
Signalman Farrell L. ..................... 12/3 / 34
~igna:man Robinson L. .... ..... .. ....... 13 / 3 I 34
1gna man Sherard D . .................. 16/3/34
Signalman Robinson B...... ... .......... 27/3/34
S~gnalman Manning C . .................. 30/3/34
Signalman Swift H ... ....... .... ....... . 1/4/34
Signalman Fielding G . . ................. 1/ 4 / 34
S~gnalman Dumville H. . .............. 6/ 4/ 34
S~gnalman Horne H . .. .................. 6 / 4/34
~!gnalman Brakenberry B. .. ... _...... 6 I 4 I 34
!gnalman Brett H . .. ................... 6 / 4 / 34
S~gnalman Talbot F . ...... .. .. .......... 6/4/34
Signalman Marsh E . . .... .......... ...... 6/4/34
S~gnalman Jordan J. .. ...... ............. 6/ 4/ 34
Signalman Humby V. .. -.. .. . . .. .. . .. . . 6 I 4 I 34
~!gnalman Day W . ........................ 6/4/34
1gnalman Hill H . ....... .......... .. ..... 6 / 4/34
~!gnalman Langley C ..... ... ... ... .. ... 6/ 4/ 34
1gnalman Collett E ... ............. ... ... 6/4/34
Signalman Cole E . ............. ... ... ..... i5 /4/ 34
Signalman Moulinie H .. ................. 19 /4/ 34
S_ignalman Bbnshard S . ....... ...... .. 23/4/34
Signalman James W .. .................... 25/4/34
Signalman Hubbard F ............. ...... 1/5/34
Signalman Noble G . .. ............ ... .... 3 / 5/34
Signalman Draper S . ............ ...... ... 4 / 5/34
S~ gnalman Phillips L. ................ .. 19/5/34
Signalman Chapman W . ............. ..25/5/34
S!gnalman Forst~r A . ................. .... 16 / 6/34
Signalman Cannmgs E... ............. ... 23/6/34

1855275
*1858931
1407886
7813702
6t35367
2316191
23o8054
2314968
2314973
2314963

Discharged.
W.O.ii. (C. S.M.) McGregor W ..... :.23/5/34
C.Q.M.S. Beresford J ..... ...... ........ 14/6/34
Sergeant Cook A . ..... .... ........ ....... 6/4/34
Corporal Joh!lson H . ..................... 17 / 5/34
Corporal Smith E . ......... ....... ....... .24/5/34
Corporal McCann B. .................... 1/6/34
Corporal Fisher N .... ...... .. ....... ...... tI/6/34
Corporal BeU S . ............. .... ........ .. 20 / 6 /34
Corporal Prescott G ... .............. ..... 20/6/34
L / Corporal Davies A . ... .......... ..... 22/6/34

7
73
78
36
38
45
31
27
47
6o

2318493
2317755
2318487
1955288
2319486

To Army Reserve.
Corporal Bell R . ................ ......... . 24/5/34
L / Corporal Reardon D ... .......... ... 26/4/34
L / Corporal Rayner R.... ............... 14/5/34
L / Corporal Sowden J. . .............. ... I 5 / 6 / 34
L / Corporal Pacey G. - ....... ......... ... i5f7/34

59

-i315518

Deceased.
Corporal Humphries A . ................. 2.1/5/34

2319889
2 3 1 98o5
2319433
2321567
2318389
2319743
2320102
2322308
2318255
2317533
2319524
3523061
23r4318
46olS587
2319847
23t9948
2316490
2319478
2317763
23177t6
105896o
2319788
231732~

•2314647

• Special Roster (India)

To be Corporal (Farrier)
Signalman Baddeley J. .................. l / 4/ 34
23!3665
23 11391
2317908
2315574
23io357
759563
5172906
2319355
2315520
2316212
2316503

L/Corporal
L / Corporal
L/Corporal
L / Corporal
L/Corporal
L/Corporal
L/Corporal
L / Corporal
L / Corporal
L/Corporal
L/Corporal

To be Corporal.
Hatton T ..... ...... ........ 1/2/34
Gee.re W . . ............... .. z /2/ 34
Ellis F . ........................ 7/2 /34
Wallis C. . ... ............ .. 8 /2/ 34
Gavins W . .......... ... ... .. i5 / 4 / 34
Bull G . ............. ... .. .. .23/4/34
Perfect G . ......... ......... 24/ 4 / 34
Dacombe L . ............... 25/4/34
Ferrier F ... ................ 18/5/34
Kelly ) . ................. ... .25/5/34
Eldred F. . .... ............. 25/5/34

50
50
50
50
51
51
51 .
5t
51
51
51

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association?
If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an er..d some day,
and you may then need help in finding rivil employ·
ment. Sec how the Association helps its Members in
that direction. as shown on page 330. The subscriptions
only 2/- per annum. Ask your Unit Representative fC71'
further details.
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~IGNALTRAINING CENTREN~
D Company, Training Battalion.
General.-We congratulate our unit " editor " on his safe
return from his- well! he calls it furlough, but he was really
fixing up his garden for the garden competition. He is, however, still unable to take any {'art in compiling these notes, as
he has taken over the duties o C.C. (Sergeant - - having gone
to Bisley in search of a booby prize). Sergt - - intends to start
a clay pigeon side-show in Catterick. We wish him luck.
Arrivals.-We welcome all arrivals (too many to name) and
hope their stay with us will be a pleasant one.
Departures.-These, also, are too many to name, but we wish
them luck in their new units.
Marriage.-CongraLulations to our C.Q.M.S. 's assistant on
his marriage to Miss Lilian Taggart. Good luck, Johnnie!
Congratulations.-To Corp! Bartley H. (A Corps Signals) on
attaining his class i. instrument mechanic, and to Si~mn Dale
(A.F.V. Signals) and Sigmn Thom {5th Div.) on attaining their
class i. electrician fitter.
Musketry.-We are in the midst of our annual musketry training, and of course " up to our necks in grass " on Whinny Hill.
We fire the course from the 18th to 21st July, and then we shall
see who is good enough to go to Bisley next year (after a lot of
p_ractice, of course).
.
Personal.-The drought up here having come to an end,
Lorenzo's boils seem to have faded away, but-hark you I we
seem to be losing our Part II. Orders clerk, who is suffering
from " gammy " knees.
Supplementary.-Subsequent co our last notes, we have discovered a brilliant left hand googly bowler who has been taking
wickets right and left (balls to the right of them and balls to the
left of them). Please note that this person is the same as mentioned in our last issue. Oh, dear! where are those Test Match
selectors? Well done, Uncle!
Service.-W.0.1 (F-of-S) Roberts C. S. has signed on for a
few more years; also L/Corpl Taylor E. S.
Pending.--Our " editor " wishes to sign on for a few more
years, but up to the present we have no authority to let him
do so. However, do not forget the slogan " Try, try again."
Tattoo.-A large number of men from this Company proceeded
to Gateshead on Wednesday I Ith July to see the Northern Command Tattoo, and according to remarks heard everything went
off o.k.-but whether it was the Tattoo, or otherwise, we do not
really know. However, there seemed to be a few sore heads
and bad tempers.
DoN.

period is only a week away. This year, by the hard work of
Captain Holland and the very kind help of some civilians, we
are able to make the boast that for the first time in the Company's
history there will not be one boy left behind to enjoy himself
at Catterick. We must explain to those who are not acquainted
with this Company that there are a number of boys whose
relations are overseas servin~ in India- in some cases, with our
own Corps- and as it is obviously impossible to send these boys
to their parents, they have hitherto spent their leave in barracks.
And that ain't no grand sensation l
Departures.- The members of the Company were very sorry
to lose C.S.M. Johns, who is now on leave pending his discharge
after the completion of a pontoon over and above his boy service.
I believe the Company office folk are still trying to find out the
day when he finishes. He was with this Company for two years,
and during that period he made himself very popular with one
and all. One message we would like to pass on to him: " The
very best wishes from us all, and it's raining much better now."
A farewell concert was given in C.S.M. Johns' honour a few
days before he left, and Captain Holland reminded everybody
of the great loss he and the rest of the Company were sustaining. After the C.S.M. had said a few words about his life in
the Army, he was presented with a clock from the boys and a
silver cigarette cabinet (suitably inscribed) from the members of
the cadre.
Our R.E. fixture list has been somewhat amended, for together
with the C.S.M. we lost two old friends in Signalmen Larson
and Donnelly, who proceeded to the A.V.T.C. at Hounslow to
be taught the system of wage earning in civvy street.
Arrivals.- We were very sorry to see C.S.M. Johns leave us,
but we welcome C.Q.M.S. Dona_ghy from E Company in his
place. C.S.M. Johns set up a very high standard, and our new
C.S.M. seems to have taken over ve ry successfully and shown
us that in losing a very good C.S.M. we have also gained one.
Best of luck, sir l We will try our best to win that crosscountry shield again, and may the Mackworth trophy come to
us as you add up the points.
COn$ratulations.-To Boy Barrett on winning the enlisted
boys 220 yards championship at Aldershot during the course of
the Army individuals meeting-also to L/Corporal Boy Smith on
gaining a place in the final. See the Sports Notes.
We also congratulate L/Corpl Boys Smith and Luscombe on
attaining that exalted rank.
Obituary.--Our sincere condolences are tendered to the relatives of Corp! Hum,Phries (Punch). Everybody in the Company
who remembered him was very sorry to hear of their sad loss.
His popularity does not die with him.
In Conclusion.-To S.T.C. India: What about some news of
your Boys Company? It will be much appreciated by the boys
of this Company.

F Company, Training Battalion.
General.-lt is a long and arduous task to think up enough
to keep F Company in the public eye (as it is, some people seem
to have forgotten us) but nevertheless we will try to prove our
existence. So here goes I
The main topic of conversation is always leave, so you will
know what it is like at the moment, for our annual summer
leave starts next week. The main cry is like the bleating of the
lambs at night time: " Oh-h-h-h-h l roll on, another week I "
We wonder if the same will be said when the end of the leave

A Corps Signals.
No. 1 Company.
General.-At the time of writing the Company is dwelling in
those conical canvas shapes better known, perhaps, as tents at
Camp 49, Ewshott. The weather is ide:il for camping, and m~ny
of us are quite sunburned. The remainder, I am told, are iust

browned off~presumably the married pads-but we won't go
into that.
.
The lighter side of camp life has been quite good, and two
very good concerts by the Imperial Players were greatly appreciated by all ranks. There was also a sing song which was rather
entertaining, and about which I could say a lot, but I think that
it had better go unsaid. I must say, though, that the community
singing was excellent, although some chaps didn't seem to know
the right words. However, it all went swimmingly, including
the N.A.A .F.I. beer- some of which, by the way, was spilt down
my nice clean slacks.
By the time these notes are published camp will be just a
memory- this particular Ewshott Camp will be, anyway-and
probably we will all be looking forward to the next camping
holiday (?) I said probably I
A competition was organised for M.T. drivers, and Driver
Orton of this Company carried off the first prize of b in cash.
A similar competition was held for the H.T. drivers, A Cable
Section being the winners with their black team.
Before I leave the subject of camp, perhaps I had better mention that part of the unit left in the camp at the time successfully
fought a small outbreak of fire in the woods at the back. AlLhough this outbreak was only small, it meant an hour's hard
hot work before it was under control.
Now here is a piece of news that will renew the tears in the
eyes of all who knew him in No. I Company. Bing Barker,
the Company 's inimitable crooner, has left us for Catterick Camp.
How sorry we all are I If only he had made one or two records
of his efforts, we could have played them over when-well, I
guess you know when. However, despite his accident, Bing
(Sigmn Barker E.) is a decent sort, and we wish him all the best.
By the way, he's married now, but still he croons.
We have great pleasure in extending a welcoming hand to ou r
friend Jackie (Sigmn Hood R.) who has come back to us from
Catterick. We hope his stay will be a longer one this timeproviding, of course, that he doesn't take up crooning as a hobby.
Arrivals.- Sigmn Hood R. and Driver Gorringe from Catterick
Camp.
Departures.- Sigmn Barker E. and Driver orris to Catterick
Camp . . Sigmn Ketley to 3rd Div! Signals, Bulford.
Marriage.- Signalman Ward E. to Miss T illotson at Hi tchin,
Herts, on 16 / 6/ 34. (Splendid fellow!)
Birth.- To L / Corpl and Mrs. Jones H. a daughter, Gwendolene, on 30 / 6/ 34. Congra tul ations, Corpie !
We Want to Know.- Who told the traveller who stayed in the
skyscraper to get bouncing?
Tailpiece.-Come down and see me up some time. T.E.S.

No.

2 Company.

General.- No pen: apologies: notes: July: " ere Z." Once
again the old saying comes true, "All's well that ends well "
-and the unit camp has come to a glorious finish. It was, I
imagine, thought by all to be a health camp, as work and sunbathing went on fifty-fifty. We now have a large surplus of
those slightly sunburnt and handsome men who are usually found
on Southampton-bound troopsh ips. Shilling deposit secures any
type. Apply Hon. Treasurer, 13 W.
The C.O .. Lieut.-Colonel Elsdale, kept things going by allotting
a couple of days to sports. ~irstly, a driving ~Of!lpetition for
M.T. drivers. The course consisted of several ha1rpm bends and
Lricky turnings which called for very careful driving to avoid
losing J?Oints. This was won by Sigmn Orton of No. l Comp~ny,
with S1gmn Long of No. 2 Company a good. second . . The . s1i:-aside tournament at soccer resulted in No. 8 Light Section wmnmg
by half a point, which earned for them a large pint and a large
Players. Secondly, the married families outing. The N.A.A.F.I.
provided an excellent tea, which was ~ollowed by events for the
children. Tom Walls and everyone will agree that we have had
an excellent time at camp.
Disposing of the 120 watt sets, we borrowed four hush-hush
vans complete from No. 2 Div., thus bringing our total. up to
eight w / T vans and two detacl~ments of 500 ':"atts. D.urmg . the
exercise six heavy were held m reserve, whilst the eight hg.ht
detachments succeeded in dealing with all traffic as per-Cita
Cito. Well done I
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ALSO AT

Hildyard Row, Catterick Camp

Arrivals.-2/ Lieut. Miller from Catterick. C.S.M. Strange
from the School of Signals.
Marriage.- Sigmn Richardson to Miss Jennie Seaward, at
Aldershot, on 3 I 7 I 34·
Agony.-M.T. Lament (to the tune of "Underneath the
Arches").
Underneath the lorries
We're cleaning every day ;
With an empty grease gun
We idle hours away,
H iding from the sergeant,
Who makes us earn our payHappy when the night's a'stealing
And we pack up all our cleaning.
Work chitties handed in,
Then off we go to bye-bye,
To wake up in the morning,
-J.B.
Ready for an early run.
Touching the M.T. side, a certain driver going flat out down a
long incline had the misfortune to run over a chicken. Imagine
his surprise when the chicken appeared ten minutes later from
between the front wheels and left the lorry (still flat out) standing. We now know why the chicken crossed the road I
Bargains.--Old timer (?) would exchange new bar of Palm
Olive for small tin of Cherry Blossom or part-worn large tin.
Owner not going abroad, but two bars secured in error.
D.D.

No. 1 Section, No. 4 Wireless Company.
For the past few months we have failed to put in an appearance in this Journal and readily apologise. Overwork and anxiety
are probably the caus~s o~ such sha.meful neglect. Howeyer,
we still exist, and here 1s a list of practically a brand new Section.
Officer commanding, Major F. W. Nicholls, o.s.E.; Sergeants
Bremner R. and Mullins A.; Corporals Gristwood G., Raymond
C., Weir W. and Barlow R. G.; L / Corporals Ball W. G., Clement
R.H., Watkins A. J. and Welch A.; Signalmen Ashman F., Beenham G. V .. Campbell P., Cannon W. F. , Capp C. C., Davis S.
T., Fukes F. C., Hornby A., Kerr S., McAdie G., Miller W .•
Stamp E. J., Stockden R. , Walmsley J. and Waterston J. A
dangerous list, did you say? Well, maybe.
Schemes are now the order of the day. We are preparing for
the big push-the Staff College signal exercise-and then several
of us will mask ourselves with that haunted expression common
to all intelligent people.
For the information of all concerned, I am asked to broadcast
the recent departure of our trailer. The Company have lost a
landmark.
The activities of the Company have been wide and various.
Those of individual members have been amazing, and the following paragraphs are therefore inevitable.
Marriages.-Nil.
Marriages " Peachy."-Daphne Welch.
Births.-Nil.
Appointments.-L / Corpl Watkins A. to be Tug's little cutie.
Crib.-The final of the inter-bed competition was played last
Thursday evening before a large and interested audience. The
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contestants weighed in prompt to time. Rex and One Pint turned
the scales at 19 stone, and Gladys and A. N. Other turned them
green. Pegging was fairly even to begin with, but with a snappy
turn ~p Rex was away with a mo.gnificent 24. Gladys soon
followed, but caught a beezer with the box. The spectators are
now convinced that crib is crib.
The final positions of the H ealth and Strength Leag_u e are:
Relegated to Div. V .. Sign ~lmen Beenham G. V ._ and D avis S. T.;
to apply for re-election, S1gmn 'Walmsley J. S1gmn Capp C._ C.
is suspended sine die and ordered to pay the cost of the enquiry.
This was held in camera, and the facts of the case must therefore be withheld from the Press.
Aldershot continues to be the attraction for Yorkshire visitors.
Groups of youths from Catteiick are finding our beau tifu l old
buildings full of interi:st and _work, and yest'71'day, when there
was a hint of summer in the air, they strolled in twos and threes
in the stables ~nd garages.
Sunshine Sket ches of o ur Com munity.- No. 1 : Charlie
Capp (by Always out of Mind). Nature patteined him, and when
she had done she just threw away the copyright-and we don' t
blame her. Ran second to George Washington in last year 's
Truth Stakes, and inspired several critics by h is performance .
Is the composer of "Little White Lies," "Moaning for You,"
and other well known successes. He stopped thinking some
years ago, as the result oI his boots pinching him. Ha_s only
one vice: he devours his bath water. Should run prominently
before long.
Meditation .-Rumour is ever a lying jade, but she has nothing
at all on our little Charles.
Now that shou ld be sufficient for this month. You must work
out your own salvation till a £eason hence.
W .G.B.

1st Divisional Signals.
No. 1 Company.
By the Way.-Doubtless, many thousands will deplore the
absence of "Chinabasher" at the end of these notes. The truth
is that they are now convalescing at Bordon ~fter thei r excursion
into the realms of reporting. I say they advisedly, as the nomde-plume is a dual personality.
·
Bordon.-All reports from L Section at Bordon ar~ fav<_>ura~le,
and their prowess at cricket is being extolled by their emissaries.
We stay at homes must look to our ashes.
Weapon Training.-! very nearly put" Musketry," but Sam
handed in his musket a long time ago. As usual, this event
produced some unlooked for results such _as old soldier thirds
and young soldier marksmen. Congratulauons go to Signalman
Stammeis, who scored 7o-Company shot, so far-f?r h_e hasn't
had a rifle long enough to get thoroughly pally with 1t. The
Company average of firsts is 60 per cent., the average score being
55, i.e. first class shot.
Appointments.-We congratu late U / L / Corpls Laurenson J.
D. M .. Griffin H. and Thompson H. T. on their appointment.
May the remuneration therefor be imminent.
Departures.-L/Corpl Stanley leaves us, after a successful
vocational course, for civvy street. Our sympathy goes out to
him in his misfortune.
Courses.-<U/L/Corpl Griffin H. is away at the A.S.P.T. 011
a boxing course.
The Boat.-The following have been pre-empted for berths
in liners touring our military stations in the Near, Middle and
Far East du ring the winter vacation: L / Corporal Cooke W. to
Palestine. Signalmen Saunders A .. Smart W. and Calver R. to
Egypt Signals. Sigmrt Thomson D. to Chii:ia Signals. Sig~n
Hutchins A. to Malta Signals. S1gmn Devine H . to Jamaica
Signals. The first syllable of the last station adequately expresses our feelings! So now those awaiting fate can make a
iolly good guess at their destination-there's nothing to India .
Finis.- If these notes appear short, the best parts will have
been censored.
JESSAM INE.

2nd Divisional Signals.
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both sides of the counter, too). The occasion was the homecoming of the toughs · of 2nd Div. after spending three quiet
weeks at Thursley "convalescing" camp. We use the word
" toughs," as this was our greeting pf twelve months ago. Evidently the influx of the old school tie clientele in the unit has
had its e.ffect, and we are now gradually creeping into the
" gentlemen " class.
On the whole, th e camp period was not too gruesome. The
weather was exactly as it should be except for a couple of days
when someone turned the tap on. During the leisure hours
bare backs and shorts were very conspicuous. Of course, most
of the time was taken up by training in the way of schemes
and " 23.59 hours " passes to Godalming, Milford, etc., and the
majority ot people benefited in some way or other. At least
one top rater of D Section has just fo und out that there is no
apostrophe in Army Signals, after sending . , , , , . for half ~n
hour and telling everybody that the fellow on the other end did
not know his procedure. Last year the same gentleman ate a
pork pie and then found out that it did not belong to him. You
want to be more careful, Basher.
On the last Sunday in camp the Sergeants Mess entertained
the married fami lies, who came out in luxury coaches. Tea was
provided, after which the children were given pony rides on two
of the mo re docile animals. Thursley Park racecourse was then
thrown open to the public, who were not shy in speculating on
the tote; and by the way, for the benefit of t hose who W?ul_d
persist in enquiring how much the bookies were makmg, it ts
published for information that any profits (if any) went to a good
cause. The R.S.M. and his staff are to be congratulated on the
way they carried through a very successful evening.
Cond olences.- The Company wishes to extend its sym pathy
to L / Corp) and Mrs. Wright in the loss of their week-old son.
Haw I •Haw 1-Jf a film photographer had been in the vicinity
of No. 5 Troop stable about 6 a.m. on t he 5th July, he. would
h ave been able to record numerous and humorous expressions on
a hundred faces when a certain person shouted " Marker for
H.Q. ! " Some looked startled ; others, one could tell, were
highly delighted ; and it was very gratifying to H.Q. to be able
to say that they were the means of producing such happy faces,
which are very rare at that time of day. Of course, there were
still a number of Buster Keaton faces, but that is not alw'ays the
person's fault. "Some are born, " etc.
Departur es.- Sigmn W illiams concluded his holiday with us
and has now gone to the Command Signal Company. We don' t
mind. After all, he is only up to Corps standard in cricket, and
the majority of us know quite sufficient about foreign lands without having to sit and listen to h im. However, we wish him all
the best.
Our good wishes also go with Signalmen Kelly and Spencer,
who are now in the Reserve.
Arr ivals.-Signalmen Overton and Farquharson from Training
Battalion. Sigmn Lundie from Command Signal Company vice
Bill.
I'
Trooping Season.- Up to the present we have had a few men
provisionally warned for Egypt and Palestine, and one for China.
H ow we shall miss Tubby's barking at reveille when he goes
to the land of pigtails.
Appointments and Promoti ons.- We must apologise for not
reporting the fact that Corp) Gavins has obtained that rank. We
congratulate him on making another vacancy for some poor
"unpaid." It was quite an oversight that this was missed before.
The only explanation we can offer is that one can so easily miss
anything less than 4 ft. 6 in. in stockinged feet.
The M.I. room supervisor has at last burnished the last bolt
on the last of the forms and tables down there, and has now
been granted the privilege ot calling . himself _L /_Corpl Dicks.
There is no need to offer congratulattons, as 1t 1s understood
that the latter have been pouring in and down.
Agony.-Quetta: R.O .T.B. Six weeks . Aub.
To No. 3 Company.- T hanks for the publicity of last month,
but to be up to date you should say "Keep away from that; it's
confidential."
EASY.

No. 1 Company.

No. 2 Company.

" What a body of handsome sunburnt men I" was being murmured all round the N.A. A .F.I. on the morning of 3rd July (on

Company Headquarters functioned with the unit at Thursley
Camp from 11th June to 3rd July, and from our point of view
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it was not too bad. We enjoyed passable weather until somebody found out that there was a shortage of water all over the
country, and then the old storm merchant provided us with a
couple of storms to cheer us up. 'Jp to that time we had had
nothing more exciting than heath fires- naturally breaking out
at night, in the troops' own time. The situation of the first one
will always be remembered- the nearest important marking on
the map being " Inn." However, the three weeks vacation was
not too bad, and if we did little else we managed to get a little
sunburnt.
E Section and No. 6 A.S. Section worked with their Brigades
at Okeham pton, and as no moans have been received we presume that they are having a decent time. F Section remained in
barracks while the unit was at Thurslev and took care of the
remaining details. Consequently, our stables are lockin3 quite
o.k. now .
Things We Want to Know. - Who are the people look ing forward to civvy street who indent for hard hats?
Is there any available space in No. 6 Troop stable for ano: her
Jimmy?
Was Jock of Q .M. fame really christened with beer?
Was it really an Irishman who asked for an advance of ? I·
above and below his usual pay?
The notes below are from No. 6 Section. They arrived too
late to be included in last month's WIRE, but the pleasure is
yours this month.

No. 6 A.S. Section.
News at Last.-List, ye who serve beneath the scorching
Eastern sun. Go the rounds of your prickly heat bumps ; soo_the
each itching flaming spot with gentle caress : swab your sweating
brow ; and thus havin g gained momentary solace from tropical
discomfort, read on-of celestial soldiering in England. No hawkeyed Pathan could wish for a more ethereal paradise than that
which exists at home.
Let me relate. An Artillery Brigade Signal Section, mechanised down to the tru mpeter who blasts a sleepy reveille from all
points of the baaacks, propelled thereto by twin cylinder roller
skates. Guns moved by dragons-not the variety of ancient
history which St. George is reputed to have smitten hip and
thigh with a rusty battle axe, but caterp11lary gadgets beanng
classic m isnomers upon their withers. For instance, Pathfi nder
got lost OR Chobham ridges, whilst Powerful, having been car~
lessly garaged with D iana overnight, only snorted and shook his
scaly tracks the next morning, and the wan_ early morning sun
reflecting in his bleary optics completed a picture of power destroyed-a scene of complete dejection-yet Diana nearby, purring
softly, looked prim and satisfied.
However, upon the roads of England they go .. Fearsor_ne
creations, often incompatible with the scenes of rumc serenity
through which they oass . ruthlessly disturbing the quiet contented atmosphere of t he old thatched cottages shelteri n ~ amidst
the glory of a colourful background of roses and rhododendrons.
Then what of we Sienals? Surely we are not a part of this
soul-destroying cavalcade of mech anica l monstrosities.
o I no I
We travel apart uoon the highroads, quietly steering a rapi d
course in Morris Minors, ourring in harmony with these cenes
of rustic simplicity. The Minor -i n front, though, seems. to. li~t
to starboard, but a closer gaze reveals the reaso n, for in 1t 1
seated a fine body of men.
One hears funny grating noises not conducive to the peace of
mind of the owner of a highly tuned mechanical sense. It is bu t
the song of the gear-box, sometimes rendered as a solo effort
but more often chorally:
I am but a poor gear-box,
Always getting biffs and knocks .
From one to four I go galore,
My pinions flying through the floor :
Then four to one is often done,
My teeth go flying one by one.
They think of me not overmuch:
Some do not even use the clutch .
Alas I my life is full of woe,
For oft in reverse I forward go.
On the d reamy way to Devon we go, passing throu~h ever
changing scenes of dear old beautiful England. No garlic-smell-

ing babus " bredin' hod bred upon you," as Garbo says, but
the fragrant zephyrs laden with the perfume of many flowers,
gently making their pleasantness desi red and appreciated .
One's mind goes back to the days of yore, when a pack mule
whinnied his displeasure and made frantic efforts to displace the
C.I.P. set from his sturdy back and hurl it into the distant depth
of the Malakand Pass. But now, how different: what a wealth
of pleasure the contrast brings I Maybe One-Gear Clewlow thinks
of the days he used to have, foot well down upon the throt le
on his way to St. Johns, as he now sees Nicks Neck well in the
distance, never seeming to get nearer as one tired foot plods
O'l mechanically after the other H assan Abdul bound.
And perhaps that wee broth of a boy will read this, so let me
assure you, Patrick, that it is still " a wee powerful mornin~ "
and that the girl in Reading (ahem!) is sull dreamily packing
the petit beurres and ginger snaps, her mind away in 'Pmdi, your
spiritual companion. What do you care, hardened wretch? Write
· the girl a letter. Her cousin's aunt saves Indian stamps. She
is 54 in the shade and 32 in her summer lingerie. Encourage
the old girl's philatelic propensities.
Sentiment.-One hears of cases of great sentimental attach. ment of human beings to inanimate things that they own or care
for, such as a driver speaking to his car and fondling it as if it
were capable of human response to such tender treatment. I
recently experienced such a heart-rending incident of a human's
loving devotion to a lifeless creation. It was in the Section, too.
I was amazed, for the object of this great amorous attachment
was a humble 7+3 exchange. Many times have I seen a pressed
switch released and heard ear-splitting invective hurled at a microphone, sometimes directed at a distant subscriber, but more often
at the exchange. Being used to such things, the scene which I
am about to relate appeared extraordinarily amazing.
It was in the dead of an inky black horribly dark night, and
sitting alone, confronting a 7+3, was the operator of sentimental
temperament. He loved his D.iii., he did. All around for miles
stretched the moorland-heather, heather, heather-and in the
distance a faint light showed a Battery position, and from a
shady peak came the dull glow of a survey light . Li~es were
laid m all directions from the exchange, several feet high upon
the top of the tall heather, and in the vicinity dragons and cars
moved about and now and again caught the cable in their tracks
or wheels and jerke_d the exch~nge, ~1:1t the sentimental op was
there, fondling the instrument m posmon.
Hours passed. Two faint chimes from _the village clock proclaimed the early morn, and more rumblmgs of dragons were
heard moving too near the position to be comfortable. The op,
with his D.iii. earpiece fixed tightly to his ear, nodded sleepily
and murmured a weary " You' re through to Bonzo," when suddenly the exchange took flight and bumped off into the darkness,
closely followed by the semi-detached op firmly attached to the
earpiece. He pursued his beloved exchange, ear foremost,
stumbling over lines and heather, and after fifty:--y~rd_s he made
a most astonishing nocturnal rugby tackle and laid h~s instrument
low, smoothed his ruffled uniform , mumbled caressing words to
the 7+3, shook his fist in the darkness at the retreating dragon,
and slowly made his way back. " N?w ~e are through by
. . . . chinstrap," he moaned ; and being . tired, he cursed . the
prevailing Artillery atmosphere-and the relief op-and sank into
the heather to sleep.
More Sentiment.- The Mons Barracks guard rcom now boasts
of wire baskets, holding moss and flowers, which are hung along
the sentries' beat. Being gifted with a crazy imagination , I foresee the following . O rderly officer (1 a.m.): •· Sentry! sentry!
you are asleep I" Public. Sch~ol boy recruit: ". No, sir! mer~ly
intoxicated by the charming picture of the lobehas gently leaving
the fond embrace of Morpheus and the glorious fragrance of the
geraniums perfuming the dewy morning air."
No. 6 Hiking Associat ion.- More later. Not yet warmed up.
Devon will tell its tale of missed gears and missed footings. So
now, au revoir.
ScHNEEJG.

No. 3 Company.
Gen era l. -Well ! here we are again, iust returned from a three
weeks hard at Thursley " concentration " camp . Most of the
lads are glad to be back, although perhap one or two woul.i sttll
like to be there " necking it " with the Carnival Queens of Els,tead. The C.Q.M.S. in particular ~an be seen every evening,
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all out in bottom, cycling merrily along towards that district.
We wonder who is the lucky Jlirl?
Arrivals.- We welcome to this Company 2/ Lieut. Elliott from
the Training Battalion, and hope his stay will be a long and
pleasant one. We also welcome Driver Perring and Signalmen
Hamerton and Barnett. We extend the usual glad hand and
grooming kit.
Oepartures.- We regret the omission in last month's notes of
Driver Pearce, posted to No. I Company. I understand he celebrated the occasion in the usual way. Result: sho rtage of beer
in Mons Barracks and prices soaring.

Slaving.-For the last month, " slaving " has been the password of the staff. Beautifully soft hands are now horny mitts,
manicured nails arc a thing of the past, and tempers are of the
touch and go variety.

A Certain Section's Song.- " Shake, brothers, shake!"
Sport.-One or two games of crick~t we~e played whilst at
camp with the youth of the surrounding villages. No results
have yet come through ; they are still working out the .score . .
The Company rough riders and athletes can be seen domg th.eir.
stuff in the evening, in preparation for the usual sports which
take place during Signals Week.
Found.-In a little coose near the coal yard, fourteen empty
beer bottles. Would a -certain Company clerk and Co. please·
account for them? Also one bottle of brown, unopened. Strange,
very strange l
Draft.-Record have actually sorted out some of our crafty
old shirkers, and we hope to see 'em off shortly. Sergt Williams
has one of the usual Section shakes on because he hears that
linemen have to work in Malta. Will anyone in A Corps Signals.
Karachi, desirous of exchanging, please wire individual concerne.d
immediately. Sigmn Dickerson., our vetera~ soccer play.er, 1s
going back to. his own ;igam, 1.e. Egypt . S1g~als. Wont the
Sphinxesses reioice when they see his Sphmx-hke features back
amongst the home crowd again!
Agony.-A certain Section was once described as a very breezy
Section owing to there being four B's in it. I wonder just what
that means.
Heard on Sche m es.- Section commander to n.c.o.: " I know
where we are ; we're lost l"
Perta ining to Hiking.-" Now, tell me, did you or did you
not lose your way?" "Well, sir, I- I-em--" "Did you or
did you not?" Answered by a long drawn out gasp, tongue
hanging limply out of a quivering mouth.
Conclusion.-All for the present, so cheerio everybody until
next month.
T.B.C.

M.O. !

J.IM; IT If C~llT411JLY
TO M~. \\J C.\VVY
lJl(._t;-
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/''WOLli-U bUT YOU 'WOULO°IJT C.OMl:f,.'Lt:t::T, ~IT~
A C.Mll..OtJ'_. "1' ...t\.JCJ
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A.~·
Al -~C
All these horrors are due to the reconditioning of the station.
Life seems to have been one long succession of 72 ft . masts. Pulling down, scraping, painting, putting up, straightening up, restraightening up. re-re-str-etc., etc . New aerials have been
cut, and the whole system of beveridges, with its millions of
miles of wire, has had to come down and be re-erected. I think
I'll change over to lineman ; the job will be easier.
Ex-ABYites will no doubt be staggered to hear that the station
is now being re-wired. Quick work! I believe the idea of rewiring the place was only thought of in 1919. We have had a
new receiver-a massive affair, over 7 fr . high- with enough
dials and "works" to satisfy anyone. Dame Rumour says " The
set's a beezer," so when the out stations get their new transmitters we should be able to do twenty-five hours work per day
easily.
In case we get any more sets, work is now going ahead in
training the ops to receive from and control four receivers with
the right hand, and with the left hand to send, use the telephone, keep logs, diaries, interference books, eat sandwiches,
and attend to any of those other minor details which crop up
from time to time. Life is going to be one big bowl of cherries.
Ha I ha !-Sigmn Summers G. has been provisionally warned
for Egypt, andvSigmn Bateman G. for India.

Aldersbot Command Signal Company.
Call Me Pater.- L / Corpl Bill and Mrs. Abbott are now proud
pare!'lts. Their offsprin~, ~ascu li ne gender, will be known as
Wilham Allan. May their mghts be unbroken!
Congratu lations.-To Billy Williams on being selected to
play cricket for the Corps. He has been selected three times so
far-against the R.M.A. at the Oval, and the R.A.S.C. and R.E.
down here. He was very successful in the last two matches,
but was not included in the team versus the R.M.A. owing to
rain the previous night. We live in hopes of seeing him in the
Army team soon.

Vocabutary.- Once upon a time, I used to look upon the
efforts of cartoonists depicting irate retired majors, etc., smashing
golf clubs and singing to the wee goolies, as a big stretch of
imagination. Likewise I used to treat as so much " boloney "
the idea of bad language on the course. Since taking up the game
of golf in its miniature form with the rest of the Company, I
have been converted.
The game is a snare and, like leg theory, should be banned
by the M.C.C. as likely to cause another war and accelerate
promotion. I cannot think of anything else in the world so
nerve shattering, exasperating or soul searing as watching your
ball sail beautifully into a bunker or stop dead two inches from
the hole, when you only needed it to sink gracefully into the
hole to beat the course record.
Since taking up this game, the vocabulary of the Company
has increased by 900 per cent. Tich Summers can now play for
two hours without repeating himself- a pretty good performance
for one so small. I should very much like to give you some of
the players' favourite expressions, but having no wish to spend
the next few months in one of H.M. prisons, I will refrain. The
only expression which I can divulge is that used by Mahatma
Macken Ji. When he gets into a tough spot, his face becomes
uglier than usual and with a great depth of feeling he blubbers
out " Stagger me I "
Whether this 1ncreased vocabulary is all for the good of the
game is a moot point, but strange to relate, since increasing their
range of expression, the players have been steadily lowering
their handicaps and breaking records galore. The course record
is still jointly held by the same two players, L/ Corp] Mohrstadt
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and Sigmn Verlander, but in a month they have manai:ed to
lower it by five strokes and the record is now 22.
Annualities.- The Cads, complete with old school ties, etc.,
had their annual frolic on Saturday 7th July. Southsea was the
place chosen for the honour of their august presence this year,
and I am pleased to record that their objective was reached
without the taverns en route (Spanish for en route) running out
of food. Starting time was fixed for 8 a.m., and true to tradition, promptly at 8.30 a.m. amidst many cries of " Play the
game I" and " Up, Ma~dalen I" (pronounced " Muddling ") a
start was made. The Journey down was uneventful. Austin
tried hard to interest his fellow Cads in the merits of his ancestral
city, but the attention aroused by his running commentary was
only lukewarm and he shut up completely when asked where
Pompey kept the F.A. cup.
Lunch was thoroughly enjoyed by all. What happened between lunch and our return journey, I don't know. The crowd
split up, each to steer his own course. I should not be at all
surprised to find out that a few black marks have been entered
in the Book of Judgment, especially as some members of the party
turned up three quarters of an hour late for the return journey.
Strange to say, their appearance coincided with the closing of the
chemists' shops. Our revered superintendent and Bill Williams
went to almost unbelievable lengths to convince us that they had
been fishing all day. Maybe they had, and maybe, to save
themselves the trouble of earring the fish back, they ate them.
If they did, those fish must have been reared on fine old brown ;
that would explain the alcoholic aroma knocking about.
Mahatma Toe Grip Macken Ji may also have a black mark
against his name in the book ; his actions seemed suspicious.
To my idea, it doesn't need six aspros to clear a headache caused
through going to the pictures.
Taken all round, I tl;tink it 1s agreed by all that the Cads'
third frolic was the best yet.
Fishy.- From one keen angler to another in 38 B.B. East:
" When you hook an eel, do you lay your catch upon a piece
cf paper to prevent it wriggling?" " I do I"
AUSTIN.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidwortb.
General.- She is on leave, so we are doing our own washing
up. Yes, that's the position all right-we have sent so many
men away to the Sections that we have to get our own tea now ;
it is that bad. Still, they need the experience, says us.
Several of the Sections have sent me in notes to type, so they
arc at long last reporting on themselves. Keep it up, Sections ;
you'll soon get into the habit.
At the Sign of the Glad Hand.-We heartily welcome the
following to our very small band of fatigue men, and hope their
stay with us will be a bit longer than most-that's the best we
can hope for. Anyway, we sincerely hope that they thoroughly
enjoy their sojourn here on the Plain, no matter what part they
happen to be sent to at this time of the year.
Signalmen Wild T., Williamson E. and O'Hehir J. from E
Troop for a spell. I hope we don't spoil 'em fo_r the Tr~op.
Signalmen Cross and Mullen D. from the Trammg Battalion .
Corporal Warman E. from a Brain Trust course at Sh<?rncl1ffe.
Perhaps we will know how to work out the B.B.C. ~om1k klock
times now, and then we shan't be late for parade. S1gmn Farley
f. returned in a hurry from Tilshead and was sent to Woolwich
the next day for a course in core cable. He leaves us in Octo~er
for Malaya. Lucky Jim! S.ig!11n Dale _M . from an upgrading
course with D Company Trammg Battalion. He brought home
the bacon, too. L / Sergt Bye from 2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot, to gamer some expenence for next year.
Congratula tio ns.-To Sergeant Shreeves L. on his promotion
to that rank on the 1st Mav. Yes, we are moving, but oh! so
gradually. To Corporal Warman E. on snaffling a Q.r from the
Grind Shop.
.
.
.
To Sergt Shreeves on the occasion of his m~mage to Miss
Marjorie Joan Sedgwick at Stoughton, near Gu1!dford, c;in the
30th fune. If this gee on much longer, A.F.V. Signals will only
require a block of married quarters and an office.
To the following on passing trade tests as. shown:. L/~orpl
Allen C. and Sigmn Lafford E:• Of?erato.r signals B.1. S1gmn
Wqoq A. E., instr\lm nt rue han1<; f\.11. S1~nalman Hod~son ~ . •

clerk C.ii.- a triumph over the new tests, this. S1gmn Crosley
E., electrician fitter A.ii. Sigmn Dale M., electrician fitter A.i.
Departures.- Sigmn Harrop W. to the A.V.T.C. Hounslow.
Every success, Wes, and may you always prosper l Sigmn Cross
F. to F Troop. L/ Corporal Potts J. to the Tank Brigade H.Q.
Signal Section at T1lshead. Signalmen Dale M., Scriven F. and
Mullen D. to the Light Tank, Tank Brigade H.Q. and No. 1
Tank Signal Sections respectively. Signalmen Harmer H.J. and
Tickle G. to civvy street. All ranks wish them the best of luck
in their new spheres of life. Sigmn Cooter R. to the Army
Reserve. May he never lose his travelling rug.
Sweat Off.-The names of the following n.c.o.s and men
provisionally warned for service overseas are published as they
may be of some interest to our chums abroad. India: L/Corpl
Paling R .. Signalmen Hodgson R., Bailey E., Price E., Adams
W., Crosley E., Craig J., Houghton T .. Everard J., Addlesee J.,
Barnes J., Liley A., Brown N., Charlton E. and Hendry A.
Mauritius, Sigmn Bristow S. Malaya, Sigmn Farley J. China:
Signalmen Brand R., Harrison E .. Graham J. and Cox A. C.
Egypt: L / Corpl Hubbard F .. Signalmen Yule J., Perrins H ..
McGinn J .. Oliver U. and McConnell-Wood F.
Royal Signals (Tidworth) " At Home."-This took place
this year on Thursday 12th July, on the Oval at Tidworth. In
previous years we have had the delightful surroundings of the
Tattoo arena to enhance the beauty of the setting, but unfortunately it was not available this year. Still, a very Grave show
was made at the Oval, and our thanks are due to those concerned,
who must have worked very hard to make the at home the great
success that it was.
The show was scheduled to start at 3 p.m . and as luck would
have it, it kept fine until just before the end, when we did get
a few drops of rain. We considered ourselves very lucky, as
we had very heavy rainstorms and thundery weather the day
before.
The comic events, races, etc., that the officers and R.Q.M.S.
Noonan had arranged were very well patronised and went with
great gusto.
The chute, kindly lent by the O.C. 2nd Battalion Loyal Regiment, and presided over by Busty Houghton, kept the ki~dies
well occupied until the greater attracti<;>ri of races.'. etc., . cla1mi:d
their attention. On the strength of h1s great ability with children, Busty is advertising for a job on the boat out-you know,
the usual " Experienced nanny requires post, etc •.. "
Lieut-Col. and Mrs. Sykes, Major and Mrs. Prescot, Mrs.
Hughes and Mrs. Moore went round amongst their guests, chatting here and there, to make them all feel very much at home.
The well chosen music was a delight to listen to, being ably
rendered under the skilful baton of Mr. R. R. Ricketts. All
ranks wish to thank the Corps Band very much for coming and
playing so well for them.
After several events and musical items by the Band, tea was
. served in the marquees-and awfully nice it was, too. The
N.A.A.F.l. are to be congratulated on their splendid arrangements. If you doubt that statement, ask " Whiskers," Lieut.
Gordon's dog. He thought he was in for a good time when he
followed two full cake stands, but he spoilt himself by behaving
badly-he tried to help himself.
Tea was followed by a few more items in the sports line.
These proved very amusing for the spectators, if a bit damp to
the competitors. The winners of the various events are as
follows.
Running backwards race.-xst L / Corpl Belton (~ Troop}, 2nd
Sigmn Songhurst (A.F.V.).
. .
Children's race (over I0).- 1st Mariorie Wood, 2nd Herbert
Honnor.
Children's race (under 10)--1st Maureen Warren, 2nd Eileen Neal.
Mixed three-legged rac
rst Miss Winteringham and Signalman
Houghton, 2nd Sigmn and Mrs. Lomax.
Stake your claim-1st Mrs. Coy, 2nd Mrs. Bradshaw.
.
Apple and bucket race-1st Sigmn Lane (E Troop}, 2nd S1gmn
Williams (A .F.V.)
. .
Mixed relay race-1st Mrs. Honner, Maqorie Wood and L / Cpl
Belton, 2nd Mrs. Collyer, Fluffy Collyer and Carpi Warman.
Hopping rac
1st Sigmn Williams (A.F.V.) and S1gmn Lane
(E Troop) dead heat.
Wheelbarrow race (men)-1 st L / Corpl Belton and Sigmn Rogers
(E Troop), 2nd Signalmen S~riven apd Mornington (T.S.S.).
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Section relay race (walking, running backwards, hopping and
crawling on all fours}-1st F Troop (L/Corp[ Reed, Signalmen
Cox, Graham and Wills)
Musical pess-1st L / Corpl Belton (E Troop) , 2nd Sigmn Fall
(E T roop)
Mr • Sykes presented the prize~ and was then cheered to the
echo. The Band played the Corps March and followed that ·with
.. T he King," and a wonderful afternoon was over.
I t horoughly enjoyed myself, as I'm sure everyone else did :
and we all tender our smcerest thanks to Lieut.-Colo nel and
Mrs. Sykes and the officers for giving us such an enjoyable time.
Boat_Sense.- 'Tis said that our Pal has already applied for a
course m the above at Southampton. Can any reader give him
any tips ?-he will be so gratefu l fo r any received.
Heard in the Corporals Mess.- If the H eadouarters of this
unit gets any smaller, we shall have to alter the- designation of
the orderly corporal to the canteen manager 's companion.
O_b ituary.- It was with deepest regret that we learned of the
untimely decease of two old members of th is uni t, namely. Corpls
Len Walby and Punch Humphries. Both we re so well liked
and such good comrades that it is hard to realise that they had
gone.
Len was the leading light, when he was here, in the trick
riding displays that were given by this unit. H e never missed
taking part in a Tattoo from_the time it was inaugu rated (1928,
as far as! can remember) unti l he _left us for India in March 1932.
In fact, 1t was greatly due to his efforts that ou r trick riders
were so succ47ssful in all th e ~hows tJ:iey pu t on. We will alwa ys
remember his dogged persistence m surmoun ti n ~ difficul ties
whether it was in his work or on the sports fie l d. ~
'
Punch came to us in January 1932 and left us fo r India in
February 1933, but even in that short space of time he impressed
all who had the fortune to meet him wi th his perpetual cheerfu lness and sincere air of friendliness.
_All ranks ter:ider their deepest sympathy to their bereaved
wives and relatives, who may console themselves with the sure
knowledge that, during their all-too-short stay in th is small world
of ours, our two friends acted always as men and good comrades
- and that's as much as any of us can ask of life.
RUSTY.

Tank Brigade H.Q. Signals Section, Tilshead Camp.
General.- Having a love of experimenting, we said to ou rselves, why not seek broader acres to conquer ?-sort of I came,
I saw, I con_q uered, idea. Thus, whatever gods there be arranged
a sho.rt holiday fo.r us. Among the many suggestions for campmg sites were Brighton, Margate . an.cl Blackpool ; but, scorning
such de~ert lands, we are now enioymg our summer vacation at
that 9ehg~tful ~ome from home, T ilshead. Did I hea r someone
mention mght life?

During the past few weeks much valuable groundwork has
been accomplished in mastering the procedure of maintaining
communication between Brigade H.Q. and the various Tank
Battalions, and much useful data has been found concerning the
range and efficiency of the various sets. In any spare moments
that our operators happen to have, you may ee them squatting
besides the good old D.iii. learning how to put the B.B.C. ann_ouncer in the shade. Great stuff, these operators .
Arr ivals.- Apparently someone's motto must be " A deal of
good in a small space," judging by the few arrivals, but the other
day we were remembered. We welcome 2 / Lieutenant G. H. K.
Hewlett from Catterick. Long may he enjoy the pastoral beauty
and the old-world charm of the Plain.
Fire Fightet'S.- Someone whisoered that the heath fire to
which this Section wrote fiuis was an unprecedented success. I
wonder if a supper of fried eggs, etc., plus a certain cask of nut
bro.w n, contributed anything towards this soirit of esprit de corps
wh ich pervades the place. Need I denv the rumour that it was
a thunderstorm which put the fire out ;i
Stop Press.- The assertion that one of cur Section is on a
slim ming diet, so that he can enter a tank via the turret, is
grossly untrue.
.Advert.-AIJ handsome men are slightly sunburned. Come to
T 1lshead and see for yourself-passage paid.
Vocal Tech. Stores.- Who was the M.T. driver who was told
to ask for four feet of screened grid leads?
Intelligence Department.-Scene: somewhere out in the
blue, and an operator busily tuning in. " Hello, Tadoole I are
you receiving me in a high or low pitched note?" Who but our
one a~? onl y could reply " Receiving you medium and strength
R.l.P. - 'Tis said that a certain old soldier is on the tack. How
long, how long, has this been going on?
H ave the batt ling twins found a trainer yet?
And is it true that a well known figure at Tidworth 1s gomg
to run to Andover, just to spite himself?
Departures.- And so till next month I leave you.
MERCURI US.

No. 1 Tank and Tank Brigade H.Q. Signal Sections.
Attached 2nd Battalion R.T.C. Farnborough.
General. -There is not much to reoo rt this month from these
Sections, owing to the summer leave oeriod of seventeen days
being on hand.
Si n~e the last notes we have had a few more schemes, the outstandmg one bemg an "A " and " B" Echelon night march an::!
a " da w~1 " .att!'lck on the 26th / 27th of June. There we re no
ou t~ta ndm g 111c1dents to repon, barri ng the very tired fee ling
which usu ally comeS as a reaction to these stunts. The ump ires
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made severa l calls for supplies of signal stores, and we were able
in all cases to fulfil requirements.
Revolver Training.- The Sections were able to fire their
cou rse on Ash ranges on the i8th and r9th June. There were
quite a number of " dead eyes " among them. L/ Corp[ Adkins
obtained the highest score of 41. Signalmen Richards and Henry
tied for second place with 36. The average score for the Section
was 26.5, or all qualified. So we can safely hold up our heads
on our return to Tidworth.
Marriage.-Owing to the leave period I am unable to give full
particulars, but Sergt Shreeves was married to Miss Mal'jorie
Joan Sedgwick at Stoughton on Saturday 30th June. Congratulations from the Sections. Kohat, please note.
Promotion .-Congratulations to Sergt Shreeves on his · promotion to that rank w.e.f. 1I5/ 34. He sure is combining business with pleasure.
Arrivals.-L/Corporal Potts from A.F.V. Signals on ro/6/34.
May you have a good time with the Brigade Section.
Departures. -The Tank Brigade Section have left us for a
spell on that hill of West Down, Tilshead, moving on 2/j/34.
Odds a nd Ends.- Did McCann know that h is pay was to be
increased as and from 1f7 I 34? If so, why did he leave Spike
and Kid in the lurch like that?-poor kids.
Sorry to hear that it was a beer lorry you were fo llowing,
Rusty . I did at least let you down lightly about you r boots.
Drafts.-None yet, but oh I the quakes and airs of ex pectation.
I hope we all get what we (don't) want.
Suggestion.- By a member of this Section : that outfits antidimming mk iii. should be used for boots and buttons to preven t
them from becoming du ll. What would the Q bloke say ?
P ANJANG .

No. 3 Tank Signal Section.
Attached 3rd Battalion R.T.C., Westdowo Camp, Tilshead.
General .-The Section regret the omission of notes in THE
WIRE in the past, but consider that it's better la te th an never
at all- so here we are.
Well , we certainly have been very busy since we joined the
Battalion at Lydd on the 1st May. We congratu late ourselv.,s,
in case nobody else does, on the very satisfactory results up to
the p resent, and we hope that our luck sta ys wit h us . Half the
Section came from Lydd to Lulworth in comfort by staff cars,
but the rest came on in the Section lorry. Afte r spending a very
happy fortnight at Lulworth (by the sea) th e Section moved with
the Battalion to Tilshead on the 30th Ju ne.
W e were very glad to see that some of the oth er Sections
we re already there. and we co nsidered that the reunion called
for d rinks all round-only lemonade, though , Rusty. Still, we all
hope that our stay here is a long and a happy one (ahem I) At
present the Section are all looking forwa rd to a for tnight' s lea ve
on t he 28th July. Roll on I

Revolver Course.- Sergeant Lake and Signalmen Bristow S ..
H aslam and Mornin gton fired thei r annual course at Lydd. Good
lads, these, with a gun . Sigmn Bristow made 50 not ou t , while
Signalmen H aslam and Morni ngton tied for second place with
46 each. Sergt La ke scored 42-an invaluable innings before he
was ca ught (sorry! I was th inkin g of the Test match). Anyway. well done, No. 3 T ank ! keep it up. Note: Sigmn Bristow
took fi rst prize with his score in the combined Sections and
A. F.V. Signals revolver shooting .
Hurrahs I- For Sigmn Bristow S. on bei ng awarded his first
class certificate, and also on obtaining his class ii. instrument
mechanic. The Section are sorry to know th at they are to lose
th is lad of merit, as he has been warned for overseas this trooper.
For Sigmn McGi n ley on p rocu ri ng the Section a mascot. It 's a
large ephelant, or summat . Anyway. it's said to have cost two
perfectly good darts.

The Royal Tank Corps Camp at Tilshead,

Departures.- We sai d goodbye to Sigmn H aslam in May on
his return to A .F.V. for trans fe r to the Army Reserve. The lads
miss you, Darky, and send their bes t wishes. All best wishes
from Tess.
Sigmn Liley left us for th e Light Batt alion Signal Section at
the end of May. Sorry you couldn' t stay with us any longer,

Ginger, but the lads said they couldn't teach you any moreyou had learned all they knew.
Arrivals- Only the aforementioned mascot and a liberal supply
of haggis . We ain't seed anyone else, unless they 'ave went to
the rung 'ouse.
Nit and Wit.-We have procured the services of the two laffo,
man iacs mentioned. Nit wou ld like to know if Rusty's average
is still none not out, or does he square th is year 's scorer ? Wit
wants to know how a certain lineman managed to waylay- I
mean, Malay himself.
An old soldier was washing in the annexe, when a rec ruit
walked in loaded with all h is necessa ries-razor, soap , etc. The
recruit looked at the old soldier and noticed that he hadn 't
shaved, nor had he any shaving kit. Recruit: " Say, don't you
shave these days, or is it an old soldier's privilege? " Old
soldier : " No, Charlie ; I put chi ldren's toys away long ago. "
I'll bet Rusty can't beat that.
Obituary.- T he Section tend er thei r deepest sympathy to the
widow of the la te Corp! Humphries in her sad bereavement. It
will be remembered that Punch came out with this Section in
1932.
In Conclusion.-[ hope a certai n un it sc ri be will be satisfied
that we are chasi ng Panjang with notes- bu t not of the 10 /,
variety.
W.A.S.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Variety.- There is usually one month in the twelve that is
made up of little bits of everything, and I think the last month
has been th at one.
Athletics.- A th ree-sided Troop sports meeting was held at
the beginning of the month- No. I set detachments, stable party,
and D.R.s and fitters. Every event was keenly contested, and
during the course of the afternoon some super sportsmen were
ma king themselves heard. The results of the various events
will be found in the Sports Section.
Cricket.- A rather outstanding victory was achieved this
month , and although our modesty prevents our telling the world,
cricket secretaries might please note. We were playing the 42nd
Field Batte ry R.A . at Larkhi ll and, electing to bat first, we scored
93 ru ns. The Gunners batted after the tea interval. Their total
score was 7 l An offer to follow on was declined with thanks.
(Is this a Corps record ?) Sergt Honnor and Sigmn Rogers must
be congratulated on th ei r wonderful bowling average of five for
2 and five for 4 respectively.
Other cricket news will be found in the Sports Section .
Mounted Sports.- Many th anks to 3rd Div! Signals, Bulford,
fo r a very sporty show, and for their true courtesy as hosts in
allowing their visi tors to collect numerous troph ies.
The wrestling team send their sympathy to the toughs of B
Cable Section, and wish them better luck next time.
· A rumour went round that at last 'Erbert could be trusted
with a box of matches. He had become the proud possessor of
a petrol lighter. Alas I something went wrong with the ignition,
so matches must still be borrowed when the lighter comes into
use.
The veterans race provided a very proud moment for many
budding young soldiers: over. twelve years was the only qualification. The pace was a bit too fast for our lone entrant,
ihough if Boy Scouts service counted, he might have b_een placed.
As it was, some kind soul (probably a quarterbloke) tned to push
him past the winnin.g post.
.
.
" Nurmi" Pountam has started to collect athletic trophies. He
was the last , but first home, in the all ranks relay which was
won by the Tidworth Signals.
Shooting .- The last of our monthly pool shoots was won by
Sergt Hon nor with a score of 48 ~ut of 50. !t was, . ~f course,
no surprise to him ; he always said he was JUSt wamng for a
favourable pool before he stepped in to scoop the pot. Just in
case he has an off day, the pool is now being shared out after
each weekly meeting instead of accumulating for a month.
Signals " At Home."- All ranks of the Troop wish to convey
t<> Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs. Sykes, and to a 1 other officers of
Tidworth Signals and their wives, their appreciation and thanks
for a very enjoyable social afternoon on the 12th July. Im-
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promptu ports, wherCJn the ladies made a g,-and show, provided
fun and laughter and keen competition. There were some unofficial records broken, but that was at the tea. A great show.
Drafts.-Five good men and true to India, and one to E~ypt.
Well, that's started the ball rolling. This list is only provisional
so far, so I will withhold the names until later.
E.T.P.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.-Regimental training has now finished, and except
for the us~al epidemic of inspections we are enjoying a temporary respite. At the same time, it must be recorded that we
have received a visitation. The mystic hand of Records has
swept lightly (?) o'er the Troop, leaving a trail of casualties and
man.y sweating or:i .the top line. Harry the Pawz has yet to
receive the glad tidings, whilst Bunker is busily tuning in to a
course of commercial Hindustani. No longer does he coyly
murmur " ·o~ much?" The prospect of Bunker flogging sand
to the Wags IS too much even for our imagination. Unfortunately, we still have vivid recollections of the Far East egg wangleDrumhead News.-Badgy, our unctious convert, has renounced
the ~arid, the ram and the legion.
o longer does our bread
puddmg. convert gather under the spreading chestnut tree in company with George the Mooch. He has seen the error of his
ways ai;id is torn between a desire to be in the mead menage and
~he legion lethargy. "A large tea and two of drip " is of more
1~portance than a noggin or so of Friary. What happened when
his ~ponsor advanced half an Oxford on a certain Tuesday
everung?
Arrivals.- Sigmn Cross F. A. has arrived from Catterick via
A.F.V. Signals. We extend the usual greeting and trust that he
will soon settle down.
Departure.- Matilda.
Foxes' Passes.-The old school tie came into prominence at
the recent garden party. Edgar, chosen to perform the honours
at th.e tea table, chanced to scream for more sugar. Poising aloft
a suitable receptacle, Edgar attracted the damsel's attention in
n~ unc~rtain manner. H is face when informed that the aforesaid article happened to be a slop basin was too good to miss.
Now we can understand why trunk murde rs are committed.
Troop C~meo.-:--Blossom, the fitters' friend-a noble piece of
work. S~nior sheik of the Y.M. hops. Webs his weary way
through life under the eagle and relentless optics of Ma and
Popeyes. In one fell swoop Blossom has exploded the theory of
1/ c engines an~ self-starters. By means of the Everad theorum,
we are now given to understand that the Austin continues to
function only by applying a fi rm and steady pressu re on the seJf,
starter . . Thousands of detachment commanders, operators and
fitters fa iled .to drag Blossom 's hoof from the starter. The teeth
of the Bendix almost turned round and bit him.
Cricket.- Di:spite the fact that a few of our better players
have been playing regul:arly for A.F. V. Signals, we have managed
to get a few games this season-mostly evening matches. Out
of a total of five matches against other units, we have won three
and lost two.
Two very enjoyable games have been played between the
n.c.o.s an~ men, the result being in favour of the N obology on
each occasion .
In the first match a partnership between L/ Corols Allen and
Reed (41 an~ ;i2 respectively) gave_ the n.c.o.s a good start. Sergt
Archer, amvmg i;iext, helped himself to 34, after which the
n_c,o .~ dC!=lared . wit h t!le score at 126 for eight. The men were
soon m d1fficu l11es agamst the bowling of .C.Q.M.S. Tapli n (five
for 14) and L/Corpl Allen (five for 29) . S1 gmn W ilsdon (r5) and
our Edgar (4 not out) . resisted for a time, but the team were
fina lly out for 45, leavmg the n.c.o.s victors by 81 rum .
lr;i the ~eturn match the men had the first knock and in comparison did muc.h better. Siimn Ken nard made a fine score of
40 be~ore h~ reti red hurt. Signalmen Cox (15) and McGinn (ro)
also did their st uff. Eventuall y the men were all out for a tota l
score of 107. T he n.c.o.s again ba tted well. L / Coro! Allen
(48), L/Corpl Speakes (24), Sergt Archer (19) and L/Corporal
H ubbard (1 I) help~d to swell the tota l to 129 before the last man
was out. Ha rd Imes, Snozzle !
A.F.Y. Signals Gnrden Party.- This func tion took place at
the Oval on Thursday 12th July. In spite of the fact that the

weather was not all that could be desired, we all spent a very
enjoyable afternoon, and cur thanks are due to Colonel and Mrs.
Sykes and Major and Mrs. Prescot for making the event possible.
The Corps Ban.d under Mr. Ricketts rendered a very fine programn~e ?£ music, and we take t.hi.s OPP,Ortunity of expressing our
appreciation. The usual mck-ndmg display was greatly missed,
but the Olympic games organised by R.Q.M.S. Noonan were
very well supported and the whole show was a success.
A.gony.- R.U.T., havi ng peru ed Unger's effort in the prece.dmg issue, 1s deeply touched by the hidden pathos. Does
Gmger still measure the 4+2 with a micrometer? Salaams to
Steve. Does he still gci to the Vienna? and if so, how much
does he owe? R.'J.T. would have Unger know th.at extracts
from the original " Who' s Who" should not be ouoted without
referen~e to the author, who - ~s prepared to flog- the rights of
production fo~ a mere song. Incidentally, that infamous notoriety,
the Snurge, 1s no~ quartered at. Tidworth.. Thereby hangs a
tale-many tales, m fact. Banzai to N .C., the Prince of sock
snoopers, and any other derelict of the T ally Ho!
R.U.T.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
This last week h.as been grand. Band week, unit gymkhana,
reg1m~ntal guest night, Sergeants Mess socials, O.C.A. concert
m. -?ahsbury, and Old Comrades .S unday, to say nothing of a
Div1s1onal exercise and other odd Jobs. All enjoyed themselves,
and all once more have cause to praise their Corps Band and look
forward already to its next visit.
Our Sergeants Mess correspondent reports as follows. Band
wee~ raised the ~ctivities of the Sergeants Mess from ordinary
routine to a beehive of both pleasure and industry.
Sunday was helped considerably by a Band concert held on
the lawn east of the mess.
On Monday another Band concert assisted, followed by a games
tournament and a whist drive for ladies. How and whv we
cannot say, . but. No. 2 Company 's sergeant-major and C.Q.M.S.
won the pnze.s m the games tournament, and Mrs. Kemlo and
Mrs. Garnett m the whist.
On Tuesday. we were a little quiet and allowed to recuperate,
though a tennis tournament took place in the afternoon. Some
old hands were dug .o ut for thi.s and managed to hold their end
up, to the accompaniment of sighs from stiffness etc. the next
day. C.Q.M.?. Smith won the singles, and Sergt' Fawi and Mrs.
Brooke the mixed doubles.
On Wednesday a private invitation dance was held in the mess.
The Corps da.nce band gave an excellent show, and everyone
thoroughly enioyed themselves.
Thursday and Friday wer~ quiet, due to activities in the field.
Saturday was given up to a welcome to Old Comrades arriving.
On Sunday, aft~r church parade, one wondered how so many
people could get mto such a small space. However, they did,
Old Comra~es and serv1r;ig !1Jembers fraternising to their heart's
content, living once agam m the memories of the past.
.o .n_ Tuesday the officers had the honour of entertaining the
D1_v1s1onal commat~der and the C.O.s of the 9th and 26th -Field
B ngade~ R.A. It 1s under.s t?od that their.guests could do nothing
at a quiet game on the b1ll1ard table agamst the home side, the
latter mcludmg (need it be said?) that stalwart stand-by Captain
Manton.
Wednesday saw al_I hands .to the plough- or, .perhaos more
aptly, hammer and iumper- m preparation for the gyinkhana.
We had already spent th.rec afternoons or so in reducing the 120
entrants for musical chairs, 100 for ball and apple race, 100 for
V .C. race, etc., et~., to reasonable numbers for the final contests.
A~ before, enthusiasm was great, and we saw men who ordinanly_ approach'7d a . horse as if it were an electrically charged body
of high potentia l, Jumpmg on and falling off as if to the manner
~orn. All honour, too, to tho.se of our attached infantry orderlies who refused to remam entirely on their flat feet whilst their
temporary comrades cavorted around on horseback.
Well! Wednesday saw the finals, and the rain held off right
up to the end of th'7 last event. The sport was good, and from
the att'7ndance, entnes and vocal accompaniments, we think we
ca~ ':l'rlte t~e 193.4 gymkhana down as a definite success. The
princi pal pnze wmners were: lnter-Secti?n .six-wheeler competition- r, D ~ection (L / Corporal
M.cKenz1e), 2, No. 5 A.S.S. (L / Corpl Robmson); 3. j Section
(S1g111n Drury).
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Pair jumping- 1, Dnver Bannister (Nutmeg and Nuggett) ; 2,
Driver Williams (Beryl and Babs) ; 3, Driver Maile W. (Nip
and Rose).
Wrestling, mounted-Final: E Troop beat B Cable Section.
Musical chairs, mounted- I, L / Corp! Abrahams ; 2, L / Corporal
Cowe : 3, Driver Bygravc.
Ball and apple race, mounted- I, Driver Bygrave ; 2, Signalman
Nicholson J.; 3, Sigmn Morris.
Tilting the bucket- I, Signalmen Waite and Belfy.
Inter-Company relay- Tidworth Signals.
Old soldiers' race- 1, Captain Manton {again I): 2, C.Q.M.S .
Smith.
Old Comrades Sunday will be fully dealt with elsewhere. It
was a great gathering, and we were very glad to see so many
late senior officers of the Corps. V./e were greatly indebted to
the Bishop of Salisbury for coming to preach, and his sermon
was one long to be rem embered. The Bishop afterwards came
down to the Sergeants Mess, where he met many of the Old
Comrades and then had lunch with the officers. We must make
it better still next year.
By dint of good planning, hard work and careful attention,
the unit gardens and lines generally have improved enormouslyso much so that at the recent Garrison quarterly judging we
were placed eight points ahead of the R.A.S.C., who are usually
well on top. We are out for the cup I
We entered two teams for the S.M.R.C. comoetition in June.
" A " team, consisting of Lieut. North, Se~!?;t White, Lieut.
Gambier, Captain Solly, L / Corpl Johnson, Maier Penney, L / Cpl
South, Lieut. Charlton, Sigmn Sidney and Corp! Jones, averaged
79.5: and " B " team, comprising S1gmn Maudsley, Sergt Barraclough, Sergt Gladwell, Sergt Greenwood, C?rpl Adams, C.Q,.M.S
Smith, Lieut. Winterborn, S1gmn Hutley, S1gmn Cole and S1gmn
Dwyer, averaged 76.15. The scores were considera~ l y less than
those notched in practice- Nerves make a lot of difference!
We gather that several of the young hopefuls of Bulford
Signals have been sweeping the board at local baby shows, and
have also heard of one beauty prize having been annexed. Who
says we aren't versatile?
Sergt Cotterell duly attended the Army championships, when
the Cotterell cup was presented for the first time. We quote
The Aldershot Command News: " This year, for the first time,
the Cotterell cup was awarded to the best athlete at the .meeting.
This cup has been presented by the Royal Corps of Signals to
commemorate the wonderful performances of Sergt W. M. Cotterell on the track and in cross-country events. It was presented
in the presence of Sergt Cotterell by Lieut.-General C. BonhamCarter to Sapper W. A. Land of the 59th Field Company R.E.
In makinp; the presentation, General Bonham-Carter spoke of the
great performances of Sergt Cotterell, and said they all liked to
remember him as the champion. He (the speaker) first became
associated with Army athletics in 1924, and even then Cotterell
was something of a veteran. but he continued winning the three
miles and the cross-country championship after that. In all,
Cotterell won the three miles six times, and the cross-country
championship eight times. He ~poke of . the sergeant's pluck,
courage in running, and the magnificent spmt he always showed.
He was pleased to think his perfo~mances were being remembered in this way. Sapper Land, said the General, had won the
high jump with a fine jump of 6ft .. achieved in perhaps the
worst possible conditions : he was second in the javelin with a
good throw ; and third in the weight. They all hoped he would
go on as long as Cotterell had done."
.
W h ilst on the subject of Cotterell, I 11~1gh~ say that the C. O.
recently received a letter from the Bngad 1er R. A.. .South'7rn
Command, saying how excellently he (Cotterell) and his section
had done when they were away. providing for not one but two
Brigades at practice.
.
.
.
Still speaking of Cotterell , E~ypt . will be addmg. him .to her
strength in the autumn. and. this bnngs me to .a slight ~ 1 sserta
tion on the difficulties expenenced 1n a Corps like ou rs m keel?·
ing athletic and other teams going. Between last year and this
we lost no less than eight key performers: Agar and Taylor
through sad accidents, and Davenport, Page. Hudson , Ward and
Lieut Adams through normal postings. and transfers . . In addition to these, Lie ut Blum, our best sprmter, has been sick ; and
now, in the verv first draft. we are goi n g to lose Sergt Cotterell.
L/Co rporals Ro bi nson and Bain, and Sigmn f.oley. We arc net
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grousing, as it is all in the day 's work, but 1t's hard on those in
charge ; and we call on all ranks to remember our handicaps as
compared say with infantry battalions, and to put all they know
into achievmg success in spite of these handicaps.
Our team put up a gallant struggle in the S.P.A. championships and got as far as they possibly could. They just couldn't
do any more. The team in the S.P.A . meeting and their performances are shown below.
440 yards relay- L / Corpl Etchells, Sigmn Foley, Sigmn McLaughlin, L / Sergt Murphy. 5th in 47 ?~ sec. (equalled time
of winners of first final).
880 yards relay-L / Corpl Bucke, L / Corpl Etchells, Sigmn Foley,
Sigmn McLaughlin. 4th in 1 min. 39 sec. Winners' time
I min. 37J 5 sec.
One mile relay- L / Corpl Bucke, Sigmn Hastings, L/ Corpl Robir.son, L / Corpl Black. 5th in 3 min. 50 ;~ sec. Winners' time,
3 min. 43 }5 sec.
Two miles relay- L/ Corpl Robinson, L/ Corpl Bucke, Sigmn
Hastings, Sigmn Strickland. 4th in 8 min. 50 sec. Winners'
time, 8 min. 44 sec.
One mile-L / Corp! Robinson, L / Sergt Ayres, Sigmn Seaman,
Sigmn Strickland. 4th. Robinson won in 4 min. 46Vs sec.
Three miles- Sergt Cotterell, L/ Corp! Robinson, L/ Sergt Ayres,
Sigmn Seaman. 3rd. Robinson won in 15 min. 57Vs sec.
480 yards hurdles relay-L / Sergt Murphy, L/Corpl Abrahams,
L / Corpl Etchells, L/Corpl McKenzie. 2nd. Winners' time,
1 min. 13 }5 sec.
Ham~er-Corpl Farmer, L/ Sergt Murphy. 2nd with 193 ft
IO m.
Javelin-L / Corpl Abrahams, Sigmn Strickland. 5th with 222 ft
6 in.
Long jump-L / Corpl Etchells, Sigmn Foley. Equal first with
40 ft. 4 in.
.
.
.
Discus-L / Corll Etchells, L / Corpl Bam. 2nd with 205 ft. 8 ~n .
High jump-L Corporal McKenzie, L / Sergt Murphy. 2nd with
IO ft. 3 in.
Shot-Signalmen McKenzie and Softl~.. 3rd with . 64 ft. 2 in._
Pole jump-Corp! Farmer, L / Corpl Kmgs. 3rd with 17 ft . 6 m.
We particularly congratulate L / Corpl Robinson on his wins in
the mile and three miles events.
BULFORD.
To Army Reserve.-The following have remustered as civilians
w.e.f. dates as shown: Drive r Wright E. 20 / 6 / 34. Signalmen
Broadbent F. and Whitehead J. 28 / 6 / 34. Sigmn Dell F. 9/7/34.
Sigmn Huntingford ro /7 / 34. Sigmn Orgill E. 18/7 I 34. Sigmn
Green S. 26 / 7134.
Service.-The undermentioned have decided not to remuster
as civilians: Signalmen Briant R. and Lavis F. to complete twelve
years. Sigmn Lee R. for eight and four.
Bir t hs.---Congratulations to C.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Field C. on
the birth of a daughter, Jill Margaret, at Tidwortt_l. on 20/ 6/ 34,
and to Sigmn and Mrs. Chambers W. on the birth of a son,
Cedric David George, at Bulford Camp on 9 / 6 / 34.
Promotions, etc.- Corpl Lee is congratulated on his appointment as Lance-Sergeant (vice L/ Sergt Sell, transferred to A.E.C.)
w.e.f. 16 / 4/34 .
Arrivals.- Far too numerous to mention individually, but we
wish them all the be t, etc., and hope Bulford turns out to be
all they think it i .

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.
General.- Nothing really exciting ~as happened t~1s month,
except that it rained slightly a fort111ght ago. Judgm& by th_e
number of brown faces one notices, most people are takmg their
fill of old King Sol.
Musketry.--During the past month we have been actively ~n
ga~ed in endeavouring to become first class shots. Havmg
firnshed preliminary training, 75 per cen~. of the Com,i:>any w~nt
into camp on the ranges and spent a leisurely week m spottmg
bulls . At the moment of writing the remainder of the Company
arc in camp enjoying the same procedure. The final scores
shou ld be interesting, a the average put up by the first party
was of a high order.
Drafts.-A goodly portion of the Compan have caught the
eye of Records and arc now wondering when the boat sails. Up
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to date drafts have been provisionally warned for service m
China and Egypt.
Departures.- Signalmen Cohen, Brunt and Northway to a
scrounge in civvy street.
Arrivals.-Sigmn Wookey from the S.T.C. Catterick is the
only arrival this month.
Another Bright One.- Musketry instructor (this after being
on a course): " The fourth and fifth grooves of this rifle are
dirty." 'Elpl
MASKEil.

house, Signalmen Herbert, Burdon and Allen. Palestine: Sigmn
Booth.
The majority of the rest of the Company are anxiously wailing
for the Indian draft to be published. I wonder why people object
to five years in Punkie? On the other hand, some who came here
in March have applied to go back again this trooper. It's hard
to understand, as it is marvellous in England at the moment.

No. 2 Company.
Training.-For the first time for some months, we have now
all personnel in barracks. F and G Sections returned from training with their affiliated R.A. Brigades at the beginning of July.
During the first week in July E Section carried out training
with the 3rd Medium Brigade in the Colchester area.
Musketry.-E Section and Company Headquarters fired their
annual course at Middlewick ranges in the first week of July
and obtained the respectable average of 66. F and G Sections
are now in camp at Cockwatch. where they are fi ring their annual
course and having a good holiday.
Marriages.-" Good luck and congratulations " to Sigmn Jago
G., married to Miss Mildred Agnes Otley at Colchester on the
23rd June, and to Driver Coultish, married to Miss Evelyn Pea rson at Selby, York, on the 5th June. Tock is on the waiting list.
Dratts.-Now that the drafting lists are beginning to come in.
there is the usual cry of "Roll on, the boat I" L I Corp I Blanchard
and Signalmen Slater and Marr were first out of the hat for
China ; also ten more lucky soldiers for Egypt.
Vocational Training.-Signalman Esslemont proceeded to
A.V.T.C. Aldershot on the 2nd July to undergo a six months
course of bricklaying. Apparently, they have now started building houses in Scotland.
Sport.-E Section are still looking forward to the cricket fix,
tures promised a few weeks ago.
Agony.-To Queenie, now at Scarborough: Congratulations
on the pair (and set). Pip, late of 55 Squad.
To Horace, 5th Div.: Still cutting them up, Horace? Jeck.
Tos, Belfast: What business. Moonlight and roses. Lank.
HAPPY.
Dibgate Camp.-The Company commander and the C.S.M.
spent a very enjoyable ten days with the Cambridge University
Contingent O.T.C. during June, and are hoping for the same
period next year.
Stick to it, Cable Section, and mind you have your clasp
knives and pliers; and remember, Cable Sections do not train
on ice cream.
Also, Jumbo, good soldiers always sleep on the ground.
TUBBY.

No. 3 Company.
Ceneral.-Before proceeding to Cockwatch Camp on the rst
July to fire the annual course, the Company underwent fourteen
days musketry ; but from the results already to hand, it must
have done them good. Old No. 3 Company men don't need me
to tell them which Section have the best average so far ; it's
pretty obvious that L will be on top. Their average is 64, and
considering the extremely hot weather it's very good shooting.
Nothing much has happened in the Company other than musketry, but I can't miss making a few remarks on that hoary old
subject, the weather. Although this unit is almost entirely composed of ex-India wallahs, it has been far too hot for even them.
Hard-bitten Frontiersmen in India will doubtless be astonished
to hear that the clergy throughout the country are praying for
rain. In England, too I
Congratulations are extended to Sigmn Cox of this Company,
who recently won the 120 yards hurdles in the Essex County
championships in record time. He received a gold medal and
a cup. Cox was also fourth in the Army individual championships at Aldershot.
Drafta.-The undermentioned have received provisional warning for oversea service during che coming trooping season. China:
Signalmen Foster, Verlander, Stoner and Lacey. Malta : L f Sergt
Purcell. Egypt: L/Sergt Penn, L /Corpls Trivass and Wood-

Signalman Cox.
Congratulations.-To Driver Shaw R. on receiving the L.S.
and G.C. medal. To the swimming team on winning the Garrison
swimming for the third year on the trot:
. Th~ Month's Best Story.- Thi.s concerns the man who put
his sights down 50 yards after firmg one shot during grouping,
because it was an outer at 12 o'clock and he wanted bulls. Ripley
says " Believe it or not."
To finish off. Will Ginger Cann and Badgy Lowe keep a corner
bed for 2320821 Sigmn Foster R.? (see China draft).
NICK.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
General. -K Section (with the exception of an n.c.o. and four
men) together with ten men of No. J Company, assisted in the
production of the Northern Command Tattoo. I cannot get any
information as lo their likes and dislikes, as they do not rejoin
the unit until after these notes are compiled ; but from the reports of members of the unit who have visited them, they appear
to have had an enjoyable time. Henceforth they will be known
as the Noel Coward party.
Condolences.- To Captain W. A. Peachell in his recent bereavement. Also to Sergt Dodds (now with 52nd Lowland Div!
Signals) who has lost his only child Joan.
Sergeants Mess.-L/ Sergts Dicker and Sunderland are warned
for another tour of duty in warmer climes, both being under
orders for India . Their stav with the unit has not been too
long, but the latter part of the saying " Join the Army and see
the world " is being carried out in truth.
To C.Q.M.S. Taylor W. N. all members accord a hearty welcome.
Training.-Several local exercises have been carried out during
the past month, and hopes are that the exercises to be held at
Catterick will be of a similar character in order that what was
learned on those already held can be put into practice.
We .had a visit from Colonel R. Chem~vix Trench, O.B.E., M.C.,
and L1eut.-Colonel C. W. Fladgate durmg one of the exercises,
and I gather that they were pleased with the way the work was
carried out.
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The unit proceeds to Catterick on the 9th August for hisher
training, at the end of which we are taking part in a combined
operation. Certain personnel are to embark and disembark with
the " Landing Force " at points nol at present known, whilst
other personnel are to form Signals for the defence force. Quite
an interesting experience for those taking part.
To allow the personnel taking part in the landing to get an
idea of this work, a "mock landing" is to be held, but these
notes will be in the hands of the printers when it takes place,
so I cannot recount the experiences of those taking pan.
Trooping Season.-Whilst the personnel required for drafting
to India is not yet known. the unit is finding the following for
station as shown.
Ceylon Sii:nal Section-Sigmn Lee H.
Jamaica Signal Section-L/Corpl Webb C. F.
Egypt Signals- Corp! Wright F. C. B. E. C., Signalmen Harrison J .. H atfield H., Whittaker E., Hawkes J., Parkin J.,
Taylor W., McNair A., Johnson F., Bulman J., Coslett N.,
Ferguson J., Hobson E., Harrop C., Marr J ., Oates I., Drury
S., Pringle G., Hopkinson F., Martin W., Beaumont C.,
Barker H .. Bai ley W., Watt P., Fielding A., Anthony E.,
Johnston J. I. , Philpott R., Ryder E., Scriven T., Drivers
Boardman J. and Jarvis R. B.
China- Sergt Wilmot H ., Signalmen Robinson W., McConnell
J., Nash R., Northall J., Wright L., Veilch J., Sinclair D.,
Williamson E., Keith R. W., Armstrong C .. Clevelly N. C.,
Kettlewell L. and Mellor T.
Palestine-LI Corporal Parry L., Signalmen Brewer C. and
Mintram E.
Many of the rema ining part of the unit are daily rushing to
read Part II. Orders, and at times appear to be pleased that no
information on this subject is included.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Perrins C., Salisbury R., Pitcher W.
and Temme S. J. are extended a hearty welcome, and once
having becoming accustomed to the beauty spot (?) of the East
Coast, I do not think they will be wishful of leaving it .
Promotions and Appointments.-To L / Corpl Kelly J. A. on
promotion to that rank, congrat ulations. May it be not too long
before the O.C. i I c Records sends out the next promotion order
including his name.
To the undermentioned on their appointment to the first
rung of the promotion ladder, good luck ! and may the higher
rungs be attained in due course. 2316600 S1gmn Godley L. G.
F., 2320903 Sigmn McTernan J., 2308474 Sigmn Pearson R., and
2322u2 Sigmn Parry L. H.
Extensions.- L / Corpls Crawford H. and Ford T. P. J., and
Sigmn Steer G. have obtained the 0. i / c Records' permission to
complete twelve years with the Colours.
Marriages.-2321707 Sigmn Lye G. (No .. 2 Company) took
unto himself a wife on 31/5 / 34. May married life be pleasant
and the future a happy one for this couple.
Births.- To the wife of L i Corp! Carruthers F., at Scarborough
on 17/6/34, a daughter, Mary Elizabeth Georgina. To the wife
of L / Sergeant Gould A., at Methil. Forfars hire, on 6f7 / 34, a
daughter, Patricia Jean Ima.
Departures.-2321259 Sigmn Walton C. to Depot Battalion.
S.T.C. 2317902 Si gmn Cain J. to Army Reserve. 528504 L / Cpl
Hoole J. and 2315743 L / Corp! Jackson J. discharged. May good
luck attend all of them in their new spheres.
Courses.- Consratulations to L / Corp! Webb H. on having
obtained a " oualified " on a recent course at the School of Education, Shorndiffe ; and to Sigmn Thom J. on having obtained
class i. on the upgrading course at the Trainin g Battalion S.T.C.

No. 4 Artillery Signal Section, Catterick Camp.
Ceneral.-Once again the Section has made its billet in Catterick Camp. We arrived back from Redesdale on the 9th June,
feeling and looking very fit. The last few daxs ther.e were filled
in with one Brii:ade day and two days workmg w~th two Bat•
te~ies. As predicted in last month's noti;s. everythmg went off
quite well. Even the weather clerk was kind to us and kept back
.
the rain until we had arrived safely in Catterick.
On the morning of our departure from Red.esdale, the adjutant
of the 16th Field Brigade inspected the Section on parade. He
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expressed thanks on behalf of the commandmg officer and
himself for the good work carried out by the Section whilst
attached to the Brigade, and said that all were very sorry to see
us leaving but hoped that next year we should meet agam. So,
feeling very pleased with ourselves, we cranked up and blazed
the tra il back to Catterick Camp and the 20th Field Brigade.
The Field Brigade made us very welcome, and after a few days
of overhauling stores and vehicles, we settled down to work again
with the intention of collecting another excellent report.
Departures.-No. 1041873 Corp! Whybrew A. has donned
his civvy suit and now comes under the list of pensioners w.e.f.
9th July. We are sorry to see him leave, and all ranks wish him
the best of luck now that he has ·1eft the fold.
Appointments.- The Section congratulates Sigmn Pearson on
attaining the appointment of U / L / Corporal w.e.f. 20th June.
Hang on to it, Pip-you may get paid for this one.
Sport.-We have played two local games of cricket: M.T. v.
the Rest, and Operators v. the Rest (I did not know that operators
could play cricket). We are now quite confident and willing to
meet all comers.

G Artillery Signal Section, Catterick Camp.
Ceneral.-Yet another month rolls by. How time flies I I
shake myself and try to lay before my comrades once more the
doings of this mighty little Section.
One bright Saturday morning-to be exact, the date was the
9th June-our stalwarts girded on their equipment and marched
out of Fenham Bar racks,
ewcastle, on their long trek to the
Scottish border, to that hardboiled country called Redesdale,
where men are men (no, I am not going to say " Women are
glad of it. " I quote " Women are scarce"). Men must work
and women must weep, but the Signals are not groaning.
The march of thirty-six miles was carried out under a hot sun
in eight and a half hours, including halts, and this was the best
time put up in the whole Bngade. I am sure our cyclist party
will never become members of the Cyclists Union Club or the
H ikers Union on their return to civilian life, because they certainly learned all there is to know about biking and hiking.
On arrival in camp we were allowed a couple of days rest before commencing work on the ranges, the country being some
of the roughest to be found in this country. Our storeman
seemed to enjoy his trips on the limber. What did you say,
Syd: " Thanks for the buggy ride "? It gives one a floating
chassis, doesn't it.
After the completion of the twelve days training the Section
was paraded for Colonel Archer, commanding the 24th Field
Brigade R.A., who expressed his appreciation of the hard work
carried out by all ranks while with the Brigade. He commented
very favourably on the work done, the turn out of the Section,
and the condition of the horses, which showed that they must
have been fit to carry out the hard work asked of them. He
wished the Section good luck on the march back to Catterick,
and looked forward to our joining the Brigade again at Bellerby
in August.
The Section marched out of camp on the morning of the 21st
June. The weather did not look too promising, and rain came
shortly after the start. Halts were made at Knowsgate station
and again at Ponteland. All the men were well soaked by this
time, and efforts were made to make up for this by having a
good wetting inside, and in spite of the weather a cheerful spirit
was kept up. That haven of rest, Fenham Barracks, was reached
at 8 p.m., when the horses had a hot feed and ourselves an excellent meal provided by the Brigade.
\Ive left Newcastle the following morning at nine o'clock in
pouring rain. The gods were certainly bent on damping our
spirits, but our wagon wheels kept on turning. We reached
Heighington at 5.30 p.m. The personnel found accommodation
at the George and Dragon Inn, and the horses were put up in
loose boxes belonging to private owners. It was certainly ideal
here: outsides began to get dry and insides to get wet. The
villagers were evidently unaccustomed to the ways of the Army
of to-day, and certain of the fair sex seemed to regret the departure of our gay Lotharios.
The Section resumed the march the following day in perfect
weather and arrived in Catterick at 2 p.m. on Saturday 23rd
fune.
[Contim1ed at foot of page 364]
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Arrivals.- L / Corporal Gill from 1st Indian Divisional Signals.
L / Corpls Bartlett and Stonehouse from Peshawar District Signals.
To them all we extend the usual greeting. It is pleasant to note
that they joined the unit 111 time for a season up in the khuds.
Marriages.- Only one this time. Captain W. D. J. Harries
to Miss Bathurst Brown, at Petersham, Surrey. Heartiest congratu lat ions, sir, from all Bekorites.
Promotions.- A few more lucky ones have ascended the
ladder. We wish them all the best and no " reps." L / Corpl
(Badgy) Page to be Corporal. U I L / Corpls Nobby Noble and
Tubby Cant to be paid. Chota Managan to be U / L / Corporal
(this 1s the longest rank, in print, you'll ever have).

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Proinotion.-L/ Sergt McCormack M. to be Sergean t.
. Agony.-To Sergt Gregory, Citterick: Many thanks for ma ilmg the package. I have since found out that you received a
memo from the person in question. Lay off. Chapman.
Con g ratulations .- To E'Spud, somewhere on the links at
Elie : Send me a photograph of it. Jerry.
Map Mak ing,-A large scale relief mao of a local area, constructed in cement, is being made in the S.T.C. (India). T he
det.uls, taken from enlargements constructed by officers as the
result of reconnaissance, are being inserted on this map bv the
staff . o~ the Signal Training School. Th!s feverish activrty is
not hm1ted to the map alone, but has inspired our scribe to produce the following (with apologies to Mr. Kipling).
IF IN RELIEF.

If you can draw your squares when all around you
Mosquitoes buzz and do their stuff on you ;
If you can work yourse.U when no man helps you,
And make allowance for their absence, too ;
If you can trace and not be tired of tracing,
Or, no squares fitting, not give way to curse,
Or, dealing with a Grid and with an Easting,
Produce the answer short and sharp and terse ;
IE you can bear to see the notes you've jotted
Rubbed out by fools to make a space for " Ghat,"
Or watch the road, all nicely inked in, blotted out,
And scrap the lot and re-draw from the start ;
1f you can wield cement, and contours please you,
And build the streams and not forget the slope ;
If neither suns nor monsoon rains can hurt you ;
If all your squares are built on fact and not on hope ;
If you can fill the fast-congealing plaster
With all the detail that the Staffs Cars wonWe're for a T.E.W.T. and all the fun that's with it,
And what's more, you've made a map, by gum I
A.E.B.

W.O.s and Sergeants Mess.
A very pleasan~ evening was spent on ThurMlay 14th June,
wh~n we entertamed the 1st Battn The King's Regiment Sergeants Mess at our annual comic swimming gala. We ran out
winners by 5-2 events, details of which are given in the Sports
Notes.
Old Jubbulporites will remember the Ashes pot, and those who
departed from the unit last year will recall that the same pot
was won from us by the Sergeants Mess of the rst Battn The
K~ng's Regiment at our comic swimming gala. I am sure you
will all be pleased to know that it is now back in the Mess after
the absence of one year, through the strenuous effort~ of our
team. (They were strenuous, weren't they, Bram?)
The programme went with a swing right from the opening
ceremony by the Mayor of Jubbulpore (Sergt McCormack) who
performed his. little part to the amusement of all. Later the program~e wa~ mte~rupted l;>Y a vocal effort of the Rev. Doughie
and his Quire, wnh drastic results both to Doughie and Quire.
The final event was a tug-of-war in the water, with the anchor
man sitting (fully dressed) on the side of the bath on a stool
which collapsed the moment the rope was pulled over a certain
d1st1nce-an automatic result which left no room for doubt.

We then retired to the Mess lawn where our entertainment
committee had prepared refreshments (well done, both Pips) after
whi.:h the " prizes " were distributed and the pot presented .
R.S.M. Forster (King's Regiment) in presenting the Ashes to
R.Q.M.S. Brown, challenged in no uncertain words our ability
to retain it at next year's meeting .
R.Q.M.S. Brown, in reply, stated that though we were only
few in number compared with what we used to be, we could
always manage to turn out a team and put up a good show.
(Hear! hear! - that goes for next year, too).
H.A.P. (FIDDLER) .
NORTHERN COMMA.ND .......... .... .......... INDIAN ARMY.

B Corps Signals, Uppu Topa.
Departures.- It is with regret that we lose our Chief Signal
Officer • .Colonel E. F. W. Barker, C.B.E., o.s .o., who has retired
after thirty-seven years service, eight of which have been spent
in India. We wish him the very best 0£ luck.
General.-Congratulations to our "A" team on winning the
Buff:ilo football tournament. They played real good football
nght through the tournament. Details of the games will be
found in the Sports Notes.
Detachments.~u r W I T Detachi;nent at Murree may be
deemed to b~ havmg a good time, 1udg111g by the following notes.
The Rawalpmd1 folk have not submitted any, but that is really
excusable, as 115 degrees is not a very pleasant temperature for
a man to " scribe " in .

MURREE W / T.- To those old B Corns men who have at some
time or other been associated with the work of the Northern
Command Wireless Group, and are now scattered, I think these
notes will prove of intere t, for " drafts may come and drafts
may go, but the group goes on for ever."
cPOCH.- That remote control with three sl w sets and one
m i w set is not such a remote possibility after all has been proved
to 1he satisfaction of all concerned bv the work of F-of-S Wells
an.cl his a~le satellites. Ex-group wallahs will remember with
mixed feelings those previo~s ye~rs of painstaking effort and
experiment. that were not quite satisfactory (ahem I) I am afraid
I cannot divulge t.he modus operandi, but it is an accomplished
fact and works quite smoothly. Gone for ever are those epithets
and fervent imprecations directed towards the unfortunate mortal
in the control room and against the powers-that-be who originated this once soul destroying contraption.
Our belated congratulations to Sigmn Copeman on taking the
fatal plunge. May all their troubles, etc. ; and here's wishing
them good luck.
The monsoon shows signs of being with us very shortly, to
the despair of our long-suffering operators.
The social activities of Murree arc now at their height. Numerous cabaret shows and dances, tennis, football, hockey, and
even golf, all claim their devotees. The usual ouota of amorousminded sheiks. can be seen sallying forth nightly, wreathed in
Pepsodent smiles and lavender hair-oil. One or two of these
notabilities can croon a gruesome fa lsetto to the accompaniment
of the numerous jazz bands .
So much for Murree W I T Detachmelll. We hope that now
news from Murree has started , it will continue to come along
each month.

Exercise.- The unit square is a scene of great activity on four
mornin.gs a week, when L / Sergt Frampton and Corp! Denyer
do their utmost to make more perfect slim figures of the lads
on F.T. for twenty minutes or so before breakfast. "On the
hands down " or " Small jumps begin " are becoming quite
common. Great improvement has been shown since the hill season commenced, and I am sure that everybody is taking a great
liking to these early morning exercises (the looker-on sees most I)
. Whilst the P .T. is in progress, our young n.c.o.s try to eliminate C.S.M. Eastes' voice on guard mounting drill, but to no
avail.
Agony.- Heard by a candidate for the first class certificate of
education: " This book goes from two olus two eauals five to
algebra in a number of shapes." Keep it Lio, Ginger! -if at "first"
you don' t succeed, try, try, etc.
Who is the member of the fair sex who inspires our outside
left to score such wonderful goals? Come I come! Leslie.
Sergeants Mess.-This establishment has been very quiet for
the last two or three weeks, due probably to this being a fiveweek month . "You'll hear no more about that," as one popular
member rem arked when he was asked what was he going to
have I Do you still believe in the " no treating " act, Poney?
The usual weekly whist drives and dances have not been
held recently, owing to the fact that we want to make a "splash"
early next month with a big dance for all messes ; so, naturally,
we are on a jew's course with the entertainments fund. We
should have had considerablv more had our "A" team not won
the Buffalo football tournament ; that pot did hold some stuff!
The one function held this month was a great success, even
if the rain did give some of us a wetting. This was in the shape
of a family-cum-single men's picnic. After considerable scouting
around, a fl at space large enough to hold our motley throng was
located with in a short distance of barracks ; so away we wentgrub, lemons, younger generation, old men (and old soldiers),
and of course our one or two v ery young members . The grub
soon went altogether. but that was to be expected when once
Jock Laing and Shorty Lombard started cutting the cake ; some
say they didn't bother to cut it. With the disappearance of the
bread of life, the children were taken in hand by our able A.E.C.
instructor, Sergeant Dickey Richards, and our two very young
members. I believe hide and seek was the main attraction, but
wha ~ever it was, the kiddies thoroughly enjoyed themselvesat least, from the row they made, one reaches that conclusion.
The more elderly ladies and gentlemen disported themselves at
rounders. Mrs. W. S. Smith would do well with a Yankee baseball team. C.S.M. Eastes says he is buying all the necessary
equipment for base keeper in anticipation of another game. Well,
as I said before, everyone enjoyed themselves. The only fly in
the ointment was the absence of the children's delight. i.e. one
Busty of the smilin ~ countenance. However, you won't always
have special commissions, Busty.
Finale.- The dog show organised by Lieut. and Mrs . T reseder
in aid of Upper Topa welfare turned out a very good show indeed. Dogs of all shapes, sizes, colour and temperament were
to be seen in various items. The items were too many to tabulate here, but they were all very well thought out and appreciated. Sigmn Hughes' Peggy and Sergt Baker's Jeet were very
much to the fore at the prize giving. their success meeting with a
great ovation from the spectators. Our C.O .• Lieut.-Colonel J. S.
Yule, presided, and his lady assisted by carrying out the duties
of hostess to all the competitors. Many thanks, sir, for an enjoyable evening. We hope to have more.
BEKORE.

Znd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Sunday 1st July.
The following have arrived durmg the month: Sergt (Gentleman George) Read G. from Waziristan District Signals. L / Corpl
Wright V. from Meerut. Bhalu can nearly slope arms now,
after only a fortnight's training.
Another of our hockey stars has left us. Sergt W. Applegate
has been posted to W az iristan District Signals, where we are
sure he will get a warm reception, if not a dangerous one.
A couple of lines for congratulations to Signal Units, Upper
T opa, on winning the Buffalo cup.
We hand round the drinks to the following for obtaining educational certificates at the March examination: Sigmn Simbler,
special; L / Corpl Connor G. and Signalmen Cox and Marshall T.,
first class.
We Should Like to Know.- Who turned out the horse line
piquet three times in one night? and was the signalman who
cleaned his Troop sergeant's revolver on duty that particular
night?
Ration strength-2327000 Signalman Blank out of rations on
I/ 0 /34.
Equitation: Where is everybody? Staff parade: Everybody
is domg it. now. Equitation: Doing what? Staff parade: Duty
despatch nder.
Owing to the fact that most of the Troop are away at Kashmir
and Murree on matrimonial and technical courses, etc., representative games have been almost at a standstill. I am not,
the~efore. inserting anything in the Sports columns.
To L / Corp! Burrell H. , 3rd Divsigs, Blighty: Salaams, Bert.
See you at Christmas. Wot abaht a pillion? Fred. (Note:
Christmas is mere speculation.)

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Sunday 8th July.
Repatriations.-A certain young fellow who delights in the
appellation of Lord Chadd of Ewart is due for the boat in February 1935, after completing five years in this country-half at
Jubbulpore helping with civil disturbances ( !) and the remainder
in feshawar aiding the State with economy wagons. Now Lord
Ch"Jdd, in May of this year, did take unto the unit draugh_tsman
one bag-sea- kit and whisper to one Heaps, " Inscribe the
necc:ssary thereon." The said bag is now emblazoned with
Chadd's number, rank and name, and " Southampton via Karachi." Who can beat this one?

Captain and Brevet-Major G. S. urst.
Gongrat ulat ions.- This unit and. I am sure, all others who
have had the pleasure of meeting this officer, heartily congratu•
late Captain and Brevet-Major G . S. Hurst on attaining his brev t
majority f?r services rendered during the Mohmand Bajaur
operations 111 1933.
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To L Sergt Barry T. on being awarded the medal of the Order
of the British Empire-also for good work under the most trying
condmons during the same operations.
To Sigmn Harrod C. ("distinguished •· in mathematics and
map reading), Sigmn King E. ("o" in mathematics), and Sigmn
Huggett S. on obtaining their first class certificates of education.
To the signalman on a Trade Board who declared that a solenoid was something that contained water.
'"fo the loose wallah who thought there was something in No.
2 Company stores (more pluck than judgment, eh, Cheddar?)
Extract from Indian Newspaper.-" For sale: in ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ,
one Morris Oxford saloon car, property of an officer with sliding
roof in perfect running order, very sparingly used, leather upholstery and very roomy and comfortable with adjustable front
seats . • . . . . " That is what India does to us 1
Gaelic Press.- Sigmn Hughes J. of this unit requires loving
epi5tles from one Sigmn Rowles of A Corps Signals, Aldershot.
If Sigmn Pitt of Shanghai and Sigmn Tilney H. of India communicate with Sigmn Hale G. of this unit, they will hear something to their advantage.
Books Worth Reading.-" Gone Rustic " {Cecil Roberts). "The
Portcullis Room" (Valentine Williams), "The Compulsory Wife, ..
" The Compulsory Husband .. and " The Compulsory Honeymoon " Gohn Glyder}, and " Another Man's Wife " (Mrs. Belloc Lowndes).
Photography.-Enclosed with these notes are some snaos of
the 1ecencly modernised forts or posts of the Kajuri Plain. Maybe
some of the fellows who were holding 'em back in 1930/ 31 would
Jjke to see the huge difference between the ancient structures of
that time and the homes-from-homes of to-day . The contrast
is "mazing, and it needs seeing to believe.
The buildings of all forts or posts are of concrete blocks. The
original Bara Fort is still the same, but the area outside, that used
to 'n filled with tents, is now like an English housing estate.

Type of New Structure, and one of this unit's linemen who

patrol the Kajuri Plain lines.
Thia Month's Great Thought.-" Conceit is the comi;>ensation
of l eneficent nature for mental deficiency " (Hawkins).
M11M.
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Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
This is for June! How that word conjures 'up thoughts of
happy days and long Jjght nights, seasides and sand castles l
Not for us these joys: June means the sun. the sun, and for a
change-the sun.
It is jolly hot- too hot for } ' OU to expect many WIRE notes from
me-even Tim (late of Colchester) has to retire to his bunk and
"flake out." In any case, 'tis not he who finds the energy for
" much ado about nothing." Along with the rest of us he is
making much ado about this 'ea.t and 'umidity.
f.rom a recent inspection we understand that the swank of the
soldier of to-day is not a patch on that of yesterday. He is getting worse every year. The drill is not a patch on the drill of
old. The Army has struck a bad patch.
Vv~ have struck a bad patch, too. It's June and it's hot, and
there's nothing doing. Yet we are a patch on what we used to
be. Last month I told of our eagerness to beautify the camp by
taking advantage of a patch to make a garden. This month we
have found a patch to put a guard in.
Despite the exertions of the thermometer to get us down,
training (both British and Indian} has gone on steadily, and soon
the change over will take place between the men for training
at Topa. We are getting ready to welcome those who have a
brand new rating, and to wish Morse success to those who are
due for one. The change over will be celebrated in the usual
manner with an evening's entertainment to be arranged by
Qu:irters, so we can be sure of good rations.
We have been rather disturbed of late owing to an upheaval
of our flooring. A considerable portion of our foundations is
being dug up and relaid. In consequence, there is quite a lot of
spare road material about, and the paths of the barracks have
takP.n upon themselves a charming silver-grey effect owing to
the concrete efforts of No. r Squad's chain gang.
The hill parrots continue to come and go--mostly for a month's
leave. Some fortunate ones get two months at a stretch, and
go up in pairs {like the minor birds or the Koha t twins} to Kashmir. The remainder must sweat on and wait for next cold
weather, when the unit will again make history as of yore.
(Sh1des of Lachi, Tatti Nasrati, and Nariab !)
The effort below by one of our bright youths is meant to describe the efforts of a clerk (K- -) to cajole a fitter to make a
Bitl.er car (bits o' this and bits o' that) from one he has bought.
It rnay also tell you who soldiers here.
Scene: Garages. King of cranks and Radio Spats surrounded
by l wisted pieces of Steele and Gunn-metal.
S: Where the dickens is that Ball? I Hay-ter tell yer, James,
but this might have been a r9o6b Talbot before it left
Parris.
K: It certainly is topsy Turvey, but I can't Cribb at the Price :
I couldn't a-Forder Moore expensive one.
S: If I get the Smith to put a Bolt-on here, and remove this
Dent, the old bus Wil-son be able to Race with Kaye Don.
K: Something seems to be Ayling her ; she Burns too much
juice when I'm Manning her. Last week she nearly went
West, but after a hefty Shove she Rose to the occasion.
S: That oil you use sticks like a Leach : there are better oils if
you can a-Fordham. The Bow of this bus turns Brown
with that stuff you use.
K: On the front Page of " The Motor Car " is a brand of oil
used by the Hart company in their planes.
S: If the cops spot us, they'll Ang-us for causing obstruction.
K: O .K. I'll get some No. 1 brand : that Ora-make a world of
difference.
S: We have got our Bax-tcr the wall now. but if luck holds we
shall not have to Coop-er up for weeks.
K: Pick-e-ring out of that pile for th.is Turner joint, please.
S (with a sweat on): Hum! I can't Spring-ett any more now,
but it can't Wagg about as she travels. As the oil soaks
through, it will cling like t.he proverbial Ivey.
K: Well, that's Dunn. I'm feeling Green-halgh over. What
about a glass of Seville to celebrate?
Some of us wish to congratulate No. 2 Company 53rd Divsigs,
Ca rdiff, on winning the Webber cup. Good shooting.
.\nd so the grass keeps ~rowing in front of the guard room
and the temperature keeps rtsing.
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A Corps Signals, Karachi.
Back to the Land.- lt's curious how you can belong to a
u111t and not know of .all the happenings in it. I suppose the
local corre pondent should be an authority on that son of thing ;
and when a miniature farm with about a oozen enthusiastic farmers exists in the lines, it's about time somebody got up and told
people about it.
In the course of a quiet stroll the other evening, it was my
honour and pleasure to run into the R.S.M. Conversation led
to my realismg that I was speaking to none other than the
director of A Corps farm. The offer of a personally conducted
tour around t.he acreage was sna~ped up. . Collecting the manager
(known previously to me as a highly qualified D.R. only) we proceeded. The first person met was our farrier. In addition to a
spot of horse breeding, I was informed that his Rhode Island Reds
and White Minorcas were famous from Honeymoon Lodge to
the Sh?rt-W~ve Station, and that his daily haul of eggs wa
somethmg akin to Messrs. Brooke Bond's bag of tea leaves. On
leavmg this expert on beast and bird, the manager informed me
that the only blemish on his breeding reputation was a f? 'nt
suspicion of his producing fighting cocks.
Continuing our way past neat layouts of water melon, radishes,
cabbages and other well known pot herbs, we came upon a
strongly fenced enclosure-something like the places where they
house lions before shipping them to z.:>os. It surprised me to
learn that the occupants of this demesne were nothing more
ferocious than the pride of the turkey flock. It wasn't so surprising, though, when I saw the dimensions of the turkeys.
Thi!y are a couple of youngsters in process of being fattened up
for the ultimate honour of gracing our festive board at Christmas: At present they're built like a couple of young bulls, with
a wmg span resembling a trans-continental air mail. .'\ wish to
see them at closer quarters resulted in the director performing
feats of strategy and heavy weight lifting unsuspected.
Leaving the duck pond on our right, and what I imagined to
be the cow sheds on our left, we came to the pigeon training
establishment. It appears that several oatrons of the farm are
!nti;rested in the art of t~ining these birds, but the particular
md1v1dual we called upon 1s the pioneer and by all accounts the
expert. At his call a pigeon answers quicker than you do when
the pay bloke shouts ou~ your name on the last pay day of a
five week month. If thmgs progress as anticipated, it is expected that Karachi will in a short time become the Mecca of all
pigeon racing enthusiasts in India.
Chicken appear to be most popular with this litrle colonv of
fa:rmers, ~nd owne~ after owner proudly introduced his prize
bird. It·1s due to ignorance that I am not much of a judge of
a live bird, but my imagination told me that some of them would
have looked fine on the dinner table.
An introductio~ ~o the ma~ager's. and director's pet occupations
followed. They iomtly and m a highly technical manner discuss
~he ducks and, individually, chickens and pigeons. The director
1s :iever too. enthusiastic over his chicken. To me, they were
healthy. lookmg beasts-I mean, birds-but he can usually ascribe
some disease to them. The manager has his oigeons and trains
them with mixed feelings. I can understand -that: whenever I
have previously .seen him associating with this type of fowl, he's
had a gun 111 his hand.
N~t having seen. any cows or pigs during the tour, I naturally
enq!.11red as to their whereabouts. The director explained that.
.alth:iagh 1t was the farm's ambition to keeo such animals about
the place, neither Army Headouarters nor the Canteen Contractors Syndicate had any time- for the idea .
Anyway, I must say that even the lack of cows and pigs doesn't
prevent t~1s part of A _Corps lines from looking like a real farm
--so.nethmg of an ach1eveme!!: m this part of India, too! We
trust that our gentleman farmers will keep it going. Future A
Corps Signals personnel will always be able to look forward to
its gardens, its club and stadium, and now-its farm.
. I hav~ to tha~k the farm exl'.'uti_ve for a very interesting and
mstructtve eve111ng. They desire 1t to be known that agriculturists and horticult1:1rists, and breeders of flesh, fowl and fish. are
wekome to try their lu~k on the farm,

•

What's in a Hamo.- Jn these days, when parties persist in
giving themselves unpronounceable mimes, it is refreshing to
hear of the forming of small bodies with such old-fashioned
nomenclatures as the Scotch Mists, the Crabs, the Queens, the
Night Hawks, the Nomads. the Dead Spots and the Crocks.
These are the titles given to the various sections in the unit for
the purpose of sport. All the British ranks, from the commanding officer downwards, belong to one of them, and conversations
the ·e days are usually preceded with the polite question " What's
your Section?" Invariably, the answer i given with an unmistakible note of pride.
rlow the sections came to be so named would make an interesting tale, but too long a one, I'm afraid. I can tell you that
one glance at the senior n.c.o. in the Scotch Mists was responsible
for its name-and very dignified, too. The Dead Spots are not
to be mistaken for a cheap imitation of Chicago gangsters . It is
not every n.c.o. in charge of the W I T Detachment who can
find one, and he earns no more than his due reward when its
memory is perpetuated by naming his section after that historic
cro ·vd. The Queens contain a few gigolos, but that only shows
the modesty of strong men in so naming their section.
Anyway, the amount of enthusiasm shown in regard to the
sports looks like leading up to the renaming of one or two of the
secrions. Those who saw the Queens take everything (bar the
goal posts) from the Nomads at football the other night agreed :
what's in a name?
Agonies.- Several have been requested this month, but only
two have been handed in at the appropriate moment. L / Corp!
Bellinger L. wonders how one Pig Smith is finding life these days.
Sig•1m Dawton will send the postage money to Drac if necessary.
S.W.B.

Sergeants Mess.
Promotion Beer has been duly distributed by C.Q.M.S. Steed,
Sergts Thorne and Bosworth, and L / Sergt Cosens, on their respective promotions. In the case of our " Young Jack from
Australia " Ste.!d, it also meant his once more proceeding on
acti 1e service to the wilds of Waziristan. Send us all a wet on
the bar to the " Burmah Shell," Jack.
Our Sports Superiority Complex has once more been regained at the expense of the l.A.S.C. Sergeants Mess. Thinking
we were easy, they challenged us to a series of games. Cricket
was the first. After roping in all the old crocks available, we
managed to muster a team, and thanks to some hard hitting by
Sergeant Andrews, some careful and stylish batting by R.Q.M.S.
Trapmore, and some fine bowling by Sergeants Bosworth and
Andrews, we scored a very noble and unexpected victory.
fh1s was too much for the l.A.S.C. Collecting all the expert
players in_ Karachi, they thought to .take off our boots at hockey.
On.:e agam our old crocks did their stuff and we escaped with
a very fortunate draw.
Billiards was the next item, and on our own " midden " we
won very comfortably by 6-2 games. In the return match, with
a depleted team and on a very funny table, we again escaped
with a draw of four games each. We are now looking forward
to their next challenge.
Births, Marriages and Deaths.-Only a meagre list to rep:irt. Sergt Bosworth took the plunge whilst on furlough, and
we are now looking forward to our Aggie reporting having been
caught.
NoBBY.

Corporals Mess.
Having had a great deal to do with the victorv of the Mess,
our erstwhile scribe, L / Corp! Bridges, could hard°Jy be asked to
write an account of it. I mean, he could hardly write! He
pla7ed a very stylish game, hitting the bowling when and where
he liked {which he did). Could he? No, sir! modesty forbids.
. There is . a bonle of beer (empty) for the first letter opened,
g1v111g the 1dent1ty of the present scribe. Does personality give
you a clue? Of course, there are other names for it. Enough
of this small talk. Let's get back to the cricket match.
We were paying a return visit to the Coroorals Mess of the
Ro1.1I Sussex Regiment. And what a time we had I Remembering the good time we gave them, they tried to outdo us in hospitality. And did they succeed? When I tell you that we hardly
remember leaving, I think you can safely take it for granted.
On paper, both teams appeared to be very evenly matched.
Thc::_e Vf_e:_e _pent:i_n[t~~! n;ct.<:_nj~!ar (or ~hat ycu wil') players
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in both teams. Our team was certainly on form ; irresistible is
the word. We went in first and were all out for 112 runs, the
Sussex replying with 54. (Figure out for yourself how many
runs we won by. I'm much too busy I)
L / Corp! Bridges was the hero of the match, making 46 runs
and taking seven wickets {well done. Ivy!) Corp! (Horsey, and
ho"' I) Clutterbuck hit 23 runs in nearly as many minutes.
Corp! (Gigolo) Hutchison nearly scored a run I and Corporal Pink
gave the finest contortionist display I have ever seen off the
protessional stage. His manner of wrapping himself around the
cric1<:et bat had to be seen to be believed ; and what a stance!
And the esprit de corps I Why, the wife of one of the Sussex
corporals even went in to bat to try and save the game-and
ne:.d y succeeded, so susceptible are the members of the Mess
to feminine appeal. At this period, Corpl (Too Tired) Mackenzie
mis;;ed three easy catches. He said he was being chivalrous, but
I suspect he was asleep.
:\fter the match we adjourned to the Sussex Mess for an indoor
sports tourney. I know many and various games were played,
but for the life of me I can't somehow find out anything definite
about them. I'm sorry, but you must blame the excellent (best
in Karachi) "pig's ear."
Our best wishes and thanks go out to Corpl (Bullet, Smasher,
the Major, or what you will) Mowbray and his gang for a most
enj.:>yable day. Our turn next I
Hews: Ge.neral.--A certain percentage of the Mess are at present on a ride: you know, horses and things. And do we other
poor unfortunates know it? J'.es. l'vt; heard hor_ses make. the
same noises, too. However, 1t has given Egyptian Charlie a
fre3h subject to talk about (honestly, Charlie, those camels were
beginning to smell). For such small mercies we are duly thankful.
Things We Want to Know.-Who was out in the recent
cri~ket match four times from as many balls, and in four different
ways- i.e. bowled, stumped, caught and l.b.w.? Pinky! Pinky!
!-low long will Jock keep his teeth?
Whose horse took his rider to water and had a bath at the
same time?
Is it true that Pat Mills is the best jack-knife diver in Karachi?
(and the same to you I)
Phantasy.-Jock Hutchison has retired.
Tailpiece.- Overheard : An n.c.o. (hush hush species, voice
treble): " You can't come to our party, see!" Dosra n.c.o.:
"Who the - - wants to?"
THE CHAMP.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Saturday 30th June.

Unit Headquarters.
To-day's Solemn Thought.-What we could do to the fellow
who started this " writing WIRE notes " business. " Kong "
noises off. J .) .
And so, having gazed at a singularly uninspiring typewriter
for the last three hours, we commit our souls to heaven and start.
The March of Civilisation: or the White Man's Burden.
a nasty piece of scenery, no matter from .wh ich
Baluchistan
angle it is viewed, but no part was so desolate as that m the
immediate vicinity of the unit office. No captivating pansy
rear2d his (sorry I for " his " read " its ") smiling head in that
dreary waste, and a never-ending struggle for exi~tence wen.t on
bet ..veen the humble house brick and the aggressive Baluchistan
boulder. Poor souls, queueing up to take their hats off, brooded
on the view for ten minutes and went sick-it wasn't fit for .even
a sergeant to live in.
Eventually it was decided ~o dig up this piece of India, throw
it away, and start a lawn complete with grass. f'.or months the
cha :n gang laboured on pushing the pebble. bouncmg the ~oulder
and dumping the dirt, and the entire resources of the u111t ;->Jere
devoted to collecting various products. of the stables and n~mg
school and spreading it around the unit offices. Seeds, specially
bred from pedigree stock, were purchased and on the great. day
consigned to their fate amid the awestruck looks ?f the natives.
For weeks, millions of gallons of water (doctored with M.B.) were
poured over the holy gro~nd, and in a sincere e_ndeavour to
assist nature we even whitewashed the surroundmg bulwark
of discarded boulders.
And four months later- what have we? Balu~hispn is till

:s

a :iasty piece of scenery, but no part is so desolate as that in the
immediate vicinity of the unit office.
Yachting Club Notes.-With the advent of the annual allotment of deep sea yachts for the use of time-ex wallahs, the
membership of the Unit Yachting Club has now reached forty,
but owing to the intervention ol autumn training the Club is not
expected to hold its first gala day until November (or some other
time).
Junior N.C.O.s Correspondence Course.- Copyright reserved:
and it is notified for information that I am not in the least desirous
of being anyone's father.
l'ROBLEM ONE.-You are unit orderly sergeant on the 1st
Oct.:iber, and at about 16.00 hrs. on that date you observe an old
soldier staggering past the unit office in a peculiar manner. You
must take action l What would you charge him with?-{i.) Sec.
19 A.A., drunkenness, or (ii.) Sec. 5 (5) A.A., conduct calculated
to cause alarm and despondency in that he did wilfully oractise a
deep-sea roll, knowing full well that several young soldiers were
in the neighbourhood. Papers to be handed in when I have
twenty-one years pensionable service. Take your time, girls!
Social Hotes.-Owing to the recent monsoon, which washed
aw1y half the landscape and all our hopes of running a dance
(I i111agine that a certain pansy has enlarged on this theme elsewhe.-e in these notes), there has not been much doing.
However, we managed to organise a senior n.c.o.s drill course,
whi.:h ran for three weeks and ended uo in the best Fred Karno
tradition. And now the junior n.c.o.s ·are about to add a note
of r.aiety to the unit lines. On, Signals, on!
Correction.-Someone tells me that this section of THE WIRE
notes is supposed to deal with U.H.Q. Company. Righto !
W.G.S.

No. 1 Company.
3eneral.-Owing to leaving these notes to the last possible
moment, I suppose I shall be the first with the Quetta rain news.
Jp to a few days ago, the water shortage had been a serious
problem. A few sergeants and people-evidently landmarkswere heard to remark that in all their service they had never
kno·J/n such a dry period. However, even they at last refused
to believe that ratn would fall soon and promptly made arrangements for a few . whoopee weeks.
Tlie grand finale was to culminate in a gorgeous open air dance
on the B.O.R.s tennis courts. The dav dawned, dull and dismal,
but had no effect on the band of little ·heroes, striving might and
main to prepare the courts for a punctual start at 9 p.m. However, Messrs. Thor and Pluto woke sharolv at seven o'clock
and decided that the committee people had iaken advantage, and
accordingly noises reminiscent of Kong at his best were heard.
coupled with such a downpour that even I had never before
witnessed. Naturally, the courts soon assumed a Flanders-like
appearance. which ultimately led to the postponement• of the
dance to the 12th July. It was rather pathetic to see the dismal
facc:s of the committee, and I felt rather sorrv for them. At the
same time, I must admit I saw the funny s-ide of things. Pervert.:d sense of humour, I suppose.
There is no need to remind you of the type of soldier stocked
in (uetta- you all know; but the accompanying photograph,
taken during the parade in honour of His Majesty's birthday,
will back you up when you tell people how smart we really are.
The G.O.C. appeared to be frightfully bucked and gave us a pat
on the back.
Congratulations.-Everyone will. I'm sure. join me in tendering heartiest congratulations to Mrs. R. H. 0. Coryton on
her splendid performance in the recent Quetta Club tennis
tournament: ladies singles at1d mixed doubles. Ye gods!
To Captain R. L. M. Rosenberg and Sergeant Eynott on being
sele -red to play for the Quetta Gymkhana Cricket Club.
To the Sergeants Mess on avoiding the usual crushing tennis
defeat at the hands of the officers.
Inevitable Agony.-Oscar, 5th Div. Scarborough: We need
you badly. Come up and see us some time. Scant.
Reference No. 3 Comoany 2nd Div. Aldersho "Gallantry"
note:. We also have a Brunton, forenamed Bernard. He say
you don't have to watch either Cuthbert or Billy for feats of
valo.1r: just come round antl e J1i111 at the tennis courts. A
PVRDAH,
nifty racket, ind eq,
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Geordie, which caused great amusement. After putting
in tons of spare time and poor spare parts into an infernai combustion engine which has two strokes and one speed, the remarkable speed of once round the canteen in an hour was attained.
Still, the old maxim holds good: anything to practise on, etc.
Social.- Owing to the opening of our summer camp at Chautair and the subsequent departure of the ladies and ~oop's bi:er
barrel, ou1· social functions and dances are at a standstill. Despite
this depression, certai!l. statistics sh<?w that this has not sufficiently affected the ability to entertain ourselves.
3ports. - Football: In recent matches our team have met with
some degree of success. Trophies collected duri.n~ the past i:nonth
include two sweeper's shirts . Hockey, no mJunes. Cricket:
Several matches have been played, but owing to the prevalence
of consistent bodyline bowling, both species of duck were most
evident .
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Some say the street lamps which brighten the place
When the moon isn't willing to show
Are to make all the locals reflect back to the road
Leading up to the old Barley Mow.
So when they emerge from the pub or hotel
With imaginings strong, they are led
To a lamp-post to have a good lean,
Then trip with a sigh off to bed.
But please do not think this is out of the world.
Dear me, no! And I'll think you'll agree,
For a voice that you all know says often to us
" This is London " in transmission three.
There's only one thing- this you'll probably seeCould mar all this pastoral bliss.
You're right! 'Tis the fact that some blighter like me
Finds time to write rubbish like this.

T.

URNIP.

Hindubagh Detachment.
i3eing here explains a lot-so if these notes appear a little
unJsual, please put it down to a tc~uch of kafaires .. You know,
the state one gets into when heading walls or buymg someone
a snifter. Yet with only a short time in which to compile these
not.:s, and with precious little of interest to relate, one is in a
bit of a quandary to produce the goods ; but like Mr. Micawber,
here's hoping for something to turn up as I go along.

wd lndiat1 Divisional Signals March Past on the King's Birthday Parade, 1934 .

No. 2 Company.

Sergeants Mess.

General.-We are still indulging in that healthy pastime,
scheming. This sort of thing promotes a much desired sun tan.
and some of the late arrivals from England are very excited now
that they have acquired the " strong men are sunburnt " hue.
The elders look cm pityingly and murmur " When you·ve been
here as long as I . . . . "
The Birthday parade in honour of H.M. the King-Emperor
went off extremely well, and from a Brigadier's view the whole
parade appeared to be a very good turn out. We Signals marched
past with a jubilant air to our well known signature tune " Begone, dull care." (Remarks here are unnecessary.)
The water shortage is still very serious, and the possibility of
a rnmmer camp is more than a rumour.
Social Activities.-The Scarlet Woman of the Div. has been
attending the numerous dances held here of late. R.S.M. Shenton kindly referees these affairs, and one wonders what his
tho:ights are regardin~ the bright young things who swing a
wicked hip to the strains of our second-to-none dance band.
Each night the tennis courts are crowded with the Nuttalls
and Austins of the unit. The chic ensembles are a feast for the
eye, and sometimes the tennis playing rises from the sordid level
of " batting a ball."
Another Signals Record Broken.-When L / Corol Drury sat
on :he record of the Royal Signals March past.
·
Have You Heard This One7- At a Staff College signal exercise, a Staff College student who is having difficulty with his
tele. 110 shakes the hand set and hears the carbon shot rattle.
"Sergeant,
no wonder it won't work, the - - thing's full of
. ,,
dlrt.
Births.-To Mrs. C. Hayward, on June 3rd, a bonny girl. We
undustand she is very much like her handsome father-poor
girl! Congratulations, Fuzzy.
Sympathy.- The Indian ranks have gone on leave for farming
and various other things, and we are left to look after their
hor~es. etc., for them. We miss them in more ways than one,
and of course must have everything o.k. for their return.
t;ongratulations.-To L / Corporals Smith H. and Cartledge
A. •'ll gathering in a few more shekels (or should it be pice?).
To a signalman who returned from the last scheme in a lorry.
" Did you ever see a dream walking?"
Agony Column.- Dolly, Joe and Nick are wondering if there
•~ a scarcity of writing material in Blighty, as they've not heard
from Sigmn McCoughay. Sigmn (Bill) Williams wants news
from L ' Corp! Pip Parsons of 4th Div. Sigs.
Does anyone know the ouotation " The old order changeth"?
Au revo1r. Je ne ~ u1s fras une ange.
E.G.C.

Tennis.:-This is the order of ~he day at present, and we arc
endeavouring to uphold the regimental motto in our dealings
with the tennis balls.
'Ne held an " at home " tennis and flannel dance for the Royal
Scots on Wednesday 20th June, and everythihg went off (and
down I) magnificently, including the chasers.
The annual Harington cup tennis tournament has started.
The Mess came off best in the first round against the Royal
Tand:s.
On . Wednesday 27th June the Chief Signal Officer, the commanding officer and officers of the unit vefy kindly came along
to tive our team some stiff friendly oppo.ition, but owing to a
very heavy downfall of rain the match was put off, much to
the disappointment of all.

Zhob Signal Section, Loralai.
Headquarters.
General.-Life drifts gently along and everyone seems perfectly happy. The flower gardens look a treat and the lawns are
in ~plendid condition. Rain and thunderstorms have been the
order of the day during the past week. In spite of this, however, the monotony has been broken by the antics of a certain

Our CoUeagues at Zambaza.

lnspections.- Ah, that's it! The G.O.C.-in-C. Western
Command inspected the Detachment (?) and after a good look
round he seemed quite oleased and told us what a nice lot of lads
we were. You know the sort of thing Generals say. I was so
bucked that I had to indulge in a little japani, and was then
almost tempted to take on for the old pontoon nonsense. Fortun:itely, I recovered in time before any damage was done.

B.O.R.s Event, 7th Light Cavalry Dismounted Regimental Sports,
Loralai.
!Jepartures.- To Hindubagh, Corp! (Thelma) Todd, Sigmn
Oozy Taylor, Sigmn Donnelly complete with plum coloured bags,
and the inevitable John Cotton.
Al'rivals.-From Hindubagh, L / Corpl McCann and hound,
Sigmn McAra plus corporation, Sigmn Goodhand with Busty.
From Fort Sandeman , L / Corpl Howard and PadHy Byrne (82
days to go).
. .
.
During the month we have been v1s1ted by a party of lmemen
from 2nd Divsigs . We trust that their sojourn was a pleasant
one (no church parades, of course). Taff, please note that your
dart record has not yet bee~ surpassed.
Appointments.--Congratulations, Smudger, on getting your
foot on the rungs. Ours is a barrel.
Things We W:tnt to Know.-Who placed the snake in the
O.C.s car on the road from Hindubagh to Loralai?
.
What is the best preservative for ice when the temperature 1s
11 o degrees?
.
.
Why John Cotton has failed to keep the Na~ante vow?
'Nhy Tubby is so keen on Bhoosa and Khas1l these days?
Agony.- To the Whipper from B.H.: How about that jawab?
Kitna din George?
Birdie Beale: Conkers received. 'Ow's Trix, Mac?
Obituary.-The O.C. regrets to announce th.e m_a rriage of
Ch'lrbie Burke. Our sympathy is tendered to his wife. and a
basket of fruit (seed variety) awaits the culprit should he ever
dare return to the Zhob.
Conclusion.-'Ere's a kid wot's off.
" CITY LIGHTS."
Oh, here's a ditty of Loralai cityA place only jus~ on the. map. .
,
There ain't no talkies, we JUSt go 111 for w'alkie ,
And nobody worries a rap.

Entertainments.- The usual bevy of beauty from Woolworth's graced us with their presence on the occasion of the
second of our hot weather dances, held here on Tuesday last.
Mr. McAra and Mr. Fortes were again very promini:nt, othe~
notabilities being China Ram, Ranga, and the old flying dhob1
Albh Baksh. Last, but not least, good old Shamsuddin was
very much in evidence and would persist in crooning the dud
wallah's lullaby.
Sport.- Playing on that beautifully kept ground ~or which
Hiniubagh is world renowned, we have h.!ld some sterling games
of hockey. Our last venture finished with the score standing
at J6--1. I really thought we would have won, but after two
hours play our goalie complained of a sprained back. . The ga!11e
was abandoned much to the annoyance of a certam Scottish
fitter who up t~ then had only put three fellows in the detained
ward.
!solation.-The whole four of us.
Appointments.-Congratulations to Sigmn Smith J. C. on
getting the yard of tripe. Here's hoping you don't have long
to wait for the conkers, Smudge.
Obituary.- Rllff. More lead poison.
Tailpiece.-Must now hurry. There's a good picture on, and
I'm going to the second house.
R.J.

Fort Sandeman Detachment.
Monday 14th May.
General.-Corpl Francis and Signalmen Smith, Johnson, Franks
and Taylor held the fort while the remainder. of the Detachf!1ent
went to Loralai to attend the monthly ball which our O.C. (Lieut.
G. !. Burgess Winn) has introduced, and which is proving a great
success. These dances are no " char anna scrum downs " but
well organised affairs. The liquor, at any rate, must be of the
best, as all our lads had a rattling good time .and . came b~ck
broke and the Section sergeant was a day out m his reckomng
when' he came back. He is still a bit hazy as to what happened
. .
.
.
on the 31st April.
The lads left in Sandeman were very consc1ent1ous du.rmg this
periud, and not a single pint was consu_m_ed ! O~ course, this
may have been in the int rests. of retammg their. heal~h and
strength in order to fully appreciate t_he good khana which the
me s caterer was dishing up at the time. Everyone seemed to
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be partial to a drop of chicken, which we had served up in the
approved English manner, i.e. roasted.
In pite of our customary duties being tying, we managed to
find time to take down our wireless masts, p aint them, and reerect them last week. Everyone proved highly skilled at this
game, but when it came to plumbing the masts there was much
controversy between Byrne and Taylor. The job was successfully completed, and the masts are still standing erect.
We celebrated Corp! Bartlett's birthday yesterd:iy-Sunday,
the 13th-rather an awkward day to have a birthday, but it went
off o.k. Two prelims were sufficient this year instead of the
usual seven. This 1s the result of the retrenching of which one
hears a lot these days. Corp! Bartlett is now on the tack until
his next birthday. What will power I

Fort Sat1denum from the ai1·.
Ou~

representative skilfully cornered Byrne m his shop this
mornmg and very tactfully wheedled this statement from him:
" :lure I and I'm pukka cheesed off with Sandeman. It's got
m~ all shaky. I'm sure that mozzie is going to get me any
num1te. I hope they don't post me to Quetta. Give me Karachi.
I wonder phwat my blue-eyed colleen is doing? Roll on, the
boat. I'm sweating on catching an early one. Struth I an' it'll
be a great day." So rambles Byrne after five long vears east
of Suez.
·
Appointments.-After delving in his knapsack for five years,
Smudger has at last succeeded in getting a line on the proverbial
baton and planted his foot firmly on the first rung of the metaphorical ladder. We all wish him the best of luck. He has
already gone to much expense over stripes, so we hope he won't
have to get a new hat as well. (Tich Evans, please note.)
Sport.--Owing to the rain, we have not indulged in much
sport recently, but we are still good, and after the rest we will
be able to sail in with greater vigour than ever. You can't keep
good men down.
Agonies.-To Arfer Smeed: Where are you? ls everything
"oke "? What about a line? Smudger.
BUXMITH-APOZAI.

Tuesday 26th June.
General.-We spent a very pleasant evening on the 16th inst.
in watching the I/ 7th Gurkhas sports. There were a number of
novel events which were quite new to me. Some of these were
rather thrilling, especially the relay cycle race, which caused
much amu~ment and great applaus.e amongst the spectators.
The less skilled performers were certamly the better entertainers.
There were some wonderful exhibitions of handing over at
speed.
T~e officers of. the 1 I jth Gurkhas Mess were very attentive,
kee;img us well mformed as to the object of the various events
and seeing that we received refreshments in the tent while the
sports were in progress. One of the prize' was a sheep, and
loud chee~m~ was hea~d from everyone as the winning team went
up to claim 1t ; that 1s, from all but the sheep. Franks said it
was what you might call a handy sort of a prize.
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An excellent display was given by the bands of the 1 f7tb.
" Hoots, mon I" said Jock McKay as the blood curdling screams
of the pipes came drifting down on the wind. " Ah can smell
the heather." We asked him to do a reel, but he said it widna
doo wi'oot a kilt. Even the weather was roused to fighting fury,
and we all did a reel as the tent blew over on us. If it had not
been for Tubbi, who served as ballast, it would have taken off
altogether.
Swimming.-The swimming bath is now open and very much
patr:mised by the W / T Detachment, which is not without a
certain amount of talent. If you see something surging up the
bath in a shower of foam, that will be Corp! Bartlett. If it bobs
up <. nd down at one end, it will be Sergt Ward having a rest.
If you thought you saw the Loch Ness Monster, that would be
Johnson. And if you don't see anything at all, that will be
Franks: J.C. is trying to perfect hi~ crawl. He crawls out of
bed every morning at six, and crawls round the bath a few times.
The exercise is good for him, but it gives him a terrible appetite
which is causing the mess caterer a lot of uneasiness. Incidentally, the lads are all very fit and contented since the new
mess caterer took over. But that is as it should be, seeing he is
starving himself to give them plenty.
Sport.-Numerous games of hockey have been played this
month, in spite of the heat. We have now a very good team
and are able to hold our own against most teams whom we come
up against, chiefly owing to Smith J. C., our latest in goalkeepers.
He can hold them out all right so long as the barracking is not
too severe. Hockey is good for everyone, but best for the barman, who generally succeeds in selling large auantities of beer
after the matches. It is good beer as well I Corp! Bartlett was
seen trying to pop an already popped bottle after only two pints.
Arrivals.-Sgnalman Fortes. More guff than ever now l No
wonder the rest of the Hindubagh Detachment went to Loralai.
We had the pleasure of the company of Corporal Harries and
Sig.1almen Jones, Beevers, Cooper and McKay for a while. They
formed the maintenance party from Quetta. They were all very
agre~able except Jones, who doesn't seem to have any taste in
music. Corp! Harries has exceptional taste in this line; at least,
he can recognise a singer.
Departures.-The line party left us for Loralai, where we
hope they fared well. Corp! Francis, L / Corporal Howard and
Sigmn Byrne also went to Loralai. Corp! Francis has returned.
We hope the other two will be happy in their new abode.
Personal.-Buck Taylor wants to know if Biff is still on der
tac?
BUXMITH-APOZAI.
EASTERN COMMAND ... .................. ...... INDIAN ARMY.
I'

3rd Indian Divisional Signals.
7th (M) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
Saturday 2nd June.
Ganeral.-At last the monsoon rains are here and the burning
plams are mud flats once again. Our younger hands a.re suffering from their first dose of prickly heat. Some of the old sweats
have it on, but they are quiet about it.
We regret that S1gmn Cashmore has had rather a close shave
(shears all over) and we sincerely hope that the lads in Chakrata
whom he will shortly meet will not be vulgar and call him
Bacon Bonce.
Congratulations.-To L / Sergt Lynham C. on attaining that
rank once more. Now, Syd, hold it and see how many marks
you can put on the wall w.e.f.
We also congratulate Sigmn Donohoe T. on successfully passing
his first-all subjects together. Our praise is extended to his
efforts at growing creepers around the Section bungalow. I think
he is set on making his mark before he leaves us this trooper.
P.T. by Werp is a permanent feature of our Section night life,
~ut he is makin~ good progress towards 16 inch biceps and a 48
mch chest. Wait until the Chakrata locals see him demonstrate
the barra salaam.
Discord and Soandal.--Our peace is being broken bv four
b~dding musicians who are enthusiastic enough to make an unholy
dm tor the greater part of each day. The offenders are Signal•
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men Cashmore (mandoline), George and Uncle Abdul (banjo?)
and Skinner (with what is left of a uke).
Now a certain amount of jealousy exists between the last of
these celebrities, because they are set on serenading the same
hefty dusky maids who live in a shack close to the railway. You
should hear them croon as they sit and strum with that dreamy
look in their eyes. Why, it's so nice that even I have tore them
one off at times.
Worthy of Note.-Mr. Busty Clavering, alias 'Jncle Abdul,
informs us that mardi gras is a special kind of Indian wild grass.
By Country Mail.- ! heard that Petrol Feet has not been ill
whilst in Chakrata.
Brave Deed.-Syd is again congratulated on catching a loose
wallah single handed, but our sympathy is with Sigmn Cashmore,
who lost twelve chips.
True Modasty.-Ginger Bentley has asked me to publish th.is
extract from the R.A. Journal "The Gunner," under the heading of 26th (M) Battery. (He mumbled that it would do some
people's eyes good.)
" . . . . . all worked well at camp, and
our Signal Section deserve special mention for the efficient way
they kept communications going during manceuvres."
HEAP.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Friday 22nd June.
Awards.- His Majesty's Birthday Honours. Heartiest congratulations are offered to 1859054 Corporal Thomson H. M. on
being awarded the Medal of the Empire for distinguished service
during the Al war disturbance. Well done, Spud!
Eduoation.- Sigmn Frettingham awarded first class certificate
of education with a " D " in maths . Corp! McDowall passed in
maths, map reading and geography towards a first. Signalman
Sn~ddon awarded second class certificate. Well done, you fellows!
!:lirth.-To Sigmn and Mrs. Giles, at Meerut on 8th June, a
daughter.
Repatriations.-The boat list having been published for the
1934/ 35 season, one or two hearts are now all in a flutter.
Finale.-Here's to the next time (Henry Hall).
P1P.
SOUTHERN COMMAND .. . ............... .. .... INDIAN ARMY.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
General.-Here we are again, in the middle of individual
training and •he beginning of the monsoon, both of which are
very beneficial in their respective ways.
I will start this month by saying that Captain S. J. Fielder has
returned from Poona to take over the reins of the unit, and
Lieutenants C. C. Worrall, S. F. Pipe-Wolferstan and D. N. Van
der Goot are away enjoying the spices of leave.
Some time ago-I think, a year-I reported that the unit might
have a radio-gram. At last it has arrived ; at least, temporarily,
and from-no, not from the place ori~inally promised but from
K Section. Sigmn Scrivener, our wireless fiend, possesses a
powerful set, and it is him that we have to thank for some re_ally
good music and turning what at times resembles a mortuary mto
a very fine concert hall. A very successful dance was held
recently, and the music was provided by the radio-gram. It is
hoped to be able to report next month that we have had more.
The results of the education examination have just arrived.
The percentage of men in the unit holding specials and firsts
rises to 50.6, and it is safe t~ say that this will b~ considerably
increased at the next exammatlon. The followmg successful
candidates are to be congratulated : Sigmn Holt on gaining his
special. Corp! Watterton on getting maths and physics, Corp!
Broom on getting French, and Signalman Johnson H. on getting
physics-all towards their special. Sergt Fair~an, Corp! Brown
and Sigmn Gibbon on getting their firsts, while C.Q.M.S. Hore
got maths, Sergt Tuc~er English. and ma_t~s, Sigmn Constantine
English and map readmg, and S1gmn W1lhams geography (sharbash, sub admi.)
Sergt Daniell is due back from a tour .of duty at th.~ ~ri:iy
Sig11al School. Poona, where he has qualified for the
d1stmguished " assistant instructor's certificate .

Sigmn Johns is undergoing a course in the workshops of H.E.H.
the Nizam's State Railway.
Sergeants Mess on Shikari.-Tense excitement prevailed
here recently. Kong, a neighbouring monkey, had settled down
to a life of quietude and contentment in the grounds of the Sergeants Mess, much to the consternation of the members. The
local deadeyes decided to try their luck and rid the unit of this
monster.
Our special correspondent went out the other night and mingled
with the crowd-an admiring crowd, by the way, composed of
four kiddies, umpteen chokras, many more kootahs, a couple of
dhobi donkeys, and (last, but JlOt least) our special correspondent.
Sad to relate, the party ran out of ammunition and had to
revert to the primitive weapon, the catapult. Registering several
hits and driving Kong into the trees, he curled himself in a fork
and appeared to settle down for the night. Now and again,
however, he turned over on the other side and possibly grunted
whenever a " bull " was registered.
!n an interview afterwards, our special correspondent was told
that the shikari wallahs owed their accuracy to their knowledge
of the fundamental principles of ancient weapon training ; but
judgmg by the number of times the big game hunters " nipped
in for a quick one," I suspected otherwise.
Night came on (it usually does, out here), Kong slept on, and
the tired but happy band retired into the mess in search of somethi;lg less elusive.
Stop Press: Kong takes the Count.- The following morning,
the chase again commenced . This time a member of the iunior
Mess joined in the fray. (Quite likely a medal will be struck
specially for him-outsize, I'm afraid, to fit on that manly chest .)
Calling in at the married quarters for an early morning cup of
tea, our elusive friend Kong played " chase me, I'm a cripple "
amongst the flora. He was eventually patted on the sap by
L/ Corp! Small, the aforementioned member of the Mess (Aldershot papers, please copy) with a chota bit of lakhri which, I
think, gave it a slight headache. After playing about like this
for 1en minutes, contact was made between the said bit of wood
and the left ear of Kong. This must have been the knock-out.
In ..my case, he had very little, or rather, no more to say in the
matter, but lay outstretched for one and all to gaze U.I?On.
Readers may wonder why he led such a " dog's life," but he
only bit six people, and the medical authorities ordered the
shooting of him, which seemed easier said than done, seeing
that no ammunition was available (?) However, it has given me
something to write about and bore readers.
The following glossary !s added by request. The Indian names
are spelt as pronounced. Chokras=small Indian boys. Kootahs
=dogs, piehards and otherwise. Dhobi=surely you don't need
to l::e told this one l Shikari wallahs= game killers or hunters.
Chota=small. Lakhri=wood.
Things We Cannot Help Smiling At.-(1) Station Order No.
. . . . "The lines of the 4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop will
in future be known as ' Mercury Lines.' " Do the Indian ranks
appreciate this honour?
'2) " The Regimental Orderly Sergeant will sleep in the Junior
N.C.O.s Mess." We have known occasions (way back} when
cert:iin junior n.c.o.s would very much have liked to sleep there
instead of going home, but what about the dignity of the Mess?
(3) Chief subject in the same Mess: " And it weighs 9 lbs.just like its daddy." Oh, those air mail letters l
finanoial.-The Weekly Budget ("Jerusalem the Golden").
Tailpiece.-That old school tie again l

F Signal Section,

Jubbulpore.
Monday ilth June.
Ceneral.-A very uninspiring month . has just elapsed, l~aving
this particular WIRE correspondent with. the same feel~ng as
editors of newspapers have when there 1s no_ murder tnal on.
My chief purveyor of sensational new~, " our John_.'' ~as lost
all bis dash owing to the extreme heat. his only exploit bemg the
pur:hase of a very reasonable gramophone and equally reasonable
records (except for two of the yodellin~ variety). r;v~n ~he
introduction of a bald headed canary, which has the d1st1nct1on
of coming all the way from Bombay, failed to shake off the ~eeling
of inertia which pervades the place. No doubt, the commg of
the rains will do the trick and restore things to normal.
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·n1e heroes of the hot weather, the first class students, gained
a welcome respite when the schoolmaster went on leave for a
month, and hope to continue their studies under more favourable climatic conditions.
The King's Birthday parade was held on the racecourse, as
usu.ii, and we were represented by a small detachment who
formed part of 15th Field Brigade R.A. Headquarters. Everything passed off in a most satisfactory manner, and the appearance of our cable wagon gained many favourable comments.
The Nerbudda Vale Hunt held their handy hunter competitions this week. We had several entries, but unfortunately none
of them finished in the first three-a very unusual happening,
as we generally win this event. Sergt Penfold had a very good
round, and it came as a surprise to us when the result was announced and he was unplaced. Congratulations to Sergt. Green
of the S.T.C., who gained second place with a splendid round.
Lieut. E. L. L. Vulliamy has left us for two months leave, and
orman, R.A. , is carrying ou t the
in his absence Lieut. J. A.
duties of O.C. Section.
Congratulations to L / Corpls Saunders and Sweet, No. 3 Company 1st Div! Signals, Aldershot, on being promoted, extending
their service, and dodging the boat so long. If you can hang
on t.r.til early in 1936, I'll be back with you, Alfie, so keep the
blue overcoat in good condition.
To dole dodger George. ,gh Div. Trim.: Reference the extension. I was surprised. Have petrol shares fallen so low? When
can I expect the " five spot "? N .H.D .
HANK.

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
Sergeants Mess.
An event of historical importance occurred on the 11th June,
when-for the first time-the monthly Mess meeting was presided
over by a regimental sergeant-major. This honour fell to R.S.M.
Dorrington, who is thus the first warrant officer (cl. i.) of the
Royal Corps of Signals to serve in Egypt. At this meeting the
members welcomed new arrivals from home in R.S.M. Dorrington, R.Q.M.S. Smart and C.Q.M.S. Kendall.
Our entertaining season is getting into its stride in the capable
hands of Sergt Wintermere and his committee. The Corporals
have been entertained to a games tourney, which commenced
with tennis in the afternoon and ended-well, somewhere near
midnight. The R.H.A. Sergeants have also paid us a visit, the
result of this being decided by a toss-up between the respective
R.S.M.s. In both meetings, darts and draughts seemed most
popular, for almost everyone left the o and d out of board for a
draught--very clear, no doubt.
A small dance is taking place on the 14th July, to be followed
by a larger affair in the near futu1e-of which you will read
further in our August notes.

G Troop, Cavalry Divl. Signals, ffelmieh, Cairo.
Monday wd July.
Once upon a Time, or VE.-When these notes appear in print.
my readers will be exclaiming " Ye gods l" " Great Scott I" and
" Crumbs, O.B. ! " and other forceful expressions that befit the
college men of the Corps, at the length of these notes. O thers
who are more matter of fact will possibly say that I have had a
night out.
More has happened this month in this one-hoss town than any
oth.-r month since Waterloo. Our usual excitement here is a
dog fight or something after that style.
Trade Boards.--COngratulations to Sigmn Samworth E. on
rising to the dizzy heights of B.ii. on 22/ 6/ 34.
Promotion.-Sigmn Hartley F. appointed U / L/ Corporal.
Musketry.- We fired our annual course on the 20th and 21st
June, and maintained a good average. Ou t of twenty-nine other
ran;cs, twenty-five were first class shots, and we had only four
seco.1d class.
Congratulations to L / Corpl Hartley on attaining Trooo shot
with a score of 78 points. Several people have gone fro'in bad
secoads to good firsts. Great credit is due to these people for
a i:ood show.
The 12th Royal Lancers hold competition shoots every Wednesday, for which we are eligible to enter. We managed to win

last Wednesday's hoot (the twenty-first) which wasn't too bad
for us.
Summer Bre.ak Period.- Wc are indulging in this period
now, and it is very welcome to most of us. The 12th Royal
Lancers send their various Squadrons to every point of the compass, and as wireless communication is essential one of our W /T
Leybnds accompanies each Squadron on these trips, leaving
one car in barracks to perform the duties of C/ stn.
No. 4 Detachment, under Corp! Neal G., left here with C
Souadron on the 22nd June on a four davs return trio to Deverscilr on the Great Bitter Lake. No. 3 Detachment, ul1der L / Cpl
Fielding, left with B Squadron on the 26th for that Mecca of
delight, Alexandria, later meeting and waging war on A Squadron
-bo~h Squadrons then proceeding to Mersa Matruh for a sojourn
there for a few days. No. 2 Detachment, under Corp! Shaddick
A .. left for Mersa Matruh with A Squadron on the 29th ; and
Nos. r and 5 Detachments, under Corporal Neal G., left with
R.H.Q. Squadron for Berg-el-Arab. A deta iled account of these
trips will appear in next month's chapter.
Second Upgrading Course.- This commences immediately
after the summer break. Loud groans and moans are the order
of 1he day. I was taking a course of Pelmanism, but as time
has flown rather quickly all thoughts of any courses have been
expelled from my brain box.
Departures.- Our O.C., Lieut. M. G. A. Hepper, went on
lea.veto U.K. on 18 / 6 / 34. No danger of dry rot In that glorious
country, sir. During his absence, Lieut. D. A. L., Dwyer from
Egipt Signals keeps a fatherly (?) eye on us.
AgonieE.- To WJRE scribe, F Troop, Tidworth: When does
your tour out here commence? Organise your spies and espionage service, and transmit results through these columns, calling
SU l )L. I shall hear you. WIRE Scribe, G Troop.
To Sigmn Parkes, late 45 Squad (way back in '32): Wot abaht
a line? Sigmn Knight.
To Sergt Guile: Congratters on the promotion. From the
Tr.Jop and Mick.
Conclusion.- Colos.
PAT.
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Olympic team, when Hong Kong won by 3--z ; and the second
was against the Chinese Olympic team, Hong Kong winning by
3-0. On the latter occasion Cord played the game of his life.
I heard the wireless commentary, and the announcer made some
glowing tributes. The following is an ext ract from The Hong
Ko:1g Telegraph.
" CORD'S GOALKEEPING.- Cord's goalkeeping for the winners
was not only brilliant enough to bring the huge crowd to its feet
time and time again, but it also drew complimentary remarks
from Mr. M. K. Lo at the presentation following rhe game.
Several times Cord appeared to be taking extraordinary risks,
and en the face of it might have been described as lucky to get
away with his clearances. Nevertheless, it was noticeable that
his urning was faultless, and that whether under the bar or
several yards in front of his citadel, he was absolutely confident
. . . . Quite apart from the display of Cord in goal, which has
not been equalled in the last eight months . . . . "
Leave.- The holiday bungalow at Cheung Chau is a great
succe s, and everyone wants another week. Of course, with the
dollar at r / 6, only the Tai Pans can affor<;J that. The actual
cost of messing, etc., is very low, but there's a book up there
whuein one signs for beer, etc. It's easier to sign than to pay
cash, and consequently nearly everyone goes " haywire." It's
a 1;ood idea, though. You have your holiday free from worry,
the bill is presented a few days after you return- then the worry
starts.
Cheung Chau is a swell spot for a holiday. The island is about
two miles long, and has one or two nice beaches. Everyone goes
for ;, swim before breakfast ; that is, the first day. After that,
something else seems to have a big pull.
The food is wonderful. I'm sure of one Chinese who'll go to
heaven!

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
General.-On Saturday 9th June we held our monthly all ranks
dance in the Institute. It was enjoyed by a large attendance and
was quite a success.
We have invited fifteen members of H.M.S. Resource to spend
th ree days leave with us, from approximately the 9th to the 12th
Jul y. Further news of this will be seen in the next issue of notes.
Arrivals and depart1i1res are nil, but I know of some departures
that are being awaited with a certain amount of eagerness on the
part of those due for the U.K. in the forthcoming trooper.
Sports notes will be found in the usual pages of this issue.
Personal.-To Boniface, 5th Div. : Congrats, Bonny. It must
be fiven for your valuable work at clipping I Ex-5 Divite.

Malta Signal Section, Valletta.
Command Signal Office, 30th June.
General.- Although notes have been on the missing list for
the last few months, we are by no means dead. The Malta
Signal Section is still in existence (very much so) and bearing up
well under the conditions. A great many events are to be recorded, and I will try to give all the news for those interested in
Mab.
The Trail.- Since the 1st January this year, the following have
been congratulated and mentioned in despatches.
Congratulations went first to Corp! Keywood F. C., whose wife
presented him with a daughter on the nth March. Busty went
bust that week-end, and Farsons were called upon to produce
some of their reserve stock of the famous " blue." Sigmn Baker,
ple~se note.
The following were mentioned on the 14th March for passing
in the trade tests as shown. Sigmn Attewell S. to lineman group
C cl. ii. and Driver Thornhill J. to lineman group E. It is a pity
that the former is now time-ex, as he will hardly see the difference on the A.F.N. 1510.
On the 1st May L/ Corp! Stretch G. G. left for U.K. per the
Lt:mcashire. We wish him all the very best, and may good luck
be always with him. Since he left we have heard that A Corps
Signals was his final destination. We have one or two ex-A Corps
Signals with us, and by all accounts A Corps will suit him
admirably.
Then came the first class certificate of education examination.
Signalmen Eccles K. and Summerfield J. passed in English.
This leaves both with only one subject to get to complete the
first itself. All the best next time!
On the 20th May we congratulated our Foreman-of-Signals
(Q.M.S. Flynn G. H. R., M.B.E.) on his wife presenting him with
a daughter. Ann Patricia has since, 1 hear, taken the place of
the notire "No. 1, 6 a.m. daily." Congratulations, sir.
Congratulations also went to Captain D. R. Paterson, who was
gazetted to that rank on the 31st January.
Combined Operations.- These exciting days and nights were
the 12th / 13th June. The scheme was successful from our poinr
of view, and the communications were kept to a high standard
throo..1ghout. Our 0.C. (Captain R. Sutton-Pratt) with the Forema'.1-of-Signals (Q.M.S. Flynn) made visits to the exchanges and
look-ours in the manreuvre area and found all correct. I really
know little about it as I was hardly in it, but Sergt Callegari told
me it was great. Many miles were trekked in the days prior to
the operations, and he certainly was brown (or " browned." did
he !lay?) Anyway, the Corps kept the flag flying and those who
took part are to be congratulated.

HALF-GREASE.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Whitfield Barracks, Kowloon, 8th June.
General.-Nothing of importance has occurred this last month.
Even the weather has remained the same, for which we are duly
thankful. According to the papers, it is many years since Hong
Kong has had such a cool May. However, no one is grumbling
as it is quite warm enough for bathing.
The trek to Tai Wan has started again, though the Sunday
moming crowd has been greatly reduced by church parades.
There seems to be some controversy as to which does us the
most good: the church or the beach, but I admit there's not a .
great deal of argument. Bathing Parades are again a popular
W.?nnesday morning fixture.
SP.Ort during May was practically at a standstill. We played ·
hockey once, but found it far too hot, so decided to lay off until
about August.
A Section doubles tournament was held, and L/ Corp! Funnell
and Sigmn Lomax beat Signalmen Whitehead and Cord in the
fin:II.
Sigmn Cord played for the Hong Kong Football Association on
two occasions. The first was against the Japanese Far Eastern

This is the lot for this month, so I will close down. Till next
time,
MATA HARJ.

While walking to the beach one day. four of the chaps were
sur;>i·ised to see a snake slither across the path. (No, it wasn't
him; he was back in barracks.) They immediately fixed It, and
after taking a photo it was dumped, as the smell was a trifle
hi~'1.. The snake was rough ly 6 ft. 6 in .. long, an~ a resid~nt
said 1t was the longest he'd seen on the island. Im enclosing
a map, as I suppose some people who read this will have heard
these snake yarns before. In case of doubt, the snake is in the
middle of the group. It was rumoured that a certain Person in
these barracks had gone into mourning over this affair, but don't
take this as official ; I can't vouch for it.
l ieel sure everyone has enjoyed the trip so far, and there are
four more parties to go up yet. Jf some kind person had broken
the gramophone record of " Come up and see me some time,"
I'd have enjoyed my trip better.
Co11gratulations.-To L / Corpl Chaffey on his appointment;
also to C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) West on his Medal of the Empire,

The Desert Calls.-On the 2nd Mav Caotain D. R. Paterson
left us for a little trip by car across the Northern Sahara and
then!:e through Spain to England. He has now arrived safely,
and we congratulate him on making such a splendid trip. The
Ford must certainly have been fed on dates and cocoanuts to do
it l We are wondering if the work of Corp! Keywcod got bent
at all.
Cruises. - Sigmn Grace D. has just left us on H.M.S. Resource
for a cruise round the Mediterranean. This lasts for about eight
weei;s, and though perhaps not quite so interesting as the second
part of the summer cruise, a few interesting places are visited.
Somebody called it the " Mediterranean booze," which statement I really can't vouch for. There are no bus stops in the
Med.I
Nuts and Wine.-Thc time-ex list has now a total of three.
Signalm.en Loveday, Lyons and Attewell will strengthen the Army
Reserve. Sigmn Revill is trunking about it, and if he does " go
out " there will be four.
Sigmn Attewell is going to apply for a bus conductor's job,
and Sigmn Loveday as an assistant in a leading hairdresser's in
Oxford. Sigmn Lyons has applied for the next vacancy as the
Monster's keeper at Loch Ness. As I said, Sigmn Revill is still
und<'cideq whether to go down the rnin or stay on top.
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The tour-expired this season are Q.M.S. Flynn G. H. R.
t.B.E .. Sergt Callegari F. C. and Corp! lent. What a change
over! Ex-Malta Sectionites, please note.
The Outing.- This year the outing with No. 32 (T) Company
R.,\.S.C. was held early. Owiog to the departure of their popular O.C .. Captain A. R. Smith. M.c., R.A.S.C., the committee
applied for it to be held in June prior to his leaving. Everyone
had a splendid day. The Malta Signal Section only lost the relay
because Tishy crossed his legs. The same Sigmn Williams lost
a challenge match by crossing them the other way.
lnformation.-Next month I hope to be able to give a little
information about this Island for the benefit of those who will
be coming here the next trooping season.
Stop Press.- Who is the D.R. lineman who numbered his combimtion " C.2319024 "?
FANNY.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion, 8th July.
The annual musketry is over (for the majority of the Section)
and, no doubt, those men who fired are feeling very pleased at

H O ME

the high average obtained.

Sigmn Taylor was top scorer with
Corporal
Hayden's squad, with an average of 72, has the distinction of
being at the top for the time being, and it behoves the casuals
who fire in September to shoot well, to keep up the high standard
set and not let their squads down.
The married families outing took place on the 12th June, and
a ·•?:ry enjoyable day was spent at First River.
Tbe annual Section outing to Sandy Bay was held on the 2~rd
June, and all who took pan voted that the change from visitmg
a large town was a great success. It is anticipated that future
Section outings will be held on similar lines.
\Ve have had a four-day visit from two French cruisers and
six destroyers. Elaborate arrangements were made in the Garrison for their entertainment, and on the evening before sailing
they entertained a number of warrant officers and senior n.c.o.s
of the Garrison. From the very cheerful atmosphere which prevail?:d, it would appear that the French naval ratings had thorough.ly enjoyed their stay in Gibraltar.
On the 18th June Sergt Rankin and his famiiy left us for three
months furlough in the United Kingdom . We hope that they
will have a very enjoyable holiday.

8o pomts, and the average for the Section was 68.2.

ST.A.TIONS-Co11ti11ucd from page 351

G Artillery Signal Section, Catterick Camp- co11fi1111ed.
It may be of interest to note that Brigade schemes during this
week were held on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, when
approximately sixty miles were covered. On Thursday the march
from Redesdale to Catterick was commenced : this distance was
ninety miles. The total mileage therefore works out at 150 miles,
covered in five and a half days. It speaks well for the horses
and the trouble taken to get them fit whi le at Newcastle. The
Section have requested that the old recruiting slogan " Join the
Army and see the world " should be altered to " Join the Signals
and ride round it."
Our thanks are due to No. 3 Artillery Signal Section for their
co-operation in providing transport for kits, etc.
Wh ispers.-The Section are well represented for service in
foreign climes. Many are sweating. We nope they will not be
disappointed. As these are only preliminary wa rnings, however, it would not be fair to publish names at present ; but watch
our later notes for some surprises.
BACHY GEE.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
Ball ykinler Camp.-We set forth for training amidst the rain,
but we have been very lucky to have good weather for the
schemes, and it is hoped it will remain so for a further month.
Captain Jones has arrived from the Forts to take over command
of the skeleton Company at headquarters.
Stations at Armagh and Omagh came in for Brigade training.
Rather a contrast, from a 120 watt set to an A Pack set. We
wonder why it is called "A" set? there are numerous other
appellations that seem more fitting. On the third scheme there
was a lively interval. Our check, collecting paper around the
signal office, discovered a gorse fire (at least, that is his version)
and we had a lively hour in trying to put it out. Luckily no
damage was done, and we returned to camp thoroughly exhausted. We hope there won't be a recurrence, as it is no joke
to be surrounded by flames.
Ed uca t 1or..- Signalmen Morrison and Hall obtained their
seconds at the last examination. Congratulations I Now let's
have your firsts.
Marriage-Unofficially, we believe Sigmn Hale went into "that
ideal state of man " on his last leave. Confirmation please,
Tubby, and congratulations. The best of luck!
·
Odds.-Under L/ Sergt Betts the linemen have been doing
much work, having erected a permanent route at Kinnegar and
wired up for the N.I.D. shoot. We cannot give them all the
credit for the latter, as the operators and D.R.s also helped.
What's that beloved name we hear: Cas. . . ? Funny how one
forgets at times I
Draft.-Sigmn Lee has been provisionally warned for Egypt.

Inter-Section Moves.- L / Carpi Clarke from Dunree to Ballykinler. L / Corpls Lowday and Maguire and Signalmen Hedley,
Costello and Jones to Helen's Bay fo r temporary duty with the
R.A. (T.A.).
We Would Like to Know.- Who was the operator who thought
the spark gap cleaner on rhe 120 watt was for sharpening pencils?
Who called the 7+3 by a new name?
Post.- K .H.: How's the poor feet? Mick. C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S)
Potts: Which unit has been lucky? Maguire. Ex-Sigmn Pfaff
(late 2nd Indian Divl Signals): Lost your address. Promise to
write to you or any of the old gang on receipt of addresses. Am
HEC ME.
feeling out of it. Speedy.

South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
Spike Island, Co. Cork, uth July.
Provisional warnings for abroad have started to arrive, and
C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) White A. finds himself going back to his old
station in Jamaica which he left in 193r. Sigmn Dove J. W.
(Lofty) after fourteen years at home, including about seven at
Spike Island, is going to China ; and Sigmn O 'Sullivan D. is for
Egypt.
Musketry this yeaf was not quite up to the standard of the
past two years, but for all that, the average for nineteen at Spike
Island was 67, with two top scorers (Corp! Richardson G. W.
and L / Corpl Wright F.) at 82 each. The detachment of five at
Bere Island, who fired on an open range with R.A.S.C. officers
supervising (Bere's excuse) scraped up an average of 45. Spike
Island got fifteen first and four second class shots, whilst Bere
Island managed one first, three second, and one third class.
We have not seen any new faces or lost any old ones, but
rumour has it that Sigmn Turner, who left for the Reserve in
August 1932 and is now serving again at Dover (I told h im he
would have to work in civvy street) may come back here.
There is very little to report in the sports section, cricket being
the only game played. L / Corpl Spong, Sigmn Richardson and
Sigmn Osborne (our demon bowler) are playing for Headq uarters
2nd Heavy Brigade R.A. in the Garrison League.
Jim Crow would like to know if Pip Brewster still gets his
pomelo and beer, and if this is the stuff that makes boxing
protegees so .. willing."
LANKA MK. IV.

THE

''TERRIERS~''

Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street, London, S.W.1.
The new heating apparatus has been completed and, judging
from the tests which have been made, the innovation will make
our headquarters much more comfortable next winter. A new
floor will be provided for the drill hall while the unit is at camp
in August. With these and other smaller alterations to headquarters, it will be possible to make our winter programmes of
work and social events much more attractive. Our best thanks
are due to Colonel H. M. Pryce Jones, D.s.o. , M.v.o., M.C.
(Territorial Army and Air Force Association, County of London)
for his great help in dealing with these matters.
The Trade Board arrangements are now completed, and we
wish those who are to be tested every success.
Full preparations are in hand for annual training at Manston
Aerodrome from the 12th to 26th August, and it only remains
for the weather clerk to provide the right type of weather in
order to ensure an interesting and happy camp.
All members of the unit will be pleased to learn that Captain
Boggis has recently passed his promotion examination. Our
congratulations. What with the Royal Tournament, the Air
Force Display, and promotion classes, it must have been a busy
life!
H.S.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.- News from the Comoanies is scant this monthno doubt, owing to pressure of bu.siness in the various departments relative to the imminent departure for camp.
Cran borne is a new spot for us, but we ant icipate . as good a
time, if not a better one than we have had at precedmg camps.
Employers in the main are giving of their best ; that is, they
are releasing men readily for the training and seem very sympathetic generally when interviewed on the subject, which speaks
volumes for the personal touch.
Congratulations to Mr. C. G. H. Govier on obtaining his second
pip.
.
.
·1 h
We hope the first three officers from this umt to ava1 t emselves of the course at.the Academv will be having a first rate
time, and find the course of great benefit to them in their subsequent service in this unit.
MERCURY.

No. 3 {Plymouth) Company.
Sunday 8th July-chosen for a combined Territorial church
parade-gave the Company a chance to " show itsel~ " to t.he
public of Plymouth, and it had e':'ery reason to be satisfied with
its performance. It was a beaut_1ful day, and after . the service
in St. Andrew's Church the Guildhall Square provided an ap•
propriate setting for the inspection and march past. In numbers,
turn out and drill, the Signals compared more than favourably
with the other units, and fifty who attended from the Company
made a fine impression.
We are now generally suffering from those pre-camp blues.
The training programme is practically fimshed, and we are rea_dy
to be " up and at 'em "; but meanwhile we are bothered with
those minor worries which are so irritating reference personnel.
stores and equipment. However, here's to the 29th and a good
camp!
Mr. G . K. S. Edwards a{ this Company is away on the _newly
arra nged course at the Academy, Woolwic~. We ~re delighted
to know that in addition to the course. he 1s attcndmg camp for
the full period.
THREECOY.

4 7th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.

DO YOU BELONG TO THE SIGNALS ASSOCIATION ?
If not, JOIN NOW.
Sec on page 330 how it is helping your time-expired com radesand may help ,11ou when you leave the Service.

Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
General.- We must first of all apologise for being " absent
from parade " last month. As a matter of fact, we-but, there.
what's the good of making excuses? You wouldn't believe u~.
However, Section trainin~ is . still g?ing on apace. .Camp ~s
in the offing, and each Section 1s clearmg decks for action. as. it
were. Each wagon is becoming a thing of beauty. What with

the Rolls Royce coach paint work, chromium plated parts, and
the buffed and burnished brass work, they are painful to look at
in the sunlight ; and it wouldn't surprise us very much if they
wanted to plate the tyres, too! Really, an issue of anti-glare
glasses is indicated. Still, it's very nice to see such enthusiasm
among the troops, and we feel sure the considerable amount of
extra time and labour put in on these wagons and fixtures 1s
greatly appreciated by those who " only stand and wonder."
By the time these notes appear in print, we shall be nearing
the end of our 1934 annual training at Colchester. We are
hoping for an even better camp this year than before, but we
are doubtful if we shall surpass last year's for its scenic setting.
Nos. 1 and 2 Companies spent a very useful and enjoyable
week-end training at Chertsey on the 7th/8th July. About
seventy officers and other ranks took part in a small signal scheme
by the two Companies and in practising signal work generally.
The work was good, and in spite of the extremely hot weather
it was carried out with considerable keenness on the oart of all
concerned. We were better off this time in regard to- transport
- better vehicles and better drivers-but how very much better
it would be if we could have our own pukka military transport.
To see our glittering wagons bemg towed by odd types of lorries,
mostly bearing advertisements of some commodity, reminds us
of a coast town hospital carnival.
It is a pleasure to note that the D.R. Section 1s now a real live
one and doing a bit of useful work.
We regret to report two casualties among the D.R. personnel
and attached. Sergt Long, in apparently endeavouring to vault
over an Austin Seven, made a faulty take off and crashed. The
nose of his sidecar and the tail of the car received minor damage.
but both were able to proceed under their own oower ; true,
the front wheel of the motor cvcle was a bit shakv i The other
case was that of a D.R. who tried to miss a small boulder and
h it another which bowled him over. His machine was damaged,
but the rider was only shaken.
Officers .- The monthly dinner was held on the 5th July, and
we were delighted to have with us Lt.-Col. R. E. Barker. Major
R. Jee, M.C., Captain R.H. R. Steward. M.C., and 2/Lieut. G. S.
K. Mayden, of the rst Divisional Signals. We hope they spent
a pleasant evening and arrived home safely.
The visit of officers from our oarent unit is alwavs looked
forward to with great keenness, not only that we may show them
our mess but because we appreciate the valuable help they give
us in our training. We try in a small way to show this appreciation when they pay their annual visit to Fulham House. In
addition to the officers mentioned, there were a number of other
guests, making a total of thirty-two who dined.
We extend a warm welcome to 2/Lieutenants L. F. W. Salmon and W. H. Sansom, who have recently been gazetted to
this unit.
Our second-in-command, Major C L. H. Humphreys, will
unfortunately be unable to attend camp this year as he is in
Africa. This is a great loss to the unit from every pomt of
view, and certainly his cheery personality will be missed m the
Mess.
Sergeants Mess.- The battle for the Murphy snooker cup
has been fought-and lost, so far as we are concerned, any way.
After a hard struggle the 25th Cyclists Old Comrades Association won it.
At present another " do " is on for a billiards shield. kindly
presented by C.Q.M.S. Elms for compe ition among the past
and present Mess members.
It is hoped to present both these trophies on the occasion of
a Mess smoking concert which is schedulecrto take place on the
21st July.
We congratulate and welcome among us Corp) Craig on hi
appointment as Lance-Sergeant, and hope he will be happy with
us.
We arc also very pleased to learn that R.S.M. Thomas S. and
Ser~t (Tiny) Joyce, D.C.M., have been granted an extension of
their time with us.
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We tender our hearLy congratulations to R.S.M. Thomas S.
on being awarded his roti medal ; to Sergt White G. E. F. (T.A.)
and L / Corpl Davidson W. T. (S.R.) on being awarded the Territorial efficiency medal ; and to Corpl Rickwood E. and Sigmn
Digman W. H. (both S.R.) on being ;iwarded the Militia efficiency medal.
Speaking of medals, can any one enlighten us as to the penally
for a fellow who parades with his roti gong ribbon in front of
those of his war medals? Drinks all round, I think, would
EFFEMMA.
meet the case.

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
By lhe time these notes appear, we shall be happily installed
on Bulford Fields. If the weather holds out as it is at present,
the prospect is indeed a very pleasant camp for us. There will
perhaps be the inconvenience of shortage of water to anticipate,
but after all, we are only there for a fortnight, and so long as
it is only the H20 that is scarce, all may yet be well. We are
looking forward to meeting once again our old friends of our
parent unit, the 3rd Divisional Signals.
There is not much news to report, Company scribes having
as usual defaulted with their contributions. (By the way, who
exactly are they?) We are of course very busy with preparations
for camp, and there is not much time left.
Week-end camps were held by the Companies for three successive weeks in June, and all took place as usual near Earlswood Lakes. Nos. 1 and 2 Comoanies both struck luckv for
weather and carr.e back well scorched by the sun. No. 3 Company had a repetition of their bad luck of last year, as it rained
hard practically the whole time and the canvas had to be struck
and brought into barracks for drying.
Everyone will be sorry to hear that Sergt Wilkinson J. F. will
not be able to be with us this year. He had an unfortunate
accident whilst motor eye.ling, resulting in a serious injury to
his foot, and is at present in hosoital. This, we know, is a
te~rible_ disappointment to _him, a!ld -for our part we shall greatly
miss his company and his services. Who will get the M.T.
Section up in the mornings? We wish him a speedy recovery,
and shall expect to see him uo and about bv the time we come
bu~
We apologise for our notes being short and sweet this month.
There will be lots to report next time.
GET'CHER.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
(W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
Gener al .-Another month of activity in all directions. The
moth ball~ have been s~a.ken out of the regimental trumpets,
and t~e ml ~ng111e electricity generator has once again sent its
chug~111g votee echo111g across the drill ground, making the
recrults (or, to use the new term, freshmen) at rifle drill imagine
they are under fire. In other words, the final touches are being
put on all and sundry, ready for annual camo on the 5th August.
Even our sedate old canteen governor, cOrpl Benny Lee, has
lately assumed a degree of youth and sprightliness thought by
many to be long extinct. It's t'cam9 spirit i' t'air, lads.
Train ing. -The biggest event during the month was No. r
Company's week-end camp at Arthington on the 16th/ 17th June.
There was a fair attendance, and in grand weather the scheme
was very enjoyable. It took the form of an attack by the Northland troops (which included the <19th Division) against a Southla_nd enemy, and judging from the moves forward Northland
did eretty well. At any rate, that State suffered no casualties,
and 111 the post-mortem reoort on the action, general satisfaction
was expressed. Lieut.-Cofonel C. W. Fladgate (C.S.O. N orthern
Command) together with Colonel G. Bray, M.C., T.D. (D .C.S.O.)
cl'?sely watched the ex~rcise. Incidentally, the new permanently
wired signal office trailer of D Section was tried out on that
occasion. It looks rather like a caravan and is drawn behind a
motor vehicle, but, subject to a few minor alterations, promises
to be. a great success. The W I T Section also held a Sunday
exercise, No. 2 Company had a week-end under canvas, and on
the 14th/15tJ: July No. I Company will wind up the pre-camp
programme with a week-end exercise.
Drink in g Song.-"Where my caravan has rested 1" or alter•
nauvely. "There's a long long trailer winding."
and No.
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"London Gazette" Announcement.- Lieut. J. R. Sutcliffe,
Supplementary Reserve, to be Captain w.e.f. 20/ 4/ 34.
Medal Award.- Sigmn Greenfield H . of the S.R. has been
aw~r~ed the efficiency medal for twelve years service in the
Militia or S.R. That's the stuff. Now, what about a bar or two?
Birth.- Yet more S.R. news. To L / Sergt Ashby W. H. a
daughter. at Leeds, on 17 /3/34. Well . you know, you would
run those canteen raffles, Sarge, and now . . . . . . .
Marriages.- Nil at present. But there are rumours of activity
in some quarters.
Death.-lt is with great regret that we record the untimely
death of Sigmn Orchard J. of the S.R .. as the result of an accident while following his civilian employment. He was buried
with military honours on Tuesday 3rd July.
True Story.- Date, 14th June. Scene, drill ground (Company
C.O. inspecting the Cable Section just before scheme). C.O.:
" Where are your pliers?" Cableman (looking intelligent):
"~ot's them, sir?" !-fastily reminded that they were pincers,
a light of understandmg came over the careworn line layer's
phiz, and with a cheery " 'Aven't none. sir," he smiled again.
Cresar would have said, "Pro bone publico, have him shot."
Poem.- This " encouragement to young lads " 1s anonymous.
Perhaps it's as well that it is!
We're out on the open road, lads,
And miles from the nearest inn.
The cablemen say the line's laid,
But to call it a· line is a sin.
The phone is as dead as Lord Nelson,
The wireless cannot get through,
The D.R.s are lost, and the V / T's a frost,
And the counter clerk's nothing to do.
But don't sit and sigh on a pannier,
Or scream, or get angry or sore ;
Do summat to square up the tangleJf you don't, you'll not win the war.
Remember, it's "Never sav die," ladsYou must get Brigade or. H.Q. ;
If you stay isolated and dream, lads,
The G.B.'11 never come through.
Men have been hanged for better efforts than that I

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General. - The past month has been a verv busy one for the
unit in general. Annual training this year was spent at Scarborough, from which we have just returned, having had a good
time both in work and in pl;i..y. We were camped on our usual
spot, the old race course, which is two and a half miles out of
Scarborough and1• up a lovely old hill (which is all right when
you are walking down it). The weather clerk was verv kind to
us _during the first week, there being a plentiful supply of sunshme, but not so good the second ; but we cannot grumble on
the whole.
The unit was inspected on the first Tuesdav in camo bv the
G.C.C., Major-General L. H. R. Pope-Hennessy, c.s.~ o:s.o.,
who was favourably impressed by the bearing and turn out of
the men.
After the G.O.C.'s insoection, the first of the unit cuos was
competed for, namely the Jennings cup (cleanest man): This
was won by Sigmn Garthwaite, who was turned inside out by
Captain P. Jennings, M.C., before he awarded him the cup.
The Macleod cup (recruits squad) was taken from us bv one
tenth or a point by No. 3 (Gateshead) Company. A jolly. good
tussle, this .
Breaking away from cuo comoetitions for the moment-we
will refer to them again "shortly-I must relate some general
aspects of the training. I cannot pass without referring to the
college held in camp. This was a signal school for all recruits
plus despatch riders. Under the able mastershio of C.S.M.
Battersby this made excellent orogress, and I am given to understand that this wa~ one of the.successes of the camp. Of course,
I must also compliment C.S.M. Battersby's very able assistants,
C,S,M.$ Wa$hford <1nd Devey, who rendered admirable servic;e.
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The unit signal scheme was held during the first week, and
the Divisional exercise in the second. These were successful
and were thoroughly en;oyed.
The camp this year has been more or less a farewe ll celebration, as Captain and Adjut;im W. H. N. Deni, M.B.E., R.S.M.
Williams, and C.S.M. Battersby an d Washford are due for
departure after this annu al training. We wish them all the very
best of luck in their new soheres of life.
A very keen competition was seen this year, being the first
time held for guard mountin g, which brought into the final L and
E Sections. A special parade was held to decide the winners,
and success eventually fell to the lot of E Section. The guard
consisted of Corporal Craggs J. (now joined the Regular Army)
and Signalmen Thornton, Chester and Knowles. This guard
was highly complimenied by the adjutant for their excellent turn
out.
The Bagnall cup was again won by this Company, with a
possible number of points .
Departures.- We wish the best o[ luck to R.S.M. Williams
on his departure from the unit with which he had the good
fortune to be so long ; also to C.S.M. Battersby, who is shortly
leaving us to take up a job in civilian life. To Corp( Craggs J.
we offer our sincere wishes for a verv successful future in the
Royal Corps of Signals at Catterick. ·
0

Promotions.- Congratulations to Si3111n Claxton A. on his
appointment as A I U I LI Corp I. The best of luck, Darkie I
Arrivals.-We exlend to C.S.M. Bevan a heartv welcome on
his arrival to take up the duties vacated by R.S.M. Williams. We
hope his stay with us will be long and happy, and assure him
of our best support. (Boys will be boys.)
Training.- After a slight break from cam9, we are looking
forward to winter training, which we all enjoy .
MIDBRO.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals.
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Worthy Wilson.- Thirty years and still going strong I We
refer to that Territorial stalwart, C.Q.M.S. Wilson Maxwell.
who has devoted the best oart of his life to the Volunteer and
Territorial movements. He has held various ranks with distinction, and has fulfilled manv offices in connection with our
unit's organizations. A long ~nd useful war career did not
damp Wilson's enthusiasm. He is as keen and as willing as
ever to put his shoulder to the wheel. Dame Fortune has not
always smiled on Wilson . He has experienced more setbacks in
life than most men. But his journey along the rou!!:h road has
undoubtedly contributed to the moulding of a splenc!id character
in one who is an outstanding credit to the Territorial cause.
One of Ourselves.-We extend our belated congratulations to
L / Corp! McNeil of A Corps Signals on his promotion to that
rank. This bright lad is a son of our own Sergt-Major McNeil J..
and served for some tiflle with our S.R. units prior to enlisting
in Lhe Regular Army. We predict great things for this promising
young man. During his ~ojourn with us, L / Corp! McNeil im,Pressed his superiors with his intelligence and capacity for hard
work, and we feel certain that his first oromotion is a forerunner to a successful career in the Corps. ·
Dun d onald Days.- No. 3 T.A. Company's two days (16th /
17th June) at Dundonald were indeed happy ones. Glorious
weather, first class arrangements, and the beauty of the Land
o Bums all contributed to ideal training conditions. Much good
work was done, for this miniature holiday certainly combined
business with pleasure.
'Ma ster Maso n.- CongratulaLions to Sergt Mason G. and his
good lady on the bitth of a son. May young Mason be a chip
of the old stone and a worthv son of a worthv father whose
outstanding education~) attainnienis have already ·been described
in THE WIRE.
Shylocks S up pl emented.- Yet another addition to the ranks
of the Ravens! We congratubte Sergt Marshall A. on his elevation to A / C.Q.M.S. We feel certain thar he is possessed of all ·
the attributes which go to make the super-man and quarter
bloke.

First Timers. - Lieut. Campbell of No. 2 Company Railway
Telegraphs, Scottish Detachment, mforms us that the Detachment have thoroughly enjoyed their training season with us.
Splendid results have been achieved. Training has been concentrated on lectures and technical instruction. Our relations
with our railway comrades continue to be most cordial. It gives
u~ pleasure to record, for the first time 111 THE WJRE, notes relating to this Detachment.
Popular Promotion. -Our heartiest congratulattons to Major
G. W. Cumming (of the S.R. units) on his advancement. Tn1s
promotion has given keen satisfaction to all ranks of the S.R. in
Glasgow.
Honorary Colonel.- The announcement Lhat Sir Harry Duncan
McGowan, K.B.E.. has been appointed honorary colonel of our
units is of first rate importance. There are few names so well
known in the industrial world as Sir Harrv's. It is indeed difficult for us to realise our good fortune. The association of this
most distinguished gentleman with our units can only be productive of much good. and under his influence we hope to go
from success to success.
A Good Friend.- Jt is with deep regret that we say goodbye
to our retiring honorary colonel, Brigadier-General E. G. GodfreyFaussetl, C.B., C.M.G. We are most grateful for all that he has
done for us. H is interest in our units has been unfailing, and
his efforts have been at all times directed to helo us. It will be
sufficient reward to Brigadier-General Godfrey-Faussett to know
that during his term of office we have indeed prospered.
Lowland Lyric:i.-We are oroud of our record. We do not
seek to hide our light under
bushel. We think the following
facts are well worth recording in THE WIRE.
The late Lord Kitchener of Khartoum was our honorary colonel
from 1902 until his death.
The crown of the shooting world, the Queen's Prize, was won
by Sergt Reid in 1888 when we were under the R.E. regime.
Tho Village Grocer.-He has sliced our bread for many moons
and at many camps. He has cut our cheese and patted our
butter. He is a bit of a grocer and a bit of a grouser. His home
is the ration tent. His arms are not brawnv, and his coat is
white. He is trade rated as a blacksmith. Ye gods!

a

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
Apologies.- Abser.ce of WIRE notes last month. No good
making any excuses. Nobody believes you.
General.- Since mv last notes we have been verv busv with
week-end courses. Section training, etc. Successful we.ek-end
courses were held at Cefn Mabley on the 9th/Ioth June and at
Porthcawl on the 7th/ 8th July. Our annual camp will be held
at Pennard, near Swansea, and everyone is looking forward to a
good camp with the same weather that we are having at present.
Our recruits this year are shapmg very well under C.S.M.
Maynard. and all are showing great keenness in their work,
twenty of them proving themselves ready to help their Sections
by being passed off the square by the adjutant last week.
Rifle Shooting.-Hearty congratulations to No. 2 Company
on again winning the Victory shield at the Welsh Bisley Meeting
this year with a record score of 490 points.
A Company of the 6th Welch were leading the field by 22
points with only the battle practice to shoot off. They cored
205 for the battle practice. which left us to score 227 to tie ;
and as 226 was the top score ever made on this practice (incidentally made by No. 2 Company when they won the hield two
years ago) the odds were 100 to 1 against our making the 228
points required to win. A Company 6th Welch walked off the
range, receiving congratulations on winn111g the hield and not
waiting for the result of No. 2 Company's shoot. But No. 2
arc never beaten until the last shot has been fired, and they
went down on the battle practice and scored 2p po111ts, beat111g
A Company 6th Welch by 10 points-a great achievement.
L / Sergt Pinnell's score of 47 out of 50 in this practice will stand
a a record for manv moons. The excitement was gr at when
the scores were coming through by phone at the fin;:.g pomr.
Well done, Signals! you can show the Infantry th way 10
shoot off a battle practice. This i the second time o. 2 Comp:rny ha pulled off the double in winning The Wc5.Cru Mail
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trophy and the V ictory shield in the same year: they won both
in 1932.
Sooial.- The Warrant Officers and N .C.O.s Mess held the ir
annual outing on the 17th June with a trip to the Aldershot
Tattoo, which proved a grea.t success. The pa rty left Park
Street by charabanc in glorious weather. We take this opportunity of thanking the members of the Aldershot Signals who
entertained us and made splendid arrangements to enable us to
stay the night in Aldershot.
Obltuary.-It is with deep regret that we have to record the
death of Sergt (Alf) Moss on 30/ 6 / 34. He was a very popular
n.c.o. of this unit and was caterer to the Sergean ts Mess for
thirteen years. He joined the T.A. befora 1914 and served
throughout the war. To his sorrowing widow and th ree children
we offer our heartfelt sympathy.
[t is with great regret that we have also to record the death
of Capt-ain C. P. Wall, a late member of this unit. Captai n Wa ll
joined the Royal Engineers as a Sapper in 1897, was commissioned
in 1916, served through the Somaliland campaign from 1902 to
1904, at Gallipoli in 1915, and in Egypt and Palestine from 1916
to 1920. A representative party from this unit paid thei r last
respects to Captain Wall, who passed away at the Royal Infirmary
on 8/7 / 34. We offer our heartfelt sympathy to his wife and
THE LEEK.
children.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15

No. 1 Company.
General.-As the annual tra ining camp period draws nearer, so
on drill evenings do we see many new faces. The thought of
Brighton without pay is a little disconcerting, I' ll admit ; but it
is noticed that once we get a new face, we invariably keep it.
The attractions at Stratford H.Q. have much to do with this .
For instance, a miniature range is now on the spot, where, every
drill evening at 9 p.m., competitive shooting for all classes of
shots takes place. Then the canteen is really a cheery, homely
club affair, where, on other than drill evenings, members can
spend an instructive hour, for besides a billiard table, darts and
shove ha'penny, a good wireless set will bring to you any programme that is required. Also, during the cold weather, a real
coal fire roars its cheery message " to bring your chestnuts. "
The great majority of the Company know, and have known
for a good while, about these attractions, but the remainder are
only just beginning to learn.
Training.-Our schemes during the month of June were limited
to one for each Section.
B Cable Section sallied out and spent an enjoyable week-end
at Hainault on the 16th and 17th June, laying much cable, getting
perfect communication, and then reeling in the cable in the best
of Army styles.
A W / T Section had something different in the way of wireless
schemes, for a 120-watt set at Northampton tried to work to one
stationed at Hertford. Owing chiefly to technical fau lts on both
of the transmitters this was not the success deserved, but it was
invaluable from the instruction point of view.
A C set at Hertford, trying to work to one at Stratford, was
more 6uccessful, for communication was established and maintained, but only for a short period.
All the personnel concerned are now convinced that, owing
to the experience gained, a similar scheme could be successfully
carried out.
During the drill evenings local wireless schemes are being
carried out. A unit lorry is loaded, sometimes with A sets, sometimes with C sets, or both, and off go the enthusiastic ones.
The new recruits are floddin~ along, still trying hard to master
the elementary stages o signalling. They are coming along very
nicely, too, and will find themselves in a different class after the
benefits of the annual training camp.
Obituary.- Sergt Hancock E., our P.S.I. who recently lost his
small son, wishes to thank the officers and other ranks and the
permanent and office staffs for thei r kind sympathies and floral
tributes.
ONECOY.

No. 2 Company.
Congratulations.- All ranks of N o. 2 Company join in hea rtily congratulating C.S.M. Hooper W., ou r noted Company Ser~eant-Maj or , on being awarded the M.B.B. T his war rant offi cer
1oined His Majesty's Forces in the far off past and he has been m
khaki ever since. The saying that old soldiers never die seems
really true in C.S.M. Hooper's case, for he has contribu ted
twenty-four years service to his country- so far I Well done,
sir I we shall certainly hang you r photograph in the Company
office.
A wreath of laurels also to S1gmn Bainbridge S. A. (our nautical
man) who obtained a " disti nguished " at the School of Hygiene
recently. T hat ' s the stuff, Bam bridge. Your occupat ion at annual
camp is assured.
Training.- We are preparing fo r annual camp at Roedea n, and
our " Spot " Section linemen are busy caressing drums of cable
and D .iii. telephones in preparation for the lightning lines they
are going to lay.
T he operators are sti ll exercising the key and t he flag, and
gradu ally increasing their efficiency.
T he T rade Boards have finished, and to those who got throu gh
I will say " You' ve earned it. Well done!" To those who did
not pass, " Do your stuff at the school at camp and catch the
others up. "
Departure.- W e are sorry to lose Signalman Grey D., who is
leaving us fo r the Royal N avy. Grey, who h as been with us a
very short time, has made himself a popular member and a very
promising recruit. Our best wishes go with him in h is new
vocation. We are sure he will do well.
Bereavemant.- All ranks of No. 2 Company exp ress t heir
deepest sympathy with Sergt and Mrs. Hancock in the loss of
their son Ronald.
Transport (Ancient and Modern) .- Salutations .to the " Long"
sergeant of No. r Company who has given up dodging traffic as
a pedestrian. Rumour has it that his fa vourite melody is " W agon
Wheels."
TwocoY.

No. 3 (Sonthend) Company.
Traini ng.- Section trai ning is going aheacf in preparation for
our annual camp, and the last month has seen the " Spot " Section doing some very good work both on week-end camp and
in the drill hall.
A week-end camp for recru its and the v / T teams was held at
Hull bridge on the 23rd / 24th June. T here is no doubt that one
Sunday out is worth one month in the drill hall where training
is concerned. Two v / T teams were tried during the above weekend with the complete D.C. test, and the results were as follows :
"A" team 18.56, " Bl' team 20.6. Not too bad, but more practice is wanted so that the C.O.'s prize will come to Southendirs home.
S'BND.

Bedford Detachment.
Tra in in g .- Training carries on very briskly. We have had
two week-end camps during June, both held at Turvey, and a
very enjoyable time we had on both of them. We had an excellent turn out and the lads worked very well, considering we had
so many of the new recruits out on their first stunts with us.
Sergt Thurley, ably assisted by Signalmen Deverick, ~innis
and Giddings, supplied us with very good sustenance for the mner
man, and we very much appreciate their efforts.
.
On the 30th June and the 1st July we had a scheme m the
vicinity of Odell. The country in which we were working was
of a very difficult nature, being very heavi ly wooded, but that
did not deter the unit a bit. The linemen had cause for complaint, but there was none from them. In the lull of the action
the fellows enjoyed themselves by throwing stones at the rabbits
as they appeared: there were thousands of them swarming all
over the woods. Better do a scheme over that area later on, sir,
when they are seasonable. Help the cuisine!
Annual Training.- All ranks are looking forward to annual
training, which is being held at Roedean . We are hoping to
bring at least one 100 per cent. Section and the othe"r one 99 per
cent. All are anticipating as good a camp as the previous one.
Bereaveme.nt .-A!l ranks sympathise wi th Sergeant and Mrs.
Hancock in the loss of their son.
BBDFORDIAN.

D Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
We have lost all interest in the Mackworth trophy with regard
to cricket, being beaten by F Company. Our side compiled the
magnificent total of 50, but it took ou r opponents two half da ys
to pass it- and not then until they had lost their three best men.
Corp! A tkinson, going in first , carried his bat, but the remai nder
were very disappointing.
However, we are going strong, and although we lost our first
outside fixture against the R.A.O.C. by ten runs , we were without fo ur of our best men who were playing for the Trai ning
Battalion .
We h ave further fixtures and also very strong hopes.

Semi-final-F Compan y v. D Company. Won by seven wickets.
D Compa ny 50. F Company 53 for th ree. Sigmn Adcock took
four wickets for 8 runs, and Corp! Hqlden three for 12.
The fina l is being played against E Company on the 14th July.
Garrison Boys Competition.- First round: " D" Team
(l.M.s) v. East Yorks, won by an innings and 51 runs. East
Yorks 13 (Hawley eight fo r 4 runs) and 74. " D " Team 138
(Cornish 38 not out, Verlander ~1 ).
Second round: "C" Team (Fitters) v. Royal Scots Fusiliers,
lost by 42 runs. R.S.F. 63 and 77 for seven. "C" T eam 51
and 47 (Gibson 31). "B" Team (Operators) v "D" Team
(l.M.s) won by seven wickets. "B" team 44 and 48 for three.
"D" T earn 48 and 43.

Athletics.

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Cricket.
F Company Boys v. Ampleforth Colts.- P!ayed on Scotton

ground on the 4th July. The imp roved standard of the boys
was most marked, especially in the bowling. Reedman, Silver,
Adcock and Hawley all bowled excellently on a very hot day.
Adcock's three wickets for 12 runs was th e best pe rformance.
Murray played a great innings of 49, hardly giving a chance.
T he hi gh standa rd of fielding was especially commended by our
opponents. Willis was at his best at the wicket . The bowling
of Kilpat rick fol' Ampleforth, taking six wickets fo r 31 runs, was
a very good performance.
F COMPANY BOYS .
T errey b Kilpatrick .................... ............ ... .... .. . 0
W illis b Kilpatrick ...... ....... .......................... .. .. . . 4
Murray c and b Bohan ............ ............ ......... .... . . 49
Verlander c Kilpatrick b Ryan ........ ... .......... ..... . 2
Adcock c Kiloatrick b P . Ja rvis ......... ........... ... . 17
O'Brien b KilOatrick ..................... ..... ... ..... ..... .. . I I
H awley b Kilpatrick .. ......... .............. .......... ...... . 0
Reed man c Mounsey b Bohan ............... ....... ..... .. . 12
H arrison lbw b Kilpat rick ......... ............ ...... ..... . 6
Silver c Sutton b Kilpatrick ........ ... .. .... ... ..... .. .. . 0
Piddington not out ... ....... ..... .. .... ... ...... ...... ... .. . I
Extras ... ... .. ..... .. ... .. , ... .. ......... . 3

Army Ind ividua l Champ ionsh ips, Aldershot, 1934.-Enlisted boys 220 yards race. On Thursday 28th June Boys Barrett
R. and Smith J. both succeeded in getting through their heats and
qualified to run in the final next day. Barrett's time in his heat
was the fa stest, and this seemed a good omen for the next day.
So it proved, as in the final, after a magnificent race, Boy Barrett
broke the tape in 24!j.{o sec. (only a fraction of a second behind
the existing record) and won the boys' championship. Boy
Smith ran well and hard but was outclassed. Barrett now holds
the challenge cup for one year, and as he is only aged 16 years
and 2 months he is eligible to run aga in next year. He also
received an Army individual championship gold medal. Both
boys are to be congratulated on the way they stuck to their
training, and the winner especially on putting up such a fine
show.

T otal ........... ....... ......... 105
AMPLBFORTH COLTS.
Kilpatrick c and b Adcock ......... ...... ......... .... .....
Mounsey c Verlander b H awley ....... ......... ... ... ... ..
Redfern b Adcock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bohan lbw b Silver . ..... ... ... ... ... . .. . . . . .. ... . .. .. .... . ..
Wild b Reedman .. ....... ...... ....... ..... ..... ... .. .... ..... ..
Sutton b Silver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mitchell b Adcock . . .. . .. ... .... .. ... . .. . .. .. ..... ... . .. .. .. .. .
Potts not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Ryan not out ..... ... .. .. ...... ....... ... .... ....... .. ... ... ....
Extras ... ........ .... .. ............. .. ... .

29
21
3
15
1
5
14
:2

2
4

Total (for seven wickets) ... 96
Mack wo rth Trophy.-First round: F Company v. Dismounted
Wing. Won by 84 runs. F Company 163 (Sigmn Adcock 35,
Sergt Napper 32). Dismounted Wing 79 (2/ Lieut. Gordon took
four for 24, Corp! Holden three for 21).

Et~listecl

Boys 220 yards Champiotiship.

Left lo ri~ht-Bo1• mith J . (fifth). L ieut. Boileou, Boy Ba rrett R . (winner)

Match v. Barnard Cast le School.-This year the School
proved too strong for us, and we lost by a considerable number
of points. Boyd of the School, a very good all-round athlete,
was largely responsible for this. Some of our stars were unable
to perform owing to the inter-unit team championships which
took place the next day. All our team tried hard under strange
conditions and gave good performances , A very enjoyable day
ended with a swim and supper in the School. Next ye4r, we
win!
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Inter-Section Sports. -A closelv contested match between
the Sections resulted in a win for · o. 2. Some very good performances were put up and great keenness was shown. Result:
1 t, No. 2 Section ; 2nd {tied) 1os. 1.B and 3 ; 4th, No. i.A.
Boys under Sixteen Years of Age Sports.- Some very good
performances were put up. and a large amount of talent was
brought to light. Boys Player an d Adams were outstanding,
and Boy Player was awarded the trophy for the. best performance
for boys under sixteen years of age. The results were. as follows.
100 yards. under 15-Hall, Bosten, Roberts D.
440 yard , under 15-Clover, Deane W., Martin.
One mile, under 15-Deane. Allen, Malone.
Throwing the cricket ball. under 15- Wythe., Bosten , Deane VI/.
100 yards, under 16--Player, Butler, Roberts J.
220 yards, under 16--Player, Murray, Roberts J.
440 yards, under 16--Butler, Connor.
88o yards, under 16--Campion, Peachey, Hicks.
One mile, under 16--Carnpion, Harrington, Connor.
Hurdles, under 16--Adams, Player, Parkinson.
High jump, under 16--Player, Adams, Connor.
Long jump, under 16- Player, Parkinson, Murray.
Javelin, under 16- Adams, Player, Hicks.
Shot put, under 16--Player, Adams, Murray.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
D Troop and A.C.S.C. Tennis Club.-ln the final of the

tournament doubles, L / Corp) Mohrstadt and Sigmn E. Verlander
(Command) beat Signalmen Banbury and Tuck (D) by 9- 7, 7-S·
Cricket.-We have managed to turn out a team on four occasions this season and have won all our matches. Considering the
strength of the unit, this is good going. The results of our
matches were as follows: Command Company 105 for nine wickets (Sergeant Harvey 38,
Sigmn Harwood 23 not out) v. D Troop Cavalry Sigs. 77 (Williams four for 17, Corp! Stanley five. for 40).
Command Company 92 (Williams 54 not out) v. No. 3 Company
A Corps 65 (Williams seven for 32, Corp! Chamberlain two for 5)
Command Company 72 for no wicket (Williams 39 not out,
C.Q.M.S. Yates 26 not out) v. A. Corps Signals 67 (L / Corporal
Mohrstadt five for 33).
Command Company 50 for three wickets (Williams 28 not out)
v. 1st Div! Signals 36 (Williams seven fo r 16, Mohrstadt four for
18). This match was played with twelve on each side.
Golf.- The first tournament resulted in a win for Signalman
Williams, who beat Sigmn Verlander by 62--63 in the final.
Corpls Stanley and Chamberlain pulled off the 9airs competition by beating Williams and Verlander in the final by 62--;2.
Sigmn Verlander headed the Golf League championshio, winning 92.8 per cent. of his matches. Sergt G. R. Bishop was- second
with 8;.6 and C-0rpl Chamberlain third with 53.8.
Sigmn Goldsby won the handicap tournament over 36 holes by
ten strokes.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Athletics.- Results of the inter-Section Trooo soorts. ·
100 yards-1st Sigmn Mullard, 2nd Sigmn Lane, -3rd L / Corporal
Richardson. 11 sec. Won bv inches
220 yards team relay-1st No. ·1 Set Detachments, 2nd Stable
Party, 3rd D.R.s and Fitters. Won by 20 yards
440 yards-1st L/ Cor9l Richardson, znd L / Corporal Belton, 3rd
Sigmn Halliday . 58 sec. Won by 3 yards
One m1le-1st S1gmn Johnston, 211d Sigmn Barr, 3rd Signalman
Robertson. 5 min. 25 sec. Won by 15 yards
Long jump-1st Sigmn Mullard, 17 ft. 11 in. ; wd L/ Corporal
Belton, 17 ft. 5 m. ; 3rd Sigmn Blake, 16 ft. 11 in.
H1p;h jump-tst Sigmn Glew, 1 ft. 8 in. ; 2nd L / C::irol White an d
Signalmen Lane and Bluff tied at '!· ft. 7 in.
· Hop. skip and jump-1st Sigmn Lane, 36 ft. 9.V. in. ; 2nd Sigmn
Mullard, 14 ft. 5 •/, in. ; 3rd Sigmn Rogers, 34 ft. 3 in.
Throwmr cricket ball 1S! L/ Corp! .Belton, 2'!5 ft . .V. in. ; 2nd
S11vnn Bluff, 229 ft. i 1 m. ; 3rd S1gmn H alliday, 229 ft. 6 in.
Putting the shot tst S1gmn Lane, 28 ft . I I in.; 2nd L / Corpl
White, 27 ft. 5 in. ; 3rd Sigmn Fall, 27 ft. 4 in.

Cricket Results.-v . Collingbournc, away, lost by 31 runs ;
v .. A.F.V. Signals, away, lost by 75 runs; v. A.F.V. Signals,
home, won by 85 runs (Sergt Honnor 57, Sigmn Bolton 36 not
out ; SerJ?t Honnor five for 22, L / Corp! Richardson four for 27) ;
v. R.A.M.C., Tidworth, away, won by an innings and 40 runs
(Sigmn Rogers 28, Sigmn Rapson 26 ; Sergt Honnor six for 14 ,
Sigmn Rogers four for 8)
Bolton ........... .
Honnor
Rapson
Richardson .... . .
Appleton
Rogers ...... ..... .
Cassidy

BAITING AVERAGES TO DATE.
Innings
'"o t o ut
Hivhest
Totnl

5

2

15

I

14
14
13

0
0
0
0

JO

II

0

36
57
26
19
23
28
13

16~

147
105
89
66

5i

A'•crn.2e
1 3·3
12
10.5
7.5
6.8
6.6
5.2

Not out.
BOWLING AVERAGES TO DATE.
O\• cr~

Rogers .. .. ....... .
Honnor ........... .
Rapson ........... .
Richardson
Catches- Rapson 12,
Knight 5.

.M aiden'

Rnns

\V ic1'i::ts

Averac c

90
29
19;
38
5
113
20
358
66
5·4
I 4
2
54
10
5·4
lI
203
27
7·5
50
Hon nor 10, Richardson 9, Belton 7, Captain

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Cricket Results. - Matches played to date.
28 / 5 / 34 v. R.A.M.C. Tidwortn. Lost by 19 runs. R.A.M.C. 90
(L / Corpl Reed two for 2, Sigmn McGinn two for
9). F Troop 71 (Sigmn Wilsdon 22, Signalman
Clark 22)
4 / 6 / 34 v. A.F.V. Signals. Won by 13 runs. A.F.V. Signals
103 for three, declared (Lieut. Gordon 44 not out,
Sigmn Nichols 32 ; Sigmn Wills one for 2). F
Troop 116 (Serge Archer 37)
6 / 6 / 34 v. E Troop. Won t>y 62 runs. F Troo9 125 for seven,
declared (L / Corpl Reed 30 not out). E Troop 63
(L / Corpl Allen six for 23)
19 / 6 / 34 v. R.H.Q. 11th Hussars. Lost by t!5 runs. R.H .Q.
82 (Sigmn McGinn four for 27, L / Corp! Allen four
for 34). F Troop 37
26 / 6 / 34 v. R.H.Q. 11th Hussars. Won by 116 runs. E Troop
130 for seven, declared (Sigmn Clark 60, Si~mn
Wilsdon 17). R.H.Q. 14 (L/ Corpl Allen eight
for 6)
2f7 I 34 N.C. O .s v. Men. N.C. O.s won by 81 runs. N.C. O.s
126 for eight, declared (L / Corp! Allen t! 1, Sergt
Archer 34). Jl.:'len 45 (Signalman Wilsdon 15 ;
c.q,M.S. Taplm five for It!, L / Corpl Allen five
for '29)
9f7 / 34 N.C. O.s. v. Men. N.C. O.s won by 22 runs. Men 107
(Signalman Kennard <10 not out, Sigmn Cox 15 ;
L / Corpl Allen six for ·n). N .C.O .s 129 (L / Corpl
Allen 48, L/Corpl Speakes 24; Sigmn Wilsdon
seven for 42)

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
Cricket.-Owi ng to training schemes, athletics, etc., we have
been deprived of the services of our regular first team players.
but in spite of this handica9 we have had a fairly successful
month's cricket. Th e featu r ~s of the month have been some
excellent bowling by Corp! Wellock and Signalmen Cox and
Lundie, and good batting by the latter. The following matches
were played.
v. R._A.C.C. away. won. 4th Orv. Signals 120 (Cox 46); R.A .O.C .
36. We proved too strong for the R.A.O.C. Cox in hitting
his usual quick and 59i rited innings scored t!6 and then proceeded to take five wickets for 16 runs. Young, bowling al
the other end, had the same average.
v. Great Yeldham, home, won. Great Yeldham 121 (Cox six for
43). 4th Div . Signals 126 for seve n (Hall 36, Delaney 36).
Cox again bowled very well, and thanks largely to him the
Signals managed to win easily.

v. Brico, away, won. Bric<;> 64 and 36. 4th Div. Signals 147
(Lundie 41). The bowling of Cox and Lundie was too good
for Brico. In their first innings Cox scattered the wickets,
P.r oving too fast and accurate . for_ the Brico batsmen, taking
eight for 41. In the second innings, Lundie took over the
attack and came out with the excellent average of six for 6).
v. R.A.O.C. home, won. 4th Div. Signals 204 for nine (Scott 58,
Smith 39, Wilson 37). R.A.O.C. 55 (Coton four for 15).
For this return match against the R.A.O.C. we tried out new
blood and again won very comfortably. Scott, playing for
the first time this season, rattled up 58, whilst Smith went
in and " had a go " to the tune of 39 in very quick time.
Wilson carried on the good work, scoring 37. As the Signals
had lost four wickets for 28 runs, the total of 20<1 reflects
credit upon the later batsmen.
·
v. St. Stephens C.C. home, won. St. Stephens 64 {Cox two for
3). 4th Div. Signals 136 tor nine. We had rather a strong
team out and were too good for our opl.'°nents. Young hit a
spirited 43, hitting seven fours and a six.
v. Witham, home, won. Witham 103. 4th Div. Signals 144
for eight. Witham always send a strong team, and in dismissing them for 103 we had to thank Wellock for some excellent bowlin~ on a pitch that gave him little or no help:
14 overs, 4 maidens, 20 runs, 5 wickets. We had four wickets
down for 21 runs and things were looking in a bad way,
but Lundie nobly stepped into the breach and scored a fine
68. His innings undoubtedly saved the game for us, as he
batted very steadily through a 9eriod when w ickets were
falling cheaply, and it is certainly thanks to him that we
managed to win fairly comfortably .
v. ;th Field Company R.E . home, won. R.E.s 96. 4th Div.
Signals 101 for six (Hall 46, Smith 30). Not a very interesting match. Both Hall and Smith went for the bowling and
hit it all over the field, scoring 50 in fifteen minutes.
v. Lancashire Fusiliers, home, won. Lancashire Fusiliers 57.
4th Div. Signals 159. Another splendid bit of bowling by
Wellock once again allowed us to win comfortably. He had
another good analysis; 12 .4 overs, 5 maidens, 27 runs, 7
wickets.
v. Colchester Gas Company, home, lost. Colchester Gas Company 101 (Smith five for 23). 4th Div. Signals 89. Ou r first
defeat of the season. We had anything but a strong side
playing, and our fielding was very poor. One has to admit
that we deserved to lose this game.
v. Severalls, away, lost. Severalls 103 (Lundie five for 27). 4th
Div. Signals ~I. Severalls batted first, and during the tea
interval it ramed. That was the end of us-Crompton, a
spin bowler, putting paid to our account, taking seven wickets
for 27.
v. Colchester Nomads, away, fost . 4th Div. Signals 109. Nomads
1 Ir for six. Nothing very much to report on this match.
The Nomads were too strong a batting side for us and hit
off the runs with ease.
v. Earls Colne Grammar School, awav, drawn. Gra mmar School
139 for seven. 4th Div. Signals 105 for five. It was unfortun ate that this match had to be drawn. Our bus broke
down and we were very late in starting, otherwise a result
might have been obtained. Lundie scored a good 42, and
Smith went in to try and beat the clock, but all to no avail.
It will be seen that Cox, who has been away on athletics, has
been missed in the team. He is a verv useful fast bowler and,
as shown, was bowling splendidly dur.ing the first part of the
11eason.
Matched played 18, won 13, drawn 2, lost 3.
Athletics.- Congratulations to Sigmn Cox on winning the
hurdles at the Essex County Meeting at Brentwood. His time
was 16 seconds on that occasion, and he shows promise of being
faster next season.
The Colchester Garrison Meeting on the 13th/ 14th June resulted in a win for the 1st Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers with 102
points . 4th Divisional Signals came fourth with 77Y,. At this
meeting we scored four wins: 480 yards hurdles relay (team,
L / Corpl Wilbraham, L/Corpl Fitzpatrick, Signalman Cox, and
2/ Lieut. Duke) 1 min . 9 ~ sec. High jump (team, Sigmn Cox
and 2/ Lieut. Duke) 10 ft. 10 in. ; Cox did the best individual
iump of 5 ft. 6 in. Two miles relay (team, Lieut. Goldsmith,
Lieut. McVittie, 2/Lieut. Pringle and Sigmn Merritt) 8 min.

35 sec. One mile relay (team. Sigmn Hetherington, L / Corporal
Hayes, 2/ Lieut. Pringle and Lieut. Goldsmith) 3 min. 34 3,', sec.
This was quite a creditable achievement, consrdermg that we
had last year's Army team champions to contend with. In the
other events we were third in throwing the hammer, fourth in
the javelin, discus, pole vault and 88o yards relay, and fifth m
the mile team, three miles team and long jump.
In the sprint races we sadly missed the services of Captain
Sugrue and Lieut. Gray, who have left us for other places ; and
we also had L / Corpl Wilbraham out of action owing to a . trained
leg muscle as the result of the unit sports. This last accident
deprived us of a useful all-rounder at the wrong moment.
Two useful men in Signa lmen Hetherington and She.wring have
joined us- both from India-and they should do well next year
when more used to this part of the world.
The Army Individual Meeting on the 28th/ 29th June gave us
Sigmn Cox fourth in the hurdles final, and 2/ Lieut. Duke also
in the final; and 2 / Lieut. Pringle fourth in the 88o yards final.
At the sports of the 1st Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers we entered for the invitation one mile team race and got the first two
men home, but were beaten by one point by the team from the
2nd Battalion K.S.L.I.
On the 4th I 5th July, in the Eastern Command athletics at
Colchester, 4th Divisional Signals finished sixth out of nine teams
in a competition in which a very high standard was reached. The
Training Battalion R.E . qualified for Aldershot, beating the Lancashire Fusiliers by a small margin. Our best results were:
mile relay, second place, be.in~ beaten by about three yards by
Lancashire Fusiliers. Two mi les relay, third place to Training
Battalion R.E. and Lancashi re Fusiliers. Throwing the hammer,
fourth place. Putting the weight, fifth place.
S~imming. -The Garrison swimming championships always
provide a thrill. Last year we won by half a point, and the year
before we were level winners with the Royal Fusiliers. This
year we beat the K.S.L.I. by one point. We therefore finish our
swimming in Colchester wi th the following record for the Garrison swimming championship: 1930 and 193r , runners-up. 19323- 4, winners.
Special mention must be made of Driver Cross (now a civilian)
who has represented this unit each vear and has been in three
races each time.
Results of the Signals' efforts in the Garrison swimming championships : First in two lengths breast stroke, two lengths back
stroke and plunging. Second in diving and seven lengths free
style. Third in two lengths free style.
Team-Lieut. McVittie (offi cer i/ c), Lieut. Pringle, C.S.M.
Terrell, Drivers Cross and H annaford, Corp! Birkett, L/ Corpls
Hubba rd and Peters, Signalmen Kendal, Kenneally, Wilkins,
Turner, Donaghy and Callan.

Signal Training Centre (India) Juhbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Football.- Company Second Eleven drew with Attached Section at 4-4 and lost by 1- 2: beat C.P. Police by 4-1 ; lost to
F Section by 1-3. Attached Section drew with 10th Brigade at
1-1, and lost to F Section by 0-2.
ffookey. - -Inter-Half Company League: A Company lost to
B Right Half by 0-1 and beat C Right Half by 4-0.
Chitham League-A Company lost to Cantonment Sports "B"
by 0-5 and 0-1 ; beat City Sports " C" by 2-1 : beat City
Sports "B" by 1-0.
Friendlies- A Company Second Eleven beat Attached Secuon
by 3-1 and drew with St . Aloysius at 2- 2. Attached Section
lost to F Section by 2-3.
Garrison Hockey Shield.- In the semi-final (first round) of this
shield we were drawn against the 15th Field Brigade R.A. , who
were defeated after a very hard game by 3- 1 goals.
li) the other match the King's Regiment were defeated by the
Yorks and Lanes. Regiment from Kamptee by 1-0.
.
The final was played on the 26th May. The ga me was very
fast in the first half, and we crossed over at the interval with
a lead of 2-1 goals, scored by Whitehead and Burns. The Yorks
and Lanes. played up strongly, and five minutes from time they
scored a second goal ; but in the closing stages Whitehead scored
a further goal and put the issue beyond doubt.
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lwimming.-A very successful swimming gala was held in
the S.T.C. (India) swimming baths on the 9th, IIth and 12th
June. Jn all there were thirteen events, and owing to the largo!
number of entries in several o{ them, combined with the fact
that our bath only permits heats of two, the programme was
rather lengthy and necessitated a good number of eliminating
heats. Our O.C., Captain A. E. Barton, presented the prizes to
the winners on the final ni~ht, and he commented on the good
work of the committee which made the show a great success.
Mention must be made of our unit star, L/ Sergt Baker L., who
very sportingly gave up several of his numerous first prizes to
encourage the younger enthusiasts. The following were the results of the finals: Open two lengths breast stroke-I Sigmn Davidson, 2 Sigmn
Douglas
Open two lengths free style---1 L/ Sergt Baker, 2 Sigmn Nelson
Handicap two lengths breast stroke---1 Sigmn Strutt, 2 Signalman
Davidson
Bun, lemonade and balloon race-I Sigmn Douglas, 2 Signalman
Jackson
Handicap two lengths free style---1 Sigmn Whitehead, 2, L/ Sergt
Baker
Handicap two lengths back stroke-I L/Sergt Baker, 2 Sigmn
Eurns
Plunging-I L / Sergt Baker, 2 Sigmn Smith A.
Handicap five lengths free style---1 L/ Corp) Driver, 2 L/ Sergt
Baker
In and out the arches-1 Sigmn Nelson, 2 Sigmn Jackson
Relay race, eight lengths (teams of four)-"A" Team (Corporal
Gourlay, Sergt Mackie, Sigmn elson, Sigmn Hull)
Diving-1 L / Sergt Baker, 2 Sigmn Smith A.
Novices, one length free style---1 Sergt Palmer, 2 Sigmn Hampton
Open two lengths back stroke-I L/Sergt Baker, 2 Signalman
Douglas
Golf.-The Barton golf cup was won by Corp! McKinnon (22)
by 5 and 4. His opponent, F /Sf Sergt Magmre (I2), although
driving well, did not play up to his usual form and at the ninth
hole was 2 down, his approach shots being the chief cause.
McKinnon, playing carefully, took full advantage of his handicap
and well deserved his success. At the conclusion of the game
Captain A. E. Barton, the donor, presented the cup and replica to
the winner and a spoon to the runner-up, and in a few well
chosen words thanked the committee for the undoubted success
of the competition. (Thank you, sir!) Other results were as
follows:Third round (concluded)-Sigmn Nelson beat L / Corpl Driver
by 5 and 4.
Semi-finals.-F / S / Sergt Maguire beat Sigmn Nelson by 5 and
4. Corp! McKinnon beat Sigmn Spiers by 5 and 4.
All members are now practising for the open and bogey cups,
to take place in July and August.

Sergeants Mess.
The following are the results of events in our annual comic
swimming gala on the 14th June, when the Sergeants Mess of the
Ist Battn King's Regiment were our guests.
Water polo, ladies-Signals won by one goal to nil. Team, Mrs.
Maguire, Mrs. Price, Mrs. Paskins, Mrs. Humphreys
Two lengths underwater relay-Si'gnals won (trophy event).
Team, Sergts Snow and Baker
Breast stroke relay-Signals won (trophy event). Team, Sergts
Bramwell and Mackie.
One length Ii~hted candle race-King's Regiment (Sergt Cassidy)
One length girls' race-Won by the Signals girls. 1st Chrissie
Maguire, 2nd Doris Murphy
Variety team relay race-Won by Signals (trophy event). Team,
R.Q.M.S. Brown, Sergts Mackie, Baker and Matthews
Side or single overarm relay_.:Won by King's Regiment (trophy
event). Team, Sergts Hodges and Ryder
Ladies' relay-Won by Signals. Team, Mrs. Deamon, Mrs.
Fishwick, Mrs. Humphrey
Swimming backwards-Won by the Signals (Sergt Fishwicke)
Bor.s' race-Won by the King's Regiment (George Potter)
Pi! ow fighting-Won by the King's Regiment. Team, Sergeants
Faulkener and Quaill
One ll'ngth no ;urns relay race-Won by \hi: King's Regiment
(Sergt Cassidy)
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Six lengths free style relay race- Won by Signals (trophy avent).
Team, Sergts Baker and Matthews
Costume race-Won by the Signals (Sergt Bramwell)
Ladies' breast stroke race-Won by Signals (Mrs. Deamon)
Gentlemen's diving-Won by .5ignals (trophy event). Team,
Serges Baker ancl Matthews
One length boat race-Won by the King's Regiment. Team,
Sergts Ryder and Webb
L~dies' divini:-_-Won by Signals (Mrs. Fishwicke)
Disgraceful diving- Won by the King's Regiment (Sergt Wilson)
Tug-of-war-Won by the King's Re~iment (trophy event}. Team,
Sergts Webb, Blacoe, Quaill and Watson
-:;;-

B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
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Beth the football and hockey teams have now settled to the
thin air here. Rugby has not yet started, but we expect it will
assert itself as soon as the monsoon really hits us.
Football Results.
"A" Team, B Corps Signals-v. 93rd Highlanders, lost by
2-3; v. C Company 2nd Welch, won by 3-0; v. R.A.F. lost
by 1-3; v. B Company A. and S.H. won by 3-1 ; v. 93rd Highlanders drew at 2-2 ; v. B Company 2nd Welch, won by 5-0 ;
v. 93rd Highlanders, won by 3-2.
"B" Team, Upper Topa Signals- v. R.A.F. lost by 2-3; v.
C Company A. and S.H. won by 4-2; v. B Company A. and
S.H. drew at 2-2 ; v. C Company 2nd Welch, drew at 2---:i ;
v. 1st Indian Div! Signals won by 4-3 ; v. B Company A. and
S.H. won by 3---:i.
The Buffalo Football Tournament, 1934.
Two teams were entered from Upper Topa this year. "A"
Team eventually ran out winners, "B" Team losing to No. 2
Company Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in the second
round. The progress of "A" Team through to the final is reported below.
First Round: v. No. 2 Company 2nd Welch Regiment.This was a much better match than the score indicates. Our
team showed great form, which they maintained throughout the
tour?ament: The . goal scorers in. this match were L / Corporal
Jarvis (3), Sigmn Nicholls (2) and S1gmn Fleming. The final score
was Signals "A" 6, Welch o.
Second Round: v. 8th A.C. Company Royal Tank Corps.This match produced some really good football and a clean game
all through. The Tanks were continuously pressing in the first
half, but our defence was playing extremely well. This pressure
was only relieved after L / Corpl Jarvis had scored a great goal,
and our team seemed determined to get more. Soon after this upset to the Tanks plans, they were awarded a penalty, which
Sjgmn Walsh cleared in great style. Almost from the clearance
L / Corpl Managhan scored for u~ from a fine centre by L / Corpl
Jarvis. The Tanks, howev~r, would not give in and scored late
in the second half, leaving us winners by two goals to one.
Third Ro und: v. 1st Indian Divisional Signals.- As might
be expected, this turned out a real hard game from start to finish
and produced some very good and fast football. During the first
half the 1st Div. made great efforts to score and missed a number
of glorious chances, but Sigmn Draper scored for them just before
half time with a well worked for goal. The second half starten
off with a great rush by our team, but the Div. defence played
a fine game, L/Corpl Swinson and Sigmn Thornton being outstanding. Sigmn Pollard in goal had an exciting time of it and
made some splendid saves. We kept up our pressure and Tubb~
Cant eventually headed a goal for us from a corner kick. Very
shortly after this, Sigmn Nicholls put us in the lead after a brilliant solo effort by L/ Corp! Jarvi·s on the left wing. No further
goals were scored, and the final score showed us winners of a
great game by two goals to one.
Semi-Fin al: v. No. 2 Company Argyll and Sutherlend High·
landers .- This was a very evenly· contested game and a draw of
1- r was a fitting result. Both sets of forwards missed some fine
chances. Our only goal was scored by L / Coro! Managhan .
The replay took place the following afternoo"n. It was a hard
fought game all through, ancl we finished uo as winners. At
half time the score stood at 0-1. In the second half our toom
played better football than they had done in all previous gamei;,

l.
It is regretted that
n Cartoon of the

second round match
(t'. 8th A.C. Company R .,.\ .F.) has
bee•~ crowded out Ed.
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and Sigmn icholls brought the core level with a fine header
from a centre by L t Corp! Jarvis. The Argylls would not let us
have it all our own way and soon got ahead again. We continued to pres hard, but our forward just cou ld not seem to find
the goal until eight minutes from the end, when L / Corp! Jarvis
brought the cores level once more. Excitement was running
very high at th is period, and when everybody was looking at his
watch for time, Managhan scored a fine goal to make us winner
of a real good match by three goa ls to two.
Final: v. 7th Field Battery R.A.- This was a very close game
during the first half, and when the whistle blew for the interval
we were leading bv r-o, the goal being scored by L / Corp! Jarvis
a few minutes before. Immediately after the resumption Jarvis
again did the deed, scoring_ from a penalty. After this,. it seemed
all Signals. Our fellows JUSt bombarded the R.A. citadel and
further goal were added by Sergt Smith (2) and L/ Corpl Managhan. The final score was 5ignals "A" 5, 7th Battery R.A. o.

On the 10th June we met the 15th Mediums and drew after a
somewhat scraggy game. As this team had not previously had
a point taken from them, we did rather well to secure the first
through Lambert C. This match was notable for the excellent
goalkeeping of L / Corpl Mitchell W.
The 22nd June saw us playing the 58's in ;i Hot Weather
Tournament fixture, which we lo t by one goal. If our forwards
had not bickered with the ball in front of goal like a lot of old
maids at a rummage sale, we \\Ould have won easi ly . Somehow
they have not the knack of co-operating to get a goal, but we :u·P.
hoping they will get to know each other in time-the whole line
between them have roughly eleven years to serve out here.
At the time of writing we are fourth in the Peshawar District
Hot Weather League, which ;s not too bad considering our Headquarter strength is about half that of any other British unit in
Pc hawar.
Football. -Only two games to record . One was with the 2nd
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No. 31 Squadron R.A.F. won by 21 runs. R.A.F.
92 (Si:rgt Cocks one for 20, Sigmn Kraft three for
31, S1gmn Jenner four for II, Sigmn Telfer two
for _2 1). Royal Signals u3 (Capt. Rosenberg 56)
5/6/34 v. 2nd Light Battery R.A .• won by six wickets. R.A.
108 (Gunner Foster 64 ; Sigmn Telfer six for 7).
Royal S1gn_als : 20 for four (Sigmn Tel fer 47 not
out, Captain Rosenberg 42 not out)
u/6/34 v. l.A .S.C. won by seven wickets. Royal Signals 18
4
for three, declared (Serge Eynott 92 not out, Lieut
Coryton 52 not out, Sergt Cocks 29 not out) [? the
th!ee not outs shown in copy- Eo.] I.A.S.C. 6 1
(L1eut.-Colonel Phillips five for 27, Sergt Cocks
four for 34) and 158 for seven (Captain Kelly 89
not out; S1gi:nn Kraft two for 35, Sigmn Telfer
two for 37, S1gmn Jenner. two for 43, Corp( Cooper
one for 37)._ We beat this team by ten wickets in
the Baluchistan and District cricket tournament
last year.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Football.- The chief interest during the past two months has
been . the Garrison hot weather football tournament. Of a total
of thirteen matches played we have won four, drawn four and lost
five. Goals- for 13, against 23. Our position in the table at the
end was seventh. The form shown was very up and down but
on some days-especially agamst E Battery R.H:A. -the ~earn
played really well, being possessed of a dash and fire that was
entirely lacking in other matches. The soundest players in the
team were Corp! Robso!1 (of the famous 4th Divl Signals team)
and L / Corp! Teal, while S1gmn Payne was discovered half way
through the tournament 2nd proved a very good back.
The detailed results were: v. A Company Black Watch, won
by 1-0 ; v. C Company Black Watch, drew at 2--z ; v. 6th

Batte~y R.A. lost by ~; v. D Company Black Watch, lost by
1-4 • v. 91st Battery R.A. lost by 0--4; v. 49th Battery R.A.
lost by 0--1 : v. H.Q. Squadron The Royals won by 3--z • v
C Squadron The _Royals, won by 1-0; v. R.A.M.C. dre~ a~
o-o; v. H.Q. Wing Black Watch, lost by 1- 5; v. A Squadron
The Royals, drew at 2--z; v. E Battery R.H.A . drew at 1- 1 •
v. B Squadron The Royals, won by 1-0.
'
Swimming.- The following matches have taken place · - v
E Battery R.H.A. lost all events; v. C Company Black Watch
won by 6-3; v. D Company Black Watch won by 6-3 · v E
Battery R.H.:-\. lost by 2---'J ; v. The Royals, lost by r~ ( v.
12th Field Brigade R.A. lost by 3-6.
Section . Tournament.-This has been somewhat interrupted
by the arrival of the monsoon, and has also been delayed by the
failure of many teams _to arrive at a decision, with consequent
replays. The finals will be fought out (weather permitting) as
follows: -Soc~er, _Av. No. 2 Company details; billiards, H.Q.
v. D.R.s: swimming, H.Q. v. D.R.s; tennis, H .Q. v. winners
of No. 2 Company details and D.3.
The hockey has. come to a . st!ln~still. The grounds are unplayable, and cer~am teams will ms1st on playing drawn games.
A~ present the winners of No. 2 Company v. D.1 will play the
winners of A v. D.3.
0

Hockey.- Since the last notes, no British ranks matches have
been played. The Indian ranks hot weather tournament has
coi:nmenced, and we are doing exceedingly well up to the time of
gomg to press. Two matches have been played to date and have
result~d as follo'.l'.s: v. E Battery R.H.A. drew at o-o, and v.
Vetermary J:iosp1tal won by 2-0: Three British ranks are in
the team: S1gmn Leonard (goal), S1grnn Lawson (back) and Corp!
Robson (centre half).

Tenni~.-~ match _promoted by the Tennis Club has just concluded with S1gmn Giles as winner and Sigmn Dorsett as runnerup. Both players are now the proud possessors of cups.

B Corps Signals Rep1'esentatives in the Buffalo Football Tournament.
The teams which did so well in this tournament included Signalmen Walsh, Fleming and Jones H ., L/ Corpl Martin, Signalmen
Cant and Sinclair, L / Corpl Managhan, Sigm n Nicholls, Sergeant
Smith, Sigmn Thomas W .. L / Corpl Jarvis and Sergeant Laing.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Polo.-The polo team of Royal Signals (Northern Command,
India) succeeded in winning the Abbottabad Spring Polo Tournament for 1934. There were fifteen entries for this very popular
event: two British Cavalry, three Indian Cavalry, one Mixed
C:ivalry, eight Royal Artillery, and one Royal Signals, Northern
Command.
Royal Signals beat the P.A.V.O. Cavalry by 5--z in the final.
It 1s interesting to note that the P.A.V.O. beat the same Signals
team by one goal after extra time in the Tradesmen's Cup tournament at Rawalpindi a month previously.
A photograph o{ the winning team, by Messrs. B. C. Dewan
and Sons, of Abbottabad, is shown in the front part of this issue.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Hockey.- Almost every night there are friendly matches with
eirher the British and Indian units in Peshawar or the numerous
Indian civilian teams who seem to abound in the district. The
chief games through the last month have been with Peshawar
District Headquarters (B.O.R.s), 15th Medium Battery R.A., and
the 58th (Maiwand) Field Battery R.A.
With the District H.Q. team, I am afraid we took things too
easily after we had scored two goals (Lambert C. and Barry T.)
and gave them the chance of equalising. An excellent game,
nevertheless,

Battalion H ighland Light Infantry, which we won by one goal
(after a fierce struggle-those Scotsmen won't give much away)
scored by Sigmn Chambers J. The other was with our Detachment at Landi Koral. This we won by 4--z (we could have
made it eight, but did l)lot want to rub it in!)

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Hockey.- No tournament matches have been played this season. The B.O.R.s v. 1.0.R.s game resulted in a win for the
former by 3-2 goals. On the 29th May the unit played the
West Yorks and ran out losers, the sco re being 2-0 against us.
We expect to do better next time, as we had five of our best
men away, playing cricket.
Tennis.- The B.O.R.s Ten nis Club is in full swing: one can
see the boys running after balls at " Seven Streams." The unit
dhurzi is very happy these days: he is doing a pukka Petticoat
Lane trade with his Bunny Austin shorts. Nevertheless, for all
the fancy dresses one sees on the courts, the following matches
have been played:B.O.R.s v. Sergeants Mess- win for B.O.R.s by 21- 4 sets
B.O.R.s v. R.A.F.-win for R.A.F. by u - 5 games
D.O.R.s v. R.A. (first and second teams)- First team lost by
5- 11 : second team won by 14- 2.
Cricket.- Four matches have been played to date. We have
done well in winning all of them. Results as follows.
29/5/34 v. Royal Scots, won by JOO runs. Royal Scots 73 (Sergt
Cocks two for 14, Signalman Telfer two for 4,
Sigmn Jenner one for 4, Si gmn Kraft two for 18,
Sigmn Hatton one for 4). Royal Signals 173 for
seven, declared (Sergt Cocks 42, Corp[ Cooper 27
not out, Sigmn Telfer 26 not out)

Egypt Signals Sports Representatives.
[This illustration should llave been included with the ports r oles of this unit in our last issue,
but space could not be found for it then.- En.]
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4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trirnu!gherry.
Sport in the pot hunting line seems very qu iet. Hockey and
football are receding into the background , although now and
again a game of football 1s played against the B.M.H. , the 65th
Battery R.A. and Deccan District, and the honours seem to be
equally shared. Cricket, however, continues happily, and many
games have been played l:i.tely. Following are the results: v. 65th Battery R.A. losr by 125- 137 for nine, won by l6ou8, won by 181 - 129, won by 130-76, and lost by 9g-II 2
for three.
v. lSt Battn North Staffs lost by r40-r43 for five, lost by 97
-196 for eight. and won by l64- u9.
v. 1st Battn Q.O.R. West Kents lost by 95- 195 for three and
won by 186 for five-172.
v. 17th/21st Lancers lost by 150-178 and by 131- 198.
v. 18th Battery R.A. won by 131 for fou r-1o8.
v. D Company Q.O.R. West Kents won by 158 for eight- 152.
Tennis is as popular as ever. The doubles tournament is still
progressing, while the singles tournament has just finished.
C.Q.M.S. Meredith was the winner, playing some very fine games
throughout.

F Signal Section, JuhhuJpore.
Football.-v. S Battery in Abdul Sattar cup, lost by 0-3 ; v.
Attached Section S.T.C. won by 2-1 ; v. S Battery, drew at
3-3 ; v. 'J Battery, won by 4-1 ; v. A Company S.T.C. won
b}:'. 3-1.
Hockey.-v. Attached Section S.T.C. won by 3-2; v. H.Q.
King's Regiment, won by 3-1 ; v. B Company King's Regiment,
lost by 3-5.

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
Tennis.-The Sarafand and District League has now started,
and the unit has three teams entered, namely, A. r, B. l and B.2.
Results to date are as follows.
"A" League-A.1 v. Supply Depot R.A.F. won by 3-1
matches.
"B" League-B.r v. R.A.S.C. won by 4-0 matches. B.2 v.
R.A.F.G.H. B.1 lost by 0-4 matches; and v. R.A.F. Ramleh
B.2 drew at 2-2.
Cricket.-So far we have had a very successful season, having
played eighteen matches, of which thirteen have been won, three
lost and two drawn.
On Sunday 10th June we travelled to Haifa to play the Iraq
Petroleum Company, and had a very good day out. Scores: No. 2 W /T COMPANY.
Pettit b Bampton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . 104
Locker c Bampton b Holt .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . 5
Whitaker c Whittall b Calder .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. 21
Page c Whittall b Calder .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
o
Fegan b Stone .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. l 5
Smith c John b Holt ...... ..... .... .. .... ....... ... .. .. .. .. 13
Swann c Bamoton b Calder . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . 16
King lbw b Hampton . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . 10
Billingsley c Stone b Calder .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. ..
4
4
Musgrave not out . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ..
Cameron c Bampton b Calder . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . ... .. ..
4
Extras .... ......... ........ ... ..... .... ...
5
Total .. ... .. .. .. ......... ..... .. 201
IRAQ PETROLEUM COMPANY.

Whittall lbw b Pettit .. .... .. . . .. . .. ... . ... .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. 48
Humphreys run out .... . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .
4
Holt c Page b Whitaker . .. .. . ... . .. ... .. . .. . .. . .. .. ... . .. . . 3
Bamplon b Billingsley .......... ............. ... ... ... ....... 14
Shaw c Billingsley b Whitaker .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .... ... .. . . 23
Marshall b Pettit . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 5
Danaher b Pettit ................. ........................... .
Griffiths lbw b Pettit . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . o
7
John not out .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stone c Swann b Pettit . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
o
Calder c Cameron b Pettit ............................... .... .
Extras .... ................ ..... ...........
3
Total ...........................

109
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Do YOU belong to the Signals Association ?
IF NOT, JOIN NOW l
Your military service will come to an end some day. and you
may then need help in finding civil emp(oyment. See how the
Aaoocia1ioo helps ito Members in that direction, as ahown on
pa11e 330.
The subscription is only Two Shillin11• per annum.
Aak your l,Jnit RepreeentatiTe for further details.
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Tennis.-The Section entered in the Command Inter-Regimental League (corporals and under) and have had two matches.
That v. 2nd Battn R.W.F. resulted in a draw, each side winning
one game. Carr and Taylor won by 2-6, 6--:z, 6---3 , and Tavender and Blake lost by 7- 5, 4-6, 3-6. Our second match
resulted in a win for us over the 2nd Battn. D.C.L.I. 'Carr and
Taylor won by 6---1, 6---3, and Blake and Waller by 6---4, 6--:z.
So at tennis, as at all other sports on the Rock, we have proved
ourselves worthy opponents of any of the bigger units.
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Gibraltar Signal Section.
Rowing.-The challenge oa r has been won ; but although we
have a fine crew, we were unlucky in that we were drawn
against D Company 2nd Battn. D.C.L.I. in the second round.
This proved a very good race, and had we proved victorious
we might have won the oar, as our victors eventually proved the
winners. However, we are not downhearted, but are determined
.to have a go for the July oar.
Cricket.-During the month we have had four matches. The
results are as follow.
v. H.M.S. Shamrock won by 29 runs (101- 72). Corp! Parry
36, and seven wickets for 44.
v. Signal Section D.C.L.I. won by 16 runs (83-67). Corporal
Parry 37, Sigmn Harvey 23 ; Corp! Parry six for 25, Sigmn
Waller four for 18.
v. an R.E_.:yEleven won by 97 runs (171--J4). Corp! Parry 42,
Sigmn lioodanew 24 ; Sigmn Fuller three for 9.
·
v. Rock Wireless Station ·.won by 9 runs (186---177). Sigmn
Taylor 55, Corp! Parry 31 ; Corp) Parry five for 46.
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Bowling-Holt two fo r 47, Calder five for 55, Bampton two for
28. Pett it six for r2, Whitaker two for 41, Billingsley one
for 53
Other Matches
23/ 5 / 34 Home v. R.A.F.G.I-i. Won. Signals 73 (Fegan 26) ;
R.A.F.G.H. 33 (Billingsley six for 15, Whitaker
lWO for 14).
26/5/ 34 Away v 1st Battn. Seaforths. Drawn. Signals 140 for
ni ne, decl ared (Fegan 32, Swan 17 not ou t). 1st
Seaforths 98 for seven (Pettit four for 42).
27 / 5 / 34 Home v. Detachment Seaforths, Sarafand. Won . Signa ls 169 for eight, declared (Pettit 97,Whitaker 27).
Detachment Seaforths 35.
30 / 5 / 34 Home v. A.H.Q. Won. Signals 131 for seven, declared (Pettit 47, Swann 24 not out). A.H.Q. 43
(Billingsley seven for 9, Pettit two for 6).
2/ 6 / 34 Home v. Depot Police. Lost. Depot Police 87 (Pettit
four for 23, Billingsley three for 41) . Signals 70
(Pettit 25, Whitaker 23).
6 / 6 / 34 Away v. R.A.S.C. Jerusalem. Won. Signals 146 for
seven, declared (Pettit 83, Page 25). R.A.S.C.
137·
13 / 6 / 34 Away v. Jaffa Police. Won. Signals 135 (Pettit 22,
Whitaker, 22, King 22 not out). Jaffa Police 40
(Whitaker six for 19, Billingsley four for 19).
20 / 6 / 34 Away v. R.A.F.G.H. Won. R.A.F.G.H. 58 (Whitaker
five for 17, Billingsley two for 28). Signals g6
(Locker 33, Smith n).
23 / 6 / 34 Away v. R.A.F. RarrJeh. Won. Signals 177 (Pettit
68, Whitaker 38, Musgrave 19). R.A.F. Ramleh
70 (Pettit six for 22, Whitaker three for 27).
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Editorial Notes
An Apology.- We desire to express our very sincere regret
for an unfortunate error in the August issue of this Magazme.
The obituary paragraph published on page 326 of that issui: is
of the late R.S.M. J. Heyburn (not Hepburn, as stated therem).
We are extremely sorry if our carelessness in this matter caused
annoyance to any of the late R.S.M. 's relatives or to any WIRE
reader.
Registration for Civil Employment.- The Committee of the
Signals Association have under consideration a scheme _w~ereby
they hope to be able to a sist members of . the Assoc1at1on of
good standing to become eligible for nomination to better classes
of employment.
It has been brought to their notice that cases frequently occur
in which ex-members of the Corps are unable to take u9 lucrative situations owing to their inabi~ity to provide a monetary
guarantee of fidelity. Members of Signals Assoc1at1on are therefore now informed that the Committee are prepared to consider
requests from suitable applicants for such a_ssistance with a _view
to securing a Fidelity Bond, the first premmm of which will be
advanced as a loan to the applicant from Association funds.
Each application will be treated stric;tly c;m its merits, an~ this
notice does not commit the Assoc1atton m any way until full
enquiries have been instituti:d !and .a satisfactory agreem ent
reached between the contractmg parties.

We regret to announce the death of Colonel W. C. Madie ,

o.s.o. ; of " Colonsay ," Kingsweir, Devonshire, who pas ed
away at Dartmouth on Saturday 28th July last.
~
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PR1Cit-SIXPENCE

..

If William Barlow, who served as a Corporal with A Corps
Signals, Karachi, India, eight or nine years ago, "".ill communicate with this office, he will hear of something to his advantage.
~

Ex-Driver R. A. Haigh, late of C Company and Depot Battalion football teams of the Signal Training Centre, Catterick, would
like to hear from some of his old friends in the Corps, and asks
them to communicate with him at No. 4 Wentworth Road,
Thorpe Hesley, near Rotherham, Yorks.
II>
®
II>
Situations Vacant.-The services of a married couole are required by a serving officer of the Corps. preference being given
to Royal Signals applicants. Those desirous of being nominated,
and in possession of the following qualifications, should submit
their applications to this office without delay.
(a) No encumbrances.
(b) Man~x-N.C.O. for preference--to drive and maintain car,
help in garden (gardening experience not essential), help
wife with house work as arranged, and occasionally wait
at table.
(c) Wife-Cook-General: a good plain cook who would not
object to her mistress helping in the kitchen occasionally.
Preference will be given to a couple prepared to look after
children, and with some previous experience of all or some of
the above duties.
Wages according to qualifications, up to £too per annum, all
found.
Without Comment.- The followi g endorsement appears on
a ·• Third Party " Motor Insurance Policy which recently came
to our notice: " It is an express condition of the within policy that the
vehicle described in the schedule hereto will not be driven
by Army officers except for the purpose of trial, an~ th:it
on such occasions the Insun;d will always be tamed m
rhe vehicle."

I

;
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Sports Clothing, etc. - The following anicles are stocked at
Signals Association H.Q. Office and can be had on application
at the price quoted: Blazers, Barathea, Corps Colours ................. . ...... from .µ / o
Badges for Blazer Pockets .................. . ............. .each
3/ 6
Sweaters, Corps Colours .............. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. :.... from II / 6
7/ 6
Scarves, Woollen, Corps Colours .. ... ................. each
Silk Squares, Corps Colours ....................... . .. .... each I0 / 6
Double-ended Silk Tics, Corps Colours ............... from
z/ 6
3/6
Cuff Links, Corps Colours ... ..... ............. .. . .. ... . per set
Tobacco Pouches, Corps Colours ................... ..... from
4/ 6
Signals Association Badges of Membership ..... .... each
1/ o
Ditto ditto Sterling Silver .............. .... ......... each
3/ o
(Postage extra ; cash with order)
Any of the above articles can, if desired, be sent on approval to
accredited and responsible Unit Representatives.
THE EDITOR.
~~~

n

Signals Association Notes

The attention of all Honorary Branch Secretaries and Unit
Representatives is drawn to paragraphs 2, 6 and 8 of Editorial
Notes in this issue.
EMPLOYMENTS-Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Association for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: Ex-Signalman, Surrey ....................... .... Electrician
2 Ex-Signalman, Yorkshire .... .. .. ................... Porter
3 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ...... . .. .. .... ... ..... .... Painter
4 Ex-Signalman, Stoke
.. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... Labourer
5 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ... ..... ..... .. ... . .. ... ... Waiter
6 Ex-Signalman, London ...... ... .. ... .. . .. ..... .. . Lineman
7 Ex-N.C.O. Su rrey .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. Labourer
8 Ex-Signalman, London . .. .. .. ... .. .. ...... ... ....... Packer
9 Ex-Signalman, London . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. Officer's Batman
10 Ex-Signalman, London ...... .. .... ...... Officer's Batman
TI
Ex-Signalman, London ..... .......... ... Officer's Batman
12 Ex-Signalman, Middlesex ... ... .. .. .. Officer's Batman
13 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ..... ........... .. Kitchen Hand
14 Ex-Signalman, Chatham
..... ...... ..... .. .. . Distributor
15 Ex-Signalman, Manchester
..... ....... . ........ Postman
16 Ex-Signalman, Manchester .. ..... ... .... ... .... Labourer
17 Ex-Signalman, Yorkshire .... . .. .. .. .. ... .... .... Postman
18 Ex-Signalman, Yorkshire ...... .. .Teleohone Mechanic
19 Ex-Signalman, London .... ... .... ..... : ...... . ... Labourer
20 Ex-N,.C.O. Londo.n . ............ .. ... .. ..... .. ... Gatekeeper
21 Ex-Signa lman, Bnghton
..... ................. . .... Porter
22 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough
.. .. .. .. ..... .... Waiter
23 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham ... ... ............... Postman
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefu lly acknowledges the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : 2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Aldershot Branch Signals Association.
Mr. J. E. C. Banham.
Sergeant J. K. Murphy, R.Signali:.
Roy J! Signals Officers Mess, Catterick.

ll

~~~~~~~~~~~[l1$~
MOVESLieut. W. D. Horniman from S.T.C. Catterick to York.
Lieut. R. B. Ridley-Martin from Cambridge to School of Signals
Lieut. H. Winterbotham from Cambridge to S.T.C. Catterick.

Extracts fram "The London Gazette."
War Office 20/7 / 34
SUPPLBMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
K. E. Wilson to be 2 / Lieut. zr/7 / 34
War Office 24/7 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W.) Div! Signals-2 / Lieut. P. W. Shaw to be Lieutenant
20/ 6/ 34
2 / Lieut. L. E. 0. Evans to be Lieut. 4/7 / 34
48th (S.M.) Div! Signals-P. W. Matins to be 2 / Lieut. 25/7 / 34
56th (1st London) Divl Signals-2 / Lieut. S. J. Lovegrove to be
Lieut. 24/7 / 34
War Office 27 /7 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
52nd (L.) Oiivl Signals-R. Grah am to be 2 / Lieut. 12/7/34
War Office 3/ 8/34
REGULAR RESERVE OF OFFICERS- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major F. N. Fawcett, from 53rd (W.) Div! Signals, T.A., to
be Major 1 / 8 / 34, with seniority 11/2/ 29
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut. G. H. Foss, from Northumberland Fusiliers, to be Lieut.
19/7/34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
5oth (N .) Divl Signals-2/ Lieut B. Minor to be Lieut. 17 /z/34
War O ffice 14/8/34
REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel R. H . Willan, D.s.o., M.C., A.D.C., half oay, to be
Commander, roth Infantry Brigade, and is granted the temporary rank of Brigadier whilst so employed, I/ 8 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W.) Div! Signals-2 / Lieut. A. S. Crocker to be Lieut.
27/7/34
War Office 17/8/34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Major. D. D. Bannerman retires on retired pay 16/8/34
Captain G. P. Pavey, M.B.E., to be Major, 16/8/34
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BY CAPTAIN V. C. HOLLAND, R.StGNALS.

APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Signalman, London. Domestic difficulties. b / 10 / o grant
2
Ex-Signalman, Bath. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
3 Ex-Signalman, London . Domestic and other difficu lt ies . bo
loan ; £ 5 grant
4 Ex-Signalman, Derbyshire. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
5 Ex-Signalman, Scarborough. Domestic difficulties. £3 grant
6 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth. Temporary difficulties. £3 grant
7 Ex-Signalman, London . Domestic difficulties. b / 1 / o grant
8 Ex-Signalman, Yorks. Domestic difficulties. £2 grant
(Signed) H. CLEMENTI SMITH, Brigadier,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Corps News- Officers

SEPTEMBER

A Military Career for Boys.

BANKER' S ORDER SUBSCRIPTION from: Major-General S. H. Powell , C.B.

I n

It is notified for genernl information that the next Annual
General Meeting of the Signals Association will take place
at Headquarters Offices, 95 Belgrave Road, Londan, S.W.1,
at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, 3rd October, next.
All who contemplate being in attendance are asked to
notify the General Secretary in wr iting not later than
Monday 24th September.
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In the July number of THE WIRE appeared an article entitled
" What shall I do with my boy?" This article was, no doubt.
read by a great number of all ranks of the Corps, who will
remember how the advantages of parents sending their sons to
the Army Technical School, Chepstow. were extolled to the full.
Now, many readers of THE WIRE, who know we have a large
13oys E~tablishment in Signals, must have wondered why we
have been so modest in publishing a long article on how to get
into every Corps of the Army but our own. Other readers of
THI:: WIRi::, scattered far over the face of the globe, may be much
out of touch with the Signal Training Centre at home and, though
they have heard vaguely of the Boys Company, probably do no<
know what the ccnditions of enlistment and service are. One
point in the article " What shall I do with my boy " is particularly mislead ing. It states that boys, when they have had their
tra:ning at Chepstow, are posted (among other Corps) to the Royal
Corps of Signals. The second type of reader mentioned above.
who may be contemplating a career in the Army for his son, might
send him to Chepstow, thinking he would eventually be posted
to Sitmals. In actual fact, we only get on an average one boy a
year from Chepstow-a carpenter by trade.
I do not wish in any way to decry the advantages of Chepsrow.
but merely to point out that the Signals Boys Establishment at
Catterick has all the advanta!:'es of Cheostow as regards pay,
promotion and prospects of le:irning a skilled trade. There 1s
the additional advantage for sons of members of Signals that
they are serving in the same Corps a.s th.eir fathers. .This is of
immense advantage to the Corps. as 1t snmulates esprit de co:ps
and the familiar spirit and tradition so important for the building
up of a young Corps like ours.
F (Boys) Company, Training Battalion, Catterick, consists of
150 boys comprising 70 ooerator signals, 35 electrician fitters. 35
instru ment mechanics and 10 desoatch riders. The age for enlistment is between Id years and
years 5 months. By the time
the boys are eighteen they have completed their training up to
class iii. of their trade and have a very good start on the men
who enlist at that age, both in military and technical experience.
That boys' training develops the powers of leadership is evident
from the fact that a very large proportion of warrant officers a.nd
senior n.c.o.s in the Coros are ex-bovs. Manv ex-boys with
more of a technical bent have become Foremen-of-Signals. One
with whom I am acquainted has just passed the Foreman-ofSignals course with flving colours, with barely six years man's
service. H e is now a C.Q.M.S. In addition, all the Signal trades
taught to boys are of great advantage to those leaving the Army
for civil life.
At the present time from 60 to iO per cent. of the boys are th_e
sons of soldiers or ex-soldiers of nearly all the Coq>s and Regiments of the Army. but a very small percentage are sons of
Signals or Sappers of the former Signal Service. 1 ofren receive
letters from fathers who are serving or who have served in other
Corps or Regiments, praising the Royal Corps of Signals as a fine
Corps for their sons to be in.

is

Much Ado About Nothing.
Migrates: 1914.-From the East they came, and like the three
Wise Men they came not in a!-ltomobiles, .trains or hors~-drawn
vehicles, nor in aeroplanes, trrolanes or biplanes, but-Just the
same as those renowned men o-f old- on their plain flat feet.
From Antwerp to Gh ent, from Ghent to Roullers, from Roullers
to Ypres, and so on, all down the Western Front they came in
their thousands. Old men and old women, young women and
boys, babies in arms. in valids in wheelbarrows and two-wheeled
trucks , and each and everv one strong enough to do so carrying
such earthlv possessions as thev could lay their hands on in the
quick exit from what they heid most sacred, " home."
Tired and wearv, unwashed and dust-stained, the hungry
lep:ions travelled those roads which eventually became not roads
but shambles. Husbands. sweethearts, brothers and cousins . all
those who could do a man's job were left behind-it is not necessary to tell you why-and on each and every face of tho e legions
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was that look of hopelessness that onlv those who have plumbed
the depths of despair can realise.
You who were there can, I know, still picture those refugees
migrating from the " menace," and, what was just as important,
migrating for the benefit of their health.
Migrates: 1934.- From the South, East and \Vest they came.
Some came by rail, others did part of the journey by plane, but
each and every one finished up by car and on their plain flat feet.
Young women and children, boys and girls, dogs and more dogs,
trunks and trinket boxes, bags and baggage made the great trek
to the North. My memories of the rush to the Klondike in ·98
faded into the background on witnessing such a stampede.
Happy and contented-perhaps a tear (crocodile) here and there
-the legions made their way to Murree, Simla, Kasauli. Mussoorie, Kashmir and-oh yes! Upper Topa. And iust like those
migrates of •14, they were fleemg from the " menace."
But what of their husbands and sweethearts (if any)-ablebodied men all-who were left behind? Day in and day out,
by the sweat of their bodies they did toil and cus and growl
amidst a heat like the stokehold of hell it elf.
You who were in their comoanv will, I know, remember their
remarks about the migration to the 1orth. ·• Why hould our
wives, our sweethearts (if any) and our dear little dorg have to
undergo this enforced parting?"
The answer will come in October, when the batt'e i o"e ~ :
when, instead of young women turn d h:l!~!\ard and 1rmab'e.
children pasty-faced and an<emic. :ind the little dorg wnh hrs
tail between his legs, you will witness happy mothers, bonny
sweethearts (if any), kiddies with the bloom 0£ health 111 the;r
cheeks, and the jolly little old dorg wagging hi rail and saying
" Where the devil 1s that bull terrier?"
You husbands, you wives, think of 1914-it·s. a !laral'el ose.
You women got away from the menace that spoils your beau.y.
and, what is more important, you migrated for th b nefit of
your health!
By the way. it's 120 in the shade-phew I
TtM.
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Royal Signals
Combined Horse and Motor Cycle Display.
Northern Command Tattoo.- Last month's WIRE notes were
concluded just as the Northern Command Tattoo was getting into
its stride. The performances on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday were marked by a slightly increased attendance each day.
The weather was still very fine but very hot.
On the Wednesday afternoon the Royal Signals Display, having
booked the arena for a rehearsal, gave their full fifty minutes
programme to a very enthusiastic audience composed of most of
the troops taking part in the Tattoo. Captain R. H. Hooper,
M.B.E . , and his lou.d speakers provided the music, and everything
went well. It was something of a revelation to many of the audience to see what we really could do.
After this, the deluge. It started to rain during the grand
finale on Thursday, and so far as the writer is aware it did not
stop until about 5 p.m. on Saturday. Already overcrowded horse
lines became a quagmire. Our tents leaked and small streams
of water ran through them. We were consoled only by the fact
that other units were, if anything, wetter than ourselves.
The producer decided not to allow our ride to perform because
of the risk owing to the slippery nature of the arena ; and it was
only afte r much argument that we prevailed on him to let us
appear. Friday's was a trying performance before a small, damp,
but surprisingly app reciative audience.
On Saturday most of the infantry (whose tents were very wet)
were moved into the castle, and the officers who were evicted to
make room for them were orovided with hotel accommodation
in Newcastle . The two officers with the Display, however, found
a couple of d ry tents amongst the sea of sodden canvas and stayed
in camp.
Lieut. H . N. Crawford and the men of the Mounted Wing
donned motor cyclists' overalls, borrowed from the despatch
riders, and took the soaked horses out for a good twelve miles
trot to warm them up. Meanwhile, the despatch riders diverted
much of the mud and water from the horse lines.
Miraculously at 5 p.m. on Saturday the rain stopped. the sun
came out, and no less than 56,000 spectators witnessed the last
performance. For the performers the arena was even more dangerous than the night before, as the sun had turned wet into
grease. We managed our turn without serious mishap, though
one horse did sit down and gaze at the audience. Just to show
our contempt for the elements, we staged a sham accident which
brought the house down. The silence while the " injured " man
was placed on a st retcher could be felt , but when the vast audience realised it was a " fake " there was a shout of laughter
which must have been heard in Newcastle.
All things come to an end. and Su nday 15th July saw us back
in barracks. Both units had rallied round, and hot meals, dry
blankets and everv comfort awaited us.
. We were very sorry to lose Sigmn Flemming of the desoatch
riders, who was taken to hos9ital from Ravensworth, sufferin~
with rheumatic fever. How he contracted this in the middle of
the heat wave will long be a mystery to him and to us.
Harden Mo::s Sheep Dog Trials.- After a well-earned rest,
by a soate of guards and fatigues, the Display party
1ourneyed to Holmfirth, near Huddersfield. Herc two full performances were given before a good crowd. We were evidently
appreciated, because we have been asked to !'(O again.
On the 2<1th Julv Pathetone took :m extensive film of the Display, the release of which we are anxiously awai ting. Some 800
feet of film was taken, which necessitated three hours hard work
for everyone.
~empered

Motor Cyclist Trick Riding at Belfast.
( Pl1ofo /:;• " T/1f 8tf/ast /'tlrp·af/t "]

Dumfries Agricultural Society.- The Scottish members of
the Display c;ime into their own again when we crossed the border
and gave two full Performances at Dumfries. The weather was
threatening, and r~in fell heavily durin g our last performance and
throughout the night. Here we were assisted by the sound truck
nf The Bulletin, rne of Scotland's 1110.<t widely read daily papers.
The ooerator, who had seen us in Edinburgh. ga ve a most succe_ssful running commentary on our show. ·He announced each
turn · as it was orP<emed, and "faded in" aol)rooriate music to
suit each item . . This running commentary was of such assistance
that it is felt that something of this nature must be arranged for
next year.
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Through the kindness of the Show committee and the generosity of a neighbouring farmer. we were able to get all our horses
under cover for the night. Despite the pouring rain, some of
us went into the town and attended a dance given by the local
Territorial Battalion, and the mastering of the intricacies of reels,
etc. , speedily dried our clothes.
Durham County Agricultural Show.-On August Bank Holiday we set off in pouring rain for Sunderland. It poured all day:
heavy drenching rain. Two performances were given desoite the
slippery condition of the arena. The Show officials had "cut the
grass really short. and so there was no holding up either horse
or motor cycle. \A/e had a few falls and got very wet, but no one
was hurt. Despite the weather 15,000 spectators stood in the
pouring rain to see the show, which is some tribute to its
popularity.
We were delighted to have with us C.S.M. Young and Baby.
C.S.M. Young was the ma instay of the 1933 Displays. He and
hi~ horse, together with Lieut. H. N. Crawford on Hot Pot and
Captain F. P. L. Gray on Tired, entered for the jumping. Hotpot and Baby divided the second, third and fourth orizes with
a civilian entry, not being quite good enough to beat the winner,
who jl:Ot two clear rounds.
Soaked to the skin, but cheerful, we started for the station, and
here the most amazing incident occurred. After doing a trick
riding display on motor cycles on a really slippery field all the
afternoon with few falls, nine of the D.R. ride came to grief on
the way to the station. When the writer (who was leading the
ride) looked up from under his machine, he saw the entire road
covered with prostrate D.R.s. A sudden traffic Jam-met with
just as the cobbles gave way to greasy wooden blocks- brought
about our downfall. Fortunately other traffic was confined to
three trams, all of which were under control. Little or no damage was done, and the astounded populace who aw our fall must
have been even more astounded with the soeed at which we
picked ourselves up. One of the Mounted Wing, not to be outdone, fell off at the same place a few minutes afterwards, so the
D.R.s consoled themselves with the thought that the road must
have been very slippery.
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Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D.C:. 496)

Royal Signals Record Office. Chatham ,
·
15th August 1934.

Tile Editor af "The Wire."
Dear Sir.-The following
notified for publication m the
September 1934 W1RE.
Date en which the top individuals were registered on the
waiting list for the Ma med Quarters Roll: (a) Horne and Abroad- Sergeants, 27 / 1/ 30.
(b} Horne, Abroad and India- Rank and File, 25 / 5/ 29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel, i/ c R.Signals Record s.

=

Plain Tales

Aldcrshot Again.- Morris and I have really parted at last.
It was like this here. We made up our minds (you wouldn't
think Morris had a mind, would you?) to go to Aldershot again
because we had such a topping time last year. We carried Ginger
Tidrnarsh, Bill Bent and Johnny Jchnscn, and decanted them
on to the sports ground at 3 p.rn. on Saturday 21st July. At
3.30 p.m. I patted Morris en the rad iator, folded the cheque in
three and strolled into the fray.
From a welter of impressions emerges the indisputable fact
that this Aldershot affair becomes yearly more successful. No
doubt, an excellent photograph of the Old Comrades will be
published, so that there is no need for me to tell you who was
there. Yet I cannot resist men tioning a few by name. Mr. W .
Butler, profiting by previous experience, brought his assistant
Willy Wish to help with Association work. I believe there was
more than enough for both of them. Snowy Marshall was to
be seen everywhere at once and was no doubt finding customers
for his excelJent eggs. Sir Claude Foote Bark, O.B.K., Y.M.C.A., ·
strolled about-not too far from the Sergeants Mess bar-in a
panama, blue jacket, white flannel slacks, white shoes, rnalacca
cane and an Old Bailey tie that matched his un ique complexion.
I am sorry that L. H. Drake was not there to secure a first-hand
irn pres~ ion of Claude going round the course on a cable wagon.
M,-. T1ch Adams looked very much at home in civilian life, in
gent's natty plus fours. Bill icks is growing a beard, or maybe
he JUSt thought it didn't matter. Sergt Chieko Leath has grown
a moustache, but that doesn't matter, either. •·The man who
dropped it " in the open section tent pegging was R.S.M. Kneebone, and if he comes down here about it, I shall be out. C.S.M.
Freddy Strange-who went to school with me many years ago,
my children-shyly confessed that he was married two weeks ago.
Good luck, Fred! Bill Brotherton, whom I last met twenty years
ago, tells me that C.S.M. Alfre::I Brooks is on the T.A. at Manchester and i[; again very ill. We can only hope for some good
news very soon. Did I hear someone ask if Mrs. George Ruffle
and her excellent sister were there? Don't be silly. It was the
Aldershot Reunion, wasn't it? Well, then! where do you think
I had my second tea afterwards? Be a bit bright.
The Old Comrades cable race at tracted more attention than
~nything else. They certainly put plenty of pep into it, and if
J. few guys, tele, pole did get tangled up in tads, horse, and Old
Boys went peering round for a hole in which to fix a oole, the
job was eventually completed to the satisfaction and amusement
ci all.
On Sunday there was the usual church parade, but it is not
my_ business to write about that. Skipping a few hours, we
arrive at the O.C.A. luncheon. This was a triurnoh of cate ring
~nd cq~anisat1on. There were speeches and cheers and much
beer. Sergt (Misery) Will.1arn~ wore his medals: Egypt 1885.
another i890, and the root1 of i899. He called them Maresfield,
Crowborough and Aldershot. His number is, l think, 23987612800
or thereabouts, and he finishes in r960.
I suppose I can't have more than mv fair share of THE WIRE.
Professional jealousy and what not among the Aldershot correspondents. One mustn't ooach.
La:er in the evening, at Bulford, I asked Ginger Tidmarsh

what he thought of the lunch.
remember a d- .- thing."

" Lovely!" he said.

. . .. .

" I can't

Three Pictures.- Ukann Larfe recovered consciousness co find
himself in a snow-white bed-a sufficiently unusual situation to
cause him considerable surprise. " Where am I?" he asked,
weakly.
·• Friday afternoon," replied a sweet womanly voice.
" Thanks I I thought it was a foxtrot."
The nurse shook her head sadly and hit the detective on the
head with a mallet. They were very short of chloroform in the
hospital.
On the opposite side of the ward was a figure propped up m
bed_. By the bedside sat a policeman holding a loaded pistol. A
white-coated doctor (or he may have been a painter) entered
the ward and went straight to the policeman. " So chis is the
Plugger?"
"Yes, sir ; that's 'im," said the officer, who fired a couple of
shots into the ceiling with pardonable oride. At least, I think
that is what he fired with. l won't swear to it.
" Is he married?"
" No, sir. He's just naturally miserable."
"Well, give him the usual." ·
The policeman hit the Plugger on the head with the butt of
his pistol: the mallet was at the other end of the ward. The
lights were turned low, and all prepared for a quiet night.
At the Cafe Jet d'Eau, the fun was fast and furious. Inspector
Faceache felt that, with the Plugger in safe custody, he could
relax . . He was relaxing. And how. With him was the beautiful
Herm~one La:fe, who also felt that, with her husband securely
fixe_d m hospital, she could step on it a trifle. She was stepping
on 1t. And we don't mean maybe. The floor was littered with
empty charnpagn.e bottles._ pea nuts and potato crisp bags. Claude
Crumpet and his Cnpplmg Crochets were playing a red hot
number_. and the Seven Snaky Sisters were eying themselves in
rhythmic knots on the tinv dance floor.
·• Kiss me again, Facev,' ; said Hermione, grasping the neck" of
a bottle in her great red: hand.
The Insoector looked round nervously. " Darling-don't you
think--·•
" He who hesitates, Fac~y-kiss me, or I'll crown you."
Poor Faceache opened his arms, and the beautiful Mrs. Larfe
threw herself into them with a choking cry! I think her necklace had caught on the back of the chair. The weight was a little
too much for the already swaying detective and the two fell over
backwards, clasped in each other's arms their lios sealed in a
fierce kiss .
'
·
" Are you comfortable. Hermy?"
v " Yes, dearest."
"Happy?"
" Sure, Facey dear!"
" Well, take a look behind you. There's you r husband I"
. Uka!"'n L:arf~ regarded the couple with cynical amusement. The
pistol in his nght harid wavered ever so slightly.
. This ought co. be the end. but I feel that there are possibilities
m the present s1tuat1on, so look out. Become a registered reader
at once.

..

With and Without Comment- It is notified for information
that Signalman Blither completed a course of plu mbing at the
A.V.T ; Centre and has now secured emoloyment as a water
d1vmer s secretary. Well , well!
Congratulations to Sergt and Mrs. Pickering on the birth of ;i
daughter, Ja~et Marion. on the 21st July 1934-. Further outlook,
unsettled with occasional soualls.
Will ~he youne; gentleman· who claims to have travelled at 84
rn.p.h. m his 8 h.p. Ford come uo and see us next vear when
we hope to be in a position to tell him one. W e w;ll b'et that
he couldn't turn a somersault with his car like one of our officers.
Ah-and P.;et awav with it, too.
~he following friends from India paid us a sho rt visit (what I
agam ?) Sers;t Enc Marchant, Mrs. ditto and child ditto ,. Pop
[Continued at foot of page 424)

~IGtfAL TRAINING Ci:NTREN~
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Fatted Calf Section.- En gland has won the Davis cup, hal f
our pay cuts have been restored, Mr. McDonald is not so insistent
on wur-r·r·r-ld fr-r-r-r-iendshio, and Larwood's toe is almost
normal, so the time seems ripe for more news fro m this department. Joining in the general celebration, you know. Stone
walls do not a prison make, nor iron bars a guard room. Well.
well!
Drafts.- Initially, bad news. The undermentioned are provisionally warned for service overseas: L / Coroorals Frogga tt and
Rolls. India. Next Januar y. They've got you, pals. But you
pu t up a gocd fight. L / Corpl (F .. .. ) Froggatt is well known
locally, and his colleague equally well known some distance away .
Rift(! Shootlng. - Corpl Walker put up a very fine show at the
N.R.A. meeting at Bisley, reaching the second stage of the King's
prize, and L / Corp! Poole was a member of the winning team in
the Queen Alexandra cup competition. They put U!J a record
score, by the way. But what does " Broke collect urgent " in a
telegram mean?
Congratulations and so on ro our doughty musketry staff. Just
now there cometh news that they have upheld our honour (?)
at Bellerby in the Northern Command weapon train ing meeting.
Sergt Seabrook won the eleventh prize in match i.b, and Corpl
Walker shared the highest score in match 1.c besides scoring a
pool bull.
Books to Read. - (Apologies, congratulations and thanks to
Peshdist.) "Magnus Mertiman, ·• by Eric Linklater : "Fly Away,
Youth," by Godfrey Winn ; "This England,'' by Gerald Barry ;
"Men arc Unwise," bv Ethel Mannin.
And although not quite suitable for chis paragraph: About
your gentle discontent re imperfections in senior ranks, Peshdist.
Remember Whitehead's comments on the initial formulation of
Christian ideals: " In that ideal environment (Galilee) forgiveness
unto seventy times seven may have been possible, whereas in
our modern world forgiveness to seven times borders on the impracticable." Incidentally, it might be interesting to know how
much punishment is due to bad cooking.
Departures.- Quite numerous. Sergt Burr, M.M., and Signalmen Lines and Herberts have left us for the wide open, etc.
We wish them the bes t of luck in that most tricky place. civvy
street. But, pour encourager Jes autres, the dole has been further
extended . No, life's not a bad thing. taken as a whole. But,
as Prodnose might say . what a hole I
Appointments.- U / L / Corpl Thomas to be Lance-Corporal on
the Corps roster (highly technical term) w.e.f. 26/7 / 34. Suitable congratulations. Apologies for absence of engraved barometer.
Arrivals.- Few. I can only think of Signalmen Smallman and
Norton- from various Divs. They broke our fine weather spell.
But they are very welcome in spite of that. When you think that
August leave was spoiled for many, that forgiveness stunt seems
to be not too impracticable.
We nearly have another arrival: C.S.M. Ingles to relieve
C.S.M. Bale in the Mounted Wing. He is to come from 5th
Div. but so fa r we have onlv seen his name in Part II. Orders.
On command, you know. Will lay red carpet and produce band
when appropriate-if still out of prison.
Beauty.-The Garrison went all lovely-like a week or so ago
and held a Flower and Horse Show ; on same day ; in :idjoining

fields ; quite family. The Depot Battalion did rather well out
- sorry ! in it. We were third in the rose competition ; and
since this was open to all, professional and amateur alike, I chink
it was not bad. In the fruit, vegetable and flower disolay we
were second . Life in the old corpse yet. The Horse Show was
a very strenuous affair, and the Battalion was rather empty during
its .. er . . . while it lasted.
Oh, yes, flowers. The roses that won the third prize were
planted by Colonel Walsh. Now they bloom and (as usual) show
when too late for their fons et erigo to know. I hope this catches
his eye, if only to show him that Catterick is not ungrateful.
Sports.- ln spite of appearances, the Depot is not- very
defin itely is not-a back number in the realm of sport. If you
will turn to rhe Sports pages, as usual, you may find some trace
of our enthusiasm in this direction. I could become almost lyrical
about our successes · sagas and so forth. But something forbids.
What is it?
BAXTER.

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Gambit.- The majority of the news this month is horsey, so
say what you think fit.
The mounted sports are to take place on the 22nd August. By
the time you see these notes, they will be a thing of the past :
so you, poor fish. will be just too unlucky. There's a curious
alarm race featured, of which I don't know much.
Training.-To show that we are not a back number, we have
recently been raided at most curious hours by an aeroplane. The
object of these raids was to give us practice in anti-aircraft defence
measures. It was rather fun to see a drive, staidly proceeding
to the moors, suddenly scatter like hail at the sound of what
turns out to be a quite harmless and anonymous machine ; but it
was fine practice.
Cricket.- ! don't like to mention it, but truth will out. We
played the Headquarter Wing at cricket. Beyond spotting a new
Strudwick and an embryo music hall turn, I don't think much
was discovered. But it was a very decent game. We insisted
on playing them again, with the same result. We are modest.
Moro Training.- The annual firing has taken JJlace, with the
usual crop of humour, fatigue. and thus and so- forth. Hopes
are entertained of our ultimate solendour in this line.
Now I think it's about time for a few notes on our horses .
We've lots about them, too. Here goes.
Catterick Garrison Horse Show.-The unit managed to
sneak the following prizes at this show, which was held on the
30th and 31st July.
Open jumping-1st prize, C.S.M. Young on Baby (this is for the
fourth time in succession).
Novices jumping-1st prize, 2/Lieut . D. A. Nolan on Lizzie.
Handy hunter competition-2nd prize, Cor!)l Bull on Bertha.
Best trained Troop horse-3rd prize, Sergt Hill on Dolly ; fourth,
Corp! Bull on Cherry.
Open charger class-3rd prize, Lieut. P. R. Wainman on Bright·
eyes.
Apart from the Royal Tournament, the International Horse
Show and the Garrison Horse Show. all of which have been
reported ad infinitum elsewhere (note the tired sneer I) the Wing
has to its credit the following successe to date (August 10th): Three Counties Show, Hereford, 12th lune.
Open jumping-3rd prize, Serge Bennett on Galleon.
Darlington Show. 25th Julv.
Open jumping-I t prize, C.S.M. Young on Baby.
Evening jumping-1st prize, C.S.M. Young on Baby.
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Middleton Tyas Show. 1st August.
Military jumping-ind prize, Lieut. H. N. Crawford on Hot Pot;
3rd, Captain F. P. L. Gray on Tired.
Dumfries Agricultural Show, 2nd August.
Open jumping-4th prize, Lieut. H. N. Crawford on Hot Pot
Durham County Show, Sunderland, 6th August.
Open jumping-2nd prize. Lieut. H. N. Crawford on Hot Pot
and C.S.M. Young on Baby (tied).
Borou~hbridge Show, 9th August.
Open jumping (evenmg)-1st prize, C.S.M. Young on Baby.
The Display party are intermittently back in the Wing, and
appear even more keen rather than weary of repeated shows.
Their pro~ress is entirely triumphal, and they have done much
to make Signals known in most curious parts of this land. Scotland appeared to take them to its bosom when they performed at
Dumfries.
And for the rest, well, it can wait awhile. I have the hunger.
POSTLETHWAITE.

for recruits in the form of a 1nagnificcnt portable gramophone
given by the commanding officer. It is a pity we cannot hold
some sort of reception day in the Wing for the friends and relatives of the recruits. I am sure that a glimpse of one of our
barrack rooms with its brilliant eauioment, snow white woodwork, stained and polished floors, and perfect cleanliness everywhere, would be an added incentive to recruiting.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.

Gardens. - Th is is where we shine I The Deoot Battalion
ca!llc sixth in the inter-unit . lines competition. The "judging committee reported a marked 1mprovement on last year's showing.
I understand that the Deoot has not been in the " mentioned "
list before. At the presen.t time hundreds of wallflowers are being
planted all through the Wing lines.

August Holidnys.-As I write this, all the recruits are rushing
about drawing their pay, etc., preparatory to departing on leave.
This is the time to see bright faces. I hope they will all look
the same on their return!
Northern Command Tattoo.-A party from the Wing spent
an interesting and enjoyable day at Ravensworth Castle on the
13th July. I believe there was one exception. The sketch of
the occasion was given me by one of the party .

Postings.- No. 51 Squad under L / Corp! Chadwick passed off
the square on 23 I 6 / 34 and proceeded to the Mounted Wing and
Training Battalion on the 25th. Sigmn Jones J. won the C.0.'s
whip and Sigmn Rankin G. a medal for P.T.
No. 53 Squad under Corporal Nicholls passed off on 30 / 6 / 34.
Sigmn Davidson T. won the C.O.'s whip and Sigmn Driscoll D.
a medal for P.T.
_No. 52 Squad under L / Corporal Allen passed off on 14/7 / 34.
S1gmn Usher W. won the C.O.'s whip, Pte Shiner a medal for
musketry, and Driver McGiveron a medal for P.T.
_No. 5'! Squad under L / Corpl Deegan passed off on 20/7/34.
Stgmn Cloughley won the C.O.'s whip and Sigmn Knight K. 0.
a med.al for P.T.

. Cours es.-L / C~rpl Stirk to York to join the 45th assistant
instructors course m P. T. L I Ser gt Chadney and Coro I Nicholls
are due. to depart on 11 I 7 I 34 to the Guards Depot,· cater ham,
for a drill course.
Arr ivals.-Sigmn Davies from the Headquarter Wing, Depot
Battalion, to take over the duties of storeman. We hooe his stay
will be a pleasant one.
Depa!'tures.- The Three Musketeers are now reduced to two
on the departure of Signalman Pye, our bold storeman, to the
A.V.T.C. Hounslow. That ouiet table in the corner of the
N.A.A .F.I. billiard room will no doubt miss his presence.
Musket ry.-The cadre have all fired their annual course. Mention of Bellcrby still evokes memories of that nice long afternoon
stroll!
.co ~gr atulations.-To Lieut. C. P. S. Denholm-Young or:
wmnmg a Command standard medal for throwing the hamme:111 the Northern Command individual ·championships.
To Sergt
Carpenter on representing the Corps at cricket at the Oval and
at Aldershot . . To. L / Sergt. Chadney on obtaining third place in
the St. Quentm Lmes married quarters garden competition, class
2. To L/ Carpi Day on his first step on the Corps promotion
roster.
' Sport s .-lnter-Squad tabloid sports were held on I/ 8/ 34. The
results were as follows: - rst, No. 61 Squad, n.V. -points ; 2nd,
No. 55, 25 }1. ; 3rd, No. 56, 31 Y, ; 4th, No. 58, 32; 5th, No. 60,
3".·; 6th, No. 57, 43 ; 7th, No. 59, 46Y,.
Th in gs We Want t o Know.- Who are the two senior n.c.o.s
who complain that as key men their names were not shown in
these not~s on arriving in this Wing from overseas?
Who pinched the gong? (The less said about this, the better.)
Bil liards-The Wing met the 46th Division (T.A.) during their
star ~t Cattenck. The score was Dismounted Wing 625, 46th
D1v1sion 500.
Agony.-To T.E.S., A Corps Signals: When are we going to
hear some more about the beautiful Lal? Drop me a line some
lime.
The Taylors wish to hear from their pal Pcddlar Palmer of
Quetta.
EL PEE.

Tales o) the T attoo.

E Company, Training Battalion.

Scene: Newcastle, 6.30 p.m.
Let us hope that t he small sized Signalman, found weeping bitter tea rs because his pals had deserted him,
realises that beer and whisky in eq_ua l quantities mix
only too well.
Recruitc.-Since my last effort in this publication, we have
had another addition to the social amenities of our reception hut

General.- The absence of our notes in the last issue 1s regretted. June was a very quiet month.
The Corps 3and. commenced their tour on the 27th June at
Scar~rough. A trip to Gateshead was arranged by the Training
Battalion to see the Northern. Command Tattoo on the JI th July .
Everyo1~e who went had a Joll y good time, and I'm sure they
wou ld like me to thank those who arranged it.
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During the past month nothing really exciting or important has
occurred. We managed to secure the first prize in the interCompany hu.t garden. competition (won by Hut No. T.1). Hut
No, T .7 received a prize for the most marked improvement during
th~ past year. We congratulate all who had helped to gain the
prizes.
Departures - C.Q.M.S. Donaghy M. left us for F Company
during July. Sergt Cayley (Cabbo) is now in civvy street after six
months vocational training. L / Carpi Gibson has proceeded to D
Company. Four squads have left for Divisions since the last
issue. We wish them all the very best of luck.
Congratulations.- Sigmn O'Connor P. has signed his name
to coml'lete twenty-one years with the Colours. L / Corp! Forster
A. E. 1s now a full-blown one with the cash attached. Signalmen Gibson and Wilson F. were appointed A I L / Corporals on
the 2nd August. L / Sergt Hart R. is now Sergeant. Corporal
Lewis is now L / Sergeant. The Company wish all the very best
of Jue~. for t_h e ~uture ; and may those with stripes soon have
them
marned. '
Marriages.- Only one since the last issue. Sigmn Mills G. to
Miss Ivy Brookes at Burniston on the 23rd June. We congratulate
him, and hope that he has thought out this step wisely and truly.
Births.- Sigmn Gibbons W. of the Corps Band was presented
with twins at Richmond on the 17th June. Congratulations and
good wishes from everyone.
Agony.- To Gordon Young, Colchester: Do you know where
they hung the monkey in Hartlepool? Shoo-shoo Boy .

F Company, Training Battalion.
General .- Owing to the Company having been away for the
past three weeks, we apologise for the fact that these notes are
short. There are obviously not many items of interest to record.
but we will endeavour to bring the affairs of this Company to
the fore.
We returned to the fold on Saturday 11th August to find the
usual depression from lceland hanging over the Company lines
and scattering its contents all over the place. Many were the
cries of " This time last week, l was . . . " But enough of that,
for it has already altered to " This time in another four months."
I saw several lingering on the steps of the bus as they got down.
Maybe they were looking for some Sir Walter Raleighs. By now,
we hope, everybody is settled down to the usual routine of the
Company.
Ar ri va ls .-We welcome with ooen arms Boy Barr from the
Dukies and we wish him all the best. Sigmn Milroy has been
posted from D Company to become one of our R.E. fixtures, and
many others on the inventory board have had their fear of becoming obsolescent allayed for another year.
Departu res. - Wc ain't 'ad any.
Cong rat ulo t io n s .- This is one of the few occasions when I
have been glad of having left the typing of WIRE notes until the
last minute, for to-day brought us the good news of the promotion of our C.S.M. to that rank. The Sergeants Mess has been
placed out of bounds for the next six weeks.
Congratulations to E Company on winning the Mackworth
cricket trophy. The margin was narrow and there was a very
exciting finish. We will try to beat them next year .

A Corps Signals.
No. 1 Section, No. 4 Wireless Company.
Why should a normally half dazed mind become completely
so on the day that W IRE notes are due? More than one would
welcome a really intelligent theory on this question, for so far
the only remedy seems to be innu merable cigarettes. After all,
tobacco is the solace of humanity and the unfai ling support of
National Budgets. I am smoking as I write this, and it' odds
on that you who reac;I it are smoking . tao.

The draft board of our Company presents an ugly sight. Five
of our doughty warriors have received provisional warning: five
from our little Section. (Mr. Records, how could you!) Here
is a list of the five fortunate globe trotters. First and foremost,
Sigmn Charlie Capp-he goes to Egypt Signals and should prove
a good 'un. Sigmn Waterston J. A. is under orders for Palestine.
L / Serge Mullins A. and Signalmen Campbell P. and Davis S. T.
are earmarked for India. Just think of 1t I days in an open boat
and no hut orderly- hardship, my brothers, hardship. And how
enthusiastic they all appear to be! But l suppose, after all, without enthusiasm life would be a dull, sordid existence.
High Society Blues ( News).- Let me introduce a new member
to our community: Squire Jimmy Walmsley. A gentleman (by
the way, " gentleman " is a term invented to describe a man
of whose indefinite quality you approve} of commanding appearance and outstanding ability. Wearing a pair of baggy flannel
trousers and a canary yellow sweater, he remands one of the perfect country " toff." His facial features betray his super-intelligence, and he amuses many of us by the amazing way in which
he twiddles various knobs on his super-three howler.
We regret to announce that the Hon. John Waterston intends
proceeding on an extended tour of the Holy Land. He carries
with him the best wishes of our notables and of numerous
maidens inhabiting this district.
What a lot of sentimental rubbish is talked nowadays about
the rearing of children and the right treatment of impressionable
young people! Of course, infants should be rightly nurturedand the only suggestion Dusty Miller can offer is " Eat more
fruit."
At lunch yesterday I met Lady Jenny Stamp, the authoress of
" Barrack Room Ladies," the first radio play to be censored.
She has just l'eturned from a visit to Portsmouth . " Few playwrights realise the field that wireless offers them," she said ;
and Squire Jimmy, her helpmate, voices the same opinion.
Tug Watkins has startled the community by announcing that
he intends to enter a monastery in the near future. This reminds me how near the world was to losing Charlie, who at one
time contemplated doing the same thing.
Sunshine Sk et ches of Our Commu n ity.-No. 2: Jimmy
Walmsley (by Slightly out of Mind}. N o mean performer, this
colt, mind you-except in money matters. He only spends money
on principle--never on anyone else, so backers are advised to be
wary. ls a big noise in local cinemas, especially when the film
does not suit him. Won the Argument Stakes with plenty to
spare, and has neve r been extended. Has been East. but climatic
conditions destroyed his complex(ion}. Trained and owned by
someone in Lancashire.
W.G.B.

1st Divisional Signals.
No. 2 Company.
Starting Post.-The powers that be have ordained that o. 2
Company shall appear in the literary world. As not more than
75 per cent. of the Company are barrack room lawyers or budding Press men, the unfortunate lot of describing events of the
past and present (incidentally making mistakes in all} has fallen
to your humble servant. So, if I make any inane remark regarding any heavier-fisted merchant of the Company and that
merchant should object, the only flower I have a oassion for is
a cauliflower.
Musketry.-" Sam, where's tha musket?" is the burning question in the Company at the present time, for once again we take
up arms to prepare for the time when we will have to trek
wea ry miles and then blow - - out of the banks at Ash ranges.
Training.-We are looking forward to our forthcoming stay
on the Plain (except those who have been there before). The
latter, I expect, will be entertaining the M.O . with complaints
of campitis and Salisbury throat two or three days before departure. Unfortunately, he has heard them all before.
Sports.-The Company did great things during the oast year
in this line, for not only did they wi n the Cobb troph-r for allroun~ sporting events but they also bagged the Powel cu'.l for
shootmg. We are about to show t he other Comoanies that we
a r~ out to retain these trophies, for we play off our ·inter-Company
cricket m a few days. Look out, No . l and ~ Comoanies. for
you have ii ~tiff proposition,
·
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We must congratulate Lieut. C. H . Stoneley on his fine pe~
formances at the White City. It is not necessary to _ relate his
achievements, for they are well known to the sporting world.

Without Comment.- " Creeping? The blinking battery had
broken into a canter when the colonel looked at it."
Courses.- L / Corp! Griffin has returned from his boxing comse
with unimpaired facia l geography and a benevolen t look which
we suspect is deceptive.
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Soc ial.- Everyone enjoyed the social which was held in No, 2
dini ng hali on SDC?rts night, and judging by the loud voices to be
heard some had 1mb1bed rather freely. Anvhow, the excuse is
that it only comes once a year.
·

Inspection of A Corps Cable Section.
The Band leading the Old Comr.-ides.

Lance-Sergeant Farlow on Whistler.

Our congratulations are also extended to L / Sergt Farlow on
bringing home a first prize from t_he Aldershot Sho":' for the best
trained Troop horse (sorry, Darkie, for not publishing 1t before,
but the type-writer refused to function last month).
True StoriM .-Driver Philmore still believes that the _ Fleet
put in at Cove Pond for a sum~er vacat~on. Th_c same driver 1s
also convinced that a second chm strap 1s essential on musket ry.
Ma.r riages.-It is understood that Sigmn Stevens is now pay-·
ing twopence for a penny bun. We offer him both our congratulations and sympathies (poor blighter!)
Births.-! don't know of any, but perhaps th.ere are some in
the offing.
Addendum.-We wish to draw attention to the fact that The
Aldershot News was incorrect in so far as it related to the 2nd
Divisional Signals winning the inter-communication race. This
should read 1st Divisional Signals.
Agony.-Tad wants to know if Busty Jones has awakened from
that long sleep for which he went to Catterick many moons ago.
Finishing Post.- So long, you fellows.
J.A.E.

Draft.- lndia has called. Here's the roll. Signalmen Ashwell, Palfrey, Prentice, Panter and Hunt. We have heard no
rai lings against fate . Why should we?
Tra ini ng Break.-Nearly every soul aboard has managed to
squeeze in ten days leave-a bit of a squeeze here .a ~d there, what
with sending detachments to assist the T.A. trammg, etc. ; but
where there's a will, etc.

Congr atulations.- To L / Cornl Sweet L. on the codirn11.1cn
of his bar. A few more pence to spend in London, eh? T o Si!>nrn
an~ Mrs. Wharton on the birth of a daughter, Joan, on 14 /8 / 34.
Departures .~Sigmn Norton to the permanent cadre, Depot
Battalion, Catterick. We wish him all the best.

l

No. 3 Company.
Disclaimer. --In case No. 1 Company do not disclaim the notes
wh ich appeared under their heading last month, we do. We
wonder whose fault it was. [No. 1 Company must have received a tremendous shock on _seeing Jessamine's notes attributed
to them. At any rate, they have not forwarded any of ·their own
in reply. In the meantime, we mourn in sackcloth and ashes,
for the fau lt was ours.-The Printers.]
Old Comrades Rcunion.- We had put together a sweet little
paragraph about the visit of the old comrades, but the Editor
has stolen all our thunder. Smart work that! But, there, he's
the onlv old comrade who can flout the six teenth Commandment
with impunity.
Corps Sports.-We congratulate the 2nd Divisional Signals
on tieing with us for the P rickett cup. 1t was a dour fight and
the issue was in the balance till the very end. With just a little
extra effort we 'll hope to save the engraving fees next year.

13 Cable Section 1st Div is£ona/ Signals.

Inspection of the Old Comrades.

Dro ug ht.- By the time these notes appear we shall be sojourning on Salisbury Plain. The drought 'has hot deterred us-fortunately, or unfortunately, i:ntirely accorcling to t_h e weather. ~o
see us with our sleeves uo 1s to have your face lifted- and thats
not a threat.
Meanwhile, drought in another quarter.
JESSAM INE.
HeJlo !-Someone else has popped up with some stuff, so let 's
have it . Rather unusual to have two scribes in one Company.
Something fishy about it, somewhere.

Corporals Mess Out ing .- The Corporals Mess arranged a_n
outing to Southsea on Saturday r1 / 8 /34, and those from this
Company thoroughly enjoyed the trip.
.
Things We Want to Know .- Who is the voung man who 111dulges in expensive luncheons, with beer, when on a train?
Who i$ the voun" man whose vehicular means of transport
broke down whilst he was proceeding on leave?
.
And some people are anxit?us to know if Gold_y is getting married shortly, as the heavy ram does not deter him from an occasional clandestine meeting in Guildford.
Photography.-These notes are accompanied by snaps of the
Regimental sports and Reunion church parade. I hope that exist Divites will be interested.
Cheerio!
VEDAH.

2nd Divisional Signals.
No. 1 Company.
It is going to be a hard job to write notes this month, as we
haven't much time to think of what is worth writing about ; but
if we can't publish anything but the Arrivals and Departures, we
shall do that, rather than be marked absent.
As was published in last month's Editorial of THE W1RE, Signals Week was held in Mons Barracks at the end of July, when
the usual church parade, sports meetings, etc, were held.
The 2nd Div. won the Worlledge horse trophy for the mounted
inter-unit events and shared with 1st Div. the honour of holding
the Prickett cup. We were rather unfortunate in losing the
communication cable race, as we obtamed too score in the turnout ; and tal king about the turn out, we did not employ the regimental barber to trim the horses ' tails and shave their noses. In
the actual race we were well away until some unforeseen misfortune bobbed up at the pole c.rossing, and then things started
snapping. However, we got our message through desoite the
broken pole ; and after all, that is our motto.
·
In the 2nd Div . sports this Company simply romped home, although the other Companies gave an excellent but unavailing
display. 'Jnit Headquarters won the Cooke shooting trophy. If
you wa nt to know how, ask the Bell medallist.
On the morning of Thursday 10th August five luxury coaches
" floated " into Mons Barracks to a rendezvous outside the Sergeants Mess . Gradually a crowd of smili ng faces with open neck
shirts and all the latest Paris modes in summer dress drifted up
and quickly took their seats. There were roughly 150 passengers
- big ones and little ones-and they were all seated in less than
no rime. There was no pushing and arguing as to where they
wanted to sit: they knew that the night before. They didn't
have to bring anache cases with food: that was all 9acked the
night before, also. There are several ladies and gentlemen (all
of 'em) who could tell you a bit about it. In fact, 150 people.
fully equipped for a jolly good day by the sea, were all set for
·• off " in fifteen minutes from the time of the buses reporting,
and so the married families of 2nd Divl Signals hit the trail for
East Wittering at about 9 a.m.
The journey there was not evencful except that the i I c messing
informed us that we were passing " The Six Bells " and then
asked why? and we had a little game of ring-a-roses round the
arches at Chichester. We arrived at the sea just after eleven
G'clock, and straightway we erected a couple of tencs, telegraph,
for the food stakes and the ladies. This was in the car park, by
the way. wh ich was only a matter of twenty yards from the sea.
I might mention that as we drew in we passed two beautiful
things with lovely tanned backs and red beach pyjamas, and more
than one hushed whisper of " Why did I bring the wife?" went
round the more soohisticated menfolk.
To get back to the trip. Those who didn't nip down to the
sea busied themselves in preparing the midday meal. which I can
assure vou was well uo to Ritz standard. This was no mere
haversack ration packed in a yard of greaseproof, but dainty
sandwiches of numerous assortments, pies (not Salisbury ones).
fruit, etc., served up on attractive papier mache plates, and
various cordials in equally attractive imitation glasses. Tea was
brewed bv the indomitable Coro! B.. whose motto should be
" Ubiauc "·; and I might mention that he received moral support
from two young married ladies who sat by him nearly all day
and then complained of having sore feet coming back. For those
gentlemen who wore trousers there was a nice chubby barrel, the
contents of which were the only thing for which they had to sign
on the dotted line. When lunch was over alt scraps were brought
up on the plates and dumped , and (tv put it in the words of the
car park owner) "No one would have thought that 150 people
had just sat down to lunch there "-it was so tidy.
In the afternoon everybody made for the sea for bathing, etc.,
and at least one lady found how useful a macmtosh could be when
hard pressed. Others were introduced to various bathing pastimes
which have no hard and fast rules. Steve provided a few laugh
when he put two legs 111 one hole in a bathing co tume and hi
neck through another, and then swore he had a lady's costume
on, back to front.
Tea was provided at the appropriate time, and once again it
might have been the envy of the Rothschilds, there being all kind
of fan cy cakes, etc. ; and when thi$ was over, there wa$ such an
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assortment left that everyone was able to have a bumper supper
before leaving.
.
Eventually goodbye wa said to the sea at 7.30 p.m. Two
stops were made on 1he way home, which wa.s reac hed at about
10. r5 p.m. The buses were so well planned m seatmg arrangements that they were able to branch off on rea~hm3 Alde~sryot.
thus taking everyone to the nearest vantag pomt fo r 1he1r respective home .
Altogether the day was much enjoyed, the weathe~ \':'as good.
:md everything worked out to plan ; and great credit 1s. du e to
the R.S.M. and his staff, wht> set up a model of organisation and
greatly helped to impart .the holiday fe~ling to everyone.
The married strength as due for a big boost up before next
year, but here's one content to remain an uncle.
Arrivals anC: Oepartures.- Unfortunately, we cannot gi.ve individuals an.y publicit y this month ; but to those who have J01~ed
us we give a hearty welcome, and to those who have left we wash
all the best.
Trooping Season - The majority of the provisi_onal warnin~s
have now been received, and already several deletions and additions have taken place.
.
The Palestine draft sail on the 3rcl September and the Chma
draft embark on the 10th, and we take this opportunity o.f wish~ng
them bon voyage. May they soon feel at hon:ie in their foreign
rations. We hope that at least one of them will not forget to let
us know all about it.
Salaams.- To Bill Pote ta, 3rd Indian Divl Signals: Salutations received. Salaams. Bob B.
Jealous.-To Bill, Command Signal Company: Tich and myself went on an outing the other Saturday, and we also saw you~
uncle on South Parade pier, but we preferred to pay our own
way. We also went for a moonl ight trip ro Cowes, but they
came from Northampton- not Bristol.
Is It Right?- That a certain somebody took off his car> to show
someone else his complexion after spending a week at Ramsgate?
That L/ Corpl G. of the O.R. has actually spent a complete
leave awav from the aforesaid O.R.?
That N'urmi is really a shorthand typist?
That Wog M. ever had a return ticker?
That a certain n.c.o. in D Section told the military correspondent of Tiie Daily Mail on a recent scheme that a coffee wagon
was a portable signal office?
EASY.

C. G. is attached to this Company from No. 3. We hepe that
their stay with us will be pleasant.
Appointments.-Congratu lations to L / Corpls McKeer, White
and Peuleve on their appointment to that rank.
Drafts.- Sigmn Taylor E. R. has been warned for China early
in October this year. I wonder how they do it?
Quite a lot of provisional warnings affect this Company, and
some good sportsmen are sweating on leaving us. We pray that
they are replaced by some equally as good, for we were looking
forward to the next football season as being a good one for us .
S.0.8.- Did my letter reach you o.k. Mac? J.C.
Things We Hear.- Atcha ! atcha !
J.C.

No. 6 Sectio11 taking some of the Prizes.
F Section spend ha lf their rime with t~e 13th Field Brigade R.A.
and the rest of it in barracks preparing for the next scheme.
They are working hard and looking forward to the individual
training period, when they are likely to get some res~. . However, the experience they have had ought to bear fruit m the
form of higher ratings this year.
No. 6 Section are again at Deepcut, keeping silenc~ an~ also a
pair of shoes that I loaned to one of them. The Section did very
well in the unit sports and were quire happy, as shown m the
two accompanying snaps. Another shows our 1avelm thrower
Sigmn Thorpe. of F Section, who vows that by next year they
will have to set a limit for him.

No. 2 Company.
General.-£ Section have returned to Brighton to recuperate
after their stay at Okehampton and Stoney Castlo. We hear from
them occasionally, but we shall have to wait unti l their return
to barracks for all the exciting news. It is said that a certain
Scotsman is going to write a book on his experiences by .the ~ea
in the last two years. That will be a little better than hsremng
to him relating them each Sunday afternoon.

Signalman Thorpe.

Company Headquarters (why smile?) are doing o.k. and are
just managing to crawl about. Nothing exciting ever happens
to them. and everybody (with the exception of the orderly room)
allows them to work peacefully and alone.

No. 6 Section.
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Departures and Arrivals.- L / Sergt Bye (Busty) bade us goodbye early in July to squeeze into the A.F.V. Signals, Tidworth.
L / Corp! Goring is now a respectable citizen of Polegate, Sussex,
where he recently completed an " outside voe." Best wishes to
both of them in their new abodes.
L/Sergt Sykes, posted to us from No. 1 Company, is enjoying
life in being attached to different units of the T.A. Corp! Smith

No. 3 Company.
General.- By the time these notes appear, our annual summer
leave (seven days) will be just one of those sweet memories of the
past. It was thrust upon us, and before we knew that we had it,
it was all over and gone. K Section had to be satisfied with just
a short week-end and a promise of a week's leave later on. One
well knows what Army promises are, but we hope for K's sake
that those who are responsible for all this leave business will keep
their word. Anyhow, a short week-end was apparently quite
enough for the lads of K: they all arrived back " stony broke."
It strikes me that the fun fairs along Waterloo Road did pretty
well.
Schemes are continually looming up before us these days. Still.
they too fly past eventually, but not nearly so fast as that seven
days did- leave, I mean, not jankers.
Signals Week was a great success. Although our Company
did not exactly shine at the inter-Company sports, we did our
best and it was well worth watching. Naturally, we don't want
to keep our athletic trophies too long ; that wouldn't be cricket,
.old boy.
We congratulate C.Q.M.S. Winkle on a really fine burst of
speed in the 100 yards. C.Q.M.S. Laurenson (our George) did
not compete. All his time is still taken up around the Elstead
district. I wonder where all this young blood will eventually
land us.
Drafts.- Yes, eager eyes still scan the latest published bulletins,
hoping against hope. Perhaps our old friends of the Company
who are abroad would like to know what they have coming to
them, so here goes. China, Sigmn Russell. Egypt, Signalmen
Dickerson, Miles, Millington, Reardon, Spencer, Drane, Stubbs,
Pearce H. (Tilly) and Cameron T. (Terry). Palestine, L / Corpl
Cole E. India, L / Corpl Webster, Signalmen Breach, Cass, Heap,
Stubley, Falconer, Herberts, Jones, Lawson, Thackray, Copestake, Davies, Grant, McGowan and Parker. Jamaica, Sigmn
Bracegirdle (lucky guy!) Malaya, Signalmen Parkin and Chatfield (lucky guys, again, so they tell me).
After deducting the above from our present establishment,
well, Three Company just won't be Three Company any more.
Marriages.- Lieut. G . B. Bell to Miss Lewis-Hall at Aldershot
on 28/j I 34. We wish them both all the best.
Births.- Nil, but we all still keep hopefully singing " Some
day the stork will pay us a visit."
Postings.- Sigmn Linton to No. 1 Company (unit H.Q.).
Agony.- To Purdah. 2nd Indian Div! Signals, Quetta: What!
is there still another one? Ask him nicely to avoid No. 3 Company 2nd Div.- two is company, you know, but three l well, it
would drive us scatty. Don't harp too much on the gallantry;
Cuthbert is rather sensitive.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Stannard, Hurrell and Garner from the
Training Battalion. The usual glad hand is extended. You know
where to find the grooming kit, I suppose.
Wo Would Like to Know.- Why Sigmn Parkin always sleep
in the centre of the room these days? He seems to have developed a permanent disgust for Army lockers. Where is Brunno?
and what is she? When is Hank going to pay up that bob?
Correspondence·.- To J. Richards, attached 2nd Battery R.T.C.
Farnborough, and J. Pemberton, Spike Island: How about a line
to Mac of the old 22 Squad?
Conclusion.- We close ro the signature tune of "S Relief "
(i.e. " Little man, you've had a busy day "). That ge>N for me
loo, so cheerio everybody until next month.
T.B.C.

General. -News bei ng scarce, this seems to me the month m
which to tell the world who are the peoole so nobly earn.mg
their pittance in this unit. If you don 't feel like reading this,
don't ; but I love seeing my name in print, so here goes.
Captain H. H. Anthony (O.C.), Captai~ L. R. C. Watsoi:i (acting C.S.O.), Captain G. Rooker (actmg ad1utant), R.S.M. Wigglesworth J., M.B.E. , C.Q.M.S. Yates W., Sergts Bishop G. R., Cole
W., Harvey A. and Weeks W., Corpls Stanley R. and Chamberlain J. (Pride of Pompey), L / Corpls Mohrsradt H., Durand A.
and Abbott W., Signalmen Williams L. (Body-Line}, Verlander
E., Goldsby T. (Barber's Friend), Summers G., Macke~ W. (ToeGrip Mahatma Ji), Harwood H. and Bateman G. (Sheik). Reading these ·names. you will no doubt wonder how so many wonderful people manage to be together in such a small unit. Working together, we also are staggered.
Loa-Bio-Saa-Waa.- We are still in the land of the living and
hope to be with you soon. In case you may be !hinking that
we are finding difficulty in putting it together agam'. the delay
is due to the fact that we have used up all the wire m England
and have to wait until another mine is dug to get some more raw
materials. We know that you are terribly missing us and those
beautiful dead o' night watches ; but never mind, we'll be with
you before many moons have passed.
Watisit.-The following watisit was prompted by Body-Line
Bill on hearing of a fellow correspondent's bu~i.: daJ.'. last Th~rs
day. It is copyright. and anyone heard recmng 1t at socials,
smokers or other gatherings will be impounded.
LllTLE MAN, You HAD A VERY BUSY DAY.
or, An Ode to Friend "Easy.''
'Twas on a Thursday morn
That Easy did adorn
The back seat oE a bus to Wittleberry ;
Arrayed in all his splendour.
Young Easy did endeavour
To satisfy the hungry and forlorn.
He was the sandwich man,
In charge oE tongue and ham
And other thmgs which make an outmg breezy ;
He also nursed the offspring
Whi lst the parents had a flingIt must be nice to be an Easy man.
And so it was till night begun,
A-holding someone else's son,
And trying all the time to be so gay.
We hope your lesson's learnt, young manThat family outings you will ban.
Easy, you had a very busy day f
Sporticism.- The Cads have gone all athletic. Whether our
successes at cricket have stirred them, or whether they arc after
that slim figure so much admired by th.e fair sex, I. do not know.
Anyhow, it has been decided that durmg the commg sea on we
are going to win everything there is to be won, and with that
object in view a sports meeting was hl'ld to d1scu · ways and
means. We h;;vc entered as a separate Company for the Cobb
trophy, and we have great hopes that when the final reckomng
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comes off ours will be the name to go on .the trop~y. Our only
worry just at present is how we ~re gomg . to raise teams for
cross-country, boxing and rugger with on!y e1g~t~en men t? call
upon. The chaps have all gone into strict trammg, and 1f en·
thusiasm counts for anything, we are already champs.
AUSTIN.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
The Cads had a spot of bother last month. Some question of
etiquette regarding the ?Id school tie: hence: our absence frc:im
the news in the last edmon. In accordance with our frank policy
we dare publish such news, comi.n.g as it dc:ies s~ quickly aft~r
Barleux had given us a snappy ed1t1on on this subject. There is
no limit to our utter caddishness. Incidentally, we wonder where
he obtained his copy. Granted, we are few. One might even
s:iy we are isolated. But who dare deny the existence of our
Cads? Let us tell of their recent jaunts and excursions.
The glorious month of July found them-under the name of
G Cable Section--expending unbounded energy at Kenley and
Nonh Weald. For three joyful weeks the laddies laboured to
assist the 1st A.A. Searchlight Battalion R.E. by providing a
system of communication and service of which Sir Kingsley Wood
himself might well be proud. Sacks and sacks of letters of appreciation arranged themselves in brave array before the unit office,
formed fours and quietly stood at ease, whilst an overworked
office staff dealt with their contents and passed on the fifth aspirin
bottle. Surely, the ancestors of this Section may well have been
versed in knightly graces, courtly diplomacy and honourable service. There are times when one may well be proud of the
C:ids. What thev did during brief rests from duty is best left
untold. History should never go too deeply!
We welcome C.S.M. Bale H. J. from the Depot Battalion, to
relieve C.S.M . Bevan B., now with the 5oth Divisional Signals
(T.A.) at Darlington. This is the second C.S.M. we have had
whose sporting abilities are a definite asset to the unit.
Records must have known what they were about when they
made out the drafting return for the forthcoming trooping season. They have simply skinned the cream of the unit and
warned them for service overseas. Such stalwarts as Sammy
and Enoch, not to mention dear Henry and Tut, will not come
our way again, I'm afraid. Here is a list for your informatiori.
Gibraltar-Signalmen Wiseman H. and Adams R.
Egypt-Signalmen P ritchard E .. Wake A .. Caulfield R. and
Coombe L.
China-Sigmn Blake W.
India-Corp! Beard C., L/ Corpl Robinson L., Signalmen Eas·
down W., French A. and Forster G.
Palestine-Sigrr.n Medlycott, A. due to sail on 7 / 9/ 34.
Might We Know.-Why the youn~ damsel in the cafe on the
Bagshot road likes flowers? If pansies aren't her favourites?
Why O 'Malley sometimes spells his name O 'Mailley?
If Chipping Ongar isn't one of the most beautiful spots in England? But was it worth three days C.B. for an extra couple
of hours there?
Whether the lance-corporal didn't find the walk on Kingstown
pier unduly fatiguing?
What broke the springs of the C.S.M.'s car? If Sergt French
feels at all guilty?
If these notes are not rather more daft than usual? If so,
whose fault is it?
B.A.S.-E.F.M.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidwortb.
No. 1 Tank Brigade Headquarter Signal Section.
T ilshead Camp.
General.-We are all set now for the big push. Our Section
schemes have come to an end. Everyone worked like true signalmen. so that '!"e achieved some good results . Occasionally we
had a few late mghts, but our amateur cook keot us amply satisfied with his wayside suppers.
·
Light Freights.-There is a story, told after lights out that
two of our honourable Section. with the helo of their indian
magic and a little prayer, kept their set through rhiner, although
the radiation was " matchsticky."
Things We Don't Know.-How the incomparable one manages.
to get his brea kfast when everyone has left.
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Why the alphabet can mean so many things when there 1s a
job to be done.
How to remain idle when the work day commences.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Scriven, Mullen, Songhurst, O'Hehir and
Wild.
Agony.-Sialkot: Bust has not found the monster, but one
cannot leave The News of the World spare.
Smudger: Are you coming home here? It's no dhodha rest,
TANK BoE. SIGS.
but the manduri spirit prevails.

No. 1 Tank Signal Section.
Attached 2nd B1ttalion R.T.C., Wrst Down Camp, Tilshead.

Movas.-The Section, taking the advice of an old veteran,
moved from a land flowing with milk and honey to the vast
wilderness and hunting ground of Tilshead on Saturday 2r /7 I 34.
As is only natural, one would hardly expect to find a really y;et
day during the past weeks of glorious weather. However, JUSt
to let us know that one can never be sure of the weather, rain
greeted us during the early hours of the morning of our departure and continued to drench the countryside with much needed
water. Of course, the personnel of the Section did not look on
the rain and reflect on its blessings. The thought that was in
everyone's mind was "? " ! ! • I ! what a ?• ! ! ! ! fine start l"
We have heard that the insect world has received a copy of
THE WIR E and is now on the move towards Tilshead. The
advance guard, of many species, has already arrived. Messrs.
Keatings, please note, there is room for a trade boom down here.
Congratulations.-To Brigade and No. 3 Tank Signal Sections on the appearance of notes in THE WIRE. Keep it up!
General.-Since our arrival here several battles have been
fought and, of course, won. What we would like to ~now is
whether it is always necessary to have ram before gomg u.1to
action. Most of the battles here seem to have been fought whilst
the heavens wept. Perhaps it was always so, because history
records it.
Arriva l.-We welcome to the Section L / Serge Bye from the
2nd Divl Signals, who joined us here on 21'7 I 34. He has since
proceeded on fourteen days leave-presumably to recover breath
after the climb up the hill. What do you say about Tank Sections, Busty?
Even t.-During the early hours of the 2nd August a terrific
gale smote the camp area. Brought to sudden co_nsciousr.ess by
a rending and crashing of boxes and general utensils, the keepers
of the store tent came face to face with umpteen square yards of
wet clammy canvas. To scramble out into the elements was a
task harder than one would imagine. However, after a while
we were clear of the canvas- and what a sight met our gaze in
the early dawn light l We were not alone in our plight. The
Q.M. store tent and part of the Officers Mess and N.A.A.F.J.
tents had ''suffered a similar fate to our own. This happened
even after all precautions had been taken in slackening off guy
ropes and re-fixing pegs where necessary before retiring ; but
what can one do when a main guy rope breaks?
Hear d Th is One?-Scene: Night scheme. "B" Echelon cars
parked in a wood. When all was quiet, a voice from out of the
darkness said " Are you the L.A.D. ?" Voice from a car: "No!
we're the ruddy Gurkhas I"
Sudan Habbis.-Which in English almost means auf weidersehen-sorry ! I mean au revoir. Anyhow, you know what l
mean.
PANJANG.

No. 3 Tank Signal Section.
Attached 3rd Battalion R.T. C., Westdown Camp, Tilsliead.

General.- Well ! here we are again-still jogging along, singing a song. Sorry! we have no singers now. We came back
from leave on the 11th August, and all had traces of lost smiles
on our faces. I believe everyone had a perfectly good time, however, and we are now settling down ready for the big business
- meaning the Tank Brigade exercises, of course.
Amendment s .-Serg1 Lake informed me that he scored two
more (while I was not looking) than the total I gave against h is
name in last month's WIRE. His score should have read 44 and
not 42. Fancy that, now I and me a stri·c t T.T.
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Congratulations.- T o Sigmn Newman L. on being re-classified as an electrician fitter class ii. Well done, Len l keep it up!
Talent? I'll say we've got some.
Departures.- At present none. In the near future there will
be. I hear.
Arrivals.- Same old nonesome.
Nit and Wit.- ! am afraid these two lads are unable to contribute this month. l left them in the office arguing as to whose
name should appear first in order.
Things We Would Like to Know.- !£ it's true that a certain
young man of A.F.V. still trims his moustache? He first started,
l hear, when a young lady friend of his sang " You ought to be
in pictures" while he was in the vicinity .
Why can't Farley J. write to Musket Sam ? Are you among
the " elites " now, John?
In Conclusion.- Anyone who would like to keep young and
healthy always should come to Tilshead Spa, the Queen of Salisbury Plain . As it is, so be it.
W.A.S.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.-With regimental training finished until the end of
August, we have been having an off period to recuperate for the
annual wars in September. Three bright spots illuminated our
life last month, each of equal importance in their own sphere.
Annual !nspection.- Brigadier F. B. Hurndall, M.c., commander of the 2nd Cava lry Brigade, inspected the Troop and
everything that was in it on the morning of the 2nd August.
We had been looking forward to this visit with a confidence
which later, to our gratification, was justified. The Troop
standard is being well maintained, and a reminder to all Troopites
to keep it up is really unnecessary.
Social.- D Troop, Aldershot, kindly promised to show us a
thing or two about cricket, and we were glad to welcome them
on the 28th July. A glorious afternoon and a perfect wicket,
but the home team had an advantage in knowing that they had
been chosen to avenge our defeats in hockey and football at
Aldershot last winter.
The visitors batted first, but could not make the time to enable
them to get used to the wicket-all except the last man, Sigmn
White, and he wagged his tail to the tune of 17.
E Troop went out to bat, but when the first wicket was lost
without a run being scored, strategy demanded that the visitors
should be fed-maybe with the idea of making them just com·
fortably lazy. The oracle worked, for after the tea interval we
carried on to make a score that gave us a wide margin of safety.
Only one innings was played, and all wickets were taken when
stumps were drawn at 7 p.m. Our G.O.M. of the willow, Sergt
Hon~or, made a brilliant 50 before he decided to give the younger
folks a chance.
Weather.- Really, I never intended to write about this unknown quantity. I was thinking about a heading for the third
of our bright spots, the August break. Usually, leave mean
bener and brighter topics for discussion than the weather ; but
when the first party came back, they were of the opinion that
the drought scare in the daily papers left a lot to be desired,
~nd that a Sun Bathing Society should be formed on the Plain.
The after-leave feeling may account for a lot of this talk.
Arr ivals.- Sigmn Smith: a welcome addition to our office staff
to replace Sigmn Ould. long lost to the Pay Corps.
E.T.P.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.- Aparr from sundry activities in connection with the
Southern Command Tattoo. we have not had a very exciting
month up to the present. 'Jnder the heading of " sundry " may
be included guards ; ex-Troopers, please note for future reference. Mamba and Cobra, with much malice aforethought, had
the intelligence to snake away on furlough prior to the eruption.
A number of specially selected (?) individuals were chosen to
oerform the duties of horseholders to the band of the r Ith
Hussars. Sti ll. as Emerson once remarked, everything has its
compensations. even fried fish and mash-less the mash. The
horse£. of the 4f7th Dragoon Guards (loaned to the uth Hussars
for the occasion) must be a trifle doubtful of their various pedi-
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grees, judging by the sweet nothings one chanced to hear at odd
times. However, August leave is due to commence on Friday
next, so roll on!
Condolencee.-The Troop extend their sincere sympathy to
Signalmen Oliver and Lafford in their tecent losses.
S.U.1.J.L. Helmioh.-Apropos a recent effusion concermng
tours, Egyptian, mk. i. (many stars). Orgamsation and co-ordination of the various espionage systems has resulted in the following
code being issued from the Higher Formation: Geetroop Helmieh Uvadit. As the bearded matelot from Pompey once remarked, " Hands across the sea." The mysteries of Clot Bay
will have to be revealed at some later date. Ask Freddie.
Troop Cameo.-Flatto, the Troop Sunbeam. As a mark of
appreciation, we have decided that he may be permitted a weekend pass in the near future. Flatto may sometimes be observed
in the vicinity of the nudist colony at Ferndown, complete with
Douglas ry.I k.w. charging set-less spares. We were promised
a report of the full dress rehearsal, but up to the present none
has been forthcoming. Known to his intimate acquaintances as
the lad with the limpid orbs, he is an easy first among the early
morning exhibits at the kiosk. A staunch supporter of the
Society for the Provision of Fish Suppers for the Rank and File.
Congratulations.-Our hearty congratulations are due to
Blossom on the occasion of his two successive boundaries in the
recent Troop cricket match. Keep it up, Blossom I you will soon
be up to the standard of your prototype Snozzle.
The Parablo of the Bargain.-And it came to oass that an
elder of the tribe of Efftroop did chance to journey forth unto
the tents of the chieftains in Ayeffvee, complete with chariot . But
he fell amongst thieves in that he did tarry too long by the
wayside, much to the detriment of the chariot. Girding up his
loins, he did depart from Ayeffvee in great anguish. Loud and
long were the cries in the wilderness, and there was much weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth among the elders of
EJftroop. Many teas were offered and many were accepted, but
he would not be consoled. Like Rachel of old, he mourned -and
would not be comforted. And he did gather unto himself all
the wise men of Efftroop (including the I.M.s) saying " Go ye
and search the highways and byways," and they did depart in
great haste.
•
Then there came from a far off land one Demp-sey, dragging
in his wake a battered and dusty chariot. For it chanced that
an infidel from the 16 / 5th had actually had the barefaced effrontery to snaffle the great W.A.'s bike whilst the owner was discussing affairs of state-first aid or something. Then came the
great rejoicing, and the elders of Efftroop did tarry awhile at the
kiosk, putting many teas and wads on the book (probably
Bunkers').
Moral-Never leave the ration transport unorotected on unhallowed ground. Even Troop sergeants are not immune from
the old Spanish custom. We shudder to visualise the consequences had it been the tar-sprayed chariot.
Sayings of the Great.-" Tossing up or tossing down, this
gambling must cease! "
Short Story.-" The B.M.'s Dilemma ; or, Baffled by Benjy."

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
:-eneral .-We hope these rather sketchy notes will be excused,
but our regular compere (?) is on leave. However, we will do
our best.
This month finds us very shorthanded owing to leave, which
comes as a very pleasant break at this time of the year. After
sending our last contribution we had a succession of exercises,
finishing up with a Divisional Artillery exercise on the 20th/ 21st
July. This was interesting, as it took us over new ground aw~y
from the familiar landmarks of the Plain and we ended up m
the vicinity of Marlborough. After this was over , we started
getting ready for such important items as assistance for T emtorial camps, O.T.C. camps, Tattoo duties, and last, but not
least, leave.
We always enjoy the short visits to. our Terri.torial friends.
and this year we sent the followmg assistance. Lieut. P. B. G.
Gambier, 2/Lieut. J. P. North, L/Sergts Barraclouih, Greenwood and Little, and Corporals Gibso.n and Waite to the 43~d
(Wessex) Divisional Signals who were m camp at Cranbourne m
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Dorset. Captain J. A. I. Watts to the 5~rd (W.) Div! Signals
in camp at Pennard, near Swansea. Captain J. F. Charlesworth,
Sergt Higham, L / Sergt Barnes and <;:orpl Clarke to the . 48th
(S.M.) Divisional Signals who are now m camp at Bulford Fields.
Lieut. L. C. C. Harrison, M.C., L/ Sergeant Southwell, Corporals
Adams, Davey and Clarke, L / Corpl Pape, and Signalmen Brown.
Manser and McKenzie provided assistance to the O.T.C. camp
at Warminster, and whilst there they staged a small ~1gnal
demonstration which we understand was. very much appreciated.
Tattoo duties have fallen heavily on us this year, but our
efforts have not been in vain, as we hear from sources all round
that it was a great success. This was also the subject of a
special order by the G.O.C.-in-C. Southern Co~and.
.
We are now preparing for our move to camp m North ~tlt
shire at the end of this month. Headquarters and the mechanised
portion of No. 1 Company are moving to Charlton Park by road
on the 1st September, and Sections are joinin~ t~eir Brigades. on
various dates at the end of the month. This JS the first time
since 1930 that we have been to camp as a unit, and we .are
looking forward to our stay of three weeks. Charlton Park JS a
lovely place, and given good weather we ought to be very happy
there.
The anniversary of the death of Lieut. J. Vf ._Agar fails this
month and we had intended to commemorate 1t in our notes by
sending a photograph of the sundial which has been placed as
a memorial in the Officers' Mess garden. Unfortunately the
photograph has been mislaid, but we hope to forward it next
month.
Promotions.-We offer our congratulations to our second-incommand, Major W. R. C. Penney, o.B.E., M.C., on his recent
bre".et promotion.
Marriages.-L/Corpl Dodd C. to Miss Lillian Squires on the
xst August.
Courses.- Driver Emptage L. returned. from a. course at the
Army School of Farriery, Aldershot, having qualified as farrier
class iii.
Arrivals.-The following arrived from the Training Battalion
and Depot Battalion respectively: Signalmen Smith E. G. and
Abrahams E. G.
Oepartures.- The following have left us on transfer to the
Army Reserve and discharge: Corporal Harrison I., LI Corporal
Etchells J., Signalmen Orgill, Staton R., Hull H. C., Green S ..
Richley J., Newbury C., Huntingford L., McCreeth J. and
Penton F. Sigmn Goold was discharged.
Sigmn Hirst G. proceeded to Chisledon to attend a vocational
training course.
Re·Engagements.-Corpl Freeman C. and Sigmn Hawthorne
re-engaged to complete twenty-one years wjth the Colours.
Drafts.- Signalmen Hawthorne W. and Binstead are leaving
us for Gibraltar on the 7th September. We are sorry to lose
them, and wish them the best of luck in their new unit.
Births.- A daughter, Janet Marion, co the wife of Sergeant
Pickering E. on the 21st July 1934.
Deaths.- The sympathy of all ranks is extended to Sergt and
Mrs. Goble in the death of their infant daughter.
Sergeants Mecs.-In sympathy with the unit, the Mess has
suffered somewhat on -account of leave. However, we had much
pleasure when the 43rd (Wessex) Div! Signals called in on their
way to the Tattoo. Their visit was all too short, but we hope
thar they enjoyed both the half-way house and the Tattoo, and
offer our sincere apologies for being unable to repay their visit
-the difficulty being the shortage of members.
To brighten up the atmosphere again, the 48th Div! Signals
played us in a games tournament in the mess on the 13th Au~ust,
and though at the end a draw was declared some doubts existed
as to the hiero~lyphics on the score sheet. However, the cup
will go back with them to Birmi:igham with hopes chat it will
find a suitable resting place for the time being, and remind them
of the night's struggle (?) and sentiments already expressed .
One query arises out of the latter, and that is: did the bu•
driver take a wrong bearing on the way home, or was the result
of the map reading sojourn a success?
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4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
Obituary.- It is with deep regret that we have to record the
death of No. 2318924 L / Corp! Patrick Lawrence Fitzpatrick on
Saturday 11th August. Whilst on leave with his fiancee at
Southend-on-Sea, Fitzpatrick somersaulted into three feet of
water in the swimming bath and received severe injuries to his
head and neck. He was taken to the Southend-on-Sea District
General Hospital, where he passed away two days later from
pneumonia following his injuries. Needless to say, the whole
unit was deeply shocked when the news was received of his
death. Not only was Fitz a keen and promising young n.c.o.,
but his capabilities as a hockey player and athlete were above
the average. He was a regular member of the unit cricket and
athletic teams for the last three years, and played hockey for the
Colchester Garrison on numerous occasions. The sympathy of
the whole unit is extended to his mother and family now residing
in India.
Signals Band Week.-(The following is an extract from a
local paper.) This week has been one of pleasant reunion and
outdoor festivals for the 4th Divisional Signals, who after a long
stay in Reed Hall Camp, Colchester, will be leaving in the
autumn for Canterbury.
The Corps' fine band has been in the borough to delight the
officers and all ranks with a daily programme, and the director
(Mr. R. R. Ricketts) and his musicians have added to their reputation by the quality of their renderings and the popularity of their
choice. Bandmaster Ricketts is an old friend in Essex, for he
was the bandmaster of the Pompadours (2nd Battalion Essex
Regiment).
Applause greeted the selections given at the gymkhana on
Monday and Tuesday, when the n.c.o.s and men, well supported
by the officers, gave a fine display. Wrestling and tugs-of-war
on horseback provided much excitement, and interesting also
were the fancy dresses of the children-one tiny tot, June Worth,
appearing as a Signals Bandsman, booted and spurred and with
toy trumpet. The results were as follows: Six-legged race--Sigmn Hobson's team.
King's Messenger race·-L / Corpl Wilbraham.
Slow motor-cycle race-1 Sigmn Herbert, 2 Siemn Shepherd.
Dismounted tug-of-war-J Section beat E Section.
Mounted tug-of-war-E Section beat F Section.
Team tilting-B Section beat D Section "A" team.
Wrestling on horseback-B Cable Section beat K Section.
Staff relay-1, No. 2 Company; 2, No. I Company.
Band race--Bandsman McGregor.
White cargo race--1, D Section; 2, B Cable Section.
Boat race--J Section.
Medley race-Carpi and Mrs. Worth.
Boot race--1 Sigmn Crocker, 2 Sigmn Green, 3 Sigmn Tyers.
Fancy parade-1 June Worth (Bandsman), 2 Patricia Pearce
(Jap).
The staff relay team winners were Captain W. G. L. Kennard,
~ Lieut D. J. Goldsmith, C.S.M. Griffin, C.Q.M.S. Newman,
Sergt Cowan, Corp! Ward, L/Corpl Watson, Signalmen Watson and Arnold.
Married families and old comrades were hospitably entertained
in marquees during the week, and the bandsmen and their director were also guests of the unit, their hosts including the junior
as well as the senior n.c.o.s.
On Wednesday the Band met the junior n.c.o.s at cricket, and
on Thursday the officers played the w.o.s and sergeants. A
social evening and an all ranks dance were other features of the
week ; and on Friday, the last day of the programme, the Band
played at No. 1 Garrison ground on the occasion o f the visit of
the Free Fore.sters for a cricket match, and also at an Officers '
Club dance in the evening.
The commanding officer (Lt.-Col. R. A. C. Henderson, M.C.)
took a great interest in the festivities and ran well in the staff
relay. He was assisted by the adjutant (Capt T. C. Thompson,
M.c.) and other officers of the unit in all the undertakings of
the week, and R.S.M. Beattie A. H. was again to the fore in the
organisation of the sports events.

No. 1 Company.
General.- The Colchester Carnival held recently drew upon
the ranks of B Cable Section to orovide a suitable escort of men
and horses for the Beauty Queen. Sergt Gale surrounded by
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his gallant band dressed in military uniform of a past period
made an inspiring sight, and the manner in which the sergeant
handed over his charge to the °Mayor at the Town Hall could
not have been bettered for courtly bearing by Sir Walter Raleigh
himself.
Weapon Tr:iining.- The second musketry party proceeded to
Cockwatch Camp on the 8th July and maintained the high average set up by the first party. The cup for the highest Section
average was won by A Section, for the second successive year,
with an average of 66.9. A splendid score of 87 by Sigmn Melhuish won him the title of unit shot. The complete Company
average was 6i.7, which is a decided improvement on last year.
Band Week.-Once again we have been visited by the Corps
Band, and we are indebted to them for a most delightful week.
At the gymkhana B Cable Section cleared the board in the
mounted events and D Section annexed the white cargo race.
Marriages.- Two more n.c.o.s, Cpl Smith and L/ Cpl Gillett,
took the plunge during the August leave period, and there is
now a possibility of a few more carriages being added to the
" Shanghai Express."
Arrivals. - Sigmn Green from No . 3 Company . and Sigmn
Walters from the S.T.C. have joined us since last month .
Departures.-Quite a number of old faces have disappeared
since our last notes-all t rying their luck in civvy street: C.Q.
M.S. Warr, Corp! Franklyn, Sigmn Gartland, and Drivers Cr~ss
and Barnet.
MASKEE.

Ne. 2 Company.
General.-Now that the August leave period is ended, the
Company is back to the normal routine. F and E Sections are
preparing for their move to Shorncliffe and Dover, to join their
affili ated Brigades for a short spell of training. G Section proceed to camp at Bures on the 27th August for the uth Brigade
training until the 17th September. E and F Sections will proceed
to Canterbury in the middle of September as advance party,
prior to the unit moving there in October. G Section are remaining in Colchester as rear party.
Postings.-Sigmn Williams A. to Catterick (School of Signals)
for employment on the permanent cadre.
Marriages.- Sigmn Wike W. to Ruth Kathleen Tietjen at
Ipswich on the 4th August. The usual congratulations to the
happy couple and the best of luck.
Indian Draft.-Eleven other ranks have been provisionally
warned for service in India, and many are the applications for
exchanges. Some people do not seem to like India.
Army Reservo. - By the time these notes appear in print,
Sigmn Scott E. will have left us for civvy str~et. We tr1:1st that
he will do well in civilian life and soon get a iob as a policeman.
Departures.- Captain W. G. L. Kennard will soon be leaving
us for Iraq. We wish him every success in his new sphere of
activities.
HAPPY.

No. 3 Company.
General.- Musketry has now ended for the year, and the
Company did extremely well to obtain the highest average marks
with 64-incidentally winning the unit challenge cup for the
third successive year. L Section nearly won the prize for the
best Section average, but A Section of No. 1 Company beat them
by a very small margin. Well done, A Section! Sigmn Carey
A. was Company shot with a score of 84. also being second unit
shot.
After the divine service parade on Sunday 22nd July, Driver
Shaw R. of this Company (with others, of course) was presented
with the L.S. and G.C. medal by Major-Gen~ral W. D. S. Brownrigg, o .s.o. The Brigadier, before presenting the medals, said
he was always pleased to do so, as he considered them to be the
highest honour to be won by a. soldier in peace time and. they
might well be called the V1cto~1a C.ross of Peace. Thos~ J~ter
estini:t remarks should be borne in mind by those who are inclined
to think lightly of this medal.
After the August leave, on ~he 13th J and ~ Secti~n~ left ~or
Shorncliffe and Dover respectively for collective training with
their Brigades. Newcomers are rather keen .o n going to Dover,
especially after all the yarns that old L Section men have been
spinning. As far as I can see, t~e only snag to pr~vent one
livin g an ideal life there is th~ hill thilt hil~ to b~ i;hmbcd on
the way back to barr;i<;ks,

The Corps Band spent a week with us from the 15th to the
22nd July, and we hope they all enjoyed their stay in East Angha.
Next year they will come to East Kent. I wonder how many
more years will pass before the Band loses all its original mem·
bers? At present they are, like the famous advertisement,
" still going strong."
Drafts: lnd:a.-The undermentioned have been provisionally
warned for India during the coming trooper. Signalmen Leebrick A., Peacock J. (save a bed for him, B Corps), Bruce J., Cox
F., Donaghy P .. Hatton S., Moase R., Wilson W. J., Duggan A.,
Hunt I., Tyers W., Gamble R., Rushen L., Salmon A., Barran
T., Hanlon A., Buckles C., Harding L., Hamilton A. and Leverston-Allen A . Sigmn Barnett S. has also been warned for China.
8bituary.-We regret to record the death of Betty, the day·
old daughter of Sigmn and Mrs. Hardy, on 17 f7 / 34.
On Saturday uth August the whole unit was shocked to hear
of the death of L/ Corp I P. Fitzpatrick, which occurred through
a swimming accident.
NICK.

5th Divisional Signals.
" On Tour," August.
Literary.-The notice "Under new management" is hereby
displayed for the information, etc., etc. (There is no need to
look at the end for the nom-de-plume : you will reach it soon
enough.)
Many thanks are due to the departed scribe (C.S.M. Ingles) who
has now left us for the S.T.C. Many scribes mention the difficulty they have in finding time to write notes, but they should
try this place. For outside attractions it reaches the limit, and
I am sure the C.S.M. would many times have preferred to stand
on the promenade with a rod and a can of worms instead of
compiling notes.
Talking of attractions recalls a remark passed by the office wit
on my arrival. Here it is. " The girls here are no good ; they
won't let go when once they get hold." Checking the married
per~onnel of the unit gives ample proof of the above. The
number of those married off the strength exceeds those on the
M.Q.R. by 200 per cent. It is said that the Registrar proposes
to migrate to the Channel Islands to avoid paying death duties.
In spite of the many attractions, l hope to keep everyone posted
with regard to activites of the unit. There will be plenty to
write of next month-but will there be time to do it?
Society of Pod Pickers.-Congratulations to C.S.M. Waller
on being awarded full marks for the best-kept garden. Had the
allotments been judged from a futuristic point of view, I think
my garden (also taken over from the late scribe) would have been
in the running for honours. However, there is another year.
Training.-This branch of sport is flourishing considerably.
Having mastered communication by tanks, aeroplanes, and kite
hawks in Quetta, we turn our attention to the deep sea.
Mention was made in the notes last month of the practice
landing that was to take place. It took place all right-in bathing costumes and canvas. Two boats were hired from the harbour authorities (at Scarborough prices, by the way-none of
your " modified for India " about them). The idea, I think,
was to land a complete signal office, sufficient to establish communication between land and sea. Having made a few enquiries
for " hysterical record " purposes. I gleaned information to the
effect that the boats, duly foaded, left the pier and proceeded
shoreward. No mishao occurred, and all equipment, etc., was
carried safely ashore through one, two, three or four feet of
water. Comments from interested spectat9rs were varied (I
wish I could h ave heard them, especially after hearing the telephone conversation when the boats were ordered). During this,
conversation all doors and windows were opened, and several of
the younger soldiers were noticed trying to creep under the tables.
Some of the remarks passed at the landing referred to " mill
pond." " smoot~ as glass," and so on.
.
.
However, it JS to be hoped that the experiment will have
proved useful when September arrives . In view <;>f the weather
experienced en route from Scarborough lo Catterick, the whole
unit would have benefited by a practice landing.
Drafts.- This seems an everlasting topic. Since our last issue
we have received information concerning India's requirements
for the forthcoming trooping eason- fifty-three ! Don't make
any mi~t<1ke: the dash doesn't mean less fifty-three. Oh, dear
[Continued at the foot of tJage·416J
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Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Congratulations.-T o Sergt and Mrs. Shepherd on .the .arrival
of a daughter on 3/7 / 34. To Sergeant Gree~ on passmg m '!lap
reading and maths towards his first class c:erttficate ~£. educatt~n.
To Signalmen Baumer and Tyler on passmg the British Service
U rdu parts i. and ii. and part i. respec~ively. To L / Sergeant
Appleby, Corp! Wright and L/ Corpls Hickman ;md Roberts on
thei r respective advancements.
Things We Want to Know.-Has the Quartermaster got a
lucky staff, and is there any likelihood of the boat being pushed
out? or have the Civil Police been warned to double the guard
at the Ban k ?
Is " Q" slimming. or is it only the elastic band on his blue
shorts which is becoming stretched?
What will Mac do with his gold medal clubs?
How does Sam spend his Thursdays and Sundays?-there being
no kit issues in Birmingham.
W ho is the fittest man in Jubbulpore? and why does he always
look ti red by tiffin time?
General.-After a short stay in this unit Captain A. E. Barton
has left us for Quetta, where he hopes to find an imitation of
our home climate. We are very sorry to lose you, sir, and hope
you will li ke Quetta .
·
We welcome to the S.T.C. (India) Captain L. C. Boyd from
2nd Indian D ivisional Signals, Quetta, and hope his stay will be
a long and happy one. Our golfers of the unit have " eagle "
and " birdie " eyes cast in the direction of the O .C.'s office, in
the hop ~ of picking up a few tips.
There's a Fire.-At about 10.35 hours in the morning on the
20th July, the S.T.C. (India) received a telephone message which
later developed into a call to all offices and departments instructing all British ran ks to report to the S.T.C. (India) guard room
for the purpose of taking the fire manual to the R.A. Lines-a
distance of about one mile .
At last, it seemed there was to be something exciting in
Jubbulporel Every B.O.R. of the unit turned out-excep t about
75 per cent. who in all probability " stood to " at their offices or
departments. After tro tti ng the 176o yards. lugging the manual
loaded wi th its equi pment complete to scale, the brave 25 per
cent. arrived at the R.A. lines and enouired for the fire. Some
robust young lads of the R.A. were strolling about uninterestedly;
others, by the look on their faces, wondered whether our fire
manual was some antediluvian type of moto r-car or a new type
of refuse trolley being introduced into the lines ; and still others,
look.ing out from the balconies, were apparently waiting to be
earned to a place of safety.
f. t last we foun~ the people who matt~red: the Jubbulpore
Brigade fi re committee and the R.A. Brigade sergeant-major.
Our fi rst enquiries produced the sta rtling information that there
"weren't no fire" ; but as we are apparently resoonsible for
arresting fires within an area which includes the R.A., we had
bee.n summoned for the purpose of testing our powers of combating them.
After a discussion on the ca pabilit ies of our fire engine, a search
"".as made for water viz. fire hydran ts, ~ut apparently the M.E.S.
d1~ not thin k these were necessary. Fmally we obtained a small
rnckle from one of the ablution rooms, and after a spell of about
ha lf an hour we got enough water into the tank of the manual
to commen c~ pumping. Sad to _relate, however, when we got the
pump workmg there was only JUSt enough water in the tank to

flow into three lengths of hose, and the jet that came out at the
far end resembled a garden sprayer.
Having successfully run out of water within three minutes f~om
the time of pumping, we were delighted to find that our services
were no longer required and we then made tracks for home.
NORTHERN COMMAND ........................ INDIAN ARMY

B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.
General.- The first half of our sojourn in the hills "is over.
Most of the outstation B.O.R.s have returned to their parent
units, and candidates for the second course have arrived and are
now well settled.
The results of the first course were very satisfactory, and the
cheerful countenances of those concerned on the promulgation
of these results in Part 11.s are sufficient encouragement for the
instructors to carry on with the good work on the second course.
Congratulations to all concerned.
Entertainm ents.- A carnival dance was held as a farewell to
those leaving. This was a great success, or so we are led to
believe by the conglomeration of empty bottles and dull eyes
which were very much in evidence the next morning.
Repat r ia tioa s .-" Roll on, Ock I" is a phrase which can be
heard in most nooks and crannies of this little bump. B Corps
have over thirty proceeding to the Reserve and about forty to the
home establishment. This is a large number for one trooping
season. There are still quite a number who may yet pluck up
courage to put a" duskat" on a B.221, or say" D.R.!. one year"
(for the benefit of those young and old soldiers who have not
served in the land of milk and honey, this means " Desirous of
remaining in India.") This time nexr year there will not be too
many old hands left here to keep us on our high pinnacle, but
we will extend the welcome mitt to new arrivals and relv on 'em
to maintain the high name of Bekore. Our O.R .S. wiil still be
sorting out Passage Regulations, K.R.s, etc., though. He is one
of those special roster ginks ; you know, unfortunate enough to
have arrived in this country sufficiently long ago to have been
caught.
~ Enclosed is a drawing by one of our artists who is due for a
sea trip this year, depicting the return to the U.K. of the 1934 /35
reinforcements from England.
·
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Arrivals.- lt is with pleasure that we welcome Colonel FitzA.
Drayson. M.C., who has now taken over as Chief Signal Officer
Northern Command. He is well known by us all, having recently
commanded the 1st Indian Div! Signals in Rawal pindi. Also L / Sgt
Frampton from Waziristan District Signals (a king of " Small
jumps, begin "), Sigmn Hearne from the <1th Indian Divisional
Signals, and Signalmen Britton and Hoare from Cherat.

the sea " at every meeting. There is no truth in the rumour
that they have been asked to join the Garrison choir.
The last column was attended by certain dJStinguished visitors
from H.Q. Section. The column spent two nights m Ladha.
where the usual 2320 sniper came ..ip to scratch. The column
reconnoitred up a veritable Turkish bath of a nullah on the
second day, and on the third day proceeded to B1bizai via the
Baddar Algad. The paddling was inferior to that at Brighton.

Departures. - Sergt Parker (Ba.dgy) to Waziristan District Signals. S1gmn Brown W. G. on discharge, to Ceylon. Signalmen
Hogg (Busty). and Waters (Baldy)_ to thl'. W.E.S. Ch~rat. Corp!
Burton on discharge, to the United Kmgdom. This last is a
blow to us, ~s Corp! Burton was a very capable Mess secretary
and also a wizard for sortmg our our khana. He could do just
as he wanted to with food. The best of luck to all of you in
your new spheres.
Corpora ls Mess.- Colcnel Yule and the officers were recently
at home to the members of the Corporals Mess and their families.
It was a very enjoyable afternoon, everybody very ouickly making
themselves at home . Some fine sets of tennis were played between
clouds that would persist in dropping over the courts. One match
in particular was well worth watching: Major Newton and Capt.
Sketch v. L / Corpls Jarvis and Cant.
A series of games, both indood and outdoor, has been commenced with the Sergeants Mess. So far, football, hockev and
tennis have been played, with the following results: Footbali. lost
by 2-3 ; hockey, won by 7-0; tennis, lost by 31 - 42. The indoor games are being held over until the monsoon gets a grip
on us and it becomes impossible to olay outside at all.
A dinner and dance was held on Monday 9th July as a farewell
to the members leaving us for outstations. The catering for the
dinner was carried out by our very able messing n .c.o. Corporal
Burton- not forgetting, of course, his young assistant Badgy
Lennon. Everybody ag reed that it was a first class meal, one
certain junior even asking for a " double." (Tich, you may be
small, but you show us the way home where food is concerned.)
The dance was a great success and large numbers attended. It
was our most enjoyable function this ve~•· Evervbodv entered
into the spirit of the evening, and at packing up ti.me (i. a.m.) it
took a long while to convince them all that the last dance had
really finished. Our M.C. Darky Wallis keeps things going very
well, and his efforts are untiring to make all our guests feel at
home. He was ably assisted by Buck Taylor.
BEKORE.

Visual Terminal at work.
A flood in the office a few nights ago has orovided the clerks
with an excuse of unprecedented value.
-

Razmak Signal Section.
Arrivals and Departures.- Sigmn Wright from H.Q. Section .
Sigmn Pay M. to Bannu (complete with Hector and fiddle).

Waziristan District Signals, Razmak.

More Oepartures.-A large number of kikos next trooper.
. Course~. -The upgrading courses for operators and despatch
riders which have been m progress for some time conclude this
week, and at present the candidates are bemg kept busy by the
Trade Board. Four n.c.o.s and men depart for Topa this week
for the second course, and it is hoped they benefit from the trip.

Headquarters.
During June two smokers were held in the canteen. One was of
a private nature, whi le Razcol was out ; the other was more than
well attended and was held on the return of the column. Two
most enjoyable evenings were spent.
Our next door neighbours, the officers of the 4/ 15th Punjabis.
say that the Corps is very religious. It appears that this mistake
1s due to a new and very select body called the Boat Club (limited
to aspirants for the first trooper) singing " For those in peril on

.. • •
..

Dreams of the 1940- 41 Trooper.

.

: Captain Wall isming orders at [.adha.

... ........_
~\

Tlie C. O. in cotlfe1e11ce with the Officers of the
5 I 6th Raj putana Rifles,
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but Caplnin F'. K. \\'il -.o n,

O.C. \\"ana . h: nnl Seclion.

Promotions.-Heartie t congratulation to L / Corporal Dunloµ
W . on dropping the " U / " and collecting the back pay.
Congratulations.-To Sigmn Williams J. J. on winning the
light weight championship oE India. To B Corps on annexing
the Buffalo football trophy. To H.Q. Section W.D. Signals on
winning the Brigade basket ball tournament (we had to give them
best in the final).
Columns.-Since the last month's notes the Section have done
two columns. On the first, which lasted six days, we went to
Ladha, Chalwesti and T orwam, returning by the same route.
At Torwam our advance guard and main body met Wanacol,
who were on their way to Tiarza Narai . The meeting was brief,
but it enabled most of the fellows of both Sections to renew
acquaintance. The second hike was of five days duration and,
it is rumoured, the last until the end of September.
C.W. on the Move.-It mav interest late members of this Section, and also other units,
-know that for some considerable
time the No. I R/ T-W / T sets have been used on oack mules,
replacing the A set. By experiments we made locally, we have now

to
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Section e>1 route to Chalwesti.

Tonuam Camp : Visitors from Wanacol with Captain Wall.
T he one with w:ilki n\! ... t k k is nnt an . . \\'.
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improved on the A set, in so far that the No. I sets are worked
on the move, thus providing continuous communication all the
time the column is on the march. This enables each station to
keep its place in the line of march, and also dispenses with continually unloading to get W I T communication with other parts
of the column.
The disposal oE the sets is as follows: one each with advance
guard, column H.Q., main body and rear guard, the set at column
H.Q. being directing station. R / T communication can be established in a few seconds, enabling the O.C.s of the units of the
column to speak with the column commander. Thus, in addition to passing traffic by W / T, the evolutions of the column can
be controlled by verbal orders from the staff.
The worth of the No. I set for column work has been proved
beyond all doubt. It has become an indispensable means of communication.
The accompanying photos were taken on recent columns.
Tailpiece.--Come up and see us any time.
To Trimulgherry.-Mac wants to know how the Jap is getting
on?

No.

1

Set m river bed at Kanniguram.

Ca ptain K. H. Wall , O.C. Sect ion , on the

J.C.S. would like to know whether Monty ever got his to.;..,el
back?
The old firm of Wheeler and McWard arc once more united
and are going stronger than ever. Telegrams: Bible Class. Telephone: 2319885 .
To Pip (O.R.S.): The honorary B.O.R.s send their best wishes
to you and the memsahib, and would like a line some time.

ri~h t .

A very good wireless set was installed in the reading room
recently, but so far the n.c.o. i f c W / T has had to hold off the
budding dial twisters with a club.
With the thermometer standing at io5° . one bright lad remarked that it was the coldest winter we have had for years.

Wana Signal Section.

Sport. -In this line we have been rather stagnant, owing to
the loan of five players to the unit team for an un uccessful
attempt to lift the Buffalo cup, but since their return we have
had a few games, the results of which are shown m the appropriate column elsewhere.

We have really very little to report at the time of writing. for
most of our recent activities have been directed towards those
hardy annuals, columns and mutti-ing ; and to anyone who has no
knowledge of the art of bricklaying or plastering with mutti we
can offer bags of experience. The object of all these labours on
the part o( the Section is the erection of our new institute, but
for the time being our budding Epsteins arc held up by the lack
of window and door frames. At oresent. in this connection, the
M .E .S. and the Sappers seem to be indulging in a game of passing
the buck.

General.- Smce our last contribution, very little has occurred
other than a s.::ries of preliminary inspections in connecuon with
the annual visit of the C.S.O. in August. Even our muui-ing
operations are suspended. At present all energies are directed
towards making a success of our fete next week-end. All hands
are spending their spare time in preparing sideshows. but it is
marvellous how limited one's scope is m a place like Wana.
The accompanying photos were taken by Carpi Lloyd.

RAZSIGS.

Lat,er.

Razmah Signal Section marching to Torwam,
j,ieutenaot R. G. YQlkind in co111man<1.

No. 1 Set with opcrato» 1ecei'!.it1g on tl1e

n:a ~ r.

Sappers at1cl Miners pumpiug miter cJt Ladlrn.
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Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
.
Sunday 29t h July .
Apology.-Our usual contributor, " W agg," has departed to
Kashmir for a spot of well-dese rved leave. Readers, please note
and do not pass any worse remarks than usual.

The Tennis At Home.

The Mutti Fatigue.

Gibraltar P icquet in the background.

Spor ts.-Outside the usual routine games of hockey and football, we have had two events. Firsrly, the Section played the
Garrison Sergeants Mess at tennis on their couns and_wer_e handso.nely beaten. 7he other event was the Section swimming gala
on the 29th July, for which the officers' bath was allotted to us
for the afternoon. The results were: Novices race-1 Carol Willcocks, 2 Sigmn Thompson.
Sprint, one length-i Lieut. Sladen, 2 L / Carpi Bridgman, ~ Pte
Jarvis.
Divin~-1 Sigmn Healy, 2 Sigmn Green, 3 Sigmn Anthony.
Plunging-1 Pte Jarvis, 2 Lieut. Sladen .
Four lengths free style-1 Lieut. Sladen, 2 Sigmn Grant.
Picnic race-I Sigmn Hoyle, 2 Sigmn Wilson.
One length b2ck stroke-I Sigmn Healy, 2 Sigmn Green .
One length breast stroke-L / Corpl Bridgman .
Plate diving-Sigmn Anthony.
Football or hockey matches have been played practically every
night, but unfortunately the results and scores have not been
recorded.
Cheerio.
wANASIGS.

Bannu Signal Section.
General.-The summer is now uoon us, and the heat has so
far put an end to serious activities.- The married families have
left us for the cooler climate of Khyra Gali, Upper Topa, and
have just been joined by Sergt Payne and Carpi Brett-the former
on three months leave and the latter for two months. We only
wish we could have the same luck.
Bannu has so far registered an average temperature of approximately I 15 degrees, the highest registered being I16.6 degrees,
although inside the Fort area it reached over _120 degrees one day
with a minimum of 96 degrees during the mght. That d readed

The Picnic Race at the Sw1mm111g Gc:la.

affliction prickly heat is prevalent, and we would like to know
of an effective cure for it.
Sports.- This Section would like to congratulate the District
team who took part in the Buffalo tournament at Murree on the
splendid show they put up against the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders. Although they failed to bring off a victory, we
feel sure that it was not due to lack of effort on their part.
As regards sport in the Section, we have been unable to field
either a respectable hockey or football team owing to the fact
that several of our players have been away on courses . We hope
that they will soon be with us again. A few of us were able to
secure games with outside teams in the Brigade, and '\I/ere
eventually in great demand, especially for football.
·
We have played one hockey game against the 5th Battn 2nd
Punjab Regiment and suffered defeat owing to the fact that we
were out of practice.
T he Brigade swimming bath is now in full swing. We are
able to boast of several good swimmers in the Section, and are
looking forward to swimming competitions with the Tank Corps
Section, who also have some good performers.
The Section tennis court is very popular and is much used.
Recently we entertained and played the Royal Tank Corps Section
and defeated them decisively. Our best players were Sergeant
Payne and Signalmen McFee and Beever. We have been given
an allotment of Rs.200 towards the upkeep of the tennis court,
and consequently we have been able to resurface it thoroughl y
and to build screens around it.
I'

Arrivals. -Sergt Ramsden from Razmak Signal Section. Sigmn
Stanley from Wana Signal Section.
Departures.- Sigmn Hoyle to Wana Signal Section.

:nter!v.de

in

the Plate Diving Event.

General.- Since last month's notes, great imorovemen ts have
been effected in the Brighter Koh at movement. - Gardens in embryo have sprung up all around us, and oaths in concrete fo rm
are here to stay. Ex-Kohati tes would not recognise the lines now.
The clerk of the wea ther is still con tinuing to smile (?) upon
us. The order of the day is long cooling d rin ks, and in consequence a lot of volun tary P.T . in the fo rm of el bow b:!nding 1s
carried out nightly.
All n.c.o.s have oassed out on a ride in front of the commanding officer. The styles were vari ed. Some favoured the
Itali an school, some the haute ecole as used by France , and some
the forward seat ; but the maj orit y favoured the " A and A"
grip as a distinct improvement uoon all these as a methcd of
sticking on.
·
Arrivals.- Captain E. V. F. MacSwiney and Lie utenant C. H.
Barker rejoined the unit after their three and two months sojourn
in England respectively. We hope they enjoyed their stay as
we hope to enjoy ours when it falls to our lot to be posted to
the H.E. or go on leave.
The first Topa party (too numerous to mention individually)
have returned from the hills complete with new rat i n ~ s and a
spirit to " show 'em wot us B.ii . operators can do " dur i n ~ the
forthcoming training season . We congratulate all who acqu ired
higher ratings.
L / Corporal Stringfellow has returned from Bangalore, having
completed a vocational course in electrical house wiring.
Departures.- Major B. G. Rowley, our commanding officer,
has departed on three months furlough in the U.K. We all hope
he will enjoy his stay and return fit and well to guide the unit
through the fog of war as conjured up by training and manceuvres.
L / Corpl West left for Poona on an A.Ls course at the Army
Signal School. We have been told that every soldier has a pair
of crossed batons in his haversack, but all Jimmy is sweating on
is a pair of crossed flags on his arm.
Quite a number have gone to Topa in search of ex tra shekels.
May they all be successful.
Cong ratul a tions.- To L / Corpl West en getting 9aid for it.
To L / Sergt Shreeves on his forthcoming marriage (a nd a I the
best from the old Brigade).
Ea rt hquakes.-On the 24th July, at 1.30 a.m. and aga:n at
.35, earth~uake shocks of some intensity were felt. The fir 5t
lasted about twenty seconds, and the second about forty.
early
everybody turned out of the bungalows with a rush, especially
those who are going home this trooper: their motto appears to
be " Safety first." Anyway, we cannot blame them.
I

Concert.-The unit held its annual mid-summer smokin~ concert on the 18th July. Unfortunately, we were not able to hold
it whilst the majority of the unit were !)resent (as in former
years) because the second Topa party had to leave before the first
party returned to Kohat. Thanks to the unflagging energy of
the ente rtainments committee, a varied and very enjoyable evening was spent by everybody. The programme was in the hands
of C.Q .M .S. Molyneux, and a number of our old favourites were
present. The string trio (Page, Reece and Greenhalgh). " The
Unemployed Band " (under the direction of C.Q.M. S. Molyneux).
Mr. Barker complete with oiano. the Two Doue:h Boys (Sergeant
Costello and Sigmn Angus) . and numerous other turns kept us
amused and in ' good spirits rig-ht uo to the end- which was no
small task. I am sure all members of the unit will join with me
in a vote of thanks to the entertainments committee (not forgetting those behind the scenes) for producin~ such a fine show.
It would be as well to mention here that this troooing se1son
will remove almost the last of those who have hell'Jed i:o make
these smokers so popular, and we shall have to look-to our latest
arrivals and those who are to jo111 us in the near future to provide the turns in the days to come. Should 1his strike the eye
of any likely artistes (or even would-be artistes), C.Q.M.S . Molyneux would no doubt be glad to hear from them.
SMUOGER .

WESTERN COMMAND ........................ .. INDIAN ARMY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
General.- The arrival and duration of he monsoon really
lea ves us with very little to say, but I noticed that 1t didn't curtai l the outings of the Lido enthusiasts.
The latest progress report of our aquatic-minded, which I have
before me, makes interesting reading. Firstly, Corporal Mills,
havi ng lost so much flesh from the lower part of his chest, is
now considered to be in the first flight of the jack-knife dive
exponents. Experts such as L/ Corporal Roberts and Signalmen
Clark, Edwards T. and Lamb abound, but for soectacular and
hair-raising feats Sigmn German is reputed to be - it. Although
the smallest of our Weismullers, he specialises in diving from
the top of the berth cranes. Aspiring to even greater heights,
the possibility of the Port Trust authorities providing higher
cranes is being discussed. In the event of this not materialising,
the shifting of the control tower to a point giving a better takeoff is a possible alternative.
Lower down, but none the less important in the report, we
have the attainments of the ladies. Miss K. Bradbury, in addition to perfecting a new one, has reached double figures in her
strokes, whilst Mrs. Bayliss aspires to a modest nine. What
Miss C. Bradbury sports in the matter of apparel is considered
the height of fashion. Keep this up, ladies l
Someone once accused Karachi of being the Blackpool of India.
This is trying the imagination a bit-I suspect that they meant
Wigan. There is one spot where homesick natives of that spa
can stand and visualise the old home-town, but if our local
authorities made an effort, that stretch of sand which is rather
flattered by the name of •· the Lido " could be made a trifle
more inviting, to say nothing of a possible source of revenue.
Anyway, I'll get Corp! Mills to speak to the mayor about it.
Troopi ng.-Already, those who figure on the unit's repatriation
roll are counting the days-rather half-heartedly, though: they're
still in the hundreds. When the nineties are reached a " boat "
table in the dining room will be agitated for (and, we hope, provided). Here, during the last days, will be recounted the events
of their babu-twisting sojourns in the East. Some who have
the moral courage may even discuss their intentions when " next
time out."
Agricultu re.-Farming continues to prosper in A Corps. It
is hoped that such an announcement will not be the cause of a
migration to this part of the world, but prominence must be given
to the enterprise of the unit smallholders. There's hardly a grain
oi truth in the rumour that an orchard is in prospect, but L/ Cpl
Gales actually has his own piggery now . True, there's only
one, but it's the most faithful little pig you ever saw-follows
its owner around like a dog. Reliable authority, in the fo rm of
Corp! Hawthorne, states that a cow will shortlv be seen decoratin~ - the scene and devouring the pasture of the farm. All we
need now is a spot of bee keeping and the loan of one of the
near-by grass farm's stacks to complete the picture. At the
present rate of progress, even this isn't impossible.
The Band.-The object in raking these people out again as a
topic to write about is really to make an apology. In the short
paragraph devoted to Sigmn Williams' abilities, he was described
a ~ a keen all-round sportsman . In the soirit of the thing, this
war. a trifle exaggerated, as the gentleman-concerned isn't exactly
a familiar figure on our sports grounds. I beg his pa rdon for
unintentionally being the cause of his waking on the morning
after the unit had received last month's WIRE and finding his
bed space littered with every conceivable kind of sports kit.

Our Oldest lnhabitant.- Sergeant Bosworth has at last said
goodbye to twelve vears of bachelordom in Karachi. With all
due ceremony Mrs. Bosworth arrived and was installed in married
(!Uarters. We welcome her. To those who are disappointed
at the non-arrival of her piano, she-would say that it was " lost
on the voyage."
Promotions.-Not enough space available for them. Honest!
Arr ivals .- The annual stationery supply. Company and
Quartermaster clerks stand back. The orderly room sergea nt
will now be able to spend a little more of his own monev on
himself.
S. W .-B.

EPtE:MBE!t

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Headquarters Company.
Monday 6th August.
Day by Day.- Bank Holiday Monday: and here am I, sitting
by this accursed typewriter, waiting for an idea to str:ke me.
When it does, I shall probably faint under the sudden . stress.
It is a glorious day and the unit has a day off, but (to misquote
several of the great English daily papers) the . general exodus to
the seaside is not expected to take place until Ir / Ir/ 34. And
that's when the word " exodus " will be used in its true sense,
'cos there ain't no comin' back.
Night by Nig ht.-Jn my spare momenrs (few and far between}
I have often wondered why the British Army is encumbered with
R.S.M.s. Lately I have seen tbe light . Ou r R.?.M. has . been
dashing around in an indefatigable manner, arousmg the Signals
Association Branch from its forty years' sleep and bringing back
to the 2nd Indian Divl Signals its departed glory. At one time
the Signals band and dances were sufficient to send the entire
population of Quetta into rhapsodies. Then came the day when
it sent them into raspberries. Now we are regaining our old
status, and twice weekly the community congregates in the Regimental Institute in a noble endeavour to wear out a perfectly
good concrete floor. The repercussions of this revival are being
felt in many outside concerns-notably the Murree Brewery,
whose shares, I see, have now jumped from Rs.12 to Rs.30.
Schemes nnd Things.- Regarding schemes, we have been
enjoying a very welcome rest from such nasty pastimes. Apparently, "G" staff have exhausted their stock of excuses for perpetrating night ops and day hops with the troops, and for some
time Querta will be quite safe from the invasion of a singularly
dense Red Army, who seem to sweep everything before them in
the advance on Querta and then allow a small Infantry Brigade
Signal Section and a handful of infantry to wipe them up.
I'm afraid that my rem arks on things have been censored as
not fit for public consumption. However, in the very near future
I intend to circulate privately a monologue on this subject, copies
of which will be sent to all concerned in a plain wrapper.
Military Matte:-s.-The junior n.c.o.s drill course was a great
success (except from the seniors' point of view), and the swinging
of arms from front to rear, the " At the halt, on the left, form
squad ; what are you doing, corporal?" and similar evolutions
left nothing to be desired-except, of course, to get the darned
thing over as quickly as possible.
Owing to the deplorable lack of schemes the unit is now indulging in an orgy of individual training, and in a month or
two a rush on Part II. Orders is expected. I hope these :asualties
will not be crowded out through lack of space.
The unit office-a relic of Cromwell's Iron Army-has been
renovated. Previous to this, my top speed on a typewriter was
four words a minute ; but with the assistance of painted cupboards
and varnished tables, I expect to do at least ten per minute in
the near future.
Agony.- Writing this stuff. Anyhow, it's very unfair. We
have three WIRE note writers in this unit, and onlv bv the most
diligent concentration can we scrape up an idea b-etween us.- I
lost the toss this month, which explains why the above notes are
so sadly deficient in intelligence.
W.G.S.

No. 1 Company.
Gene ral.- A welcome is extended to Caotain and Mrs. A. E.
Barton, who were recently posted to us from Jubbulpore.
The annual O.C.A. dance held on the B.O.R.s tennis courts
proved a social success. Financially, there wasn't much in it,
bu~ t~at has since been rectified by numerous dances held in the
umt Imes. These appea r to be very pooular, esoecially when
run in conjunction with a whist drive. I've just won a second
prize (Bernard Brunton won the first) so I can s9eak feelingly.
Last Wednesday we had a cabaret and dance affair which
lasted until. well _i nto Thursday morn ing. Unfortunately, the
weather agam decided to be rough, so the show was out on in
the Institute. [ Incidentally, if the lady who went for. a moonlight walk on the damp tennis courts that night would call round
and see me, I'll tell her all about her footprints. Nice dinky
little h1~h-heeled shoes!] Anyway, a couple named Mary and
G~s. or Peggy and Guy, or something, were supposed to be the
cl11ef attraction at the show. Speaking personally, I thought
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they were pretty awful-rather like a cheap imitation of Nervo
and Knox, but the unit talent pulled the show up, Jock Clayton's
rendering of " The Nervous Englishman " being particularly
good. I liked his opening remarks best. Sergeants never were
popular with me, anyway.
Talking about sergeants reminds me that I must apologise .
You may remember that I congratulated the Sergeants Mess on
avoiding the usual heavy tennis defeat at the hands of the officers,
owing to the weather. The match has since been played and
resulted in a win for the sergeants. There are all sorts of
rumours as to the condition of the officers' team prior to the
match. I understand that several members of the Sergeants Mess
spent quite a lot of money but consider the result well worth it.
I say no more, except to apologise, but the said sergeants are still
steering clear of a match with the B.O.R.s second team. If the
latter were handicapped minus 30 in all games, I think it would
be a good match.
.
Autumn training is in the offing and people are busy getting
tough. Musketry has started, but vou have to be tough to start
on that. I appear to be due to win the booby.
Congratulations.-To Corp! and Mrs. H arries on the birth
of a daughter. To the Corporals Room on taking Sigmn Jenner
S. off our hands. To the unit cricket team on the manner in
which they are " socking " their way to the Baluchistan District
cricket trophy. To Bill Mays on the publication of his life's
work entitled " Ringcraft in U.H.Q." (record sa!es expected}.
Lastly, to the unit dance committee on the good shows they are
putting up.
Inevitable Agony.- " 'Erb, Quetta," finds "Joe." The repatriation people find double figures: g6 days and 21 steps ui:
the gangway I
PURDAH .
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beating us in both hom e and away matches. However, we still
have a chance if the R.F.A. do their stuff and lick the Gunners
- even once.
On Wednesday r8th July the commanding officer and officers
of the unit kindly came along with some friendly opposition,
the g.ame resu 1ting in a win for the Mess-but by a very nar row
margm.

Zhob Signal Section, Loralai.
Headquarters.
Sunday 29th July.
General.- To be one has always been my am bition, but to hear
the Q.M. snarl 'tis plain I'm only a general . . • . I However, that's only between friends. To get on with the news is
the game, so here goes.
Loralai has proved rather a healthy spot on this side of the
herring pond, as according to medical statistics, admittances to
hospital during 1933 and 1934 have been very few, and those
only minor complaints. Anyhow, who's afraid of the big bad
mozzy? Providing you treat him kindly , why fear?

No. 2 Company.
General.- A dusty dhurrie comolex permeated No. 2 Company during last month. and its cons~quences have had a "beater"
effect on those involved. Several budding poets, inspired by this
event, attempted an ode to immortalise this ruthless yet classic
clean _up. I'm afraid t he poem only reached the " Beat your
dhurnes, beat them one by one " stage. At least, that is the
only printable piece.
Thanks to the generous activities of R.S.M. Shenton and his
indefatigable committee, several dances of an outstanding natu.re
(aw, shucks I} were held during last month. The last one, a
cab~ret dance. introduced Peggy and Guy (with tiger skins) and
some local talent. As W (or is it H?} C remarked, " I don't
approve of women dashing about in tiger skin brassieres." Sigmn
Clayton's rendering of a S9Cech from " T he meanderings o:
Monty " was characteristic (don't ask me of what).
The swimming bath is now open, and the bathing beauties
(beauties is right) are swimming around friski ly or frisking around
swi mmingly, as the case may be.
Garbo's emulator is still hard at it, although it tends to make
one anti-Greta.
Arrivats.-We welcome Captain and Mrs. Barton and Sigmn
Coltman ~rom their respective units.
Departures.- Sigmn Kitson to Waziristan. The memory o
his voice lingers yet.
sr:iapshots.-Jimmy an~ Laurie rehearsing (perhaps) for thei~
(agam, perhaps) forthcommg film " Loves of a Soldier. "
B!~th.-Se:geant_ Binham is to be congratulated on the recen:
add1t1on to his family. Born on the 20th July-sti ll going strong.
The Latest.- Jnstructor (indicating jacks in 7 x 3 exchange):
" What are those holes?" Puoil: " Air holes."
Since seeing Lorenze's name mentioned in D Company notes.
Nobby ass11mes th at he might write some time.
Jack S. A Corps: My new address is " Charlie, Quetta."
Mackenzie, Sialkot: What about a line? Dolly.
Kid and Soike, Tidworth: Am still alive. Al.
Personal.- We don't have to be. Cheerio.
Nosey.

W.O.s and Sergeants Mess.
Te_nnis. - For the information of ex-members. The Mes' having
survived the second and third rounds of th e Harington cup tournament. it looked as if we were going to avenge last year's defeat.
But, alas I in the fourth round we met our Waterloo, the Gunners

Dafta Verandah, Loralm.
Chautair summer camp, now in full swing with a detachment
of B.O.R.s who maintain communication with Loralai, is from all
accounts experiencing that Blighty complex: so cool that the
institute has lost all trade in supplying necessary aerated waters
and light refreshments (Steel, Coulson's noted Elephant Brand).
News in detail is issued under a separate headmg.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Franks H. and Johnson P. from Fort
Sandeman.
Departures.- Corpl Cooper W. and Signalmen Franks H. and
Johnson P. to ".:hautair summer camp. Sigmn Scant lebury C. to
Fort Sandeman.
Extensions.-U / L / Corp! Smith J. C. to complete eight a_nd
four. Corpls Norman B. and Bartlett J., Signalmen Constantme
H., Fortes H., Jamieson H. and Kinsey L. to complete a further
six months tour in the Zhob. Who said thev wished to return
to civilisatio n, anyhow?
·
Trooping.- The following have special:y rcq_uested that they
may be allowed to proceed to Blighty by the first availa~le boat
in November, which thev sav is most essential. Cor!'.)l (Thelma)
Todd A., who after having completed eiEhteen years service
decides to pack in. 'J I L I Corp! Howard N., whose former service having been restored, now becomes eligible and desirous of
allowinr. hi~ service to expire on 9 19 i 3a and not '37. Lucky
. . . . (?) Signalmen Byrne J. and Cotton E. on posting to H.E.
Postings.- According to Father Time the undermentioned will
be due for the next reliefs to take olace with the 2nd Indian Div!
Signals on or abour 1st November. Sergt Pout A. J.. L / Sergt
Ward D .. Coro! Coooer W. and Sigmn Shields J. ; also Signalmen Nabarro b. and -Sm :t h E. E. direct en return from payment
furlough in the U.K.
furlouglt. - L / Sergt Ward D. ha · signed qncc ::igain on the
dotted line to say th at he 1· willing to re-eng::ige to complete
twenty-one years service. providmg he is allov.ied to proceed to
the U.K. on the March boat for nine months free furlough.

Whether it will eventually mat erialise this time, well- who
knows? U / L/Corpl Smith J.C. and Signalmen Kinsey L. and
Taylor A. are also hoping to enioy six months of Blighty's heat
wave during !935· Here 's wishing them luck.
Gardening.-Every thing in the garden 1s lovely. What with
rows and rows of fresh home-grown tomatoes, " Pick where and
when you like" is the slogan at present. To see the whole
Section trooping into the dining room for their morning break,
heavily laden with this luscious fruit, inclines to make one's
mouth water with 100° in the shade. Then there are the runner
beans: as fast as they are picked, the more they seem to grow.
Other varieties include cucumbers, radishes, lettuce-in-seed, marrows, mint, etc.

Apart from the kitchen garden, we also possess five others containmg all the up to date blossoms, and it is considered that the
grass lawns of each have now attained the highest standard in
India.
The only eyesore was an old flag pole which stood in a rather
misjudged position, but this has now been replaced by a new
wallah, together with a pukha <;:orps flag of reason:ible size which
defies all winds and weather, m a more appropriate place, surrounded by a rockery which , in time, our chief mali (Signalman
Shields J.) hopes may bear forth-I forget the name of the Indian
plant he mentioned, but it's going to be good for the eyes, so he
says.
Well done, Georgie! keep it up: Your name has been ~uly
recorded in the big book for handmg down to future Zhob1tes,
who will surely ask "Who designed this Garden of Eden?"
Your fine results are much appreciated by everyone 111 the station,
both military and civilian. and when you are old and grey, sonny
. . . . there will come a day when you will read in THE WIRE
of such a thing as a flower and vegetable show taking place m
Loralai.
Now comes the fly in the ointment. Who is going to relieve
this most efficient gardener when he shortly takes a change of
air and surroundings, his time having ex9ired in the Zhob? A
tour well run.
Obituary.-We record with regret the sudden death of Condr.
M. G. McAuliffe, who passed away while being conveyed by
plane to Quetta on the 12th July. He was well known and respected by past and present members of the. unit in his capacit_y
as chief clerk at Headquarters. Zhob (I.) Brigade Area. To his
relatives we tender our deepest sympathy.
Sport- The long awaited deck tennis court has been completed
and opened with due ceremony. Although not up to the standard
of world beaters, the boys show us some pretty stuff at times.
The hockey team continue to improve and have actually won two
matches on the trot. At football we have met with even greater
success, our prize meat being the Young Afghans, w~om we
wrapped up to the tune of 5--0 o_n one occasion. A,ga1nst _the
Police we were not so successful ; m fact, they weren t playmg,
so they said, and proved it at half time by putting their skates
on. But look who had the whistle!

B.O.R.s Eveni, 7Ll1 Light Cavalry Disn1ountetl Sport$, Loralai.
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Social.-The ladies of the Cantonment are still enjoying
themselves m our summer camp at Chautair, and thus dances
etc., are still going by the board. However, this does not dete;
the locals from doing themselves a bit of good.
On Saturday evening last the B.O .R.s challenged the officers
of the station to a dart match, and oh, what a dart match!
Didn't we duffy 'em up? . We had 'em. McAra was superb.
T he last time he had anything to do with Johnny he was almost
sh?t at .; this time he . was a_lmost shot in. His eyes were lovely
-iusr like pools of scmnllanng water. Geordie smashed all existing dart records and (alas!) also the only existing Lister engine.
The O. C. waggled a nifty dart, too. H is onlv trouble is that
he fo rgets to let go of the dart when he throws. The evening
ter minated with everyone taking each other home, so you can
guess what a success it was.
Local Scenery.- In the opposite page of snapshots are shown
(reading up t he columns): ·
I H eadquarters, Loralai.
2 Chau tair Camp .
3 and 4 Chautair Valley.
5 Wheat Threshing at Chautair Camp.
6 T he I,,oralai Road.
Things We Want to Know .- Who oinched Darkie's false
teeth ? Can n Mac sing? Who thought. hockey umpinng was
duff ? Who said Geordie couldn't drive? Why Copie prefers
Simla to Lora lai? and Davey, Loralai to Quetta?
Agonies.-L / Corpl Hakesley: 'Ow·s Sid and the pigeons?
Hindubagh.-The absence of news this month is regretted,
bu t communication is still being maintained.
PHILLUP-BLOS.
The Ravings of a Medical Orderly in the Zhob.
How can a gallant Signa lman
Preserve his honour bright
By keeping in touch with Quetta
On a da rk and stormy night?
With X 's coming in wholesale,
And other things as wellWhat the .. . . is this message?
Poor Zhobite, he cannot tell.
For H indubagh he's got log:s
Piled high up on his shelf ;
The best thing that he: can do
Is to ta ke them up himself.
Who is th is we hear approachi ng?
It 's Sande man, and Chautair as well.
No , corpora l, this is not BlightyWill you ki ndl y go to h--?
N ow, folks. you know what it is
To be stuck on t he medium wave
W ith a dud B. iii. and a wonkey keyIt simply makes one rave.
My H.T .'s down, and L.T. tcol'm tired of the whole d - - thing,
So I' m going to pack up operating
And transfer to H .Q. W ing.

Fort Sandeman Detachment.
General.- Now th at working hems are longer for the operators
and half th e fi tters have gone to Chautai r, everyone in th e Detachment at Fort Sandeman is ve rv busv. T he weather is hot
and work ing is sca rcely ;rn ideal ·1nstiri-ie, but nothi ng deters
these men of th e front ier. Mose of them wi ll fin d themselves
in a hotter place yet. W ho knows? They' re no angels. On
account of a rush job to be done in the fitte r's shop, the help
of L / Corpl Smith J. C. was enlisted for a couple of da ys. H e
gave much valu able assistance to th e fitter an:! is thi nkino, of
applying for an addi tional q ualifi cation . It will co me in us eful
in the next fift een yea rs, perhaps.
Celebrations.- Corp l Francis celeb rated his birthda y on the
rst of the month. with the help of some of h is contemporaries .
Everything went off splendidl y, althou gh th ey had held no prelims . A carriag and half :i pai r wer e charte red for the occasion,

Fort Saruiemari , 1933 .
and the happy ind ividual concerned and two others who were
in volved rode along wit h great pomp and di gni ty. T he weather
was fa vou rable, if a li ttle hot. A certain amount of refreshment
was served , and all callers recei ved a heart v we'come. We all
extend our bes t wishes to Corp! Francis for · the current year.
Arrivals.-Sigmn Scan tlebu ry has joined us from Loralai in
spite of the reputation of the place. He's not afraid of the big
bad mozzy .
Oepartures.- Signalmen Franks and Johnson have left us for
Chauta ir .
Visits.- We have agai n had the company of our O.C. (Lieut.
G. I. Bu rgess W inn) for a few days ; also Serge Pout, our Q.M . •
and L / Corp! Cann M., who has been on a test for referees.
BUXMITH- APOZAI.

Chautair Summer Camp.
Sunday 29th July.
General.- Chautai r summer camp is open annually from June
to September, affording married fam ilies a sojourn of peace and
ouietness. It is 4 3 ~ miles from Loralai and fourteen from Ziarat
(a nother well known summer camp, for officers and th eir fa milies).
The climate is always refreshing and invigorating, and the
camp, consisting of several marquees, is established in a copse of
juniper. The odour from the juniper is most health-giving, and
any loss of appetite experienced prior to arrival here is soon
restored : in fac t , one lives to eat in chis case, and not eats to
li ve, as the old adage goes.
On the 12th June the advance party of one n.c.o. and three
B.O.R.s- one being an R.A.M.C. orderly, in case of accidentsproceeded by Government transi;>ort, with full stores, to erect the
camp, and they were ably assisted by a party of Police, who
also take up residence here.
A tri-weekly dak lorry service started between Loralai and
Quetta, via Ziarat. for the season w.e.£. 1/ 6 / 3d. The days and
timings on which this lorry runs are as follows: Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays , leave Loralai at 09.00 hours, arrive at Quetta
at r8.oo hours. Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays, leave Quetta
at oo.oo hours, arrive at Loralai at 18.15 hours. The contract
has been given to Seth Kalu Ram, of Loralai, who may be addressed direct for booking seats, etc. The charge for passengers
travelling from Loralai to Quetta and vice versa is Rs+ and from
Loralai to Chauta ir and vice versa Rs.2. There is a dak bunl(alow at which accommodation can easily be obtained, together with
refreshments .
In the camp itself. " ioogies " are utilised for cookhouse and
dining rooms, the tents being used for stores, sleeping qu arters,
and W I T station.
As the personnel stationed here on dutv are not over-worked ,
periodical ·reliefs take place to give one a ~d all a fair deal.
Bread and fre h mea t are sent out from Loralai. the rema ining
enti tlements being obtained locally. Extra , which would have
to be purchased in the big cities, are obtainable here Prov1diny
one has plentv of self-confidence with the gun or a bent pin ann
fishing line. Admitted, there are other means, but keer> it dark l
otherwise the whole population will be comin ~ sick with a head-
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ache or tummy ache. Fruit is by no means in abundance this
y1:.1r, owing to late frost, but a moderate share is obtained.
Sport.- Shoot ing, fishing and hiking. It i regretted that t.he
tennis court is unf!l for play, and ow111g to the shortage 0£ p1ce
it is anticipated that it will be out of action for the rest of the
season.
Enqu ir ies.-AIJ enquiries will be welcomed, and should be
addres ed to th(' Camp Commandant (Corpl Cooper W.).
Arriva ls.-First and foremost, the pay bloke (why, it is not
understood, as nature provides the majority of requirements free
of charge). Corporal Cooper and family, Mrs. Pout and family,
Signalmen Byrne H. and Kinsey L. 1 he two latter have since
been relieved by Signalmen Franks H. and Johnson P., who were
recommended for a spell here by the doctor at Fort Sandeman ,
with a view to recuperating after being attacked by that harmless little creature the mozzy. By gad, some doctors are nice,
aren't they?
Appointme:ltS.-Corpl Cooper W. is appointed Camp Commandant w.e .£. r/8/34. This, by the way. does not entitle him
to any extra issue of clothing, decorations, etc. ; only the satisfaction of knowing his great authority and responsibility, and the
little extra work called for under that appointment. Cheer up,
Frosty! it all comes within the " twenty-four hours a day " stuff.
Establishmonts.-One n.c.o., one operator of s, one electrician, one fitter, and one R.A.M.C. orderly.
Entertainmonts.- Poker dice set. Strio Jack naked. This,
by the way, is played with cards, in case you should be misled.
Various other amusements which you make yourself.
BLOS.
E A STERN COM MAND ......................... I N DIAN A RMY.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. Z Company.
Tuesday 24th July
General. - After spending three months at Ckatrata, which
possesses an almost English climate (it rained for two months out
of the three) No. 2 Company have returned to Meerut.
A dinner was held at Chakrata to celebrate the conclusion of
the Trade Board, and all who attended the dinner (including the
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O.C., Captain M. C. Bennett, and Lieut. N. E. Pocock, who
were very welcome guests) thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
The journey to Meerut, like all other journeys in India, was
rather uncomfortable, but the fact that we proceeded to Kalsi by
motor coach (?} instead of route march did a great deal to make
the trip more bearable. It is true that sardines were almost
hermits compared with the way we were packed in these so
called motor coaches ; but still, a third class ride, etc., etc.
Can You Tell Us'?- What is the " lure of the East "? and is it
necessary to come back for another five to find out all about it?
Agony.- Signm Cummings would like to hear from Signalman
Salter. fhorpe, at Colchester: What about 1t? Bert.
Finis.-Good .
R.A.C.

Howlers.-" A knoll is a detachable hill " (presumably part
of barrack furmture).
" A watershed is a big, high tract of land separating two
countries " (No man's land).
·• Should the telescope be dropped, the reflect ion will be re•
versed " (we can now read flag on our heads).

7th (M.,dium) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Mutlra.

Chakrata Detachment.
Tuesday 24th July.
After a perilous and awe-inspiring journey through hill scenery
of the most remarkable grandeur, the Detachment arrived safely
at Chakrata.
We came through the hills on native-driven vehicles, the
drivers of which had our hearts in our mouths as a result of
bravado which appeared very ill-timed on that most dangerous
of roads. Those who have visited Ranikhet arc of the unanimous
opinion that the route was quite tame in comparison.
A heavy mist has hung over Chakrata since our arrival, and
consequently we know very little of the place or what it looks
like. But one thing we do know is that if one wishes to find
any place, one has only to find the football pitch and the required
destination is in the near vicinity.
Intensive training has commenced, and by all appearances our
students have gone into it body and soul. May we asR why the
dickens they talk about it in their sleep?
Sports appear to be out of the question, and we are reminded
of this by a little phrase which runs: " All sports grounds out
of bounds to-day." Albeit, many of our bright young things
have taken eagerly to basket ball and deck tennis. Our little
Albert already shows great promise in the former, with Eric as a
runner up, and it is plain that Willie throws a pretty ring at
tennis.
It is rumoured that a panther has come to stay in the vicinity,
and prominent Detachment sportsmen have been earnestly pursuing it through the silent watches, but without success so far.
Rumour is notoriously a lying jade. (Any luck yet, sir?)

The O.C. and Se11io1· N.C.O.s of the Chahrata Detachment.
Reminiscent.- A heavy mist hung over the valley. The night
was cold and dark. Gazing into nothingness, one could pick out
the pin points of light from neighbouring hills. Two men gazed
silently into the distance. One shivered. And then-" No wonder it's cold, Bill; we are higher than the blinking stars."
Agony.-A khud walk and leeches.

Later.
Gen eral .-The end of the first half hill season is drawing very
near, and although the monsoons have broken we are anticipating
a warm reception on our return to the Plains. Trade tests are
due to begin in a very few days, and the majority of the candidates on the upgrading course have great hopes of coming through
with flying coburs. During the middle of the month a hike to
Deoban was organised. The 0.C. (Captain Bennett) and Lieut.
Conner rook part, and all who went thoroughly enjoyed themselves. The King's Birthday parade took place on the Depot
parade ground, when medals were presented to Signalmen BoviTI
and Clegg.

Monday 6th Au~ust.
General.-Last month was rather unevent ul, so there 1s little
to report. The drought has really broken and all electric lights
are besieged with beezers and flymg atchars, .which still persist
in diving down on the poor folks who dare to sit under the lights.
Thiz sort o{ thing seems to happen every year.
Native Cattleman Fined.-The local bullocks munched our
choicest creepers and chota plants. This led to the O.C. Section
m1king a bandobast with Captain I. V. - - an officer sahib of
Brigade fame, who thought it was quite a good hookum. All
Sectionite~ were asked to exercise vigi lance over the remains of
our garden, especially at night whenever they. could not get to
sleep. The outcome was the capture of a native bullock wallah
by Sigmn Rose P. L. on the very first night, with the help of
Corp! King (Banger), who was rudely awakened for the purpose.
The W.O.G. (late i/c marauding bullocks) was gently ushered
into the previously prepared cell in the Brigade guardroom, where
he spent a cheerful night crooning to. himself :ifter the ma~ner . of
all distressed W.O.G.s. The followmg mornmg, after bemg mterviewed by the O.C. and the said Captain I. V. - - , he was
set free on conditions which were most beneficial to the Section
sinking fund.
Congr a t ul ttt ions.- To Sigmn Rose P. L. on getting his class
ii .. and to all those who now know their position on the boat
roll.
Our Month'c Best Howler.-By Ginger: " I'll bet you I once
knew a Sikh who used to clip his beard."
Ag ony.-To Dinger, Pindi: How about a li ne? Pip.
From the Hllls.-The accompanying sketch, with a few words
by a Sectionite who was up the khuds in the first half, may be
of inte rest to No. 2 Company of the Div.

•

Chahrata Detachment, 3rd Indian Divisional Signa ls.

The Clrnhrata Hills.
Departures.- L / Corp) Sanderson (n.c.o. if c Kon.g) to Wa~ir
istan, and L / Corp! Ditchfield to Kohat. Our best w.1shes &O wnh
them. and we ):ope they will soon settle down 111 their new
um ts.
Arrivals.- Lieut. Pocock arrived on the 12th June and took
over the duties of chief instructor from Lieut. Conner, who re•
turned to Meerut.
Life Memb•ra.- There has been auite a revival in this Branch
of the Signals Association, and we - are expecting several more
new member in ihc near future,
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I offer my apologies for not having drawn Inky and Chesty,
as they would 1mk a good pair. There is a clue 1n the sket'h tQ
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" Who pinched lnky's whiskey? .. and "Has the ch.a mp got
mferiorit}' complex?" Query: Is Snowy sull on the 1ew?
B.H.H.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Monday 30th July.
General." And that inverted bowl we call the sky,
Whereunder, crawling, coop't, we live and die,
Lift not your hands to it for help-for it
Rolls impo ently on as Thou or I."
-Omar Kl1ayya111.
When the late lamented" Tentpegger " wrote the above verse,
he mu t have been suddenly called upon for WJRE notes. Having
lifted my hands to all and sundry without .avail. I find. that there
is about three hours to go for rhe air mail-hence this mush .
With the exception of cash and stores audit, prickly heat and
such like afflictions, nothing of interest has occurred during the
past month. The long awaited monsoon has so far been a dead
flop, and the resultant weather has made the nerves of everybody
as ragged as the seat of a despatch rider's guard-mounting slacks.
Leave.-Captain M. Duncan, our C.O., has left on a two
months pleasure cruise to the Far East, while L / Sergeant Boyle,
Corp! McDowall and Sigmn Spencer have had six months U.K.
leave during 1935 forced upon them , despite their protests! In
the case of L / Sergt Boyle, several rude people have been heard
to remark "What! again?"
Crime Club's Selocted. -No. 186o274 Serge O 'Rourke L. A.
has been awarded the long service and good conduct medal with
gratuity . Congratulations.
Shipping lntelligence.-Lloyds (or it may be District H.Q.)
have been playing with the Bibby Line again, with the result that
the '' Roll on, Oct I" contingent talk in whispers about January
and have readjusted their P .O .S.B. allotments. The following
will be appreciated by all who have experienced the joys of
bed-down journeys on the Indian rai lways: First Signalman: " Do you want to buy a good va lise?"
Second ditto: " It's no good to me; I' m going home."
First : "Well, what about week-end leaves?"
Wouldn't ther..! be consternation in the old blue bus?
lncidentals.-We hand it to the local newspaper which stated
recently that " If there are any more shi rt movements formed,
there will be no colou rs left for football teams." Also to the
Q.M. who says that Sh.effield is noted for two things: its cutlery
and the birthplace of the said Q.M. No names, no Pudsey.
Finale.-Mae West seems to monopolise this space. What
about Zasu? " Oh, dearie me."
NUN NUNQUAM.
SOUTHERN COMMAND .......... .. ............ I N DIA N ARM Y.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
Tuesday 24th July.
General.-Another month rolls round , and it is once again time
to concentrate on W JRE notes. Our regula r scribe, one Sydney,
has struck his wigwam and re-erected it at Agra for six weeks,
with intermediate stops at Delhi and Naini T ai. Thus do I once
more inflict myself on a long suffering community.
As very little happens here apart from the dai ly round, various
individuals were requested to contribute something towards the
compilation of these notes on t he doings of this unit, but alas I
results were very few-in fact, oniy one.
In Appreciation.-F Section at Ju bbulpore are very regular
with their notes, but K Section at Ah med naga r seem to be
dropping off. Buck up , K, and do your stuff.
The later paragraphs on " Social Life " were contributed by
the bold Peter (a notorious cha racter in ou r small community) who
writes under the nom -de-plu me of " T yme-X " (ouite 18 months
service!)
Arrivals.- Sigmn H ughes E. from Quetta, who now swells the
rank1; of the Clan Left-handed. H e is cordially welcome, and our
guard roster goes up one more accordingly.
The hill par,y returned from Wellington on the 30th June and
were plea ed to see Trim again- knew there was a catch somewhere m a holiday (?) up in the hills.

An old friend, Sergeant-Instructor C. G. Mort (A.E.C.) likes
T rimulgherry so much that he has made a re-appearance on two
months leave from the School of Education, Belgaum. When he
was stationed here he had a motor bike, but now he runs to a
dinky little two-seater.
Sergt Daniell (of Scotti h Command Signal Company fame) has
rejoined from the Army Signal School, Poona, together with his
family. May they like this station as they did Poona.
The Passing Pageant. - That Monday morning feeling. Delhi
and Turkish baths-oh, Sydney! Sam the Sudden (no connection with P. G. Wodehouse). That mystic symbol "Q." Our
usual wail: Church parades and guards.
Overheard: " Shall I come up to the office again at half past
ten, sir?" " No ; make it 10.30 " (and quite serious about it,
too).
Social Life.- They say that life is what we make it, yet strange
arc the tricks that fate on us will play! But fate, too, has played
tricks to our advantage. In spite of the lndianisa,tion and the
reduction of British ranks in the unit, things have commenced
looking on the bright side in so far as we have once again commenced. a fortnightly eight anna hop, to the delight of the gigolos
and gigolettes and to the disgust of the anti-jazz propaganda
wallahs. Wherever one goes two sides are always to be found,
but in our case the dance committee are fighting against two
opponents, namely the A.J.P. W.s and the M.E .S .• who have cut
up rough over a slight difference in opinion and are charging us
for the means of lighting our darkest hours.
Up to the present three functions have been run, all of which
have been successful in spite of the heavy liquidating scheme the
heavens practised upon us on the last occasion. The adj'utant
and Mrs. Younie attended the last two and seemed to be p eased
with the way that they were run. The music for our shows was
very kindly supplied by Sigmn Scrivener, who is the proud possessor of a portable pickup. C.S.M. and Mrs. Kingman do their
big bit towards the success of our dances, in catering for the
refreshment side of them.
Still, whoopee! Here's to our big show-the sanction of the
C.O. having been obtained for these dances to be run on rather a
larger scale. Cheers !
TYME-X.
Forthcoming Eve:rit s .-The Secunderabad Horse Show. Manreuvres. The 1934 / 35 trooping season (and what an event!)
Greeti ngs.-To all ex-members of this unit now scattered far
and wide o'er home stations: We'll be seeing you soon.
A.F.W.

F Signal Section, J ubbulpore.
Monday 9th Ju ly.
General .- The clerk of the weather duly fulfilled his annual
duty at the beginning of June by sending down the commodity
that one swims in-always provided, of course, that one can
swim. Some people think that our rain is sent from heaven for
the express purpose of softening rugby pitches, and we are sufferinp; from an attack of that state of mind at oresent . Of course,
ha~ving so many old Varsity men in the Section, it comes natural
for them too hie away to the rugby field and play with the egg
shaped ball.
It was one of these old boys who, on being asked by one of
our Gunner friends for the name of the man who invented gunpuwder, replied (with the air of one who shouldn't be bothered
with such trifling questions) " Guy Fawkes." Which on ly goes
t::> show that modern education is very sound.
Another favourable sign is the rapidity with which our men
pick up the language of another country. The following little
ccnversation will show you what I mean. Indian rank (to our
storeman): " How long has this soap to last, sahib?" Storeman: .. Two din." Indian rank: " What, sahib?" Storeman :
" Doh day." Which is not too bad after on ly four years in
the country. 0( course, some Indians pic k up English with the
same ease. One who was asked to bring THE WIRE returned ten
minutes later with about 200 vards of T.1 3 and carefully deposited
1t on the bed of a gentleman· who thought he was going to have
a nice quiet read.
Last Saturday the 15th Field Brigade R.A. Sergeants Mess held
their handy hunter competition, and Sergt Penfold gained th ird
place. The next two successive Saturdays will see an event for
Junior n.c .o.s and one for the gunners. drivers and signalmen.
In both of these events we hope to finish in the first th ree, just
to keep up the name o( the Corps.
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Congratulations.- To Sergt Penfold A. on being awarded
the L.S. and G.C. medal with gratuity.
The Lure of tho East.- This has a grip on us again, and
L / Corp] Howard has decided to stay in India for another year
(just to get sunburnt, we suppose).
Tho Gripper.- We read with great interest the notes entitled
" Ghoras," by Non-Nunquam of the 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal
Troop , Meerut, in the June issue of THE WJRE. His advice and
remarks, on the whole, were excellent, and Sections like us (i.e.
" mounted infantrymen," who only ride about 10,000 miles a
year) greatly appreciate them. I am extremely sorry to hear that
gram-orderly 1s a vulgar name for feed-major, but when I tackled
our gram-orderly on the subject he was extremely rude. His
opinion was that feed-major is a term used exclusively in England
but i.s taboo east of the Suez. One thing the writer omitted to
mention was whether he is a gripper in category I or 2. Popular
opinion in this Section points to category 2 ; but, of course, being
only mounted infantry we are not really entitled to an opinion.
To .conclude, l would like t.o sugge~t an additi<;m t.o the paragraph
entit led " Horse": An ammal which can easily Jump 4 ft. 6 m.
1i he is handled correctly, i.e. as handled by members of an
Artillery Signal Section.
Agony.- To Velvet Belle, 52nd Div! Signals, Glasgow: Congratulations. Seen any scent bottles recently? Come out and
see us some time. Pony to note. D.P .
Will 2319132 Sigmn Barringer {whereabouts unknown) please
communicate with 2319133 Sigmn Johnson H. of this Section?
HANK.

Polygon Notes.
A little while ago we experienced a real sandstorm, which also
caused a fire. Being quickly on the dig, we soon had 1t under
control and then waited for the Fire Brigade. On thinking
things over, we were perhaps a little too prompt , as no attempt
has been made to shift the " Flies' Paradise," or riding track,
and consequently we are still being pestered by flies.
Owing to Polygon being the nerve centre of the Army W T
Group--all nerves-and thereby an important agony hole, the
barbed wire has been strengthened and a new gate insta lledbut why climb that?
However, despite these precautions an Egyptian wardrobe
dealer managed to increase his stock. The 108th Earl's maneating quadru~ed gave the alarm, but as it suffers from Polygonitis it was quickly silenced by Big Bill Mawson. 'Jnfortunately
for the wardrobe dealer, a curious promotion-seeking native policeman observed his corpulent state and detained him. Observing
that our purloining friend was wearing four pairs of trousers and
a few other odds and ends, he escorted him to the station. Consequently an enquiry arose, and now the wardrobe dealer arises
at dawn and will do so for a few years. Hard lines I
None of us suffered any inconvenience except Bud, who was
unable to make a rendezvous with his blue-eyed tent pegger .
There are rumours of promotion floating around again, so
would-be aspirants are reverting to N.F.R. in anticipation.
Below is a photo of the Polygon tent-pegging team. Beauty is
only skin deep-luckily I

Egypt Signals, Ca iro.
No. 1 Company.
No. 5 Tank Signal Section.
A~ this is our first instalmen t, a word of introduction will not
be amiss. The Officer i/ c Section is Lieut. E. R. N.-W. NanneyWynn, who has just enjoyed a well earned rest in the U.K. and
has now taken up the reins of unit musketry officer. The Section comprises Sergt Stevenson, Corpls Orton and Adams, and
Signalmen Lowe, Hawcroft, Stringer, Buckman, Parry and He.bb .
Sigmn Howard has just left the Section to take up an appointment with Imperial Airways Ltd.
Last year we made our maiden voyage with the 6th Battalion
Royal Tank Corps, and judging by reports and results the prologue of our drama as a Section was very satisfactory. The
Inspector-General of Tank Training visited th.e Roya l Tan~ Corps
during our stay and was very .favourably impressed with _the
Section's " own " method of mstallmg the sets m Medium
Tanks.
At present we have four " Bulged " Turrets and four Standard
Turret Tanks fitted, but by local modification all tu rrets are now
traversable through the full 360 degrees. T his in itself is a big
asset from a tacucal Tank training point of.view.
.
The Secrion is the proud possessor of six No. I sets which
have given everv satisfaction during collective training.
The- first indi~idual training course has come to an end, and
judging by the relieved look on all the ca~didates' faces, hig~er
ratings have been eiven a secondarv consideration. All the mstrume-nt breake rs · (sorrv ! makers)· have been under C.Q.M.S.
Rushworth and are now ·talkini; about two pie fly and left-handed
taps and dves .
As a sporting Section we stand out in. every sphere .of sp~rt.
The Section seri!eant excels at all the mdoor sports, mcludmg
tiddlywinks and ice hockev. Lowe, Buckman and Parry fi ll the
gap in the spectators' gallery at all rugby matches out h.e re,
whilst Hawcroft. Stringer and Hebb complete the roll of Garmon
film fans (fronr row only). Corp! O.r ton is a faithfu l follower of
the Heliopolis Wheelers Club (married crocks only) and can be
rren every Fridav carryini-t out the old proverb, " Never put
.111 your eggs in one basket." (V.'atch the wife doesn't go to the
wrong pocket , Bill.)
.
A.F.V. Sij!nals. Ticlworth. will recogmse a few of the a~o vc
111mcs. and all wish to be remembered to the old parent umt.
NE>xt month, providin!' no lihcl c~ses are instituted. these notes
will be ccntinued (I nenrly s.1id discontinued).
KING OF TH E KY BER.

Agony.-Ollie: We are in sore need of thee.

A Section.
Nothing was sent in last month, unfortunately, just when it
should have been, because Egypt Signals won the Command
athletics. What excitement! Positions were denoted as usual
by pennants. We crept up point by point. Excitement, and
more excitement! On the last day the Middlesex Regiment and
the King's Own Royal Rifles were leading, with Egypt Signals
thi rd. We won the pole jump (Sigmn Buckman gave an exhibition, clearing 10 ft. 6 in.). The K.O .R.R.s won the hurdles, and
we we re second . Then there was only the mi le relay to go. I
had long before then shouted myself hoarse. What a day. I With
Signalmen Barber and Boreham doing wonders, we won 1t. What
cheers and shouting when we chaired the runners from the track!
What a team I-and what a night out afterwards I
Training .- One set of courses has just finished and another
starts shortly.
Musketry.- No. 1 Company firing is over, with a very good
average, and I believe the Sectiou.-is on top.

l.S.S. Schemes.- Detachments from the Secuon hild a trip on
the armoured trains and all managed lo get through on th move .

fH E W1 R.12,
Guards.- These arc now on a unit basis and come round Jes
frequently. This may help you to while away the time on a
ma in " stag ":
THE SENTRY.
A sentry wh ile on sentry-go
£hould move correctly to and fro:
You never, never know
Who may be round to ce.
A casual gait, a cap awry,
May catch some crusty colonel's eye,
And th:it means trouble by-and-by
For Private Atkins T.
He may not bandy on his beat
Strong words with strangers on the street,
Who stop to photograph his feet
Or e timate his girth.
He must maintain in either case
An equally impassive face:
Reserving for some meeter place
His rancour or his mirth.
:> sentry of the better type
Will prod pedestrians with his kype,
Or puff in public at his pipe,
Or light a large cigar ;
Nor will he wander from his post
To meet the lady he loves most,
Or commune with the courtly host
Of a convenient bar.

He may not whistle, dance or smg,
Or do a little yodelling,
Cr any other pleasant thing
To pass the time away.
Still. he can always contemplate
The beauty of the barrack gaceAnd chat alone is adequate
Diversion for the day.
Have You Heard Th is One?-A small boy was leading a
donkey past a military camp, when two soldiers though.t they
would take a rise out of him. They said " Why are you holding
your brother so tightly?" The boy replied " So that he won't
ioin the Army."
Departures.-The Section officer, Mr. Ruck, to U.K. on leave.
Arrivals.-L/ Corpl Smith from Alexandria after successfully
passing a P.T. course. A new d raft of promising lads-one is
6 ft. 4 in. and promising to be more.

M Section.
lntroduction.-All apologies for notes which have been lacking .
for a few months.
Courses.-The courses started in full swing on the 9th July:
the operators course under the able supervision of Lieut. NanneyWynn, and the M.T. course under Lieut. Dwyer, Sergt Stibbs
and L / Corpl Parry.
In the latter course one budding driver has already discovered
that the easiest way to remove a mudguard is to pass another car.
Another one thought: Why open the garage door when backing in?
The only thing of interest on the operators course so far concerns the operator who, hav ing had a sending test, went to the
sergeant and said " What does 'F' against my name mean,
sergeant?"
Agony.- To Taff, from Frank: Safety first. Just doing M.T.
course. What about a trip down the Abbas?
To Mrs. Beaton, from Egypt Signals: Please forward key to
code. Urgent.
Congratul11tior.s.- To the Coros billiards team on winning
the q1p offered by King George's Soldiers' Home.
Plain 'Talcs from Alexandria-G.N. 2.B.l.
Things We Should Like to Know.-Why can't a helio be
erected on a lamp stand?
Any device for drinking beer so that the liqu id does not wash
the Adam's apple and give one a sore throa~. (Replies to A ..S.,
A Senion, please.)
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What is this boat like? We've heard so many people mention
" boat" lately.
Where is the Egg Boiler that we s;iw a sergeant riding for a
few weeks? There arc such things as seize-ups.
.
If a helio has been read at a distance of 70 miles, why can't we
get a decent reading at 1.Y. miles?
Departures.- Sigmn (O.K.) George from the operators course
Polygon W / T Station vice Lofty, now working hard in rhe
Company office.
FOSAS.
to

No. 3 Company.
J Section.
General.- Somehow or other, nothing of real importance-or
shall I say, nothing exciting- seems to happen around here.
Whether it i due to the law-abiding citizens or to the fact tha t
our Section is si tu ated here, we cannot tell, and the only altermtive is to babbie about the everyday work (?) that we do.
The opening chorus just lately has been something like this:
"Bat Eye," "One Eye" and "Nelson." Naturally, this suggests musketry. For those who fail to see it, try scoring ten out
of a possible ninety.
H aving been issued with five arrows and a bow, and led by
I'll-tell-'em Bobbin Hood, we took the C range by force. Upon
loosening our arrows we commenced to aim at the Citadel,
whereby (taking the finest sight possible) we hit the target. The
fi ring resul ts did not come up to expectations, but on the whole
they were good .
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arc hoping they will pay us a visit ; it will mean a change of
diet and other little pleasures derived from it. (What's that abou t
Navy ca ke, Bud ?) Wait till we show them the old 4-k.w. It
will shake them (it often does us).
A.ddendum. -Re~erring back. to that body building beautiful
busmess at the beginnmg of this heap. Why is it that our local
dirt track merchant is so gifted with. S.A.? There must be
something in this body building stuff after all. He told us that
whilst cycling back to the compound on his sky blue roadster he
passed two eligible young Venuses (or Venii). As we approached
the m, he heard one say to the other "Oh, isn't he beautiful?"
And there is 2. B pining for romance. He always runs to
answer the phone, but invariably says " Tich, some dame wants
you " or " Bud, she's afte r you again."

Junior N.C.O.s Mess.
Apart from the fact that the Junior N. C.O. s Mess is still on
th.e map, very scant is the news therefrom. We can only apologise
for the unusual delay of so many months, and promise that in
future we will endeavour to keep our readers and past, present
and future members interested with a regular contribution to
THE WIRE.
To get down to brass tacks. The Mess is now beginning to
look up, and the usual band of six regular members has increased
to at least a dozen. Things are on the move, so to speak-but,
shsh ! I may be speaking too soon. Still, don vivimus vivimus.

Sport. - Billiards a speciality. Tuition given ; 25 piastres per
lesson. Our Section sportsmen will sell you the secrets of their
success (or " How we win matches ") at a reasonable price.
How lers. - After the shooting, the marksman was heard to
say " Next time I'll use the . . . foresight instead of the foresight protector."
Ago ny.- To Richy of o. 2 Company A Corps: Wha t about
a line? Cade .
ABDULLAH.

Polygon

WIT

Station.

Excelsior for Ado nis (Ross for 'Heigh t).-Th.e latest craze
on this station is body building. You know, any form of exercise that enables one to develop and make the body beautiful,
such. as strand pulling (note th at I said strand pulling) and
dancing.
Talking of body beautiful. Lately I have been rather intrigued
with the expression, soul mate. I first heard this when attending a dance as Polygon' s representative. Someone came up and
asked me if I had a soul mate. I replied in the negative and,
thinking it was a cocktail , said that I liked a solash of soda with
my drinks. Imagine my surprise when my ~eply was greeted
with a roar of laughter. Bemg r;ither peeved at making such
an ass of myself, I decided to find out what . rh.is soul mate business was.
First of all, I asked someone what a soul was and was told it
was a flat fis~. Somehow this seemed wrong, so I decided to
obtain my information from the dictionary. Here, soul was
defined as follows: The moral and emotional or intellectual part
of a person . The firs t half of the definition seems to be most
applicable. Anyw;iy, one cannot expect too much . What one
gets at the shooting gallery, one loses on the round uo or something like that.
Next I turned to the term mate. This was rather confusing,
being defined as " to paralyse" and " a suitable partner, especially in marriage." I think the latter definition is correct, but
why " especially in marriage"? No doubt, the paralysing part
of the business comes later.
Being a regular attendant at dances, I have concluded that the
originator of the expression must have known some stuff.
Dress: Ayc8 and Noes.- Another thing that puzzles me is
why we men have to wear clothes distinctly unsuitable for certain
occasions. Women don't do so. Whv should we? One sees
so~diers out walking, wearing breeches and spurs (a most u nsuitable form of attire). Imagine some women wearing pipeseamed panties and moleskin grips I I consider the Navy's
clothes a much more suitable outfit.
Kudos for Us.- The Navy folk are here again (not actua lly at
Polygon) and of course we are working with them ilS 11s11al. W r:,

Grants.- By gentle persuasion, tact and the brass neck and
ingenuity of our entertainments committee (namely, Andy, the
unit sleuth-hou nd and Sherlock Holmes, and his able assistants,
Dr. Watson and Pedro Wardley) we managed to wheedle from
the P.R.I. a small sum o{ money sufficient to purchase a few
games as a contribution to our Brighter Mess movemem .
W e congratulate our entertainments committee and thank the
P.R.!. for his generosity. The efforts of the committee have

brought good results ; and though I won't go so fa r as to say
th.at one can't get into the mess for fear of being killed 111 the
rush , I must say it is a real treat to see the dart and shoveha'penny boards and th.e ping-pong table all in use. This, I am
su re, will be a surprise to some of our old members. Honi sott
qui ma! y pense.
Games Tournam!lnt.--On Tuesday 3rd July a games tournament took place between the W.O.s and Sergeants and the Corporals Messes. I must say that it was a good show ; they did us
well. We appreciate their efforts, and trust that in the near
futu~e we will be given the opportunit y of repaying their hosp1tal1ty.
After a hectic struggle, deep sighs and groans, we wrested the
golden pot from their h.ands by a lead of 16 points (not pints).
Perhaps we caught them on a left leg, or maybe the fact that
we had a rub down with The Sporting Life had something to
do with it. I notice, by the way, that they intend to shake us
next time, for they are getting in a lot of secret (?) practtce.
Sergts Lawrie and Stibbs have been seen in white shorts with
hard hitters and tennis racquets, making for the Mess. (Presumably going bird-nesting? I wonder!)
Congratulations .- T o Corp! Ted Collins on winning the 440
and 88o yards in the Depot Battalion sports. Keep it up, Ted.
To Corp! Perfect G. on pulling the second one. Expecting to
see you on th e next boat, George.
To L / Corpl (Sophie} Tucker on his engagement to some fair
damsel. Soon be joining the blood-stained kit bag parade, eh,
Sophie?
Arr ivals.- We welcome to the fold Corpl Wheeler and L / Cpls
Wagner, Honor and Williams, and trust that their stay with us
will be a happy one.
Lost.- A Mrs. Beeton's cookery book. Will finder please return to Corp! Broadley, our chief bobajee? Reward, one Scotch
egg. (Why give poor old Scotland the blame?)
Births.- Nil.
Marria ges.- None yet, but who's sweating?
Agony.-L / Corpl Chadwick would like a line from L / Corpl
Lauriere, last heard of in F Company, Catterick.
L/ Corpls Watson and Smith C. W . would like to hear from
L / Corpl (Arthur} Honly, 4th Div! Signals.
L / Corpl Hurt would like to hear from L / Corporal (Dutchy}
Hollands, No. 2 Company 1st Div! Signals.
Tailpiece.- The rebate question is in abeyance, and we are
still trying to flog the piano.
SMIFF.
(Later} Thursday 9th August.
Will wonders never cease? We have yet another contribution
to THE WIRE, and apparently bags to speak about, too. In fact,
it seems almost as if we have the monopoly of the Egypt Signals
notes at the moment. After our previous effort, you'll probably
think that it's too good to be true ; but truth is stranger than
fiction . And say, folks, you don't know us when we do start.
We spoke last month about our games tournament with. the
W.O.s and Sergeants Mess. On Saturday 28th July we gave them
a return-and oh, boy, what a do I
We started the afternoon with a few sets of tennis, and although I cannot quite remember who was on the winning side at
the conclusion of this event, there was very little in it either
way- and, quite as I expected , they shook us a trifle.
We were looking for ward to seeing Sergt (Big) Lawrie in action.
but were given to understa nd that he was on exhibition at Gezira
Sporting Club with Shukri, the Egyptian chame. Nevertheless.
his sparring partner Tommy (I can't help bemi: good) Sttbb
turned out to delight us with his Austin-like accuracy, fairy-like
action and a 'borrowed racquet. {H e can't help being good, so
we must help him to live up to it.}
To cut a long story short, at the conclusion of the games we
managed to win by the small margin of four points and thu
retail\ the golden pot.
The remainder of the evening (and part of the morn of the
29th) we spent in the usual way. That needs no explaining.
The honours of the evening. I th.ink. went to Ser~eant Oock}
SLevcnson for his rendering of" The green eye of the little yellow
dog," incorporating a dance of his. own invention which is a
combination of the sword dance, veil dance, rumba, Charle ton.
and many others too numerous to mencion. Anyway, whalever
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dance it really was, 1t was a good show. A good job the missus
wasn't present, Jock.
We were indel:.ted also•to Sergrs (Arthur) Crockford and Uock)
Lawrie for their duet can-can, and to R.S.M. Dorrington, Sergt
Stibbs and Big Boy Barron for the various parts they played.
Overheard in tha Lines.-Certain N.C.O.: " Say, Jim!
had a shock when I saw your dog registered as a colhe."
Chief Bobajee: " Well, it's not, see? Only, were I to put its
correct name in writing (probably he couldn't spell it- Scribe)
no one would understand it."
Certain N.C.O.: " Get aw:ry ! " (or words to that effect).
Chief Bobajee: " All right, then. I have a book in my bunk
which is all about dogs, if you would like to see it."
So, folks, now we know where he gets his recipes- at least, it's
food for thought.
Things We Would Like to Know.-Who has the best wireless
set in the camp? This seems a very sore point with some people,
and one we should like to see cleared up.
Who is Andy's mate?
ow that we have a Mobile Police
Force, is he going to get a sidecar on the Silver Bullet?
Agony.-To Jock McGregor, somewhere in India: Salaams.
Jock. What about it? Andy.
L/ Corpl Harris would like to hear from Corp! Charlie Hodge,
somewhere in India.
Willie (of Dunree, 1928) is requested to drop a line to L / Corp!
Ashworth.
Congratulations.- We heartily congratulate R.Q.M.S. Smart,
Sergt Arthur Crockford, Corp! Jerry Dawson and Sigmn Harry
Smith on receiving the rooti for eighteen years undetected. Oh,
Jerry! you are a one. What did the other half say when you
got home?
Tailpiece,- Stanley is still sweating and doing his eighteen
pages per diem.
SMIFF.

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
Naval Visitors.-H.M.S. Resource called at Haifa earlv rn
July, and we took the opportunity to invite our old fr iends of
No. 7 Mess to spend three days leave with us at Sarafand.
Tli.ey arrived on the 8th, bearing in their midst Sigmn Grace
(recuperating from his labours with the Malta Signal Section by
taking a seven weeks cruise at the nation's expense) . Some
arrived by train and were met by a party of enthusiasts from the
unit, whilst the remainder came by bus via Jerusalem. The first
item of note was tea, provided by the nimble " Miss " Simpson,
and then everyone made his way to the canteen, where during
the evening much singing of songs and ditties was enjoyed by
all present-and so the first day's leave came to an end.
The morning of the 9th July was spent in the canteen by those
jockeys, trainers, owners and backers who could manage to do
so, getting readv for the big race meeting to be held on the unit
sports field in the afternoon. The meeting was under the arrangements o_f those well known race producers, Messrs. Lawson,
Fergy-N1ck and Hope.
About 2 p.m. large crowds of one or two were seen making
their way towards the course, with many bottles of beer tucked
under their arms ; and on arrival there I found that the first race
was just about to start. This was the Maiden Stakes for virgin
Jennies, over one furlong. There were twelve donkeys entered,
and I don't think there was anything likelier than the favourite
winning, but from the "off" Tiger Lil (owned by Mr. Burton
and ridden by A. McKechnie, and a rank outsider) made a great
start and led the field all the wav to win in a canter at 25 to i.
The second race was the Sarafand Plate, over two furlongs.
This was won by K. E. White on Fat Rosa. On looking at my
card, I found that this moke was owned by the Tote, and of
course there were no bets on it. Lucky Tote!
The third race was the Palestine Derby, over one mile. It was
the race of the day and the horses lined up as follows: -Liver
Sar:idwich .(owned by Baron Cheesman), Twilight Kiss (Mr. J.
Sh1pley-Sp1ce), MacDonald (Mr. W. Page), Move Over (Sir J.
Shipley), Charley's Aunt (Samuel Goldwyn Locker), Dinner for
EiEht (Mr. G. Twiss), Deadly Curry (Co1Jnt Simpson), Nonotmernate (Mr. J. Green), Bedtime Story (Mr. Fred Mallett), Vul~ar
Boatman (Mr. Masters), Yes, Sir (Mr. J. C. Cooper), Plausible
(Mr. Leonard Murray). From a good start Liver Sandwich
(ridden by Gordon Cameron) made the running and drew away

from the bunch. Keeping to the rails, there was no doubt as to
which had won, and the Tote returned 5 to 2 on Liver Sandwich. Baron Cheesman led in his moke and, interviewed afterwards, said " Liver Sandwich was not in the same class as the
others."
The fourth race was the Ramleh Selling Plate, over three furlongs. This time E. Parsonage, riding Sir J. Shipley's Move
Over, got home by a short neck. Tote, 7 to I.
The 4.15 p.m. winner presented no surprise, and Gordon
Cameron, riding Baron Cheesman"s hard-working filly Marie,
walked home. Tote, 2 to J.
The last race of the day, the Ludd Sprint, was once again
won by Gordon- this time upon a red-hot favourite, Badin Buks
- by five lengths. Tote, 2 to J.
At the conclusion of the meeting a children's race and a ladies'
race were run, and so ended a very good afternoon's sport.
At the banquet held in honour of the Derby, Baron Cheesman
presented Sigmn Grace with the Palestine Derby cup to take
back to Malta Signal Section, there to be competed for annually.
On the Wednesday morning, after a very enjoyable leave. the
Navy left us, and once again things became normal.
This Month's Best.-Was there any mail yet?
Views on seeing a man drowning: What would you do? Dash
to the nearest teleohone and inform his unit.
It is heard that- the unit carpenter has taken over as chief
publicity manager to a certain cafe in Tel-Aviv.
Agony.- To the Cads (Borstalians) of rst Div. Signals and B
Corps, Rawalpindi: The school tie is still worn. but oh, those
photographs! Wally, did you break the camera? If so, the
m?ney may have gone to buy a new one. Our sincere regrets in
this respect ; but even so. a fade-out would have better than
nothing at all. Can Aden explain? Cads o' Palestine.
HALF-GREASE.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
.
Saturday 30th June.
Fort Canning News.- Since we laid low that combination of
pitch, lead and ten pairs designated a submarine cable, as related
in our last notes, our strenuous activities seem to have come to
an abrupt end. We just go along doing odd jobs here and there.
repairing sadly abused telephones and pushing uo odd oieces of
line. just to show there is no ill feeling. Our dashing b.R.s on
their " no t so trusty " Triumphs are, perhaps, an exception.
There is no doubt that they earn their pay.
So This is Singapore.-Perhaps some of you ambitious young
soldiers who have not yet drawn your rupees or dollars east of
Suez
be interested to hear something of life in Singapore.
Those o · you who are to come here mav like to learn a little of
the joy to come. We must, however, 'remember that this is a
Regimental Journal and not a guide book, and be brief.
Command Headquarters at Fort Canning, where we have a
detachment of ten, is splendidly situated on a hill in the centre
of the town, commanding an excellent view of the harbour and
the be~ul'iful vista of the green tropical islands beyond. At night
there is a real touch of Eastern enchantment in this view, with
the lights of the city, streets, theatres and shoos, and of the
shipping in the harbour beyond. At the top o( the hill is the
town reservoir, and the roof of it comprises our recreation ground,
roughly 250X r20 yards. You see, we have ample room there to
enjoy sports of all kinds.
. The city is one of the world's largest seaports, with a population of about a million-mostly Chinese, the remainder consisting
of various types of Indians but not so many Malays as one would
expect in Malaya.
There are no fewer than ten cinemas and theatres, but only
four of r.hese are regularly freouented by Europeans. The syndicate which runs the cinemas is controlled by some kind-hearted
people who let soldiers, sailors and airmen . and their fami lies.
ir:ito any cinema at half-price-a privile11e which is much appreciated. The nearest and best cinema is the Capitol, which prides
itself on its comfort, coolness and perfect reproduction. We get
the very latest films, often before thev are shown in London.
Some we have recentlv seen are " Oueen Christine." " The
House of Rothschild," · .. Flying Down- to Rio," and "Nana··
(" Lady of the Boulevards," by the censor's order. in England) .
Two of the real high spots in the town are the rival amusement parks, "The Great World" and " The New World." They
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cater for the amusement of all races. There are open air theatres
for the Chi~ese, Malays, .Japanese and . Indians, where one may
see the audiences gazmg m rapt attention at the weird antics of
the performers in the various traditional national plays. There
are many side shows of all kinds. shooting galleries, skating rinks,
cinemas, and restaurants and cafes of all nationalities. l:!ut for
the European the cabarets are the big attraction. These are well
fitted out with fairly good dance bands, bars and restaurant
accommodation. The professional dancing partners are an amazmgl:1 mixed crowd ; you take your choice of Russians, Phillipinos,
Chinese, Eurasians and Japanese. They are a real selection of
Eastern beauty, and most of them can dance beautifully. The
young dancing fiend is well advise::l to draw his month'~ credits
before attending a cabaret, for an evening on the fl~rs 1s apt to
be expensive. A book of seven tickets, each of which entitles
you to a dance of three minutes with a partner you may choose
yourself, costs 4/ 8 in good English money.
The streets are teeming with vehicles of all kinds-cars, rickshaws. miniature native buses, trolley and motor buses- all of
which rush to and fro. We get used to nipping about in taxis,
and most of us have spent enough money on them to have become
taxi owners by now. Baby Fords are used extensively as half.
price taxis for two passengers, and they provide a handy and
cheap means of getting about.
Our climate is quite pleasing. We get so much rain that it
brings the temperature down if it tries to heat up. Owing to the
damp atmosphere, perspiration soon begins to flow if one uses
much energy, but by sitting still for a while it is always possible
to get cool again. We get plenty of sea breezes: sometimes they
get too strong and the local form of storm known as " Sumatra "
springs up, but they never last for very long. We can easily
get a " cooler " at any time in the nice big bath next to our
barrack room in Fort Canning, which we use every day.
You see. Singapore is not such a bad place ; so if you are
thinking of a trip out East, come up and see us some time.
Departures.-Si!(mn Barcock has bought his discharge and is
now a member of the Straits Settlement Prison Service. Perhaps
some of us will meet him again I
SMUDGER.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Whit'field Barracks, Kowloon, 12th July.
General.- This last month has been rather eventful: one or
two piracies, Chinese running wild, and Randolph on the loose
again. All this is quire unusual for this place, where nothing
ever happens.
The rainfall for June was 20.4 inches, eleven of which fell ;n
two days. Naturally, all this rain started after the King's Birthday parade had passed off.
The holiday bungalow at Cheung Chau is proving a great suc•
cess, and another bungalow has been hired for a further month.
All the men with money are having another week's leave. One
party went up on a Sunday, and on the following Tuesday one
of them was seen back in barracks-ordering more beer I It will
not require much thought on anyone's part to guess who was
on this party.
Our new C.S.O. arrived on the 13th June and is now settled
down. We wish him a pleasant tour in China.
Since the arrival of the I I 8th Punjab Regiment from India, we
have been treated to a band concert every week. The regiment
has an excellnt band, and though some of the lighter music is a
bit old. it is very well played and much appreciated. Now, Bryce,
lay back and tell 'em about when the 3 / 15th Punjab.s used to
play!
"Jimmies " for the 1933-34 season have been awarded as follows. Football, Corp! Pope. Signalmen Martin, Buttery, Fielding
and Drake. Hockey, L / Corpl Cross, Signalmen Neale, Dilley,
Larking and Austen. Swimming, Signalmen Cord, Farrell and
Henshaw. Tennis, Signalmen Lomax and Whitehead.
The Tennis League has started, but the weather has been so
bad that only one match has been played, which was lost. Three
friendlies have been p)ayed- we won two and lost the other.
The hockey 11rouncf is being re-conditioned, and the R.E.s are
making a very fine job of it. As soon as the work is completed,
Wo! are commencing practice for the forthcoming season.
Although the weather is so mild, several of the Section are, to
put it mildly, sweating profusely. Two boats leave here 1n
November, and according to all I hear they are to be loaded to
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the bridge with Signals. At least six think they are sure to go.
ten are nearly certain, and twelve have hopes- all this according
to rumour.
Congratulations to the Shanghai Signal Section on their success
in the Hockey League. Attaboy, Cavill !
A good laugh we had from the June issue: "Welcome to Corp!
Huggins. Another one for the guard roster."
Reference Spud Can's notes in the June issue. Peking Mills
is now a member of this Section, and is so named because he
did a tour of duty at Peking while on charge to Nort:1 China
Signals. I'm sorry to hear that you went to the trouble of looking up the records and also consulting the No. I boy. The records have most likely become mildewed, and you should know
that Chinese boys seldom remember anyone. who is not given. to
lashing out cumshaw. You will not know Mills, as he left Peking
some months before your arrival in that station. He really was
in Peking, and the veiled suggestion that he wasn't didn't look
too good in print.
I must confess that your remarks re my scandal column hurt
me at first, but on second thoughts I see that you are quite right.
However, those remarks are only meant to be amusing to mem•
bers and ex-members of this Section, who know to whom I'm
referring. Some remarks in THE WIRE leave me cold, but as long
as someone gets a laugh out of them, why should I worry?
A Candid Confession.- " I don't know the difference between
Handel and Rembrandt," says Ooch (Em. collapses).
Song of Ex-Trooper.- " I got a lot, a lot of what I've got."
He's telling us.
Agonies.- Stan, Tientsin: Hooe you're on the same boat.
I'll live on you for four weeks. Jonah. Ditto above, one week.
Austen.
Johnna, Egypt: Wot abart a line? Mush.
Gunboat: You should know. Bunny.
Till next time.
MATA HARL

Gibraltar Signal Section.
Wellington Front, 7th August.
The past month has been a very guiet one, very little happening to disturb the normal trend of life here.
Captain and Mrs. B. H. House left on the 20th July ~or two
months leave in the United Kingdom. We hope they. will h~ve
a pleasant holiday and that the clerk of the weather will be kind
to them.
Lieut. Hon. G. R. Clegg-Hill {2nd Ba~n The ~oyal Welch Fusiliers) has assumed command of the Section durmg the tem.porary
absence of Captain House. We hope he will not find his new
duties too irksome.

Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?

If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day.
and you may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the Association helps its Members in
that direction, as shown on page 378.
The subscription is cnly

2/- per annum .

Ask your Unit Representative for further details.
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''TERRIERS~''

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.

No. 1 (Exeter) Company.

Headquarters, The Priory, Exetc~.
Editorial.- Another annual training camp has come and gone,
and many of us have not yet settled down to a civilian existence
after the Ireedom of the open spaces. We were fortunate in
having such delightful surroundings, and we owe a debt of gratitude to the Earl of Shaftesbury, on whose estate we were accommodated, for his kindnesses and the interest he took in our activities. Our fortnight was packed both with work and recreation.
Being on this occasion some distance from a town of any size,
we had to provide our own amusements, and no one can say
these were not fully catered for. The weather might have been
kinder, but even so, we did not suffer to any great extent, and
the cheerful spirit in which some exercises were carried out in
the rain spoke well for the enthusiasm of all concerned to get on
with the job under trying conditions.
The training programme was a progressive and varied one,
commencing with miniature exercises for each Section, continuing with individual exercises over a wider area for Sections, and
t~rminating with two unit exercises. These were all fully appreciated and were favourably remarked on by the inspecting staffs.
A n innovation this year took the form of a night march and
deployment, terminating with Company commanders collecting
their Sections and returning to camp by Companies in the early
hours. There is something fascinating about a night marchor ra ther, a night ride-which l think appealed to all ranks.
The Divisional commander (Major-General R. J. T. Hildyard)
and his stat:f officer (Colonel 0 . H. Tidbury) inspected the camp
and the urut at work, and we were delighted to welcome both
the C.S.O . (Colonel Bradley) and D .C.S.O. (Colonel Martineau)
for a three days stay with us. Other official visitors included
the secretaries of the Devon and Hamoshire Territorial Army
Associations.
•
All ranks of the unit paid a visit to the Tidworth Tattoo on
the opening night, and the experience is still being discussed by
those who had never seen a Tattoo before.
Football, cricket, boxing and netball claimed the attention of
the bulk of the unit, and 100 oer cent. entries were recorded
from each Company for our ann~al sports on the Bank Holiday.
Keen but friendly competition existed between the three Companies on this occasion, and history was made on the sports
ground by each of them scoring equal points (12) towards the
Murray sports cup.
Mrs. Earle,. the wife of our honorary colonel, kindly presented the pnzes. The ground was oacked both with official
guests. and local spectators. We were ·very disappointed by the
unavoidable abs_en~e of Lady Basing on this occasion, as it
happens ~hat this 1s the last camp for our commanding officer,
Lor~ Basing. He has commanded the unit for six years, and
having t<:> say farewell is not an easy matter for either side.
Dunng his tenure of command the unit has progressed, and we
who are left are more than grateful fo r the interest he has taken
in our welfare. It is only au revoi r, as we feel sure he will wish
to keep in tc;iuch with us and visit us whenever opportunity
aifords. He 1s assured of a hearty welcome at all times.
We were p;lad to have 2/Lieuts . H. W. Fenwick and G. K. S.
Edwards with us, as they had alreadv carried out their official
course at the Academy and came to us fresh from their labours
at the Shop.

Another annual camp is over. No doubt, it has been written
abc;>~t g~nerally elsewhere. I shall therefore content myself with
wrmng m conne~t1on with No. r Company only. Although we
were very small . m numbers, we were a very keen Company and
every man put in a tremendous amount of work. The traini'ng
was t~e best that we have had for many years. Need we say
~nyth111g further than that communications were practically established at the first time of asking in every case?
The most pleasant thing was probably the great show put up
by the Company in the annual sports. We had about half the
numbers t.o dr~w from as compared with the others, but we managed to tie with them for the Murray cup. Competition was
very keen, and we have to offer our heartiest congratulations to
the few who represented the Company. A word of soecial mention is due to Corp! Colwell. who surely was a very o-;,,er-worked
member of the team. The tug-of-war was a very keen event.
We managed to beat No. 2 Company after three most strenuous
pulls •. but had to bow our head to No. 3 Company in the third
pull m the second round. Who knows what the result might
h:ive been had the first round been decided the day before?
Six pulls on one day 1s too much for the untrained man. Again ,
our .numbers did not permit us to put in a large number for the
boxing. Our entry of four was diminished by two in view of
the fact that Corp! Colwell had had enough the previous day in
the sports, and that the doctor was not on our side when it came
to the entran~s being " vetted." However, we got five points
out of a possible six, w~ich is. excellent going. Sigmn Fildew
deserves a word of special praise for the manner in which he
tackled and beat a man who had about six inches more reach
and was also ~bout six inches taller. He showed the finer points
of the game in the way he went in and met his man, at close
quarters.
I~ closing, our t.hank~ are due to every man for the way in
which he pulled his weight. The Company did very well, and
th1~ was only achieved by all working cheerfully and willingly.
We were .excused a number of gua'rds, and every man showed
his apprec1at_1on of th~t by doing his utmost to see that the guard
was an efficient one 111 turn-out and drill when we were called
upon.
The turn-out of the Company was very good towards the end
o~ camp. It is hoped that everyone will remember to keeo his
kit .i n .good order during the winter, so that when it is taken out
aga111 111 the summer there will be no great difficulty in getting it
up to scratch again.
Now let us. settle dow!1 to a go~d winter training. It is hoped
that the bar 111 the men s recreation room will be ooened in the
Vel')' near future, and that all ranks will turn UD and make the
drill hall their recreation hall. Also, remembe; we want fifty
recruits as soon. as possible. If every man only brings one, then
our n~mbers will soon be where they should be. What a happier
camp 1t 1s bound to be next year if our numbers are doubled!

Promotions .-Congratulations to Lieuts. P . W. Shaw and L.
E. O. Evans on obtaining their second oios orior to camo and
to Lieut. A. S. Crocker on his second as· we go to press. - '
Decoration::.-The c..o. presented Sergt Nightingale of No.
1 Com pany and Corp! Clift of No. 2 Company with the efficiency
medal after church parade on the 5th A ugust. Congra tulations
to these n.c.o.s on completing twelve years service. There should
be more of these decorations ere long.
Sports.- Details of these will aooear in the next issue as time
prevents their compilation for this month's issue.
'
MERCURY.

O NECOY.

N:>. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
We will at least s~ow ourselves in print by apologising to our
Editor for the delay 111 forwarding notes this month. Our budget
will be _a long next time.
PIP.

No. 3 (Plymouth ) Company.
Absence of notes from this Company is due to the scribe taking
a spot of leave. We hope he will return suitably refreshed.
THREECOY.

Slst (Highland} Divisional Signals
Unit Headquarteu.
Apologies are
unit for the past
of excuses, but
ones: Training,

Foothill Barracks, Aberdeen.
tendered for the absence of notes from this
couple of months. We have an endless variety
you must be content with the time honoured
camp, etc.

-
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Camp Visits.- During annual camp the following officers
visited the unit: Major-General Sir J. Burnett of Leys, C.8.,
c.M.G., o.s.o. (G .O.C. 51st (H.) Division), Colonel R. Chevenix
Trench, O.B.E., M.C., Colonel R. J. Nicol, o.B.E. (hon. colonel),
Colonel E. G. McHutchon, 0.8. E., T.D. (D / C.S.O. Scottish Command), Lieut.-Colonel P. C. Snatt, M.C. (C.S.O. Scottish Command), Lieut. L. W. J. Dryland (1st Divl Signals), and Lieuts. C.
C. Worrall and W. A. R. Stodart (on leave from India).
The G.O.C. 51st (H.) Division inspected the unit during a
signal exercise and afterwards visited the camp area. He expressed his general satisfaction with all that he had seen.
Colonel R. J. Nicol was, as usual, keenly interested in all the
unit activities, both at work and at play. He was a most capable
non-playing captain for the unit golf team versus the Royal and
Ancient Golf Club.
Colonel E. G. McHutchon and Lieut.-Colonel P. C. Snatt
spent a very enjoyable seven days with the unit, and their
assistance during training was very much appreciated.
Officers: Promotions and Examinations.- Congratulations
to Major T. P. E. Murray and Captain J. Cochran on their promotion to their respective ranks ; also to Caotain A. H. Reid
on his success in passing the examination subject (c) (i.) for
promotion.
Unit Sports.-No. 1 Company's scribbler will probably have
something to report about this , We must congratulate No. 1
on their many achievements in cup annexing at annual camp.
Keep cheerful, Nos. 2 and 3. Better luck next time I
Go lf Trophy.-This was a dry aifair, but Sergt Stephen won
it. Good old Steve! Congratulations.
Sergeants Mess.-The members of the Sergeants Mess and
their families spent a most enjoyable outing at Aberfeldy, Kenmore, and district on Sunday 12th August. From the writer's
point of view, everything was very enjoyable. Some enjoyed
the food, some the waterfalls-'nuff sed. Our only regret is
that we have to wait so long for the next trip.
Births.- Many have taken place since this item was last recorded, and congratulations are showered on all the proud
parents ; but special mention must be made of the P.S.I. of No.
1 Company. C.S.M. Thomas R. ; whose wife has oresented him
with a bonnie lassie, Lillian. judging by the sounds of revelry
by night issuing from the direction of C.S.M. Thomas's quarters.
the bairn is quite able to speak for herself. The chief thing that
No. t Company are thankful for is that it's not a boy ; for if it
had been-and anything like its dad-they might know about it
some day on the square. But still, one never knows yet, even.
Ca mp Fu n ctio n s .-Special mention must be made of a dinner
and smoker held by the Sergeants Mess in camp, when the
DI C.S.O. (our late commanding officer), the commanding officer
and all officers of the unit gave us the honour of their company.
It was such an enjoyable evening that everyone votes that it
should be an annual affair- something to look forward to and not
back on. My I the tears in many eyes when Major Murray rendered that popular song " She's the lass for me." Cheer up.
lads! Was it the thought of those you left behind, or sympathy with the single members in not being able to get out for
the night?
Furlough .- The scribes of No. 2 (Stirling) and No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Companies are enjoying well earned furloughs. and so we
don ' t expect news from them this month . They should be all
the sprightlier in the October issue.
Cricket.-5 1st (H.) Divl Signals 58 ; R.A.F. Leuchars 103 for
three wickets.
Golf.- 51st (H.) Divl Signals v. Roy.al and Ancient Golf Club,
St. Andrew's, lost bv 1- 2 matches (one halved) : v. R.A.F.
Leuchars won by 7- i matches (one halved).
J.D.T.H.

However, it goes without saying that in the history of the
unit there has never been a more successful annual training, and
it 1s agreed by all ranks that they have never worked harder or
enjoyed themselves more than .lt St. Andrew's, i934. Everyone
played and worked just as hard as the C.O., on the first parade
m camp, said that he wished them to-and with all so confident
from the start, how could the whole show have possibly turned
out any better than it did?
Training was first class. The signal exercises, in which all
Sections took part, were a great success and enjoyable.
The sports, too, were great, although, being run on the tabloid
system, they were perha9s more fun to the participants than to
the spectators- an opinion which seemed general. The local
" rags" wrote up the unit sports very glowingly, and made comment on the prowess of No. 1 Company, the winners of the unit
sports trophy, the inter-Company drill competition, the interCompany boxing, and the tug-of-war.
Mrs, E. Birnie Reid, the wife of the commanding officer, who
was present and graciously presented the prizes, was gallantly
assisted by the hon. colonel, Colonel R. J. Nicol, 0.8.E .
A loud speaker van , kindly loaned fo r the occasion by The
Dundee Da1Ly Record, proved most useful, especially as there was
a high wind and ten megaphones in series wouldn't have amplified the sergeant-major's marshalling voice. The C.O. and
Colonel Nicol made good use of this handy appliance to broadcast
final Sports Day speeches-both have excellent "mike " voices.
Happy thought! Would it not be a good idea to dispense
with the Pipe Band, wirh its goat-skin pianos, and get a loud
speaker van which might lead us to kirk to the strains of our
camp theme song, " Let's have a jolly good snivel." T he pipemajor, becoming redundant, could become n .c.o. i/ c records,
gramophone, loud speaker.
Talking of theme songs, here are the words for another.
Now, we were told the other day,
That a local celebrity was heard to say
That it made him weary to hear the way
Some poor folks pitied the Terriers
" Out there in the camp, layin' out in the damp!"
The life of the Signalman harsh and rough?
Tell me, where d'ye get that stuff?
Monarch is he of his own domain,
Wi' nothing tae dee but tae rest his brain
(For twenty-four hours at a stretch!)
" Out there in the camp, la yin' out in the damp!"
Aye, and what are we doing whilst he blaethers like this?
We're on P.T. in the blizzard's bliss,
We're on parade and forming fours
(Whilst the rest of the world are asleep ir.dcors)
" Out there in the camp, layin' out in the damp!"
We're reeling out lines, or we're lining up kits,
Or we're losing D.R.s and finding the bits,
We're doing route marches that'd give infantry fits.
And he'd join the Signals if he had the gitsAnd be " Out there in the camp, layin' out in the damp!"
Promotion.-All ranks of Headquarters, No. t Company and
No. 207 Section join heartily in congratulating their O .C., Ma1or
T. P. E. Murray, on his promotion to that rank.
" Advance, Aust ral ia!"Farewell to Caotain H. Trethowen !
The unit's sorry that he's goin'.
" Will ye no come back agen?"
(A plea from the sick. lame and lazy men)
Adieu, in short, to the posh-hat M .O.,
Who did two weeks camp for one week's doughAnd howl
LANKA MK. II.

No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals

Annual Training in Camp.- lt was damp when we paraded
at Foothill Barracks before cock-crow on the Ittth lulv, read" to
move off to St . A nd rew's, where we debussed i"n a ·deiuge. The
wettest day since the Flood was the 28th July, when we . truck
camp, and a pontoon with a lid on (like Noah had) would have
been a h andier thin.i: to send back to Ordnance than lines of
tents. Now and again during the fifteen days the sun shone, but
hardly a day passed without a downpour.

and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Joan Dodds.- lt is not only the soldiers sworn to allegiance
to king and country who serve the Corps. There are the women
folks and the children. In barracks and in bungalow beneath
sweltering skies, and enduring all the trials of the Tropics. our
women and children also serve and nobly play their part in main·
taining the ideals of our 11reat comradeship.

-~

-

fHE WJR_~
o better little soldier ever erved the Corps than Joan, the
beloved daughter of C.S.M. Dodds of our permanent staff. But
Joan has left us for the Higher Command. Aged nine years,
this sweet child pa ed away on the 8th July, from diphtheria,
after only three days illness.

Joan was known to hundreds of our comrades. She served a
full tour in India, going out in March 1928-when she was two
and a half years old. To the heat of the Plains and the coolness
of the hill stations Joan's winning Sinile and delightful attractiveness brought cheer and grace, and in time she became the darling
of many a. barracks and the pride of many a station.
At the time of her death Joan was a pupil of great promise at
Hyndland Higher Grade School, Glasgow, where she was a prime
favourite with teachers and pupils.
Our hearts go out to C.S.M. and Mrs. Dodds. No words can
ad~uately convey our most heartfelt sympathy with them, but~
we can assure them that during their sojourn with us we will
share their sorrow and strive to comfort and solace them.
Joai:i has but _gone on ahead .. It will not b~ long ere we sight
the distant station and see the hght on the hill, and Joan will be
there to greet us l
" Gem of purest ray serene."
The New Gu~rd. -That was a great show on sports day! The
guard excelled nself. An ex-R.S.M. was loud in his praises of
the youngsters. We ex-Service men must look to our laurels.
This youthful guar~ under the boyish-looking Sergeant McNeil
attracted the attention of staff officers and visitors. All honour
to R.S.M. Wylie. He is bringing up the youngsters in the faith.
Annual Sports.-The annual sports held at camp were a great
There. "".ere ovi:r three thousand spectators. Competition was keen m mter-umt events, and the open events attracted
the best of the D ivision ··s athletes.
. Film Fun.-<?ur camp exhibi~ion s!gnal office was a bright
idea. Th~ filmmg of the office m active operation was a brain
wave, which should prove most useful for recruiting purposes.
Colonel F. L. Robertson.-The W.O.s and Sergeants Mess
marked th~ir fa~ewell. to ou~ late chief, Colonel F. L. Robertson,
by presentmg him with a silver salver. R.Q.M.S. Sinclair, in a
few well chosen remarks, bade Colonel Robertson goodbye, and

s~~cess.
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the ceremony was not without its touch of parung emotions. We
will not oon forget Colonel Robertson's ever ready word of
encouragement or his unceasing efforts to help our less fortunate
comrades. Many a man he has placed in work and many a home
he has brightened. May you reap the rich reward of all your
good works, sir I
No. 3 Company.- The visit of this Company to Dundonald
prior to annual training proved most helpful. Despite difficulty
with the ack sets, the Company thorough ly enjoyed the MayboleTurnberry scheme at camp, and the opportunity given to visit
Girvan was appreciated by all ranks.
The Company is greatly interested in its officers, and it is a
matter for wonder why the officers, who do so much to ration
the Company on its ·schemes, should themselves go shortespecially the maritime gentleman whose staple diet at all times
was aooles.
The ~ompany showed great enthusiasm in the competition for
promotion under the new standards, and all round satisfaction
was expressed at the re-arrangement of ranks.
Arrangements are well in hand ~or the schemes next spring,
and the 0 _.C. IS especially pleased With the grand spirit prevailing
111 the umt and the excellent results obtained at Troon camp .
R.A.F. Signal Sections.- Jt was in 1931 that the Sections last
camped at Troon. This year, pleasant associations were renewed.
Thr; Sections are especially proud of this year's film venture, and
1t war. due to the excellent work of all ranks that such a splendid
show was made. There was a marked increas1> in the numbers
examined by the Trade Boards, and the great demand for the
various text books is indeed a good sign.
S~rl?eants Mess.- Things functioned perfectly at camp. Sergt
Christie, the recently appomted caterer, deserves great credit for
work well done. The installation of the radiogram was a most
successful innovation.
Going South. - AJI is now in readiness for the S.R. Cable
Secti?n's visit to Aldershot. There is every prospect of pleasant
trammg and a happy holiday, and we feel certain that all ranks
will do all that is possible to enhance our good reputation and
mamta1n our record for efficiency down Aldershot way.
Mrs. Peter Murray.-lt is with profound regret that we record
the death of Mrs. Peter Murray, the wife of our S.R. pay sergeant. We assure Sergt Murray that his loss is shared by each
one of us, and all ranks tender their condolences.
Brigadier-General Godfrey·Faussett.- The officers marked
their farewell to this dis~inguished ~oldier by forwarding to him
a piece of silver plate, smtably inscribed. We look forward with
great pleasure to meeting him once again.
_Musical Murphy.--Our good friend Soud Murphy is blessed
with an ear for m~sic but not for the bagpipes. His first camp
with us had for him. the terrors of Hades. This Scot-EnglishInshman has no adm1rat1on for our national musical instrument.
He now _looks .fo'.ward to the Judgment Day with equanimity:
t_he bagpipes did 1t all. Our splendid pipe band is much to the
lik11111: of our Sassenach comrades. but not to the liking of Donald
MacMurphy. _W e have hopes for Murphy the Morose: he has
purchased a kilt and sporran. Scotland yet!

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Si~nals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15

Headquarters Company.
General.- On Sunday 29th July the unit moved down to Roedean, S1;1ssex, for the an!"lual camp . . The camp was very pleasantly situated on the cliffs overlooking the sea, within a few
mmutes walk of Roedean School.
Train_ing com.menced on t~e Mond_ay, and from the first things
wei:t with a. s_wm g-the various Sections out on work and the ind1v1du~I t_rammg squads,. U?der their va_ri?us instructors, learning
~he prmc1ples of transm1ttmg and rece1vm!( Morse signals in all
~ts bra!lches. A camp exchange was installed and the surroundmr. umts were all linked up bv ohone.
During our stay we ;vere visited by the Chief of the Imperial
General Staff, the C.-111-C.. Eastern Command, the Divisional
commander and the Chief Signal Officer, all of whom had things
to say of us which were very pleasant to hear. We must not
forget to mention. too, the visit of Alderman J. Rumsey Mayor
of _West Ham, who SJ?ent a day with us and complime~ted the
umt on their extraordmary appearance of smartness and fitness.
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The following, taken from The Stratford Express of the 11th
August, gives more or less in detail the chief events of annual
camp 1934.
ESSEX TROOPS AT ROEDEAN.

Signals conclude Annual Training.
Keen Workers and Athletes.
The 54th (E.A.) Divisional Signals return from their annual
period or trainmg this week-end, and the whole of the personnel
will assuredly be sorry that their pleasant stay by the sea near
Brighton has come to an end. Windmill Camp, on the sea front
near Roedean, has been one of the most pleasant soots that these
two units belonging to the 54th Division have been allotted for
it was ideal for work as well as amusement during the leisure
time that has been liberally given. Training at these Territorial
camps 1s not all hard work. Although the main object is developing a state of efficiency in whatever particular branch of the
Service the men may be serving, the work is always made as
interesting and as pleasant as possible, and between times the
troops are able to enjoy the amenities provided by the town
nearest, which in this ~ase is Brighton, a short bus ride distant.
A further visit to the camo this week bv a representative of
thi~ Journal found the troops- in fine fett le." Invigorated by the
air and tanned a healthy colour, they presented a very fit appearance, and the smartness disolaved was evidence of the fact that
their training had been of a" very useful character.
The Signals, who have Head~uarters and two Companies at
the Green, Stratford, a Comoanv at Southend, and Detachments
at Ipswich and Bedford, ha"'.ve had a very useful second week,
and probably have been able to astonish the staff officers who
have visited them by their advJnced s tate cf cfficie1~cy. This
interesting branch of the Army should attract a desirable type
of man, because the work is particularly interesting. Wire 1ess
plays a prominent part in signalling these days, and transmission
and reception of messages by this means has been well developed
by this unit during the year by the use of sets at Stratford and
Southend. On Thursday morning they went out and carried out
a definite scheme of communication in the field at long distances,
and they have been inspected while at work in the -field (using
visual, telephone, and despatch riders, as well as wireless) by
Colonel Henderson, commanding 4th Divisional Signals : the
Chief Signal Officer of the Eastern Command. Colonel E. N.
Fortescue Hitchins. o.s.o. , M.C. : and the Deputy C.S.0., Colonel
A. S. Angwin, o.s.o., M.C., T.D.
On Thursday morning there was an interesting parade in the
camp when the Chief Signal Officer presented a long service and
good conduct medal to R.S.M. Dowie F. J. ; Indian general service medals to C.S.M. Collins H. J. and Sergt Finn V. L. ; and
Territorial efficiency medals to Sergt Simons W. and L / Sergean r
Parker T. In the afternoon the G.O.C.-in-C. Eastern Command
(General Sir Cyril J. Deverell, K.C.B., K.B.E., A.D.C.) inspected
the troops.
On Wednesday the Mayor of West Ham (Alderman Rumsey).
accompanied by the Mayoress, visited the camp and made a
tour of inspection, and was greatly interested in all he saw. He
talked with some of the troops, and must have been greatly
impressed with their keenness as well as their fitness. He and
the Mayoress were photographed with a group of officers and
:nen.
To-day (Friday) the Chief of the General Staff, General Sir
Archibald A. Montgomery-Massingberd, G.C.B., K.C.M.G., A.D.C.)
·s at the training areas. where he is inspecting both Signals and
che Artillery while they are carrving out schemes.
The Signals held thei"r sports on Monday, when an interesting
programme of events was witnessed. The inter-Company cup
was won by No. 1 Companv with 14 points, the Ipswich and
Bedford Detachments combining as a Company for t he purpose
of the sports and being second with 1 r points. The results were:
Inter-Company relay-1st, Ipswich and Bedford ; 2nd, No. 3
Company ; 3rd, No. 2 Company.
Four-legged race-1st. No. 1 Company ; 2nd, No. 2 Company ;
3rd, Ipswich and Bedford.
100 yards-1st, Sie:mn Smith E. W. (No. ~) : 2nd. Sigmn Elliott
T. (Ipswich and Beds) ; rd, Sigmn Day T. (Ipswich and Beds) .
Obstacle race-1st, Sigmn Ordum (No. 1) ; 2nd, Sigmn Scott (No.
x) ; 3rd, L/ Corp) Bines (Ipswich and Beds).
Tilting the bucket-1st. Sigmn King and L/Corporal Thompson
(No. x).

Boat race-1st, No. 1 Company ; 2nd, Ipswich and Beds.; 3rd,
No. 3 Company.
Tug-of-war-xst, No. 1 ; 2nd, No. 2 ; 3rd, Ipswich and Beds.
Bun and treacle race-1st, Sigmn Miller (No. 2) ; 211d, Signalman
Tracey (Ipswich and Beds).
Boot and sack race-1st, Sigmn Towler (No. !) ; 2nd, Signalman
Kemp (No. 2).
Motor musical chairs- 1st. L / Cpl Anderson (No. 2); 211d, S1gmn
Simpson (No. 2).

No. 1 Company.
General.- Our annual training camp has termmated, and 1t
was on Sunday 12th August that all ranks returned to Stratford,
leaking bronzed and handsome after having fifteen days of the
Brighton air. The weather was a mixture of sun, wind and
rain, but cespice chis all agree they have had a good time and feel
very fit.
In work, on parade and at spores, we kept our proper place
- always first-but being modest, we hand 1t to the whole u111t
for putting up a really remarkable show. Which again proves
that training plus experience plus keenness will beat anything.
" A " WI T Section.- The progress made by the Wireless Section was very marked during the training camp, and all the
schemes held went like clockwork. It was ouite an exoerience to
hear nothing else but "'Through by w. T -to so-and-so."
The wireless trophy which is competed for each year was retained, and by a rather big majority of points. The V/T trophy,
won by No. 3 Company, will soon be ours, judging by this year's
results. We congratulate No. 3.
The recruit operators made huge strides towards obtaining a
rate, and we know that they will shine at the next Trade Board.
" B " Cable Section.- The lines laid down by the working
section were, as usual, very good ones, communication being perfect and maintained with very few snags. We always have to
hand it to chis Section: they know and do their job.
ONECOY.

No. 2 Company.
General.- During July we were busy preparing for annual
camp, which was held at Roedean in sunny Sussex and also by
the sea, so these notes had better be headed
Annual Camp.- Our fortnight's change has left us much
wiser and browner, and we have satisfied ourselves that we can
function in wet weather or fine. During camp we provided one
R.A. Field Brigade Signal Section and the majority of the instructors for the individual training classes. We cannot but compliment those instructors on the really good work they put in
and the amount of patience shown with some of the really raw
material.
A wreath of laurels must also be handed to our noted storeman, L / Corpl Cook S. , who guarded his stores so zealously and
jealously-so well, indeed, that by the last day in camp we had
three D.iii. telephones and two blackboards too many.
Camp Exchange.- This was erected bv oersonnel of No. 2
Company, and the lines laid out by B Cable Section and the
recruits of the linemen's class. Were we through? Well, ask
our exchange operators who requested permission to charge twopence per call !
Company Supper.- This was held at the Roval Albion Hotel.
Brighton, and a very successful evening was enjoyed. We tender
our thanks to the members who discovered the olace and arranged our delightful accommodation and repast. Recruiting. - During annual camp we inspected the Joungest.
or rather, some of the younger visitors to the unit an
elected
one as being a probable member of this au!:uSt Company. He
has agreed that it will be a very good thing for him to join us.
and we have the dotted lines all ready for him to sign. He is
one of the Anderson-cum-Hurley-cum-Millar bunch. so that
should be sufficient recommendation as to his suitability.
Congratulations.-To the following uoon their recent step
up the ladder: Si~nalmen Cook S. and Pond W. to L / Corporal.
L/ Cor_p orals Caslake and Asplin to Corporal. Corpls Clarke D.
and Smfield R. to L / Sergeant. Also to tho e who passed th
recent Trade Board and are now full blown trade men.
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Original.-Our Dan, the man who has invented a. marc~ing
step all on hi own and believes in sti~king to his own mvent10~1.
Rumour has it that at next camp he 1s to have a squad to tram
m the new method of locomotion.
Things We Hoar.- A bunch of despatch riders out on training, learning to identify staff officer~; A gr?UP of actual st.aff
otticers standing near. Instruc~or:
"':'ho ,1,s the officer with
'8.M.' on his armband?" Bright pupil:
The Bandmaster,
sir!"
Twocov.

Bedford Detachment.
Annual Camp.-This Detachment proceeded by road (Eastern
Omnibus Company) and had a very nice journey down to sunny
Sussex. We left our H.Q. at 8 a.m. and arrived at ~oedean
about 2.40 p.m. On arrival we met a nice gale blowmi:, but
that did not worry us in the least.
.
.
We were amalgamated wit~ No. 2F F.A. Artillery Signal
Section and No. 2~ M.A.B. Signal Section, and formed mto No.
4 Company 54th Divisional Signals, under the command of Capt.
.
.
.
A. P. Angel from Ipswich.
On training we found one workmg ~ect!o~ and th_e _remamder
of the Section were allocated to the md1v1dual trammg school
and n.c.o.s class. Our training area was in the vicinity of High
Hill and Balsdean Farm, and a more delightful spot of country
could not hav.e been found anywhere unless it was up in the
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hills round Murree or Razmak. Training was carried out in
conjunction with the Infantry Brigade Sections from Southend,
and ouite a' lot of fresh knowledge was gathered.
Th~ n.c.o.s class inform me that they also gleaned very useful
knowledge from their fortnight 's instruction, a_nd the schgol
personnel also admitted that they had learned quite a lot during
the time that they had been in camp.
After duty the lads enjoyed themselves down in Brighton and
other places round about. -From what T saw of them, ther were
certainly enjoying themselves on the " dodgems," etc., m the
amusement park.
In spite of the weather during the second week be_i_ng rather
unsettled, the fellows all say that they thoroug~ly enioyed that
camp. Anyhow. they came back to Bedford lookmg well bronzed
and certainly more healthy in appearance than when they left.
Congratulations to No. 3 Company on winning the visual event
once more.
.
.
We give ourselves a pat on the back now. This umt had all
but two members present at annual training for the whole fifteen
days: 94.2 per cent. Not a bad average for these days.
Sports.- At the unit sports held on Bank Holidar Mo~day,
we helped No. 4 Company to win the relay by supplying Signalmen Dale and Tracey. Sigmn D ay secured a place in the 100
yards. Well done, lads!
BEDFORDIAN.

STATIONS-Continued from page 39J

5th Divisional Signals ( co11ti11 ued)
no I That makes a total of one hundred and eleven from trus
unit. Names are too numerous to mention, but they all come
from good stock and should be well browned (off) before they
reach their destination. L / Sergt Dicker proceeds to ~rd Indian
Div! Signals, Meerut, on the 14th September, and Sigmn Toogood to Malaya on the 3rd October. The destination of the
remainder are, as yet, unknown (thank heaven I)
Sergeants Mess.- Hello, hello, India I listen to this . C.Q.M.S.
Millross is married. On Saturdav 28th July, at Scalbv Church,
he forsook all others and proceed~d down the aisle to join and be
joined to Miss Margaret Garlick. Members of the Mess attended
both the ceremonv and the reception that followed, taking with
them the best wishes of the whole Mess. It is understood that
other weddings are to come, but all in good time. One at a
time, olcase I
Congratulatic-ns to LJ Sergt Gould, who has obtained '.!- billet
with the Glasgow Terriers. Patience, Nat. November will soon
be here.
The visit to the Mess of the 49th Div. R.E. (T.A.) was thoroughly enjoyed by the few w):io a~tended. We came off very
well in the games tournament, m spite of the fact that we played
with their cards. Murmurings from our phat school indicated
that things hadn't been too rosy. However, the replay on our
ground will prove more attractive. No doubt, our snooker experts will hit the rugh spots.
[On the occasion of the return match, the hi!?h spots were
reached-but not by us, and we lost the games tournament by
a small margin.]
Agony.- Sorry, G.B.S. Quetta (I mean W .G.S.). Nothing
doing. Never catch 'em. And, by the way, I disagree with
your remark re the view of Baluchistan. Viewed from No~th
Marine Drive and my allotment, " Quetta and surroundmg
country " seems a fair place. Distance lends enchantment, and
so on.
Section Notes.- Absence of these regretted. There are too
many mushrooms about.
Oxo (again).

Northern Ireland Signal Company t ~lfast.
Or the 4th August we returned once again to our old groove
in Belfast. after an enjoyable five weeks at Ballykinler. Unfortunately the rain damped our enthusiasm and cancelled our last
bip stunt in the last week. Still, there is another year.
Battalion training has commenced, and we are endeavouring
to copy our big brothers with mobile wireless lorries-with jolly
good results.
Astounding discoveries have been made. We possess two
Longfcllows, although their poetry lac;ks the metre of that cele·

brated poet. Perhaps you can judge for yourself (see " Literary
Circle ").
Promotions.-Nun : sorry I nil.
Arrivals.- Same as above.
Departures.- Signalmen Turner and Burnett have been transferred to the Army Reserve, and we wish them the best of luck .
Draft.-Corpl Wootton and Signalmen Morrison , Parkinson,
McCormack, Jones, Leedham, Hedley, Ashby, Miscummons and
Hale have been provisionally warned for India.
Literary Circle.VIVE LA ..
We hear much talk of Oxford blues, and old school ties as wellOne wonders where one really is ; it's rather hard to tell.
I say, you chaps, just keep this dark ; I'll only tell a few.
Do you know our old friend Herby? I don't suppose you do.
Well, he's the Duke of real blue blood from some ancestral hallI know it sounds fictitious, and maybe just too tall.
It's rather tough, after "Your Grace," or something high falutin',
To have to droo those ancient rites and be Dick Smith from
Tooting.
.
.
.
So, just to ease things off a bit, friend Herb gets one idea:
H e'll tell the cock-eyed world he's a wireless telephone engmeer.
-Wormwudscmbs.
HEAR MY PLEA.
I'm getting fed up with OmaghI've been here far too long ;
The Depot's too hot for a soldier,
At Belfast they do me wrong.
don't like the thoughts of Armagh,
And can't get a course of hygiene ;
The Skins are too regimental ;
If I don't get away soon, I'll scream.
Oh, Officer i / c Records,
Hear this, my final plea:
Post me to my old stationFrom Omagh set me free.
Send me abroad again if you wish to,
For three years or five and a bit,
But for goodness sake don't get me posted
Until I've obtained a full kit.

- Llertlag.
Tell , , , E' •••• -Some Scotch transmissions.

To G. Evans,
Risalpur: What's wrong, Judda?. does the heat over there _aff~ct
your writing? What about a lme? Swetnam. Waz. D1stnct
Dance Band: Who cares? my son's home and the bonnet is not
on straight yet. Beat up, Stan! McNoon.
Tailpiece.- That's all from N.T."O.
Hnc MR.

Editorial Note.
Will Correspondents please study our general style of presenting Sports details and draft their notes on similar lines, taking
care, also, to type them with an open space between the lines
instead of crowding as much as 9ossible on a sheet? (Sports
Notes should always be kept apart from Unit Notes and typed on
separate sheets.)
This request has been made on several !)rev1ous occasions,
and we appreciate the co-operation of many whose copy it is a
pleasure to handle ; but we want the help of those others to
whom our appeal is really addressed, and we say " Thank you!"
in anticipation of their prompt compliance.

S.T.C. (Catterick) Athletics, 1934.
The athletic season at the S. T.C. is now finished, and the following is a brief account of the season's fixtures and results.
On the 12th May we held our annual fixture against Durham
University and Northumberland and Durham A.A. at Newcastle.
This fixture always comes too early in the season for our team
to be really fit, with the result that we never make a really good
showing. We were again third this year, our chief scorers being
2/Lieut. P. C. Williams in the long jump, 2/Lieut. Read in the
shot, and L/Corpl Vaughan in the pole jump.
Three Mackworth inter-Company meetings were held during
May, and these resulted in a win for the Mounted Wing, with
D and E Companies a good second and third.
The S.T.C. sports were held during the first week in June and
resulted as follows. [A few photos are shown on the next page.]
loo yards-1st, 2 / Lieut. Western, 104~ sec.; 2nd, 2/Lieut.
Read; 3rd, 2/Lieut. Williams
220 yards-I st, .2/Lieut. Read, 23~-~ sec. ; 2nd, 2/Lieut. Western;
3rd, L / Corpl Thomas (Mounted Wing)
440 yards-Ist, L / Corpl Thomas_(M.W.) 54}$ ~ec.; 2nd, Si~mn
Griffiths (E Company) ; 3rd, S1gmn West (Dismounted Wmg)
880 yards-Ist, Corpl Collins (E) 2 min. 5~'s sec. ; 2nd, 2/Lieut.
Gordon ; 3rd, Sigmn G_riffiths (E) .
.
One mile-1st, Corpl Collins (E) 4 mm. 48-!,~ sec. ; 2nd, Private
Slaymaker (D) ; >rd. Sigmn Green (E)
.
Three miles-1st, L / Corporal Verlander IF) 16 mm. 45:i,'s sec. ·
2nd, Boy Terrv (F); 3rd, Sigmn Bates (E)
120 v~rds h11rdles- 1st, 2/ Lieut. Read, 163 5sec. ; 2nd, 2/Lieut.
Lyall ; 3rd, 2/ Lieut. Williams
Hi eh jump-ISt, 2/ Lieut. Miller, 5 ft. 4}~ in. ; 2nd, L/ Corporal
Gibson (D.W.) ; Jrd, Corp! Holden
Long jump- xst, 2/Lieut. Williams, 20 ft. IO in. ; 211d. Sigmn
Linee (School of Signals) ; 3rd, 2/Lieut. Mervvn Smith
Pole jump-1st, L / Corpl Vaughan (D.W.) 9 ft. ; "2nd, Signalman
Beavan (D) ; 3rd, Sigmn Simms (E)
Putting the weight- I st, 2/ Lieut. Read, 35 ft. 8 ~ in. ; 2nd,
2/Li~ut . Gordon; 3rd, Corp! Jerran1
Throwin!? the hammer-rst, L / Sergt Harrison, 89 ft. 10 in. ;
2nd, Lieut. Denholm-Young; 3rd. Sigmn Beavan
Throwing the javelin- 1st, 2/ Lieut. William , I29 ft. t in. ; 2nd,
2/Lieut. Read; 3rd, Boy Adams
.
Throwinq: the di<cus-r t, Sil!'mn G;bbons (E) 1or ft. j m. ; 2nd.
Corp) Jerram (E) ; 3rd, 2/Lieut. Williams
Victor Ludorum Cup-2/ Lt. Read won with a total of 25 points.
if Lieut. Williams was runner-u9 with 19.
Cobb Cup - Winners, Mounted Wing

Pinsent Cup- 1st, F Company, 59!/. points ; 2nd, Mounted Win.g.
58; 3rd, E Company, 51 ; 4th, D Company, 20; 5th, Dismounted Wing, 15}1, ; 6th, School of Signals, 5
At the Northern Command individual championships held on
the 13th and 14th June, 2/ Lieut. Read won the putting the shot
event, beating his own Command reco~d of las_t _y ear by a foo_t.
Other prominent performers were 2/L1eut. W1lhams, second m
the long jump; L / Corpl Moore (D Company) second in the high
jump; L / Corpl Vaughan (Dismounted Wing) second in the pole
vault. Lieut. Denholm-Young and Sigrnn Gibbons _gained Command standards in the hammer and discus respectively.
At the Northern Command team meeting on the 18th and 19th
June, the Training Battalion was placed fourth, points being
scored in the following events: First in javelin ; second in one
mile relay, high juml?, hurdles relay and discus ; third in putting
the weight ; fourth m three miles and long jump.
During the course of the meeting 2/Lieut. Williams made an
unofficial Command record of 162 ft. with the javelin.
The Mounted Wing q_f the Depot Battalion won the small units
medley relay race. Mention must be made of a very fine effort
in the half mile by Sergt Shardlow. He had to run this distance
quite unexpectedly, and after a clever race he iust managed to
get home for his team by :i vard in the last section of the relay.
On the 22nd June an S.T.C. match against Durham University,
held at Catterick, resulted in a win by 85 }1, points to 84}1, for the
University. Some good performances were put up on both sides.
On the 26th June a boys and young soldiers team from the
S.T.C. met Ampleforth College at Catterick. This is the first
event of this kind we have had, and it resulted in a fairly comfortable win for Ampleforth, some of whose team showed very
good form indeed.
At the Army individual athletics (as announced last month) Boy
Barrett won the boys 220 yards-a very fine pedorrnance, considering he is not yet seventeen. Boy Smith also reached the
final.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion, Catterick.
I'm not much good at writing about sport. I play it too often
and like it too much. But as in war-time phraseology, "They
gives me a nail and a 'ammer and a - - lump of wood and tells
me to make a - - dug out,., so here they give me a pencil and
paper and bid me produce notes. Shove ha'penny, darts, ludo,
banker, and even bridge, I am told, are not to be mentioned.
The ground is cleared with the elimination of knur and spell,
skittles, and roll or bowl 'em. Here we are!
Let's talk about shooting, We have a rather decent small
bore shooting team, and we now stand at the top of the Yorkshire Summer League (Division I.). This may not mean much
to you, but it's a kick in the pants for Huddersfield . Details
are:~-ired
w. ll.
Pc..:,
I..
Depot Battalion Royal Signals ...
II
0
2
18
9
Huddersfield .......... ... .. ..... ........
I l
8
0
16
3
Doncaster Comrades ...
I
I
8
0
16
·········
3
Tennis.- In th.is, too, we are top dog. Pardon the boasting.
We have recently acquired Sergt Shardlow and .. well, that'
enough. A brief appreciation and account of the games follow.
Sergeant M. Shardlow, who was recently posted to the home
establishment from the Special Roster (India), ha just cleaned
up all the military trophies and has become the holder of no
less than six championships: Army inter-unit single , Army open
doubles (other ranks), Northern Command singles (other ranks),
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Northern Command inter-unit doubles (other ran ks), Catterick
Garrison sin'gles (ot her ranks), and Catterick Garrison inter-uni t
doubles (other ranks), and also the Catterick Garrison handicap
doubles. The whoie of these events were played over a period
of three weeks, in which he took twelve cups, including five
challenge trop_hies. H ere is a tabloid account.
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Apart from his succe5s in 1932, when he won six events durmg
his leave, Sergt Shardlow has never before played at home ; bu t
those readers now alas! in India, and especially those in Karachi,
will long remember his run of successes in that country . If one
can judge from this season's events, 1t certainly looks as though
we might have a run of success from him equal to that of Sergt
Cotterell in another sphere. We hope and wair.

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Mackworth Trophy Cricket Final .- After several postpone-
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In the finals of the Army chamoionships, held at the Officers'
Club, Aldershot, on Saturday 2ist July, Scrgt Shardlow beat
S / Sergt Warr (R.E.) in the final of the singles by 8- 6, 6- 2.
In the final of the doubles which followed, Sergeant Shardlow.
partnered by S.Q.M.S. Hobbs (R.A.O.C.) won by 7- 5. 6- 1,
6- o. It may be remem.bered that Sergeant Shardlow won these
.
.
two events in 1932 while on leave from India.
Returnin~ to Catterick in time to commence play 111 the Garrison championships on the Monday, his successes on Satyrday
28th Julv were as follows. He first defeated S.Q.M.S. Hobbs
(R.A.O.C.) by 6- 4, 6- 2, and with Sergt F!lrmer won the interunit doubles bv 6- 1, 6- 2. In the handtcap doubles he and
Sergt Farmer naturally carried the lar~est handicap, but in spite
of this they won by 6-o. 6--1.
.
.
.
In the 5th Division inter-unit dou~les champ1onsh1p L_1eutenant
Muir and Sergt Shard low , representmg the Depot Battalion, were
knocked out bv the holders in the semi-final round in three sets
- a very close . affair.
On the followin~ Saturday (4th August) in the Northern Command championships, Sergeant Shard low be:it S.Q.M.S. Hobbs
(R.A .C .C.) in the final of the si".gles by 6 - 1! 6-o, and followed
1·his up by winning th e inter-unit doubles w11h Sergt Farmer by
6-o, 6--3.
Special mention must be made of Sergt Farmer. who played
an excellent game throughou t and was knocked out in the semifinal of both local singles events by Sergt Shardlow.

ments the " timeless Test " match between F and E Comoanies in
the fi nal of the Mackworth trophy was commenced at 2-.30 p.m.
on the 19th July.
Our captain, 2 / Lieutenant P. C. Williams, did his duty well by
winning the toss and gave our opponents fi rst knock. The first
wicket did not fall until 42 runs were on the board, but after that
a collapse ensued and when the tenth man came in the score was
86 runs for eight wickets. Then, however, a gallant stand made
by 2/ Lieut. Lyall and L / Corpl Forster put on 48 runs before they
were separated. The innings finally closed for 152. Our fielding, except for a few blemishes at the commencement, was excellent, particularly that of Corp! Boy Adcock, who brought off three
magnificent catches. Our two most successful bowlers were S1gmn
Adcock (four for 37) and Corp! Holden (three for 36). 2/ Lieut.
Lyall batted extremely well ~nd was unbeaten with 64 runs to
his credit.
Facing this useful score, we fared badly at the beginning, two
wickets falling for 22 runs. Then a stand was made by 2/ Lieut
Gordon and Sergt Napper which realised 74 runs. Wi.th the
score at 96 the former was well caught, havmg made an invaluable 65 runs. The next two wickets fell quickly, and with five
down for only 99 we certainlv had our backs to the wall. Boy
O'Brien and Adcock came together and put up a strong resistance, and play finished for that day with the score at 120 for
five wickets .
Play was resumed next day, and almost immediately Boy Adcock put his leg in front of a straight one from Corp! Collins and
was out for I I runs (122 for six). His brother Sigmn Adcock
did not stay long (125 for seven) and then Boy O'Brien was
bowled by a yorker (127 for eight). Boy Reedman, a noted hiner,
went in and very soon settled down. He scored 14 runs very
ouickly before being caught, and then our last men were in with
ten runs to get. As you can imagine, the position now became
very tense and every ball was watched with bated breath. Each
run was cheered as another two singles were scored. And then
the last wicket fell-L / Corpl Holloway stepped out to a slow
ball from Captain Woodbridge, missed it, and was very smartly
stumped. E Company won by the narrow margin of eight runs,
and thus retain the trophy for another year.
E COMPANY .
Sigmn Harris b Adcock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Sigmn Willoughby c Boy Adcock b Adcock . . . . . . . . . 24
Sigmn Gale c and b Holden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Corp I Collins c Holloway b Adcock . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . o
Captain Woodbridge c Napper b Holden ........... ....
1
Corp! Saunders c Reedman b Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 12
Sigmn Duncan b Adcock . . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . o
2 / Lieut. Lyall not out . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . 64
Lieut. Burridge b Holden .. . ... .. .... ..... .... .. ... ... .. ..
o
L / Corp! Forster c Boy Adcock b Gordon ......... . .. 23
Sergt Lockyer c Boy Adcock b Gordon . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . o
Extras . .... . .... .. ... ... .. ..... ..... . . . . 13
To tal ......... ..... . ........ 152
Bowling- Williams one for 30, Gordon two for 21, Adcock four
fo r 37, Holden three for 36.
F COMPANY .
2 / Lieut. Gordon c Lyall b Woodbridge ... ........ ... 65
Corp I Holden lbw b Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
5
2 / Lieut. Williams b Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . o
Serge Napper b Gale . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 20
Boy Murray c Lyall b Gale .... ... .. .. . . . ..... .... ...
o
Boy O'Brien b Collins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . 15
Corp! Boy Adcock lbw b Collins . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . 11
Sigmn Adcock c Duncan b Woodbrid~e ....
1
Boy Reedman c Willoughby b Woodbr1dge
q

··--

~
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L / Corpl Holloway st b Woodbridge ........ .... ...
Corpl Tant not out ......................................... .
Extras .......... ... . . .... .... .............

3
9

Total . ... . ...................... 144
Bowling-Collins four for 90, Gale two for 6o, Captain Woodbridge fout for 51.

Signals Week, Aldersbot.
Results of the inter-unit soons held at Mons Barracks, · Alder·
shot, between the 16th and. 21st July: Three mile team race-1st, znd Div! Sign2ls; :md, 1st Divisional
Sign~ls ; 3rd, A Corps Sig~als .
.
.
One mile team race-1st, 1st D1vl Signals ; 2nd, 2nd D1vl Signals ;
3rd, A Corps Signals
High jump-1st, 211d Divl Signals ; 2nd, 1st Divl Signals ; 3rd,
A Corps Signals
.
Young soldiers mile relay race-1st, A Corps Signals ; :md , 2nd
Divl Signals; 3rd, 1st Divl Signals
Young soldiers mile team race-1st, 2nd Div! Signals ; 2nd, 1st
Divl Signals ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
Wheelbarrow race-1st, Signalmen Linton and Holmes; 2nd,
L / Corpl Chapman and Sigmn Edwards; 3rd, Sergt Pye and
L / Corpl Griffin
.
Throwing the javelin-1st, 2nd Divl Signals ; 2nd, 1st Divisional
Signals ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
440 yards relay race-1st, 2nd Divl Signals ; 2nd, 1st Divisional
Sigm:ls ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
Two miles relay race-rst, 1st Divl Signals ; 2nd, 2nd Divisional
Signals ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
Sack race-1st, L / Sergt Gatford ; 2nd, Sigmn France ; 3rd, Sigmn
Smoult
Long jump-1st, 2nd Divl Signals ; 2nd, 1st Div! Signals ; 3rd,
A Corps Signals
Bicycle relay race-rst, wd Div! Signals ; 2nd, A Corps Signals ;
3rd, D Troop
Throwing the hammer-rs!, 2nd Divl Signals ; 2nd, rst Divl
.
.
Signals ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
Open relay race (four per team)-1st, 2nd Battn The Wilts Reg1·
ment; 2nd, Railway Training Centre R.E. ; 3rd, 2nd Coldstream Guards
Putting the shot-1st, 1st Divl Signals ; wd, 2nd D ivl Signals ;
3rd, A Corps Signals
120 yards hurdles relay race-1st. 1st Divl Signals ; 2nd, A Corps
Signals ; 3rd, 2nd Div! Signals
Pole vault-1st, 2nd Divl Signals ; 2nd, A Corps Signals ; 3rd,
1st Divl Signals
88o yards relay race-1st, 1st Divl Signals ; wd, 2nd Divl Signals ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
Throwing the discus-1st, wd Divl Signals ; 2nd , A Corps Signals ; 3rd, 1st Divl Signals
Officers race-1st, Captain Longley
Ladies' race-1st, Miss Byatt ; 2nd, Mrs. Farlow ; 3rd, Mrs.
Gatford
Children's race (under 8 years)-1st, Harry James ; wd, Peter
Purcell; 3rd, Freddie Town ley
Children's race (over 8 years)- 1st, John Ives; 2nd, Doreen
Massey; 3rd, Ronald Weller
One mile relay race-1st, 1st Div! Signals; 2nd, 2nd Divl Signals ;
3rd, A Corps Signals
Open steeplechase-rst, L / Corpl Glinty (211d Coldstream Guards);
2nd, Pte Rolls (2nd Wilts Regiment) ; ~rd, Driver Groom (2nd
Divl Signals)
Old comrades race- rst, Mr. Beatty ; 2nd, Mr. Campbell ; 3rd,
Mr. Withers
Team jumping-1st, 2nd Divl Signals; 2nd, A Cor!J6 Signals;
3rd, 1st Div! Signals
Section tent pegging-1st, 2nd Divl Signals ; wd, 1st Divisional
Signals ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
Open jumping-1st. S.S.M. Brown (Queen's Bays) ; 2nd, Corp!
Pallandre (Queen's Bays) ; 3rd, Sergt Gregor y (R.E.)
V.C. race-1st, Sii?mn Smith (:incl Divl Signals) ; 2nd, D river
Westwell (md Divl Signals) ; 3rd, Driver Crust (:ind Div!
Signals)
Tnter-commurncation race -1st, 1st Divl Signals ; 2nd, 2nd Divl
Signals : 3rd, A Corps Signals
Ball and basket race- rst, R.S.M. and Mrs. Eves
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Drivers, pair jumping- 1st, Driver Crust (2nd Div! Signals) ; 2nd ,
Driver Brown (;md Div! Signals)
Mudge cup relay r~ce- 1st, Officers team ; 2nd, W.O.s and Ser•
geants team
.
Open Section tent pegging- 1st, Queen's Bays, 50 pomts
Band race-1st, Bandsman Andrews ; 2nd, Bandsman Whitfield
Congratulations to the 2nd Div! Signals on winning the Worlledge horse for the second year with 16 points. We must al~o
congratulate 1st Divl Signals on putting up such a fine show m
the Prickett cup. The result was in doubt until the last, when
1st Div! Signals had to win the communication race to draw.
After a while, this was done.
The final placings for the Prickett cup were: 1st Divl Signals
and 2nd Div! Signals tied with 72 points ; 3rd, A Corps Signals
36. The 1st and wd Divl Signals will each hold the trophy for
six months.

2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
On the 23rd July our annual inter-Company sports were held
and the athletes, after a gruelling time on the previous Saturday
- when they were engaged in the Signals mter-unit athletic
championships-did not seem to be any the worse for wear. In
fact. those who had performed then seemed to be running much
better than they had done.
Exceptional keenness was shown throughout the long pro·
gramme of events, which took nearly four hours to get thro•Jgh.
The times and distances returned by the winners of the various
events were quite praiseworthy.
Four teams competed for the inter-Company trophy: the thre.e
Companies of the unit and D Troop. The la.st-mentioned un_1t
must be heartily congratulated on the fine spmt they showed m
all the events. Their strength is but weak when com9ared with
any of our Companies, but what was lacking in . th~t dir~ction
was certainly more than evenly balanced by their mdom1table
spirit.
No. 1 Company were the easiest of victors in the championship,
scoring a total of 65 points. No. 2 Company were second with
45, No. 3 Company third with 43, and D Troop fourth with 27.
The members of No. 1 Company team practically carried everything before them. scoring no fewer than eight firsts in the
twelve events ; and this feat is all the more meritorious because
the team comprised only some fifteen men for all the events,
even though the Company is by far the stronge~t in the unit.
The results were as follows : High jump- 1st, No. 1 Company (Lieut. Deakin and Signalman
Harding) 10 ft. 4 in. unfinished .
88o yards relay'-1st , No. 1 Company (Lieut. Panton, Seq?;eant
Wheeler, L / Cpl Cole L. and Sigmn Parrish) r min. 384/s sec.
Putting the shot- 1st, No. r Company (Lieut. Clarke and Sigmn
Parrish) 6r ft . 10 in.
Throwing the discus-1st, No. 3 Company (Lieut. Bell and Sigmn
Larg~ 186 ft. 7 in.
440 yaros relay-rst, No. 1 Company (Lieut. Panton. Sergeant
Wheeler, L / Corpl Green and Sigmn Parrish) 47 Ys sec.
Hammer- 1st, No. 1 Company (Lieut. Clarke and L / Corpl Cole)
185 ft. I l in.
Two miles relay-1st, No. 3 Company (Signalmen Copestake,
Davis and Miller, and Driver Groom) 8 min. 58 sec.
Javelin-rst, No. 2 Company (Signalman Thorpe and Driver Fry)
258 ft. 3 in.
48o yards hurdles relay-rst, No. 1 Company (Lieut. Deakin.
Signalmen Horne W. J. and Harding, and L / Corporal Green)
1 min. 21 ~ sec.
One mile team race-fst, No. 3 Company (Sigmn Copestake,
Driver Groom, Signalmen Miller and Davis)
Long jump-rst, No. 1 Company (Lieut. Deakin and Signalman
Harding) 36 ft. 6 in.
One mile relay-1st, No. 1 Company (Lieut. Panton, Sergeant
Wheeler, L / Corpl Hicks and Sigmn Passey) 3 min. 46 sec.
OPEN EVENTS.
One mile relay (220, 220, 440 and 880 yards)- 1st, rst Divisional
Signals ; 2nd, 2nd Wiltshire Regiment ; 3rd, 1st South Stafford
Regiment
NON-TROPHY EVENTS.
Potato race- 1st. Sigmn Robertson ; 2nd, Driver Groom ; 3rd.
Sigmn Humby .
Boat race- rst, No. 6 Section
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Ladies' race- 1st, Mrs. Williams ; 2nd, Mrs. Gatford
Sack race-1st, Sergeant Gatford ; 2nd, Sigmn Robinson ; 3rd,
Sigmn Matthews
Boys' race- rst, Harry James ; 2nd, Pat Hales ; 3rd, Jack Winkle ;
4th, Charlie Hope
Girl~' race-1st, Pat Halls ; 2nd, Meg Winkle ; and 3rd, Betty
Donahue
Thread the needle race- 1st, Sergeant and Mrs. Gatford ; 2nd,
Sigmn and Mrs. Ca irns
Veteran~· race-1st, Lieut. Clarke; 2nd, Sergt Wheeler; 3rd,
Lieut.-Colonel A . E. Phayre Mudge.
Dismounted V.C. race-1st, No. 6 Section
Band race- 1st. Bandsman Gibbons; 2nd, Bandsman O'Connor.
At the conclusion of the meeting the prizes were graciously
presented to the successful competitors by Mrs. Mudge, wife of
our commanding officer, who at the end, on the call of R.S.M.
Kneebone, was accorded three hearty cheers.
During the afternoon the Band of the Royal Signals discoursed
a programme of delightful music which was much appreciated
by all.

Aldersbot Command Signal Company.
Cricket.-v. C Company R.A.S.C. Lost. R.A.S.C. 151 ~or
seven. declared ; Command Signal Company 79 (L I Corp! Mohrstadt 32, Sergt Harvey 18).
v. No. 2 Company 1st Divl Signals (inter-Company tournament). Won. No. 2 Company 1st Div! Signals 66 (Mohrstadt
seven for 26) ; Command Signal Company 123 (Mohrstadt 42,
Sergt Bishop 30).
Golf. - Corpls Stanley and Chamberlain successfully defended
their pairs title, defeating Signalmen Williams and Summers in
the final over eighteen holes by 61-65.
L / Corpl Mohrstadt won the monthly stroke play competition
over eighteen holes, defeating Cpl Stanley in the final by 55- So.
Sigmn Summers equalled the course record of 22 over nine
holes.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
Golf.- The S.T.C. (India) officers golf challenge cup (on handicap) was competed for over twelve holes on the Jubbulpore Gymkhana Club course. The entries were somewhat disappointing,
but this was probably due to leave and pressure of work.
FIRST ROUND.
Captain G. P. Pavey (14) walked over, as his opponent, Major
C. A. Murray, had unfortunately to scratch on account of a
sprained ankle.
Major ). E. F . Paton (10) beat Lieut. D. L. Hyde (13) by 6
and 4.
Captain L. B. Nicholls (14) beat Captain R. Maguire (16) by
3 and 2 after a Marathon encounter. Three matches in all were
played, and the first two terminated with both competitors being
all square at the final green.
Captain L. C. Boyd (8) drew a bye.
SEMI-FINALS.
Captain G. P. Pavey (14) beat Major J.E. F. Paton by 4 and 3.
The former played a brilliant round of 59, being on handicap
seven up on bogey. We trust the handicapping committee of the
Gymkhana Club will read this account! Major Paton was unfortunate to meet his opponent on such an occasion, when steady
golf was of no avail.
Captain L. C. Boyd (8) beat Captain L. B. Nicholls (14) by 2
up . The match was dormy one and both players played steady
go!f, the winner being one up on bogey and the loser one down.
FINAL.
The final was contested on Friday 13th July. Most golfers
would regard this as an inauspicious day. Per~aps it was for
Captain Boyd, who was beaten by 2 and 1. Captam Pavey played
another of his fine rounds and comoleted the course in five strokes
under bogey on his pres~nt ha~dicap. His short approac~es were
particularly good and his puttmg most accurate. Captam Boyd,
rhough outdrivin!! his opoonent, was weak in his approaches and
his putting was below his usual standard. He was unable to
concede five strokes to an opponent playing so much above his
handicap.
Captain Pavey is to be congratulated on a fine performance
throughout in winning this cu!' for 1934.

In the weekly handicap sweepstake of the Gymkhana Club held
on the 8th July, Captain L. B. Nicholls won with the highest
aggregate score, being 2 up on bogey.

A Company, Signal Training

attalion.

Rugby.-We opened our fixture list with a game against the
Odds and Ends of Jubbulpore Station on Thursday :z8th June.
Our opponents were an exceptionally heavy side, but despite
their weight we emerged from this game the victors by 3--0
points. The ground was very heavy and the result was a keen
battle between the forwards, our three-quarters being unable to
do much with the greasy ball. Our only score came from a penalty
kicked by Sigmn Haigh outside the 25 line.
A return fixture with the Odds and Ends was played on Thursday 5th July. This game was evenly contested and our team
showed a decided improvement in all departments. Our score
came through Sigmn Hampton, who got over du ri ng the second
half. Result: a draw of 3-3.
On Thursday 12th July we played B Company 1st Battalion The
King's Regiment. Their three-quarters were superior to ours
and made the most of opportunities. Result: 11-3 against us.
Undoubtedly the best match of the season so far was played
against R Battery R.A. on Thursday 12th July. We made a few
changes in our back division, and at last have solved our three·
quarter proposition. This had been a source of trouble during
the past games, but with a little practice they should acquit
themselves very well. Our forwards played a particularly good
game both in the loose and in the scrum. and there was nothing
to choose between the teams. Our opponents scored the only
try of the game during the closing stages to beat us by 3--0.
On Monday 16th July we played H.Q. Wing 1st Battalion The
King's Regiment. This was a good hard game throughout, in
which both our threes and forwards played well. A marked improvement was shown by all our players, which is very encouraging:. Most of the attacking was done by us, and only the keen
tackling of our opponents saved the score from bein~ much
higher. During the first half Sigmn Haigh scored from a penalty
well outside the 25 line-an exceptionally good kick. The same
player also scored from a drop during the second half. Result:
a win by 8-o.
We have entered our team for the Harwood Little and the
Eduljee rugby cups, both of which will be played during the
early part of August. In the next edition of THE WIRE we hope
to record our success.
Footba ll.-A Company beat F (Boys) Company by 4- 1 : beat
F Section by 1--0 and 4--0 and lost bv 1-2 and 2-4 ; drew with
C.P. Police at 2-2 ; beat B Company by 2-r and 7-2 ; beat
Christchurch XI. by 4-r and 3-2 ; beat Combined 1.0 .R.s XI.
by 2-r ; and lost to S Battery R.A. by 2-4. Attached Section
lost to F Section by 1-3.
Hockey.-A Company lost to S Battery R.A. by 0-2. Attached
Section beat R.A .M. C. by 8-o, 3-1 and 2--0 ; and drew with
St. Aloysius at 2-2.
HALF-COMPANY LEAGUE.
A Company drew with D Right Half-Company at 2-2 and
beat C Left Half-Company by 6-1. The following is the result
of the above League: P.
w. r.. n.
c:oai.
Points
B Left Half . . ... . 8
II
20
5
2
1
24- 7
B Right Half ..... . 8
II
18
4
3
13- 8
A Company .. ... . 8
2
22-10
IO
16
4
2
F Company ..... . 8
JO
0
14-10
5
3
12
D Left Half ..... . 8
4
3
13- 9
9
IO
D Right Half ... .. . 8
2
3
3
7-14
7
C Right Half ..... . 8
8
3
4
6-13
7
C Left Half ..... . 8
l
5
2
4-18
6
4
E Company
8
I
6
I
2-16
3
4
Points for Championship.

*

B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.
O wi~g . to

the heavv rains, outdoor s'lorts have been reduced
to a mtmmum. Our ·results this month are as follows: Football .-v. 93rd Highlanders, lost by 2-3 ; v. 2nd Welch,
won by 3-2 ; v. 93rd Highlanders, won by 6-o.
Hockey.-v. Murree Ramblers, won by s-1 ; v. 93rd High·
landers, won by 7--0 .
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Tennis.- Thc fi nal of the open singles h andicap was played
on the officers' court between Major Newton and L / Corpl Cant.
Ir was a fine game throughout, the placing of Major Newton
being extremely good. In the first set Cant seemed unable to
cttic. down and Major Newton won this by 6-o. The second
er produced ome far better tennis on both sides, and Cant was
m proper fi ghting form, leading at one time by 7--6. He then
dropped ofi: agam suddenly, to allow Major Newton to take the
next two game and win by 6-o, 9-7·
The Upper T oca Tennis Club final had been held over for a
few days owing to one of the finalists having a badly sprained
arm. It wa~ played between Corp] Brown and Sigmn Cloke, both
of Bekore. The play on either side did not come uo to their
usual standard. Cloke's arm troubling him after about- the third
game. Corp! Brown won by 6-J. 6-o, after an extremely game
fight by Sigi n Cloke.
Congratu !auc ns Lo the winners of both tournaments.
Athletics.orbing doing in this line, but our cartoonist has
drawn a sketch showing his capabilities.

of the fin alis ts is shown (H.Q. in stripes). The scores in the
va nou s rounds were : H.Q. v. A Platoon 1st Devons, won by 22- 2 ; v. uth Light
Battery R.A. won by 19-0 ; v. Razmak Signal Section, won
by 6-2
Razmak Section v. R.T.C. won by 12-8 ; v. W azirdist Medium
Section R.A. won by 10-0
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26 / 6 / 34 v. D Company Dogras, won by 4- 2
29 I 6 I 34 v · B Company 4 / 15th Punja bis, won by 2- 1
21 / 5 / 34 v.
2 I b I 34 v.
5/ 6 / 34 v.
9 / 6 / 34 v.
i2 / 6 / 34 v.
i 4 I 6 I 34 v.
24 / 6 / 34 v.
27 / 6 / 34 v.
30 / 6 / 34 v.
Tennis.-

Combined R.A. won by 4- 1
4 / 15th Punja bis, drawn at 1- 1
1st Devons, drawn at 2- 2
1st Devons, won by 4- 3
C.J.M.H. won by 4- 1
5 I 6th Rajputana Rifles, lost by 1- 2
Signals 1.0.R.s won by 3- 1
H.Q. Dogra Regiment, lost by 0-5
4 / 15th Punjabis, wen by 3- 2
The unit accountant has been playing regularly.

Wana Signal Section.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.

The Indian other ranks of H.Q. clayed a ooor game against
the 5 I 6th Rajputana Rifles in the -first rouiid and lost. The
I.O.~ .s. of Razmak Section J;?layed the best team of the 4 / 15th
Puniabis ~nd put up a splendid performance, losmg by the margin
of one pomt.
·
Football.- As was reported in our last notes, a team was despatched to Murree to take part in the Buffalo cue. We understand th~t our team did well, although knocked out in their first
match w~th. the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. However,
the cup 1s m good hands, and we heartilv congratulate B Corps
Signals on their splendid effort.
·
Among other games played in Razmak, a really enjoyable game
-for the spectators, at any rate-was olaved with the Devons
full side on the 23rd June. After maiiy ·e xciting moments we
finally drew at 4-4, having led nearly all the time. C.Q.M.S.
Clements , making his debut as a goalkeeper, out uo a remarkable
and entertaining display.
COMBINED WAZIRISTAN DISTR ICT SIGNALS, RAZMAK.

29 / 5/34
22/6 / 34
23/6/34
30 / 6{34

Rug by. -No games have been played yet, but practice is being
held every day under the capable tuition of Sergeant-Instructor
Richards, our schoolie. We hope to have some matches to record
next month.

Waziristan District Signals, Razmak.
Headquarters.
Bask et Ball : An All-Sig nals Final.- The Brigade interPlatoon basket ball competitions were held during June. In the
British competition H.Q. beat Razmak Section in the final-an
excellent game played before a distinguished gathering. A photo

v. Devons, drew at o-o
v. 1'Waziristan Med ium Section R.A. lost by 1-2
v. Devons, drew at 4-4
v. 2/3rd Gurkhas, lost by 1- 2
H.Q. SECTION.
3 /6/34 v. Tochi Scouts, won by 1- 0
H ock ~. -The I.O.R.s inter-Company tournament has just
begun. In the first round the I.O.R.s are to play the 9th Moun~ain Battery R.A. The result will be made known in our next
issue.
The B.O.R.s tournament is exoected to start next week. We
hope to send you a photo of the cup!
The results of hockey matches played recently (domestic affairs
omitted) are given below.
H.Q. SECrION.
31/5/ 34 v. D.H.Q. lost by 1-3
r /6/34 v. B Company Devons, won by 4- r
4/ 6/ 34 v. C.I.M.H. lost by 0-4
10/6/34 v. R.T.C. drawn at 1-1
13 / 6 /34 v. C Company Rajputana Rifles, drawn at 2-2
l 5 I 6 I 34 v. B Company 4 I l 5th Punjabis, lost by 3-7
19 / 6 / 34 v. A Company Devpns, won by 4- 3
20/6/34 v. C Company 4/15th Punjabis, won by 7-0
21/6/34 v. 1st Devons, lost by 3-4

Batting.

WAZIRISTAN DISTRICT SIGNALS, RAZMAK.

Football.- v. Gui des Cavalry Squadron, won by 8-o Oohns
5, McGratton , Green, Healy) ; v. 1I 13th F.F. Regiment, won by
5- 2 Oohns 3, McGratton, Healy).
Hockey. - v. rst Royal (Kohat) Mountain Battery, lost bv 1- 2
(Bloomfield) and won by 4-0 (Johns 3, Bloomfield) ; v. No. 33
A.T. Company I.A.S.C. won by 5- 0 Oohns 3, Healy, Oakley).
As the warm weather has cracked the mutti surface of the
te ~nis court, this does not receive too much patronage. but the
sw1mmmg bath (and t hat's flatter ing it I) does correspondingly
better.

The Basket Bait Finalists.

CRICKET AVERAGES FOR APRIL, MAY, )UNE AND JULY.

Cricket.- We have had rather varied success at cricket. There
are very few teams in Kohat, and during the hot weather the
hours of play are limited ; bu t despite adverse .conditio ns, we
manage to derive plenty of fun from playing our old opponents,
Best's C.C. and the R.A .F. teams.
On r h I 34 the Officers and N. C.O .s opposed the Signalmen in
a two hours match, the result being a win for the latter.
Unknowingly, we have had a very good card up our sleeve in
Sigmn Jones, who has done good work with the ball.
Ou r team is in a rather weakened condition. McMahon, a
useful bat and bowler, is away at Topa ; Rose, our opening bat
and bowler, is at Thal ; and, greatest knock of all, we have lost
our consistently good all-rounder Jimmy West, who has gone to
Poona. We can ill afford to lose such stalwarts as these, bu t it
must be said that those who are left have done Soartan work.
There is still a little life left. Lieut. (Q.M.} Fegan- plays a fine
forcing game. Jimmy Ray bowls as well as ever, with the minimum of luck, often missing the furniture by hair's breadths. Jones
has definitely struck a good patch, and Greenhalgh, our best bat,
has given the team an excellent start in each match by producing
a good score.
The fielding , too, must be given mention, especially that of
C.S.M. Spracklen , Signalmen Luckhurst and Price J., and L / Cpl
West, and also Lieut. Addenbrooke, our regular mid-off.
v. R.A.F. "B" in the Hot Weather League. Lost. R.A.F . "B'"
82 (Sigmn Rose seven for 50) ; K .D.S. 39
v. Best's C.C . Lost. Best's C.C. 66 (Sigmn Rose six for 38} ;
K.D.S. 50 (L / Corpl West r8, L / Corpl McMahon 18)
v. R.A.F. (Combined). Drawn . R.A.F. 181 for nine declared :
K.D.S. 70 and 50 for five (L / Corp! McMahon 39 not out)
Officers and N.C.O.s v. Signalmen. Officers and N.C. O.s 67
(L/Corpl West 27 ; Sigmn Cooper four for 5); Signalmen
120 (Greenhalgh 42, Jones 27 not out)
v. R.A.F . "A." Won . R.A .F. "A" 34 (Sigmn Jones eight for
17) ; K .D.S. 99 for four. declared (Sigmn Greenhalgh 35,
L / Corpl West 27)
v. Best's C.C. Won. Best's C.C. 48 (Corp! Ray six for 18, Sigmn
Jones four for 21) ; K.D.S. 83 for seven, declared (Sigmn
Greenhalgh 39 not out)
We played Kohat Games Club in the Hot Weather League on
the 26th July apd won by a very wide margin. The Games
Club, baiti ng first, declared with seven wickets down , leaving
us fifty-five minutes in which to get the runs required. Losing
our first wicket at 26, C.S.M. Spracklen and Sigmn Greenhalgh
knocked off the remainder of the runs in forty minutes, leaving
us winners by nine wickers. Sigmn Greenhalgh reached the
boundary eight times. Kohat Games Club 79 for seven, declared
(Sigmn Jones four for 21) ; K.D .S. 80 for one (Sigmn G reen h algh
54 not out, C.S.M. Spracklen 17 not out).

Sigmn Greenhalgh .... .
Lieut. (Q.M.) Fegan ...
Sigmn Jones .... ......... ..
L / Corpl West .. .... .. ... .
L I Corp I McMahon ..... .
Sigmn Price j . ..... .. .. ..
Sigmn Rose .. ....... ... ..
C.S.M. Spracklen
Corpl Ray .. ...... .... .. ... .

Sigmn Jones .... .... .... . ..
Corp! Ray ..... .. .. .. .. .. ..
L / Corpl West .. .. ...... ..
Sigmn Rose ......... .. .. ..
L / Corpl McMahon .... .

I nni nKS .Not Ou t

22

6

Ili1d1<;,l

8g
57
27
31
40
43
29
17
32

4

5
2
19
2
15
12
I
13
0
13
3
19
I
Not out
Bowling.
t Jvtr!.

.\f aiclerh

J{ urh

48

3

109
~02

67
10
lo6

28
12
19
i6

116

Avcraac

32.5
23.4
17.5
16.9
i5.I

12.1
10.4
8.4
7.0

\V k k e t!\ A\ e1as. e

22
43
24

4·9
87

192
44
8.8
3!S9
30
12.3
371
Football.- Matches have been olaved as shown.
v. 6 / 13th F.R. Regiment, won by - ~ (Page, Price G. 3. Shannan, Maxwell 2, Robertson)
v. Shining "A" lost by 1- 3 (Page)
v. Sappers and Miners, won by 3- 1 (Maxwell 2, Robertson)
For various reasons we have been unable to turn out a team
really representative of the unit, though the old hands-Signalmen Price G., Page and Shannan, L / Corols Gunn and West, our
left-winger Sigmn Robertson, and Sigmn Simpson-invariably
put up a good show.
Hockey.- This department likewise feels the loss of those who
are on leave and training. Both of our regular backs, Corporal
Benson. and L / Corporal McMahon, are away, and as previously
stated, we have lost L / Corporal West, who plays well at outside
left. Success has been varied, as shown .
v. 3rd Mountain Battery R.A . won
v. H.Q. 23rd Mounta in Brigade R.A . won
v. 4 / 12th F.F. Regimen t, drew
v. 6 / 13th F.F . Regiment, won
v. C.l.M. Hospital, lost
I

Zhob Signal Section.
Fort Sandeman Detachment.
Foot ball .- ln spite of the warm weather, football has been
very popular in Fort Sandeman during the last few weeks . The
matches are played in the evening to eliminate the risk of anyone
" catching the tap." We have plenty of talent in the Detachment. as well as a certain amount of raw material of which much
is expected ip the future .
A match v. the British officers of the station was thoroughly
enjoyed by players and spectators on the 22nd July . We held
· our own largely through the skill of our goalkeeper, L / Corporal
Smith J. C. From the kick off up to full time he guarded the
i:oal mouth with untiring persistency, proving himself an almost
impregnable barrier: only twice did the ball find its way past him
into the net. O n these two occasions the shooting was done at
close quarters by a skilled player, and the fact that the shots
went home reflects no discredit on the goalkeeper. We only
wonder how they got past his head I The match was a huge
success, the result being a draw of 2-2. Sergt Ward officiated as
referee. Shandies served at the termination of the match were
sunk with much relish. We hope to arrange further matches in
the future.
Hockey has been rather pushed out by football, bu t we still
have a game now and then.
Our ir repressible hockey team-inspired by the presence of thP
O.C., who shakes a wicked stick at left half-beat up the A.T.
Company in fine style on the 26th Jul y. The combination of
the team is improving and they can now work together most
skilfully. Corp! Bartlett broke loose on one occasion and whipped
a nifty one home all on his own. Result: 2- 0 in our favour.
Swimming is still very popular, and proves a wonderful inducement for getting crouchers out of bed in the morning .
Crawling is gradually taking the olace of crouching, although
Ja mie.won is not so ready to cha nge with the times.

-fH E WI Rt:,
4th Indian Divisional Signals.
F Signal Secticn, Jubbulpore.
Hockey.-v. St. Aloy ius School, won by 4-1 and 4- f : v.
A Company S.T.C. (India) drew at l-1 ; v. U Field Battery R.A.
lost by 1-3.
Football.- v. S Field Battery, won by 3-1 and lost by 1-3
and 3- 4 ; v. A Company S.T.C. (India) won by 2-1 and lost
by o-r and 0-4 ; v. Attached Section S.T.C. won by 4- I.

No. 1 Company, Egypt Signals, Cairo.
17 / 4 / 34
18 / 4 / 34

22 / 4/34
24 / 4134
26 .l 4134
7 / 5134

JO l 5l 34
12 /

5 I 34

14 15 / 34
1815 / 34
21 l 5l 34
14 l 5l 34

Cricket Results.
o. 1 Company 103 (Bosher 41) ; H.Q. B.T.E. 144
(Kilpatrick three for 51, Lieut. Ruck two for 33).
Lost by 41 runs.
No. 1 Company 149 for eight (Mawson 79, Mace 50;
C Company R.T.C. 14r. Won by 148 runs. In
this match Mawson and Mace out on 111 for the
first wicket.
·
No. l Company 116 (Mace 57, Clayton 33, Kilpatrick
33) ; o. 3 Company Grenadier Guards 139 (Kilpatrick five for 36). Won by 79 runs.
No. 1 Company 181 (Captain Thursby-Pelham 39, Kilpatrick 34, Clayton 13) ; R.A.V.C. 97 (Bosher three
for 30, Donnahey two for r4). Won by 84 runs.
No. 1 Company 127 for nine (Mace 62) ; No. 31 Company R.A.S.C. 37 and 65. Won by an innings and
15 runs.
No. r Company 228 for seven (Captain Mathew 59 not
out, Barnes 51); R.A.V.C. 196 for seven. Drawn.
No. r C-0mpany 149 (Captain Mathew 47, Barnes 47);
Rocket Troop R.H.A. 150 for eight (Lieut. Ruck
daree for 33). Lost by 1 wickets.
o. r Company 237 for seven (Clayton uo) ; No. 25
Company R.A.S.C. 91 (Donnahey five for 12). Won
by 146 runs.
No. 1 Company 264 for eight (Lieut. Ruck 148, Captain
Thursby-Pelham 57) ; C Company R.T.C. 154 for
four. Drawn.
No. I Company 198 (Clayton 60, Captain Thursby-Pelham 53) ; Camp Depot R.A.O.C. 86. Won by n2
runs.
No. 1 ::Ompany 259 for nine (Clayton 67, Mace 54.
Lieut. Ruck 36} ; Camp Depot 158 (Donnahey three
for 27). Won by 101 runs.
First Round Small Units Cup. No. 1 Company 134
(Mitcheson 40, Mawson 11, Mace 18, McCulley 18,
Clayton 16) : R.A.O.C. 210 for five. Lost by eight
wickets. The R.A.O.C. team is the same which
plays in the Command cup.

No. Z W/ T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
Cricket .-Owing to the anticipated visit of the Navy we had
left the programme for July pretty open, playing only five
matches. Once again we failed to beat the Jerusalem Police,
though we were in a very strong position in games with both
teams.
Against the Police Depot, in an all day match, we Jost the toss
and had to field first. Though the fieldin~ was not up to its
usual standard, we managed to f!et the Police out before lunch
for 125. After lunch, we started very well and had 86 on the
board for the loss of rwo wickers. Then a rot set in and we
were all out fer 102.
The j.'ame with the Jerusalem District Police told the same tale.
The tail failed to wa~. not from inability- just lack of confidence. Set to get 116, we made 98 for the loss of six . wickets,
but the last four wickets fell for only nine runs.
That the tail can wag was demonstrated in the game with the
A.H .Q. After dismissing them for 72 ru'hs, we lost eight wickets
for 49. Then Swann and Billingsley came together and carried
the score to 115, when Billingsley was caught on the edge of the
l>oundary. Results: -
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7 / 34 Home, lost .
o. 2 W I T Company 77 ; Jaffa Police 99
(Pettit five for 34, Whitaker four for 43)
14 /7 I 34 Home, won. No. 2 W I T Company r31 (Fegan 46) ;
Jaffa Police 74 (Pettit five for 34, Whitaker four for
3:t)
22f7 l y, Away, lost. No. 2 W I T Company 102 (Pettit 55,
Fegan 22) ; Police Deoot T25 (Whitaker three for 15 ,
Billingsley four for 48)
15/7 / 34 Away , won. No. 1 W I T Company u9 (Billingsley 37,
Swann 30) ; A.H.Q. 72 (Whitaker six for 37)
28f7 l 34 Home, lost. No. 2 W I T Company 107 (Page 37, Pettit
28) ; Jerusalem District Police IIS (Pettit five for 30)
1,

Gibraltar Signal Section.
Rowing. - We were again unlucky in the draw for the July oar.
Afte~ a very stiff race against C Company 211d Battn Royal Welch
Fusiliers, whom we defeated by three-quarters of a length, we
were drawn against H .Q. Wing 2nd Battn D .C.L.l. , who defeated
us by a length and eventually won th e oar. We have now the
challenge cup, the challenge trophy and the eme rgency trophy
to look forward to, when we hope to be more for tunate.
Cricket.- During the month we have had four matches, as
foilows:v. an R.A.P .C. Elevery, won by five runs (113- 108). Q.M.S.
H arris 37, Corp! Parry 37; Sigmn Taylor six for 28
v. R.A.P .C. lost by 43 runs (66-ro9). L I Cpl Carr r8; Sigmn
Good anew three for 9, Corp! Pa rry four for 29
v. an R.A.P.C. Eleven , lost by 47 runs (r4g-196) . Signalman
T~ylor 40. Corp! Parry 29; S1gmn Fuller three for 53
v. Signals D .C.L.l. won by 63 runs (r45-81). Corporal Parry
ro1 ; Q .M.S. H arris four for 7, Pendlebury three for 19
Tennis.- The Section has plaved two matches in the Command Inte r-Regimental League: _:..
v . R.A.S.C. won. Carr and Taylor, 6- 1, 6-4; Tavender and
Blake, 6-r, 6-3
v. R.A.M.C. drawn. Carr and Taylor, r-6, 6-2, 6-3 ; Blake
and T avender, 6-4. 3-6, 3-6

Plain Tales

( Co11ti1111ed f ro111 fat1/!,<' 382}

Marchant, and Sergeant Tich Kilford. All in a respectable car
(sensation). All looking well though a trifle weather-beaten, as 1
so rudely pointed out to t hem. Alwavs oleased to see old friends.
\Ve wish a few more woul<l come along: Sam Weller to note .

• • • •
Odd Quavers.- Sigmn Softly, trumpet of Tom Sayers' Cabaret
Band (advt.) plans to return to India during the next trooper.
This hits the band in the midriff, so if you know of anyone
capable of reading the ciots and blowing them through a trumpet,
speak quickly. Corp! Dick Barlow, who used to scraoe a lowdown l'fiddle with the old S.T.C. (India) Band at Jubbulpore.
arrived at Bulford on a short visit in Julv. He travelled in a
peculiar contraption on three wheels which was noteworthy for
its limited accommodation, terrific acceleration and deafeni ng
exhaust.
The boys were greatly interested in the photograph of A Corps
(Karachi) Dance Band. Tom Sayers couldn't take his eves off
that j)iano . accordeon and keot askin g why they didn't· buy a
man-sized mstrument ; but , then, Tom is always so outspoken.
He even wonders at times what became of the Band fund at
Jubbulpore. George Mitchell was nearlv in tears when he found
that the Band president was not in the· picture . We loved that
bit about his technical knowledge.
. As we drag our weary feet to press, there comes the sensa~1onal news th at Drummer (what do you really reckon) Hawthorne
1r. to become a sailor at last. He is do wn to sail for Gibraltar on
1he 7th September. Now, there's a guy with a well developed
sense <;>f rhythm who has waded through many a riotous evening
and still been fresh at the wrong end of it. Wakes his wife up
at 3 a.m. so that they can start fair. We need a replacement on
the dru!1'1s· Appl icants should be between the ages of 20 and 60,
energetic, clean shaven, P.M.G. certificate, h. and c., five mins.
sea, station and shops. Apply in writin g, stating why.
BARLllVX.
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Editorial Notes
Will Hon. Branch Secretaries and Unit Representatives
kindly note the various instructions published under Signals Association Notes and Benevolent Fund Notes on the
next page of this issue?
flJ>
~
re>
W e have frequently called the attention of our readers to the
many and varied advertisements which are published in the Corps
Ma gazine, asking that support should be given to those Firms
who, by advertising in THE WIR E, assist us in no small measure
in meeting the heavy overhead charges which are unavoidable
with a publication of this description.
No magazine, however popular, could possibly prove financially
successful without its advertising revenue, and the proprietors of
this Journal have every reason to congratulate themselves on the
high status of the Firms with whom they are fortunate enough
to have business dealings.
As an example of business enterprise, we invite our readers'
attention- particularly those serving in India-to the space occupied by G. M. FEROZE, Army Contrac tor to Royal Signals at
R:iwalpindi, Trimulgherry, Sialkot and Qu et ta on page 441 of
this issue.
This is the first occasion on which we have been privileged to
supply advertising space to Indian Army Contractors, and we
take this opportunity of asking all who are in a position to do
so, to support a Firm of such long standing whose reputation for
service and reliability can be vouched for, and who reciprocate
with advertising business in th e Corps M:igazine.
f1>
fl)>
lfi
In this connection, also, we invite attention to the advertisement announcements of THE BRITISH RADIO ENGINEERING COL•
LEGE and BRITISH SCHOO!. OF TELEGRAPHY, LTD. overleaf and
11lso on page 437.

PRICE-SIXPENCE

It will interest our readers to know that this organisation has
obtained ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY SITUATIONS for students in
Radio Engineering since June of last year. There has been a
distinct shortage of trained men in the Industry, and there is
ample scope for those who have a thorough knowledge of the
subject. The Radio Industry is developing each year, and Broadcast Receivers have now become so complicated and so exacting
in selectivity that, with the exception of a very few amateurs,
they are now beyond the scope of the ordinary individual to
make. Moreover, it is confidently anticioated that Television
will become a commercial proposition in
comparatively short
time. The Television Receiver will form part of the Broadcast
Receiver, and consequently those who have a knowledge of Wireless. Telegraphy and Radio Engineering will be in a position to
ava il themselves of the opportunities which this new mvention
. will afford.
®
(fl
(fl
Golf.- The Army Golf Meeting for 1935 will be held at Porthcawl during the week ending 20th April.

a

®
ifi
ifi
Rugby.-Coss- ICHOLLS CUP. The final of this competition
will be played at Aldershot on the ;th November next.
CORPS MATCHES-·
versus the R.M.A. at Woolwich .................. 14 / 11 1 34
versus the R.M.C. "A" at Sandhurst ............ 161 11 I 34
versus the R.E. at Aldershot ........... .. ........ 19 I H l34
versus rhe R.A. at Aldershot ..... ................ 23IIIl34
®
fl>
,,,
Sic Transit. - The following cutting from The Daily Telegraph
dated 13 I 9 I 34 is considered of sufficient interest to our readers to
war rant its publication in the Corps Magazine.
LONDON POSTAL CHANGE.
The last telegram in the old Morse system of " dot-and-dash "
from the Central Telegraph Office, St. Martin's-le-Grand, was sent
yesterday. From now , ~ ll messages fr m this offi~e will be ent
by teleprinter,

----- - - - - - - - " -
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WHY NOT
OBTAIN THE

POSTMASTER-G·ENERAL'S
1st Class Certificate of
Proficiency in Wireless Telegraphy?
We have prepared a

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
on the Theory of the Subject, which is most
suitable for Men in the Royal Corps of Signals.
The Fees are moderate, and the Instruction complies
with the P.M.G. Syllabus in every detail.
School established in 1906, since when we have trained
hundreds of Students in Wireless Telegraphy for P.M .G.
Examination .
APPLY-

BRITfSH SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY LTD.

179 Clapham Road, London , S.W.9
The last telegram was a domestic message to Sidcup, Kent.
The change-over completed yesterday has occupied about five
years. Yesterday .. Old Bob " (Mr. Stiles), the oldest " tapper "
in the Pest Office, retired after forty-two years service as a Morse
operator.
The change has meant not only the instalment of hundreds of
new instruments, but completely new trainjng for the telegraph
stdff, which numbers something like 2000 employees of both
sexes.
By the Morse system the normal output was 34 to 36 " average" telegrams per hour. The telerrinter can send 100 telegrams
an hour. The new operators are being trained to transmit So
messages an hour without an error, and have to pass a test at
that speed. They work on a keyboard resembling a typewriter.
The message is instandy reproduced- printed on a tape-in Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham , or other big towns in the British
l<!es. There is a telephone service for telegrams linking up all
the District Post Offices.
Bound Volumes of " The Wire " for 1934.- All Readers,
Units, Messes, etc., re(!uiring Bound Volumes of THE WIRE for
1934. are asked to subm~t thei r orders early, as only a limited
number will be available for distribution. No ROYAL SIGNALS
MESS LIPRARY JS COMPLETE WITHOUT IT. Price 8/, per copy,
post free (at home or ab road).
q/J

l{/J

©

Warm Clothing.-With the approach of winter, there are
many appeals fer warm clothing ; and the General Secretary
would gratefully acknowledge and !Jass on to the Association
Benevolent Fund any such contributions.
rlJJ
rlJJ
rlJJ
We much regret that, o"".ing to pressure on space, we have been
compelled to hold over until next month an Egypt Signals cartoon
•• Winter in E~ypt," "The History and Traditions of Catterick
and District " bv B. W., oart of Coros Promotion Roster amend·
ments, and another Cross-Word Puzzle.
THE EDITOR.

n Signals Association Notes I
~~~~~~

Will Hon . Branch Secretaries kindly take the necessary steps
to ensure that all their Association members are in possession
of appropriate Membership Cards, duly initialled and receipted
to date.
It is also vitally essential that, when members are transferred
to other units, full particulars of their participation 111 Association activities should be communicated to the Association Representative of the new unit, as failure to do so causes much unnecessary correspondence.
Hen. Branch Secretaries and Unit Representatives are also asked
to ensure that all letters addressed to this office are sufficiently
stamped before despatch. We are frequently called upon to pay
heavy surcharges on letters which have been underpaid ; and on
a recent occasion two communications received from India by Air
Mail were taxed 2/8 and 2/ 4 respectively. These observations
particularly apply to Air Mail letters.
The co-operation of all concerned in the above matters would
be greatly appreciated.
EMPLOYMENTS-Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of the National Asscc1anon icr employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen : Ex-Signalman, Leeds ..... ..... .......... ............. Porter
2 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ..................... Lorry Driver
3 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ........ ........ ..... Lorry Driver
4 Ex-Signalman, Northumberland .. ...... .Jointer's Mate
5 Ex-Signalman, Salisbury .... .... ....... ...... Lorry Driver
6 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham .... .......... .Lift Attendant
7 Ex-Signalman, Leeds ............ .. ............... ... Porter
8 Ex-Signalman, Manchester ....... .... .. ........... Postman
9 Ex-Signalman, London .......... ..... .. .... Factory Hand
ro Ex-Signalman, Hove .............................. Labourer
11
Ex-Signalman, Brighton
........................ Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, Yorks
........... .... ........... .Caretaker
13 Ex-N.C.O. London ........... ... .... ... ............ Postman
14 Ex-Signalman , London ..... .. .... ...... ....... .. Labourer
15 Ex-Signalman , Surrey ..... ........ ........ Sanitary Man
16 Ex-Signalman, Midd lesbrough ............ ...... Salesman
17 Ex-Signalman, Carlisle ........................... Labourer
18 Ex-Signalman, Leeds .................... ............. Porter
19 Ex-Signalman, London ...... ... .......... .. ......... Porter
20 Ex-N.C.O. London ............... E:iucational Instructor
2 1 Ex-Signalman, Londcn ..... ... ........... .. Nie-ht Porter
22 Ex-Signalman, London ........................... Film Extra
• 23 Ex-N.C.O. Salisbury ............. ...... ....... .... ... Barber
24 Ex-N.C.O. Salisbury ............ Petrol Pum!J Attendant
25 Ex-Signalman, Leeds .................. ............ Mechanic
26 Ex-Sign al man, Surrey ......... Wireless Factory Hand
27 Ex-Signalman, Surrey ......... Wireless Factory Hand
28 Ex-Signalman, Surrey ......... Wi reless Factory Hand
29 Ex-Signalman, Surrey ......... Wire 1ess Factory H and
30 Ex-Signalman, Surrey .. ....... Wireless Factory Hand
31 Ex-Signalman, Surrey ....... .. Wi re'ess Factory Hand
32 Ex-Signalman , Bristol ..... ... ....... Petrol Loco. Dri ver
33 Ex-Signalman, Surrey .... ..... Wireless Factory Hand
34 Ex-Signalman, Hebburn .... ... ........... Jointer's Mate
35 Ex-Signalman, D arli ngton ... ............ ,Tointer's Mate
36 Ex-Signalman, York ................ ........ Jointer's Mate
37 Ex-Signalman, Wallsend ........... ..... .. Jointer's Ma te
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
It has again become necessary to call the attention of all H on.
Branch Secreta ries to the Rules governing the administration of
Branch Funds, and the relationship of such funds to the Benevolent Fund side of Signals Association activities.

ay /\PPOlN'THeNT

WHETHER you are spending
many pounds or few on a
present, you are sure to find
what you want in the Showrooms of The Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Company.
Illu strated Catalogue will gladly be sent
011 request
Sterling Silver Cigarette Case with
Corps Colours in enamel and mounted
with Badge in Sterling
Silver ...
£3 • 5 • 0
Size J! by JI! ins.

Sterling Silver Cigarette Box. with
Corps Colours in enamel and mounted
with Badge in Stc'rling £
4 • 15 • Q
Silver ...
Size 4 by JI! by Ii ins.

Gentleman's Travelling Case in limp
polished Pigskin, with Zip fastener
fitted with Cochinelle brushes and
chromium toilet requi ites £3 .15. Q
Size closed 8 by 6! ins.

The GOLDSMITHS &
S ·1 L VE R S M I T H S
COMPANY LTD.
Jewellers & Silversmiths lo H.M. the King

112

REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

Corner of Glasshouse Street.
The above Advertisers support our Magazine.

No other address
Will our Readers please support them in return?

-
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YOUR KIT

HEADQUARTERS
ESTIMATES
For HOME and OVERSEAS

K IT
on application

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS
All Kit supplied by us may be relied
upoa as conforming •lricrly lo the
Regulations of your Unit.
Special terms for payments may be
arranged ii requ ired.
For any information write to

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE C I RCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
111 11 1111111 111 111 111 111111111 1111111 11111 11 11 11 11111111111111 1111111 101111111 11 11 11 11 1

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

All monies accumulating at our various Bra nches constitu te
proportionate subscriptions to the Old Comrades account and
belong to the General Fund of the Association . Such monies
are quite distinct and apart from the Benevolent Fund, and_ must
not be used for charitable purposes withou t the authomy of
Headquarters Office.
Should an application for financiai assistance be maae to any
Branch the Branch Committee should in normal circumstances
refer the matter to Headouarters Office immediately, and notify
the applicant of the act ion taken. If, however, in the opinion
of the Branch Committee the matter is of such urgency as to warrant an " immediate " grant being made to alleviate actu al d istress, a sum of money may be temporarily borrowed from Branch
Funds for that purpose, and it is suggested th at Three Pounds
be considered as a maximum. The whole correspondence s~ou l d
then be submitted to H eadouarters Office for furrhe r consideration, accompanied by a requ-est for a refund of the amount borrowed to reimburse Branch Funds.
It is imperative that all applications for financial assist·
ance should be referred to -H eadquarters Office for necessary
action, and, except in emergencies as illustrated above,
Branch Funds must not be uti lized for that purpase without
authority from the Committee elected to deal with such
matters.

Jn all cases that Committee will refund any sum not exceeding
£3 which it has been considered expedient to advance to urgent
necessitous cases, but the Committee will not hold themselves
responsible for defraying the expenses of any case which has
not been submitted to them for consideration.

The Administrator gratefully acknow!edges the receipt of the
following: CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from: Royal Signals Officers Mess, Catterick.
Dismounted Wang. Depot Battalion, S.T.C.
BANKER'S ORDER SUBSCRIPTIONS from:
2 / Lieutenant A. J. Leahy .
2 ' Lieutenant A. F. McGill.
2 / Lieutenant D. R. Yearsley.
2 / Lieutenant G . G. M. Bradley.
i f Lieutenant G. G . L. Hinde .
.i / Lieu tenant A . M. Way .
2 .' Lieutenant M. G . Rid ley-Manin .

OcTOBER
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'IHt:. Wl R.t.
A ROYAL SIGNALS WEDDING.

GI FT OF CLOTHING fro m: Captain J. C. McDonald.
APPEALS dealt wi th : Ex-Sigmn Manchester. Domestic d!fficulties. Grant £ 2/ o / o
2
Ex-Sigmn Sou thampton . T emp . d1ffi cult1es. Grant £ 2 / o / o
3 Ex-N. C.O . London . Tempora ry difficu lties. Grant £2 / o / o
4 Ex-Sigmn Liverpool. Domestic difficul ties . Grant £4/ of o
Loa n £5 / o / o
5 Ex-Sigmn Surrey. T empora ry d1ffic ul t1es.
6 Ex-Signalman, York. Domestic di fficul ties . Grant £5 / o / o
7 Ex-Sigmn Newcastle. Domestic difficul ties. Grant £3 / of o
8 Ex-Sigmn Chesh ire. Domestic difficul ti es. Grant £2/ o / o
9 Ex-Sigmn Jar row-cn-T yne. T emp. d ifficul ti es. Grant £ 2 / o / o
10
Ex-Sigmn London. D omestic d1fficult1 es. Grant £1 / 10 / o
11
Ex-N.C.O.W est Bromwich . T emp .difficulties. Grant £ 2/ o / o
12
Ex-Sig mn Surrey. D:imestic difficulties.
Grant £t / of o
13 Ex-Sigmn Leeds . Temporary d ifficulties. Grant £t I of o
(Signed) H . CLEMENTI SMITH, Brigadier,
Adm inistrator. Si8na!s Association Benevolent Fund.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Corps News- Officers

I

We much regret the absence of the information usually
given undt;r th is heading, the ccmpiler of such details
being unfort unatel y indisposed . We hope he will be
restored to has usual heal th an ri me to bring the news
up to date for the next issue.- rH E EDITOR .

The Wedding Bells Ring Out !
A very oretty weddi ng was so'. cmnised at All Hallows Church,
Tottenham, on Saturday 8th September. which will be of interest
to the bridegroom's many fri.e nds thr:oughcut the Corps at h o ~e
and in Ind ia . The contractmg parties were Sergt W. F. Malls
(1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawal9indi) and Miss Dorothy
Graves of 29 Broadwater Road, Tottenham.
The bride, who was given away by her brother Mr. F. W .
Graves, was tastefully dressed in a white satin fu ll-length d ress,
with Russian head-dress and veil, and carried a bouquet of carnations. She was attended bv four bridesmaids who were prettily
dressed in ninon pastel shade dresses and carried bouq uets to
match.
The bridegroom was attended by Sergt T . A. Howard (Kohat
District Signals) as groomsman.
The service was fully choral, and Mendelssohn's " W edding
March" was played as the newly marri ed couple left the church.
T he reception was held at 119 Lordshio Lane. about thirtyfive j!uests being oresent, amongst wh0m ·were Miss Swatridge.
Miss Neil, Mrs. A. Howard. Serl(t Marcham and Miss P. Ru ssell .
The toast " T he Bride and Bridegroom " was prooosed by Mr.
W. L. Graves, and "The Bridesmaids" by Mr. F. W. Graves.
At 3.30 p.m. the hapoy pair left for To rquay, where the honeymoon is being spent. The bride's going-awa y dress was of white
and navy blue elephant creoe with navy blu e hat and coat.
The sergeant and his wife were the reci pients of many useful
presents.
T.A .H.

Lieutenant and Mrs. W . R . S mijth- W indham
leaving the Ch urch after t he ir Wedd ing on W ednesday 5t h ep te mber 193-1
A wedd:ng of considerable interest to many members of th e
Corps took place on the 5th September at St. Michael's Church.
ln kpen, Newbury, when Miss Helen Clementi Smith, second
daugh ter of Brigadier and Mrs. H. Clementi Smith, was married
to Lie ut . W. R. Smiith-Windham. R.Signals, only son of Mrs.
Smij th-W indh am and the late Mr. A. R. Smijth-Windham,
Sudan Ci>vil Serv ice .
The bri de was given away by her father. She wore a simply
cut Princess ~own of heav y white crepe woven with a silver
threa d and wi th a circular train cut in one with the skirt. Her
ve il of old Brussels bee w:is held in place wirh a wreath of orange
and myrtle blossom, and worn over a tulle veil reaching to the
hem of her train . She carried a sheaf of lilies tied with a silver
ribbon.
T he brides maids were Miss Anne and Miss Rosamond Clementi
Smith , sisters of the bride. and Miss Diana Smijth-Windham.
sis ter of the bridegroom. They wore dresses of maize coloured
fi ne stiffened lace and wreaths of small green leaves. Thei r
bouq uets wern of shaded flame and yellow pompom dahlias to

tone with their dresses, tied with green ribbon matching their
wreaths. Major D . H. Cunynghame, R.Signals, was best man.
After the ceremony a reception was held at Kirby House, Inkpen, and among the guests present were Colonel and Mrs. A. H.
French, Major and Mrs B. G. Rowley, Mrs. W. A. Scott, and
Captain and Mrs. Charlesworth. Unf rtunately, many Co~ps
friends were prevented from attending owing to the date coinciding with the period of Army manreuvrcs.
.
The bride and bridegroom received many useful and beautiful
presents. notable among which were a pearl and diamond brooch
from the bride's parents, a pearl and emerald brooch from Mrs.
Smijth-Windham, a silver rose bowl from the officers, Royal
Siiznals. Jubbulpore, and many others too numerous to mention.
A telegram of congratulation was received from the S.T.C.
India. as well as m:inv others both from home and abroad.
The bride 's going a;,.,ay dress was of blue chequed taffeta over
which she wore .i dark blue marocain oat, with a small dark
blue straw hat l rimmed to match her dress. Th honeymoon
was spent in motoring through Germany .
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Correspondence.
Wailing Lists for Manied Quarters Roll.
[ D.0. / 496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
14th September 1934·

The EditoT of "The WiTe."
De<ir Sir.-The following are the names and date~ of the top
individuals regisrered on the waiting lists for the Married Quarters
Roll: Home and Abroad- Sergeants. 50% . Class 14·
23o6824 Sergeant Lemon J. H . ......... ... ......... ... 25/ 7/29
2310549 Sergeant Hayles B. E . ..................... ... 14 / u / 29
•23o6476 Sergeant Faw! F. .. ............................ 27 / 1/ 30
•23o8470 Sergeant Brundell A . ...... ...... ............... 27 / l I 30
'4178303 Sergeant Kelly J. ........... ... .......... ..... .... 6 / 2/30
1856991 Sergeant Seabrook G. R . ......... ....... ..... 20/ 3 / ~o
•To be absorbed into so% establishment from 5% on promotion.
Home and Abroad 5% . India 4%. Class 15.
2318412 Signalman Sayer C. C . .... ...... .............. 12 / 8/29
43359II Corporal Simpson S . . .. .. ... .. ...... ... ........ 17 / 8/29
2313525 Corporal Smith E. A ... .................. .. ..... 21/8/29
2315u9 F / Corporal Archer F . ........................... 24/8 /29
2309784 L / Sergeant Arnell W. G ....... .......... ..... 26 / 8 / 29
2314352 Signalman Hughes J. P ... ................ ... 4/9 / 29
Yours faithfully,
C. FIRTii, Colonel, i I c R.Signals Records.

Honour for a Former Signalman.
B Corps Signals,
Upper Topa, Murree Hills, India,
24th August, 1934.

The EditoT of ''The Wire."
Sir.-Your readers may have noticed the following award in
the Birthday Honours List: BRITISH EMPIRE MEDAL : CIVIL DIVISJON.-For Meritorious
Service. Regin'.'-ld Cyri_I Victor _Mott , Cons~able, Palestine
Police (for services dunng the dist urbances m October and
November 1933).
They will be proud to learn that the r~cipient is Signalman !'Jlott
who left this unit for the Army Reserve in 1932 and was appointed
to the Palestine Police on my recommen~ation:
.
In the sp ring I rece~ved a ~etter from him y.ih1c? gave a graphic
account of his share m putnng down the nots m Jerusalem last
autumn. I feel that his account must remain confidential, as the
authorities will have published an official version. l may say,
however, that he ca rried out, with cool judgment and disrega_rd
of his personal safety, the most difficult task that an armed soldier
or police officer may be called upon to perform, namely the use
of force in quelling a civil disturbance. . . .
.
.
I am certain that the whole Corps will j0111 with us m congratulating him, both on the achievement and his reward.
I am, sir, yours, etc.,
J. S. YULE, Lieut.-Colonel.

Much Ado About Nothing.
Passengers in the Night.-There are few things that raise
the spirits more naturally, or more harmlessly, than when _means
of extrication from any of the lesser embarrassments of life are
presented to us.
Such was the case when, relieved from the apprehensions of
spending the remainder of the summer on the Plains, I made
my way to the little North-West Frontier railway station en route
for Rawalpindi and the hills.
It was a sticky, clammy night towards the latter part of the
hot season wl:en my friends said goodbye to me with many
jocular remarks anent " the fair young maidens," the distressing
weather and the monotony, that they assured me I should meet
wuh in the hills. H aving a very high opinion of me, they were
positive that if I were not caught in the toi ls of the fo rmer, the

latter would soon drive me back to .their loving embrace and a
weekly visit to the one and _o nly cmema to make my bow . to
Mae West. Their " chaff " did not m :my way lower my spmts,
which had been somewhat heightened bY'. the exterm1nat1on . of
two scorpions which I found un~er a suit case. when vacat111g
my rooms-for which deed the JOily old Frontier ought to be
thankful.
.
My bearer had already fixed !UY sleep111g berth, and as the
train was moving out I stepped mto the compartment, and was
immediately transfixed to the spot by the sight of a most ferocious
looking bull-dog who with bared fangs appeared to take a decided
fancy to my beautiful bronzed knees.
I am a lover of dogs-that is, dogs that are friendly and have
no inclination to take chunks out of one's nether person ; but to
meet an unfriendly bull-dog, one step inside a C?mpartment o~ a
moving train with the door open on a dark 111ght, is :\nythmg
but a joke,
. .
.
However, with a lump nsmg m my throat, I manage,~ at last .to
blurt out "Do you mind calling your blankety dog off?
A voice
from around the door then said " Sor~y 1 . Come ~~re~ Bonzo "
-and Bonzo, with a look at me which implied
Righto •. old
bean I we'll have a little chat later on," slunk away out of sight.
I then took a cautious step forward and pe~red aro1:1nd . the
door to behold an apparition in green pyjamas just gettmg mto
his berth and to whom I said " Do you think I shall be qu.1te
safe from your dog if I come in and close the door?" . Wnh
"Yes, Bonzo's all right as long as I'm here," he _turned his back
to me and composed himself for slumber. Wnh one eye 011
Bonzo, who was looking at me from under the berth, and the
other on the unfriendly back of my fellow passenge.r m green , I
managed with great relief to reach my_ berth and_ sit down . .
Should I take off my clothes and attire myself m my startlmg
py's? Would Bonzo fancy portions of my manly form other than
my knees? I cou ldn't travel for eight hours through rock,Y a_nd
d~sert country, with the temperature _at IIO, without nddmg
myself of some of my garments. I decided to undergo a. course
of gymnastics by exchanoing my clothes on the berth, with the
fond hope that Bonzo wo~ld not obtain a glimpse of my anatomy.
Whilst I was in Cornwall last year, I was deeply mterested m
the way that the fair sex exchanged their garments for bat hing
costumes on the beaches without being " impolite " -it seeme~
so simple. But with bot_h my ~yes on the bu_ll-dog._ whose cunosity was accentuated with delightful slobbermg s111ffs over the
edge of my berth, a quick change of apparel was by mean_s an
easy task, and I finally finished in a cold sweat with my pyjama
trousers back to front.
With a gentle m9vement I lowered myself on to the berth and
commenced to read, but before I had completed the first page my
fellow passenger turned over with a grunt and said " Do you
mind if I switch off the lights? I cannot sleep with th~m o_n. "
" Certainly not," said I, " as long as I can have the pilot light
to read with."
At 11.30 p.m. his voice startled me when he asked if he could
turn the fans towards the back of the compartment, as he was
so susceptible to colds and couldn't sleep in a draught. I again
assented, although perspiring freely.
At about midnight, with many grunts and snorts from Bonzo,
the person in green remarked that Bonzo was thirsty and asked
if I wou ld let him have some water from my flask .
The spirit in which I had entered the train was now sinking
somewhere below zero, and I wondered if I should reach Pindi
in a sound mental, if not physical, condition. However, I must
have dropped off into a troubled sleep after that, because it was
while being chased by a pack of hou~ds (presumably b1:11l-dogs),
whi pped on by a person !n green with horns protruding from
his head, that I awoke with a start to find the pilot light had
been turned off and that dear little Bonzo was licking the sole
of. my left foot which was hanging over the edge of the berth .
Sleep after this was not for me, and my relief was beyond comprehension when the dawn came and the train reached Rawalpindi at 5.30 a.111.
My fellow pa~senger dressed first and, together with Bonzo,
departed I know not where ; and as he stepped on the platform
he remarked with a smile " Cheerio! "-to which I replied " ...
you ."
I have just read to-day's paper. There were 551 murders in
the N.W.F. P rovince last year. Is it to be wondered al I
TIM.
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Radio Reflection.- Just let me ge~ this off my mind before
we go away to camp. I expect you have heard those excellent
gentlemen who broadcast services from somewhere or other at
10.15 a.m. daily. Normally, I am so frightfully busy in the
mornings (interval for quiet laughter by rude people) that I have
no chance to listen to those services. During the August "break,"
however, I had time and to spare to listen to the radio, and was
struck by the great variety of people for whom the padre asked
prayers. I did not notice that soldiers were included. Surely
they are not past praying for I We in England may not be risking our lives, but what of those brave lads away up on the NorthWest Frontier of India? Slight pause while fourteen retired
colonels stagger to their feet and stand to attention. The large
number that I happen to know up there want all the prayers
they can get.

• • • •

Next Liar, Pleasc.-A signalman, acting as telephone operator,
sat on the fringe of the arena at the Tidworth Tattoo. Round
his neck was one of those breast collar telephone gadgets that
are so convenient so long as one remembers that a pressel switch
is not a vital necessity. The Artillery began to perform some
intricate movements with lighted torches. Our operator, having
a rather foreshortened view, was puzzled. Turning to his companion, he asked " What the • . . . . are those • . . doing?"
The reply came from the officer in the control tower: " They
are forming a grenade."
" Sorry , sir!" said the confused operator. " I wasn't asking
you."
" I should . •• . well hope you weren't."

SIGNALM EN!!!
TAP " THE WIRE "
AND CALL

PIP EM MA
FO R

EVERYTHING REGIMENTAL
BLAZERS . SCARVES . SQUARES . TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of every description

CIVIL, MILITARY & TROPICAL OUTFITTING
at the MOST REASONABLE PR ICES .

Call or W rite .

PIPE & McGILL, LTD.
44 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
P h one : Temple Bar 3657

• • • •
Driven fro m Ho me.- " Our hard-bitten soldiers roughing it
in the wilds of Wiltshire." " Appalling hardships suffered with
amazing fortitude . " Well, folks, I haven't seen these sensational
headlines in the Press so far, but here we are at Charlton Park
under canvas, almost like real he-men. (Heaven knows what
will happen if there is another war in our time.)
Charlton Park belongs to the Earl of Suffolk. I know this
because two of his big girt farm wains pulled up by our petrol
pit and one of the waggoners asked " Be yon a doo-pond,
maister?" Before I could stop myself, I replied " Naw. It
baint." Which just shows.
The nearest town is Malmesbury. I went to a lot of trouble
and expense to gather information about Malmesbury, so (whether
you like it or not) in it goes. Malmesbury is about one and a half
miles from Charlton Park unless you are walking home at 10.15
p.m., and then it is a little over five miles.
The first thing to see is the Abbey. This ancient and imposing
building, or let me say edifice, dates back to some time in the
sixth century. A large part of the Abbey is in ruins. One
portion of it collapsed when the soldiers got excited and made
whoopee with pieces of ordnance during the time of King Charles
the Second. The accompanying photograph shows some of King
Charlie's soldiers running for their live~ as huge pieces of masonry
hurtled to the ground. (Sorry! I find this photo is B Cable Section
gathering round to look at a dead horse, so I have withd rawn it.)
Another part, unsound in construction, folded itself up at some
date not recorded.
I have about seven pages of further facts and lies about this
little town, but being m a generous mood this evening I will pass
on to the hotels, inns, taverns and the like. Chacun son gout.
" The Bear," in the main street, is to be noted for a good glass
of· beer. Cela ne fait rein (more French). " The Bell " adjoins
the Abbey and was, many yea rs ago. the Abbey guest house.
No marks for the beer. " The Borough Arms " boasts a blonde
barmaid who is also the chucker-out. Beer full marks. The
Picturedrome holds 150 people and shows four times a week.
Dances are held in the Y.M.C.A., but not many people bother
to dance: they are more interested in the fights on the stairs.
I was going to tell you about the boys in camp, but I'm afra id

a

it is too late now.
ever mind, they are all having a simply
marvellous time. You ask 'em.
Secret Servi ce.-With devilish cunning we plant our spies
everywhere, so it is no occasion for surprise that we should be
in a position to inform our readers that C.Q.M.S. Banger King,
from Jubbulpore, i; terrorising the countryside wit h a-with awell, let us say car. This well known gangster sped recklessly
down the road from London to Exeter, stopping only to purchase
a spanner, and reached his destination in the record time of 48
hours. Our spy informs us that Banger set off to conquer
Porlock, since when no further news has trickled through.

• • • •
Famous Detective Droops.-Ukann Larfe turned his head
wearily to see if the author of "Plain Tales " happened to be
about. His arm was be~inning to ache and the pistol wavered
more and more ; in fact, 1t wavered so much that he kept hitting
himself on the chin with the muzzle. Hermione Larfe and
Inspector Faceache had long since fainted for want of food and
drink, but Ukann Larfe, with doggea determination (whatever
that may be) cor.tin ued to cover them with his pistol. So we
must leave them for another month, because we have just been
offered a lift into Swindon. Anot her even more sensational instalment when we come back. Shop early and avoid the ChristBARLEUX.
mas rush.

----·----

Royal Signals
Combined Horse and Motor Cycle Display.
Last month's WIRE notes concluded with a description of our
very wet day at Durham County Show on the 6th August.
We were more fortunate in the weather on the following
Thursday, when we entrained for Bakewell (near Sheffield).
Bakewell Show is one of the largest one-day shows in England,
and we were all amazed at the huge crowd present at this Show
in so small a town. Everybody was very kind to us, and we
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Trumpeters of F Company, Training Battalion. sounding a Fanfare at the opening of the Display at the S.T.C. Gymkhana.
Sergt Sullivan , Corpl Boy Adcock , Boy Morey, L /C o rpl Boy Will is
put on two short performances in the biggest and smoothest ring
twelve miles to Reeth- an outing which has now becom_e an
we have ever seen. We spent one night at Bakewell and reannual fixture. Wr;- were very pleased to ha_v e with us Lieut.turned to Catterick the following day.
Colonel J. A. S. T1llard •. O.B. E., M.C. , ~ nd L1eut:·Colonel F. 0.
Our next outing was to Bingley (near Bradford) on Wednesday
St. .~ohn, D.s.o. , ~· ~ · L1eut.-Col_onel T1llard replied .to the toast
lJth August. We have always su~ported this. Show. righ~ back
of
The V1s1tors
at the ,public lunc~eon, and.. L1eut.-Colonel
to the time when the Mounted Wmg ran a lmle tnck nde of
St. John t ook command of_ The Le ~ ping Class.
. The mounted party amved b":ck m camp a t about 9 p.m.,
its own. This time we only took over part of the combined Display. The whole party went by road, the horses being accomtired but having had a good day in the country. We took back
modated in road horse boxes-a very convenient form of door-towith us the first three prizes m the 1umping- 1st, Lieut. H. N.
door t ravel. Sergt Bennett was unfortunately lame, so we only
Crawford on Hot-Pot ; 2nd, C?rpl Bull on Bertha ; equal 3rd,
entered one horse in the jumping class-Lieut. H. N. C~awford
Captain Gray '?n Tired and Lieut. ~oore on Dolly. We :ilso
on Hot-Pot, who gained third prize. Bingley Show is always
g'?t sec'?nd, third and fourth places . in t~e hack class, Driver
well crowded, and on this occasion the Display was watched by
Ling being second on Dolly_. Sergt Hill third on Gay Lady, and
a crowd of well over 25,000.
L I Corpl Jon.es fourth on Rma .
.
.
The S.T.C. Mounted Sports and Gymkhana next too~ our
Great excitement w_as caused d~rmg the day_ by Jack pullmg
attention. At the Mounted Sports we put on a complete display
down th_e fence to which he was tied and galloping o~ down the
of practically all our turns, lasting about three-quarters of an
road (with fence attach_ed). He evi:ntually crashed mto a bus
hour. At the Gymkhana we put on our Edinburgh Pageant proand was caught . . Mercifully, no senous damage_ was done.
gramme, which we performed at break-neck speed.
The despatch nd47rs are now awa y at South Shield~, where we
One of the great features of tj'Je performances at ~th the
hi:a~ they are puttmg up a first class turn _on their own ~t a
Mounted Sports and the Gymkhana was the introduction of a
miniature T attoo run by the Cadet Battalion Durham Light
fanfare of trumpets by F Company to herald the Disl_)lay into
Infantry.
.
.
.
the ring. At the Gymkhana these trumpeters, dr_essed m scarlet
Our final appearance this season will be at Altrincham Show
and mounted on white horses, made a very stnkmg start to the
(ten . miles from Manchester) on the_ l9t~ September. We are
performance. Great credit is due to Sergt Sullivan and the boys
looking forward to meetmg an old friend 111 L1eut.-Colon~l F . R.
concerned.
Cobb, :-;i.e., fron~ C~~~er: We hear that C. B. Cc;ichrane s latest
On Wednesday 5th September the Display party, accompanied
revue
Streamlm,e
1s 111 Man~hester _on the ~1ght we are to
by a very large contingent from the Mounted Wing, trekked the
be there- so here s to a good wmd-up m Cheshire I

Remote Control for " C '' Mk. l Sets in use in Malaya Comma nd.
BY Lrnur. E. J. H. MoPPETI, R.SJGNALS, AND L I CoRPORAL D. LINDSAY.
control system normall,Y used _w ith them for this particul_ar wo:k.
vised in this Command to meet special circumstances. It 1s here
Actu ally, the s ystem is applicable to a ny W I T Set, mcludmt
described, as it may be of use to other Command Signal Comshort wave sets.
.
. .
.
panies who have similar work to do. The system can be used
A~ a !natter of regular rout111i;, 1t 1s necessary to pr~v1de comfor "C" Mk.2 Set~ as well, as it is more suitable than the remote
mun1cat1on between target-towmg vessels or searchlight target

A system of remote control for "C" !VJk.1 Sets has be.en de-

vessels and the O.P.s con trolling them from the shore. In th is
Command there are n umerous O.P.s situated in different oarts of
the fortress, and according to the guns or lights in use a different
O.P. is used. This means that sets have to be inoved about a
great deal. often to places difficult of access, which entails considerable labour and waste of time, besides causing faults by the
continual man-handling of the sets.
It is often difficult to erect a n aerial near the O.P., and the
making of a good earth connection frequently presents considerable difficulty. Hence the , rad i;i tion is often poor, and with a
high static level communicatio n with the boat becomes difficult.
The complete se~ takes up too much room in the O.P., and so
it is usually relegated to an adjoining room which is inconvenient
for the Officer i I c Practice.
.
The ideal solution appeared to be a central W./ T Station with
remote control b~· land line from the O.P. i,p use, and a system
was developed to permit of this being done. At the central
W I T Station, it is possible tQ have a good aerial-earth system
ensuring good W / T communication to the boat under all conditions. Land lines over which to onerate the system can be obtained in a fo: tress by using spares ·(if they exist), by using Command lines not in use for the particular practice, by making
temporary use of an administrative line, or by superimposing on
some Command or administrative line actually in use.
To use the "C" Mk.2 system of remote control would necessi~ a1e a receiver and aerial at the O.P., and so it was decided that
such a system was not suitable in this instance owing to the
limited space in th O.P.s. In the system used there is an operat.:>r actually in the O.P. (with the Officer i/ c Practice) who only
has a pair of head-phones. a key and a hand set, joined to a small
connecting box containing a cell. Another operator is necessary
at the set for tuning and switching over. The advantages of the
system for this particular work outweigh the disadvantage of
requiring another operator. Even if Mark 2 Sets were available,
it is considered that this svstem would be better for fortress
work than that which is usu.allv used for the Mark ::i..
The operation of the system
made clear in the accompanying
diagram . Any type of relay can be used, provided that it is not
sensitive enough to operate on the current caused by exchange
indicators which may be shunted across the line. In the instrument in use here, an electric bell is used with its contacts
reversed and the coils rewound with .:to S.W.G. enamelled wire.
A back stop had to be fitted to the ar.mature to prevent chatter.
A Hand Set No. 28, less receiver. with an induction coil and
cell, is fitted at each end to allow the operators to converse for
requesting " swit<;h·over," \\t~. The No. 1 mf~, <:ondenser

:s

prevents opera tion of the relay by current through the headphones. As th e head-phones are of low resistance type, the
impedance of th'!: relay windings is too high to form a serious
sh unt to them a nci has no appreciabl?. effect on signal strength.
The loss of W I T signal strength in the line is negligible and
speech between operators, using the microphones, is very much
better than on most telephones.
The system works smoothly in practice. The remote operator
requests the set operator to switch over when he wants to send.
The set operator hears side tone from the sender on his phones
a nd switches back to " receive" on hearing AR.. Actually , in
th is Command twJ central W I T Stat;ons are in use, conveniently
placed for the O.F .s in their JoCJlities. It is interesting to note
that the system is operated partly over a submarine cable in one
case.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
[ The figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster" (published in February 1934) on which
the respective names may be found. This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance-Corporals ap•
pointed fince that date.]
To be W. O.i. (S u perinte nd ing Clerk) .
2306193 R.S.M. Mcintosh R . .......... ........... t l 4 l 34
3
2307980 C.Q.M.S. Patrick C. ... .................. 25 h I 34
I 5
(War Office appointment)
Appointed R.Q.M.S.
:?307346 W.0.ii. (C.S.M.) Hope C . .. .... ...... 4 /jl 34
6
To be W.0. ii. ( C.S. M. )
2307821 C.Q.M.S. Fleming A. .. ....... ....... 24 l 5l 34
2307041 C.Q.M.S. Hartley A. .. .. ............. 4 f7l 34
2311590 C.Q.M.S. Donaghy M . ............... ... 8 f7l 34
r853012 C.Q.M.S. Hobby W . ..... .. .............. 19 f7l 34
To b e C. Q.M. S. ( Fo rcman · oM~ign als)
2316734 Corporal Gerrish A . .................... 24 12 /3 4
39
2314220 L I Corporal Jarvis W. .. ....... . ....... 28 /71 34
52
To be C.Q. M.S.
1857356 Sergeant Brandon J. .. .................. 4 '7 I 34
I')
2307491 Sergeant Pennicott A. .. .... .. ......... . 8/7 J34
!6
23067c6 Sergeant Hall P . .......................... 14 f7l 34
16

[Remainder i111avoidab/y l,e/d over until next issue,]
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w0rki ng with some Army Stores. Ni l desperandum I W e are
also sorry to lose o~r coal lorry dri ver, one ·rug Wilson (C.) who
has left us to start 111 a business of his own . Good luc k to both
of th em!

~IGHAL TRAINING CEtfTREN~
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Sport.-The undermentioned have been selected . . . . Yes,
we played the Mounted Wing at soccer, and _I understand (mce
word) that they-er-won. Nobody seems quite. sur~ how many
goals were scored, but their keeper had _a ver~ quiet time b_etween
drinks. Of course, many more impolite th111gs were said, but
we refuse to believe them .
Manceuvres .-We view with concern the recent newspaper
reference to platinum blondes in the combined manreuvres on
the East Coast. Maybe they meant blonds. One thing that
puz.z.les me is how the crowd of holiday makers were able to
forecast the ooints of attack, for which information the defending commander might possibly have been grateful. _People do
leave their sense of citizenship at home at holiday time.
Interlude.- " Yeah, you may be a first class driver, but to me
you're just a great big pain in the neck."
H ow many years in the Battalion soccer team, Pearce? One
or two recruits still don't know .
Miscellaneous.- We've had many new faces in the Wing.
H eaps of 'em. One of them is Lefty's, transformed above a
.
chevron attached proper. Usual gratters,. Lofty.
From some office : " . .• please debit with the unexpired va_lue
of one knife, clasp, and one lanyard ditto . . . . "

street, one soon drops into regulated existence. One becomes
r~ ther proud of one's khaki a!1d looks forward to the leave
periods, when friends and relauves shall be asto111shed by. the
straightness of backs and that enormous mcrease 111 wei ght.
Don't forget that even the fatigues are a necessary part . of your
training: they harden your muscles for the sterner bus111ess on
the square.
Postings .- No. 55 Squad, under Corp) Wilkins, passe~ off
the sou are on 25 I 8f34. Sigmn Baker won the c.,o. s w~1p as
the best man in the squad, and also a medal for physical efficiency.
Sigmn Erby won the musketry medaL
No. 56 Squad, under Corp!, Spearpo111t._ passed off on 25 I 8 f3 4.
Sigmn Round won the C.O. s whip. Signalman Bard won the
physical efficiency medal and also a spoon for musketry.
No. 57 Squad, under L / Corpl D:ily, passed off on 8 / 9 / 34.
Sigmn Brown E. won the C.O.'s whip, .and S1gnalma_n Cook th e
physical efficiency medal. I am told this squad obta111ed an excellent report from every source.
Congrat utations .-To Corp! Myddleton on obtaining a Q.1
certificate during the 44th assistant instructors course at the
A .S.P.T. Aldershot.
Departures.-Captain C. V. L. Lycett, o.B.E., to the Training
Battalion w.e.f. 27 / 8 / 34 . Corp! Nichols, L / Corp! Evans and
U / L / Corpls Lord and Maughan to the Headquarter Wing w.e.f.
1/ 9 / 34.
Messing.-Sigmn Partridge and Driver Pearce have been detailed as Dismounted Wing representatives on the Depot .Battalion
messing committ~e. Whether this will make any material difference to our messing remains to . be seen .
Th ii Week's Best.-Drill instructor (susoiciously): " Did you
wash yourself this morning?" ~ecruit,= '' Y_es, corporal.'' Drill
instructor: "Then all I can say 1s you ve dried a blasted funny
colour. "
Tabloid Sports:-The winners of the shield for the month
of August were No. 61 _S quad w.1th 33 /, points. No. 60 Squad
obtained second place with 21 pomts, and Nos. 59 and 63 Squads
tied fo r third place with 17 Y..
Notice.-! am asked to out this item cf news under a special
heading. Sergt H amlin wi~hes his many fri.e nds in the Corps
to note that he is proceeding to 1st D1vl Signals on the 13th
September. Not for much longer shall we hear that familiar war
cry " Have not long to do.''
EL PEE.

D Company, Training Battalion.

Baby and her lumping Trophies .
Even now there cometh to me one bearing masses of stuff.
From it I am left with a snaoshot of Baby, the finest liorse in
Signals, to say the least of it:
BAXTER.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Recruits.- W e are receiving a steady fl.ow of recruits in the
Wing, amongst whom are a number of games enthusiasts who
should ma ke their presence felt on th e Wing sports fields. We
are expecting some really ha rd rugge r and soc_cer games .this
season. In spite ot the complete chan ge of life from c1vvy

lntroduction.- We apologise for the absence of our notes last
month. This was caused bv our scribe being on duty oth·U
than his own, owing to the upheaval in the Company office
caused by our "crack sh ot" being at Bisley .. We do not know
whether he won anything or not, but one thing we do know:
that Yorksh ire lost the cricket ch amoionship. Nuff said.
Things are tu rned upside down here owing to th e fact th at all
t he spare grou nd around the barrack rooms is being turned into
lawns. However, we shall be able to lie about and lounr.e a
little next summer, wh en the grass h as grown and the sun sh111es.
Arrivals.- We welcome Sergt Storr P. from E Company, who
has taken up his working quarters in. Q .M .T .B., and also Co.rpl
Rees T. from the 1st Div. The recruits are too numerous to list,
bu t we hope their stay wit h us will be a pleasant one.
Departures.- Again too nume rous to list, but there are two
abou t whom we must say someth ing. Sergt Malcolm A . has
now left us, h aving taken his dischar11:e, but he do.es not seei;i
able to lea ve the Army alone, as the latest report 1s th at h e 1s

.congratula~!ons.-;-; To L / C.o rpls Allen and Armstrong on rece1.v111g their
paid.
To Sig nalmen Rhead and D ick J. on
be111 g appo111ted U I L I Corpc rals. T o Bill "D." on attainin g his
G ro up E. To Benn y . . . . t h ree tou ~ h yea rs.
.
Marriage,- This seems to be a regular occu rrence these days.
W e h ave two more. Sergt Cook T. has deserted Poverty Street
fo r some home luxuries . Congratul ations, sergeant! and also to
Sigmn Trusselle . Please tell your wi fe what C.R.A . rea lly is,
and don't ask her for the money.
Personal.- Nobby, Quet ta: Please send the sta mps. Lorenzo.
Agony.- Lorenzo's black eye.
DoN.

E Company, Training Battalion.
General.- During th e p ast month Captain R. C. Woodbridge
has left us, and Captain C. V. L. Lycett, o.n.E., has assumed
co mmand of the Compan y. Lieut. H. Winterbotham has joined
us from Cambridge Universi ty.
For the benefit of those who h ave to fire their annual course
thi ~ year, musketry has been introduced in the early mornings.
At present we are only half-way throu gh the instruction, and one
hears or large wagers being placed and pools being organised.
These will be dec ided next week, when the big shoot takes place.
While th e musketry instruction is in progress, the remainder of
the Company enjoy a little P.T. mixed with a brisk walk or run.
The Corps Band have returned from their tour to the various
D;vs . and seaside resorts. They tell me they had a very enjoyable
time and hope, next vea r, to travel ury to Scotland. To-morrow
th eir musketrv instruction commences-, and from their attitude it
should prove .fruitful.
Congratu letions. - The Company congratulates Sgt Gresham
on his appointment to th at rank. L / Corp! Cummings G., after
a Ieng sweat, is now a paid n.c.o. We congratulate him and
hope th at he contin ues with the good work. You understand,
first step to Field-Marshal and all that.
Dep artures .- Sergt Storr P . left us last month for D Company, and three squads for Divs. The names are too numerous
to tabulate, so we just wish them all the very best.
Marri a ge.- L / Sergt Brewster P., the "American" in the
signal office, was married to Miss Annie Parker on the 18th
August. The above cognomen comes from a recruit in the Depot
who, not knowing his name, described him as " the Yankee in
the signal office." Anyway, we wish him all the very best for
the future.
Births.- The Cadre " grocers," Sugar and Butter (i.e. Signalmen Cheney and Butterworth) are now proud fathers: Siirmn
Cheney of a son, and Si!!'mn Butterworth of a daughter. We
congratulate them ; and the " pram " advice from all is " Up
hill, her turn ; down hill, you hold it back."
In the Corps Band, Sigmn Green A. is the father of a daughter .
We congratulate him also. I have heard that he ordered his
pram from Tindall , our local auctioneer, some time before he
went on tour.
Finis.-The standing joke regarding the reinforcements and a
dance is now amended to read " Gas masks will be on Thursday." This should have been " Guest night on Thu rsday " re'ferrinp: to the Officers Mess guest night. Never mind, Paddy,
a trained ear is an operator's ear.
The Company wish to congratulate the Boys Company on
winning the Colquhoun cricket cup in the Garrison enlisted boys
competition .

F Company, Tr::1ining Battalion.
Gener al. - The Company have properly dug themselves into
their routine- and also into the face of the earth, as one might
observe by taking a tour around the Company lines. T he well
known rockerv has been extended, and it now reaches the whole
length of the · Jines. Besides this, ground is being prepared for
e;rass ~eed on both sides of the new road. V isions of "happy
h"urs " with the Parden rollers are apoearing to many people.
The h uts have a civilian touch about them now, as curt;iins of

diffe~ent hues have bee n hun g qver the new windows recently
put. m. .The floors are being stai ned and polished, which 1s a
decided improvement . Our old enem ies th e civilian R.E.s did
not seem to like our efforts, because they came along and took
up _p ortions of one fl oor and put new boards down, which rather
spoilt the. effect and also t he temper of some people.
T~e w111 ter ga!l'cs are now in fu ll swing, and also the interSect1on compet1t1ons. W e ha ve started trai n111g our football
team~ w~o a r~ en tering for the Army cup, and we have hopes of
w111111ng 1t . this ye'.' r. Cross-country running- everyone's favourite sport- ts now m season, and the Company have had two runs
so fa r ; and we are expecting to retain the shield wh ich has
almost become an R.E. fixture. The fact 1s that it has only left
us for the purpose of being engraved annually for the oast seven
yean.
A drill course for the boy n.c.o.s commenced three weeks ago,
a n~ they are now to be se~n and hea.rd on Monday, Wednesday.
Friday and Saturday mornmgs, learnmg how to make soldiers of
raw (?) recruits. From what I hear throu<!'h the mysterious
ch~nnels of information creeping about the Company, they are
domg well. _If you are one of the persons who are in their confidence, you will be told exactly what the Brigadier and the Colonel
have to say about them- and as you can guess, it must be in their
favour or they would not repeat it.
The inter-Section shooting took place on the 12th September,
and the results are as follows : Instrument Mechanics . ... ..... .. .. ... . ... ...... .. .... ....... 158

~!;~~~~~:; g~y;r~.. ::: ::::: ::::: :::::::::::: ::::: ::: :::::::: :::: ~j~

Operators "A" .......... ........ ...... . .. ......... ..... .. ..... 126
We were very pleased to see our old Company commander,
Captain H. E. Rance, when he visited us during . the month.
Ar riva ls.- We extend the glad hand to Bov Smith E. from
Chepstow. Being the twin brother of L / Corol.Boy Smith J., he
was an object of interest for the first few da-ys after his arrival.
The Company have now become used to getting mixed up.
We also welcome 2/ Lieut. McGill, who joined us from the
Royal Military Academy. More streneth on the s9orts field.
D~pa rtures.-During the month we said farewell to Signalmen
Craig, Soppet, Fraser and Edwards, and we wish them all the
best in their new stations.
Congratulat ions.-We congratulate Operators "B" team on
winning the Garrison cricket CUJ::>: the Colquhoun challenge cup.
We also ccngratulate L / Cpl Boy Shergold on attaining that rank.
Agony.-Will Fifi 9lease return borrowed books. as owner 1s
lost without them .
Joe would like a few lines from Ken of 4th Div!. Signals.

A Corps Signals.
No. 2 Company.
General.- All are cool, calm and on short pay after having
enjoyed fourteen days of the best.
Schemes have finished after a very satisfactory training season.
Our last big stunt was to Weymouth over a period of five day .
Judging from the tittle-tattle one hears. I imagine this was the
best scheme of the year. The C sets, ably assisted by No. 6
Heavy. again did the necessary, and communication was good
throughout. What was the " ba e " trick that was played on the
heavies somewhere around Winchester? We did get a message
to say a driver was towing his own lorry home, but that was a
printer's error.
Nos. 7 and 8 Light Sections left this mornin~ for Salisbury to
maintain the reputation of o. 2 Company. They have gone to
assist the Div. who are short-handed.
The unemployed have signed on for a refresher course, and we
hope this unexpected work will not be detrimental to their
health or reputation.
Last, but not lea t. is the drill course for junior n.c.o.s. This
appears io be a good thing, but there i 1w c~ason to get so
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General.- Unfortunately-or fortunately: it . depends on t~e
view taken- there is not a great deal to write about. Daily
orders are still being pounced on at the earliest opportunity, because at this time of the year there are always plenty of vacancies
for courses. Some are lucky enough to get G.P .0 . courses, whilst
others" volunteer" for P.T. or drill courses.
We Would Liko to Know.- Why a certain person dived off a
raft at Portsmouth? Who was the subject oE the wisecrack,
"Read Morse? He couldn't read The People"? What is a spin
bell?- and why?
Economy.- Dick Honor: Have you broken that record of 76
yet? Why not write? Bertrand VI.
.
Egerton: Still in Catterick? Borrow three halfpence. Smith
2322061 .

'UUline !IDercbants

Epilogue.- Or reservoir.

DIP.

1st Divisional Signals.

17 WATER LANE, GT TOWER ST.
LONDON, E.C. 3
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Headquarters.
There are no notes from any of the Companies th is month- all
ranks are fully occupied " on manceuvres " on Salisbury Plain.
Those of us who have had this oleasure will understand. Those
who haven't will probably have read our Press notices.
In the Sports Notes at the end of this issue will be found a
report of the con:petition for the 1st Australian Divisional Signals
trophy, together with the results. Everyone will congratulate
Lieutenant C. H . Stoneley on his close victory over L/ Corporal
Chapman W. D . M., who was only one point behind him.
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No. 3 Company.

General. - Yes I K Section did get their week's leave that was
promised them. The writer is eagerly awaiting his now.
J Secti~n are aw~y in can;ip at Colchester at present, and apart
from having to watt for their pay, are really enJoying themselves.
Drafts.- We have lost L / Corporal Cole E., who has gone to
Palestine- the land of hooked noses.
Marriages.- Nil, but always hopeful.
Births.- The stork is on his way.
Leave.- Se·Jeral. We all hooe that Sergeant Hay is enjoying
his tour of the East Coast health resorts.
Baby Show.- We all congra1ulate Coro! and Mrs. Brunton
on having won the first orize with their - one and only at the
Farnborough Babv Show- for babies up to nine months. Several
of the lads have asked me why Billy's tunic seems to have tightened lately . That night {the night of the show) Billy sang his
small son to sle•.!J to th e tune of " Little man, you've had a
busy day."
Departures.- Sigmn Mitchell S. A. to S.T.C. Catterick. Sigmn
Moody S. to No. 1 Company after he has finished his " easy
tin;ie " at his holiday resort: I hear that No. 1 Company are
quite proud.
Conclusion.- Au revo1r, everyone. Threeco.
R.T.W.

Payment as Consumed

enthusiastic as to take Allenbury's pastilles or go over Cove Common for practice.
M. T. Affairs: Alapecia I maybe I- All is well, al.though the
coming C.I.A.'s inspection is drawing very near._ Our ~1me allott_ed
is very little, as courses and what not are takmg. pn~ary claim
on the personnel. Th.e painting. of our own vehicles is turm!lg
out a success and g1vmg the dnv":rs a ch'.lnce to clear:i ~he 111accessible parts. Even the most minute thmgs are ~ecl'.1".mg t~e
attention which would , 1f he were here, make an md1v1dual m
Kohat blush.
Oepartures.-Sigmn Long M. to Chi na . Sigmn Anderson to
School of Signals, Catterick.
Births, Marriages, Deaths.- In the. "Pending " tray.
Enquiry.-Alf: What about a line? H.G.
DIXIE.

No. 3 Company.
Please do not turn out the guard, run out any bunting, or
declare a public holiday. This is just. another proof that the age
of miracles has not yet passed. So 1f you can be persuaded to
believe your own eyes, just sit back and watch your blood
pressure.
Drafts.- Signalmen Smith J. H. and Moran L. P. 11'.ft u.s o.n
the 7th September for Palestine (! refuse to even mention Jew s
course).
Arriva ls.- Drivers Smith J., Shiolev H . and Wagg W., and
Signalmen Soppet E., Bonner S., Evan's A., Gleeson J. and Kirk
W. May they soon find out what a good Company they have
come to. The last named four have already been warned for
India.
Departures.- Signalmen Curtis and Ross to civil life (and to
good employment, we hope). c.q.M.S. Hall to the 1st Div.
Sigmn Smoult to the Depot Battalion.
Promotions.-C .S.M. Hooe to R.Q.M.S. C.Q.M.S. Hartley
to C.S.M. Sergt Hall to C.q.M.S. Con~ratulatio!lS to all from

2nd Divisional Signals.

;ill of us,

RADIO ENGINEER

1•

OUR CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
WILL ENABLE YOU TO DO THIS .
The Course teaches the subject in clear and
comprehensive language. Our experience of
the actual requirements of the Radio Engineer
has enabled us to discard much that is found in
the ordinary text books, and at the same time
to include a mass of information which is otherwise unobtainable.

APPLY TO

BRITISH RADIO ENGINEERING COLLEGE

Unfortunately, there will be very few notes this month. We
cannot even find any evidence of trunk murders or such everyday occurrences.
At present we are indu lging in drill parades in readiness for
the G.O.C.'s annual inspection, and inoculat ions and dental inspections of draft personnel.
T alking of dr;,fts, we said goodbyP to our Palestine draft on
the 7th Septem ber and then looked very searchingly in the following morning'5 newspapers for evidence of their em barking,
bur we only succeeded in seeing their boat mentioned.
The first Indian draft have .1 t last been notified where they
ar.c going on arnva l in Punkhi: and the old sweats and time-ex
wallahs are h:iving a busy rime in answering thousands of questions. Actually, i think the majorit y delight in it, as they always
pu t on their best tun ic with the new ribbon in prominence.
Arrivals.- W c ex tend the usual greetin gs to Signalmen Bailey
and Sharkey from the Training Batta lion . Probably they will
miss th e troopers this year, so rhat they can find out what it is
like to be in a fiel d unit in England.
Departures.- Corpl Butler to Ireland-only on leave, though,
as the unit has sril! to be fed and we cannot fast too long.
Signalmen Vine F. and Brooks, both A. V.T.C. clients, quite
fresh from abroad. It has been noticed that the fish m the canal
are again becoming brave and venturing into midstream now
that Aub. has gone. They still get a bit of a scare when a certain
coloured frock passes by (on its own) .
Signalmen Andy Cunningham (complete with orange box) and
Sinclair (his first name was Bobber) will both have left us by the
time these no~es appear. All the bes• from 38.E alias 40.E.
Births.- To Corporal and Mrs. Stru gnell, on 3/9/34, a sonBury Lewis . H e 's bound ro be lucky, as another great man
(A .E.J .) was born on rhe same date some years ago.
Lost.- Valuable horses, complete with riders, grooms, harness,
wagons, etc. Last seen disappe arin g in the direction of No. 2
Company. Answer to the name of B Cable.
As can be gathered, we have at last parted with the Ghurks.
who left us on the 1st September for No. 2 Company. We are
now horseless, and consequently we shall not see those jolly old
school ties dangling in the dirt at six o'clock in the morning
to tile rune of " Tpis bally muclj: is simply disgusting."
.

FULLY QUALIFIED

We have trained at the College several ex-Royal Corps
of Signals Men and placed them in positions.

WONDER.

No. 1 Company.

CELLARS STOCKED

WHY NOT BECOME A

.

.

EASY,

179 Clapham Road, London, S.W.9
The College is recognised by the Radio Industry as an Institution for
Thorough lnstruc-cion in Radio Eng ineering .

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Chord On 1- 1 believe it is usual to assume an apologetic attitude when one writes unit not es for the first t1me. I'm not
usu al I In fact . I am strongly tem pted to append the usu al signature to these notes and let our usu al sc ribe (who is on leave)
collect the bouquets. But it is criminal to be over-generous, and
the said usual scribe receives quite enough bouquets, one way
and another, for conspicuous gallantry shown in supporting a
struggling (?)-but, there, football is an uncertain game and
Portsmouth do try hard .
Arrivals.- We extend a welcome to Signalmen Sincl ai r, Bates
and Booth, who joined our little band during August. We hope
they like us and are settling down to our rout ine.
General.- The rewiring of the statiorr is now complete. Workmen have disappeared, operators can now be seen walking about
with a purpose, and the whirr of the generators is like music
to the superintendent. Headphones are once again adjusted
and keys pressed, but with what results? We are indebted to a
member of the Company for the following lines. Whether they
are intended to sum up the present situation in the station, I
don't profess to know, as I am not directly connected with its
(the station's) mysterious workings. But I do know that traffic
comes and traffic goes, and therefore assume that "An Operator' s
Lament " is general and that mind eventually triumphs over
matter.
AN OPERATOR 'S LAMENT.

Wh at are the wi ld waves saying
As at two ack emma I strive
To hear some small indication
That out-stations are still alive?

I sit and I hopefully twiddle
Tank condenser and volume control,
While theories for such poor reception
Pass through my head by the shoal.
The wind in the mas t stays is humming ;
Rain, like shot, on our iron roof descends ;
There must surely be here much absorption,
Yet the leagues wi th our juice we do rend.
Though arrays are all cut to their wavelengths
And aligned with scrupulous care,
To ask our bare thousand of wattage
To compete with those miles is not fair.
Transmission line losses are non estAuxilia ry lines put thJt righ' ;
Our wavelengths, with ease. should contend with
Ionising by day and by night.
We lack not of incoming signalsAt R nine I can count Olnte a score ;
But ne'er a sign of that b~bbly note
With the call sign I'm searching for.
My stool. it gets harder and harder,
And my back is all aching and bent,
Till a glance at the clock reminds me
It is time X three hundred is sent.
I enter two words in a diaryThey are cryotic and terse: " Traffic Nil."
Soft words from my sergeant next morning
Fail to cheer me or give me a thrill.
- H.H.A .
Personal.- To Snowy Gillott: Well I never! fancy you being
married I Congratulations. Bill Williams.
R.H.S.

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
There is an old rhyme that tells us this 1s brown October .
think this must also apply to our delightful crowd. It 1s sur-
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prising how ea ily people get rowned. _Our fellows have been that way for some time. 1 have always liked 0 tober. It has a
romantic appeal. Not only does it illustrate so clearly and beaunfully the changing of the seasons. but l happened to be born in
that month. And what could be more romantic than that? It
is perhaps appropriate that l make my farewell from t~ese pages,
after four years of continuous reporting, during this pleasant
month. It gives a special bouquet wluc~ will always leave a
hngenng sweemess on my own palate which I could not expect
others to share. And if you chaps consider you have read sufhcient on this theme, I would remind you I. am but cla11mng my
share of years o( coil a!1d swe3:t. Anyway, 1s not furlough m the
immediate offing? It 1s on chis I base my hope of your panence.
But even the most romantic must feed the hungry mulutude
when engaged on a . job like ~ine. Incidentally, those who are
waiting for something at which to laugh will be sadly dis•
appointed. The strong man can laugh when his stomach 1s
empty ; but fill his heart and he becomes silent! Ask George.
George reminds me chat the_ Watcher party have returned.
Our effusive welcome, dear laddies. And what a welcome! Our
George but returns to leave us again on a G.P.O. course at Peterborough, while ~hree ot_her members of this hardy band are due
co go abroad this trooping season.
.
Our congratulations co L/ Corporal (Sandy) Powell and Miss
" Bobbles " Skerrett on their marriage in Dublin on the 14th
August. Another ~cuse is. thus provided for those dear ~eerut
readers to indulge in a pamcular bnght a_n d wet rhamsam1. Incidentally, if anyone should query my spellmg of the Indian bea~o,
may I add that it is the best I could get aher personally calling
on all our Indian wallahs.
.
.
Further wishes and what not to L / Corpl Aldndge M. on being
paid for his appointment, and to Sig;nalman Wiseman H. on h_1s
appointment to Lance-Corporal. Will Stumpy Holmes, now m
.
.
Malaya, kindly note the latter announcement.
Dusty warriors returned to the kraals on co~pleting th~ Air
Defence Brigade exercise. They came not wit~ t~e spotls of
war. Rather did they return with great gusto, singing snatches
of songs and recounting confused tales_ of beaut11ul cable and
difficult women I What they had to sing about, I know not.
Neither did they when a dinky sheet of O~ders was_ read. And
for why? Musketry loomed large and definite. Laymg the guns
aside for the moment, we place on record that over a hundred
miles of cable was laid by G Section in the Chichester and Bog;nor
area where the operations took place. This m~nt hard gomg,
but all communications from control to gun positions and V .P.
stations were through in time . and no breakdowns occurred.
Judging from the tales, everyone enjoyed themselves. Bu t then,
we know, Sussex girls are pretty!
The Cycle Corps of the unit are still very much in the news.
The two Jocks continue to put up fresh records on the Blackdown
to " Kimberley " run, although the Mad Mullah of the combm~
tion was more than peeved when so~eone else announced. his
time for the run as being faster! Is 1t the thought of rations
that helps the Jocks to return so quickly?
And now before we think of leaving you, there are many
subjects u~n which membe~s of the. unit are seeking enlightenm-!nt. Whilst they are fevenshly )Otting: thi:se items. down before
I close to go to press, there are ways of fillmg the idle moment.
Sayings of the Creat.B.O.M.: " I am thinking."
G.D.: " Ah-ha-ha."
L.C.M.: " Plus two-minus one."
H.F. : " Please, I've had an h'accident."
E.F.M.: " Henry I Grrrh ! "
L.F.: " Anyone going down 'Freds '?"
Ah, well I if it were not for humorists and others like the above,
life would indeed lose much of its appeal. We owe them a great
debt, and provided they do not try to collect it, we hope always
to owe them for the shafts of sunlight they bring to a grey world.
And that reminds me. I am still waiting for my cigarettes. I
seem to remember a bet or two 'way back at the sta rt of the
cricket season. But that is life. - It appears long ago now, but
faint scenes flicker of a flashing bat . . . crisp drives through the
cover .•. huge pulls to the on boundary . . . potential sixers . . .
the plaudits of the crowd . . . a bet hastily made . . . . success
and joy, failure and humiliation . . • . it affected us all. Anyway, I can easily remem her " Players, please."

And now, vale I I have used my licence to the full. It is for
the last time, remember. Speech would be superfluous at this
time. I join with the lady who remarked that silence would be
the most eloquent answer. Cheeri-bung I
B.A .S.

- - -------

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
General.- ! am so sorry about last month, but- believe it or
not- I was too busy, and I hope you will kindly take my word
for it I
Well, folks, it seems that this war I have hea rd so many people
talk about is nearly over- and wiU be over, I hope, by the time
these notes appear in print. Mind you, I have not seen a war
at all myself ; I'm only going by hearsay.
.
Anyway, according to the reports of the Sections w_e s~em to
have done quite well, and as a reward there will be a ruce inspection by the Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command, on the 5th
October.
.
. The Q.M. is doing quite . a roaring trade already and consi~ers
it as good as a voe. course m salesmanship. Gee I What a ume
the average salesman would have in the Army of to-day, selling
kit to willing (?) troops.
Drafts Overseas.- (Official). For the information of our chums
overseas, and not for the ulterior motive of rubbing it in, the
appended information is given.
.
.
fhe following sail for India on 13 / 12 / 34 for vanous desttn?•
tions as shown.
L / Corpl Paling R. (Clerk) S.T.C. {India) Jubbulpore.
Signalmen Bailey E. (I JM) and Hou ghton T. (E / F) Peshawar
District Signals, Peshawar.
. .
Signalmen Adams W. (l / M) and Crosley E. (E / F) Wazmstan
District Signals, Dera Ismail Khan .
.
Signalmen Addlesee J. (0 / S), Barnes J. (0 / S) and Liley A.
(0 / S) A Corps Signals, Karachi.
Signalmen Yule J. (O /S) and Perrins H. (O / S) embark on
15 JI I f 34 for Egypt.
Swimming.-The unit was well represented in the annual
Southern Command v. Aldershot Command swimming contest,
held at the Command swimming bath on Wednesday x5th
August. Captain C. T. Hughes, M.C., captained the team_ and
competed in the back stroke event. C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Taplin R.
competed in the spring board and high diving, and 2/ Lieut. B. J.
Walker kept goal in the water polo team.
Departures.,.-Sergt Sharp D. to 3rd Div! Signals, Bulford, for
a spell.
Sigmn Woolley R. has transferred to the R.A.P.C. (after successfully completing his probationary period) w.e.f. 20 I IO/ 33.
All ranks wish him the best of luck and success in his new Corps.
L/Sergt Cotton A. W. and Signalmen Edgell T., Boardman
and Lovegrove C. to civilian life. Th~ best wishes _of the urut
go with them. May success come their way at all times.
L / Corpl Reed rejoined this unit from F Troop and has now
left us for a vocational course at Chisledon. The best of luck,
Busty. May your chickens never lay china eggs.
Signalmen Rankin and Callan to Bulford after their short stay
with us.
At the Sign of the Clad Hand.-We extend a hearty welcome
to the following, and hope their stay with us will be to their
liking. Corp! Blight G. and Signalmen Fraser J. and Paterson T.
from the Training Battalion.
We welcome back to the fold Signalmen Carter A. and Farley
J. Not for long shall we see you, eh, John?
Congratulations.-To Sigmn Newman on passing his trade
test for electrician fitter class ii. To L/Corpl Paling R. and Signalmen Hodgson R. and Ingram C. on their mustering as clerks
C.iii .b, C.ii . and C.iii.b respectively.
To L/Corpl Dale M. on his two-fold achievement (another
fellow combining business with pleasure, Panjang). Firstly, I
think, on his marriage to Miss Nellie May Dry at Salford on
4 / 8 / 34, and secondly on being appointed U / L /Corporal.
To L/Corpl Lafford on getting his dog's leg, and to L/Corpl
Legg J. on getting the much-needed few extra pence per diem
(no wonder he has a new tunic).
To Sigmn Guile S. T. on being presented with a son and heir
at Whitstable on 15/8/34.

w_.
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. Congratu_lations are also extended to Lieut. G. C. Nelson on
his promotion to that rank. The best wishes from all ranks, sir.
Our .Pay Blok~ Bre~ks the Silence.- In compiling a series of
notes m connection with pa.y duties, our strong silent pay bloke
was asked for a list of regulations, etc., that referred to pay
duties. The followmg are some that he would like to have
included, complete with his remarks.
I. Defence against Gas- When certain individuals argue that
£2 pay days are met by a 10/- income.
~
Animal. Management- Also refers to the above speciPs,
and is also the best book on psychology I know
3· Games and Sports in the Army- Making up the p~y list at
the end of the month.
4· Dress ~egulatio~s:-You should see my "working tunic."
5· Edu~tlonal Trammg- Some day, some one will remember
his rate of pay and date of enlistment and stop asking
me.
6. En~ineer Train!ng- Adjusting accounts, with spanners, adJUStable, 12 mch, pay blokes for the use of
7· ~ntelligen~e in the Field- Not in barracks, p;esumably.
And his motto m future will be " If cha does owt for nowt, do it
for theesen."

Th~ San Man's Mite.-Oh yez I oh yez I heiJ-and all that sort
of thing- I do declare that A.F.V. 1s really waking up. Listen,
folks I Only recently two men (?) set out to conquer the vast
unknown, armed only with a Rex-Acme and fourpence. Whither
did they go? No one knows. Fourteen days later (after all hope
h_ad died) there came news- good news. Our heroes ha<l been
sighted, tearmg down Baroda Road at the phenomenal soeed of
.005 miles per annum. Loud applause from the locals. . Believe it or not, our heroes had travelled far, if not fast covering two hundred miles on their iron (and fourpence) in the short
space of _fourteen days. An extract from The Weekly Wail proves
that their feet (sorry, I mean feat) was stupendous. The special
co-responden~ (?) devotes half a front page column to the tale.
They were pinched 1991 times_ in tw~ days for loitering. Unfortunately, the total nu~ber of pmches 1s not yet available, but it is
confidently expecti:d m well informed circles to break all records.
Moral: A.F. V. 1~ still capable of snatching a Sf.lot of publicity
from the rest . of this grand standmg Army. Still, folks, we are
modest and will put 1t down to the wonderful stimulant known as
bullyandbiscuits.
And now, " Carry on, London."
RUSTY.
1st Tank Brigade Headquarter Signal Section.
Tilshead Camp.
. Ceneral.-Once more unto the breach, dear friends ; the war
1s over for to-night,_ and the battle is ours. Now, at last, we can
settle down to a quiet snooze beside the old Primus and wait for
the tea to brew. It is a splendid sight to watch the operators
smell out the char wagon, even though it does its best to hide
once the \anks harbour. While we quench our thirst, the yarns
of the day s work are spun, but they must perforce wait another
day.
Jus~ to show that we :ire still in the news, the Brigadier commandmg No. 1 Tank Bngade R.T.C. (Brigadier P. C. S. Hobart,
~.s.o., O.B.E., M.c.) summoned a full strength parade of the Secrn?n and personal_ly ~hanked the Signals for the efficiency of their
wireless cornmurucanons.
The Big Boat.- Two of our select band, Signalmen Bailey and
A~dlesee, have decided to try their luck in India and they are to
sail on the 13th December. We wish them the best of luck.
Arrivals.-We welcome Captain C. T. Hughes, M.C., on being
attac hed to Tank Brigade Headouarters ; also Si11mn Carter complete with Austin.
~
'
lnspootions.-The G.O.C. inspected the Tank Brigade on
Th_ursday 6th September, and all went well, including communications .
Congratulations.-To Lieut. R. N . Seddon on being selected
to attend a course in the study of Japanese. We hope he suc•
ceeds. We may hear of his arrival at Tokio in due course.
Visitors.- We have been pleased to see so many of the S.E. E.
staff with us during the various exercises. This first-hand knowledge of Tank Brigade communications, so entirely different from
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?thee forms of Signal work, will ensure the production of a set
m the future which will help operator and Tank commander alike.

Nominal Roll.- ! have been asked to include the roll of the
Section-another addition to the Army List. Here 1t 1s. Officer
commanding, Lieut. R. N. Seddon; L / Sergt Hamilton C.; Corp!
Butt<;>n R. ; L/ Corp! ~otts ; Signalmen Addlesee, Alltoft, Bailey,
Carrison, C'.1rter, Craig, Holberton, Mullen, O'Hehir, Richards,
Reeves, Scnvens, Songhurst and Wild.
Things I am Asked.- Do mushrooms cause sore throats? Who
lifted a No. 7. set one dark and stormy night? Where Richy
slept on the night of the great flood? When a certain chap is
going to change to a decent smoke?
Thanks.- Since this month sees the end of the manreuvres, I
thmk that the R.A.O.C. Section have earned our heartiest thanks
for all the assistance they have given us during our stay at
Tilshead.
Wireless News.- Hello, Tiger I Receiving you o.k. Send
J.M. My receiver is dis.
S~ction Theme Songs.- " 0 come, all ye little ones," by
Squ1rge the Magnificent. "The Call of the Jungle," by Tiger
and Its Young. " Aircraft Lament," by Tank 129. " The
Tradesmen's Circus," by Camel and Its Links.
Sporting Activities.- We have had no fixtures, owing to
pressure of work, but we hope in the near future to give a good
account of ourselves.
Agonie::.-From Busty to Sialkot: Many thanks. All going
well. From Nutty of Pork Pie fame to Mac: Thanks. Will try
and come.
Departures.- Our Section departs for Farnborough on the 23rd
September. Fans, please address mail to new address.
Taking the Can Back.- Mullen and the man to return the
Avro Minor to Ordnance.
BRIGADE TANK SIGNALS.

No. I Tank Signal Section.
Attached 2nd Battalion R.T.C., Wut Down Camp, Til1heatl.

General.-The state of war on the vast rolling plains of Salisbury is increasing in intensity, and all around, both by day and
night, the incessant boom of guns and the rat-tat of machine guns
and rifles almost make one believe that the enemy are at last
being held at "bay. Of course, wars do not usually end according
to a schedule, but I have been definitely informed that this ruddy
war will be over-and no doubt won-by the 22nd September.
Then, of course, the Section will return, after their strenuous
labours in the wilderness, to the land flowing with milk and
honey. How long we will linger in that glorious land, we know
not ; 'tis in the lap of the gods.
We are informed that a great display awaits our arrival at Tidworth on Friday 5th October. The display, we understand, is to
celebrate the return of the Sections to their oarent unit. However, the quartermaster is going to have a very busy time, and
the poor old pay bloke is going ro say " I'm sorry, but you have
had so and so out of store, etc."
Kohat.- Sergt Shreeves returns thanks for the congratulations
in your last notes.
Queer.-Who is the fellow in the Section who has worked so
hard that he has worn out three straw mattresses? I wonder how
that happened?
Jerks.-For the folks who attempt to dismount hurriedly from
a tank before removing their headphones. Several have had it
in the neck.
Event.-'Twas a dark but not stormy night on the 6th September, when two certain fellows were returning from War•
minster way in a Baby Austin. All went well until a turning
was turned that shouldn't have been. Suddenly realisation came
to the driver. To turn was the work of a solit second-but too
late I the road was not wide enough. Crash -went the glass, and
Baby headed for a drink in a nearby ditch. Poor Baby I its
wondrous lines gone for ever-but no I hammers and paint have
worked wonders for those elegant lines of Baby's. So once more
she travels the road, but she is a spoiled Baby now.
Finis.- By the time these notes appear in print, the Section
personnel will all be tucked away in nice soft jobs at Tidworthwe hope! So till the next time, au revoir.
PANJANG.

fH E Wt R.e_
Light Tank Signal Section.
Tilshead Camp.
Sitting on the Fence.- There will be many who will be surprised by seeing notes from this Section, and to them l will say
that work has prevented our writing before. There arc others
who will say " Work! huh ! " and to them I will say " Nerts."
Anyway. we are here at last, and here we mean to stay.
By the time these notes appear, Sections will have returned to
the fold and everyone will be busy shaking the mud of Til head
from their feet. Our blonde Don Juan is keeping his: he likes
it so much. Rumour hath it that he is putting it in his collection by the side of his Bristol dust.
Mad Mervyn joined the League of the Bloodstained Pillow
Case whil t on Augu t leave, and likes it, too. We have heard
a whisper that Bill (d'ye know who I mean?) is also on the verge.
It depends on the Dublin nurses, though. And lastly. our one
and only Clara gees to Caine most nights. I wonder-?
Drafts.-Sigmn Liley sails for India on or about the 13th
December. Christmas in the Red Sea for you , Ginger.
Marriage.- Signm Dale M. to Miss Nellie Dry at Salford on
4 / 8 / 34. May your troubles be rendered in triplicate. Man~
cliester Herald, please copy.
Appointments.-Sigmn -Dale M. to be U / L / Corporal w.e.f.
31/8/34. One size ten on that long ladder.
We Want to Know. -!£ a certain Company still do the short
sharp pace? If Thommo still carries his "fader's lonch "?
In Conclusion.-! thank you for bearing with me so long.
fEHADl.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
The major events of the month of September, though they
represent news with a capital N whilst these notes are being
written, will have faded into the past before publication comes
round again.
Except for the manceuvres, there is litrle that I can write about.
The whole Troop, less Corp! Riando (convalescent) and Sigmn
Brooks (in hospital), proceeded to camp at Blackland Park, Caine,
on the 1st September. This part of the country, as I expect
was intended, was strange ground to us, but with the natural
ability of Cavalry Troops, plus one inch maps, we soon found
out the highways and byways and that part of the country where
contour lines run close together.
At the time of writing we are on the eve of the last and
longest exercise, and up to date all ranks have been tried and
tested and proved sound . Even the horses are enjoying their
new surroundings and are inclined to look t'.own on the pampered darlings of the well known racing stab:e at Beckhampton.
One remark which I overheard might bear fruit if passed along
to the higher quarters. The night was dark and the ground
was hardly the best for light cars without lights. During one
short halt, one thin squeaky voice was heard: " If we have to
imagine this and imagine that, why can't they imagine it is dark
and let us wait till daylight?"
Cricket.-The season's averages will be found in the Sports
section . l have been asked to draw attention to the bowJjng
average of Sergt Honnor: truly a great feat for an old man.
E.T.P.

4th Divisional Signals, Colchester.
No. 1 Company.

.

General.- During the month most of the personnel have been
loaned to Nos. 2 and 3 Companies to make up the Infantry and
Artillery Brigade Sections. B Cable Section provided a detachment to act as a Signal Section for No. 3 Light Brigade R.A.
However, out of the people remaming we were able to meet the
requirements of Divisional Headauarters and umpires' signals for
the inter-Brigade exercises at Bures.
We have now despatched an advance party to Canterbury to
cope with the general cleaning up of the barracks and polishing
of Aoors, etc., ready for occupation by the unit on the 15th
October. The general cry seems lo be " Roll on, Canterbury!"
as a change 1s as good as a rest. In the meantime, we are
occupying our time with drill and the making of budding D.l.s.
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Arrivals.- A hearty welcome is extended to Sigmn Parker ,
who has joined us from the S.T.C.
Departures.- Several well known folks have left us during
the past month , among whom are L / Scrgt Newton to the T.A.
and L / Corp I Price (Rex) to civilian life. It is rumoured that the
latt er will be broadcasting with th e Western Brothers in the near
£ut9re, complete with old school tie and " Play the game, you
cads l "
Courses.- Driver Ovenden has rejoined us after a six months
farriers course, and has emerged as a signalman farrier C.iii.
Sigmn Roake attended a teleprinter course with the G.P .0. and
obtained a satisfactory report.
Congratulations.- T o Corp! Nicholson, L / Corp! Walton and
U / L / Corp) Bridgeman on their respective advancements.
Births. - Congratulations to L / Corp) and Mrs. Evans on the
arrival of a little Josie.
MASKEE.

No. 3 Company.
General.- The personnel of No. 3 Company have been very
scarce at Reed Hall during the last tortnight, owing to the fJct
that the Infantry Brigade Sections have been with their respective
Brigades. J and L Sections have just returned to the fold after
being away a month on collective training. We trust they enjoyed their stay at Shorncliffe and Dover respectively. Each
Sc:ction sent one lance-corporal and five men direct to Canterbury
to join the unit advance party there.
K Section are still 111 camp at Bures with the 11th Infantry
Brigade, and according to reports they are having a busy time
with schemes. This year there have been a few cries of " Oh ,
my poor feet!" What a change from last year.
Departures.- Sigmn Booth W. left us for Palestine on the 6th
September, and we wish him a very pleasant stay in his new
unit. He has picked on a good place to do his overseas soldiering. Driver Hinchcliffe H. proceeded on fourteen days leave
pending transfer to the Army Reserve. We wish him the best of
luck. May he soon get a job.
Moves.- Everybody is looking forward with interest to the
move to Canterbury. We have heard that the barracks are very
comfortable, and it will be quite a change to live in brick buildings again.
THREECOY.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
General.- Owi ng to the combined operations taking place away
from Scarborough, it is not possible for me to give fu ll information concerning ¥hem until the return of the unit. However,
particulars of these secret activities have been widely discussed
in the daily Press, so everyone should be as well informed as the
participants. if not more so.
Durmg the stay of the unit at Catterick Camp several schemes
were undertaken, at which strawberries were gathered, I understand, in profusion. On none of trese schemes did the unit
present such a spectacle as the last n und up prior 10 leaving for
the invasion. With the arrival of the Aldershot Morris Fleet
came more odds and ends of the " brains of the Army," and
barrack rooms and mess rooms were filled to overflowing with
strange faces.
The details left behind in Scarborough proceeded to spring
clean ready for the G.O.C.'s inspection which is to take place on
the 20th September. Corporal Browne's Distempered Band compares favourably with the Peasholm Crooners who performed at
the troops' concert at Catterick. Whitewash versus eyewash ;
continuous performance ; now showing. However, the place
looks clean and smells clean, and never have I seen such a tidy
office. The unit gardener has also been hard at work and has,
he informs me, set about 30,000 wallflower !))ants. A spring
clean with an autumn setting. What more could one wish?
Social Events.- Manv scribes bemoan the lack of material for
notes, but l always finfl sufficient for this cha!)ter.
BIRTHS .- Congratulations to Corp) Gordon on a son , Michael ;
also lo Sii::mn Cooper on a d.1ughtcr. Sylvia Ruth; and two helpings to Sigmn Potts {on detachment at Catt crick) on 1 he birth of
lwo daughters , Evelyn MJry and Joan Elizabeth.

[Continued at tile f oo/ of pa:;e 456)

Signal Training Centre (India) J ubbulpore.
A Company.
August.
Arrivals.-Si ~na lman Thomas from A.H.Q. Simla, pending
transfer to the home establishment . Sigmn Ward from A Corps
Si gnals to A.H.Q. Simla.
Departures.- Si111n n Smith F. H. to A Coros Signals, Karachi.
Bandsman Mather E. (Duke of Wellin gton's Regiment) to rejoin
his unit at Now~ her a . You can blow your own trumoet now,
Bill.
Marriages.- Sergt Prebble E. to Mabel Ann Putley at the
parish church, Charlton-in-Dover.
Agony.- F Company note. What about a line? Congratu•
lations, Tommy. Pontoons only. H.P.
Will Corp! Watson C., last heard of at <!th Div! Signals, Colchester, please communicate with Corp! Meldrum of this unit?
General.- There is really nothing much to report this month
except that our fortnightly dances continue to be a great success.
Much credit is due to the enthusiastic committee, and also to
L / Sergt Goodison and his band.
NORTHERN COMMAND ... ......... .. ..... .....INDIAN ARMY

Promotions.- Only one this month, so far: C.Q.M.S. Fleming
to be Company Sergeant-Major. Congratulations, sir. Judging
by what we have heard, the bar profits of the Sergeants Mess
certainly made an uoward bound on the day his promotion was
promulgated. The training he received in Scotland has apparently been forgotten.
Births.-Again we have only one to record: to Corporal and
Mrs. Walsh a son at Murree on 26/7 I 34.
Ceremonial.-On Sunday 5th August a church parade was
held. which all ranks attended. Thi .. was in the nature of a
memorial service commemorating the twentieth anniversary of
the outbreak of the Great War.
After the serv1c~ the commanding officer, Lieut.-Colonel J. S.
Yule, o.B.E., presented Sergeant Murphy, Sergt Oakes (1st Div!
Signals) and Corpl Robertson with their rooti gongs.
This was a most auspicious occasion, being the first parade
that Sergt Murphy (Spud) has attended since he came on the
strength of Bekore ; but l think our O.R.S. must have been giving
him some tuition, as he marches and salutes like real soldiers do I

- H E WHO HESITATES IS LOST

B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.

YOU

27th August.
Arrivals. -An earthquake on 22 /7 / 34 at about 1.30 a.m. This
was not too severe. but the vibrations of the bungalows awoke
some oi the Corps " sleeping beauties." Also a great deal more
rain, but this we do not mind so much now that we have more
or less settled down to it.
Departures.- C.S .M. Gradden E .. M.M., to 3rd Indian Div!
Signa!s, Meerut. We wish you all the best of luck, sir.
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Followers marching off the parade ground at Upper Topa after receiving their I.G.S. Meda~.
After the presentation the Welch Regiment's band gave us a
delightful hour with selected music. Our thanks are due to the
commanding officer and officers of the 2nd Battn Welch Regiment for allowing the band to come, not only on this occasion,
but on others both in church for the services and afterwards in
the unit lines. The bandmaster and the band in general also
deserve our thanks.
Entertainme.nts.-Dances have been going with a great swing
recently, the attendances being quite good in spite of the awful

state of the roads in Topa and the excessive rainfall. A short
while ago a cabaret dance proved very successful. The hall was
rather crowded, but everybody entered into the spirit of the
evening. Various turns were given, and prizes were presented
by Mrs. Treseder. The winners were Sigmn Glynn, who gave
us a fine exhibitior· of step dancing, and Sigmn Percival, who is
generally known as the Byng Crosby of B Corps Signals.
A dance band formed recently under the direction of L / Sergt
Frampton is making excellent progress, not only playing delight-

Sergt (Spud) Murph"y, after receiving his L.S. and G.C.
Medal, needs a little light refreshment.
ful music but keei;>ing very fine time for the dance.rs. This band
is made up by L / Sergt Frampton, L / Corporals Gill, Marttn and
H aslam. and Signalmen Young W ., Hayes and McCann.
While on the subject of entertai ning, our soccer team have
been giving everybody a fine treat. They have had a stiff time
training for the Murree Brewery football tournament, which starts
this week. They have certainly improved a great deal, being at
the moment very fit. W e are expecting great things of them
in the coming tourney.
BEKORE.

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.

Sergt Oakes receiving his L.S. and G.C. Medal .

July.
Many will be wondering by now what has. bec~me of us.
Don't worry I Like Johnny Walker, we are still gomg srrong.
Although our notes have been co~spicuou~ by their ab!ence
recently, nevertheless quite a l~t of information has been stored
up in readiness for this month. s publication.
Dealing with sport, and taking polo fi rst, we offer our congratulations to the Signals team "'.'ho won. th~ pol? tournament
at Abbottabad. Maybe we are a little behmd _m ~his matter •. but
better late than never. One member of the wmnmg team, Lieut.
G. S. Knox, was provided by the Troop.

44:3
Qu ite recently the unit has been " mixing it " m a snooker
and billiards competition. Opposing pai rs of names were drawn
from a hat. Some of these pai rs looked " certs " but, like
Colombo, they fin ished a little way down the course. The matches
were keenly foug h t ou t and we saw many fine games played,
even thou gh flu l,ers ca me into their own at intervals. Very
often a fl uker is the " slip ' twixt cup and lip." The tournamen t
concluded wi th a distribution of cups and monetary prizes to the
successfu l ent rants ; and everybody agreed that the whole show
had been a great success, was fi nel y organised, and contributed
in no small ma nner to the social welfa re of the unit. All thanks
are due to those who helped to carry it throu gh so successfully.
The following art: the results of th l' competition.
Snooker (propn )- W inn ers, Sergeant Peters and Sigmn Jelly.
Runners-up, Corp! Weeks and Sigmn Drew. Highest break,
Corporal W eeks , 20.
Snooker (subsidia ry)-Winners, Sergeant Longhurst and Sigmn
Featherstone. Highest break, S1gmn Wilding, 14.
Billiards (proper)-Winners, L / Corporal Sutherland and Sigmn
Jelly. Runners-up, Sergeant Longhurst and Sigmn Howard.
H ighest brea k, Sigmn Jelly (Snowball), 18.
Billia rds (subsidia ry)- Winners, Signalmen Bryan and Few ;
also highest break, 10.
Writing of hockey, so many games have been played that it is
not possible to spare the time to deJ! with each in detail. Considering the small number of men we have to choose from, it 1s
quite pleasing to know that the un it can hold its own with any
team in the Garrison. Team work is greatly improving, and
when this reaches a very high stardard we shall have much
better chances of winn ing some of the Garrison competitions.
Umpiring plays an important part in this branch of sport, and
L / Corp! B~le is to be congratulated on passing his recent test
as an umo1re.
Most people likr; a change of environment, and for this reason
several ourings have been held. The one ro Landi Kotal and
rhe Afghan border was perhaps he most interesting, even if only
for the ride through the Khyber Pass. Other trips have been
made to Peshawar and Jalala, the latter place being a favourite
swimming haunt. Those entrants who passed the Brigade 100
yards swimming test should find no difficulty in swimming the
Channel , even though it is not possible to touch the bottom
with one's knees. At an early date it is proposed to run trips
to Cherat and Kohat if circumstances are favourable.
In the desperat:: race for cup collecting, Sigmn Jelly leads with
nearly a shelf full of them. He has so many, indeed, that he
decided to have h15 photograph taken with them, but as is usual
with such photographs (so far as the winner is concerned) something always seems to go wrong with the camera. The best
remedy for this defect is to have the photo taken with the cups
piled on top of one's head.
Promotion bei::ig so rare in rhe Signals at present, we should
consider it a grave neglect not to ment ion the appointments to
U / L / Corporal of Signalmen H argreaves, Sutherland and Ferguson. May they soon be paid.
The normal training routine is being carried out, and an educational class of volunteers for t he soecial and first class certificates of education is in full swing. - Training for higher trade
ratings has also b_een carri~d out. Signalmen ~trong, Clar_k and
James obtained higher rat111gs: the first mentioned as B.1. and
the latter two as B.ii. in the capacity of operator signals. A
further eight men are on an upgrading course at Upper Topa,
and everybody wishes them success in their endeavo~rs.
Communications by request are welcome at all times, and
the following must terminate our contribution of notes for the
present.
.
To Chi (Catterick): What about those cups from Olympia?
To 4th Divites. All good wishes from Sigmn Jelly.
R1s1.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
August.
The scribe has just returned from a wonderful pell of leave,
and in order ro keep us in the picture he_ has scraped around
among the debris of the month (somewhat hke a spare arch<£ologist in the tomb of some very dead worthy-or maybe . hke an
old hen scratching around a very dry mound for gram) m order
to get some scraps for publication.
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Somewhat cooler than last month, the weather has nevertheless
been dry and uninteresting. Several, of course, were away
dodging it on leave. The remainder stayed at home to bravely
face the music-the love lyrics of the -Frontier. These have been
engaged in upgrading and trade tests, and congratulations should
be meted out to L / Corpls Ditchfield, Talbot (who now has an
E / F rating) and Signalmen Luckhurst, Moore, Robertson and
Faulder. Pay up, Accounts I they deserve it.
Another pastime has been education. Our schoolie, Sergeant•
Instructor Chinnery, with the patience of Job and the abundant
knowledge of a wise old sage, has been rearing some doubtful
candidates out of the mire of thirds. Consequently, there arc
now no thirds in the unit.
Yet another pastime has resulted in the wee paths which led
from place to place being transformed into great white ways.
This is a concrete fact, as many untimely blisters would prove.
Lieut. C. H. Barker has rerurned from a very brief soell in
~.K., and Lieut. A. S. Milner from leave at Simla. Our- C.O.,
l'.iajor B. G. Rowley, has proceeded home for a jaldee spot.
The tubby charger-almost a unit cenotaph-which once belonged to Lieut. C. H. Barker has gone to the Valhalla of aged
warriors. Broad in the beam and wise in the head, this mount
could do anything on manreuvres and win hop scotch competitions in barracks. His passing is mourned.
The wonderful variety (?) of vegetables, etc., issued with
rations has been enough to make our blood boil, and Mollv (who
dishes 'em out) was covered with them-boils, I mean-in sym·
pathy. He has in consequence taken his first spell of leave since
1929.
The unit offers congratulations to Lieut. W. B. Rowett as he
takl'.5 a " lead " into double harness. Happy days, sir l
.S1grnn Barden has decided to take his discharge and, together
with the others on the boat list, is sweating on the too linefor the glorious 12th!
.The usual hot weather pleasures in the sha!Je of hockey,
cncket and football have been going on. Football has shown
some good scores for the unit. Seven outside fixtures were held
and only two of those were lost. The other five were won with
big scores. Considering the heat, that's grand.
L/ Sergt Bryant, alias Kong, has taken a team of his students
down to Rawalpindi to enter a comoetition. More about their
prowess ni;xt ,!11onth. The music of " Bryant and his brii:ht
~ater Bab1i:s,
to th4? tune of pleasant splashings and gurgles,
1s the copynght of this unit.
Until next month-and also to the manv old soldiers who have
recently tied the nuptial knot at home: · Keep your face to the
sun, and may your shadow never grow less.
W ESTERN COMMAND ...... ... ................. I N DIAN A R MY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
.
.
.
.
September.
Once agam a boxmg meetmg at the Sumals Stadium proved
to be one of Karachi's most oooular attractions. All the best of
the Services and civilian boxers ;,.,,ere engaged, but except between
the actual contestants no issue was involved. The most astute
of promoters could not have arranP.;ed better attractions than
the fight ~etwee•1 Corp! Mowbray (Royal Sussex Regiment} and
L._A.C. F_a1rclou11,h (~.A.F.) or rhat between Sergeant Stringer
(Smd Police} anJ Pnvate Wells (Royal Sussex Regiment). The
Mowbray-Fairclough affair was worth going a long way to see.
~.S.M. Bayliss_. in conjuncrion with the two experts Corporals
Mills and Hutchison, gave a " black and white " demonstration
but I think the 11 1ost appreciated event of the whole evening wa~
the - ~u~lesque .. Corporal Mills, as the fond though subsequently
pui:1hsttcally-minded mother. was really funnv. In this he was
ably !!SSisted by Corp! Hutchison anci Siiimn Taylor. It mav be
mentioned that th~ R.S.lV!. and _R. Q ._M.S . . Trapmore also gracefully accept4?d a nP.ht swmg apiece in this show. Anywav. it
was an evenmg well spent, and we are lookine: forward to another
show which is being staged by the Royal Sussex Regiment.
Recent Humour.-First revubr corresoondent: " Now look
here. If I miss the English air -nail, can ·1 cost by the Fre~ch?"
Second R.C.: " I suppose so."
·

First R.C. : " Good! But l should .want different stamps,
shouldn't I? I suppose I should have to ask for 'Orient,' as
that's the name cf the French line. Anyway, I know the name
of the English i·; 'Par Avian.' "

• •

• •

At the Lido a member of one of the parties, who had taken
a stroll, returned at speed. The rest then went off to have a
look at the octopus, reputed to be equipped with fifteen " tech nicals."

•

• •

Speaking of th" Lido reminds me thar the matter of hush-hush
parties has now been investigated. Principally owing to the fact
that the course o[ true love never did run smoothly, these parties
have ceased. Out· special investigator also reoorts that he thinks
the instigators only started them so that th ey might ride backwards and forwards as bus conductor~.
Discoveries.-Section sports rnntinue. It's something new to
be able to complain about too much sport. In these games, of
course, one of the objects is to disccver talent . Although some
has been found, ou~ cricket hasn't exactly produced a potential
Brac!man. It ha' .been responsible, however, for the discovery of
a cricketer who, 1£ he lacks Bradman's execution, loses nothing
by comparison in the unorthodox.
Fielding near the boundary, he had to retrieve several balls
t~at wer4? hit a good distance. beyond that mark, and eventually
hi~ capta1_n told b1m to stay right out. Imagine the general surprise a little later when another ball hit in his direction was
smartly stopp_ed by _him-fifty yards beycnd the boundary! On
another occasion. with an effort that acrobats would give pounds
to emulate, he dismissed the oooosition's star batsman.
It w~s in ~is side's darkes~ hour_that he came closest to causing
a ver91ct of JUstifiable ~om1c1de being passed on his long-suffering
captain. He . wa; battm_g, and he actually managed to hit the
ball. True, . •t w_as a s1mpl4? catch, but it encouraged him to
foHo~ uo wtth his bat. This rather disconcerted the fieldsman
wa1tmg for the catch, and he dropped it. The ball had travelled
perhaps two yJrds from the wicket ; _the bat went eight yards ;
bl!t, to the unorthodox one, two feet in the crease was negligible
without a bat, so he went to retrieve it. He just failed to get
S. W .B.
back-after three fumbles by the wicket-keeper.

Sergeants Mess.
Sport. - Ji:i the world of cricket we go from success to success.
After thrashmg the I.A.S.C. we aspired to tackle the Royal Sussex
Mess. No one thought we had a chance, but again we brought
the bacon home.
Of course, ol!r )"li~h standard was not obtained without some
measure of d1~c1plme-d ropped catches Qualified for carrying
the bag_. In this _1'espect Goalie Brown has had to carry it so
many times that it has been thought better to consolidate his
faults a!1d let him carry it from here to Blighty.
Mention should . be made of the return fixture we had with the
Royal _S~ssex Regiment. The result was a tie, the finish being
so exc1tmg that the caterer bit a tent rope in half.
Social.-~hist drives and tombolar, are now run fortnightly
~nd are provmg a great success, particularly with our guests. It
•~ strange h~w the cry o_f " Clickety-click " comes back to one.
The mah-J~c.ng school ts _also very fit and showing a nice touch.
Honorary Chinese degrees m this ancient game have been refused
~y Serg;~ Bradbury, . Clark and Brown on the ground that " East
ts East or something. . . .
Awards.-:-Sergeants R~tcliff~ R. and Bartlett C. most unfairly
caused a Bngade parade m bemg a\\'arded the long service and
~.oo~ condu~t ~edal. The Order promulgating the award read
with gratuity, but the whole of that has since been mortgaged.
W.H.C.

Corporals Mess.
The s~adow has been lifted. Fear of one dav entering the mess
and !indmg !t unfurnished no longer keeps the members awake
at _mght. To_ mark the occasion of the final oayment on the
Chippendale, tt was suggested_ that the !'resident and secretary
sh~uld be pre_sented wnh a suitably mscnbed teapoy aoiece but
pnde of holding office at such an historic moment was re'.ward
enough for _them. All we have to do now is to realise on it and
get somethmg comfortable to sit on .
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In the matter of entertainment we are very quiet-and rightly
so, after the above achievement.
~ossip. -Pat Mills weighs ro st. 2 lb., but he reckons that at a
push he could· get down to bantam
Jock Hutchison celebrated the third month of oossession of his
present set of false teeth.
Carpi Hodge and L/ Carpi Lister are making good progress
in their Marathon billiards match. This started three months
ago . . ~orpl Hodge is due for ho~e esta~lishment during 1935 / 36,
and tt s touch and go whether Lister will be able to make uo his
present deficit of twenty-three. In the event of a dead heat or
an unfinished break, it is anticipated that Corp! Hodge will apply
for another year out in India- rather sporting, don't you think?
Throu~hout the sessions Lister has been exhibiting pretty cuemansh1p, but Hodge is uncanny in his efforts. He may not
nominate an apparent losing hazard, but he doesn't surprise even
himself by the unerring accuracy of his double off the red into
the bottom sack.
S.W.B.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
No. 1 Company.
General.- lt having been noticed by suoerior authority that
the barrack rooms could easily be fitted as- club rooms, a limit
was decided upon and also that there should be a standardised
patte~n adopted. In consequence each of No. I Company barrack room~ i~ now equipped with a writing table, electric light
stand, chair, and one table oer two men. Room can even be
found to sit auring a kit inspection.
The Company has just completed that interesting oeriod known
as individual training. Success has crowned the efforts of the
following, who hereinafter will be known (we hope, when confirmed) as operators signals B.ii.: Signalmen Bennett, Crookes,
C~ks, Leyland, Ford, Yaxley, Coombes, Lapsley, Holland and
Lambert. The last named is employed in the workshops trades.
Never own a dog! L / Corpl Malvern knows this maxim to
his regret. His quadruped Pansy (or was it Cissie?) contracted
a disease contrary to regulations and was oromotly destroyed, and
poor Bert is now undergoing a course of twenty needles.
Departures.- Sigmn Kidd is just shaking hands prior to his
departure for Cherat. On a kit inspection day, too! Corporal
Edwards is still here awaiting a boat in October (strong rumours
of cancellation}.
Arrivals .-Sigmn Sinclair has just put his kit on the office
verandah in relief of Sigmn Kidd. Howdy!
Casua ltie s .-Corpl Hatton is still in "hospital suffering from
enteric, and h .: looks like being " boarded." Carpi Dendy and
family, we think, will also shortly depart for the U.K. on medical
grounds.
Weapon Trai n ing.- Just come back from the ranges. I saw
no " lancers " (liar I}
In passing, we have seen the winter programme (gosh!)
That's all, thanks. Curtailed notes regretted . Salaams.

W.O.s and Sergeants Mess.
General.- During the month of August the Sergeants Mess
families were very kindly invited by Lieut.-Colonel and Mrs.
Phillips to tea and tennis at their home.
The families were divided into three parties-the first attending
on the 1st of the month, the second on the 3rd , and the last
party on the 28th. They were met on the lawn by Lieut.-Colonel
and Mrs. Phillips and our commanding officer, Lieut.-Colonel
W. T. Howe.
The officers and the married families indulged in several games
of good hard tennis, and during the intervals partook of refreshments in which ice cream played an important part. Several
members of the Mess were heard to remark that orior to the
conclusion of their Army life it would be a good -idea to ask
£or a vocational course with a view to enlisting in Walls' Army:
" Stop me and buy one." At any rate, there were several helpings of ice cream and no refusals, and with assorted cakes and
assorted drinks in addition, the afternoon and evening were very
much appreciated. Prior to leaving, the C.S.O.'s wife handed
each married lady a bunch of grapes, and then we all rolled home
in the unit bus.

.All the married families take this opportumty of thanking
L1eut.-Colonel and Mrs. Phillips for their kindness, and our
commanding officer for supplying music on his wireless set, and
altogether to indicate their appreciation of a very great afternoon.
Tennis.- The Mess team did very badly during the second half
of the Harington cup tournament. It was rather disappointing,
especially after dcing so well in the first half. The West Yorks
Regiment were the winners, the 1st Field Brigade R.A. second,
and ourselves trailing third.
During the month we had return matches with the officers a
well as the B.O.R.s of the unit, the result being a draw in each
case (on sets}.
More General- Invitations to the dinner following the monthly
Mess meeting were for the first time extended to the members'
memsahibs. This resulted in a very enjoyable dinner and social
evening, including that death-defying game in which remarks
such as " Eyes down,'' " Look in " and •• A jaldi five " seemed
to be very much in evidence.
. I must add this one. Heard at a unit dance (rupees and annas
involved). Customer: " Four large tops and three lemons,
please." Caterer: " That's-four sixes are twenty-four and
three are twenty-seven- that's two-seven, please." Customer :
" Get away! You can't catch me. It's only two-three."

Zbob Signal Section, Loralai.
Headquarters.
Saturday 8th September.
General.-Things have not been up to the normal standard of
late. The mossies, which usually are very inoffensive here, have
been putting in a little overtime, with the result that several
of the Section have been in dock. The O.C., too, has had a nasty
spell but is now recuperating at our summer camp at Chautair,
an~ we all hope that the rest and change will put him on his feet
agam. Several other mysterious complaints have also drifted
into the Section.
Entert ainments.-Very little of late, owing to the Section
being depleted atld all the ladies of the cantonment being still
away on holiday. Shortly, however, we hope to have them
back with us again, and we anticipate signalling their return by
having a bumper dance ; and I can assure you that the lads intend to give it " rocko." During this lean period we have been
cheerfully entertained with the reminiscences of our worthy ser·
geant, who wins the canteen cup hourly with such things as
"When I was in Egypt" or (better still}•· When I was in Crowborough," and so on. Despite this, he has had some stout talent
to compete against, one story about a pig gaining a very high
percentage of marks.
Sports.-No cricket matches have been played lately . We
have been hanging on for a few tips from the Australians.
Several games of hockey have been played and won against
the one and only other team in Loralai. The lads have got
" cheesed," however, so we have decided to give it a rest.
Tennis seems to be the order of the day. Everyone is frightfully keen, and thanks to the kindness of the sergeants in permitting us to use their courts, some very enjoyable evenings are
being spent. It beats me, though, where all those nice white
slacks are coming from.
Departures .-The Wee McAra to Fort Sandeman. We under·
stand that he had a " beery " good reception there.
Arrivals.-Sigmn Johnson from Fort Sandeman, via Chautair,
after an attack of malaria.
Congratulations.-To Oozey Taylor on passing his B.ii. at
Quetta.
Hair Rais ing.-With only a few weeks to go for October, the
Irish element here is fervently ai;iplying all the renowned patents
to promote the growth on a quickly thinning pate. Nothing is
left to chance, and even the shears have been pressed into use.
Cotton of Hindubagh fame will be interested to know that he
doesn't stand alone in his nakedness-sorry l baldness. It is plain
to see that there is going to be a bit or lady killing in ould 01r •
land shortly, if this particular " block " yields to treatment.
After all, Paddy, why worry? the grear T atcho didn't go bald
in a day.
Overheard.- Very thin sergeant: " Now then, my lad, u e
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your rifle with determination and effort ; so : and after loading.
always pull the safety catch back with the disengaged eye."
We Want to Know.- Who crept out of bed at 3 a.m. 10 open
the canteen? Where does Geord ie get those nasty canvas slacks
R. J.
from? Why did Dick Turpin come to the Zhob?
Fort Sandeman Detachment.
Thursday 30th August.
General.-Fort Sandeman is ouiet- very ouiet. An ominous
stillness reigns over the W / T Detachment:- and I don't mean
just between 14.00 hrs. and 16.00 hrs. daily, although it happens
to be 15.30 just now and most of the lads are under the influenc
of Bister, the god of slumber who waves his magic wand over
o, this calm is oermanent-at least,
India after tiffin roz roz.
while it lasts (touch wood). I wonder what "is the reason? Perhaps the absence of our malarial friend Fortes has something to
do with it . Mr. Fortes, the most eloquent member of our club,
on account of a slight attack of fever has recently taken up a
temporary seat at Chautair. I wonder who he is cornering now?
We hope the Chaut air suits him.
We are now in the middle of the malaria season, and everyone
goes about dodging mosquitoes. Elaborate precautions are taken
by all to avoid the dreaded scourge, and up to now the average
of victims is not too high.
The weather has been somewhat unruly of late, and apart
from spoiling a lot of evenings and washing away the roads and
railway, it has thrown our swimming bath ou t of commission,
the water being unfit to use. J.C.'s training has been interrupted
and his waist line is again beginni ng to worry him. It doesn't
worry him as much as his passage money, though: he will have
to bring all his native instincts into play to raise that. At least,
so it seems to all outward appearances, although Conductor Cook
says he is rolling in money and is going home because he daren't
bank it here in case he is found out.
Sport.- ! would rather not mention sport this month, but I
haven't much else to talk about. Our hockev team had one of
their off days on the 12th and were severely. beaten uo by the
British officers of the station. J.C. let four shots pass -h im into
the net, but we don't blame him for that ; after all, there was
rather a lot for just one goalkeeper to do. Our forwards were
not shooting well. Perhaps, as it was the nth August, they
thought they were shooting grouse and not goals. The lads were
much revived by shandies provided by the officers after the
match. We have not been able to indulge in much snort this
month, par~ly o~ing to the weather and partly through- some of
our mE'.n being laid up . I hope to have something bette r to report
next ume.
Casualties.- We were all sorry to hear that our O .C. had gone
into hospital suffering from heat stroke. Every member of the
Detachment wishes him a speedy recovery and hones that he will
soon be continuing the good work. Sergt Ward, our Detachment
comman~er, has also had a spell in hospital with fever, but we
expect him to be in action again at any minute.
Special.-Our special representative interviewed L / Col Smith
J. C. in the wireless station the other dav, and these a~e a few
of the things he said. "Roll on, March ; iet me get on that boat.
I'm all of a shake, though, in case the O .C. asks me for my
passage money this month. I can raise it all right by next monthend.'' " Won't it be grand? I'll get rid of this waist line.''
" I know !'ve g.o t to come back, but that is looking too far ahead.
I wonder 1f I will come back to the Zhob?" " I can do it, mate .
You watch me."
Our S.C. also heard Jamieson nattering to himself: " I believe
I've dodged it this year: it wi ll have to be slick to catch me now.
I wonder "".'hy I'm s h i~ering? I think I will just nip throu gh and
have a quick one. I II bet the lads are wondering where that
twelve gallons went to. I feel sure I'm getting thinner."
Obituary.- The parrot died from dental crueltv inflicted on it
by Lugs.
·
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to Signalmen McAra
and Scantlebury, who voluntarily left a nice comfortable station
to come and rough it with us.
Departures .- We have lost Signalmen Johnson Franks and
Fortes. Gone to Chautair for a spell. It must b; all about up
there.
Greetings. -To George Gibson: Whoopee.
BUXMITH.

Hindubagh

Detachme~t.

Saturday 1st September.
I very much regret commencing these notes with the familiar
excuses, regrets, etc., for the continuous absence of notes, but
it is extremely difficult to compile anything of interest, especially
when the entire Detachment is only four in number and the outlook on life consists of barbed wire and mountains.
However, to enable old Hindubaghites to survive the shock
of my epistle to THE WIRE, I have decided to exclude the act ivities of the bold bad lads from Afghanistan and report "All's well
on the barbed wire spaces of Hindubagh."
lnspections.- The Detachment was inspected last month by
the officiating Area commander, Lieut.-Colonel Howard. It was
r~ther a surprise inspection, but once again it was proved that
Signals are ready for any emergency and glowing t ributes were
paid to the W / T Detachment.
L~ter _in the month our O.C. visited us on inspection duty, but
cons1derin~ that we had spent a busy week in chasing elusive
c'Jbwebs, a was natural that everything should go off o.k.
Up to the time of writing, any furt her inspections have been
out of the question. Heavy rainstorms and floods h ave continuall y washed away the roads and railway lines, and once more
we are li ving in confinement.
Arrivals.- One wir~less set, with the maker's guarantee that
any child could tune 1t. After exhausting the Post Office stock
of ~tamps and studying countless catalogues, our renowned fitter
decide~ to spend three hundr~d rupees of h is hard-earned pice
on a wireless set. The set arrived six weeks ago, and I have the
honour to re.port that it has proved a howling success-loud
screeches, wails a.nd groans can be heard issuing from the bungalow, bm no music so far. However, patience is a virtue and I
a:n getting down to strict training in the art of turning the gramopnone handle. (The presence of such renowned wireless fiends
as Paddy Byrne or Geordy Shields would be appreciated bw tortured listeners.)
Sports.-A trial match was played on Wednesday between the
Rawuts team and a scratch eleven, the idea being to test out the
abt lit!es of the first mentioned.-rumours ~taring that they are
certain of . annexing the Baluchistan cup this year.
The ~a) puts were at full strength, while the Undesirables had
the services of three locals from the W f T Detach ment- Corporal
(~helma) Todd and S1gmn Taylor makmg a hefty defence, while
S1gmn Donnelly looked perfectly charming in a new pair of shorts
complete wah Corps colours. A party of Afghans camping outside the barbed wire turned up in full force, and a hu ge crowd
was present at the bully off.
In. exactly five . seconds the Rajputs were one up, Coro! Todd
lodging a complaint that he was not ready (objection overruled).
~ few .seconds l!!Ler tl;i~ same fello:w relieved a dangerous situan~n with a glorious dr1.ve (Abe Mitchell style) and in a mix-up
?• arms, legs and swt;ating bodies Taylor bundled ball and goalie
mto the net. Half time: RaJputs 1, Undesirables r.
~ keen battle was anticipated in the second half, but the
~aJputs h ~d ?,ot ta ken into conside ration the Corps battle cry of
C.e rta Cito, nor the. fact .that the opposing centre forward was
feE'.lmg annoyed at havmg his new shorts soiled. With a glorious
dribble T aylor put across a grand centre and Donnelly, running
so. fast .that no mother-m-law .could possibl.y overtake him, avenged
his s01le~ garments by .Puttmg the ball into the net at a terrific
pace. Fmal score: RaJputs 1, Undesirables 2.
. Such n ~ mes. as Dhyan. Ch an~. Rup Singh and McCan have faded
into nothmg m comp.arison with those of the Todd, Taylor and
Donnelly Sahibs .which are discussed among the Rajputs, and
the O.C. H .D .B. 1s q uite Jealous of the pukka salaams now being
bestowed on the latter.
.A game of push-halfpenny has been arranged with the local
tribesmen. We are. weakened by the absence of Fortes of Camberley fame, but will publish results in the next issue.
The operators have reached such a hi gh standard of efficiency
(ahem.!) that our celebrated superi~;end~nt, Corp! (Thelma) Todd
has discarded our famous motto,
Quiet efficiency? Operators,
better be careful than sorry afterwards."
Agony.- To .Meese and Lumber o( Sariab fame : W h yfor to
me you not write? You. maketh me plenty weep. Sariabite.
To the Beasley and Ber11f Sahibs : Salaams from Dharim Singh .
What about the 400 empty beer bottles?
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We would be grateful if our O.C. would return our tame snake
which he borrowed on his last visit .
Departures.- Sigmn Taylor to Quetta in search of his B.ii.,
heavy storms preventing its being sent up here. It is now com~on knowledge that t~17 Querta. instructors are walking around
in a daze, and .Marcom 1s swottmg up m an effort to regain his
lost laurels. Sixpence a day for four years will buy a Martin
Henry, Busty.
More Departures.- In the near future (we hope). GEORDY.

W/T Section, Cbautair.
Life still continues peacefully and the Section and married
fami li es are steadily improving their health, while the work (?)
of Camp Commanda:it is being ably carried out ~y Corp! Cooper.
. For a whole fort~1ght I devoted my valuable ume to following
him arour_id and domg my poor best in an endeavour to find out
the..meamng. of th.ose ledgers, vouchers, etc., and the mutterings
of If one ts entitled to ten ounces, therefore three will be entitled to . . . .'' But we haven't enough fingers to check un so
much, Frosty.
Another bright young person was busy trying to find out why
Rodney Stone visited Chip Inge. Was it to get his name on the
roll call of honour, Frankie? Well, rhat's not ouite so exhausting as khud climbing. The Doctor Sahib no...; claims that he
has conquered every khud around Chautair. Not. being energetic
enough to accompany him, I do not propose to dispute his word.
I do not mtend to describe my own activities, as they were
mainly " biscuit pressing "; but then, an invalid cannot be expected to do too much, can he?
Arri vals .-Sigmn Fortes to recuperate after contracting the old
m!'laria bug. O~r O.C. a)so decided to spend the last few days
with us. He arrived lookmg rather green after his recent illness,
b'.lt Chautair will soon alter that.
Departures.- Sigmn Johnson, back to dutv in Loralai, after
gaining ten pounds. He now looks as fit as the proverbial fiddle.
S ~ ort . -Khud climbing for the energetic (sleeping for myself),
makm g bows and arrows for the kids, and turning the rooe for
Joyce to skip. Wh at a life!
George may perhaps explain how he was done for five chips
at nap. But he says that was not sport. As I only got two out
of that five, I agree that it was not fair play. Someone else got
three. Perh:ips Goodhand knows more about that than I do.
We were all sorry when the 31st August arrived and we had to
strike camp, with the aid of a fatigue oartv from the Police, and
return to Loralai. However, there was the consolation of a drop
of Steel and Coulson's at the other end, and that was something
t~ look forward to. By the way , George d id manage to finish
h is barrel of Murree, but I think he was glad when t he last drop
was squeezed out of it.
On returning, I find that our old friend Paddv still savs " Roll
on I" but I leave that to the Loralai scribe-it is -no affair. of mi ne.
So, until next year, these must be the last of the Chautair notes
- thank goodness I
VAT 6g.
E ASTE R N COM MAND ... .... ...... ..... .. . .. ...INDIAN A R MY.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. 2 Company.
Saturday 1st September.
General.- Now that the monsoon period is drawing to a c!o e,
our . thoughts are turning to Section schemes and training.
Smee our return from Chakrata, our activities have been turned
~o the wholesale slaughter of the mosquito. Before the sun h 1
chased away the early morning mist, parties armed with picks and
shovels may be seen approaching the breeding grou nds of th e
mosquito befo re that hated insect begi ns its dailv round of wreaking vengea nce on the British soldier in India. ·
A ve:y strange story has .been brought to li!!-ht by the mosquito
extermmators. One morning, very early, they were surprised
to see approaching them out of the mist the ghostly forms of
men ar_id horses. y ery strange did they a!Jpear with the mist
wreath mg p hantast1c shapes about them. As silentlv as they
appeared did they vanish, and now every 011e wonders that No.

2 Company exercise party should rejoice m the nom-de-plume
of the Dawn Patrol.
As our Indian ranks arc at presenr on leave, stables form a
large part of our daily routine ; but in soite of the horses and
the1: dai ly wants, a lineman's course is in -progress and a number
of. operators are hoping to be the possessors of L/ M class 1i1 . as
an extra qualification.
As I mentioned at the beginning of these notes, we are now
lookmg forward to collective training which this year 1s to bt
hE'.ld in the vi.c mity of Delhi. Some of our Sections will be away
with .their Bngade.s before Christmas, but we will all join up at
Delhi. The Delhi manreuvres are to be concluded with a ceren:ionial para~e on .a large scale, and our feelings at the present
ume regard.mg this par<1;de are a trifle mixed. Like everything
else, when 1t 1s over lt will no doubt provide us with a subject for
many humorous anecdotes.
Just Digging.-Noticing a party of men furiously digging
holes, the n.c.o. i I c the malaria squad-which was suffering from
a la.c k of members for digging- approached them. " What the
de.vii. are y~u doin~?" he demaf'!ded. Cam~ the cool reply: " Oh,
this 1s ~he lmeman s squad on d1 ggmg practice." The i/c malaria
squad 1s now m hospital!

7th (Medium) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
Monday 10th September .
G.eneral.-.All WIRE notes seem to start off with this heading,
wh.1ch 1s opt1m1s.t1cal.ly Jotted down on scrap 9aper by aspiring
scribes when thei r mmds register an absolute blank. But it gives
one a ltttle confidence, as it convinces one that he has really
started the monthly task in th e aooroved manner.
Sectionites are s.till grinning in -spite of the rather monotonous
hot weather routme common to all Plain stations. The only
change of .any description is marked by the appearance of hedge
shoots which have been planted round the Section bungalow area,
and 1£ the bullocks don't eat them Sergeant Lynham will soon be
wanting hedge clippers besides a watering can-already wangled.
Scraps from Conversat ions.- All certified as Gosoel truth .
(r) "You don't mastify your food properly." {2} " The hero rescued the heroess."
(3) " Don't say • On the jew ' ; say • Ecommonize.' "
(4) " Poor fellow! he has ulsters in his stomach.''
(5) " They arrive simultatiously."
(6) " He said • I passed my diplocy whiist at school.' "
Mass Slaug hte r.- The annual wild pigeon shoot in barracks
was held early in the month. Pigeons are still plentiful, needless
to say, partly-or possibly- because Banger (Corp! King, the wild
· bird protectionist} only shot one with 25 rounds of fours . Even
this solitary bird was never seen by any reliable witness, but
Banger swears 1t stuck on the Schoolie's roof after he ha d hit it.
!'Jever mind, Banger. The O .C.'s pie was just as good without
1t, so bear up.
Wan t ed .-No. 23188?? Sigmn Bennett W. (Bournemouth) to
write to Ginger Bentley. who will be here till his boat goes.
HEAP.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Wednesday 22nd August.
.a pap.er which I picked up a few days ago, some
tat1st1c1an-basmg his calculations on the estimated number of
words in the language and their permutations and combinations
- stated that the number of sentences it is nossible to write in
English is definitely limited. He said also that to write down
this number in ordinary numerals, a sheet of naoer sever'al mi les
long would be required. Judging by the lack of WJRE notes in
this unit, we are (metaphorically speaking) perilouslv near to the
enc! of that stri9 of paper. One could . of course, start all over
again ; but think of all those mi les to be travelled before one
returned to the first sentence-only to find, I oresume: " Do
you fancy a piece of apple?" By the wav. in -soite of its antiouity. this seems to be far more original t·han the last sentence
I heard: " Reprimanded.'' But enough of this sense. Let's
have some nonsense.
D uring the last month the Army commander, Eastern Command, expressed a desire to see our remounts. Whv he should
want to see them when Mae West was appearing at the local
G~n.e~al. -In
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cmema. I can't for the life of me say . . Anyh_ow, he did, and he
appeared to be quite sati fied with their tra1~m~ and appearance.
\Vath the aoproach of th October exammat1on an.d the .Pro·
phecy of a dramage of . n.c.o.s in 1940, rhere as feverish .acuv1ty
in the world of education. When men arc to be seen m their
own time, with exercise books _ope~ i.n front of them. and raven•
ously chewing the ends of pencils, at as a fairly sure sign that the
old grey matter is being ~isturbe~-for one can't bla1~1e the
me ing n.c.o. for . everythmg. Sullr here as a su.g~estlo~ for
him. It would stimulate the appetite, and be ongmal, 1f. he
could turn out a pencil rissole . . Th17n, in t~e .ev.~nt.~f a complaint,
the complainant could march m with exhibit A over has ear,
and not (as recently occurred in this unit) with extended hand
lake an apprentice Nippy girl.
Rung s.-Congratulations to Corporal Hunt J. and L / C_o~poral
Wilson G. on attaining those ranks. What about a .new edauon ~f
the blue book?- that's nearly ten amendments this year, and at
is only August.
Courses.- Signalmen Ti~ H. and G~!ffiths A .. R. have passed
upgrading courses to 0 / S 11. and D.R.11. respectively.
Curt ain.- As Omar would say:
" Some little talk awhile of thou and me,
And then no more of thou and me."
NoN NUNQUAM.
SO UTHER

COMMAND .. ..... ........ ... ...... I N DIAN A RMY.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
Friday 17th August .
General.-Having returned from my tour in the North,
again take over the mantle of office and endeavour to place on
.
.
record something of interest to all.
Life is very much the same. Days and rughts pass, as 1s usual.
Men may come and men may go, bu ~ duties go on for. ~ver.
The only outstanding event this month was the v1s1t to the
Garrison of His Excellency Field-Marshal Sir Philip W. Chetwode,
Barr., G.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.S.o., Commander-in-Chief in India. An
account of his visit to this unit has been ta ken from the local
paper-a flattering one, it may seem, and further comments are
not needed .
Training continues steadily, and as is. usual t~ say when writing about trade tests, we hope all candidates will be successful.
Unfortunately, many go in dock these days. Cholera being very
prevalent, many precautions are being taken t.o pr17vent it .spreading. However, by the time these notes are m prmt, all mvaltds
will be up to scratch once more.
EXTRACT FROM "THE HYDERABAD BULLETIN ."-" Today's pro·
gramme of H.E. Sir Philip Chetwode's visit to <!th Indian D iv!·
sional Signals . This morning, in ra ther muggy weather, J:11s
Excellency the Commander-in-Chief inspected the . '!th Indian
Divisional Signals and the 4th Cavalry Bngade Signal Troop
under the command of Captain S. J. Fielder. T h ough only a
few in number, these men are indiroensa ble to the Army, providing the vital means of communication within the 4th Indian
.
Division and the 4th Cavalry Brigade.
" The signallers marched on the ground and took up the~r
positions like soldiers born. T hey had no band to herald their
arrival, but the mellow notes of a trumpet which broke through
the stillness of the morning lent quite a distinctive grandeur to
the proceedinj!s. It was an inspection which will be reme.m bered
for a long while, and the ha rmony displayed by both Indian and
European men in the ranks was all that could be desired.
" His Excellency arrived as usual in the staff ca r. and on hi~
arrival at the saluting base he received the General Salute amidst
impressive silence. He then inspected the signallers and was
more than pleased with their smartness and general get-up .
" His Excellency presented a long service and good conduct
medal to Sergt W . Peerless. R.Signals. T hen the units marched
past the salutmg base, where rhe Commander-i n-Chief acknowledeed the men as they gave him all due respects.
" After th=s. the Commander-in-Chief inspected all officers and
spoke a few words to each of them, congratulating them on the
efficiency of the unit."

Undetected Crime.- We congratulate Sergts P.eerless W. and
Penfold A. and Corp! Eisele S. P., M.M., on getting the L.S. and
G.C. medal with more pice to swell the exchequer.
In Much Lighter Vein.- KoOKERY KOLUM. By the kurtesy of
the Beeton Broad kasting Kompany we ~ave sekured this ei_<klusive
interview with Lady Bakem-Hardasbnks, who below wall place
her kulinary skill at our disposal and tell us how to prepare one
of our olde fashioned Englishe dishes.
PAITY DE Fov GRASS .- This, as all you ex-publik skoolboys
know is the aristokrat of aristokratic dishes. The kook-orderly
should warn everyone beforehand when he intends to serv~ this
dish, so that one and all may arrange to be detamed weedmg a
kricket pitch-or something. The first thing to get hold of i.s
the grass. The foy is entirely ~egligible, especially for humana·
tarians. As for the patty (English paste), this kan be obtamed
from the Q.M. once per annum when the lokal shoot is being
held (applikations to be submitted before !?·'~· Easter): Anything green may be used as stuffing. If a b1ll1ard table as used,
kare should be taken to remove the balls and pyramid spot, as
these are liable to kause inflammation of the tum. Patty de foy
grass should be ready to serve a quarter of an hour before the
first gong for dinner. This gives plenty of time for the ~tu~ to
be chucked into the dustbin and bread and cheese served m lieu.
In konkluding this first redpe, may I, in a personal message to
young kook-orderlies, express my sympathy with the poor boys
who have to eat their grub. As regards meals, a little knowledge
of psykology will greatly facilitate in what Einstein calls the
" accumulative quantum reciprokal." For instance, it is a well
known fact, as my friend Kenneth Gee Gee would say, that
kaviar should never be served when there is a " Q" in the month
or when it is twilight on Missouri; and never, never, never lob
up spotted dog when it is spring time in the Rockies or night
time in old Buenos de Janeiro. Heaven help you, one and all I
ERMINTRUDE BAKEM•HARDASBRICKS .- Jock (o' the Signals) has
gone into partnership with several of the clan MacSwitzelheimer,
and here are a few of their attractive offers to the general public.
We press suits-after removing all soup stains. This, by the
way, is a free service to all females with beards over three feet
long.
We fill fountain pens free of charge, but draw the line at
authors and persons who write to the papers-and Hannen
Swaffer and Uncle Nat.
We fiU lighters.-Another free service that brings us hordes
of MacSassenachs.
Hairdressing-Twelve snappy little cubicles and ditto assistants.
We repair stochings- A service that covers a multitude of shins.
We store furniture for ten days or ten years-it depends which
term you are doing.
We do sports repairs from Broken G. clubs to knackered ludo
sets.
We booh seats for concerts.- May we sew you to a sheet?
(sorry I)
We attend to weddings and ftmerals, and weep with you m
either case.
We would also like to start a fund for supplying farriers (one
of 'em) with cigarettes, but the question is " Is it done?" and
the answer is " Nol "
Answers to Correspondents.- King's Bounty: Keep the one
the least li ke father ; it's safer. Yes, drowning is still the best
method for the others.
Mother of Nme: Yes, it's the little things that are apt to wreck
marriages, especially if the little {use your imagination) won't go
to sleep.
Lovesick Fa rr ier (the eighth wonder of the world): No I there
is a bir: difference between the licences-the dog's has to be
renewed.
Toast.-Here's to the girl who is youn g but not too young,
for the good die young-and who wants a dead one? H ere's
to the girl who is old but not too old, for the old dye too-and
who wants a dyed one?
Famous Last Words {inspired by one K.G.)- " T hat's okay.
I'll ta ke the can back." "Are you on church to-morrow?"
"I've got to get up-you've got to get up ." "Well, what of
it?" " H ullo1 are you out of dock? I was coming to see you ."
"I'm deaf; I can't hear you ." " I don't know . You had better
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ask so-and-so " (who in turn asks so-and-so- this as alleged to
be the u ual channels).
To-day's Great Thought.- Many a true word is spoken
through false teeth.
Conclusion. - And about time, tool
month.

Be with you again next
S.Y.M.

F Signal Section, Jubbulpore.
Saturday 11th August.
lntroductory.-As our regular scribe, Sigmn Hennell, is at
present unfortunately in hospital, somebody else has to do the
necessary this month ; and as I seem to be pretty well uo in the
J.S. class of our little Army, it has fallen to me to be that somebody- so here goes.
General.-To begin with, we all wish Hank a speedy recovery
and discharge from hospital. Razor Blade, we know, will also
be glad to have his jockey back agam.
Lieut. E. L. L. Vulliamy has returned from what we sincerely
hope was an enjoyable · leave, and we are very oleased to have
him with us again.
!h.e weather continues to be wet. The general opinion is that
this as caused by the monsoons, so I suppose it must be so. I
am, however, open to contradiction on this ooint if anyone cares
to put forward other suggestions.
·
The . two h.:ndy hunter competitions-one for junior n.c.o.s
and the other for gunners and signalmen-mentioned by our
correspondent in last month's WIRE, took place on the uth and
21st July respectively, in spite of the aforementioned ~etness,
and we are quite satisfied with the results.
In the junior n.c.o.s event, Corp! Peake entered Franky (39) and
L / Corpl Howard put in Fanny (16) and the famous Bess (33).
These three horses finished in the first six, the total number of
competitors being about sixty. L / Corpl Howard took second
place on Fanny (after a run off with a member of Headquarters)
and fifth place on Bess. Corot Peake on Frankv was sixth with
~ splendid round, considering that this horse h~s the proverbial
iron mouth and a race horse's instinct to get going which has
to be well controlled in a race of this description.
In the gunners and signalmen's event we had four competitors,
and here again we did very well. Si$1!1n Packham took first place
on Fanny (16) and Sigmn Hennell with his notorious Razor Blade
(30) filled the fourth place.
On the following Saturday the Brigade held an ooen competition. and Sigmn Packham on Fanny (who once more showed her
paces) was second after an exciting run off for first olace with
Lieut. Irvine, R.A.
And so, gentle reader, our hooes exoressed last month were
fully realised. Gripper to note this. Extension of Serv ice.- No. :!318<121 L / Corooral Howard has
once more signed on the dotted linC-:this time to complete twelve
years with the Colours.
Conclusion.-With the exceotion of the soorts results I can
think of no more news of interest at orese~lt, and so ~ith a
thankful. sigh of relief I will close down until next month, by
which time I hope our usual reporter will be fit again .

---- --

THE DEPUTY.

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
Sergeants Mess.
Have you ever seen a "perfect lady" wa lk up to the bar in a
Sergeants Mess and order a pint of beer? It happened in our
Mess, and any norma l member would ask himself the question
" Am 1 all right?" On this occasion the answer would be in
the affirmative, because it was a /.. do1 ./..AJnl night, when members
d1:essed themselves in the attire of the opposite sex and member '
waves vice versa. Scrgt Norcross won first prize with h is costume of " the Blushing Bride," Mr . Kendall was second as the
" Bisto K id, " and C.Q.M.S. Kendall was awarded a special as
" Spring." A fea tu re of I h is ve ry successful evening was the

rendering by " Fataua " Stevenson of " The Green Eye," which
trickled copiously-the tears ; not the eye.
The Corporals have again been at it, the indoor games tourney
this time being won by two pints (points, surely I) and a marker.
An impromptu concert followed, and " Dublin's Fair City " as
rendered by the R.S.M. must have many attractions even if we
travel on "The Wagon Wheels" of L/Corporal Barron, who e
singing was much appreciated. The hidden capabilities of Sergt
McLoughlin were disclosed on this occasion, and his drums and
piano will, we hope, delight us at many future concerts.
A miniature golf course is about to be commenced, and handicaps on this will be announced later.
"There is nothing further to report " - an old phrase, that,
of years ago-except to say that R.Q.M.S. Smart and Sergeant
Crockford were presented with the L.S . and G.C. medal at a
Garrison church parade recently.

Junior N.C.O.s Mess.
Thursday 6th September.
lntrod uction.- Having been the Mess WIRE correspondent
for about three months, the law of averages comes into playhence these notes.
First and foremost, I must write a few lines on the main topic
of interest at the time of going to press: repatriation. Judging
from the conversation of some of the lucky ones, there still seems
to be plenty of " fiver-a-week " jobs waiting for people with
Signal experience (Tubby Chadwick now insists upon being
called Mr.-not that he is standoffish ; just getting in a little
practice). It is also surprising, the number of time-ex people who
have taken up hockey (I didn't think references were so essential).
Societ y Notes.- An extract from "The Sohere ": " We have
pleasure in announcing the forthcoming ma~riage of a lance-corporal farrier in the Royal Corps of Signals." The happy event is
being keenly looked forward to by his brother members. Shoey
informs me that his open invitation to " pop up and see me some
time " still holds good.
Courses.-L / Corpl Harris has returned from Alexandria after
having a fortnight's holiday on a gas course. He can now be
seen sniffing the air with a look of disapproval , shaking his head,
and saying " Bad!"
L/ Corpls Trout and Brelsford are now back in the fold after a
P.T. course at Alex. They both go around telling everybody
what a good course it is, but fortunately •nobody has fallen yet.
Although L / Corpl Hillar is now at Alex. on the same course, we
must in fairness to him state that he was detailed.
Comings, Goings and Doings.- Corpl Gibbs and L / Corporal
Kenneally came in from out-stations for the Command swimming, and although we didn't win. I am sure that Daphne took
back happy memories of the fair sex.
Who was the cad who, when told he was receiving reversed
si6nals, turned his sounder upside down? Cum, cum, behave I
Scotsman's Corner.- To Kiooer and Bot, Aldershot: What
Those snaps were very good. Dick. (Thank
Mac for his letter.)
~bout a line?

Tailpiece.-My share of Andy's duck.

HoN.

Gibraltar Siimal Section.
Wellin11ton Front, 7th Septeml::cr.
During the month we have said goodbye to Sigmn Gunner,
who returned to the U. K. upon the recom mendation of a Medical
Board for a change to U. K. We hope that he will soon be fit
again and back to duty. Judging by his figure, the rest he had
in hospita l he re was beneficial.
We are looking forward to the arrival of two linemen in the
near fu ture. Thi will bring our establishment back to normal
again, and th-n we can settle down to the normal trooping season
reliefs.
The " Levant " has been a frequent visitor to the Rock during
the past month , and we have come to the conclusion that August
i not one of the best months to ~tav in Gibraltar. Several of the
men have paid vi its to Ceuta , M~laga and Tangier, but unfor,
lunately, as these were only day trips, the beneficial re 'Ult from
a change of air were hardly felt.
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Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street, Westminster, S. W .1
Annual Training.-Once again we have been pnv1leged to
carry out our annual training at Manst_o n Aerod1om_e. W.e are
very grateful to those who are respons1b.e for secunng this excellent training centre for us, and we appreciate the many fac1lit1es which are available. Group Captain E. R. Maf1:mng, o.s.o.,
M.C. (Royal Air Force) who is in charge of the station, made_us
very welcome, and we thank him for all his help and hosp1tahty.
We arrived in a rainstorm about 3.30 p.m. on Sunday 12th
August, and in a very short rime lorries and coaches were unloaded, cars garaged, and officers an:l men comfortably mstalled
in their ouarters.
. .
Our camp at Manston gives ~n _opportunity for out~oc;>r training
in normal signal work, as dist.met from ou~ speaahsed_ work
which is associated with the Air Defence ~ngades . . This year
the si<>nal scheme was based on Divisional signal training as far
as au; personnel and equipment would i;ierm1t. Our . commanding officer explaii:ied the . narrative to us .in some detail, m order
that we should be fam1har with the obiect of the scheme . . Instruction in general airline construction and lecture~ on s1gi:ial
office procedure were followed with much appreciation and mterest, and understanding came to many when _the theo!J'. was
put into practice. Our n.c.o.s and men were given practice . in
all branches of the scheme, and the work was attacked with
enthusiasm by all ranks. Our recruits, many of. whom were
swinging hammers and straining wires for the first time, revealed
.
themselves as willing and adaptable wor~ers.
We manned a Divisional Headquarters signal o~ce, ~o Bn~ade
and four Battalion offices, cwo of the latter h.aving visual _lmks
with the Brigades. With commendable fores1~ht, the designer
of the scheme arranged for us to advance on the village of Acal,
where there is ouice an excellent lunch nme rendezvous. The
Brigade offices moved according to a pre-arranged 9lan of. " advanced centres," and corresponding changes were made in the
location of the Battalion offices. A considerable volume of traffic
was dealt wich throughout the scheme.
A special feature was introduced in the form o~ CO•OiJe.ration
with the Royal Air Force, a wireless ten.d er being _m _!>Os1t1on at
the Divisional signal office. while dropping and picking up stations were established on the aerodrome.
We were honoured with visits by a number of distinguished
officers. Major-General H. F. Salt, c.B., C.M.G., o.s.o., came
on a visit of inspection with Major C. H. Peck, o.s.o., M.C., and
gave us much encouragement. We were also inspected by our
two Brigade commanders. Colonel A. A. S. Younger, o.s .o.,
and Colonel C. G. A. Coooer, o.s.o. Our late commanding
officer, Colonel H. Carter, T.D., came to see us in the second
week. Major H. C. Carey Thomas, Chief Signal Officer at Uxbridge, gave us an interestin!! lecture on the Air Defence organisation and was good enough to judge our airline competition.
As regards competitions and sports. the 27th Company were
victors in the airline cnmnetition and the 26th Company won
the cricket match. while Nos. 1 and 5 Sections shared the
honours in the tabloid snorts. The drill comoetition was won
by o. 3 Section. The annual S!)Orts were held on Friday 24th
August, and were much enlivened by excellent music provided
by the band of the station. The unit sporLs cur> was won by
the 27th Companv. At the conclusion, the prizes were distributed bv Mrs. G. C. Wickins.
As in ·past years, Mar1:ate and Rams?-ate proved happy oleasure
<>rountlc. and the weather being fine practically every day, the
fortnieht passed all too quickly.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals .
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial .- After a suitable interval following the return from
annual training, the various drill halls are being again populated.
The month of August is usually a stand-off time, but even so,
there always seems to be a fair' number of members who do .not
want to stand off. This is a good si.gn and is worth encouragin~.
The period between annual training and the 1st November is
normally quiet, and gives an opportunity to those who were
unable to complete their musketry course !)rior to camp., The
various Company stores are also hives of industry at this tune of
the year.
Details of the unit's sports and trophy winners, which were
unavoidably held over, appear in the Sports section of this issue.
MERCURY .

No. 2 (Southampton) Company and No. 224 F.A.S. Section
We apologise for our brief para.graph of last mont)-t and endeavour to make amends this ume. Our unit editor nobly
stepped into the breach last month and gave all the necessary
information.
Camp is past, and from th.is Company's point of .view I think
it was successful. It is pleasing to note the steady improvement
year by year, and it is hoped that we shall go from strength to
strength as time goes on.
This time of the year is always a dull period, and I must make
this my excuse if my notes are not quite up to standard.
We were pleased to be able to pull off the football shield for
the second year, but we must not forget to congratulate the other
Companies who made us fight all the way for it-it being only
goal average that decided the issue.
The training at camp was run on excellent lines, and the night
march was the spotlight of the whole camp. The Sections all
reached their objectives, although it was the first time that the
unit had attempted a mechanised nigh r march. Anyhow, we all
arrived safely back in camp.
As these will be the last notes compiled by the present scribe,
who is leaving the unit, he takes this opportunity of wishing the
unit and the Company every success in the future. He hopes to
have future meetings, whenever possible, with the many friends
he has made du ring his five years with the unit.
Au revoir.
PIP.

No. 3 (Plymouth) Company.
We are sorry we missed sending in notes last month, but expenence has proved the writer to be in a state of coma for at
least a week following annual camp, and this year has not been
an exception- but for different reasons than usual I However,
camp always seems somewhat different in retrospect, and perhaps
these notes will be the better for the delay.
From the point of view of training, we worked very hard and
reached a high standard of efficiency. This Company retained
the Moore efficiency cup-but, we imagine, by a very small margin
indeed.
We lost the football shield by goal average only. Rather tough
luck, that I Sergt Grey, Corp! Marshal and L/ Corp I Ford are
worthy of special mention in a team of real triers. Better shooting next year, please.
We share the sports trophy with Nos. I and 2 Companies-an
extraordinary result. For this we are chiefly indebted to the
enthusiasm of Corp! Youlden, and the magnificent pulling of the
tug-of-war team, who defeated the hitherto unbeaten No. I after

a tremendous struggle. Sergt Stone, the anchor man, was the
inspiration of our side.
The first boxing trophy (the Varwell cup) was easily won by
this Company. We had more entries, however, than the rest of
the unit put together. Boxing is becoming increasingly popular,
and we hope that, as a result of this competition, we shall be able
to put a stronger unit team in the next Divisional championships.
Rifle shooting, like shooting at goal, does not seem to be our
strong point. Better lighting and increased opportunities should
provide better results during the winter. The C.S.M. will, no
doubt, see to that.
The social side of camp life was, as usual, well developed but
somewhat saddened by the thought of departures. We missed
the officers v. sergeants cricket match this year. It should not
be omitted next time.
THREECOY.

44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals
and Attached Sections.
Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscourt Park, W .6.
Here we are again, full of regrets that annual training at camp
is over until 1935. The camp, which was the most comprehensive
in tht: history oi the unit- embracing, as it did, No. 2 Company
and all the attached Artillery Signal Sections and Nos. 11 and 15
Air Squadron Signal Sections- was without doubt the best yet.
We were in camp with the 131st Brigade at Arundel Park from
the 29th July to the 12th August.
.
The park is an ideal camping ground, the rollmg and wooded
country providing an ideal background for Arund_el Castle. It
was a delight to nse at reveille and enjoy the view. The weather
was kind to a point, despite the drought. Several heavy downpours were experienced, but owing to the n~ture of the ground,
whereby the rain soaked away as quickly as 1t fell, no inconvenience was experienced.
The percentage of attendance was unusually high, and everyone
worked with a will to carry out the prearranged programme issued
in book form to the last dot. The programme is a fine idea.
Here's luck to the instigator, for never was there a camp with
so much work done with so little fuss and bother.
As usual, a school for junior operators and recruits was formed,
and much progress was made under the watchful eye of the
schoolmaster, Captain Hoare.
The first few days were spent in settling down and preparing
for No. 1 scheme, which was carried out on Thursday and Friday
of the first week. The unit was inspected by the C.S.O. (Colonel
E. N. F. Hitchins, o.s.o., M.c.) and the D.C.S.O. (Colonel A. S.
Angwin, o.s.o, M.C., T.D.) during the scheme, and we are pleased
to record that they both commented on the all round improvement thev had observed since Crowlink Camp.
The unit marched to the Brigade church parade on the Sunday
morning. This was held on the Brigade parade .ground. The
unit band was a great success, and we would mform all old
friends that it is now of the drum and fife vintage.
Bank Holiday Monday was given over to sports and to the old
comrades reunion. The weather was excellent in the afternoon,
the attendance of old friends was high-ask the Sergeants Mess
caterer-and the sports went with a zip . Altogeth~r a wo~derful
day, and it was a real pleasure to chat over old times with the
past members of the unit.
The inter-Company snorts trophy was won by No. 2 Company,
who beat No. 1 by the narrow margin of one point, the scorc:s
being No. 2 Company 19 points, No. 1 Company 18, and No. ~
Company 9. It was not possible to carry out the cable competition on sports day, but the cup was subsequently won by No. 2
Detachment. The sergeants' trophy was captured by No . I C?mpany with the assistance of the Supplementary Reserve Section.
The efficiency trophy, awarded this year for the best attendance
at camp, was won by A Section with a percentage of 99. This
was an excellent performance, and we offer our congratulations
to all members of the Section.
The absence of the unit clown was fully compensated for by
the . per~onal app~arance of Gandhi, ~omp lete wit~ goat and di~
ciple, and by the br.eaking of th~ tug-of-war rope m the first pull
between Nos. 1 and 2 Companies.
Tuesday saw a return to hard work and preparation for No. 2
scheme, held on the Thursday and Friday of the second week.
The scheme was very successful- a natural outcome, of course,

of the work carried out by all ranks during the 1933-34 training
season at Stamford Brook.
During the second week the unit was honoured by the visit of
the Chiet of the Imperial General Staft, General Sir Archibald A.
Montgomery-Massingberd, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., A.D.C.
On Saturday all hands got down to the iob of packing up the
equipment. i'his work was completed earl y, and all ranks werthus able to proceed to the town to purchase rock and other peace
offerings to take home. Sunday mornmg saw the umt entram
at Arundel, and another camp had come and gone.
.
During camp, bathing parades were very popular- trips be111g
organised to the nearby seaside resorts. The umt cricket team
played several matches against other units in the Brigade and
won all of them, largely through the efforts of Brevet-Major Read
and Captain Lewis-8arclay. Unfortunately, space does not permit of our recording the scores.
A word on mechanisation. The new mechanised wagons were
tested thoroughly and proved a great success. B Section, however, still congregate in lonely place~-for preference, a churchyard-to mourn for their old friends the long-faced chums, and
to curse with a threefold curse the man who invented the internal
combustion engine. The performance of the A and C sets, which
were mounted in cars and lorries respectively, was all that could
be desired.
All members of the unit were pleased to welcome to camp
their old Regular friends Captain Darling and Sergeants Lewis,
Honey, Nether, Walton and Tanner; and we offer them our
hearty thanks for the unstinting help which they gave to all and
sundry. We hope that they enjoyed their stay with us as much
as w~ did their company.
Things We Must Know.- As the size of a very necessary article
of domestic stationery has already been reduced to the m1mmum
at practical hmit, owmg to the economy cut, was it necessary to
attach the said stationery to a certain upright post with a six
inch nail plumb through the centre?
Did the C.S.M. get a drink from the paying officer for the
second week?
How many " dears " could a deer-tick stick if a deer-tick coi.Id
stick " dears "?
Whether the old soldier really believed they were deer-ticks and
spoke darkly of dirty work with a lighted candle?
Did the Company commander enjoy the ride in the Ford?
Who sings hymns to the schoolmaster nowadays?
Whether the overhead route has been repaired?
Was it necessary to hide the Band during the service?
Administration.-Was it a pity that the keeper interfered before
the swill contract was completed?
Is it true that a certain officer lost his dress spurs, and that one
was found in Brighton and the other in the sergeants mess?
Did the boys enjoy their Sherries?
Agony.-lf the comedians who disconnected the cable in the
early hours of Friday 10th August will apply to the O.C. B Section at these headquarters, they will hear something to their
(dis)advantage.
NoTBYWIT.

4 7th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.
' Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6
General.-We did not have sufficient time after the termination
of our annual training at Cockwatch Camp, Colchester, to forward
WIRE notes for last month's issue.
Camp appears to be the chief topic on which we can write, as
our headquarters are closed until the first Monday in October.
Apropos the 1933 camp, we remarked that it was one of the best
we had had since the war ; but we think everyone will agree
with us when we go further this time and say that not only was
this year's camp better than the last, but that it was a happier
one as well. We do not mean to infer that last year's was :i
miserable one, but a far happier spirit seemed to prevail throughout the whole camp both on and off duty this time.
We had a larger advance party than usual, and they were
certainly needed I The ground was just about one degree ofter
than set concrete, and even mauls and sledge hammers eemed
ouite puny against the resistance of the rock-like surface of the
field. However, when the main body marched in on Sunday
29th July, the whole camp was standing complete and definitely
ready for immediate occupation.
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We were very pica ed to have attached Lo us from the isl Div!
Signals Sergt Jc sop T . • L / Sergts Chalmers R. and Freeman R ..
Corpls Eldred F .• Martin W. and Couperthwaitc \V. , L / Corpls
Reed G .. Steele )., Hamilton A. and Sweet B., and Signalmen
Webb T. S. and McManus F. We believe they ei1joycd themsclve among their Terrier comrade>, and we take this opportunity of thanking them for all the hard work put in by them
on our behalf. IL is certain that our unit benefited considerably
by their help. We were sorry that L/ Corpl Emblem was prevented from coming with them.
The first week was pent chieRy in Sectional training under
Com!.'JOY arrangements. There was some ideal training ground
not l_ar tro~ our camp, and almost every day during the whole
trammg penod saw every Section out there doing their stuff.
During the seconci week some very in tructive and interestinginter-Company schemes were earned
not to mention enjoyabl
out, and when one considers th<it each Section had a number of
partly trained recruits posted to it just before camp, the work
done was excellent.
On the 6th AugusL we carried out a very i11structive {and, we
believe. novel) scheme devised by Captain W. H. Lloyd, M.c.
(second-in-command in the absence of Major C. L. H. Humphreys, who is temporarily " somewhere in Africa ") . Not far
from camp was a very large flat field, about 700 yards square,
and in this a complete Divisional signal scheme from Di v. H.Q.
to Battery and Battalion was laid out in miniature and normal
work carried on. It was possible to stand at Div. H.Q. and
see the whole system spread out before one, like a huge sand
table. The ~ystem was explained to all ranks, and especially
the recently iomed members, who were conducted from station
to station.
The next day-the 7th-a similar scheme was carried out under
normal conditions in wooded country, with the stations a fair

(Left to right)
Lie1tt.-Colonei H . LI. Howa:d, M.C., commanding 47th Div isionai
Signals T.A.
General Sir Archibald A_. Montgomery-Massingberd, G.C.B.,
K.C.M.G., A.D.C., Chief of the Imperial General Staff.
Captain W. H. Lloyd, M.C., O.C. No. 2 Company.
Tiu~ Staff Ofjicer accompanying the C.l.G.S.
Major-General R. D. F. Oldman, c.a., C.M.G., o.s.o.,
G.0.C. 47th Division.
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distance away from each other. Owing to the previo~s day's
scheme, however, those who previously were not sure of a general
Divisional signal lay-out were able to tell nearly enough where
certain stations were located. During the day the Chief of the
Imperial Genera.I Staff (General Sir Archibald A. MontgomeryMassingberd, G.c.n., K.C.M.G., A.D.C.) visited the unit and with
his staff officer and the G.O.C. 47th Division (Major-General R.
D. F. Oldman, c.a., C.M.G., o.s.o.) saw various Sections at work
in the field. It is understood that he was well pleased with
what he saw .
On the 8th we were inspected by Colonel T. W. Vigers, o.B.E.,
M.C., T.o. (Deputy Chief Signal Officer) and Major R. H. R. Neale
{Chief Signal Officer, London District). We had a real field day,
and a rather elaborate signal scheme was in progress when they
visited us. They expressed much satisfaction with the work
done. and we were afterwards congratulated by our commanding
officer on our performance. You must excuse us for this back
patting and trumpet blowing, but- well, why not? It is said
that a little sympathy goes a long way, and, believe us, so does
a little praise.
On Sunday 5th August we attended the Brigade church parade
and enjoyed a very interesting and outspoken sermon . Strange
to say, the hymns chosen were for once in a way known by most
of us. The collection, which was in aid of the Children's Country
Fresh Air Fund, amounted to £12 / 3 / 6. We sincerely hope that
several kiddies benefited from our donation and had a good time.
Monday the 6th was considered a holiday after 12.00 hours. A
cricket match between members of the unit and a team from
Messrs. Moss Bros., military tailors, was played on the ground
of the 4th Divl Signa ls. Moss Bros. won by a small margin, the
scores being 137-128. It was a very enjoyable and at times an
excitable game. Our W.O.s and Sergeants Mess afterwards entertained both teams and Moss Bros.' large party of friends to
tea, and a very jolly evening was spent. We thank the <1th Div!
Signals for so kindly letting us play on their excellent ground.
Instead of holding our annual cable competition on Wimbledon
Common in the winter, as has been our practice in the oast, we
held it on Friday the wth in a large field close to our camp.
There were six teams competing: B. 1 and B.2 Cable and E, F. G
and M.A.B. Telephone Sections. The course was about 3co
ya_rds. shorter tha!' we have been used to, but the 600 odd yard~
this time was quite far enough, and those looking on were able
to see the whole show from start to finish. Lieut.-Colonel R. A.
C. Henderson, M.C. 1 commanding the 4th Div[ Signals, kindly
consented to act as iudgc.
F Section were the winners, with M.A.B. and B.2 second and
third respectively. We congratulate F Section on winning for
the first time. M.A.B . had some verv hard luck at the start.
Thei r driver was so keen to help his Sii:tion that he started off
before they had completed their commencing terminal. Consequently, the unattended drum unwound at a terrific rate. Before
the lorry was eventually stopped, the wagon was oartly shrouded
in a veil of D.iii. cable, which necessitated cuttin" the whole
bundle away and. starting on another drum. Even ·;o, they did
remarkably well m getting second place.
We cannot let this occasion oass without s1Jecial reference to
B.2. This Section is comorised of recruits ~ho had received
only one week's traininl! on a cable wagcn. When we sav that
Carpi Martin of the rst Div! Signals was- their instructor, w~ have
without doubt said enou11h ; and we congratulate both the instructor and the Section-the instructor on the hard and enthusiastic work put in by him in training these youngsters so thoroughly and effici_en~ly. and. the Section on the way in which they
responded to his mstruct1on. Many thanks, Corporal Martin,
and good luck to B.2.
M.A.B. Section won the orize for the best turn out. and F
Section secured second place:
On most mornings during camp a large 9arly was transported
to the 4th Div! Signals for equitation. fudging from the keenness of the budding Gordon Richards and the time of the parade
(q.15, drill order) we imagine they had some enjoyable times
with the long faced . . . .
We had good weather throughout the whole fortnight, but
when Sunday 12th Au11ust arrived, rain came with it-and it
did rain, too! We ploughed our way throu gh it a)most the whole
way to London. At last Fulham House was reached, and after
unloading and packing away our stores, the unit faded away until
Monday ist October, when the indoor training recommences.
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Obituary.- It was with deep regret that we learned of the
deat_h of Captain W. A. Rhin-d, 46th (N.M.) Divisional Royal
Engmeers, 1 .A., who was formerly an officer of this unit. A
wreath was sent for the funeral on behalf of all ranks of this
unit and affiliated Supplementary Reserve Sections.
SO?i~l. -The unit dances will commence on the 20th October,
and It rs hoped that ~e shall see a good gathering of our own
members as well as friends.
EFFEMMA.

No. 1 Company.
In co_n gratulating B.2 Cable Section on being third in the cable
competition, we suggest that B.1 {the old sweats Cable Section)
went too fast .t<~ be good. A Section put up a good show during
the whole trainmg and were "through " every time." We were
specially pleased with the general bearing and military appearance of our D.R. Section this year. It was, indeed, a pleasure to
see them moving in formation at an orderly soeed and not ripsnorting_ all over the country as is their apparent natural bent.
Sergt T1ckell leading the column in his Austin Seven, with h is
D.R.s in formation behind, made one think of a hen with her
brood of chicks. However, great credit is due to Sergt Tickell
for the way in which he has trained (we nearlv said tamed) his
Greasy Hussars. Don Section did very well, as usual.
We hope the mess tin of a certain sergeant is now uo to the
standard of his tent pals. It should be, after all the energy that
has been expended on it. Is another certain sergeant training for
a fairy's job in the corning pantomime season? He should go
far, judging from the manner in which he tripped along to have
his photograph taken with the unit group. We hope he has
found his man-we don't like holding his half dollar like this!
If Sergeant (Scoff) Offord should read these notes, we hooe he is
still keeping o.k.
SETAG.

No. 2 Company.
All Sections were excellent, and from the 1Joint of view of
general turn out and work, there was precious little to choose
between them. It was, indeed, good to see the healthy rivalry
and the amount of overtime spent in poshing up their wagons
and stores.
We are very bucked at having captured the cable competition
cup and the runner-up medals. We shall certainly try hard to
keep the cup in the Company.
No doubt, a lot of the Company's wellbeing is due to the influence of our new O.C. , Caprain W. H. Llovd, M.C., who took us
under his wing this year. He certainly " has a way with him "
and knows just what to say to us and the best time to say it.

No.

2

Company's Li11es at Cocliwat>li Camp.

Each mo~ning s~w the Company doing a spot of P.T. under the
able an.d lively d1re.ct1011 of Sergt Pa• Allardycc, and a turn at
foot dnll under various Section sergeants- good training for all
concerned. It was good to see how the " rookies " pulled their
weight with the trained men. In fact, some time before the end
of the camp they were almost as good as those who have been
m the Company for years. We sincerely hope they will all stick
to u~ and show the same keenness throughout the H.Q. training
months.
We c~nnot resist the temptation of showing you a photograph
of our Imes. We do ~ot do so with any feeling of conceit, but
modestly suggest that it's not so bad for Terriers!
L.F.M.

No. 3 Company.
. The _officers, n.c.o.s and men enjoyed a most interesting training this y~r, and in spite of small numbers the Sections got
through quite a lot of work. The O.C., Section officers and
C.S.M. were all posted to the Company during the past year, and
no doubt .t~e change of work was appreciated by all. The
gen~ral opinion was that the _peaceful life of Infantry Brigade
Sections is cushy compared with the hectic and never finished
rush of the Cable and Teleohone Sections.
A new competition . inaugurated in the Company this year by
Captam S. A. W. Ph1lcox, O.C. Company, proved to be a great
success. The st;uggle _for the trophy was very keen, and the
wmners-:-L Sec~1on-w1ll. flnd _1t much more difficult next year
~o hold It: This competition is very comprehensive as it takes
m _!me laying. _an Ase~ station _and v / T station work-a message
bemg handed in at a lme terrrunal for transmission through w /T
and v / T stations: When the message is handed to the directing
O~cer, another IS given for transmission in the reverse order.
Points are lost throu~~ delays, errors in transmission and proced~re, :ind poor cond1~1on of s_tores. The Sections have made up
their mmds _t<;> g~t gomg durmg the H.Q. training period, and
keen competition 1s expected.
T.S.D.

Sergeants Mess.
. <?n Sunday 5th August we entertained a large gathering of
visitors from London: about 120 members and friends sat down
t~ lunch and tea. As usual, a really wonderful spread was provided, and we feel sure it was greatly appreciated bv all. As
usual, too, C.Q.M.S. Elms did his decorative work, -fixing up
greenery about the tent poles and m_ulti-coloured flowers among
the _g reenery. You would be surprised to see what a delicate
looking rose can be made from a "C' Form {used, of course).
There were crepe paper table runners of the Corns colours down
the centre of each table, as well as flornl decoratrons olaced here
and there. We must not forget to heartily congratulate our excellent staff on the manner in which they laid the tables, and
cooked and served the various "eats." We should oerhaos make
special ref~rence to some very old friends of the -Mess.:_Jimmy
Gander, Bill Dorman, Bricky Bolton and Jerry Hawkes- who
spent the w_eek-end with us and helped t~e staff on this par!1cular occasion. Everyone spent a icily time and, during the
interval between lun~h ~nd tea .. roamed the countryside or stayed
around the mess enioying various brews-including after-lunch
tea for the ladies. A spot of singing after tea and a game of
rounders, etc., _wound up a most happy and enjoyable afternoon.
We were especially pleased to see Caotain L. M. Joseoh, T.D., and
wished he could have sraved lonoer. On Thursday 9th August we ~isited the 11th Divl Signals and
had a most enjoyable time with them. A game tournalnent was
soon arra~ged, and play went merrily on until a short musical
1111erlude iust before we had to leave. Our very p,ood friends
Snatters and Snozzle-rhe London Scottish members of the Bripad.e staff--;-went with us. and we understand they really enjoyed
their evcmng out.
On Friday the ioth we held our usual ~uest · night. We are
pleased to record that our officers turned uo in force, as well as
reprcsentntives from the dth Divl Signals ;\nd the various bat1alions of the 14oth Brigade with whom we were 111 training. A
very pleasant evening was enjoyed by all. There was no et
programme of entertainment- just a onP, or a yarn now and
then fron:i anyone who would oblige. During the evening the
cornmand111g officer expressed a wish to drink with all who were
present at Cockwatch Camp (it was Middlewick then) seven year
ago, but those who resoonded were very few in number. There
was also a spo~ of l>roadc!!sting on topical events,
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\Ve are holding our first dance of the season on the 6th October. All Mc members will be ver'! welcome.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds.
General.- Last month's notes were " absent from parade"
owmg to the fact that they were crowded out by work in annual
camp. Anyhow, this month's will be extended to make up for it.
The unit was in camp on Scarborough racecourse from the 5th
to the 19th August, and had as neighbours during the first week
the whole of the 148th infantry Bngade, with whom we carried
out a number of schemes over the surrounding country.
The weather was not very kind and was responsible for the
cancellation of the much-loo.ked-forward-to day and night operations on the r orth Yorkshire coast on the 13th and 14th.
In place of these an unusual scheme was arranged later in the
week, wherein che unit took over the role of a miniature Scotland
Yard in " Trunk crime No. 3." All the personnel and technical
stores were placed at the disposal of the Chief Constable of the
East Riding to assist him in bringing to justice two foul murderers
-parts adrmrably acted by Captain J. N. Armstrong and Lieut.
W. L. Hey, who were desirous of getting hold of the·• body"
and secretly disposing of it. A network of telephone cables was
laid over a wide area, with w /T outposts reporting direct to H.Q.
at Hunmanby, and though the murderers succeeded in getting
through the cordon in rhe morning, short work was made of them
in the afternoon and they were handed over to the orooer authorities for punishment.
• ·
Other exercises during the fortnighl included one set bv the
O.C. 5th Divl Signals, Scarborough , another in which th~ unit
co-operated with the 5th Div] Signals and the R.A .F., and several
on the usual lines.
The camp, on t~e whole, was quite a success from the training
pomt of view, while from the recreational standpoint it was well
up to par. The 49th D iv! Signals are rather proud that, after
three successive camos in the district, the residents are not yet
•
sick of us.
Trairring.- Some hundred and fifty officers and other ranks of
the S.R. went i~ to annual tra!ning at Hornsea on the 2nd September, and durmg the followmg fortrught thev took oart in the
m!-'ch-discussed combined operations with the ·Navy, ·Army and
Air Force. Two detachments of sixteen cable and twelve wireless
members of the T.A. were also engaged, and aoart from an
Armoured Car Company, we were the onlv Territorials to share
!n the ?perations. From ~ll accounts, the affair was not only
mterestmg but extremely mstructive and our oeoole were not
on the losing side, as their job was t~ orovide communication in
a ne~tral c_apacity for the Uf!!pires. After the return of the S.'R.,
trammg will be at a standstill until November.
Sergeants Mess Trip.- Our careworn sergeants did themselves
well on the 2nd September, when thev went to Morecambe for
their ·a nnual outing. The whole affair" went off solendidlv and
th~ lucky fellows enjoyed themselves as only sergeants can.'' Nuff
said.
Peoole We Dislike.-The man who put the " rain " in annual
t-ram-mg!
Promotions and Appoi~tments. -Our congratulations, though
a brt late, 110 to the followmg, who (w.e.f. 23f7f34} rose in rank
as shown. Promoted to Sergeant:_L / Sergt Blackwell J. Appointed
Lance-Sergeants: Corporals Armitage A. E. and Bell C. W. Promoted Coroorals: L/Corpls Edson R .. Gartland J.. Landy J. T.,
and Hall I. W. Aopomted Lance-Coroorals (paid}: Signalmen
Crossley H .. Birch W., Robinson H. and Hyman A.
We_ W~uld_ !.ike to
~mbmauon m camp?

Know.-Who " mended " the R.S.M.'s
What hapoened to the 9rooosed Frontier
Club? And who ~t:re the Stink Bombardiers on the last night?
(we have our susp1c1ons, but . . . .}
Warning.-Watch your pockets, lads. The Sergeants Mess
football sweep has a?,ain come into 09eration.
The Future.-Once ae~in the order is '.'Ey~ front!''. . A jolly
social time awaits you all-after which md1v1dual trammg will
again fill the bill, as last year.

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Sigqals.
No. 1 (Darlington) Company.
G~neral. -We must apologise for the absence of our notes
du~mg recent months.
Our scribe went away on holiday and,

owmg to the loss of a 108 book, could not hand over. Nothing
very exciting has occurred, however, exceot that we hear that
Mick Walsh got fed up with " pub crawling " and bought one.
We are sorry and glad about R.S.M. Williams, who has left
us for civil life. Sorry that we will not hear " She was poor
but she was honest " in quite the same surroundings. Glad
that he has fallen on his feet to mix with such ethereal beings
as fairies.
We extend a· hearty greeting to his successor, R.S.M. Bevan,
and hope his stay will be as happy if not quite so long.
M~ntion ~ust b~ made, too, of C.S.M. Battersby, who is also
leavm~ for c1vvy life to take up a secret appointment at Woking.
Vo(e ~1d hea~ _that a schoolmaster's job had fallen vacant in that
district. Failing that, you are quite near Orpington, Bill.
We take this opportunity of welcoming his successor, C.Q.M.S.
Millross, into the fold · of the 5oth.
Our annual recruits musketry course was fired on the Neasham
ranges i_n excellent we<tther, the results being quite satisfactory
and an improvement on la~t year. The_ marking was quite good,
tocr-the n.c.o. 1/ c producmg two rabbits for the C.O.'s inspection after ~he course: (No, I'm sorry ! he was going to ! }
We are m possession. o_f a brand ~ew motor car (30 cwt. type)
for the purpose of trammg 1.c. drrvers. Results are amazing ·
even our P.SJ. is making good progress.
'
Congratulations are extended to 2 / Lieut. C. W. S. Belas on
his appointment to a Regular commission in the East Yorkshire
Regiment. We hope that he wins as many honours for them
as he did for us. f
N.C.S.s Moss.-The Mess is doing extremely well. I don't
mean the capital account ; rather, the social atmosphere. Ma.ny
more m_embers are turning up and using the mess as a club, as
1t was mtended to be.
ONECO.

No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General."-With the S.R. Section now on annual training at
Cattenck Camp, the summer season for drills is nearing an end.
It has been thoroug,hly enjoyed by all ranks, who have ~mproved
considerably by training._ The winter programme has not yet
been forwarded, but it 1s being eagerly looked forward to, as
this trammg 1s enjoyed by all who take part.
Swimming.- It is proposed to form a Swimming Club for
the Company, to be run by_ 2/Lieut. G . Hammonds. Judging
~y the. names already submrtted, , it is going to be a popular
1
mnovatron. _There are two or tHrel'. Channel as9irants already
enrolled! be_s1des. the one mile champ10P. of Middlesbrough. The
first swim 1s bemg looked forward to with much keenness.
Obituary.-It is with deep regret that we reTJort the death of
the two young boys {aged. six and ei~ht years respectively) of
Sergt.J. E. Newton, who 1s m charge of the S.R. Section attached
to ~hrs Company. This sad double bereavement came with astonishmg suddenness and was deeply felt by all of us.
Departures.-On Friday 14th September we are holding a
farewell smoker to A / C.S.M. Battersby, who is leaving the Service to take up an appointment with the Post Office at- his home
town of Woking. We wish him the best of luck in his new
venture, and hope th at he will not forget No. 2 Comoanv, with
whom he spent a very good time.
· ·
Arrivals.- We ex~en~ a hearty welcome to <;:.Q.M.S. F. Millross,. from the 5th D1v1s1on at Scarborough, on his takinP., uo the
appomtment vacated by A I C.S.M. Battersbv. We hone - that his
stay with us will be a very pleasant one. ·
·MJDBRO.

No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
General.- Apologies for the absence of notes for the last two
months: but we have bel'.n more or less on ho liday since camp.
The dnll hall, however, 1s now showing signs of activitv and a
goodly crowd can be seen there on Mondays and Wed-~esdays.
Miniature Rnnge. - This is open for practice on Mondavs and
Wednesdays, and as the P.S.I. has kindly presented a shield for
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the best Section on the range, we anticipate its being very popular
for the next month or so.
. Football.- The Company have formed a club-Gateshead
Signals- and we _play our first match on Saturday 15th September agamst _lslmgton. Our second fixture is on Tuesday 18th
September ~~amst Chopwell. The progress of the team will be
report~d m .1 HE WIRE. We _
h ave at present about twenty mem~ers, mcludmg such personalities as the P.S.I. (chairman}, Corp!
~. Atkmson (secretary and manager), and a full committee.
·
Badminton.- A Badminton Club has been formed, and the
strength at present 1s about eighteen members. The two courts
which we have are being used to the full. We play our first
fixture some time next week against St. Mary's Church.
At p~esent the members of the club are battling amongst themse_lves tor the P.S.I.'s prize, and in the first round L/Corporal
Dixon H. _beat Corpl Watson F. by 2- 0; L/Corpl Stephenson
T. beat Srgmn Bradford J. by 3-2 after a hard-fought game ;
L/Corpl Nicholson beat L/Corpl Atkmson by 2-0; Signalman
IY!cCaughey J. beat Sigmn _Watson N. ; Corporal Talbot J. beat
S1gmn Gibson by 2-1 ; S1gmn Atkmson beat Sigmn Proudlock
W. ; Srgmn McCaughey C. beat Saooer Neale.
One word of warning to the officers of the Company : Look
out when Y?U come to the dnll hall to rlay the men. I'm talking
from expenence. We n.c.o .s are afraid to play them again.
. Quoits.- More champions in the making in Sergeants Watts
01m} and Murdock. " Cling I clang I" can be heard in the drill
hall field every evenin~. Though this game came into being
here only a month ago, it has become very popular-but not with
the ~!ficers. Oh no! they always come along with the yarn
that
Little men, we've had a busy day."
Golf.-Nothing dojng yet. Our greens are still out of bounds.
Next year, perhaps,
Congratulat ions.-To the Signals combined Horse and IVIotor
Cycle Display team, who gave .such a wonderful performance at
the Northern Command Tattoo. As one of the crowd, I can
say that everyone was full of praise for them. One remark I
overheard was: "Signals? Yes, top of the bill-the only real
thrrll m the show I"
Lost_, StolN1 or S_tr_a yed.-Between Hi&h Heaton and Blaydon, smce annual tra1rung, two or three sergeants. Will anyone
seemg these n.c.o.s kmdly put them on a Low Fell tramcar and
ask the conductor to put them off at Whithall Road or thereabouts, and at the same time ring up 72370 Gateshead and inform
the caterer of the Sergeants Mess.
Grants, Efficiency.-These are due t o be oaid out during
>lovember.
.
•
Departures.-We have lost Jl.:'Ir. Belas, who has left us to join
the Regular Army .. We heartily congratulate him on having
passed so well up m the entrance examination-fourth out of
nmety- and wish him all the very best in his new career. The
Terriers are to lose the.ir feathe r-weight champion. We look
forward, however, to seemg hrs name again as holder of the title
~n t~e Impenal Services championships next year, even though
1t will not be for us.
Another well-known personality has left us · to take uo the
management of a pub in Gateshead, and by all accounts ·he is
domg_ very _well mdeed. About twenty-three years' Regular service, mcludmg five years as P.SJ. to No. 2 Company at Middlesbrou~h ; six yeJrs as Temtonal C.Q.M.S. to this Company ;
married last July ; told nobody {though he sent a bit of wedding
cake to a selected few}. Anyway; Mick, all the bovs of the
Compa!ly ~1sh you the very best of luck in your new sphere
and will grve you _their support. Don't forget that when you
need a barman durmg pressure of business, we can supply one I
For the benefit of our readers , our late C.Q.M.S. can be seen-and
heard (at IO p.m.)-at the "Little Alfred," Prince Consort Road
Gateshead . In case of doubt, it is Mr. M. W. Walsh. "Litt!~
man, you had a busy time.'' We shall never forget you.
Annual Training.- No . . 3 A_ir Squadron Signal Section S.R.
were attached to the 5th D1vl Signals at Catterick from the 19th
Al!gust to ~he 2nd September, and from reports received, they
CllJOyec! their stay. We_ were all very sorry to hear that Sergeant
Ro~ers had to leave owmg to sickness. and hooe that he is well
agam.
·
No. 14 Air ~quadron Signal Section are at present there, havmg
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Joined the 5th Divl Signals on the 211d September for two weeks
b~mg due back on the 16th. I hope all t?ok a bachmg costum;
with them, as I hear they go aboard ship to take part in the
Northern Command manceuvres.
We Want to Know. -When No . .i. Company's badmmton team
are commg to Gateshead?

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
.
Fonthill Barracks, Aberdeen
By the time t_his reaches print our furlough fiends of the p~r
manent staff will be back to their typewmers and most likely
tapp!ng out WIRE notes for next month's issue. But perhaos they
won t be I One of them ought to be able to oblige us ·with a
stc;irb of how the fishes feed in_ the Irish Sea, whilst the other
nug t descnbe how he found Trtchfield, Hants, still on the map
and as full of swedes as ever.
Our adjutant, Cap~a_in J. H. Brown, M.M.- who is soon to bid
us goodbye before sa1lmg for sunnier climes-should also be back
from a spot of leave m October. Time flies, and no doubt hC:ll
ballke the most of the next few weeks of civilisation and make the
. s fly._ Captam Brown has ~ade extraordinarily good progress
m golf smce h~ assumed duty wrth us early in 1931, and followers
If. ~he wee. ba on. the North-West Frontier of India had better
oo to their handicaps. Kohat wallahs, take special note.
Win~er Trai~ing.-Evening classes for operators are on the
go agam, and with _as much keenness as ever. Whistling in Morse
greets the. ea~s of mstr~ctors whenever they are sootted in town
~y enthusiastic young signalmen, and that shows they are learnmg something, anyway.
lnspection'3._-We hear that No. 2 (Stirling} Comoanv received
a very good chit after the annual administrative insoecti'on on the
30th August. We hope Nos. 1 and 3 will fare as- well.
~e·Engngement~. -The gentleman with the Mexican sidewh1skers (and possibly antecedents}, the bald pow, pleurisy, and
two medals for long service under bad sergeant-majors, has reengaged for another four years. Well done Senn Rollo · 20 7
yet!
'
~
·
Gifts to _M esses.-The members of the Officers and Ser eants
Messe~ desire to thank Colonel R. J. Nicol, o.B.E., for the gexcellent signed photographs of himself which he has recently presfnted to them. The photographs _are very good and take pride
o place. But what was wrong with the first attemot, sir?

LANKA MK. II.

No. 2 {Stirling) Company.
We apologise to all for the lack of notes from this Company for
a while, but 'J.!e offer no excuses, as we would not be believed if
we made them. However, we really have been very busy and
had a ~pot of leave as well. That's the reason for our abs~nce.
H_avmg got over _the effec_ts_ of annual camp, we are now really
gettmg down to wmter trammg. Courses are due to commence
on the 2srh September, and we are hoping for a really good
turn out.
The camp was most successful ; in fact, the old timers of the
Company say " The best ever." You will have heard from
Lanka Mk. II. that No. 1 C_ompany at last won a cup or so this
y~ar. I am as_ked to te~l him that rhey are polished best with
Silvo, and he is responsible that there are no scratches on them
when· we ~ake th~ back at nex.t camp. They are only on loan.
Mechamsauon rs at last becommg an ~ccomplished fact, and we
are now the p_roud P,ossessors of lornes, 30 cwt., six-wheeler
(brand new, this year s pattern. straight from the maker, etc.,
etc.). None _of rour old Army throw-outs for us. No, sir.
Many apphcauons were received for courses as drivers. We
were amazed to learn how many folk in the Companv had at one
time or another held Kaye Don'~ dri_ving gloves. So ·a course was
commenced at once, and this 1s still carrying on-very successfully_. s~ far, as thl'. lorry i~ still intact. Except for the fact that
applications are bemg .received to widen the door a little, everybody seems to be _gettmg on well. L/ Sergeant (Bertiel Miller is
ac_t1?g the part of mstructor to our budding Camobells, and he is
w11lmg to carry the can for all that goes wrong. - I wonder if he
knows what he has taken on?
People wh? know us wil! be pl~as_ed to learn that the longtalked-of mam road past thrs hall 1s m danger of actually being
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made. as four or five people are very busy scratching. away with
pick and shovel nowadays. That will do away with the old
excuse " We couldn"t find your hall " when next they pass
through Stirling. It now becomes . a question a~ to whether the
hall will collap e before the road 1s completed m l975· .
And with that. I am afraid we shall h.we to leave you till next ·
month, after reminding all r.a nks of the. Company that bounty
paying out day is drawing 111gh. We will try to make a better
effort next month.
Tuco.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company.
General .ow that annual camp for l934 is a thing of the
past and most of the aftermath has been cleared up, we once
more settle down to normal work. Bounties will have been paid
by the time these notes appear in prin~. We will th_en have a
clear field for winter training, which will commence m October
with a voluntary W/ T class.
Under the direction of our O.C. we have been experimenting
with a made-up wireless receiver, receiving Morse from a W/ T
"A" set. This has been a great success so far, and later we hope
ro be able to broadcast to a class 0£ ooerators from a W I T "A"
et operated from the drill hall, Dunfurmline.
Entertainments.- !{ all ranks of the Company will give their
su pport, dances and whist drives will commence in October. A
general meeting will be held at 7 p.m. on the second Monday m
that month.
Strength.- A " second-in-command " has been oresented to
Captain A. T . Wood, and twins to Sergt A. Davidson.
FIFESIGS.

53rd {Welsh) Divisional Signals.

.

Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
Camp for 1934 is over. The clerk of the weather was ~ot too
kind to us during our leisure hou rs, though he ~as co~si~era~e
enough co allow us to indulge in a lot of extensive tramm~ in
the way of schemes. D uring these schemes 2reat enthusiasm
and keenness were shown bv all ranks , and this was reflected in
the good work done and
excellent report obtained from outside sources. The unit was greatly assisted by the attachment
of Captain W. A. D imoline, M.C., from the Staff <;:olle~e, Cam•
berley, and Captain J. A. I. Watts from the 3rd D1vl Signals.
The champion Section for the year 19~4 / 35 is E, commanded
by 2/ Lieut. P. Fletcher. The competitioi:i was keenly contested,
and it was impossible to even guess the winners. The result was
announced on the last day of camp by the commanding officer,
Colonel R. C. Seel, M.C. T his competition creates much enthusiasm in the unit, and already Section air rifle teams are
practisinf, for the pre·C~ r istmas ai r rifle com9etition., The res_ult
of this shoot now carries marks towards next year s champion
Section competition.

the

HOME

After a very good start, our sports- held on Sunday 5tJ: August
- were interrupted by rain , the latter half of the programme
havmg to be completed the next day. After a keen struggle,
No . t and .2 Companies tied with equal points. The commanding officer decided to present the sports trophies to No. 2 Company,. as they finish eel with the greater number of firsts.
The football cup has not been competed for during the last
.
few years, but this year it was won by No. 1 Company.
During the camp we were visited by Major-General ] . K. D1ckCunyngham, C.8. , C.M.G., o.s.o. (our Divisional commander),
Lieut.-Colonel F. R. Cobb, M.C. (C.S.O. Western Command) and
Colonel R. G. Llewellyn, 0.8.E. , M.C. (D.C.S.O. Western Command).
On Thursday 9th August the W .O.s and Sergeants Mess ~eld
their annual concert, and a real good show was arranged by the
entertainments committee. During th.e evening we were honoured
with a visit by our commanding officer, Colonel R. C. Seel, M.C.,
Colonel R. G. Llewellyn, 0 .8.E., M.C., and our officers. Judging
by the beaming faces, everyone thoroughly enjoyed the evening.
Nearing midnight, reminiscences of camps spent back in the year
dot could be heard from the old sweats (Bowen and Co.).
Judging by the noise coming from the canteen on several evenings, some very successful impromptu concerts were led by those
able conductors Turnski and Mahonski.
Too frequent guest nights seemed to demand eyelid supports
for certain gentlemen on the 07.00 hours parade.
The unit has entered a football team in the Cardiff and District
League (Division 3 8). They have commenced the season well
with two wins.
A Cycle Touring Club has now been formed in the unit. The
club had a very successful tour to Porthcawl on the 7th Sep·
tember, although on the return journey their bodies, if not their
spirits, were slightly damped by the heavy downpour. (C.S.M.
Maynard has volunteered to take an Army bike the next time
out.)
The officers of the unit olaved their annual golf match on
Wednesday 12th September. ·After some exciting play, the
trophy was won by Lieut. J. B. Senior. The Glamorgan Golf
Club very kindly allowed their course to be used for the competition.
The winter training for the unit is now arranged. It will consist of individual training on special courses from December to
March, and Section tra ini ng and traffic schemes from then until
camp. During September and October, all Sections are concentratinr; on musketry and sports, and fitting up their Section rooms
in readiness for winter training.
We Wan t t o Kn ow. - The Sergeants Mess member who, when
asked for a scotch to put under a barrel , poured out a Johnny
Walker?
How many miles to the gallon will " Jimmy " run on a tin
of paraffin?

STATIONS-Co11ti1111ed from page ,J.fO
on discharge by P-urchase. L / Corpls Hoole, Field, Jackson and
5th Divisional Signals (co 11ti1111ed) Bourne to civvy life. L / Corp! Chapman and Signalmen Gilding,
MARRIAGES.-Only three have been reported so far this month,
Goldsworthy and Walton A. to vocational training. Signalman
but there are more to come later. Bogey bogey! Sigmn Cooper
Crozier on transfer to the R.E.
W. to Miss Jane McGovern. Driver Sargent to Miss Edjth May
It is rather late to express a hope that the new arrivals will
Hart. L / Serge Dicker decided to tie the knot before he sailed for
make themselves at home. Arriving on the eve of combined
India. Our best wishes are extended ro all, and may they never
ops, they should be well settled in before they even see their
regret it.
new barracks. However, you're very welcome.
Light Comedy.- A n n.c.o. i/ c piquet, to officer strolling
Sergeants Me.ss. - Before I go any further, a welcome is exthrough the horse lines: " Permission to fa ll out, sir." Officer:
tended to C.Q.M.S. (Tich) Taylor and family . Tich has returned
" All out be d- - d . The Australians are 349 for three ."
to work after a long sojourn in the sunny south. I should have
The followinj? wireless message was sent: "Call at R.A.F. for
forgotten him again had he not reminded me that his WIRE was
aerial lead-in left bv - -." As received: " Ca!I at New York
again deficient. For the benefit of all his friends, I may say he
Post Office for a letter for - - . "
is settled in and become a familiar figure toddling round the lines.
More Congratulations.- The following are to be congratu•
bted on their recent acquisition of more pice. Senzt Brandon to
Late Nights .- Many thanks are offe red to the various Messes
be C.O.M.S. L / Corol Coles to be Corporal. Signalmen Macey,
in Cat terick for their untiring efforts to kee9 us out of bed : also
Ford T .. Lancaster, Heighton, Deakin and Done to be Lancefor their kindness in many other ways. It is greatly appreciated
Corporals. l have onlv two little blue books left for sale at 1 / and. what is more, apparently necessary to keep one alive in such
e:1ch. What about it?
a "lost colony." For our part we regret that so many early
mornings prevented many late nigh ts, and the writer would like
Moves.-The following have departed for new s9heres. May
they never regret the change. Signalmen Brewer and Mintram
to have been present on the 7th Septe111b~r for the final wind-up.
IP Ceylon on the 7th September, Sigmn Parry to Soi>t'1 A fri~:i
Oxo,

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Hockey.- We have been drawn against E Company in the first
round of the Mackworth trophy, and in preparauon for this
match a Company trial was held on the new hard ground. A
most satisfactory game resulted in a draw between the Possibles
and Probables.
A most interesting game took place on the hard ground on
Friday 7th September. Owing to the efforts of Lieut. Boileau
and the presence in the station of the 5th Divl Signals, a match
was played between the Company team and an eleven (raised by
Lieut. Boileau) of officers, n.c.o.s and men who had served in
the N. W.F.P. of India . After a verv hard and fast game, in
which some very good hockev was seeii, we managed to beat our
visitors by three goals to nii. For the victory we owe a great
deal to our splendid defence. The following were the teams:
N.W.F.P.- Goal, Lieut. McNair; backs, Sigmn Roberts W.
N. and Corp! Coaten H. ; halves, L / Corporal Bergman and
Lieutenants F. R. B. Moore and T. W. Boileau ; forwards,
L / Corpl Pike, Lieut. D. W. R. Burridge, L/ Corol Dillon L.,
Corpls Nicholls and Holland E.
F Company-Goal, L / Corpl Holloway; backs, Boys Murray
and Mayhew ; halves, 2 / Lieut. A. F. McGill, Corvi Shjpton
and Boy Corpl Adcock A. ; forwards, 2 / Lieut P. C. Williams,
L / Corpl Turner E., 2/ Lieut. W. H. L. Gordon, Signalman
Diball and Boy Hawley.
ln a Battalion trial match we had seven reoresentatives in the
Whites team and one in the Colours. To the credit of the Company and to our great satisfaction, the Whites won by one goal
to nil.
Garrison Boys' Cricket Cup.- Yet another trophy came to
the Corps when B Grou9 Operator Boys won the Colquhoun
challenge cup on the 10th September by beating the Boys of the
Gloucestershire Regiment in the final. The game was very ex citing during the closing stages, and at one time we thought we
had lost our chance.
Our captain Sigmn Reedman, who has just joined the ranks.
lost the toss, but fortunately our opponents decided to let us
bat first. Our first innings total of 102 was mainlv due to the
brilliant batting of Boy Silver, whose score of 6d runs included
two sixes and ten fours. The rest of the team .,;.,ere content to
support him, and our only disaster was the loss of Reedman's
wicket for nil when we expected at least twenty runs. However, 102 was a respectable score in these matches, and we went
out to field feeling very confident.
The Gloucester innings opened with a boundary hit and ten
runs were up in very quick time, but then the excellent bowling
of Sil ver and Reedman began to tell and they had seven wickets
dow~1 fo r 53 by the tea interval. After tea, however, some poor
fie lding let our opponents get on and eventually their innings
closed for 92, leaving us with a lead of ten runs.
We sta rted our second knock by losing our first wicket without
a run being sco red, but Silver again came to the fore, scoring a
valuable 18. Later Reedman came in and in his usual breezy
style hi t up 39 very q uickly. There was no one staying, however. and the end of the dav saw us with nine wickets down for
73 runs. On the Monday · afternoon the last wicket fell with
an addition of nine run , leaving our opponents with 93 runs to
get to win.
Th is was where the excitem nt ·tarted. Their first wicket did
not fa ll until 22 runs were on the board . Then their captain
ca me in, settled dow n quickly, and commenced to hit our bowling

all over the place. It looked to be all over bar shouting, when
suc!denly their first batsman drove a ball hard to dee9 square leg
and Boy McDonald made a beautiful catch. This batsman had
made 31 runs, and as he had run all through the first innings
for. 43, you can imagine the r~lief tha.t was felt by everybody.
Without any further score their captain gave a chance to Pritchard , who gave himself a shake and managed to hang on to 1t
(47 for three). Now things were looking uo and everyone was
on his tees expecting a wicket to fall with- every ball, but the
game waf. by no means over. Reedman then had an inspiration:
he put Boy Mayhew on to bowl. In his first over Mayhew
clean bc;iwled Larden, and followed U.'.J this success by taking
three wickets wtth four balls : and with Silver also doing his bit
at the other end, their innings closed for 66, leaving us the
winners bv 26 runs.
The fielding of our side as a whole was verv !?ocd, and congratu lations are due to them all for the fine sporting show that
was made.
1ST BATTALION GLOUCESTERSHIRE REGIMENT.
1st frJnings.
2nd lnnin(!s.
Boy Gray not out . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 43 c McDonald b Silver 3 t
Boy Shaw b Silver . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .... .. .
3 lbw b Silver . . . . . ...
2
Boy Saw yer lbw b Silver . .. . . . . . . . . .
o c Pritchard b Silver 12
Larden lbw b Reedman ...............
o b Mayhew ..... .. .....
9
Boy Boulton b Reedman . ...........
3 c Mayhew b R'dman 1
Boy Parkins b Silver .. . .. ... .. .. .. .... 10 b Silver ... .... .... ....
4
Boy Edmunds c Plaver b Silver ... 12 lbw b Silver .........
4
Thorne b Silver ... ."............ ........
o b Mayhew ....... .. ...
o
Boy Sheppard lbw b Silver .. ... . ... 14 b Mavhew .. .... ... ..
o
Boy White b Reedman . ... . . ... ......
1 b Mayhew ..... ..... ..
o
Boy De Click run out .. . ...............
1 not out ... ..... ..... ..
o
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Total .. ... .. ........... ...

92

Total ... . .....

66

Bowlin ~-First innings: Reedman three for .~6. Silver six for 36,

Mayhew none for o. Second innings: Reedman one for 19,
Silve r five for .29, ·Mayhew four for 16.
"B" GROUP, TRAINING BATTALION, ROYAL SIGNALS.
JSt Innings.
2nd Innings.
Boy Stevens b Thorne .... .. ........ .
3 b Shaw ..... .........
Boy Silver b Shaw . .. . .. .. ... ......... . 64 b Shaw ........... ....
Boy Mayhew b Shaw .......... .... .
7 b Thorne ..... .... .
L / Corpl Boy Willis b Shaw ..... .
o lbw b Shaw
Sigmn Reed man run out ........... .
o c Sawyer b Edmund
Boy Parker c Sawyer b Edmunds .. .
6 b Edmunds
Boy Neat ham not out .. .. .. ....... .. .. .
3 b Edmunds
Sigmn Rix on b Edmunds ........... .
9 lbw b Edmunds .
Boy P ri tchard b Shaw ........ ...... .
3 b Thorne . .. ... .
Boy Plaver c White b Edmunds .. .
7 b Edmunds
Boy McDonald b Shaw .............. .
o not out . ... .
Extras ..................... ..... .
o
Extras ........... .
Total ..................... 102

o
18
7
o
39
3
o
o
o
9
5

Total

I st Divisional Signals, Aldersbot.
Tli e 1st Australian Divisional Sig nal s Trophy.- Th origin
of this trophy is as follows. The con11n.1nd1ng officer, on behalf
of the officer . warrant officer , non-commissioned offic rs and
men of the 1st AustrJlian Divisional Signal , wrote to say that
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2-Seater M.T. Driving.
4 Motor Cycle.
9 Cross-Country.
8 Revolver.
4 _ _5
Event
l
2
6
IO
IO
IO
Marks, each event.. ........................... . 10 _ 5_
Lieut. C. H. Stoneley . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . F Section
5
3k
3k
5k
9k
4
No. 2318968 L / Cpl Chapman W. D. M. ... D.R. Section ..... . IO
9
3
5
10
7
2 / Lieut. G.D. B. McKean ............ .... . ... . G Section ....... . .
2
4~
7k
2
6
9
Captain A. E. Morrison . ... .. ..... ....... .... .. H.Q. Section ..... .
9k
2
8
Lieut. L. W. j. Dryland ... ... . ................. L Section ........ .
4
5
5
0
9
rt
No. 2323113 L / Corpl Thompson H.J. ... .. . J Section ........ .
7~
0
0
0
2 / Lieut. G. S. K. Maydon ...... .. .......... ... B Section .... .... .
0
5~
I
~
7~
10
Lieut. R. B. S. Eraut . . .. . . .. . . ... . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . K Section .... ... . .
6
3
No. 2320527 Sigmn Chapman H. M.
M Section ... ... .. .
3k
4
0
0
7
rt
o. 2312308 L / Corpl Green j. )... ... .... .. . D Section
0
0
2k
5
2
No. 2315666 S1gmn Harthill V. H. ..... .... A Section . .. ..... .
3
0
No. 1S5014S Sergr D ilworth W. ............... E Section ... .... . .
7k
Swimming.

1.

3
4

~
7

8
9
10
II
12

2

30-cwt. M.T. Drivin2.
3
6 Riding.
7 Rifle.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Golf.-Corporal Chamberlain and ·Sigmn Bateman lowered the
foursomes record for nine holes with a round of 23 . Sergeant
Bishop set up a record for eighteen holes with a score of 52,
which has since been equalled by L/ Carpi Mohrstadt and Sigmn
Verlander. The fourth sweepstake competition was won by
Sergt Bishop, who beat Sigmn Williams by 27-32 after tieing
a~ 2S all. The second League tournament was won by Sergeant
Bishop, who won S4.5 per cent. of his games.
Swimming.- The following are the results obtained bv this
unit in the swimming events counting towards the Cobb t;ophy.
Breast stroke, one length-4th, Sergt Bishop and Sigmn Sinclair
Plun~ing-4th, C.Q.M.S. Yates and Sigmn Bateman, 66 ft.

3 m.
Relay, free style (four swimming one length each)- 4th,
C.Q.M.S. Yates and Signalmen Bateman, Verlander, Sinclair.
Back stroke, one length- 3rd, C.Q.M.S. Yates and Signalman
Sinclair.
Free style, four lengths-3rd, Signalmen Bates and Verlander.
Diving-3rd , Signalmen Bates and Verlander.
Command Signal Company tied with No. 3 Company rst Div!
Signals for third place.

7

s

9

IO

10

IO

s

4k

I

6
9

9~

3

4

I

0

4~

s

they wished to present a cup to the 1st Divisional Signals, to
cement the friendship which has existed for a long time between
the two units. They would like it to take the form of a challenge trophy. What would we suggest as a suitable event to
compete for it?
We need not say how much we appreciated the very generous
offer, and how much thought was put into selecting an event
worthy of the gift. Finally, it was decided to ask that it should
be awarded to " the best all round officer, n.c.o. or man of the
lSt Divisional Signals ": the selection of this very superior being
to be by competition in a number of events which would bring
out his personal skill in many branches of soldiering. This was
agreed to by the tst Australian Divisional Signals, and in due
course the very handsome cup arriveci.
The first competition was run off from the 21st to the 23rd
August. This proved extraordinarily interesting and the competition was intense. When the final event was reached, there
were still five in the running for first place.
Entries were limited to one selection from each Section, and
Sections for this purpose were arranged thus: H.Q .. A., B., D .,
M., D.R., E., F .. G., J.. K. and L. All the comoetitors completed the test.
The competition included riding over jumps, driving a pair
of horses, rifle and revolver shooting, M.T. driving (lorry and
light car), motor cycle riding (across country), running (cross
country, three miles) and swimming (65 yards). The final results
ar~ shown above.
It is suggested that, when Australian emigration sets in again,
this competition would form an excellent basis for t he selection
of real he-men to help populate that great country.
lo the meantime, our thanks s_o to the 1st Australian Signals
for their kind thought in providmg us with the inspiration and
means for a very excellent competition.

H.T. Driving.

5

IO

s

0

IO

6

7

9~

5
7
9
8

2k

4k

0

4k

0
2

0

7

2

0

3

2~

Totals
So

6

Cricket.- The Company concluded a successful first cricket
season ".'ith a comfortable win against No. 3 Company Ist Div!
Signals m the last match of the Cobb trophy. Command Signal
Company uS for seven (C.Q.M.S. Yates 36, Sigmn Williams 26,
S1gmn Harwocd 25 not out), No. 3 Company Ist Div. 59 (Mohrstadt seven for 3c).
We won all our matches in this competition.
BAITING AVERAGES.
Innings Not Out Higbe>t Huns
A'erage
Sigmn Williams .. .. ....... .
8
1S3
36.5
3
C.Q.M.S. Yates ····· ·······
2S.75
115
5
Sigmn Harwood . . . .. . .. .. ..
2
6
1S
•25
72
L / Corpl Mohrstadt ... ...
0
16.II
II7
7
42
Ser gt Harvey ........ .. .. ...
0
14.S
38
5
74
Sergt Bishop ······· ··· ·····
l
6
I I
30
55
L / Corpl Durand .. ..........
2
1S
0
13
9
Corp! Stanley ......... ... ...
6
II
29
5.8
• 12
Corp I Chamberlain
6
22
4·4
• Not out.

·~i

BOWLING AVERAGES.
Overs

Sigmn Williams
Corp! Chamberlain .. .. ..
L / Corp! Mohrstadt .. .. .
Coi:pl Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . .

66.5
2.3
Sr
8

Maidens

7
o
5
o

Runs

199
14
253
40

Wick ets

Average

31
2
32
5

6.4
7
7.9
8

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Cricket Averages, 1934.
BAITING. 1,
I nninsrs Not Out Highest
21
I
Honnor .. .. ... ... .... ....
57
21
0
Rapson ... .... ..... ......
47
Appleton .. ....... ......
0
"40
17
Rogers ... .. ......... ....
0
2S
17
Cassidy ... ...... .. .......
0
15
27
IQ
0
Richardson .......... ..
19
• Not out.
BOWLING .
Runs
Overs
Maidens
Rogers .. .. .... . .. .. .. ...
154
340
43
26
tSo
Hon nor ........ .......
569
2
......... ......
Rapson
17
64
262
Richardson .... .. ... ...
67
13

Tot.I
306
242
171
13S
120
125
" ' ickets

Avera~e

14.5
l 1.5
10

s
s

6.5
A\'Cr:l. ("e

62
102
II

35

5·5
5.6
5.S
7.5

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company.
Rugby.v. C Company King's Regiment, drew at 6-6
v. U Field Battery R.A. won by 8-{)
v. H .Q. K ing's Regiment, won bv S-o and 8-o
v. 15th Brigade XV. lost by 5-14
v. S Field Battery R.A. won by S-o
HARWOOD L!ITLE RUGBY CuP.- v. C Company King's Regiment, lost by 7-14.
EDULJEE RUGBY CUP.- ln this tournament we have been drawn
a~ainst the XV. of the 15th Field Brigade R.A . Our hopes are
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none too bright at present in view of our casualty list but
nevertheless we shall give a good account of ourselves. ' The
result of this match will be recorded in next month's WIRE.
GENERAL.- A series of lectures by Major C. A. Murray hai;
proved most be_nefi~ial and interesting to all our team, and our
recent hst of victories can be attributed largely to the outcome
of these lectures.
The un~ermentioned have represented the S.T.C. (India) this
season: L1euts. E. C. Thompson and G . A. McMunn, Sergeant
Bramwell, Corpor~ls Gourlay and ~right, L/ Corp! Driver, Signalmen Guest, Martm'. Bourner, Davidson, Nelson, Haigh, Burns,
Hampton, Keenleys1de, Knox, Gibson and Barrett.
Football.- A Company beat Combined 1.0.R.s XI. by 7- 1
and 4-0, and B Company by 4-0 ; drew with Christchurch
School at 2-z, and lost by 0-1.
A Company Second XI. beat F Section by 3-1 and Jost by o-6
Attached Section beat G.J.P. Railway XI. by 3- 1 and Jost
by 1- 3, and lost to R.A.M.C. by o-6.
Up to date we have won all our Inter-Half Company Football
League games, with the following results: v . D Left Half won
by lc-1, v. C Right Half won by II-O, v. E Company won by
19- 0, v. B Left Half won by 12-0, v. C Left Half won by lC-1.
Basket Ball.- In the league matches, the games played to date
resulted as follows: v. B Left Half drew at 1-1, v. E Company
lost by 0-5, v. F Company lost by 0-4.
Cricket.-Owing to the rains, we have not been able to commence . our season. Ou~ fixture list is gradually getting larger,
and with the valuable aid of our new O.C .. Captain L. C. Boyd,
we should have a successful season.
S. T.C. (India) Golf Club Notes.-The handicap two-ball foursomes cup co.mpetiti<;>n has just been completed. It proved one
of the most mterestmg tournaments put up by the committee,
who are to be congratulated on their enterprise.
L/ Sergt Murphy (25) and Sigmn Bourton (24) beat L / Seq~eant
Baker (16) and Si~n Strutt (25) m the final by 4 and 2. S1gmo
Spiers (25) .and S1gmn Bond (25) put up a great effort against the
eventual wmners, taking them to the nineteenth hole in the semifinal round.
.Captain L. C. Boyd presented the cup and miniatures to the
wmners, and referred to the excellent work of the committee.
Thank you, sir I
And now for the. handicap stroke and bogey competitions. Two
more cups .are awa1tmg owners, and the way members are spread
over the !mks daily 1s proof that once again the S.T.C. (India)
Golf Club can do thmgs-and do them well. We await with
interest that challenge from the Gun Carriage Factory Golf Club.
GO~F CLUB'S FIRST ANNIVERSARY.-ln the following review
of this club's first year of eJtistence, it is not my intention to
convey to our brother units at home and abroad the impression
of trymg LO show off our efforts in the golfing branch of sport,
bu t rather to impart a few interesting facts to our ex-members
who have been posted to other units, and also to any future
arrivals at Jubbulpore who may have already succumbed to the
fascination of the game.
Fifteen months ago there was only one bag of golf clubs
amongst the B.O.R.s in the S.T.C. (India), and early on Thursday
and Sunday mornings a little band of about four used to roam
in the wide open spaces with a piece of white cloth mounted on
a stout piece of G.I. wire, which was taken ahead by a chokra
and stuck into the ground. The game then commenced and
finally the players arrived at the "flag," which was then moved
ahead again, and so on. A little later, however, this bag of
clubs was reinforced by a borrowed one, and things began to
develop until the idea of a golf course was mooted.
Sanction was obtained from the commanding officer to form
a Golf Club, and Brigade gave authority for a course to be laid
out ; but the big question arose, where were the funds coming
from? Well . . . this is how it was done.
. The B.O.R.s of t.he unit were :wproached, and although they
didn't know anything about the game, they were quite willing
to supp?rt the endeavour, with the feeling that something out of
the ordmary was always interesting-even if golf is " an old
man's game.''
At the first meeting, held on the 15th September, 1933, it was
agreed that the subscriptions should be Rs.2 per month and that
the members themselves should turn out .and commence on the
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course, which had already been planned out with heaps of arguments between the founders. The result was that they paid the
September subscriptions and worked on the course as well. This
enabled us to mvest in a lawn mower of the value of Rs.45, which
seemed to cut the grass into some semblance of a " green."
We progressed through stormy periods of damaged greens and
the loss of quite a number of flags until, I think, we must have
supplied all the temple and " people •· trees with their requisite
number. Anyway, they seem to be satisfied now and leave our
flags alone.
Meanwhile, our capital was steadily increasing and the club
becoming more financially established. To help matters, Captam
A. E. Barton very kindly presented a cup to be competed for
annually, and there is no doubt thac it was through his very
sportmg gesture that we are now firmly established as a club,
with a capital value of Rs.390 and a steady income of approximately Rs.100 per annum. Further, we have had two other cups
presented to the club for annual competition, and two more are
m the offing. The Sergeants Mess have just " raised " one for
competition between their Mess members, and I believe that the
junior n.c.o.s and men are also going to have one to compete
for. Anyway, I hope so.
With regard to the development ·of the course. We commenced originally with nine holes, and gradually chopped and
changed them until now we have fourteen with decently raised
tees ; and we employ six malis for the further improvement of
the course, which, although yet not up to scratch, is definitely
making progress.
On Thursdays and Sundays (not to mention every afternoon and
evening) one may walk out in the direction of the course and
see half the unit playing golf--a good sign of the appreciation
of the hard work put in by the various committees.
I would like to point out to any reader of this article who
doesn't like to take up golf on account of its being an old man's
game, that 1f he has not tried it, he should just once hit that
" little white pill " for six and then see if he can leave a golf
club alone? If any other reader has tried it and still contends
that the game is only for the aged-if he's done a hole in bogey
and has not experienced a thrill from his achievement- well I
. . he's dead, but he won't lie down.
If you profess yourself of even temper, or with your vocabulary
you dare to tamper-try golf I
If it's exercise you're seeking, or a liver you want easingtry golf I
In conclusion, if any player or potential player is coming to
Jubbulpore from home, I should advise him to bring his clubs
with him, as over here they cost double the U.K. price.

B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.
General.- No tournaments have been played this month, but a
number of friendly matches have, the results of which are given
below:Lost
Goals
Played
Won Drawn
24----rS
IO
Football
4
5
0
4- 2
2
Hockey
P oints

Rugby .... .. ..... .

10

5

2

3

52-41

Soccer.-The soccer team are entering for. the Murree Brewery
cup, and will probably enter for the Durand tournament, the
latter being one of the finest tourneys in India. We hope we
can next month forward some good accounts of our team in these
two tournaments.
Rugby.- The ground is in fine condition for rugger and there
have been some very exciting games played. The best was the
match versus the wd Battn Welch Regiment (the holders of the
All India rugby cup) in which we lost by 3-5· We have the
making of a fine team here, and under the direction of Lieutenant
Clarke (R.Signals) and Sergt.-Instructor Richards (A.E.C.) we hope
they will do well in the All India rugby at Calcutta. We take
this opportunity of thanking the units who have helped us in
the making of a Northern Command rugby team by providing
the following players: Sigrnn Harrison from Kohat, Signalmen
Dolaghan and Murrell from Peshawa r, L/Corporal Johns from
W.D.S., Signalmen Cox and Hurst from 1st Div. Their help
has been greatly appreciated, and all these players are proving
well worth their positions.
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T h e Annual A quatic Gala of Egypt Signals.
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Tenni s .- The courts are now in fine condition after th e rai ns
and two tournaments have just commenced: the open singles and
doubles, and the •'..Jpper Topa Tennis Club handicap. Our great
hope is that t.he weather will allow these to be played off withou t
postponements.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.

Signalman Gregory makes a gallant but unsuccessful attempt to wa lli the Tight Rope- which, by the way, was slack.

Rugby.- N ow that the monsoons are with us, we have had
six ga mes of ru gge r up to date, and rugger enthusiasts- who for
the rest of the year are qui et- have now come into their own.
We have do ne fairly well and have the making of a good team.
Unfort unately, every year, just as we' re getting a good team together, the rains stop and we have to postpone our activities until
another season arrives .
Results so fa r : v. E Battery R.H.A . won by 13- 3 and lost
by 0-3 and o- 6, v. Black Watch won by 5- 3 and 10-0, v.
T he Royals won by 8- 5.
Swimming.- We have had several matches but have not been
ver y successfu l. This is due to the fact that as soon as we get
a good tea m, the mid-season change takes place and most of the
te.im depart to the hills . We then have to start afresh . Other
un its in Meeru t manage to keep t hei r teams down here all the
ti mP. and have the advantage of us there. Also, we have no
swimming bath of our own , whic h makes p ractice difficult. However, every one is keen , and we hope nex t year to keep most of
the tea m in Meerut.
Results this month are : v. A Company Black W atch won by
5- 2 an:! lost by o--6, v. The Black Watch lost by 0-4, v. E
Battery R.H .A. lost by 1- 5.
Football.- Although the rain has made our grou nd in a prett y
bad conditicn , we still o!od on. There have been no competitions, bu t we have had ouite a number of frie ndly games and
t he resu '. ts are as follows:- v. G.M.P .s won by 3-1 and lost by
2- 3, v. 6th Battery R.A. drew at 1-r , won by r-o, drew at
1- 1 and lost by 1- 2, v. Meerut College won by 1 1- 1 , v. B
Squadron Roya l Dragoons won by 2-1.
W e visited Delhi to lose to the 1st K .S.L. l. by 1- 4 goals . H ad
it not been fo r the able assistance of Corporal Robson and the
splend id ga me played by L / Corporal Horne, it might have been
worse. Our goal was scored by Sergt (Percy) Hayhoe. So now
we await ou r revenge when they come here, which we hope
will be soon .

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
F Signal Section, Jubbulpore.
Football.- v. Attached Section S.T .C. won by 3-1 , v. roth
Brigade Headquarters d rew at 1...! - 1 , v. U Field Battery R.A. drew
at 3- 3 and lost by 0- 7, v. A Company S.T.C. won by 6-o
and lost by 1- 3.

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
Annual Swimming Gala.- This was held du ring the last week
in August, and as usu al the heats were c~ntested in ~ he E'.zbeki eh
swimming bath, the fi nals being held m th e H ehopohs bat h.
The results were as under.
One length back stroke- I Sigmn Gregory , 2 Signalman Burke,
3 Sigmn Wood.
One length free style, novices-1 Sigmn Johnson , 2 Sigmn Hicks
R. E .. 3 Driver Quinn.
440 yards free style-I Sigmn Greenberry, 2 Signalman Clarke,
3 Sigmn Cockshott.
One length free style-I Sigmn Gregory, 2 Sigmn Thompson,
3 L / Corpl O~den.
Three lengths free tyle, novices- r Sigmn Hicks R. E .. 2 Driver
Quinn, 3 Sigmn Maunder.
880 yards free style-r Sigmn Clarke, 2 Sigmn Boylell, 3 Sigmn
Caveney.
Two lengths free style-r Sigmn Brierley, 2 L / Corpl Ogden .
One length breast stroke-1 Sigmn Greenberry, 2 L / Corporal
Ogden, 3 Sigmn Cockshott.
Three lengths free style-I Sigmn Brierley, 2 Sigmn Gregory
(what a wangle, Greg I), 3 L / Coro! Parry.
Plunge- 1 Sigmn Hallam, 2 L / Corpl Rossiter, 3 L /_Corpl Parry.
Diving-I Sigmn Thompson, 2 Corp! McCreeth , 3 S1gmn Clarke.

Tlie Commanding Officer (Brevet-Lieut.-Colonel G. E. Man sergh , M.C.) and Officers of Egypt Signals.

Corpora! McCreeth fa v o1'rs an English " header."
Open rela y (teams of three) one length back, one length breast,
one length free style-I King' s Own Royal Regiment, 2 Royal
Army Service Corps, 3 Royal Scots Fusiliers.
Command Swimming Championships.- The Command individual and team swimming championships were held at Heliopolis during the last full week in August.
We did not do so well as in previous years, as a number of
the tea m have been on out-stations and could not return to Cairo
until the nigh t prior to the commencement of the meeting, and
this was the first occasion on which they had met during the
present swimming season.
In the individual diving Sigmn Thompson proved the Command
champion for the second successive year.
Sigmn Gregory, the hero of many Corps and Command championships, faded out this year, bu t he covered himself with as
much glory as in previous years. He won h is heat in the 75
yards free style, but refused to defend his 75 yards back stroke
championship, which he has held for three successive years. He
was really ill, and wanted to save himself for the Corps water
polo match which was to follow within an hour. So poor old
Greg goes home this trooper without any 1934 championships I
!n the first round of the Command knock-out water oolo competition we played the R.H .A .. and startled the whole Command
by putting our full team in the water for the first time this year.
Sigmn Gregory scored the only goal of the match. Thank you ,
Gregory, for placing the Corps before individu al honours.
Later in the meeting we defea ted the Grenadier Guards in the
next round by six clear goals- Signalmen Gregory and Brierley
each scoring three.
In the semi-final we obved the R.A.S.C. and w11hin a few
minutes we were leading by three clear goals, but at half ume
th at leacl had been reduced to 3- 1. We crossed over to defend
the shallow end, confident that we would maintain, if not increase, that lead, but t ime found the scores even at 3- 3. Extra
time was ordered, and in the second half SiP. mn Sebborn scored
the solitary goal which carried us into the final by a 4- 3 victory.
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The Annual Aquatic Gala of Egypt Signals.
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The Annual Aquatic Gala of Egypt Signals.

Signalmati Gregory.
first in one length Back Stroke and one length Free Style,
second in three lengths Free Style.

Signalman Hicks.
First .in Novices three lengths Free Style,
second in Novices one length Free Style.

Signalman Clarke.
First in 880 yards, second in 440 yards, third in Diving.

Signalman Greenberry.
First in 440 yards and one length Brea.st Stroke.

Signalman Johnson.
First in Novices one length Free Style.

Signalman Brierley.
First m two lengths and three lengths Free Style.

Signalman Thompsou.
First in Diving, second in one length free Styli:,

Signalmatl Hallam.
First it1 Plw1ging.
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Gibraltar Signal Section.
Rowing.- Thc crews have kept in light trainin_g in anticipation of the challenge cup and challenge trophy which commence
at the latter end of September.
Cricket.- Results of matches played during the month are
as follows: v. Dockyard Tower, lost by 37 runs (65- 102). Sigmn Pendlebury 22, Corp! Parry 17 ; Sigmn Harvey three for 4.
v. H.M.S. Shamrock, won by 86 runs (18o--g4). Signalman
Harvey 46. Sigmn Blake 31 ; Sigmn Waller six for 44,
Corp! Parry three for 20.
v. H.M.S. Shamrock, lost by 9 run~ (112- 121). Corp! Parry
44, Q.M.S. Harris 20 ; Corp! Parry six for 62, Signalman
Fuller two for 12.
v. R.A.M.C. lost l:iy 19 runs (43- fa)
Corp! Parry 20 ; Sigmn
Waller four for 17.
v. R.A.M.C. lost by 40 runs (91-131). Corp! Parry 27, Sigmn
Pendlebury 18; Corp! Parry seven for 55, Q.M.S. Hams
two for '! ·
Tennis.-Two further matches in the Command Inter-Regimental League have been played: v. R.A.O.C. drawn. Carr and Waller won by 6-1, 6- 3. Blake
and Tavender lost by 3-6, 3- 6.
v. R.E. lost. Carr and Waller lost by 4-6, 7- 5, 4-6. Blake
and T avender lost by 3-6, 3-6.
Several men also entered for the Command individual championships, but unfortunately we have none left in the finals.
The Section tournament is now in full swing. L/ Corp! Carr
and Sigmn Taylor have reached the singles final, and L/Corpl
Carr and Sigmn Postance v. Carpi P arry and Sigmn Taylor the
final of the doubles. These will take place in the near future.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.

Signa:man Thompson dci11g a Swallow Dive.
The scorers in this match were Signalmen Gregory (2), Brierley
and Sebborn.
Jn the final we met the 12th Royal Lancers--an undefeated
team during the present season and League champions. At half
time they led by three goals. but in the second half L/ Corporal
Kenneally reduced that lead by one goal, so that we eventually
lost by 1-3. This was an extraordinary feat, seeing that our
team had played together only four times.
In the remainder of the team events we were unplaced in the
88o yards, 440 yards, five lengths relay (teams of three), and
the plunge, although in the last named event L/ Corp! Rossiter
made a useful plunge of 58 feet 2 inches.
Although our team comprised Sigmn Thompson (Command
individual champion, 1933 and 193<1) and Corp! McCreeth (Command runner-up, 1932 and 1933), w·e only succeeded in obtaining
fifth place in the team diving competition.
In the medley relay (one length back, one length breast and
one length free style) we failed to get beyond the semi-final, and
that was an event we felt sure of winning.
Disoualification put us out of the final of the unit relay, and
we were unable to win the remaining final - the 75 yards relay,
for teams of four-so for the first time for a number of years
we conclude the swimming season without winning a single
event. Sergt Hitchens and Sigmn Seale are the only members
of last year's successful team who have left the country, so we
cannot attribute cur failure to a break-u!) of the team.
The placings in the Command championships were: 1st K.O.
R.R .• 211d R.A.S.C., 3rd 12th Royal Lancers, 4th Royal Signals.
Our swimming team comprised Cor9l McCreeth, L/Corporals
Kenneally, Parry, Rossiter and Ogden, and Signalmen Brierley,
Clarke, Gregory, Greenberry, Hallam, Sebborn and Thompson.
The water polo team included Corp! Gibbs, L / Cor9ls Kenneally
and Ogden. Signalmen Barnes, Brierley, Gregory and Sebbocn,

Sports.-The unit sports were held at Wimbome St. Giles
Camp, Dorset, on the 6th August. All events except the open
mile were run on a Company team basis.
Events and winners-100 yards, No. 3 Company. 880 yards,
No. 1 Company. Tug-of-war, No. 3 Company. 440 yards, No.
2 Company. All ranks relay, No. 3 Company. 220 yards, No.
1 Company. Obstacle race, No. 3 Company. Mixed mile relay,
No. 2 Company. One mile: rst Sigmn Baker J. (No. 2 Company)
211d Sigmn Bartlett W.R. (No. 3), 3rd Sigmn Dawe G. C. (No. 3)
Boxing.- This competition was also held at camp. No. 3
Company secured the trophy with 15 points, No. 1 Company
were second with 5, and No. 2 third with 4. No. 3 Company
held the advantage in a much largef number of entries. The
results were as under.
Middle weight final-Sigmn Smith (No. 3 Company) walked over.
Welter weight- Semi-finals: LI Corp! Challice (No. 1) walked
over, and Corp! Dear (No. 3) beat Sigmn Eyres (No. 2) on
points. Final: Corp! Dear beat L/ Corp! Challice on points.
Light weight final- Sigmn Fildew (No. 1) beat Sigmn Phillips
(No. 3) on points.
Feather weight- Semi-finals: Sigmn Darch (No. 3) beat Sigmn
Baker (No. 2) on points, and Sigmn Harvey (No. 2) beat Sigmn
Newton (No. 3) on points. Final: Sigmn Darch walked over.
Fly weight final-Corp! Prout (No. 3) beat Sigmn Petherick (No.
3) on points.
The annual presentation of unit trophies took place at camp
on the nth August. Colonel The Lord Basing, the commanding
officer, handed them over to the respective winners as shown.
The Moore efficiency trophy-No. 3 Company.
The Gould cup (open range musketry)- No. 1 Company. Team:
2/Lieut. H. W. Fenwick and Signalmen Floyd and Clatworthy.
Each received a bronze medal.
The football shield-No. 2 Company.
The Michelmore trophy (miniature range)-No. 225 F.A.S. Section (Topsham). Possible 80. Top scorer, Cor!)I Pulman, 77.
The Varwell boxing trophy-No. 3 Company.
The Murray sports cup- Nos. I. 2 and 3 Companies tied with
12 points each. This is the first occ<1sion on which such <'I ~lose
res11lt has been Qbtairieci.
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Editorial Notes
Royal Signals Combined Horse and Motor Cycle Display,
1934.- Lieut H. N. Crawford, the secretary of the Display Party.
has prepared a 24-page illustrated han~book giving brief details
of the origm and performances of the Display, with the names of
those takmg part and the " pedigree " of the horses which had
their share in providing many thousands of spectators with a
thrilling exhibition of athletic daring, skill and ingenuity .
The greater part of the handbook is_ occupied by illu~trations
of v<lrious " stunts," kindly made possible by the proprietors of
newspapers and magazines who have lent blocks used in their
various publications.
Bound in a light blue cover printed in dark blue and green to
approximate the Corps colours, the handbook 1s well worth the
modest shilling for which it is on sale to members of the Corps
if obt01ined personally from Lieut H. N. Crawford, Headquarters,
Signal Training Centre, Catterick Camp. Yorks. If sent by post.
an additional threepence will be charged to cover postage, etc.
" A fi.:ie production, my masters l"
ff>
F9J
~
Our very w rm congratula tions are extended to the Association
football team of B Corps Si~nals, Upper Topa, Ind ia, on having
won the DURAND CUP at Simb on the ist October. when they
beat the 2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders by
three goals to one, For the first time in the history of the
trophy (which is the Indian equivalent of the _A rmy cup at
home) the tournament has been won by a non-regimental team ;
and we share to the full in the felicity of our B Corps Signals warriors in adding yet another laurel to the sporting achievements
of Royal Signals. We hope to publish a photograph of the
winning team at an early date.
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We are much indebted to Messrs. W. T. Lowe and E. Phillip
(Fellow of the Television Society) of the Central Telegraph
Office, London, for a series of technical articles dealing with subjects of intense mterest to many of our rea_de~s. The first of
those articles is published on page 468 of this issue, and other
will follow monthly as opportunity arises.
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We have been asked to notify our readers that the 193:;.
edition of the Corps Calendar published by Royal Signals in
India is now on sale and available for distribution. The Calendar consists of fifteen pages with a detai~ed history of each _umt
of the Indian Signal Corps, together with topical 1llustrat1ons,
and can be obtained on application to The C~mman~ant, Signal
Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore, C.P .. India ; price 2/- po t
free. " Another very fine production, well worth sending for."

®
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There has been a noticeable falling off in the number of suitable Cartoons submitted for Publication in the Corps Magazme.
That such talent exists amongst our readers is well known, and
we appeal tc those who are gifted in that directic:n to favour u
with subjects of topical interest. Cartoon drawings should be
executed in Indian ink and should be posted Jfot, with cardboard
protection to avoid damage in transit. The co-operation of tho e
concerned would be much appreciated.
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Will Unit Reoresentatives and Correspondents kindly note
that all manuscript copy and photographic,illustrarions submitted
for publication in THE WIRE will._ in future, be destr~yed after a
lap ·e of six months. Th?se . desirous of havmg their contn~u
tions returned after publication are therefore asked to notify
this office accordingly.
&:?;
I§>
(/fl
Obituary.- We regret to record the death at Fenny Stratford.
Bucks, on Wednesday 3rd October. of Harry Robert Nel on,
more familiarly known to many of our older readers of . R.E.
Telegraph Battalion days as "Tich "
el on, of the _on11;111al
and voluntary " Signals " Band. An old Sapper of 3rd D1v1 1onal
Signal , he was deservedly popular with all who knew him ;
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Correspondence.

d tho e of our readers whose service carries them back to R.E.

d~y. will hare ou r regret at his pas in~. A _wreath from his

.. Old Comrades " was sent on the o_ccas~on ot his fui:eral , and
we extend our. sincere sympathy to his widow and famil y.

®
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Received Too Late.- Unit notes from the 2nd Cavalry Brigade
Signal Troop, Sialkot.
(ii

f8i

®

Bound Volumes of "The Wire" for 1934.- All Readers. Units,
Mes es. etc .. requiring bound volumes of THE _\'\'.IRE for I<H 4 a:e
ked to submit their orders early, as only _a limited nu~ber wt~!
available for distribution . No Royal Signals Mess Libra ry rs
complete without 1t . Price 8/ - per copy, post fTe (a~ home or
HE DITORabroad).
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Signals Association N~tes

\V aiting Lists for Married Quarters Roll.
[ D .0. / 49
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EMPLOYME TS- Situations foun~ during the j)receding month
with the co-operation of the ~ational A~soc1at1on for Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: Ex-Signalman, Beds ...... .. ....... .. .. ...... ... .. Sales_man
1
2 Ex-Signalman, London ... ... .. .. .. ..... .. ..... Electrician
3 Ex-Driver, Manchester .. ...... .Town Hall Attendant
4 Ex- .C.0. London ... .. .. ... .... .... .. .... .. ....... Postman
5 Ex-N.C.O. Portsmouth .. ............... .. ........ Postman
6 Ex-Signalman, London ..... ..... .... ......... .... Labourer
7 Ex-Signalman. London ..... .. -... -· .. ... ..... · .. _. La1(;rek
g Ex-W.0 . Kent ........................... ... Receptton
er
9 Ex- .C.O. London ..... ... ......... .. .. ..- .Cadet Servant
-io Ex-Signalman, London .... .. ...... .. . Fitter's Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London .. ...... ........... .. ... .. .Labourer
11
12 :Ex-Signalman, London ...... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ....... .. Porter
13 Ex-Signalman, London .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. .. Porter
.. .... .... .... .. ........ Labourer
14 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow
.... ...... ......... ..... Labourer
15 Ex-Signalman, Croydon
Ex-N .C.O . Croydon
.... .... ... .. ..... .. .. ... .- ... P~stman
16
17 Ex- .C.0 . Croydon .... .. ... ...... .... . .Imperial Airways
r8 Ex-N.C.O. Swindon ... ... ........ ...... .. .. .. .._..Postman
Ex-Signalman, London ..... ........ .. .. ....... Film_ Extra
19
Ex-Signalman, Croydon .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ..... L!neman
20
21 Ex-Signalman. Croydon .. ... ...... .. ... ... ... .. .. . L~neman
22 Ex-Signalman, London .. .. .. ........ ..... ........ L!neman
23 Ex-Signalman, London ..... .... ..... ...... .. ..... L!neman
24 Ex-Signalman. London .. .. ... ..... ..... .. ........ Lineman
25 Ex-Signalman. London .. ... .. ... ...... ... ...... .. Lineman
26 Ex-N.C.O. Salisbury .. ........... ... ............... .. Clerk
27 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .. ..... .. .... ... _. .La~urer
28 Ex-Signalman, Wrexham .... .. .. ......... .... Pipe Jointer
29 Ex-N.C.O. London ...... ..... ............ .......... Postman
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.
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Ro ya l Signal Record Office , Chatham,
17th October 1934.
The Editor of " Tli e W ire."
Dear Sir.- The following 1s notified for publicatio n in th e
ovember 1934 WI RE.
Dates on which the too in:li viduals were registered oo the
waitin g li sts fo r th e Marri"ed Quar ters Roll: (a) H ome and Abroad- Sergea nts. Lt / 11 1 ~ 9·
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and Fi le, 12 / 8 / 29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel. i. c R.Signals Record s.

An Old Campaigner.
7 Church Street , Uckfield, Sussex,
18th September 1934.

The Editor " Tlt e Wire."
Sir.- The enclosed photograph will. no doubt, be of interest
to older members of the Corps. Charger
o. 3953 , aged 19

YOUR KIT

HEADQUARTERS

MOVESCaptain R. H. Gem from the School of Signals to S.T.C.
Catterick.
Captain A. E. Morrison from 1st Divisional Signals to "A"
Corps Signals, Aldershot.
Captain L. A. E. Tozer from Aldershot to China.
Captain W. 0. Bowen from Burma to Aldershot (1st Divisional
Signals).
Lieutenant F. H. Pellew from Aldershot to Egypt.
Lieutenant T. W. Boileau from S.T.C. to School of Signals,
Catterick.
Lieutenant K. E. Holmes from Catterick to China.
Lieutenant E. V. McCormack from Catterick to India (3rd
Indian Divisional Signals).
Lieutenant J. H. L. Crichton from Colchester to India (2nd
Indian Divisional Signals).
Lieutenant G. U. Finney from Bulford to India (Kohat).
Lieutenant T. A. K. Howe from Aldershot to India (Peshawar).
Lieutenant C. P. S. Denholm-Young from Catterick to Aldershot (1st Divisional Signals).
Lieutenant H. C. B. Rogers from Catterick to Lough Swilly.
Lieutenant M. J. Conway from Scarborough to Cambridge
University.
Lieutenant A. D . Boddam-Whetham from Scarborough to
Cambridge University.
Lieutenant E. I. E. Mozley from Colchester to Cambridge
University.
Lieutenant H. V. Havfield from Blackdown to Cambridge
·
University.
Lieutenant A. J. Hamilton from rst Divisional Signals to A.D.B.
Signals, Blackdown.
UNIT MovE4th Divisional Signals moved from Colchester to Canterbury
on 15 / 10 / 34.

ESTIMATES
For HOME and OVERSEAS

KIT
on application

I

APPROVED SERVICE
OUTFITTERS

I

All Kit supplied by us may be relied
upon as conforming strictly to the
Regulatjons of your Unit.
Special terms for payments may be
arranged if required.
For any information write lo

ALKIT
LTD.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, w.c.2
111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111 1111111111111111111111111 111111111111

COMPLETE NEW CATALOGUE
ON REQUEST

TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS

Extracts from " The London Gazette."
War Office 18 / 9 / 34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut. R. B. Ridlev-Martin is seconded whilst employed as
Instructor, School of Signals, 20 / 8 / 34.
Lieut. K. R. Holmes is restored to the establishment, 20 / 8 / 34.
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Div! Signals-J. McVittie to be Lieut. (Qr-Mr;
19 / 9 / 34 .
56th (1st London) Divl Signals- R.Q.M.S. W. ). Barnes, D.C.M.,
to be Lieut. (Qr-Mr) 19 / 9 / 34.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administra1or gratefully acknowledges the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : orthern Command Tattoo Funds.
Royal Signals Officers Mess, Catterick.
_
W.O.s and Sergeants Mess, S.T.C. Catterick.
APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Sigmn Hams. Temporary difficulties. Grant £5 o o
2 Ex-S1gmn Gateshead. Domestic di_fficulti_es. Grant 3 o o
3 Ex-Sigmn Sunderland. Domestic. d1fficu.lues. Grant 2 o o
4 Ex-Sigmn Surrey. Domestic d1fficult1es. Grant l 10 o
5 Ex-N.C.O. London. Domestic difficulties. Gra!lt r 10 o
6 Widow of ex-Sigmn London. Domestic difficulties.
Grant 2 o o
Orphanage Quarterly Maintenance Fees ........... .. .. JO o o
8 Orphanage Quarterly Maintenance Fees............... 3 18 10
9 Ex-S1gmn Somerset. Domestic difficulties. Loan 2 o o
(Signed) H. CLRMENTI SMITH, Brigadier,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

~rps News-Offic~J

War Office 21 / 9 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
54th (E.A.) Divl Sigr.als-2 / Lieut. P. T. Wood to be Lieut.
29 / 8/ 34.
years, was with the S.T .C. some twelve years back and was
ridden by Captain Wiggins, of the SchooL The horse is now
owned by Mr. Botting, of Uckfield, and ridden regularly with
the Southdown Foxhounds. On discharge, it was classified as
vicious and in bad hea lth. It must have been ' ' swinging the
lead," however, for Mr. Botting informs me that it has never
once shown vice, and the state of its health may be judged by
the fact that it never hesitates either at a bar-gate, a hedge or a
wall, providing the rider has courage and is always up wirh the
leaders . The photograph was taken at the Uckfield Carnival,
when the horse led the procession for some two and a half hours
with 250 performers carrying torches and four bands. in attendance.
Yours faithfully, W. J. A.
ICKS.

War Office 28/ 9/ 34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain J. C. McDona'd, M.c., to be Major, 29 / 9 / 34.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE--ROYAL SIGNALS
2 / Lieut. H. M0ysc-BJ1 tlett to be Lieut. 5 / 9 / 34.
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
53rd (W.) Div! Siena!s- W. R. T . Barnes to be 2 / Lieut.
29 / 9f34.
War Office 2/ 10/34
REGULAR ARMY- MEMORANDUM
Lt.-Colonel A. E. Meredith. M.C., half-!)ay list (late R.Signa1s)
retires on Indian pension, t / 10 / 34

43rd (W.) Div! Signals-2 / Lieut W . S. G. Edgecumbe 1s
seconded under para. 135 T.A. Regulations, 19 / 5 / 34.
War Office 5 / 10 / 34
REGULAR ARMY- MEMORANDUM
Captain W . G. L. Kenna rd, R.Signals, to be Inspector of
Signals, Iraq Army, 30/ 9/ 34.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut . V . Mitchell to be Captain, 4/7 / 34.
Lieut. W. J. H. Campbell to be Captain, 4/7 / 34.
Lieut. E. H. W. Banner, from R.Signals T.A .. to be Lieut.
6/ 10/34.
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS

War Office 9 / 10 / 34

Major J. R. Carter . O.B.E., retires on retired pay, 10/10/34.
ESTABLISHMENTS-S.E .E.
Major J. R. Cart~ r , O.B.E., R.Signals. relinquishes the appoint•
ment of Superintendent (Cl. Z) 10 / 10 / 34.
SUPPLJ;MENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
2 / Lieut. N. A. Waters to be Lieut. 5 / 9 / 34.
War Office r ro/ 34
REGULAR ARMY- ESTABLISHMENTS
School of Signals-Captain R. H. Gem, R.Signal , r lmqu1 hes
. the appointment of Adjutant, 1/ 10.' 34.
Lieut. T . W. Boileau, R.Signals, to be Adjutant, 1 10 / 34.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS

L. of C. Signals-Colonel J. W. Cohen, C.M.G., c.B.E., D.s.o.,
T.o. (retired T .A.) to be H on. Colonel, 17 /lo/ 34.
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Film Television.
Bv W. T. LOWE and
E. PHILLIPS (F llow of the Television Society).
Sound wireless and television will one day b associi ' e<JindA~~
no doubt ignalmcn of H.M. Forces w1~I e".cntua Y
additional item added to th.cir 1.ist ?f qualifications.
eful
In the field. film television 1s likely to be the mo t us e
adiunct, especially . as miniature :rnd portable apparat us would b
d"
I ··
cs ential for obv1ou reasons.
Film ~elevision has some a~vantag_cs ove_r 1rect .te ev1s1on.
Greater detail in the received image 1s possible, particularly 111
televising outdoor scenes.
. .
.
,
Consider, £or instancl'., the telev1s111g ?f the Derby or s~ne ou\
door sport. The amount of lu~ht which reach~s t 11e P oto-ce 1
of an ordinary disc or mirror-drum transmitter is n.ot. great. ~s
a wide angle of view must be covered, much detail is lost.
t
the receiver, little more than the outline of the game can be seen.

1934

much flicker. Facial expre sions . are .cl ar. Actions can easily
be followed in detail, but the high-lights appear to be rather
"muddy."
.
·
h
·
Practical televising of films 1s a ':'cry delicate task_. T e .size
of the films used is abou t .7 of an 111ch high and .83 of an 111ch
wide, ~o that the ~ifficulties of accura tely scanning such a small
.
area will be appreciated.
(The above particulars relate to sound-films- that is, the trans.
.
.
mission of " talkies.")
One hundred and eighty lines scan tbe p1c.t ure. Each line is
therefore only .0046 of an inch wide! A special system of l.ens~s
is used to overcome the difficulty which would normally arise 111
scanning-disc methods. by reason of the extremely small amount
of light which passes through the holes. One ~ethod is to place
a powerful light behind the film to be transmitted. The beam
passes throullh the celluloid. It reaches the lenses. From here
the picture. 1s ~rojected on t? the scanning-_d1sc. And so the
minute subiect 1s enlarged prior to transm1ss1on.
.
This is a similar procedure to projecting films in a cmema. You
merely substitute scanning-disc for screen.
The light which passes through the holes of the disc_. however is collected by anoth er system of lenses placed behind t~e
disc.' From thence, the light is directed 111to the photo-electric
cell.
.
b . d h
.
Another system places the source of hght . ehm t e scann111gdisc. Coming through the holes, this light 1s foc~s~ed down by
the lenses to cover the small area of film . In this mstanc.e, the
light required is much less powerful, but the apparatus is not
so easily adjusted.
.
.
Then there is the variable-speed. method, 111 .which the scanning-spot travels fast over dar~ portions ~f the picture and slowhly
over the high-lights. But this system 1s only applicable to t e
· d
cathode-ray tube.
.
Technically, however, the television. of object~ by transm1tte
light, as throu~h films and lante:rn-slides, 1s simpler than. t~e
television of obiects by reflected light. It was Mr. I: L. Baird s
success in the latter sphere in 1926 that warrants him the title
of " the Inventor of Teievision." Numerous experimenters had
previously obtained reproductions of films or lantern-sh de . SI} bjects, but ~a ir~ was t~e. fi rst to obtam reproductions of the hvmg
image, which 1s telev1s1on.
TP 211 . 1ssue. 1

20·12 30

H.M. V. Film Tele'tlision Transmitter.
This was demonstrated at the Physical and Optical Societies'
Exhibition in 1931 ·
(Pho/a fy tlu ct'11rlc~~.Y 1'./ 1·- ltctnCal a''' .I. usical l11a'uJ/ria Ltd,]

If the same scene were photographed, the. ~etails and. con~
would all be reproduced in the film. In telev1.smg films, lt~ht is
directed thmu<>h the film on to the photo~electnc cell. Deta.11 .and
half-tones are ~ransmitted with greater. fa1th~lness to the original,
and the received image 1s correspond1i;igly 1mpro".ed.·
Intermediate film television, as against transm1ss1on of actual
scenes, is most favoured in Germany. One system uses a continuous strip of cinematograph fil!n· The subject can be pa~sed
through a tel~vision transmitte r 1~ thirty seconds, and rece1ve.d
in the home in less than one mmute after the photograph is
taken.
h' h ·
·
Telefunken is another German concern w 1c , 111 co-operation
with I. G. Farben of Ludwigshaven and Pr.ofessor .Kar~lus of
Leipzig, 1s interest~d in film television.. This company 1s a.lso
paying great attention to developments in cathode-ray reception
fo; the home.
· d fil
For some some time over here, Baird has transm1tte .' ms
from the Crystal Palace on ult ra-~hort waves . Although at times
the results are inferior to the cinema (even on a much St;Jlaller
screen) yet they possess an entertainment value. There ts not
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Plain Tales

Lesser Lunncy.- H ave you noticed how many of our WmE
correspondents commence by saying they have nothing to write
about, doesn't the time come round quickly, and thank goodness, that's finished? So do I neither. I don't believe any of
them. Just lately I find my time fully occupied, and apart from
the fact that I never know what to write about, I don't want to
write. A brand new hobby has bitten me. I am an inventor.
Just at the moment I am engaged on a most ingenious piece of
w0rk. It consists of a flat strip of brass about a foot long.
In the centre stands an ebonite pillar with a spiral groove. On
one corner of the strip I have fitted the spring from an alarm
clock, and fastened it with a brown shoe lace so that it cannot
unwmd. A series of geared wheels is set in motion by a small
dynamo clamped on the opposite corner looking south. I have
not yet decided what use it will be.

• • • •

November NoteWhen fireworks bang and rockets soar,
Run out and buy the kid some moar.

~
_!_L-~--~

Explanatory Diagram of H .M. V. Film Te levision 'Transmitter.
[Reproduced by tlu courtesy o/ Elecl>'kat and

Mus1~at

I11d11stries Ltd. ]

• • • •
. Believe It or . Not.- A Glasgow friend of mine was feeling a
little fed up with an American acquaintance who had been
throwing his weight about more than usual. Jock took him
down to Clydebank, and the American was only mildly interested until they .came in..sight of the almost completed " 534."
Then his face ht up.
Land sakes I" he cried. " That's a
hefty ltl' boat."
" Where?" asked Jock.
" Over there, man. Gee! what a size I"
" Well, fancy that I" said Jock, displaying great surprise.
" It was no there last nicht."
BARLEUX.

• • • •

Ped. Pcd.- Tom Sayers' Cabaret Band {advt.) is about to
suffer yet another disaster. Tom Sayers himself goes on the
T ... rriers at Stratford early in November. 'vVe shall be very
sorry to lose him, but Sigmn Pip Carlton , who has had previou:: experience of the work in India, will do much to soften
the blow. It will not surprise me to hear that Sergeant Sayers
is organising another band from among his new friends. Sigmn
Gilez has taken over the drums and is settling down rapidly.
Sigmn Softly (trumpet) has not yet been replaced. There is a
good violinist in the unit who declines to play because he doesn't
like late nights. A great pity. Anyone who fancies his chance
on the piano accordion is requested to come and see me right
away.

• •

In Brief.-ARRIVED. R.S.M. T. Harrison, early in October,
with Mrs. Harrison and the two girls. All looking fit and very
welcome.
GONE. Lots ot people. Lieut. G. U. Finney for one. Wonder what he did with his Ford?
GOING. Joe Cotterell. Truly, no joke. Joe for India. Sensation. Lieutenant M. A. Charlton and one case, wood, packing.
There may have been others, but I am only interested in one.
Sergt (Imaginary Line) Macintosh , also for India.
WEEK-END. C.S.M. Thomas. Wha t! again?
SLIMMING. Joe Brooks, but not so much that you'd notice it.
PETTICOAT GOVERNM ENT. C.Q.M.S. Arthur Fuller. Tied hand
and foot, but doesn't seem to mind.
SHAKING. C.Q.M.S. A. Knight (Notchy). Reason somewhat
obscure.
•

LOWER FILM:___ _.,.,""-SPOOL BOX
~==--_!.__

"Why ? Whatcher want?"
" Got shorn some impomt-important inf informashn for
bosh- boss."
Even as Detective Sergeant Bladderwort threw up his arm to
stop a speeding delivery van, there came a fierce burst of
machine gun fire. Lord Percy sank to the pavement.
" See the name on the van?" asked the sergeant, his eyes
blazing. "Ah I Plugger and Co. Ltd. What a nerve!"
"Get on to the boys at once. Tell 'em to come right away."
Do not miss our next staggering chapter.

•

(I

•

Ukann Larfe Again.- Ukann Larfe threw himself into a
chair with a curse. This was a deolorable habit of his which
had often led to .much bitter feeling buween him and his beautiful but fierv temoere:I wife. On more than one occasion Ukann
completely· missed the chair and threw him elf into the glass
front of a book-case or against a smalt table covered with delicate pieces of china. However, this time he was lucky and
landed in the centre of the chair. Hermione sat on the piano
stool. and idly fingered the scale of G sharp minor.
" Shut that beastlv oianc uo, woman!" screamed 'Jkann.
"And that last note but- one sh~uld be a natural."
Hermione Larfe, being a woman of some spirit, slammed the
li e! with such force that a great solit ran along its entire length.
" Say, Ukv. What you gonna do? Divorce me?"
" No. Why should I ? Inspector Faceache has explained
everything, and besides, we must ~et this Plugger fellow fixed
up."
A powerful racing car pulled uo outside Scotland Yard with
a noisr. like a ouartermaster moaning about deficiencies. The
littl . knot of plain clothes men playing cards on the front steps
spranir to their feet as Lord Percy Penchant staggered from the
car. "Anyone at- hie-home?" he asked.

Much Ado About Nothing.
Murree Mists'.- ! have a hazy recollection that I have recently
spent a month 111 the Murree hills after an intensive course of
sunbathing on the Plains.
After leaying the bull-dog episode on the railway station and
h~gglmg "."1t.h a hundred lunatics who desired (as I understood,
with my 11m1ted knowledge of Urdu) to take me in a suoercar to
the ends of the earth for 100 ruoees, I espied a C.O.M.S. of the
Corps from Peshawar who rescued me from th.; rabble and
tucked me in the front seat of an automobile which, from its
looks, ought to have been .relegated to the knacker's yard long
years ago. I mentioned this fact to the ouarterbloke, who said
that after spending seventeen years our here he had found that
many a good tune was played on an old fiddle and that we
should reach the land of the Galis o.k.
For about three miles we ran through the suburbs (?) of Rawalpindi, and I was amazed at the poor state of the roads and the
congestion of animals and traffic which occurs in this oart of the
city. Most evident above all the noise and bustle: however,
was a smell that would cause any self-respecting soldier to don
his gas mask without orders. Unfortunately, bein~ without gas
masks, we had to resort to the usual cigarettes. Th.is is a bit of
India which is never apoarent on those glorious snaps which
proud album possessors show, and yet a most necessary evil to
any Indian bazaar. After many hairbreadth escapes from which
my ticker has not yet ceased to palpitate, we reached Murree in
time for a bath and breakfast.
Murree is essentially a resort for ladies from the Plains. Mere
man is only tolerated as " the goose that lays the golden eggs "
in very many cases. Yet I've been given to understand that a
great sigh of relief is wafted to the heavens when the time comes
for those families, stuck away for months in the hills, to return
to the outstretched arms of hubby on the Plains.
A succession of storms and (on most days) mist was my experience of this hill station 7300 feet above sea level, but when the
sun did shine, the panoramas were magnificent and the rarefied
air a pleasure, and the vegetation awakened impressions of old
England.
The Mall in Murree is the meeting place of all manner of folks
of all castes, creeds and beliefs-the native, of course, predominating. It is the promenade of the Station, and I found it advisable to walk out minus a hat, thus taking the line of least
resistance by nodding one's head rather than undergo rheumatic
pains in one's arm through a perpetual raising of the hat.
It was a pleasure, at the end of August, to meet two warriors
of the Frontier, tanned and bubbling over with the joy of life.
They had just returned from Ka hmir, and what they told me
caused me to pack my " traps " within forty-eight hour and get
on my way to th place from which I am now writing amidst a
scene of exquisite beauty--of which more anon.
Yes. my memory is very misty about Murree,
TIM.
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CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
[ The fig ures in the la t column indicate the pages in the " Co ~ p s
Promotion Roster " (published Ill February _I9Hl oi:i which
the respective names may be fo und. This 111format1on cannot, of cour e, be given in the case of Lance-Corporals appointed since that date.]

To bo W.O.ii. (C.S.M. )
1850264 C.Q.M.S. Graham K ... ......... ....... 1/7/34

15

To be Staff-Sergeant (Farrier)
1850142 Sergeant (Farrier) Bellwood W . ...... 1/ 6 / 34

70

To bo Sergeant.
•2310797
•1850321
•23JI001
2314313
4793132
23o6824
2313030

L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant
LiSergeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sugeant
L / Sergeant
L / Sergeant

6279929
•4793132
2316436
2311312
2315459
2314010
S90786o
• 23128o8
2310903
1850094
2316714
2554430

Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal

Bosworth H . .............. 4 / 4 / 34
Campbell W . ...... .. ....... 23 /4/34
French W . .. .. ...... .. ...... 23/ 4 /34
Hart R . . .... ..... .... .. ..... 9 / 6 / 34
Lvnham C .. .. .. ........... .. 1/7/ 34
Lemon J . .. ....... ... ......... 4 /7/ 34
Gresham H . ...... .... ..... 20/7/34

78
78
78
28
78
28
28

Appointed Lance.-Sergeant.
Webb D . ......... ... .. ... ... .... 15 / 4 /34
Lynham C. .. .. .... ...... .. .. .. .23/4 / 34
Appleby H . ............... ...... 1/ 5/ 34
Mott H . ...... ... ... ... .... ... .. 1/ 5/ 34
Lewis F . ...... .. ..... .... ... .. .. 9 / 6 / 34
Brookes G . ... ... ..... ...... .. ..23 / 6 / 34
Field E. . ... ... .... .......... ... 26 / 6 / 34
Brazier R. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1h / 34
Ward E. . ... .. ..... ............. 8 /7 / 34
Warren J. . ...... ....... .. ..... 14 /7/34
Jones E. . ................ ...... . 7 / 8 / 34
Adams M . ........... .... ...... 18 / 8 / 34

34
78
34
34
34
34
78
78
35
35
35
35

To be Corporal.
2319141
2313683
2316934

2~15227

231o857
23c9584
6189879
2316545
2316223
2316525
2318021
2316456
725518
1053735
544377
23i8013
2318523
2317444
2315423
2317070
2314792
2317221
2316494
2316oi6
2309424

L / Corporal Oliver J.. .. ... ... .... ....... .24 / 2/34
L / Corporal Harbury W . .. .... .. .... .. . tr / 4 / 34
L / Corporal Page C. ................ .. ... 18 / 4 / 34
L / Corporal Wood J. ... ......... ... .. .... 25 / 4 / 34
L / Corporal Shove J. ............. ........ 1/ 5/ 34
L / Corporal Feltham A . .. ......... ... ... . 1 / 5/ 34
L / Corpo·al Saunders H ... .... ......... 1/ 5/ 34
L / Corporal Wright H . ...... ...... .... .. 14 / 5/ 34 .. .
L / Corporal Teal L . ... ... ... ....... .. ... 25 / 5/ 34
L / Corporal Hopwood C. .. .... ... .. .. .. 2 / 6 34
L / Corporal Hothersall P. . .. .. .. ... .. 9 / 6 / 34
L / Corporal Manning G . . ........ ... ... 12 / 6 / 34
L / Corporal Hunt J. ....... .. ........ ... .21 / 6'34
L / Corporal Green A .. ......... .... ... ... .21/6/ 34
L / Corporal Wajn!coat D . .. ... .. ... .. 26 / 6 / 34
L / Corporal Weeks L. ............ ...... 8 /7/34
L/Corporal Nicholson F . ... ............ 10 /7/3 4
L / Corporal Rowe A . ......... .. ....... ... 12/7 / 34
L / Corporal McKenzie L. .. ... ...... .... 14/7 / 34
L / Corporal Coles H . ................ ... .. 20 /7/ 34
L / Corporal Marsh A. . ............... .26/7 / 34
L / Corporal Chambers E. . .. ..... ... . 10 / 8 / 34
L / Corporal Stee1e H. .. ......... ....... 10 / 8/ 34
L / Corporal Durand A. . ........... ... 25 / 8 / 34
L / Corporal Brunton-D;:iugla:i ! . ...... 28 / 8 / 34

Appointed Lance-Corporal.
2318833
23193i5
2319450
2314263
F403
lJ18889
2318873
2318380
2317522
2317639
2311l958
2 311l95q

Signalman Snell J. .......... .... ...... ... . 6/ 1/ 34
Signalman Smith H . ... ...... .. .......... T /2f3 4
Si~nalman Dun 1op W . ..... .. ....... .. . 16 / 3/ 34
Signalman Greenlan-:1 A. . .............. 19 / 3 / 34
Signalman Berry W. . .......... .......... 5 / 4 / 34
Signalman Cartledge A ... ......... ...... 6 / 4 / 34
Signalman Bowyer W . ........ .... ... ... 11 /4/34
Signalman Dean S. . .. .... ..... ......... u / 4 / 34
Si1malman Pettit T . ................. .. .. 25 / 4/34
Signalman Lamont W .... ........... .... 25/4/34
Signalman Henwood S. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . 1 / 5 / 34
Signalman West W. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. 1 / 5 / 34
• Special Roster (I11dia)

50
50
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
52
52
52
52

23 18491 Signalman Drake R . .... ...... ........... 1 /5/ 34
2319119 Signalman Cant R . ................... .. ... 3/5/34
2319819 Signalman Hickman H . .. ............ .... 14 / 5/'34
2319888 Signalman Roberts J. .. .............. .. 15/5/34
2321581 Signalman Daly C . ................ ........ 18/5/34
23 17061 Signalman Macey A . ....... ..... ....... .. 25/5/34
2320583 Signalman Davids;:in F.
. .... .... ...... 25 / 5/ 34
2319498 Signalman Dangerfield W. .. ......... .28 / 5 / 34
2320204 Signal man Rumford G. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . 2 I 6 / 34
232011 7 Signalman Thornton G. .. ............. 2 / 6 / 34
2319345 Signalman Rudd P. . .................... 9 / 6 / 34
2320042 Signalman Stringer A . ........... ...... . 12/6/34
2320075 Signalman W ilso:-i G. .. ... ....... ...... 21/6/ 34
2318434 Signa lman Welch A .... ................ ..21/6/ 34
4609343 Signalman Woolner A . .................. 26/6/34
2315420 Signalman McKeer J. ..... ... ............ .27/6/34
2316991 Signalman W alton S . ..................... 10 / 7/34
31889 Signalman Barter E . ...... ..... .......... 12/7/34
1058214 Signalman Shorrock L. .... .............. 14 h / 34
232 1200 Signalman Peuleve E. .. ................ 15/7/34
2319874 Signalman Cole L. ............ ............ 16/7 / 34
231 8415 Signalman Ford T .. .. .. ............. ...... 17/7/34
23 16134 Signalman Lancaster F . .................. 20/7 /34
2318761 Signalman White H . ............... .. .... 25/7 / 34
23 18978 Signalman Bisby C. . .... ... ..... ........ 25/7 / 34
2315844 Signalman Thomas G . .................. 26/7/34
76oo21 Signalman Linington R. . .............. 27 h I 34
23 19312 Signalman Abraham J. ............. ..... 27/7/34
2321810 Signalman Deakin A. . ................. 30/7 I 34
2315947 Signalman Heighton E. . ....... ....... 31 /7/34
The dates of appointment to Lance-Corporal of the
undernamed, appearing in the August issue, have
been amended by the 0. i/ c Records, Indian Signal
Corps. to read as given below.
2319524 Signalman Sherard D . . ................. 24/2/34
2317848 Signalman Moulinie H ................. .18/ 4 / 34
3185128 Signalman Noble G. .. .............. ... .. 19/ 4 / 34

Discharged.
2306284
2306250
2306502
2306256
2306272
2306264
2306278
23c6242
2306267
231 1786
2306469
2w6474
1858869
12586
2306276
312120
2319355
1041873
2315oq7
2315186
769959
528504
2315171

W.O.ii. (R.Q.M.S.) Pitt F .... ........ . 3/7/34
W.O.ii. (Q.M.S. F-of-S) Terry C. ... 27/7 / 34
W.O.ii. (C.S.M.) Williams R . ...... ... 30 / 6 / 34
W.O.ii. (C.S.M.) Grist G . ...... ..... ..•. 7 h / 34
W.O.ii. (C.S.M.) Johns W . ............ 18/7 / 34
C.Q.M.S. Kirby H . ... .................. 4/7 / 34
C.Q.M.S. Warr W . ... .................. 13/7 / 34
C.Q.M.S. McDonald F. . ..... .... ... .. 20 / 9 / 34
Sergeant Cayley W . .. .......... ......... 19/7/34
Sergeant Malcolm A ... .. .. ....... ........ 19 / 8/34
Sergeant Burr W. .. .... ..... .... ...... .. .26 / 8 / 34
Sergeant Battersby W .
. .... .. ....... . 14 / 9/34
Sere:eant Carney A . .... ." ............... 29 / 9 / 34
L / Sergeant Gould T. . .. ... . ...... .....30/5/34
L / Sergeant Frost H . ..................... 6/8/34
L / Sergeant Cotton A . .......... ........ 17 / 8'34
Corporal Dacombe L. ..... ............. 27 I 6/ 34
Corporal Why brow R. .. ..... ....... .... 9/7 '34
Corporal Frnnk'in W . . . ...... .. ...... uf7/34
Corporal Cousins B. ... .................. 25/7 / 34
Corporal Burton W . ............... ... ... 19 / 8/34
L/Corporal Hoole W . . .. ............... 16/7/34
L/Corporal Slater H ...... .. .......... .24/7/34

2319537
2317950
2317978
2315756
2317909
2310506
1068936
23 19509
2315743
2315727
2317944
2319536
2317954
2317965

Corporal Harrison J. ...... ............... 8 / 8 / 34
Corporal Phipson L. ....... .............. 24/ 8/34
Corporal Baker D . ............... ... ...... 26/8/34
Corporal Wi 1cock H . ... ....... ........... 27/ 8 /34
L/Corporal Frost A . ... ...... .. ..... .. .. . 14/7 /34
L/Corporal Goring P . . .. .. ........... ..24/7/34
L / Corporal McConnell M. .. ..... ..... 25/7 / 34
L/Corporal Field E . . .. ....... ....... .. .. 29/7/34
L/Corporal fackson J. .......... ..... ... 30/7/34
L/Corporal Snow H ... .... ......... ...... 3/8/34
L / Corporal Stanley A . ... ....... ........ 3/8'34
L/Corporal Etchells J. .................. 7/8/34
L/Corporal Yates A . ..... ...... ... ....... 15/8/34
L/Corporal Bourne C ..... .............. 22/8/34

To Army Reserve.
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Royal Signals
Combined Horse and Motor Car Display.
Last month's ~IRE notes left the Display Party about to depart from Catterick for Al trincham (near Manchester) for th e
last show of the season.
.w e arrived the day before the event, and were cordiall y received by the Show sec retary and his committee. Mr. Bell,
whom the Mounted Wmg had met at Catterick, came on the
scene and took the officers of the party under his wmg. The
secretary seemed v.e ry proud of _his stables, but the horses apparently did not thmk quite so highly of them, for they instant ly
started to destroy them I
The following ~ay we put on part one of our Display at 2.45
p.m., and after this was over we_were very pleased to find Lieut.Col_onel F. R. Cobb, M.C., Captam Swan, and many Signals Territorials and old soldiers in our midst. We were honoured and
pleased to find tha~ we were so well supported so far from home.
At 3.15 p .m. Lieut H. N . .Crawford and L / Corpl Gl ynn represented the Display Party m the O!Jen Jumping competition .
There w.as a very large entry, there being over thirty in the
class. Lieut Crawford on Hot Pot took third orize.
The second part of the D isplay was due to be out on at 4.45
p.m., but 1t was after seven o'clcck before we actually took the
field: It was ne~rly dark and the rain was teeming down. Great
credit mu~t be given to the drawing power of the Disolav for a
very large crowd waited in the pouring rain and growi~~ dusk
to see our second appearance.
Many of our members have their home in Manchester so there
was a general exodus in that direction immediatelv we were
settled .down for the nigh t. T~e follo~ing morning. we caught
o~r tram at 9.15 a.m. for Catterick. This was not done without
difficulty, for the caterers were late with our breakfast. Had
we not taken t~e law into our own hands and raided their back
premises, we might never h a_ve had any breakfast. Incidentally,
we probably fared better this way than the caterers intended ;
at any rate, we managed to get enough for lunch as well I
Back in Catterick, we hastily packed up for the winter and
so~e of us are now on leave, getting ready to start practising
agam for next year. We hea r that we are due at the Royal
Tournament on the 5th May-three weeks earlier than usual.
We are very sorry to say good-bye to Captain Firth, who has
left us to become a Territorial adjutant in London. He may
well be called the " father " of motor cvcle disolavs and his
figure will be much missed in Catterick. " circ~s '' 'life. We
will also miss Mrs. Firth._ who was. always there to encourage
us and lead the applause m the audience. We wish them both
the ~est of. luck . i!1 ~heir new station, and know that they will
be with us m sptrtt 1f not m the flesh in 1935 !
0

----·---History and Traditions of Catterick and
Surrounding District.
I have often heard the question asked as to what went en in
this locality before the ad.vent of the Catterick Garrison . The
answer would fill at least one volume of interesting reading.
Possibly there is one in existence, but my effort can only be
confined to a few outstandinf! though not widely known facts,
tOJ?~ther with one or two traditions.
I will commence with Catterick itself. The origin of the name
I cannot give, but the history of Catterick goes back so far as the
Sa.x?ns. At that time C ~tte rick was a prosperous city and, surPrtSlllP. as 1t may seem, it was here that the marriage of King
Ethelhert t0 a dauehter of the King of the Mertians was celebrated. The original Catterick- or whatever it was known as in
those days- was destroyed during the invasion of this oart of
the country by the Danes, prior to the Roman invasion, and
never regained its former greatness.
A more recent outstanding event in the locality was the birth
•t Bromp~c~-on- Sw ale . in the year 1500, of the famous Mr. Jenkins (Christian name Henry). This amazing gentleman lived to
~he remarkable age of 169 years, 140 of which he spent in thatchmp; (oresumably cotta\?e thatchin11) and fishing for salmon, and
was buried in the graveyard at Dromoton-on-Swale. A monument marks the spot. (It is interesting to note that the fact of
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his Jishing for salmon indicates that a change must have taken
place m the local rivers since rus demise. Trout and grayling
ha~e no~ taken the place of the larger sporting fish.}
rollowmg the Swale westward from Brompton brings us to
Easoy .Abbey. Founded about 1152, little remains except the
crumblmg outer walls. T? realise the original magn itude of the
structure, one _needs to view the ruins from the rising ground
on the north side-where, by the way, is a stone on which one
may st~n.d and shout, and hear the shout echoed from all sides.
The ortgm of the s_tone I could not discover, but it would appear
to !>ave some beanng on the Abbey. Possibly it was from this
stone that the monks were _calle_d in at the ~nd of the day. One
of these monks was nothmg 1.f not practical. History has it
that at an annual Richmond Fair of bygone davs a considerable
amount of gold and . silver plate, jewellery, etc-_, was on show.
whery word was received that King John had arrived at a neighb?urmg castle. !he news ~aused no little consternation amongst
rus WOrthy . SUbJeC~S of ~chmond, who, knowing their king,
decided to. hide t~e1r precious possessions, and in due course they
were burted quite safely near Easby. At least, the citizens
thou~ht them safe ; but a worthy monk, who had watched the
burymg, went and dug them up and claimed them as treasure
trove I
From Easby we reach Richmond, where the castle demands our
attention. Recognised as one of the finest Norman towers in the
kingdom, the castle was built in 1146 and at one time and another
has been the_ sc:ene of much military activity, being formerly of
gr~at strategic importance.
At least one king entered it as ?
prisoner. Many fierce battles have been directed or planned
within its walls, and it is said that after one encounter m the
vicmity of .Richmond, in which no _fewer than 6o,ooo men took
p:irt, the rtver Swale flowed red with blood for three days.
Neither was Rjchmond immune from the ravages of the Plague,
and a large number of the victims were buried in the castle
grounds. (This fact, a short time ago, prevented excavations
being carried out on the site of the castle.)
No~ to return to the annual fair on another occasion. A
shootmg booth had been erected, and to mark the occasion an
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eminent citizen of the historic borough was to disch arge the firs t
blunderbuss. The crowd gathered round , the worthy citizen
aimed and off went the blunderbuss. U nfor tu nately, an old
lady r'hought fit to mar the proceedings b y walki~1g behi nd t h e
booth and stopping a certain amoui:it of shot. with h er rather
rotund figure. Luckily she wasn' t k1ll; d . ?ut tt too k the whole
profits of the fair to pay the surgeon s bill and to compensate
the woman for her injuries.
But records are not filled altogether w ith tales of the shedding
of blood on the banks of the Swale. For inst ance, we fi nd rh at
shortly after the introduction of Christian ity into Bri tain a th.rong
of some 10,000 persons were baptised in the Swale by Paulmus ,
Archbishop of York.
f:rom the banks of the Swale we go on to Willance's Leap. a
precipice of son:ie 200 feet. . Tradition has it that Willance.' ? local
gentleman, while out huntmg was carried ove!· the prec1p1ce by
his horse, which had bolted. The hors_e was ki lled, and ~1llan c;e
sustained a broken leg. Another version adds that , lind~n ~ hi s
leg broken, he cut open the animal's belly and !'laced _the 1.niured
lc:g inside to keep_ it warm and counte~act the pam until ass1stanc;e
arrived. There 1s a tombstone 111 Richmond Churchyard to his
memory, and a large granite obelisk marks the spot where he
leaped over the precipice.
Although I had intended to write only of _Catter ick and the adjoining Swaledale, on second thoughts we might a ~ so take a gla nce
at Wensleydale, which, after all, is but a short distance from the
Camp.
From the scene of Willance's Leap we t ravel westward across
country to Leyburn, passing over the very fiel ds across wh ich,
in the year 1569, Mary Queen of Scots. destmed soon to be beheaded, fled in a vain attempt to escape from Castle Bo'tc n.
Legend has it that she might have eluded her captors had not
shawl become entangled in the branch of a tree. The scene
of ner flight is to this day known as Leyburn Shawl.
The more we st udy the countryside, dotted here and there
with these ancient abbeys and strongholds, the more we realise
its important bearing on English history. Hardly have we left
Leyburn than Middleham Castle, ano~he~ spectre from the dim
and distant past, looms before us. Bwlt m the latter part of the
thir~eemh century, Middleham Castle soon becam~ famous. _Here
came Richard, Duke of Gloucester, the accred~ted v1lla111 of
Plantagenet history. Middleham became the " Wmdsor " of the
north, and the ancient castle was the birthplace of many of the
ruthless plots and intrigues which are now so many blots on
the country's history.
That they found time for other things at Mjddleham is evident
from the records of huge feasts given ii: t~e castle. At one su_ch
orgy of eating (the only '.'dequate descnptton) pies, each contaming turkeys, geese, rabbits, hares, pigeons, fowl ~nd woodcock
were served, and the cattle slaughtered for the occasion numbered
several hundreds. After reviewing the contents of one pie, we
must at least give them credit for taste and appetites. (It should ,
however, be remembered that these feasts lasted for the better
part of a week.)
In common with most old castles, tradition has found a secret
suoterranean passage, which at Middleham is supposed to lead
to Jervaulx Abbey-pronounced " Jervo " and familiar to us as
the scene of part of Sir Walter Scott's " Ivanhoe." The abbey
flouiished from I 141 to 1537. During this period, it is interesting to note that the monks owned copper mines and had the sole
rig~1t of mining coal over a considerable portion of Wensleydale.
(These mines do not now exist.) The monks were also a 1lowed
to kill deer-no small privilege in an ae:e when the peasantry
were forbidden to do so under the pain of losing a limb or maybe
their heads.
The first Abbot of Jervau lx, one John de K ingston-credited
with a vision of the Virgin and Child, who directed h im en his
way when he was lost in Yorevale-is buried at Jervaulx, where
his tombstone can still be seen. The last abbot, Adam Sedbm:gh
(or Sedbar) was not quite so fortunate ; he was executed at
Tyburn in the year 1537 for high treason and purloining the
abbey plate.
With the decline of the abbeys and the 8eneral acceptance of
one wvereign, the villagers were no longer required to give their
alle~1ance to the " Lord of the Castle " and settled down to till
the soil. 'vVith one or two interruptions, agam to take up arms,
this occupation contmued until the present time.
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Althou gh I have only referred to some h alf dozen castles and
abbeys, do not imagine that I have mentioned th em all- th ere
arc many more. Neit her have I ment ioned th e m any small
vilhges and h amlets, e~. ch of wh ic h can justl y lay claim to a fair
sha; e of the h is tcry, t raditions and legends of th e Dales.
B.W.

.

Cross- Word Puzzle : No. 10.
[For amusem e11t only ]

~IGNALTRAINING CENTRENoTEiJ
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Sympathies.-~pectator No. 1 (at football match): " Old
Buttonst1ck doesn. t seem to be doing much good." Spectator
J\!o. 2 (sympath_etically): " No ; that is true. But he is not in
his correct pos1t1~n to-day.'' S. No. 1: "Oh I then where
should he be playmg?" S. No. 2: " Lineman."
This is awfully sporty. The Mounted Wing drew with F
Company at hockey. We had a good game. F might have
scored more but that they only had two shots at goal. The
fin_a l score was two all. Maybe our goalkeeper fe lt strange at
bemg so adequately clothed- and booted.

hu

10
II

12
13
14
I5
16
17
19
22
23
26
28
30
3I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
29

Clues-Across.
Having many colours.
We are expected to do this in the Services .
Architectural feature.
To enlist troops.
A cockney would say " Blimey I "
Almost an Egyptian mythological dei ty.
Last or perfect state of an insect .
French for " head."
Preterite tense of " to eat.'\,
Co~uettes.

Italian river.
·
Friendship.
State of want.
Cotton gauze.
Nearly " goodbye."
Pertains to the brain.

Down.
Sergeant-Majors often are not.
C.Q.M.S.s often are.
A priest.
"The Three ??????? Men."
Pertaining to winter.
Supplicatio:-1.
An Asiatic wild ass.
Nearly mid-on.
London district.
Pertains to the spinal marrow.
Fated to die.
Tepid (anag.)
An augury.
Sold in public houses.
Ir.corporated (abbrev.)
Plural apt to get trodden on at times.
Lea (anag.j
Surprise.

Definition.- Ii: spite o~ murd~rous threats (~~re and drooling,
eh, . Freda?) I will get this published. Necessities for the cultivatton of wallflowers are (i.) a wall, (ii.) a hut orderly, and (iii.)
good luck. But would a papier mache structure or a olan of
<;:atterick Camp be suitable in lieu?
•
And we had a chit asking whether we wanted chestnut or oak
trees for the unit lines. The power that is scribbled " oak "
at the bot~om and passed it to the orderly room for typing. The
latter, bemg by now largely Americanised, mistook it. The
typist said oak and chestnut were the same thing, weren't they?
Ord_e rs clerk said he was no gardener and didn't know. Registration said that wasn't how " oke " was soelt. Despatch remained aloof and laughed at them all.
·
Changes.- Pay, nil. Personnel, normal. · P.S.: To Mushaloni: Postlethwaite Baxter. Service pay is granted to a soldier
to give him a little baseless ootimism. It has a shorter and less
polite Service name.
And while discussing the Service (so interestin~. dontcherthink ?) the encyclopedia acknowledges three kjnds of intelligence: human, anima l and military. Significant? Well, read
the spy books. Curious game, spying. The better you are at
it, the less people must hear of you . Maybe an ideal world
m~st be peopled with spies or people who have the spy mentality- utter unselfishness and a desire to work for the plaudits
of a very secret few. An extremely select coterie.
Books to Read. - " History of the World War," by Liddell
Hart ; " Defy the Foul Fiend," by John Collier ; " Theory of
Determinants.'' by T. Muir.
Music to Hear.- Unfortunately: Radio Luxembourg. Occasionally: a Prom. This latter by accident, I am told. Steps
have been taken to prevent a recurrence.
More Sympathy.-Further to the above paragraph with the
same title. I me:int that his boots, although size ten, were but
poor substitutes for skis.
Heaps of soccer and rugger is being played, and consequently
much work is being done in the Wing offices. "We'd better
have this in Orders because Blank and Dash (old friends) are
playing against each other, and it will be useful at the C. of I."
This is nothing like a C. of E .. since it is governed by logic (not
dog_ma) and its pronouncemen ts are always binding and usually
truthful.
Conundrum.- When a lamb, instead of baa-ing, begins to
tee-hee, does he become a sheep or a goat? All replies to be
add ressed to somebodv else.
And while in the 'vicinity, our heartiest congratulations to
L/ Corp! (Busty) Gay on his marriage. He will long be remem-

bered as the originator of the wise and witty saying, " I'll still
be here when you're not P.R.I. but R.T.P."
More Humour.- Lawks a mussy ! isn't the Army a hive, covey, bun~le, heap, or what have you of comedy? As witness
the recruit who described his father's occuoation as " unknown
deceased," and his own as "cheff."
'
And who was the man who was charged with " orejudice to
good order and military discipline"? We are sur-elv allowed
our prejudices.
·
I love A.A.' s humour: "A lance-corooral is a man who orders
his beer through a different hatchway.''
" Captain (or Mr.) Ledger bowled so slowly, you would have
thought the ball was on his charge." " I saw you last guest
rught.''
And some of our own. Driver Snaffle (to the pay bloke):
"Sergeant, I want to go on short pay until Christmas." Pay
bloke (pleased): "That's good news. Thrift and all that.
Righto I we'll start you next week with five bob." Snaffle:
"Oh I 1 don't want to do that. Can't I have it all then?"
Home Gardening.- The lines are becoming more and more
cultivated every day. Paths, flowers, shrubs, trees and lawns
are being made, laid and planted by the score, peck or bushel.
The !atest excuse for being late on parade is that " I lost my
way m the forest by the quartermaster's store.''
The roads are also being thoroughly overhauled, and mud
will soon be a curiosity outside playing fields . When one thinks
of Catterick Camp even three years ago, one is apt to reflect
" Sic transit vilii " - which, bein!': interpreted, means " Thank
heavens that's gone."
While on the subject of excuses, know ye of the man who,
when on the carpet, said in pained astonishment: "Are you insinuating l was drunk, sir?"
Marriages.- We offer our hearty congratulations to Lieut E.
V. McCormack on his marriage, on 3rd October, to Miss E. J.
McKeag at North Shields. Unfortunately, they must also be
coupled with regrets at his leaving us. as Lieut McCormack is
due to sail for India on the 10th October.
POSTLETHWAITE.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.- After the extra hour in bed on Sunday morning,
everyone started this week full of vim and vigour. Even the
clerks in the Wing office were breaking all the unofficial rules
that govern that trade, and were displaying a phenomenal
amount of industry before they managed to obtain that Monday morning " break time" cup of tea. By the way, as it is
National Rat Week, we have been specially asked to announce
that none of the cadre are conspicuous by their absence. Of
course, names could be mentioned, but discretion. . . . . In
spite of several veiled (?) hints on the subject, we are still putting in an appearance and doing our best to fill these notes with
the usual sweet nothings.
Postings.o. 58 Squad under L / Corp! Payne passed off
the square on 22 / 9/ 34. Sigmn Still won the C.O.'s whip as the
best man in the squad, Sigmn Cotton the physical effic1en~y
medal, and Signalmen Still and Brooks spoons for musketry.
No. 59 Squad under Corp! Hart passed off on 6 / 10 / 34. S1r;nalman Green won the C.O.'s whio, Si!!mn Stranks th physical efficiency medal, and Signalmen McMillan and Horstead musketry medals.
Arrivals.-During the past month Captain R. H. Gem has
joined us from the School of Signals and has taken over the
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duties of second-in-command of the Wing. The 1934 junior
n.c.o.s drill and musketry course has assembled here this month.
C.S.M. Leckie from 1he Mounted Wing and L / Corpl Brookes
from the Traming Battalion have also come to us. We hope
their stay m the Wing will be a long and happy one.
Departures.- Lieut E. V. McCormack on leave prior to embarkation for India, and L/ Corp! Rose to 1he Training Battalion.
Recruits.-Our new arriva ls are all shaping well and keeping
up the standard of the Wmg both at work and on the sports
field. Several have already gained places in the Battalion teams.
No. 63 Squad under Corp! icholls won the fbg fo r the cleanest
and smartest barrack room for the month.
Inter-Squad Sports, September.-The keen tussles for
places and points are almost too numerous to mention here.
o. 59 Squad won first place in the soccer competitions, and
o. 64 won first place in the cross-country runs and also the
shield for the month.
During the early part of September an inter-squad boxing
competition was held in the Blood Tub, and practically every
squad entered en masse. Considering that a large number of
che men had never entered a ring before, some very plucky and
interesting fights were witr:essed. Herewith is a list of the
wmners m the different weights and the num ber of points
gained by squads.
Feather weight- Sigmn Williams (No . 65 Squad).
Light weight-Sigmn Morgan ( o. 58).
Middle weight-Sigmn Jackson ( o. 58).
Welter weight-Sigmn Duckworth (No. 63)
Light heavy weighc- Sigmn Burge ( 1o. 62).
No. 58 Squad won first place with 75 points . No. 6o were
second with 55,
as. 65 and 63 e<:ual third with 49, No. 64
fourth with 36, No. 6z fifth with 34, os. 59 and 66 equal sixth
with 33, and No. 61 brought up the rear with a solitary point.
To bring to a close three evenings of thoroughly good enter·
tainment, the commanding officer presented the prizes on the
final night. I think everyone will join in a vote of thanks to
the officers who give up so much of their time and take such
pains and interest to foster the efforts of the recruits in the
different branches of sport. You will all agree that nothing is
more encouraging than the knowledge that the officers in the
Wing are always pleased to give a helping hand in every way
to brighten what is, for most of you, your first tast of life in
the Army.
Congratu ln t ions.-To Lieut C. P. S. Denholm-Young and
Carpi Myddleton on obtaining their places in the Yorkshire
County rugby trial march at Acklam Park, Middlesbrough, on
the 26th September.
Thin g s We Wa nt t o Kncw.-Who is the junior n.c.o. who
borrows the office broom and invariably forgets (?) to return it?
Also the n.c.o. (not so junior) who borrows the office Brasso?
Ag ony.-To T.E.S., A Corps: What about a line on the usual
subject? Northampton.
Fin is.-Did I hear cheers? As it is impossible for me to be
in more than one place at the same time, it would helo a lot if
anyone connected with the various sports would hand -in to the
\Ying office an account of any particular game which they wou ld
like reported in these pages. Please do not send too much.
Remember, I have to type it all out for publication.
EL PEE.

Sergeants Mess, Depot Battalion.
October has been very ouiet so far, the majority of us having
yet to get over that furlough feeling. Someone has just remarked
that there's everv incentive here_
We've been correspondingly reckless and have played three
game$ of soccer, against the Training Battalion sergeants, the
Srhool of Signals sergeants, and the Depot corporals (a fine body
of men\. Results: won one and lost two.
We hope to play the officers this month (maybe the hope is
all on one ide, 'cos we're a great crowd) and then we look
forward anxiously to the return challenge from the T .B. We
keep a battered creature here to write about snort ; we feed him
on shredded " U " blankets and gun fire, and-he soawns articles
like that about the Training Battalion match, shown in the
Sports Notes.

We had our first whist drive and dance on the 5th October,
and although there were two regimental balls in the Garrison on
the same night, there was quite a decent attendal)ce. This is
known as the doctrine of infallibility and is good for colds.
Many congra1ulations to C.Q.M.S . Pennicott on his elevation
to the peerage, and to L / Sergt Jones on his entry into the mess.
Auspicious occa ion both. Our chief welcome mat is awarded
to the orderly room sergeant, Sergt Strawbaum, on his return
to work from hospital and leave ; and mats are being prepared
for the wives of C.Q.M.S. Stevenson and L / Sergt Dunne on
their exit from hospital. Do wives get sick leave?
The red carpet is renovated to greet C.S.M.s Ingles and Leckie
with their respective families. We hope they find us not a bad
crowd. Speaking dispassionately, I might say that we're a ..
. . . . . . fine lot-and if the printer omits those dots, I'll wring
his neck l [ For information only, the printer asks what those
eight dots stand for.]

E Company, Training Battalion.
Gen eral.- Very little has happened since the last issue of
notes. The majority of the Company have fired their annual
musketry course. Those who have yet to fire will, we hope.
bring our average-at present fairly good- up to a standard
which will out us above the other Comoanies. The revolver
course is now in progress, and we hope -to give a satisfactory
report in the next issue.
Under a scheme for the improvement of the Company lines,
all waste ground in our area is being converted into lawns. When
the scheme is completed, all the lines will be enclosed in a series
of fences, thus rendering us safe against the ravages of stray
sheep, etc.
Arri va ls .-We welcome Sigmn Gibson and three exchange
operators from D Company, and also a number of recruits from
~he Depot Battalion, all of whom we hope will find their stay
m the Company both pleasant and beneficial.
Depar tures. - Sergt McMahon, who has been Band sergeant
for about eight years. has left us on discharge after twenty-two
years service. We wish him all the verv best in his new and
probably strange sphere of life. L / Carpi Philpott is at present
at Aldershot, attending a sergeant cooks course at the Army
School of Cookery.
Con g ratul ations.-To Carpi Robinson , of the Band, on being
awarded the long service and good conduct rr.edal , presented to
him by the commanding officer on church parade on Sunday 7th
October. L / Sergeant Chesters W. has re-engaged to complete
twenty-one years with the Colours and so enters the professional
ranks of soldiering.
Marriag es .- L/Corpl Adlington W. was married at Middlesbrough on the rst September- We wish him all the best, and
hope that the week-end trips to ,Middlesbrough, which are now
becoming numerous, do not cause the death of his ancient and
trusted motor bike.
Drat ts. - L / Sergt Patterson and Signalmen Page and Peddie
have been provisionally warned for draft to India, while Sergt
Lcckyer is warned for China_ Any person of Jewish or Scottish
feeling who would care to have his or her mail delivered by
hand- and maybe free of charge- can apply to me, and maybe
it will go.
-

F Company, Training Battalion.
General.-We are now preparing for the winter season which
wil l soon be upon us, and we hope it will be a mild one. Extra
blankets have already been issued by the quartermaster, with
t~e result that he is now strutting about the lines boasting of
his autograph album-he's got every signature available in the
Company except his own: he dare not use that too often. In
fact, his pen is put away and a typewriter has taken its place.
If you have plenty of typing to do, just send it along, as he is
thankful for any oractice that he can get. We also hear that he
has applied for one of the new garages to keep it in.
The polishing of floors still continues to be an excuse from
parade. The barrack damages went up when the first squad
moved in and found that running, ammunition boots and polished floors did not have a very good effect in keeping plates,
mugs, etc., intact .
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We sowed grass seed and, lo and behold! it sprang up and
made greenness. It certainly improves the look of the lines,
and ma~1y have volunteered to act as chief cutters next year.
We notice, though, that the volunteers are due for posting be·
fore the spring.
Ice bags, etc., have been in great demand, for the first class
certificate examinations have just finished. We already know
how many " o's " have been obtained- if we are to believe all
we hear.
Congratulations.- They are all in the sports line this time.
' To those boys who have the courage to stand up to the instructors at boxmg, on their good showing (our instructors, 2/Lieut
A. F. McGill and L / Sergt Harrison are sweating on a few Gar·
rison and maybe Army champs). To the cross-country team on
their win in the first Mackworth run (the whole twelve to count
were in the first twenty-one). To Carpi Boy Piddington and
L / Corp! Boy Ball on their promotion to those ranks.
Thanks.- To E Company for giving our team such a great
try-out in the first round of the Mackworth hockey. We hope
to have beaten them by the time these notes appear. For the
next meeting they have decided to call the umpires referees,
and to take their own seconds up with them.
Arriva ls .-We welcome Lieut P. R. Hyde, and hope that his
stay will be long and enjoyable ; also Sigmn Robertson from D
Company (who arrived just in time to type these notes- Typist).
Departures.- Although we are sorry to lose him, we must
congratulate Lieut T. W. Boileau on his appointment as adjutant
to the School of Signals. We started off by calling this a departure, but it is not so, for his presence is still seen and felt
wherever the boys' sports colours appear. We thank you, sir.
for your kind support and grea t interest in our Company.
The following ex-boys have left us to become real soldiers in
sunnier climes: Signalmen Salmon, Blackman, Hart R. and Adcock. We wish them the best.
Sigmn Painter has also left us, but not to go far-just to E
Company _ The Company are holding a parade to see him mount
guard.
We lost a very good all-round sportsman in Adcock. and we
will look up THE WIRE to see if he carries on the good work
with his new unit, the 4th Divisional Signals _

A Corps Signals.
Apologies are tendered for the ab ence of WIRE notes for the
last few months.
Ar ri va ls.- We extend a glad hand to the following arrivals,
and hope their stay in this unit will be a pleasant one. From
Training Battalion: Signalmen Bonner, Evans, Kirk, Gleason,
Rixon, Humphreys, Cullen and Ferguson, Drive rs Tillotson and
House.
Depar ture.s .-Sigmn Anderson to the School of Signals. Signalmen Moran, Smith and Waterston to sunnv climes: No. 2
Wireless Company, Sarafand, Palestine. Carpi ·Kerr G. to India
(they got you after all, Tich)- Driver (I.C.) Hamilton to civil
life. L / Corpl Hunter to the S.I.C. Defences Signal Section.
Sigmn Lawrence to the 4th Div! Signals , Canterbury. Sigmn
Mitchell L. to Malaya. Signalmen Clarke. Hutchison and Long
·10 China.
Cont inuan ce in th e Servi ce .- C.S.M. Strange 10 cominur
in the Service until 7/12/38.
Marriag e .- Sigmn Brown J. ]. to Miss Ellen Coote :11 Whi1field on 8 / 9'34Transfers t o Army Reser ve.- Siiinalmen Hutchcroft, Grant
and Barnes have left us on transfer to the Army Reserve. We
wish them every success in civil life.
Promoti ons.- U / L/ Corporals Greenland, Dean. Welch :ind
Bisby to be L/Corporals on the Corps roster. First step up the
lndder of fam . Congra{\ila~!ons to ;ii\ ,oncerned, Remember
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the Field-Marshal's baton, etc.
••I've been waiting long."

Carpi Adams ro be L Sergeant.

Things We Want t.o Kn~w. W~ar is the B.B. League?
When 1s Doctor Alekhme gomg to v1s1t a cenam signalman in
No. r Company? What were ~he thoughts of a young gentleman at Southampton who exclaimed " Oh! 1hey're all gone")
Where did they go?
·
For Sale.- Very desirable corner bed soace. Owner desires
a change of scenery. All modern conveniences, fine view. The
ownl'.r would exchange for tin of treacle or what have you? Any·
one interested and cal!ing between the hours of 4. 30 and 5. 30
a.m. will hear somethmg that wiil make his hair curl.
Finis. - Here endeth the efforts of A Corps scribe. One by
name
TIKKI.

No. 2 Company.
. Ge~eral. -All is quiet on our front. The C.S.O's inspection
1s fi111shed, and we are pleased to say that our colours are still
Hym~. The parade on Friday was certainly a good show cons1deni;ig the size o( the Companies, although the general op1mon
prevailed that everybody was over-anxious to put uo a good
sh~w. The turn out was very good, and the march - past and
drill proved that we have not forgotten our Decor traming.
" S " for. Signals, or " Cerra Cito," as the case may be.
\Nork m the Company is being carried on as usual. The
casuals have. fired their course and the employed operators have
fi111shed their refresher course. The O.M.E.'s insoection was
certai.nly a tryin~ time for the garage personnel. T,.,70 inch back
lash m the steermg-B. No, sirree, we cannot cope.
Arrivals.-Captain Bailey assumed command of o. 2 Company on 11 I 10 / 34. and we hope his stay will be long and
pleasant.
Depa rtures .-We were sorry to lose Captain Hefler, who has
b.een P?Sted to the Command Signal Company. Good hunting.
sir! Signalmen Allen and Hubble to civilian life. Don't forget
the bended knees, Tiger.
Promoti ons.-U/ L/ Corporals Green land and Dean to be paid
w.e.f. 19 / 3/34 and 9/4 / 34 respectively. Congratulations! (it
won't be long now)
DIXIE.
Elegy- Wr itten m a Muscle Factory.
At last! the end of one more day.
Two aching souls creep slowly o"er the lea ;
Two darned fools homeward plod their weary way.
O.k .. chaps ; it's only Matt and me .
Now looms our bungalow in sight.
And through the air the feeble wisecracks Ry ;
Annual courses keep many awake at nightA P .T. course kept sleep from Matt and I.
Let not doctors' darlings mock our useful (?) toil,
Our gymnastic joys-their u efulness, maybe ;
Let not the crafty with disdainful smile
See muscle-bound trials laid on Matt and I.
Full many a gem of puerile wit unfunny
On P .T. instructors' victims lie ;
Full many a table in the gym unsunny
Just wastes its sweetness on Matt and L
Right in the madding crowd's ignoble strife,
O ur sober selves ne'er thought to be;
The controller of our martial life
O rdained a P.T. course for Matt and me.
Haply ·omc dissipated sheiks may say
" Oft have we seen them at the break of sky
Brushing with snappy steps the dew aw,1y " We meet the sun, dear Matt and I.
For those who may have been ·• elected,"
The bitter questions answer annually ;
Those " in the band," so carefully protected,
•· Passed the baby " on to Matt and me.
No further seek our merits ro discloseMentally dead, the days creep slowly by ;
An alleged physique still remains and hows
The bitter pill that i;a111e to Matt and I.
/Ol'f/.,
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1st Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
lntroductory.- lt is not often we function under this heading,
.ind our appearance now cannot be taken as an indication for
the future. \Ive have, however, ca refully followed our Company
cribe . and hasten to reoair one or rwo omission-. These are
mamly concerned with sport, but as they are considered . to be
of general Corps 111tcrest we make no apology for tre passmg on
the 1op1cal pages of the Journal.
Athletics. - o doubt, the whole of the Corps will join in
our hearty congratulations to Lieut C. H . Stone!ey on the close
of a very full- and successful-summer season. fhe summary
of his exploits which follows will, we feel sure, be of mteresc
to all.

Rifle Shcoting.- The Coros does net appear to have a great
deal of limelight under the above heading. Therefore it gives
us the gre:iter pleasure to introduce L I Cor9l Thompson H . J...
who took oart in the following team matches: Army XX. 111
inter-Servic-es match (winners), Yorkshire in the N.R.A. long
range county championship, and Royal Signals in the Steward

Lieute11a11t C. H. Stoneley.
/J II. Ii .. l/,~u zie , 'lltrt'nlo]
1

Ran for this unit's relay team which won open relays at the
following Regimental sports: 2nd Medium Brigade R. A .. Duke
oi. Wellington's Regiment, Rai lway T raining Centre (Longmoor), Royal Engineers (Aldershot), 2nd Divisional Signals ;
and 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards (second). Congratulations
.ire also due to Lieutenant R. B. S. Eraut and 2 / Lieutenan:s
G. S. K. Maydon and T . G . V . Stephenson, rhe normal members of the team.
Ran for Milocarians against Roya l Mili tary Colleee, won 440
yards 111 50 sec. ; Royal Military Academy, secon::l in 440 yards;
Oxford, in 440 yards relay : Sou thern Command , won 440
yards.
Ran the final 440 ya rds in relay fo r Milocarians . who won the
International Club meeting in the British Games al the White
City. Again , 111 the Kinnaird trophy , was second in the 440
yards, won by Lieu t Rampl ing in 49.4 sec. Milccarians were
second by two points.
Created a new ground record in the contes t between the A.A.A .
and Cambridge by winning the 440 yards in 49.2 sec. D . L.
Rathbone was second .
Won the 6oo yards in 73 sec. at the Plymouth a th ~ctic meeting.
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Won the 440 yard in 50 sec. in the Army individ~al championships.
.
Ran for rhe Milocarians in the A.A.A. cne mile relay. The
times of the winning team were: Lieut Craddock 51 .8 sec ..
Lieut Bowen 49.6 sec., Lieut Rampling 48.8 sec., Lieut Stoneley 48.2 sec.
.
.
In the A.A.A. championships was second to L1.eut Ramplmg,
who won in 49.6 sec. The healthy nvalry ex1sung between
these two cfficers has not escaped the newspa!Jer reporters.
Ran second in the <1<10 yards in the inter-Services championships.
Ran the final 440 yards of the relay won by England versus
France .
Ran third in the 440 yards at the British Empire Games. This
event was won 'l:iy Lieut Rampling in 48 sec.- a new British
record. The times for 440 yards by the mil e relay team at
this meeting were: D. L. Ra thbo ne 50 sec.: G. N. Blake 49.5
sec .. Lieut Stoneley 48 .8 sec., Lieut R:implm g 48 .5 sec.
R,111 second in the <100 metres at the International meeting at
Amsterd:im. Hard.in (U.S.A.) won this event by five yards in
47.9 sec.
.
.
. .
Then, just to vary the proceedmgs a bit, too~ first ~nze m the
handy hunter competition at the 11th Field Brigade R.,A.
mounted sports. His horse Wobley provided the motive
power in this case.
Finally, in that pot-pourri of everything a he-man ough.t to be
able cu do- the Australian trophy- he was contel}t with first
place. A full account of the wicie range covered by this
contest was given in the October Wrn.E.
We raise our caps S.D. to you, sir, an d will gladly uncover
again next year. Here's hoping !

Army Team Championships.- Another honourable menticn
is due to the winners of the one and :i half miles medley relay
in the Army team championships, particularly as this is the
first time anv Signal unit has won the event. Here they are in
order ot run-ning. 1 ro yards, Lieut Gray. Signalmen Husband,
Dunlop and Scarisbrick ; 440 yards . .2 .' Lieut Stephenson ; .880
yards, 2 / Lieut Mayden; 220 yards, S1gmn Alexander and Lieut
Eraut ; 440 yards, Lieut Stoneley. 1£ the fates and. the Editor
are kind, there should be a photograph of the tc;im m the near
vicinity c( these lines.

t l'h"lu
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1st Div!. Signals Mile-and-half M edley Relay Race T eam .
[ Pltofo /Jy Btruano, Lo111/011]

F Section,

o. 2 Company, 1st Divisional Signals.

[ /',~,,/,,_, h• 11·111. ~11aJ' and C<'. l .. ttl. Altf11rs/u1i)
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cup. Firing individually, he succeeded in reaching the King's
.ccond stage bur failed to g L into the King's Hundred by . one
pomt. He won the qualifier competi.tion_with a ~oub.le possible.
and also had the satisfaction of figurmg m the pnze hsL of three
competitions and tpree aggregates. Well done I We shall look
forward to your getting that extra point next Y ar.
Billiards.-Jf you've followed the e headings, you must be
thinking we ought to have " Ubique " in _our Corps motto.
You needn't think again-you're right, first tune.
Congratulations to L/ Corp! Sweet, wmner of the Alders~ot
Command snooker chamoion hip. He defeated Sergt Neish
(R.T.C.) in the final by two games t_o nil (12!)-86).
Congratulations to the Sweet fam1ly-L / Corpl ~weet (R.J\.
S.C.) beat his brother L/Corpl S:-veet (R.S1gn~ls} 1':1 the semifinal of the Alder hot Command billiard champ1onsh1p b~ 500492. At the risk of being howled down, we cannot refram from
saying "Revenge is Sweet."
Mounted Events.- Whilst Lieut Stoneley was performi ng on
Wobley in the officers section at the r 1th Field _ Bri~ade R.A.
mounted sports, L / Sergt Farlow was sua:cssful m li ftmg th_e
first prize in the n.c.o.s section of the handy _hunters competition. This is all the more commenda~le as It m~ns a Signal
Section walking off with both first pnzes at a Bngade show.
L Sergt Farlow also won first prize at the Aldersh_ot Command
Horse Show for the best trained troop horse, Whistler.
Tailpiece.-We apologise to all and sundry for 1;1s_ing up o
much valuable space, but regret that we do not anuc1pate having the materiaC to do the same again next month.
JESSAMINE.
No. 3 Company.
General.- The period ·followi1:ig a ~trenuous time o.n manreuvre.s is not an ideal one for d1sporung oneself, one s kit and
one's habitation before one's G.O.C. However, after a rush on
the Q.M. for kit and a concentrated effort on the M.T: for the
O.M.E .. we managed to brighten up domest~cally, sartorially and
horticulturally. and feel that we have acquitted ourselves--erreasonably well.
Arrivals.-The Company extend a hearty welcome to Captai_n
W. O. Bowen, on taking over command of _the Company at this
cmical period. We also welcome to our rrudst L / Cor~l Burgess
and Signalmen Frazer, Goodall, Payne, Marvel _and Smith T. A.
.
All except the first and last named are for India.
Departures.-Our best wishes go with our late O.C .. Captain
L. A. E. Tozer, who is off to China. The be.st of luck to you .
sir. L/Corpl Cooke to Sarafand and Driver (J.C.) Thomson D.
to China. Good luck to them as well.
Courses.- Lieut L. W. J. Dryland is attending a short P.T.
course. L/ Sergeant Freeman and L / Corp! Woo.cl R. have gone
on six months courses with the G.P.O. at. Brighton a:nd _B1 rmmgham respectively. Lucky fellows! This also applies m a
lesser degree to L/ Corporal Watson D. on an R.S.J. course al
Catterick.
Without Comment.- Once upon a time there were three single
Signal captains-two were married and one went to China.
Marriage.-Our congratulations to Captain C. D. Hi1:1ds on
his recent marriage. We regret we cann~t .give any particulars,
as he is sojourning in the land of Mussohm.
Births.-(The sequence is accidental.} Double congratulations
to Lieut and Mrs. W. J. S. Gray, who have recently become the
proud parents of twins.
JESSAMINE.

F Section.
As a Section we feel that we have hitherto kept far Loo silenl.
and therefore. in view of our achievements during the pasL
5cason, we feel that our aopearance 111 9r_inL is about du_e ._ .
Let us start with the more serious side of our acnvmes.
Having completed our p~eliminary SecLion tra_i ning, we went
into camp at Thursley w1Lh the rest of the umt, and we were
favoured with the kindest weather that anyone under canvas
could wish for. Here, we were able for the first time to get
practice with our newly acquir~d No: r sets i~ t~eir Morris
Minor cars.
Unfortunately, this partial mechamsauon has reuhed 111 the loss o( four of our ~even riders, leavin1-1 only

twelve horses in the Section, including the officer·s charger.
This complicates the transport problem in no small degree and
necessitates full use of the Government " grid " (hitherto regarded merely as a rather useless piece of iron which had to be
cleaned for the weekly inspection!}
Our camp included an afternoon devoted to sports. both athletic and mounted. On Lhis occasion we were joined by Lhe
wives and families, and it was a great sutcess.
Our final excitement (?) before camp finished was provided
by a heath fire near Churt, in which we were called upon Lo
protect Mr. Lloyd George from the fire (no rude remarks,
please I) It had its compensations, however, for the explanation
.. destroyed in heath fire " was a very convenient one when
accounting for lost stores!
After camp. training with the 11th Field Brigade R.A. commenced in earnest, and our ::cquaintance with the Long Valley,
Tunnel Hill and other well known spots was once more renewed. Narurally we had our spots of bother such as the
loaded forage lorry (which must have been fully 30 feet high)
which caused a little trouble on silent oractice. This, however,
was quickly remedied. At any rate, by the time we came to
march down to the Plain we felt with some justification that
our training had not been in vain. We marched down in two
days, spending one night in Popham en route, and got into our
camp at Windmill Hill on the 1st September.
Ou r first job on the following day was to install the camp
exchange and its attendant locals, and the operating of this provided some of us with our first experience in working over
civilian lines. With 1his was connected the incident of the
exchange operator (he shall be nameless} who, being suddenly
awakened by the night alarm bell, at once seized the hand set
and murmured " Hello! Billow Minnit answering " - to the
amazement of the operator at the Bulford exchange.. It should
be noted, however, that he had spent several sleepless nights
on the last scheme in making similar answers, so perhaps it was
excusable.
The manceuvres ended with the rout of the Tanks on the
last exercise, and on their conclusion we marched back to Aldershot in one day-no mean undertaking, we can assure you. We
did the fifty odd miles in just about twelve hours, including
halts, which wasn't too bad.
Well, there you have a brief account of our doings during
the summer, and we feel that we can now sit back and take a
little well earned rest- after the insoections bv A.D.R .. O.M .E.
and G.O.C.
•
·
And now to turn to our less militarv achievements. At the
unit sports. which included athleLic, mounted and M.T. events,
a spectator at the distribution of prizes was heard to enquire
" ls there any other Section except F " - which S!)eaks for itself.
Our successes included:
Athletic spo rts-Second.
1•
Section jumping-First. T earn : Lieut C. H. Stoneley, L / Sgt
Farlow, Sigmn Lawes, Driver Farley.
Inter-Section relay-First. Team: S[gnalmen Lawes, Ringrose and Dewdney, Drivers Brown C. and Farley.
Inter-Section medley. relay-Second. Team: L / Se~gt Farlow,
Sigmn Dewdney, and Drivers Farley and Brown H. C.
Wrestling on horseback-Fi rst. Team: L/Corporals Emblem
and Gilkes. Signalmen Powell and Banham.
M.T. driving (light cars)-First. Signalman Banham.
Command Horse Show- Best trained troop horse class :
First. L / Sergt Farlow on Whistler.
1tth Field Brigade Mounted Sports-Handy hunter competition. Officers class: First. Lieut G. H. Stoneley on Wobley. N.C.O.s class: First. L/Sergt Farlow on Whistler.
Australia cup (for best officer. n.c.o. or man in th e unit)Lieut C. H. Stoneley.
This is only a brief summary of the Section's athletic and
other achievements, but sufficient (we hope} to show 1hat we
have not been letting Lhe grass grow under our feet!
In conclusion, we wish all who arc leaving us for the ends
of the earth (we include Catterick} the very "besL of luck, and
that Lhey may continue, wherever they may be. the good work
they have been doing wiLh F Section this year. Sergt Evans
to the T.A. at Manchester. L/Sergt Farlow on a P.O. course
at Peterborough . Corp! Clark on a boxing course. Si~mn Willoughby to China. Signalmen Jenkinson, Cadwell, Iiolt, Popple ,
Hallam and 13urke to India ,
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2nd Divisional Signals.
No. 1 Company.
Editorial. - Our special representaLivc, Easy, having gone
north for the shooting (or should it be grousing?) he leaves me
10 fill the gap - not personally, but with this sort of literaturekindly allotted to him by our sympathetic Editor. I use the adjective sympathetic in connecLion with our Editor, as I know
that that is his greatest redeeming feature. It really must be,
or I don't think Easy would have lasted so long (sorry, Jacko}.
Well, that's that.

Congratutat1ons. - To Egypt Signals on their fine display in
the Egypt Command swimmmg and water polo championships.
Also to Signalmen Gregory and Thompson on winnmg the back
stroke and d1_ving respectively in the individual championships
of the Army m Egypt.
General.- The furlough and individual training season ha
star_ted once more, and also there looms on the not very d1Mant
horizon the G.O.C.'s inspection ; and for the next fortnight we
have our work cut out in getting barrack rooms, store , etc.,
ready.
Agony.- Oh, to be in Egypt now thaL winter's here! IL
isn't half cold in this place. Roll on.
EASY II.
No. 3 Company.
General.- The Company have settled down agam now after
I he strenuous time at camp, schemes, manoeuvres, etc .. and now
th.c order of the day is musketry, individual trammg, stable
c:caning, and general preparations for the G.O .C.'s inspection
which takes place on the 18th October.
Death.-lt is with the deepest regret that we announce the
death of No. 2321869 Sigmn Donnelly J. He was admitted to
hospital suffering from tonsilitis on 5/10/34, and died at 4.59
p.m. on 8 / ro / 34. Sigmn Donnelly was liked throughout the
Company, where he performed the d'uties of Company clerk, and
the deepest sympathy with his relatives is felt by all in the
Company.
·
Departure.s .--Corpl Dale G. to No . r Company and thence
to Catterick on a drill course. Sigmn Brookes R. to No. 2 Company-.
Appointments.--CongratulaLions to U / L/ Corporals Funnell
and Miller on attaining that rank.
Conclusion.- Au rcvoir, everyone.
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It is not the note that are troubling me, buL the fact that I
ha_ve unofficially Lakcn them over in exchange for a worn-out
su1L and overcoat. OE course, we know they are " easy " and
not very fu sy in small Lincolnshire villages, buL it certainly
seems rather out of place to re-incarnate a suit which had once
been slung into the incinerator. It has now come to the ear
of the public here that, in one of those villages, someone with a
smart soldie!IY bearing has been seen walking through the main
street, wearmg an overcoat on which a painful attempt has been
made to disguise the fact thaL it was once a " U" blanket.
Arrivals.- Signalmen White and Manncring from the Trnining Battalion. 'Jnfortunately, they don't look like stopping with
us for any length of time, as they have both been warned for
India. Sigmn Moody has also joined us from No. 3 Company.
Departures.- Corpl Harry Harbin, late of Quetta (six months)
has al last started his probationary period with the A.S.P.T ..
and I believe they call him " Sarnt " now.
We shall miss his
magnetic personality.
L / Corpl Smith has gone on Lhc Reserve, bUL it doesn't help
us " unwanteds " as regards the akkers. as some one in Sialkot
has now got a sweat on.
Admiral Dewar has also left us for civvy street. and we are
pleased to know he has a good job to go to. No. 40 Block East
misses your nautical yarns. Jock.
Tubby Ha1·dcn has also gone. his destina1ion being China.
He onfidcd to me that already he wa able to walk down Nankin Road with his eyes shut. But a word of advice, Tubby:
keep your peepers ope1L

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Prologue.- Does it seem as long as two months ago thaL I
wrote my last notes? Does it! ? If it weren't for the fact that
I have just come back from a refreshing month at the old ancestral home, I doubt if I could attempt the task of geuing th1
stufi: away by the 15th of the month. Yes, dear reader-although probably you know it- I simply must tell you that Portsmouth is more wonderful than ever. As for the soccer team,
they are a - - (cut it out- Censor).
Whilst I was taking my vacation (hard-earned) the moral standard of several of the Cad must have slipped. From what I
cap gather, trips to Frensham Ponds, Reading, Hook, and (horror of horrors) road-houses have been frequent. I have been
assured by the culprits that the trips were innocent and for
imple amusement.
o doubt, they were amusing ; but mnocent- well, I doubt it. Anyhow, all this gaiety is a thmg of
Lhc past. I've got 'em all under my thumb again, and things
are very calm (maybe the calm before the storm}.
I was rath er di appo111ted on my return. Ev1d ntly All.1h did
noL hear my prayer . becau c the ame old fac 'S wen• knockmg
around and Lhc same old expre sions were oming from th sJm
old lips: " Heard Lhis?" " Stagger me.''
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I wa al o rather surprised to find that the W T Station had
been getting along quite well without my hcl9, and that various
r turns had been going off 9rom9t to time. The" graphologic ''
section of the ration was at a standstill, but that was only what
I expected. becau e I seem to be the only one with whom a graph
will make friends.
I really must congratulate the Cads on holdin the fort during
my ab ence. The young soldier of to-day seems to be howing
a lot of intelligence: a lot more than in my young soldier days.
ow, during the Zulu war, I ~ (baloney !-Censor).
Ceneral.-Captain H. H. Anthony has been admitted 10 hospital with typhoid fever. \Ale wi h him a speedy recovery.
Captain E. S. Hefter assumes command of the Company vice
Captain Anthony. We offer our new O.C. a hearty welcome.
and trust that his stav with us will b entirelv free from X'
and frequency deviation .
·
just at pre e.nt Captain Hefter is in the mid t of that delightful old Army custom of taking over. He hasn't said whether
he is enjoying it, but maybe he wi ll next week, when he tart
counting the 2000 odd air line 9oles and their accessories.
Talking of air line ooles makes me wonder what the storeman
think o( the order to paint the lot . If each oole is 16 feet and
its lengih has to be walked twice to complete the job of painting
it, I can see him losing all that muscle round his waistline.
There's one spark of brightness about it: he won't have time
to come over and worrv us for va rious lists of stores. Cheer
up. Mac! you may die
painter's colic and get out of the job.
Congratulations.-And hearty ones, to B Corps . Rawalpindi,
on win.ning the Durand cup. Also to Cor9l Durand on_ pulling
his second stripe last month. Cheer up, Bert! only six years
for the next one.
lnspections.-The C.S.O. paid us his annual official v1s1t
yesterday (4 / 1 1 34) and having heard nothing nasty, we hope
that he was satisfied with our show .
Transfer Market.-Reference our Sports Notes. We are open
to buy a first-class goalkeeper, and are prepared to pay three
packets of Player's Weights for the right man. No one born
in Manchester or Stroud need apply.
India, Beware !- Sigmn Bateman G. has been warned to form
himself into a draft on 25 / 1/ 35 and 9roceed away into the East.
He's not a bad fellow for a draughtsman, and holds the position
of Caddish-Cad No. 3 on our books. His hobbies are the usual
hill season ones. Plays a good game of soccer and cricket, but
will be a rotten bargain for any golf club. He sings " Lily of
Laguna " with a beautiful baritone croon . A member of the
famous Synchronated Three, and has thoroughly earned all he's
got from audiences. Fami ly motto : " Veni, vidi, vici."
Bio, Loa and Saa.-Got a new recr on tria l fm RAF. Tt's
bee.zer. If only u ad CC.
Originality.- Roll on . nex t month, and let's write some more
notes.
Epilogue.-The WIRES are just in, so I must away to amend
the little blue book. I'm getting all excited as I th ink I've only
four years. nine months and twenty-seven days to go for an increase.
AUSTIN.

of

o

Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown.
We have just finished fi ring our annual muskeLry cC?ursc.
What a time we all had, to be su re !-myself especially: I simply
revelled in it. Nothing less than a short verse can describe my
trmmph on the ranges.
T here was a lit tle m;m · who had a little gun ,
And his shooting was most erra tic ;
But when it came ro extra leave,
The man's C.O. grinned up his sleeve
And his " No!" was most emphatic.
Everybody seems to be getting married these days. Sigmn
Badgy Walsh, whom I always credited with more sense, has just
been and gone and done 1t. L t Coro! Joyce and Sigmn Alexander
have both hung out their " last weeks " boards 111 the blessed
~talc of singleness . too.
The others who are dithering on the
brink are too many to mention. Sammy Wake's new suit is so
becoming that some old dear is sure to lay hands on him, and
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he, too, will be joining the unhappy band. Ii 's too pathetic to
contemplate.
.
L / Corpl Smith (B.A.S. of these pages) has left us to join the
Reserve. He is greatly missed in the unit, for (aoan from being
a very likeable chap) he made as much noise as any two men
that I know- Henry Coombe always exce9ted. Yes, dear Henry
- whose devoted slave l am- will permit me to say that if silence
is golden. he ought certainly to be in the workhouse. But to
leave Henry- if not in the workhouse. in No. 2 barrack room,
which isn't unlike that abode of hoo
we will return to our
casualties. Before this item apoears i-n orint, we shall have lost
Signalmen Tinkler and Rose. cfink, who has played soccer and
hockey for the unit for the past six years, and always with distinction. is something of a local landmark: he will be sorely
missed. Rosie, a veteran of the Old Brigade (I'm not C!Uite sure
what the Old Brigade is, but I have adulatory intentions) will be
a great loss, too. His soldierly wisdom and mature judgment
have often come to the aid of the young and foolish.
Lieut H.V. Hayfield has also left us- for Cambridge University
-=a nd his place has been take:n by Lieut A. J. Hamilton from
the 1st Div. Mr. Hamilton rendered valuable service last week
in instilling new life into those honorary members of our crosscountry run whose names usually figure prominently in the
" al o ran " list.
Sergt French's push bike has had another disagreement ; this
time with a limousine of considerable size. Grave fears are entertained regarding the future of the sergeant's conveyance. I
E.F.M.
fear it will not take the road again.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
After the Lord Mavor's Show comes the dust cart. We ll , we
have swept around a· bit, and here is the result.
Courses.- Four bright youths to the 3rd Divl Signals, Bulford,
on an operator signals course, and three more to A.F. V. Signals
on a fitters course. May success crown their efforts.
Drafts.-At last the boat list has been confirmed and, as usual,
the best go first. To E Troopites abroad, the following send
their salaams and hope to join them shortly. To Egypt, Sigmn
Barr. To India, Signalmen Bolton, Fall, Glew, Williamson and
Rogers.
'Tis strange. but true. One eager youth, with the spirit of
adventure coursing through his veins, is nearly heartbroken to
think that Records may have forgotten him.
Congratulations.- It is wrong, I suppose, to sing one's own
praise. Actually, I am not, but the Brigade commander did write
to say how he appreciated our splendid work on manreuvres.
Whose is the best horse (conditionally)? the best car? and the
best motor cycle? One would think \1 would not be hard to say
after the hectic life we had during Sel'tember, but the task was
far from easy when the O .C. was judging. The old Troo9 spirit,
" Nothing but the best," naturally made everyone extend them selves, and the results were: Best conditioned horse, Paddy,
ridden by Sigmn Bluff. Best all round car, Sigmn Rapson. Best
motor cycle, Sigmn Veal.
Musketry.-Now that the casuals have done their little bit.
the Troop average becomes a matter for further congratulations.
T he average for the year is 61.2: still improving compared with
previous years. Keep it up, lads, and keep your hand in every
Tuesday evening at the miniature range.
Arrivals.- Signahnen O 'Hehir, Wild and Williamson were
posted to this Troop some months ago. but have been held on
command by A.F.V. Signals until the 2211d September. T h ey
are settling down now.
Oepartures. - Three of the lads have left us for civvy street
this month. They wanted to eet in with the big money. Charl ie
Darby has at last left us to achieve fame and fortune. He was
rea ll y sorry to leave us in the end! but a man of _his intellect
and capacity for work needed a car and a d1rectorsh1p before he
could be even partially satisfied. and we _could only provide h im
with the former. Alfred Lomax has remed to go mto partnerhip with Hoddgy, also late of this Troop and a big noise in
Wembley. Tommy Vost has been punching UJ? at the A . V .T.~.
Aldershot for the last six months, and now he is go111g to pu t hi s
~
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knowledge to work. The best of luck (and plenty of 11) from
the Troop to them all.
Bring 'Em Back Alive . Our 9ublic schoolboy. armed wi;h
len rounds of .303 blankets (his own definition). His shots have
a smothering effect.
We'd Like t o Know.- Why a number of the Troop still go to
Caine (frequently, too). We thought manreuvres were over, but
apparently a few night chemes are sti ll to be carried ou t.
E.T.P.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
~en e~al. -:-W i 1h ~he clo5<; of the training season and the usual
ep1dem1c of mspect1ons, we have had a fairly hectic time during
the past .two months. An aoology is tendered for the absence
of notes Ill the previous issue owing to the Troop being at camp.
We have successfully passed through the final insoection of
the .Y_ea r- that of the C.S.0.- and acquitted ourselv"es in the
traditional maimer. The .first period of in~ividual training is
now m full swmg and will cornnue so until the beginning of
December, when we are hoping to proceed on a s9ot of furlough.
~ rr i val s .-Signalmen F.raser J., Pritchard L. and Savers A.
arrived fr~m Cattenck via A.F. V. Signals on 6 / 10/ 34 . The
usual greeting is extended, and we trust that they will soon settle
down to the routin e.
Departu r~s . -L / Corporal (Flano) Fletcher departs to civvy
street on 2, / 10 / 34. He takes wuh him our very best wishes
and. the coal contract for Candahar Barracks.
Signalmen Graham ). and Harrison E. deoarted for China on
the ~rd October. W e_ sinc~rely hope, Edgar, that you have a
sufficient _supply of _ant1-seas1ckness tablets. You will need them
on the six weeks Journey. The youthful exuberance mav be
slightly damped afo~r the first six months. The far-flung· outpostr. may seelT' a trifle too far flung .at times, and you will probably be yearn111g for the land of T1d. However bon voyage ·
and remem_ber that the Troop will alwavs be ole;sed to hear of
your explc1ts (keep them clean).
·
·
. Attachmen t s .- :;ergt Archer W., our worthy Trooo sergeant,
is at present basking m the sunshine of Bulford, w-here he is
attend111g an upgradmg course.
Gloucester Cathe.drat'. steeped in. tradition and history, has now
es.t abli!hed a d_efi111te lmk with Richard the Third. Whether it
will be the subi.ect .of controversy in the Diocesan Journal, or pre?erved. as a. relic •. is a matter left to the discretion of the Dean
111 coniunct1.o n with our Georgie.
The Pyrene Company would
be green with envy!
. List of Changes (M. T.). - -The Troo!) has suffered an increase
the establishment of M.T. vehicles. Our worthy Troo!) sergeant has acquired an Austm Seven to re9lace the Bargain. Like
Jehu of.old, he drove _fas t and furiously along the Shioton Road .
but omitted to reple111sh the tank. " \.\/hat! no oet~ol ? I only
bought a quart on Monday."
•
The tar-sprayed chariot-_ ha suffered relegation in the socia l
scale: It has passed from its former owner and is now the pride
and )OY of .its most bitter critic. Rather a case of 9oetic justice.
O n its maiden voyage Popeyes forv,ot to reolenish the carbide
generator~ with the ~es1~h that the c.rew were fo_rced to tarry by
th e roadside. W,e d1dn t mmd ouslung the chariot, but objected
to Popeyes drapmg himself 1n the sidecar-asleeo !
_Ai;ipointments. -Con~ratula1ions to L / Corpl S9eakes on rece!v111g honourable ment1cn 111 Pan Ii. Orders . The extra clods
wi ll ass ist Lord No rton and others in al Lending at the launching
ceremo ny. Three hearty beers I
Jasper. Ga rrett, our vol~ble fitter, has taken over the role of the
old fa mi ly retainer.
111

We offer no co_mment on the foregoing, but the answer 111
each case 1s unprmtable. One can cater for the mclemency of
the weather, the dispensation of Providence and the divme nghts
of c1vvy cops, but cannot cater for the idiocy of the sidecar passenger. Bah!
Agony. - Thomo: Whyfor you no wrue long tune? Maybe
R.U.T.
you seek?

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
We owe an apology for failing to send in our usual bulletin
f?r last month's WrRE. but life in camp was ptoving rather hectic and we decided to leave our notes unnl the next issue
As promised in C?ur September notes, we enclose a photdgraph
of the sun dial which was put up m the Officers Mess garden to
the m':mory of the late Lieutenant John Agar. A wreath from
the umt was_ placed on his grave on the 27th August, the anniversary of his death.

The Sun Dial Memorial to the late Lieutenant John Agar.
We arrived in camp on the 1st September and found everything very nice. thanks to the efforts of the advance oarty under
Captain C. H . Manton.
. We s9ei:t the first week in settling down and improving the
Imes, and 111 the second week we had two Divisional exercisesone on the 1orh /1 rth and the other on the 13th/14th. The
latt~r proved highly entertaining. We had the 7th Brigade
agamst us. Their commander sent out troops in lorries, and they
got between one of our Brigades and Divisional Headquarters.
They started off by capturing a well known cavalry regiment
(without opposition) whilst they were asleep, and then went on

Technical.- The Throaty Three is now functioning on the
medium waves.
Maintenance.: T. and S. Chariot.--This i being held over
pendmg the arrival of a brother-in-law. \Ale may then proceed
to cast pearls before swme.
Pungent Ponder.in gs.-Ca~1 C.P. tell us thEC actual burning
hours of one 5d. tin of carb1d~? and does this rune normally
exceed the average motor cycle time from Alder hot to Tidworrh ?

Cliarlto11 Church (f roni the Officers' L111es).
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further and bumped up against one oE our. Groups, under the
command of Captain J. F. Charlesworth. "".h1ch had been pushed
forward. The Group put up a galbn~ resistance and the enemy
unwisely threatened to destroy the mstrume.nts. thereby thoroughly rousing their "Signal s.pirit." At one time, .I .am told,
ix individual contests were taking place, and the raiding PflrtY
withdrew discomfited. Later, a complete enemy Company arnved
and the umpires awarded them the match.
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assistance in packing up. which was rendered more diflicult
owing to the rain. However, we eventually got the rear party
in on the 27th.
This ended a very pleasant time at Charlton Park, and we
feel that we should be very lucky to go to such a pleasant place
;igain. A few photographs of the camp appear wi~h these notes.
Camp life is not without its humorous episodes, and here arc
some of them.
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We .have for many years been wanting a sports ground near
the uni~ Imes, and the good work started by members of the unit
some eight years ago, and continued under Garrison arrange~ents, has at last borne fruit. The Pimple of to-day is a very
nice sports ground, with plenty of room for everything.

Charlton Park House.

Malmesbury Abbey.

This exercise finished the manreuvrcs as far as we were concerned as a unit, but we went on immediately afterwards to serve
as neutral Signals in the Southern Command exercise. Th is was
not all, however, as all ranks of the H.Q. Mobile Force were fed
by this unit under the very able arrangements of Captain C. H .
Manton, who proved a veritable magician, producing meals a_nd
drinks at the shortest possible notice. The cooking staff for both
officers and other ranks had practically no sleep du ring the whole
time the battle lasted. Nevertheless, they appeared to have enjoyed their experience. A complimentary letter was received
from Major-General G. M. Lindsay, c.M.G., o.s.o., A.D.C., and
Captain Mamon was later presented with a memento in the shape
of a cigarene lighter by the officers of H.Q. Mobile Force.
On the 9th September No. 1 (S.R.) Aircraft Depot Signal Section and No. 2 Air Wing Signal Section from Birmingham, under
the command of Captain Birch, joined us in camp, and on the
same day twelve S.R. despatch riders from Southampton also
arrived. We were very pleased indeed to have them with us,
and we hope that they enjoyed themselves as much as we did
in having them.
After the 14th September the unit split up and moved back
to Bulford in driblets, the main party ar rivi ng on the 18th and
those who were on the Southern Command exercise on the 21st.
The two S.R. Sections stayed on until the 23rd and gave us much

Things We Want to Know. - Who was the distinguished sergeant who missed the bus at Swindon and gallantly tackled the
fou rteen miles back to camp? It is understood that he. comp_Jeted
the journey with his puttees under his arm-a distinct np to
those who design Army clothing.
'
A certain C.S.M., being anxious not to awaken any c;>ne at
r a.m. on his return from his nocturnal wanderings, put his foot
into a pan of beef dripping. In his efforts to extrica~e himself,
he put his other foot in the pan and promptly lost his balance.
It was unfortunate that the large number of pots .and pans which
were within easy reach of h im afforded no security.
A New Corps Trade.-Who was the operator who was sent
out on a line and, when asked who he was, said " I am the !me
mender"?
R.S.M. Harrison T.-We extend a hearty welco111e to R.S.M.
Harrison. who arrived from the S.T.C. Jubbulpore on the 17th
September. We hope that he will enjoy his stay with us in
Bulford. He has come to relieve R.S.M. Bramley, who will be
leaving us next January for service in India.
Football Ground.- Here is a bit of news which we feel will
be of interest to all ranks who have left the unit within the last
few years. We recently played' our first game of football on the
Pimple, in which we beat the Sappers team by 2-r.

Gardens.-For the first time since the Garrison garden competition was inaugurated, we have won the cup. This competition involves three quarterly inspections during the summer by
a 1:-oard of officers from the Garrison. In the first insoection we
were second to the R.A.S.C. by only six points. Th-e last two
we won, and got the highest aggregate, and so won the cup.
This result is very gratifying, and we now have lines which are
a credit to all concerned.
In the individual competitions held at the same time as the
above, F / Sf Sergt Garnett obtained a first and a second and Signalman Wright W. C. a first.
Musketry.- The second party have now completed their annual course, and the results were highly creditable. The following are the final results for the year: Number fired, 343 ; 1st
class, 246 ; 2nd class, 94 ; 3rd class, 3. Unit average, 6o+ Best
score, Lieut P. G. B. Gambier (86) . Besides this officer, the
following all scored 80 or over: 2/Lieutenant Western, L / Corpl
South, Signalmen Durber, Sherwood, Stokes and Mitchell, and
Driver Smith.
A competition was subsequently held for all who scored 75 and
upwards, of whom there were twenty-eight . The result was:
1st, Corp! Waite ; 2nd, 2/Lieut Read ; 3rd, Sigmn Mitchell.
Sergt Gladwell tied for third place, but in the shoot off at 500
yards (lying in the open without cover) he was pipped by two
marks by Sigmn Mitchell, who scored a possible.

Corporals Mass.-A very successful smoker was held at the
beginning of October as a farewell to two of our members who
were. departing for abroad shortly afterwards. Consequently, an
admirable excuse was manufactured for us.
To old Mess members who remember similar sessions in Buiford, I may mention that the indoor decorations were agam carried out by our old friends Messrs. Simmonds and Ludgershall,
and the effects when the lights were lowered at midnight would
have to be seen to be appreciated .
. Sever~) . vocal numbers were given during the evening, and it
is surpnsmg what dormant talent we have. There are several
budding Crosbys and at least one junior edition of Ukule'e Ike,
and the remainder appear to be all Carusos (in volume only, I'm
afraid). If only the interference had been cut down s.ii;htly
during some of the numbers, they would have been appreciated
even more than they were. " Rose of Tralee," admirably sung
by L/ Corp! McGivern, was without doubt the best number of
the evening. The following number was jammed rather badly,
but as it was one of the pathetic ballads regarding someone working underground with a shovel, perhaps it was just as well that
the X's were 9's.
The committee are to be congratulated on running such a
pleasant affair. In passing, and taking into consideration these
dark nights, couldn't we have something similar rather more
frequently?
The Garrison N.C.O .s Billiards League-for winning which
last year we hold a very nice cup-is about to start again ; and
as we have had the table re-covered, ordered six new cues, and
possess tons of enthusiasm, we are hoping to come through with
the same result as last year.

The Guard Tent and Telephone E:r:cl1auge.

Talking about billiards reminds me that. at the presentation
of the cup and medals last year. it was remarked that pr?ficiency
in billiards was considered by some people as a sure sign of a
mis-spent youth. It is rather a coincidence that our star player's
father is on H.M. Prison staff I
Regarding marriages. We have none to report for this month
-at least, so far ; but rumour hath it that we are about to lose
one of our very old established members in a fortnight's time.
He is, of course, very reticent on the subject- probably too bashful ; but we think it's about time you told us the date, Dick .
We don't mind bringing our own knives and forks and mugs
until you get settled. Good luck , at any rate, when it happens.
Cheerio I
S.E.F.
Appointments.- The undermentioned are congratulated on
attaining the dizzy height of paid Lance-Corporal on the Corps
roster w.e.f. the dates shown: L / Corpl Abraham J. 27/7/34;
L/ Corpl Sutcliffe W. 8 / 8/34.

The O[Jicers' Lines.

The Signa l Office.

3rd Divisional Office Lorries on an Exercise.

Marriage.- Signalman Gent to Miss Sylvia Selina White on
4/8/34.

Revolver Practice.- The£e results are also very satisfactory.
Number exercised, 7 officers and 41 other ranks. All qualified
except one other rank. Unit average, 18.25. Lieut Winterborn
and Sigmn McGarrity scored possibles.

Oepartures.- Signalmcn Clements A. ~nd Davie . H . and
Driver Benn C. to the Depot Battalion. Signalmen Bin tead P.
and Hawthorne W. to Gibraltar. Sigmn Wellard to Ch1sledon
on a vocational training course. Signalmen Elphick A., Keeble G.
E., Lampson S. and Hall to th~ Artny Reserve,
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In presenting the picture to the Mess, Mr. Scorah spoke of his
association with the R.E. Signals and briefly sketched the history
of the picture. He said he felt sure that it would receive more
appreciation in its new surroundings than it had in his home,
where only he could realise its significance.
The president of the Mess, R.S.M. Bevan R .. in well chosen
words thanked Mr. Scorah for his valuable gift, and assured him
that the picture would not lack appreciation in the Sergeants
Mess of the 5th Divisional Signals.
R.Q.M.S. Tilford V. C. H. proposed the toast " Mr. Scorah
and other Guests."

Arrivals.-R.S.M. Harrison from Jubbulpore._ Driv~rs Sier,
Ma on, Lock and Hinton from the Depot Batt~li?n· S1gn:ilmen
Brown L., Bows r and Reedman from the Training Battalion.
Transfers.- S1gnalmen Simm T. C. anti Pilkington J. are now
finally transferred to the R.A.P.C.
courses.- L / Corpl Jerram ;md Sign~lmen Cole, Bramley and
Mays to Cardiff to undergo a course with the G.P.O. Corporal
Gibson and S1gmn Young to Luton, also on a G.P.O. course.
Sigmn Etheridge rejoined from the School of Science, Woolwich, having succ fully passed a test as carpenter and joiner.
class ii.

Departures.-Ou r best wishes go with Sergt Wilmot and his
family, who embarked for China on 3 / 1o i 34, and Sergt Schofield, who proceeded on attachment to the 52nd (Lowland} Div!
Signals in relief of Sergt Dodds, who has returned to this unit.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
\Ve much regret that, owing to our move .from Colchester td
these new quarters on the 15th October~ It has been foun
impo sible to forward our usual contr!but101~. of notes for th.~
Journal. We will _do our best lo provide a double number
in the December 1 sue.
Birth.- We tender our hearty congratulations to Captain and
Mrs. R. R. A. Darling on the birth of a sen at Colchester on the
1st October.

SAILOR.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Ceneral.--Combined operations are fading _into the past, and
the unit is now settling down to normal routine.
.
Individual training has commenced, and efforts are being. made
to fit round pegs into square ~oles. All the normally reg1mentally employed have been relteved by volunteers-a?d others.
Which reminds me. One often hears what a cushy J?~ so and
so has until he wants a relief whilst on leave or trainmg, and
then the· list of volunteers never causes any ~eartache. d.
It is very noticeable what a lot of new friend~ on4:- 1scovers
during the training season. All day long the door 1s being opened
and a head pops round the corner.. " Can you fi~ me fup
with a bit of .... ?" " Can you oblige Sergt - - with a ew
drawing pins?" Like Woolworths, we are expected to be able
to supply everything.
.
Seedtime and Harvest.-On most sides . one see:; signs. ~f
harvest festivals. Not so at Scalby. Our VJcar, _paying a v1s1t
to his orchard, noticed with pleasure the . plentiful supply of
fruit. How nice, he thought, for the comm~ har_vest festival.
Other people, other views. Instead o~ the frUtt bem~ ri:ady for
collection at the appointed time, he discovered a notice in lieu:
"All is safely gathered in."
Special Request.-lt is requested that. for the benefit of the
old and decrepit, gardening be re-mustered as _a spor~, so . that
Wednesday afternoons may be devoted to spearing snails with a
fork.
Arrivals.-Signalmen Cartwright S. and Brown J. from ~he
. I.S.C. made themselves at home and appear to _be benefiting
by the sea breezes. Signalmen Tayl_o~ A. and ?m1th G. ~- are
due tc arrive any day from the Training Battalion, Cattenck.
Departures.- Sergt Schofield has left us for the Lowl_and Signal units, Glasgow, while Corp! ~rowne _ G . . A. and Signalmen
Hipple and Reav prefer to try their luck m c1vvy street. S1gmn
Whttters has left for Belfast, Sigmn Hea~d ~· for the Depot
Battalion, and Sigmn Bergman for the rst D1vl Signals, Aldershot.
Social.-On the 13th September Sigmn Jerrard increased his
establishment by one son, Francis George.
Marriages.- Business continues to be brisk in the Scarborough
district.
No. 1.-0n Saturday 29th September, at Scalby _Church! L/Cpl
Lane A. (late of Querta) took unto himself as wife _Nellie Irene
Sullivan {ex-Egypt Signals, and step-da11:ght~r of S1gmn Hodge
of this unit). A description of the wedding 1s attempted. for the
benefit of ladv readers. The bride was tastefully attired m fl_owered georgette wtth a Russian _h ead-dress, yeil in pa~est pmk,
pink lace mittens and pink satm shoes. Pmk ca~nat1ons were
carried. She was attended by Mrs. Cooke as maid of honour,
also attired in pink flowered georgette. The bridegroom worebut what's that matter? He was there, so what else need be
said? Corp) Badham performed as best man, and the weather
was wet I (Description ends).
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Lance-Corporal Lane and his Yoke-Mate.
[ Photo bv Walker's Stud ios, Sca rboro u ~h l
No. 2.-Sigmn Barrel attended a like ceremony a~ St. Peter's
Church, Scarborough, on the 25th August, when Miss Kathleen
Kelly was duly remustered as Mrs. Barrel.
. .
No. 3.--0n the 29th September Sigmn Hodgs_on. not liking
to cause too much work for the vicar of Scalby, decided to patr~n
ise All Saints Church , Scarborough, and there, together with
Miss Clarice Grice, entered the realms of wedded bliss.
No. 4.-At St. Peter's Church , Scarborough, Sigmn Northall
J. and Miss Gladys Ling tied the knot on the 15th September.
No. 5.-Ah I a change. On _the nth Oc_tober, Sigm_n Ginders
C. and Miss Laura Hanson decided to provide _the Registrar with
a little work and were married at the Register Office, Scarborough.
.
.
All the above are doing well, and we hope that 1t continues.
It's a life sentence, anyway.
.
Someone else got in a knot last month: it was myself. It is
regretted that the follow in~ amendment shoul.~ be n~~essary ·
For " Sigmn Cooper to Miss Jane M.~Govern
read. S1gmn
Barker N. B. to Miss Jane McGovern.
Any raspbernes to be
given are all mine .
[ To be continued in our next.]
Migrations.- The daily papers continue tp report the departure of Society to the sunny_ south for the winter. No mention,
however, is made of the Society of Scarborough who ue proceeding to the east for several winters (and summers). ;Some go forth
to Egypt on the 15th November, and others to India on the 13th
December, whilst the busiest people of all are unable to get away
until the 25th January. Names are too numerous to mention, but
I have no doubt accommodation has already been arr3:nged, and
we are sure that their long holiday will prove beneficial.

Oxo.

Sergeants Mess.
Friday nth October 1934 will go down as. a red letter day in
the history of this Mess. The quarterly dinner, held on that
day was made the occasion of a presentation to the Mess of a
firs; print of the picture "Throu1?h." Mr. Leonard Scorah of
Scarborough {an ex-sergeant of R.E. Signals) was the generous
donor.
h s
M
The picture was originally the property of t e ergeants ess
of B ~oot, Bedford. and on the disbandment. of .the Mes.s 1t
was purchased by the donor, in whose possession 1t had smce
remained.

September brought with it sundry inspections, not to mention our annual musketry at Ballykinler. Our shooting was quite
good, but those hoary veterans who were excused differ quite a
lot in their views.
Once again there is a Trade Board approachi ng, and there are
several budding signalmen sworring for their class i. or ii. We
wish them luck.
We have been fortunate in being able to send an n.c.o. to a
G.P.O. course at Leeds. The lucky one is Corp! Salmon, and
we expect great things from him when he returns.
The D.R. Section are expecting a consignment of new bikes.
At the moment, they still have the old Triumphs. The new ones
are to be B.S.A.s and are due this month, with a Baby Austin
that is to replace our ancient " combo."
Records have not kept us long in suspense this trooping season, as the final draft warnings are through. Next month we
are to lose Sergt Goodman, who leaves us to become an instructor with the Terriers at Darlington.
The vet decided that two of our horses were unfit for further
service, so they have departed this life in true military fashion.
One hears the comment, " Pity they aren't under a bonnet with
a starting handle." Nevertheless, they are useful, and it is
hoped that the replacements will be respectable remounts.
The G.P.O. engineers are installing a new automatic telephone
exchange in barracks,
N.I.S.C. is advancing with the times, and looking back at our
work for the past few months, we may be excused for being a
little boastful.
Promotions.- One beaded perspiration.
Arrivals.- Signalmen .Joint, Maddox, Maddison and Stevens
from the S.T.C. Si!!mn Ryan from D Troop, Aldershot. Sigmn
Whitters f~om the 5th Divl Signals, Scarborough. We wish them
a pleasant stay and good luck with the Company.
Departures.- Sigmn Brown to the srh Div! Signals, Scarborough. Sigmn Swift A. 0 . to the Army Reserve.
Draft.- Signalmen Hedley and Ashby leave on the November
boat for India . The former is to join the 1st Indian Div! Signals,
Rawalpindi, and the latter the :?nd Indian Div) Signals, Quetta.
As they are joining the S.T.C. prior to embarkation on the
15th October, we take this opportunity of wishing them a pleasant voyage and a good time in India. Corp! O'Brien and Signalmen Morrison, Parkinson. Leedham, Jones, Hale and Miscummons are to leave on the January boat. Corp! Wooton is deleted
from the draft.
Detachme.nt P.toves.--Corporal Salmon from Londonderry to
Leeds. L / Corporal Turner from Baronscourt to Londonderry.
L / Corp! Blount from Belfast to Baronscourr. Sigmn Parkinson
from Armagh to Belfast. Sigmn Joint from Belfast to Armagh.
Sigmn Cade from Ballvkinler to Belfast. Sigmn Maddox from
Belfast to Ballykinler. Sigmn Eccles from Magilligan to Londonderry. Signalmen McCormack and Dowe from Magilligan to
Dunree.
We congratulate L / Corpl Turner on his marriage at Baronscourt, and also Sigmn Cox on his marriage at Buncrana. We
wish them the best of luck now and in the future.
The detachment at Omagh remains very fixed and steadfast.
There is a rumour that the n.c.o. there has decided to revise

his very fixed bachelor ideas (all right, D ; it came by pigeon
service).
Sigmn Gattrell is now a proud father. Our correspondent at
Omagh didn't say whether the stork brought a he or a she.
Anyway, here's our congratulations.
Sergt Davies is now i/ c Section at Dunree. By the way are
you chief gardener as well as caretaker of those other souv~nirs
of 1923?
. Taill;Jie_c e.-Having judiciously perused Part 11.s and heard
11trle b1rd1es twitter, I regret the effort is not better. HEC ME.

South Irish Coast D-efences Signal Section.
.
.
Spike Island.
~rr1vals.-S1gnalmen Bowler J., Cartwright R. and Hirt S. J.
arrived from E Company Training Battalion, Catterick, on the
29th August. They are all operators and are in part relief of our
unusually large overseas draft.
On the 2nd October L/ Corp! Hunter W. E. arrived from A
Corps Signals, Aldershot, accompanied by his wife, and proceede~ to ~ort Camden for ~ttachment to the 33rd (F) Company
R.E. m relief of L / Corpl Wilson C. Cead mille fialte.
Departures.- By_ the time these notes appear, the following
n.c.o.s and men will have left us for the Training Battalion m
preparation for service in India. L / Corpl Wright F. and Sigmn
Priest G. f~r A Corps Signals, Karachi. L / Corp! Wilson C. for
B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi. Sigmn Gilchrist J. for 1st Indian
Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi. They all sail on the same boar
on the 13th December {not a Friday}. Sigmn A. L. Osborne
(Speedy) has also been warned for Ind ia . and he sails on the 25th
January (which will be a Friday}. His station is not yet known,
but to him and the other four we bid farewell and thank them
for their comradeship.
Education.-Sigmn Hopgood A. obtained his second class
certificate at Spike Island on the 4th July, and he is now quite
capable of carrying on for his first with the moral suoport of
Signalmen Bowler J., Cartwright R. and Hirt S. J. Signalmen
Osborne A. I., Parker P. A. and Wilmot L. U. de B. are studying for specials.
Trade Ratings.- The following were successful in obraini~
ratings as shown: L / Corpl Wilson C. (lineman C.ii.) and Sigmn
Parker P. (instrument mechanic A.ii.) w.e.f. 26/6/34. Sigmn
Richardson C. (electrician fitter A.ii.) w.e.f. 29/ 6/ 34.
As this seems to be a variety of Part II Orders, we may as well
fmish off in the usual manner: " Certified that no rations have
been issued _in kind, ere."
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INCORPORATED 1923

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS
DAUGHTERS'
HOME
HAMPSTEAD
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of
Soldiers (whether Orphans or not)
The Children are trained for domestic service and in
special cases as School Teachers and for Trades
Admission between the aJles of six and eleven bv approval
of Committee. Age of departure seventeen, when they
are guaranteed suitable employment and supplied with a
complete out6.t
Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Hon.
Treasurer, Lloyd's Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, or by the Secretary.
Full Particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,
65 Rosslyn Hill, London, N.W.3.
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B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.
Saturday 6th October.
It will be of great interest to all members of the Corps to learn
that the premier football award in India, namely the Durand
cup, has been acquired by this unit. This is the first time in
the history of the tournament that the trophy has been won by
any other than a battalion team. By Bekore winning it, Signals
have come right to the front of the football sphere in this coun•
try. The various stages through which our team passed to meet
the 2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in the final
will be found in the Sports
otes. Congratulatory messages
have been received from many sources, including the regiments
who entered the tournament.
The team returned to Upper Topa with more or less similarity
to the Lord Mayor's Show. The whole camp turned out to welcome the team. All officers and married families also turned
out at 100 per cent strength. The victors were met at the foot
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of the hill leading to the guard room by Drum Major Pony
Moore (late of the S.T.C. Band, Maresfield) and his band of
would-be musicians ; the latter being armed with fire buckets ,
combs, drums, saxophone and anything that would make a noise.
Their rendering of " Colonel Bogie " was excellent. A photo•
graph of the team and their trophies will be published in next
month's issue. The usual celebrations were carried out in the
sergeants and corporals messes and the canteen. Our opponents
in the final, the 2nd Battn Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
were also well represented. The celebrations are not yet finished.
Our commanding officer, Lieut-Colonel J. S. Yule, o.B.E., was
absent on tour when the team arrived back in the unit, and no
doubt there will be further doings on his return.
In conclusion, to the team, trainer and all connected with this
splendid achievement, I have no doubt that all members of the
Corps will join us Bekorites in saying " Well done!" To Major
R. T. 0 . Cary, M.B.E., at Army Headquarters (India) Simla, all
ranks of the unit tender their sincere gratitude for his untiring
energy in all he did for the team and spectators during their stay
in Simla.
These notes will be the last from Upper T opa this year. The
unit leaves for Rawalpindi on the 15th October after a very en·
joyable six months in the khuds. We all have to thank our
commanding officer for one of the best khud seasons that have
been experienced in this station. His untiring efforts and sympathy with all ranks has enabled all and sundry ~o enjoy the
social amenities that are obtainable in an Indian hill station.
Arrivals.- We welcome to the unit, in the usual manner,
Lieut C. C. Worrall from 4th Indian Divisional Signals, Sigmn
Robinson from A.H.Q. (India) W IT Stati~in. Sigmn Webb from
the 1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, and Sigmn Garnett from
the 1st Indian Divisional Signals. It is hoped that they will all
soon settle down in their new surroundings and feel that they
have belonged to Bekore for years.
Departures.- Lieut H. B. Kealy to the Equitation School,
Saugor, for a long course. We are looking forward to those
riding classes before breakfast next summer, sir. Sigmn Hall to
the 1st Indian Div! Signals. Sigmn Dawes to the 1st Cavalry
Brigade Signal T rcop. To the last n~med two, we t_e nder our
sincere wishes for a good future, and in the case of S1gmn Hall
not too rough a one. They say Blanco is a good thing, Daisy.
Promotions.-Things in this line are certainly looking up.
Jock Hutcheon has actually got that third stripe-and civvies.
Congratulations, Jock! he who waits longest still waits. To
U / L / Corp ls Macfarlane and Hughes, we tender our heartiest
congratulations on attaining that rank.
Obituary.-lt is with the deepest regret that we have to report the death of Mrs. Newton, wi.fe of our quartermaster, Major
Newton , at Murree on 12/ 9/ 34. Mrs. Newton was well known
and respected amongst the families of this unit. She will be
greatly missed by all who knew her. The funeral took place at
Upper Topa on the 13th September. Pall bearers were found
from members of the Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess, Upper
Topa. All families, officers (including Colonel FitzA. Drayson,
M.C., C.S.O . Northern Command, and Major Smelt, D.C.S.O.),
and a number of B.O .R.s attended. Our deepest sympathy is
extended to Major Newton and his children in their sad loss.
They ieft for England on eight months leav~ on Saturday 22nd
September.
W.O.s and Sergeants ·Mess.- By the time these notes are
publish ed. th is Mess will h ave closed down unti l next summer
season. Our last binge was held in the form of a dance on the
22 nd September and was well attended.
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Our entertainments during the last two months have been
greatly ass1ste.d by " Fruity " Frampton and his melody makers.
On two occasions they have very generously given their services
free of .charge. Naturally, they . looked upon this as practice,
though it "':'as observed that their throat muscles did not need
much practice. However, Dutch courage goes a long way, especially wuh McCann ; he's about six feet.
Ou r numbers have been swollen by the introduction of one
Jock Hutcheon. His adv~nt was greeted in the usual manner,
and n.aturally the bar takings showed an increase for that day.
This 1s rather unusual, considering he's a " wee Scot "
The Du~and wi~nings certainly upset all the good ·resolutions
about tacking until we reached Rawalpindi.
Finale.-Our new addition to the unit orderly room has found
out that he cannot ~se Service stamps for his private mail, so
he has ~~ked that. his notes be used instead, with the following
result:
Does S1gmn Plum Fairclough remember his brother
who went East?"
. Just one more item from the " believe it or not " series heard
in the B.O.R.s mess room : " Getting up these khuds gets me
down." Sort that one out.
BBKORE.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
[Accidental!y omitted from the October issue]
Thursday, 9th August.
Ceneral.- We offer our apologies for being absent from these
page!; for _some time, but news seems to have been scarce lately.
The Bnush ranks who proceeded to Upper Topa for the first
half of the season's courses have now returned to the unit. The
results have been entirely satisfactory, and our congratulations
are offered to those who have obtained the extra pice. The
second batc.h are now up there, with that extra pice dangling
temptingly in front of them. In Rawalpindi the second upgrading has commenced, and we wish all candidates the best of luck.

Entertainments.- The British Ranks Dance Club has once
more had another try, and this time the dining hall was the
venue, as_ the !11onsoons have now broken. Owing to most of
the families being up the " bumps," the ladies were few but
a very pleasant evening was spent b; all present.
'
Sports.- For this news see the Sports pages.
Arrivals.- The following have arrived in this unit. We extend to them a hearty welcome, and hope that they will have
a long and happy time in the Div. Sigmn Morris from Quetta
LI Corp! Debell from Risalpur, Sigmn Brookes from Cherat and
'
"Sigmn Bridges from Trimulgherry.
Departu.res. -Ou~ departures are three in number. L / Corp!
Johns to R1salpur, S1gmn Bowey to Quetta, and Sigmn McGuigan
to Cherat on discharge from hospital. Bad luck, Mac 1 but the
sequence was correct: hospital before convalescence. We wish
them all the best of luck in their new stations.
C~ngratulati o ns. -To Corporals Manning and Hopwood on ·
attaining that ~ank. To Air Defence Brigade Signals, Blackdown, on reaching the final of the Brigade hockey cup. Better
ONB Div.
luck next season. (H.V.B. Sergt.)
Sunday 9th September.
Ceneral.- The hot weather season is drawing to a close, and
we shall soon be welcoming the married families bac k to the
Plains after their sojourn in their summer residences. Some very
heavy storms were experienced during the month, the last of
which was the worst of the season. Many trees were blown
down in the district- two of them in the unit lines-but fortunately nobody was hurt.
Training.- The season will soon be start~g with route
marches, Section schemes. etc .• in preparation for the unit camp.
The programme looks rather formidable, but it is hooed that all
will carry on with enthusiasm and uphold the reputation at
p resent enjoyed by the unit.
Entertainme nts .- These have been nil during the last month
owing to so many members of the unit being away on leave,
courses, etc., but _we are looking forward .to making a start in
t~e near future- in fact_. a_s soon as the fami lies and B Corps
Signals return to Rawa lpindi- the first dance of the season being

billed for the 24th October. It is hoped that the committee will
get. the ~ame sup_port as they have had in the past, and that both
umts will do their best to make these combined dances a success.
. Sport.- Some good hockey matches have been witnessed during the past f!10nth, and hardly an evening passes without the
ground bemg in use. Hockey in the unit has improved a hundred per cent. A great d~al of t~1s is due to our commanding
officer, who takes a great interest in all our sports and being a
hockey ~nthus1ast, is able to give many useful runts to th~ players.
The umt now has three hockey and two football grounds, and
these are all fully used.
Pr~mot_ions.-Once again the dhurzi has had some rush jobs,
and in this respec.t we offer our .congratulations to L/ Corporals
Thornton a_n d Stringer on attaining that elusive first, together
with the p1ce.
Arrivats.- We off~r thi: glad hand of welcome to Sigmn Briggs
G. from the 4th Indian D1vl Signals, and trust that he will settle
down and enioy life with the Div.
~cotsm an's Corner.--Gmgratulations to 9847, but what abart
~ li~e? 9835. To Monty and Brew, 4th Div.: Your attention
1s directed to our promotion column. Jake from Tex.
The Pay Bloke's M~ il.-:-The writer of the following is a very
fine example of the Umvers1ty graduate that we get in the Signals
of whom the home newspapers have told us so much.
'
Upper Topa, 17/8/34.
Dear ........ .
I No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sigmn .. ...... ....... ._.. was,. like the misguided
ass t~at I have always been, under the 1mpress1on (now an evident
delusion on f!lY part) that you were se~ding me money of a calcu_lated sufficiency to enable me to acquit myself nobly by paying
off .the balance of the cost of 'my accommodation at this summer
re~1dence. On my arriva l at this spiritual haven I lobbed over
thirty rats w!th a c_ertain amom~t of manufactured glee, the
b~la~ce. of which I fasthfully promised to settle on the 18th inst.
(s1g_mfymg of the present !11onth). The fabulous sum of money
;.vhich was placed in my mitt this morning on the pay parade was
indeed somewhat staggering, but I managed to salute smartly
tu_rn about and creep aw~Y·. y.(ith that colossal wealth, I am faced
with such outrageous liab1hues as the following: ~alance fuo sum~er . residence ... .. ................... Rs 19 8 0
eturn re to Pind1 ............ ... ......... approx. Rs 5 o o
A most careful week-end ...... ..................... ... Rs 40 o o
Making a stunni ng tota l of ...... .. ........ .. ....... ..Rs 64

8 o

Therefore, ii: view of the disastrous straits previously published,
would you kindly forward me what moneys you consider adequate
for my fut ure comfort, and oblige
Yours, in everlasting awe,
?????????
P .S.-If ther_e are a~y SJ?are local griffins floating about, will
you broadcast m my direction ?
We Would Like to Know.- How long does a week-end last?
ONE Div.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
H~artbreaks: 1- L / Sergea nts Moore J. and Mott H., Corpls
Bernff C. and Stockton F., Signalmen Barber W. and Huggett
F. _have ri:t1:1rned from U .K. leave-all looking nicely browned.
It is surprising, how much some people like India I
Heartbr_e aks: 2 (1)--Sergt O 'Connor D ., Corp! Javens p ••
L/ Cor p! Smit h G. (of toll pass and rail and road warrants fame),
Signalmen Ba r~sy D. , B_ray J., George H ., H eaps L., Howarth J.,
Lucas J., l\1artin C., G1gg W ., Moore J., Watkins W., and last
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(although he is I ast in stature) Williams G.-all to discharge _or
the Army Reserve. " The very best of luck to all " goes with
them to civilian life and work. In this draft we lose some
good tradesmen and sporcsmen who will be extremely hard to
replace, but we also lose a few swedes. Villages like Thames
Dmon, Hamworthy and Petworth will have extra hands in
" The Dog and Bacon," etc., and for the pumps.
Whilst on the subject of repatriacion~. The ocher week l c.ime
across a ditty composed by someone m the R.A. After taking
much licence with ic, I reproduce it herewith.
Time Exp ired.
I've packed me box, I've Hogged me kit,
I've handed in me spurs ;
I've said goodbye to the wet canteen
For better or for worse ;
'An I'm waiting 'ere on the barrack square
For the band to start to playFor I'm goin' 'ome: I'm time expired:
An' I sail a week to-day.
I just forget 'ow oft I've said
" Roll on, that blinking boat I"
And now it's near, it seems somehow
To catch me in the throat ;
And now that 'ome I've dreamt about
Don't seem so far away,
I almost wonder if I'm glact
That I sail a week co-day.
Me 'arf-back's standing over there,
Waiting to say goodbye'ls time ain't up until next year:
'E joined about July.
I remember, when 'e first come uo,
We mucked in straight away, •
And for six odd years we've been as one,
But I sail a week to-day
I joined in March an' was in top ride
When 'e came to the ridin' school.
'E put his mind to soldiering,
And I just played the fool
Till 'e caught me up and pulled me thro'
An' we heard the ole man say
" Right, sergeant-major ; pass 'em off!"
Yes, I sail a week to-day.
We went on training an' learnt our drills:
'E was better than me by far,
An' arter about six months or so
They offered 'im the bar ;
But 'e knew I'd never get a stripe,
So 'e boloed " Abbi nay."
An' we've soldiered on as signalmen ti llWell, I sail a week to-day.
We've had our fun together,
On the tack and on the drink ;
Sometimes it led to troublesThen we sobered up in clink .
But we was oicked men on manceuvres:
'Twas then. we earned our payThe best two workers in the Company.
An' I sail a week to-day.
Re sport-well, 'e played footba ll
For this small unit of ou rs,
While I stood on the touch line
And cheered till I was 'oarse ;
But when it came to boxing
(Cos scrapping was me lay)
'E'd be wagging a towel in me cornerAn' I sail a week to-day.
We'd lay outside on summer nights
When 'twas too 'ot to kip,
An' the call of the hyena
Was givin' us the pip.
'E'd talk of 'is 'ome an' ' is muvver
Jn a village down Hampshire way.
Me? I ain't got neither to go to,
But I sail a week to-day.

I
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Evolutions and Revolutions.- Until recently we had physical training for a ha!£ hour in the early mornings, and some of
the actions thus produced even Tom Webster. could not ape.
· The commands ·• On the hands, down," " Leapfrog, commence," " Fingers and thumbs, twist," " Cartwheels, tum,"
" Once around me," " Twice round the cantonment, double
march," inspired the most wonderful fairy-like motions imaginable. It was noticeable that the people who should have performed elfi h dances and kangaroo hops- mingled with a few
spicy " wrists, roll " and " necks, roll or break "-did not present themselves for parade. I mean those who " go for a run
every morning " to rid themselves of Indian corporations, and
who are also over the age limit of fifty-odd. What about
Okasa, you Nimrods?
Condolatory.-The sympathy of members of this unit who
knew Sergeant Dodds W. is extended to him in the loss of his
favourite daughter.
Chitral Re liefs, 1934.- These reliefs have always caused a
wee bit of excitement in the past-just to relieve the monotony.
Perhaps the tribesmen saw us doing P.T. this year, as rumour
has it that everything will be peaceful this time (except on one
W /T Detachment).
Commencing this year, we man the w / T sets at Drosh, Chitral.
The personnel includes Sergeant Sibley T., Corporal Frey N ..
and Signalmen Brett H., Keigher J., King E. and Semple J.
They have promised to send in a few notes and snaps, and they
should prove interesting.
At the time of writmg everyone is joining the Earthquake
Fund-you know, just quivering either with excitement at being
on a real column, or ? ? ? This unit is supplying the column
signals, and B Corps Signals are helping us out in providing
various necessary detachments at outposts whilst the column is
on the march to and from Chitral. A ~ a chota camera club proceeded with our Signal detachments, there should be some snaps
forthcoming for the November issue of this Journal.
Id le Thoug h ts. - Why is the Scarborough ozone such an incentive to marriage? Why are some red-haired people so bumptious? Who is P. Swift, who collects cutlery?
Vocationa l Training. - At the end of these notes is a brief
resume of vocational training in India-not taking local courses
into account.
Unconsc ious Hum o ur.- Extract from Orders for the N.C.O.
i / c Forage: " No animal will come in or leave the stables without a L.R.C." Rumour has it that the n.c .o. has been seen
showing this order to our long-nosed friends and threatening
them with disciplinary action in the event of non-compliance.
Gael ic Press.- To Bob, from Mick and Gunner: Congratulations on the L.S. and G.C. We wonder how many of the
Ashi . . . gang of old E.W.O. will be thus honoured.
Books Wort h Read i n g . - ~· The Ginger Griffin " (by Ann
Bridge): " The Cautious Amorist " (by Norman Lindsay).
M11M.
Ar my Vocation al Tra ini ng Ce ntre, Calcutta.
In contributing these notes, I hope to let the Signals in general
know of the vocational training systems in India.
At present there are ten members of the Cor!JS undergoing
training here in Calcutta: four from D.I.K. on motor engineering, two from Rawa lpindi on wireless telegraphy, three from
Peshawar (two on electrical refrigerating and one on armoured
cable) and one from the S.T.C. (India) who in two months qualified as wireless operator P.M.G. class i.
Unlike England, there are no really organised training centres
he re. Men are controlled by the Staff Captain, Vocational
Training, who allots them to certain civilian firms for the peculiar kind of training desired. At the time of writing there are
150 men in Calcutta alone-all working through the day with
firms, etc., and being accommodated and rationed by the British
Attached Section.
Calcutta is to most militarv stations in lndia what London is
to the " local lad " in England. There are plenty of cinemas
(annas eight, only, admission for British troops) where one can
see films that j?;enerally have not been released in England.
The most arnazmg thing about these cinemas is rhe fact that
they show news reels of events happening in Britain before we
see and read about them in the English newspapers.
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The m_ai_n thoroughfare~ o( Calcutta are very strani:e to the
casual visitor. Rolls Royce cars and bullock carts Parisian
models and humb!e loin cloths, all mix rather well 111 '1his ultran:iodern Oriental city. Lepers squat on the pavements side by
s1~c w1th the most g~u~om.e cripples imaginable, and in spite
O< all this mixture of c1v11tsat1on, there arc electric flashinl!: signs
automatic traffic control lights, and one of the most ;ffic1en~
tramway . sys.t,ems I . have ever seen. Surely there is something
wrong w1th
East 1s East and West is West "!
More next month.
PESHVOC.

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
Monday 17th September.
The past few weeks have introduced numerous visitors, to all
of whom a hearty welcome was extended.
Peshawar District Signals detachment, forming part of the
C~itral reli_ef_ column, stayed with the Troop for fourteen days
prior to iommg the mam column at Dargai Fort. It is ouite a
change to have personnel from another unit attached to us and
thei~ stay proved very popular from a sporting and social point
of view. We wish them all the best on their journey to Chitral.
We were naturally interested in the commencement of their
jourr~ey_ and _kept a fatherly interest in the first stage to Dargai,
and It 1s of 111terest to n~te tha_t ~ novel form of pack transport
has been mtroduced. It 1s gratifymg to note that an ex-T roopite
was responsible for the innovation.
A party composed of two British officers and four despatch
riders from the rst Indian Divisional Signals broke their tour of
the Frontier stations to spend a day and night with us. Two
other parties will be staying for short oeriods during the latter
part of this month.
·
Lieut R. C. Yule of Peshawar District Signals was attached
for about three weeks for riding, etc., prior to going to Sauger
on an equitation course. We wish him every success.
We have emerged from the throes of pokey drill, and our
annual musketry course, with •he exception of the casuals. has ·
been fired. The high Troop average has been maintained. A
stone-wall certainty was a rupee offered to those who scored a
" possible " in all three practices (snap, rapid and slow) at 200
yards. Of course, this is looking at it from the bookies' point
of view-like Windsor Lad, 6 to 4 on, for the St. Leger.
The unit was recentlv insoected bv the new C.S.O. Northern
Command, and accordi'ng to report~ he appeared to be quite
satisfied with the tum-out. We now await a visit from the
Signal Officer-in-Chief in India in October.
Many well known faces will be missing from the Troop by
the time these notes appear in print. Signm Wilding is being
repat riated on that old tub Nevasa for transfer to the Army
Reserve ; L / Corp! Boston and Si~nalmen Few and Perkins are
proceeding to Peshawar on vocational training ; and Signalmen
Webb and Collins proceed to B Corps Signals and the 211d Indian
Divisional Signals respectively.
As a means of entertaining the unit, a tennis at home, followed
by a whist drive and a housey-housey party, was held by the
O.C .A. The houscy-housey school was quite q.k., especially as
everybody was shouting and nobody listening. Altogether, the
show was quite a good one, even though our renowned cook
sprinkled the pepper with salmon and cucumber.
R1s1.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
September.
This is the gathering-in month, when all those stragglers who
have been spread far and wide during the hot weather return
home to roost (as opposed to roast) and to prepare for the wmter' s work.
Well, over half the unit have been away for at least some portion of the summer ; their destinations have been as wide apart
as England, Kashmir, Calcutta and Jubbulpore. We all know
w.hat a wrench it is to return from a grand holiday and do a spot
o• work agam, but battles have to be fought and much of the
Kohat countryside has to be flattened by rnarchmg feet I
The Fort Lc;ickhart WIT Station has clc;ised, the second Topa
course has fimshed, and the leave season 1s ended. This leaves
only our WIT Detachment at Thal and a few stragglers at
Upper Topa who are helping to close the Station.
We are facing the forthcoming trainmg season with many
changes m our ranks, for we have lost over thirty of the old
brigade since last training ceased. However, Jarman R1d<'e has
still to be captured ; Bar Valley still has to be picouetted ; Hoblyn's Fort is still holding out-and the stunted eyelash of the
Otd Lady for ever gazes down. These facts assure us that as
we tread where others have trodden, the old soirit will flame
anew, and the grunts of the marching men will be the voice of
K.D.S.
This martial strain reminds me that we get medals for it-not
for corning the old soldier, but for being the old soldier. It
should have been reported some time back that Sergt Tim Turner and Corp( Bishop have pulled the roti gong out of the bag:
good boys, they have behaved splendidly for eighteen vears or
more-you can't medal. with them now! An award for bravery
should also be handed out to C.Q.M.S . Molyneux, who has contracted for the extra year in India: this is an old trick of the men
of Kohat, and we hoped that Molyneux knew new tricks.
Brigadier H. L. Scott has relinouished the command of the
Kohat Brigade. He came down to- the Sergeants Mess to wish
us all goodbye. We are extremely sorry to lose one who has ever
been a hardy soldier amongst us. In his !)lace we welcomed
Brigadier Abbott, who also visited the Mess to form a friendship
which we hope will be a happy one.
There have been some changes of personnel this month between ourselves and the Troop at Risalpur. Corp( Manning S.
and Sigmn Mason W . have left us for the land of boot and saddle, and in their places have come Corri Weeks A. and Sigmn
Pittman W_. G. We wish them all happy hunting. L / Corporal
McMahon 1s attached to the Hampshire Regiment at Rawalpindi
as an aspirant for a commission.
K Section have started training quite early this year in view
of an early move on a Cook's tour of Lahore, Kasur and Ambala.
Owing to the warmth which is still evident at midday, the poor
creatures of this Section can be dimly discerned creeping around
to their stores in the faint glimmer of " first light " and to the
tune of the wailing notes of a very unwelcome reveille-and all
this to prevent them getting sunburned.
Some of the families have returned from their sojourn in higher
climes and are jolly glad to be back home, I guess-even though
hubby has a few rnanceuvres to do. We are glad to see them,
at any rate, for as a rule when they are away " nothin' ever
'appens down our way."
Section tennis competitions for the Murray cup are just about
tn be played off, and as this is the first time that tennis has been
ab'e to figure, it should prove interesting.
At the swimming bouts in Rawalpindi the team of Kong, our
swimmin~ expert (of which we told last month) had no luck,
though they enjoyed the fun of the show. They graciously conceded all the orizes to othe rs more worthv.
There is so little else to write about until the educational
examinations are finished next week that you must guess the rest.
Finis.-1£ ye have faith-and a couple of lorries-ye shall remove mountains.
0

Another effort. even more mad than the last-again probably
di closing " the blokes wh.1t works in our firm."

Extract from " The Daily Wire," -bublished October 3211d, 1 82.
A well attended concert was thrown in the Signals The-ayt r
last Friday (pay day) and the proceeds amounted to the sum o
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Rs. 1 (bad), 2 annas (ditto), three Scissor coupons and lhree
cheers. The programme ran as follows and was all supplied by
local talent and M.B.
Overture--" Drummond Fife."
Song- Maxwellton Braes . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . Ditchfield
ong- The Lost Cord ...... ... .. ... .... ........... ...... ....... Stringfellow
Monologue- My Sprinting Days ...... .... ..... ........ .......... ... Spru1 t
Recitation- Bishop Hano ............. ..... .............. ......... ... ..,. .Dean
Song- Wi.lson Grow Old .... ............ ....... .... ......... ...Whitehead
Song- Robert'son Parade ......... .... ...... .. .. .......... Shuffiebottom
Song-On the banks of the Shannan ...... ...... .... .. ...... Bens'son
Recitation- The Flying Scott ........ .. .... ....... ..... .. .... ..... .Burns
Song-Thain is my heart alone ..... ...... .... ... .... .. .. ... ... .Howard
Monologue-He Robs-on Sight .... ..... .. , ... .. ... ............ .... Starling
Chorus-I Pask By Your Window ......... ...... .... ... ..... ...... Mason
Interval.
Recitation-The Murderers .. ....... ...... ....... .. .. ... ... ... .... ...Angus
Tips (Duet}-How to keep a door shut ......... Boltcn and Barrett
Song-Manning a Boat .. .. .... .... ...... .. .... ... ....... ......... ........ Bow
Duet-The Match Makers ... ... ...... .. .. .. .. .... ... Bryant and Hayes
Recitation- Who was Jim Harrison? ... ... .... ......... .. ... Molyneux
Chorus-Whither Bound, Cos-Tell-Oh? ........... .R.O.T.B. Choir
Monologue--Stick to your Game ...... .... .............. ... ... ... ... Leach
Song- Anybody here seen Kelly? ..... .. ... ... .. ...... ...... .. .Murphy
Recitation-Bax-ter the Wall ..... ............. ... .... .. Gunn and Steel
Monologue--The Black Boxer .... .. .. ... .. .. ... ...... ...... ..... .Johnson
Community-Hark the Yerrell'd Angels Sing
(The first Newell) ....... ... ...... : .. .. ......... .. .. ..Led by Humm
The Ball was kept rolling until 23.62, and all present (sober)
showed their appreciation in the usual way (damages still being
assessed). Lost : two Signals, last seen proceeding towards the
gymkhana ground, bearing a sack (?) .
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A Corps Signals, Karachi.
October.
General.-lt' ll be the best oart of two months before these
notes appear in print, so those people who suffered heart-burnings at the meagre allotment of passages for the November boat
may either (in the snugness of their Blig:hty homes) be able to
draw their armchairs a trifle closer to the fire and read on or
(in the bareness of their Karachi bungalows) spring from under
their mosquito nets, throw these lines out of the window, and
soldier on for a bit longer in India. What a blow, though!
only one passenger for the " Christmas dinner at home " boat.
What did we do to deserve this? Still, don't worry ; remember,
we have the best messing in India.
Boxing.-We entered five boxers, L / Coq:>I Rymer and Signalmen Bradbury, Sokell, Lovell and Barlow, for the Royal Sussex
Regiment's show, and they all won-Rymer, Sokell and Lovell
by kncck-outs, too! This augurs well for our retaining the
Western Command team championship.
Our Stadium is again stagin~ the Western Command individual
and team champir-nships. They are an assured success, both
from a boxing and financial point of view.
Swimming.- As is often the c:1se, the casual mention of a
subject brings forth quite a lot of comment. The accomplishments of certain of our Lido enthusiasts. mentioned a couple of
months ago. have been more than surpassed. Mrs. Bayliss now
speaks in miles-not strokes. Mi s C. B-- informs us that she
has had three new hats since that time. and the R.S.M. (with
fatherly pride) lets it re known that danrhter Jean was first in
the 150 yards PCe at her sch~ol champicnships, in addition to
carting the two lengths champior>ship Cll!' and prize for the best
style. Father is lavish in his praise of her trainer, Sigmn R. V.
Clark.
At the inter-Section swimming:. some ~ood performances were
put up. As a "Scotch mist." I'll refrain from comment, but the
Crocks deserve to be con<>ratulated on the;r win. Sigmn Walker's
attempt to obey the R.S.M's order to stc-!' {whilst in mid-air).
Mrs. Hawthorne's cake, and Wally Dan!'crfield's tactics (size
12's) were the outstanding event~ of the afternoon.

Excuse.- Th1 month ee us lo e tw enty-four of th e old hands
to U.K. and the Arm y Reserve. We wi h them the best in
civilian life. In conjunction wi th the prepa ration for the unit 's
Quetta scheme, they must be blamed for a shortness of notes
this month.
S.W.B.

6th Field Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Lucknow.
Mcnday 10th September:
Cenel'al.- Sincc our last contribution to THi:: WIRE, the Section
has endured its first summer on the Plai ns under very difficult
conditions but with most excellent results. Being very short of
men throughout the summer, those of us remai ning in the station
have each had double work to do, but it has been done without a
single case of illness- which is indeed a credit to all.
The horses no doubt, have noticed some difference in the
climate of L~cknow after spending their lives in the cold of
Quetta but even they have stood up to the heat and have been
favour~bly commented upon by the veterinary office r during his
recent inspection.
Moves.- Sigmn Skcllon left us in April to undergo a course of
instruction for D.ii. despatch rider, but evidently. he prefers
Meerut to Lucknow and his place has been filled by S1gmn Forrest
from Mcerut, whose stay we all hope will be a long and happy
one.
Sport. - This is rather at a standstill just now as most of our
expert hockey players are undergoing technical training in Meerut
or in the hills ; but as we are now the proud owners of a football,
every effort 1s being made to teach the 1.0.R.s the art of soccer.
They all seem delighted with the new game, and each Tuesday
evening we all turn out in full force to wage war agamst the 18th
A.T. Company.
Training.-During the first half of the h ill season Signalman
Jenner did his stuff by obtaining his B.ii. o / s, and now Signalmen
McFarlane, Ryan and Thorpe are in Chakrata swatting for their
' extra annas. We hope they will return to us full of knowledge
and with a higher income.
In addition to the three B.O.R.s awav on courses, we also have
several I.O.R.s in Meerut under training and others on leave,
but the few of us left behind are all " toughs " and manage quite
well. Even the horrors of new vehicles cannot get us down, and
we long for the day when we can pull in alongside the Div. to
give them a close-up view of some pukka tope wallahs.
PIP.
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The long-tal ked-of bung.1low is nea rmg completion. The contrac tor ;_i nd .his l?ca l boys wil l ha ve to pu t m all th ey know.
E_v crythm g is bern g pressed int o ser vice, even up to 1 o p.m.
n ightly.
Entertainments. - The 13th October marks the opening dance
o~ th e season, and one wonders who is going to hold the first
gi rl: l 'spect _Young Howard will take some keeping back. We
hop~ that th is and subsequei:it dances. will be as good as las t
yea r _s efforts. Other entertamments mclude dog fights , mice
huntmg and gulfin g.
~ports.-No footba ll _ga mes have been played th is mon th,
owmg to our depletion m numbers, but the firs t round of lhe
Bectham cup takes place shortl y. Practice games are bemg
played on l\IJurree '.s brown (sorry I I mean ground).
One exc1tm g cricket match was played against our old friend s
the M.~.S : • and we were bea ten into the bargai n. It wasn't too
bad a licking, fo r we ~nly losl by a small margin of runs, and
ev<:: ryone seemed to enjoy the game. But who was the " 50 expe rt " who so . easily lost his firs t digit ?
T ennis 1s still very popular .in the Section, and games of a
Wimbledon .nature are bemg witnessed ni ghtly. The popularity
1s so contagious that none other than the fa mous Seth has been
att racted to the arena ~o uphold the prestige of the S.M. Since
the closmg of _Chauta1r Camp, several ladies have graced the
courl with their presence, and Geordie seems to be sweet on a
dame (pr int er' s error-game).

A Corner of Gul Kach Fort.

Fort Sandeman Detachment.

Zhob Signal Section, Loralai.
Ceneral.- As the cold weather approaches, the jackals come
closer and closer, and the kuttahs crouch under the charos with
a pukka sweat on. (Note: These terms can be interp~eted at
any N.A.A.F.I. pub; so, young soldiers, get your hands in.)
Whilst on the subject of sweats (fever), we are glad to record
that no further cases have occurred this month. In consequence,
we are obliged to extend our sy¥npathies to the Sandeman gang.
Judging by results, it would appear that they are the prize meat
for the skitters.

"Catterich Castle," Fort Sandeman.

Obituary.- Wc deeply regret to announce the death of Bachha,
a valued long-faced friend of the 0 .C. and held m high esteem
by a number of th e <;:orps m India. His tragic death, due to a
ruptured stomach, will be greatly felt by those of D Mounted
Co~pany . S.TC. (India) who knew him, G Signal Section 1st
Indian D1v1s1onal Signals, and last {but not least) by his first
master and trainer, Captain R. H. Hooper, M.B.E.
Tail-piece.- Here's to the next bulletm.
PHILLIP.

Cul Kach Fort on the borders of Baluchista11 ancl Waziristan.

Examinatio_n s. - Threc of our noble company have departed
to S~ndeman 111 quest of that elusive " fust " and in the hope
of p1ckmg up enough tips to enable them to scrounge sufficient
marks. Reports from Fort Sandeman are conflicting, but our kids
arc hopeful, a_nd the Q.M. has already indented for a special
supply of outsize tepees, as well as special sweaters to wear until
after the results are published. Still, here's wishing them the
best of luck.
Hospital.- Signalmcn Franks and Tavlor E. are keeping one
another company in the B.M.H. Quet:a. The whole Section
wi hes tl~em a speedy recovery. We sent Fortes in to cheer them
up and give them the latest gup.
Arrivals. - Corpl Thelma Todd and cats from Hindubagh.
L / Corpl .Burke .from leave (U.K.). We hope he enjoyed his
stay at Stbt station. He seems •to like sojourning at that salubrious spot. What's the attraction, Charbie? We ·hooe the wife
doesn't get to hear of these goings-on. The O.C. can·t provide
additiona l mar.ied accommodation these days.
Congratulations.-The whole Section heartily congratulates
B Corps Signals on winninP, the Durand cup at Simla. We hope
to sec them rep at this performance next year. How about a
snap or the team Ill T1..rn• WlfUl?
Further Congratulations. - To Sigmn Shields on getting a
Curther tour in the Zhob (I should like to .sec his pa s-book now).

.
Friday 28th September.
By the Way.- After leavmg WIRE notes to the last minute, our
regular scnbe Buck Taylor (222) has pushed off into hosoital and
left me respoi;isib.le. It is hardly crjcket, y'know, but f may let
Buck creep with It, because he has been after a soell in dock for
a long time. He proceeded to the B.M.H. Quetta with a nasal
com~laint, and I have heard from a good source that an operation 1s more than likely. Let's hooc the old trunk does not commence to sprout after its treatme~t. because there is only room
for one like mine in the Section.
Movements.-:-L / Corp! Howard (with. only a f~w days to go
for the boat), S1gmn Constantme (with his tall stones) and Sigmn

A Day's "

hootmi: "
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\Va:1nslc111 b)• u1~u:b<'rs of tl1e Zliob

Sig11al Sectio11.
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Johnson (with that " only four more tomato seasons " look)
;irnved from Lorab1 for ;i few days schooling prior to the first
cla examination. The onlv trouble about this extra swotting
is that the school hours nrc. between 1 .~.00 and 16.00 hours- a
period when all good soldiers should be crouchi n11;- and loud
mo. ns may be h ard when the scholastic shuffle of the student
announces their return and awakens the leamed and those who
think the first is toe ca y. Let us wish them luck, and hope that
the time will come when thev will be able to flaunt their ceroficates before the eves o( thos~ who crouch.
L Corpl Smith ·and Sigmn Johnson move to the dctachme1~t
at Hindubagh on the 10th October. Signalman Bamber Taylor 1s
remaming at Hinduba!!h for a further riencd of three months .
and on his di charge from hospital Buck T;iylor will complete
the Section. They say that this three months at Hindubagh
takes a bit of doing. but I think that Bam ber and myself will get
through it, because each month is one nearer that six momhs
leave (perhaps I)
Sport.- We have played several games of hockey and football
lately. I witnessed a very good game of football between the
B.O.R.s and the 1/ 7th Gurkhas on the 26th inst. I must give
each of our players full marks for his performance. The result
of the ~ame was a draw of one goal each.
The Fever Stakes.- ] am sorrv to reoort that our n.c.o. i / c
telephones is again in hosoital with malar~a. I am not quite su~e.
but I think this is the fourth time this summer. (Bear up, Dark1e.
old chap! I know it's very hard when_you_ old timers keep getting stung, and we youn~sters creep wtth 1t.) Our Section sergeant is competing very well, and is liable to join Darkie almost
at any minute.
Howler.-A correspondence course has been held for the fellows taking the first.. and I happened to see a paper set by the
n.c.o. i c geography which said: " Geography. Union of South
Africa. See Tobbu·t and Jennings' Army Mathematics, page 46.'.
No wonder we fail I
Tips.- T o Sie;mn Delicate, Egypt Signals: The Rams beat
Sunderland. What about swimming home for a week-end next
year? Six months to go. Pheep.
)AYCEE APOZAI.

Hindubagh Detachment.
First of all. for those people who are not privileged to v1s1t
this pleasure reso rt, I will endeJvour to describe the Hindubagh.
Riviera. T o the north you see imposing barbed wire and the
renowned hills of Baluchistan. In the morning (at a reasonable
time, o( course) with the sun shining on them, they look marvellour.; in the evening, with the red and blue sky, shades of
darkness. etc., they look indescribable. The same to the east
and west. To the· sourh, more barbed wire and hills.
lnspectiom:.-Our O .C. paid us a flying visit: he flew in,
flew up in the air. and flew out again. Phew ! Bu t the O.C.
had to admit on the kit inspection that there was nothing wrong
with mv laces.
We a.re pleased to hear that our O.C. is fully recovered fro m
his recent serious illness.
Arrivals.- Two ··he's" for our Thelma's cat-naturally, as
" she'! " arc keot down to a minimum here. Thelma's cat was
only allowed to come here after the O.C. had looked up her
records and threatened her with a posting if she did not come
up to scratch. She's been sc ratching ever since!
Reminder. -To those who wish to send anv bills, debts, etc.
The Section now consists o( Corp! (Thelma) Todd and Signalmen Taylor (off the map Mexborough), Cotton the famous Nazi,
and Donnelly (made his name at Quetta). Natu rall y, by the
time these notes are published we shall have been posted.
Things We Never Hear.- " I do wish our O.C. would come!"
Things We Do Hear.- " He' s the worst ..... ooerator, and
the officer who gave him his ratmg should be cashiered."
We are startmg an ooerator's fund to improve the standard of
l1vm11:. Cheques may be crossed, but only with one line. Remember to sign your name.
Finis.- ( wish I could write all that is in my mind. but the
Ed11or states 1hat soace 1s limited to so many ems.
W(, w1~h a speedv recovery 10 Signalmen Franks and Taylor E.
at present m B.M.H . Quetta.
SPARKS.

4
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. 2 Company.

September.
General. - ln the very near future (about a fortnight or so)
o. _ Company will commence Section training. The majority
of us look forward to that time for manv rea ons- chieAv because
al that time of the year the weather has cooled off co1;siderably
and sometime there is a genuine English nip in the air, and
also because 1t provides a change from the rather monotonous
routine o( the summer period.
F Section are due to join their Brigade at Jhansi early in October, and with that exception it is very likely that the rest of us
will spend Christmas in Meerut.
Oeparture.- Sigmn Forrest to Lucknow.
Congratulations.- To U I L I Corp I Spriggs on obtaining that
rank.
Agony. - Sigmn Walker (late K.O.Y.L.I.) would like to hear
from Sigmn Smith 90. Sigmn Lewis would appreciate a letter
R.A.C.
from Sigmn Crouch.
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There is plenty of ~port wh en ~he weather permits. This
offers a great opportu~1ty for meeting old friends and making
new ones m th~ V?flOUS mfantry units, for all detachments
sha re a common mst1tute, and in the case of officers and senior
n.c.o.s, a common mess.
. The routine of families moving up to and down from the hills
1.s .worthy of _n ote. Government transport is not available, for
1t is not permitted to use the hill road ; and although the famihes are earned up by the contractor's lorries, their heavy baggage
con:es up by_ mule cart and of course takes a ncnod of days to
arrive. Fam1hes . must therefore preoare the · baggage so· that
absol utely essen~1al items can be oacked in, say, one box which
~~n be t_ak~.n w1~h them _on th~ whole journey, and thev must
ca~p m
U!1t1l the arrival ot the heavy baggage. The same
applies to the JOurney down. Heavy baggage leaves three days
ahe:ad of the fan;11hes_. and they must exist on the minimum
which can be pacKed m a small space to accompany them down
on the contractor's lorries.
·
To date the Compan_y has not seen the whole of the usual
splendour of the hill views, as . the monsoons are still with us
and clouds cover the distant views and hills-a nd us as well
'
for that matter.
Arrivali:.- On the 21st August we welcomed C.S.M. E. Grad den from Meerut, p_o sted to. No. I Company from Rawalpindi.
We hope his stay with us will be a very pleasant one.
l'.R.

No. I Company, Chakrata.
SundJy 9th September.
General.- We must apologise for the absence of notes iast
momh. Excuses bemg bad form in the Army, we offer none.
The Company, less a few det<1ils (on command and at Meena).
are liv;ng serenely in their new summer resiclence at Chakrataa change from Raniket. which has uo till now been our annual
hill station-and are delving into the finer points of technical
traini ng to qualify for hi gher ratings and to uphold the reputation of the Signals in the next mana:uvres .
Ar. all hill stations are not alike. a brief description of Chakrata will not be out of place in these notes, to enable Signals in
orher stations to comoare results, and for the orobable future
residents of the station (at present on the souar·e in the Depot
or servinl?i with units at home) to form some idea of what the
place is hke.
From Meerut, the journey is in two stages: train from Meerut
to Debra Dun. and route march from the foothills to Chakrata.
Th(, march i about 57 miles and is divided into four stages, with
rest camps at the intermediate stations of J umnapore, Kalsi and
Siaah. The road is almost level until Kalsi is reached, and from
thi r. point no heavy traffic is allowed ancl milit ary transport in the
shape o( six-wheelers does not go beyond it.
Most noticeable about Chakrata and the scenery en route from
Dehra Dun is the amount o( grass on the hills, the quantity of
flowing water in the stre~ms, ;md the absence of trees: not
unlike the Su ssex Downs in comparison. but of course on a much
grander scale. The slopes just below Chakrata are tree-covered.
but pines are not very much in evidence, the Indian oak being
the major flora of the district- vastly different from the wide
panorama of the pine-clad hills of the Ranikhet and Murree
districts.
The station is div ided into two areas: Chakrata along the
knife-edge ridge on one side at a height of 7'iOO feet above sea
level, ancl Kailana on a hill top on the other side. about r :j/4 miles
from Chakrata. Kailana is visible from Chakrata, and (Ylussorie
can also be seen on a clear day. Clear days, however. are rare,
and here among the hills and mists th·.·. No. 1 set comes into its
own as a means of rapid communication.
The road from the Plains enters the station at Chakrata Gate,
at a point where a narrow spit of land (Kailana Neck) connects
the two areas.
At present, the military population consists of detachments
from the various infantry stations on the Plains in the United
Provinces.
Electricity i~ not available, and the onlv olace where it is used
is the improvised talkie theatre. in which oriv;ite olants run the
proiec.tors. AH th e same . Chakrata is well lit .;,,ith pet romax
ancl oil lamps Ill the bungalows. Water is laid on bv pipe rhni..g~1
all bungalows and is good and plentiful.
·
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7th (Medium) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
Monday 10th September.
General.- Nothing unusual has happened this month, and
my_notes have to be made up from a few miscellaneous jottings
which don't look very promising.
A couple of . weeks ago I saw a rather good display of snake
charmmg outside the Section. bungalow. I took a few snaps.
a couJ;>le of which I am sendmg to the Edttor for publishing if
he thmks them goo~ enough to be of general interest. Black
cobras can be seen 111 each of the snaps. This snake-charmer
had about five black cobras, each four to five feet long. Dl!rmg the display . one cobra got a little out of hand and scattered
the lot of us , mc~udm~ the lads who were telling us that the
snakes had no poison m their fangs.

An Indian Snake Charmer.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Sunday 7th October.
General.-Ganges c~nal mon ter! . There is!1 't one, really :
~ut the Loch Ness variety havmg retired, there 1s an aching void
Ill the news columns-and after all, one must make a start somehow.
Having ~hus successfully (I hope) attracted your attention, let
m~ break it to you gently th_at I have nothinP, much to tell you
this mo!1th. "W_e have survived the Brigadier's insoection, the
T.A.B. moculauon. the rains and summer. and knocked another
month off those three score vears and ten .
One iten: o( interest to impart is the svlendid achievement of
B C.arps S1 ~na~s football team in winning the Durand cup. Fol~ow1~g. a! 1~ did. A Corps reachmg the final of the all-India boxmg, It certamly has put the Corps on the map. Congratulations,
B Cor9s !
Revivals. - Pardon ! I meant arnvals. Coroorals Thomson and
The extra time taken by the boat in
commg out was due to the number of calls it made in the
Med1~erranean, and I am asked officially to contradict the rumour
that 11 was delayed through being overweighted.
Mu1~dy from U.K. leave.

Promotions.:-Mohammed D in, svce clas ii. to class i. (see
Blue Book, page 76: Modifications f~r India).
. Hank .- See Proverbs xxvii. 2 and xxix. 1. Having been as
1t were only locum te11e11s, I do not wish to mvolve the permanent i_n cumbent. in a _lengthy argument. However, to answer your
ouenes. I am m neither c_a tegory and work for a living. Apropos
those horses of yours which do d ft. 6 m.: why bring uo the e
ev_eryday occurrences? Also. :alkin~ about th~t ten- thousand
miles per annum, it is _i n "The Code of Grippers" (a work in
preparation) that a gripper who know his work will always
keep w1thm . the bounds of probability. Finally, many thanks
for your criticism. When I wrote those notes I'd no idea that
anyone would read them. and it is nice to get in touch with
one's public. Heil!
Transfers.-Sigmn Payne S. R. to the Indian Army Ordnance
Corps.
Lost.-One green parrot. Will finder kindly return to Sergt
Fee, rd Indian D ivisional Signals ?
. Found.- Onc blue parrot. Owner may have same on applica tion to Sergt Fee. 3rd Indi an Divisional Signals.
Curtain.-Not before time.
NoN-NUNQUAM.
SOUTHERN COM 1HA

Note the " Ncckla.:e " of Snakes.
Congratulations.- To Sergt Lynham C. on pulling full rank.
Chess . Moves.- The l.1 1cst, heard when a player was tryin g
to explam the various moves that each piece make : ·· Castle ·
move literally and laterally."
H EAP.

D ........................ I

DIA N ARMY.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
Friday 21 t September.
Ou r theme song 111 thi~ unit continues to be " lnd1a111 auon. ·•
The happy littl band of twelve odd signalm n till conunu ,
however, to do guards and thurche until such 11mc a the
duties arc lndianised. These men. together with about twenty
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n.c.o. • nil manage to keep the n.im;: of the 4th Dtvtsional Signals on the map. and considering our rival competitors (may
we be cxcu cd for saying so) do ir rather well. V.ery oon we
wall be making the numbers even less, as our dashmg [).R.s arc
to be posted shortly. Changes are taking place almost every
week.
Our commanding officer, Major D. A. Brown. M.C., 1s still
away on Blighty leave, but rejoins us very soon. Licut-Q.M. Jones
return three weeks later. Our .idjutant leaves us soon to take
over command of the 2nd Cavalry Signal Troop, Sialkot. We
hope both he and Mr . Younie will ,have a happy time in their
new station. Lieut Vulliamy recently joined us from Jubbulpore
and is our pre ent adjutant. We are glad to welcome him and
arc very pleased that he has dug himself in with us, particularly
m the hockey team.
Old 4th Divites will recall with pleasure our triumph in winning the Bishop Whitehead cu9 fo~ hockey. We arc agam
turning out a very fine team who ptomise to keep the cup 111
our possession. Already they have done well, beating D Company North Staffs and N Battery R.H.A. The latter was a
very well earned victory for us. Having drawn with the Bat•
tcry at 2-2 in a hard going game. the replay was won by 3--<>
goal . The game was very excitmg. Everyone worked hardeven the spectators supporting 4th Div.-and the fon'.'ards and
half-backs pressed continuously . The Gunners found 1t hard to
get past our backs, and when they did, well-to sum it up,
Wood (our goalkeeper) seemed as though he couldn't do wrong.
It would not be out oE place, for the special benefit of those
who helped to win the cup last year, to record the team. Forwards. Signalmen Wells A. F. and MacQuire J.. L / Corpl Barnett G .. M.M., Sigmn Johnson H. and Corp! Hawkes W. ; halfbacks, Coro! Watterton L., L / Sergt Co9p D. and Lieutenant
Vulliamy E.; backs, Sie;mn Constantine and Lieut Pargeter H.;
goalkeeper, Signalman Wood R. C. F.
The results of the semi-fina l and fina l will be duly recorded
next month.
~ec taon trammg has started, the only B.O.R.s afl:ected bemg
m A Section. J Section 1s complete with Indian ranks and the
D.R.s also, four Sikhs and one Do11ra having just iomed the umt.
ow for more departures. Ser~t Damell and bm1ly !eh us
for Quetta. Th is seems tough, but maybe he will manage to
settle down some day, and m any case ·we were all sorry to see
them go.
Our one and onlv Peter j. (Sigmn !uglis P. j. E.) also left for
a tour of duty with the Army Signal School. Poona. Actually,
he has been posted to 3rd Indian Divisional Signa ls. Meerut.
Goodbye and good luck. May you still manage to dodge guards,
old soldier.
I forecast the departure of L / Corpl Jones and family, L / Corpl
Howard and Signa lmen Williams and Johnson-all D.R.s-very
soon. May they all find congenial billets.
Our scholars continue to " skoll " and will no doubt sweep
the board this October. making our percentage of firsts nearly
one hundred.
The Evolution of a Cricketer.- Oncc upon a time in the
land oE Ind there served an illustrious demi-god in the Corps
which is Signals. And it came to pass that after several trials
in the game which is called cricket, at which his failure to smite
the ball had become a byword, there was born in his heart a
fierce desire to excel in this not-so-easy game.
He did bestir himself and hied unto a merchant Punga, who
laved in the city of Bad which is in Secundera, and from the
crafty Punga he did purchase not a bat, but the blade only of a
bat. £or havmg seen the slogan " Hand-hammered " on the bat
oE Bradman, he did think to hammer it himself. Next he did
obtain the hammer, a round instrument of steel covered with
leather. Nightly did he belabour the bat. Yea. at sunrise and
at sunset were the sounds of bat hammering to be heard , and
also during the period that is for tiffin. And it came to pass
th:it. with much hammering and application of balm and oils.
the bat began to show promise of a good grain, and the look of
JOY on his face was good to behold . "Truly," he thought,
" with such a bat, a man of strength will surely reach unto th e
three-figure core which 1s 1he practice of the cracks. and such a
111.10 am I, for I am fit."
He next bethought hunsel( to get some practice in the use of
the bat. And 1t happened that there was in the store which is

for sports a bat which was old. And he did borrow th e bat
which was old: and three stumps. or a wicket, which were: also
old: and a ball. He did suffer the little chokras to come unto
him, and upon the bestowal of alms the little chokras did consent to play with him the game which is called cricket.
And there began, in the lines of the Div. which is the 4th,
;i daily spectacle which caused much mirth and became the subject of many and varied jokes, for he did gather the chokras
together each evening and commanded that they bowl unto him
whilst he tood at the stumps, or wicket. with the bat which
was old. But in that motlev crew of children was one called
Jahhny, who could bowl a ball which was true. And verily did
he spread the wicket of the demi-god. not once but many times.
And the chagrin of the demi-god was indeed a sight for !amen·
tation. But let it be said of him that he did persevere, though
nightly was his wicket spread by Jahhny to the accompaniment
of the subdued chuckles of delight from the men that were in
the Div. which is called 4th. Truly, a warrior with so much
foreign service should have known better.
And now let us anticiPate events. The first match of next
cricket season draws nigh. The demi-god, owing to the fact
that he possesses a private bat, is automatically placed in the
team. It ii- good to see him with a glint of " do or die " in
his eye. Woe is me, oh warrior, that your fall should be so
heavy.
And it came to pass that the time came for the demi-god to
show his mettle. Well and trulv did he truss himself with
sundry pads and gloves. and evei1 donned a funny pattern of
headgear which he had been told that cracks wear. And the
silence was unbroken when he drew forth the bat from its silken
case. Truly an impressive figure he made as he took his stance
at the stumos. or wicket. But let it be known to you all that
the bowler was one oE no mean repute, and one who could do
peculiar things with a ball. So be it. And the patriarchs sit•
ting around fully realised that this was a real battle of skill
against skill. The ball which was thrown first decided the
battle. It looked easy. but alas! it was not easy enough for our
warrior and his bat of bats. For he did open his shoulders and
smite lustily at the moving sphere with that peculiar stroke
which cuts the grass, but lo! the ball seemed to spin and leap
off his bat, finally to destroy the geometric setting of wicket and
bails .
So ends the story of a cricketer.
ANON.

Camp.- The Section leaves its co_sy corner in Jubbulpore next
nh?nkh ~or camp _at Andora , and so 1f we do not appear in prmt
t m o · us out m the blue. I was i:oing to say where men ar~
men.• etc., ~ut as I hear of men bemg men and marches bein
ea rned O';!t m the hot s~n in th_e neighbourhood of Catterick an~
the Sc?tt1sh .b order, I will refram a~d simply ask you to think of
ush as mdulgmg m all .the pleasantries of ca1119 life and marches
w ere the sun really 1s hot.
_Things We Hear.- lmagine ~1oans, screams, screeches, and
Kmg _Kong !et loose, and you wall have some slight idea oE the
alarmmg noises we have h_eard lately. To a person not in the
know they are yery alarmmg, especially on a dark night. Bue
the old hands .~amply sigh and murmur "Our John's wireless ;
do not.. wor_ry.
I do not, however, agree with this " do not
~orry
attitude. ~~en a. new hobby gets such a grip on that
it. caus_es one to twirl 1magmary dials in one's sleep, I think it's
high tame someone ,<;tarted to worry.
·
This Really . Happened.- One oE the lads came in to breakfast, helped himself to ~ slic~ of bread, carefully buttered it,
and with one sweep of his knife cut the inoffensive slice in two
and doubled it ove~, making a sandwich thereof. Another of
the lad~ change~ this carefully made sandwich for one with no
butter m the middle; _a nd~ believe it or not, the first mentioned
lad proceed_ed to eat It wuhour noticing the difference. When
he had fimshed, the buttered bread was returned to him and
h~ expressed considerable surprise .at seeing the sandwich in
his hand when he had only JUSt fimshed eating it I But to put
trye lad on it all, when he was asked a little later if he had eaten
has brea~ and butter, he replied " Yes, and I ate the dry bread
and rotti as well." It really is funny what love can do eh
•
Rudy?
'
. Births.-Congratulations to Sergt and Mrs. Penfold on the
birth of a daughter, Auclrey Patricia, at Jubbulpore on 20 / 8 / 34 .
Sergt Penfold states that he has been playing cards all his life
but this 1s the first nop hand he has picked up.
'
THE DEPUTY.

IN
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G Troop, Cavalry Divl. Signals, Helmieb, Cairo.
Thursday 11th October.
. General_.- The past month has been spent in windmg up individual trammg b~fore th.e Troop . training commences. L/Corpl
Hart_ley gamed his d.~ss 1. electnc1an fitter, and Sigmn Breed has
classified e.f. class 111. as an extra trade. Both are to be congratu lated.
Educati~n.-We .ha"'.e five people sitting for their first class
at the commg ex~mmat1on. Keep pegging away, people; it' all
good for the bram box.

Schemes.- We had a nice little trip to Moascar last month .
C.Q.M.S. Emsley took three Leylands and our Austin down there
both as .a break from individual training and a test for the car;
aft~r b~mg _ overhauled. We spent our tame in testing cars and
sw1mmmg m the Suez Canal, and we much preferred the latter.
We '.1lt~che_d ourselves to the Royal Scottish Fusiliers, and their
hospitality 1s one of the pleasant memories we have of this trip.
W~ had schemed to make Steve "volunteer" for a compulsory
swim, but the ~ang deserted at the wrong time, so we have yet
to see Steve domg the crawl.
Co~mand . ~mall Arms Meeting.-We have been working
hard m .pract!smg for the Command Rifle Meeting, and to our
great satisfaction we managed to win the small units rifle matchthe event we were very keen on winning. Great credit is due
to the tea~ for the. really keen way in which they tackled the
hard ':"ork l!lvolved m the preparation for this match, but everybo~y is feelmg no~ that all the trouble was worth while. This
umt was twenty-eight strong at the time of shooting. When it
1s remembered that we were competing against units such as the
Royal Engineers and R.A.0.C., who muster two or three hundred at least, there is some small excuse for us if our hats fit
a little tightly. In addition , this is the first cuo that this Troop
has won, so don't be too hard on us.
In passing, we cannot speak too highly of the 12th Royal
Lancers, the regiment to which we are attached. They have

Wr1H

F Signal Section, Juhhulpore.
Tuesday 11th September.
General.- The Section's contribution to THE WIRE must, I
am sorry to say. start with two regrets this month. In the first
place, we have lost our O.C. (Lieut E. L. L. V ulliamy) who has
been posted to the 4th Div. at Trimu!gherry. We are sorry to
lose you, sir, and sincerely hope thalj, your stay in your new
station will be a long and enjoyable one. And here I cannot
help using that old phrase, " Our loss is someone else's gain."
Secondly, our regular scribe (Sigmn Hennell) is .~ti ll in hospital
and Razor ir. still pining away. Never mind. Hank ; the boat
gets nearer just the same.
Point to Point.- The 15th Field Brigade held the Monsoon
po;nt to point races last Saturday. the 8th inst .. and although
we had four entrants the success which attended our efforts in
the handy hunter (reported last month) completely deserted us.
SerJ!t Penfold. riding Bess in the senior n.c.o.s race, put up
a f!ood show. but for once Bess was not u9 to the heavy going
and on ly succeeded in gaining fourth place. Corpl Pooke on
Barney was doing very well until the horse thought the quickest
way past a jump was round it instead of over it, which idea
lost him a lot of ground, but in sPit<: of this he caught up and
was fourth past the winning post~
In the Gunners race our representatives a11:ain had bad luck.
Sigmn Wright found a larl!'e ·hole all to himself and remained
restinv. therein unti l halE the Brigade went to null him out.
The horse. being refreshed after its e:ood rest, d~cided to have
a run round on its own and bolted, which put Rudy completely
out of it. Siitmn Hulme had a good lead with only three fences
to go, when the notorious Floss found she had had enough. It
war. a wonclerful refusal, bringing 1hc rest of the field to a
standstill. They soon got ~oing again. however. le.iving Ginger
crooning that old ditty " You went away and left me all alone."
We are now hoping for better luck next time.
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given u every a sistance possible, mostly of a practi~al naturcuch ar providing officer ro go on . the ranges while we were
pract1 mg. And h re must be mentioned Mr., Spark , ~r. Kennard and Mr. Willis, who h loed us with hmts at1d nps from
their own experience. Mr. Lawrence was also much to the fore
here. We arc· much indebted to the Colonel and Major McCreery.
The 12th Royal Lancers won the cup for machine gun and
revolver, the two weapons with which rhev arc armed. The
Bn adier, in his prize giving . !Jeech , said rhat the 12th Royal
Lmcers could take the machme gun cup away with them. They
have won 11 three times running and five umes during the last
eight years.
.
.
This regiment is a first class ~hooun~ u1~ 1t. and .a ny success
we have gained is due solely to them. We would like them to
know that we realise this fact. We are all sorry that they are
leaving Egypt this year. They will be relieved by the 11th
Hussar from T1dworth.
Leave.- The wife of our Foreman-of-Signals has returned to
Egypt after three months leave in England. We hope that she
has enjoyed her holiday and is glad to be back.
M.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Whitfield Barracks, Kowloon, 11th Sept.
General.-Owing to an unforeseen happening-a drop of good
weather- I missed sending any notes last month, as I got out
while the going wa good. Since the 3rd Aug~st the weather
has been beyond reproach, bur July was wet 111 the extreme,
16.5 inches of rain falling in four weeks. The Water Board
assures us that there will now be no water shortage, a fact which
gives small satisfaction to some of the locals who can manage
quite well on beer.

A Vie w fro111 the Bungalow.
A germ sown in the Depot Battalion a few years ago has taken
root in this Section. and one or two of our younger set are now
sporting manlv moustachios. L / Corp! Grundy of the R.A.S.C.
was also partiv responsible. as he al ready has a beauty--only
six months old, to.o. At the time of writin~ things are becoming a little strained and only the fittest survive. fd Grnnda
leads the field, with Bustv Reynolds second and Ooch and '?1llcy
tieing for a dubious third place . Another month and we II be
able to tell just what they have, and make a JUSt rulmg.
During the last two weeks of August the coolies who live near
the barracks have been holding their annua l whoopee party,
and we have had some rough nights. Last year this stunt laste.d
two nights. This year it has lasted two weeks., so th~re 1s
something to look forward next year. It's quite mterestmg at
first, but as Chinese concerts consist of 99 per cent drum .and
gong banging and_ only 1 per .cent acting, they get rather tedious
after one o'clock 111 the mornmg.
On Saturday 25th August we held an enjoyable " stag " bathing picnic at joss House Bay. O n the 6th September we held
another, chis time at Big Wave Bay, and had an even better nme.
As these two picnics were the only ones we have had this summer, they were much appreciated.
The small units swimming gala was held in the Y.M.C.A.
bath on the 1cch August. It was a great success, but the Section was definitely unlucky this year. Our only success was 111
the twentv-five vards, which L / Coq~1 Rousseau won. He was
also selected to · swim for the small units relay team at the
S.W. B.s sports. S i~mn Cord played for the small units water
polo team in the Garrison knockout.

Bach row : Signalme11 Cha!m ran and fo11es, L I Corbomls Funnell
and Emary .
Front row : Signalme11 Henshaw, Braim a11d Erridge.
Mr. Mamak, . our sports outfitter, has presented the Section
wnh a tennts smgles_challenge cu9 to be comoeted for annually.
the .w111ner to hold 1t for <_llle year and to be 9resented with a
replica. The tournament 1s reported in the Scorts Notes.
.Hockey was com~enced la~t week, when ~e played three
fnendly games. An 1.nter-Secuo~ game was also held, and Corpl
Hodges was_ found h1d111g his light under a file in the C.S.O.s
office. He is now " figgerin " in the unit team. Results of the
matches are rn the Sports Notes.
Exchange and Mart.- We will trade our Buckie and a cure
for Hong Kong feet for a good sewing nnchine and a SCI of
" Wonders of the Wor!d." The cure is a good one.

011 the Beach.
Sig11almen Mills, Martin, Neale, A11~te11 and L Corpl Cross.

Sigmn A. Sharo. Scarborough: Congratulations on the marriage. Was I surprised? Austen.
Barleux: Is there any competition between Ukann Larfe and
" The Fou.ndations of Music " provided by the B.B.C.? Sugg.
Shanghai: Ref. your July " We doff our tiles." The word
virginity " was not used , and that case was one of fiction and
not of fact.. Sugg.
Catterick: Has Les V incent made a hit yet to beat Berlin's
compositions? Ohms enquires.
Howler.-Culled from an R.A. examination paper. "A.A. is
used as a call for an unknown station, and is also used for

rept1tatio11s."

Till next time.

MATA HAR!.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion. Wellington Front, 8th October.
General.-With the arrival of Signalmen Binstead and H awthorn from the 3rd Divisional Si gnals, Bulford, on the 11th September, our numbers are once more back to nonnal.
eedless to
say, we trust their stay on the Rock will be a pleasant one.
. During the forthcoming trooping season we anncipate the arrival of ten other ranks to replace a like number who are due
for repatri~tion to the United Kingdom. It will be seen that
the u111t will be one of almost entirely new faces in 1935.
We are pleased to record the return from leave in the 'Jnited
Kingdom of Captain and Mrs. House. and Sere;t Rankm and
family, during the present month.

Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?

Tlie " Beauty Queen " of Cheung Chau and Lwo ALLenda11Ls.
July was a P_uiet month. Except for the ~rand old man of
the F.E.C. and his rendering of " Have you ever seen a dream
walking?" life would indeed be dull. The Wireless Section is
no longer a shower in his eyes, as one of them put him to bed
one night after the F.E.C. had oassed by en the other side.
The 3cth July saw the end of the Cheung Chau leave periods.
The tnp•· have been voted a great success by all save one, who
would take that banjo. We told him it was supposed to be a
holiday. I'm sending along one or two snaps, and if the Editor
can find room to print them, the draft which is coming out will
have some idea of the kind of leave they will spend next year.
Cheung Chau 1s full of bungalows, and if we can't hire one it
will be iust coo bad,

If not, join now !

Before Lite Attach.
Congrat ~tlnt iJ n s. -To Hee Mc on the air a"am from
orthcrn Ireland. Hope to be seeing you soon, Paddy. I'm sweating
on that place, although I'm not Irish .

Signalmen May and Short, PvLe Klitofsk)', L/ Corp!. Raff erLy ,
Driver Bashford, Signa lmen Lomax , Reynolds and Hensfrnw.

Agonies.- The dollar at 1I6• 4 •
Bill Ferrier, Depot Battalion; Congratubtio11s.
you in January. Jock Cord,

Will be seeing

Your military service will come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the Association helps its Members in
that direction, as shown on page 466.
The subscription is only 2/- per annum.
Aslc your Unit Representat ive for further details.
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Officers.-The first monthly dinner since camp was held on
the 4th October. Twenty-five _officers and their guests attended
and spent a very pleasant evenmg.
Sergeants Mess.- \.\fe held our first dance of the season on
the 6th October, and a really good show it was too Ab
members and friends were present and soent a 'thor~ughl out _250
able evemng.
Y enioyG Congratula.tions. - To Serge:rnts (Blanco) White and Knowles
· Hd.. on bemg awarded the Territorial efficiency medal (the
Ior:g 1stance gong).
'

Births.-T~e stork has been around, and in conseouence we
ln vc to heartily congratulate Sergt and Mrs H II
·h
· I
of un
t'
p·
'A
· a on t e arriva
pe 1te rerre.
ppy days and . . . . . . nights, •Arry !

Air Defence Formations Signals.
56 Regency Street , Westmin ter, S. W .1.
During the past few weeks we have had a series of lectures.
Air Commodore J. B. Bowen, o.B.E., spoke to us on •· Signals
and Aviation," and described with lantern slides the method of
communication used by the Royal Air Force and civil aviation.
We were pleased to welcome on that occasion members of the
Royal Flying Corps Wireless Operators Old Comrades Association.
Mr. 0 . Sallmann chose a rather unusual subject in " War
Stories of Ancient London." The lecture was very entertaining
and provided some little-known information on the tactics of the
early invaders of London. A lecture on " Tactical Problems "
was given by our own commanding officer, and actual situations
were studied with the aid of maps and contours.
The final lecture in the series will be given by Major-General
H. F. Salt, c.B., C.M.G., o.s .o., on "Air Exercises and Air
Defence Training. 19~4." An account of this lecture wi ll appear
in the next issue of THE WIRE.
The social season commenced with a dance held in the drill
hall on Saturday 6th October. This was the first occasion on
which the new · floor was availa ble for dancing. The hall was
brightly decorated, and the evening was a great success. The
entertainment committee worked extremelv hard , and they are
anxious to ensure eouallv successful events in the futu re.
Everything necessary .for an enjoyable evening is now provided, and it only remains for the members of the unit to turn
up with their friends. Dances will be held monthly, and details
H.S.
will appear in Orders.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Brook's Bar, Manchester 16.
We must apologise for the lack of notes during the past month
or two, but it was due to lack of news, as the period between
camp and the beginning of the next season's train ing-in our
case, between Whitsuntide and the 1st November-is a time of
quiet and peace: a lull which precedes great activity.
Our annual prize distribution will take place on Saturday 17th
ovember. The prize list is now published, and the interCompany trophy has been won by No. r Company with 111
points. No. 2 Company 1s runner-up with 110, while No. 3
gained 103.
We congratulate our popular " Quarter " (R.Q .M .S. McVittie
J.) on his promotion to Lieut.-Quartermaster which took effect
from the 19th September. H e will be greatly missed in the
Sergeants Mess.
We regr~t to lose the services of FI Serge McKenzie, who has
retired under the age limit. Mac (as he was known to everyone)
had been with the unit for many years, and was wont to sigh
for the good old days when a soldier could stand at his ten t in
the evening and hear the sounds from the horse-lines-the movement of the horses and the soft clump clump of their hooves.
owadays, when there are no horse lines and no sound, one
sees across the trainme area a line of vehicles looking like a row
of deserted houses silhouetted ~!!ainst the evening sky. One
dreads to think of the next advance oartv without Mac and the
gallons of whitewash he used to mark ou"t the . camp area.
On Sunday 21st October a very interesting ceremony will be
performed at our headauarters: none other than the unveiling
of a War Memorial. This will take the form of a olaaue and
will be m memory of the members of the a2nd (E.L.) Div isional
Signal Company Royal Engineers who gave their lives in the
Great War. This ceremony h.1s a double meaning, for in addi·

tion to commemorating the fallen, it will be the means of teaching the present members of the unit (particularly our younger
people) that they are in the direct line of succession to a body
of men who did their duty in a valiant way, and it is up to all
of us to carry the torch of progress in such a way as to prove
ourselve worthy of their sacrifice. The ceremony will be preceded by a short service at St . John's Church, Old Trafford.
All past members of the 42nd E.L. Divisional Company R.E. have
been invited to take part.
O n Saturday 6th October the W.O.s and Sergeants Mess had
an outing to Blackpool to see the famous illuminations. A cold
wet afternoon was not able to damo the soirits of the members
who boarded the special bus at headquarters. and on arrival at
Blackpool tea was served. Between then and IT .30 p.m., when
supper was ready, the party fully explored the " City of Light,"
and it was a tired but happy bus load which turned towards
home and eventually reached Manchester about 3.30 a .m .
We welcome Lieut L. 0. Oldham on his appointment to this
unit, and hope he will enjoy being with us.
KYM.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.-News is scant this month, so one assumes that
the various scribes who usually produce " local colour " are engrossed in preparing for the opening of the new year on the
first proximo .
The recruits' musketry courses on the various open ranges are
now complete, and at least one Company did not seem to mind
the weather. I was privileged to attend this shoot, and the way
in which the recruits carried on, despite three hours of drenching rain, was proof that they were not going to allow such a
trifle to interfere with the job in hand.
MERCURY.
No. 3 (Plymouth) Company. ·
The annual shoot for recruits was held on the open range at
Tavistock on Sunday 7th October. The day was described by
the Company commander as the wettest he had encountered in
his military experience. The approach to the range is normally
quire marshy, but as a result of the recent excessive rain the
whole area was transformed into a miniature lakeland. Mr.
H erbert, in particular, was very disappointed! In addition to
the discomfort of getting thoroughly soaked, he was forced to
wait a further two hours for his train after arriving back at
Devenport . Naturally, he was more than usually loquacious.
Visit. - We were delighted to renew the acquaintance of Sigmn
McClounan G. G ., late of this Company, who is now in the
Royal Signals and enjoying life. We hope that any others of
ours, now in other branches of t he Services, will not forget that
we are still residing at the old spot and will be deli~hted to sec
them when they may be in this district.
THREECOY.

4 7th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
General.- There is not a great deal to write about this month.
Individual and recruit training, as well as operating and pro•
cedure courses, keep the troops busy on Mondays, Thursdays
and alternate Sundays . The classes are well attended, and it is
hoped that those ta king part will greatly benefit from them.
There were verv few fai lu res when the Trade Boards were held
at the end of the pre-camp lessons. Let's hope everyone will
pass with honours when the present term comes to an end.

. Sport.- We£ l_ost our first football match of this season- but
rt was on 1y a riendly.
Sacial.- We are holdin g an A rm1st1ce
· · carmval
·
dance on the
1ot h November, and a regimental dance on the 2ath. We shall
be pleased to welcome you 1£ you come along. · EFFEMMA.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No.

3

(W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds 2.
. General .- As t~e past month has been a period of rest followrng ca~1p, there 1s. v~ry little material for the notes from this
umt. l h annual D1v1s1onal Command insoection of the ba
k
and quarters to?k place during the month.-for which occasi;~a~h s
permanent staff t?ok over the role of painters with the R.S.M~
as foreman. Their efforts_ hav17 greatly improved the drill hall,
amohg fther places ; and 1f their artistic abilities can be enlisted
111 t e uture, ~ho knows but that D Section's trailer will not
hrn out 111 re_g1mental colours? Anyhow, the exoerience they
_ave gamed might some day p~ove of value when they return to
ctvvy street, for pavement artists are becoming more and more
scarce.
'

Traini~g.-Although ~eneral training for this year is over,
next years policy, as decided upon at a meeting of the officers
hhs been issued. S~veral notJble changes are included, among
t em bemg that Ma;or W. F. Jackson, M.C., T.D. (formerlv o c
No . r_ Company) has ~een placed in charge of the generai tra.in:
mg of the u111t, Captam C. Bray taking over the duties of O C
Company. Lieut A. H. Woodland leaves D Section to t;k~
domdand of the Wireless Section vice Captain Brav. It was also
ecr_ ed at the meetmg that the week-end camps, which last
yeai were so succ~ssful, should be continued next season 011 the
same site at Arthmgton. Another decision was to form a D.R.
sub-secuon to be attached to D Sectton, Lieut K Dario t k.
charge.
· • w a mg
Medal Awards.- Part II. Orders ;mnounce that C.S.M. Allen
R. (~o .. 1 Company) has been aw_arded the second claso to his
Territorial efficiency medal-a d1stmct1on of whi"ch
-f
b
d
II
verv ew can
oast, an an exce ent example to L / Sergeants Chappell H
and Webb_ R. J. S. , who have each been awarded the medal.
·
Promotions
and Appointments · - The fo ti owmg
·
·
d
·
promotions
an appomtments, all w.e.f. 1st October are announced p
5ote:! Sergeant, Lf.Sergt Thornhill W.
Aooointed Lan~~:
er~eanr, Corp I Smith ~- Promoted Corporal, "Lance/ Cor oral
ight onL A.KC.£ Appomted Lance-Corporals (paid). Signalmen
mar 1c ., er oot E. and Parker A.

H.

:Zf

50th (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General_.- Winter training has now commenced, and we are
concentratmg upon at least. twenty n:ien to qualify for a tradesma~ rate. As we are now !n possessJOn _of a six-wheeler 30 cwt.
lony. we can carry out _lmema~ trammg with the telephone
~ago11 ~very Sunday mornml( dunng the winter months. There
rs nothmg startlmg to reJ?Ort at P.resent, as we have onlv ·ust
commenced to parade agam for drills.
· J
We hope during .th.e coming months to again challenge No. 1
Company on the mmiature range, and also the 4th Battn. Green
H owards and No. 608 Squadron R.A.F.
·

Badminton.-With reference to the match against No
3
Cdompany of Gateshead, we hope in the near future to accom:noate them on our courts-and may the best team wm.
Congratulations.- To Sergeant and Mrs E w tk
h
· 1 f
h
· ·
a er on t e
amva o · anot _er prospective recruit. To ex-Coro! J. Cra 5
on his success m the Regular Army. To Mick (may hi caf~~
never burn m the Alfred).
Musketry.-On Sunday 30th September we had a pool ammumtJOn_ shoot on the range at Eston, and some excellent scores
MIDB.RO.
were registered.
. _
No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
Tram1?g·- \\'.inter traming etarted on the 15th Octobe r with
operators and lmemen's courses. We trust we shall have the
usual good attendance, and that many tradesmen will be added
to the Company's total at the end of the course.
C.O.'s Parade.:-The second-in-command of the urnt Ma "or
~ J• Sheffield, paid us a visit on the 1st October to ins;ect /he
hompanyd and tts affiliated Sections. From what he said after
t e pya e, MaJor Sheffield must have been pleased with the
gener~ tdrnllou~of the men. After the parade our adiutam congrhtuh th a ho leers, n.c.o.s and men on the very good spmt
w .le . . t ey a~ shown 111 all spheres of traming and s orun
a~tJvmes-especially the boxing team, who had won th~ Drvr~
;:~~.al ;;JP for us l'.lst _year; concluding wit_h the remark .. Keep
·
e shall, sir, it rt s done by trymg. Afterwards the
ahandnual e !fifi1c1ency grants for the year 1934 were paid to all' who
qua111ed.

foo~ball.-In the first of the two matches played so far we
ortunate to win by three goals to rwo against No ' 2
Field C:ompany Royal Engineers. No. 23a Field Com an· a~:
near friends, as they are in the same drill hall as oursefve!
T On ~e 4th October we went to Blayc!on to play the Bla.ydon
yn_e
ouse 'J. W.C. It was ouite a good game each team
sc~i~gf on~ hgoal. A&er the _g:i~e we were entert~ined to tea,
an e t. wit a promise to v1s1t them again.
Badminton.- The semi-final ties for the p S I
·
· · prize were
P layed. off on t h e 16 t h September between L / ·Corpl
Nicholson
and Sigmn McCaughey, and on the 29th Seotember between
L / Corporals Step~enson and Di xon. The res°iJlts were as f I
lojs: L/ Corp! Nicholson beat Sigmn McCaughey by two gam~;
to ove. L / Corpl Stephenson beat L / Corol Dixon by two games
to one.
There was _a large attendance at the final game, played 011 the
8th October, m which L/ Corp! Nicholson beat L/ Corp! Stephenson by two games to love.
On fWhdC sday 12th September the n.c.o.s entertained the
me_n o t e _ ompany to a match, and a verv good and argumen
t'.1dttve beven_mg was spent. The score, however, was even eacl~
s1 e o tammg 16 pomts.
'
~n fv'!onday 24th September the men entertained the officers
an_ adgam a _very good evenmg was spent. This time the officer~
game 4 pomts and the men 22.
. last month's
W Lost hor Strnyed.-Th
h
·
. e s ·o · s · message sent out m
IRE as ad the desired . result, as the persons have now rephorted. Yes, the}:' got thetr b_ounty and went home. Still, we
ave the consolauon of knowmg that thev are vet
'th
·
spirit.
.
.
WI
us 111
~ere

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals
Unit Headquarters and No.

1

(Aberdeen) Company.

w· t T . Fonthill Barracks, Aberdeen
m e.r rammg.- The first sixty-hours course of the sea;on
commenced on Tuesday 9th October and was very well attended
Among the twen~}'.-five n.c.o.s and signalmen forming the cla ~
are . a few electnc1an fitters, linemen and desoatch rider
all
anxious to learn wh.at they can about signal work. The~ al~ea1y look Irk~ beatmg tne established ooerators at their own
)Ob· And their retort personal rs going to be " We can do 0
JOb, but you ~an't do ours," if the operators don't ger yh:r
noses to the grindstone.
•r
Congratulations.- This time to Major David p L
k
M.Bj, R.A.Mk .C. (T.) ~he unit medical officer, ~n his prom~~fo~
to t 1at ran . May hrs stay be long in the land.
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More Congratulations.-The commanding officer, in Part 1.
Order , heartily congratulated the three old-~1mers of No. 2
(Stirl 111 g) Company who qualified for the effic1':n Y medal, and
we take this opportunity of further congratulanng th~m.
Another bagtul of gongs is expected 111 the I ext issue, and
quite a brave array ot medals will adorn manly chests on the
next unit ceremonial parade.
.
A certain n.c.o. of No. 207 Section, already the proud possessor
o( two of these oval emblems, has been enqu1_r111g_ as . to the
po sibility o( his qualifying for a third! Unluckily, 1t will have
to be a clasp next time. Clasp yourself, Rollo!
Badminton.-The officers have due out their .racquets and
are getting a good s~eat once ~ week. Is this senous practice.
we wonder with a view to seemg off the sergeants later m the
season, or :nerely very pl~asan~ recreation?.
.
On Monday and Friday evenings the iumor n.c.o.s a.nd signalmen are making the feathers fly. The members of the1! _recently
formed dub are most enthusiastic, and some. really exciting play
is to be seen on these evenings.
Sergeants Mess.-The first dance o( the season, held on the
5th October, was very good indeed. Among the happy cro~d
who favoured the sergeants with their_ company were the Chief
Signal Officer, Scottish Command (Lieut-Colonel P ·. C. Snatt,
M.C.) the C.O. and officers. C.S.!-11. Bremner and his live commitree organised this s~ow s~l~nd1dly. We look forward to the
next, and thank them 111 anuc1pauon.
Billiards.- Sergt Allan (unbeaten) challenges all comers, barring a few-the loser buys the beer. The few barred will ken
a'richt, so d rink up, lads!
LANKA MK. II.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company.
Training.--Our wireless experiments continue to mak~ prngress. We hope in the i:iear future to have w / T ~ommunicat1on
(using A sets as transmi tters and made up. receivers)_ between
Kirkcaldy and Du nfe~mhne . . We have r_ece1ved Rg signals up
to a distance of ten miles. us111g A set aerials. When the necessary permit is given by the _Fife Territorial Association to e~ect
special aerials at the respecuve drill halls, we ho9e commumcation will be esta blished, and we are looking forward to spend111g
some pleasant evenings. T he turn out ot n.c.o.s and men up
to the present has been very gratifying, but as the O.C. remarked , " Same old faces." Now, lads, make an effort and
roll along sometimes.
Efficiency Medal.-All ranks of this Company congratulate
C.S.M. Ma rshall, Sergt McCormack and L / Sergt Beveridge of
No. 2 Company on bei ng awarded the efficiency medal.
Entertainments.--Com pany dances have been arranged for
the 16th November and the 14th December. A µrovisiona l date
has been fix ed for our ann ual whist drive, sup9er and dance
early in the New Year, when we hope to welcom~ to Kirkcaldy
representatives of the unit. The actual date will be notified
later.
H ere we are again, all smilin~ and in season:
The dance committee's on the jobSo smile, bovs: there's a reason.
This winter: we have just mapped out
Entertainments you'll enjoy, no doubt,
With whist drives, dances, smokers, toolt's all your fault if you get blue.
FlFESIGS.

52nd (Lowland} Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21 Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Ewshot.-The S.R. camo at Ewshot has come and gone.
L. of C. Signals from London, Liver!?ool and Gla~gow met th~re
fo r the fi rst time. It would be difficult to picture anythmg
more delightful than the setting of Cam!J 1!9-the encircl~ng
woodlands breJthing the fragrance . and fres~ness o~ the p111e
trees, the blue skies and the sunsh111e featuring rustic England
at its best.
It was not all olay for the Glasgow Cable Sections. There
was work in plentv to be_ done .. We 9rovided. the only mounted
continl!"ent. The comp:mson with the mechamcal un its was very
interesting.

We made fast friends with our London and Liverpool comrades. It would be difficult to over-estimate the sple'ndid work
oE R.S.M. Sewell and R.Q.M.S. Smith of the London Company.
The organisation and messing arra ngements were excellent. Our
w.o.s. and sergeants are especially grateful to R.S.M. Sewell.
He did much to make us feel at home.
We made a good show on sports day, despite the rush . to get
our entries in, and we were especially pleased in beat111g all
comers in the tug-of-war event.
Pleasant memories of Ewshot will linger with us. It is to be
hoped that the time is not far distant when L. of C. Signals will
meet again.
Auld Friends.-What a joy it was to meet our comrades . of
A Corps Signals again . They welcomed and feted us: noth111g
but their best was good enough for us. Mons Barracks was to
us an ever open door. We have again to thank R.S.M. Grigg.
We were privileged to join A Corps Signals w.o.s and s~rgeants
in a most enjoyable social fu nction, and we made many mformal
visits to our comrades in the barracks. Old friendshiµs were renewed and pledged. We are proud that we retain the regard
and esteem of A Corps Signals . That in itself is sufficient commendation.
To Eva.- The two Glesca' fellows send their regards to little
Eva at Rawlinson Quarters, Aldershot. They ho9e Eva will
some day fulfil her promise and come to see them in Glasgow.
Bri ll iant Bottomley.- We have a brilliant bombardier named
Bottomley. He is not exactly straight limbed or Guardsman
shaped. He had no time for the dashing Grenadier sergeant at
the Union Jack Club. The Guardsman haughtily eyed Bottomley. Bottomley eyed the Guardsman. " Golden stripes and a
pair of horses don't go well together!" said he. " Most curious
of soldiers I" said the Guardsman.
Here's Luck I- We were glad to welcome at Ewshot our new
officer, Lieut W. Johnstone. We feel that in him we have
found another good comrade.
Our S.R. Commander .- Now that Major Cumming is located
not very far from Gl asgow, we understand that he _will often be
seen in our midst. Maier Cummmg was at Jard111e Street to
welcome home his Cable Sections from camµ, and he appeared
to be in his element amongst some of the old lads.
Serg eants Mess.-Things have got going ~or the ~inter. The
first dance of the social season was a s9lend1d function. There
appears to be a marked demand. for gatherings of a. similar
nature. The entertainments committee have th111gs well 111 hand,
and there is every indication of a bumper season of social events.
If Winter Comes.- [£ and when winter comes, we are not
halting. The Officers Mess, Sergeants Mess, and Men's Club
all look forward to a merrv time. There will be dinners, dances
and other attractions. An eve is being keot on the serious side.
There will be classes and lectures. This ·happy combination of
work and play should do much to carry us into the spring
training season.
Macmaster the Master.- For thirty years Jimmy Macmaster
has been at Jardine Street. He is our curator and master of all
he surveys. No function is complete without him.. Jimmy is
thoroughly established as one of our 9illars. .A walk111~ encyc!opedi2. on all things military, he has a_ s9lend1d record of _service
in the Cavalry and the Royal Engmeers.- Our ho9e is that
Jimmy Macmaster and his good lady will long be with us.
Coodby&l-Sergt Dodds A. W. of our permanent staff has
left us for the 5th D ivisional Signals, Scarborough. Although
Darkie was onlv with us for a short time, be won the respec t
of all ranks. H is deoarture was somewhat hurried, and ma ny
of us would like to have bidden him a personal fare well. W e
takr; this opportunity of wishing Sergt Dodds the best of luck
ancl assuring him that he has left behind in Glasgow many who
wish him wel l.
Arrival.- We extend a hearty Scottish welcome to Sergeant
Schofield, who has joined our perman~nt staff from chi: 5th
D ivisional Signals, and we trust that his stay wllh us will be
a very happy one.
Football.- We have emohasised our ent ry into the Glasj!"OW
Amateur Football League by recordi ng a succession of wins . T he
Glasgow Amateur League is one of some sta ndin g in the city.

The Pl'.rformances o(. our team have exceeded all expectations,
and this reflects credit on last season's spade work and talentspott111g efforts.
Men ',s Club. - The opening dance of the season was an object
lesson, 111 _the ~ay such a function should be conducted. Kindred
organ1.sat1ons 111 our units might well copy the methods of the
co_111m1ttee . . T _he dance was an outstanding success, and there
wdl be a similar _gathering fortnightly throughout the winter.
I 1eut J. D. Rank111, who has charge of the club, very wisely
delegated most of ._the arrangements to the men themselves, and
th e tru st r_eposed 111 _them was productive of an evening of perfect orderl111es~ and 111nocent enjoyment.

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
. General.- The drill hall is now in the hands of the electricians, who are rewiring the building throughout. Our training
ha5 been hampered through the failure of the lights but we
hope to be in full swing again nj!xt month.
'
Congrat1:11ations.- To _Capt and Adjutant R. T. H. Gelston,
alsc- to Maier W. G. Trice and Caotain W. R. Hawkins on
promotion to their respective ranks. '
Mr. V. F . . Alban and Mr. W. R. T. Barnes have been recently
co:nmissioned in the unit.
The Divisional commander, Major-General ). K. Dick-Cunyngham, C.B., C.M.G. , D.s.o., 111spected the drill hall and administration on Wednesday 1cth October, and he apoeared to be very
plc1se:I with what he saw.
·
1:he W.O.s and N.C.O.s Mess held a table tennis tournament
ai;amst a team from the Cardiff Post Office, and some verv exciting games were played. The result was a good win fo~ the
Mess-a great surprise to a good manv oresent.
The social season starts once again on ihe ISt November. The
W.C.s an:! N.C.O.s Mess are having their annual dinner on the
3r::! November, and the annual Armistice ball on the 9th. Arrangements are also being made for the Christmas draw and the
children's Christmas tree party.
THE LEEK.
[ 54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals-See next page ]

56th ( 1st London) City of London Signals.
Signal House, 20 Atkins Road, Cla9ham Park, S.W. 12.
Annual training for 1934 now being comoleted, one can sit
back and consider the writing of a few WIRE notes.

_We were v~ry fo~tunate in being allotted such a spot as Shornchffe, _ Ken~, m which to carry out annual training: a delightful
spot, if a little. breezy .. The umt concentrated there on the 29th
July and _remam~d until the 12th August.
Many mterest111g schemes were carried out, and o. 3 Company unravelled the mysteries of their " coffee shoo " whose
secrets heretofore had been jealously guarded. Grear' keenness
was shown by all ranks, especially our latest Joined recruits.
The _latter are the result of our recrumng campaign on which
we discoursed at length in a previous issue. Our desoatch riders
~orked wo_nderfully well, even if they did rouse the officers a
little. early m the mornmg as they drew their petrol. Our postal
service was thl'. envy ~f all other units: iL was so good that
our postman, wnh the aid of_his super-charged Bentley (h. and c.
all m<;>d. con.), could do the.iourney from camp to the post office
-a distance o~ a.bout two miles- 111 someth111g under three hours,
weather perm1ttmg: Rumou~s that L / Sergt Hollister is applymg
for a postmastersh1p are entirely unfounded.
. Sports day on t~e middle Saturday was a great success, much
hidden talent c~mmg to light, especially amongst the Sergeants
Mess heavy weights who took 9art in the tug-of-war. With
the C.S.!-11. _of !'Jo: 2 Company as anchor man, they would have
~een quite 111v111c1ble. It gives me great pleasure to µraise the
l1ttle ones-uneasy hes the arm that wears the crown.
A very happ_y an? interesting time was spent by all, and we
ho_pe our recruits will _spread the _news among their friends and
brmg them along to )Om them and us at next annual training.
1: r?ining now carri_es on under Company arrangements, all
asp1rmg to greater th111gs at our annual training in 1 935 .
C.E.S.
Supplementa ry Reserve Units, Camp 49, Ewshot, Hants.
.It was 01-i~inally the intention of the powers that be that certa111 S.R. umts should go to Salisbury Plain, attached to A Corps
Signals, for Army i;ianoe~vres ; but owing to the shortage of
water, the or1gmal mtenuon was amended and the units concentrated at Camp _49 , Ewshot, from the 9th to the 23rd Septl'.mber. These umts were as follows: Headouarters L. of C.
Signals, No. 22 Construction Section, and No. 21 Cable Section
Balham ; _No. 3 c;:ompany L. of C. Signals, Li\ferpool ; No. 2 ~
Construction Secnon and No. 22 Cable Secuon Putney · Nos 23
and 24 Cable Sections, Glasgow. The Grou~ was u~der the
cc?mmand of Lieut-Colonel M. F. Allan, commanding L. of C.
Signals (S . ~.), and Captain H. J. Wiseman, A Corps Signals,
acted as adjutant.
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Sergeants Mess, Depot Battalion, Catterick.

During the first three days preliminary training ~as the order,
and on fhursday and Friday sho~t schemes involving cable laying, air line construction and fitung up of offices, were c~rned
out ; but during the first three days of the second week Lieut.Colonel Elsdale, o .B.E., M.C., commanding A Corps Signals, who
had been nominated chief inst ructor, really got to work and organised extensive signal training schemes with staff co-0pera.tion.
These were carried out successfully and much useful experience
was gained-" Q " also having to do a spot of work in feedin_g
the Sections at various points near the " front." Of course, it
would rain on the last and longest day of the scheme. The
thanks of the Group are extended to A Corps Signals, who
generouslv assisted in many directions .
The Sergeants Mess were exceedingly comfortable. They had
the pleasure of entertaining the officers of the Group, and also
the members of the Sergeants Mess from Mons Barracks. Both
entertainments were very enjoyable.
Among the things we did not learn, one must include the
following:
Who were the Gammage Sisters?
What is the " absolution" bench?
What is roughing it?
Are stays on poles put on to stay poles, or for jokers to play
jokes wiv?
If three superimposed sounders chatter at the same time to
the same tune, who is Chief Joker?
" Blocks on "?
C.E.S.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
The Green, Stratford, London, E.15

No. 1 Company.
General.- As we are nearing the close of the training season,
our thoughts turn a little more towards the social side of the
unit and the Company.
The annual unit dance takes olace this year on a Friday eveninv,-the 9th November-at the New Baths. Romford Road,
W~st Ham. E. 15. This dance promises to be something out
of the ordinary, so "The unit expects," etc.
Everyone of No. 1 Comoany knows of the arrangement kindly
made by the unit for those who would like to own their patrol
umform.
ow is the time to take advantage of this arrangement, because there are many functions to follow the unit dance.
such as Company dances, dinners and boxing shows to be held
on dates yet to be fixed.

Training, of course, is by no means neglected during the
whirl of the social season, and the fact that the large lecture
hall has been turned into a miniature gymnasium, with boxing
ring, punch bags and punch balls replenished and as good as
new, testifies to our activities in that direction. It must also
be mentioned that only qualified instructors are engaged, so _the
stage is set for another bright and successful show. In add1t1on,
we have quite a gathering of enthusiasts in No. I Company, so
we whisper loudly of how we intend to keep the boxing cup
where it is.
Training.-A series of very interesting lectures is in progress
for those whose souls are afire with the thirst for knowledge,
the lecturers being C.S.M. Simpson H. A. and C.Q.M:S. Fleming
W. The lectures are in the form of talks and pracucal dl'.monstrations, the subjects ranging from " Elementary Magnetism "
to " The Making of a Set for Broadcast Reception.'_'
The recruits are getting il\terested in talks and practical demonstrations with all the various signalling apparatus, and we are
not forgetting the learning and practising of the Morse code, so
that when the paid evening classes commence the recruits will
be able to continue the good work. See?
ONECOY.

Football: Depot Sergeants Mess v. Training Battalion
Sergeants Mess. - So much discussion on sl'Jort has taken place
lately .that _the Mess committee decided to te~t some members as
t~ thi:1r ab1lit1es. Whoopee! We starred off by challenging the
l rammg Battalion Sergeants Mess to a football match, and our
hoµ~~ ran high when we saw our team and staff on paper ; bu t
havmg smce seen them on grass, our hopes are now as high as
the bottom plate of the " 534." Still, the lads turned out, and
also turned modest when they came in. Where was I? J have
turned so n:iuch th::it I have forgotten the yarn- I mean the
match. I will ment1cn each star by name whilst describing the
game.
. Goalkeeper, L I Sergt Jones---::a brilliant youngster of great promise, called upon at the last minute to defend his honour- sorry!
goal. S~cceeded except for four cannon balls fired bv a howitzer ; ·
oth~rw1se a darned good show, Moss-er Oones). •
Right back, Sergt Seabrook- wonderful back, a good security
to any theme (I mean team) ; played a sound game while his
P.etrol !ast~d. (Darlmgton F.C., note: available for transfer to
c1vvy life m three or four months, having comrileted twenty-one
years with the Army F.C.) You young monkey, George!
Left back, . Sergt Carpenter-known all the world over as a
good all-round SI?Ortsman . . Cannot say much about him, as he
can pass me out m everythmg. He should ~ave been skipper in
this m~tch ; only the guy who acted as captam could beat him at
one thmg. Of that more anon. Whoa, Maxie!

Right half, the Czar of Scotton-Sergeant Lemon. In the first
half he played ltk_e the last rose of summer-faded everywhere.
Struth ! he was like a ma~ fermented. Still, every pansy has
~ts day, and after the rest mterval (you know ten minutes halt
m the hour) . he surpassed himself and boot~d the ball twice
(bloc~s on, prmter! please) and we nearly lost it. We would not
sell him for anythmg ; haven't the neck to.
. Left ~alf, C.S.M. Young-high stepper of jumoing fame. Plays
like a tm opener ; you know, up and down. A .;onderful mover
althoug_h he " brushes " a bit after a counle of hours play '.
otherwise a sound performer.
'
Centre half (captaii:i}, S~rgt Shardlow. alias Maxie-no relation
to Max Baer exc~pt m spmt. He played a river's game: roved
~II over t~I'. Gams~n (I sho1:1ld say the fie_ld}. I think he is going
m for politics, judgmg by his spcech~making, and at times during
the match it sou_nded like Hyde Park on a Sundav afternoon.
Will exchange this player for a good photograph of ·a gun being
fired on the Rock of Gibraltar.
Outside right and inside right, Sergeants Mains and Hill
These two players ." mucked in " so, it was a job to know wh~
was who, so I thmk they should share the honours between
them. I don't_ think th er!.': will be any argument, as there are
no honours gomg to the nght wing. After a lot of oractice J
am sure they will find their goal.
'
Centre· forward, Sergt Roberts (R.A.O.C.}. Wonderful leader
of a Band of Hope (hope for the best) but not a leader of a football attack ; plays a better game when he is back-no. not back

No. 2 Company.
Training,-A series of lectures on that weird and wo!1derful
subject " E. and M.'' is now bein~ given ~Y C.S.M. Simpson
and C.Q.M.S. Fleming, together with 9ract1cal demonstrauons
of building simple receiving sets .. The latter should prove ..v~ry
useful to the wireless fiends, providing they do not try to
improve " the £14 sets at home. or ~rite to t~e i:ianufacturers and
inform them that in their est1mat1on the c1rcu1ts are all wrong.
We have also formed a P .T. and gymnastic class under the
instruction of R.S.M. Dowie, and things are going with a swing.
Oeparture.-All ranks are sorry to lose Sergt Finn V. , who
has left us for No . 3 Company. H e had been with ~s for. nearly
two years and had m~de himself v.ery popula~ during his stay.
Our best wishes go with him to his new station.
Arrival .-We extend a cordial welcome to Sergt Newton W.
G., who has been posted to this Company as P.S.J., and we
hope his stay with us will be a long and happy one.
We Want to Know. -What the " dealer" said in reference
to the dashboard when he came to take the Sunbeam away?
Twocov.
[Continued at foot of page 508]

Boys "B" Team, wmners of tlte Carri on Cricket Troph)'.
Back row (left to right) Sergt Napper, Boy Silver, Sisnalmen
Front row- Boys .Whittenham and McDonald, Sigmn Reedman
Pritchard and Stevens, Boys Neatham, Player and Parl<er.
(c~ptam). Captam V . C. Holland. L/Corpl Boy Willis, S1gmn
R1xon, Boy Mayhew.
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ol rhc go.ti post. Alrc.1dy on the ttansf r Ii ·t to the Gold Coast
U111ted F.C. Y.M.C.A.
.
.
Jrudc left, Sergt Spike Ma}'· Although this 1n~n is a gr.c at
, t.ir, he must have slipped hi .stifle, because hrs near hmd
would not function in the nght direction. .
.
.
Out 1de left, Sergt jock Carnegie. As his name implies. he
plays Scottish football. He would not try .co gc.t a gc;>al as. he
would have to share the honours, and that 1s. agamst his. nationality. On the day of the match he was eriously h~ndrcapped,
as he was suffering from thrush . After havmg a lmle thrush.
dressmg applied to his frogs, he had to run from the phar~ acy
to the ground, which made him late for the match (d1dn t 1t,
Jock?)
.
Tramer, Sergeant Scarle--sufferi ng from spavms and lampas ;
couldn't appear.
.
Team manager, Sergt Bennett. As he has to prck th~ team,
and unfortunately only eleven can be chosen out of thrrty-two
players, he is willing to sell a couple for a knuckle duster •. a sawnoff shot gun and a typewriter. Lemon prefers an lndran F.C.
Any cx..Corps member wanting a job should apply for th~ situation of bodyguard. Address all letters to Jock Carne~1e, and
write " Football " all over the envelope.
Linesman, Sergt Brooke- has a passable knowledge of the
game, but is going to Lincoln with the P.O. F.C. to learn some
more about lineman's duties.
Reserves, remainder of the Mess. As they are such a shower
of toughs, I dare not say any more.
The Training Battalion sergeants scored four gc:ials, and then
five players took it in reliefs to k~ep the game gomg whilst the
remainder smoked on the touch !me.
. .
.
I was rather struck with the style of the Trammg Battalion
godlkeeper, although once during the !?iame I thought he had
played for the Navy. I think I'll buy him for our own team .
Another instalment next month. We are gomg to endeavour
to show up the yachtsmen.

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Rugby: Boys First XV v. Richmond School.-Played at R!chmond on Saturday i3th October. Result: Boys XV 52 ; Richmond o. A startling score, but very well deserved., ~s the ~oys
showed to great advantage-the results of hard trammg. Right
from the start, the forwards got bustling and carried the ball
mto Richmond's " 25," where it remained during the whole of
the first half. Scoring was rapid, and halves, forwards and
threes shared the honours. By half time the score stood at 28,
and Richmond appea red to be demoralised.
After the change over, the Boys opened out well and the
threes, running hard, got over several .times. The forwards
were especially good in following and backmg up, and L1!scombe
scored two good tries in this manner. Individual scoring was
almost too frequent to note, but tries were scored by Harrisoo ,
Luscombe, Offord, Piddington, Smith, Sulliva n and Latter, and
a good run by Verlander (full back) added more points. So
ended what had become rather a wa lk over, but the game was
very instructive to all and faults will be rectified before the team
plays Ampleforth on the 27th October.
Team-Back, Verla nder; three-ouarters. Piddington , Willis,
Offord and Smith J. ; half-backs, Shergold and Harrison; forwards, Luscombe, Terrey, Moore, Parker, Kin!"., Latter, Allcock
and Sullivan.
·
Swimming.- We must congratulate Boys McEvoy and Brewst~r on their excellent oerformance in the final of the Command
100 yards championship for enlisted boys. McEvoy s':"am a well
judged race to win easily, while Brewster was only Just beaten
for second place. McEvoy has been a very useful member of
both the Battalion water oolo and swimming teams for the past
two seasons, and in the- final oolo match of this season 'was
elected as a member of the Cat.terick Garrison team.
Hockey.--Our Mackworth game with E Comoany took place
on Scotton ground on Thursday 11th October. E Company
turned out almost a Trainin15 Battalion team, but we took the
field full of confidence and the usual " nothing daunted " spirit
which is so marked in all our Comoanv soons.
The j!'ame was one which will . not be readily for~otten by
those who were fortunate enou11h to witness it . We did not
allow our opponents to settle down to their normal game and,

after having the m;iior portion o[ the first half, we led at halftime by one goal lo nil.
In the second hal£ we did not have quite so much o[ the game
and .E quickly equalised. We fought back with plenty of spirit
and det-ermmation, and twice we got the ball into the net, but
both go:i ls were disallowed. We are looking forward to the replay with confidence.
1 'he game was fought with plenty of the renowned Mackworth
spirit. By keeping the game open wi1h swinging passes from
wing to wing, we continuously had our opponents on the run.
The following friendly matches have been !Jlayed: v. Mounted
Wing, drew at 1- 1 and 2-2; v. D Company, won by 2- 0;
v. No. 9 Section R.A.O.C. won by 1-0.
Three matches played by our second eleven against E Company
second eleven resulted in two wins for us and a draw.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Football.- This is our first season as a Comoanv team, and
some results of our games are given below.
have only
fourteen players to pick from, even if we had no duties to perform, so we are quite satisfied so far. A shaky defence is our
great problem, but we hope to have remedied that by the time
the Company cup games come round. In the match v. the 1st
Div. we turned out a depleted team at short notice, to give them
a game when their opponents could not turn up. Although we
were beaten heavily, the game was not so one-sided as the score
suggests. We thoroughly enjoyed ourselves, and learned a lot
from a good and sporting side. Results so far are as follows: v. D T roop Cavalry Signals 6-6 {Harwood 2, Macken 2, Corp!
Chamberlain, L / Corp! Abbott).
v. No. 4 Company A Corps Signals 7-3 (L / Corpl Mohrstadt
3, Verlander 2, Macken, L / Corp! Durand).
v. 1st Div! Signals Eleven 5-12 (Macken 2, Williams 2,
Homer).
v. D Troop Cavalry Signals o-o.
Y. No. I Company 1st Div! Signals 4-3 (L / Corpl Mohrstadt,
Corp! Chamberlain, Macken, Verlander).

·we

Golf. - The only competition during the month was a hidden
number affair. The prize was shared by Corporal Stanley and
Sigmn Goldsby, whose scores were the same as the hidden number (32).
Several pairs challenge matches have been played, and invariabl ~ these have been won by Sergt Bishop and Sigmn Williams,
who have rightly earned the title of the " Jammy unbunkcrables." Sergt Bishop equalled the course record of 22.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
~portS. -2/ Lieut

Read a.nd ~ ergt Murphy attended the tort111ght's course held by the A.A.A. at Loughborough College.
They are now to give the unit the benefit of what they learnt
by holding a course in field events this winter.
Rugby. - We have the promise of a useful side and have no
intention of relinquishing the Cobb-Nicholls cup if we can possibly avoid it.
A match agamst Swindon First XV. was only lost by 5-8,
and a victory was gained over the Roya\ Welch Fusiliers by the
same margm.
Soccer. - As usual, we have a number of gaos to till. So far.
we have played two League matches, losing one to the 4/ 7th
Dragoon Guards and drawing the other agamst the R.A.S.C. In
addition, we have played two friendlies against the Royal Engineers, winning one and losing the other.
ltockey.- 2/Lieut Western is working hard to renlace casualties in our team of last season, and our - first matche.s have been
encouraging.
Cross-Country.- We have lost most cf last year's team, 111cluding Joe Cotterell and two other leaders {Pa!?e and Robinson)
anc:I such stalwarts as Hawthorne and Stan<>er. This vear's team
wi 11 necess•rilv be mostlv novices, but we. still have ~ stiffening
of old hands in Sergl Ayres, Driver Stillwell, Sigmn Strickland,
L / Corp! Bucke and Sigmn Hudson- so here's hoping l
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5th Divisio~al Signals, Scarborough.

Second XV. v. Beverley (away).- Beverley 3 points, Signals
nrl.

Cricket.- Owing to the unit being away on annual manccvrcs
during the month of August and the early part of September, we
were unable to complete our full list of ilxtures for the season.
However, we were able to play quite a number of very pleasant
marches during the earlier part of the season. Played 14, won
8, lost 6.
The leading batting and bowling averages up to the 4th August
were as follows : BAITING.

Sigmn Cooper A.
. .......... ...... .
L / Corpl Chapman C . ............. ..
Sigmn Smith L. ................... ..
L / Carpi Chaffey E . ................. .
L/Corpl Dillon L. ... ........... ... .

ln1 1 in~~

14
7
9

N ot Out Runs

4

8
8

167
94
112
92
86

Avc r.,:.:e

16.7
15.6
14
13.1
12.2

BOWLING .
Ru u~

Sigmn Smith L. . . ..................... .. .. . ..
Sigmn Woodwark J. ....... ........ ....... ..
L / Corpl Chapman C . ..... ... .. .......... .

237
240
278

\\'it. kt:l~

26
24
27

A,·er:li..e

9.1
10
10.3

Sigmn Cooper A. was se'.ected from the unit team to play for
the Rest team versus the Champions, and we are hoping that
next year (or season) 110fle of our players will be required for
the Rest team.
Rugby.--Our season opened in a very promising if not successful manner. First impressions induced the belief that we
would have an even better team than last year. Owing to injuries we have not yet been able to field a fully representative
side, but opportunities of testing second team men in the senior
side have been taken, with the result that Sigmn Pullinger has
firmly estab'ished himself as a enior seccnd row forward of the
hard-pushing hard-playing type.
Sigmn Cooper A. was selected for a County trial (Yorkshire)
and gave a really gocd display. Unfortunately, he is now on
the in;ured list with a twisted knee.
The following is a brief summary of the matches played to
date.
v. York Railway Institute, on the 22nd Septembcr.-The openinc: game was lost by us by one try to a goal. The Railwaymen,
who alreadv had three victories to their credit, combined better
than our team, but we were unlucky to lose. Sigmn Anthony
scored our try.
Second XV. v. Scarborough Second XV. {away).-The Scarborough XV. proved just too good for us and ran out winners
by one goal to nil.
v. Old Blenkonians. on the 29th September (home).- The Old
Bl ~ nkonians registered another victory against us by 1o points
{two goa ls) to 3 {one try). Du ring the first half we pinned the
Blenks in their own twenty-five by really brilliant back play.
and were unfortunate not to have established a double-figure.
lead by half-time. In the second half the visitors scored two
tries as a result of breakaways for which Sigmn Turner lloaned
to them, as they arrived a man short) was responsible. Our try
was the result of a solendid effort by Sigmn Last.
Second XV. v. Scarbcrou!_>h High School (away) .- Scarborough
School nil, Signa ls 19 points.
.
First XV. v. York Y.M.C.A. on 6th October {away).-Th1s
game. for which our back division was com9lete for the first
time, provided us with an easy win by 26 points to nil. Sigmn
Cooper, who was the outstanding man on the field. had to retire
just after half-ti me. Wretched weather prevented more than
one of the eight tries being converted.
Second XV . v. Scarborough Hi gh School (home).-Signals 19
po;r ts , Scarborough School nil.
.
First XV. v. Leeds Salem, on qth October {away)- S1gnals 3
oointr. (one try), Leeds Salem 10 points (two goals, three tries).
'Jnfo·tunately, we had to bring in four rese~ves-two backs and
twn forw~rds-for this game. On the orev1ous Saturday Leeds
Sa!"m ha'.! met the Gloucester Regiment at Catterick, losing by
~-6 po;nts. and they were determined to take their r~venge
from us I But I think there would have been a very different
tale to tell if we had been at full strength. Sant (our scrum
half) antl Anthony {left centre) received leg injuries which will
keep them ou t of our side for our Army cup game.

Record to date.
First XV. Played 4, won 1, lost 3; points-for 35, aga111st 34.
Second XV.- l'layed 4, won 2, lost 2 ; points-tor 31, agamM 8.
Forthcoming Fixtures.
17 / 10/34 v. 4th Battn Royal -lank Corps (away) Army rugby
challenge cup.
20 / 10 / 34 v. lonians (away) Yorkshire cup; Second XV. v.
York Railway Institute (home).
27/10/34 v. Bridlington (away); Second XV. v. Bndlmgton
''A" (away).
31 I 10 / 34 v. Tr~ining Battalion or Depot Battalion (away) CobbN1cholls cup.
3 I 11 I 34 v. Leeds Ch irons (away).
10 I 11 I 34 v. Leeds Medical School (home).
Football.- Once agam I have the pleasure of being " at home"
to the many soccer fans who interest themselves m the Fifthdrv's
annua l endeavour to place the Corns on too of the football tree
in YorkshiJe.
•
Readers may recall that the Div. were last season the runnersup in Division 1. o~ the Scarborough and District League, whilst
the .Reserves occupied the fourth place in Division JI. Well, so
far it has not beE'.n a bed of .roses in determining who shall represent the unrt 111 the premier league. Our first effort against
Hunmanby F.C . ., away from home, met with no success, the odd
goal 111 five sendmg us home pointless.
The absence of such stalwarts as Coral Gibbons and Signalmen
Scaife and Baines has been felt very much. Unfortunately, the
former has not recovered from an mjury sustained at the latter
end of la.st seas?n· Sca~fe had the misfortune to injure a collarbone whilst takmg part m a practice game, wh ich resulted in his
removal to hospital. . Baines, one of the lucky ones, is at presen t
away on a course with the G.P.0. Lincoln.
. I hope to be ab le to repo(t a victory or two in my next effort,
mcludrng (by the way) an eye-witness account of our tie with the
1st Battalion Essex Regiment to be olayed at Catterick on the
24th October in the first round of the A rmy challenge cup.
Better news comes from the Reserve section. League matches
to date are as follows: v. Ayt?n F.C. won by 6-1 (away) .
v. Snamton F.C. won by 8-o {home}.
v . Junior Imps, lost by 3-4 (home).
v . Sherburn F.C. won by 8-o (home).
Quite a g?od start!. There is no reason to ccubt that a series of
further. vrct?ries wrll be the happy lot of the second string.
No httle mterest is being shown in the unit in the introduction
of an Inter-Section League for the present season. Run on an
home and away basis, it will no doubt be an interesting attraction
for Wednesday afternoons. Just keep those civvy suits in the
press for an hour or two longer, folks, and give the " colts "
y~ur ~hole support. Remember, it may be your Section that
will wm the Section soccer shield this season.
. Dwelling on the game from a spectator's angle. It is rather
disconcertmg to record that some of the voungsters-and even
some old 'uns, too-have been ~iven a raw· deal at recent games.
Do please remember that experiments have to be made in order
to fin~ winning combinations. Always encourage a trier; don 't
put him off hrs game. In the past your support ha been loyal
and very welcome. May it continue to be that wav I
It is rather premature for the League tables to appear in print
at uch an early stage of the season. Watch for them in the
December number.
STOP PRESS.-B Cable Section met A Section in the opening
match. of the Inter-Section League on Wednesday last and ran
out wmners by 4- 3 goals.
. L / Corp! Lanc:aster took full marks for the " spot " competition by convertmg three out of four penalty kicks taken. (Did
you hear that one about Mae West, Lanky?)

B Corps Signals, Upper Topa.
Football Notes.
Murree Brewery Tournament, 1934.-ln the nr t round we
defeated the Dorset by four clear goals. the e bein~ cored by
Sergt Smith (2) and L/ Corpl Jarvis (2). The seconl round saw
us meeting our Waterloo as far as this tournament was concerned,
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the Border Regiment beating us by 4-1 goals. No detailed re,
port of these matches is given .i there is plenty to report 111 the
Durand game and space will not allow of accounts of all matches.
Other matches played before the Durand tourney started did
not leave u with too much optimism concerning our chances at
Simla. The following are the results: - v. H.L.J. lost by 2--:>
and 1- 3 ; v. Welch Kegiment, lost by 0-1 ; v. Leicester Regi,
ment, won by 2-1.
The Durand Football Tournament, 1934.- This is the most
coveted football trophy in India and is played for annually at
Simla. The luck of the draw was with us, giving us a bye in
the first round.
SECOND ROUND V. COLLEGIANS CLUB.- PJay started off with a
great rush, Hislop scoring for us after only 23 seconds play (a
record for the tournament). Although we had this great advan,
tage, our team could not settle down until ten minutes before
half-time. The Collegians were playing extremely well ,a nd
proved themselves the best civilian team in the competition, their
goalkeeper bringing off some fine saves from Jarvis, Smith and
Managhan in turn. A goal was scored by the Collegians from a
penalty just before half-time. After the resumption of play our
team showed great improvement, and further goals were added
by Smith (2) and Nichol, leaving us winners by 4-1.
THIRD Rou D v. THE DORSET REGIMENT.- This game opened
almost with the same sort oi rush as in the second round, Jarvis
scoring a fine goal less than four minutes from the start. We
were playing nearer our true form in this match, which was a
fast and clean game throughout. Half-rime came with us in the
lead by one goal to nil. fhe second half started off with some
very determined attacks by the Dorsets, but Walsh, Fleming and
Jones were on their too form and deared well. Late in the
game the Dorsets were awarded a penalty from which they
equalised. This put fresh life into our team and Jarvis added a
second goal, and the final whistle blew to leave us winners of a
ding-Oong struggle by 2 - 1 goals.
SEMI-FINAL v. No. 20 ( A.C. ) SQUADRON R.A.F.- Played before
a record crowd, with the sun doing its best to scorch us. The
first half found both teams trying hard to settle down, and up
till about half way through this period nothing really excit ing
happened. After this the game improved, and ten nunutes before the interval Managhan scored for us-a wonderful header
from a fine centre by Jarvis. The Air Force then put on great
pressure in an effort to equalise, but our fellows were playing a
fine game, outstanding among them being Walsh (who mace
some marvellous saves in goal), Fleming at back and Cant at
centre-ha!{.
After the inrerval we we re definitely en tcp. but some glorious
chances in £rent of goal were missed, and at last the Ai r Force
drew evcl with a goa l scored from a mclce in the goalmouth.
This setback livened up our team, but they coi:ld rot find the
re· until we were awarded a penalty from which Jarvis made no
m '~tak ~ in scoring. We were not content with this, and soon
NiJmehan scored a third goal for us from a fine pass by Nichol.
Our fellows were playing better football than they had shown
throughout the tournament, but the Air Force again attacked and
cored from a free kick taken just outside the penalty areaWalsh being unlucky in not getting his hand to the ball in time.
The Squadron tried hard co equalise, but without avail. Players
of note in this match were Walsh in goal, who played a really
fine game-his sense of anticipation at times being almost uncanny, and also Flemmg, Cant, Smith and Sinclair. So we moved
into the fit.al after defeating the Squadron by 3--z goals.
FINAL V. 2ND BAITN ARGYLL AND SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDER:".
-This game had had to be postponed for two days owing to replays in the ocher semi-final. A party of more than twenty
came from Upper Topa for the " great match," and although
most of them have now sore throats as a result of their great
vocal efforts, it was a vast help to the Corps team to get such
fine support.
The game opened with a very large crowd in attendance,
~mong them being the Governor of the Punjab and Lady Emmerson. to whom both the teams were oresented before the start
of the game.
·
In the first minute the Ar2vlls scored from a free kick taken
1ust outside the penalty area. Instead of this disheartening us,
however, it only served to spur us on to greater efforts. After

a real ding-dong struggle for about twenty minutes Jarvis received
a fine pass from Smith and a goal was almost 'certain, but he
was badly fouled inside the penalty area. Jarvis himself took
the penalty and made no mistake, t hereby bringing the scores
level. Half-time came with the scores still at l-1.
On resumption the Argylls were h ard pressed to keeo us out,
but their backs were playing a fine game. About a quarter of
an hou r after the restart the Argylls conceded a corner, which
Jarvis centred direct into the goalmouth, and Smith got his head
to it and scored a very fine goal. As ca n be imagined , this made
the excitement very tense in the crowd- especia lly our own
supporters, who showed the Simla folks just what support meant.
The Argylls made some very stubborn attacks, but Walsh, Fleming and Jones were playing extremely well and kept our goal
intact. Once t he ball dropped from Walsh's hands just out of
goal ; an Argy ll forward was quick to take his chance and
pushed the ball goalwards: but Macfarla ne seemed to come
along like a bolt from the blue and saved a certai n goal, kicking
the ball out almost off the goal-line . Pla y was of a verv fast and
high standard which was maintained to the final whistle. When
the crowd were beginning to look at their watches for time,
Managhan ni pped in and scored a good goa l. Al though the
Argyllr. ke pt trying, it was too late to save the game, and so the
Durand cup came to B Corps Signals with a score of 3-1 goals.
We left Simla with the following troohies: The D_u rand cup, comp.eted for annually .
The. Simla trophy, which can be won outrigh t by a team
wmnmg the Du rand cuo three years in succession.
The Viceroy's cup, the property of the winning team.
The winning captain's cup.
Silver medals for the winning team.
1:'he. team who have given the Sigoa ls in India such a great
upli ft m sport were as follows: --Goal, Sigmn Walsh · backs
Signalmen Fleming and Jones H. ; hal f-bac ks, L / Corpor;ls Mac:
Farlane and Cant (captain) and Sigmn Sinclair ; forwards, L / Corp!
Managhan , Sigmn Nichol, L / Sergt Smith C. A., Sigmn Thomas
and L / Corp! Jarvis.
Others who travelled to Simla with the team and heloed them
were L/Corpl Stath am, Signalmen Hisloo and McN~lty, and
Carpi Denyer {trainer).
Tennis.- Two tournaments have been held recently, and all
ranks took part. We all voted them a great success and lcok
forward to sim:lar tourneys in the near future. We wish to
thank L / Sergt Smith for the h ard work and keenness he has put
into the smcoth running of these matches.
The winners of the tournaments were L / Sergt Smith (who
beat L/ Corp) Managhan in the final of the Club h and ican\ an:!
Sigmn .Nichol H. (who beat L/ Sergt Smith in the final {;f th
open smgles after a very hard and exciting match).
I'

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
[Accidentally omitted from the October issue]
August.
lfockey.-In May of this year the Div. entered fo r the Murree
Brewery tournament wh ich is played annually in Murree. The
most exciting match in this tournament frcm a Div. noin t of view
was the thir~ round meeting with B Corps Sig-na ls. · This proved
a very exc1tmg m atch between two old riv als. and the Div. just
managed to win bv the cnlv v.oal scored. Thev lost however
in the semi-final to the P un)ab-Rif!es after a very fine' ga me.
'
A hot weather tournament has been startecl here this vear and
it is proving a great success. So far the Di v . have olaved six
matches and have won three, lost two and drawn one·. This is
indeed a very fine oerformance. as the two teams who have
beaten them are still undefeated in the league.
In addition to the ~ bove tournamen ts. manv friendlv 2ame>
have been played and the Div. have held th~ir own ~ith the
best.
.An inte.r-Section tourname~t is in progress and here aga in
friendly nvalry, sportsman~hm and real excitement are ore·
valent. At the time of writing. U.H.O. are leadin g in this event,
but M Section are close rivals, only half a point separating the
two teams.
Several trial matches are bein<> held in the station between
military and civil teams for the ~uroose of choosing a team to
represent Rawalpindi Military and Civil against a strong Punjab
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i eam which is at present on LO
•
h
.
matches the Div. have had
ur ll1 t e. Prm11nce. In these
Football - Th
.
one representative m Sergt French .
•
e only item of note ha b
h B ff
ment held in Murree during June 1 1 s h .eeh t e . u ala tournawon through the first two rounds ~ ~ ts t e D!v. successfully
Corps Signals in the third round
met their old rivals B
Gharial. Flat~, and on this occasion .the ~1s match was played on
defeat 111 wmning by 2_ 1 goals Th orps avei:iged the hockey
111 this match was the di 5 pla; ·f go j ou~stan~tng . performance
0
1
<Jf the Div. In fact, at times som
h~epmg Y Sigmn Pollard
vello~ s ; and it is to him that theo D ' ts saves were tru ly marheav1er loss, for in the second half
h iv.B °ewe our escape from
mg our goal, Pollard time and t" w en . orps were surroundwhen all seemed Jost.
ime agam saved the situation

T

f

Cricket.- Practice has again com
d
menc~ • and although no
<Jutside matches have been la d
staged from which it is h pd ye • tho trial matches have been
good account of itself wh~t~ t~o gfit er a ~ear:i that wi ll give a
e ixtu re ist ts commenced
Inter-Section Football.- Here a .
." .
matches are being played and at the gtam sfme . ~eally exc1tmg
0
held by M Section . but 'this is'
f tme
Wrttmg the lead is
two tean;is close on 'their heels wh~ ;:;;c~:~·e ~i,:hlercd afre onhe or
.at any tune .
ea rom t em

1

i~~ckey.-At the present moment there is being r7i~~~m;ae:alp . . a hot weather hockey tournament ooen to both civ ·1
d
m1 1itary teams. Some excellent ola h b.
.
t an
unit team h ave been holding thei r yow~s wi~h ~1~nbss~d £"~the
.:vh~ ~hough_ ~hey bhave been without some of their erseg~la: :ii:~
Topa aM ett
edeln on leave or attending courses at Upper
.
any rten y games have also been la ed and th
~~~~~se2a:h·1 been very satisfactory. Four "Jimn~e/" have bee~
G d.
S .s year, and the successful oJayers are Lieut
D
ar mer, ign al men Fraud and Charltoii, and Sergt French·. .
lis~e~e results I matches played since the last notes were pubBatter/R
w~nobs : -v. 3/ trth Sikhs. drew at 2-2; v. 7th
'kh d · ·
Y3
; v. N.W. Radway drew at 3_ 3 • v
S t s rew at 1- t ·
·
Offi1cers won· bv - 2 . v Pindi
' ·
T'
b
• v. Gamson
3
igers won Y 2 - 0 : v. B Coros I.O.R.s drew ·a t
h In te League the unit have played ten matches, of ...;hich five
ave ee~ won, three drawn and two lost, and have scored 2
3
goals agamst 17 by their opponents.

r·

c

;.s

£°f

r-x' ·

f Footballd-:-The football team played two friendlv matches beore procee mg to Murree for the Murree Brewerv· football tour•
h~entband 1n each case secured a victorv- defeating the Hamp
s ires Yh 1 - 0 and the <1th Field Brigade R.A bv _ 2 In.
3 ·
M urree
t e Y PIaye d f our f nen
' di Y matches before the
· tournament
d
an won three and lost one. Thev defeated the A
d SH b'
4-~tl the R.A.F. bv 2-1, and the rest of Upper To3;a b~ 4-_:,
ah
ost t.0 the H.L.I. by 2-3. In the tournament however
t ey. lost 111 the first round to the Border Regiment by o- . •
4
h Cr~cket.ttThc . mons~on weather we have been having lately
as een a ag~mst cricket, but many of the enthusiasts have
~hrned out Iat. n~ht and have been getting plenty of oractice at
e nets.
t is oped to get a very good side together- this ear
and thee firstbofll our fixture is being plaved on the 26th Sep~e:n:
b er at amp e pore.
·

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
.. c.~icke.t Notes. - On th e 6th September we olaycd the R.A .F.
.bAfi team. 1kn the last match of the Hot Weathe~ League winning
Y ive w1c ets.
'
The R.A.F; won the toss and elected to bat. Therefore we
to field 111 the heat of the sun and later to b t ·
f ·1·
rhad
h
o ur ftte Id mg
'
•
a m a a1 mg
tg ~ ·
throu2hout was good. Sigmn Barrett in
p~rt1cular, made a spectacu la r catch at deep square leg bv ~un
hmp:h back t? a very hard ball and eventuallv taking it high over
IS . ead w.1th one hand._ Sigmn . Steele made two !(OOd catches
:hilst field111g at deep mid-on ; Su~mn Akehurst safclv held one
: t ohuar~ leg ; whilst Carpi Ray likewise hung on to a· sharo one
rn t e sl1os.
•
K.D.S. - were left with 76 runs to make in fifty minutes, and
the hght was definitelv bad. However, the RA
' d
. . F . were k m
·to u . M r. Extras totall ing as many as 24 !

Scores-:-R:A.F ._ ··A" team 7) (S1gmn Greenhalgh six for 1 ) ·
7
Kohat D) tstrtct Signals 84 for five wickets (Sigmn Greenhalgh '
33
not out .
.. T~; result of .t he Hot Weather League is as under: - R.A.F.
B
team 7 pomts, Kohat District Signals - R A F "A"
' 1•
• • •
team
4 • an d Best ·s Cc
· . r. The S. and D . Club
scratched.

• 3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
General.- Sports at this time of the year arc, as usual, held
dp by ~e tfrrenttal downpours which occur every two or three
hys..
ur ootball ground has been unusable a good deal of
t e lllhe, and hh.ockey fans have had to twiddle their thumbs
untt. t e. sun s mes once more. But now that the monsoon is
nearmg its end gai:nes should become normal agam.
et.s have
been started at cricket, and we_ have entered for the Garrison
cncke~ to5mament. We are losmg a very good all-round sports·
hak m f erg~ Ryan, who has represented the untt in cricket
oc ey, 00 tda 1I and rugger, to say nothing of bemg a billiards'
water po1o, arts, etc., exp~rt. We wish him the best of luck
'.'-t Peshdwar, his new station. Our football ground has been
improve by returfing -a large area around one goal-mouth
~~~nksHto hthe efforts of LI.Corporals. Collington and Drake and
gt ay oe, to say nothmg o( quite a lot of critics.
Rugby.- This might have been called water polo as the
monsoon has the_ habit of saving itself up until a <>a~ e starts
and then proceedmg to give of its best for the next -hour We
~rry to lose the support of Mr. Boon of the Police. who has
e t . eerut. Sergt Ryan as full back has been a great helo in
keepmg out a .lar_ge number of tries, and we shall miss him ·and
hts accurate k1ckmg next year. Coro! Teal both
h If
and stand ff h
h
· h
•
as scrum a
'
o • as _t e ng t ideas. Corporals Heasman and
rurner, L / Corpl Spriggs and Sigmn Styan have played hard and
een very useful. We also have been fortunate in havin such
strong supp~rt from the Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop g
W Reshlts this month are: v. E Battery lost bv 0 _ 5 . ·v Black
ate dBrew at 3-3 : v. 12th Field Brigade R.A. won· by. - Q .
3
v. 9rst attery R.A. lost by o--6
'
f
lo~ng . against the 91 st Batte~y we have been knocked out
o t e arnson rugby tournament, which we won last year.
. Soccer.- Our ground has been unfit to play on for some
time, but we have had quite a number of games .
Agamst the 6th Field Brigade R.A. we won bv 3- 1. A very
good game. The Statesman says that owing to the good passmg
by the fo~wards and good placing by the half-backs we ran out
worthy wmners.
'
Our next ma tch was versus the Royals. and we lost by 1 - 4 •
The .best. goal of the game was ours. Houghton, outside right,
was m difficulty and . passed back to Taggart, who from thirt
yards scored a beautiful goal.
y
We m~t E Battery, ~nd in the last minute of the game Dunn,
our outside left, put m a shot which the goalkeeper fumbled
and the ball rolled over the line, <>iving us the oame with a
"'
"'
score of 2-1.
\Ve congratul~te, Sigmn . Bo~ill on passmg the theory ide of
~he hockey umpire s exammatton , and hope that by ne~t month
e ~tll be a full-bl?~n umpire. Congratulations also to L Corp!
Collm.gton. on obtam1ng his referee's badge.
~w1m~mg.-The u.n it team (combmed with the 3rd Cavalry
~ngade . Signal Troop) 1 not very strong owing to several memers bemg m th~ hills. However. we are still able to turn out
agamst other urnts. Each !nember of the team has to take art
m _each event except plungmg and diving. In the station i:Cer~1t tou_rnament we were unfortunately drawn against the Black
arch 1.n the first round. At the time Sigmn Fish. one of our
best sw1m.mers. was m hospital and his absence weakened the
team considerably. We were beaten in every event exceot one
The next match, a friendly against E Battcrv, we lost · bv i~
evems to one. W.e won the breast stroke, and E Battery uffered
their first defeat 111 that event this season.
In future mate.hes we hope to do better, as on or two other
B.O.R.s will be mcluded in the team.
o. I C_omp.any have swum against lo. 2 in two matches,
each resultmg Ill a. win for them by four event to three.
Several new swimmers have been een in the Com an
mhatche~, and we hope soon to get quite a lot of new 1ale~; 1 ~
t e umt team .
'

r;
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Two matchc ha,·e been arranged agai nst the Royals and E
B.uter~ R.H.A. The re ults will be included in next month's
notes.
The un:t team con ists of: Lieut Hobson, L / Sergeants Fraser
and Fee. M.M., Carol Hothersall, Lt Corrorals Edwards, Hill and
Hollmg head. Signalmen Fi h. Fry , Hurt. Ellis. O tten, Styan.
Smith A. R. and Hoar.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Hockey Results.- Versus Hong Kong Mule Corps drew at
o- o: v. Punjab Signal Section lost by 1- 2 (Whitehead) ; v.
St. Andrew· H.C. los t by 1- 2 (Larking) ; v. Hong Kong Mule
Corps won by 3 1 (May 3).
Tennis.- MAMAK CHALLl>NGE CLIP. First round: Signalman
l om ax beat Sigmn May , L / Carpi R_afferty b~at Sigmn Erridge.
Sigmn Sh ove beat L Carpi Emary, S1gmn Whitehead beat S1gmn
Fielding. Sigmn Marti n beat Sigmn Williams, and L / Corporal
Funnell an d Signalmen Farrell and Austen walked over.
Second round: Sigmn Lomax beat L / Corpl Rafferty, L / Corpl
Funnell beat Sigmn Shove, Sigmn Whitehead beat Sigmn Martin,
Sigmn Austen beat Sigmn Farrell.
.
.
Semi-finals: L / Corpl Funnell beat Sigmn Lomax, S1gmn White•
head beat Sigmn Austen.
Final: L / Corpl Funnell beat Sigmn Whitehead by 6- 8, 6-4,

6-3.

AR 1Y DOUBLES ToURNAMENT.- First round: L / Corpl Funnell
and S1gmn Lomax beat Privates Hart and Fuller (East Lanes) by
6-1. 6-3.
At a spans meeting held in August, the following were elected
fer the forthcoming season. Hockey- Captain, Sigmn Martin ;
vice. Sigma Dilley. Football-Captai n. Sigmn Lomax ; vice.

Sigmn Fielding. Cricket Captain, Sigmn Mills ; vice, Sigmn.
Erridge. Swimming- Captain, L / Carpi Rousseau .

Gibraltar Signal Section.

Tennis.- In this our first season in
we managed to hold our own, playing
drawing three. and losing one. Our
congratulated upon their outstanding

the Junior Tennis League:
six matches, winning two,
representatives are to be
performances.

. Swimming.- The annual Section swimming race took place
m Cormorant Waters on the 29 th September. The competitors,
who had spent the major portion of the season in training for
this event! wer.: handicapped according to their ability. A ~ruel-·
lm!!: race m a choppy sea, with a considerable wind, resulted ill'
L ,' Carpi Poulton winnini: by a touch from scratch. Sigmn Waller
gave him an exceptionally hard race.

No. 3 (Soathend) Company.

Bedford Detachment.

Training. - During the last month the ·· after camp " feeling
has died down, and we have commenced a programme of winter
training which is both useful and popular.
There are two technical classes: one for the trai ned men who
delve mto the mvsteries of wireless waves with the expert
assistance of C.S.M. Coolev, and one for the recruits who do a
certain amount of Morse operating followed by an introduction
to the simplest forms of electrical apparatus-helped along by
Sergt Bradbury and various little gadgets. . Both. classes go well.
and it speaks for itself to hear argumenta 1ve voices at 9.30 p.m.
leave the lecrure rooms and disaooear in the direction of the
canteen- no doubt, to continue the. issue over a glass of beer.
The remainder of the members parade in the gymnasium and
do their stuff. The boxers practise on the punchball the smashing upper cuts they are saving up for .Stratford, . and. the aspirants to health and strength, coupled with that slim smewy outline, practise tricks on the vaulting horse and parallel bars. A
good evening's work and entertainment.

General.- As usu.al afrer annual camp, . eve~ything is ver1
quiet. We are holdmg winter classes on drill 111ghts, and quite
a. goodly number. of the fell ows are turning up to them . We
give them operatmg to keeo their hands in. and after that we
give them interestini: lectures concerning electricitv and the various organisations of the Service and also Servi~e instruments .
By these means, and with the helo of the winter trade classes of
instruction ·which start in January. or Februarv, we hooe to pro·
duce ouite a good number of Group' E operators at· the next
Tra.de Board.

Concert Party.- " What do you think of my turn, old man?''
at bad! That ' no hooting ' order 1s still in force in South·
end, isn't it?"
THREECOY.
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54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals- Co11ti1111 cd.

Permanent Staff.- All ranks of No. 3 Company join in
wishing Serge Johnson P. (our late P.S.I.) the success he de·
serve:. in his new role of Mr. P. Johnson, civilian. We hope
he will follow the example of many other ex-Signals n.c.o.s and
sign on the dotted line for the unit.
We extend the glad hand to Seri:t Newton, the new P .S.I. of
No. 2 Company. who has recently joined the unit. Mav his
stay be long and pleasant.
We must also welcome Sergt Finn V., who has joined us
from Stratford, and hope he will enjoy his stay with us.

C::ARE."

Rowing.- We have two crews in training for the challenge
cup, challenge trophy, and emergency trophy. We hooe next
month to record successes in more than one of these competitions.

TERRITORIAL NOTES-Co11ti1111cd from page 502.

W I T .- The pole has now been erected, and great things are
expected of it. Of this more anon. For the oresent, let us
hope that it is successful and won't have to be tnoved.

::

Cricket. - As our season terminated in September, a bric(
resume of our ga mes wi ll not be amiss. Du ring the season we
played seventeen matches, winnin g seven and losing ten. This
1s considered quite a creditable performance, as owing to the
small st rength of our unit ou r opponents were invariably numerically much our superiors. Carpi Parry was our best all round
player, taking 59 wickets for 619 runs, while he also managed a
ha .ting average of j0.3 for the sixteen games in which he played .
The unit supplied even players for the Junior Staff and Departmems team who were defeated in the semi-final of the Garrison:
inter-Company cup by the 1 t (Fortress) Company R.E., the
win ners of the troph y.

Social. -~ith th.e winter evenings now on us. our thought .
turn to social evemngs m the Cfub. We hold our first social
evening on the 20th October in the form of a sausage and mash.
suppe1'. We hope this will be the success it has been in previous
years. Anyhow, the arrangements are in the right hands and
a good evening's entertainment is assured.

lnspections.- The unit has just been inspected by the new·
G.O.C. 54th Division and East An~lian Area, Major-Genera!
R. M. Luckock, C.B., C.M.G., o.s.o. We ha ve every reason to
believe that he was ve ry satisfied with what he saw.
Departure to Civil Life.- The Detachment wish Sergt Joh nson (P.S.I. No. 3 Company) every success in his new sohere of
operations. We might run up against you one of these flne days,
Johnna. old man.
BEDFORDIAN.

Do YOU belong to the Signals Association 1
IF NOT, JOIN NOW I
Your milltary setvicc will come to an end some day. and you
atay then need help in finding civil employment. See how the
Ai90ciation helps ira Members in that direction, as shown on
pa'le 466.
The subscription is only Two Shillings per annum .
Ask your Unit Representative for further details.

Telephone: Victoria 2081
Telegrams: " Slgasn Churton London."
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Editorial Notes

With the _Best of all Good Wishes to our 'f{eaders at T]ome & }\broad
Particularly toEx-Sergeant F. V. March Victoria Australia
Ex-Corporal E. S. J. Hai~es , Auckiand , New Zealand
Ex-Signalman E. J. Young, Venezuela
Ex-Signalman C. F. Vicker Venezuela
Ex-Sergeant A. C. Lennox.' Ontario, Canada
Ex-Sergeant L. E. Chick, Vienna
Ex-Signalman A. S. Mitchell, Rhodesia, South Africa
Ex-Signalman N. F. Graham, Nyasaland, Central Africa
Ex-Sergeant T. G. H. Bennett, Iraq
Sergeant R. C. Bland, Khartcum, Sudan, Egypt
Ex-Sergeant E. Elkins, Berbera
Ex-Corporal H. S. Hodgson, Ceylon
Mr. K. G. Montgomery, British East Africa
Mr. Vernon A. S. Wade, Simla, India
from all of. whom we should be glad to receive news when they
have the time and inclination to write.
Once agam . we tender our best tha_nks to Unit Correspondents
and. all contributors to the pages of the Corps Magazine, who
durmg. the past year have so ably and regularly assisted in
f~rthermg the interests of this publication. THE WJRE still cont~nues to hold its own as the Regimental Magazine with the largest
c1rculat1on among many contemporaries, :md a great deal of the

·

c dit f
h' ·
d ·
c~~tr'1b ~r t 1 ~ is un emably due to those who so consistently
~ e to its _pages.
hln this connection, we would also convey a message of thanks ta

f e hany Firms who use THE WJRE as an advertising medium

hr t eir lhoyal support and valuable co-operation, and to stat;
t at we s. all alwars be prepared to further their interests on
ev~rl" possible occasion.
.
of :nis fel_t that too much attention t.o this most important feature
. agazme production can1.1ot be given by our readers, and it is.
with confidence that we agam. appeal to them to PATRONISE THOSE.
Fl1g"S as and when oppor~urnty to do so arises.
or t~ers from Messes or md 1".1duals may be placed either direct
rou~h the agency of this office. We shall welcome the
opportumty to act as medium for home or overseas requirements.
Obituary.-We deeply regret to annou~ce the death of Colonel
A. A. Jayne, D.S.o., O.B.E. , M.C:., at Birmingham on Friday 26th
October, after a very brief illness.
. Colonel Jayne will long be remembered with respect and affection by those .who were privileged to serve under him, both m
France a~d durmg the latter stages of the war at C Depot, Bedford.
E~rly m 1914 he w~nt to Franc~ .as a Lieutenant in the Royal
Engmeers (Signal Service). His military career was distinguished,
for followmg the first batde of Ypres he was mentioned m
despatches. In 1916. he was awarded the Military Cro s for
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service rendered with the Canadia n Corps of Signals on the
Somme. and was again mentioned in de ·patches in February 1917
for work in the St. Eloi sector. The D.S.O. was conferred on
him after the battle of Messines. and later the Order of the
Bntish Emoire (Military Division). Having served in Frdnce contmuou~ly for the first three years of the war, Ma jor Jayne (as he
then was) returned to Engla nd and continued to serve as Secondin-Command of C Depot, BdEord, where he was mainly responsible for the training of telegraphists for R.E. Signal Service.
In 1918, when various Companies of the Supplementary Reserve
were amalgamated to form Lines of Communication Signals,
Colonel Javne was called from reti're.ment as the first Commanding
Officer of the new formation. He comoleted his tour of command
in 193~ and was promoted Colene! en- retirement.
.
By hi r. untimely death Royal Signals lose one of their most
distin2uished officers, and one whose first thought was invariably
for the comfort and welfare of these serving under him. A
photograph is shown opposite.

®
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Commencing with the January 1935 number of THE WIRE, we
are contemplating a complete change of the Section Headings.
In place of the existing sketches by L. H. Drake, it has been
suggested that we should substitute photographic reproductions
of our many Service Stations, viz.: Home Station Notes to be
prefaced by photographs of Catterick, Aldershot, Bulford, Canterbury, Scarborough. etc., in rotation : The Indian Signal Corps
by photographs of well-known Indian Stations; and Other Stations
Abroad by topical illustrations of the surroundings in which Royal
Signals are quartered.
With this end in view, therefore, we appeal for the co-operation
of our Unit Representatives and ask them to submit any photographs which may be considered suitable for that purpose--such
contributions to reach this office at the earliest possible mometit.

sz,
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It is officially notified, for the information of all concerned, that
the supply of ex-Regular soldier pensioners (long service and for
disability) for employment as Auxiliary Postmen in the Provinces
is at present not equal to the demand.
We have been asked to notify such potential candidates that
they have a preference over other ex-Service men for Auxiliary
Postmen vacancies. They should, if they have not already done
so, take steps to register for that class of employment at the lccal
office of the Ministry of Labour nearest to their place of residence.
The qualifications necessary a re as follows: -(a) The assessment
of military character must not be less than " good " ; (b) Candidates must not be less than 5 ft. 4 in. in height. N o age limit is
imposed, but applicants must be physically suitable for the work.
The employment is of a semi-permanent character. Most of
the duties vary ·from 18 to 30 hours weekly, and the present
weekly wages on entry vary from about 16/ o to 30/ 6 .
~

~

@>

Royal Signals Quarterly Journal.-Will those who wish to
subscribe to this publication, but have not yet sent in their
instructions for 1935· kindly do so without delay, in order that
we may be in a position to estimate bulk requirements.
<BJ

t/JJ

I@

Ideal Christmas Presents.-The following articles are now
stocke:l at this office and can be obtained on application at the
prices quoted : - Sweaters, Corris Colours . .. . .... .. ... ............. . ... ... .... .from 11/6
Scarves, Woollen . Corps Colours ... . .. ....... . ............ each 7 / 6
Silk S(!uares, Corps Colours .. ... .. .. ...... ...... ... . .. .... each TO/ 6
Double-ended Silk Tie~. Corps Colours ...... .. .... .. .... from 2/ 6
Cuff Links, Corps Colours .... . .. .. .. ............. ..... . per set 3/ o
Ciizarette Cases, Corps Co'ours ..... ... .. .. .. ... ...... ... ... .e;ich 2/ 6
Tobacco Pouches, Corps Colours .. . .. .. .. .. .. ......... each 3 I 9
(Postage extra ; cash with order)
C}J
5}ti
8fl
Bound Volumes of " The Wire " fo r 1934.-All Readers, Units,
Messes. etc . reouirine; bound volumes of THI'. WIRE for 1934 are
askec\ tn submit their orders earlv, as onlv a limited number will
be available for distributicn.
Royal Signals Mess Library is
complpte witho11t it. Price 8/o per copy, post free (at home or
abro:ic).
THE EDITOR.
[See "Stop Press" Note at foot of page 517.]
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Signals Association Notes

B

The attention of all .Hon. Branch Secreta ries 1s directed to
paragraph 5 of Editorial Notes in this issue.
EMPLOYMENTS- Situations found during the preceding month
with the co-operation of The National Association for the Employment of Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen: Ex-Signalman, Glasgow . ...... ........ ... .. ..... ..... Joiner
2 Ex-N.C.O. Yorks ............ ... .... ...... .......... .Postman
3 Ex-Signalman, London ....... ..... ... .. ... .... Storekeeper
4 Ex-Wa rrant Officer, Manchester ...... .. ....... Postman
5 Ex-Driver, Manchester .. .. ................ .. ... ..Attendant
6 Ex-Warrant Officer, London .. .. ..... .... .... .Messenger
7 Ex-Signalman, London . .......... . ....... . .. . .... Mechanic
8 Ex-Signalman, London . ... ..... .. . .. .... ....... ... Labourer
9 Ex-Signalman, London .. .. ................... .. .. Labourer
ro Ex-Warrant Officer, London ......... Instrument Maker
1l
Ex-N.C.O. London ................................. Film Extra
12 Ex-Signalman, London .......................... .. .. Barman
13 Ex-Signalman, Leeds .............................. .. .... Joiner
14 Ex-Signalman, London .... .. ..................... Labourer
15 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough
.................... . Baker
16 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .................. Labourer
J7 Ex-N.C.O. London ..... .. ... .......... ........... . .Postman
18 Ex-Sie nalman, Sussex . ... ...... .. ...... ......... .. .Labourer
19 Ex-N.C.O. London ... .......... .. ... ... ..... ... .......... Clerk
20 Ex-Sienalman, London .. .. ........... .. ... .. .. Telephonist
21 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow .......... . .......... .. .... Labourer
22 Ex-Signalman, London .. . . ... ...... . ...... . ...... Lineman
23 Ex-Signalman, London .. ...... . .... .. ... .... ..... Lineman
24 Ex-Signalman, London .... .. ..... .. .............. Lineman
25 Ex-Si gnalman, London .. .................. .. .. ... Lineman
26 Ex-Signalman, London . . ........... .... .... ...... Lineman
27 Ex-Si1malman, London ............ .. .. .. .... .... .Lineman
28 Ex-Sienalman, London .. ...... .. ...... .. ......... Lineman
29 Ex- .C.O. Liverpool ........ .. .................... Postman
30 Ex-N.C.O. London .. .. .. .... .. ............... .. .... Labourer
31 Ex-Si ~nalman, Stoke ...... ... ......... .. .. .. .. .... Labourer
32 Ex-Si1malman, Staffs ..................... .. .... ... Patrolman
33 Ex-S~11:nalman, London ...... .. ... .. ....... .... Telephonist
34 Ex-Surnalman, Shrewsbury ................. .... Labourer
35 Ex-N.C.O. Reading .... .. ........... .. ...... ...... .. Lineman
36 Ex-Signalman, lo~,don .. ................... .... .. Lineman
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Ben evolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully ~ cknowledges the receipt of the
following:CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : 211d Indian Divisional Signals.
Managine; Trustees. Aldershot Command Trust.
Tidworth Branch, Royal Signals Association.
BANKER'S ORDER SUBSCRIPTION from : 2/Lieut. J. F. Campbell.
GIFTS OF CLOTHING from: Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Sykes, D.s.o., o.B.E.
Lieut.-Colonel W. R. C. Penney, 0.1:1 .E., M.C.
APPEALS dealt with: Ex-Sigmn Durham . Temporary difficulties. Grant £2 10 0
I
Ex-Sie;mn Darlington. Domestic difficu lties. Grant 2 0 0
2
3 Family of ex-Sigmn (deceased), CaithnessGrant 5 0 0
shire. Domestic difficulties
0
4 Ex-Siemn Sussex. Temporary difficulties. Grant 3 0
Grant 3 0 0
5 Ex-N.C.O . Kent. Domestic difficulties.
Grant 2 0 0
6 Ex-Sigmn Stirling. Domestic difficulties.
0
7 Ex-Sie;mn Hounslow. Temporary difficulties. Grant 2 0
8 Ex-Sigmn Colchester. D omestic difficulties . Grant 3 0 0
0 0
9 Ex-Sigmn Southampton.Domestic difficu lties. Grant 5
IO Ex-Sie;mn Lot~don. T emporar y difficulties. Grant 2 0 0
6
2
Ex-Sigmn H~nts. Temperary difficu lties.
Loan
l l

The late C olon el A. A. J ayne, O .B.E., D. S.O ., M.C .
[Photo OJI fa.s, Bacmt .$" Sons, Leed.t]
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13
14
116
17
18
19
20
21
22

Grant 4 10 o
Loan 4 10 o
Salvation Army Headquarters, London.
Grant 2 2 o
Ex-Sigmn Middlesex. Temporary difficulties. Lo.m 2 o o
Ex-Sigmn Blackburn. Domestic difficulties. Grant 2 o o
Ex-Sigmn Manchester. Domestic difficulties. Grant 1 IO o
Ex-Sigmn Burnley. Temporary difficulties. Grant 3 o o
Ex-Sigmn London. Domestic difficulties.
Grant 3 o o
Ex- .C.O. London . Temporary difficulties. Loan
o o
Ex-Sigmn London. Temporary difficulties. Loan
o o
Ex-Sigmn Warrington. Domestic difficulties. Grant 3 o o
Ex-N.C.O. London. Temporary difficulties. Loan
o o
(Signed) H. CLEMENTI SMITH, Brigadier,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.
Ex-Sigmn Salisbury.

Domestic difficulties.

Salisbury Signals Old Comrades Association.
Reunion Dinner.-The trurd annual reunion dinner of the Salisbury Branch of the Signals Old Comrades Association was held
at the Cafe Rendezvous, 2r Catherine Street, Salisbury, on Friday
16th ovember.
After the loyal toast had been submitted by Colonel E. de W.
H. Bradley, o.s.o., M.C. (chairman) Mr. W. Ison proposed "Our
Guests " and said that some explanation of his presiding over
this reunion dinner was due to the members. It was consequent
on the formation of a new Branch of the Association: the Headouarters, Southern Command, Branch, and this controlling body
had taken away their chairman (Colonel Bradley} and vice-chairman. The committee of the Salisburv Branch, in their wisdom,
had appointed him as chairman and Mr. Marsden as vice-chairman until the. next annual meeting of the Branch.
The Headquarters, Southern Command, Branch was intended
to control all the other Branches in the Command ; and in addition to the existing Branches, it was considered that there was
room for several others-the primary objects of each Branch being
(1) financial assistance, (2) employment, and (3) social activ ities.
Mr. Ison referred to the manv activities of the local Branch
during the year. It now had a membership of seventy, and he
was glad to see sixty present at this reunion. He was delighted
ro welcome Lieut.-General Sir John S. Fowler, K.C.B., K.C.M.G.,
o.s.o. (who had always commanded the deepest regard of those
who had served under him), Colonel Naylor. Flight-Lieut. Bishop,
Colonel Day, Captain Carnegie (their old treasurer, who had come
down from Town specially), Mr. W. Butler and S.S.M. Trusler
amongst their guests.
Lieut.-General Sir John S. Fowler, in responding for the guests,
thanked the Salisbu ry Branch most heartily for inviting them to
be present and for the warmth of their reception. He referred
to the development of the Branches in the Southern Command,
and said he felt that the O.C.A. movement was one of the great·
est assets of the Corps. It did a great deal for the prestige of
the Corps and helped their old members when they had left the
Colours. Flight-Lieut. Bishop (the Salisbury representative of
the National Association) had been of the greatest assistance in
this direction. and he thanked him for his co-operation. Th~
Corps was going very strong. Its prestige in work and in com·
petitions was better than most. "Always playing the game " whatever it may be-is the best which can be said of any Corps.
He referred to the recent success of B Corps Signals in winning
the Association Football Cup in India, which had (he remarked)
been achieved by a unit of comparatively small numerical strength.
He was very pleased to be there that evenin~ with so many old
comrades, and he wished them all the best of luck.
Lieut.-Colonel R. F. B. Naylor, in proposing "The Signals
Association," said he was particularly glad to have this opportunity of being present. because his time was drawing to an end on
" The Plain " and shortly he would be moving on. Of his
twenty-five years service, twenty-two had been scent with " Signals," and he had never had better men under him than during
his service with the Corps. The men were of the best type, and
deservmg of the best possible jobs when they left the Corps, and
the Cams Association was doing its utmost m that direction.
Mr. W. Butler, in replying, said he was delighted to be present
at their dinner once more. As secretary of the Association, he
was pleased to report that they had been successful in placing
477 members in jobs in the current rear-which was 150 more
than any previous year-and they stil had the month of Decem•

1934

ber to go. There was general satisfaction with the type of men
supplied, which was very gratifying, and he thanked the various
Branches for their co-operation.
The vice-chairman of the Branch, Mr. W. A. Marsden, proposed "Absent Friends," which included all men who had served
in the Corps at any time, and he hoped that any who might have
been kept away that evening l>y hard times would have better
luck in the future. He had received letters at regret at being
unable to attend from their old friends Brigadier Heymann, Major
Bray and Captain Moore.
The chairman referred with :egret to the impending departure
of Colonel Naylor. He wished, on behalf of the Branch, to thank
(amongst others) Mr. Balmain, Mr. Cannell and Mr. Hand for
the unique table arrangements and decorations ; the 3rd Divisional
Signals for the loan of the gear ; the caterers for the excellence
of the dinner; and Mr. Cole, the local Branch secretary, who had
his heart and soul in the work, for all he had done for the Branch.
A musical programme was provided by Captain C. T. Hughes,
M.c., Mr. J. Bryant and Mr. F. Ewens ; and these artistes were
heartily thanked for the excellence of the programme.

Correspondence.
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Sterling Slive r Cigarette Case, with
Colours of any un it

i n enamel a nd
mounted w i th
Badge in Ster ling
Silver. Size 3 } by
3 t ins. £3.S.O

Waiting Lists for Married Quarters Roll.
[D.0. / 496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham,
16th November 1934
The Editor of " The Wire."
Dear Sir.-The following is notified for publication m the
December 1934 WIRE.
Dates on which the top individuals were registered on the
waiting lists for the Married Quarters Roll: (a) Home and Abroad- Sergeants, 27 / 1 / 30.
(b) Home. Abroad and India-Rank and File, 26 / 8 / 29.
C. FIRTH, Colonel, i/ c R.Signals Records.

Royal Corps of Signals
Badge Brooch in Diamonds, Platinum,
I Sec. Gold and Enamel £22 : O : O
Set Rose Diamonds instead of
Brilliants
£17: 10: O
In Platinum, I Sec. Gold and
£6: 17: 6
Enamel

Milit·uy Memorial to the late King Albert of Belgium.
The Editor of "The Wire."
Sir.- The recent tragic death of King Albert has revived many
memories of one of the truly heroic fi((ures of the Great War.
Surely there could be no more fitting tnbute to his work for the
Allied cause than a memorial in the historic town of Ypres erected
by those who served with the British Army in Flanders. With
th.is object in view, a small committee has been formed, of which
I am chairman.
Fortunately, a very fitting opportunity has presented itself to
us, namely, that of filling the great Rose Window at the main
south entrance of the restored Cathedral of Ypres with stained
glass of British design and make. The artist selected by the
Committee is Miss Geddes, whose work in Canada and Ireland is
well known.
,
His Majesty the King has approved of the scheme , and I am
glad to say that His Majesty King Leopold has also expressed his
approval of our proposal and considers that it would form a most
acceptable memorial to his illustrious father.
The sum required is two thousand pounds ({,2000) and I make
this appeal to all ranks of those who served in the Great W ar,
and to the Regular and Territorial Armies of to-day, to assist me
in raising th.is comparatively modest sum.
The work will be put in hand immediately the Committee feel
justified in doing so, and should be finished during next year.
The window will be shown to the public in this country before
being handed over as a ~ift fro:n British soldiers to Belgium.
Any surplus funds will be handed over to the Anglo-Belgian
Union to be used for providing beds for ex-soldiers in St.
Andrew's Hospital, Dellis Hill: if feasible, to build a " King
Albert Ward ."
All cheques should be made payable to " The King Albert
Army Memorial " and sent to the Organising Secretary. Kini!:
Albert Memorial Fund, Yores League Headoua rters. 20 Orchard
Street, London, W .1, or · ro Llovds Bank Ltd. (City office) 72
Lombard Street, London, E.C. Postal orders or stamps will be
gladly received at either of these addresses .
Acknowledgments and records of donations will in all cases be
sent by Captain Guy Cassie, c/ o Ypres League Headquarters. ~Q
Orchard Street, London, W.1.
(Signed) ATHLONE, Chairman.

Sterling Sli ver Cigarette Box, with
Colours of any unit in enamel and
mounted with Badge in Sterling Silver.
Size '4 by 3 ; by Jl ins. £4.IS.O

Gifts
Illustrated Brochure of Gift
Suggestions will gladly be
sent on request.

THE WATER-PROOF, DUST-PROOF
. . AND DAMP-PROOF- WATCH.

In st.ainless Steel case. Specially recommended for
service under severe climatic conditions.
Plain dial £5.S.O
Lum inous £5.10.0
Smaller size for Ladies £6.10.0, Luminous £6.15.D

THE GOLDSMITHS &
S.I L VER SMITHS
C 0 M PA N Y LT o.
jewellers & Silversmiths to H.M. The King

112 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I
(Ccrner of Glasshouse S:reet -

The above Advertisers support our Magazine.

No other address)

Will our Readers please support them in return?
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Plain Tales.
Rhapsody in Snow.- According to my calendar, Ch ristmas is
approaching with some speed- rather more spe~d than I had ·
bargained for. in fact. ·•Peace on earth. goodwill to :ill men"
really includes women and children, and .. it is amazing, ~h.~
number of women and children who expect peace and goodwill
in the shape of a box of linen handkerchiefs or. a w?rking model
of the Flying Scotsman. Perhaps you have not.iced 1t yo_u~self.
An evening spent in thinking about the Christmas spmt must
have left its mark on me, for early the other morning I was
conscious of a dist inct change in my feel ings. Sort of buoyant, if
you follow me. The ground was covered with a m~ntle of _snow
about six inches deep, and everything was hushed with the silence
that seems to come with a hard frost. Not a sound was to be
heard save the continual slamming of the hut door, the raucous
singing of a guy called Way. and the occasional _dull plop as a
hotly berry dropped from the bushes about a mile away. The
sort of peace that goes right through and out the other .side.
I stepped out into the glorious morning and a snowball hit me
on the ear. For one fleeting moment the morning seemed not
quite so glorious. but 0is new ~eeling sur~~d ove~ _me and I
smiled happily. I was imbued with the spmt of giving, and I
didn't mean maybe.
.
Gathering a handful of s~ow and _an odd stone or_ two, I quickly
fashioned a snowball. W ith unerring aim I flung 1t at my assailant, to discover- too late- that he was the orderly officer! The
missile struck him under the nose, loosened his front teeth, and
disappeared down his throat. He let out a mighty roar of laughter
and called out the boys.
The battle that followed would have done credit to anv Christmas card. Even the R.S.M. joined in, until it was obseived that
nearly everyone was fighting on his side. After a while there was
no snow left, so the O .C. said it was a shame and what could
you expect with a B.B.C. like ours?
The Quartermaster gave.us a lot more snow to p_la_y wi~h, on
condition that we handed it back afterwards. All 1oined in the
chorus of " Freeze a jolly good fellow," while the caterer brought
out several crates of beer. Everyone cheered madly when the
O.C. blew " Dismiss " on a tin whistle, and a rush was made for
the N.A.A.F.L although it was still early morning. The girls
tripped lightly up and down, serving tea. Sometimes they tripped
up without serving any tea at all. A driver banged on the counter
for order, but he was thrown into a coal scuttle with many expressions of peace and goodwill.
Then a Naafi girl climbed on to the counter and stamped her
feet until silence reigned. She continued to stamp. Maybe she
i$ still stamping. I don't know, because I discovered that it was
about time to get up. It was pouring with rain, blowing a gale,
and there was fish for breakfast, so I shot the cook and felt a
little better.
Christmas? Huh!

• • • •

Causerie.- With our usual low cunning, we announced that
Joe Cotterell was going to India . This created the sensation that
we expected. We are now able to state that Joe is going to
China, and next month we will probably declare that he is posted
to Scandinavia- devils that we are! According to Orders, Joe is
going to Egypt, but we hardly ever read Orders because we
haven't finished· our new Jeffrey Farnol book yet.
Sergt Tom Sayers and Mrs. Savers, of Tidworth, are the proud
parents of a baby boy. Maybe E Troop notes will supply details.
We only see Tom several times a week. Congratulations from
Barleux and his Quivering Quavers (advt).
Our new invention, which will positively revolutionise the
methods by which conjuring tricks are now performed for gramophone records, is not quite complete. One part of the apparatus
consisls of a wheel with a short piece of cane thrust through it.
At present this cane prevents the wheel revolving, but we are
removing the spokes gradually. Voyons I

• • • •

Just Ayresay.-We were interested in a pa ragraph we read
in a newspaper the other day. It concerned one Gustave Knockenen, a blacksmith from Fiorita. if you know where that is. He
died after eating forty-seven boile.d eggs and six loaves. A poor
effort l One · naturally thinks of the well-known H arry Ay res,

who sat in a car outside a roadside cafe and ate fifteen stea k and
kidney pies , two dozen ham sa ndwiches, twenty-two " Pansy "
cakes, three Ch ristmas puddings, and a pound of grapes. He
then decided th at, as he was not pressed for time, he might as
well go inside and have something to ea t! A newspaper report er,
who arrived later, jumped to a hasty conclusion ;ind wrote "After
a hearty meal, the troops moved off." N aturally, H arry took
exception to th is and obtained an apology from the newspaper.
" It isn't as though I was a big eater," he said, with difficulty, as
he swallowed a pork chop.
"Chase Me" Oepartment.- "All sunshades will be return ed
to C.Q.M .S. stores forthwith ." If you think we made this up,
we will send you a copy of the Order- th at is, if they haven't
dashed round and gathered them all in.
We are now waiting to see something like this : " It has been
observed that Drivers H.T. are using an excess of lipstick and
nail varnish. Cosmetics will, in future, be used sparin gly."

• • •

One Each Apiece.- The 3rd Div! Signals met the i st Battn
R.W. Fusiliers in the first round of th e Army Cup at Bulford on
the 24th October. The start was advanced by fi fteen minutes in
case extra time was needed. Pause for hollow laugh . The Signals
were up against a much better team. Tha t is a safe remark, any. way. The boys tried hard and pu t up a decent show. They
were well supported by the unit. The Signals would have won
by 3-0, but the R.W.F. cruelly netted th e ball no less th an
eleven times- which, as Stanley Holloway would say, was one
each apiece all round. Result, as you have so cleverly guessed :
u-3 .

• • • •

Ar rest of The Plugger.- Ukann Larfe stood with Inspec<or
Faceache in a dark alley near a garage in the Old Kent Road.
Both shivered with the cold, for it was a bitter night . A distan t
clock struck eleven, and the two detect ives shivered again.
" Christmas Eve," said Ukann, breaking the silence.
" D-- Christmas!" exploded Faceache, breaking the silence
even more.
The famous pair were on a dangerous mission, which probably
had something to do with the shivering. Ukann's heart was in
his mouth . He pushed it back with the butt of his pistol.
Presently. a dark shadowy shape came up to the Inspector and a
whispered conversation took place. i'Jkann strained his ear to
listen, but found he could hear better by straining both of them
and thus caught scraps of the talk.
The Inspector was answering, and his rasping voice carried a
little further. "Yes, George. Righto, George. Rely on us,
George, old boy. Oh, no, George. Not at all, George. Goodnight, George." The fi~ure faded into the darkness.
" Who was that, Fa&y ?"
"Harry!"
Ukann Larfe made a mental tiote to see about the straining of
his ears. Suddenly a car was heard turning into the garage.
" The Plugger ! " whispered the Inspector.
" O .k. We'll fix him."
The two dauntless detectives crept on all fours to the great
doors. As the Plugger stepped down from the delivery van, four
shots rang out. Four pencils of red light stabbed the gloom and
three bullets sped on their way. (Ukann had a round of blank,
so sit down, woman, sit down.)
" Heyl what's the idea?" shouted the Plugger as the bullets
whistled into the night.
" You' re under arrest."
"What's the charge?"
U kann Larfe looked carefully through his notebook. " We
don't know yet, but you'd better come along with us now. Have
you got any handcuffs you could lend us?"
All four )Umped into a car and drove to Scotland Yard.
Uncle Alf: "Who's the other bloke?"
Me: " What other-oh, I see. That's a secret at present.
(Note-Curse it! I don't know who it is .)

• • • •

Coda.- Well , folks, you can hang on to your hot water bottles
and jam spoons a wee bit longer. Meanwhile, a very happy
Christmas and a great New Year to you all. Be good, and we
will be meetin~ som~where ;mmnd tliis pi!g~ i l 1935.
f3ARLEU~.
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News- Officers

I

~

Mov EsMajor T. B. Gravely from London to Palestine (No. 2 W / T
Company)
Captain F. C. Curtis from Aldershot to W ar Office
Captain C: M . F. White from India to Catterick (S.T.C.)
Brevet-MaJ_or H. A. Spencer from India to Aldershot ("A"
Corps Signals)
Cap.rain L. D . Goddard from London to Aldershot (1st Divisional
Signals)
Captain H . R. Firth from Catterick to 56th Divisional Signals,
T.A.
Lie1:1tenant L. W. J. Dryland from Aldershot to 51st Divisional
Signals, T.A.
Lieutenant G. B. Bell from Aldershot to 5oth Divisional Signals,
T.A.
Lie1;1tenant N . G. Newell from India to Aldershot ("A" Cor
Signals)
ps
Lieu_te_nant D .. H. Prissick from Alder shot to Canterbury (4th
D1v1s1onal Signals)

Extracts fram "The London Gazette."
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
War Office 19 / 10 / 34
The un~erment1oned are restored to the establishment: Captain R. H. Gem 1/ 10 / 34
. Captain W. 0. Bowen 18 / 10 / 34
Lieut. T . W. Boileau is seconded whilst Adjutant, School of
Signals, 1/ 10 / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
S. Carwin to be 2 / Lieutenant 20 / 10 / 34
War Office 23 / rn / 34
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain W. G . . L. Kennard is seconded whilst employed as
Ins()ector of Signals, Iraq Army, 30 / 9 / 34
Captain A. E. Momsen to be Adjutant vice Captain J. W.
Bailey IJ / 10 / 34
'
ESTABLISHMENTS- S. T .C.
Major T. B. Gravely, R.Signals, relinouishes the appointment
of Brigade Major 2/ 10 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
47t~ (2nd London) Div! Signals- 2/ Lieut. E. A. Bennett to be
Lieutenant 25/ 9 / 34
War Office 26 / 10/34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
Sergeant W._ J. A. Nicks. Supplementary Reserve, R.Signals,
to be 2 / L1eutenant 27 / 10 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
53rd (W) Divl Signals-Lieut. G. Cawthorn to have seniority
·
7 / 5 / 33 next ~ bove J. B. Senior, 27 ! 1o / 34
54th (E.A.) Divl S1J?nals-~. V. Pascoe _to be 2/ Lieut 27 / 10 / 14
56th (rst London) Divl S!gnals-Captain (Brevet-Major) A. C.
_C. W1llway to be Maior 27 / 10 / 34
L1e_ut. M. M. Cuthberr to be Captain 27 / 10 / 34
War Office 30 / ro / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W) Div! Signals-Colonel R. G. Earle, C.M.G., D.s.o.,
. vacates the appointment of Hon . Colonel 29/ 10 / 34
L1eut.-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel The Lord Basing retires on
co.mpletion of command and retains his rank with per. m1ss1on to wear the prescribed urnform 29/ 10/ 34
L1eut.-Colonel and Brevet-Colene! The Lord Basing (ret. T.A.)
to be Hon. Colonel 29/ 10/ 34
Lieut.~Colonel C. H. Walsh, D.S.o., M.C., Reserve of Officers,
R.S1gn~ls, t? be Lieutenant-Colonel 29 / 10/34
5oth (N) D1vl Signals- Lieut.-Colonel G. Walton to be BrevetColonel 4/ 9/ 34
War Office 2/u/34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieut. G. A. Jo~es resil!n~ his commission 3/u/34
The undermentioned 2/L1eutenants to be Lieutenants 9/ rof34 •
C. P. Ingram, F. T. Britton
'
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CO MPLETE NEW CATAL OGUE
ON REQUEST

TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
43r~ (W) Divl Si!lnals-R.Q.M.S. F. F. West, 43rd (W) Div!
Signals, to be Lieutenant (Qr-Mr) 1/ 11 / 34
54th_ (E.~.) Divl Signa!s-R.Q.M.S. C. J. Sharp, 54th (E.A.)
Div! Signals, to be Lieutenant (Qr-Mr) r / 11/34
War Office 6/ 11/34
REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAFF
Captain F. C. Curti5, R.Sign:ils, to be G.S.O. 3rd Grade, War
Office r / I I / 34
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
The underm~ntioned 2/ Lieutenants to be Lieutenants 3/ 10 / 34:
K. C. Brame, D. J. Braine
The _undermentioned to be 2/ Lieutenants 7 /JI/ 34: W. J.
Trimmer, H. M. Yells
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
46th (N:M.) Di~! S1jlnals-2 / Lieut. E. A. Goodland, from
Cambridge University O.T.C. to be 2/ Lieutenant 1/10/34
56th (1st London) Divl Signal Lieut.-Colonel G. D. Ozanne,
M.C., M.l.E.E., to be Brevet-Colonel 5 / 11 /.34
War Office 9/ 1r / 34
REGULAR ARMY-COMMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel E. A .. Osborne, D.s .o., from Commander 157th (H.L.I.)
Infantry Brigade, T.A., to be Commander Cairo Brigade, and
1s granted the temporary rank of Brigadier whilst so employed
I I II I 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
znd Cavalry Div! Signals- :::. / Lieut. W. P. Doyl to be Lieut
t7 / 6f34
War Office 13 / 11 / 34
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Diyl Si~nal - R.H. Clegg to be 2/Lieut 14 / Il / H
55th (W.L.) Div! S1gnals- N. D. Wright to be 2/Lt 14 / u/34
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Television : 1880- 1934.
By W. T. LOWE {ex-R.F.C. and R.A.F. Wireless) and
E. PHILLIPS (Fellow of the Television Society).
At some future date, G1ome1· a.n d other Signalmen of H .M.
Forces wiU '10 doubt be required to /mow somethi1lg about Television. So we will mahe a start by endea• ouriiig to interest you
in the historical side of the subject.
Televi ion a new ide.1? Good heaven_$, no I It was more than
a dream fifty years ago.
Mr. George Carey, of Boston, Massachusetts, invented an
apparatus in 188o. It transmitted the image of a scene on to
chemically treated paper.
Later, other scientists experimented on similar lines-notably
Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone, and also Edison,
who invented an apparatus whjch he called the electro-phono·
scope. This was cartooned by Punch in i879.

Jack Buchanan being " televised."

1934

In February 1928 Mr. Baird transmitted television across the
Atlantic from London to New York. The wavelength used was
43 metres and the test was successful, though the images were
still crude.
Sitting before the televisor is an eerie business at firsr, and
Mr. Fox, who was one of the people televised, said it ·was difficul t
to realise that, through the little window facing him, his face
was being disintegrated and flashed across the Atlantic for inhabitants of the New World to see. Yet such was the case.
Then, in mid-Atlantic, the wireless operator on the Berengaria
saw the picture of his fiancee seared before the televisor in
London. Although crude, and fading very obvious, the looker-in
recognised the picture of the sitter and admitted the transmission
as being clearly a feat.
In i932 the Derby was televised by means of mirror drum
scanning and shown on the screen at the Metropole Cinema at
Victoria, London, S.W. In this case three wires were used for
transmission, and three mirror drum systems at the transmitting
and receiving ends. Each mirror drum dealt with one portion
of the picture only. The result was quite good.
In America television has been tried from aeroplanes ; and a
" television" wedding took place in a1~ exhibition in New York
in 1929. The bride and bridegroom occupied separate telephone
television cabinets, and the clergymen officiated at Yonkers, a
town twenty nliles away. An interested audience watched the
ceremony, and the responses, etc., were heard from loud speakers. Other couples have since used this method of being married.
Wha t a difference from Mr. Baird's first attempt, when he had
to bribe that office boy to sit before his fearful machine!
Mention of the radio wedding reminds us that the adaptation
of televisors in telephone cabinets has been tried in America and
France , using the interru9tor disc method. The experiments
were successful, bu t the cost perhaps prohibitive.
Subsequent developments were (r} colour television in which
images of delphiniums and carnations were transmitted, .and
showed up very clearly as such by their colouring, as did also a
baskt>t of strawberries ; (2) stereoscopic television ; (3) phono·
vision, or the recording of television signals on gramophone discs,
from which they could be repeated at some future time ; (4) day·
ligh t television ; and, most strange of all (5) noctovision, or seei!'g
m darkness, by means of the infra-reel rays .
-From " The G1111t1er," October 1934.

( R.P <ourlcsy o/ B.iird Tdc-;·isiou Ltd.)

The discovery of the principle of the thermionic valve by Pro·
fcssor (now Sir) Ambrose Fleming in 1912, and its improvement
for amplifying purposes during and after the war, however, gave
experimenters the means of increasing weak electric currents for
which they had been lookjng. But actually the photo-electric
cell solved the problem of television.
By 1923 several experimenters had succeeded in televising
shadows.
Real television-the presentation of the image of the living
form-was attained only by J. L. Baird, who in January 1926 gave
a demonstration of television before members of the Royal Institution in an attic room in Soho, sending the images from one
room to another.
Bribed to sit under the fierce glare of the lights and submit to
this novel experience, the first living person to be televised was
a lad from the offices situated below Mr. Baird's laboratory ; but
improvements in the apparatus have removed the necessity for
using strong light, and that now used is soft and pleasing. Although crude, the result was real television and only required
development. The original apparatus is now kept in the Science
Museum, South Kensington.
More funds became available for experiment. An instrument
of greater precision replaced the apparatus which had been built
from " odds and ends."
In 1927 Mr. Baird transmitted television from London to Glasgow by means of land-lines arranged in the sitting-room of the
Central Station Hotel. H is image was seen and recognised by
leading scientists and prominent men of Glasgow.
Later in that year the American Tele9hone and Telegraph
Company transmitted television from Washington to New York,
a distance of two hundred miles, using aooaratus of the Baird
type. It ts said they reouired a staff of ·o ne thousand men to
accomplish this. The London Lo Glasgow transmission required
Mr. Baird and two assistants only.

Honour for an R.E. Signals Corporal.
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Much Ado About Nothing.
Kashmir.- ! hav_e heard it called "The Land of Beyond,"
and after my experience of the mists of Murree, it was a haven
of refuge when I reached there.
Gone was the continual racket of dance music from those two
bands that one could hear nightly in the Mall, vieing with each
other as to who could create the most noise to attract customers.
Gone was the hustle and bustle of the native element who have
invaded Murree in their thousands during the last decade. Gone
were _those ~lauds that appeared to rise from under one's very feet,
and m which at m_os~here everything seemed clinging, clammy
a~d unre:il. And m its place,. that beautiful valley picturesquely
situated m the lap of the Hnnalayas, amidst all the sublimest
beauties of nature, where one can forget about the N.W. Frontier
- yes, and Murree, too.
. J\!o trains, tran;,s or pla~1es _are se~n or heard in this spot which
1s likened unto
a Venice m Switzerland. " Travelling by car
up t~e Jhelum Valley for a distance of about 130 miles, impressions come so fast that. each beautiful scene-here a gorge,
ther_c a _wooded va!ley runnmg at right angles to the Jhelum, the
fascmatmg mountams towering above-is speedily blotted out by
succeeding ones, so that one can never enjoy them to the full.
H you want mountaineering with a splash of snow, there is
plenty to ~e had :-vithin striking distance of Srinagar ; or if you
are not ~atisfied wit~ those 16,ooo feet hills near Gulmarg (thirty•
~hrec miles trom. Srinagar) you can take a little trek of 150 miles
m another d1rect1on and have your fill of snowclad mountains with
Nanga Parbat as a background.
Having trekked_ over many "skylines" on life's journey, I
decided to anchor in a houseboat on Nagin Bagh (five miles from
the ci~y that . was founded somew~ere about So A.O.) as opposed
to eatmg, drmking and sleeping
golf " at Gulmarg. For this
la~ter remark, I shall probably get it in the neck from some of my
friends who have returned from that charming health resort, not
full with the beauties of Kashmir, but satisfied at last that they
have reduced their handicaps!
Approximately 5200 feet above sea level and surrounded by
high mountains, the valley is defended from the cold that comes
from the higher ranges of the Himalayas to the north, and those
in the south form a barrier that excludes the scorching winds from
the Plains. So, in this bracing climate, one's ideal is just to laze
about, or swim in the clear crystal waters of the lakes, or fish.
or paint (if so inclined), and at night to sit on the top deck of
the houseboat and watch the moon rising over the Himalayas in
all the glory of a clear Eastern sky. And as the moon comes
sailing over, so the shadows on the waters grow less until her
full glory is reflected from the centre of the lake, surrounded by
myriads of coloured electric lights shining from the numerous
houseboats moored by the banks-a scene never to be forgotten.

Do YOU belong to the Signals
Association ?
If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day,
and you may then need help in finding civil employment. See how the Association helps its Members in

Mr. G. P. W. Keay.
I Ne/Jraducetl bv

tlu cp111·fe.rJ' 1!/" Th(' Post 0/}icr 11/ru:azine " ]

The medal of the Order of the British Empire has been pre·
sented to Mr. G . P. W. Keay, head messenger to the PostmasterGeneral, in recogni1ion of his twenty-five years service to the
Headquarters Boy Messengers' Insti tute. He has devoted himsel(
unstintingly to the welfare of the boys. This is the first t imc
that the medal has been presented to a Pos~ Office messenger.

that direction, as shown on pages 510 and 512.
The subscription is only 2/- per annum.
Ask your Unit Representative for further details.
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Phone : Temple Bar 3657

PIPE & McGILL, LTD.
44 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
If you get bored, take a trip by water to Shalimar Gardens.
that paradise of fountains and cascades amidst lovely lawns, beds
oi gorgeous flowers, and huge chenar trees-and wh.ere, to obtain
the correct setting. you should burst forth into that well known
song " Pale _hands i love," etc. Or if you haven't then had your
fill of paradise, try N1shat Gardens, Harwan, or Dal Lake with
its acres of lotus flower beds-where you can watch for hours the
ar:itics of that little jewel, _the kingfisher. With its bright feather
ot ebony, garnet. turquoise and topaz, and its friendly habits, it
is a pleasure to watch as it poises over the water, dives after its
prey, and perches on a lotus flower to consume its silvery morsel.
Or yet again, if you desire something more material, take a trip
to Srinagar City (by boat, of course). Visit nor the Bund, where
all Europeans congregate, but disembark at the seventh bridge
and walk through the native baz;iar to the second bridge. Take
a large-sized handkerchief and a big bottle of perfum
you'll
want 'em I-and when you have finished your walk, you'll thank
your lucky stars that there are such things as the big open spaces.
Yet it is all very interesting and new, and one's camera is con·
tinually clicking ; but a favourite pastime (which many of us wer
forced to indu lge in during the late war) appeared. to be very
prevalent here also, and I was extremely disappointed in not bemg
able to take a snap of the many native ladies whom I saw " doing
their hair "!
Back on the clear water of the lake, the sordidne s of the
native bazaars is forgotten ; and so. when my time came to
return to the shadow of the Old Lady's Nose, I (who on several
occasions have " done the necessary " on the Bridge of Sighs m
Venice) sighed a profound igh as the car took me awav from
this earthly elysium, this Venice in Switzerland.
'rrM.
( " Stop Press " Note )
ote from B Corp
Too Late I- We much regret that Unit
Signals, Rawalpindi, and a further contnbur1on from the 1i.1
Indian Div! Signals at the same Station, have come to hand 100
late for mclus1on in thi 1ssue.- Eo.
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conc~rt given to the troops on Saturday last.

Free, tool It was,
I believe, a good show and was enjoyed by all. So is their tea.
We are now closmg down. If I keep on this typewriter much
E.R.B.
longer, I shall be knocked down .

E Company, Training Battalion.

~IGtlAL TRAINING CENTRE Nortj)
Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Obituary.-All friends of ex-C.Q.M.S. Todd C. will hear with
regret of the death of his son Alan. The lad met with a motor
cycle accident and died on the 10th October, exactly one week
after his eighteenth birthday. A very nicely-behaved boy, he W'\S
in the best of health and just preparing to make his way in the
catering business. The very deep sympathies of all who knew
him are extended to his parents.
Discharge.-At last C.Q.M.S. Pennicott has left us for the
Horse Guards, where he is now employed in the C.S.0. 's office.
He had been with us a Ieng time, and the unit will not be quite
the same now.
lnjuries.-\lve note with regret the accident to Sergt Shardlow,
of whose achievements a notice recently appeared in THE WIRE.
Whilst carrying out his duties as Sergeants Mess caterer, Sergt
Shardlow suffered a nasty blow in the eye from a carelessly slung
broom, and it is feared that his eyesight will be impaired. The
entire unit and all who know him will, I am sure, join in wishing
him a rapid and complete recovery.
Arrivals and Oepartures.-L / Corporals Chapman and Puleston from India, to fill vacanci?S caused by the annual overseas
draft. Sergt Dilworth and Driver Elphick from 1st Div. and
Driver Haylett from 2nd Div. are also welcomed. Driver Durkin
returns to the unit after completing his training in the Training
Battalion.
Sergt Bennett and L/Corpl Ferguson left us for 1st Div. on the
2nd
ovember. Driver Stillyards has gone to 5th Div. and
Driver Morrison (not the cadre Morrison, who still languishes
here) to 3rd Div. James left us for a happier home for (we hear)
a period of some thirteen weeks. Unlucky, that, James I Corpls
Walker, Ravenhall and Hart are posted, but seem averse to
leaving us. Corporals Bowie, Brunton and Martin join us in
their place.
Greetings to all.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-Since I took on this job, the days seem to fly by.
Here is another month beginning-grhh ! Winter in Catterick I !
I am pleased to state that nearly seven dozen copies of " The
Royal Signals Display Team Souvenir" were sold in two hours in
this Wing. All the embryo dashing D.R.s and future equitation
experts were queueing up to obtain hints from this very interesting booklet.
Change of Command.- Major E. L. H ill, M.c., o.c.r.L,
assumes command of the Wing vice Major G. Tayleur, who has
taken over the duties of P .R.I.
Arrivals.-We extend the usual hearty welcome to L / Sergt
Jones from the Mounted Wing and Corp! Bowie from A Corps
Signals, and hope their stay here will be a long and happy one.
Departures.-Corpl Hart to leave prior to proceeding to A
Corps Signals, and L/Corpl Brookes to Mounted Wing. L/Corpl
Taylor left us for civvy st reet and found a job immediately.
Postings.-No. 6o Squad under L/Corpl Allen passed off the
souare on 20/1oh4, Driver (J.C.) Palmer winning the C.O.'s whip
as best man in the so.uad. Si~mn Earl won a medal for P.T.,
and Sigmn Morgan a spoon and Sigmn King a medal for musketry.

No. 61 Souad under Carpi Knight passed off on 31 / 10 / 34. Sigmn
Kilburn won the C.O.'s whip and also a musketry spoon. Sigmn
Nash won the P .T. medal.
Billiards.- Dismounted Wing met E Company on 8/ 11/34 but
lost by 2- 4 points.
Notice: Sigmn Field L.- Two miniature silver shooting cups,
presented to the above named at Colombo about 1928, have been
left in the custody of the O.C. Dismounted Wing by Sigmn
Loveday. Will the owner (believed to be now serving in Egypt)
send disposal instructions as soon as possible?
Finis.-We regret to say that many Sports Notes are unavoidably held over till next month.
EL PEE.

D Company, Training Battalion.
Calling All Stations.- The usual apology for the absence of
notes last month. Our sq1be was sojourning down south and
was too imerested in the Eastbourne lifeboat crew to do any
writing. What an excuse!
Your humble scribe has been posted to Aldershot, but the date
being in abeyance, I am still carrying on with the notes. It these
happen to be the last I compile here, I wish to thank all who
have helped me during the last three years. Especially, my
thanks are conveyed to the Company soccer team and the Battalion
billiard team. The soccer team have helped by their clean and
sporting games, and it has bem a pleasure to be in charge of
them. I shall miss our trips to the civilian clubs.
Hectic Moments.-Did Joe enjoy his five minutes at Newcastle;
Uncle Walter had a gramophone recital in Marks and Spencer
at Bishop Auckland, and then walked out after thanking the
young lady . What did she say ?
What did Corp! W. do with his rifle ?
Rat Week.- We found a stupefied rat during the annual rat
week, and this was killed with a brutal blow on the back of the
head administered by our orderly corporal. Thank goodness I
was on leave !
Births.-Congratulations to the following proud daddies on
their recent additions (also the best to the mummies). To Corp!
Washburn a son, Sidney Lawrence, at Hebburn on r I I I I 34. To
Sigmn Fearnley a daughter, Patricia, at Scotton on 11/1r/34.
W!;iilst on this subject, I wish to' make a public apology.
(Whatcher dun now?) I was recently called over the coals by one
of our married ladies for congratulating her husband on the birth
of a son. The said lady informed me that any bouquets should
have been handed to her and =t to her better half. Therefore I
wish to congratulate Mrs. L. whilst the going is good, and trust
that this will .now make " Q " Lines more safe for me. What
with short pays and wet days, my life sometimes is in jeopardy.
A rolling pin is a useful and soothing antidote.
Marriages.-Our congratulations are also extended to Sigmn
Gale· on his marriage to Miss Phyllis Helen Stratton at Lewes,
Sussex, on 18/ 10 / 34. The C.R.A. for November is 5 .25d.
Education Certificates.-The following obtained their first
class certificates of education during October, and we congratulate
them: Sergl Low, Signalmen Batty, Derrick, Jones and Williams
F. Signalmen Batty and Williams obtained " distinguished " in
maths.
Postings.-We have recentlv lost a number of our permanent
cadre who have been posted to field units. We trust they are
now settled down with a nice quiet pair of greys.
N.A.A.F.I. Concert.- Bououets are not often handed out to the
N.A.A.F.I., but we must really hand one to them for the excellent

Nothing of particular interest has happened during the past
month.
LI Corp! Smith R. P. proceeded to join A Corps Signals, Alder·
sh?t, on the 19th October, and Corp! Stanton A. arrived as his
relief.
On . the 22nd October ten recruits arrived from the Depot
Battalion to commence technical training. and we hope they settle
down with as m_uch zeal as they shouted their " one stop two's "
m their late unit.
On the ~6th October we said good-bye to fourteen men posted
to field units- seven to 4th Divl Signals, six to 1st Div! Signals
and one to 5th Div! Signals. It is hoped that by now they hav~
all settled down in their new units.
The trooping season being in full swing, six other ranks are
attached to th~ Company pending embarkation for India. Don't
pay any attention to the divers yarns you hear about your " five
yeai;s stretch." Lots of us .have had some, and as many would.
w1llmgly have some more- isn't that a good testimonial for the
land of Ind ?
We_ had eighty-five B.O.R.s complete with L.R.C.s, L.P.C.s,
chaplis, hats, l.U.L. (complete with oak leaf band, my hearties)
lodged in our hutments for a pleasant week-end en route to th~
dole. Cc:uldn't they spin a yarn!
olumns, Indian rope trick,
snakes, ugers. ~ut we heard those before going out ourselves ;
we met you commg out ; saw you coming back- so we know just
a little about it, old sons. Most of the cadre have done one or
two tours in India. They couldn't be bothered to get off at Port
Sa1~. Some look forward to another, and even Corp! John Jervis
1s silent on the subiect- so why should wee laddies with one or
two years service in India come home to torment us with reminders of the pleasant times we used to have ?
Did you read about sacks of M.B. floating through space towards
the gyi:nkhana ground, Kohat?- that's an old Kohdistsigs custom
that will cause many old boys (at present domiciled in this cold
uncha_ritable country) many sleepless nights- why didn't I take
that six months buckshee leave ? We all come to the conclusion
that Rudyard Kipling was right, but not until it is too late. So
all you lads take six months " Blighty," but first sign on the
dotted line.
The Company is pleased to see Corp! Spud Marsden out of
hospital--" four walls with but one little window."
Sigmn Lvttle T. has left us on transfer to the 2nd Battalion
North Staffordshire Regiment for employment in the regimental
band. All who know him wish him the best of luck in his new
u 1l1 t.

L / Corp! Purvis has at last got his fingers on the long awaited
annas for his appointment.
On the 16th November the junior n.c.o.s are holding a games
tournament versus the officers ~nd senior n.c.o.s of the Training
Battalion. Many will be shadows of their " firmer " selves on
the morning after. Information is bound to creeo out. A detailed
account may even appear in these notes next month.
Corp! Hampton P. R. is proceeding to 4th Div! Signals on the
27th November. Bunk up and see him some time.
RASTUS.

F Company, Training Battalion.
General.-During the momh we had some real spells of Catterick weather. Our nice green gra s was all covered with white
- and such a short time after having put in the lawn seed I We
heard that someone covered the patches with a blanket. During
this spell the Quartermaster decided to change a number of overcoats, and as a result many boys are comparing the adventures
with a ground sheet under such conditions with what will happen
if there is another war.
Leaves, leaves, and more le:ives-they are to be seen everywhere: and more so when inspections are taking olace. We are
endeavouring to imorove our Company lines, and succeed until
these leaves start coming and blowing around.
The blessings of our i I e's cleaning are placed upon (1) th sheep
in summer and spring. and (_) the leaves in winter,

Departures.- When walking round the Company lines one 1
apt t_o be led astray and think he 1s in a new place, for all the
talk 1s of Aldershot and the faces have not yet lost that Aldershot
complex. You know what we mean. Durmg the month we had
a b1 r, change m the cadre, losing nearly half our strength and
gaming replacements from the " premier " Command.
The departures are Signalmen Reed, Hodgson, Milroy, Edwards,
Waller, Stevens and Gibson ; ;·nd as i usual 111 such cases, we
wish them the very best in their new stations. We also aid
farewell to Boy Wh!ppe, who has left us or c1vvy street, and Boy
Peachey, on P!obat.1on to the Gloucestershire Regiment.
Although still usmg two men's bed spaces, L/ Corp! Currie has
left us for D Company (pay and rations only) where he will be
prepared for many years to come, so that he will be able to
follow the example of many of our present hands: " Now when
I _was in India." Many ex-boys will note this and hope' to see
him whe!1 t.hey ge~ there. We can. inform you that if he 1s anywhere withm a mile of you, you will not be able to miss him.
Arrivals.- We welcome to our fold the arrivals from Aldershot
by name Signalmen Cunningham, Tracey and Bray. They
certamly ~ave the complex. One other arrival (also ex-Aldershot)
via 4th Div. is S1gmn Pledger. Quite an increase m the number
of old soldiers in this Company!
Marriages .- Strange, but true. We are not used to such
occurrences in this Company, but when they do happen, a shock
1s felt all over the globe. Corp! Holden vacated o. 4 bunk to
take up residence outside after his marriage to Miss Evelyn
~?hnson. ~t South ~hield~; We admire the way he has adopted
Oh! it s four o clock.
He seems to be no stranger to the
ration bag and push-bike.

A Corps Signals.
Ar~ival~. -We welcome the following arrivals and hope their

stay m this unit will be a pleasant one. From T raming Battalion
L / Corpl Smith R. P .. Signalmen Brightmore, Menzies, Trusselle:
Cleme_nt, Edwards A. and Gorman W. Sergeant Wright from
Nigeria. Sergt Hams T. from 1st Divl Signals. Corp! Hart from
Depot Battalion. Carpi Ives from A.F.V. Signals. Corp! Durand
from A.C.S.C. L / Corpl Woolnough from Egypt Signals. Sigmn
Laing from India.
Departures.-To Training Battalion, Corporal Stanton A. S.,
Signalmen Wood S. G., Halliley, Tracey G., Butchers W., Tant
E. and Trevethan. (My regards go with the last named. I hope
that Training Battalion will be able to stand his croonmg (?) Is
your uke still intact ?)
To School of Signals. Signalmen Walmsley J. and Heatlie J.
. To Per~anen t Staff: Sergeants McAdie and Murray to Lowland
Stgnal umts (S.R.) Glasgow. Sergt Hobby H. to 49th Div! Signals
(S.R.) Leeds. L / Sergt Haines E. 0 . to 47th Div! Signals (S.R.)
London.
Corp! Bowie to Depot Battalion. L1 Sergt Beckett to A.F.V.
Signals. Sigmn Baker to S.l.C.D. Signal Section. Signalmen
Stewart and Fyatt to civil life. Sigmn Mitchell L. to Malaya.
Signalmen Clarke E., Hutchison and Long M. to Chma.
Sigmn Joe " Capablanca " Tracey to Deoot Battalion R.E.
Chatham, where he hopes to get a transfer. No. 26 B.B. wish to
remind him that his bed space is still vacant if he ever changes his
mind. His sweet voice and charming per onality are sadly missed
by all. Sigmn Grigg mourns his mate. Check.
Extensions and Re·Engagements.-Corpl Edwards F. T. and
L I Corpl Curl to complete twenty-one years. Sigmn Duke B. R.
X. to complete twelve years with the Colour .
Marriagcs.-Corpl Shillito to Miss Vera Margery McDougall
at South Farnborough on r4 1 3f34. Sigmn Shinn J. to M1 s Stella
Hancock at Pimlico, Londo'1, on 26 9/34. Sigmn Warren T. D.
to Miss Daisy Rose Stacey at Farnham on 6 10/ 34.
Births.-To Corp! and Mrs. Walker a daughter. Joan Lorraine,
at Louise Margaret Hospital, Alder hot, on 16/10/34. To S1gmn
and Mrs. Gree~wood W. a d11ughter, Peggy Joyce, also at Lout
Margaret Hospital, Alder hot, on the ame date.
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Transfers to Arm y Reserve.- Signalmen Allen A.. Collyns
C. P. and Piper H. have left ~so~ ~ra~sfer to the Army Reserve.
We wish them every success m cavil life.
Promotions and Appointme nts.,- L / Corpl St~nton ~· S. to
be Corporal. Sigmn Douglas-Beveridge to the d1zz.y heights of
U / L / Corporal.
Peshawar District Sig nals to Note.- Sigmn Barber W . has
not yet reai:hed Peshawa r •. neither is he nicely .browned. Instead,
he li ngers in A Corps Signals, _g reen and sickly- the result ~f
many mala rial attacks. We believe he has rec.o vered, . but his
behaviour at times leads us to conclude that. he ts s u ffe~mg from
a more erious complaint. At present he 1s engaged m No. 1
Company office, where he has proved ~ very useful amendments
clerk. He awaits the arrival of a postmg order, for he longs no
more fo r th e land of flying dhobis.
The Unit at Present.- Of late, the unit has been indulging in
ea rly morning P .T., the weather accordingly being such as to
merit the issue of ex tra coats, wa rm, M. S., and a_t least hal ~ .a
dozen blankets. The lads, however, ha ve entered into th.e sp1rn
of it and, realisi ng that it is fo r thei r own g?<Jd, done. thC;tr best,
alt hough it is surprising how ma ny stalwart linemen fa~ l miserably
in their attempts to touch toes. Mem bers of the despise~ race of
un it clerks, even, can now boast of rippling muscles neath a
satiny skin.
.
But enough ! The pu blication of our many casualties has taken
up too much space already, so I must close. More anon.
T IKKI.

1st Divisional Signals.
Headqu arters.
Handy Hun t er Tria l s. -T~e handy hunter tri_als for the
Prescott Cup- presented by Mapr C. P. Prescott , R.S1gnals-were
held on the Bourley jumping 1.;round on Mond~y 29th October .
The course was a most interesting one, com.pn?mg fLfteen f~ nces
of the various types met in the Aldershot d1stnct and cov_e rmg a
large area on both sides of a valley. w~~ed on each s1de-:-:-an
almost perfect setti ng for such a com petJt~ o n. T he compet1t1on
for the cup is open to all officers of Royal .S:gna ls m the Aldershot
Command, and it attracted a representative field. The day was
ideal: sunny, rather cold and no wmd.

Colonel G. E. Sampson, o.s.o., and Major C. P. P.rescott were
the judges, Lieut.-Col. R. E. Barker starter, and L1eut.-Col. R.
El dale, O.B.E., timekeeper and recorder.
.
.
Lieut. G. D. B. McKean on Sloth was the wanner with a total
of four faults .. Lieut. H. E. F. Middleton on Silvertail and Lieut.
C. H. Stoneley on Babs were second and third respectively.
Ma t ri mon ial Stakes.- The many members ?f the _Corps who
know Captain R. H. R. Steward, M.C., wall )0111 ~s 111 our congratulations on his marriage to Miss Vera Beatrice Stuckey at
St. Michael's Church, Chester Square. London, on Saturday 20th
October. Many would doubtless like to have joined us m the
"after~" at the Hans Crescent Hotel. The w.o.s and sergeants of
the unit, i.:nder R.S.M. Eves, provided a " guard of honou.r "
with flags, signal, Army, white, with stripes and poles (3 h . 6 m.)
and placed a silver cigarette box on the inventory to commemorat>'
the occasion. I regret I cannot handle the "among thos_e present"
business, but as far as I could >Ce- before the celebrations, mark
you !--the world and his wife were present. One bright Y?uth
was discovered trying to steady up the list of presents to see 1f he
was on guard next day I A nght royal time. Happy days to
the bride and bridegroom.
Births.- [The sequence is not accidental.] If I was wrong
with my parentheses last month, I must ?e correct this time.
Congratulations to R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Spmdler on the advent
of a son, Michael Howard. Ration strength up 50 per cent.
Well! well!!
Without Comment.- " Little man, you've had a busy day."
Army .Soccer Cup.- ! am able to state definitely tliat we shall
not win the Army Cup this year . The King' s Regt., saw to t~at,
but it must have been one of the hardest tasks they ve had smce
they took the cross-country cup from Egypt Signals three years
ago {or is it four?) The first match on our ground ended at two
all, and after extra time went to three all . The replay on their
grou nd , in the shadow of the Royal Signal officers mess, was
equally well contested. H alf-rime arrived with no score, but
shortly aher the re-start we notched a goal and even the K in~'s
supporters pi ped down, though it wasn't long before a bouncing
shot foun d our net and levelled the score agam. The winnmg
goal came as the result of a free kick just outside our penalty
area, and how it found its way into the net I don't know- so I
can't tell you.

f HE W! R. t
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Tailpiece.- More next month, if anything happens, but no
brain-cudgelling for me.
JESSAMINE.

No. 3 Company.
General.- Most of the Company arc labouring on upgrading
courses, a round dozen are on leave pending embarkation and
Myers is understudying the pay bloke. ls that general en~ugh?
Marriages. - Captain C. D. Hinds to Miss Erin Smedley at
Worth mg on 29 / 9 / 34. We conveyed our congratulations in last
mon~h 's WIRE. I can now state that ten officers of the Corps
prov1?ed t.h e customary. arch of swords and barrage of rice and,
1n brief, did all those thmgs a Scotsman does on " Burns Nicht."
I cannot ascertain who produced a bath instead of old boots, and
wh<;> marked time at Newhaven whilst the happy couple were
sa1lmg from Folkestone. ls that why people say marriage is a
lottery?

Football.- It is not true that Manchester City have designs
on one of ou r star players. The documentary evidence to th at
effect can not be believed. A nu mber (say 2,320,349) may believe
it 1 bu t no more.
Departures.-Lieut. L. W . J. Dryland to the 51st H ighland
Div I Signals, T.A., on I 5/ II / 34. Lieut. R. B. S. Eraut (fo r
India) on the N euralia on 17 / 12 / 34. Sergt H arris T. J. to A
Corps Signals on 27 / 10 / 34. Sigmn Cook T. to the T rai ning
Battalion on 30 / 10/ 34.
Salisbury's New Ser vice Station.- An int eresting item under
th is heading appea red in the October W essex News, but of more
interest was the news that this station had been handed over to
the charge of ex-R.Q.M.S. Pi tt F. T . of this unit. All hands {old
JESSAMINE.
and new) to the pump !

2nd Divisional Signals.

Captain and Mrs. R. H. R. Steward.
[ Plioto bJ, Tlie Kn irltfsbridre PlwtorYa/l•ic Bun au, L o11don)
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No. 1 Company .
It appears to be the general opinion that there was a decided
improvemen t in T HE WIRE notes of last month's issue. The
reason is that the usual scri be was enjoying a few days lea ve at
h is country house (seventh ga te on the left after passing gap in
hedge) and the onus fell on a very willing substitu te. The
willingness seemed rather exaggerated, and after read ing the notes
I could quite see the rea son . However, I don't blame him for
getting a bit of his own back in the way of leg-pulling ; and I
would like to thank him for filling the breach, for by doing so,
our Company was not in the defa ulters list.
The first item of interest concerning the past month is, of
course, the annu al G.O.C.'s inspection, which took place on
Thursday 18th October. Judging by the general outlook la ter in
the day, we can safely sa y that the resu lts were highly satisfa ctory . This year we started off with the usu al p:uade. inspectio n and march past on the square, the only di1ference from
previous years being that the officers were mounted and the
G .O.C. carried out his review, also mounted. The horses were
very well behaved, and even they seemed to smarten themselves
up for the occasion .
After the parade had been dismissed, the General inspected
the barrack rooms, workshops, store:s, etc., and there is no reason

Telegr ams
!IOSK IMT OCK-BILGATE.
L O NDO N

Telephone:
ROY A L
2 759

\ruline Mercbants

Arrivals.- The glad hand is extended to Lieutenant C. P . S.
Denholm-Young, who has already started to shaoe our destinies
in the sports fie!d. Signalmen Witt, MorrelJ, McCormack, Stubbs,
Shelley, Roy and Bantock have recently arrived from Catterick
and helped us considerably in the building of a cross-cou nt ry team.
Apropos.- L / Corporals Reed and Griffin and Sigmn Ellison
were the first th ree home for the Company in the last crosscountry run. Three married men. Come on, you young fellows
--or get ma rried.
Courses.- Signalmen Banks and McManus to the A.V.T.C.
Unfortunately Sigmn McManus is a cook. That is a bald statement but a big compliment.
Signalman Connoll y is undergoing a cook's course. For selfish
reasons, I hope this turns out all right.
L / Co rpl Steele to the muscle-building factory fo r a spell.
Signalmen N un n and Kinni burgh have arrived ex-India for
vocational training, bu t the latter-still rolli ng from the boat and
rolling h is R's-declined the cou rse.
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to doubt that they were all up to e xpectations. The barrack
rooms in particular were looking at their best {even 40 .E put on
its best suit, S.M.) It has been rumoured that Woolworths are
paying a greater d ividend than ever th is. year. They certainly
sell an exceedingl y good brand of al~mm1um pamt at a very
reasonable price. Do n't they, A Section?
The cas uals having fi red thei r musket ry course, th is cleared
the way for the " casual " casuals and D.R.s, and these have now
pu t "Finis" at the bot tom of the B.r90.A's, per the R.S.M.
(There is a vacancy in No. 2 Company fo r an S.M. Some say
he's been posted , but you should have seen the musketry return
and you might have guessed his dest.ina tion.J. .
. .
Mention must be made of our ind1v1dual trammg, wh ich 1s now
in full swing. All the ambi tious members of the unit are busy
writing up and swatting pages c;f notes 111 the hope of eventually
being able to say "Top-rater to you. " We wish them the best
of luck.
Several operators , after a few weeks of strenuous fl a11-waggi_ng,
are thinking of volunteering as members. of the uni t novices
boxing team. and the D.R.s have been trying to los~ themselves
in the hope of breaki ng down somewhere nea r their own front
door. We even created a new appointment in the shape of a
" courses clerk," and this has been fill ed by our Company
manicurist .
Congratulations.- To the un it soccer team on their fin e win
in the first round of the Army Cup: 7-1 aga mst the Queen· s
Regiment . We hope they will do as well against the R.A.S.C.,
their opponents in the second round.
.
In our own Compan}'. A Section have made . thei r way to the
semi-final of the inter-Section trophy, in which they meet L
Section. Well don e, A!
As we have several members of the unit rugger team in this
Company (including our C.S ..M.) we would !ike to .congratulate
them on winning the Cobb-N1cholls Cu p-which re minds me th at
the Company bath book shQuld l\avi; l?een in 38.W. that sami;
ahernoon.
·
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" princes and rich men only." (This description of India is
taken from a recent advertisement in The Times of India. Now
we understand why everyone wants to go there.)
Other arriyals and departures are rather numerous. If the
followin g look rather like Part II. Orders, ll cannot be helpedlike prickly heat and pokey drill.
From A Corps Signals- Sergt Becketl J. Goe of that ilk) to
A.F.V. Signals. He was wafted away in September. Sergts
Murray and l\lkAdie to Glasgow. Sergt Hobby to Leeds.
L / Sergt Haines (Sailor) to London (47th Div. T.A.).
From 1st Div! Signals- Sergt Crouch R. (Reg, late B Corps) to
London. Sergt Evans to Manchester.
From 2nd Div! Signals- C.S.M. Spong to Manchester. Sergt
Sykes to London. Sergeants Moore and Drudge (Short-Wave
and Igloo fame) to Liverpool.

Arrivals and Departures.- We welcome those who have
jomed recently. To tho e who have gone, ~e wish the best of
luck- particularly the Egypt draft who set sail on the 15th Nov.
Well Done, Bekore.-Congratulations on such a fine performance in the soccer world, from old Bekorites (including R.S.M. K.)
now with the .rnd D1vl Signals, Aldershot.
For lnformation.- A crown inscribed on either sleeve of a
coat warm. M.S., denotes that it is _for the sole use of a Company
serg~nt-major. Any person found wandering in the men"s canteen robed as aforementioned, will in future be directed to that
stately mansion over the road ; and if you happen to be the
offender, Molly, I can assure you of a very " sore " welcome from
that place.
EASY.

No. 3 Company.

All the above, with the exception of Sergt Beckett, go as P.S.
instructors to the T.A.
To A Corps Signals- Sergeants Hall and Spencer.
To rst Div! Signals- C.Q.M.S. Tracey, Sergeants Knox and
Thomas.
To 2nd Div! Signals-C.S.M. Purseglove and Sergt Collins.
To those departing. we wish the very best of luck and good
fortune in their new spheres. To those joining, we extend a
hearty welcome and trust that they will soon settle down comfortably m their new surroundings.
The best wishes of the Mess are extended to Sergt (Steve)
Donahue on donning the bowler hat. We hope chat he will
" come up and see us some time."
Still they move! Sergt Bennett has just blown in from the
Mounted Wing, Catterick, to 1st Div! Signals. Sergt Dilworth
is making tracks for Catterick. Sergt Harris T. has switched
o ver from 1st Div! Signals to A Corps Signals, and is nicely
settled in No. 3 Company office.
Birth.-To R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Spindler, a son (Michael
Howard) on 1/ 11 / 34. Army number not yet allotted.

General.- The Company expect to be completely mechanised
before the advent of the New Yea r, and already several of the
old foot slogger are undergoing training as M.T. drivers. Many
of the old-type soldiers are astounded at the idea of the Company
losing their horses.
Arrivals.-We extend the glad hand to Lieut. G. Thomson
from o. 2 Company, and to Driver Atkins from the S.T.C., and
hope their stay with us will prove an enjoyable one.
Departures.- Signalmen Parkin and Chatfield to Malaya.
Sigmn Russell to Chin<t.
Courses.-ln our last notes we reported Sergt Hay as enjoying
a tour of the East Coast health resorts, but this month (like all
•· class " society) he is back in town for the winter, undergoing
a course of M.T. at Feltham.
Agony.- Smokee still pestered with ex-boys (B Corps, note).
Congratulations.- To B Corps Signals on winning the Du rand
Cup at football. Dunkel and Smokee.
Sports.-The Company have shown up very prominently in
the unit inter-Section football tournament. Both L and K Sections have reached the semi-final. At the moment K Section are
favourite. Bear up, L !
L Section annexed the unit inter-Section cross-country trophy.
Sigmn Copestake, L / Corpl Miller, Sigrrm Davies, Driver Groom ,
and Sigmn Boswell (who ran several fine races) have proved the
leading lights of the Company cross-country team.
Conclusion.- Shake off. Bear up. And roll on, Christmas .
THREECO.

Greetings.-ln conclusion, we wish all ranks at home, abroad
and in the Dominions and Colonies, a very happy Christmas and
a prosperous New Year. We particularly thank the Royal
Canadian Signals for their monthly periodical sent to the Mess,
which is greatly appreciated.
E.D.S.

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.

Sergeants Mess, Aldershot.
Social.-Under this heading, dances and whist drives would
appear to take first place. A dance is held every fortnight in
the mess, with a whist drive in alternate weeks. Both these
functions are a success, and thanks are duly accorded to the
hard-working gentlemen of the committee who stage the shows.
They have the majority of the donkey work to perform, and are
expected to " return the utensil " in the event of any hitch.
Mudge Cup.-Officers v. Sergeants Mess members. Lieut.Colonel A. E. P. Mudge, o .B .E., kindly provided a cup to be
competed for annually by teams from the Officers and Sergean ts
Messes. Up to the present the officers hold a lead, having won
the Association football (we got a severe shock here) and the
cricket (played during Signals Week) and they must also win
the tennis, hwing established a winning lead. The hockey was
drawn, but the Sergeants Mess won the snooker and the open
range shooting-the latter in no uncertain manner. The butt
markers were, unfortunately for the officers, called upon to
recover plates which were found to be still perpendicular. The
miniature rifle shooting and billiards still remain to be contested.
Points to date: Officers 7, Sergeants 5. Are we downhea rted?
Drafts.-Very little appears to have happened this trooper
regardmg those cruises East. One sees them advertised from
time to time in various 'Jnit Orders, but few bookings have been
recorded, and the advantages of seeing Arabs and cha wallahs in
the flesh do not appea r to be fully appreciated.
C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Ayton has picked a nice one, however, and
decided on Ceylon. At the moment he has not chosen his ship,
but expects to go before next March.
L t Serge Mullins is packing the tooth brush and spare socks and
is off to India soon. May his stay be pleasant in th~ land of

1•

General.-Last month's notes were conspicuous by their
absence. The reason? To tell you the truth, I hadn't time,
pukka dink. I was much too busy dodging the fellows who had
just returned from their summer vacation. You see, just after
their return the C.S.O. chose to inspect the unit. Was I to
blame ? No, sir I I was merely the only who broke the news
and in consequence had to carry the can. "Unhappy are the
hands that punch a typewriter." Is that ·e xcuse good enough?
Thanks! I thought it would be (it took me hours to think it out.)
Well, folks, to get down to business. The Tank Signal Sections
returned to the old homestead towards the end of September. and
commenced their winter sojourn by buffing and polishing up 111
preparation for the C.S.O.' s inspection.
The unit was inspected on Saturday 6th October by the Chief
Signal Officer, Southern Command, Colonel E. de W. H. Bradley,
o.s.o., M.c. The unit, including F Troop, paraded at 10 a.m. in
separate sections, the M.T. being lined up behind the parade.
After the parade had been dismissed the C.S.O. inspected th:e
unit lines, which I understand were all th at could be desired.
The turn out was exceptionally good, considering that the Sections
had returned only a few days before. and everyone well deserved
the congratulations of the commanding officer.
Congratulations.-To Captain C. T. Hu phcs. M.c .. on being
awarded the silver medal and awa rd of merit of the Royal Life
Saving Society.
To Corp! Steele H. on being allowed to sew two tapes on his
sleeve (don't let them weieh you down, Rusty).
To L / Sergt Yorke A. M. on being presented with a daughter
at Swindon on 30/9f34.
To L/Corporals Speakes F. and PQtts J. on getting the extra
ackers for their dog's legs ,
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1:"o Serge~nt Tebby C. on a.t tending course serial No. 776 for
regimental mstructors at Anti-Gas Wmg, Small Arms School
and qualifying "Q.i."
'
To L ! Ser gt Willi~ms on signing on the dotted line to complete
twenty-one years with the Colours.
To .Sigmn Crebbi~ on passing his trade test for operator signals
class 11. (Now you re over twenty-one, Tommy, you are allowed
a key or your own!)
At th_e Sign of the Glad Hand. - The following are welcomed
to our lmle fold. Let's hope they will find it to their liking and
won't stray. Signalmen Sayers A. , Pritchard L., Blackman R.,
Hart R., Salmon G. and Gibson M. from Training Battalion.
L / Sergt Beckett J. from A Corps Signals. Sigmn Brown R. A.
from Punky ex the Nevasa (dost find it cauld, lad?)
Departures.- We are very sorry to lose Lieut. R. N. Seddon,
late O.C. Tank Brigade Headquarters Signal Section, who proceeded to London 011 3 / 1 o / 34 for a course of study in the Japanese
language. All ranks wish him every success.
Sigm11 Rawcliffe J. to civvy street after completing a six months
course at Hounslow (so long, Pop ; let us know when you wear
out your combl.
L i Corpl Galbraith A. C. to attend a six months scrounge at
the G.P .0. Leeds ('ave a heart, Romeo!) and Sigmn Mornington
-Sam (less musket)- for a similar scrounge at Oxford.
Sigmn Farley J. for Malaya per the Dorsetshire on 3 / 10 / 34.
Signalmen Brand R., Graham J. and Harrison E. to Heng Kong
by the same tub.
L / Corpl Fletcher J. to civvy stree~ on 6 / 10 / 34 per 'beam.
Sergt Baldwin D. R. to Lowland Signal units (T.A.) Glasgow,
on 15 I I I / 34 (cheerio, sergeant, and all the best-some fellows get
all the breaks).
Sergt Shreeves L. to 51st Div! Signals (T.A.) Aberdeen, on
15 / 11 / 34 (another jammy guyl.
Things We Want to Know.- ls it right that Smoky has asked
Santa Claus to bring him a buzzer at Christmas ?
Why this sudden desire of everyone to grow a bush on the
upper lip ?
Is " Silf ·· really good ? (a certain lance-corporal is asking).
Agony.-At of Quetta (?): Now it's your turn. Kid.
KIDBUGS.

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.- As in every other unit , our all absorbing topic at
present is leave, with a caoital " L." Some have been, some
went a few days ago, and some have yet to go . To those who
have been, " Live on you r m~mories till this time next year."
To those who have recently gone, "Make the most of it." To
those who have it to come, " Bear up!"
Congratulations w Sigmn Veal E. 011 being mustered as despatch
rider D.ii. It's been J. long time coming, but it's worth it. To
Sigmn Smith C. on being mustered as clerk, class iii.b. Also to
Sergt Sayerr. A . on being presented with a son, David Frank, on
I/ II I H·
On the 6th November we were at home to the Royal Engineers
in a miniature range shoot. After leading nearly all the way, we
faded out in the last practice and the R.E.s ran out winners by
397-373 points. The shoot was followed up by a games tournament in the easy room. and I think we easily won that, although
no strict scoring, rules, etc., were adhered to.
Arrivals.-Sigmn Waller D. from the Training Battalion on
the 28th October. Serge Minion R. from the permanent staff,
4Qth Div! Signals (T.A.). with his wife and bmily on the 15th
November. May they have a long and pleasant stay with us.
Departures.- Sergt Sayers A .. with his wife and fam:ty , to
the 54th Div! Signals (T.A.) on the 14th ovember. His portly
form and stentorian voice will be sadly missed. not to mention his
famous cabaret band (advt}. In this connection the piano stool
has come to light. and lo and behold! the missing stool, canvas,
camp, was none other than that which had been worrying the
Q.M. for some time.
Sergt Good W. L. sailed on the 28th November for Nigeria for
employment under the Colonial Office (these cinch jobs!). He
will be workin!( out there under Captain C. Childs, who was our
late O.C., so things ought to work out nicely for him.

The whole Troop wish both these n.c.o.s the best of luck and
5uc'.cess in their new jobs.
Courses.- L i Corp! Belton A. to the local muscle factory for
tuning up prior to going on a physical training course at Aldershot. He is feeling all doobled oop now ; ain't you, Mick ?
So short, so long.
E Tr.

F Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
General.- The first period of individual training ts now m full
swing and we are all looking forward to the 1<;th December, when
we are hoping to proceed on furlough.
11th Hussars Sergeants Mess Ball.- Thc above Mess held
their farewell ball at the Garrison lecture hall on the 2nd ovember. To say that it was a great success is putting 1t mildly.
Commencing at about 9 p.m., the dance continued well mto the
early hours of the morning, with a welcome break for supperand what a supper I A wonderful show, marred only by the
thought of the impending deputure of a grand regiment. Our
loss is indeed G Troop's gain.
We were very pleased indeed to welcome our old Troop
sergeant, Sergt Woodcock, who came to Tidworth for the function. Unfortunately, he could not stay as long as we should
have liked him to, but nevertheless we were all pleased that he
was able to take the opportunity of even a flying visit.
Departures.-With the departure of the uth Hussars for
Egypt, Candahar Barracks present a very desolate appearance.
The Troop, plus a few details, are holding the fort pending the
arrival of the 12th Lancers from Egypt. V./e take this opportunity
of wishing bon voyage to the regiment and of expressing our
appreciation ot the many enjoyable times we have had during
the period of our attachment. We are mdeed sorry that the
Troop did not proceed with them, and our sorrow is only exceeded
by that ot G Troop. No more trips to Pai1mton or Woolacombe,
and no more horse-holding during Brock's benefit. However,
quite a number of the Troop are expecting to finish up in Helmieh
by the end of the present trooper , and still more are sweating on
the next. Even Bunker may be cruising round the Pyramids on
the trail of Jock Holmes, complete with superhet and cut price
camels, followed at clo e column distance bv Freddie and his
hundred and fifty three horses-less stableman.
Junior N.C.O.s Cadre.-The regimental square is daily resonant with the hoarse and throaty screams of budding drill instructors, all of whom are endeavouring to say the right thing at the
right moment. Harry the Pawz, resplendent in second best khaki
and note magnifier. is a sight for the gods I On Monday next we
hope to see the dawn of a new period, and trust that the
unaccustomed rifles will not collect too many fragments of ears in
the process of bemg sloped. Modulation and tone control are not
confined entirely to R/T sets.
Troop Football Outing.-On Saturday 17th ovember we are
due to proceed to Aldcrshot for the purpose of removing D
Troop"s boots at football. The trip promise to be enjoyable,
and we have only the weather to consider. At present it is not
very promising, but we hope for the best. Eleven o'clock on
Saturday night will probably find certain members of the Troop
endeavouring to emulate the desire of a well-known actor in
" The House of Rothschild " to walk with dignity. It is going
to be a difficult job! Even the famous Stan Gover once fell into
the Basingstoke Canal-complete with blue ribbon . But that was
in the bad old days when Mons Barracks were almost a race
course.
E.B.C. 's Unpublished Quotations.-Popeye's current fish
pnces.
R.U.T.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
General.-We ha·1e nothing particular to report this month,
which-so far as Bulford is concerned-has been very quiet. The
chief items of mtere t have taken place 111 sport, and accounts of
two hard fought rugger matches will be found in our Sport
ote •
Here ir. one item, not in the sport line, which might prove
interesting. Our despatch riders under training paid an orgam ed
visit. under the command of Lieut. Western. to the Motor Cycl
Show at Olympia. They left her at 7.30 a.m. on the 9th
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November in the pouring rain and arrived at Hounslow Barracks
at 10 o'clock. where they left their machines. They then proceeded by underground railway to Olympia, . where they staY:ed
until 4 p.m. inspecting all the newest machines, together wah
skeleton engines and gear boxes. They _left Hounslow at. 6 p.m.,
arriving back in Bulford at 9.30. lt ramed the ~hole time and
the roads were like glass, but there were no accidents.
You will note amongst our departures to Egypt the name of
Sergt Joe Cotterell. All good things m_u st come to .an e~d, and
with his departure for abroad Joe must perforce bring his great
cross-country and track runnmg career ·~ Eng~and to an e~d.
We of the old brigade who saw him achieve his grea~ victories
against some of the best runners of the world will always
remember his great career and wonderful form. For the benefit
of the younger generation, we propose publi_s hing a short resume
of his athletic achievements in an early issue of THE WIRE.
(Please, Mr. Editor!)
.
The unit wish him the best of health and luck in Egypt, and
feel sure that we shall read of his achievements with his new
unit, for although Anno Domini begins to say " No," it's hard
to get Joe to agree.
Departures.-The following have left us en transfer to the
Army Reserve: L / Corporals Whitde, Lymer and Kay, Driver
Ambridge, Signalmen Kennedy, Childs, ~all and Hug~es.
.
The undermentioned have left us on posting to the vanous units
as shown: Signalmen Rowlands, Cawthorne, Barrett and _Chapman to Training Battalion; Driver Morton to School of Signals.
Arrivats.-We extend a hearty welcome to the following on
their posting to this unit: C.Q.M.S. Harrison from Lowland
Signal units (T.A.) Sgt O 'Connor from L Company, Jubbulpore.
Signalmen Dannon, Fleming, Murphy, Brooks and Larke from
Training Battalion.
Appointments.-U/L/Corpl Clayton appointed L/Corporal on
the Corps roster w.e.f. 10/8/34. Signalmen Mills F. and Fox A.
to be U/L/Corporals 6/10/34.
Courses.-L/ Sergt Lacey rejoined from the first special rifle
and revolver course held at Hyche Wing, Small Arms School ;
L/ Corp! Hartard from an equitation course at Catterick ; and
Sigmn Montgomery from a cook's course at Aldershot.
Marriages.-Corpl Dirs to Jessie Hilda Godfrey at Shopton
Mallet, Somerset, on 29/ 10/ 34. Corp( Adams to Annie Waites
at Medway, Kent, on 13/10/34.
Births.-On 13/10/ 34, to Sigmn Bain A. M. a son, Archibald
Marquis, and to Sigmn Washbrook a daughter, Betty Margaret.
Draft.-The following left us on the 15th November for a tour
with Egypt Signals: Sergeant Cotterell, Signalmen Jackson ).,
Beveridge A., Kendall E., Banham G., Fairclough T., Ruxton F.
and Howitt T. and Driver Chalker F.

Sergeants Mess.
Since our return from summer training, the camp seems to have
settled down to a normal winter existence. Life in the mess has
been very quiet. Still, on the 27th October we opened up with
the first whist drive and dance of the season: quite an enioyable
evening, and everyone seemed to be quite pleased with themselves
when the time for closing down came along. What with swindles
and draws, C.S.M. Seymour had quite a busy time: no lost
funds, we hope.
Up to the present we have played two matches in the Sergeants
Mess Garrison Billiard League, and have managed to win both
games by 5-3. Our opponents were the 9th and 7th Field
Brigades, R.A. If the team manage to keep up this average, we
hope to annex the cup again after being close runners-up last
season.
Leave periods are making lots of movements, and shortly we
shall be seeing a few of our members off to warmer climes.
Wee Crabtree just loves those long-eared pals, so he had to
rip pretty slick at the finish to undergo a course in the management of them. He should enjoy it, really.
We may be able to pass along a little more news m the near
future, but at present " olive oil."
'ARY.

Corporals Mess.
News-news at last! It's strange how at the last moment,
when one has but a few minutes to catch the closing !llail, news
trickles in and things are astir.

Billiards.- Last year the commanding officer, when presenting
us with the Garrison billiards cup, announced that he had always
understood good billiard playing was the sign of a mis-spent
youth, but under the circumstances he felt that he must recoi:struct that opinion. fudging by this ye~r's team, we can s_ull
claim a considerable number who have mis-spent a large portion
of their span of life. Which, of course (!£you're good at reading
between the lines) is another way of saymg that we have quite a
passe team.
Since last month we have adcied two further successes to our
list. Both defeats were handed out to the R.A.S.C. Bulford.
Out of a total of twelve games for the two matches, our opponents
won two.
We have some distance to go yet before the league closes, but
it is indeed heartening to see such a successful sta_rt.
.
Our sincere condolences are tendered to Corp! D1rs on entering
into double-harness. Dear! oh, dear! The Editor won't let me
say that which a man desireth in moments of deep emotion.
How are the mighty fallen! Never mind, Dick ; we all know
you've got the laugh over us.
I trust one and all will forgive me for these scanty jottings, but
my services were called upon at short notice owing to the fact
that our usual correspondent is enjoying a quiet spell of wellearned re's t amid the comforts of home.
In conclusion, I pass on to all at home and abroad our compliments and best wishes for the coming festive season ; and may
the New Year see a continuance of all good things to the exclusion
of all things not so good, and wtth a prospect of even better times
ahead.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
No. 1 Company.
General.-At last the unit has arrived in Canterbury and is
getting settled down. The barracks are in all res!;lects a great
improvement on those we left at Colchester.
The marching out at Reed Hall was quite a swell affair, as we
were played to the station by the band of the K.S_.L.I. At the
station we had a good send off, and there were quite a few wet
eyes as the train pulled out to the strains of "Auld lang syne."
A week after our arrival here the furlough season commenced,
and 50 per cent. of the Company are now enjoying their annual
rest and reducing the family forage account.
Since being here we have furnished a twenty-four hours guard,
and quite a number of lads can be seen busily reading a publication
entitled " How to get the stick."
.
Armistice Day.-Yesterday we took oart in our first ceremonial
parade in Canterbury at the ·Armistice bay service in Canterbury
Cathedral. The unit was represented by a party of sixty 0th.er
ranks under the command of Captain T. C. Thompson, M.C.
Arrivats.-The following have joined the Company during the
past month. Lieut. Prissick from 2nd Div) Sil'lnals. Signalmen
lrlearne, Nix, Packman, Moore, Beever, Churchill, Crook, Eattell,
Hodgson and Graham from the S.T.C. Catterick.
Departures.-L/Sgt Tanner R. to the 54th (E.A.) Div) Signals.
Sigmn Pledger to the S.T.C.
Marriages.-L/Corpl Fox and Sigmn Collings R. have joined
the noble army of benedicts.
MASKEE.

No. 2 Company.
General.- Very little has happened during the past month.
The Company have now settled down in their new quarters, and
many are the remarks on the horses underneath the barrack room.
Half the Company are at present on their annual leave, and the
remainder are looking forward to spending a merry Christmas at
home.
Courses.-L / Corp) Bakes proceeded to Catterick on a stable
management course, L/ Corp) White to Shorncliffe on a physical
training course, and Sigmn Francis to Aldershot to undergo a
course in cookery.
Departures.-Sgt Boon has left us for No. 3 Company. What
is their gain is our loss.
Education.- Drivers Staite, Bowen, Thomas, Wright and
Wilson are attending college every afternoon in preparation 'for
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their second class certificate of education.
best of luck.

We wish them the

Exercis_e.- Great was the hilarity among the rough riders in
the exercise _party wh_en the Company clerk turned out on exercise, but their expressions soon changed to admiration and awe at
his display of horsemanship. Thanks for the buggy ride, E.
Sport.- Congratulations to the unit team on getting through
the fi_rst round of the Army Rugby Cup against the Training
Battalion R.E. Our team meet the Royal Scots from Dover in
the second round, to be played on the 16th November.
HAPPY.

No. 3 Company.
Generat.- Since the unit has ~een stationed at Canterbury, the
~ompany h~s had a very busy lime-or I should say, the rema:nmg twenty JUlllor n.c.o.s and men, for the rest of the Company
are eith~,r on furlough, courses, or staff employed. The " gallant
twenty
are upholdmg the name of the Company by carrying
out the c:xtra work that is e_ntailed by the shortage of personnel.
K Sect10n ts to be mechamsed again, and the lorries, W I T cars
and ~.S.~. ,r;iotor cycles arrived yesterday ; so now the burning
question 1s When do we lose our long-faced friends ? and how
long will Skeets of K have his new B.S.A. before he starts taking
the engine down ?"
Trooping.- On Thursday I 5 / 11 ! 34 we are saying good-bye to
four stalwarts of the Company in L / Corpl Trivass and Signalmen
Woodhouse K .. . Burdon J. and Herbert D., who embark for Egypt
per the Neuralia. All the best of luck with Egypt Signals, and
may you enioy your service overseas.
Courses.- The following have departed on courses since our
last notes were published, and letters received from them indicate
that they are doing well. L/Corpl Main W., G.P.O. course at
Liverpool; L / Corpl Ross W., drill course at Catterick; L/Corpl
Raymond C., educational course at Shorncliffe ; Coro) Scratcher,
M.T. course at Feltham. L/Corp! Wilbraham leaves us to-day
for a Command P.T. course at Shorncliffe. and if successful he
will go to the muscle factory at the 'Shot.
Arrivats.- The following are welcomed to the Company. May
they soon settle down. L / Sergt Hitchen E. from Egypt via
Netley (may you soon be on the road to good health now that
you a'.e in the Blighty cantonment). Sigmn Redhouse A. from
Cattenck, where he has spent the last few months doing fancy
stunts with the Royal Signals Display team. Sergt Marchant and
L/Sergt Pearce are due to join us on Thursday 15/u/34 from
the T.A. Sergt Boon F. from No. 2 Company for K Section.
Greetings.- To all ranks at home and abroad, a merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
JACQUES.

Colchester Detachment.
Reed Hall Ramblings.-There is still a flag flying gaily ~t
Colchester. There are thirty n.c.o.s and men left behind as a
Detachment, and they are rather busv keeping the wolf from
the door (sorry l I mean the rats from the stab'es). However, we
are enjoying life with our O.C., Captain Dar'ing.
Duties.-Unfortunately, very numerous.
Rid~. -A ride was commenced a fortnight ago under Corp)
Maddison, mostly for new hands. All have made considerable
progress, although one still occasionally hears the cry " What
about the teas ?" at break time in the R.E.s canteen.

C.0.'s Visit.- The Detachment were visited by our C.O. on
r6 I II/ 34, and we hope that he was pleased and satisfied with
the condition of all he saw.
Obituary.-All ranks of the Detachment are very sorry to
hear of the death of Corp( Coton's wife.
Sports.-The unit played the 2nd Battn Beds and Herts on
the 16th November in the first round of the Army Hockey Cup
and lost by 0- 2 after a very exciting and hard fought ·game.
The Detachment turned our in full force as supporters.
Our own football team have played a few games, and we are
doing quite well to date.

We Would Like to Know.- Who is the driver (the ruffian!) in
No. 2 Company who takes the dogs for a walk after ro p.m?

J.M.
5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
General.- This period of the year, being devoted to individual
training and annual furlough, may well be classed as the financial
period. One earns and the other spends. May both parties have
a profitable time and return to duty feeling better for the change.
Educational classes for firsts and specials are also in full swing:
hence the new term " Academy " now given to this unit by local
members of the fair sex. I wonder what other excuses are bemg
given the latter for the non-fulfilment of evening engagements.
Sergeant-Instructor Smale (A.E.C.) is in charge of the education,
and after two weeks attachment to the umt remains smgle--as
far as we know, at any rate. However, he has a further ten
weeks to go.
Armistice.-Almost the whole of the personnel attended the
Armistice parade held on the unit square, whilst others represented the unit elsewhere. A small detachment attended a service
at the harbour. Others paradzd with the British Legion and
marched to St. Mary's Church, where a big service was held in
the afternoon. In spite of the rain many waited in a queue for
the church doors to be opened, and the number of old soldiers
seen in the procession showed that there are still many who do
not forget. In the procession were also seen many bank clerks
(in khaki). Be sure your sins will find you out. A further
detachment, under R.S.M. Bev.m, oroceeded to Oliver's Mount
to lay a wreath on the Scarborough -War Memorial.
Society of Pod Pickers.-This heading should-for this month,
at least-read " Clod pickers." The results of the commanding
officer's gardening competition ~howed the winners to be Sigmn
Smith, C.S.M. Waller and Sergt Rose-first, second and third
respectively.
Owing to the weather this branch of sport is not very flourishing
at present. The amount of rain that has found its way down
here has brought everything but the weeds to a standstill.
The latest arrival to the horticultural branch is renowned for
the size of marrows grown by :1im at Catterick. As long as they
are no bigger than some of the fish caught here, I think the
garden will be long enough provided that the seeds are sown
lengthwise down the plot inste.id of across it. Don't forget, the
manure heap near the officers mess requires moving.
Marriages.-Back to normal again. This month, only one
alliance has been reported. The others are evidently afraid of
the limelight (I know there were others).
On the 15th October L/Corpl Johnson A. W. and Miss Isobel
Mary Fawcett were married at St. Peter's, Scarborough. Both
were the recipients of many useful presents. One of the most
useful came from the Officer i / c Records in the shape of an
appointment to paid rank. The bride looked very pretty in a
dress of turquoise blue with brown hat and shoes. The bridesmaid was similarly attired. The bridegroom and best man were
normal: they wore a smile. The reception was held in Cole's
Cafe, Huntriss Row, and was '<ery well attended.
For the benefit of the scribe abroad who wished to know the
reason for so many marriages here, I think I am correct in saying
there is nothing in the air to account for the abnormal state of
affai rs. Different places, differ.!nt causes. For instance, Quetta
(I know) blames the water. Scarborough is different. At most
seaside places one finds seasonal workers, the season extending
from May to the end of September. Here, however, there are
two seasons-both of six months duration. Hence there is no
respite for the mere male. This place suffers from the clutching
habit: " what I have, I hold " sort of thing. In other words, it
is the bull-dog breed asserti ng itself.
Millionaires only (or those who can win competitions) should
apply for posting here, and then buy themselves out-while they
are single.
Arrivals.-Signalmen Treloar and Drysdale :ind Driver Stillyards have arrived. We hope that it turns fine before they leave
the unit. The prese t wet weather probably keeps you indoors
(I said probably) but when it does get fine, you will find plenty
of enjoyment: searching for the lost patrol, for instance. In the
meantime, study the marriage notes above and be warned. Cats
have nine lives, but you haven't.
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Departures.-The following have csc~ped the .si:ia.res of ?carborough and leave ~s, proceeding.oh their w.ay re101cmg. S1gmn
McLoughlm and Driver Hurst to c1v1l life. S1gmn Beaks to School
of Signal .
The undermentioned left about ten minutes ago for Egypt.
Cmpl Wright and family. Signalmen B:uley W., Barke~ .H ..
Bulman J., Fielding F., Coslett N .. Drury S. (the Army billiard
champion) and Fergu on J., and Driver (LC.) Johnson F.
We wish all arrivals and deoartures a pleasant stay in their
new quarters. and hope that 1he new units will also benefit from
their services.

town in Tyrone. He thought the crown was a rustic method of
road registration. Although the chauffeur ?lfered to return for
him, he condescended to accept the services of a good oldfash ioned Ford.

Educati on.-COngratulations to L / Corporal Done and Sigmn
Fletcher on obtaining the first clas certificate of education, and
also to those who pas ed in separate sub;ects towards the same
certificate.

Spike Island.
lnspections.- The Chief Signal Officer, Western Command
(Lieut.-Colonel F. R. Cobb, M.C.) held his a111~ual inspection of this
Section from the 21st 10 27th October. Qu1te a good show was
made, and the usual good report was the result.

Sergeants Mess.
Annual Shooting Competition .- The annual hoot between
the officers and sergeants took place on Scalby ranges on the 22nd
October. The result was a win for the sergeants by 6--3 matches,
the remaining one being drawn.
In the Sergeants Mess competition the first prize was won .by
C.Q .M.S. obes, with C.S.M. Waller a close second. One pomt
only separated the two. Sergt Lindsay carried off the wooden
spoon, his runner-up being L / Sergt Mansfield.
Snooker · and Billiard Competition. - Many dark horses were
discovered during this tournament. The billiard final between
C.S.M. D eptford and L / Serge Mansfield !>roved a ~riumph of
brain over matter: or steady play and a mmus handicap versus
a plus handicap and six pocket shooting. c.:;.M. Deptfor~ ran
out an easy winner and also annexed the prize for the highest
break (26). The snooker finalists were C.Q.M.S. Brandon and
L I Serge Sunderland. Again, steady play showed what could be
done and C.Q.M.S. Brandon came up to expectation by winning
the final. Sergt Ashford obtained the prize for the highest break
by potting the last four colours.
Oxo.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.

Unstamped.- H.K.: I'll give thee an Oi ris h welcome.
Tim: Sorry I writing soon. M . .
Tail piece.- Cheerio till December.

Marriages.- The Section offer their congratulations to Sigmn
Miller T. W. on his marriage to Miss E. O'Driscoll at Birkenhead
on the 23rd October. This will be a memorable date m years to
come I
Education.- L / Corpl .Wright (now in Catterick, being prepared
for draft to India) also deserves a pat on the back for passing m
three subjects towards his first class certificate. Only maths now,
and you can rest back on your books.
.
We have a very brainy Section now. Three are attending for
specials and four for the elusive first.
Arrivals.- Sigmn Baker C. S. from A Corps Signals, Aldershot ,
on the 14th November. The Section offer the hand of welcome
and hope hi s stay will be a long and happy one.
J ew's Corner.- Les P.: 1£ alive, please write; if not, don't
bother. Tich W.
S1ss .

-

Hot·Pot.--Omagh and Armagh have closed down temporarily
and the operators have gone to view the hills of Donegal.
Many naive remarks have been recorded by various operators
s1ttinr: at the recent Trade Board. The best heard is from one
cheerful laddie who remarked that " he jus· knew the ra nge
. witch on his receiver was used to work G ."
Another operator of 1he aristxrat1c class almost committed a
faux pas by mistaking the Governor's car fo r a taxi at that remote

HE WHO HESITATES IS LOST

YOU
MUST NOT HESITATE

Promotions.-We congratu late Corp) King on attain ing that
rank . L/ Corporals Raine and Thomson L. J. on receiving pay for
thei r stripe, and L/Corpl T hompson J. on d rawing h is chevron
from the Q. M.

Arrivals and Departures.- The renowned despatch rider,
Sigmn O 'Flaherty. has left us to join the School of Signa ls. We
wish him good luck. In his stead we have Sigmn Cooper, whom
we welcome, hoping his stay will be pleasant.

HEC ME.

UNITrABllOAD

South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.

Our annual inspection by the G .O.C. took place during October,
and the Company obtained a good report.
\Ve take this opportunity of welcoming Lieut. H. C. B. Rogers,
and hope he will have a pleasant tour of duty in North Ireland.
This month sees us in the throes of a Trade Board, and hitherto
unknown faces are to be seen in Company H. Q. as they arrive
from out-stations to sit for various trade ratings .

Excelsior !-Corp! Dodd (to 1.>se his own word) is now " edificated," having obtained his first class education certificate at the
last examination . L / Sergt Davies, L / Corporal Raine and Sigmn
Rowden have passed in subjects towards their certificate. Well
done, all of you! May the examiners set the desired paper for
the next examination.
Sigmn Davidson 1s lo be congratulated on gaining his B.i. at
the fi rst Trade Board ; and L / Corpl Raine and Signa lmen Cade
and Leith on gaining thei r B.ii. at the same time. There are
others in the offing .

Paddy.
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Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
A Company.
October 1934.
Ar r ivals.- Sigmn Newall from Peshawar District Signals. May
your stay be a little more pleasant than in the last station.
The undermentioned have rejoined the unit after spending six
months summer furlough in the United Kingdom: Sergt Prebble
F., L'/ Sergt Kil ford, U / L / Corp! Wall is, Signalmen Taylor and
Sayers. You certainly all look well after it.
Oe partures .- Sergt Baker and family have left us on posting
to the 2nd Indian Div! Signals, Quetta. In his departure the
unit have lost a very active member in swimming and ~elf circles,
not to mention the humour he served up at the various sports
and indoor parties.
Cou rses.- The J.M. and E.F. Courses (class ii.) are due to
leave us this month for their respective field units, each and all
hoping that they have. been awarded the extra pice. Your names
shall live for ever on the (Church) roll of honour.
Early next month we shall see a fresh batch of faces (for rack
orderly): all candidates for class i. in E.F. and J.M. trades.
Co ng ratulat ions.- T o B Corps Signals on winning the Durand
Cup for football.
Arrivals.- We welcome the arrival of the undermentioned
n.c.o.s who have been selected to attend the 1934-35 " S "
Course: L / Sergt Sharples and Corporals McKenzie, Weir, Cosstick, Whenman, Lowes, Dadswell and Shurer. We hooe to see
·
you on the sports field occasionally.
Oepart u res.-U I L I Corp( Spiers C. to Southern Command .
Poona. Good looks go a long way, Clifford.
Promotions and Appo intment s .- L / Sergt Baker L. to be
Sergeant w.e.f. 8 / 7 / 34. Sigmn Spiers C. to be L / Corp! (unpaid).
Air Manoouvres (?)- Situated in the south-west corner of the
S.T.C. (I.) lines is an exclusive bungalow, with all modern app liances, su rrounded by a delightful garden and velvety lawn, wh ~re
by day and by night one may see strange figures performing
stranger antics and flourishing weird objects whjch from a ~istance
look like miniature flags . For the benefit of new arriva ls to
Jubbulpore, this is not an addition to the British Mj litary ~ ospital
for those suffering from sunstroke and other mental d isorders,
but merely the W / T Station personnel indulging in their new
hobby of collecting butterflys. Roll on I
Entertainments.- fhe Jubbulpore Amateur Dramatic Society
ga ve a two-nigh t show of Sherriff's "Journer's End " in the
Regimental Institute, and it was th.orough ly . enJ~yed by all who
avai led themselves of the opportunity of seeing 1t.

Corporals

Room.

By the arrival of th e " S " Course our little b_and has ~een
increased . and we are all looking forwar d to some 1olly evenmgs .
Ginger Cosstick and inepenc.e Dadswell are among ~he sta\warts,
and appear qui te content prov1d<!d that Mr. Younger 1s obtamab!e.
(Rex of Aldershot, please note.)
Our enterprising committee are doing !!OOd work as regards
indoor ga mes, and our president, C.S.M: P rice, has managi:d to
scrounge four cups for an nual competition . W ell done, sir!
T he an nu al w hist drive and dance is to be held next week, and
a bumper success is a certaintv. More anon .
One rea ds a great de<1 l abo~t the amazing bea uty and skil.l of
" T he Daily Mirror Ei gh t," but little is known of the 11sual eight

juniors who do really skilful things every Saturday mormng under
the watchful eye of King Louis. They are known as " The
S.T.C. Eight," and although more than one fellow has tried (?)
to join this linle army, an excuse has always been found for him
in extra office work, etc.
Q.
Later.
Our annual whist drive and dance was a huge success, and
from the inquiries received one gathers that a monthly show
would not be amiss. It was extremely fortunate that Thursday
1s generally rega rded as a holiday ; for 1udging by the thick
heads, I do not think that reveille would have been a popular
call. Well done, the committee!
The annual billiards cup produced some good breaks (and
brakes) and Co rp! Edge, who lifted the cup and filled it, is to be
congratulated on his success. Against Corp( McK. in the final,
he put up a really good show and thoroughly deserved the spoils
by a 200-182 victory.
The arriva l of the " S " Course has brought together a few
of the Catterick team, and the recollections of past events concerning Croft Spa, Piercebridge and Darlington caused many
rounds of comments and beer. A popular tune is " Merry crowd
are we," and they certainly are. For a few days, however, they
went in fear of thei r lives, as at the inspection (for instructional
purposes) of the Company kits, nothing was safe from their
probing hands. Corp! Dadswell easily won the sock t h rowing
contest, for whilst Corp) Shurer threw the le ngth of the bay,
Daddy'.!' effort has not yet been traced. An enjoyable Christmas
is foreshadowed. Whoopee!
We extend the glad hand once again to T iny Wallis, who has
returned from a U.K. spell ; and to Hambone H ampson, on his
first appointment: we are p repared to give anything-even several
darks-provided he stops gripping.
In the G ripper Challenge Cup, only two entries were received
from t he juniors, one from the seniors, and several from t he
signalmen. It was obvious from the start tha t the signalmen had
no chance against the bigger fry, bu t Gri pper Barrett put up a
good show to last unti l the concluding stages. The seniors'
rep resenta tive cou ld not stay the distance and left the field to
Gripper~ Lambi rd and Hampson. D ay afte r day, and night after
nig ht, all and sundry were gripped by these battlers, and after
several committee meetings the ch allenge cup and a packet of
fly -papers was awarded to Gripper Bert of Fulham fame. His
tale of how he rode from Fulham to John o' Groats sounded so
true that he got the casting vote.
Agony. - T o 5th D iv.: What about that reply?
No ma rriages last mo nth. W hat's the trouble ?

Quig.

Stop Press.-L/ Corporals Chapman and Puleston have left us
for Catterick . Good luck, Ernest ; your bald patch will be mi sed
by many of us. All the best.
In the Younger Cup competition, agamst the Sergeant Me s,
we secured the fi rst leg by winnmg the soccer match by seven
goals to three. T he seniors were by no means disgraced, and for
t heir age-which must have averaged thirty-three-they put up a
really good show. L / Sergt Matthew got all three goals for the
sergeants . and Corp! Edge (3), L / Corpl Dean (2), L / Corpl Robert
and L / Corp) H am p on scored for the corporals.
Q.

Retirement of a Notable Indian Officer.
On t he 27th September 1934 Subedar-Major Tej Singh Gurung,
the senior Indian officer of the Indian Signal Corps, proceeded on
five month leave prior to retir men~.
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The Senior Indian Officer of the Indian Signal Corps.
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Subedar-Major Tej Singh will doubtless be remembered by
many members of the Corps now in various parts of the world,
but .Particularly by thc;ise who have been stationed in the S.T.C.
(India) Jubbull'ore ~unng the last five years, and all will be sorry
to hear that his active service is at an end
He re-enli_sted in the Indian Signa! Cor~s in September 1921,
havmg previously served for ten and a half years in the 2 / 5th
Royal Gurkhas. He entered the Indian Signal Corps as a Jemadar
anc:\ was promoted to Subedar six months later, and to SubedarMaior on the 1st March 1930.
His work throughout and his influence among all ranks of the
S. T .C. (I.)_have been exemplary. He took a keen interest in all
that l'ertamed . to the comfort and welfare of the Indian other
ranks 111 the unit, and was instrumental . in securing many improvements m the bne~. He had a very high sense of discipline and
duty,. but _this. did not prevent h_im from displaying an understandmg kmdlme.ss and consideration for his subordinates which
have en.cleared him to all. No . small .Pa.rt of his popularity and
success 1~ due to his scrup.ulous 1ml'artiahty to rank or creed, and
to his v.:1llmgness at all times to give help or advice to those in
need or It. whether Sikh, P.M .• Dogra, M.M. or British officer.
As one of the last serving Gurkhas in the Corps, he has proved
a worthy r.epresentat1ve of a race famcus for their lovalty courage
and devotion to duty, and _by his personal exampie ha~ done a
great de~I towards 1mprovmg the standard of the unit and,
1hrou~h 1t, of the whole Corps. His departure will be regretted
by all.

detail. The unit hockey team are still holdmg their own m the
~ot Weather League. fhey have received two very good add1t10ns to the team, and are now lookmg forward to putting up a
good fight for the Northern Command Signals hockey cup during
Signals Week.
The cricket team have played two matches, both away from
home-one at Campbcllpore and the other at Risalpur. Not
havmg yet seen them play, we can say very little as to their form.
Arrivals.-Sergt Stevens and famtly, and Sigmn Ph11l1os, from
Wazirdist Signals. To them we extend the glad mut and hope
that their stay with us will be a long and ·happy one. Sergt
Stevens and Sigmn Phillips are the two addttions to the hockey
team mentioned above.
Departures.-S1gmn Roscoe to Wazirdist Signal m exchange
for Sigmn Phillips.
Congratulations.- To L / Corporals Crimes G., Dixon F.,
Thompsett S., Beeby K., Pollard J. and Millett W. on attaining
that rank. To B Corps Signals on their splendid effort 111 winning
the Durand Cup.
Agony. - To Sergt Cutler E. (late of rst !.D.S.) from Bob:
Now in need of a nursemaid ; a bonny boy, already able (although
only two months old) to throw a dart, drive a car, and tell his
dad to step on the gas. P.e is not adverse to a spicy yarn. either.
The newspaper cutting was unreadable. What about a hne ?
ONE!DIV.

NORTHERN COMMAND .. .... .. .. .. ...... .... . .INDIAN ARMY

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.

Subedar-Major T ej Singh Gur u ng
Who is shortly retiring after nearly twenty-fi.ve years of service in the Indian Army.

Tuesclay 9th October .
. ~eneral._-Section rraining is now in full swmg, an::! a great
d1fierence m the work of the Sections is evident after the few
weeks oi working together with a full team again-as almcst all
the B.O.R. s have no~ returned to the unit from Upper Topa,
where a number of higher ratiags were earned.
The unit left Rawalpindi on the morning of the 26th September
on a three days route march,. the advance guard of a small party
of B.O.R.s and 1.0.R.s leavmg the day orevious to prepare the
~oad, which was in places very rough ·and rocky and almost
1mpa_ssable for M.T . . and H.T. traffic, and _to get everything in
readiness f_o r the mam body when they arnved the next day.
The mam body left Rawalpindi at 09.00 hours the next day
and amved_ at Shah-Allahditta at approximately 16.30 hours.
Here they bivouacked for the night. and the assistant surgeon had
a busy time in attending to th~ footsore. The next day, the
route_ by which the main body intended to travel bemg impossib!e
for either H.T. or pack transport, the unit split up into three
echelons-the M.T. forming "A" echelon, H.T. and oack animals
" B," and the foot party " C. ' " A" and " B " e-che!ons proceeded to Sang Jani via Tirnaul railway crossing and " C " ,via
the Pass Shahdheri- Sari Kala rest house. Th is oart of the
march ~eveloped into a map reading test and the Sections proceeded md~pendently. The first party ro arrive at the bivouac
area comprised L. E and F Sections, who reached there approximately at 13.30 hours, the last party getting in about 14.30 hcurs.
Here again the M.O. had a busy time in attenJing to b!i~tered
and chafed feet. The third day was a straight march along the
Grand Trunk Road to Rawalpindi.
A word of praise must here be given to the M.T. drivers, on
the second day's journey, for the way they han::lled their cars and
lorries over the rough and deeply rutted road . The ruts ma-:le
by country carts were very awkward for lorries to ncgctiate, with
one wheel in a rut and the other on a bank which was in places
as much as two feet hig h. At other times they travelled over
ploughed fields where no road or even track existed, finally
striking the G.T. road at Tirnaul crossing.
Unit Camp.- The unit goes mto camp at Mandra from the
1st to the 15th November. A strenuous proj!ramme of unit
training awaits them, hut we are ure that all will do their best
to bring this part of the training season to a successful conclusion.
and prepare themselves to uphold the p;ood name the unit enjoys
whilst out with their respective Brigades, etc.
Sports.-Activity in this direction has been as strenuous as
ever, and the games have been rather too numerous to mention in

S1alkot, Sunday 4th November.
. We all bid •· bon voyage •· and good luck to our late commandInf; officer, Captain C. M. F. White. who left us this month for

Catterick.
The Chief Signal Officer, orthern Command, carried out his
first inspection of the Troop during the month, and we understand that he was pleased with all he saw, including the Troop
sergeant who was visible on at le:ist nmeteen occasions.
The following are congratulated on obtaining first class operator
signals trade ratings at Upper Topa this year: L Corp! Connor
G. L. and Signalmen Grant A., Ashwood V., Mitchell R. and
Clayton S. Sigmn Fisher W. obtained a clas · it. rating as an
instrument mechanic.
The musketry casuals have now " done their stuff," and Corp!
Breeze C. did well in making the highest score in the Troop (58).
After the good work done by A Corps Signals m the boxing
world at Rawalpmd1 this year, B Corps Signals have considerably
enhanced the Corps reputation by wmning the Durand trophy for
footbal l. A wonderful performance, B Corps, especially as you
knocked out our friends from Sialkot (the 1 t Battn Dorsetshire
Regiment) on your way to the final.
There arc no repatriations until January, unfortunately for the
remainder of the Troop. Promotions are in the same tate:
" wait and see." Marnages are at a standstill.
Sigmn Kent A., after a strenuous life in the Troop. ha now
departed on posting to B Corps Signal . His relief, S1gmn Evan
Vl .. has arrived and we hope he will enJOY the cowboy life.
To all old Troopite who are thinking of rernrning to the fold,
we would say th:it we now have a first class football ground,
complete with nets, and it is worth a second tour just to view th
ground . All we reouire now 1s a few first class footballers.
Th is Month's Ag ony.- The last round up.
Persona l.-To Cecil Hughes, F Section, Jubbulpore: How did
you find friend Flo? My tur in March. Birch,
KHANA.
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People and Scenes " snapped " on the Chitral Reliefs, 1934

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.

Chit.col Signals and reliev ed Drosh Detachment.

A Halt for Refreshment s.

We wish all readers of this Journal the best of Christmase.s and
the happiest of New Years .
. Since I was thinking of New Year , and hence Scotsmen, here
rs a story cribbed from The Statesman . A Scotsman had a motor
accident. His wire to Aberdeen was the minimum ten words and
read . as fo~lows: " ~~uises hurt ~rased Ford erected analysis hurt
too mfectrous dead.
Just see rf you can puzzle it out before
looking at the answer at the end of these notes.
Arrival.- Lieu.t. A_. D. Molloy, Australian. Staff Corps, on
attachment to thi s unit for twelve months trainmg, etc. Although
rather belated, we offer you a t>earty welcome, sir.
Chitral Reliefs, 1934.- The warriors who accompanied the
Ch.it.r at reliefs column a~ escorting ~r~ops wi:re all too shy of
wntmg a few notes desrrrptrve- of their Journeyrng, but I obtained
the following valedictories from the column commander and signal
officer to republish here. They speak for themselves.
" SPECIAL CAMP 0RDER.- Before the disoersal of the column,
the commander wishes to congratulate all ranks and followers
on their work, which resulted in a most successful march from
Chitral. This was largely due to the excellent team spirit
which was maintained throughout, and without which real
efficiency cannot be obtained. Au revoir and the best of luck."
" Remarks by O .C. Column Signals (L1eur. E. P. Blake).The column commander told me that he was particularly pleased
with the work of Signals and says they have done jolly well.
I agree. Thank you!"

Waiting for Messages from ~.A.F. Bomber al Kamrani Sar.

Herewith are a few snaps of incidents during the marches up
and down from Chitral, taken by Lieut. E. P. Blake, R.Signals.
Sauce.- Taken from the label on a bottle of sauce as supplied
by our contractor: " Worcester Sauce. Excellent for fish . . . .
graves, etc., etc. Made in India." I have heard of the song
about " picklin' bones," but clo not remember that sauce was
mentioned I

Signboard at Droslr, with the Political Agent (Ma/akand).

Taken during a climb over the Lowarai Pass from Ziarat.

Signal Office, Semi, un the i1pward journey.

Nawab of Dir's Levies proceedi11g to Serai.

Books Worth Reading. - " Barnham Rectory " (Doreen Wallace) ; " One's Company " (Flemin?) ; " Everest 1933 " (Hugh
Ruttled ge) ; " The Sailor's Way " (Captain Evans, Master
Mariner) : Kipling' " Collected Dog Stories " ; " Winds of
Fortune " (Farnol) ; and for those who like a thriller. ·• The
Man from Whitehall" (Walsh).

The Co!u11111 Commander with the Politi,a! Agent (Ma/aluznd) ctl
Kamrani Sar dunng the action against the Fahir of Almgcir.

Mail Droppiug al Sefai.

Na<c•ab of Dir'~ Le"l:le.1 at Kamrn11i Pc1ss.
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Ziarat in the early morning, -u--ith snow showing on
the distant n10ut1tains.
Eheu !- Received from an out-station with the monthly acceptance of accounts: •· Note: Carpi X objects to income tax."
And so say all of us l
Essays, ~rave and ? ??- The following was written by a
sepoy studying for a first-class English certificate.
·• Banana is extremely remarkable fruit, being constructed in
same architectural style as sausage. There is however some
difference between banana and sausage as skin of sausage are
habitually consumed while it is not advisable to eat wrapping
of banana. Banana may be held aloft while consuming ; sausage
may be left in reclining position. Sausages depend for creation
on human being or stuffing machine while banana is pristine
product of Mother Nature. In case of sausage, both conclusions
are attached to either sausage ; banana on other hands are
attached on one end to stem and opposite termination entirely
loose. Finally, banana is strictly of vegetable kingdom while
affiliation of sausage is often undecided."
Departures.-Sigmn Paddy McGowan T. to the Army Reserve
and Ould Oireland. L / Corpl Melmore L. and Signalmen Boulton
G., Bagshaw A., Yarnell R. (br-r-r) and Wilson T. (provisional) to
the home establishment. The best of luck to you all. Keep your
J.G.S.M.s (and bars) well polished.
General.-The individual rraming season has descended upon
us with its accompanying schemes and columns. At present, one
or two of the local lads are trotting around the kh uds up Landi
Kata] way on the usual Khyber exercises. Everything else is
just quiet, except for some jolly good entertainment by the band
of the rst Battn rst Gurkha Regiment now and then.
Answe r to Scotsman's Telegram .-The Aberdonian relatives
of the Scotsman deciohered it as follows:-" Bruce is hurt-he
raced a Ford, he wr.ecked it, and Alice is hurt, too ; in fact,
she's dead."
Seasonable Great Tho ugh t .May the auld year gang out moan!ng
To see the new come laden, groaning
Wi' double plenty o'er the loanin',
To thee and thine ;
Domestic peace and comforts crowning
The haill design.
- Burns.
Cheerio, folk! be with you next year.
MJIM.

station. Smiling faces were everywhere, especially as we returned
to find that the details who had preceded us and those who had
remained in D.l.K. during the hot weather had certainly done
their stuff ; and although for a week fatigues were the order of
the day, it was only a question of settling in- there being no
trace of the afterma th from the dust storms of the summer.
Then, o:' course, the families arrived from the hills rather earlier
than usual, all of them being here by the 10th October-w hich I
am given to understand 1s a record I However, the weather was
all 111 favour of their early return, and except for the sand flies
and a stray " mossy " now and again , they are all happy and
contented.
The junior n.c.o.s started the ball rolling from an entertainment
point or view. and provi:led an excellent show in the form of a
whist drive and dance. The lucky prize-winners were: Ladies,
rst Mrs. W1l.iams (from D.H .Q.), 2nd Mrs. Bew, booby Mrs.
Jones. Gentlemen, 1st Sigmn Fmch, 2nd Sigmn Dav is, booby
S.S.M. Meyers (from M.T. Company at Manzai). Great credit
is due to L I Corporals Watts and Foster, who were responsible
for the organisation ; and of course we musn 't forget " our "
ban:l, who as usual came up to scratch under the able leadership
oi L I Corp] Poole. The drum, I noticed, was inscribed " 1934 135
-still going strong " ; and taking the origin of the motto into
consideration, I certainly think that the band - - (Oh, very
good, Stanley! I 'll leave that part out .) You will notice that
the Christian name has a tendency to creep in. This is absolutely
necessary, as all great and successful band leaders are called by
their Christian names.
The Razmak Horse Show took place on the 28th and 29th
September. and the following results were obtained by the unit .
Pack mules (teams of three)-first place. As this event was
open to the whole Garrison and the entries seemed to stretch
nearly as far as the King's Birthday parade, special credit is due
re- all ranks of the Razmak Section for their work in turning out
our only team.
Handy hunters- Sergt Applegate on T aurus was fifth out of
thirty-one entries.
Open jumping- Sergt Applegate on T aurus was fourth out of
twenty-three entries.
Polo ponies-Captain Allen's Taurus was first out of twenty•
one entries.
Gymkhana events-Pigsticking, Captain Allen first. Herding
the donkey. Captain Allen's team second.
Sigmn Wilkinson deserved special credit for the good show he
put up OP. Wilkie in the open jumping. He came up from D.l.K.
a fortnight before the show, was handed over an animal, and
obtained second place in the other ranks event.

Wana Signal Section.
September 1934.
Gener al. - Our fete on the 4th August was a great success.
An enormous amount of spadework had to be put in by the
whole of the Section in the matter of preparing the sideshows,
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" Sladen' s Special " at the Signals Fete.
and a lot of disappointment ensued when it was found that the
great electric Test Jyratch {painstakingly prepared by Sigmn Hay)
developed an alarmmg crop of unsuspected short-circuits and had
to be abandoned at the last moment. An entire absence of
cocoanuts precluded our having any shies. and skittles had to be
improvised from ubiquitous beer bottles filled with sand. Our
friends the Sappers very kindly rigged up a dozen outdoor lights
fa~ the evening, which certainly suggested the atmosphere of a
fairground.
Sig;mn McLeod spent all his spare time for a week in preparing
a series of dazzling posters, and in addition he ran the Klondyke
treasure hunt. The O.C.'s attempt to borrow bunting was unsuccessful, so we had to improvise it out of visual flags and " flags
distinguishing." Luckily, we were able to unearth a large number
of small semaphore flags of various colours from the Post stores.
The fete was well patronised by the sepoys of the 1 I 4th
Bombay G_renadiers an~ the 511.4th Punjabis, to whom any chance
of somethmg for nothmg has always a great attraction-so much
so that we had great difficulty in getting them to go home at
lights out. The following were the attractions offered.
Corinthian bagatelle-Sigmn H ay .
'' Sladen's Special " {as above, but more so)--Sigmn Grant.
Darts-LI Corp] Rawcliffe.
Electric dip and guessing competitions-L I Carpi Sherard.
Klondyke treasure hunt-Sigmn McLeod.
Air race round the world-Sigmn Oakley.
Ringing the duck and raffie-Sigmn Thompson.
Pitching pice into a pudding basin-Corp! Lloyd.
Houpla-Private Jarvis (Dorset Regiment).

Waziristan District Signals, Dera Ismail Khan.
Headquarters.
Saturday 27th October.
The Section has now returned to its winter resort, on many
occasions referred to as ·• Dreary Dis1114] Khan," but according
to the programme circulated Ill anticipation of " do's," I'm not
so sure that it 1s going to be dreary.
The move down from Razmak went off without a hitch and
"veryone in the Section seemed pleased to get back to his pukka

Ringing the Duch at the Signals Fete.

Skittles at tlie Signals Fete.

5j3
Skittles-Siimn Mackenzie and Pte Whitfield (Devon Regt.)
F?Otball- S1gnalmen McGratton and Green.
P1ce board- Carpi Willcocks.
Pagal billiards-Sigmn Martin C.
Aunt Sally-Signalmen Wilson and Morrison.
Refreshments-LICorpl Bridgman.
The 1.0.R.s also ran a form of crown and anchor successfully.
The following week the Section had a very 111ce job m lowermg
the _tel4:phone lme to Gibraltar Picquet in order to add more air
nav1ga~1on warnings to it. As this is a smgle line of multi-strand
cable, _111 a single bay of about _three-quarters of a mile m length,
s01:ne idea of the tension required to heave it up can easily be
ga1,ned. (Now'~ your chance, you No. 8 hats !)
We were v1s1ted by the C.S.O., Colonel FitzA. Drayson, on
Sunday 19th August. He inspected the tents and spoke personally
to each B.O.R.
We h~ve recently started a Debating Society, which meets in
the Institute at 9.30 p.m. on Wednesdays_ and Saturdays. The
0.C. {Lieut. A. T. Sladen) 1s the president. The following
lectures and debates have taken place: August 15th- The Retreat from Mons. Lieut. Sladen.
August 22~d-Climate an~ Character. Carpi Lloyd.
August 25tn-~rofess1onahsm v. Amateurism in Sport. Sigmn
McLeod v. S1gmn Hay.
August 29t_h-The Horse v. the Machine. Sergt Keegan v.
Sergt W1theredge (R.T.C.)
Sept. rst-The Five Year Plan. LI Corpl Sherard.

Razmak Signal Section.
Now that ~inter is fast ~pproaching-though perhaps it is
hardly app~opnate-1 would like to say a few words in praise of
the exceptionally good summer we have had. The maximum
temperature_ seldom . reached 90 degrees, and this region being
almost outside the mfluence of the monsoon, the clerk of the
weather treated us fairly favourably- though there were times
when the Head9uarter Section, who had the misfortune of being
ac~ommodated_ m tents, were of the firm opinion that we were
gomg to experience a second edition of the Flood. Consequently,
much .talk wa_s h~d of proposals to build an Ark in case of
necessity. It 1s behe".'ed that one B.O.R. was nea rl y drowned in
a valiant effort to retrieve his boots before they reached the Cooly
Camp.
The parks-both of 'em-looked very nice this year. Efforts
were made to grow ev~ry kind of English flower possible, which
somewhat tended to divert our thoughts to distant Blighty and
make us start _countmg the_ number of days left prior to embarkmg on the big boat. Incidentally, these days are counted in
terms of " acts " by this Section.
In spite of my vain efforts to elaborate the climatic and floral
beauties of t~s plac~, 1t is sinc_erell' hoped that no romantic youth
on the burnmg plains of India will accept this description as a
" Come to Razmak " slogan. Although this may be an Eden of
sorts, it is unfortunately Eveless : therefore anvone who possesses
a " Lights o' London " disposition is likely to pine away here,
unless of course he happens to be an ardent film-fan-in which
case h~ could possibly be humoured by a visit to cur one and
only cinema. I am pleased to say that it has been improved
~ately, and a Western Electric sound apparatus has now been
installed. We ~re also promised a new and efficient heating
apparatus, and 1£ the latter materialises, it will perhaps be no
longer necessary to wear overcoats in the cinema this winter.
Columns.-The first column of the autumn training period
took !>lace early 111 September, when we marched to Lawargi via
Razai:i1. A day scheme was held from Lawargi to Spinshilla
Nara1. Several new members of the Razmak Hikin11 Club were
initiated on this column. Charlie Mac would like tc; know who
sent him the letter at Lawargi. Perhaps Wally could tell him?
" Lord " Krishna's Birthday.-The birth of Krishna was
celebrated by the Indian ra_n ks of the Section on the 1st September. All B.O .R.s were 111v1teci to a tea party and drama in
the evening. The District and Brigade commander were among
the officers present. A really good show was enjoyed by all.
Sport.-A combined team selected from Headauarters and th1
Section was entered for the Brigade football t-ournament, but
unfortunately, after a very close game, we were beaten by 1--0,
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the winmng goal being cored in favour of A Company isl Devons
only three minules before th':! final whistle.
We have fared very well m other. local game~ of h~ck~y and
football with the vanous other Brtt1sh and Indian umts 111 the
Brigade. I must on no account forget to men~ion our Sund~y
inter-Section games. when the so-c~lled Blue Birds . t1:1rn 01:1t m
force and give excellent demonstrations of their rnd1v1dual ideas
of how the game should be .Played . . Unforlunately, sor:ne of t~ese
ideas, though very convement at times, seem to be J st a little
dangerous. Aren't they. Ginger?
The game of rings has become very popular in the Section
lately. In case this may be mi understood, I will hasten to explam
(for the benefit of the uninitiated) that tennikoit is meant. :rwo
courts have already been con tructed, and a tournament 1s at
present in progress: I will endeavour to give detailed results of
the various ·matches in next month's notes.
Arrivals and Depa rtures.-The B.O.R.s who were at Topa
for the upgrading courses have now returned. It is rumoured
that several have already indented for larger size tepees. Their
successes in obtaining hi.gher ratings are probably responsible for
this measure. In addition, the results of the local upgrading
courses have now been promulgated, and budding Pythagorases
are to be seen daily calculating how much more they will be able
to " put away " now that the extra annas will be coming in.
The means test doesn't seem to be given a thought l
We are sorry to lose Sigmn Brow.n J. R. L. (no~e the corr~ctne~s
of the initials, James) and also his techmcal library. Still, his
departure will save us the trouble and anxi~ty of !coking after
him this Christmas. We all hope to see him again some day
when we are selling violets in the street. Even the cha wallah
com plains of not having sold any cold drinks since he. left us.
Sigmn Ginger Phillips has also left us for the gayer Pind1. We
feel assured that he is enjoying himself there and giving the lads
a dog 's life with tales of " when he was on the Frontier proper."
We Would Very Much Like to Know.-What it feels like to be
in Wana after a couple of rather hectic months in Lahore ?
Whether we would have won the Brigade football tournament had
Minnie been selected to play? Whether Fa.nny is sweating o.n
winning the rings tournament on his reputation alone? Who 1s
known as the Walking otice Board? How far is it to Moghulpura, man, please?
Tailpiooe.-Step right up and call us speedy!
SHELAMAC.

Bannu Signal Section.
October 1934.
Ceneral.-Bannu is now at its best. The temperature has
subsided and the Section have returned to normal, both in
strength and spirits. The absence of notes from this Section is
regretted, but we hope to fill in a few lines every month from
now on.
Comers and Goers .-We welcome the following, who have
joined us from various stations on the Frontier: Sergeants Beckley
and Prees, Corporals Bunn and Dewhurst,. L/Corp! Sande~son.
Signalmen Frake. Healy, Jackson and Manin C. Stgmn Ki~son
has joined us from Quetta (can you still hear him?) Sin!=e
" Voice " arrived, the 12.00 hours time signal has been discontinued.
Sergt Ramsden to Ka rachi. Corp) Lunniss to Quetta. Corp!
Hudson to B Corps. L/Corpl Whalebelly to Dera Ismail Khan.
Signalmen Burke and Easton to Wana. These are the total
number of goers.
Congratulations.- The happy event expected by L/ Corp!
Bailey N. has happened: he 1,ow has the pice. We also congratulate U /L/ Corp! McFee on his appointment, L/ Corp! Bailey
and Sigmn Jackson on obtaining o/s B.i., and U/L/Corpl McFee
and Sigmn Frake on obtaining o/s B.ii. No "What'll
"
has yet been heard from any of the above named.
Entertainments.-With the arrival of the married personnel
from the hills. the manager of the Frontier Cinema al Bannu has
been doing his stuff, and many good films have been shown
recently.
New Song Hits . - Our Headquarters song: " D.l .Khan John
Prcl."
Sport. Mosquito trapping. Details of other sports will be
found on another page- we hope!
BAIBEE.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
General.- " Be sure your deeds will fi11d you out." So goes
the old saying. And now, since our official scr.ibe has taken his
presence to Lahore, the gods of chance have decided to let my
illustriou self perform the task of scribe to his war.thy pe?J;?le.
With open arms (alms) we ~ive welcome to Lhe commg traming
season, confident that we will earn good reports from all.
A few of our members- K Section, to be explicit- have taken
their annual furlough trip to Lahore, there to participate i~ the
Lahore Brigade manceuvres and to open what we are sure will be
another successful effort in that part of the country. The unfortunate part of this is that we had to lose some of our football team
when K Section departed, just when we were in the throes of a
tournament : but. still. the gods so willed it, and we are making
the best of a bad job with the few stalwarts left behind.
Many old hands left us on the Nevasa, and to one and all we
extend our best wishes for their welfare. We cannot but regret
the departure of the old members of the Band, as this year it
looks as though we will be without a danc.e band. In fact, all
helped in various ways in SJ;?Orts and en~ertam.ments, and we will
miss them a great deal during the coming winter.
We welcome back to the unit our commanding officer, Major
B. G. Rowley, who has returned from a two months sojourn in
England.
Needless to say, the Blighty leave wallahs have also retu~ned
to the land of sunshine, and many are the tales of the fine ttm~s
to be had in England (why will people add to the agony of this
country by their vivid descriptions of home?) The juice of the
fruit, however, is still to come: two of those leave wallahs- to
wit, Signalmen Barnsley and Madgwick- have tied the knot and
are now very much married men. To them we extend our
heartiest congratulations, and wish both them and their wives
the very best.
At a very opportune time L / Corpl West has returned from an
A.I. course at Poona, and from reports received he has fully
justified all expectations. Not long now before the boat sails,
Jimmy: how many days did you say ?
Several of the brighter (?) youths have persuaded .Schoolie to
let them sit for their firsts, and now they- and Schoohe, too-are
sweatmg.
The miniature range has just lately been ringing with shots,
and it is believed that some of them did hit the targets ; but as
results are not yet to hand, no further information can be given.
One o( the last draft to proceed to the U.K. left a relic behind.
Here it is, complete with apologies to R. W. Service.
A Marchin g Song.
Have ever you marched through Hangu GateWith the sun in 1'the east at your back
As you march side by side with the man who's your mate,
With your bully and bread in your sack?
Have you ever noticed the little white stones
Which mark off the furlongs and miles,
And felt that peculiar ache in your bones
And chased it away with your smiles ?
Have you ever sat on the side of the road,
About twenty miles short of your camp,
When a surly voice growled "Hurry up with thal load,"
And you grumbled and said " What a ramp " ?

If you've done it- why, then it's one up to you.
If you haven't--well, don't despair ;
For take it from me, you've got it to doAt the end of the march you'll be there.
That is, if you stick it and don ' t give up hope,
And get right down to your stride ;
And if on your socks you use bags ot soap,
You won't have to fall out and ride.
For you don't do tha t, though you limp and are lameThough you've blisters like plates on your fee t.
Stick it. and let people see that you're game,
Though you may be thoroughly beat.
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Have ever y ou been out in the GreaL Alone,
When the moon was awfully clear
And you couldn't get through on the Fullerphone,
With a General standing near ?
And then back to barracks, to sit round the fire
With the folk who had to stay in ?
know they think you're a terrible liar
As tales of hardship you spin 1

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Unit Headquarters.
Monday 5th ovember.
The commanding officer (Lie.1t.-Colonel W. T. Howe, o.B.E.)
and officers were .. at home " to the Querta Garrison at a pagal
gym.khana held on the Lower Gymkhana on the 19th October.

But it's great to look back on- when it's done!
The good old times in the blue ;
For though it was hard. it was jolly good fun,
Notwithstanding the " kam "and the stew(?) - J.S.G.
Last, but not least, I have to tell you that once again the khuds
have surrendered their summer burden- in other words, all the
families have returned to Kohat after spending the usual summer
vacation in the cool of the Murree hills.
P. AND J.
Corporals Mess.
Most members have now returned to Kohat, and under the able
guidance of Jim Ray we look forward to a " brighter winter "
movement.
Corp) J3.obins and L / Corp) Langley have returned from a
furlough in the U.K. and are regaling us with the new wonders
of Bntam.
In the entertainment line, the ball has been set rolling by Corp!
Weeks, who has kindly installed a seven-valve super-heterodyne
set in the mess-and now we do get music!
It is also noted that several members have taken up that ancient
game of darts and are becoming proficient to such an extent that
Shoey, our "champ," has decided to attend tournaments only.
. The bridge players are s~ill going strong, and many are the
tips given an enthralled audience who happen to be present after
a rubber has been won.
In fact, taking it all round, things seem to be looking up-and
that is something.
J.
WESTERN COMMAND ...... ............ ......... INDIAN A R MY

A Corps Signals, Karachi.
Tuesday 6th November.
Last month had its red-letter days. We were visited by H.E.
the Commander-in-Chief and the stork ; twenty-four old hands
left us by the Nevasa for the Army Reserve and a thousand a
year (less income tax) ; and the unit forsook our warm and flat
country for the cold and khuds of Querta to take part in the
Wes tern Command exercise.
The Commander-in-Chiefs visit and the departure of the timeex.s clashed- rather unfairly. No one can bid farewell to people
like the latter and face the stern realities ot the farmer's inspection
in the same frame of mind : but as it transpired that H.E. was
quite pleased with us, and visitors aboard the Nevasa on the
following day were quite numerous, both events must have been
treated as the occasion demanded.
The stork chose his moment. We are given to understand
that when he drops in. husbands are inclined to be in the way.
L/Sergt Stanley. the proud father. happened to be monarch of
all he surveyed (or whatever else guard commanders are supposed
to be) on that day. A hearty welcome 1s extended to Roberta
Rosemary (bit of taste about those names, don't you think?) A
good start in life was accorded the young lady by havmg R. Q .M.S.
and Mrs. Trapmore as god-parents.
The Command exercise. from all reports, went off quite well.
Most of the people who took part are now nursing colds or other
ailments, and the hospital graph (Hudson) shows an upward
tendency. Trusting in our equable climate· and Vapex, these
should soon be remedied.
The movement to Querta this vear was varied from that in the
past. M.T. detrained at Sibi and performed the journey by road.
T he D.R.s had a harrowing talc to tell of their hundred mile trip.
Outstanding cvc111s of the tay were L/Corpl Lamont joini ng the
immortals by di covering a " d,~ad spot." the frig ht ex perienced
by the orderly room sergeant, and L/~or p l ~ e r ry claiming the
tunic con taining some rather embarrassing arucles.
S.W.B.

Tandem Driving at the Pagal Gymkhana.
Amongst the events were " bootleggers., and Gretna Green
races. musical chairs, etc., together with a display given by
Corporals Baker and Wallace and their men, to whom great credit
is due for an excellent performance. This consisted of a few
short figures such as the scissors, etc., followed by a tandem
drive. In the latter, pillion nders on the bicycles drove the
horses. This was very much appreciated by the guests who
attended, amongst who were General Sir Torquhil Matheson,
K.c.s .• C.M.G., the Honourable B. J. Gould, C.M.G .• c.I.E., 1.c.s.,
A.G., the Divisional commander, Major-General H. Karslake, c.s.,
C.M.G., o.s.o., and most of the principal staff and regimental
officers of the Garrison and their wives.
Altogether it was a most enjoyable afternoon for both spectators
and competitors. The band of the 1/7th Gurkha Rifles gave a
very much appreciated programme of music both before and after
tea.

L11w1g up for tlie Bl111dfolcl Race.
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No. 1 Company.
General.-Our late scribe has taken unto himself a vocational
course as talkie operator in Pellier's Theatre. In consequence,
the Company was minus a correspondent and a pathe~1c appeal
for another was published. There were so many applicants for
the post that I almost thought the job would never be mine.
Anyhow. after careful weeding out, I have been given the honou r
-due, perhaps, to my possessing a highly imaginative mind.
Well, the winter training programme h,,s been published and
caused a lot of comment, especially among the n.c.o.s who, methinks, will have plenty to think about until March next . . 1~
dividual training also commences this month. from which 11 1s
hoped more B.ii.'s will materialise.
The cold weather is trying to set in, and. most probably w!ll
have done so (with a vengeance) by the time <;>ur brnthers m
distant parts read these not~. As long as there 1s suffic1en_t co~!
iss ued to bungalows when 1t does come, nobody will mmd 1t
much.
We were sorry-very sorry indeed- when A Corps Signals
returned to Karachi after helping us out on the Western Command
exercise, because there are no more excuses left for us to have !1
beery-sorry! I mean cheery time. until th.e next boat goes. . Unnl
then no excu es will be accepted ror red-tinted noses. Talking of
noses how we shall miss that glorious beacon sported by our late
bus c~nductor, who by the time these notes appear (if they get
past the Editor) will be a shining light in Blighty. Anyhow, we
can console ourselves that the unit will still possess two or three
people well endowed in that direction .
During the past training season the lads of the Wire!ess Section
had a busy time in cultivating B.B.C. announcer's voices. Sergt
Handby is having a loud speaker installed on each M.T. set m
the near future, so we anticipate great doings later on. We now
learn that the only loud speaker of this Section is being sent to
the Zhob-1t's a very long story I
Members of the Company extend their sympathies to Corp! and
Mrs. Staerck in their recent bereavement.
Arrivals.-Sergt Daniell from 4th D.ivsigs, Tr imu lgher~y. and
Corporals Geere and Lunniss from Wazmstan. Sergt Daniell a~d
Corp! Geere were claimed by D Section, whilst Corp! Lunmss
assumes command of the D.R. Section. The horses of D Section
looked quite startled when Corp! Geere took over the . horse-lines,
but they are quite serene now th~y ~ave found he 1~ harmles~.
The unit bus drew up and empued 1ts contents outside the uni t
office one Saturday not long ago, when the unit was on pay
parade. Many strange and curious looks were directed towards
the wan and dejected looking individuals who emerged therefrom,
the troops thinking perhaps they were ghosts ; but no I 1t was
only the Blighty leave details just returned for a spot of s~n
bronze. It was a real pity that the Western Command exercise
had not started then, because [ believe they thought they had
•• swung '' manceuvre.s.

Departures.- We were very sorry to lose Corporals Bill
Edwards and Dendy, who left Karachi with their wives and
family (only applicable to the latter) per the Nevasa for the home
establishment on the 11th October. Corp! Edwards was a very
old timer in the unit and a great asset to the Wireless Section.
The unit hockey team will miss him, as he was a very accomplished outside man. We wish them all the best of luck and a
cushy station.
Corp! Malvern and Signalmen Lapsley and Moad leave us for
the Zhob Signal Section very shortly. The two firs~ n~med have
already been in that Section, and as they are quite iubilan.t about
returning, it makes us wonder just what sort of magnetism the
Zhob has.
There is only one more departure to report, but of a differe!lt
kmd-from bachelorhood, this time, Cpl Evans being the culpm.
Married to Norah Kathleen Steed at Brentwood, Essex, on
7 8/ 34. Many sympathies have been received I
Promotions.-We congratulate Corpl Malvern on attaining that
rank. Two or three unpaid lance-corporals are sweating now.
Finale.- Visiting rounds: "If a man jumped out from nowhere
whilst you were on beat, what would you do ?" Very si:iart
sentry: "Hit with nothing, sir.'' (Collapse of officer.) Wms!
PRESSY.
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No. 2 Company.
Friday 2nd November.
General.- Schemes are over and we· are settling down for
whatever we'll get. The Signals were congratulated on their
various efforts, and of course the raspberry jam was very useful.
The advent o{ th e last three-day scheme made quite a few knees
go wonky, and someone miraculously developed a fine cold. Lieut.
Burgess-Winn came down from Loralai an d helped K Section
to bear up under the strain. H e has winning ways and a very
nice car (hasn't he, Bill?) We noticed a few n.c.o.s usmg Pond's
cream on this last sc heme. No doubt. they use Lux and have
film aspirations.
The soldiers- well, anyway, the men from Karachi- have
returned to their seaside resort with happy memories of the
beautiful scenery and re-unions with old friends (" the fellow
who owed me 4 / 6 in the Depot " sort of thing).
Lieut. D. St. J. Hoysted will soon be leaving us for Jubbulpore.
We wish you all the best, sir.
Right I Now we must record the departure of Corp! Blake and
Sigmn R. (no rose in all the world) McCallum to Jubbulpore on an
A.I. course. May they get what they desire.
Obituary.- Our deepest sympathy goes to Corp! and Mrs.
Staerck in the death of their two-weeks-old daughter, Edna
Cathleen.
Arrivals.- From U.K. leave, Sergt Man;:ham, L / Sergt Fields,
Corp! Evans anti Signalmen Nabarro and Roberts. I hate record ing this sort of thing.
Births.- To Sigmn Benson- I beg your pardon! to his lad y
dog, quintriplets. Congratulations, Jack! such lovely pups.
Who Said'!'!'!- " It pays to be good, but it doesn't pay much."
One of our contemporaries is apparently suffering from pansymania accordin.~ to his eulogies in THE WIRE. " People in glass
houses . • . . .
Agonies.- To Lorenzo: I will write from Loralai. Nobby.
R. W. Price, Colchester: How about some mail? Bill.
Rogers C. W. (last heard of in 2nd Div. Aldershot): Write F.E.
Quetta .
Rusty, Tidworth: Congratulations. Al, Quetta.
Our O.C., Captain Plummer, will be sailing over the seas very
soon, now. I'll bet he's breaking his heart at leaving Quetta !
Anyway, we wish him all he could wish himself, providing he is
not a pessimist. Good luck, sir.
NoBBY.
Au revoir, mes amis.

Sergeants Mess.
Wednesday 31st October.
Early October saw the arrival from leave in the U.K. of Sergt
Marcham and L / Sergt Fields. I understand they are very glad
to get back after a monotonous s!x. months of idleness.
Fifteen A Corps !Vless membe:-s JOmed us on the 18th October
for the purpose of sl'iaring in the Western ('.ommand exerc.1 sewith a view, it is supposed, to gaining expenence by watch11:1g a
Signal unit working in the field. They returned to Karachi on
the 27th for a long rest cure. We ha':'e si~ce hea.rd th~t their
orderly room has been working overtime m dealm~ with the
applications for posting to this unit. It must be . terribly .monc;itonous to have very little to do, for people to wish to JOm this
scheme-scarred station.
Heard in the Mess- An A Corps sergeant: "To think they
have gone to all this expense ,o bring us up here lo deal with
thirty-two messages!" Vo ice in the distance: " Thank heaven
it wasn't forty!"
However, they were a very happy and jovial. crowd and we
were glad to see them, and can assure them of JUSt as hearty a
welcome when they again care to visit us in the future.

Corporals Mess.
Saturday 27th October.
The members of the Mess wish to express their deepest sympathy with Cpl and Mrs. Staerck .in their recent . sad b.e reavement.
An invasion from A Cocos Signals, Karachi, lasting abo ut a
week, has left me with the Impression that it was quite a recordbreaking event in more ways than one. I have never before seen
so many bottomless throats all in one place.
The billiard team met with a heavy reverse at the hands of
the Corporals of the West Yorkshire Regiment. We won one
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match, and that was tossed up for with a double-headed chip I
Our team wa~ hardly representative of our full strength, as most
of. our champion " flukers " were apparently overcome with stage
fright .
x.
EASTERN COMMAND ...... ................ ..IND/AN ARMY.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Chakrata Detachment.
Friday 12th October.
General.- H one could follow the line of least resistance, the
most obviou ~ result of endeavouring to compile WIRE notes would
read: " Our Trade Board dinner was celebrated last night."
Likewise, the acid test for any note writer is undoubtedly that of
attempting the business durmg the morning after.
October marks the conclusion of hill seasons generally. This
one is drifting pleasantly to its close. The only talkie theatre
closed down early in the month, following the departure of some
of the troops ; consequently, life now seems rather dull. The
Royal Dragoons gave a band concert in the gymnasium, which was
packed to overflowing. The concert was undoubtedly a success
and greatly appreciated by all.
Trade Board.- The Trade Board, to which so many have
looked forward, is now a thing of the past. Memories of it may
last for a long time, and when it is forgotten, the dinner which
followed cannot but be a lasting memorial o{ all that the last few
weeks have stood for.
The percentage of passes was good and a pleasant outcome of
the months of instruction and training, while the underlying spirit
or goodwill in all ranks proves once again how well the Detachment has worked as a whole.
While the trade tests only materially affected the Detachment
by ratings individually, the dinner that followed was received
wholeheartedly by everyone. Funds were not lacking, in the first
place, for the whole Detachment had been saving up in one way
or another for this grand finale of our hill tour. Secondly, the
scene of the feast was the central bay of our bungalow, so that
one could almost step right back into bed. Speeches were made.
The toasts included the King-Emperor, the O.C., the C.S.M. and
our guests, after which the party continued to toast each other.
A cup was presented to Sigmn Macfarlane, in the acceptance
of which he stated that whilst on the Frontier on a visual station,
the duplex mirror of his helio was shattered by a bullet from a
Pathan's rifle. Living as he was on iron rations and being a
class ii. operator, he cut the bottom from his biscuit tin, andbelieve it or not- he worked for three days over a distance of
seventy miles with a biscuit tin as a duplex mirror. Cpl Strickson
(runner-up) had nothing ro say to this except that he was beaten
by a better man.
The room was tastefully decorated with jokes and rhymes, and
a wish has been expressed that the following be published. It
was written by a man who should know better.
A MAN- AND A BASEBOARD.
With a brain all weary and worn
And a desperate careworn look,
Young Hefty gazed at a base board
And rhoughr of his old note book.
The galvo was ~ti ll as the graveNever a flicker it showed :
For things like this, the old text book
Many a tip al\owed.
" Tap the galvo on either side:
Make sure that the thing's not sticking " So Hefty thought, for he moved aside,
And Hefty is no chicken.
He lifted a paw in the ether:
He brought it down with a thudGalvo, sounder, and ba eboard too,
Went thundering down the khud.
With which we think we will close our notes for this month, and
congra tulate ourselves on having written so much.
PF.TE.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
Thursday 25th October.
General.- 11 is hard indeed when good deeds recoil upon the
head of the benefactor. Some months ago, when our regular
contributor was away, I (with a benevolent regard to the needs of
the British reading public, as represented bv the WIRE subscribers) had the temerity to write the notes for that month.
Now I find myself hurled monthly into the threes of Journalistic
endeavour without even an " Earn while you learn " course 10
sustain me- losing my self-esteem throu!.'h lack of spontaneous
ideas, and that of others through the publication of the fruits of
many hours of laborious thinking and painful concentration. One
day I shall break up under che strain, and then the WIRE
correspondent will have to do some correspcndmg.
This month we had a competition for the last batch of remounts
and their trainers. It consisted of a handy hunter course and
school test. Sigmn Lawson was the winner, with S1gmn Dorsett
a close second.
Although the Imperial Delhi Horse Show is still a long way
off, those who can tell one horse from another (I can't) are already
discussing conformation, bridooa bits, scientific feeding, and all
those abstruse subjects which it is essential to know to enable one
correctly to chew a bit of straw. Even those who have only
heard the word " withers " in connection with the last rose of
summer are confidently anticip:ning great things. Well. here's
hoping!
Promotion.-Corpl Roberts E. R. and L/ Corp! Green L. to
those ranks. Congratulations to both. I rake this opportunity of
publicly withdrawing any derogotary statement I have ever made
concerning the blue book. Things are certainly brightening.
Arrivals.-L/Corpl Wilson and Sigmn Frettingham A. have
returned from the hills, having successfully (we think) passed
their B.i. operators course.
Gardening.-Yes! gardening. Plots of ground have been
allotted to B.O.R.s desiring them. and the process of mutilationor as they prefor to call it, cultivation-has begun. Sigmn Hurt
is streets ahead on theory, but McMeechan got in first on the
practical side by getting the Troop gardener to dig his patch
before this was forbidden. Exoectations run hieh, and there is a
great demand for books with ti°tles such as " A -hundred ways of
cooking onions," " Cabbages and their idiosyncrasies," etc. In
the meantime we are surviving on issue vegetables.
Congratulations.-To F Section, Jubbulpore, on their jumping
successes as reported in the October WJRE. I see Hank' successor
is carrying on the good work. Has he read Goldsmith :
At arguing, too, the parson owned his skill ;
For e'en though vanquished, he could argue sull.
Tailpie.ce.- This will be banged level with the hock before
the 5th November.
NoN-NUNQUAM.
SOUTHERN COMMA

D ........... .. ........... JNDIAN ARA1Y.

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
October 1934.
We wish a very happy Christmas and pro~perous 1ew Year
to all members of the Corps.
Here we are again, turning up like the proverbial bad :mna.
News is still as scarce a ever, but we will trv to concoct omething which we hope will not be too boring. ·
Since la t writing, not a great deal has happened. At this
period known as trooping, one still hears weird dirge emanaung
from our old soldiers-something about " o many days to go."
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I wonder what they mean by that mystic phrase l However.
everyone to hi own tast ; that is certainly one way of passing
one's time.
The manreuvre ea on has started. or at least the bazaar wallahs
tell us so. It seems that their stock of. Thermo fl.asks is considerably lower.
We often hear WIRE notes criticised as being too much like
Part II. Orders, but after all. the purpose of reading them is to
find out when and where our pals go. either with the object of
meeting or avoiding them. as the case may be. In any case, here
is our A. and D. report.
Our commanding offker, Major D. A. Brown, M.C., has returned
from Blighty leave, looking very fit.
Leave details have returned, including Carpi Alexander A. and
Signalmen Clutton A .. Hughes C. and Jamieson R .. the latter two
going direct to Jubbulpore and Mhow respectively.
Captain F. K. Morton is welcomed to this unit, and we hope
he will enjoy his stay in Jubbulpore with F Signal Section.
Wedding bells were rung in far-away Blighty when Lieut. S. F.
Pipe-Wolferstan married Miss Madge Claire Hall. May they both
enjoy a happy future!
Sigmn Johnson H. and our one and only Sigmn (Kaun hai)
Williams T. E. (both good chaps. but Kaun cannot whisper) left
us for the 3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut. I think they
packed their hoof-picks, just in case. But still, what do they
usually say: " Our lo s, their gain "-loud speaker strength.
I am very late with the next titbit, but really I am sorry I
omitted it last time. All the lads here in Trim congratulate Tex
Stringer on getting that dog's leg with pay. Can you beat it ?
One usually waits about two years for that. Good luck l you
deserve it. I didn't think it possible.
We have also lost one of our sturdy I.B. wallah-cum-pay
blokes: a fellow of the clan of Milburn. Know him ? Present
address: walking the st reets of Bombay, keeping law and order
and anything el e he can find. Hope you like the policeman's
job, Ginger.
Our pay branch recently excelled themselves by winning the
sweep three weeks in succession. Ou twa rdly they appeared very
placid, but they very nearly forgot to pay out the unit. Later on
it was my turn (forgive my telling one against myself-I have
been reminded enough). The wireless score showed seven goals,
so I promptly picked out a selection of gramophone records and
even borrowed a pajr of slacks to go to the bazaar ; but alas!
" there is many a slip," etc. The Times of India showed my
team as scoring " kutch nahin," so I retired to bed, feeling very
disgusted with sweeps. wireless and everybody.
Our Latest Wisecracks.- " I've a good mind to volunteer for
pack " (he is still thinking about it). " Have you got your
marching chocolate ?" " Don't forget to fill your flasks." Dear!
dear! 3rd October-red letter dav. \Veil-known lance-corporal
goes out. Such recklessness! We wonder who persuaded him.
·S.V.M.

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
No. I Company.
M Section.
Signal Barracks, Abbassia, 1st October.
Sergt " omc Norcross is at Ion~ last forced to leave Egypr.
He will be remembered bv thousands of Signals who have left
here and arc now drawing the old age pension. Several tempting
offers for his services ha~e been received from various units, but
he is deL€'rmined to serve Aldershct Town as a soectator and see
how football really should be played . Anyway; some unit will
get a go-gener, and some parson a marriage fee. Cheer up,
Norrie!
According to information received. the Company shooting
average has jumped about 4.3 points. If Alex comes up to scratch,
the 60 mark should be easv.
Congratulations to the unit shootinP. team on their successes in
the Command shoot--especially to G Troop on winning match 5 c.

A Section.
Our Sectron commander, Lieut. A. B. Ruck, is back from Bhghty
furlough, preparmg for zero hour when the Section commences its
desert rambles about the 10th October. His visit to the Olympia

W I T Exhibition impres ed him almost to a desire to bring back
couple of ultra-short wave sets ; he didn't notice any 12o's or
C sets there. Anyhow, our own sets arc now in readiness LO
take the field on a more elaborate scale than ever.
Reliefs. - Between now and April quite a number of the old
hands of group fame will bid forcweli to the Near East. Corp(
Paxton, L / Corporals Lavender and Hilliar, Signalmen Barlow,
Brierley, Cody, Davies F., Fishwick, Hallam, Malley, Mawson,
Preston, Shortt. Vallis and Wheatley are included. Reliefs to
out-stations will add to this number in due course. We trust
that the 0. i I c Records will supply us with another batch as good.
Topics of lnterest.- Congratulations l To L / Corpl and Mrs.
Lavender, a daughLer; and to L / Corpl and Mrs. Wagner, a son.
All's well. No reports of mterference or atmos have reached us
yet from these two new stations.
Who tried to fire a .22 bullet through a .303 bore ?
Heard: "I didn't know Chippy could drive a car."
" X " numbers required: {a) trellis work, (b) class distinction.
Agony.-To Grundy, China, from Johnna: How about a line?
To Johnna, Pindi: What about a line ? R.I.D. To McDonagh,
Scarborough: See you harden . Mc.
;i

Junior N.C.O.s Mess, Egypt Signals.
Monday 5th November.
This being Guy Fawkes Day reminds me of Jerry. Jerry, as all
ex-Egyptites will remember, is of tallow chewing fame plus a
small percentage of vodka swilling, picked up whilst in Russia
fighting al)d bleeding for the younger generation. (I have it on
good authority that he was doing guards down at Dover, whilst
still on boy service, during the slight differences of opinion in
r914-but Jerry still sticks to the Russian gag.) Enough of tallow,
Russian slices and Olga. What I wanted to say is. 1£ anyone is
thinking of being a fireman, send a stamped addressed envelope
to Corp! J.D. (Public Enemy No. 1) Abbassia No. 1, and a full
course of fire fighting will be sent. The course embodies several
hundredz of message forms covered with Jerry's copper-plate plus
his thousand-pound signature. (Three cheers for J Section Chitty
King!)
Weight Lifting.-On Saturday 23rd October we had another
of our monthly games tournaments with the W.O.s and Sergeants
Mess. l am sorry to say that the sergeants managed to snaffle
the golden goblet, but to-morrow night is the return swim and
we are confident of winning it back. In fact, Jerry tells me it's
a cinch! So more anon.
Hockey.- A selected team (ahem!) from the Mess played the
unit " p," team on Sunday 21st October, and although we didn't
win-according to t>he score-[ think l am right in saying that our
team walked back under its own steam. (I heard one of the
spectators ask if it was comic cpera. Uncouth fellow!)
School.- Several of our members are busily swatting up for a
first, so as to be off the mark early when the big promotion race
starts. An extract from a member's conversation after watching
a football match: " . ... . and Brown, seizing the psychological
moment with a firm grasp, despatched the vacillatmg spheroid
past the. custodian ." Oh, Andy!
Comings, Goings and Doings.- The man with the little black
bag visited L / Corpl and Mrs. Wagner on the 13th September
and left a small Wagner (no connection with the piano-tuner):
Carl Richard. to whom we extend a glad mitt. That's not exactly
how I wanted to put it ; but anyhow , congratulations, Wag and
Mrs.
Rebate. - The rebate situation is, we are pleased to say, now
nearly with in our grasp, but there are still a few difficulties in
the way, which we are doing our best to overcome.
Gardens.- Gardening is now the order of the day, and judging
from the hours being out in. we shall soon see {!Ood results.
L/ Carpi Watson has the blue prints (also most of the blisters) ;
in fact. the Mess has gone hor . .. hor . . . horg .. . back to
the soil. (Pumpkin.)
Congratulations.- To Carpi Jigger Lea on being promoted to
that rank. Quarter-bloke bardin, Ji gger. To W. J. Collins on
gaining the first rung on the ladde r of promotion. To Liver
Sandwich and Gentleman James on being placed 011 the dog
strength. Watch Spider.
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.Scotsman's Corner.-Corpl Johns, believed to be hiding in
~1salpur: Th_e bottle opener 1s still doing its stuff. Wot abaht a
lme ? Charlie Watson.
Last, But No~ Least.- A merry Christmas and a happy New
Year to all servmg and past members of the Corps.
Tailpiece.- My public must wait.
HON.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
W~itfield Barracks, Kowloon, 16th October.
General.-There .1s very little news this month, so l haven't
a great. deal to wme ab.out. The Sergeants Mess are now in
possess10n_ of a .WIRE scribe, an:! I was sweating on his helping
me out with a lntle news of their goings on. However, I regret
to state that he h~s fallen down on his first big assignment: the
Ser.g eants Mess trip to Canton. He got the notes down o.k. but
omitted to get them typed out in time for the mail. He's promised
to have them ready for next month, so then we'll know just
what happened on the trip.
At last we're getting some decent weather, and all sports are in
full swmg. . Hockey, football and cricket leagues have all been
started, and the results are in the Sports Notes.
Th.c first Mamak League game, however, deserves special
mention. The game was played on the Police Training School
ground , on the 14th October, our opponents being the St.
~ndrew s Hockey Club-reCo{!nised as one of the strongest teams
Ill the league.
The most we hoped for w;;s a draw, and no one
was too confident about that.
_The game started before a fair crowd, and after the first ten
mmutes 1t looked as. though our old fault was going to let us
down: the forwards JUSt couldn't get the ball into the net. The
defence held out , however, and half-time arrived with the score
at o-o.
After the resumption of play, it appeared obvious that if we
co.uld only get one goal the game would be " in the bag." and
w1thm a few mmutes the forwards sweot down and Mav scored
with .a tricky shot which left ".Vong - (the .Saints' goalkeeper)
~ta nd!ng. Ten mmutes later F1eldmg became msp1red and nipped
1n with a fast shot which only the umpire saw. From then
onwardr. we played on the defensive ;md were rather unluckv ro
let Fincher (the Sai~ts ' inside left) get through to score a lo~ely
goal, the ball glancmg off Cross's knee into the net. Shortly
~frer Buttery stopped Colled{!e '>f the Saints when he was all but
111 the circle, and that was the last incident in the game.
Martin. Buttery and Whitehead were the stars of the defence
an~ Hir~inbouom. Fielding and Hodges did most of the attacking:
while May fintshed off well. It's a nuisance writing these notes:
I can't say how well l played l The papers and -the spectators
arc all a~reed that it w:is the fastest game of hockey seen on that
ground for some time, and everyone enjoyed it.
There are ei{!hteen teams in the Mamak League, and as we
play ten of the best before the boat goes m November, we have
high hopes of making a name for the Signals- something like
thev had a couple of seasons ago.
Sigmn Jock Cord has started the season well by representing
the Colon}'. Ill the .first Gover:-ior's Cuo match and playing for
rhe Armv m a chartty game. He played well on both occasions,
and has been forecast as the lnterport goalkeeper for this season :
but I'm afraid the laugh is on the forecasters, as Jock is due to
!ewe on the 30th November for U.K. and Kirkcaldy. (He says
Kirkcaldy is in the U.K .. but I can't believe that.)
The following have been provisionallv warned to embark on
the 30th November (but according to divers rumours which are
nbout, only the first six are likely to go): Sergt Farlev, Signalmen
Cord, Stanley. Wh itehead, Neale. Brown , Errid.1te. Austen,
Taylor, H igginbottom , Chaoman and Williams, and C9l Fletcher.
I've forgotten one of the fir t six : LI Corp I Cross.
In the Area swimming sports L / Carpi Rousseau and Sigmn
Cord swam in the small units team which came trnrd in the
inte r-un it relay. L / Corpl Rousseau won the Army r yards dash,
for which he received a " braw wee cup."
VS6AX i OP th e air again, and Chubby has dark rings under
his eves through staying up late o' nights. The sports storeman
also h:is dark rings under his <'ves, caused by worry in finding
bits of wire. etc., mixed up in his sports gear. The sports store
is also th " shack " - or maybe I hould put it the other way
round.

'Arry Sugg, the star of ". We're not messing," is now a full
blown c~rpo.ral. W.e offer him our congratulations, but wish that
he hadn t dipped his new tapes in the gravy to take the newne
off. them. Owmg, no doubt, to a lot of innuendo about the food
bemg so bad t~at he h~d to mess with the sergeants, he resigned
from the messing appomtment 2nd is now preparmg to take over
from Ropey. at H.Q. Needless to sav, with two of them over
there the signal office staff is rapidly going bald or grey-and
broke. Bzzu ! there's one chap they can't sting: he's ex-Tidw~rth and has a name like Horace. l belie~e there was quite a
stir when the C.S.O. asked the new su~nntendent sometrung
about signal office routine and was instantly referred to Mrs.
Beeton's!
After many years of false rumours, the No. 6 set has actually
arrived. No one believe~ .it until they. actually saw the set, but
th1r. 1s no false rumour: 1t s here and 1s now packed away mce
and dry, for .a few m~re months or even years. I'll ask the
Edi.tor to publish a special gala number when the set does actually
oscillate.
Now let's be miserable. Dollar at close 1 /8. Roll on, that
stabilisation scheme.
Promotion.-L/Corpl Sugg to be Corporal w.e.f. 1/7/34.
Agony.- Tommy Denholm, India: Letter from Cox. All the
best. Drop me a line. Squibs.
MATA HARi.
Till next time.

Shanghai Signal Section.
.
Tifeng Road Camp, 22nd September.
Shan~ha1 T~els. -We must apologise for the absence of notes
from this Section for the past few months. We can offer no
excuse, but we promise: that it won't occur again .
The .event of most import to the majority of this Section is
the arrival of the troopsrup. Everywhere one sees an almanac
annou~cmg " so many days to go " ; in fact, it forms the only
topic '?' conversatton th~se days and is the root of all arguments.
. Durmg the forthcommg trooping season we say good-bye to
Lieut. Ewbank (our O.C.) , Sergt Griffith, L / Corpl Binge and
Signalmen Ayres T .. Bec_ker E .. Billinghurst W., Castle H.,
Col~man D., C.ook M., Ekm T., Heath J., Jones H .. Oliphant J.,
Pans C., Perkms F .. Riggs F. and Spencer C. We wish them
all_ the very best, and sincerely hope they will settle down to a
quiet and peaceful existence in dear old England.
We congratulate Carpi Whalley, L / Corp] Stevens and Signalmen Ca".111 and Taylor on electmg to stay for a further year in
Shanghai-known as " the Paris of the Orient " -although we
fancy that there is some attraction other than the fact of 11kmg
the place.
To those who _a re to join us in the near future, we extend
the usual glad mm-at the same time giving three banzais a
Shanghai_ " tig~r " and a deep-throated razz berry.
' '
We thmk 11 1s unnecessary to give any information on what to
expect here, although newcomers would do well to bring along
several sha.rp-pointe~ pencils, and also h~ve plenty of loose change
about, as tt comes 111 very handy at umes when a signature is
looked upon with suspicion.
Mate~ots. -S~veral men of the Section were the guests of
the senror Service for a few weeks during the summer months
at t_hac well-known seaside resort of the China coast, Wei-HaiWe1. They all apparently enjoyed themselves immensely, and
mos_t of them became adepts at rolling shag fags with one hand:
a trick, they .tell me, learned from the stokers. Sadie Thompson
c~me b~ck wnh a pron.ounced roll as he walked. and a collection
o, nautical phrases ':"h1ch he uses on every possible occasion. It
~~ no unco,i;imo!1 thmg, when _:n t~e me s-room. to hear a very
queenre
votce pipe up wnh ' Excuse mv yard-.um aero s
·
your forecastle."
.i :rue Sto~y.-A cert~in s~gnalman, on. being .requested by .1
m1lt~~ry policeman t~ give his name, replttd " Signalman D11lmj!"er.
We wonder 1f he really considers himself to be Public
Enemy . o. t. If so, we suizgest that " Quaker " would be more
appropnate than " Titus " Oates.
Gene~al.- The cl~rk of the weather has been exertmg himself agam . Not sausfied with having broken the htghe t temperature record for the last sixty years, he decided to end the
dr?ught we have been experiencing with a steady downoour of
ram for seven days, five inches odd during twenty-four ho\lr.
bemg recorded on one occa ion.

-
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Unforiunatcly. even with all th is rain knock111g about, it did
not interfere with the early morning musketry parades we have
been enjoying for the pa t three weeks. It always stopped raining for the three quarters of an hour we were on parade. David
has certainly been treating us rough .
We Would Like To Know. - What happend to the sixteen
boules of beer that were "exhibit A " in a recent case ? Who
is the signalman who wishes to get on 'Jncle Sam's pay roll?
If the same fellow is concemplating a transfer to the United States
Marine Corps ?
News ltem. - Profcs or Richard Unger, F.R.G.S., has unfortunately been indisposed for some time now, suffering from corns
across the chest which he attributes to being ca ll ed to the bar
(German) too freo.uently. The P rofessor, before his present illne s. was pe rfecting a cure for that insidiou complaint Ripseythe symptoms of which are spots before the eyes, blu hing in
com pany, and an intense desire to wear plus fou rs, and in some
cases the mouth being like the bottom of a parrot's cage. At
the moment the Professor recom mends a mouth wash of H a rpic
or Old D utch Cleanser as being most suitable for slight cases,
b ut hopes in the near future to publish the repo rt on his ex periments and to announce that he has fou nd a permanent cure.
Cumshaw Column.- T o G reenst reet: Will be home 15th
January. Will be seei ng you. Tich P erkins.
Brooks, Singapore: Still waitmg for lette r frcm you. Venn.
To Jazz : Get my s kates read y. G unboat.
Finale. - ·· Never do to-day what you can possibly put off until
to-mcrrow." Old Ch:nese proverb.
UNGER.

Mal ta Signal Section.
Command Signal Office , V alletta , 12th November.
Greet ings.-To a' l ran ks of the Corps at home a nd abroad
and to all mem bers of the Royal Signa ls (T.A .) we extend our
best wishes fo r Ch ristmas and the N ew Yea r.
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Gene r a l. - ) suppose that one must start with the sa me old
phrase, i.e. " We regret that no notes appeared last month " or
" Notes for THE WIRE must be done," etc., so 1 presu me m y
followers , if any, are not to be mizzled after all. The notes under
this heading are usually very misleading in most cont ributions ,
and one is often wondering what to say. Sometimes th ey include births, H.R.R.A . and sometimes sport. T he last ti me our
notes appeared, I said I would try to say something about Malta.
This would be a little help to those who have been warned for
Malta, and those who may be next trooper. As I have been
unable to scrounge from the local tourist agencies , I must try to
give them from my own experience! Ahem T

bould be devoted to the Malta Command Small Arms Meeting
ut as to-day and to-morrow are the days of the meeting, well_:
The s.elected ones from the Sec:1011 to shoot in the S and D
team mcludc Q.M.S. Flynn G. H. R., Q.M.S. Goodridg~ c.
L/ Corpora ls Russell a.nd I?rakc. and Captain D. R. Paterson,
the future 0 .C . of t~1s unit. At practice they have done very
~ell, and we h~ve high hopes of winning back the cup we lost
ast year. So. if you can shoot, say so. Swimming is another
sport .and past!me m the summer. Malta naturally provides many
beautiful bathmg places, and these are very highly recommended
by those who have served here. So if you swim. don't come without your costume. Altogether there are few soorts that Malta
does not cater for, and those who have been earmarked have been
warned.

w.:

A Few Tips.-No. l : ENTERTAINMENTS. T hese are fairly
numerous. V alletta itself boasts of fou r talkie cinemas, Floriana
one, and Sliema two. Apart from these, there are numerous
others in v:irious parts of the Island. Dances are very popular ;
dance fiends can be assured of this kind of entertainment on any
evening of the week. T here are various other k inds of amusement, but these are gained only by looking for them.
No. 2 : DRESS. Civilian clothes can be worn by all w ho are
privileged. and at present the Section is 100 per cent. So don't
leave or flog your civvies if you are a good lad.
_ o. 3 : SPORTS. T his paragraph could be split up into several
but I will give only an ou tline of what we do m sport. At foo tball we are one of the units that help to make up the Staff and
D epartments team. At this game we have not done extraordinarily well , yet not too badly. Among those who have already
represented the S. and D . at football are L / Corp! Russell (late
or Bulfo rd), Sigmn A ttewell (late of Dover). Sigmn Williams (late
ot Sca rborough), Sigmn G race (late of A Corps), Sigmn T hornhi ll
(late of Depot), and Corp! lent when required. But anyway, if
you can play football, don't fo rget your boots. A t hockey we
are much about t he same, and th e two reoresentatives from the
Section are Signa lmen Williams a nd T hornhi ll. Much space

---~--

No. 4: TRAVEL. Outsi~e of the Island (except to Gozo) one
seldom gets unle~s pr~ceedmg on leave. But in Malta itself there
are many. beautiful sights and i:ile~sant walks. Very historical
and boastmg of many fine old buildings, those who are interested
can spend many pleasant afternoons 111 visiting these places.

Departur~:> .-Sigmn Loveday left us on the 15th September in
the Shrop_shire. for the U .K. and transfer to the Army Reserve.
We all wis h him the best of luck, and hope that by now he has
settled down comfortably 111 civil life. Sigmn Humphreys also
left us last month for his discharge.

Dep~rtures to ~om e. -So f~r we have no rel ief , and the
followmg are leaving Malta this trooping season. Capta 111 R.
Sutton-P ratt , Q.M .S. Flynn G. H . R. M. B. E., Sergt Callegari F. C.,
Corp! lent, S1gn~ lmen. Attewell, L yons and Re v1ll. T he t rio 111
the. re.ar arE'. for c1vv y life and expect to sail in Ja nuary. So do ( !
This is a big. chanie. so come on, the reliefs. Our draugh tsman
has been at !t agam , a11d I. hope that our dreams come true, although I th111k Catterick 1s not inviting. I don ' t know. As k
Calle!
. Mut~ an~ ~ine. -(Algy's heading.) Sigmn Smith is now gettm~ his dnppm!l mo.ney. L/ Corpl D ra ke 's after it.
. S1gm.n Eccles 1s sti ll d rawing (his pay). Somebody said Nutty
is . com111g back to Malta . W ell, I am afra id that the arch 1s
still at Hamrun,
utty. Somebod y thought of sending Sax a
bottle of '.' blue," but Pu blio is ou t of bounds.
T he writer ~ou ld like a word from Bert Stretch. Victor at
Scarborough sti ll owes me one, too. I wrote last, V ic.
.. Tail .~n d .-Often seen:

~.

A trooper 's hull passing out into the

~~
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Air Defence Formations Signals.

2nd Cavalry Divisional Signals.

56 Regency Street, Westminster, S.W.1.
A feature of importance to be reported this month is the lecture
given by Major-General H. F. Salt, C.B., c .M.G., o.s .o., at ~ea~
quarters on the .n th October, ."".hen he a~dressed us on
Air
Exercises and Air Defence Trammg, i934.
Many guests were
present to hear the lecture, inclu~ing the B.rigade co.m manders of
the 26th and 28th Air Defence Bngades, His Worship the ~ayor
of Westminster, the officers commanding Air De.fence units . of
London, and representatives of many other London T.A. u111ts.
An invitation had also been extended to warrant officers, n .c.o.s
and men, and a large meeting welcomed the lecturer.
Jn view of the active part played by ·t~e Air J:?efence .units in
this year's exercises, the lecture was pamcularly mt~restmg, and
Major-Gener.ii Salt explained several features which ha~ not
previously been clearly understood. We are gr.a~efu l to him for
his lecture, and delighted that he was able to v1s1t us. The film
of T.A. anti-aircraft work taken this year was shown.
The meeting afforded an OPJ?Ort.unity ~or me~bers of th.e .London
Air Defence and other Temtonal units to discuss trammg and
other T.A. auestions. lt is hoped that it may be possible to
repeat this successful social function next ¥ear. Colonel 0. W.
icholson (our hon. colonel) was 111 the chair, and the commanding officer (Lieut.-Colonel G. C. Wickins) moved a vote of thanks
co Major-General Salt.
The annual bounty night (the popular name for the. annual
meeting of the unit) when the proficiency grants are paid, t~ok
place on Wednesday evening, 7th November .. O ~r comm~ndmg
officer's address on this occasion was an official mtroduct1on to
the coming: training season, and also provided an opportu~ity for
a review of the past year's work . Reports were also received at
this meeting from the social and sporrs secretanes, and the .committees for the coming season were elected. The profic!ency
grants for the Thursday morning n.c.o.s and men were paid on
the 8th ovember.
In accordance with time-honoured custom, the evening concluded with a jolly smoking concert, when we were entertained
by many of our old friends, including Bob Darnley's dance band.
Our two famous comedians, Roper and Blood, were on the top of ·
their form and were as popular as ever.
A new auartet was featured on the programme but unfortunately faiied to materialise. Caotain Hemsley was determined
to fill the breach, and at rather short notice he ordered a
performance from our quartet of subalterns, who turned out some
quite new stories.
The second dance of the season proved as successful as the
first, and it is evident that the new hall has made it possible to
increase the oopularity of. these and other social events .. Two
members of the unit so enjoyed the. evening that they did not
arrive home until six o'clock on Sunday morning.
At the invitation of the 27th (London) Searchlight Battalion
Royal Engmeers (T.A.) the commanding officer and a detachment
of officers and other ranks of our unit joined their parade and
attended an Armistice Dav service at St. Mark's Church, Kennington, on Sundav 1 rth ·November. An impressive ceremony
took place at the church war memorial, and this was followed by
a tpecial service in the church. The band of the Sea rchli~ht
Battalion led the parade to and from chu rch and also provided
music for the services. The support iiiven 10 this parade was
very gratifying, and 11 is hoped that a simila r parade may be held
on future Armistice Sundays.
H.S.

(Middle sex Yeomanry)
Duke of York's H.Q., Chelsea, S.W.
Hello, C.Q ! Scarnose calling. Once again l h~~e be~n persuaded to re-open this station and broadcast the u111t s act1v1t1es ;
but whether to apologise for our long silence. or to commiserate
with present readers, I don't really know. However, with the
help of Phil and Jacrob. I'll endeavour to entertain you for a
few minutes.
Ann ua l Training.-For the second year in succession, . we
carried out our annual training in the neighbourhood of Worthm~.
Our tents were pitched, by permission of Colonel U. Thynne, 111
a pleasant me, dow surrounded by woods .on his estate at Muntham Court, Findon; and the personnel m camp num~red ten
officers and 180 other ranks under the command of Maior. G. S.
Sale, M .c .. ·with Captain H. R. V. Cooke, R.S1gnals, as adjutant.
There were 71 recruits in camp. (We believe we are the only
T.A . unit in London up to strength.)
Towards the end of 1933 the unit acquired four light motor
vans, which were rather ingeniously fitted up as mobile wireless
stations and were used regularly at week-en~s hy voluntary. t~ams
from that time until camp. The value of this work w~s strikingly
shown in the second week in a wireless exercise which ran continuously for nearly thirty hours. T~e object was to practise the
maintenance of continuous commu111cat1on as between Cavalry
Brigade and Regimental signal stations by d~y and by night ; and
with all modesty we can say that the obiect ~as m the mam
achieved. The Regiment also in that we.ek earned .o ut a scheme
representing the battle of Karm, m which the Middlesex Ye?manry played a distinguished part on the 27th October, r9r7, 111
the Palestine campaign . Orfe of the obje~ts .was to study the
possible effects of modern means of commu111cat1on on the conduct
of the affair at Karm.
The camp training included the usual wireless, tec~ni.cal and
horse riding instruction, the Regiment much apprecratmg the
ever-ready help given by an officer and four n.c.c;>.s of the 2nd
Div! Signals from Aldershot with two of their mobile gm palaces,
and by a corporal-of-horse of the Royal Hors4: Guards. Among
the distinguished visitors to the camp were L1eut.-General G. ).
C. Grant (G.O.C. London District), Colonel R. <;:hen.evix Trench
(from the War Office), Major R. H. R. ~eale (Chief Signal Officer,
London District) and Colonel T. W. V1gers.
On the recreational side there were bathing parades, voluntary
riding, and of course the usual regimental mounted sports .. As a
whole, the camp was probably the most .successful,. tec~111cally,
that the Regimem has earned out smce its re-constitution as a
Signal unit.
Indiv idual Train in g .- This commenced in November, and
the drill hall now shows great activity. Various classes such .as
recruits, Group E and operators are taken by competent se111or
n.c.o.s under the supervision o( the P .S., and over the week-ends
the four wireless vans may be seen in various parts of the country
undergoing ~uch tests as rapid erection and c.ommunication,
screening, long distance and different types of aerials, as well as
the training of junior n.c.o.s and operators.
Bisley. -For the first time since the Regiment was re-formed, A
Squadron entered a team to fire in .the Yeomanry challenge: ~up
at Bisle y. They put up a very cred1Lable performance, obtai.nmg
365 points out of a possible 480. (The cup has been won wllh «
lower score: 349.)
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Armistice Day.- As in previous years, an officer and twelve
other ranks took part in the British Legion ceremony of remembrance at the Albert H all.
Society Note.- Prize distribution, Wednesday· 17th January,
1935.
Riding School.- Since annual training the riding school has
been open twice a week, the attendance has been excellent, and
on the whole a definite improvement has been shown. Many
would-be riders have bitten the dust but, l am pleased to say,
have always come up smiling aga in. There have been two passing
out tests, with roo per cent. successes ; and five n.c.o.s and one
signalman are at present undergoing a riding course for instructors,
under the very able tuition of Sergt Warner of F (Sphinx) Battery
R.H.A., at St. John's Wood Barracks. So far, they have undergone no " rough stuff."' This is anticipated, we presume, with
mixed feelings , but I think with no feeling of alarm.
The riding school is of the square type, and from its appearance
the floor should prove better to the taste than our own, but of
this, probably more anon.
Regimental Magazine.- This is in process of formation, and
we hope to go to press with No. 1 in the very near future.

of the Old Co1;uades Association) 10 unveil the memorial. Before
doing so, Colonel Newton described how the East Lancashire
Divisional Signal Company R.E. was the first Territorial Army
Signal Company to serve abroad in the war, how it carried on for
four and a half years: 111 Egypt 111 1914, on the Gallipoli Penmsula, the Suez Canal, across the Sinai Desert, and m France and
Belgium -always on duty, always maintaining commun1cat1ons.

SCAR NOSE.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Brooks's Bar, Manchester 16.
Our training year has now commenced, so until next Whitsuntide we shall be busy with cla sses , lectures, demonstrations and
all matters which are necessary to transform recruits into trained
men. trained men into really efficient men, and the more promising
of those intc n.c.o.s. Each Company has its own training night,
which we consider will be advantageous, as it will enable Section
officers and sergeants to train their own Sections, so that by the
time camp training comes round they should know perfectly the
capabilities of every man under their command.
Armistice Day.- On Sunday r i th November about two hundred members of the unit and S.R. units paraded under Lieut.Colonel W. S. Ashley for the service in Albert Square, Manchester. Members of the Old Comrades Association joined us
there, and as one body we marched past the Lord Mayor and
then continued lo the Cenotaph in St. Peter's Square.
Sergeants Mess.- Thc first social function of the season took
place in the mess on Saturday 10th ovember. This was a whis t
drive followed by a hot-pot supper, and was a huge success, about
sixty members and friends being present.
An addition to th e Mess property is a radiogram which has just
been purchased. Alas 1 it is an electric model, so we shall still
have 10 depend on the human element for entertaining at camp.
War Memorial.- A memorable event in our history took place
on Sunday afternoon 21st October, when an oaken panel to the
memory of the officers, n.c.o.s and men of the 42nd (E.L.)
Divisional Signal Company R.E. who lost their lives in the Great
War was unveiled.
This handsome memorial, which has been fixed on a wall in
the drill hall, records the names of thirty-six officers and other
ranks. It has been provided by the members of the 42nd Div!
Signals Old Comrades Association, and was designed by Mr. S. H.
Tiltman, L.R.l.B.A. (of Brighton), an old member of the Signal
Company R.E.
To commemorate the occasion, the unit paraded in review order
and our band wrned out in scarlet under Bandmaster E. T.
Grundey. An unexpected, though welcome, addition to our
strength was the parade of over seventy old war comrades of all
ranks, many of whom had trav~lled long distances to be present :
and these war veterans, under the command of Colonel R. S.
Newton, M.C., accompanied the unit in the march to St. John's
Church, Old Trafford, where a short service was held.
The sermon was preached by the Rev. A. D. Johnson, M.C.,
M.A . , S.C.F. (T.A.) Western Comn~and, who based his remarks on
the text " This is the message " and on the motto of the Corps
" Swift and sure." The le son was read by Colonel Newton,
and the band accompanied the hymns.
On the return to headauartcrs, in a crowded drill hall the
commanding officer (Lieut.:Colonel W. S. A hlcy) asked Colonel
R. S. Newton, M.C., A.M.l.Ii.E. (our former C.O., and the president

He pointed out that the present Royal Signals in Manchester
were descended from that Company, and he hoped that this simple
memorial would be treasured for generations to come as a tradition
of noble service and a record of " Our Comrades in Signals "
who did the greatest thing that any man can do: they laid down
their lives for their friends.
The Ven. A. Selwyn Bean. M.A .• Archdeacon of Manchester,
S.C.F. (T.A.) 42nd Division, dedicated the memonal, after which
the trumpeters sounded the Regimental Call. the Last Post and
Reveille.
The laying of wreaths by rhe commanding officer and bv Mr.
H. Willcock, D.C.M. (chairman rif the Old Comrades Associ.ation)
brought a most impressive ceremony to an end.
The W.O.s and Sergeants Mess undertook the kmdly duty of
enterraining all the old members before they left.
KYM.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory. Exeter.
Ed itoriaJ.- During the past month, we have had to ay au
revoir tc Bt.-Colonel The Lord Basing on his handing over the
command of this unit to Licut.-Colonel C. H. Walsh, o.s.o .. M.C.
to whom we extend a mo t heartv " We ex " welcome. We
can a sure him of a very pleasam tour of duty.
We arc also delighted to realise that Lord Bas111g rs not severing
his official connection with us. His appo1111mcnl as ~uccc or 10
Col. R. G. Earle as our hon. colonel came .1s a welcome urpnsc.
We heartily congratulate our worthy R.Q.M.S .. Mr. F. F. W 1,
M.M., on hi promotion to Lieutenant-Qu artermaster with u •
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The annual training programme is now in operation, and as its
predece ors produced the desired resuh s in a general way, the
same policy 1s being pursued- it is to be hoped , with even greater ·
uccess. The carrying out of su~!1 a programme depe ids upon
the co-ope.ration of all ranks, and 1.f everyone r.ecogmses ~hat team
work is an enormous help, the.n its obiect will be attamed with
ease.
The continued ab. ence of notes from o. 2 Company is probably due to 1he change in scribes. The new . " pe~1m a n " is
perhaps a little shy at the thought of appearing 111 p~m t for the
first time. We assure him that we have all experienced that
feeling, and we are waiting to greet him. Now then, No. 2 !
MERCURY.

No. 1 (Exeter) Company.
The chief item of interest this month is our annual dinner.
This was held on Armistice Eve, and we soent a very enjoyable
evening. It was our pleasure to entertain our new commanding
officer, Lieut.-Colonel C. H. Wa lsh, D.s.o .. M.C., and we were
very glad to have the honour of his company so soon after taking
over the unit. We were told that we were not to expect any
changes, but on the contrary rhat training was to proceed as in
the past.
We we.re also delighted to have with us Colonel W. G. Michelmore, D.S.O., M.C., T.D., Major J. W. Western, O.B.E., T.D.,
Captain J. R. Patten, M.C., Captain R. A. P. Gray, Dr. Scott,
E. C. Lee-Wright, Esq., Mr. F. F. West, M.M., and Mr. R.
Hutchings, together with a very large number of old comrades
and friends.
Speeches were kept to a minimum, it being intended to turn
the evening into a smoking concert. We were unfortunately let
down by the non-appearance of two entertainers who had been
engaged. However, C.Q.M.S. Colman ('!th Battn Devens) who
was with us, most admirably filled the breach ; his rendering of
" The Adjutant " being particularly popular. We are indeed
very grateful to him and also to the pianist. The whole company
joined most heartily in community singing, and Major Western
obliged with a few old favourites.
May we say how sorry we were that Nos. 2 and 3 Companies
could not send any representatives, although Sergeants Field and
Conabeer were with us. We normally count these as being
" ours," as they are attached to us for drills.
On the following day we had our annual Armistice parade, and
many were the " thick heads." We had a very good number on
parade, and what was most pleasing was the excellent turn out of
the men and also the marching, since we have had no parade of
this type since annual camp.
Winter training is now in full swing, and operators are getting
their ears tuned in again . We hope to see good numbers turn up
and pull their full weight. The bar is now open in the men's
recreation room (up, Dodo I) and by the time these notes are in
print, we hope to be well on the way to finding out who is the
billiard champion.
We take this opportunity of congratulating Mr. F. F. West on
his well-deserved promotion to Lieur.-Quartermaster. We are now
sure of " good things " in camp.

No. 3 (Plymouth} Company.
It was indeed a pleasant surprise to hear that Colonel The Lord
Basing is to continue his association with the unit as our hon.
colonel. This Company hopes to give him and Lieut.-Colonel C.
H. Walsh a real welcome at our dinner next month.
We were very disappointed that the invitation to No. r Company's dinner could not be accepted. Many of us have vivid
recollections of previous functions, and it was a great pity that
circumstances prevented everyone from attending.
THREECOY.

44th (Home Countie~) Divisional Signals
Stamford Brook Lodge, London, W.6.
Here we are again, as the old " lag " said to the warder on his
ninety-first appearance at 1he "home from home." It's funny
how we pop into the news at bounty time.
Arrivals and Departuras.- We would wish our old friend
C.S.M. Pearce the best of luck on his return to Corps duty, and

express the hope that we shall see him often: he is as welcoi:ne as
the flowers in May. C.S.M. Wales has taken ovi:r his duties at
Brighton, and Sergt Bob Tanner has iomed the u111t (~om the 4th
Div! Signals. Bob is a real old pal, and we offer him a hearty
welcome to the unit. One word of warning, Bob: remember the
old refrain " I wish I were single again."
.
Congratulations to C.S.M. and Mrs. Freemantle on the birth of
a beauty- all doing as well as can be expected .
It is with much regret that we say good-bye to C.S.M. Geere,
who has been discharged from the unit at his own request. H e
served throughout the war and had been with the unit since
July 1921 : a fine record. All will join us in hopin~ that he will
be a regular visitor to Stamford Brook and that he will come along
to camp on "Old Comrades Day " for many a year.
Tr.aining.- The new training year commenced on the 1st
November and is now in full swing. The instructors are keen as
mustard, and all that is required to make the coming year the
most successful to date is that every man should turn up- and
keep on turning up. The incentive this month is bounty pay.
Armistice Day.- The annual Armistice parade, consisting of
sixty-two of all ranks, assembled with the band at the drill hall
on Armistice Day and marched to St. James's Church, Gunners·
bury. After the service they returned to . H .Q. and en rou~e laid
a wreath with all the approoriate compliments at the Ch1sw1ck
War Memorial. We offer our hearty congratulations to all ranks
who attended ; they were a credit to the Corps .
Rifle Club.- The unit shots are much in evidence again. Many
promising young shots have appeared, and given just that .wee
bit of luck the shield is a "snip" for next year. Mr. Williams
has presented a trophy for the best shot of the year, to be competed for annually.
Social.- The weekly dances are proving a success, and the
special Armistice dance, held on Saturday 10th November, was an
eve.n greater success. In spite of the bad weather, some two
hundred and fifty people attended and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
The Sergeants Miss dinner is booked for Saturday 17th November, but more next month- that is, if we are ourselves by then.
Things We Want to Know.- Do quarterblokes appreciate Sunday work?
Does he speak Portuguese ?
Are the two-seaters stayers ? and if so, should they stay longer
in the stables ?
Christmas Greetings.- To all past and present members of
the unit, and to all units at home and abroad, we extend our
hearty greetings for a ha[lpy Christmas and a bright New Year.
NOTBYWIT.

47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
Genera l.-First, we take this opportunity to wish all members
of the Corps a very happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
It is amazing how soon this great event seems to come round.
Almost before we have got over the effects of one festive season,
the next is nearly due to commence--owing, no doubt, to the
frantic rush of modern times!
Well, the very best of health to you all. We shall be delighted
to see any of you who can attend our New Year's Eve ball.
Work 1s going on apace in individual training and instructional
courses, preparatory to the pre-Christmas Trade Boards, and the
attendance is being well maintained.
We held our Armistice church parade on the 4th November.
The attendance was not so good as was anticipated, but it was
certainly a case of " little and good." The band of the 47th
Divisional R.E.s played us on our march round the Putney district
to church and back to H.Q. We appeared to awaken the whole
populace from their Sunday morning " lay-in," judging from the
semi-clothed condition of those who gazed, chiefly from the upper
windows. We listened to an interesting sermon by a padre who
had been " out there," but we could not help being am used by
his directions to us poor heathens as to when we were to stand.
kneel or sit down, and by his reference to our recruits (which he
pronounced " recroo-its "). After the service we were inspected
by the D.C.S.O. London District, Colonel T. W. Vigers, o.B.E.,
M.C., T.D.
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On the nth November a party of one officer and eight O.R.s
represented the unit at the Armistice service at the London Troops
Memorial, Royal Exchange. The Lord Mayor and his sheriffs
attended, together with members of the Court of Common Council,
naval, military and Air Force representatives, and many city and
other notables. The weather was not too bad, but we cannot
resist the temptation to wish once again that the war had finished
in June instead of November.
The Commander 47th Division will inspect us on the 19th
November. It is one of the occasions we appreciate, because we
feel proud to let the powers that be see what a good show this
unit puts up--and it's not eye-wash, either!
Sergeants Mess.- A certain amount of gloom has settled on
the Mess in consequence of the impending departure of our two
very popular P.S.I.s, Sergeants Hall and Smith. Sergt Hall joined
us nearly three lears ago, while Sergt Smith will be leaving three
months short o that period. Why are they called permanent ?
We were hoping very much that they would be granted the usual
year's extension, but- nothin' doin'. They are actually terminating their duty with us on the 15th November. Sergt Smith is
going to A.F.V. Signals, Tidworth, and Sergt Hall to A Corps
Signals. We wish them every good fortune in the future, and
assure them that they will always be very welcome whenever they
can pop in and see us.
We extend the hand of welcome and comradeship to Sergt
Crouch R. and L / Sergt Haines E. 0., who have joined us in place
of the above mentioned departu~es. We sincerely trust their stay
with us will be a happy one.
Sociat.-The first unit dance of the season, held on the 20th
October, was an exceptionally good show, and the Armistice
carnival dance on the 10th November was a huge success. A
most pleasant evening was spent by a large and jolly crowd.
Make a note of the following dance dates: December 8th and
31st-and come along and join the joyous throng.
EFFEMMA.

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham 1 r.
The compliments of the season to our comrades near and far.
We humbly apologise for the absence of notes from these
columns for several months past. Pressure of time is the only
explanation.
This being the close season, there is not really much to report.
The only event of note has been the ' annual unit concert and
dance which took place on Saturday 3 rst October . There was a
very large attendance of members, including officers and their
ladies, as well as many civilian friends . A very pleasant and
enjoyable evening was spent, although when the dancing commenced, it was obvious that we ought to have hired the" Palais."
During the evening trophies and cups won during the year were
presented by Mrs. M. E. Holdsworth, wife of the commanding
officer. The recipients were as follows: Officers' technical efficiency cup--Lieut. S. V. Lancaster
Officers' shooting cup-2 / Lieut. D. G. Collins
Sergeants Mess shooting cup- Sergt B. F. Colquhoun
Attendance cup- B Section (Lieut. E. A. S. Ledsam)
Cleanest tent prize-Don H Section (Captain A. G. Simpson)
Football cup--D Section (Captain A. G. Simpson)
Danielsen cup- Lieut. G. R. Waters
Chiseldon sports cup- A Section (2/Lieut. D. G. Collins)

Sergeants Mess.
The Annual Dinner.- This took place on the 20th October.
There was a good attendance of members and guests- among the
latter, a number of old comrndes.
R.S.M. Rowe was in the chair, and C.Q.M.S. Galpin officiated
for the first time in his capacity as P.M.C. After the loyal toast,
the chairman addressed a few words of welcome to the guests,
and added by way of explanation that, unfortunately, it was not
possible to send out the invitations earlier owing to the illness of
several members of the committee, and the shortness of notice
must have prevented a good many from attending.
Following the excellent repast (which was in the hands of Mr.
Sandri, a local caterer) the assembly retired to the mess lounge,
where an entertainment was provided, the artists taking part being
Messrs. Clifton and Glenville (with piano) and Mr. Frank Rolfe
(comedian) ; and if one is to judge from the vociferous applause,

their efforts were thoroughly enjoyed. Sergt Sanforth (R.A.)
obliged with a good rendering of " The TrumJ;>eter."
Poor old Fred Bramhall was at this function the unhappy
recipient of a " presentation " of a bow and set of arrows, to
commemorate his persistence in making the lowest score in he
shooting competition two years running. He did not respond to
the urgent calls for a speech, but what he had to say to some of
us in private left little to the imagination. Better luck next ttme,
GET'CHER.
Cocky I

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and No. 3 (W.R.) Company, G.H.Q. Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds 2.
General.-For a period that is generally regarded as being mid~lose season! the past month has seen unusual activity, culmmating
m the Armistice Day parade on the 1 rth November. Little has
been done in the way of training, which will be praettcally at a
standstill until January, when classes will re-commence.
Death of ColoneJ Jayne.-The lamented death of Colonel A.
A. Jayne, D.s.o .. O.B.E .. M.C., which took place at Birmingham
on the 26th October, came as a great shock to this unit, for
although he left us a couple of years ago, we hold many happy
memories of him as C.O. of the S.R. During the three years he
spent with the unit he was exceptionally popular with all ranks
and made a large number of friends, and his departure from
Leeds was a matter of great regret. He did much to stimulate
recruiting for both the S.R. and T .A .. and no one could have
taken a greater or more kindly interest in the welfare of the units
than he did. His unexpected passing is mourned by all ranks.
Captain Sutcliffe represen ted the unit at the funeral.
Arrivals and Departures.-The units have suffered another
loss, too, during the month in the departure of C.S.M.s Minion
and Clark. The former, who spent his tour of duty with the
S.R., left us for E Troop, Tidworth, and C.S.M. Clark (more
affectionately known as Nobby) has gone by the seaside with the
5th Div! Signals, Scarborough. Their places have been filled by
C.S.M. Hobby (from A Corps Signals) and C.S.M. Gatford (lately
with D Troop Signals) , and to them we extend the hand of
welcome. May their stay be long and pleasant.
There was a happy little ceremony in the sergeants mess following the annual meeting on Monday 12th November, when C.S.M.
Minion was presented with a clock and C.S.M. Clark with a
canteen of cutlery, to mark their association with the unit.
Armistice Day Parade.- As ever, the parade attracted pretty
well every member of the unit. Whether this is due to a desire
that the unit shall be well represented among the other Territorial
organisations of the city, or because of the subsequent distribution
of several hundred pounds in the shape of annual bounty, is not
clear; but be that as it may, the unit well maintained its high
standard in a fine turn out. There was a grand muster of old
comrades of the R.E. and Royal Signals ; and the two serving
units, under the command of Colonel Walter Boyle, O.B.E. (hon.
colonel of the 49th Div! Signals) created the impression in the
minds of many that they were the smartest on the parade, despite
the handicap of having no band. Major-General G. H. . Jackson, C.B., C.M.G., took the salute. Back in barracks, Colonel
Boyle congratulated all ranks on the splendid turn out and made
a number of medal presentations. Outstanding among these was
that of the second clasp to the Territorial efficiency medal of
C.S.M. Allen (of No. 1 Company) for thirty-six years unbroken
ser':'i~e. Other presentations were made to the following: M11it1a medal (S.R.), Sgt Morgan S., L / Sgt Morris W. and Sigmn
Rooke ; T.A. efficiency medal, Sergt Upton, L/ Sergeants Webb
and Chappell.
Sergeants Mess.- At the annual meeting of the Sergeants
Mess on the 12th November, the comm1uee was elected as
follows: R.Q.M.S. Tebbs, C.S.M. Allen, C.Q.M.S. Dobson, and
Sergeants Speight and Fleming. It was decided to carry out the
much needed decoration of the staircase and cloakrooms in the
mess, and the old vexea question of the provision of a dart board
was finally settled by the decision that one shall be provided.
The financial statement showed a very satisfactory state of affairs,
and the secretary (C.S.M. Joynes) was heartily congratulated on
~he manner in which he had carried out his duties.
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51 st (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
General.-Grcat changes are taking place at Aberd .en ju t
now, and apologies are offered for the brevity, etc .. of this
month's notes. My motto is ·· o news is good news," and as
our cribe h;i left u for duty with the 1st Div. you may undertand my groans at having to perform the task-especially if you
have " had some."
Arr ivals a nd Departures.- Best wishes arc extended from all
ranks to Captain J. H. Brown, M.M., and his wife and family, on
their departure frorr. this station. By the time these notes arc in
print Capt. Brown will have got that sunburn t feeling, and Lieut.
L. W. J. Dry land (his relief) will be hard at work with his duties
as adjutant to the unit. We are orry to lose Captain Brown- bu t
exigencies of the Service, etc. We extend a hearty welcome to
Lieut. Dryland and hope that his stay will be a happy one.
Many handshakings were witnessed at Fonthill Barracks on the
night of the 9th ovember, when best wishes were extended to
Sergt and Mrs. Shreeves on their arrival to take up duty with
this unit, and on the following morning, when we said good-bye
to C.S.M. Thomas and his wife and daughter, who have departed
to 1st Div. after many happy years in this clime. Never mind,
Dick ; you have lots with you to remind you of bonny Scotland
and Aberdeen. C.S.M. and Mrs. Thomas were such popular
figures at Fonthill, both on the military and social sides, that they
will be sadly missed, and I have been asked by those who could
not be present at the handshaking ceremony to offer their hearty
wishes for the future. Of cour e. this goes for the remainder of
us whom he may not have remembered in the vast throng surging
around h im on the 9th. I am thinking the land of joy has a
strong calling for them both, and shall not be surprised if they
are seen often in Aberdeen. Hurry up, Dick I I am always
ready for an excuse.
Armistice Parade.- This w1s attended by detachments from
all units, etc., at the Aberdeen Memorial on the I I th November,
and was a very impressive ceremony. A detachment from H.Q.
and No. I Company represented the unit, and thei r smartness is
to be commended. Although the weather was very unkind to
stare with, it seemed fitting for the occasion, but the rain (which
had been falling heavily during the whole morning) lifted just
before the ceremony commenced and it remained fine throughout.
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gratifying, and Captain Wood wishes to thank all ranks for their
co-operation.
Training.- A paid winter course commences on Monday 19th
November. We shall be pleased to see members of the Company
on any Monday or Thursday evening.
FIFESIGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
2 1 Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Glasgow Greets You.- To our comrades at home and abroad,
we send our sincerest good wishes for a very merry Christmas.
Ccmrade Colin.- The subject of our liule biographical sketch
this month is R.Q.M.S. Colin Sinclair of our S.R. units. Well
worthy of note is our respected R.Q.M.S. There is little about
the signalling game that Colin does not know . He has an intimate
knowledge of communications from G.H .Q. to the firing line:
Colin was in his element when he served with an Infantry Brigade
Signal Sectio n on the Gallipoli Peninsula, wh ere he did splendid
work. R.Q.M.S. Sinclai r has also had much experience of cable
and air line work. He is a man of considerable technical ability,
and in civil life he hold a responsible position in the Post Office
Engineering Department. He has been most successful as our
R.Q.M.S., and he has retained the confidence and resoect of all
ranks. It is with great pleasure that we add R.Q.M . S~ Sinclair's
name to our list of Lowland Signal notables.
Proceeding Prosperously.-Our notes relating to the W.O.s
and Sergeants Mess must appear almost prolific. There is always
news from that ouaner. The balance sheet oresented at the
annual general meeting revealed an era o( prosperity. The Mess
is financially sound and well organised. There was every reason
for satisfaction after the year's work had been fully reviewed.
Sergt 1:-ivingstone (president), Sergt Bcidys (treasurer) and the
energetic secretary (Sergt McDonald) are well worthy of commendation, and the members should be especially grateful to those
three office bearers for their unselfish and splendid work.
Welcoming Watch.-Our billiard match with the w.o.s and
sergeants of the Black Watch at Maryhill Barracks was a most
enjoyable affair. The hospitality extended by our Regular comrade.s was much appreciated. We look forward with pleasure to
future meetings with our.Black Watch neighbours.

Sergeants Mess.- The first two momhly dances have been
such popular events that the function is eageriy looked forward to,
and it will continue monthly throughout the season.
To date. no tournaments ha-1e taken olace, but I understand
that Billiard Allan and Domino Rollo are- in strict training. Apparently shadows do not agree with Bill iard Allan, as one quiet
Wednesday evening he was seen lurking in a shadow, very
thoughtful, with a cue in his hand- and by the look of the scores,
that's all he did that evening.
All Ranks Dance.- The first of the unit all ranks dances was
held on the 9th overnber, and was a huge success. Who was
the Englishman who asked for the " H ighland Scottische " ?
and did his panner really en joy it, or was she merely polite ? He
says that she was a brave one !
Badm inton.- This has gained such a popular hold lately with
the officers and other ranks and their wives, that even the ladies
are beginning to fancy themselves and have reached the match
challenging stage. They are not so bad, but who could be cruel
when opposed to a fair one ? {I know what's coming, but can
stand it.)
Traming.-Winter cour es are now in full swing. It is pleasing
to see so many eager faces present, but we can do with more
yet, especially n.c.o.s. What about it ? Don't think-act. We
shall be pleased to see you.
HIGHDIV.

Heal t hy Harr ison.- We arc oleased to learn that S.M. Harrison of our permanent staff is fuliy restored to health and strength
after a rather serious illn<'ss.
. Men's Clu b Mus in g s .- p;ll <!uiet.• but very merry and bright,
is the order of the day. The pnnc1pal topics are football, classes
and next year's camp. Lieuten:mt Gee has now assumed the role
of adviser and friend. Things should go merrily on. This has
been a splendid year for the Club.
Le:ague Leaders .- We are at the head of the table of the
Glas~ow Amatei!r Football League. The league arrangements are
definitely established for the season, and our oosition is a very
strong one. W,e_ cannot refrait?- from blowing oi:ir own horn I To
cccupy the pos1t10n of honour m this important league in Glasgow
-the foot~all Mecca of. Scotland-is a noteworthy achievement,
and 1934 bids fair to bemg the most successful year in the history
of th.-e Lowland Signals Football Club.
Another Arrival .- Sgt Gould has joined us from Scarborough.
We shake him by the hand. He will be happy at Jardine Street,
the sanctuary of the Sassenach.
Our Old Selv~s.-Thc officers' arrangements are now completed
for the celebration of. our se_venty-fifth anniversary. We understan~ .that the_ fesuv1t1es ':"ill be on a scale befitting this most
ausp1c1ous anniversary, which we hooe to reoort fully in a fut ure
.
number of THE WIRE.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy ) Company.

. An Appeal.- We are not at all satisfied with our local circ ulation of THE WIRE. It is felt that the number of subscribers
~hould be greatly ai~gmented. While that number is on the
111crease. we are certain that there are many within our units who
wo.uld _find ir a splendid investment to purchase a copy monthly.
lt is difficult to understand why our excellent Service Journa l is
not more greatly aoprec1ated. To those who peruse cooies o(
THE WIRE provided for messes, we ~specially appeal. Wf1ile we

Arm istice Parade. - All units of the Kirkcaldy T.A. sent detachments to the Armistice parade and service arranged by the
local branch of the Bntish Legion. Our O.C. (Captain A. T.
\\food) commanded the uniformed part of the oarade, and everythmg went off ~moothly. The number of officers, n.c.o.s and
men of the Company who turned out for the parade was very
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are most grateful to those who. have unfailingly supported us, we
would ask ~he11: further help 111 mcreasmg the circulation of our
J~urnal, which is undoubtedly one of the best publications of its
kind.
Armistice ~ay. -We added our quota to the great parade at
the Cenota ph in George Sauare, Glasgow. Those of us who were
present as spectators were much impressed by· the effective turn
out of the Lowland Signals. Our bemedJlled veterans and our
y~ung and enthusiastic Territorials were a most admirable comb111at1on. Lieutenant Forsyth and Sergt Parker played their par,s
well. Bareheaded we stood as we listened to the strains of " The
Fl~wers o~ t~e Forest." V>(e gazed on our young lads on parade
with adm1rat1on- almost with envy. They are our successors!

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
.
Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
Greetmgs.- To all units at home and abroad, a happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
. R_outinc.- T raining starts in earnest next month, when
md1v1dual trainmg classes will be held from the 1st December to
the end of March. A large attendance is expected and the results
at the end of the training should be a great i:i.iprovement on
previous years.
. 2 / Lieut. G. B. Lloyd has just completed his promotion examination, and we all hope th at his efforts will have been rewarded
when the final result 1s known.
Congratul~tions.-!o our adjutant, Captain R. T. H. Gelston,
who passed his promotion examination at Shrewsbury with flying
colours on the 13th / 14th October.
Vf e all heartily congratulate R.S.M. and Mrs. McCormick on
their latest arrival- a son (Roy) born at Cardiff on 21 / 9 / 34.
. S oci~l. -The . w.o.s and n.c.o.s held their thirreenth annual
9inner in the dnll hall on the 3rd November, and all agreed that
it was a great success.
The toast to the unit was .given by our adjutant, Captain Gelston, "'.'ho said the work . during the year reflected great credit on
the u_111t. He also mentioned the shooring abilities of the unitespec1ally of No. 2 Company in winning the Victory shield at
Porthcawl on the open ranges ind the Webber cup on the miniarure range.
The response was given by our commanding officer, Colonel
R. C. Seel. M.C., whc also _said some very_ nice things about us.
0 1;1r guests of the evening mcluded L1eut.-Colonel A. HierDav1es, p.s .o., T.D. (~ecretary of the Glamorgan T.A.A.) and
Sergt M1Cky Faw! from Bulford.
!he next function of the Mess was the Armistice ball held on
Fnday. 9th Novembe.r. This proved a great success, and our
entertainments committee are to be congratulated on their fine
efforts. We were honoured with the presence of our commanding
officer and officers, who appeared to thoroughly enjoy themselves.
Exte~s i ons .-S.gt Brundell A. has extended to complete another

year w11h this unit.

THE LEEK.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
Bay Lodge, The Green, Stratford, London, E.15.

No. 1 Company.
Social.- Th.e first dance of the season was held here on
Satur~ay evening._ 3rd ~ovember. Although no fireworks were
let o~. 1t went with a big bang, and the social committee are to
be highly congratulated upon their efforts. The next one will be
held on Saturday evening, 1st December.
Ou1· annual Company dinner is to be held this year on a date
yet _to be fixed, but everyone will be notified at the earliest
po ·s1ble moment.
A unit billiar~s tou1:nament of 25 up _(exact) is in progress. At
first there was JUSt a little doubt regardmg the success of this ort
of game, but after the entry list had been open for only a few
da ys: _no less than forty-two entries were obtained. A cup
(reminiscent of Bi ll '~ Bomonti days) was p_ut up by the P.R.!..
an~ there are add1t1o nal prizes for the wmner; runner-up and
third .
Owi ng to many_ enquiries and requests from those too late to
ente r, Sergea1n Sunons (better known ~s Bill) wishes it ro be

announced that another tournament of a s11nilar nature will follow
on the heels of the one now in progress.
Training.- The lectures and demonstrations are still being
earned out. A wireless .recei ving set, constructed solely by the
class _under the able guidance of C.Q.M.S. Fleming, 1~ (to the
surprise_ of only a few) actually in working order. So elated are
these highbrow enthusiasts that they intend to go on and on, and
t~ey _speak now ~( such things as amplification stages and reaction
circuits (and I think I. hea rd sorneth.ing about movmg coils) as to
the manner born . Different to the " not so long Jgo " when
every part ?f a wire_less s~t was referred to as a gadget.
C.S.M. Simpson, m trying to prove to his class how a set could
be made for the huge su~ of ninepence (that is, of course, 1f
your name happens to begm with " S ") found to his chagrin
tha~ the total sum to be exp_er:ided_would have to be ten pence!
!his somewhat altered the ongmal idea of the set, as for instance,
instead of thE. posh sugar crystal, one made of common or garden
coal would have to suffice. Still, the comoarison between the
1!?18-:19 ~ype ·and the present-day set was ab)y pointed OUl.
Listenmg m w the discussion after this lecture, one could not
determme which t.ype of set would be the best for home use!
In the large dnll hall (now called the beauty parlour) many
men _are slowly but surely being made mto strong and physically
fit (silent) he-men .
Departures and Ar rivals.- We are sorry to have lost one of
our P.S. who has gone to have a taste of .civvy street, but we
?ffer. to Mr . P. Johnson our best wishes for rhe success he deserves
1~ h1$ new sphere, and hope that we have not seen the last of
him (Johnny, please note).
Our esteemed P.S.I .. C.S.M. Collins H. (of Bedford fame) will
now have le~t u~ for the land of Shotit, and our best wishes go
wtth him, his wife and family.
At the same time we hold out the glad mir to Sergt Torn Sayers.
and smcerel>'. hope he, Mrs. Sayers and family find the Bedford
air to their hkmg.
ONECOY.

No. 2 Company.
Tra ining.-The wireless and P_.T. ciasses are still going strong.
C.S._M. ~!mpson astounded the w~r~l~ss fans with his " renpenny
receiver, and great were the reioicmgs of Marconi's henchmen
when the B.B.C. a!1no11ncer. was clearly heard. C.S.M. Simpson
was ?ombarded with questions from all sides. and after everybody s quenes were cleared up, the class showed their appreciation
by having a whip round to patent the renpenny marvel.
The large drill ha ll is taking orr the appearance of Fred Dwyer's
gym nowadays. Replicas of Sandow and Strongbow are to be
seen in action, i\l treating developers, punch balls, dumbbells, etc.
1:he gym class 1s fast appro:iching perfection. and last Thursday
111ght the rumour got around that Mr. Bertram Mills had been
seen in the vicinity of the lecture room. No, sir: these artists
are not for public exhibition.
Departures.- We are very sorry to lose C.S.M. Collins H., of
sausage and mash supper fame. We wish him all the best wtth
o. 2 Company 2nd Jndian Div! Signals. Droo us a !me from
Quena, Harry .. and inform us if they have e-nlarged Kuchlak
station and Pellier's.
Arrivals:-We e~tend a glad mitt to Sergt Tommy Sayers. of
S.T.C. India and _T 1dworth dance band fame. If there is a high
class dance band in Bedford, well I here's the man you have been
looking fo r-an expert piani t.
Billiards.-The billiard tournament in the canteen 1s causing
many a " Fancy that! " All the heads are out with the exception
?.f our P.~ .•I., who is too small and apparently has not yet been
spotted.
Twocov.

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
~r~ining.- ow that the dark winter night are uoon u , our

act1v1ties must perforce be indoors, and we ble s the soul who
invented hot water pipes and radiators.
The learners are now ~nder the able tutelage of Corp! Dennison,
who ma_kes sparks fly m more ways than one. The highbrow
cl~ss, with foreheads corr.uipted in deep wrinkles, wrestle bravely
with curves (no, not femmme ones, Harry) under the supervision
Qf C.$.M. Cooley and Sigmn Buller.
.
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G tung down to the lowbrows, we find a scantily clad group
keeping themselv very busy in the ymnasium: with the stern
eye of Bombardier Holland (our Regular P.T. instructo.r) upon
them. The lads seem to like tt and are gradually getting pro·
ficient in the many tricks they a.re show~. Among. them are our
embryo boxing team, who are gomg to brmg something away from
Stratford one day (so we hope). Anyway, they are getting
hardened to atlything, so we should produce some good contests.
Social.-The Company concert party. directed by Sergt Brad·
bury and Corpl Dennison, gave a show in the drill hall on ~atur•
day 20th October. The artistes, some of whom "".ere first timers,
did very well and with a little more stage experience should be
able to put over a really good va riety bill.
W/ T.-Our little W I T set has at last ~ade itself heard ~t
Bedford. The congratulations go to the aerial po!e (long may 1t
stay where it is) . . . .That's what comes of squeezing the valves!
THREECOY.
[Mr. P. Johnson Oate P.S.l. of No. 3 Company) would like to
thank very much both the permanent and office staffs of the 54th
(E.A.) Divl Signals for their kind presentation gift, which both he
and his wife greatly appreciate.]

Bedford Detachment.
Social.-The unit held a sausage and mash supper on Saturday
20th Oc tober. There was quite a good attendance, and it was
very well supported by members o.f the Corps. Supper was billed
for 7.30 p.m., but owing to a sen~ of unfor~seen circumstances
it did not arrive near 1he tables until nearly nine o'clock. Needless to say, when it did appear it was well ·and truly devoured by
the assembly.
After the supper, songs rendered by Mr. Alf Rump were very
much appreciated. Dart competitions were started and some dark
horses were discovered. The whole evening was a great success,
and we hope to hold other such functions in the near future.
Thanks are due to Sergt Thurley and his willing helpers for the
very great supper, and to Mr. Alf Rump for his songs.
Reliefs: Permanent Staff.-By the time these notes appear in
print, we shall have welcomed Sergt T()m Sayers from E Tro'!p
and said " Cheerio !" to T / C.S.M. Coll ms. The best of luck m
your new surroundings. Tom. We hope you will enjoy your stay
with the Bedford Detachment.
BEDFORDIAN.

56th (1st London} City of London Signals.
Signal House, Atkins Road, S.W.12.
Cordial Christmas greetings to all WIRE readers.
Does 56th London Divisional Signals (T.A.) still function ? Of
course it does! and every effort will be made in future to
chronicle our doings in the Corps Magazine.
We are just recovering from our annual training at Shorncliffe,
where the unit put in some first-class work and was warmly
praised by the instructors who were loaned from the 2nd Divl
Signals, Mons Barracks, Aldershot, for the occasion. Sports day
was a huge success, and No. 1 Company collected most of the
honours.
Arrangements for winter training have been completed, and
judging by attendances to date, we look like having a very
successful season.
The warrant officers and sergeants of the T.A. and Supplementary Reserve gave a smoking concert on Thursday 1st November, to bid farewell to those of the permanent staff who were
leaving the unit: Captain Goddard, C.S.M. Storey and Sergt Silk
on rejoining their respective Regular units, and R.S.M. (Nellie)
Grant on his return to civilian life. They were all very popular,
and their departure was much regretted.
Our congratulations are extended to Mr. J. Barnes, D.C.M., on
his appointment as Lieutenant-Quartermaster, and we extend a
hearty welcome to Captain Firth, C.S.M. Hales and Sergt Sykes.
May they all be happy in thei r r.ew surroundings.
BALHAM.

Lines of Communication Signals (S.R.)
Ob1tuary. -lt is with deep re!lret that all ranks of the unit
le1rnPcl of the death of Colonel A. A. lavne, o.s.o., O.B.E., M.c.
The following extract from The Ti»U15 is. republished. " Colonel
Arthur Alfred Jayne, Postmaster-Surveyor of Birmingham, died
on Friday after having been ill for three weeks. ·Colonel Jayne

was born in 1878 and entered the Post Office sc~vice at Gravesen9.
Later he joined the Central Telegraph Office m London, and m
1902 was appointed to the Controller's staff as second-class clerk.
In August l9I4 he was appointed to a post in the Headquarters
Telegraph Section of the G.P.O., and soon afterwards was trans·
£erred to the Signal Section of the Royal Engineers, in which he
received a commission in October 1914. He went to France, was
mentioned in despatches, and received the D.S.O., M.C. and o.B.E.
(Military Division). In 1919 he resumed his civilian duties, and
in 1921 became Controller at Edinburgh. In consequence of the
amalgamation of the postal and telegraphic establishments there,
he became the Controller of the joint services, taking over his
duties in 1925. Four years later he was appointed PostmasterSurveyor of Leeds, and in March last year Postmaster-Surveyor of
Birmingham."
There is but little to add to the above resume of this dis·
tinguished officer's service. In 1928 various Companies of the
Supplementary Reserve were amalgamated and formed into a
definite unit: Lines of Communication Signals. Colonel Jayne
came from his retirement to be th~ first commanding officer of the
new unit. The work of organisation was great, Companies being
located in London, Leeds and Preston. Colonel Jayne completed
his tour of command in 1933· He was promoted Brevet-Colonel
in 1932, and Colonel on his retirement.
By the death of Colonel Jayne, Royal Signals lose one of their
most distinguished officers.

Units Abroad- (continued from page 541 ).
Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion, Wellington Front, 1st November.
The event of the month was the annual supper of the Section,
which took place in the unit canteen and billiard room on the
evening of the 12th October. This annual supper was inaugur·
ated by our present commanding officer some three years ago,
and to judge from its popularity in the unit, all ranks trust it
has came to stay.
Opportunity is taken on this occasion to present the trophies
and suitably engraved medals to the winners of the various com·
petitions carried out throughout the year. As these individuals
have all been named as the competitions were completed, it is
perhaps unnecessary to enlarge further upon their successes.
The commanding officer, in presenting the prizes, congratulated
each individu al in turn and the unit in general upon our high
standard of sport in the Command, and expressed his desire that
we should emulate our past efforts during the coming year.
The following officers from other units in the Garrison were
present, and we trust they enjoyed a pleasant evening: Lieut.·
Commander F. G. L. Bullock, Royal Navy ; Major P. L. Vining,
R.A. ; Captain D . C. E. Grose, Royal Engineers ; and Captain
A. E. Kimm , M.C., 2nd Battalion D.C.L.I.
In view of the impending departure of Lieut.-Commander Bullock from this station, we were very pleased that he was able to
be with us during the evening. During the past three years we
have been very much indebted to him for valuable and personal
instruction in all our rowing events. His keenness for our suc·
cess has been an incentive to our men to give of their best. By
setting the pace in 1935 we hope to let him see that his advice
is still bearing fruit, and in the meantime we wish him every
success in his new command.
Saturday 20th October marked the arrival of the Somersetshire
with the 2nd Battalion Gordon Highlanders on board. They
relieved the 2nd Battalion Raval Welch Fusiliers, who embarked
on the following day for Hong Kong. This exchan ge caused
great excitement locally. We wonder if it was the s9ell of the
kilts or the shrill of the bagpipes which attracted the large number of local inhabitants who witnessed the disembarkation.
The following officers of the Coros visited us during the mcnth.
Captain Tozer and Lieutenant Holmes, en route from Aldershot
and Catterick to Tientsin and Hong Kong respectively, came
ashore from the Somersetshire and incidentally gave us their vocal
support in our football match aeainst H.M.S. Shamrock. We
were also visited bv Lieutenant Drvland, who we understand is
shortly leaving Aldershot for Aber.deen and is at present on a
Mediterranean cruise on the Arar1dora Star.
Agony.-What's what in Belfast or neighbourhood.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion, Catterick.
Sport.- Not a very impressive record this month, I'm afraid.
We lost to the 2nd Battn East Yorks by 1- 3 in the first round of
the Army Cup (soccer} and to the 2nd Battn South Wales
Borderers by 1- 5 in the first round of the Army Cup (hockey).
In the first round o~ ~he Cobb-Nicholls Cup we had a very close
tussle with the T rammg Battalion and, in a match that was not
distinguished by a high standar.d of. pl~y, lost by 3- 5 points.
Howev~r. the football team 1s still m the McEwan Cup (Garrison), having defeated ~he Sco~s Fusiliers in . the first round by
4- 3 goals after extra time. Signalman Aldritch, a newly joined
recruit, scored the winning goal.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion, Catterick.

..

Football.-On Friday 19th October a team composed of men
chosen from various squads had the pleasure, and for them the
urnque experience, of visiting the Green Howards at Richmond
for the purpose of giving or receiving tips on the way that football
should be played.
The game was one of numerous thrills, and many exhibitions
of play ?f a most scintillating nature were given. Signals opened
the scormg rather early m the game, and at half time the points
were 2--0 in our favour, this score being a true criterion of the
standard o~ play. The second half provided additiona l thrills,
and one mmute from the close of play Signals were leading by
3- 2. The Howards then, by means of some definitelv fine play
managed to place the sphere in our net before the referee could
get his lungs charged to a sufficient potential to sound the conclusion of the game.
After a change of clothing the teams proceeded to the canteen.
where a ". slap-up " feed awaited them. The word " Through "
shoul.d still be the motto of this Corps, for it was positively
amazmg how our lads got through the victuals available.
The meal was followed by the production of "Wild Woodbine.s ," and then commenced an interesting discussion on the
merits of the two units. .N.a turally, individual experiences, plea·
sant or otherwise, were vividly related. After making sure that
there was very little chance ot getting caught for a cleaning
parade, we decided to depart and so we said farewell to our newly
made friends.
A suggestion that a. s_imilar match should be played weekly was
passed without opposition.

Training Battalion, Catterick.
Rugby. -I~ the middle of September, interest turned to rugby

an? oth_er wmter sports. The task of selecting a Training Bat·
talmn side was made more difficult than usual because it was
always raining when a trial game was arranged.
In spite of the rain, however, a team was produced to play
.1gamst the 2cth Field Bngade Royal Artillery on the 3rd October
as the first fixture.
·
Before the team had had sufficient time to settle down and
practise as a team (after the Garrison side had taken away some
useful players) it was playing in the first round of the Army
Rugby Cup with the 2nd Battn The Glouceste.rshire Regiment as
opponents. The game was played on the 17th October on Hips·
well ground . Although the Training Battalion out uo a very good
game, the Gloucesters were too good for them -and defeated them
fairly easily.
Before the weak points in the team could be rectified, the first
round of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup was played on Scotton ground on
the 20th October between the Depot and the Training Battalion.
The latter were fortunate to win a very even game.
In the second round o~ the ~obb-Nicholls Cup the Training
Battalion were fortunate m scormg an early try by 2/ Lieut. W.
H. L. Gordon an9 converting the goal by Sigmn.West. Conditions
were not at their best, as the grou nd was covered with snow
and was very slippery. Their opoonents (5th Div! Signals) were
pressing hard the whole time and- particularly towards the latter
end of the second half, but were unable to score. The Training

Battalion won and met the 4th Divisional Signals on Monday 5th
November.
The following matches have been played to date.
3 / 10 / 34 v. 20th Field Brigade R.A. won by 5--0
10 / 10 / 34 v. 2nd S.W.B. "B" team, won by 14- 3
17/i o / 34 v. 2nd Battn Gloucesters (first round Army Cup) lost
by 3-63
20 / IO/ 34 v. Depot Battalion, R.Signals (Cobb-Nicholls Cup) won
by 5- 0
31/ 10 / 34 v. 5th Div! Signals tCobb- icholls Cup) won by 5--0
Soxing. -:--Training started about the 10th September, but owing
to the various calls made on the possible boxers very few men
~ere able ~o take advantage of it. E Company provided a good
list of entries for the Company novices competition.
The following novices competitions have been held: 8th
October, E Company preliminary rounds. 9th October finals E
Company and D Company novices.
'
T~e following won their weights: - Feather weight, Signalman
Davidson (E Company) and _Sigmn Dis.ley (D). Light weight,
S!gmn Waugh C. (E) and S1gmn Durkm (D). Welter weight,
Stgmn Robso~ (E) and S1gmn Shi)lito (D). Middle weight, Sigmn
Bell (E) and S1gmn Vitale (D). Light-heavy, Sigmn Round (E) and
S1gmn Poole (D).
This to.urnament provided some excellent boxing, from which it
was (JOssible _to selec~ some promising boxers for the Training
Battalion novices boxing competition held on the 15th and 16th
October in the Blood Tub.
The fo!lowing . were the "':'inners and runners-up: -Feather
v..:e1ght, Stgmn D1sley (~) ; Sig.mn Edwards (F). Li~ht weight,
S1gmn McGregor (D) ; Sig~~ Nichols(?). Welter weight, Sigmn
Opensh!'-w (D) ; Sigm~ Shillito (D). Middle weight, Sigmn Vitale
(D). Light-heavy, S1gmn Round (E) ; Sigmn Lecky (E) . The
best loser's prize was awarded to Sigmn Beard (E Company).
F_u ture Events.- The Catterick Garrison comoetitions will be
takmg place on the following dates : Nov. 13th, 14th, 15th-Garrison individual novices
Nov. 27th. 28th, 29th-Garrison inter-unit team novices
Feb. 19th, 20th, 21st-Garrison boys inter-unit team novices
Th~ S.T.C. c~ampi_onships and inter-Co_mpany boxing for the
senior and .JUmor shields will be held durmg February or March.

E Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Boxing.- In the C'.atterick Garrison individual novices boxing
compet1~1on, the Trainmg Battalion was represented by E Company with four . entries. The competition was held in· o. r Le
Cateau Gymnasium on the 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th ovember.
The entrants for E Company were Signalmen Waugh C., Nicoll,
Newsham and Barlow. Here ;s a detailed account of the fights
up to date.
Feather weight- First round: Sigmn Waugh C. beat Pte Kerr
(K.O.S.B.). on points. Second round: Sigmn Waugh C. beat
S1gmn Keighley (Depot Battalion) en ooints ; a very good
de.an fight. S1gnal~an
i_coll beat Gunner Hamson (20th
Brigade R.A.) on pomts ; 1coll drew a bve in the first round.
Welter weight-First round: Sigmn Barlow beat Pte McKay
(K .O.S .B.) on points.
Middle weight-First round: Sigmn Newsham lost to Fu ilier
Brown (R.S.F.) on point ; a very good fight.
The Company congratulates the entrants, and wishes them the
best of l_uck for I he future when they are posted to their respective
field umts.
Rugby.- Sport in this line has not been ve
rominent in the
Company since the opening of the season. ·To date we have
played three matches and lost them all, but with a good under•
standing and idea. By the time the Mackworth matches ar
olayed .. we hope to have a team that will prove our losse were
beneficial to us.
Hockey.-Two friendly games have been played to date by the
first team: versus H.Q. Wing S.W. Borderers and Dismounted
Wing, Depot Battalion. Both resulted in a draw of two goals
each after very good play by both teams.
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Jn the Mackworth Trophy games we are drawn against F Company, and the result 1s yet undecided. Four games have been
playe(l and all have bel'n drawn- the first three .at oni: g?al each
and the late t with no core. Appa.rently there 1s no !1m1t to the
number of games to play for a dec1s1on, .so we are havmg another
try to see who gets the coveted two points.
The: .. B " te:im 1 olely for training the younger soldiers, and
in each game either two or three who have never I?laycd hockey
before are included. The result are therefore sati~factory from
our point o[ view. \Ve are not grumbling at seemg the goals
against us piling up. By the end of the season, perhaps, we
hall have trained enough men to reverse the scores . . The games
played against F Company ·• B" team have resulted m one draw
at 2- 2 and three las es at 1- 2, 0-3 and 1- 3.
Billiards.- One game has been played in the Mackworth
Trophy, resulting in a win for the Company by 4- 2 games over
the Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Football.- On Saturday 6th October a team represe1~t i ng the
Band and Cadre journeyed to Snape. about twelve miles from
camp, to play the local team. Unfortun~tely the ram, with true
Catterick precision, followed us and contmued to fall throughout
the match. It was very evident from the_start that our team were
considerably handicapped by the rc;iugh p1~ch. and they took some
time to settle down. Snape re1hsed this and. pressc:d us hard
durinr. the first twenty minutes. eventually scormg their first goal
after a Jumble in front of our goalmouth. Our ?Wn team, although
still in difficulties with the ground, were playmg remarkably well
and gradually assuming a slight mastery c;if the game. Our
opponents, though, still made full use of their knowledge of .the
ground and consequently put up a very stern fight. At half ttme
.
the score was 2--<> for Snape.
Owing w the drizzle there was no breather, the. game bemg
carried on immediately. This w.1s, perhaps, the undo~ng of Snape.
Wichin ten minutes OE changing over we had equalised, ?nly. to
a~ain fall into arrears after a good goal by our opponents ms1de
right. For the next quarter of an hour the game became a
ding-dong struggle, each side pressmg hard and f~st . All along,
the game ha:l been very fast, and abouc twenty mmuces from the
final whiscle Snape be\lan to feel the loss of their half-time rest,
while the proverbial fitness of the Army was gradually makmg
itself manifest. We again scored, to be foll?wed after a fow
mmuces with a fourth for Snape. After this, che game was
decidedly in our favour, a~ our opponents had cired .completely,
and we had no difficulty m equalismg about five minutes from
the end.

F Company, Training Battalion, Catterick.
Boys' Rugby. -The Boys have scarted the rugby season with a
fairly full and interesting fixture list, and as there has only been
one change in the first fifteen smce last year, they have soon
settled down to che game. The following matches have been
played to date: 13 10 1 3t<.-First XV. v. Richmond School, won by 53--<>
17 1c 34-Colts v. Richmond School Colts, drew at_6-6
23 1 10 34-First XV. v. 2nd Battn Gloucester Regiment (Young
Soldiers) lost by 0-14
27'10 1 3;1-F1rst XV. v. Ampleforth College, lost by 0-11
8 11 3,j -First XV. v. 2nd Battn Gloucester Regiment (Young
Soldiers) drew at 0--<>
8111 34-Colts v. Ampleforth College Colts, lost by 5- 17
Boys First XV. v. Ampleforth College Second XV.- This
match was played at Ampleforth on the 27th October and resulted
m a wm for Amplefo rth by 11--<> points. The score, however,
gives no indication of the j!ame, as the boys pressed the whole
time and kept play in the School half. Only bad. luck and a r'.1ther
slippery ground prevented the Bovs from scormg several times.
The game opened w11h the Boys defending the school building
end, and plav started wich good hard forward work on boch sides.
Ampleforth were pressmg, and in a scrum on the Boys' 25 the
ball hung up m the School's back row and a free kick, right undc:r
the posts, was given for off-side. Ampleforth made sure of this
kick and were three up.
The Boys then " got down to it " in every sense, and some fine
rugby was seen. The forwards were holding the School in the
srrurn and showing superiority in the loose. Gooq ~~ ,arner

flagging " by Luscombe and Terry countered sc".eral ugly moyemencs by the School outsides, and it was not unttl a good passmg
movement by the School found our defence out of place chat the
left wing three-quarter, runnmg well, got over m the corner. The
try was not converted. Score: 6-o.
The Boys pressed again and the ball was held . on the Sc~ool
line for some time. Two difficult passes were given to Smith.
who just failed co gather chem . The forw ards . cook the ball over
the line twice, but Ampleforth stuck gnmly to 1t and scr1;1m~ were
given. A free kick ~ gainst t~e School was taken, but .P1ddmgton
failed to convert a difficult kick. The Boys were get.Ung the ball
in the scrum and the line-out, and th111gs looked prom1smg, Alcock
especially putting in good work in the line-out. Se":'eral passmg
movements were stopped by the School defence, which was very
good Some long range kicking between the backs showed Verland~r ar. a safe catch and accurate kick, some .very goc;id clearances
being made. Half-time found the Boys still pressing and the
score 6--<> for Ampleforth.
.
Ampleforth kicked off, and the Boys retrieved and found touch.
The forwards took the ball on from the line-out and pressed over
the School line, but the ball was touched down. Ampleforth t~en
pressed in return, but the Boys' d.efence rose to the . occasion.
some splendid falling and cackling being se.en .. An opentng mo".ement by the School ga.ve the ball to their right wmg, b1;1t Piddington, with a magmficent fly111g tackle, sa ve~ a certam try.
The Boys then pressed again •. and good backmg up b.y the
forwards gave the ball to Hamson close to the !me- a difficult
pas5 which he, unfortunately, failed to gather . . Ampleforth then
made a great effort, and a good run put their right wmg over to
score a try which was converted . Score: 11-0.
From this point to the end of the game the B?ys pressed hard,
the forwards working " all out" and the outsides bottlmg an~
falling well. The whistle .went with .Ampleforth well m che1r
own 25 and obviously feelmg the scram.
.
The Boys must be congratubted on a very fine show.- This
is the first time they have played as a full Boys side against the
School, and their defeat was a very honourable one. The outsides were handicapped by the loss of W1ll1s through an miury
earlier in che week, although Gamble played a good gam~.
Harrison , too, was injured early in the game, but stuck to his
guns and did some fine running and tac~lmg. ~he standard of
fa lling and tackling was far better m this than 111 any previous
game. Great praise is due to the. forwards, wh? worked like
Trojans and shoved and wheeled hke a county side. They all
pulled together and showed pluck and determination. The halves
did their job well in a difficult game, as they wi:re closely marked.
We shall look forward with confidence to a wm for the Boys m
the return match in February.
.
Team- Verlander ; Piddln ton, Gamble, Offord and Sm1.t h ;
Harrison and Shergold; Luscombe, Terrey, Parker, Latter, Kmg,
Alcock, Sullivan and Moore.
Cross·Country.- We congratulace the Company cross-country
.
.
.
team on a very successful season.
They again won the inter-Company champ1onsh1ps, bemg first
in all three runs. The first was won with a record low score for
this competition, che scoring twelve finishing inside .the first
twenty-two places with a total of 134 pomts-:-the previous best
being 164 points in 1932, also created by this Company. The
second and third runs were comfortably won with 173 and 189
points respectively. Th.e team for these runs consisted enti rely
.
.
of boys with the exception of one n.c.o.
The S.T.C. individual championship was decided on the third
Mackworth run, and in this, besides winning the team competition, we also provided the first four home in the following order:
L / Cpl Blades, Boy Terrey, Boy Butler and L / Cpl Boy Verlander.
On Saturday 10th November we sent a Boys team to compete
in the annual criangular contest with Bar.nard Castle School and
Darlington Grammar School, the race be111g held ~ver the Darlington Grammar School course. The Bovs were m great form
and filled the first four places, our other two scorers being sixth
and seventh. F Company 23 points, Barnard Castle 65 1 Darlington School 113. The mdividual order of finishing was: 1st, Boy
Butler; 211d, Boy Terrey; 3rd, Boy Clover. Butler. ran a goo.d
race to knock nearly l Y. minutes off the School tune for this
course.
The team have done extremely well throughout the whole
~eason, but while tendering our sincere con!lratµ lat 1ons 10 these
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young runners, may we be permitted to offer a little advice. A
distance runner should not race seriously over the full championship distance until he is twenty-one years of age; he does not reach
his maximum efficiency until he is in the region of twenty-five
years, so that th~ jour~ey from rhe novice stage is a long and hard
one. Durmg this period, the young runner muse be content with
keeping himself fit and racing as seldom as possible for the first
few years, so that he may ultimately develop into a good athlete
and a real asset to the Corps. Perhaps, working on these lines,
we will eventually find someone who can carry on the good work
started so long ago by the mcomparable Joe.
B~ys' Bo~ing.-There was a very good entry for the Boys
novices boxing tournament held on the 18th and 22nd October
which provided some excellent bouts. The following were th~
winners and runners up.
Gnat weight- Boy Barr T. ; Boy Waterfield
Midge weight- Boy Halford ; Boy Marshall
Mosquito weight- Boy Hackings ; Boy Camp
Fly weight- Boy Rowe ; Boy Price
Bantam weight- Boy Connell ; Boy Brewster
F~ather weight- Boy Moore P. ; Boy Campion
Light weight- Boy Roberts ; Boy Devine
Moth weight (unofficial)-L / Cpl Boy Smith J.; Boy Smith E.
Welter weight- Boy Connor; Boy Sheppard.
The best loser's prize was awarded to Boy Price. After the
l::.st bout the prizes wer!'. presented by the commanding officer,
L1eut.-Colonel J. A. S. T11lard, O.B.E., M.C.

Boys' Association Football.- The First Eleven met Barnard
Castle School on Scotton ground on the 1st November and won
by 5- r. We outplayed our opponents throughout the game,
the team showing great promise and combining well cogether.
Team: McEvoy ; Smith R. and Willis (captain) ; Terrey, O'Brien
and McDonald; Verlander, Offord, Harrison, Lander and Cornish.
Section Football.- No. 3 Section (I.M.s) show good promise
for this season and are our hope for the Army Cup. Nos. 2 and
3 Seccions have been entered, but both teams have drawn byes in
the first two rounds.
A Boys team, chiefly consisting of I.M.s, played Catterick
Village Young Men on the 14th November and succeeded in
routing them by 12-1.
This year there is a Garrison Boys League divided into North
and South Divisions . We have entered five teams in the South
Division, the only outside team being the Royal Scots Fusiliers.
The matches played so far are: A (Operators) v. B (Operators) drawn at 2-2 .
B (Operators) beat C (Operators)
A (Operators) beat C (Operators) by 2-1.
Company Football.-Great difficulty has been experienced in
getting crial games owing to the claims of other sports and the
Training Battalion matches. This has been rather discouraging, ·
as we are due to play the School in the Mackworth Trophy at an
early date.
The Company played Richmond Y.M.C.A. (away) on the 3rd
November, winning by 9- 0, but this was no test for the team,
as our opponents were so weak.
'
Hockey.- Non-stop variety may be a bit of a hit in London,
but we have something in the Training Battalion equally as
attractive and far more thrilling: non-stop hockey between F and
E Companies in the Mackworth Trophy:
The match commenced on the 10th October, and replays take
place each week. I think we are justified in saying that F Company have surprised the whole of the Signal Training Centre in
these matches. Although on paper we are outclassed, ic is a
totally different matter on the field of play. At times we have
literally penned E Company in their own' half, but have been
unable to force home our advantage. So far, we have played
four hours and twenty minutes with no definite result, but we
are hoping to clinch matters on Tuesday 20th November, when
we next meet.
One important fact has been demonstrated in the course of
these matches: that hockey is a far more thri lling game on a
hard ground than on grass.
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2nd Divisional Signals, Aldersbot.
General.- My special representative getting stranded with some
of his " half-sections " at Crookham cross-roads, seven miles from
Mons Barracks, I've had to sack him. This contretemps happened
whe~ the unit novices fought those of the R.A.M.C., and as I
was indisposed (I forget exactly the cause) he deputised for me.
!3ut never will ,ic happen again! Apparently his party ~ot a hft
m a gentleman s car out to Crookham, and after the boxmg could
have returned by the same conveyance, but there was a buildmg
of some sort near the R.A.M.C. Barracks which offered far more
chan an ordinary car ride, and there they adiourned to 1mb1be.
Whether this is authentic or not, l cannot say, nor can I state
wh~ther they were c;ir were i:iot discreet in the manner of liftmg
their elbows. There 1s one thmg, however, of which I am certain·
and that is, at midnight or some time in the ''wee sma' oars.,___:
a~ter cooling themselves in the frost and nip of a cold October
mght-they were only too pleased to accept a lift in the car of
the selfsame gentlen:ian who had previously taken them out to
Crookham. Why did you return to Aldershoc that way sir ?
The devil certainly looks after his own!
'
I've said that I have sacked my representative, but th.e punishment he suffered because of the cold, etc., merits re-instatement ;
and on second choughts I'll give him another chance. Perhaps he
was led astray 1
Army Rugby. Cup.-We have had quite a busy time in the
rugby world durmg the last month and have been doing extremely
well, although we had a rath..!r black .day on Wednesday 7th
November. However, we cannot keeo on winning always. On
that day we made our exit from the Army rugger contest at the
hands of the Radway Tramrng Centre R.E. This match was in
the second r?und, but we di~ not give in without a struggle, as
after extra time a week previously we made a draw with them.
The re~lay ended in a .vi~t~ry for the Sappers by 2~ points.
Far be 1t from me to ~m1m1se such a ~efeat, but the display of
our side. was d~ll and lifeless m comparison with those they had
put up m previous g'.1mes. On the Monday they had played a
hard game m the semi-final of the Cobb- icholls Cup against the
3rd Div! Signals, and it was only to be expected chat they would
be rather ~ired. However, they were far from disgracing themselves agamst the Sappers. They tried their utmost but could
never get really into their. stride, and the Sappers, by exceptionally
fine team work, won brilliantly by the score already mentioned.
The first round match for the Rugger Cup, with the 1st Battalion
R.E. as our opponents, was played away from home-and what a
struggle it was I Seventy minutes of sheer excitement on an
afternoon which was so windy that proper rugby was impossible.
And that was not .all, for at the end of those seventy minutes the
score sheet was still blank, and this necessitated extra time being
played._ Our. lads and the Sappers went at it again, sparing no
efforts 1i:i che1r deadly struggle. At last Sigmn Ryder gave us the
game with a penalty goal, and although the Sappers' efforts did
n?t w~aken, they were unable to equalise and we returned home
victorious and happy. But weren't our throats sore next morning! The C.S.M. could hardly talk, let alone shout at us.

Cobb·Nichol~s CL!P·-In the first round of this competition we
drew the 1st I?ivl Signals, and a rousing game ended in a win for
us by 3-0 pomts.
A 4--<> victory was gained by us in the next round in which
we met A Co~ps Sign~ls. This was also a keenly conte~ted game,
our score commg late 111 the second half through Sigmn Robertson,
our scrum half.. w.ho dropped a beautiful goal with perfect
accuracy. By this victory we entered the semi-final, in which we
had to meet the 3rd Div! Signals.
2ND DIVL SIGNALS

v. 3RD DIVL SIGNALS.

On Monday 5th ovember both semi-finals of the Cibb- icholls
Cup were played at Alder~hot, t~e Training Battalion playing and
losmg to the 4th D1vl Signals m the morning, and the above
match taking place during the afternoon.
.Our team played exceptionally well ~ll r?und against the 3rd
Div., and they thoroughly merited their victory by 8-5 points
after a hard struggle throughouc which the class of rugby on view
was very keen. Ou r plaudits and admiration went most wholeheartedly to our visitors from Bulford- and didn't th y earn
them 1 We led throughout the game, firstly by three points to
nil and then by eight clear points. The latter tate of affairs
lasted until one minute from the end, and then, by an heroic
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effort. 3rd Div. gamed a try _which _was converted. However.
they left this great come-back ;ust a lmle too late, f<:>r no _sooner
had the try been converted than th~ referee blew his w~1_1stle to
denote the end of the game. Both sides have to be heartily congratulated on their sound show.
.
(Correspondent's note: I wish I had taken that bet with you,
Porky.]
2ND DIVL SIGNALS v. 4TH DIVL SIGNALS.
This match- the final of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup- wa played
on Fnday 9th November on a ground which more nE'.a~ly resembled a quagmire than anything else. It had been rammg all
the morning- to say nothing about all the mght- and tliere was
some doubt at times as to whether or not the match would hav_e
to be postponed. However, the severity of the "':'eather_clerk (1t
rained incessantly throughout the match) was receive_d with abandon, a from the start of the ga"J\e all thoughts of ram, etc., were
dispelled in both players ai:id spe~tators. Jc was a _rousmg t~ssle
from start to finish, extra ttme bemg necessary ere 1t was dec1d_e d
where the trophy is to rest for the nex.t year . . Yes, the 2i:id Div.
won it, but not until a severe test of eighty minutes duration had
been gone through.
.
In the first half there was little to choose between the sides,
each team holding its own. About three min_u tes from the ~r?ss
over, we got a try which was uncon_v erted owmg. to the cond1t1on
of the ball. However, 4th Div. did not let this set-back deter
them in the least, and with our side caught very badly out. of
position they had equalis_ed-the kick for the ext~a tW? points
being unsuccessful. A brief rest, and they were a.t 1t agam- both
sides striving their utmost, a~d towards the end 4th Div. had a
decided advantage ; and once, m particular, everyone thought they
were going over, but L / ~orpl Mills (our. fu ll back) made a bea!!tl•
ful tackle in the nick of time. After this, there were several lme
outs about five yards from the 2nd Div. line, bur our forwards
. .
prevailed until the long whistle sounded.
The pace of the first sixty minutes was mamtamed throughout
the extra time, and our pack seemed to have found a new le~se
of life, as they were definitely sl!perior to that of t~e 4th Div.
After a thrilling scramble 211d Div. got over, but with t~e ball
lost to sight amidst a crowd of pla yers of both sides, •.t was
impossible to see who acwally touched down: _I am told 1t was
Groom. Anyway, it was a brilliant effort ;_md right bet""'.een the
sticks, too. Ryder was mo~t unfortunate m not convertmg, the
muddy and slippery ball agam eluding his usually sure foot . ~ad
luck, Pop ! That was the end ; but before I stop, both. sides
have to be heartily congratulated on their wholehearted d1~play
on a day which should have made any outdoor sport practically
impossible.
Boxing.- In the first round of tlie Command novices we drew
an Artillery unit which had to scra tch at the last moment, bemg
unable to find the required team.
2ND DIVL SIGNALS v. R.A.M.C.
In the second round the Suffolk Regiment were our opponents,
and for a try out a friendly was arranged with the R.A.M.C. at
Crookham. We met with a splendid reception there and, aft;er a
fine evening's boxing, viw~ry came to us by t~e narrow !'"ar~m of
two points, the results bemg 20-18. By virtue of this victory
we became the proud possessors of a cup presented _to t~e wmn1~g
side by Captain Griffin, R.A.~ .C. . The followmg 1_s a b~1ef
description of the fights, 2nd D1vl Signals representatives bemg
mentioned first in each case.
Feather weight-S1gmn Sharkey lost on disqualification to Pte
Gibson in the second round. From the start there was every
promise of a good fight, but the erid came early for the rea~on
already mentioned. Sigmn Thirkell lost to Pre Smith on pomts
after a very close fight, during which plenty of ha rd knocks were
given and taken.
.
Light weight-Sigmn O'Rourke lost on pomts to Pte Bromhall
-the latter being a little too strong for O'Rourke, who, however,
stuck to his guns very weli. Sigmn Brookes ~eat Pt~ Stratults,
the latter retiring in the second round of a quiet affair. It was
made known afterwards that Stratulis had dislocated his clavicle.
Welter weight Sigmn Rosbotham lost the verdict on points
after a real hard hitting bout with Pre Evans. S1gmn Drane
knocked out Pte Masters in the first round. Drane got in with
1elling blows at the outset and the fight was soon over. Sigmn
Norton lost to Pte Hares. Hares proved a useful exponent of
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the noble art and won on points, but not until Norton had made
him earn them .
.
Middle weight- Sigmn Spencer beat Pte Read on po1~ts. He
piled them up from the start <Jnd w_as a comf?rtable wmner at
the end . Sigmn Holmes beat Pte Milne on pomts. This was a
. good fight from start to finish, netther man g1vmg much away.
Jn the end Holmes got the verdict. . Sigmn Steward kno~ked out
Pte Coates in the first round, in which there were practically no
exchanges.
Light heavy weight- Sigmn Redgraye beat P_te Buckfield on
points. He piled up the score with his left durmg a very good
bout and in the end won comfortably.
Weltt:r weight: first string- Sigmn Barker beat Pte Pasq_uale on
points. The Medical starled off strongly and Barker had his wo~k
cut out to stave off his aggression. He weathered the storm m
the first round and then evened matters up in the second by
some forceful fighting. Barker made his victory clear cut in the
last round, during which he was on top throughout.
. .
After the last fight Lieut.-Colonel Laing, R.A.M.C. (offic1at111g
Commandant of the R.A.M.C. Depot) presented_ the cup t<:> .o ur
side and wished them the best of luck in the novices compet1t1on.
2ND DIVL SIGNALS v. !ST BAITN SUFFOLK REGIMENT.
Command novices: second round.- This match was fought in
the Marlborough Lines theatre on the 7th November before a
fairly large and interested crowd. We were defeated by 22- 17
points, but by_ no means disgraced, as the Infantrymen had an
extremely useful side on the programme and one that will go far,
unless I am mistaken, in the competition. The results were as
follows, rhe Suffolk Regiment boxers being mentioned first in each
instance.
Feather weight- Pte Strong was knocked out in the first r~>Und
by Sigmn Sharkey. Drummer _Byrne ,lost on pomts to S1gmn
Thirkell after a ~ood scrap, du ~·mg which the latter was always
the more aggressive.
.
.
Light weight-Pre Edgely beat S1gmn Goldfinch. on pomts., . He
believed in hard hitting, which eventually won him the dec1s1on.
Goldfinch boxed extremely well, but he lacked the forcefulness
that would have made him the victor ; a good stylist. L / Corpl
Smith beat Sigrnn O'Rourke on points in a fight during which the
former attacked throughout.
Welter weight-Pte Weavers, scoring repeatedly with his left,
beat Sif.mn Stannard on points. Th_e latter, although he covered
up we!, could not get in many tellmg blows. Pte _C hapman m
his contest with Driver Hassell, which he won on pomts. showed
himself to be a clever boxer. The Driver took a lot of punishment, and was inclined to be a little slow in attacking when an
opportunity presented itself. Fte Meek beat Sigmn Drane o.n
points. The latter started off very well, but Meek soon got his
measure and when the final assessment came he was well ahead.
Middl~ weight- Pre Peek lost on ~ technical knock-out in the
second round to Sigmn Spencer, who was on top from the start,
uti lising his left to great advantage. Pee~ had too much of .the
"pro " grimace, etc. Pte Edwirds beat S1gmn Holmes on pomts
in what was one of the best fights of the evemng. H e was more
aggressive in the opening rou::id, but with Holmes reco~ering
well in round two matters were nearly level. Edwards agam got
the advantage with some lefts, and finally was declared the
winner. Pte Gagen was knocked out by Sigmn Stewa rd- the best
knock-out of the evening.
Light heavy weight- L / Corpl Ellis beat Sigmn Redgrave on
points. Redgrave appeared to be on top throughout the fight ,
but the decision eventually went to the Infantryman.
Welter weight: first string- Pre Fitch knocked out Signalman
Barker in the first round whilst they were mixing it in some hard
in-fighting.
Light weight- Pte Collins beat Sigmn Brooks on points. He
did most of the attacking and was adjudicated the wmner, but
Brooks at the end was as fresh as he had been when he entered
the ring. He remained on the defensive throughout the fight,
but had he opened out, the result might have been different.
Football: First round, Army Cup.- 2nd Divl Signals v. The
Queen's Own Regiment. Vastly superior. both in defence and
attack, the 2nd Div! Signals were far too good for 1he 2nd Battn
The Queen's Own Regiment, whom they trounced to the lune of
7-1 goals. The game was played at Mons Barracks, before a
large crowd, on Friday 26th October. Prolific as the scoring was,
it really flatters the In fantryman ; had they been defeated by a
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bigger margm, it would have been but fittin g on the run of the
play.
When the sides appeared on the field there was little comparison
betweei:i them except _that the visitors were slightly more robust
than Signals, but this advantage did not benefit them in the
shg~test ; except ~or a short spasm when the score stood at one
all, )l!St before their doom was sealed by three quick goals by the
D1v1s1on, they were completely outplayed. They have only themselves to blame fo~ their wea~nesses ; had they thought more of
w~at they were gomg ro do with the ball, t he score against them
might not have been nearly so big. It was evident from the start
that th.eir extreme left winger was the most dangerous man in
their side, and it became an established fact when that player
scored as pretty a goal as has been seen at Mons Barracks for
many a d~y. ~reviousl,Y to this he had put in a couple of beautiful
shots which missed by mches from extremely difficult angles ; and
after that, wh,Y he was so starved throughou t the remainder of
the game was mdeed a mystery. It is doubtful if he touched the
ball more than once in the second half.
The Signal side played up splendidly: every section pulled its
weight throughout the game. I was more oleased with the
working of the forward line th~n .with anything-else. They were
ably backed up by the halves, 1t 1s true, but the manner in which
they attacked and shot when the opportunity occurred made a
rather sc~appy game a _real pleasure to watch. If they should
repeat this performance m future games, it will take an exceptionally good side to beat them.
The Div. were earl)! on the move after winning the toss, and
for a spell of e1~ht mmutes th;:y kep.t up the aggression. Two
corners came their way durmg this period, but both were abortive
and t~en m the n!nth minute-during the Queen's first visit t~
th~ Signal goal-disaster came. Their outside left, taking in his
stride _a partially cleared ball, slammed it hard from an oblique
angle 1~to the back of the net, leaving Thorpe helpless. It was
a beauuful effort, _e:--en ~hough it was against the run of the game.
However, the v1s1tors success was short-lived as practically
s~raight from the kick off the teams were on lev~I terms : a free
ktek for a foul by an Infantryman was taken bv Nicholson he
dropped the ball in front of go·,! to Hills, and McGowan n;tted
easily from the latter's pass.
End to en~ p!ay followed for a time, with the Div. still having
all the terntonal advantage, although on one occasion their
opponen_ts nearly took t~e le~d. The Queen's outside right maoe
a sparkling run down his wmg to send in a cross which hit the
cr?ss-bar with Thorpe beaten. It seemed as if a goal was immment from the rebound, as two of the inside men were racing
t? shoot, but _Kneller relieved by getting his foot to the sphere in
time to put 1t away for a corner from which nothing resulted.
The Div. then had a hectic five minutes, and at the end of that
time the score was four goals to one in their favour-Groom
sco~ing t~ice and Bennett once. There was no further scoring
dur_mg this half, although the Signals were still much superior to
their opponents, who just before half-time failed to score from a
penalty.
The Infantrymen improved greatly in the opening moments of
the second . half, but _this sta~e of . affairs did not last long and,
once the Signals got mto their stnde, Hills made the total five.
Shortly after this H arris raced awav on the outside right, but
his shot hit the upright and rolled (rom one end of the goal to
the other al~ng the line, an~ it seemed as if the danger would be
averted. Hills, however- like the chance taker he is-beat the
ball and . netted easily. The seventh goal was perhaps the best
of the Signal total. Groom, after a clever run during which he
beat two defenders. lobbed the ball over to Hills, and with perfect
timin~ the centre forward, from an awkward angle, nodded the
ball mto the back of the ne~. This completed the scoring.
although from then until the end the Quee n's goal had several
narrow escapes.
To discriminate in the Signal side would be rath'er unfair. They
all played to ~he best of their ~bi li ty, but the backs <?ught to clear
the ball a little more effectively. France, the right half, is
inclined to stick to the ball much too long, and should get out of
this habit.
_The Queen_'s were all ~ard triers, but they ju t could not cope
with the bnlltance of their opponents. As has already been said.
they have themselves to blame for sustaining such a heavy defeat.
Their left half, centre forward and extreme left winger were 1hc
best of their side, but it was indeed a pity to see the I.isl·

~entioned player get so little to do when he had early proved
himself a nasty thorn for the Signal defence.
!he 2nd Divl Si~nals side _included Sigmn Thorpe ; Signalmen
Nicholson _and Whitelaw.: S1gmn France, Cpl Kneller and Sigmn
Hough; Signalmen Hams and Bennett P., L/ Corpl Hills Sigmn
McGowan and Driver Groom.
'
Aldershot Senior Football Cup.- Jn the first round of the
Aldershot _Senior Cup the unit drew the Royal Engineers. Aldershot. This game was much looked forward to, and we only went
under after a hard battle by. the odd .go~l in five,. after bcmg
down 1- 2 at the cros~ ov!?r· We _are still interested m the Army
~up, and at present I rn JUSt praymg that I will be able to write
m t.h~se columns next month that we overcame the R.A.S.C.
Trammg College in the second round. This team 1s one of the
finest military sides in England. and perhaps I am looking for
rather a lot ; but I can assure you that I am in no way Biassed,
and 1f the team plays as it should, there is no reason at all why
victory should not be theirs.
Here is a brief review of the Senior League games played to
~ate. I •:nay a~d that the only match lost was the one I have
iust mentioned (m the Senior Cup) so at present we are undefeated
m the League race.
26 / 9/ 34-Drew with A Corps Signals at 3-3
20 / I0 / 34-Beat Royal West Kent Regiment by 5-1
3 / 11 / 34-Beat 2nd R.T.C. (away) by 5-1
Referring to the match with the 2nd Battn R.T.C., I may state
that t_hat side reached the semi-final of the Army Cup last year.
This 1s not for " load-bumming " purposes. but merely to show
you far-aw~y people exactly what sort of a side we· have got
together this year.
The results of the Junior League matches to date are: 10/ 10/ 34-Beat Somerset L.J. (home) by 2-1
22 / I0 / 34-Lost to IOth Fidd Brigade (away) by 1-2
7 / II/ 34-Lost to No. 5 Section R.A.O.C. (home) by 0-5
FJNALE.-:-1 hope never to go through another month of sport
such as this last has been. My fingers are sore through banging
this old " Oliver," and there were times when I thought she
(the " Olly," I mean) was going to seize up. However she stuck
to it gamely. I think I have earned a rest for a month! I'll be
able to have a half-day on Wednesday. anyhow.
S.O.N. E&ypt Signals: How's the Cairo Military League and
the Roberts-Hughes Charity Cup competition progressing ? Let's
have some notes from )'.OU next month, and be ure that you
show you have once agam won the cross-country championship.
Here's to that success f

Armoured Fighting Vehicles Signals, Tidworth.
Hockey Resuttsv. 9th Lancers, lost by 2-4
v. D.C.R.E. won by 9-1
v. Bristol Civil Service, won by 5-1
v. R.W.F. H.Q. Wing, wo::i by 1-0
v. 4f7th Dragoon Guards, drew at 4-4
v. 3rd Hussars, won by 3-1
v. R.W.F. H.Q. Wing. lost by 3-5
Soccer Resuttsv. 5th Battn R.T.C. (League) lost by 0- 2
v. R.A.M.C. (League) lost by 2-3
v. R.W.F. (League) lost by 0-2
v. 3rd Div! Signals (friendly) won by 3- 0
v. Devizes (friendly) lost by 1-2
v. R.A.0.C. (League) won by 4-2
Rugby Resultsv. R.W.F. H.Q. Wing, lost by 0-20
v. K.O.Y.L.J. drew at o-o
v. R.A.O.C. lost by 0-5

E Troop, Cavalry Divisional Signals, Tidworth.
Sports.- Nothing much to >pe.~k of. We are called upon to
help form a Signal team in the Garrison Football League.
At football, v. the Band of the 4f7 th Dragoon Guards we won
by 4-2, and v. F Troop Cavalry Divl Signals by 4- 2,
o and
5-4.
In two meetings with F Troop, ;u hockey, w won by! 1 and
drew at 2 - 2.
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3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Soccer.-We do not seem to be able to get going as a _ream, in
pite of much hard work beth by players and the sclecttou com·
mutee. We were rather everely beaten by ~he xst Battn R.W.F.
in the first round of the Army Cup, but this was played before
we really ha:i time to get a team together. We hope next month
to be able to send more cheerful reports. Results up to date are
as follows:31 IO 34 v. 4/7th Dragoon Guards, away, lost by 2-7
IO IO 34 v. R.A.S.C .. away, drew at 4-4
17/10/34 v. R.W.F., away, lost by 1-2
22/10/34 v. ISt Survey Company R.A., lost by 2- 4
1/11/34 v. 4f71h. Drag<l?n Guards, won by 2-I
- / 11/34 v. 9th F1e!d Brigade R.A. drew at 2- 2
x~/ II/ 34 v. 7th Field Brigade R.A., lost by o--s
Hockey.--Our hockey team is _gradually getting into shape
under the able coaching of Captain Watts, and the results of
matches played are shown below. The _best games have been
those played against the Loya ls, our old nvals . 111 the Army Cup
last year. The first round of the Army Cup 1s to be played v.
5th Battn R.T.C. on the 16th January. Resu lts up to date are as
follows:10/10/34 v. R.A.F. (Boscombe) home, drew at 2--'.2
17 /1 0 /34 v. R.A.F. (Old Sarum) home, lost by 2-3
24/ ro /34 v. R.T.C., home, won by 3-0
26/10/34 v. 9th Fi~ld Brigade R.A ., away, won by 8-3
31 /1 0 /34 v. 3rd Div. R.E .. home, lost by 2-3
3/ I I J34 v. Loyal Regiment, home, lost by c-r
7/II/34 v. S.A. Sch<><;>!, Netheravon, away, won by 5-2
14 / l x/ 34 v. Loyal Regiment, away, lost by 1-2
Rugger.-In winning the first round of the Army Cup against
the 9th Field Brigade R:A. we have beaten them for the first
time, and considering that they are the holders of the Inter-R.A.
Brigade Cup, we are well pleased with ourselves.
.
In the first found of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup we were a lmle
unlucky in having Lieuenants Whi~e and Read an~ <;:pl McKenz_ie
crocked and unable to play, and S1gmn Hastm~s miured early m
the game. However, on the play the .bett~r side cert~mly won,
and we heartily congratulate the 2nd D1vl Signals on wmnmg the
cup this year.
,
We play the 5th Battalion Royal Tank Corps (last years Army
Cup finalists) to-morrow, 16th November, m the second round of
the Army Cup, and are impertinent enough to hope that we may
beat them.
We can only base these hopes on the results. of matches played
by the Tanks against Swindon and the 9th Field Brigade. The
former is a pretty strong club, and we have had two excellent
g.:mes with them this season.
FIRST ROUND ARMY CUP MATCH.-Vle turned out a somewhat
depleted team to meet the 9th Fie_ld Brig.ade R.A. on a cold and
windy day. Although we were lighter m the scrum, play was
generally in our opponents' half, but we were unable to c~oss the
line until Lieut. Blum intercepted a pass on the half-way lme _and
after a brilliant run scored between the. posts. Lieu~. H amson
converted. The 9th Field Brigade replied ~ few mmutes later
with a very fine dropped goal. Score: 5-4 m our favour at half
time.
· d ·
I
In the second half, with a favourable wm. , It was on y a matter
of time before we increased our lead. Lieut . . Blum fielded the
ball smartly from a pun_t ahead a_nd scored agam. Sh~>rtly afterwards the 9th Field Bngade (bemg awarded a free kick) scor~d
with a place kick. Score 8--"?. ~ fine forward rush resulted m
a try by Lieut. H arrison . . Score Tr--"?· We increased our lea.d a
few minutes later by getting the. ball over from a penalty kick.
Almost immediately afterwards Lieut. Crawford broke away and
passed to Corporal McKenzie, who scored in the corner. Score
17-7. Soon afterwards the whistle went for .".no side."
Lieut. White had to leave the field with an miured ankle early
in the game, but pluck~ly resumed play in the seco!1d half and put
in a lot of useful work m the scrum. The whole side played well,
and it is difficult to single out any particular player.
Cobb-Nicholls Cup.- After our battle with the 9th Field
Brigade, we were in high hopes of winning the Cobb-Nicholls
Cup for the second year. Unfortunately, the day after that match
we discovered we had three crocks, and therefore we went up to

Aldershot with a somewhat depleted team. Nevertheless, we
hoped to give a good account of ourselves.. It was a_good day for
the match, and with a dry ball and a chilly touch m the air we
expected to see a good open game.
.
After abo.ut four minutes play it was evident that the :211d Div.
had a superior pack, and they were getting th~ ball out to their
threes from every scrummage . . A rush by their forwards an_d a
short kick across put the ball .nto the ~ands of their left wmg,
who passed Lieut. Blum to ~core their first try. From then
onward we were mainly on the defensive, and only good ~ork by
our threes and the wing forwards prevented the 2nd Div. from
getting over again. After a qu~rter of an hour's play our full
back (Sigmn Hastings) cracked h1~ ankle, and we were forced to
take out our hook man and put him at full back ; so we faced. up
against the 2nd Div. with only fourteen men. 'Jp to half time
they pressed very hard, but we held them up. .
.
Like the first half, the second half started with the 2nd Div.
scoring another try through their scrum half. who broke through.
This was converted and the score was now 8-o. Nothing
daunted, our team played up very hard indeed, an~ ~n five
separate occasions battled their w~y up to the . 2nd. Div. s line.
only to be foiled by excellent marking. l\bout six mmutes be~ore
the end the ball came out from our scrum m the approved fashion,
and L / Cpl Goodman was able for the first time to give McKenzie
a clear pass. The ball went on to Hipcraft, who broke through ;
he passed it to Lieut. Charlton.• who ran up the left ~mg ~nd
scored behind the posts. Excitement was now runnmg_ high.
Lieut. Harrison converted, and we thoug~t we would still pull
the fat out of the fire. Alas! as the ball sailed between the posts,
the whistle blew for full time and the 2nd piv: had won by 8-5.
We would like to congratulate them on wmnmg the cup. They
certainly had a good team.
Rugby Results3/10/ 34 v. R.W.F., home, won by 6-3
6/ Io / 34 v. Swindon, home, lost by 5-8
ro/ 10 / 34 v. R.A.F. (Boscombe) away, lost by 9-16
15 /1 0 / 34 v. Y.O.S. Larkhill, away, won by 9-0
20 / 10 / 34 v. R.E., home, won by 12-0
24/ 10 / 34 v. R.A.F. (Old Sarum) away, won by 20-7
27/10/34 v. Survey Company R.A., home, won by 15- 0
31 / 10 /34 v. 9th Field Brigade (first round Army Cup) away, won
by 17-7_
.
7 / u / 34 v. 2nd Div! Signals (Cobb-Nicholls Cup), away, lost by

5-8

10 / 11 /34 v. Swindon, away, lost by 0-3

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
,.
Football.-We have at last started our East Kent League programme, and up to date have only lost one match. Results: v. R.M. Deal, won by 1-0 ; v. Faversham ln v1cta, won by 2- 0 ;
v. Chartham M.H. lost by 2-6.
In the first round of the Army Cup we were successful at home
against the R.A. Shoeburyness. by 6-3 go_als, but met our masters
in the second round-the Training Battalion R.E. trouncmg us to
the tune of 5- r.
In the first round of the Kent Benevolent Cup we beat Herne
Iuvicta by 8-1.
Rugby.- The 4th Div! Signals rugby. side which entered the
final of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup after getting t~rough the first two
rounds of the Army Cup included S1gmn Smith, back : L / Corp!
Haynes, Sigmn Delaney, Li~ut. N. M. Hay and .Lieut. D . . J.
Goldsmith, three-quarters ; Lieut. P. A. Duke and S1gmn Larkm,
halves; L / Corpl Hall , L / Corpl Park, 2/L1eut. f:..· C. R. Stead,
L / Corpl Galbraith, Sigmn Roake, S1gmn Webb, S1gmn Evans and
2/ Lieut. C. T. Honeybourne, forwards. Reserves: L/ Corporal
Walton, Signalmen Hetteridge and Tyers.
Other matches played and results20/10/ 34 v. 22nd Field Brigade R.A., away, won by 6-3
27/10/ 34 v. 9th Field Company R.E., away, lost by 3- 6
29/10/34 v. 1st Battalion Royal Scots, away, lost by 0-11
I/II/34-"A" Team v. Canterbury, away, lost by o-6
Owing to the move of the unit from Colchester to Canterbury.
the task of getting the team together ~as by no means eas ybearing in mind the fact that last year's s1_de was bad. We pla'l'.ed
no rugger until the 20th October, spendmg our afternoons doing
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genuine physical training, the results of which were obvious a
little later.
The first three matches were not promising: the forwards
lacked fire, and the tackling and passing of the backs was painful.
To remedy this a little seven-a-side was played, and we found
th 1t, if nothing else, the side was fit.
On the 31st October we played the Depot Battalion R.E. in the
first round of the Army Cup and won by 6--o. Duke kicked an
excel~ent pen1lty drop goa l, and Delaney went over for a clever
" snal " try. Playin g forty minutes each way, with a very
greasy ball, the pack did extremely well and gained much self.
confidence.
On Monday 5th November the team travelled to Aldershot and
contested the first round of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup against the
Training Battalion, Catterick. Played in the mo~ning, .the weather
wa~ ideal for rugby and a close game resulted m a wm for us by
13- 1 x. Bad tackling very nearly cost us the game, but the
forwards again did well. fries were scored by Hall and Stead,
the first name:! player getting the ball from a line-out on t~eir
25 and going over completely on his own. The rest of the scormg
was done by Delaney, who kicked an invaluable drop go~l. and
Larkin with a penalty. Smith, a newcomer from Catterick, at
full back confirmed the good impression he made ag:iinst the
Depot Battalion R.E., and played another good game, his gathermg of the ball being really good.
The final of the Cobb-Nicholls Cup on Friday 9th November
was a genuine disappointment. Presented with. a very gr.~asy
ball, with our strong pack we very nearly brought 1t o~. At no
side " the score was three all. Five minutes extra time brought
one try to the 2nd Div., and the remaining nine minutes were
spent on their goal line. Larkin brought ~own the corner flag on
the blind side, being tackled while off ~1s feet in o!1e good try.
Our one try was scored by Evans ii:n med1ately following t~e k1ckof( from their first try, demonstrating the value of following up.
And so we lost the Cobb-Nicholls Cup by 3-6.
With the exception of Honeybourne, Larkin, Galbrai h, Evans,
Webb, Stead and Goldsmith, who were wanted for Corps trials,
the side returned to Canterb ury. Stead, Honeybourne and Galbraith were in the Coros side which beat the Shop by 6-5 on
the 14th November ; E~ans and Goldsmith were res.erves. Larkin,
who for once played indifferently 111 the Corps tnals, was most
unlucky to be dropped from the Corps side, which has regarded
him as wellnigh indispensable for some years. We hope to see
him back again.
This afternoon we played and won the second round of _the
Army Cup against the Royal Scots by 3-0. The three po11:its
came from a penalty goal by Galbraith, so it was a fortunate w~n,
especially as the Royal Scots missed no less than four penalne_s
and r:in over once but failed to touch down. · Apart from this, 1t
was a very close game- ; but had the threes taken !flan_y easy
chances, we should have won decisively. Their handlmg m midfield was not exemplary. Still, we won; and now we have to play
the winners of the Training Battalion R.E. v. West Kents m the
third round. Yes, we are a much better side than last year.
ffockey. - Our start in the hockey world this season has not
been up to the standard we set last year.
On the 16th November we returned to Colchester and pl;,iyed
the 2nd Battn The Beds and Herts in the first round of th.e
Eastern Command Hockey Tournament, losing by 0-2. In this
game we held a slight territori.11 superiority over our opponents.
but could not supply the finish;ng touches, and the Beds always
looked the more dangerous side when they got away. Our bad
luck commenced before the game started, as we h~d to tak.e the
field without Corp! Coton, our cenrre haU:, and this necessitated
two positional changes in defence a_nd quite. naturally weakened
the side. The Beds had a side considerably improved on the one
we constantly beat last season, and we wish them the best of
luck in subsequent rounds.
The unit team in this match was: -Goal. L / Corp! Not.h er ;
backs, C.Q.M.S. Newman and Corp! Cooke ; half backs. S1g.mn
Brett, Sigmn Lundie and L / Cpl Moody : forwards.' Corp! Si:n1th,
Sigmn Shewring, Sigmn Semmence, L / Cpl McAuliffe and Lieut.Colonel R. A. C. Henderson.
Other reverses were received at the hands of the 59th Field
Company R.E. and the 2nd Battn The Seaforths, but on both
occasions we were short of a full eleven.
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Detailed results so far this season arc a~ follows: 20/1oi34 v. Westgate-on-Sea, home, won by 12- 0
25/ 10 / 34 v. 59th Field Company R.E., home, lost by 2-3
1/II/ 34 v. Canterbury, home, won by 7-0
3/II/34 v. R.A.S.C. Shorncliffe, away, won by 7· o
7 I 11 / 34 v. 2nd Battalion The Dorsets, home, won by 6 o
8 / 11 /34 v. Canterbury, away, won by 6- 2
10 / u I 34 v. Old Stanleyians, Margate, away, won by 8 - o
12/ I 1/34 v. 2nd Battalion The Seaforths, home, lost by 2 4
16 / 11I34 v. 2nd Beds and Hens Regiment, away, lost by o 2

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Hockey.--Owing to the calls of other sports, we have not yet
fielded a fully representative side. lt is hoped to do so m the
first round of the Army Cup. We have temporarily lost the
services of L / Corpl Dillon, who is attending a G.P.O. course at
Leeds. To him we tender our congratulations on bemg chosen
to play in the final trial of the Yorkshire County team.
The results to date of the first team matches are : -v. Hull
Y.P.I. at Hull, lost by I-4 ; v. Bradfordians, at home won by
3-0 and away won by 4-1.
Owing to a misunderstanding the first team had two fixtures for
one day. The second team took on one of them, and set off with
light hearts to face the redoubtable Scarborough team on the
County cricket ground. Scarborough, with three County players.
showed value for n:ioney and beat us by 9-I goals, in spite of
an outstanding display of goalkeeping by Sigmn Powell.
Other second team results are: -v. East Yorks at Beverley,
won by 4-2 ; v. Pickering at Pickering, won by 4-0.
Rugby. -Luck seems to have entirelv deserted us this season.
So far we have only won one game (away) and drawn one at
home. Since writing the last notes, the First XV. have played
four games away and one at home, the latter being a draw with
York Nomads. The Second XV. have been a little more fortunate, winning two out of the three games played.
Sigmn Cooper A. has been 5electe:i for the Corps trial games,
and I am sure that if he shows anything like the form he displays
at home, he will get his place in the Corps side. There are two
other players here who should get their places next season.
The Second XV. is blending well under the captaincy of Sigmn
Russell, who is to be commended for the conscientious manner in
which he carries out his job. It is not often that a first team
player scarcely . past his best is content to drop back and coach
the junior team.
First XV. v. 4th Battn Royal Tank Corps (Army Cup) on the
r7th October (away). With seven reserves in the team, we were
not very hopeful of victory. The reserves, however, rose magnificently to the occasion and at on.: period looked like pulling
the game out of the fire. Sigmn Hodgson at full back and Sigmn
Cockcroft at left centre, both from the second team, played
extcemely well. Result: 5th Divl Signals nil, 4th Battn Royal
Tank Corps 9 points.
First XV. v. Ionians (County Cup) at Hull on the 20th October.
In this game. we held ground advantage for at least three-quarters
of the time and yet lost by a substantial margin. We cro sed
the lonians line on several occasions, only to have the points
disallowed. In the last half of the game the Ionians wer
seldom out of their own twenty-five, bli°t no score resulted, and
(in sheer desperation) we spent the last five minutes of the game
trying to drop goals. In this we were fortunate to have two
allowed. Result: 5th D iv! Signals 8 points, Ionians 2r .
Second XV. v. York Railway Institute "A," at home. The
Railwaymen arrived three men short, borrowing three from us to
complete their team. A very hard played game resulted in a win
for us by 13- 8 points.
First XV. v. Bridlington (away) on the 27th October. Kickmg
off with the wind, our men failed to take the full advantage of
it and crossed over with no score. A brilliant try by Anthony m
the second ha lf wa converted b} Cooper to put u ahead, buc
Bridlington. taking full advantage of the wind, scored two 1:ie ,
one of which was converted. We therefore lost by 5- 8 pomt .
Second XV. v. Bridlington " A," at home. A good hard
fought game, in which our forwards were alway in command.
resulted in a win for u by 8-o points.
First XV. v. Training Battaiion, Royal Signals, on the 31st
October. This match, played at Catterick 111 the Cobb-Nicholl
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Cup competition, was most disappointing. After the first 4vc
minutes, during which the Training Battalion scored a try which
was converted. our men took charge and we.re seldom out of the
Cattcnck side's territory to the end of t·he game. We lost by
o-;-5 points.
.
Second XV. v. Scarborough " A," on the 3rd November. Tlus
very hard fought game resulted in a win for the Town side by
!)-6 points. We are hoping for our revenge when we meet
them again on the 17th November.
First XV. v. York omads, at home on the 17th November.
This game proved the best of the season. The Nomads are a
clever side who, as a Wednesday team, command a very large
following of good class players. They arrived minus their ~oo~er,
and our second team hooker (Sigrnn Todd) completed their side.
The game was very fast and, following a clever solo dribble by
Todd for the omads, Williams touched down for the only score
of the first half. Soon after the resumption Cooper cut through
to put us level. Result: a draw of 3-3.
Up to the 10th ovember the First XV. have played 9 games.
won 1, drawn 1 and lost 7, with a score of 51-80 points. The
Second XV. have played 7 games, winning 4 and losing 3, with
a core of 58-25 points.
Association Football.ot so good ; not so bad! -that is my
brief summary of events for the past month. Battles have been
won, lost and drawn-honours even, with perhaps the odds
slightly in favour of the First Eleven.
I will deal with the premier eleven first. A short life was the
fate of the unit team in the first round of the Army Association
Challenge Cup. Worthy victors were our opponents, the Essex
Regiment. This tie, played at Catterick with typical local wi:ather
conditions in attendance, rather pointed to defeat for the Signals
before the game commenced. A light team, experts in pattern
weaving and individualism, soon came to grief on a rain-soaked
arena. Misfortune came to them within five minutes of the commencement, the ball being swung back into the net by the goalkeeper in an attempt to clear when pressed: a gift goal to the
Essex, and just the required tonic to increase the advantage held.
Increased it was. Further goals followed monotonously until the
final whistle terminated our interests in another Army Cup tie.
The result was 6-o against us.
Signals were not unlucky ; apart from the misfortune early
on, it was obvious to all that goals from the Essex were bound
to come. They were beaten by a far superior team, who lacked
nothing in the forward line ; the ground conditions did not suit
the Signal style of play. Favoured by the luck of the draw in
subseauent rounds, I am bold enough to nominate the Essex
Regiment as the ream from the Northern Command to travel to
Aldershot in April next year.
Our interests in soccer are now confined to local civilian league
games and cup competitions. Although honours are even in
league games, we have more th.in held our own in cup competitions. The results of the league matches played are as follows: v. Hunmanby F.C. lost by 2-3 (away); v. Pickering Town F.C.
won by 3-1 (home).
Scarborough and District League Cup, first round v. Junior
Imps F.C. drew at 3-3 (home). Match abandoned at end of
first half of extra time owing to bad light.
Scarborough Challenge Bowl, second round v. Scalby F.C. won
by 4-3 (home).
During October the Reserves have carried on with their league
fixtu:es, resulting as follows :-v. Filey Town F.C. lost by I--2
(away); v. Junior Imps F.C. won by 2--1 (home) ; v. Forge Valley
F.C. drew at 3-3 (away).
The League tables up to and including 3rd November are as
follows:SCARBOROUGH ANO DISTRICT LEAGUE.
Division I.
w.
Pla1ed
I..
(; oa J..
n.
Pt "
Whitby
2
0
2
12- 7
6
4
Jumor Imps ..
2
I
2
14-12
6
5
Filey .............
2
0
I
3
4
5
Scarborough J...
2
4
IO- 9
4
Pickering
6
2
13-18
3
4
Hunmanby .... ..
I
11-13
3
3
Signals ............
2
0
2
5- 4
K1rbymoorside ..
Q
0
6-q
0
3

,

Division II.
Played

\\',

I..

ll.

Goal.

1'1,.

9
Signals ll. . .. .. .
7
4
2
1
30-11
Scalby . .. .. .. . .. ..
4
4
o
o
24- 6
8
Corporation .... ..
4
2
o
18- 10
8
6
Filey II. .........
5
4
l
o
20-12
8
Snamton .. .. . .. ..
7
3
2
2
25- 19
g·
Y.M.C.A.
19- u
7
5
3
Imps II. .. .... ...
6
2
2
2
25- 18
6
6
2
2
2
15- 19
6
Ayton ...... .. ....
Cayton .. .. .. .. .. ..
5
4
o
7- 24
2
Sherburn .. .. .. . ..
4
1
3
o
5--20
2
Gristhorpe .. .. ..
4
o
4
o
8- 20
o
Electric
5
o
5
o
5- 32
o
Inter-Section League.- The Colts, eager to kill or be killed,
are performing regularly each \Vednesday afternoon, and here are
the results of their activities. B Cable Section v. A Section, won
by 4-3 ; v. D Section, won by u-o. J Section v. R.A. Sections,
won by 1-0. M Section v. D Section, won by 4-0.
League Table.
Played

J> .

W.

L.

l:ools

P1'.

B Section.... .....
2
2
o
o
15- 3
4
M Section ....... ..
o
o
4- o
2
J Section... .. ... .
o
o
1- o
2
A Section.. ...... .
o
o
3- 4
o
0-15
o
D Section........ .
2
o
o
2
K and L Sections have not yet played any matches.
Congratulations to B Corps Signals, Rawalpindi, on winning the
Durand football tournament for the first time ever. (Applications
for " Cameos of Scarborough " will be gratefully received from
B Corps footballers due for repatriation.)

Signal Training Centre (India) J ubbulpore.
A Company.
General.-Now that the monsoons are over and the sports
grounds are more or less fit to be played on, renewed activities
are taking place with a view to discovering fresh talent for the
various spheres of sport. Cricket, hockey and football are being
very well supported.
Football.-A series of interesting trials during the past fortnight have revealed that we have a fairly strong string of reserves
to fall back on. Only three fixtures have been played with outside units, and the results of these are a little disappointing ; but
it is some time since we have had our team playing together, so
that may account for our defeats.
Results-v. 15th Field Brigade R.A. lost by 2-3 ; v. H.Q. Field
Brigade R.A. won by 6- o; v. rst Battn The King's Regiment,
lost by 0-3.
Golf.-The handicap bogey competition, which ~ttracted thirtytwo entries, was won by Sigmn Bourton, who (with a handicap
of 21) handed in a card showing 8 up on bogey. None of the
cracks could compete against such marvellous golf. W.O. Instructor McGregor (A.E.C.) was runner-up with 5 up on bogey.
The handicap stroke competition again produced a shock, for a
25 this time lifted the cup with 92 - 25 = 67. Sigmn Mitchell,
who has had only chrec months experience of golf, is to be congratulated on his wonderful play. Our sympathy goes to Quig,
who was runner-up with 89 - 16 = 73. The entries totalled
thirty. Bogey is 74.
·
The Club had a return encounter with the Gun Carriage Factory
Golf Club and registered their second win by 6-3 matches, one
match being halved. Results were as follows.
G.C.F.G.C.
S.T.C.G.C.
Mr. Winter (5 and 4) ......... r L / Corpl Lewis ......... ......... o
Mr. Jenkins (halves) ... ... ... ... o Bandmaster Potter ........ .. ..... o
Mr. Paintry ................... .. o W.O.l. McGregor (3 and 2) ... 1
Mr. Williamson (8 and 6) ... I Sigmn Bourton ... ... ... ... ...... o
Mr. Williams ..................... o S/Sergt Maguire (3 and 1) .•. r
Mr. Burnett (4 and 3) .. ....... I Sergt Nokes ... ... .... .. ......... o
Mr. Rowell ..................... o Sigmn Mitchell (2 and 1) .. .
Mr. Templeton ...... .. .......... o Corp! Wright (3 and 2) ..... .
Mr. Chilton .............. ....... o Sergt Whittington (9 and 8) .. .
Mr. Lowe ............ ... ...... .. . o Sigmn Bonds (4 and 3)
3

6

Against a team of officers from the r 5th Lancers we were not
so successful. Our team lost by 1 -.~ matches. The S.T.C.
ream included Captain L. C. Boyd, C.S.M. Price G., and Sergeants
Nokes and Baker. ·
The founders of the Club have presented a cup for annual
competition, and it has been designated for the S.T.C. all ranks
handicap stroke competition.
A further cup presented by the 1933 / 34 Club captain has been
allocated to the Maguire open singles championship. Our thanks
are given to S / Scrgt Maguire for kindly presenting this cup, and
we are glad to hear that he is r.ow well on the way to restored
health after his recent serious operation.
Sergt Baker L., our energetic and capable secretary, has left
us for Quetta. Before leaving, he was the recipient of a silver
cigarette case subscribed for by his fellow members in appreciation
of his valuable services. Thanks, Loo I may Quetta keep you in
touch with the ancient game which, without your assistance,
would not now be played on the S.T.C. (!.) course.
Hockey.- Signalmen beat Corporals by 3- 0. Corporals beat
l.S.C. Records by 6- r.
Cricket.- S.T.C. (!.) 122 for eight wickets ; Gun Carriage
Factory C.C. 38. S.T.C. (I.) 88; G.l.P. Railway C.C. 105.
S.T.C. (i.) 56; Gun Carriage Factory C.C. 60. S.T.C. (!.) 127;
G.l.P. Railway 1c9.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Football ResultS1/ 10 / 34 v. Garrison Military Police, away, won by 2-0
5/ 10 / 34 v. C Squadron 13 / r8th Hussars, away, drew at 3- 3
10 / 10 / 34 v. C Squadron r3 / 18th Hussars, away, won by 3--2
12/ 10 / 34 v. G Battery R.H.A. away, lost by 0-1
19 / 10 / 34 v. G Battery R.H.A. home, lost by 0-1
22 / 10 / 3~. v. C Squadron r3 / 18th Hussars, home, lost by 2- 3
3 i 11 / 34 v. H.Q. 1st Battn Dorset Regt. home, drew at 3- 3
Hockey Results4 / 10 / 34 v. G Battery R.H.A. away, won by 2- 1
6/ 10 / 34 v. Staff and Departments, away, lost by r- 4
9 / 10 / 34 v. 1st Battn The Dorset Regiment, away, won by 1- 0
13 / 10 / 34 v. Hodson's Horse, away, won by 2-0
14 / 10 / 34 v. 13 / 18th Hussars, away, won by 3- 1
18 / 10 / 34 v. 13 / 18th Hussars, away, won by 3-1
21 / 10 / 34 v. Staff and Departments, away, lost by 0-3

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
_ Fo~tball. -Heartiest congratulations to B Corps Signals on

wmnmg the Durand football tournament-no mean achievement
for a team from a unit that does not compare wnh a battalion
for strength.
Our football fixtures are not very exciting. So far this season.
up to the time of writing, we have noc yet lost a match out of
roughly twenty played against the British units m the Garrison.
This year we should go far in the District knock-out tournament
unless the 2nd Battn The Welch Regiment from Rawalpindi, who
are relieving the 2nd Battn The Border Regiment at Landi Kotal,
upset our apple cart. Still, we'll see.
Hockey.-For the third time in six years we managed to win
the Peshawar District Hot Weather Lea~ue cup. It was touch
and go, though, owing to our teams bemg unavoidably altered
from time to time through courses and hospital cases. Herewith
l reproduce a report of the last deciding match as printed in
The Civil and Milit.ary Gatette.
HOCKEY HONOUR FOR SIGNALS: PESHAWAR LEAGUE WINNERS.
The result of the championship of the Peshawar Hot Weather
Hockey League depended on the last fixture between Peshawar
District Signals and the 8th Armoured Car Company, Royal Tank
Corps, which was played on Saturday and resulted in a win for
the former by two goals to nil.
On the run of play the Signals were decidedly lucky to win by
two clear goals, but they took full advantage of their opportunities
and so managed to finish at the head of the league, one point
ahead of District Headquarters.
For the first five minutes the R.T.C. monopolised play, but
they lost a glorious opportunity of scoring when their inside left
took the ball from the goalkeeper and, though only a few yards
from an empty goal, put the ball outside. The Signals then took
up the attack, but their forwards could make little headway
against a sound defence. In the first half the R.T.C. proved
themselves the better team, but the interval arrived without a
goal to either side.
The second half opened with the R.T.C. attacking, and another
great opportunity of scoring was lost when the Signal goalkeeper
came out of the circle and mishit, leaving the R.T.C. centre
forward with a clear run through and an empty goal in front of
him. He got within a couple of yards of goal and then in ome
unaccountable manner put the ball outside.

Peshawar District Sigr>als Hachey Team.
Stand/11tr f/1:/l lo rh:ld)-Shtnnlm<-n l.nmhen ... \\'il~on T. and ,..Y.trnell R.,
.\'ea.teti7 ... ic1]ln Barrr T .• C:apcnin \\' .. C. \'. Ga!\':e)'. M.c., • hwm CJ .. d\\in
!./Corp! Whil~fi~lcl C .. Sii:nalmen l<ouerh .\ ..111d Moseler I•..
M:uor \I. ~l. Miller, M.C., and 1gm11 Bla1k1e R .
lu/ronf-1,/C.,rpl litchell \\'. ond . i"mn H ursm~n II. (wi1h the I lot \Ye;11her Leo •1w trc;>phy ;111d in•liYid11~l cup)
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The moral effect of these two costly mistake must have been
gre.1t. for the R.T.C. team seemed as 1[ they could not score wit h
th ca 1est of opportumtie . The Signals' first goal wa <; a glorious
xhibnion of tricky stick work. Lambert obtai ned the ball in his
own half and, outwitting two opponent . went on to beat both
backs and then passed the goalkeeper co put the ball into an
empty net.
.
.
rheir second goal, which came a few minutes later, was also
the outcome of a brilliant individual effort by Lambert. He took
the ball to the edge of the circle and put his shot well out of the
reach of the goalkeeper. The R.T.C. were still enjoying as much
of the game as their opponems, and though unable to score befor.e
the final whistle sounded, they would not have been flattered 1f
the re ult had been a draw.
The team which did much of the spade work in winning
against the stronger teams in the District comprised L / Corpl
Mitchell ; Signalmen Yarnell and Moseley ; L / Corpl Wh itefield,
Signalmen Roberts and Nunn; Signalmen Ireland, Barry, Lambert
C .. Gladwin and Gigg.
The Brigade Commander presented the cup and the individual
miniatures to the player , and added his congratulations.
Every year, when some star goes home, we hear the old old
saying that " We shall not stand a chance next year in the Hot
Weather Cup," but somehow or other we always manage to pull
it off or become runners-up. 1 am still wondering how F Company (S.T.C. Catterick) managed to beat Lieutenant T. Boileau's
.W.F. team by three clear goals.
At the rime of writing our hockey fixtures are not so entertaining, as no one wants to play the first team. It is the same cry:
•· Turn out your second team I"
Still, roll on, the conclusion of the Hot Weather League.
Cricket.- On the 18th/ 19th October we entertained the 1st
Indian D ivl Signals, of Rawalpindi, on the Peshawar Club ground,
and won by an innings and 74 runs after an excellent match.
Peshawar batted first and, thanks largely to a century from
Captain T. A. R. Scott, obtained the nice tota l of 268 runs. The
Div. Signals found run-getting very difficult against the bowling
of Captain Scott and Lieut. Nepean, and were dismissed for 35
runs. Lieut. epean bowled throughout and took eight wickets
for 14 runs, hitting the stumps on six cccasions. Following on,
the ' Pindi team lost four more wickets for 47 runs before stumps
were drawn.
On resuming on the 19th, despite determined efforts by Sigmn
Macdougall, L/ Corp! Swinson and L / Sergt Askew to avoid an
innings defeat, the remaining six wickets fell by lunch time,
leaving us winners by a comfortable margin as stated above.
Many thanks, 1st Indian Div! Signals, for an excellent and most
entertaining match.

IST INDIAN DIVISIONAL SIGNALS.

Second innings.
c Seen b Mel more ...
c Rvan b Nepean ...
b Cooper .... ..... .. .. . .
c Melmore b Nepean
c MelmorebCheesman
c Ryan b NMcean ...
2 c Fraser b
cGregor
5 b McGregor ............
0 not out .... ......... .....

8
0
6
7
3

2

b Ncpcan ...............
b McGregor .. ... ... . . ..
Extras.... ..

35

5
o
9
1 59

On Sunday 20th October we played the Nob~c Cricket Club.
Peshawar, on the Shahi Bagh ground, and were defeated by 44
runs. Signals batted first and found a matting pitch rather
difficult, only Sergt Ryan showing any prolonged resistance to
the bowlers. It may be noticed that throughout the innings of
the Noble Club the stumps were not disturbed!
PESHAWAR DISTRICT SIGNALS.

13
7
4
41
43
32

3
2
0

559
Wana Signal Section.

.sport.- On t~e 17th August we held a joint swim~ing gala
with
2 Section 6th Armoured Car Company R.T.C., but we
"".e~c drstmctly unfortunate, for we only won one event-the plate
d1vmg, and that only by a margin of two plates. There were
however, some very good displays of diving and plunging.
'
. In the Wana Bngape hockey tournament, after getting a bye
m the first round, we were knocked out in the second by " B "
team of No. 9 Company Q.V.O. Madras Sappers and Miners to
the ~une of 5-1, after a very hard game. Our goal was scored
by S1gmn Healy.

l\!o._

Bannu Signal Section.
H~ckey. -With the arrival of seven new sportsmen in the

F I SI Sergt Agar b Mohd Ayub . . . .. .. ... . . .. .....
Sergt Ryan b Ifthikar .. .. . ..... ... ... ...... ... .... ... .. .....
Corpl Fraser b Ahmad Gui . ....... ... .. . .. ... ... .. ........
Sigmn Moseley lbw b lfthibr ..............................
R.S.M. McGregor c Rabbanni b A. Hamid . .. ...... ...
Sigmn Griffiths H. not out .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ....
Sigmn Yarnell b A. Hamid . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .
Sigmn Blaikie b Ahmad Gui .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . ..
S1gmn .Seager c Sher Ahmad b Mohd Ayub
Sigmn Ien kins b Mohd Ayub .. .... .. .. .. .. . .... ... .. ...
Sigmn Fallows b Qu tab Alam .. .. .. ....... ... ... ......... . .
Extras ........................

2

48
o
2
7
11
o
I

1()

8
24
120

NOBLE CRICKET CLUB.

Ahmad Gui c Agar b Fraser .. .... ... .. . . .. .. . .... .... . .. r2
A. Hamid lbw b Fraser . ... .. ... .. ...... ... .......... ..... .
Ghulam Rabbann i c McGregor b Fallows .. . . . .. .. .. .. . 44
Mohd Danish c Jenkins b Seager . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . 11
Taj Mohd c Fallows b Yarnell ........ ..... ...... .... . ...
4
9
lfthikar c Fraser b Yarnell ........ .. ... ............. ..... ·
Qu ta b Alam c Griffiths b Yarnell ...................... ..
6
Ahmad Bux c Fallows b McGregor . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . JI
Sher Ahmad c Ryan b Yarnell ....... ........ ............
8
Mohd Ayub c Agar b McGregor ........... ............ .... I2
Dost Mohd not out . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .
6
Extras. .. .. ................... 40

Section, we are able to field a fairly strong hockey team. Although t_hey have only been pldying together for a week, they
are shapmg very well and with a little more practice we hope to
be able to hold our own with battalion sides. Our efforts so far
have been confined to smaller fry, with results as follows: 15/10/34 v. Detachment Armoured Car Comoany R.T.C. won
by 4- r
17/10 /34 v. Brigade Headquarters, drew at 1- 1
19 / 10 /34 v. Combined R.T.C. and Rest Camp, won by 2-1
2J/10/34 v. Combined B.O.R.s of Brigade H.Q. won by 6--2
Football.-Only one !\,'lme has been played-against Brigade
Headquarter_s. We were unfortunate to lose by the only goal
scored. Th is match proved a very fast and interesting game, the
ball hardly leavmg the ground from start to finish. Both teams
pl~yed c~ever football and delighted the spectators (Beck and Co.)
with quite a number of thrills. Next month, we hope to have
more and better results for publication.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Football.- The following friendly matches, played during the
past couple of months, have resulted in our finding a fairly good
team: -v. 1/ 8th Gurkha Rifles, lost by r-i: ; v. Young Muslims,
lost by 1- 2 ; v. Young Afghans, won by rI ; v. Young Islams,
won by 2-,1 ; v. A Company West Yorks, won by 1-0; v.
Young Muslims, lost by r-4; v. H.Q. Western Command, won
by 4- 0 ; v. 1ith Battery R.A. won by 4-3.
One competition match _has been played up to date--agamst
the 7th Royal Tank Corps m the second round of the Baluchistan
Cup, the result being a draw of 1-r after extra time.

Waziristan District Signals.

4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.

Headquarters, Dera lsnrail Khan.

Last month, I promised results of the unit hockey tournaments.
Here they are.
In th_e third round of. the inter-Company hockey tournament,
our umr t_e am drew with N Battery R.H.A., the score being
2-2, but m the replay we won by 3-0.
In th_e semi-finals, the H.Q. team of the Royal West Kents
wer~ given a run for their money. Signals drew without any
scormg. In the replay we again drew: this time at 2-2. Eventually, the Royal. West. Kents w0n by 5-2 goals. A really good
show: this umt havmg played five cup marches in eight days.
Not bad ii;oing, ~ut very tiring.
In the mter-umt event we were again to the fore. This time
we. were once i:nore i~ the semi-finals v. R.A. (three combined Bat:
tenes). Drawmg with the score at 1-1, we lost in the replay
by o-r. The Royal West Kents finally walked off with rhe
honours, just beating R.A. by 1-0.

R.Q. Section Football-

268

LI Seri;t Bygrave b Scott ............
Lieut. Steward c Scott b Nepean ...
Sigmn Simcox b Scott ...............
L/Se.-gt Askew b Nepean ........
S1j!mn Macdougall c Scott b Nepean
L, Corp! Swinson b Nepean ........
Sigmn Chappell b Nepean .........
Sigmn Charlton not out ............
Sigmn Phillips b Nepean ............

o

Prior to our departure from Razmak, the following games were
played: R.Q. Section Hockey24'7 I 34 v. A Company, 4 / 15th Punjabs, won by 2-1
14 / 8 / 34 v. H.Q. No. 6 A.C. Company, won by 4-0

PESHAWAR DISTRICT SIGNALS.

Sergt Ryan b Askew .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
o
L/Corpl Melmore lbw b Askew ........... ................
3
C.Q.M.S. Cooper b Askew ............................... ..
8
Captam T. A. R. Scott c Swinson b Chappell ......... 170
R.S.M. McGregor lbw b Ward ................ ........... 31
Corp! Fra.ser b Simcox .... .... .. ...... .... ... .. .............. 23
Lieut. Nepean b Chappell . . ... . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
5
Sergt Cheesman b Chappell .. ... .. ... ............. .. ..... .. .
Sigm11 Moseley c Askew b Chappell . . . ... . .. . . .. . .. ..
3
Sigmn Griffiths H. not out ............................... ..
Sigmn Seager c Chappell b Askew ................... .
Extras........................ 22

First innings.

S1gmn Briggs b Nepean . .. .. .. .. . . .
Sigmn Ward b Nepean ............. ..
Extras.... ... .....
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28'7/ 34 v. 2 / 3rd Gurkhas, lost by 2-4
29/7 I 34 v. Second XI. Waz. Med. Section R.A. won by 2-0
2/8/34 v. Waziristan Medium Section R.A. won bv 2- 0
3/8/34 v. Waziristan Medium Section R.A. won by 3-1
Combined Signals Hockey3 '7 / 34 v. 1st Battn Devon Re!!iment, wen by 2- 1
5/7/34 v. Waziristan Medium Section R.A. lost by 1-2
r4f7/34 v. 4/ 15th Punjab Regiment, won by 2-0
17f7/34 v. C Company D evens (first rcund Bri gade tourney).
won by 6-o
19f7 /34 v. H.Q. Devon Regiment (second round). drew at 2-2
21/7/34 v. H.Q. Devon Regiment (replay). won by 1-0
23/7/34 v. nth Light Batterv R.A. (semi-final), lest by 1- 2
3/8/34 v. 5/6th Rajputs, lost by 1-3
6/8/34 v. 4/15th Punjabs, lost by 1- 3
9/8/34 v. 5/6th Rajputs, drew at 2-2
13/8/34 v. 12th Field Company, S. and M. won by 2- 0
Combined Signals Football15/7/34 v. Waziristan Medium Section R.A. lost by 1-4
11/8/34 v. 2/3rd Gurkhas, drew at 1-1

Egypt Signals, Cairo.
No. I Company.
Rugby.- By the time these notes are printed, we shall have
played t~e first round of the Command championship. We have
a good side this year and hope to do well.
We played our first game against the 8th K.R.I. and beat them
by 5-0 points.
".\fterwards, we played the Grenadier Guards, and a hard game
fimshed all square, neither side scoring.
<?ur next game was against the Cairo Rugby Club, our old rivals.
This turned out a great game. We were leading up to four

!"inutes from time, but then the Club scored and the game ended
a draw of 3-3 . Jones scored our try near the corner flag.
The las_t game played to date was against the R.A.O.C. on the
new Garrison ground, which is next to the umt football ground.
All our ma~ches are now played at home. Jn this match v. the
Ordnance, tor the first. period most of the play was in our half,
and they scored a try JUSt before half-time but failed to convert
We settled d~wn in the second half, and a try was soon scored:
We kept play1_ng well ro win a splendid match by 11-7. Lieut.
Tucker and Signalmen Moore and Jones scored our tries one of
which Riley converted.
'
That is all for this month, but watch THE WIRE for Command
championship reports.
111

A Section.
. Our s_h are of P.o !nts ~or c~icket, tennis and swimming in the
mter-umt compem1ons is quite good. With an effort, the Pmchard Cup should . remain ours for another year, notwithstanding
some tough oppos1t1on.
Football and hockey have blown in with a bang, as usual. The
first Corps football encount~r produced a 1-0 victory over the
R.A.S.C., but we failed agamsr the Northumberland Fusiliers to
the tune of 1-2. There's bags of rime yet. (Foot-note: Who
owns the £iooo leg ?)
Bi!liards. -J Section ~nee advertised to give lessons at a
nominal fee_ of P.T_.25. Smee then, the Command Signal Section
and A Section desire to make it known that J are at present in
debt at double that fee.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Football Results24/ 9/ 34 v. Lincolns Signals Section (friendly) drew at 2-2
(Whitehead, Roberts)
2/ 10/ 34 v. ·o. 9 A.A. Battery R.A. (League) lost by 2-5
(Lomax, Buttery)
8 / 10 / 34-Henshaw's XI. v. The College (friendly), won by 3-2
(Erridge 2, Higginbottom)
Hockey ResultS4/ 9/ 34 v. St. Andrew's (friendly), lost by 1-2 (Larking)
12/ 9/ 34 v. Punjabs Signals. (friend_ly), won by 2-1 (May 2)
26/ 9 /34 v . B Company P_un1abs (friendly). lost by 1- 2 (Erridge)
29/ 9/ 34 v. Y.M.C.A. (friendly), drew at 2-2 (Fielding, May)
4/ 10 / 34 '" Police (friendly), lost by 0--3
9 / 10 / 34 v. Combined Hospitals, wen by 1-0 (May)
I l I 10 / 34 v. H.K. Mule Corps (friendly), won by 2-1 (Fielding,
May)
I2 / 10 / 34 v. Club de Recreio, lost by 1-2 (May)
14 / 10 / 34 v. St. Andrew's (League), won by 2-r (Fielding, May)
Cricket ResultS3/10 / 34 v. R.A.O.C. lost by 12 runs
10/ 10 / 34 v. R.E. lost by 139 runs

Shanghai Signal Section.
It would be impossible to give in detail everything that has
occ~rred in the sportin~ line out here throughout the past summer.
I will except pony racmg, dogs and Hai Alai, all of which have
their adherents. Heavy rain has been the only deterrent against
sports on seven days a week: that is, when one is not taken away
for work.
As many are aware, this Section assists Area Detai ls in every
form, and it is pleasing to say that Signals are always represented.
!ho~e who are due fo~ Shanghai, whether they play or not, are
mvCJgled by someone mto the way to shake dice , pat a ball on
the tennis court, or attempt to emulate Bradman, and after three
years it is surprising what skill is acquired.
As a Section of thirty odd, we reckon to hold our own in anr
branch of sport against the same number. Challenges by the rst
January 1935.
Cricket.- Lack of grounds has prevented us from having the
usual three or four matches a week. Still , on the whole the eason
has been enjoyed by all ; sometimes everyone turn out to have a
knock.
Royal Signals have played only three matche , which were won
easily.

